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PREFATORY NOTE

With this volume the text of the Dictionary is completed. The Editor has

nothing to add to the explanations given in the Preface to VoL i; but it is

his sad duty to record the death of two more of our collaborators. One of these,

M. Ldon Marillier of the Sorbonne, a member of the Board of Consulting Editors,

gave time and labour generously to the determination of the French equivalents,

and all those who use the Dictionary are indebted to him. His death is a severe

blow, especially to the study of Comparative Religion, but also to that of

Philosophy and Psychology. The other. Professor Adamson of Glasgow, con-

tributed many articles on Logic, mainly to the first volume. His eminence in the

department of Philosophy is well known to all readers of the work.

The Editor wishes to thank correspondents and reviewers for bringing to

his notice various minor errors in Vol. i. The indulgent criticism so far made
of the work encourages the editorial staff. Only on two points has the book
been somewhat misjudged : we are not in any sense slighting Greek and Latin

philosophy, and the remai’ks in the General Preface do not mean to suggest

that we are. As it happens, much of the historical matter on classical thought

is in the present volume. And, again, we are not in any way claiming that the

treatment of biography is more than the proverbial ‘part of a loaf’; it was

a question, indeed, of pai*t of a loaf or no bread. The bibliographies of Vol. iii

will supplement the biographical notices, of course, very essentially.

The Dictionary is indebted for special articles to the new contributors

mentioned at the end of the list of Collaborators given in this volume
;
and also

to Professor Fabian Franklin of Baltimore, who gave his co-operation in the pre-

paration of the article on ‘Probability,’ to which his initials (F.F.) are attached.

On the other hand, the connection of Dr. Tosti with the work ceased with the

issue of the first volume.

The Editor finds himself also under very great obligations to those who
prepared the exhaustive Indexes

;
their names are given in connection with their

respective lists.

THE EDITOR
Pbinceton,

June
, 1902.
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ABBREVIATIONS

L ABBREVIATIONS OF TERMS OCCURRING IN
TITLES OF JOURNALS AND OTHER

PUBLICATIONS

AbhandL
Abstr.
Abth.
Acad., Acoad., Akad.
Addr.
Adv.
Aealh.
Ak.
Alien.
allg.

Anier.

Anat.
angew.
Ann.
AnthropoL

Anthropom.
Antiq.
AntoL
Anz.
Aphor.
Arb.
Arch., Ark.
ArchaeoL
art.

Assoc.
Aufl.

Augenh.
Ausg.

Beitr.

Belg.

Ber.
BerL
Bib.

Bibliog,

Biblioth.

Biog.
Biol.

Bk.
Bl.

Boat.

Brit.

Brux.
Bull., BolL

>=aus, an.

= Abbandlung.
= Abstract.
= Abtheilung.
= Academy, &o.
= Addresses.
Advancement.

« Aesthetic, &o.
^Akustik.
«= Alienist.

^allgemein.
= American.
= Anatomy, Anatomical, &c.

=angewandt.
«= Annals, &c.

= Anthropological, Anthro-
pology, &c.

: Anthropometry.
= Antiquities.
= Antologia.
»= Anzeiger.
«= Aphorismen.
= Arbciten.
«= Archives, &c.
•= Archaeological, &c.
»= article.

«= Association.
sAuflage.
= Augenh eiIkunde.
»= Ausgabe.

•= Beitrage.
= Belgique, &c.
>=Bericht.
*= Berliner.
= Biblical.

^Bibliography, Biblio-

graphical, &c.
«=Bibliothfeque.
»= Biography, &c.
«= Biological, &o.
«=Book.
»=Blatt.

«= Boston.
•^British, Britannica.
Bruxelles.

“Bulletin, &c.

Cent.
Centralbl.

Chir., Cirug.

Chr6t., Christ.
Cien.
Circ.

Cirug.

Clin.

Co., Comp.
Comm.
Comm’r, Comm’rs.
Commun.
Compar.
Cong.
Contemp,
Contrib.
Corresp.

Crim.
CriminoL
Grit.

Cyc.

d.

Descrip.

deutsch.

Devel.
Diet.

Dis.

Diss.

Eccles.

Econ.
ed.

Educ.
Electr.

Electro-bioh

Encyc. Brit.

Eng. trans.

Enseignera.
Entomol.
Entwickelungsmech.
!^t.

Eth.
EthnoL
Exam.
Exper.
Explan.

« Century.
«= Centralblatt.

“Chirurgical, &c.

“Chr4tienne, Christian^ 4:«,

«=Ciencia.

“Circulars.
“Cirugia.
“Clinical, &o.
“Company.
“Commission.
“Commissioner, &o.
“Communication, Sm,
“ Comparative.
“ Congress.
“ Contemporary.
“ Contributions.
= Correspondenz.
“Criminal, &c.
“Criminology.
“ Critical.

“ Cyclopedia.

“ de, der, &o.
“ Descriptive.

“deutscher, &e.

“ Deveiopment(al),
“ Dictionary, &c.
“Disease.
“ Dissertation.

“Ecclesiastical.

“Economics, Economy, &c.
“edited, edition.

“Education, &o.

“Electric, &c.

“Eloctro-biology, &c.
“ Encyclopaedia Britannica.
“English translation.
«= Enseignement.
“Entomology, &c. ,

= Entwickelungsmechanik.
= !Etude.

“Ethical, Ethics.

“Ethnology.
= Examination.
“Experimental, &e.
“ Explanatory.

C. R.
Cal.

Canad.
Cathol.

Comptes Rendus.
California.

Canadian.
Catholic, &C.

f.

Ease.

Filos., Filoa,

Fortn.

“fiir.

“Fascicule.
“Filosofia, &c.
“ Fortnightly.
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Fortsch.
Fr.

Fran?.
Freniat.

Gaz., Gao.
Geb.
Gen.
Geneesk.
Geol.

Ger.
gerichtL
ges.

Gesch.
GeselL
Gior.

H.
Habil,
Handb.
HandwOrterb.
Heilk., -hk.
Hist.

Hop.
Hosp.
Hypnot.

I.
, 1st.

Icon.

imman.
Inaug.
Inebr.
Inq.

Insan.
Inst.

Int.

Interm^d.
Intermed.
Interpret.

Introd.

Ital.

J.

Jahrb.
Jahresber.
Jahrg.
Just.

k., kgl.

Kantstud.
klin.

krim.
KriminoL
krit., Krit>

Lab.
Lane.
Laryng.

LaryngoL
Lects.

Legisl.

Lehrb,
Lfg.

Linn.
lit.

Mag.
Med., M4d.
Med.-Chir.
Med.-PsychoL, fto.

= Fortschritt.

French.
sFrangais.
«=Freniatria.

— Gazette, &o.
— Gebiet.
= General.
— Geneeskundo.
—Geology, &c.
«= German.
— gerichtlich.

—gesammt.
= Geschichte.

— Gesellschaft.
— Giornale.

= Heft.
= Habilitationsschrift.
= Handbook, Handbueh.
=Handworterbuch.
— Heilkunde.
= History, &c.
«= Hopital.
= Hospital.
— Hypnotism, &c.

= Istituto.

= Iconoclast, Iconography,
&c.

— immanent, &c.

— InauguraL
— Inebriates, Inebriety.
— Inquiry.
— Insanity.
— Institute, Institution, &c.
— International.
— Intermediaire.
— Intermediate.
— Interpretation.
— Introduction.
— Italian.

— Journal.
— Jahrbuch.
— Jahresbericht.

M^m.
Mens.
Ment.
Met., Mdt.
Meth.
Microg.
Microsc., mikr.

Mitth., Mitt.

Mo.
Mod.
MonatsbL
Monatsh.
Monatssch.
Monog.
Mor.
MorphoL
Miinch.
Mus.

N. S.

N. Y.
Nat.
NatnL
Natural.
Naturf.
Naturw.
nederl.

Neo-ScoL
Nerv.
Nervenh.
Neurasth.
Neurol., NdvroL
Neurot.
Nic.

No.
Norm.
Nouv.
Nov.

OcuL
Offenb.

Ohrenh.
Ophthal., Ottal.

— Jahrgang.
— Justinian.

— kOniglich.
— Kantstudien.
— klinisch.
— kriminal.

Org.

Orifie.

Osp.

OsteoL
Otol.

Pad.
— Kriminologie.
— kritiseh, Kritik, &o.

— Laboratory.
— Lancisiana.
— Laryngoscope, Laryngo-

tomy, &e.
— Laryngology, -ist, &c.
— Lectures.

—Legislation.
— Lehrbuch.
— Lieferung.
— Linnaean.
— Literary, Literature.

— Magazine.
—Medicine, Medical, &c.
— Medico-Chirurgical, &c.
— Medico-Psychological, &c.

PathoL, PatoL
Pedag.
Perc.

Phar.
Philol.

Philos.

Phys.
PhysioL
Pogg.
PolicL
Polit.

Pop.
Pract.

prakt.

Pref.

Pres.

Presb.
Princ.

Proc.

— Memoires.
— Mensuel, -elle.

— Mental, See.

— Metaphysics, &c.
— Method.
— Micrographic, &c.
— Microscopy,Microscopical,

mikroskopisch, &o.
— Mittheilungen.
— Monthly.
— Modern, &c.

— Monatsblatt.
— Monatsheft.
— Monatsschrift,
— Monograph.
— Morals, Moral.
— Morphology, &c.
— Miinchener.
— Museum.

— New Series.

—New York.
— Natural.
— National.
— Naturalist, Sea.

— Naturforscher.
— Naturwissenschaft.
— nederlandscli.
— Neo-Scolastique,
— Nervous, &c.

—Nervenheilkunde.
— Neurasthenia, &c.
— Neurology, &c.
— Neurotomy, &c.
— Nicomachean.
— Number.
—Normal.
— Nouveau, &e.
— Novum.

— Oculiste, &C.

— Offenbarung.
— Ohrenheilkunde.
— Ophthalmology, Ophthal-

mic, &c.
— Organum.
— Orifical.

— Ospedale.
— Osteology, &c.
— Otology, &c.

— Padagogik, &0.
— Pathology, &c.
— Pedagogy, &c.
— Perception.
— Pharyngologie.
— Philology, &c,
— Philosophy, &o.
— Physical.
— Physiology, &c.
— Poggendorff.
— Policlinic, &c.

— Political.

— Popular.
—Practical.

— praktisch.
— Preface.

— Presidential.
— Presbyterian.
— Principles.
— Proceedings.
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i’rog.

Psych.
Psychiat.
Psvchol., Psicol,, &o.
Pt’.

Publ., pubL

Quart.

Quest.
Qiiind.

R.
Rdschau,
Rec.

Ref.

Rendio,
Rep.
Rep’r.

Res.

Rev.
rev.

Rhinol.
Riv.
Roy.

= Program, Programmab-
handiung.

= Psychic, Psychical.
= Psycliiatry, &c.
= Psychology, &o.
«= Part.
— Publications, published by.

— Quarterly.

— Questionnaire, Questions.

— Quindicinale.

— Reale (ItaL).

— Rundschau.
— Record, Recueil.

—Reference, Reformed.
— RendicontL
— Report.
— Reporter.
— Research.
— Review, &o.
— revised.

— Rhiiiology.
— Rivista.

— Royal.

Suppl.
Surg.

Syst.

System.

Theol.
Therap.
Thom.
Tijd.

trad.

Trans.
trans. (Eng. &0.)
Trav.
Treat.

Trib.

Trimest.

ii.

u.

Uebers.
Univ.
Univl.
Untersuch.

S.

SammL
Schol.

Sci.

Scient.

Sciol.

Sem.
Semej.
Sent.

Sitzber.

Skand.
Smithson.
Soc.

Sociol.

Span.
SpecuL
spek.
Sperim.
Staatswisa,

Stat.

Statist.

Stud.

— Series.

— Sammlung.
— Scholastic.

— Science.
— Scientific.

— Sciolism, Sciolistic.

— Seminary, Seminar.
— Semejotica.
— Sentiments.
— Sitzungsbei'icht.

— Skandinavian.
— Smithsonian.
— Society, Social
— Sociology.

— Spanish.
—Speculative.
— spekulativ.
— Sperimentale (Italian).

— Staatswissenschaft.
—Station.
—Statistics, &c.
— Studies, Studien.

V.

Ver.
verb.

Verb.
verm.
Vocab.
voL
Vortr.
Vorw.
Vtljscb.

Wien.
Wise.
Wiss., wiss.

Wochensch.
Wbrterb.

z.

Zeit.

Zeitsch.

Zool.

— Supplement, &c.

— Surgery, Surgical.

— System.
= Systematic, systematiscb,

&c.

— Theology, &c.
— Therapeutic, &o.

— Thomiste.
— Tijdsk rift.

— traduit.

— Transactions.
— translation (English, &o.).

— Travaux.
— Treatise.

—Tribune.
— Trimestrieh

— fiber.

— und.
— Uebersetzt.
—University.
—Universal.
— Untersuchungen.

— von.
— Verein.
— verbesserter.

— Verhandlung.
— vermehrte.
— Vocabulary.
— volume.
— Vortrage.
— Vorwort.
—Vi erteljahrsschrift.

—Wiener.
— Wisconsin.
— Wissenschaft, wissen-

schaftlich.

— Wochenschrift.
— WOrterbuch.

— zur, zum.
— Zeitung.
— Zeitschrift.

—Zoology, &<i.
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AND OTHER PUBLICATIONS

Abhandl. d. k. sSclis. Gesell. d. Wiss.
Abhandl. d. physiol. Gesell. zu Berlin
Abhandl. z. Philos.

Acad. E. MM.-Chir. d. France
Addr. and Proc. Natnl. Educ. Assoq.
Alien, and Neurol.
Allg. Pad.
Allg. Wien. med. Zeit.

Allg. Zeitsch f. Psychiat,
Amer. Anthropol.
Amer. J. Med. Sci.

Amer. J. of Insan.
Amer. J. of Ophthal.
Amer. J. of PhysioL
Amer. J. of Psychol.
Amer. J. of Sci.

Amer. J. of Sociol.

Amer. Med.-Surg. Bull.
Amer. Natural.
Amer. Phys. Educ. Rev,
Amer. Presb. Eev.
Anat. Anz.
Anat. Hefte
Ann. Amer. Acad. Polit. and See. ScL
Ann. Clin, de Bordeaux
Ann. d. Mai. de I’Oreille

Ann. d’Ocul.

Ann. d. Physik u.Chemie (or Wiedemann’* Ann.)
Ann. d. Sci. Nat.
Ann. d. Sci. Psych.
Ann , de Microg.
Ann. de Philos. Chrdt.
Ann. de Psychiat.
Ann. di Freniat.

Ann. di NeuroL
Ann. di Otol.

Ann. di Ottal.

Ann. of Otol., Rhinol., and LaryngoL
Ann. M4d.-PsychoL
Ann. Soc. Roy. d. ScL M^d. et Nat. de Brux.
Ann^e Biol.

Ann^ Philos.

Ann6e PsychoL
Ann^e SocioL
Annual Encyo.
Anomalo
Anthropol.
Antiq. Rom. Syntagma
Arch. Clin, de Bordeaux
Arch. d’Anat. Microsc.
Arch, d’Anthropol. Crim.
Arch, de Nem-oL
Arch. d’OphthaL

Arch, de Physiol.
Arch, di Psichiat.

Arch. f. Anat. u. Entwickelungsgesch.
Arch, f.' Anat. u Physiol.—Physiol. Abth.
Arch. f. Anat. u. Physiol.—Anat. Abth.
Arch. f. Augenh.
Arch. f. d. ges. Physiol, (or Pfliiger’s Arch.)
Arch. f. Entwickelungsmech.
Arch, f exper. Palbol.
Arch. f. Gesch. d. Piiilos.

Arch. f. krim. Anthropol.
Arch. f. Laryngol. u. RhinoL
Arch. f. mikr. Anat.
Arch. f. Ohrenh.
Arch. f. Ophthal. (or v. Graefe’s Arch.)
Arch. f. pathol. Anat. (or Virchow’s Axch.)
Arch. f. Psychiat.
Arch. f. Eeligionswiss.

Arch. f. syst. Philos.

Arch. Int. de Laryngol. et d’Otol.
”

Arch. Ital. d. Biol.

Arch. Ital. di Laringol.
Arch, of NeuroL and Psychopathol.
Arch, of Ophthal.
Arch, of Otol.

Arena
Atlantic Mo.
Atti R. Accad. d. Lincei
Atti Soc. Rom. di AntropoL

Beitr. z. Ak. u. Musikwiss.
Beitr. z. Augenh. (Deutschmann’a)
Beitr. z. exper. Psychol.
Beitr. z. pathol. Anat.
Beitr. z. Psychol, u. Philos.

Ber. d. k. siichs. Gesell. d. Wisi.
Ber. d. Senckenberg. NaturL-GeselL
Berl. klin. Wochensch.
Bern. Stud. z. Philos.
Bibliog. Anat.
Biol. Centralbl.

Biol. Lectures
Biol. Untersuch. (Retzius’s)

Blackwood’s Mag.
Boll. d. Soc. di Natural, in Napoli
Boll. d. Policlin. Gen. di Torino
Boll. d. Soc. Lane. d. Osp. di Roms
Boll. d. Soc. Med.-Chir. di Pavis
Boston Med. and Surg. J.

Brain
Brit. Med. J.

Brit. Quart. Rev.
Bulk Acad, de Mdd.
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Bull. Anier. Ac«d. Med.
Bull. .Tolnis Hopkins Hosp,
Bull. M^d.
Bull. Mus. Compar. Zool. Harvard ColL
Bull. Soc. d’Anthropol. d. Paris
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{continued)

LEADING OF PROOF — LEADING PRINCIPLE

Leading of Pi’oof : no concise foreign

equivalents. The operation Liinging up to

attention, among propositions admitted to he

true, certain relations between them Avhich

logically compel the acceptance of a con-

clusion. (C.S.P.)

LeadingPrinciple: Ger. leJtendes Prinzip;

Fr. principle directeur
;

Ital. principio fonda-

mentale. It is of the essence of reasoning that

the reasoner should proceed, and should be

conscious of proceeding, according to a general

habit, or method, which he holds would either

(according to the kind of reasoning) always

lead to the truth, provided the premises were
true

;
or, consistently adhered to, would

eventually approximate indefinitely to the

truth
;
or would be generally conducive to the

ascertainment of truth, supposing there be

any ascertainable truth. The effect of this

habit or method could be stated in a proposi-

tion of which the antecedent slioidd describe

all possible premises upon which it could

operate, while the consequent should describe

how the conclusion to which it would lead

would be determinately related to those

premises. Such a proposition is called the

‘leading principle’ of the reasoning.

Two different reasouers might infer the

same conclusion from the same premises;

and yet their proceeding might be govexmed
by liabits which would be formulated in

diflei-ent, or even conflicting, leading pilnci-

ples. Only that man’s I’easoning would be
good whose leading principle was true for all

possible cases. It is not essential that the

reasoner should have a distinct apprehension
of the leading piinciple of the habit which
governs his reasoning; it is sufficient that he
should be conscious of proceeding according

II.

to a general method, and that he should hold

that that method is generally apt to lead to

the truth. He may even conceive himself to

be following one leading principle, when, in

reality, he is following another, and may
consequently blunder in his conclusion. Fi’oin

the effective leading principle, together with

the premises, the propriety of accepting the

conclusion in such sense as it is accepted

follows necessai’ily in every case. Suppose
that the leading principle involves two propo-

sitions, L and A', and suppose that there ai’e

three premises, P, P', P"
;
and let C signify

the acceptance of the conclusion, as it is

accepted, either as time, or as a legitimate

appi’oximation to the truth, or as an assump-

tion conducive to the ascertainment of the

truth. Then, from the five premises L, L',

P, P', P", the inference to 0 would be

necessai'y
;
but it would not be so from L, L',

P', P" alone, for, if it were, P would not

really act as a premise at all. From P' and
P" as the sole premises, G would follow, if

the leading principle consisted of L, L', and
P. Or from the four pi’emises L', P, P', P",
the same conclusion would follow if L alone

were the leading principle. What, then,

could be the leading principle of the inference

of G from all five propositions L, L\ P, P'
,
P",

taken as premises ? It would be something

already implied in those pi’emises
;

and it

might be almost any general proposition so

implied. Leading pi-inciples ai’e, thei’efore,

of two classes
;

and any leading principle

whose truth is implied in the premises of

every inference which it governs is called

a ‘logical’ (or, less appropriately, a foniial)

leading principle; while a leading principle

whose truth is not implied in the premises
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LEAST SqUAEES — LEGITIMATION

is culled a ‘ factual ’ (or material) leading

principle. (C.S.P.)

Least Squares (method of): see Eekoks
OF OnSKKVATIOX.

Left-handedness : see Dextealitt.
Legal [Lat. Jeyolisl : Ger. gesetzlich

;

Fr.

Uyiil
;

Ital. legale. (i) Pertaining to law.

(2) Conformahle to law. (3) Pertaining to

law, as distinguished from equity. (4) De-
fined or created hy law, e. g. legal offences,

legal disabilities.

Legal defence : one sufficient under the

rules of law. Legal ethics : the ethical rules

governing the conduct of the legal profession.

That may he legal which is neither just

nor honourable. ‘ Non omne quod licet hone-

stum (st,’ Big., 1 . 17, de diversis regulis iuris

autiqui, 144. (S.E.B.)

Legal Fiction: Ger. Rechtsfiction \
Fr.

fiction legale
;

Ital. finzione legale. The
assumption, as a fact, of what is not known
to be such, made by authority of law to pro-

mote justice.

It is generally done by the courts, some-

times by the legislature. Thus the English

courts of common law, in order to take juris-

diction of matters of admiralty jurisdiction,

anciently allowed a plaintiff to describe his

cause of action as arising at Havre, to wit, in

Westminster, and refused to allow the de-

fendant to contest their right to entertain

the case by denying the averment as to West-
minster. Of. Maine’s Ancient Law, 26.

Legal fictions fui-nish the means by which
most nations develop their system of proce-

dure from formal into rational methods. See,

as to their use in Eoman law, Sohm’s Inst, of

Roman Law, § 38 ;
Hadley’s Introd. to Roman

Law, 96. Wills causelessly disinheriting chil-

dren could be set aside, ‘hoc colore, quasi non

sanae mentis fuerint cum testamenta ordina-

rent. Sed hoc dicitur non quasi vere furiosus

sit, sed recte quidem fecerit testamentum, non
autem ex officio pietatis. Nam si vere furiosus

sit, nullum testamentum est’ lyinst. of Jvst.,

ii. 18, de inojjidoso testamento). (s.e.b.)

Legend [Lat. legere, to read] : Ger. Le-

gends
;
Fr. legends

;

Ital. leggenda. An edi-

fying tradition which has grown up spon-

taneously and uncritically around some his-

torical personage, and which, though lacking

in historic verity, is valuable in the revelation

it makes of the spirit and life of the people and
time that produced it.

In ecclesiastical history : legend is the

story of a saint or other religious personage

which has grown up gradually in response to

the requirements of religious edification, and
which, though containing a nucleus of truth,

is not historically reliable.

The legend differs from the myth in that it

ordinarily develops about a real personage,

w'hereas the myth may be pure fiction, and
ordinarily arises out of a personification of

some natural object or force. See Myth.
Literature : Eheet, Allg. Gesch. d. Litera-

tur d. Mittclalters im Abendlande (1874-87)

;

Milman, Hist, of Latin Christianity
;
Leckt,

Hist, of Rationalism in Europe. (A.T.O.)

Legislation [Lat. lex, law, -b latio, a pro-

posing] : Ger. Gesetzgehiing
;

'Rr. legislation’,

Ital. legislazione. (t) The act of making a

law, by a legislator or legislature. ‘ In legis-

lation both the contents of the rule are de-

vised, and legal force is given to it, by simul-

taneous acts of the sovereign power which
produce “written law.” All the other law
sources produce what is called “ unwritten

law,” to which the sovereign authority gives

its whole legal force, but not its contents,

which are derived from popular tendency,

professional discussion, judicial ingenuity, or

otherwise, as the case may be’ (Holland,

Jurisprudence, chap. v. 66). (2) The law
made by a legislator or legislature.

Judicial legislation : the virtual making
of law by judicial magistrates, by declaring

in their judgments that to be law which

had not previously been enacted or generally

recognized as such. (s.e.b.)

Legitimate (in law) [Med. Lat. legitimor

tus]

:

Ger. gesetzmdssig, legitim
;
Fr. legitime

;

Ital. legittimo. Accordant with law
;
having

the support of law
;
legally entitled, especially

of a child born in law'ful wedlock (whether

begotten in wedlock or not).

Legitimate portion : that share of a parent’s

estate which, by the rules of the civil law, can-

not be willed away from the natural heir without

some recognized legal justification. (s.e.b.)

Legitimation [Fr.] : Ger. Legitimation
;

Fr. legitimation] Ital. legittimazione. That
by which an illegitimate child is made legiti-

mate in law.

By English and American common law there

is no method of legitimation. The later

Roman law allowed it by virtue of a marriage

of the parents at any time after the conception

or the birth of the child {Inst, of Just., iii. 1,

2). Similar laws have been enacted in many
of the United States.

By English common law, legitimation has

no extra-territorial force. Cf. Wharton,

Private Int. Law, chap. v. (s.e.b.)
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LEIBNITZ — LIABILITY

Leibnitz (or Leibniz), Earon Gottfried
Wilhelm von. (1646-1716.) Born at

Leipzig, where his father was professor of

ethics, he was educated at Leipzig and Jena
Universities. He received a doctorate in law,

but had become deeply read in scholasticism

and logic. For a period he had also studied

Bacon, Hobbes, Kepler, Galilei, Gassendi,

and, to some extent, Descartes; and was
for a time converted to the ifiathematico-

mechanical conceptiorT of nature. Under
the patronage of Baron Boineburg he pre-

pared for a political life, became assistant

to Lasser in the preparation of a refoimed

code of Roman law, and member of the Court
of Appeals in Mainz (1670). He visited

London, met Newton, Boyle, and others, and
became Fellow of the Royal Society. In Paris

he was intimate with Cassini and Huyghens.
In 1676 he accepted a position in the

court of the Duke of Brunswick-Luneburg,
and (1678) was made counsellor and member
of the supreme court. Called to Berlin in

1698 by Princess Sophia Charlotte, he estab-

lished the Scientific Society, which has since

become Berlin University.

Lemma [Gr. gain, an assumption,

premise] : Ger. Hillfsmtz, Lehnsatz
;

Fr.

lemme] Ital. Zemma. A theorem which inter-

rupts the course of development of a mathe-
matical theory, but which is inserted to supply

a premise for one of the theorems.

This use of the word seems to go back to

Euclid, at least ;
and even Aristotle uses the

word—not a common one with him—in con-

nection with geometry, in the first chapter

of the Topics. With Aristotle, however, it

means a premise; and with the Stoics, more
particularly, the major premise of a syllo-

gism. (c.s.p.)

Lese-majesty [Fr.], also written ‘leze-

majesty’ : Ger. Majestatsheleidigung, Hoch-
verrat

;
Fr. lese-majeste

;
Ital. lesa maestd,.

The crime of direct attack on the state, or

on its sovereign, his family, or his chief

officers of government.

Formerly in Europe this crime was also

regarded as comprehending offences committed
directly against God, such as sacrilege, blas-

phemy, or apostasy
; being thus termed lese-

majeste divine (Merlin’s Repertoire de Juris-

prudence, sub verbo). Of lese-majeste humaine
there were several degrees, the offence being

pushed BO far in France as to include em-
bezzlement by public officials and unlawful

assemblies. The crime of High Teeason
(q. V.) was known by this name in England

in the time of Glanvil (12th century). The
Roman law named this offence maiestatis

crimen, or moie fully ‘ crimen laesae, immi-
nutae, diminutae, minutae, maiestatis,’ Rig.,

xlviii. 4, ad Legem luliam Maiestatis
;

Smith’s Diet, of Greek and Roman Antiq.

{maiestas); HeinecciuSjAwZit^. Rom. Syntagma,
iv. § 46 f. (S.E.B.)

Lessing, Gotthold Ephraim. (1729-
81.) Educated at the Fiirstenschule in

Meissen, and at Leipzig, in philology and
theology. After 1748 he spent some time as

journalist in Berlin. Went to Wittenberg

(1752) to complete his studies; returned to

Berlin (1753) to resume his work as jour-

nalist and critic. After two years spent in

Leipzig, he returned once more (1758) to

Berlin. In 1760 he became secretary to

General von Tauenzien in Breslau, during
the Seven Years’ War; 1767, official play-

wright and artistic director of the Hamburg
theatre; 1770, librarian of the ducal library

at Wolfenbiittel.

Lewes, George Henry. (1817-78.) An
English Positivist, boru in Loudon. In
youth a business clerk, he began the study

of medicine, but abandoned it for philosophy

and psychology. Spent two years in Ger-

many, returning to London in 1840, and de-

voting himself to literature. He was literary

editor of The Leader (1849-54), and founded
the Fortnightly Review.

Liability (in law) [Fr. Her, from Lat.

legare, to bind] : Ger. Haftharkeit
;

Fr. re-

sponsahilite] Ital. risponsabilitcl. Such a rela-

tion by one to another as will or may support

an action by the latter against the former.

The maker of a note, as soon as it is de-

livered, comes under a liability to the holder,

which may support an action, and will, if the

note be dishonoured when due. The contingent

liability of the endorser of a note becomes an
absolute liability when the note is dishonoured,

and due demand and notice follow. Liability

is viewed by Austin ‘ as a sanction ’ imposed

by law as a penalty for disobedience of law.

But an unintentional act of violence to another

may impose an actionable liability, though

there was no intent to disobey the law. Lia-

bility for an act whereby another is injured

can be rested better on the natural obligation

to act in contemplation of the natural ten-

dency, under existing circumstances known
or knowable, of the act to do harm (see

Holmes on the Common Law, 79, 81, 162).

Limited liability
: (1) a liability of share-

holders in a business corporation or joint-stock
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company, limited by law to the amount of their

subscriptions for shares
; (2) tlie restricted

liability of shipowners for accidents occurring

without their fault (see U. S. Revised Statutes,

§ 832). Individual liability: that which one

holding a representative position as executor,

cashier, or governor, may incur by contracting

on his personal credit, though not for his

personal benefit. The common-law maxim is

Ubi ius, ibi remedium. (s.e.b.)

Libelt, Earol. (1807-75.) Educated
at Berlin, under Hegel, in philosophy. Wrote
the gold medal essay on Spinoza (1828); re-

ceived his doctorate in philosophy (1830).

Took part in the Polish revolution in that year,

and was imprisoned nine months. In 1840
he opened a private school at Posen, and edited

two journals. His life was given to literature.

He was again imprisoned (1846-8), and his

journal suppi-essed (1849). Took a prominent

part in the reorganization of Great Poland,

and protested in the Parliament at Frankfort

against the incorporation of Great Poland in

Germany. He was the first famous Polish

philosopher.

Liberalism [Lat. liber, fi'ee] : Ger. Liberal-

ismus', Yr. liberalisme\ \t&\. liberalismo. (i)

The personal disposition to free and untram-

melled thought and action.

(2) The social sentiment which welcomes

reforming and progressive opinion and action.

Liberalism is opposed to conservatism in

both these meanings; but a certain relative

balance between them is necessary to stable

social organization, in which the writer {Social

and Etli. Interpret., chap. v. § 3 ;
cf. Boyce,

Psychol. Rev., v. 1898, 113) has likened them
to habit and accommodation in the indi-

vidual’s life. Extreme libei alism, taking the

form of a disposition to accept innovations as

such, is called radicalism.

Literature

:

see Sociology, and Social
Psychology. (j.m.b., f.h.g.)

Liberty (i) and (2) Libertarianism [Lat.

lihertas\: Ger. Freiheit •, Fr. liherte\ Ital.

liherth. (i) SeeFEEEDOM (various meanings),

and Will
; (2) Ethical Indeteeminism ((|. v.),

also the references made under (i). (j.m.b.)

Liberty (poli<-ical) : see Feeedom (political

and social).

Liberty (religious) : Ger. Reliyionsfreiheit
;

Fr. liberte rdigiease
;

Ital. liberth relujiosa.

'I'liC legally securcal right of the individual to

bold and piacfise without intei ference any
form of religious belief and worship lie may
i-h.'iose, in so far as tlie exercise of his pie-

logative does not conflict with the fundamental

political and social principles of the society

to which he belongs.

The history of religious liberty in modern
times begins with the edict of toleration by
Constantine in 313 A. D. Throughout the

middle ages the enforcement of conformity to

prescribed forms of belief was regarded as a

duty. The Reformation did not effect much
advance in freedom, but Catholic and Protes-

tant alike claimed the right of coercion. A
considerable advance was made at the Peace

of Westphalia in 1648, when equal rights

were accorded to professors of the Catholic,

Luthei’an, and Calvinistic faiths. The French
Revolution marked the beginning of a new
era, in which the principle of religious freedom

in its widest sense has gradually secured

almost universal recognition.

Literature : Gibbon, Decline and Fall of

the Roman Empire
;
Guizot, Hist, of Civili-

zation in Europe; Voltaiee, Essay on Tolera-

tion
;

Locke, Essays
;
Lecky, Hist, of Ra-

tionalism
;

Banceoft, Hist, of the United

States. Cf. Eeastianism, and Gallican-
ISM. (R.M.W.)

Lie [AS. leogan^: Ger. Lvge\ Fr. men-
songe\ Ital. menzogna. Any intentional de-

cejition of another by positive m isre2iresenta-

tion. Cf. Equivocation.
The essence of the lie l ests in the intention

to deceive
;
yet the means of the decejition, by

positive misrein esentation—as contrasted with

either negative suggestion {svggestio falsi) or

omission of truth {suppressio veri)—seems,

though casuistical, to be well established.

The following examj^le from Macaulay {Hist,

of England, chap, ix) illustrates this ‘ distinc-

tion without a difference.’ Bishoji Comp-
ton, who had invited William of Orange to

invade England in 1688, is asked by King
James if there is any truth in the statement

in William’s manifesto that some spiritual

peers had invited him
;
he replies :

‘ Sir, I

am quite confident that there is not one of

my brethren who is not as guiltless as myself

ill this matter.’ Macaulay remarkb : ‘The

equivocation was ingenious; but whether

the difference between the sin of such an
equivocation and the sin of a lie be worth
any expense of ingenuity may perhaps be

doubted.’

The question of the ethical justification of

a lie is also quite apart
;

whether right or

not, a lie is a lie ‘ for a’ that.’ See Veracity,

and cf. Casuistry. (j.m.b. -h.s.)

Life and Organic [AS. hlifian, Gr.

: Ger. Leben, Lebewesen (living being).



LIFE AND ORGANIC

organisch
;

Fr. vie, organique
;

Ital. vita,

organico. A form of organization found in

certain material things, having the properties

of self-perpetuation, for a longer or shorter

time, and of reproduction in some form, and

further distinguished by certain characters

described as vital properties or properties

of Living Matter (q. v.). Matter having

this organization and these characters is called

‘ living ’ or ‘ organic,’ as opposed to ‘ dead ’ or

‘inorganic’ matter. Cf. also Protoplasm,
The theories of life have always turned on

the form of organization d' splayed, as con-

tiasted with other forms, such as notably the

chemical. The problem seems little nearer

solution now than in the time of the specula-

tions of Aristotle. To Aristotle the soul was
the ‘ fonn ’ or ‘ formal cause ’ of the organized

body, the matter of which was the ‘ material

cause ’ of the living creature. The scholastic

theory of ‘ vitality ’ or ‘ vital force ’ postulated

a principle additional to those of mechanical

action and chemical organization, a view
which laboured under the obscurity of the

word ‘force,’ and came to be directly challenged

when the generalization of the Conservation
OF Energy (q. v.) was announced. This diffi-

culty, i. e. of determining whether vital phe-

nomena are subject to the law of consei vation,

has never been overcome. The question is

as to whether or not vital changes, such as

those of development and growth, can be

adequately accounted for as transformations

of the known forms of energy; and if not,

what more is necessary. Current views divide

into (i) the mechanical or chemical, which
holds that vital phenomena are entirely ex-

plainable in terms of mechanical and chemical

change; (2) vitalism or neo-vitalism, hold-

ing to a ‘ something over,’ which takes the

.

form (a) of a new force or energy (e. g. growth-

force or bathmism of Cope
;

‘ genetic energy
’

ofWilliams), (6) a property of ‘ self-adaptation
’

(Henslow) or ‘ direction ’ (Eimer), or (c) the

assumption of a form of ‘ so-called ’ directive

force which, while diverting, guiding, or

shunting physical energy, yet does not alter

its amount. This last view often makes con-

sciousness the new agent, and represents a

distinct tendency in discussion to restate the

question in terms of a dualism between matter

and mind rather than between matter and
life

;
the additional point being assumed, or

directly advocated, that life and mind are

coterminous. This does not alter the essential

conditions of the problem, although it is held

to strengthen the position of vitalism by

making accessible to it the facts and argu-

ments in support of some sort of causal

activity of mind. Philosopliically, however,

it has the distinct advantage of redueing two
dualisms to one, and of bringing the question

within the lines of one of the broadest and
most critical problems, i. e. that stated by
Aristotle in terms of ‘ matter and form,’ dis-

cussed by religious philosophers under the

heading of teleology, and taking the form in

modern metaphysics of the inquiry as to the

final category of organization (matter and
motion, dualism of body and mind, or monism
in some higher term). Cf. Mind and Body,
Organization, Teleology, and the remarks

on teleology under Heredity. The discus-

sion labours under the confusions hidden in

the words Cause, Force, Energy (which

should also be consulted). Cf. also Origin
OF Life.

As to the explanation of the facts involved,

the rival theory to vitalism is natural selec-

tion, which is at its best in explaining the

apparently vital directive movement in evolu-

tion, but weaker in explaining individual

growth and development. On the other hand,

vitalism makes its strongest stand in what is

called the developmental mechanics of the

individual, where the facts of Regeneration

(q. V.) and oiganic accommodation, it is held,

can only be described in vitalistic terms and
illustrate the inscrutable mystery of life (cf.

Wilson, The Cell, 329). It is interesting to

note, as illustrating the truth of this opposi-

tion, that the new vitalism is cuirent for the

most part in countries—notably Germany and
the United States—where the problems of

ontogeny are especially investigated, while in

other countries—notably England—vitalism
in any form is criticized as mysticism.

Literature'. Aristotle, zoological writings;

W^UNDT, Logik, II. i. 3, 4, ‘d. Logik d. Biol.’;

Cope, Primary Factors of Organic Evolu-

tion
;
Verworn, Gen. Physiol. (Eng. trans.)

;

Williams, The Genetic Energy of Organisms,

Science, May 2^, 1898 ;
Sandeman, Tlie

Problems of Biol.
;

Eimer, Organic Evolu-

tion (Eng. trans.); Wilson, The Cell;

Osborn, From the Greeks to Darwin

;

Brooks, Foundations of Zook, v. Bunge,
Lehrb. d. Physiol. (1889); DU Bois-Eeymond,
Ueber d. Grenzen d. Natui’erkenntniss

;
Japp,

Pres. Add. Chem. Sec. Brit. Assoc., Report,

1898; Lloyd-Morgan, Monist, Jan., 1899;
Ward, Naturalism and Agnosticism

;
and

most of the general works on the Biological
Sciences (q. v.). (j.m.b., c.ll.m.)
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Life (spiritual) [ME. : Ger. gehtiges

Lehen] Fr. la vie sjnrittielle , Ital. vita

s}^iritnale. (i) Tlmt activity of a self-con-

scious being which gives rise to moral,

aesthetic, and religious experiences.

(2) lu theology; the divine life which is

manifested in Christ, and in which the be-

liever is by faith enabled to participate.

The spiritual life represents the central

mystery of the Christian faith. The new
birtli involves the throwing away of the old

carnal life and the putting on of a new life, of

which the central principle is to be the

spiritual energy of Jesus Christ. In the New
Testament the spiritual life is not only repre-

sented as ideally rich and complete, but

also as in its nature eternal as the life

of God. (A.T.O.)

Light ; see Vision.

Light of Nature [trans. of Lat. lumen
naturae or naturale, a tei’m used by Aquinas,

Summa Theologiae, Pt. I, qu. 12, art. 13,

and elsewhere. It is not necessary to suppose

that he borrowed the term from the passage

of Aristotle’s De Anima, 430 a, 14, where the

creative intellect is compared with light]

:

Ger. natiirliches Liclit] Fr. lumiere naturelle

(Pascal)
;

Ital. lame naturale (Galileo). A
natural power, or instinct, by which men
are led to the truth about matters which con-

cern them, in anticipation of experience or

revelation. See Lumen (also for literature).

The phrase is used in contradistinction to

supernatural light. Tucker’s Light of Nature
pursued is a book written as a mild reaction

against Locke and the Associationalists in

the direction of the philosophy of common
sense. (C.S.P.)

Light Sensation: Ger. Lichtempfindung \

Yr. sensation lumineuse', Ital. sensazione lu-

tninosa. Visual sensation. See Vision. See
also Beightness. (e.b.t.)

Liheness or Nesemhlance (conscious-

ness of) [AS. lie, in gelic, like] : Ger. Aehn-
lichkeit', Yv. ressemhlance

]
HA. somiylianza,

or rassomiglianza. Two mental objects or

contents are said to be alike for consciousness

when in respect to certain features one might
be taken for the other. This is hit off in

the current conundrum: ‘What is most like

a rain-drop 1 ’ Answer :
‘ Another rain-drop.’

Such objects are said to have likeness, to be
alike, or to resemble each other.

Theories of likeness are based on partial

identity of the two mental contents (cf. Re-
semblance)

;
partial recognition of one in the

other; partial assimilation of one to the other,

6

or of both to a third
;
or on an active adjust-

ment to onewhich holds also in partfor the two.

The last of these views, to which the writers

adhere, is well summedup by Ward: ‘Presented

objects become related as “ like
” either in

virtue of the active adjustment to a change of

impression which their partial assimilation

defeats, or in virtue of an anticipated con-

tinuance of the impression which this assimi-

lation confirms’ (art. Psychology, in Encyc,

Brit., 9th ed., xx. 1 80). Cf. the classification

given under Besemblance, and the topics

thei’e refened to.

The case in which two things are alike in

all respects—are taken one for the other

—

is mentioned under Indisceenibles, and Dif-

EEEENCE. (J.M.B.-G.F.S.)

Liineu [Lat.] : equivalent to Thbeshold
(q. V. ), which is already current, and is pre-

ferred.

The adjectives ‘ liminal ’ (at the threshold),

‘subliminal’ (below the threshold), and ‘supra-

liminal ’ (above the threshold) are useful. Cf.

Limits of Stimulation. (j.m.b.)

Limitative [Lat. limitare, to enclose]

:

Ger. limitativ {Urtheil)', Fr. limitatif\ Ital.

limitativo. (i) Applied to a third quality

of judgments, additional to affirmative and
negative. The idea of such a third quality

originated among the Romans from the

difference between ‘ homo non est bonus ’ and
‘ homo est non bonus,’ the latter being the

limitative.

(2) Setting limits in the sense (2) given

under Limiting Notion (q. v.).

It is one of the numerous cases in which
accidents of language have affected accepted

logical forms without any good reason. Boe-

thius and others applied the iufinitation to

the subject also, which De Morgan has shown
makes a valuable addition to logic. Wolff,

however, limited the modification to the

predicate, without showing any serious reason

for such application. Kant adopted it be-

cause it rounded out his triad of categories of

quality. His defence, as reported by Jasche,

is that the negative excludes the subject

from the sphere of the predicate, while the

unendliche, limitative, or infinite judgment
23uts it into the infinite sphere outside the

predicate. It is to be remarked that Kant
regal ds a positive mark as differing per se

from a negative one, and, in particular, as

having a far narrower extension. Like most
of the old logicians, he virtually limited the

universe of marks to such as arrest our

attention. If that had been ex[dicitly and
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consistently done, it would have constituted

an interesting particular logic, in which there

would be a material and not merely formal

difference between affirmative and negative

facts. It is probable that Kant also under-

stood the affirmative proposition to assert the

existence of its subject, while the negative did

not do so
;

so that ‘ Some phoenixes do not

rise from their ashes’ would be true, and ‘All

phoenixes do rise from their ashes ’ would be

false. The limitative judgment would agree

with the affirmative in this respect. This

was probably his meaning, and he did not

observe that his limitative judgment, ‘ The
human soul is immortal (nichtsterblich),’ may
be construed as equivalent to tlie conjunctive

judgment, ‘ The human soul is not mortal, and
it is the human soul.’ No doubt Kant would
have seen a world of difference between these

two assertions. In that case he should have

adopted a fourth quality, ‘ The human soul is

not immortal.’ (c.s.p.)

Limiting Notion: Ger. Grenzhegriff;

Fr. notion-limite’, Ital. concetto limite. (i) A
term used by Kant in a single passage of

the Krit. d. reinen Vernunft (ist ed., 255)
to signify that a Noxtmenon (q. v., ad fin.),

which is a thing in itself regarded as an object

of reason, is something to which experience

cannot attain, but is the inconceivable some-

thing behind the phenomena. The passage

reads: ‘ Der Begritf eines Noumenon ist also

bloss ein Grenzhegriff, nm die Anmassung der

Sinnlichkeit einzuschranken, und also nur

von negativem Gebrauche.’ (j.m.b.-c.s.p.)

(2) The notion of what would be the limit-

ing or extreme case of the application of a

truth or principle.

The limiting notion in this sense involves

abstraction from the conditions of particular

existence
;
and it also fulfils an ideal. Hence

it is both limitative and negative with refer-

ence to existence in the sphere of the particular.

Of. Limitative (2), and Limits (in mathe-

matics). The validity of Kant’s negative

conclusions regarding God, freedom, and im-

mortality turns upon the construction of the

negati\ e character attributed to the limiting

notion, L e. upon the theory of reality of the

noumenal or universal sort. (j.m.b.)

Limits (in mathematics) [Lat. limes, a

boundary]: Ger. Grenze\ Fr. limite', Ital.

limite. A fixed quantity towards which we
conceive or prove a variable quantity to

approach, so that their difference becomes
infinitesimal, though it never entirely dis-

appears, is called a limit.

A simple example is that of the series

i + t + g -1- -h &c., in which each term is

half the preceding one. It is evident that the

sum of the terms will always be less than i

by the last term, thus 2-hi-hg = i— §, &c.

Now since, by halving a quantity continually,

we can make it less than any assignable

quantity, it is clear that there is no limit to

the possible smallness of the difference be-

tween the sum and i. On the other hand,

the sum can never become equal to i, because

we shall always have a difference equal to the

last term of the series. In this case the value

I is said to be the limit of the sum of the

series. (s.N.)

Limits (of Stimulation (i) and (2) of
Sensation) : Ger. Grenzwerthe ', Fr. etendue

;

Ital. limine, (i) The limits beyond which, in

either direction, stimulation of a sense-organ

is ineffective; (2) the boundaries of a sensa-

tion series or continuum. (e.b.t.)

In intensity : the extremes of intensity of

stimulus that give sensations. The lower

limit of sensation, the minimal sensation,

the limen or Threshold (q. v.), is the just

noticeable intensity of sensation. The upper
limit of sensation, or the maximal sensation,

is that due to the most intense stimulus. The
Eange (q. V.) of sensation, according to

Wundt, is measured by the maximal sensation

divided by the threshold.

Wundt introduced the term Eeizhdhe for

the upper limit. The existence of the lower
limit is in part due to the interference of

physical and physiological stimuli, in part to

physiological inertia and dispersion, and in

part may perhaps be regarded as a case of

subconscious stimulation. The upper limit is

perhaps due to the injury of the sense-organ

by intense stimulation. Cf. Fechnee’s
Law, Webee’s Law, and Pstchophtsical
Methods. (j.mck.c.)

In quality, &c. : the term ‘ limits of stimu-

lation,’ with its correlate ‘range of stimula-

tion,’ applies also to sensation qualities. We
may determine qualitative limits in two dif-

ferent ways. The upper and lower limit of tone

stimulation, e. g., may be given as the greatest

and least number of vibrations in the second

that produce a tone sensation (see Auditory

Sensation under Heaeing). Or we may
inquire as to the least number of vibrations

necessary for the cognition of a tone of given

vibration rate: this number seems to vary

between 2 and 20. Moreover, every sense-

organ shows limits with respect to the time

intervals of stimulation, while the eye

7
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and skin have also limits \\ith res2>ect to

extent.

Literature'. KtJLPE, Outlines of Psychol.,

34; VuMDT, Physiol. Psychol. (4th ed.), i.

334 f. (E.B.T.)

Iiiudner, Otto. (1820-67.) Born and

educated at Breslau, he devoted himself

efriu'cially to philology and philosophy. lie

became a private instructor in Berlin, and in

1847 took a position on the Vossibclie Zeitung,

becoming editor-in-chief in 1863.

Line of Beauty: Ger. Schonheitslinie •,

Fr. Iig72e de heaute', Ital. linea di hellezza. A
term applied by Hogarth (1745) to a serpentine

line, which he regarded as the most beautiful

outline.

In his Anahjsis of Beauty (1753) Hogarth
styled the serpentine line ‘line of grace’ (see

Geack), and restricted the term ‘ line of

beauty ’ to the waving line (^^). He regarded
‘ variety ’ as the ground of its aesthetic

value. (j.H.T.)

Line of Direction : Ger. Richtungslinie

{-strahl) : Fr. ligne de direction
;

Ital. lihea

di direzione. The line of direction is the

straight line connecting a luminous point

with the nodal point of the ‘ reduced ’ eye,

and pi’olonged to meet the retina. It gives

the position on the retina of the luminous

point. See Fig. 7 under Vision.

Literature : Helmholtz, Physiol. Optik
(2nd ed.), 91, 742 ;

Wundt, Physiol. Psy-

chol. (4th ed.), ii. 98 ;
Saneoed, Course in

Exper. Psychol., expts. 106, 117; Aubeet,
Physiol. Optik, 600 ;

Fick, in Hermann’s
Handb. d. Physiol., III. i. 64 ;

Heeing, ibid.,

349; Beitr. z. Physiol., i. (1861) 25 ff. Cf.

Line op Vision. (e.b.t.)

Line of Regard ; Ger. BlicMinie

;

Fr.

ligne de regard (Helmholtz, Physiol. Oj>tik, Fi\

trans., 599) ;
Ital. linea di mira. The straight

line connecting the point of regard or fixa-

tion point with the centre of rotation of the

eye. See Fig. 7 under Vision.

Literature'. Helmholtz, Physiol. Optik
(2nd ed.), 91, 617, 679 ;

Sanfoed, Course in

Exper. Psychol., 1 19, and expts. 176, 177, 219;
Wundt, Physiol. Psychol. (4th ed.), ii. 99,
i2i; Aubeet, Physiol. Optik, 419, 646;
Heeing, in Hermann’s Handb. d. Physiol.,

III. i. 441. See Line op Vision. (e.b.t.')

Line of Vision or Line of Sight : Ger.

Gesichtslinie
',

Fr. rayon visuel', Ital. linea

visuale. A straight line joining the fovea

with the fixation point, and making with the

Optical Axis (q.v.) an angle of about five

degrees. The line may also be defined in

terms of the no<lal point of the ‘reduced’

eye, and accoidiugly termed the ‘principal

ray of direction.’ It is jiractically coincident

with the Line op Regaed (q.v.; see also

Fig. 7 under Vision).

Literature

:

Wallee, Human Physiol.,

412; Helmholtz, Physiol. Optik (2nd ed.),

91, 617 ;
Wundt, Physiol. Psychol. (4th ed.),

ii. 99, 121; Aubeet, Physiol. Optik, 415,

417 ;
Fice, in Hermann’s Handb. d. Physiol.,

III. i. 59 ;
Heeing, ibid., 349. (e.b.t.)

Linguistic Science : see Philology,
Language, and Phonetics.

Listing’s Law : Ger. Listing'sches Gesetz

der Augenhewegungen
]
Fr. loi de Listing pour

les mouvements de I’ceil
;

Ital. legge di Listing.

‘ If the Line of Regaed (q. v.) is carried fiom

the primary to any other position, the torsion of

the eyeball in this new position is as it would

be if the eye had tui ned about a fixed axis,

standing at right angles to both directions of

the line of regard ’ (Helmholtz).

The law has two corollaries: (i) that in

movements from the primary position there

will not be, and (2) that in movements from

secondary position to secondary position there

will be, I’otation about the line of regard.

Cf. Sanford, Course in Exper. Psychol.,

expt. 131b, and App. I.

Literature : Helmholtz, Phy.siol. Optik

(2nd ed.), 623; Wundt, Physiol. Psychol.

(4th ed.), ii. 1 16 ;
Sanfoed, Course in Exper.

Psychol., expt. 131b; Aubeet, Physiol.

Optik, 646, 653; Lb Conte, Sight, 147;
Heeing, Binocul. Sehen (1868), 64, 68 ;

Ruete, Lehrb. d. Ophthah, i. 37. (e.b.t.)

Littre, MaximilieuPaul Emile. (1801-

81.) Born and educated for medicine in

Paris. In 1830 he fought on the barricades

in Paris as a republican. Shortly after this

he began writing scientific articles for Le
National. In 1839 he became a member of

the Acad6mie des Inscriptions et Belles-

Lettres. In 1840 he read the works of

Auguste Comte and became a leader among
the advocates of the Positive philosophy. He
took up the Ilistoire litteraire de la France

upon the death of Fauriel in 1844. In 1863
he presented the Academy with the first part

of his Dictionnaire de la Langue Francaise',

he continued also his contributions to medical

literature. Member of the Assembly in 1871,

and life senator after 1875. Member of the

Acad4mie Frati9aise after 1874.

Living Matter: Ger. lebendiger Stoff',

Fr. substance vivante ;
Ital. sostanza (or

materia) vivente. Matter in the peculiar un-

8
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stable or labile condition which enables it

to manifest the properties or functions of

life. These properties are (t) nutrition in its

widest sense, as including all the processes of

anabolism and katabolism. (2) Eeproduc-

tion: the power of changing dead (food) matter

into itself, thus rejiroduciug itself and increas-

ing in amount up to the limit of the food

supply. All known living matter has thus

arisen from previous living matteiv (3) Irrita-

bility, including the fundamental functions of

conductivity and contractility : the property

of living matter by which it is enabled to

respond to stimuli, i. e. to maintain continu-

ously internal adjustments to external changes,

an essential characteristic of life. (c.r.H.)

Chemical Composition. Protoplasm is not

a unitary chemical substance, but it is a com-

plex mixture in ever-varying proportions of

very many different substances. The quest

for a definite chemical formula for protoplasm

has proved vain. Living substance can at

present be defined, not in terms of chemical

composition, but in terms of its morphological

and physiological properties. The nature of

the bond which holds these diverse substances

together and maintains the integrity and

continuity of the life process during the

continual flux of the elements of its physical

basis, which, in short, renders living substance

self-perpetuating—this is the problem of life,

and it is apparently as far from solution

to-day as it was in the time of our fathers,

who cloaked their ignorance under the term
‘vitalism.’ Of. Lipe.

Vital manifestations, however, so far .9 they

have yet been analysed, reduce themselves to

physico-chemical forces, from which it may
be inferred that the distinguishing features

of living things depend upon the nature of

the interrelation of these forces rather than

upon t-ny special super-physical force. But
it does not at all follow that the synthesis of

living substance would be possible, even if we
were able to make artificially all the proxi-

mate chemical compounds which are mingled

in its structure. For, as Oscar Hertwig has

pointed out, none of the protoplasm now
living has been formed in any other way than

by the propagation of pre-existing protoplasm

;

it is, therefore, the product of an exceedingly

long historical development.

At present, however, our knowledge of the

molecular structure of the proximate ingre-

dients of protoplasm is very meagre. The
simplest of these organic compounds have
very large molecules, often with more than a

thousand atoms. The formula for a molecule of

albumen has been given as C-2Hj,,gNjgSOj2,

and for haemoglobin,

This peculiai’ity alone is sufficient to ex-

plain many of the properties of organic

substances, such as their inability in most
cases to dialyze and to diffuse rapidly in

solutions. For some interesting speculations

growing out of the properties of the twelve

elements chiefly represented in organized

bodies (viz. C, N, S, H, O, P, Cl, K, Na, Mg,
Ca, Fe), see Spencer’s Principles of Biology

and Verworn’s General Physiology. The
latter author gives a brief account of Pfliiger’s

interesting researches on the role of eyanogen,

CN, in the metabolism of proteids, from which
the conclusion is drawn that the essential

difference between living and dead proteid is

the presence of the radical cyanogen in the

former, but not in the latter. Further study

of the properties of some of the non-living

compounds of this radical brings out some
curious resemblances with living proteid

(notably in their tendency towaids transforma-

tion and polymerization), and Pfliiger con-

cludes : ‘Accordingly, I should say that the

first proteid to arise was living matter,

endowed in all its radicals with the property

of vigorously attracting similar constituents,

adding them chemically to its molecule, and
thus growing ad infinitum. According to

this idea, living proteid does not need to have

a constant molecular weight
;

it is a huge
molecule, undergoing constant, never-ending

formation and constant decomposition, and
probably behaves towaids the usual chemical

molecules as the sun behaves towards small

meteors.’

Another, and perhaps the simplest, method
of considering the problem of living matter,

though it suffers, as do all others, from the

impossibility of concrete demonstration, con-

cerns itself not with the analysis of the material

elements of living substance into units whose
quantitative formulas somehow are supposed

to represent the potency of the substance, but

with a synthesis of the several energies after

the analogy of the composition of forces in

mechanics. This theory does not suppose

that the several grades of vitalized matter

differ in ways that can he expressed by
chemical formulas, but the forces merged into

the living entity are conceived of as consti-

tuting a unitary force compounded from the

more elementary ones, merged in it in such a

way that, if our knowledge were complete

enough, the several vital activities might be
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expressed somewhat as are the complex curves

of geometry. The essential point of this

theory lies in its insistence that the vital

activity is a unit and not a compound thing.

A method of dynamic notation is greatly

needed in this connection.

Zlicroscopic Structure. Casual examina-

tion of protoplasm, even with rather low

magnifying powers, shows that it is by no

means homogeneous; and the more thorough

tlie examination, the more forcibly is this

differentiation impressed upon the observer.

When properly prepared by suitable reagents

it is seen to be composed of a more fluid

portion or plasma (cytolymph, enchylema, or

ground-substance), and a more dense material,

the spongloplasm. The latter must not, how-

ever, be regarded as normally a solid, for

living substance as a whole is unquestionably

liquid.

The tlieories of protoplasmic structure fall

into two general classes : those which regard

the more fluid plasma as the essential vital part,

and those which regard the more dense frame-

work as the essential, the interstitial substance

serving simply as a vehicle for nutrition, &c.

Though the former of these views is supported

by several eminent authorities, yet the great

majoi'ity of observers hold to the latter con-

ception in some form, or regard both ingredi-

ents as equally essential. But these observers

are by no means agreed as to the nature of

the spongioplasm. We have, accordingly,

from tlris poiirt of view, four theories of

protoplasmic structure :

—

I. The granular theory. The microscope

does unquestionably reveal the presence of

numerous granules both in living and in

prepared protoplasm, and they have given

rise to much speculation. They have been

variously termed micellae, pangens, ideo-

blasts, ideosomesjplastidules,bioplasts, gemmae,
biogens, biosomes, microsomes, &c. The latter

term is perhaps the most unobjectionable, as

involving less of hypothetical interpretation.

Many authors regard these bodies as a sort of

biological unit of lower order than the cell.

The existence of such units was postulated

.''om theoretical grounds by several of the

her authors (Spencer’s ‘ physiological units,’

Nageli’s ‘ micellae,’ Darwin’s ‘ geraraules,’ &c.),

and they figure very largely in the writings

of several lecent authors (notably Weismann
and Altmann).

II. ’The filar tlieory. According to this

conceplion, usually ascribed to I'lemming,

the spongioplasm is composed of interlacing

threads which do not unite to form a reti-

culum.

III. The reticular theory. The structure

is conceived of as a mass of threads which are

combined into a more or less regular network.
This reticular a} pearance is very often ob-

served, though it is not always possible to

prove that the fibres actually anastomose.

The microsomes are often seen in connection

with it, either at the nodes of the reticulum

or strung along the fibres. Probably the

majority of competent observers, at least

until very recently, have held to this view.

IV. Tlie alveolar theory. This we owe
primarily to Biitschli, whose researches upon
artificial foams lend some support to the

belief that protoplasm is a microscopic foam
or emulsion of two liquids of different densi-

ties. The fibres of the other theories are the

walls of the vesicles of this emulsion as seen

in optical section. This idea is being adopted,

wholly or partially, by a rapidly increasing

number of both zoologists and botanists,

particularly those of the younger generation.

Probably no one of these conceptions ex-

presses the whole truth. Indeed, Wilson has

very recerrtly brought forth strong direct

evidence that the alveolar spheres, microsomes,

and some, at least, of the true thread struc-

tures of the cytoplasm, are all different grada-

tions of one structure. He agrees with

Kolliker that ‘ no universal or even general

formula for protoplasmic structure can be

given,’ and adds :
‘ Life in its full sense is

the property of the cell-system as a whole
rather than of arry one of its separate elements.

Nevertheless, we are perhaps justified in

mairrtaining that the corrtinuous substance is

the most constant and active element, and
that which forms the fundamental basis of

the system, transforming itself into granules,

drops, fibrillae, or networks in accordance

with varying physiological needs.’

Properties. Since the dawn of science,

there has been a strong tendency towards

mysticism in the tr eatment of all phenomena
corrnected with life. Of the conrrnonly enu-

merated fundamental physiological properties

(spontaneity, irr itability, contractility, growth,

reproduction, &c.), all, except possibly the

last, when rigidly defined, can be shown to

be manifested in some degree under proper

conditions by dead substances. The specific

living substance contains no elements not

found irr unorganized matter, though, as we
have seen, these elements are probablyarranged

in a characteristic manner. If we follow

lO
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Verworn and say that ‘ the life-process con-

sists in the metabolism of proteids/ it is plain

that there is no room here for any meta-

physical agency, since metabolism is merely

the sum of the chemical processes going on

within the body.

The present tendency is to study the

properties of living beings in the same way
as we do the properties of other physical

bodies, viz. experimentally. This, of course,

has always been the method of physiology,

hut of late it has been widely extended into

the fields of experimental morphology and
experimental embryology, in the hope of

determining, not only what the phenomena
of these sciences are, but how they came to

be so. Since all vital manifestations can

probably be reduced to responses of the living

material to the forces impinging upon it from

the environment, this study resolves itself

into two problems, viz. the intrinsic propei’-

ties of the reacting substance as such, and the

specific effects of outer forces upon this

substance.

The former problem includes the study of

the protoplasmic constants, such as general

chemical properties, physical structure, here-

dity, &c., and is far less advanced than the

latter. Since in nature these two factors

are always represented in every vital pheno-

menon, for scientific purposes they must be
artificially separated, either by logical analysis

or actually, under experimental conditions.

Hence the motive for the present tendency

towards experimental biology. It must be

admitted that this analysis has not yet been
carried very far. Even Hekedity (q. v.), the

name given to the self-perpetuation of vital

processes from generation to generation, is

not rigidly true to type, i. e. variations occur,

whose connection with external conditions

cannot always be traced, and the embryo-
logists are divided into opposing schools on
the question of the relative importance to the

course of the ontogeny of intrinsic, i. e. in-

hei'ited, factors and those which are extrinsic,

i. e. determined by the direct action of the

environment. This is the modern phase of

the old controversy between Pjbeeobmation
and Epigenesis (see those terms, and cf. Wil-
son, The Cell in Development and Inheritance,

particularly the last chapter).

All the phenomena of growth, however
much they may be dependent upon inherent

structure, are also affected variously by
environmental influences. For instance, the

necessity for the division of a growing body

into units (cells) of small size is due simply

to the fact that during growth the absorbing

surface, by which alone nutriment can enter

the protoplasm, increases as the square of the

radius, while the protoplasmic mass, in which
the consumption of nutriment takes place,

increases as the cube of the radius. Obvi-

ously a limit is soon reached beyond which
nutriment cannot he absorbed as fast as it is

consumed, and either growth must cease or

the mass must be divided so as to permit an
increase of surface without a corresponding

increase of mass. One of the most striking

cases of the influence of external forces upon
the course of development has been recently

brought out by Loeb, who finds tliat unferti-

lized eggs of sea-urchins, if put into water
containing a definite proportion of magnesium
chloride for a short time and then transferred

to ordinary sea water, will develop into

normal larvae without pi’evious fertilization.

See Paiithenogenesis (artificial).

Again, observation shows that different

organisms are adapted to very diverse environ-

mental conditions, so that what is favourable

to one may be fatal to another. This pre-

sumably rests upon a difference in the

structural organization of the protoplasm.

But experiment teaches us that an animal or

plant may, by gradually changing the external

conditions of life, be acclimated or accommo-
dated to an environment whichwould have been
fatal to it before. This change in the condi-

tions of life may be brought about in a race

by natural selection, or it may be produced
in an individual by the direct influence of the

environment upon the living matter. Daven-
port explains the latter case by the assump-
tion of a specific kind of molecule in the

protoplasm which is capable of responding to

a certain stimulus. The repeated application

of this stimulus might destroy these molecules

faster than they could be replaced, and in

consequence the organism would in the end
be unable to respond to this particular

stimulus. If the stimulus is an injurious

one, the organism would no longer be injured

by it. This hypothesis would explain, not

only acclimatization, but also immunity after

inoculations, &c.

Many attempts have been made to localize

the various 'vital processes within the celL

Thus, the chromatin of the nucleus is regarded

by many as the specific bearer of heredity.

It is, however, impossible wholly to exclude

the participation of the cytoplasm in the

process of fertilization. The nucleus, more-
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over, is soniotinies spol<en of as the source of

the chemical eiieruy of the cell, though it is

more cori-ectly described as the centre of the

metabolic activities of the cell. The nucleus

is sometimes seen to migrate in a large cell

to the ]K)int of most active growth, and in

other cases is enlarged and curiously modified

in conv'ation with special metabolic functions

of its cell. It is well known that non -nucleated

hits of protoplasm, Avhile they may ingest and

j.artially digest food, are incapable of assimi-

lating it, and hence soon perish. On the

other hand, experiments show that the nucleus

is also incapable of prolongt d life without the

cytoplasm. It has also been shown that, though

nucleated bits of protoplasm are in many
difl’erent organisms capable of regenerating

the whole body, nevertheless there is a limit

of size (which differs in different animals)

below wbich such regeneration cannot occur,

on account of deficient organization, even

though all the other conditions seem to be

fulfilled. Thus, Lillie found that a nucleated

fragment of the protozoan Stentor could

regenerate the whole body, provided it con-

tained at least one twenty-seventh of the

mass of the normal Stentor, but not if smaller

than this.

The reactions of organisms to external

stimuli are reduced in last analysis to re-

actions of their individual cells
;

they can

therefore best be studied in the unicellular

animals and plants, since here each cell can

express its proper reaction by free movement.
Accordingly, we have an extensive series of

researches upon the reactions of such cells to

external stimuli, giving us the following types

of simple responsive movements: (i) chemo-
taxis, response to chemical stimuli; (2)

phototaxis (heliotropism), :esponse to lumi-

nous stimuli
; (3) thermotaxis, response to

thermal stimuli
; (4) hydrotaxis, movements

towards or from moisture; (5) barotaxis,

movements determined by pressure, and in-

cluding (a) thigmotaxis (stereotaxis), move-
ments towards or from a solid object

; (6)

rheotaxis, movements with reference to the

direction of flow of a current of liquid;

(c) geotaxis, movements with reference to the

direction of gravity
; (6) tonotaxis, move-

ments with reference to the density of the

medium
; (7) galvanotaxis (electrotaxis), move-

ments with reference to electrical stimuli.

It is to be noted tliat these simple re-

actions, which are common to animals and
plants, include nearly all (and perhaj)s quite

all) the elements of the simpler reflexes of

T

higher animals, ff’hese reflexes, tliei efore, as

Loeb has so forcibly argued, are not to be

regarded as functions of nerve cells only, but

rather of protoplasm as such.

The preceding reactions may all be described

as ‘directive effects of unilateral stimulation’

(Verworn). Of course, they are not confined

to unicellular organisms, for free cells within

the bodies of higher animals (leucocytes,

spei m cells, &c.) undoubtedly obey these laws

;

so also many of the movements of the bodies

and organs of these animals, such as the

various tropisms recognized in physiology.

Even when free movement of the reacting

cells is prevented by the adjacent tissues, the

forces underlying chemotaxis, &c., undoubtedly

govern intra-cellular life to a large extent.

This is best illustrated by the selection of

food. Thus, each of the various types of cells

of the body, all of which are bathed in a

common nutiient fluid—the body lymph

—

selects the materials of which it has need, and
no others.

The ultimate explanation of all these re-

actions is, naturally, to be sought in internal

organization. The importance of the latter

factor is also shown by the fact that the same
reaction often follows from very diverse

stimuli. For instance, muscular contraction

can be evoked by chemical, mechanical,

thermal, or electrical stimulation. In other

words, the organization of contractile sub-

stance is such that if its vital equilibrium is

disturbed by any cause whatever, its energy

is discharged in a single mode. It follows that

any living tissue which has any considerable

structural differentiation possesses a certain

Specific ENEEGY(q, v.), though just howfarthe
‘ specific energy ’ of any given organ (notably

among the sense organs, where the term was
first applied) is due to internal cellular organi-

zation of the primary reacting cells, and how
far to differences in the connections of these

cells with other cells, is still an open question.
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liocal Sign : Ger. Lolalzeichen

;

Fr. siunes

locaux\ liaX. segni locali, A specific ‘shading’

or ‘colouring’ of certain sensations wbereby
every such sensation is invariably referred to

a definite position upon the organ or else-

where ill sjiace.

The local signs of pressure may be regarded

either as intensive differences of thickness in

the epidermis, differences in tightness of the

stretching of the skin over underlying parts,

&c. (Lotze), or as qualitative (Wundt). The
local signs of vision may be simple sensations

set up by' reflex movements of ocular rotation

(Lotze, Helmholtz), similarity and difference

of neighbouring and remote impressions

(Lipps), or complexes of ‘ movement’ sensations

and retinal qualities (see Indirect Vision),

such as giadations in colour tone (Wundt.
Baldwin). Some sort of local sign is a neces-

sity for theories of space-perception of the class

desigi ated genetic nativism in the article Ex-
tension (q. v.). In some cases localization

can be shown, by experiment, to imply the

existence of a disparate local sign : so tactual

localization by association with vision. This

fact is, so far, an argumeut for the existence,

in other cases, of a local sign in kind. See

Space (perception of), and Extension, (e.b.t.)

This sort of localization should be dis-

tinguished from the perception of space or of

extension. See Spacialization. Specific

Localization in Space (q. v., i) may require

a local sign independently of or in addition

to the data of the perception of extension, as

appears negatively in the vague Localization
OE Sounds (q. v., also Localization in

Space, 2). (l.m.b.)

Literature: Lotze, Med. Psychol. (1852);
Stumpe, Ursprung d. Raumvorstellung, 86 ff.;

Zeitsch. f. Psychol., iv. 70 ff.
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Kulpe, Out-
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Seeleidebens, 476 f., 488 ff., 513 ff., 542 ff.
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Funke, in Hermann’s Handb. d. Physiol., III.
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Localization (cerebral) [Lat. locus, place] :

Ger. cortical Localisation) Fr. loealisaticns

cerebrales (generally plural)
;

Ital. localizza-

zioni funzionali del cervello. (i) The doctrine

that various parts of the brain have relatively

distinct functions.

(2) The theory that certain psychical and
physiological functions are limited to definite

areas or regions of the brain (especially

the distribution of conscious activities, such

as visual, auditory, and other sensations,

as well as voluntary movement of various

groups of muscles, to sharply limited areas

of cortex).

The theory in its broadest form is thoroughly

substantiated by anatomical, pathological, and
experimental data.

Two distinct tendencies are represented

by the schools headed by Fei-rier and Munk
on the one hand, and Goltz on the other

;

the one school claiming that w'ell-defined

areas may be recognized, whose functions are

limited to reactions upon a single set of

muscles or a single class of sensory dis-

turb.inces, or both; the other lay'ing great

emphasis on the unity of the brain, and the

fact that injury to any region affects the

whole cortex, altering tbe psychical tone as

a whole. Munk claims that such motor dis-

turbances as occur after injury, e.g. to the

parietal cortex, depend upon an impairment
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of the seiis;itions necessary to the release of

such movements.

Tiobahly the two views are not necessarily

antagonistic when jn’operly interpreted. It

may he granted tluit certain areas of cortex

actually stand primarily related to certain

groups of muscles (or their myelonic centres),

and certain other areas receive the stimuli

f

elaborated in the primary projection centre

for one organ of special sense; but it may

I

still be true that every mental presentation

' is a result of a process of equilibration in the

entire organ, and thus that a localized injury

will express itself in alterations of mental

tone rather than a simple abolition of a single

kind of mental expression or a specific modi-

fication of consciousness.

The undoubted fact of sulrtitutional

functioning is not dirlicult to understand in

view of the great complexity of the cortex,

and especially of the far-reaching inter-

communication of its different reg’ous.

The precise and minute delimitation of the

motor and sensory areas is of great practical

impoitance as an aid indiagnosis and operation

in intra-cranial injuries
;
but it has much less

significance for the proper construction of

mental processes than has sometimes been

supiosed.

Our most reliable data are derived from

experimental study of lower animals and

records of autopsies in cases of brain trauma.

Naturally the results of complete extirpation

of the heinisphei’es have not been observed in

man. In a lew instances such an operation

has succeeded in dogs, with results such as

the following ; strong irritation of the skin

caused the animal to growl and bite, loud

noises awakened him from sleep, taste of food

excited impulse to eat, and he reacted to

some extent to visual stimuli. On the other

hand, oiiginative power was destroyed and

all trace of recognition and memory was
obliterated. In other words, although com-

plicated cyclical reflexes exist, there is no

evidence of psychic functions of the higher

orders. All voluntary motion is, of course,

impossible.

The researches of Munk have proved the

very minute delimitation of the motor areas

for the limbs and body regions, and also for

the special senses. The centrifugal j^aths

from the various parts of the cortical field

for vision are said to be airanged to cor-

respond quite minutely with the parts repre-

senting the various parls of the retina, so

that visual stimuli give rise to co-ordinated

oculo-motor reflexes appropriate to direct the

axes of vision towards the segment of the

retina stimulated, and experimental irritation

of these coitical regions calls out the same
reflexes—the subject not being under the

influence of an anaesthetic.

llemoval of a single coitical motor centre,

or the cortical centres for both limbs on one

side, results in the permanent prevention of

all independent voluntaiy motions of the

corresponding muscles, but such motions as

are performed in common with other organs,

especially those of the corresponding muscles

of the other side, may still be performed.

So walking, swimming, and co-ordinated

motions may coexist with a true cortical

hemiplegia, thus showing that the volitional

stimulus for correlated motions passes via

a secondary apparatus below the cortex.

The arrangement explains the possibility of an

acquired quasi-reflex mechanism. The areas

for general sensation correspond in geueial to

Fig. I (reduced from Naunyn). The three cortical

fields for aphasia. Areas the injury of which may
produce disturbances of speech. A. Froca’s region,

or that controlling the motor activities of speech,

injury to which produces motor or atactic aphasia.

B. Wernicke’s area (hiiidermost two-thirds of

first temporal convolution). Injury of this area of

cortex produces auditory aphasia. C. Visual speech

area, injury to which produces word-blindness and

visual aphasia*

the cortical motor areas for the same regions,

though the two are not mutually inclusive.

The reported loss of sensation due to operative

injury of the hippocampal legion and limhic

lobe is probably due to simultaneous injmy

of corona fibres which here lie near the

surface.

While removal of the cortical areas for the

extremities destroys permanently the tactile

sensations for the conespouding members,

the general sensitiveness remains, as also

the response to painful irritation. The

localized tactile sense is abolished, while
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general sensation and pain are simply modified

or diminished.

The explanation of the facts of localiza-

tion is attended with difficulties, hut it is

rendered simpler hy recent his-

tological researches (see Brain,

and Nervous System). Munk
refers the loss of motor and sen-

sory power resulting from extir-

pation of the cortical areas to

the prevention of the formation

of the motor and sensory pre-

sentations. A dog whose visual

sphere is removed may then be

said to suffer psycldcal blind-

ness, and it would be but a step

to add that the motor iiico-or-

dination resulting hom injuries

to the centres for the extre-

mities is a psychical paralysis (cf.

Psychic Dumbness). The minute

delimitation of tlie areas for

each segment of a sensory field

is rendered impossible hy the

overlapping and intercommuni-

cation between them, but there

is no reason to doubt the exis-

tence of such extensive repre-

sentation on the cortex. The
mo^t recent experiments all con-

firm the idea that the entire

cortical repiesentative ajiparatus

reacts as a single mechanism, so

that every ‘ state of conscious-

ness ’ is in a sense the pro-

duct of the equilibration of the

totality of cortical activities. The
preponderance of activity in one

sensory sphere affects this rap-

fort, in a way constituting a

conscious excitation of that sense.

It follows that any injury to

one part of the cortex not only

abolishes the vestiges of previous

excitations of that sense, but

enfeebles the entire intelligence,

hy cutting out a variety of asso-

ciational vestiges, both of the

lest sense excitations and of pre-

sentations in which they formed

an essential part, though originating in other

spheres.

Details of localization may be gathered

from the figures.

Historical. That the brain is in some way
associated with thought was recognized very

early, and this view prevailed among the

II.

Greek physicians, in spite of the fact that

Aristotle described the brain as the most
bloodless and inert oigan of the body, de-

signed simply to regulate the heat of the

Fig. 3 . Diagram of the course of optic fibres to the

occipital cortex in the dog. (After Munk.)

latter, much as the condensing vapours of the

sky mitigate summer heat and drought. Py-
thagoras, Hippocrates, and Plato clearly recog-

nized the head as the seat of the intellect and
will, while in the days of Ptolemy Soter some
attempt was made to localize functions. Era-

sistratus believed that the sensory nerves
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spring from the meninges, while the motor

are derived from the substance of the brain

itself (a view intelligible when we take into

account the close attachment of the sensory

ganglia to the meninges). Hierophilus is said

to have anticipated Descartes in the belief

that the vital forces reside in the ventricles,

a view to which the followers of Galen also

subscribed. The Arabian physicians and their

successors extended the doctrine of localiza-

tion. Albertus Magnus assigned judgment to

the frontal regions, imagination to the pa-

rietal, and memory to the occipital. The
notion of animal spirits witliiu the ventricles

survived to some extent till the i8th century.

where the agitation is communicated to the

central mass of vital fluids therein. The
cunents thus produced may, under suitable

conditions, pass out through the motor nerves

to muscles, producing what are now called

reflexes. The soul itself is lodged in the

‘ pineal body,’ which was selected from among
the organs of the body because of its central

azygous position and its close connection with

the ventricles. The soul is usually affected

by the currents setting from the body, and
fabricates its presentations from the impres-

sion thus derived, but it also impresses its

own acts upon the vital fluids, giving rise to

motor currents. Aimless eddies may produce

Fig. 3. Zones and centre? of the lateral aspect of the human cerebrum. (After Mills.)

Malpighi was the first to ascribe the higher

functions to the grey matter.

Descartes was the first to elaborate a con-

sistent theory of brain functioning. J nfluenced

by Harvey’s discovery of the mechanics of

circulution, he taught that the friction in-

volved in circulation sufficed to vaporize and

excite various elements of the blood. Some
of these elements pass to the .reproductive

organs, and behave as the forerunners of

Darwin’s gemmules miglit he expected to do,

while others, destined to the brain, there

evolve the gaseous animal spirits on which
nervous action depends. All nerves are tubes

containing these spirits. In the sensory

nerves tlie currei.ts set towards the brain,

phantasy, and there is a separate mental
activity to correspond to each form of dis-

turbance in the vital humours.

Descartes’ speculations prepared the way
for a variety of localization theories. Willis

located memory in the convolutions, imagina-

tion in the callosum, sense-peiception in the

striatum, visual perception in the thalamus,

and involuntary motion in the cerebel-

lum. Meyer, on the other hand, regarded

the cerebellum as the organ of abstraction,

and located memory in the roots of the

cranial nerves. Thus the way was prepai ed
for Gall and Spurzheim. Gall’s theory rested

on the assumption that the skull depends for

its form upon the growing brain, that there-
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foi'e its surface reflects the state of develop-

meiit of the Ijrain, and that size and configu-

ration alone det?rmine mental power. To
these may be added sundry crude psycho-

logical postulates. Though phrenology is

primarily a system of psychology, its popu-

larity depended on the purely empirical foim

in which it was clothed, while what really

gave it its power with the masses was the

fact that it served to give a scientific character

to certain theories which survived asti ology

under the name of physiognomy or cheiro-

mancy.

The researches of Broca, by which he was
enabled, in i86i, to locate a cortical centre

for articulate sp ,'ech, mark the real beginning

of the modern doctrine of cortical localization.

For a time all disturbances of speech were
referred to this area. Our present know-
ledge permits us to state that lesions of the

posterior portion, or pars opercularis, of the

third frontal gyrus (commonly known as

Broca’s convolution, marked ‘speech ’ on Fig.

3) produce motor aphasia, called ‘Broca’s

type,’ but many hold that it is amnesic

aphasia, the pure motor aphasia arising from
a subcortical lesion. The accidental discovery

by Frits'.'h and Hitzig, duiing the Franco-

Prussian War, that the galvanic current

applied to the cortex is capable of exciting the

motor mechanism, opened the way for experi-

mental researches, and from this time onward
the pathological method and the experimental

have co-operated in the cultivation of this

field. For details of localization in the case

of speech, see Speech and its Defects.
Literature : besides the general treatment

in the various physiological psychologies, the

following special memoirs may be consulted:

Beevor and Horsley, A Minute Analysis of

Cortical Centres in the Monkey, Philos. Trans.

Boy. Soc. (1887, 1888); also Arrangement of

the Excitable Fibres of the Internal Capsule

of the Bonnet Monkey, Philos. Trans. Roy.

Soc. (1890, B); Broca, Sur le Siege de la

Faculte du Langage articule, &c. (Paris,

1861); J. M. Charcot and A. Pitres, Les
Centres moteurs corticaux chez I’Homme
(Paris, 1895); H. H. Donaldson, Report of

Six Lectures on Cerebral Localization, Amer.
J. of Psychol., iv (1891); L. F. Barker,
The Sense-areas and Association-centres in

the Brain, as described by Flechsig, J. of

Nerv. and Ment. Dis., xxiv (June 6, 1897);
L. Edinger, The Significance of the Cortex
considered in connection with a Report upon

a Dog from which the whole Cerebrum had

been removed by Professor Goltz, J. of

Compar. Neurol., iii (June, 1893); Exner,
Untersuch. ii. die Localisation d. Functionen
in d. Grosshirnrinde des Menschen (1884);
Ferrier, The Functions of the Brain (1876)

;

FlourenS; Recherches experimentales sur les

Proprietes et les Functions du Syst. nerv.

(1824); Fritsch and Hitzig, Ueber die

electrische Erregbarkeit des Gi'osshirns

(1870); Goi.tz, in Pfliiger’s Arch. (1876-

84), various articles ; Herrick, Neuro-
logy and Psychology, J. of Compar. Neurol.,

i (1891); Horsley and Schaeer, A Review
of Experiments upon the Functions of the

Cerebral Cortex, Philos. Trans. Roy. Soc.

(i888); Longet, Anat. et Physiol, du
Syst. nerv. (1842); Luciani and Seppilli,

Die Functions-Localisation auf der Grosshirn-

rinde (Leipzig, 1886), trans. of the original,

issued as a prize paper by the R. 1st. Lom-
bardo di Scienze e Letters (1885) ;

Luciani
and Tamburini, Sulle Funzioni del Cervello,

Centri psicomotorii e Centri psiccsensorii,

Riv. Sperim. di Freniat. (1878-9); Lu-
ciani, Sulle Funzioni del Cervelletto, Riv.

Freniat. (1879), and II Cervelletto, Pubblicaz.

del R. Istituto sup. (Firenze, 1891) ;
Magen-

DiE, Lefons sur la Fonction du Syst. nerv.

(1884); C. K. Mills, Cortical Localization

in the Light of Recent Researches into the

IMinute Anatomy of the Cortex, J. of

Nerv. and Ment. Dis., N.S., xx (1895); also

Cerebral Localization in the Light of Recent
Pathological Researches, J. of Amer. Med.
Assoc., xxvi (1896), and The Nerv. Syst. and
its Diseases (Philadelphia, 1898); Munk,
Ueber die Functionen der Grosshirnrinde, Ge-
sammelteMittheilungen(2nd ed., Berlin, 1890);
Ueber die Fiihlspharen der Grosshirnrinde,

Sitzber. kgl. preuss. Akad. zu Berlin(i892 ft.);

Ueber den Hund ohne Grosshirn, Arch. f.

Anat. u. Physiol., Physiol. Abth. (1894);
Nothnagel and Naunyn, Ueber die Lo-
calisation d. Gehirnkrankheiten (1887); J.

SouRG, Le Syst. nerv. central (1899); A.

Tamburini, Contrib. alia Fisiol. e Patol. del

Linguaggio, Riv. Freniat. (1875) ;
Vulpian,

Lemons de Physiol, du Syst. nerv. (1866). (h.h.)

Localization (in space). Localization in

space is the reference of a sense impression or

of an object to a local position.

The two general questions which should be

distinguished are those (i) of the distribution

of localities on the area of the skin and retina

(see Local Sign), together with the nervous

Projection (q. v.) of sensations as such to the

surface of the body; and (2) the locating of
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objects in the external world. See Spaciali-

ZATIOX.

The earliest theory of space localization in

the sense of (i) is what Hamilton calls ‘the

common dogma of the schools, that the soul is

all ill the ivhole body, and all in every one

of its parts ’ (lleid’s ll'orfo, Suiipl. Diss.,

86 r, note). Then follows the doctrine of

Descartes, that the soul immediately per-

ceives the images in the corporeal phantas}^

viz. the brain. 'J’he modern treatment of the

subject may be said to start with Herbart in

Gennany and with Bain in England.

Literature: for the Herbartian view see

VoLKMANN, Lehrb. d. Psychol., ii. 117-26;

and for Bain’s view see Bain, The Senses and

the Intellect, 415 ff. Cf. the textbooks of

psychology. See also Extension, and

Space (perception of). (g.f.s.—j.m.b.)

Localization (in time). The reference by

the subject of an event in his own history to

its position in the time series relatively to the

present moment and to other events, past and

future. See Time.

The question of the conditions of time

localization is comparatively modern. Its

detailed treatment begins with the Herbartian

psychology in Germany. For something of

the theory see Temporal Sign.

IJterature: Volkmann, Lehrb. d. Psychol.,

ii. 11—20. There is little written on the

subject by the classical English psycho-

logists; see, however, James Mill, Analysis,

chap. X. The best modern reference in Eng-

lish is, perhaps. Ward, art. Psychology,Encyc.

Brit., 64-5. See the textbooks of psycho-

logy. (g.f.s.-j.m.b.)

Localization of Sounds : Gei-. Lohalisa-

tion der Geh'Crsem'pfinduvgen •, Er. localisation

des sensations auditives] Ital. localizzazione (or

projezione) spaziale delle sensazioni vditive.

The reference of sounds to particular localities

in space. See Spaciaiization. (j.m.b.)

Our apprehension of the distance and direc-

tion of sounds appeals to be conditioned,

primarily, by the relative intensity of the

waves that reach the two ears. Localizatii n

of sounds is thus a function of Binaurai,
Hearing (q. v.). It is doubtful how iar the

pure audit( ry perception could have developed

without visual perception; and, indeed, no
explanation has as yet been proj)osed that is

adequate in detail to the observecl phenomena.
JAlerature: Prever, Pfluger’s Arch., xl;

Von Kries, Zcitsch. f. Psychol., i. 235, 488 ;

MtiNSTERBERG, Beitr. z. exper. Psychol., ii,

and (with Pierce) Psychol. Bev., i. 461 ; Bay-

LEiGH, Nature, xiv. 32 ;
Sanford, Course in

Exper. Psychol., expts. loi—3; Matsumoto,
Yale Studies, v. i ff

. ;
Scripture, ibid.,

76 ff.
;
Angell and Fite, Psychol. Rev., viii.

225. (e.b.t.)

Localized Industry : Ger. Weltwirth-

scliaft, localisirte Industrie
;
Fr. specialisation

(d'industrie) locale] Ital. industria locale

specializzata. The division of labour between

different communities.
‘ We may mark off three stages of industrial

development. The first is where the distinc-

tion of trades is introduced, and men no
longer consume all or perhaps any part of the

articles they have produced
;

yet where con-

sumers live near the producerand are personally

known to him. The second stage is where the

element of personal acquaintance disappears.

Production no longer waits for orders, but
anticipates demand. The third stage is

reached when increasing facilities of com-
munication make the world one trading com-
munity. Then the localization of trades pro-

ceeds so far that one country, or perhaps one
group of towns, produces the greater part of all

the goods of a certain sort that are consumed
tliroughout the world ’ (Walker). (a.t.h.)

Locke, John. (1632-1704.) Born at

Wrington, Somersetshire, England, he was
educated at Westminster School, London, and
Christ Church, Oxford. Secretary to Sir

AValter Vane at Berlin, &c,, 1665-6
;
formed

the acquaintance of Ashley, afterwards Eai l of

Shaftesbury, 1666. He entered Lord Ashley’s

family, directing the education of his son and

grandson. As lord chancellor, Shaftesbury

made him ‘ secretary of presentations ’ to bene-

fices. He stayed in France and Italy, 1675-9,
and in Holland, 1684-9. 1690 he pub-

lished his famous ‘ Essay,’ and died at Oates in

Essex, Oct. 28, 1704. He is founder of English

Empiricism (q. v ,
also Sensationalism).

Locomotion (i ), and (2) Locomotor [Lat.

locus, place, -f motio, a moving] ; Ger. (i)

Locom otion,{ 2
)
Bewegungs-ivcerlczeug. &c.)

;
Fr.

locomotion, locomoteur] Vl&\. locomozione,

(2) locomotore. (i) The act or power of

moving from place to place. (2) Pertaining

to the mechanism of locomotion. See Move-
ment, and Muscle. (c.f.h.)

Logic [Gr. Xoyoo;] : Ger. Logik] Fr.

logique
;

Ital. logica. Logic is a science

which has not yet completed the stage of

disputes concerning its first principles, al-

though it is probably about to do so. Nearly

a hundred definitions of it have been given.

It will, however, generally be conceded that
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its cejitral problem is the classification of

arguments, so that all those that are bad are

thrown into one division, and those which are

good into another, these divisions being

defined by marks recognizable even if it be

not known whether the arguments are good

or bad. Furthermoi’e, logic has to divide

good arguments by recognizable marks into

those which have different orders of validity,

and has to afford means for measuring the

strength of arguments.

An approach to such a classification is made
byeveryman whenever he reasons, in the proper

sense of that term. It is true that the contem-

plation of a state of things believed to be real

may causethecontemplator to believe something

additional, without making any classifica-

tion of such sequences. But in that case he

does not criticize tlie procedure, nor so much
as distinctly reflect that it is just. He can,

consequently, not exercise any control over it.

How, that which is uncontrollable is not

subject to any normative laws at all
;
that is,

it is neither good nor bad
;

it neither sub-

serves an end nor fails to do so. But it is

only the deliberate adoption of a belief in

consequence of the admitted truth of some
other proposition which is, properly speaking,

reasoning. In that case the belief is adopted

because tlie reasoner conceives that the method
by which it has been determined w'ould either

in no analogous case lead to a false conclusion

from true premises, or, if steadily adhered to,

would at length lead to an indefinite approxi-

mation to the truth, or, at least, would assure

the reasoner of ultimately attaining as close

an approach to the truth as he can, in any

way, be assured of attaining. In all leason-

ing, therefore, there is a more or less conscious

reference to a general method, implying some
commencement of such a classification of

arguments as the logician attem])ts. Such

a classification of arguments, antecedent to

any systematic study of the subject, is called

the reasoner’s logica utens, in contradistinction

to the result of the scientific study, which is

called logica docens. See Reasoning.
That part of logic, that is, of logica docens,

which, setting out with such assumptions as

that every assertion is either true or false,

and not both, and that some propositions

may he recognized to be true, studies the

constituent parts of arguments and produces

a classification of arguments such as is above

described, is often considered to embrace the

whole of logic
;
but a more correct designa-

tion is Critic (Gr. According to

Diogenes Laertius, Aristotle divided logic

into three parts, of which one was Trpik KjiLdLv).

This word, used by Plato (who divides all

knowledge into epitactic and critic), was
adopted into Latin by the Ramists, and into

English by Hobl)es and Locke. From the

last it was taken into German by Kant, who
always writes it Critik, the initial c being

possibly a reminiscence of its English origin.

At present it is written Kritik in German.
Kant is emphatic in the expression of the wish
that the word may not be confounded with
critique, a critical essay (Ger. Kritik). [The
forms Critique and Critic are used interchange-

ably in this work. (Cf. Ceiticism.) (j.m.b.)]

It is generally admitted that there is a

doctrine which properly antecedes what we
have called critic. It considers, for example,
in what sense and how there can be any true

proposition and false proposition, and what
are the general conditions to which thought or

signs of any kind must conform in order to

assert anything. Kant, who first raised these

questions to prominence, called this doctrine

transcendentale Elementarlehre, and made it

a large part of his Critic of the Pure Reason.

But the Grammatica Speculativa of Scotus is

an earlier and interesting attempt. The com-
mon German word is Erkenntnisstheorie,

sometimes translated Epistemology (q. v.).

It is further generally recognized that

another doctrine follows after critic, and which
belongs to, or is closely connected with, logic.

Precisely what this should contain is not

agreed; but it must contain the general con-

ditions requisite for the attainment of truth.

Since it may be held to contain more, one
hesitates to call it heuristic. It is often called

Method
;
but as thisword is also used in the con-

crete, methodic or methodeutic would he better.

For deciding what is good logic and what
bad, appeal is made by different writers to

one or more, generally several, of these eight

sources : to direct dicta of consciousness, to

psychology, to the usages of language, to

metaphysical philosophy, to history, to every-

day observation, to mathematics, and to some
process of dialectic. In tlie middle ages

appeal was frequently made to authority.

The appeal to direct consciousness consists

in pronouncing certain reasoning to be good
or bad because it is felt to be so. This is

a very common method. Sigwart, for example,

bases all logic upon our invincible mental
repulsion against contradiction, or, as he calls

it, ‘the immediate feeling of necessity’ (Aopic,

§ 3, 2). Those who think it worth while to
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male any defence at all of this proceeding

uige, i>’ effect, that, however far the logician

may pusli his ciiticisms of reasoning, still, in

doing so, lie must reason, and so must ulti-

mately rely upon his instinctive recognition

of good and bad reasoning. Whence it follows

that, in Sigwart’s words, ‘every system of

logic must rest uiion this principle.’ It is,

however, to be noted that among the dicta of

direct consciousness, many pronounce certain

reasonings to be bad. If, therefore, such dicta

are to be relied upon, man not only usually has

a tendency to reason right, but also some-

times has a tendency to reason wrong; and if

that be so, the validity of a reasoning cannot

consist in a man’s having a tendency to reason

in that way. Some say that the validity of

reasoning consists in tlie ‘ definitive dictum’

of consciousness; but it has been replied that

certain propositions in Euclid were studied

for two thousand years by countless keen

minds, all of whom had an immediate feeling

of evidence concerning their proofs, until at

last flaws were detected in those proofs, and

are now admitted by all competent persons

;

and it is claimed that this illustrates how far

from possible it is to make direct appeal to

a definitive pronouncement. Besides, say

those who object to this method, all reasoning

and inquiry expects that there is such a thing

as the truth concerning whatever question

maybe under examination. Now, it is of the

very essence of this ‘ truth,’ the meaning of

the expectation, that the ‘ ti-uth ’ in no wise

depends upon what any man to whom direct

iqjpeal can be made may opine about that

question. A fortiori it does not depend upon
whether I am satisfied with it or not. It is

further insisted that there can be no genuine

criticism of a reasoning until that reasoning

is actually doubted
;

and no sooner is it

actually doubted than we find that conscious-

ness has revoked her dictum in its favour, if

she ever made any. It is, indeed, main-

tained that so far from true is it that every

system of logic must be based upon any in-

stinctive recognition of good and bad rea-

soning, that it is quite impossible for any
reasoning to be based upon such recognition

in respect to that sane reasoning. In reason-

ing, a man may feel sure he is right; but to
‘ rest’ that confidence on nothing but itself is

to rest it on nothing at all. If the fact that we
must use our reasoning instinct in criticizing

reasoning proves that we must appeal to

nothing else in such criticism, it equally proves

that we ought to follow the lead of that in-

stinct without any logical control at all, which
would be as much as to say that we ought
not to reason at all. A man cannot criticize

eveiy part of his reasoning, since he cannot

criticize the act of reasoning he is performing

in the criticism, it is true. But he can criticize

steps whose validity he doubts
;
and in doing

so, ought to consider in what characters the

validity of reasoning consists, and whether the

reasoning in question possesses those characters.

Under an appeal to psychology is not meant
every appeal to any fact relating to the mind.

For it is, for logical purposes, important to

discriminate between facts of that description

which are supposed to be ascertained by the

systematic study of the mind, and facts the

knowledge of which altogether antecedes such

study, and is not in the least affected by it

;

such as the fact that there is such a state of

mind as doubt, and the fact that the mind
struggles to escape from doubt. Even facts

like these require to be carefully examined by
the logician before he uses them as the basis

of his doctrine. But many logicians have

gojie much further, and have avowedly based

their systems upon one or another theory of

psychology. Another class of logicians have

professed to base logic upon a psychological

theoi’y of cognition. Of course, if this is done,

such psychological doctrine is placed above

logical criticism, oi’, at any rate, above logical

support. For if the truth of a conclusion is

known only from certain premises, it cannot

be used to support those premises. Now, it

may be doubted whether psychology is not, of

all the special sciences, the one which stands

most in need of appeal to a scientific logic.

Appeals to the usages of language are

extremely common. They ai’e made even by
those who use algebraical notation in logic

‘ in order to free the mind from the trammels

of speech’ (Schroder, Logik, i. p. iii). It is

difficult to see what can be hoped for from

such a proceeding, unless it be to establish a

psychological proposition valid for all minds.

But to do this, it would be necessary to look

beyond the small and very peculiar class of

Aryan languages, to which the linguistic

knowledge of most of those writers is confined.

The Semitic languages, with which some of

them are acquainted, are too similar to the

Aryan greatly to enlarge their horizon. More-

over, even if other languages are examined,

the value of any logical inferences from them

is much diminished by the custom of our

grammarians of violently fitting them to the

Procrustean bed of Aryan grammar.
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The objection which has been suggested to

appeals to psychological results applies with

far greater force to appeals to metaphysical

philosophy, which, it will generally be con-

ceded, can liardly take a step with security

unless it rests upon the science of logic.

Nevertheless, a great many logical treatises of

various colours make it their boast that they

are built upon philosophical principles.

Logicians occasionally appeal to the histoi-y

of science. Such and such a mode of reason-

ing, it is said, for example, was characteristic

of mediaevalism or of ancient science
;
such

another produced the successes of modern

science. If logic is to be based upon probable

reasonings, as some logicians maintain that it

must be, such arguments, if critically examined,

must be admitted to have great weight.

They will naturally be out of place in a system

of logic which professes to demonstrate from

certain initial assumptions that the kinds of

reasoning it recommends must be accepted.

There is probably room for dispute as to

whether logic need assert anything at all as an

absolute matter of fact. If it does not, any

appeal to experience would seem to be irre-

levant. If it does, still the opinion may
be that such assertions of logic are of so

exceedingly broad and slight a nature that the

universal experience of every man’s every day

and hour puts them bejond all doubt—such

experiences as that the world presents appear-

ances of variety, of law, and of the real action

of one thing upon another. As appearances,

these things do not seem likely ever to be

doubted. If logic has need of any facts, and

if such facts will suffice, no objection can well

be made to an appeal to them.

The boundary between some parts of logic

and pure mathematics in its modern treat-

ment is almost evanescent, as may be seen in

Dedekind’s Was sind und was sollen die Zahlen

(1888, Eng. trans. tpoi). There are, however,

departments of logic, such as the logic of pro-

bable inference (if that be regarded a part of

logic), in which appeal is sometimes made to

mathematical results, such as Bernoulli’s law of

highnumbers. Itseemsto be the general opinion

that nothing so difficult as mathematics can

be admitted into, or be appealed to by, the

science of logic, which has the peculiarity of

consisting chiefly of truisms.

In mathematical reasoning there is a sort

of observation. For a geometrical diagram
or array of algebraical symbols is constructed

according to an abstractly stated precept, and
between the parts of such diagram or array

certain relations are observed to obtain, other

than those which were expressed in the pre-

cept. These being abstractly stated, and
being generalized, so as to apply to every

diagram constructed according to the same
precept, give the conclusion. Some logicians

hold that an equally satisfactory method
depends upon a kind of inward observation,

which is not mathematical, since it is not

diagrammatic, the development of a concep-

tion and its inevitable transformation being

observed and generalized somewhat as in

mathematics; and those logicians base their

science upon such a method, wliich may con-

veniently be termed, and is sometimes termed,

a Dialectic. Other logicians regard such a
method as either extremely insecure or as

altogether illusory.

The generally received opinion among pro-

fessors of logic is that all the above methods
may properly be used on occasion, the appeal

to mathematics, however, being less generally

recognized.

Literature ; the history of logic in Western
Europe, down to the revival of learning, is

given by Peaktl, Gesch. d. Logik im
Abeudlande. Upon the points upon which
this author touches, he always afi’ords valu-

able information, though Ids judgments are

peremptory and slashing. Unfortunately, he

omits much which was regarded by the

authors of whom he treats as most impor-

tant, because he does not himself so regard

it. He also omits much which would be in-

teresting to a reader taking a broader con-

ception of logic. It is hardly necessary to

say that upon some large subjects his views

are controverted. Of the modern develop-

ment of logic there is no satisfactory history

;

but there are notices good as far as they go
in Uebeeweg, Syst. d. Logik (Eng. trans.);

in the much earlier work of Bachmajjn,
Syst. d. Logik (1828); in Hamilton, Lects.

on Logic
;
and for later work in B. Eedmann,

Logik. Ch. Sigwaet, Logic (Eng. trans.),

and Wundt, Logik, may also be profitably

consulted. See under the logical topics gener-

ally (e. g. Empibical Logic, Foemal Logic,

Judgment, and Peoposition)
;

and also

BiBLIOG. C. (C.S.P., c.l.e.)

Logic (Hegel’s Logik) : see Hegel’s Tee-
MINOLOGY, II h.

Logic (exact) : Ger. exakte Logik
;

Fr.

logique exacte ;
Ital. logica esatta. The doc-

trine that the theory of validity and strength

of reasoning ought to be made one of the

‘exact sciences,’ that is, that generalizations
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rioiu ouiiiiaiy expeiieiice ought, at an early

point in its exposition, to be stated in a form
from which by mathematical, or expository.

Reasoning (q. v.), the rest of the theory can

be strictly deduced
;
together with the attempt

to carry this doctrine into practice.

This method was pursued, in the past, by
Pascal (1623-62), Nicolas Bernoulli (1687-

1759), Euler (1708-83), Ploucquet (1716-

90), Lambert (1728-77), La Place (1749-
1827), De Morgan (1806-71), Boole (1815-

64), and many others
; and a few men in

diflerent countries continue the study of the

problems opened by the last two named
logicians, as well as those of the proper

foundations of the doctrine and of its appli-

cation to inductive reasoning. The lesults of

this method, thus far, have comprised the

development of the theory of probabilities, the

logic of relatives, advances in the theory of

inductive reasoning (as it is claimed), the

syllogism of transposed quantity, the theory

of the Fermatian inference, considerable steps

towards an analysis of the logic of continuity

and towards a method of reasoning in to|)ical

geometry, contributions towards several

branches of mathematics by applications of

‘exact’ logic, the logical graphs called after

Euler and other systems for representing in

intuitional form the relations of premises to

conclusions, and other things of the same
general nature.

There are those, not merely outside the

ranks of exact logic, but even within it, who
seem to suppose that the aim is to produce

a calculus, or semi-mechanical method, for

performing all reasoning, or all deductive

inquiry
;

but there is no reason to suppose

that such a project, which is much more
consonant with the ideas of the opponents of

exact logic than with those of its serious

students, can ever be realized. The real aim
is to find au indisputable theory of reasoning

by the aid of mathematics. The first step in

the order of logic towards this end (though

not necessarily the first in the order of inquiry)

is to formulate with mathematical precision,

definiteness, and simplicity, the general facts of

experience which logic has to take into account.

The employment of algebra in the investi-

gation of logic is open to the danger of

degenerating into idle trifling of too rudi-

mentaiy a character to be of mathematical

interest, and too superficial to be of logical

interest. It is further open to the danger

tiiat the rules of the symbols employed may
be mistaken for first principles of logic. Au

algebra which brings along With it hundieds
of purely formal theorems of no logical import
whatever must be admitted, even by the

inventor of it, to be extremely defective in

that respect, however convenient it may be
for certain purposes. On the other hand, it

is indisputable that algebra has an advantage
over speech in forcing us to reason explicitly

and definitely, if at all. In that way it may
afford very considerable aid to analysis. It has

been employed with great advantage in the

analysis of mathematical reasonings.

Algebraic reasoning involves intuition just

as much as, though more insidiously than,

does geometrical reasoning
;
and for the in-

vestigation of logic it is questionable whether
the method of graphs is not superior. Graphs
cannot, it is true, readily be applied to cases

of great complexity; but for that very reason

they are less liable to serve the pin poses of

the logical trifler. In the opinion of some
exact logicians, they lead more directly to the

ultimate analysis of logical problems than

any algebra yet devised. See Logical Dia-
gram (or Graph).

It is logical algebra, however, which has

chiefly been pursued. De Morgan invented

a system of symbols, which had the signal

advantage of being entirely new and free from

all associations, misleading or otherwise.

Although he employed them for synthetical

purposes almost exclusively, yet the great

generality of some of the conceptions to

which they led him is sufficient to show that

they might have been applied with great

advantage in analysis. Boole was led, no
doubt from the consideration of the principles

of the calculus of probabilities, to a wonderful

application of ordinary algebra to the treat-

ment of all deductive reasoning not turning

upon any relations other than the logical

relations between non-relative terms. By
means of this simple calculus, he took some
great steps towards the elucidation of probable

reasoning; and had it not been that, in his

pre-Darwinian day, the notion that certain

subjects were profoundly mysterious, so that

it was hopeless, if not impious, to seek to

penetrate them, was still pievalent in Great

Britain, his instrument and his intellectual

force were adequate to carrying him further

than he actually went. Most of the exact

logicians of to-day are, from the nature of

the case, followers of Boole. They have

modified his algebia by disusing his addition,

subtraction, and division, and by introducing

a sign of logical aggregation. This was first
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done by Jevons; and he proposed -
I*,

a sign

of division turned up, to signify this opera-

tion. Inasmuch as this might easily be read

as three signs, it would, perhaps, be better to

join the two dots by a light curve, thus 4'.

Some use the sign for logical aggregation.

The algebra of Boole has also been amplified

so as to fit it for the logic of relatives. The
system is, however, far from being perfect.

See Relatives (logic of).

Certain terms of exact logic may be de-

fined as follows :

—

Aggregation. The operation of uniting two

or more terms or propositions, called aggre-

gants, to pioduce an aggregate term or propo-

sition which is true of everything of which

any aggregant is true, and false of everything

of which all the aggregants are false. It is

opposed to comjwsition, which is the opera-

tion of producing from two or more terms or

propositions, called the components, a new
term or proposition, called their compound,
which is true of all of which all the compo-

nents are true, and false of all of which any
are false.

Absorption, law of (Ger. Absorptionsgesetz).

The proposition that if of two aggregants one

contains the other as a component, the aggre-

gate is identical with the latter.

Alternative proposition. A term preferred

by some logicians to ‘ disjunctive,’ because the

latter term is often, as by Cicero and Aulus

Gellius, understood to imply that one, and

one only, of the alternatives is true. At the

same time, the standard traditional example

of a disjunctive was ‘ Socrates currit vel Plato

disputat,’ and the rule was ‘ Ad veritatem

disiunctivaesutficit alterampartem esse veram.’

Nevertheless, the narrower sense was also

recognized, and the term alternative is per-

haps preferable.

Associative. An operation combining two
elements is associative if, and only if, in

combining the result with a third element,

it makes no difference whether the middle

element be first combined with the last and

the result with the first, or the other way, so

long as the order of sequence is preserved.

Addition and multiplication are associative,

while involution is not so
;

for ten to the

three-square power is a milliard, while ten

cube squared is only a million. An associa-

tive algebra is an algebra in which multipli-

cation is associative.

Commutative. An operation by which two
elements are united is said to be commutative

if, and only if, it makes no difference which is

taken first. Thus, because twice three is thrice

two, numerical multiplication is commutative.
Composition-, see Aggregation, above.

Compound: see Aggregation, aho\e.

Copula is often defined as that which
expresses the relation between the subject-

term and the predicate-term of a proposition.

But this is not sufficiently accurate for the

purposes of exact logic. Passing over the
objection that it applies only to categorical

propositions, as if conditional and copulative

propositions had no copula, contrary to logical

tiadition, it may be admitted that a copula
often does fulfil the function mentioned

;
but

it is only an accidental one, and its essential

function is quite different. Thus, the propo-
sition ‘ Some favoured patriarch is translated

’

is essentially the same as ‘A translated

favoured patriarch is ’

;
and ‘ Every mother is

a lover of that of which she is a mother ’ is

the same as ‘A mother of something not

loved by her is not.’ In the second and
fourth forms, the copula connects no terms;

but if it is dropped, we have a mere term
instead of a proposition. Thus the essential

office of the copula is to express a relation of

a general term or terms to the universe.

The universe must be well known and
mutually known to be known and agreed to

exist, in some sense, between speaker and
heai’er, between the mind as appealing to

its own further consideration and the mind
as so appealed to, or there can be no commu-
nication, or ‘ common ground,’ at all. The
universe is, thus, not a mere concept, but is

the most real of experiences. Hence, to put

a concept into relation to it, and into the

relation of describing it, is to use a most

peculiar sort of sign or thought
;

for such

a relation must, if it subsist, exist quite

otherwise than a relation between mere con-

cepts. This, then, is what the copula essen-

tially does. This it may do in thi'ee ways

:

first, by a vague reference to the universe

collectively
;
second, by a reference to all the

individuals existent in the universe distri-

butively; third, by a vague reference to an

individual of the universe selectively. ‘ It is

broad daylight,’ I exclaim, as I awake. My uni-

verse is the momentary experience as a whole

It is that which I connect as object of the

composite photograph of daylight produced

in my mind by all my similar experiences.

Secondly, ‘Every woman loves something’ is

a description of every existing individual in

the universe. Every such individual is said

to be coexistent only with what, so far as it

5
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IS a wouiiui at all, is sure to be a lover of

>onie existing imlividual. Thirdly, ‘ Some
favour, d patriarch is translated’ means that

a certain descrijdion applies to a select indi-

vidual. A hypothetical proposition, whether

it be conditional (of which the alternative, or

disjunctive, proposition is a mere species, or

t'ice versa, as we choose to tabe it) or copula-

tive, is either general or ut mine. A general

conditional is precisely equivalent to a uni-

versal categorical. ‘ If you really want to be

good, you can be,’ means ‘ Whatever determi-

nate state of things may be admissibly

sui^posed in which you want to be good is

a state of things in which you can be good.’

The universe is that of determinate states of

things that are admissible hypothetically. It

is true that some logicians appear to dispute

this
;
but it is manifestly indisputable. Those

logicians belong to two classes : those who
think that logic ought to take account of the

difference between one kind of universe and

another (in which case, several other substan-

tiae of propositions must be admitted)
;
and

those who hold tliat logic should distinguish

between propositions which are necessarily

true or false together, but which regard the

fact from different aspects. The exact

logician holds it to be, in itself, a defect in

a logical system of expression, to afford

different ways of expressing the same state

of facts
;

although this defect may be less

important than a definite advantage gained

by it. The copulative proposition is in a

similar way equivalent to a particular cate-

gorical. Thus, to say ‘ The man might not

be able voluntarily to act otherwise than

physical causes make him act, whether he

try or not,' is the same as to say that there

is a state of things hypothetically adinissihle

in which a man tries to act one way and
voluntarily acts another way in consequence

of physical causes. As to hj^potheticals ut

nunc, they refer to no range of possibility, but

simi)ly to what is true, vaguely taken collec-

tively.

Although it is thus plain that the action

of the copula in relating the subject-term to

the predicate-term is a secondaiy one, it is

nevertheless necessary to distinguish between
copulas which establish different relations

between these terms. Whatever the relation

is, it must remain the same in all proposi-

tional forms, because its nature is not ex-

pressed in the proposition, but is a matter of

established convention. With that proviso,

the copula may imply any relation whatso-

26

ever. So understood, it is tlie abstract cojmla

of De Morgan {Camb. Philos. Trans., x. 339).
A transitive copula is one for which the mood
Barbara is valid. Schroder has demonstrated

the remarkable theorem that if we use IS in

small capitals to represent any one such

copula, of whicli ‘ greater than ’ is an
example, then there is some relative term r,

such that the proposition ‘Sis. P ’ is precisely

equivalent to ‘ aS is r to P and is r to what-
ever P is r to.’ A copula of correlative inclu-

sion is one for which both Barbara and the

formula of identity hold good, Representing

any one such copula by is in italics, there is a

relative term r, such that the proposition
‘ S is P’ \s precisely equivalent to ‘ aS is r to

whatever P is r to.’ If the last proposition

follows from the last but one, no matter what
relative r may be, the copula is called the copula

of inclusion, used by 0. S. Peirce, Schroder,

and others. De Morgan uses a copula de-

fined as standing for any relation both transi-

tive and convertible. The latter character

consists in this, that whatever terms I and
J may be, if we represent this copula by is

in black= letter, then from ‘I is J’ it follows

that ‘ J is From these two propositions,

we conclude, by Barbara, that ‘ I is Such
copulas are, for example, ‘ equal to,’ and ‘ of

the same colour as.’ For any such copula

there will be some relative term r, such that

the proposition ‘S is P’ will be precisely

equivalent to ‘ aS is r to everything, and only

to everything, to which P is r.’ Such a

copula may be called a copula of correlative

identity. If the last proposition follows from

the last but one, no matter what relative r may
be, the copula is the copula of identity used

by Thomson, Hamilton, Baynes, Jevons, and
many others.

It has been demonstrated by Peirce that

the copula of inclusion is logically simpler

than that of identity.

Diagram : see Logical Diageam.
Dialogism. A form of reasoning in which

from a single premise a disjunctive, or alterna-

tive, proposition is concluded introducing an
additional term

;
opposed to a syllogism, in

which from a copulative proposition a propo-

sition is inferred from which a term is elimi-

nated.

Syllogism.

All men are animals, and all animals are

mortal

;

.*. All men are mortal.

Dialogism.

Some men are not mortal

;
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Either some men are not animals, or

some animals 'are not mortal.

Dimension. An element or respect of

extension of a logical universe of such a

nature that the same term which is individual

in one such element of extension is not so in

another. Thus, we may consider different

persons as individual in one respect, while

they may be divisible in respect to time, and
in respect to different admissible hypothetical

states of things, &c. This is to be widely

distinguished from different universes, as, for

example, of things and of characters, where

any given individual belonging to one cannot

belong to another. The conception of a

multidimensional logical universe is one of

the fecund conceptions which exact logic owes

to O. H. Mitchell. Schroder, in his then

second volume, wliere he is far below himself

in many respects, pronounces this conception
‘ untenable.’ But a doctrine which has, as a

matter of fact, been held by Mitchell, Peirce,

and others, on apparently cogent grounds,

without meeting any attempt at refutation in

about twenty years, may be regarded as being,

for the present, at any rate, tenable enough to

be held.

Dyadic relation. A fact relating to two

individuals. Thus, the fact that A is similar

to and the fact that ^4 is a lover of B, and

the fact that A and B are both men, are

dyadic relations; while the fact that A gives

A to (7 is a triadic relation. Every relation

of one oi’der of relativity may be regarded as

a relative of another order of relativity if

desired. Thus, man may be regarded as man
coexistent with, and so as a relative expressing

a dyadic relation, although for most purposes

it will be regarded as a monad or non-relative

term.

Index (in exact logic) : see sub verbo.

Many other technical terms are to be found

in the literature of exact logic.

Literature : for the study of exact logic in

its more recent development, excluding proba-

bility, the one quite indispensable book is

ScHRbDEE, Algebra d. Logik; and the

bibliography therein contained is so exhaus-

tive that it is unnecessary to mention here

any publications previous to 1890. Schroder’s

pains to give credit in full measure, pressed

down and running over, to every other

student is hardly less remarkable than

the system, completeness, and mathematical

power of his work, which has been reviewed

by C. S. Peiece in the Monist, vii. 19-40,

1 7 1-2 1 7. See also C. S. Peiece, Studies

in Logic
;

Pop. Sci. Mo., xii. i
;
and Proc.

Amer. Acad. Arts and Sci., vii. 287. Cf.

Scientific Method. (c.s.p.)

Logic (of chance) : see Peobability.

Logic (of emotion) : see Teeminology,
English, ‘Affective Logic.’

Logic (social) ; see Social Logic.

Logic (symbolic) : see Symbolic Logic.

Logical [Lat. logicalis, from logica, logic] :

Ger. logisch
]
Fr.logique; Ital. logico. Irre-

spective of any facts except those of which
logic needs to take cognizance, such as the

facts of doubt, truth, falsity, &c.

Logical possibility is, according to usage,

freedom from all contradiction, explicit or

implicit; and any attempt to reform the

inaccuracy would only bring confusion.

Logical necessity is the necessity of that

whose contrary is not logically possible.

Logical induction is an induction based on

examination of every individual of the class

to which the examination relates. Thus,

conclusions from a census are logical induc-

tions. While this mode of inference is a

degenerate form of induction, it also comes

into the class of dilemmatic reasoning.

Logical truth is a phrase used in three

senses, rendering it almost useless.

1. The harmony of a thought with itself.

Most usually so defined, but seldom so em-
ployed. So far as this definition is distinct,

it makes logical truth a synonym for logical

possibility
;

but, no doubt, more is intended

(Hamilton, Lects. on Logic, xxvii).

2. The conformity of a thought to the laws

of logic
;

in particular, in a concept, con-

sistency; in an inference, validity; in a

proposition, agreement with assumptions.

This would better be called mathematical

truth, since mathematics is the only science

which aims at nothing more (Kant, Krit.

d. reinen Vernunft, ist ed., 294).

3. More properly, the conformity of a

proposition with the reality, so far as the

proposition asserts anything about the reality.

Opposed, on the one hand, to metaphysical

truth,which is an affection of the «ws,and on the

other hand to ethical truth, which is telling

what a witness believes to be true (Burgers-

dicius, Inst. Met., chap, xviii).

Logical parts and whole. Parts and whole

of logical extension.

Logical reasoning. Eeasoning in accord-

ance with a Leading Peinciple (q. v.) which

thorough analysis, discussion, and experience

have shown must lead to the truth, in so far

as it is relied upon. But what Aristotle

27
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unde’'stoo(l by a logical deiiioiisiratioii maybe
scon ill bis De generatione animaUum, Lib. II.

cap. viii.

Logical premniption. A 'Wolffian lei m for

syntlietic reasoning, that is, induction and

analogy; for liypotbetic reasoning was not

recognized as reasoning at all. The uni-

forinity of nature is called the of

logical presitmjj/ion.

Logical division. Division into logical

parts.

Logical distinctness. That distinctness

which results from logical analysis.

Logical octnality. Kant, in the T^ogih

by Jiische (Einleitung, vii), defines logical

actuality as conformity to the iJrinciple of

sufficient reason, consisting of the cognition

having reasons and having no false conse-

quences; and he makes this, along with

logical possibility, to constitute logical truth,

which is thus used in its second sense. But
in the Critic of the Pure Reason, in discussing

the functions of judgments (ist ed., 75), he

says that an assertoric proposition asserts

logical actuality (AVirklichkeit, which’ Max
Muller wrongly translates ‘reality’), and
makes this phrase synonymous with logical

truth (which is thus used in its third, and
proper, sense).

Logical definition. A strict definition by
genus and specific difference. Ockham and his

followers objected to the designation on the

ground that the logician, as such, had no occa-

si' n to define any oidinary term, such as man
ffractatus logices, Pt. I. chap. xxvi). (c.s.p.)

Logical Diagram (or Graph) : Ger.

logische Figur; Fr. diagramme logique)

Ital. diagramma logico. A diagram composed
of dots, lines, &c., in which logical relations

are signified by such spatial relations that

the necessai’y consequences of these logical

relations are at the same time signified, or

can, at least, be made evident by transfoiming

the diagram in cei tain ways which conven-
tional ‘rules’ permit.

In order to form a system of grai^hs which
shall represent ordinary syllogisms, it is only

neeessary to find spatial relations analogous
to tlie relations expressed by the copula of

inclusion and its negative and to the relation

of negation. Now all the formal properties

of the copula of inclusion are involved in the

principle of identity and the dictum de omni.
That is, if r is the relation of the subject of

a universal affirmative to its predicate, then,

whatever terms X, Y Z may be,

Eveiy W is r to an X

;

and

2

if every X is r to a F, and every F is r to

a Z, every X is r to a X Now, it is easily

proved by the logic of relatives, that to say

that a relation r is subject to these two
rules, implies neither more nor less than to

say that there is a relation I, such that,

whatever individuals A and P may be.

If nothing is in the relation Z to A with-

out being also in the same relation Z to P,

then A is in the relation r to .S
;
and con-

versed, that.

If A is r to P, there Is nothing that is Z to

A except what is Z to B.

Consequently, in order to construct such

a system of graphs, we must find some spatial

relation by which it shall appear plain to the

eye wliether or not there is anything that is

in that relation to one thing without being in

that relation to the other. The popular

Euler’s diagrams fulfil one-half of this condi-

tion well by representing A as an oval inside

the oval P. Then, Z is the relation of being

included within; and it is plain that nothing

can be inside of A without being inside P.

The relation of the copula is thus represented

by the spatial relation of ‘ enclosing only what
is enclosed by.’ In order to represent the

negation of the copula of inclusion (which,

unlike that copula, asserts the existence of its

subject), a dot may be drawn to represent

some existing individual. In this case the

subject and predicate ovals must be drawn to

intersect each other, in order to avoid assert-

ing too much. If an oval already exists

cutting the space in which the dot is to be

placed, the latter should be put on the line

of that oval, to show that it is doubtful on

which side it belongs
;

or, if an oval is to be

drawn through the space where a dot is, it

should be drawn through the dot; and it should

further be remembered that if two dots lie on

the boundaries of one compartment, there is

nothing to prevent their being identical.

The relation of negation here appears as

‘ entirely outside of.’ For a later practical

improvement see Venn, Symbolic Logic, chap,

xi. (c.s.p.)

Logical Machine: Ger. logische Machina-,

Fr. machine logique
;

Ital. macchine logistiche

(E.M.). An instrument devised to facilitate

by mechanical means the handling of logical

symbols or diagrams.

There are three such instruments which
merit attention ;

—

(i) The first was constructed by W. Stanley

Jevons in 1869 (announced in h\s Svhstilution

of Similars, 1869, 60; described in Philos.
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Trans. Hoy. Soc., 1870, 497-518; brief

description in /Voc. Hoy. Soc., 1870, 166-9,

and Princ. of Sci., 1874, 123-31). Tliis

instrument was preceded the logical slate

and the logical Abacus (q- v.) (Proc. Man-
chester Lit. and Philos. Soc., Apr. 1866, 161

;

Substitution of Similars, 1869, 54-9). In

the logical slate the comhimitions of letters,

representing all the possible combinations of

a definite number of characters or qualities in

a logical universe, were engraved in vertical

columns upon a common writing-slate. The
combinations inconsistent with given pi emises

were then crossed off with a slate pencil, and
the conclusions read off from the untouched

combinations.

In the logical abacus the combinations

were marked on flat slips of wood arranged in

horizontal lines on an inclined blackboard

having a series of ledges. The slips of wood
were furnished with pins, so that those which

represented combinations consistent with the

premises could be lifted by means of a ruler

to the ledge above.

In the logical slate, great care was necessary

to cross off all the inconsistent combinations,

and in the logical abacus similar care was
required in picking out all the consistent

combinations. The logical machine of Jevons

is a logical abacus in which all that is required

of the operator is to press the premises upon

a series of keys
;

the operation of lilting the

combinations consistent with the premises to

the higher level being accomjfli shed mechanic-

ally by a series of levers. l>y means of a

lattice-work with horizontal slits, the com-

binations expressed in the premises and

consistent with them, and these only, are

exhibited to view. This machine, while

manifesting considerable ingenuity on the

part of the contriver, was nevmLheless a

cumbersome piece of mechanism. The key-

board required two sets of keys, one series

for the subject and one for the predicate, and

four operation keys, known as the finis, con-

junction, copula, and full-stop keys. The
combinations were marked upon vertical rods,

and a double set of these rods was required.

The complex character of this machine ren-

dered it unfit to be extended to problems

involving more than four terms. At onetime
Jevons contemplated constructing a machine
like it for ten terms, hut found that be would
have to sacrifice the entire wall-space of one

side of his library.

(2) John Venn in 1881 devised a more
compact instrument, which he called a logical

diagram machine {Symbolic Logic, 1881, 122).

It was also constructed for problems of four

terms. For problems of three terms he ha 1

used diagrams consisting of intersecting

Circles, shad ng out those portions wliich

represented combinations inconsistent with
given premises. For four terms, circles were
impracticable, hence he used ellipses. His
logical diagram machine represents four

intersecting ellipses, arranged so that each

section represents one of the sixteen possible

combinations. These sections are arranged

so as to fall below their original level when
they are to be rejected as inconsistent with

the premises. They are held in place by
pins, and when required to fall, the appro-

priate pin must be removed. What corre-

sponds to the key-board is therefore a series

of sixteen pins, each of which must he in-

dividually manipulated. There is no device

by which a number of sections may be moved
at once. The machine is therefore merely

a more cumbersome diagram. The method
involved is also practically limited to problems

of four terms, since the intersections made by
four ellijDses are already complex enough.

An extension of this system would, in the

words of Venn, he probably distasteful to

any but a mathematician.

(3) A third logical machine was con-

structed by Allan Marquand in 1881 (an-

nounced in Johns Hojghins University Shidies

in Logic, 1883, 16 ;
published in Amer.Acad.

Arts and Sci., 1883, 303-7). It is based

iqron his logical diagrams (London, Edinburgh,

and Dublin, Philos. Mag., Oct. 1881, 266—

70). These consist of large squares, sub-

divided vertically and horizontally into a

series of smaller squares, each of which re-

pi’esents one of the logical combinations.

The squares which represent combinations

inconsistent with the premises may then be

shaded off. In his logical machine the com-

binations are represented by indicators which

are arianged like the squares in his logical

diagrams. At the outset the indicators are

all pointing in a horizontal direction; the

premises are then pressed upon a key-hoard

of eight letter ami two operation keys, and

tlie indicators which represent combinations

inconsistent with the premises fall to the

vertical position.

In 1882 Marquand constructed from an

ordinary hotel annunciator another machine

in which all the combinations are visible at

the outset, and the inconsistent combinations

are concealed from view as the premises are
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impressed upon the keys. He also had

designs made by means of -which the same
operations could be accomplished by meaus

of electro-magnets.

The characteristic of this machine lies In

its simplicity, which may be the better

appreciated as the machine is extended for

problems involving more than four terms.

For problems of ten terms Venn would re-

([uire a new diagram of complicated form, and

1 ,024 keys to operate the instrument. Jevons

for a ten-term machine vvould require 10,240

letters for his combinations, and a key-board

with forty-four keys. Marquand’s machine

for ten terms needs only 124 letters and

twenty-two keys.

There is a further difference between the

machines. Jevons’ presents as the conclusion

not all the combinations consistent with the

premises, hut only those which involve the

terms of the premises. For example, in a

series of premises, he assumes that the only

conclusion desired is the relation of the first

to the last term in the series. In Venn’s

and Marquand’s machines the inconsistent

combinations only are thrown out, and all

the combinations consistent with the premises

are exhibited as the conclusion. Hence any
term or combination of terms may be made
the subject of the conclusion.

In 1883 Marquand published an account

of a machine for producing syllogistic varia-

tions, which he constructed in 1881 {Johns

Hopkins University Studies in Logic, 1883.

1 2-5). The two premises and the conclusion of

a syllogism are written on three rectangular

flaps, which are made so as to revolve on a

horizontal axis. The contraposed forms of

premises and conclusion are then written on
the backs of the flaps. By turning a crank,

the eight possible combinations of premises

and conclusion are then exhibited to view.

This mechanism could be readily extended

so as to exhibit similar variations for argu-

ments involving a larger number of premises

or conclusions. Marquand’s logical machines
are now in the Princeton Psychological Labora-
tory. (J.M.B.)

Logo-, &c. [Gr. Xeyoy, discourse, lore] : Ger.

Logo-
;
Fr. logo-

;

Ital. logo-. Logo- (in com-
bination) refers to the intellectual processes,

and often specifically to the process intro-

tluctory to speech. Thus logopath} has been
used to indicate a disorder in the formation

of thought for the purpose of speaking. On the

other hand, logoneui osis is used as well to refer

to general mental affections
;

while logorrhea

refers to the excessive flow ofwords, a common
symptom in cases of mania

;
and logomaniato

the form of mania in which this occurs. (J.J.)

Logomachy [Gr., taken from the First

Epistle of Paul to Timothy, vi. 4 koo-mi/ nepl

iT€ts Kdt Xoyo/ia^i'ay, doting about questions and
strifes of words] : Ger. Logomarhie, Wortstrei-

tigkeit
;
Fr. logomachie; Ital. contesa di 2>arole.

A contention (in which it is not essential that

two parties should be active) not professedly

relating to the use of words and jdirases, but
in which proper care exercised to make the

ideas clear will show the critic, either that

there is no important difference between the

position attacked and that defended, or if

there is, that the argumentation does not
relate to such points.

Theology and subjects connected with it,

such as the freedom of the will, have been the

great theatre of such war. At present it is

still kept up in logic
;
and other branches of

philosojjhy are not entirely freed from it.

Disjiutes about the propriety of modes of

speech, however hot and silly they may be,

are not logomachy. (c.S.B.)

Logos [Gr.] ; Ger. Logos
;

Fr. Logos

;

Ital. II verho. (i) Reason (q. v.).

(2) The eternal Son of God, in whom the

wisdom and power of God are manifested, and
who became incarnate in the person of the

historic Jesus.

In Greek thought in its earlier stages the

Logos is the universal or divine reason of the

world. In later Greek thought under theo-

sophic impulses the Logos acquired a quasi

personality. It is hypostatized, at least in the

thought of Philo of Alexandria, who ascribes to

it some mediating functions between God and
the world. The Christian idea of the Logos

is contained in the prologue to the Gospel of

St. John, in which it is identified with the

eternal Christ, who became flesh in the person

of Jesus Christ. Out of this germ the Chris-

tology of the early Church developed, and was
embodied in the historic creeds.

Literature : Heinzb, Die Lehre vom Logos

in d. griechischen Philos. (1872); Zellbe,
Philos, d. Griechen, iii

;
Dobner, Hist, of

the Devel. of the Doctrine of the Person of

Christ. (A.T.O.)

Lombard, Peter, (cir. 1100-63 or 64.)

Educated in theology at Bologna, Rheims, and

(under Abelard) I’aris. Taught theology

successfully at Paris, and became bishop of

Paris, 1159. For his work Sententiarum

Libri IV, he received the title ‘ Magister Sen-

tentiarum.’
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Lotze, Eenuaim Endolf. (1817-81.)

Born at Bautzen, Saxony; studied medicine,

natural philosophy, and metaphysics at Leipzig,

where he became professor ofmental philosophy

in 1843. Called to Gottingen, 1844, and to

Berlin, 1881, where he died soon after. He
belongs to the group of philosophers known
as ‘ Real-Idealists,’ opposing Hegel on the one

hand and materialism on the other hand
;
and

he is still a most potent influence. His

philosophy is characterized by subtle criticism

of the concepts of physical and mental science.

He was also one of the pioneers of physio-

logical psychology.

Love [AS. lujian, to love] : Ger. Liehe
;
Fr.

amour
;

Ii al. amove. Dispositional Inteeest
(q.v.) of an exclusive kind, havinga person for its

object, and manifesting itself in the following

emotional states: (i) pleasure in the presence

of a person or other communion with him, and

in the thought of him; (2) pain occasioned by
his absence or estrangement; (3) pleasure in

his^elfare
; (4) pain occasioned by injury to

him. (G.E.S.-J.M.B.)

The word seems generally to imply exclusive

interest in an individual—an interest of such

a nature that no other than the particular

person loved can satisfy it. There is, however,

another meaning. It is possible to say I love

Americans, soldiers, or ‘ the brethren.’ It is

also possible in ordinary language to use the

term in connection with impersonal objects, as

when we speak of ‘ love of truth ’ or ‘ love of

beauty.’ The emotions in which such interests

manifest themselves are more or less analo-

gous to those connected with attachment to

persons. But the word is most properly

applied to personal relations, and other usages

may be regarded as derivative and meta-

phorical. (G.E.S., J.M.B.)

The most important distinctions, of a

psychological sort, are those (i) between love

which involves the natural affections and that

which is independent of them
;

the former

is based upon predispositions of a hereditary

sort, as is most strongly instanced in maternal

affection. The latter sort of love is extremely

complex, seeming to involve the whole range

of possible interests in persons—impulsive, sen-

suous, intellectual, aesthetic, moral. Another
distinction (2) is that typified by the differ-

ence between the love for persons respectively

of the opposite and of the same sex. The
former is often called ‘romantic’ love, and the

latter ‘ fraternal ’ or ‘ brotherly ’ love
;

and
the latter is more akin to the natural affections.

Romantic love may exist, however, between

persons of the same sex. Romantic love has

been the subject of the analysis of novelists,

notably of the later ‘ psychological ’ school.

Psychologists usually agree in recognizing

in it at least the mating and the sensuous

aesthetic impulse, however they may in-

dividually disagree in respect to which of

these is more fundamental, if either, and in

respect to the other more refined factors

which contribute to the dispositions involved.

Groos connects it with coyness, by which the

mating instinct is regulated. The exclusive-

ness of the interest is much stronger in

romantic love.

In romantic love the conative ingredient is

very strongly shown—intruding itself into

consciousness—in what is called ‘ longing ’ or
•' desire ’ for the loved one, being a condition

of extreme restlessness and mental distraction

which gives peculiar quality to the pain of

absence or estrangement. This is not pro-

minent in other forms of affection or friendship

—at least to the same degree. A recent

writer has said :
‘ Friendship is a satisfaction,

love is a desire.’

Literature :
perhaps the most painstaking

analysis is that of Bain, Emotions and Will

(4th ed.)
;

the exclusiveness of the interest

involved has been emphasized by Rotce,
The Conception of God, v. Pt. III. vi. See

also Gkoos, Play of Man, Eng. trans., 252 ff.;

Stendhal, L’Amour (1822); Michelet,
L’Amour (1858); De Roberto, L’Amore

(1897). psychopathology of love, see

Keaept-Ebing, Pfcychopathia sexual is (loth

ed.). See also most of the textbooks of psycho-

logy, and many of the treatises given under

Emotion. Cf. Shyness. (j.m.b.^

Love (metaphysical) : see Neo-Platonism,
and Mysticism.

Love (in theology). That attribute of the

divine nature by virtue of which God
rejoices in and conserves the good of his

creatures.

Among the divine attributes love holds the

place of supremacy, inasmuch as it is an all-

comprehending emotional principle, which

unites God in his creative and conserving

activities with the whole creation. The special

love of God for his rational creatures is one

of the central doctrines of the Christian

theology.

Literature-, see Attributes (of God).(A.T.o.)

Loyalty (political) : see Patriotism.

Lucidity [Lat. lucidus, light, clear] : Ger.

(i) Luciditat, [2) Hellsichtigkeit Yr. luddite]

Ital. ludditd. (i) In relerence to mental

i
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disease : the ability to think clearly and ap-

preciate existing I’elations. A lucid interval

ill insanity is thus the throwing off of the

delusions and morbid habits of thought inci-

dent to the disease, and the resumption of the

normal habit. Lucid intervals are common
in mania, but must not be confused with the

mere remission of paroxysms or the intervals

between recurrences of mania. The term is

also important in a medico-legal sense.

(2) The alleged power claimed by the ‘ som-

nambulists,’ the successors to Puysegur, by

‘spiritists’ and others, of transcending Hie

ordinaiy powers of the senses, overcoming the

ordinary visual limitations, and seeing things

at a distance and through opaque mediums.

The theory has been revived by Richet and

others in the discussion of experiments in

THOUGHT-TEANsrEEENCE (q. V.). See Clair-

voyance. (j.j.)

Lucretius, Titus Lucretius Carus.
(cir. 97-53 B.C.) Little is known as to his

life. Roman citizen of noble rank. He may
have studied in Athens, becoming familiar

with Greek jihilosophy. His poem. De rerum
Natura, revised by Cicero, and still extant,

is considered the coni2Jletest ex| osition of the

theories of Epicurus. Cf. Epicureanism.

Ludicrous : see Comic.

Lul, B>aimon, or Lullus, Hamundus, or

Lully, Raymond, also LuUius, ai.d Lulli.

(1235-1315.) Indifferently educated, al-

t ough of an aristocratic C’atalonian family,

on the island of Majorca. Became grand

seneschal at the court of King Jacob of

Majorca. In 1266 he was converted to

Christianity, sold most of his inoperty, devoted

himself for nine years to ascetic practices and
the study of Arabic. He foi med the plan of

converting the Moslems to Christianity by

appealing to their higher reason. In 127b

he succeeded in having a college established

at Miramar for thirteen Minoiite friars, who
weie to study Arabic and tit themselves fur

missionary woik. To expedite matters he

sought a universal and infallible formula or

rule, by which dcubtl'ul questions of faith

could be settled. This came, he believed, as

a revelation from God on Mount Randa. He
wrote in three languages, his devotional

poems in Catalan being of high order. Tried

several times to interest the pope in his

mitslonary plans, but failed. He wandei'ed

about teaching from place to place, making
three unsuccessful efforts in Tunis to convert

the Moslems, in the last of which he was
martyred.

Lumen (naturale, gratiae, &c.) [Lat.].

Light
;

e. g. of nature {naturale), the natural

faculties as affording knowledge, wisdom, &c.

;

contrasted with light of grace {gratiae), the

illumination due to divine grace. See Light
OF Nature.

The term is a scholastic and theological one,

and is applied aho to tbe various sources of

‘light’ or ‘leading,’ as light of faith (Jidei).

of knowledge {scientiae). Cf. Eisler, Werterh.

d. pMIos. Begrijfe, sub verbo, for extensive

citations. (j.M B.)

Lunacy [Lat. luna, the moon]: Ger. Irr-

sinn, Mondsucht (])opulai
) ;

Fr. folie; Ital.

2>azzia, lunntico (lunatic, pop.). Tbe term re-

flects a bygone notion of an intermittent form

of insanity affected by the moon. It is used

popularly as S3'non\mous with insanity, and
is es^recially prominent in the discussion of

the legal relations of insanity. A lunatic is a

person who comes under the legal qualifications

of insanity.

The law of lunacy, the co nmissioners in

lunacy, lunatic asylum, suggest tbe use of the

term in its general applicalion to insanity.

The laws defining lunacy and the proceedings

necessary to commit an affected p)trson as

a lunatic differ in \arious countries, but in

almost all cases the ability to manage one’s

own affairs is the impoitant cousideraliou.

See Inc.vpacity. and Insanity (and the lite-

rature there cited). (J.J

)

Lust [AS. and Ger. lust, desire] : Ger.

(i) Geliist, (2) Wollust', Fr. (i) convoitise

(covetousness), (2) impnrete
\

Ital. (i) aj^pe-

titi ihassi), (2) coneupiscenza. (i) Craving

for immoderate self-indulgence of any sort.

(2) Restricted in popular usage and in law

to inordinate sexual passion.

Usage (i) is that of the theologians, who
extend the teim to include ‘unsanctified’

desire for earthly jileasure of any sort; and of

ethical writers, who, however, emphasize the

lower appetences by the term and so lead to

the usage (2). Cf. the New Testament (John

viii. 44) for usage (i), and the ‘Sermon on

the Mount ’ (Matt. v. 28) for usage (2). (j.m b.)

Lustre [Lat. lucere, to shine, through

Fi'. j ; G er. Glanz
;
F r. lustre

;
Ital. lustra.

‘ We term a surface lustrous when the re-

flection-image which it gives is intrinsically

exceedingly indistinct, or when the clear

apprehension of it is jirevented by irregu-

larities of the reflecting surface. For the

most part the two conditions are found to-

gether’ (Wundt, Physiol. Psychol., 4th ed.,

ii. 205).
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Two illusions of lustre may be noticed

;

(i) Binocular. A sheen or polish arises when
one half of the stereoscopic field is white and

the other black or coloured. This is due to

the associative transference of the conditions

of objective lustre to the field seen. (2) Mon-
ocular. A similar effect can be ob'aiued mon-
ocularly by Lambert’s method of Colour
Mixture (q. v.).

Literature : Sanford, Course in Exper.

Psychol., expt. 166; JKirschmann, Philos.

Stud., xi. 147 (to whom metallic lustre de-

pends on the parallax of indiiect vision);

Heeing, in Hermann’s Haiidb. d. Physiol.,

III. i. 575; Aubert, Physiol. Optik, 553;
Helmholtz, Physiol. Optik (2nd ed.), 932-6,

944. Stereoscopic lustre was discovered by

Dove, Berl. Akad. Berichte (1851), 246 ;
and

Pogg. Ann. (1851), Ixxxiii. 480. (e.b.t.)

Luther, Martin. (1483-1546.) Born

at Eisleben, Saxony. Educated at the schools

ill Magdeburg and Eisenach and at the Uni-

versity at Erfurt. Began the study of law.

but changed his course, and in 1505 entered

an Augustinian monastery. Ordained priest

in 1507. Professor of philosophy at M itteu-

berg, 1508; at Erfurt, 1509; professor of

theology at Wittenberg, 1510; sent to Borne

(1510) on business for the Augustinian order;

provincial vicar of .Meissen and Thuringia,

1515. He first preached against the sale of

i,. diligences, and in 1517 nailed his famous

ninety-five theses on the door of the castle

church at Wittenberg. Tried by the Diet of

Augsburg, 1518; held his disputation at

Leipzig with Eck, 1519; excommunicated,

and burned the papal bull before his students

at Wittenbeig, 1520 ;
refused to I’ecaiit before

the Emperor Charles V, and was seized by

friends in disguise and carried to AVartburg

Castle for security, 1521; returned to Witten-

berg in 1522, and resumed his duties in the

University. See Lutheranism, and Refor-
mation.

Lutheranism [Lutheran, an adlierent of

Luther]: Ger. Lutherthum
]

Fr. Lutheran-

isme
;

Ital. Luteranismo. The system of the

Lutheran Church, embiacinga form of govern-

ment and worship, and a confession in which

the doctrines of justification by faith, supreme
authority of Scriptures, total dejiravity and
inability of man, vicarious and unlimited

atonement, and real presence of Christ in the

Eucharist, are essential features.

Luther stood for the reform of abuses, an
open and authoritative Bible, freedom of private

judgment, and justification by faith without

u. ^

penance. The Lutheran Church, which is

the oldest and largest of tlie Re brined com-
munions, adopts as its syml ols the Apostles’,

Nicene, and Athanasian Creeds, the Augs-
burg Confession, which contains its charter,

together with Luther’s catechisms and various

modifications of the Augsburg Symbol. Hold-
ing many points in common with Calvinism,

it differs from that system in less insistence

on the divine sovei’eignty and the decrees, in

the denial of limited atonement, in the doctrine

of the real presence of Christ in the Eucharist,

and in the greater emphasis it places on the

historic evolution of the symbols of faith.

Literature : F. C. Bader, Lehrb. d. Dog-
matengesch. (2nd ed., 1837); Keaut, Conser-

vative Reform (1871); Kahnis, Christenthum

u. Lutherthum (1871); H. F. Jacobs, in

Johnson’s Univl. Cyc.
;
Schaff, in the Schaff-

Herzog Cyc. of Eccles. Lit. (a.t.o.)

Luxui’y [Lat. luxus\\ Ger. Luxus
]

Fr.

luxe] Ital. lusso. Commodities wliich do

not produce, in those who use them, economic
efficiency proportional to their cost.

A thing is a luxury if it involves a using

up of accumulated power without
]
ermanent

equivalent for the future. We must beware

of defining luxury in terms of jileasure. The
more real pleasure a thing gives, the less

likelihood is there that it can be described

as a luxury
;

for the presumption is that it

will tend to inciease the productive power of

those wlio enjoy it. A pleasure becomes a

luxury (i) when it is harmful to the physical

or moral constitution of those who enjoy it

;

(2) wlien it involves a waste of capital or of

labour p.iwer beyond vhat the recipient of the

pdeasure is stimulated by it to replace, (a.t.h.)

Lymph [Lat. lymjoha, clear water] : Ger.

Lyraphe
;
Fr. lymphe

;
Ital. Unfa. The fluid

portion of the blood which has filtered through

the walls of tlie blood-vessels, has nourished

the various tissue elements, received from

them their waste products, and which is

collected in lymphatic vessels and finally

returned to the blood.

In addition to fluid constituents, lymph con-

tains colourless lymph corpuscles which have

wandered {diapedesis) through the walls of

the blood-vessels, and which are also added to

the lymph stream by' numerous lymph no-

dules located in the course of the lymphatic

vessels. Lymph is thus to be distinguished

from plasma, which is tlie fluid portion of

circulating or freshlv shed blood, and also

from serum, which is tlie fluid portion of

coagulated blood. (c.f.h.)
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M. Tlie logical symbol for the Middle
Teem (q. v.). (j.m.b.)

ni. V. Symbol for Mean Variation. See

Eeeoes of Obseevation. (j.m.b.)

McCosh, James. (1811-95.) Educated

at Glasgow and Edinbuigb; ordained min-
ister of the Church of Scotland, 1835; took

part in the organization of the Free Church,

and became professor of logic and metaphysics

in Queen’s College, Belfast, 1843; president of

the College of New Jersey at Princeton, 1868

;

resigned, 1888. He belonged to the Scottish

school of philosophers. Cf. Natueal Eealism.

Maddntosh, Sir James. (1765-1832.)
Educated at King’s College, Aberdeen, and
at Edinbui’gh. Called to the bar at Lincoln’s

Inn, 1795; knighted in 1803; recorder of

Bombay, 1804—6; judge of Vice-admiralty,

1 806-11; returned to England, i8ii, and
entered Parliament, 1813; professor of law
and general politics in Haileybury College,

1818-24; a commissioner of Indian affairs,

1830.

Macrocosm (and Microcosm) [Gr.^iaKpds,

great, and pncpdy, small, + Koa-fj-os, universe]

:

Ger. Makro-, Mikrolcosmus’, Fr. macro-,

microcosme] Ital. macro-, microcosmo. The
great world, macrocosm, applied to the uni-

verse, when contrasted with man, the micro-

cosm or little world, the correlation of the

two tenns being at the same time intended

to e.xpress an analogy between them.
The idea of such an analogy is present in

the Aristotelian philosophy, and was developed

by the Stoics in connection with their doctrine

of Ttvevixa, the divine reason, which is also the

warm vital breath that animates and puipo-
sively pervades the universe. As the world-

soul to the world, so is the individual soul

(which is a part of the universal soul) related

to the body; and to the universal reason

corresponds the rational or ruling part (to

rj-yeixoviKov) of the individual soul. The doc-

trine played a great part in the speculations

of the Benaissance thinkers, e.g. in Bruno,

Paracelsus, Weigel, and Bdhme. In man’s
nature is to be found the sum or ‘ quint-

essence ’ of the cosmical forces. Because he
unites in his body the finest essence of all

material things, man is able to understand

the material world. As an intellectual being,

he is at the same time of ‘ sidereal ’ origin, and
therefore competent to understand the world
of intellectual forms, while a ‘ spark ’ of the

divine, infused into his nature, enables him
to become conscious of God, whose image he

is. Thus man knows the universe of being

only so far as he is the universe, or contains

within himself the principles of all that is.

In Biuno’s system, not man alone, but every

monad or individual substance is an imme-
diate manifestation of the infinite life, which
thus individualizes and concentrates itself

everywhere throughout the universe. Each
monad is thus a ‘ mirror ’ or microcosm of the

all. In the system of Leibnitz, the relation

between the individual monad and the uni-

verse is similarly expressed. The idea that

like is known by like is, of course, as old as

Empedocles, of whose theory of perception it

forms the central doctrine. Cf. Monad. (a.s.p.p.)

Literatv/re: see the citations in Eislee,

Woi'terb. d. philos. Begriffe, ‘ Mikrokosmus ’

;

also Fleming-Caldeewood, Vocah. of Philos.,

‘ Microcosm.’ Lotze used the term as title of

his general work Microcosmus. (j.m.b.)

Madness (and Madman) [Sansk. mod,

to be drunk or mad]: Ger. Manic {Toller)]

Fr. folie {fou) ;
Ital. follia, pazzia (jpazzo,

matto). A synonym of insanity, referring par-

ticularly to the disorder of reason or the un-

controllable emotion frequently characteristic
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of the insane state. Madman is also used as

a sj'nonym of lunatic. See Insanity and
Sanity, Mania, and Furor. (j.j.)

Magic (i) and (2) Divination [Gr. iJ-ayiK^,

magic, from Mdyoi, the priests of the Medes
and Persians, and Lat. divinare, to foresee] :

Ger. (i) Magie, Zauherei, (2) Eingehung Fr.

(i) magie, (2) divination', Ital. (i) magia, (2)

divinazione. ( 1) A varied and extensive group

of practices which appeal to supernal or super-

natural agencies and illustrate Superstition

(q. V.) reduced to practice.

Magical practices are found in almost all

stages of primitive culture, and have a long

and significant history in the chain of civili-

zations leading up to the present. "While

magical powers were in part derived from a

deity or spirit, and were exercised like those

of possession, a larger and more distinctive

group of magical practices depended upon
the discovery and interpretation of mystic

correspondences which were occult or hidden

from the popular ken. By the exertion of

the will, hy the careful observation of minute

ceremonial rules, by the solemn enunciation

of formulas and words, hy the interpretation

of the flight of birds or of the entrails of

a beast, hy casting dice and lots, by seeking

the significance of personal peculiarities in a

system of correspondences, and by a host of

similar performances, the shaman or medicine

man, the sorcerer or astrologer, the fortune-

teller or exorcizer, tries to interpret the past

and to influence the future, to control the

forces of nature, to remove disease and evil,

to bring on health and pi’osperity. Such
proceedings are never wholly fanciful, but

involve some far-fetched or misleading analogy,

vague enough to peimit of the adjustment of

details to special cases, and yet imposing

enough to impress the uncultured mind. In

such practices are found some scraps of know-
ledge and logical tendencies which, after ages

of tortuous progress, have often become the

starting-points of true scientific knowledge.

For the formulation of such procedure under

psychological principles, based on ethnology,

see Him as cited below.

The study ofmagic in primitive civilizations

contributes much to the comprehension of the

mental processes in undeveloped man
;
for it

shows that in the attempt to regulate the

actions of his own life, or to interpret the

phenomena of nature about him, the appeal

to magical hidden relations was the natural,

normal process. Omens and portents, charms
and fetiches, rites and offerings, divination

and sorcery were the expressions of a desire

for security and for wisdom. Interpretation

based upon signs, omens, &c., is called pro-
gnosis.

The history of magic in written records
can only be referred to in this connection as a
vast storehouse for the study of the action of

the human mind under impulses and tenden-
cies in large part inhibited or transformed, hut
not without effect on current beliefs. With
the growth of the art of writing and the be-

ginnings of natural science, elaborate possibili-

ties for occult rites and systems were laid

open, which were utilized alike by Assyrian or

Egyptian priests,and by mediaeval astrologers.

The practice of magic or sorcery frequently

came into disrepute, and was jrrohibited by
law or even punishable by death. The dis-

tinction between ‘ black magic ’ and ‘ white
magic’ grew up as the result of such inter-

diction. White magic included the production

of illusions and entertaining applications of

physical principles, and thus became the ante-

cedent of modern legerdemain.

(2) Divination is that form of magic which
utilizes knowledge derived from some super-

human source, the knowledge being acquired

by magical means.

Artificial divination is a widespread prac-

tice most largely represented in the culture

stages above the lowest, though by no means
absent in the lowest stages. The methods of

divination and augury are almost unlimited,

many of them depending on the interpretation

by analogy or symbolism of the results ol

chance or of accidental details. Amongst
natural forms of divination may he mentioned
the appearances and cries of animals, dreams,

configuration of hand and face, inspection of

entrails, the fanciful appearance of flames of

fire, or smoke, or ashes; the interpretation

of charms, names and marks on the body,

and so on. Over fifty terms ending in ‘ -mancy ’

(divination) are cited in the literature of this

topic. Of special and somewhat artificial

devices invented for the purposes of divination,

may be mentioned the setting up of sticks, to

see whether they stand or fall, the spinning

of a teetotum or similar contrivance, the

throwing of dice and cards, the melting of

lead or wax, pricking for texts in the Bible,

and the divining rod. The last has had a

specially interesting history, for which con-

sult Barrett, Proc. Soc, Psych. Res., Oct.,

1900.

Of all the systems of divination, astrology,

wbicli depends upon the prediction of the
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fortunes of tlie iiidividunl on tlie basis of the

position of tlie celestial bodies at the inoinent

of bii'th, has been tlie most elaborate and
intluential, and may be studied for the abun-

dant illus'rations M'liicb it offers of the mental

attitude under wbicb the processes of divina-

tion tlouiisb. (j.j.)

From the standpoint of pliilosopby, it may
be said that there is an element common to

these various practices and supeistitions by
the presence of wliicli they may be fitly de-

sciihed as magic. This element may be ex-

plained or set forth in detail, it can hardly

be defined. The essential, or permanent,

element common to all ‘universes’ of human
experience of this sort has been most clearly

elucidated by Bastian :
‘ Sorcery, or, in its

higher expression, magic, marks the first

dawning consciousness of mutual connection

throughout nature, in which man, feeling

himself part of the whole, thinks himself able

to interfere for his own wishes or needs. So

long as religion fills the whole horizon of

culture, the vague groping of magic contains

the first experiments which lead to the results

of exact science. Magic is the physics of

mankind in the state of nature. It rests on

the beginning of induction, which remains

without result only because in its imperfect

judgments by analogy it raises the -post hoc to

the propter hoc.’ A similar explanation is

wrought out by F. B. Jevons (cited below,

chap. iv). Magic, in othei' words, grows out of

a theory of causation. And the business of

philosophy is to set forth the factors in this

theory, no matter how they, and other results

or accompaniments, may alter, as they do

alter in marvellous ways, throughout the

numerous stages varying between lowest

savagery, Persian and Babylonian culture,

mediaeval prejudice, and modern supeisti-

tion. (E.M.w.)

Lihrafure: Jevons, Introd. to the Hist,

of Religion; Bastian, Rechtsaltei thiimer

;

M’aitz and Geeland, Anthropologie d. Natur-
viilker; B. Spencke, Australian Aborigines;

Tveoe, Primitive Culture, and Early Hist,

of ^Mankind; Ellis, Polynesian Researches;

Callaway, Religious Syst. of the Amazulu

;

Lenoemant, Magie chez les Chaldeens, and
Hivinatioii chez les Chaldeens

;
Sayce, Hib-

bert Lects.
;

King, Babylonian Magic and

Sorcery; Roeeetson Smith, Religion of the

Semiles; Wep,ee and Schnedeemaen, Jii-

dische Theol.
;
Eise.nmengee, Eiitdec ktes Ju-

denth.; Lecj Epq, Hist.de la P)i\ination dais

lAntiquite; Beec hee. Has Tiai.scei.dei.tah
,

Magie u. magische Heilaiden im Talmud;
Rhode, Psyche

;
Faenell, Cults of the Greek

States; Feazee, The G( Iden Bough (2nd ed.,

1900); CiCEEO, He iJivinatione
;
Aust, Die

Religion d. Rbmer; ilAUEY, La Magie et

I’Asti’ol.; Beand, Pop. Antiq.
;
Fettigeew,

Superstitions of IMed. and Surg.
;
Menius, He

Exorcismo. For mediaeval magic, especiallj^

in its ecclesiastical aspects, see Herzog’s Real-

Encyc., art. Exorcismus. On the subject as

a whole, Tyloe, Eucyc. Brit., art. Magic;

Blavatsky, Isis unveiled (an accredited

manual of contemporary superstition); White,
Hist, of the Warfare ofSci. with Theol. (1897),
chap, xii and elsewhere; Lehaiann, Aber-
giauhe u. Zauberei (1898); Rydbeeg, Magic
of the Middle Ages (trails., 1879); Cheveeul,
La Baguette divinatoire (1884); Figuiee,

Le Mystere de la Science, 573-644; Ell-
woeth. The Evil Eye (1895) ;

P. Cheistian,
Hist, de la Magie; Lang, The Making of

Religion
;
de la Saussaye, Lehrh. d. Re-

ligionsgesch.
;

C. Meyee, Her Aberglaube

des Mittelalters (1884); Baudi di Vesme,
Stoiia dello Spiritismo (1897-8) ;

Beeengee-
Feraud, Supi rstitions et Survivances; Re-
GNAULT, La Si rcellerie (1897); Skeat, Malay
Magic (1900); Hien, Origins of Art (1900),
chap. XX. (E.M.W.-J.J.-L.M.)

Magnetic Stopper : see Laboeatoey
and Appaeatus, III, H, (a), (8).

Magnetism: Qov. Mapneti imus] Fr. wiu-

gnetisme', Ital. magnetismo. See Magnetic
Energy, under Eneegy.
Magnitude (extensive) [Lat. magniludo,

bulk, size] : (jqv. Gr'6sse\ Yv. grandeur] Ital.

grandezza. That which has dimensions or

extension, as a line, a surface, or a solid
;

called also a geometric magnitude. In other

branches of mathematics than geometry the

word is replaced by Quantity (q. v.). (S.N.)

Magnitude (intensive) : see Quantity.

Maimon, Salomon. (1753-1800.) A
.Jewish rabbi and philosopher, born in

Lithuania.

Maimonides (Moses hen Maimon in

Hebrew
;
Ahu Imram Musa ibn Maimun

ibn Abdallah in Arabic). (1131-1204.)
Known among Cliristian writers as 1!. Moyses.

Early studied the Bible and the Talmud,

guided liy his father; also mathematics,

astronomy, and medicine. Born at Cordova,

he, with his family, was banished for political

and religious reasons. In 1159 they were in

Fez, in 1165 in St. Jean d’Acre. He settled

in Cairo, followed the jeweller’s trade, and
b( came famous for learning and medical skill.
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Major [Lat. maior, greater] : Ger. Dur
;

Er. majeur] Ital. maggiore. One of the two
fundamental scales or keys of modern music.

Expressed in ‘whole tones,’ it runs : i, i, 1-2,

I, I, I, 1-2. Cf. Minor, and Triad.

This is the natural diatonic series, repre-

sented by the series of musical tones starting

from C. It corresponds to the Gi’eek Lydian,

and the ecclesiastical Tonic. Cf. Helmholtz,

Sensations of Tone, 274.

A major interval is that form of the interval

which is greater by a semitone than its

corresponding minor. A major chord is a

chord containing the major third above the

fundamental. A major tone is one the vibra-

tion ratio of which is 8 : 9, as conti’asted witli

the minor 9:10. Cf. Parry, in Grove’s Diet,

of Music, ii. 200. (B.B.T.)

Major and Minor (extreme, term, premise,

satz, &c., in logic) : Ger. Ober- and Unter-

{Begriff, &c.); Er. majenr and rnineur] Ital.

maggiore and minors. The subject and pre-

dicate of the conclusion of a syllogism are

called tlie extremes (ra oVpa, by Aiistotle),

because they are only brought together by

the agency of the third term, called, on that

account, the middle term (o geo-oy opo?, Ari-

stotle). Of the two extremes, the one that is

the predicate of the conclusion is called the

major extreme (t6 gfi^ov a<pop, Aristotle), be-

cause in a universal affirmative proposition

(the typical formal proposition) its breadth

is the greatei’, while the subject of the con-

clusion is the minor extreme (t6 eXarrov axpov,

Aristotle).

Whether the expressions major term and

minor term, for the major and minor extremes,

are grammatically accurate or not, thej' are

consecrated by usage through the scholastic

period. The major and minor premises are

respectively those which contain the major and

minor extremes. Aristotle if. Anal. Pr.,vs.) calls

the former g npos to pei^ov axpov nporaaLS, ‘ the

proposition about the major extreme.’ (c.s.p.)

Majority (in law) : see Infant.

Make-believe: Ger. (i) Vortauschen, be-

wusster Schein; Er. (i) feinte, faux semblant
;

Ital. {1) finzione. (i) The indulgence in Sem-
BiANCE (q. V.) with consciousness of, or for the

sake of, the effect upon another.

As is pointed out under semblance, that

state of mind may involve self-illusion or

not. In the higher forms of semblance, there

is the keeping up of the artificial situation

without self-illusion, but with direct reference

to the effect upon an observer, a more or less

explicit attempt to make another believe.

and so to sham. It is recommended that the

term make-believe be confined to this more
particular aspect of the consciousness of sem-
blance. The term sham—especially the

verbal forms (e.g. shamming)—may well be
used as a synonym. The shamming of disease

and the symptomatic forms of deception in

certain diseases, known as malingering, illus-

trate make-believe.

(2) The consciousness of unreality attach-

ing to certain mental constructions, notably

those of play and art. See Semblance (also

for foreign equivalents), which is preferable

in this broad meaning; and cf. Art and Art
Theories.

(3) Used in biology for the attitudes of

feigning (e.g. the opossum’s feigning death), a

form of Semblance (q.v.) which is largely

instinctive, and jirobably only slightly, if at

all, conscious. (j.m.b., g.e.s.)

Male [Lat. masculus]: Ger. mdnniich;

Fr.mdle; Ital. maschio. The primary mean-
ing refers to the individual capable of pro-

ducing spermatozoa or the homologous ele-

ments in the lower animals or in plants. By
extension it is applied (i) to characteristics

of a male individual, especially such as are

sexually distinctive
; (2) to the spermatozoa

or other sexual elements produced by a male
individual or the male gland of an hermaphro-

dite. Cf. Sex. (c.s.m.)

Malebranche, ITicolas. (1638-1715.)
Born of a wealthy and respectable family. He
was too poor in health to attend school. Studied

theology at the Sorbonne. Read Descartes in

1664, and devoted himself to philosophy.

Malevolence (or Malice) [Lat. malevolen-

tia]: Ger. Bosheit, Boswilligkeit
]

Er. malice,

rtiechancete lta\. malevolenza, catliveria. The
disposition to bring pain or misery to another

or to take pleasure in it.

The nature of malevolence and the possi-

bility of disinterested malevolence have been

discussed by the English moralists. Hut-
cheson describes ‘ disinterested malice or

delight in the misery of others ’ as the highest

pitch of what we count vicious; and, accord-

ing to Butler, ‘the utmost possible depravity

which we can in imagination conceive is that

of disinterested cruelty.’ At the same time,

both doubt the possibility of its being gen-

uinely disinterested. ‘ Human nature,’ says

Hutcheson, ‘ seems scaice capable of malicious

disintei’ested hatred, or a sedate delight in

the misery of others’; and Butler holds that
‘ as there is no such thing as self-hatred, so

neither is there any such thing as ill-will in
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one naan towards another, emulation and
resentment being away.’ By Bentham the

‘pleasui’es of malevolence’ are recognized as

motives corresponding with the ‘ pleasures of

benevolence.’ Cf. Malice (in law). (w-e-S.)

It is interesting to ask whether thei’e is

not an aesthetic factor in malevolence, as there

is in most benevolence and sympathy. There

can be no doubt that many of the actions

ordinarily ascribed to malice are better ex-

plained from the elements of play and of the

comic involved in the production of grotesque

and unusual situations. The aesthetic motive

described by recent winters (e. g. Groos) as

‘ pleasure in being a cause ’ enters into much
that passes for malice, as in painful practical

jokes, cruel wit, &c. Eui'thermore, the very

fact that the pain—and in cases of sympathy,

the pleasure—is in another, makes it possible

to take a contemplative attitude towards it as

towards the element of semblance (Schein),

which in the aesthetic psychosis is contrasted

with actual personal experience. It may be

the writhing, not the pain, of the pinned-

down insect that interests. Delight in tlie

repulsive seems to have one element, at least,

of aesthetic contemplation—disinterestedness

—at its purest
;
and it is quite possible that

disinterested malice springs from a similar

root. It is interesting to note that we often

take pleasure—and it is quasi-aesthetic—in

certain of our own pains (cf. Him, Origins

of Ah, chap. v). (j.M.B.)

Literature-. Hutcheson, Inquiry, §§ i and 2;
Butlee, Sermons, pref. and i

;
Bentham,

Brine, of Mor. and Legisl., chap, x; Bain, Emo-
tions and WiU (3rd ed.), 66, 187 ff. (w.E.s.)

Malfeasance [Fr. malfaisance
;
from mal,

evil, + faire, to do] ; Ger. Missethat, Ubellhat

(that which is wrongfully done)
;

Fr. mefait,

mbchancete (that which is wrongfully done)

;

Ital. misfatlo. Doing wrongfully what could

not be done rightfully
;
as distinguished from

doing wrongfully what could be done right-

fully, which is termed misfeasance, and from
non-feasance, which is not doing what one
has undertaken to do. Malfeasance, however,
is often used inaccurately for misfeasance.

Malfaisance, in French, signifies a disposi-

tion to do ill to another
;

not the doing of

ill. (S.E.B.)

Malice : see Malevolence.
Malice (in law) : Gev. Boslieit; Fr. malice]

Ital. malizia. The evil intent to do a wrongful
act injiiiious to another. By a legal fiction,

such an intent is sometimes imputed where
it did not exist, and is then termed malice in

law, as distinguished from malice in fact

(see Markby, Elements of Law, §§ 686, 687).
Where one causes another to be prosecuted

for an alleged crime, without reasonable cause,

and the result is an acquittal, he is liable for

a ‘ malicious prosecution,’ and malice is implied,

though there was none in fact. Malice is a

necessary ingredient of the crime of mou’der,

being styled in that connection malice afore-

thought or malice prepense. (s.b.b.)

Maltlms’ Law: Ger. MaWius'sclies Gesetz;

Fr. loi de Malihus

;

Ital. legge di Malthus. An
alleged tendency of population to increase in

geometrical progression while subsistence in-

creases only in arithmetical progression. The
former therefore tends to outstrip the latter,

until the inadequacy of food supply brings

disease and reduces numbers within the neces-

sary limits. The principle is known as Mal-
thusianism.

In the first edition (1798) of his Essay on
the Principles of Population, ]\Ialthus stated

the law substantially as here given. In sub-

sequent editions he laid more relative stress

on the possibility of ‘ preventive checks,’ which
should avoid the fatal geometrical increase,

and thus preclude the need for the positive

check of famine and disease. Modern critics

have sometimes said that this amounts to an
abandonment of the whole position

;
for these

preventive checks, they claim, are so far auto-

matic that the whole geometrical-progression

theory falls to the ground. Other critics

insist that the limitation of the food supply

is not nearly so rigid as Malthus assumed.

The principle of Malthus suggested to both

Darwin and Wallace the ‘struggle for Exis-

tence ’ (q. V.) in the animal world, upon which

the law of Natueal Selection (q.v.) was
based (see Boulton, Charles Darwin, 46, 88,

89 ;
and cf. Excess, and Beodigalitt oe

Natuee).
Literature : Bonae, Malthus and his Work

;

K. Peaeson, The Chances of Death, i. (a.t.h.)

Malthusianism : see Malthus’ Law.
Malum (in law) [Lat.]. Malum prohi-

bitum: an act wrong because pi-ohibited by
positive law, though not necessai’ily bad in

tlie view of moral reason or natural law.

Malum in se

:

an act which is wrong in the

view of reason or natural law. (s.e.b.)

Mammal [Lat. mammalis'\ : Ger. Sduge-

thier
]

Fr. mammifere] Ital. mammifero.
One of the Mammalia, the highest class of

vertebrates, containing all the animals with

milk glands (mammae) for tlie nourishment of

the young during a variable period ai ter birth.
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The mammals are aU air-breathing, warm-
blooded animals, with a more or less hairy

covering, a four-chambered heart, a sinistral

aorta, and a complete diaphragm separating the

pleural and abdominal cavities. The four last

characteristics distinguish them from all other

vertebrates, the four-chambered heart of birds

being dextral in plan.

The blood of adult mammals contains non-

nucleated red corpuscles of smaller size than

the red corpuscles of other vertebrates, which

are invariably nucleated throughout life. The
class is subdivided into three sub-classes

:

(i) the monotremes, of which the duck-bill

or ornithorhynchus is the best-known repre-

sentative; (2) the marsupials, of which the

opossum and kangaroo are the most familiar

types
;
and (3) the placental mammals, which

include the majority of living forms, and
with which man is classed in the order of

PniMATES (q. V.). The habit of nourishing

the young after birth has been a chief factor

in the evolution of family life, and is there-

fore intimately correlated with the develop-

ment of the brain, the size and complexity of

which is, from the biological standpoint, by
far the most important characteristic of the

Mammalia. The phylogenetic origin of the

Mammalia has not been determined, but it

seems probable that they arose from forms

belonging to the amphibian type, although

many authorities maintain that their im-

mediate ancestors wei’e reptilian. The earliest

unquestionable mammalian fossils have been

found in the Jurassic strata.

Literature : Flower and Ltedekee, klam-
mals

;
Flower, Osteol. of the Jlammalia

;

Parker and Haswell, Zoology, ii; Leche,
Saugethiere, in Bronn’s Thierreich; see also

the Boy. Nat. Hist.; Brehm, Thierleben.

On the evolution of the mammals : Wieders-
HEiM, Der Mensch; Hubrecht, Princeton

Lectures
; Haeckel, System. Phylogenie

;

the Proceedings and reports in Nature of the

Int. Zool. Cong. (1897) discussion on the

origin of mammals. (c.s.ii.)

Man [AS. 7nan\\ Ger. Mensch] Fr.

homme] Ital. womo. See Mankind, Anthro-
poid, Anthropology, Psychology, Evolu-
tion, Sexual Characters.
Man (doctrine of, in theology) : see An-

thropology (theological).

Manes (or Manichaens). (cir. 216-cir.

277 A.D.) Appeared in Babylon (242 a.d.) as

a religious teacher. Being unsuccessful there

he spent his life wandering. Like the Gnostics,

he combined into a world conception elements

taken from various sources. In place of Jewish
monotheism he took Persian dualism as a
foundation for Manichaeism (q. v.).

Mania [Gr. fiavia, madness] : Ger. Manie
;

Fr. manie

;

Ital. mania. Mental disease in-

volving irresistible and uncontrollable or

uncontrolled habit, desire, or craving, with
unreasonable or inadequate motives. In
psychiatry it is also used symptomatically

—

to designate certain groups of symptoms.
I. Symptomatic usage. All the phases of

general excitement bearing the feature of lack

of control are loosely called mania, and when
very marked, frenzy. One symptom-complex,
which is frequently called mania, although

there is no general excitement, and which
presents imperative or dominant ideas or

habits of conduct, is considered in the article

Monomania. True general maniacal excite-

ment occurs in several well-distinguished

forms :

—

(1) As delirium (delirious mania) : implying

a maniacal delirium without any of the known
somatic foundations for delirium, such as acute

typhoid, acute articular rheumatism, pneu-

monia, grippe, &c.
;
but sometimes following

these diseases or lasting longer than the fever,

or coming on after profound exhaustion (col-

lapse delirium) or without any adequate

cause : all these forms of excitement are

marked by hallucinations, confusion, and dis-

orientation, and often violent raving. Un-
less exhaustion, injuries, or intercurrent

diseases cause death, a favourable course is

the rule. It is not always easy to distinguish

this form from other delirious states—phases

of Katatonia (q.v.), dementia praecox, manic-

depressive insanity, &c.

(2) As an episode of the manic-depressive

psychoses (Kraepelin) : a typical condition

of uncontrollable motor excitement, feeling

of strength and well-being, and exhilaration,

together with a characteristic flight of ideas

and disor der of the stream of thought, with

frequent rhyming and inability to keep to one

topic or to keep in mind a true picture of the

actual state of affairs, with great distract-

ability and irritability of emotional tone, with

isolated delusions and (rarely) hallucinations.

The untiring activity of the patient usually

appears quite spontaneous, though often poorly

planned aird rapidly shifting
;

it is varied,

rich in all sorts of whims, and, although

frequerrtly theatrical, free from senseless

stereotypy. The attack is frequently ushered

in by depression; and occasionally excite-

ment and depression vary in irregular or
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regular intervals, every other day or month,

or with the seasons, or after intervals of

normal health. The excitement of these forms

is so characteristic that the term manic is

exclusively aiiplied to it in distinction from

the general tenn maniacal, used for all forms

of excitement. For slight forms the term

hypomania is used.

(3) As the onset of dementia praecox (hebe-

phrenia or katatonia) : the excited phases

of the processes of deterioration of Kraepelin.

This type is devoid of many of the expansive

features of the manic excitement, and is

characterized by monotonous, stereotyped

manners, strained or forced actions, impul-

sive outbreaks, silly attitude, and often absurd

delusions, frequently of a sexual or religious

trend. Cataleptic episodes, hallucinations

(God urging the patient to take certain atti-

tudes, not to eat, &c.), and delusions of mys-

terious influences are quite common; with it

all, the patient’s mind is often remarkably clear.

(4) As the excitement of general paralysis :

often difficult to recognize unless the mani-

festations or sulqect matter of the excitement

become very absurd, as in Megalomania (q.v.),

and the somatic symptoms (disorder of speech,

&c.) are obvious.

(5) As a form of alcoholic insanity
:

pro-

ti acted delirium tremens, with the typical

hallucinations (snakes, small animals, the devil,

&c.), with more or less marked fear; or alcoholic

delusional insanity, with or without hallucina-

tions of hearing, centring about persecution,

jealousy, &c.

(6) As senile mania : ejiisoues of excite-

ment in senilily, often merely states of con-

fusion and bewilderment, or restlessness over

delusions concerning property, &c.

(7) As ejiisodes following epileptic attacks,

or taking the place of epileptic attacks

:

equivalents of the characters of acute frenzy,

(8) Many statistics include as chronic

mania excited cases of dementia or paranoic

conditions.

II. As a name for real diseases or Psy-
choses (q.v.) the use varies extremely. Those
who classify the forms of insanity merely from
the point of view of exaltation, depression,

and intellectual disordeis, remain on purely

symptomatic ground and use in a descriptive

and retrospective way, without any further

discrimination, the expressions acute, sub-
acute, recurrent and chronic mania, according
to the form of onset, duration, and course,

including all the above types with the excep-

tion of the aleohi 1 c, [aialytic, epileptic, and

senile form.s. Kraepelin lias niaile it ex-

tremely 2irobable that the periodic or re-

current manic attacks, varying with attacks

of depression, and described under (2), form

a characteristic disease-entity, the manic-

depressive insanity, distinct from the processes

of deterioration. This form rarely occurs once

only, but usually recurs, or alternates with

depression with varying intervals of the normal

condition, and the patients rarely become
permanently demented. Even after a large

number of attacks comjflete recovery is pos-

sible. Such facts suggest the view that manic

states are merely an expression of an as yet

unknown disease-process, which may likewise

ex^iress itself as an attack of melancholia,

or any other equivalent of manic-dejnessive

insanity, just as a convulsion or some equiva-

lent state is an expression of epilepsy. The
tyjies included in this disease-entity are the

manic forms, certain semi-delirious ones,

certain stujiorous and depressed ones, and
certain paranoic episodes and mixed forms.

For the other forms of excitement the term

mania had better be avoided.

Interesting psychophysicalexjieriments exist

on the peculiarities of association, writing, and
reaction-times, during mania.

Literature: Mendel, Die Mairie (1881);
Kraepelin, Psychiatrie (1899), ii. 359-

425, and Das manisch-depressive Irresein;

O. Hineickson, Statistischer Beitrag zur

Frage nach der Haufigkeit der einfaclicn

acuten Manie im Verhiiltniss zu den periodi-

scheu Formen, Diss. Zurich (1897); Aschae-
FENBUEG, Ex^rerimentelle Studien iiber Asso-

ciationen, in Kraepelin’s Psychol. Arb., i, ii

;

Gross, ibid., ii. 485-567 ;
Conolly, Mania, in

Tube’s Diet, of Psychol. Med.
;
MacPheeson,

Mania and Melancholia, J. of Merit. Sci.

(1891); W. Weygandt, tiber die Misch-

zustande des manisch-depressiven Irreseirrs

(Munchen, 1899); Pahl, Ueber Haufigkeit

und Verlauf der Manie nach den Beobacht-

ungen in der psychiatrischen Klinik zu Frei-

burg i. B. in den Jahren 1887-95, Diss.

Freiburg (1897); Eep Taalman Kip, Acute

Manie, Allg. Zeitsch. f. Psychiat., liv. 119

(1897). (A.M.)

Manichaeism : Ger. Manichdismus
;

Fr.

manicheisme\ Ital. manicheismo. The doctrine

of Manes (q. v.). A dualistic system in which

two co-ordinate principles of good and evil,

symbolized by light and darkness, are repre-

sented as engaging in an eternal conflict in

the world and in the nature of man
;

the

struggle in man’s nature taking the form of
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a contest between flesh and spirit, in which

the triumph of spirit is to be secured by the

practice of a rigorous discipline.

The system of Manes was a modification of

the old Persian dualism the modifying elements

being derived from Buddhism and Syrian

Gnosticism, with some ideas borrowed from

Christianity. While the motive of it was
religious, it aimed rather at knowledge than

moral purity, and was essentially a form of

gnosis. It had a wide following, and power-

fully influenced some of the greatest thinkers

of the time, notably St. Augustine, who con-

tinued under its influence for several years,

but finally rejected it and became its most
uncompromising foe. Most of the essential

features of Manichaeism are found in the

older system of Zoroaster.

Literature'. F. C. Bauer, Manichaisches

Eeligionssystem
;
Mosheim’s and Geislee’s

Eccles. Histories
;
McClintock and Strong,

Schaff-Herzog Cyc. of Eccles. Lit. (a.t.o.)

Manifestation (in theology) [Lat. mani-

featatio^ : Ger. Offenbarung
]

Fr. manifesta-

tion’, Ital. manifestazione. The self-reve-

lation of the Deity to man, in and through

nature or consciousness, by ordinary or super-

ordinary agencies.

The term is used more especially of God’s

revelation of his nature and will in his Son
Jesus Christ, and in the work of the Holy
Spirit; also in the Holy Scriptures, which

are a revelation of his will, according to

Christian teaching.

Literature : see Revelation. (a.t.o.)

Manifoldness (or Assemblage) : see

Mathematics.
Mankind [ME. manMnde\ : Ger. Mensch,-

heit; Fr. homme, humunite', Ital. genere

umano, umanitcL. The human race considered

collectively.

The study of mankind has led to the for-

mulation of the general science of Antheopo-
LOGT (q. V.), while at the same time other

sciences with other primary purposes yield

much valuable knowledge concerning man,
his position in nature, and his occupations,

endowments, and history. The specific study

of the races of mankind becomes the purpose

of Ethnology and Ethni geaphy (q.v.). See

also Race. Many important anthropological

and ethnological wmrks bear the title ‘History

of Mankind’; such as that by Eatzel (3 vols.,

trails, from 2nd ed., 1896-8). The term
‘Natural History of Man’ (e.g. the works of

Prichard, 2 vols., 4th ed.. 1855 ;
Wood, 1868-

70, edited by Kingsley, 1885) is used in the

same sense. The mental and moral life of

mankind is treated by the sciences of Psycho-
logy, Ethics, Histoey, Sociology, &c. (see

those terms). (j.j.)

Mansel, Henry Longneville. (1820-

71.) Educated at Merchant Taylors’ School

and at St. John’s College, Oxford. He was
an Oxford fellow in 1842; ordained priest

in the Anglican Church in 1845; reader in

moral and metaphysical philosophy, Oxford

;

Bampton Lecturer, 1858; Waynflete pro-

fessor of philosophy, 1859; Eegius professor

of ecclesiastical history and canon of Chiist

Church, 1867 ;
dean of St. Paul’s, 1868. He

was born at Cosgrove, Northamptonshire and
died at London, England.

Many : see One and Many, and cf.

Numbee (different articles).

Marcus Aurelius Antoninus. (12 1-

180 a.d.) A prominent Stoic pliilosopher.

Adopted as a son by Emperor Antoninus
Pius in 138 A.D. As emperor he was engaged

in frequent wars. In 175 he visited Egypt
and Syria. He founded a chair of philosophy

in Athens for each of the sects— Stoic, Pla-

tonic, Peripatetic, and Epicurean.

Mare clausum and Mare liberum [Lat.].

Mare Clausum', a sea closed, by authority of

a particular sovereign claiming special privi-

leges or rights in it, to general navigation.

Mare liberum : a sea open to navigation by
all, freely. Such, it is now universally con-

ceded, are the high seas.

‘Et quidem naturali iure communia sunt

omnium haec : aer, aqua profluens, et mare,

et per hoc littora maris’ {Inst, of Just., ii. i,

de rervm divisions, i). A contrary view was

supported by the popes in tlie middle ages,

and by Spain and Portugal, claiming exclusive

rights by discovery and under papal decrees

over the western and southern seas. English

jurists in the 17th century, while disputing

those claims, set up a claim of English

sovereignty as to the northern seas (see

Selden, Mare Clausum, 1635, and Grotius,

Mare Liberum, 1609). Russia made a similar

claim as to the Noith Pacific as late as the

beginning of this centiny, on the ground of

riparian owneiship (sie Davis, Int. Law,

J3)-
.

Literature: Whaeton, Int. Law, Dig. 1.

§ 26 ;
AVoolsey, Int. Law, § 55 ;

Wheaton,
Elem. of Int. Law, chap. iv. (s.e.b.)

Margin of Cultivation : Ger. Kultur-

grenze (k.G.)
;

Fr. marge de culture (l.m.)
;

ital. limits di coltivazione. The p( int at

which, either on account of distance fiom
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market or lack of natural atlvantages, the

value of the products of laud barely covers

the expense of producing them.

It was by assuming a point of this kind

that Ricardo laid the basis of his theory

of economic rent. If the demand was sucli

as to necessitate the use of a certain piece

of land in supplying a market, the price

must be made high enough to cover the ex-

pense of ])ioduction on this land. If other

laud was better loeated or more fertile, it

would afford the owner a surplus above ex-

penses equal to its advantages over land at

the margin of cultivation. (a.t.h.)

Marginal Increment : Ger. Grmz- (iu

combination), Fr. Uementaire {mar-

ginal)
;

Ital. incremento marginale. A very

small variation in an economic quantity. If

the quantity is regarded as changing discon-

tiuuously, the term corresponds to finite differ-

ence iu physies; if it is regarded as changing

continuously, it corresponds to differential.

See Calculus.
It has gradually been discovered that

equilibrium iu economics, no less than in

physics, depends upon differential equations,

and may be explained more satisfactorily by
differential analysis than by mass analysis

pure and simple.

The beginning of this analysis is seen in

Ricardo. He rejected Smith’s proposition

that there is in each community an average

rate of rent which the price of food must
cover. He showed that, theoretically and to

a large extent in practice, the laud in use

actually varies from a high degree of fertility

and productiveness to a low degree. The
land which it just pays to cultivate repre-

sents, according to Ricardo, the ‘ margin of

cultivation.’ The price of the products must
just pay wages and profits on this laud, other-

wise it will go out of use; it cannot be more
than this, or some worse land will come into

use. Thus the jDrice of the pi'oduct is a

function not of the average productivity of

land in use, hut of the marginal productivity;

and rent is not, as Smith thought, a deter-

mining element in price, but a differential

gain. Walker applied the same analysis to

profits, showing that that part of profit

which was due to human skill rather than
to capital invested was subject to the same
laws as the rent of land

;
that there was a

maigin of skill, at which an employer could

just maintain himself and no more
;
that the

pi-ice of products must, in general, cover

wages and interest at this margin
;
and that

4

siuqffus profit was a differential gain no less

than surplus rent.

The analysis of the effect of marginal
utility iqoon demand came later than the

analysis of the effect of marginal expense

upon supply. The observed rule that in-

creased quantities consumed in a given time

produced diminished increments of pleasure

or pain wnis ajrplied byGossen (1854), Jevons

(1871), and Menger (1871) to show what
limits were set to the possibility of marketing
products, and, consequently, to the cost which
could be incurred for that jrurpose, Marshall

further showed that the consumers, to whom
the products had a utility higher than that

at the margin, obtained a differential gain

analogous to that of the landowners, which he
called Consumee’s Rent (q. v.).

If we represent quantities produced and
consumed on an axis OX, and prices, which

may serve as representative of enjoyment or

sacrifice, on an axis OY, we shall find that

the quantity marketed, Oq, will normally be

produced at a marginal expense qx, equal to

the marginal utility to the man who is just

willing to buy it.
,
In other words, the sacri-

fice to the last producer just balances the

advantage (Ophelimitx, q. v.) to the last

consumer. But some producers have such

advantages in location or skill that their

actual expense is much less than qx, going

down as low as Oc. Competition, by allow-

ing them to receive the market price for

their products, gives them an advantage exp

in the form of rent or profits. And some

consumers have a similar advantage iu utility,

which may go as high as Oq. Competition,

by allowing them to get their products at the

market price, gives them a similar advantage

nxp, which we may call consumer’s rent.

In this apparently very beautiful analysis

there is a fallacy. The whole theory of utility

to the consumer as commonly stated is based

upon increasing rapidity of stimulus, i. e. rates
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of production. The Ricardian law of rent and

the whole analysis of cost to producers is

based upon the need of increasing quantity of

production—more appliances at the old rate

of speed. We are really putting two curves

into the same figure, which are radically

different in their principles of construction.

It is too early to say how far this difficulty

vitiates our analysis of the subject of con-

sumer’s rent.

Literature : Ieving Fishee, Bibliog. of

Mathematical Economics, appended to the

volume of Cournot; Eand, Bibliog. of Eco-

nomics. Cf. the literatui’e of Economic
Science. (a.t.h.)

Marginal Utility ; see Final Utility.

Marheiueke, Philipp Konrad. (17 80-

1846.) Educated at Gottingen. Pi ofessor of

theology at Erlangen, 1805; at Heidelberg,

1807 ;
at Berlin, i8ii, where he was pastor

of Trinity Church.

Mark [AS. mearc, a bound] : Ger. Merhmal
;

Yv.marque,attribut', Ital. segno {contrassegno),

nota. To say that a term or thing has a mark
is to say that of whatever it can be predicated

something else (the mark) can be predicated

;

and to say that two terms or things have

the same mark is simply to say that one

term (the mark) can be predicated of what-
ever either of these terms or things can be

predicated.

The word translates the Latin nota. It

has many practical synonyms, such as quality,

mode, attribute, predicate, character, property,

determination, consequent, sign. Most of

these words are sometimes used in special

senses; and even when they are used in a

genei’al sense, they may suggest somewhat dif-

ferent points of view from mark. (c.s.p.,c.l.f.)

A great oversight which had vitiated the

entire discourse of logicians about marks,

and had prevented them from fully under-

standing what marks are, was corrected by
Augustus de Morgan when he observed

that any collection whatever of individuals

has some mark common and peculiar to

them. That it is so will appear when we
consider that nothing prevents a list of all

the things in that collection from being

drawn up. Now, the mere being upon that

list, although it has not actually been drawn
up, constitutes a common and peculiar mark
of those individuals. Of course, if anybody
tries to specify a number of individuals that

have no common and peculiar mark, this vei’y

specification confers upon their common and
peculiar mark a new degree of actuality.

On the other hand, if two marks are com-
mon and peculiar to precisely the same col-

lection of things, they may, for the ordinary
purposes of formal logic, be looked upon as

the same mark. For it is indifferent to

formal logic how objects are marked, whether
in a simpler or more complex way. We may,
therefore, regard the two marks as constitut-

ing together a single mark. Marks, after all,

are not the object of logical study
;
they are

only fictitious aids to thought. (c.s.p.)

Market [AS. marJcet\: Ger. Fr.

marclie
;

Ital. mercato. A jfface where prices

are determined by competition and made to

equalize demand with supply. An exten-

sion to modern conditions of the ideas of the

mediaeval market or fair.

It makes no difference whether the goods
are actually exposed for sale, as in the medi-

aeval markets, or largely bought and sold

on the basis of wanants and telegraphic

orders, as in the produce exchanges of to-day.

The essential thing is that different buyers

and sellers shall know something about one

another’s transactions, so that the individual

buyer need not pay more than the prevailing

rate, nor the individual seller be forced to

accept less than the prevailing rate.

There may be different markets for the

same article in the same place. The prices

in the wholesale market may be determined

by one set of conditions, and those in the

retail market by another. (a.t.h.)

Marriage [Lat. maritus, husband, through

Fr.] ; Ger. Ehe] Yv. mariage\ Ital. matri-

monio. Any more or less permanent union

of tlie sexes that is sanctioned by the com-
munity.

The earliest sanction is no more than a

vague general approbation. Later sanctions

have explicit legal expression, and assume

the form of severe penalties for disobedience

of legal prohibitions. The use of the term
marriage by many ethnologists, including

Westermarck (Hist, of Human Marriage),

to designate any union of the sexes, sanctioned

or not sanctioned, including the mating of

animals, is erroneous. The correct use was

indicated by J. F. McLennan in the cori’e-

spondence with Charles Darwin, reproduced

in McLennan’s Studies in Ancient History,

second series. McLennan held that poly-

andry was the first form of marriage, as dis-

tinguished from mere mating. Slowly and
by many tentative experiments society has

arrived at inonogainc us marriage of individuals

not within the first and second di grees ol
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ci'iisaiiguinity. by pi-oliibitiiig, successively,

incest, polyan<liy, polygamy, and bigamy.

'I'be marriage laws of Europe and America
still bear tbe impress of the deliberations of

the Council of Ti’ent. (f.h.g.)

Literature-. McLennan and Westermarck,
as cited (the latter having an extensive hiblio-

giapby); Starcke, The Primitive Family.

See also under Family. (j.m.b.)

Marsilius Ficinus : see Ficino, Mar-
si gmo.
Martineaa, James. (1805-1900.) An

El glish writer in moral and religions philo-

sophy. Of Huguenot ancestry, he was born in

Norwich. He attended successively the Nor-

wich Giammar School, Lant Carpenter's pri-

vate school at Bi istol, and a school lor engineers

at Derby. Changing his plans, he studied

theology for five years at Manchester College,

situated at that time at York. Admitted to

preach, 1827; ordained in Dublin, 1828, he

moved to Liverpool. In 1839 he took a pro-

minent part in the Liverpool Controversy,

and in 1840 he was appointed professor of

mental and moral philosophy in Manchester

NewCollege,a positionwhich hehelduntil 1 885.

Martyr, Justin: see Justin Martyr.
Mass [Lat. missa, dismissal]: Ger. Messe;

Fr. messe
;

Ital. messa. The Sacrament of

the E diarist as administered in the Roman
and Greek Churches, in which, through the

separate consecration of the bread and wine,

the sacrifice of Christ is exhibited and the

real body and blood of Christ are received in

the communion.
There are several species of Masses, as High

Mass, which is accompanied with chant, in-

cense, and the assistance of deacon and sub-

deacon
;
Low Mass, which lacks these accom-

paniments
;
Requiem Mass, celebrated for the

dead
;
and Pontifical Mass, celebrated by the

bishop.

Literature : see Sacrament, and Tran-
SUB^TANTIATION. (A.T.O.)

Mass (in physics) [Lat. massa, a lump]:
Ger. Masse-, Fr. masse', Ital. massa. The
quantity of matter in a body, as measured by
the amount of its inertia or the amount of

force necessary to produce in it a given mo-
tion in a given time, it being entirely free

to move in the diiection of the force.

The weight of the body at a given place is

equally a measure of its mass, and the only

measure that can be leadily applied in prac-

tice. lixperiment shows the results of the two
measures to be identical, since weight, or

gravity, and inertia have the same ratio for

all substances. All bodies retain their mass
unchanged, whatever transmutations they may
undergo. (s.N.)

Material. Matter (q.v.), or, as adjective,

belonging to or composed of matter. See also

Matter and Form, and cf. topics in Form
and Formal. (j.m.b.)

Material Fallacy. This term originated

with Whately (Encyc. Metropolitana, i. 2 18 V).

VVhately’s material fallacies are those in

which the conclusion does follow from the

premises. Therefore, excluding the multiple

interrogation, which is no syllogism, of tbe

rest of Aristotle's thirteen, only the ignoraiio

elenchi and the petitio 2)rinciini are mateiial.

Cf. Fallacy (also for foreign equivalents).

Aklrich had modified Aristotle’s division

into fallacies in dictione and fallacies extra

dictionem] making a division into SojjJiis-

mata in forma argumenti (sicubi concludo non
legitime consequatur expraemissis), a,nd Sojphis-

mata in materia argumenti {sicubi legitime

non tamen vere concludere videntur syllogis-

mus). Under the latter head he placed the

ignoratio elenchi, the non causa pro causa, the

non sequitur, and Wio, petitio principU. Whate-
ly’s distinction is—whether from a theoretical

or a jiractical point of view—by far the most
important that can be drawn among fallacies

;

so that besides the reason of priority, which
ought itself to be final, the needs of the

logician forbid us to depart from Whately’s

definition. Some logicians do not admit
material fallacies among the number of falla-

cies, but consider them to be faults of method
(Hamilton, Lects. on Logic, xxvi

;
Ueber-

weg, Syst. d. Logik, §§ 126, 137). E. E.

Constance Jones {^Elements of Logic as a
Science of Propositions, § xxvi) reduces them
to formal fallacies. Hyslop {^Elements of

Logic, chap, xvii) uses the term material

fallacy, quite unjustifiably, to include all

fallacies due to something in the matter of

reasoning. (c.s.p.)

Material Logic: Ger. materielJe Logik-,

Fr. logiqve materielle

;

Ital. logica materiale.

Formal logic classifies arguments by produc-

ing forms in which, the letters of the alphabet

being replaced by any terms whatever, the

result will be a valid, probable, or sophistic

argument, as the case may be
;
material logic

is a logic which does not produce such per-

fectly general foims, but considers a logical

universe having peculiar properties.

Such, for example, would be a logic in

which every class was assumed to consist of

a finite number of individuals; so that the
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syllogism of transposed quantity would hold

good. lu most cases material logic is prac-

tically a synonym of applied logic. But a

system like Hegel’s may also properly be

termed material logic. The teim originated

among tlie English Occamists of the 14th

century, who declared Aristotle’s logic to be

material, in that it did not hold good of the

doctrine of the Trinity. (c.s.p.)

Materialism [Lat. materialis, material]

:

Ger. Materialismus
;

Fr. materialisme
;

Ital.

materialismo. That metaphysical theory

which regards all the facts of the universe as

sufficiently explained by the assumption of

f/^ body or matter, conceived as extended, im-

penetrable, eternally existent, and susceptible

of movement or change of relative position.

Matter in motion is held to be the funda-

mental constituent or ultimate fact of the

universe; and all phenomena, including the

phenomena of consciousness, are reduced by
the theory to transformations of material mole-

cules. As Paulsen points out, the reduction

of psychical processes to physical is the special

thesis of materialism.

The atomism of Leucippus and Democritus

is the first formulation of a definitely material-

istic system. It is true that in all the

theories of the Pee-Soceatics (q. v.) the

principle of explanation is materialistically

conceived, but this is due to the fact that

the contrast between matter and spirit had

not yet been fully realized. Hence it is

customary to apply the term Htlozoism

( q. v.)tothe earliest Greek s]3:'culations. But
even where the priuciirle of explanation

appears most abstract and idealistic, as in

the Being of Parmenides, it is found on closer-

scrutiny that the definition of Being as ' a

finite, spherical, motionless plenum ’ imirlies

the unchallenged iderrtification of being with

sensible reality. Hence it has been argued

by Burnet (cf. Early Greek Philos., 192-5)
that ^ Parmenides is not, as some have

said, the father of idealism
;

on the con-

trary, all materialism depends on his view

of reality.’ As a matter of fact, the atoms

of Leucippus and Democritus correspond

exactly to the Eleatic definition of Being.

But Parmenides had brought philosophy to

an impasse through the impossibility of de-

ducing from his immovable one the pheno-

mena of actual experience. The atomists

solve this difficulty by placing Non-being

or the void alongside of the Eleatic plenum,

the latter conceived, however, not monistically,

but pluralistically. ‘Leucippus,’ according

to Aristotle’s account (Gen. Corr., A. 8. 324 B,

35 ff.), ‘thought he had a theory which
was in harmony with sense-perception, and
did not do away with coming into being and
passing away, nor motion, nor the multipli-

city of things. . . . For, said he, that which is,

strictly speaking, real is an absolute plenum,

but the plenum is not one. On the contrary,

there are an infinite number of them, and
they aie invisible owing to the smallness of

tbeir bulk. They move in the void (for there

is a void), and by their coming together they

effect cuming-into-being
;
by their separation,

passing-away.’ ' The atomists, as Lange says,

were the first to fix the definitioir of matter
and consciously to derive the totality of

phenomena solely from matter so conceived.

In the form given to it by Democritus, adopted
(with a slight modification) by Epicurus and
clothed in poetry by Lucretius, the material-

istic theory undergoes little change in ancient

times. Its characteristic features are (i) the

reduction of all qualitative differences to

quantitative, namely, to differences in the size,

form, arrangement, and situation of the indi-

vidual atoms, and (2) the denial of intelligent

purpose or final cause. The origin of the

world-structure from the clash of moving
atoms is held to be fully explained by me-
chanical necessity (dyayKj;). Of the origin

of motion no account is given : it is appa-

reijtly considered as equally primordial with

the existence of the atoirrs themselves. But
the velocity of the atoms is made to depend

on the size or mass of the atoms, whence
arise those clashings and interferences which
sift out the atoms of different kinds, and, by
tire separations and combinations produced,

give rise in process of time to the existing

cosmic system. Epicurus adopted the ma-
teri.dism and atonrism of Democritus, but

modified the pr inciple of natural necessity by
ascribing to the atoms (which he conceived

as fallirrg tlirough infinite space) a power of

voluntary deviation from the direct line of

descent, explaining thereby the origin of the

clashings and whirling movements fr om which

the ortlered system of things took its rise.

The Stoics, as the great teleologists of the

ancient world, with their pantheistic doctrine

of the world-reason, stand at the opposite ex-

treme from the pure atomism of the Epicu-

reans
;

yet both schools are completely ma-
terialistic in their theoretical conceptions.

The Stoics go so far as to declare that even

the qualities, forces, and relations of things

are ‘ bodies,’ and the creative reason is con-
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ceived (after Heraclitus) as a warni vital

brentli penetrating all tilings and constituting

their active principle.

Tlie materialism of Epicurus was revived

at the beginning of modern philosophy by
Gassendi, who, however, reconciled the theoiy

with orthodox Catholicism by making God
the creator of the atoms. About the same
/time Hobbes defined philosophy as the theory

of body and motion, laying down explicitly

that ‘ all that exists is body, all that occurs

motion.’ But philosophy is concerned, accord-

ing to Hobbes, only with phenomena or things

that appear as generated. Hence God, as

ungcnerated, is excluded from its scope, and
philosophy (which is thus used as equivalent

to natural science) has nothing to do with

matters of faith. Hence, although Hobbes
banishes final causes from philosophy, and
gives a completely materialistic account of

the relation of body and mind, he can hardly

be classed as a materialist in the full philo-

sophical sense of the Avord
;
he himself claimed

to be an orthodox member of the Church of

England. The anthropological materialism,

which is so uncompromisingly taught by
Hobbes, appears in several successive English

thinkers, who combine it with a theistic or

deistic theory of the universe as a whole.

Even Locke, while holding that matter must
have been created, and that it is in itself

devoid of consciousness (and even perhaps of

any active power), designedly leaves the im-

materiality of the soul an open question,

‘ it being, in respect of our notions, not much
more remote from our comprehension to con-

ceive that God can, if he pleases, superadd

to matter a faculty of thinking than that he

should supeiadd to it another substance with

a faculty of thinking ’ {^Essay, iv. 3, 6).

Hartley’s doctrine of association is expressed

in terms of movements in the brain, and his

disciple, Prie.stley, avowedly held the soul to

be material, treating psychical jihenomena as

consisting literally in the material motions of

the brain.

It was in France in the i8th century that

the great modern development of philosophical

materialism took place in the writings of

Lamettrie and the Encyclopedists (q. v.).

Baron d’Holbach’s Systeme de la Nature^ pub-
lished in 1770, represents the culmination of

the movement. After the succession of ideal-

istic systems in Germany in the end of the

18th and the beginning of the 19th century,

materialism began, partly by way of l eaction,

to raise its head again about tlie middle of

the century. Moleschott, Vogt, and Buchner
may be mentioned as leaders. Biichner’s

Kraft und Staff, although crude and vague
and of no real philosophical significance, is

a fair type of the popular materialistic argu-

ments and conclusions in the second half of

the century, seeing that it has passed through
sixteen or more editions since its publication

in 1855, and has been translated into thirteen

foreign languages. The concentration of

mental energy on the problems of science, and
the great advance of the biological sciences in

particular, have given a materialistic colour-

ing to much recent speculation that would
decline to identify itself with dogmatic

materialism. The agnosticism of Huxley
and of Herbert Spencer might be instanced

as acknowledging in theory the co-equal

rights of mind and matter, but in practice

laying the stress of explanation upon the

material side. ]\rateiialism as a dogmatic

system hardly survives in philosophical circles,

although, in alliance with secularism and
socialism, it is no doubt influeiatial among
certain sections of the working-classes, and
often forms the creed of the half-educated

specialist. The place of materialism has been

taken by scientific Monism (q.v.), which, how-
ever, in some of its reirresentatives, seems

often to be but slightly differentiated from

the materialism which it has superseded.

‘Ethical materialism’ (Lange) and ‘pi’ac-

tical materialism ’ (Kiilpe) are terms used to

denote the temper of mind which sees in the

acquisition of wealth, material comfort, and
sensuous pleasure the only reasonable objects

of human endeavour. Lange, in his greatwork,

considers dogmatic materialism to be im-

possible after the epistemological criticism

of Kant, but regards it as a regulative prin-

ciple of scientific inquiry. The chief epi-

stemological, metaphysical, and scientific argu-

ments against materialism (as well as the

considerations on which it is based) are dis-

cussed by Lange and are summarized in

Flint, Paulsen, and Kiilpe.

’The term materialist is stated by Eucken

{Grundhegriffe der Gegenwart, 97) to have been

first used by Robert Boyle in his work on

The Excellence and Grounds of the Mecha-

nical Philosophy, 1674. Idealist and mate-

rialist appear frequently in Wolff as the two

varieties of monist (monism being hei e opposed

to dualism).

Literature ; Lange, Hist, of Materialism

(Eng. trails.)
;

Flint, Antitheistic Theories,

lects. ii-iv and notes 5-19; Paulsen,
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Einleitung in die Philos., 63-90 ;
KiiLPB,

Einleitung in die Philos., 127—37 (who dis-

tinguishes the different logical forms of

materialisms). See also Paul Janet, Le
Mater, contemporain (6th ed.). Recent mate-

rialistic views in psychology are expounded

by Baldwin', Recent Discussion in Mate-

rialism, Presb. and Ref. Rev., i. (1890) 357.
Cf. also the Encyclopedias, sub verbo

;
and

Bibliog. B, 2, e. (A.S.P.P.)

Mathematical Economics : Ger. mathe-

matische OeJconomik
;

Er. economic mathe-

matique; Ital. economia matematica. The
development of notations and functions which

serve to connect our experience with regard

to balance of motives with our observation

as to quantities of wealth
;
thus enabling the

study of either set of phenomena to be used

to explain the others quantitatively.

The differential equations of economics are

mostly in terms of motive, the integrals

mostly in terms of wealth.

The pioneer in mathematical economics

was Cournot
;
his work has been extended by

Dupuit and by Marshall. The efforts of v.

Thiinen were less permanently fruitful than

those of Cournot. See Supply and Demand.
Another line of thought, first developed by

Gossen, and afterwards (non-mathematically)

by Menger, was made an instrument of power-

ful analysis by Jevons, and by the Austrian

school after him (see IMaeginal Inceement).

Among more recent mathematical economists

we may note An spitz and Lieben, Edgeworth,

Fisher, and Pareto.

AlS Cohn well observes, mathematical methods

in economics must not be confounded with

statistical ones. The latter represent the

extreme of concreteness, the former the ex-

treme of abstraction. (a.t.h.)

Mathematical Logic: Gei’. (i) Logik

der Mathematik; Fr. (i) logique des mathema-
tiques\ Ital. {1) logica della matematica. (i)

The logical analysis of mathematics. (C.S.P.)

(2) Symbolic Logic (q. v.).

Literature {to i) : the logic of arithmetic is

treated by Dedekind in his Was sind und
was sollen die Zahlen 1 (Eng. trans. in Essays

on Number, 1901). See also the ninth lecture

of the third volume of Scheodee, Logik

;

and Fine, Number System of Algebra. For the

logic of the calculus, see the second edition of

JoEDAN, Cours d’Analyse; also Clifeoed,
Theory of Metrics, in his Mathematical Papers;

Webee, Algebra; and the papers of G.Cantoe,
some of which are contained in the Acta
Mathernatica, ii, and subsequent ones in the

Mathematische Aunalen, 15, 17, 20, 21, 23,

46, 49. Listing’s papers on topical geometry
are two, one in the Gdtt. Abhand., the other

in the Gott. Nachr. Several of Riemann’s
papers are valuable in a logical point of view.

See also Cauchy, Theorie des Clefs. Peteesen,
Methods and Theories, shows how to solve

problems in elementary geometry. Cf.

Mathematics. (c.s.p.)

Mathematics [Gr. fiadrjgariKri, from juadij-

/iiara, things learned] : Ger. Mathematik’, Fr.

mathematiques

;

Ital. matematica. A science

of abstract relationships. These are by no
means exclusively quantitative. The projec-

tive properties of curves, for instance, of

which an example is given below, are purely
positional. And the whole of analysis may
be presented in the form of an abstract calcu-

lus of symbols to which no meaning of any
kind need be assigned, the operations them-
selves being defined by certain formal laws,

as addition by the laws a-f6 = 6+ a and
(a -1- 6) + c = a -i- (6 -h c). (j.m.b.-h.b.f.)

‘ Any conception which is definitely and
completely determined by means of a finite

number of specifications, say by assigning a
finite number of elements, is a mathematical

conception. Mathematieshas for its function to

develop the consequences involved in the defini-

tions of a group of mathematical conceptions
’

(Chrystal) combined with certain fundamental

principles, oraxioms andpostulates. (c.l.f.,f.f.)

One of the most distinctive characteristics

of mathematics is the extreme definiteness of

the conceptions with which it deals. They
admit of exact definition by a Umited number
of marks.

The more fundamental of these conceptions

correspond immediately to things and relations

among things in the external world, from which,

in fact, they have been derived by a process

of abstraction. Such are the conceptions of

cardinal numbers and of the ordinal arrange-

ment of the cardinal numbers on which
arithmetic is based (see Numbee)

;
the con-

ceptions of point, Line, &c., and of such funda-

mental relations as that two points determine

a right line, &c., which lie at the basis of

geometry.

It is the function of mathematics to make
the simplest possible selection of such of these

primary conceptions as are mutually inde-

pendent, and by combining them and general-

izing them, to create a body of more complex

conceptions which have intrinsic interest and
beauty and a value for the furtherance of

the science itself or for the study of other
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pusiiive !-cieiices. The extiaordinary de'elop-

inents of the iiuinber-coiicept will serve as

a familiar illustration of the extent to which

the process of generalization is carried in

niatliematics.

For the investigation of these complex re-

lationshijis, it must also invent an adequate

symbolism.

It is cusloniarv to c all those sciences ‘ mathe-

m tical’ in wdiich there exist, among the

jcMilts of observation, certain fundamental

1 elutions so simple and definite that they

can be repi\ seined with advantage by mathe-

matical conceptions, and to denominate the

disciplines which giow^ out of the mathe-

matical discussion of these conceptions the

‘applied matin inatics.’ Strictly speaking,

geometry itself is a branch of the applied

mathematics.

Very characteristic of the modern mathe-

matics is the prominence of the notions

:

manifoldnesses or assemblages of actual or

ideal elements of some kind, e. g. of points,

lines, or surfaces ; the transformations or

substitutions by wdrich the elements of two
assemblages may be brought into definite

relations of correspondence
;
and the invarian-

live pro2)erties of assemblages, i. e. the jno-

perties which remain unchanged by given

groups of transformations. In fact, to such

an extent do these notions, in some form or

other, underlie the various branches of mathe-

matics, that it is almost admissible to define

mathematics as the science of assemblages.

To cite one or two illustrations :

—

(1) The simplest class of assemblages are

finite groups of distinct things. The invarian-

tive property of such a group is its cardinal

number—the property which remains un-

changed by every ‘transformation,’ which
merely changes the arrangement of the things

in the gi’oup or replaces them, one for one,

by other things.

(2) Every functional relation (see Func-
tion

)
between two variables y and x, say

y = x^, is a relation of correspondence between

two number-assemblages—the values of x,

on the one hand, and those of y on the other.

(3) In the study of a curve by the

analytic method, \iq substitute for tlie curve

itself the assemblage which consists of all the

fjoints upon it. The equation of tlie curve,

y—f(x), is merely a statement of the rela-

tion of correspondence into which this assem-

blage can be brought to another point assem-

blage—that which consists of all points on

the x axis. And the equation y = f ix.)

serves this purpose, because, before under-

taking the study of the particular curve, we
set up a definite relation of one-to-one corre-

spondence between the assemblage of all the

points of the plane and the assemblage of all

possible pairs of real values of the variables

X and y. Cf. Imaging.

(4)

We can transform an algebraic curve

whose equation is (x, y) — o into an endless

variety of other curves by substituting for

X and y, in the equation f (^a:, y) = o, various

functions of these variables.

But there is a group of such substitutions

distinguished from all others by the fact that

they leave invariant the ‘ order ’ of the curve

[x, y) — o, that is, the greatest number of

points in which it can be cut by a right line.

This is the group of ‘linear’ substitutions,

defined by all possible equations of the form

a.v'+by' + c a'x' + b'y' + c

a"x' -f V'y' -f c"
’ a"x' -f b"y' -f c"

’

The curve has other properties which also

remain invariant by this group of substitu-

tions. Thus, if the equation <p {x, y) = o he

of the second degree, it will ordinarily repre-

sent a ‘ proper ’ conic, that is, an ellipse,

hyperbola, or parabola
;
but it may also repre-

sent a pair of intei seeling stra'ght lines,

which may be characterized as a conic possess-

ing a ‘singular point’— the point of inter-

section of the lines. The jji'esei ce or absence of

sucli a singular point in the c nic (j> (x, y) — o

is an invariantive property of this curve with

respect to the group of linear substitutions;

that is, if (p {x, 1/) = o be a proper conic, so

will every conic be into which it can be

transformed by a substitution of this group;

if it be a pair of right lines, so will every

conic be into which it can be transformed by
a substitution of the group.

We may add that the properties of a curve

which remain thus unchanged by linear trans-

formation are called its ‘ projective ’ proper-

ties
;
those which do not, its ‘ metrical ’ pro-

perties.

Literature: Clipfoed, Essays and Ad-
dresses; Klein, Lectures on Mathematics;

PoiNCAEE, ]iapers in the Monist and llev. de

Met. et de Mor. (1898-1901); PiUSSELL, The
Foundations of Geometry; Mach, papers in

the Monist (1899-1901). (h.b.p.)

Matriarchate [Lat. mater, Gr.

mother, -b dgxo') leader, ruler]: Ger. Mutter-

reclit, Matriarchal', Fr. matriurcat', Ital.

matriarcato. A family, clan, or tribe ruled

by a woman or by women.
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This term was introduced into ethnology

by Bachofen(i?a« Mutterrecht), and was adopted

by E. B. Tylor and others. There is no prool

that a matrlarchate has ever existed, so-called

matriarchal groups being probably merely

Meteontmic (q. v.). ‘ Childi-en took the name
of mothers. . . . This is really the origin of the

so-called matriarchate, in which the mother

had in fact no jiower, but gave her name to

her child ’ (G. Bertin, J. of the Anthropol.

Inst., xviii. 271). (f.h.g.)

Matronymic : see Metkoxybiic.

Matter : see Exteenal (different topics),

Belief, Epistemology, Philosophy, and the

following topics.

Matter (in physics) [Lat. materia, stuff] :

Ger. Materie] Fr. matiere’, Ital. materia. The
substance of which the sensible universe seems

to us to be composed.

Its existence is manifested by an infinite

variety of ever-changing phenomena, which we
may consider as growing out of the direct or

indirect action of matter upon our organs of

sense. Thus, when we feel the object, we
conceive it to act directly upon the nerves of

sensation
;
when we see it, the action is that

of light, and is therefore indirect. What
differentiates matter from the phenomena or

actions of which alone we are directly con-

scious is its permanence. The object which

I call a chair presents itself to my senses in

a great variety of more or less complex com-

binations, according to the point from which

I view it or the way I touch it. If I leave

the room in which it is placed, these pheno-

mena cease entirely. From the fact that I can

reproduce them at pleasure by going where

the chair is—that by assuming the existence

of the matter composing the chair as a reality,

independent of my own existence, I can ac-

count in a very simple way for an infinitely

complex series of experiences which could

not be reduced to law in any other way

—

we have the strongest ground lor our belief

in the real existence of matter.

What attributes are we justified in assign-

ing to this reality 1 We answer : those

attiibutes which are necessary to account

for the phenomena, and no others. Two asso-

ciated attributes which are essential to our

conception of matter are Extension (q.v.) ai d

Impenbteability (q.v.). Matter occupie-

space; two portions of matter cannot occupy

the same position in space at the same time.

Fuch is our primary conception : but ex-

perience leads us to doubt whether these

qualities are absolute. If we hold a lump

II. A

of sugar in water, we find that the water
penetrates the sugar. We account fur this

by saying that the matter of the sugar is

not a plenum
;

that there ai’e unoccupied

spaces between the particles, into which the

water penetrates. But if we admit that the

lump which seems to us a plenum—a con-

tinuous space-filling mass—is not such, where
shall we stop 1 What space is really occupied

by the ultimate parts of the mass 1

This question gives rise to the hypothesis

of Boscovich—that matter is composed of

points endowed with inertia and certain

powers of mutual attraction and repulsion.

As two particles or atoms are brought closer,

a distance is reached at which the mutual
repulsion increases without limit as the dis-

tance is lessened, so that the two points

cannot be brought into absolute coincidence

by any amount of force.

This hypothesis is far from accounting for

all the molecular phenomena of matter, co-

hesion, &c., but its elimination of extension

and impenetrabilit}'^ as primary attributes is

a distinctive step forward. To comjiare this

and the natural conception, I hold a billiard

ball in my hand. If I squeeze the ball, it

resists. I conceive of the ball as filling a certain

space, and passively resisting my effort to

put my band into the same space. But what
I really feel, and all that I r-eally feel, is a

repulsive force between the matter of the

ball and that of my hand. The latter jiresses

the ball
;
by the law of action and reaction

the ball equally presses the hand ;
the pressure

is all that I feel, and [)ressure is only a force.

How it happens that we posit a passive space-

filling substratum when we feel only a force

is an interesting question of genetic psycho-

logy
;
perhaps it is because the passive form

of the conception is the easier one, and does

not involve any use of the law of action and

reaction. The vital point is that the attri-

butes of impenetrability and extension become
apparent or secondary ones.

Atoms. The ancient doctrine that matter

is not infinitely divisible, but is composed o'

minute parts called atoms, which i-emain un-

changed through all the chemical and physical

processes to which matter can be subjected,

seems to be justified by the great mass of facts

which make up our chemistry and physics.

The attril)utes of atoms are conceived of as,

in themselves, invariable, though possibly

subject to differences of manifestation under

different surrounding conditions.

From this point of view every atom of the
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same kind of matter, or of the same chemical

element, must have the same mass. A series

of numbers proportional to the masses of

different kinds of atoms are called the atomic

tceights. For example, if we take the mass of

an atom of hydrogen as unity, then that of

an atom of oxygen will be about 8, of carbon

about 6, &c. These numbers are only relative,

since nothing is known of the absolute mass
of any one atom. Of. Chemical Synthesis.

For the atom in philosophy, see Monad.
Molecules. Most substances with which we

are familiar are compounded of various ele-

ments : hence these smallest portions must be

capable of subdivision into these elements, and
therefore cannot be atoms. These smallest por-

tions, portions which cannot be dividedwithout

changing the chemical jnoperties of the com-
pound, are called molecules. The distinction

between an atomand amolecule is that the latter

is subject to division, while the foi'mer is not.

Elements are the different kinds of matter

which cannot be decomposed, and which there-

fore make up the suhstance of the matei'ial

universe. From a purely logical point of view,

the distinction between an element and a com-
pound would seem to be relative to our

knowledge at the moment. Possibly many
of what we call elements are compounds
which we have not succeeded in decomposing

;

and the idea that all matter may be of one

kind, and all atoms be really molecules made
up of different arrangements of one kind of

primaeval atoms, has been widely entertained,

and may be well founded. But it is a signi-

ficant fact in this connection that no progress

is being made in the way of decomposing the

accepted elements. In no case has a substance

accepted in our modern chemistry as an ele-

ment been decomposed or transformed into an-

other. The distinction between elements and

compounds is therefore a real one in kind,

whether, in the absolute sense, an atom is or

is not a compound. (s.N.)

Matter and Form : Ger. Materie (Staff)

und Form', Fr. la matiere et la forme', Ital.

materia e forma. The word matter (Lat.

materia, which was used to translate the Gr.

v\t)) is often employed where the more appro-

priate Greek woi d would be criofia, corpus, body;

or TO {moKeifxevov, suhjectum, or even 17 VTrdcrracris,

translated person in theology. Foim (Lat.

forma, used to tianslate the Gr. finpcpi] and
ei8os, though the latter is more exactly repre-

sented by species) is olten employed wheie

axopa, figui'e, or Tvnns, shape, would be near

equivahmts. The Greek expressions popcprj,

TT<ip(i8(7ypa, eifioy, idea, ro ri iari, to ri ^ 1/ flvai,

are pretty nearly synonymous.
The distinction of matter and form was

first made, apparently, by Aristotle. It

almost involves his metaphysical doctrine;

and as long as his reign lasted, it was domi-

nant. Afterwards it was in disfavour; but

Kant applied the terms, as he did many others

drawn from the same source, to an analogous

but widely different distinction. In many
special phrases the Aristotelian and Kantian

senses almost coalesce, in others they are

quite disconnected. It will, therefore, he

convenient to consider: (i) the Aristotelian

distinction; (2) the Kantian distinction; and

(3) special applications.

The Aristotelian distinction. Not only was
the distinction originated by Aristotle, but

one of the two conceptions, that of matter, is

largely due to him. Indeed, it is perhaps

true that the Greek word for matter in the

sense of material, v\t], was never understood

in that general sense before Aristotle came to

Athens. For the first unquestionable cases

of that meaning occur in certain dialogues of

Plato, concerning which—though there are

no dates that are not open to dispute—it

seems to the present writer that it is as

certain as any such fact in the history of

Greek philosophy that the earliest of them
was written about the time of Aristotle’s

arrival. It is true that, as Aristotle himself

says, matter was the earliest philosophical

conception. For the first Ionian philosophers

directed their thoughts to the question what

the world was made of. But the extreme

vagueness of the notion with them is shown

by their calling it t) apxh, the beginning, by
the nonsense of the question, and by many
moi’e special symptoms. If the philosophical

conception of matter distinguished the meta-

physics of Aristotle, that of Plato had been

no less marked by its extraordinary develop-

ment of the notion of form, to which the

mixed morality and questioning spirit of

Socrates had naturally led up; the morality,

because the form is the complex of characters

that a thing ought to have
;
the questioning,

because it drew attention to the difference

between those elements of truth which experi-

ence brutally forces upon us, and those of

which reason persuades us, which latter make
up the form. But Aristotle’s distinction set

form, as well as matter, in a new light.

It must not be forgotten that Aristotle was

an Asclepiad, that is, that he belonged to a

family which for generation after generation,
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from pieliistoric times, had had their attention

turned to vital phenomena ;
and he is almost

as remarkable for his capacity as a naturalist

as he is for his incapacity in physics and

mathematics. He must have had prominently

before his mind the fact that all eggs are

very much alike, and all seeds are very much
alike, while the animals that grow out of the

one, the plants that grow out of the other, are

as different as possible. Accordingly, his

dunamis is germinal being, not amounting to

existence; while his entelechy is the pei'fect

thing that ought to grow out of that germ.

Matter, which he associates with stuff, timber,

metal, is that undifferentiated element of a

thing which it must possess to have even

germinal being. Since matter is, in itself,

indeterminate, it is also in itself unknowable
;

but it is both determinable by form and

knowable, even sensible, through form. The
notion that the form can antecede matter is,

to Aristotle, perfectly ridiculous. It is the

result of the development of matter. He looks

upon the problem from the point of view of

a naturalist. In particular, the soul is an

outgrowth of the body.

The scholastics, who regarded Aristotle as

all but infallible, yet to whom the ideas of

a naturalist were utterly foreign, who were

thoroughly theological in their notions, ad-

mitted that the soul was a form. But then,

they had great difficulty with those opinions

of their master which depended upon his con-

ceiving of matter as more primitive than

form. Their notions of form were rather

allied to those of Plato. The mode of being

that, in some sense, anteceded individual

existence, they would have held to be one in

which there was form without matter, if awe
of Aristotle had not caused them to modify

the proposition in one way or another. A
question, for example, which exercised them
greatly was, how the form was restricted to

individual existence ? For Aristotle there

could not be any such question, because he

did not conceive of a form taking on indi-

viduality, but of an undifferentiated matter
taking on, or rather developing, form, and
individuality, perhaps, with it (412 a, 7).

The Kantian distinction. Ai’istotle refuses

to consider any proposition as science which
is not universal. He does not go so far as to

say that all knowledge involves synthesis,

but he often approaches doing so. In par-

ticular, he holds that matter is something in

itself beyond our knowledge, but the existence

of which has to be assumed in order to

synthetize the opposites that are involved in

all change. He expressly defines that as the

function of the conception of matter. With
Kant, the view that all knowledge involves

synthesis—various acts of synthesis one over

another—is vastly more developed
;
and he,

too, employs the terms matter and form, as

called for by such synthesis. But it is curious

that while with Aristotle it is matter tliat is

the quasi-hypothesis imported into the facts

that the mind may synthetize, with Kant,

on the other hand, it is form which performs

this function. The matter of cognition con-

sists of those elements which are brutally and
severally forced upon us by experience. By
the form he means the rational or intelligible

elements of cognition, which he wishes, as far

as possible, to regard as independent contribu-

tions of the mind itself, which we have no
right to suppose are duplicated by anything
coi'responding to them in the thing. For the

Aristotelian, all pure matter is exactly alike,

equally devoid of all predicates, while the

forms make all the variety of the universe.

For the Kantian, on the other hand, matter

is the manifold, while the pure forms are the

few different modes of unity. Nevertheless,

tlie Kantians—indeed, Kant himself (see the

Critic of the Pure Reason, ist ed., 266)

—

argued that they were using the terms in

their old and accepted sense. What enabled

them to give some speciousness to their con-

tention was the circumstance that during the

full century and more of neglect of the

Aristotelian doctrine that had intervened,

certain secondary senses of the term matter,

especially that of corporeal matter, and that

of a species of corporeal matter, had become
relatively prominent.

Special senses. Although there is only one

first or primary matter, absolutely indeter-

minate, yet Aristotle often uses the term in

a modified sense as that which is relatively

indeterminate; so that the last or second

matter is the same as the form. But these

phrases are also used in quite other senses,

which need not here be specially noticed.

Matter being taken relatively, the same thing

can have this or that as its matter in different

respects
;
and so matter is distinguished into

materia ex qua, in qua, and circa quam.
Ala.teria ex qua is the material

;
silver is the

materia ex qua of a dime. Materia in qua is

the subject in which the form inheres
;
materia

circa quam is the object. Aquinas illustrates

the distinction by virtue, which is a form,

and, as such, has no materia ex qua] but it
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has a subject in which it inheres and an object

upon wliich it is exercised. Aquinas intro-

duced the term siynate matter. Matter of

composition, or ^yro.ximate matter, is that

of which a thing consists
;
matter of genera-

tion, or remote matter, that from which it is

developed, as a seed or egg.

The varieties of form are so numerous that

they may best he taken in aljDhabetical order.

Ahsohdeform: form abstracted from matter.

Accidental form: an accident, or that the

presence of which constitutes an accident; as

music is the accidental form of the musician.

Advenient form: a form subsequent to the

final form.

A'p'prehende.d form — apprehended Species

(q. V.).

Artificialform : a form superinduced by art.

Assistant form : an agent aiding in the

realization of a form, especially of that whose
essential character is to move

;
as the angel

who turns the heavens round once every

twenty-four hours, or the captain of a ship.

Astral form. According to Gilbert {De
Magnete), jihenomena of electricity are pro-

duced by a material effluvium, while the

action of a magnet takes place directly at a

distance. "Whatever it may be then which
constitutes the magnetic field, not being matter,

must be called form. Gilbert names it forma
frima radicalis et astralis.

Commonform: a form belonging to a species.

Completive form

:

used by Aquinas in the

sense of the last of the series of forms which
gradually bring a thing to fully developed

existence. By Aristotle called last form.
Composite form

:

the form of a collective

whole, so far as it is different fiom its parts.

Corporeal form

:

a form of a corporeal

nature. This is used by Aquinas, Summa
Theol. ./pSiVs I. qu.lxv. art.4. Materialform.

Disponent form

:

a form rendering matter
apt to receive another, principal, form. Thus,
dryness in wood disposes it to receive com-
bustibility.

Elementary form

:

one of the four combina-
tions of hot and cold with moist and dry
which wex’e supposed to characterize the four

elements.

Exemplar form: an idea.

Final form : see Completive form.
General form

:

the form of a genus
;
as we

should now say a generic form.

Immaterial form

:

a form which neither

depends upon matter while it is being made
nor after it is made

;
a term employed in the

theological doctrine of creation.

Incorruptible form

:

a form not subject to

corruption.

Individual form : in one of the theories of

individuation, was a form which by existing

in matter acquired the power of individuating

another form.

Informant form : a form which is a part of

the thing of which it is the form.

Inherent form : a form which can only exist

in a state of inherence in matter.

Intellective form: the mind as form.

Intelligible form

:

see Sensible form.
Intermediate form: a form having a middle

position between an elementary and a com-

pletive form.

Materialform: a term of Scot us, who defines

it as follows :
‘ Formam materialem dice esse

omnem illam, quae ex natura sua necessario

inclinatur naturaliter, ut sit actus materiae,

sive sit substantialis, sive accidentalis ’ {Op.

Oxon., IV. i. i)
;

‘ Ideo dici potest tertio modo.’

But elsewhere (ibid., I Post. qu. ii.) he dis-

tinguishes two senses of the term: ‘Forma
materialis potest intelligi dupliciter. Uno
modo dicitur, quae educitur de potentia

materiae, vel quia utitur organo corporeo in

operando : et isto modo forma intellectiva

non est forma materialis. Alio modo dicitur

forma materialis, quia perfectio materiae, et

isto modo anima intellectiva est forma mate-

rialis, ideo aliquam variationem potest accipere

a materia, quam perficit, quia ex matei ia et

forma fit vere unum.’ Perhaps the most

accessible book from which to gain a hint of

the nature of the difficulty which gives rise

to this distinction is Bridges’ edition of what

is called The Opus Magus of Roger Bacon, ii.

507-11, cap. ii.

Mathematical form: an object of mathema-
tical contemplation, and the result of mathe-

matical abstraction.

Metaphysicalform: form in thephilosojihical

sense.

Native or natural form, forma in natura

exsistens, forma naturae, form of a nature, is

a term going back to John of Salisbury

{Opera, ed. Giles, v. 92), and closely connected,

if not synonymous, with material form. Cer-

tain questions started by Aristotle in Book V
of the Metaphysics (of which there is an
admirable periplirastic translation by Grote,

Aristotle, 2nd ed., 619 ff.) gave rise to discus-

sions in which the doctrine was compared
with Christian beliefs; and i\\e natural form
plays a considerable part in such discussions.

Bacon adopted the term forma naturae.

He did not grossly depart from the received
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meaning of the term, but owing to his occu-

pying himself with inquiries quite antipodal

to those of the scholastics, the two parties did

not understand one another. Bacon means

the physical explanation of a phenomenon, its

occult modus operandi. Among the followers

of Bacon we, at first, hear a great deal about

forms. Boyle wrote whole books about them.

But the distinction of matter and form was
not calculated to lurther such inquiries as

theirs. It is adapted to expressing pheno-

mena of life. It might be twisted to such

a purpose as Gilbert put it to (see Astral

form), but it was not suited to the mechanical

philosophy of Boyle, and only led to wordy
and fruitless discussions.

Participateform : a form considered as it is

united with matter.

Preparatory form : a term used by Boyle

where dispouent form would be more technical.

He says, ‘ The preparatory form is but (if

I may so speak) a harbinger that disposes

the matter to receive a more perfect form,

which, if it be not to be succeeded by any

other more noble, is entitled the specific form

of that body
;

as in the embryo, the vegetative

and the sensitive soul is but preparatory to

the rational, which alone is said to he the

specific form of man ’ {Free Considerations

about Subordinate Forms).

Piiysicalform : such forms as may form the

object of physical inquiries. Of course, the

term was very differently understood during

scholastic times and in the 17th century.

But the above definition covers both uses.

Primary form. There is no such well-

recognized term of metaphysics
;
but a remark

of William Gilbert leads us to suppose that

medical men attached some meaning to it.

Principal form is that which per se con-

stitutes a species. Called also specific form.
Radical form: see Astral form.

Sensible form. Though it chances that

Aristotle nowhere distinguishes fjiopiprj into

alaOriTi] and vorjTr], yet his followers did.

Sensible forms are those which the outward
senses distinguish

;
intelligible are those which

the intellect alone can distinguish.

Signijicate form

:

a Thomistic term, a form
distinguished by a name.

Simple form: form without matter. ‘Forma
simplex, quae est purus actus, est solus deus,’

says St. Thomas.

Specific form : see Principal form.

Subsistent form

:

a form capable of existing

separate from matter, as Aquinas holds that

the angels and departed spirits are.

Substantialform : a form which constitutes

a nature, i.e. a species or genus. Thus, the

accidental form of a musician is music
;
but his

substantial form is the rational soul which
makes him a man. When men’s thoughts

became turned from theology to the investiga-

tion of physics, those who wm-e animated by

the new spirit found themselves confronted

with objections based upon allegations of

substantial forms. That these substantial

forms, so used, were merely a hindrance to

the progress of science, was cpiite plain to

them. But the objections were urged with
a logical accuracy, born of centuries of study,

with which the new men were utterly in-

capable of coping. Their proper course

would have been quietl}^ to pursue their own
inquiries, and leave the theologians to square

their results with philosophy as best they

could. But circumstances did not permit

this. The theologians had the popular intelli-

gence and the arm of power on their side;

and when an apparent opposition arose, they

naturally exerted themselves to put it down.
Thus, the innovators were led to protest

against these senseless and harmful substantial

forms; and they had to formulate their objec-

tions to them—a business for which they

were entirely unfitted. But since the dis-

coveries of the physicists were plainly adding

to man’s knowledge and powei’, while their

antagonists were simply obstructive, the

former soon carried the day in the general

opinion of mankind. The histor\ proves that

there was something vicious about the theo-

logical application of substantial forms ;
but

it in no degree goes to show that the physicists

accurately defined the objection to that

application. In reviewing the arguments at

the present day, when the position of the

mechanical pliilosojfiiers is becoming almost

as obsolete as that of the scholastic doctors,

we first note that when the new men denied

that the substantial forms were ‘ entities,’

what they really had in mind was, that those

forms had not such a mode of being as would
confer upon them the power dynamical to

react upon things. The Scotists, for it was
they upon whom, as being in possession of the

universities, the brunt of the battle fell, had

in fact never called the substantial forms
‘ entities,’ a word sounding like a Scotistic

term, but in fact the mere caricature of such

a term. But had they used the word, nothing

more innocent than the only meaning it could

bear for them could be imagined. To call

a form an ‘entity’ could hardly mean more
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tlmii to call it an absti action. If tlie dis-tinc-

tion of matter and fonn could have any value

at all, it was the suhstantial forms that were,

proi^erly speaking, forms. If the Scotists

could really specify any natural class, say

man—and physics was at that time in no
condition to raise any just doubt upon that

score— then they were perfectly justified in

giving a name to the intelligible characteristic

of that class, and that was all the substantial

form made any pretension to being. But the

Scotists were guilty of two faults. The first

—

great enough, certainly, but relatively incon-

siderable—was often referred to, though not

distinctly analysed and brought home to them.

It was that they were utterly 'uncritical in

accepting classes as natural, and seemed to

think that ordinary language was a sutficient

guarantee in the matter. Their other and
principal fault, which may with justice be

called a sin, since it involved a certain moral
delinquency, was that they set nji their idle

logical distinctions as precluding all physical

inquiry. The physicists and Scotists, being

intent upon widely discrepant purposes, could

not understand one another. There was a

tolerably good excuse for the physicist, since

the intention of the Scotist was of an abstract

and technical kind, not easily understood.

But thei’e was no other excuse for the Scotist

than that he was so drugged with his meta-

physics that ordinary human needs had lost

all appeal to him. All through the i8th

century and a large part of the 19th, exclama-

tions against the monstrousness of the scho-

lastic dogma that substantial forms were
entities continued to be part of the stock-in-

trade of metaphysicians, and it accorded with
the prevalent nominalism. But nowadays,

when it is cleaily seen that physical science

gives its assent much more to scholastic

realism (limited closely to its formal state-

ment) than it does to nominalism, a view of

the history more like that here put forward

is beginning to prevail.

In the following terms, mostly Kantian,

prepositional phrases express the qualifica-

tions.

Form of corporeity

:

a very common term of

scholasticism, origii.ating with Avicenna, and
used by Aquinas (Summa Theol., pars i. cap.

Ixvi. art. 2), but more particularly by Scotus

(in his great discussion Opus Oxon., IV. dist.

xi, 9. 3, beginning ‘ De secundo articulo dico ’)

and by all his followers. The point is, that

the rational soul, being purely spiritual, can-

not confer corporeity upon the human body.

but a special form, the form of corporeity,

is requisite. Suarez and others, generally

Tliomists, as well as Henry of Ghent, denied

this on the ground that a species has but one
form. Thus a great metaphysical dispute

arose. It sprung from the study of the

doctrine of transubstantiation. See Cavellus,

Su]>2)l. ad quaest. Scoti in De Anima, disp. i,

which is in the Lyons ed. of Scotus, tom. ii.

Form of cognition, in Kant’s doctrine, is

that element of knowle<lge which the matter

of exj^erience must assume in order to be

apprehended by the mind. Kant seems to

have been thinking of legal forms which
must be complied with in order to give

standing before a court. So an English

sovereign, in order to be crowned, must, as

a ‘ matter of form,’ swear to an intensity of

loathing for Eomish dogmas which he prob-

ably regards with great coolness. Kant’s

definitions are chiefly the following :

—

‘ In the phenomenon, that which coi’re-

sponds to the impression of sense, I call the

matter of it
;

while that which constitutes

the fact that manifoldness of the phenomenon
is intuited as ordered in certain relations,

I call the form of the 23henomenon ’ {Krit. d.

reinen Vernvnft, ist ed., 20).
‘ All cognition requires a concept, be it as

imperfect and dark as you will
;
and this, in

respect to its form, is always a universal

which serves as a rule’ (ibid., 106).
‘ The transcendental unity of the synthesis of

the imagination is the pure form of all jiossible

cognition, through which, consequently, all

objects of possible experience must a priori

be represented’ (ibid., 118).
‘ There are two factors in cognition

;
first,

the concept by which any object is thought

—

that is, the category
;
and secondly, the intui-

tion by which that object is given. For if

the concept had had no corresjjoiiding intui-

tion, it would be a thought, no doubt, as far

as its form goes; but having no object, no
cognition whatsoever [he means, whether true

or false] of anything would be j^ossible by it

;

since, so far as I should know, there would be
nothing, and perhaps could be nothing, to

which such a concept would be applicable
’

(2nd ed. of the Deduction of the Categories,

§ 22).
‘ It is not more surprising that the laws of

phenomena in nature must agree with the

understanding and its a priori foi m, i.e. with

its power of combining any manifold, than

that the phenomena themselves must agree

with the a priori form of sensuous intuition.
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For just as phenomena have no existence in

themselves, but are merely relative to the

mind, as having senses, so laws do not exist

in the phenomena, but are merely relative to

the mind in which the phenomena inhere,

that mind exercising understanding’ (and

see the rest of this passage, ibid,, § 26).

Form of forms. Francis Bacon says ‘the

soul may be called the form of forms,’ which

would be a pretty conceit, were it not plagi-

arized from the serious doctrine of Aristotle

:

6 vovs fldos fi5 (i)v (432 a, 2).

The terms matter and form are used in

certain peculiar ways in logic. Speaking

materialiter, the matter of a proposition is

said to be its subject and predicate, while the

copula is its form. But speaking /ormaZfier,

the matter of a proposition is, as we familiarly

say, the ‘matter of fact’ to wliich the pro-

position relates; or as defined by the scholas-

tics, ‘ habitudo extremorum adinvicem.’ The
second tractate of the Summulae of Petrus

Hispanus begins with the words :
‘ Proposi-

tionum triplex est materia
;

scilicet, naturalis,

contingens, et remota. Naturalis est ilia in

qua praedicatum essentia subiecti vel proprium

eius; ut, homo est animal; vel, homo est

risibilis. Contingens est ilia in qua prae-

dicatum potest adesse et abesse subiecto praeter

subiecti corruptionem
;

ut, homo est albus,

homo non est albus. Remota est ilia in qua
praedicatum non potest convenire cum sub-

iecto
;

ut, homo est asinus.’

Of a syllogism, the proximate matter is the

three propositions; the remote, the three

terms. The form, which ought to be the

ergo, by the same right by which the copula

is recognized as the form of the proposition,

is said to be ‘ apta trium propositionum dis-

positio ad conclusionem ex praemissis neces-

sario colligendam.’ But Kant, in the Logik

by Jasche, § 59, makes the premises the

matter, and the conclusion the form, (c.s.p.)

Maxim (in ethics) [Lat. maxima sententia,

opinion of greatest weight]: Ger. Maxims

\

Fr. maxime', Ital. massima. (i) Any impor-

tant principle for the regulation of conduct.

(2) A technical term in Kant’s ethics : a

practical principle regarded by the agent as

valid for his own will.

In this latter sense a maxim is distinguished

from a practical law. The latter is regarded

as objectively valid, or valid for the will of

every rational being. Morality consists, ac-

cording to Kant, in the objective law becom-
ing also the subjective maxim of the will;

and his moral imperative is accordingly ex-

pressed in the terms, ‘ Act so that the maxim
of thy will can always at the same time hold

good as a principle of universal legislation.’

Cf. Kant, Krit. d. prakt. Yernunft, Pt. I.

Bk. II. chap. i. §§ i and 7. (w.E.s.)

Maxim (in logic). A widely received

general assertion or rule.

The earliest writers, so far as has been
shown, to use maxima as a substantive were
Albertus Magnus and Petrus Hispanus. The
former (/’osi. Anal.,\\}o. I.cap. ii) makeswzaxfmae
constitute the seventh of thirteen classes of

propositions which may be accepted, though
they are uncertain, so that they differ widely

from dignitates, or axioms. He says, ‘ Slaxi-

mae proposiliones opinantur esse quae non
recipiuntur nisi in quantum sunt mauifestae.

Et putat vulgus commune et alii simplices et

non periti quod sint primae ex sui veritate

communicantes omnem intellectum
;

sicut est

ista propositio, Mendacium est turpe,’ &c.

Hamilton quotes, but gives an unverifiable

reference to, a sentence in which Albertus

makes mamma another name for a dignitas.

Petrus Hispanus {^Summulae, v) says, ‘Maxima
est propositio qua non est altera prior neque
notior ’

;
and he divides commonplaces into

two kinds, called Maxim and Difference of

Maxim. This phraseology was so generally

followed that it is surprising that Prantl’s

attribution of it to Albert of Saxony (who
simply copies the Summulae here, almost

verbatim) should have found any acceptance.

Blundevile and other early writers of logic in

English take the word from the Summulae.
It was also adopted into English law. The
meaning now tends to return to that used by
Albertus. Kant [Krit. d. reinen Vemunft,
1st ed., 666) defines a maxim of reason as a

subjective principle derived 'not from the

character of the object, but from the interest

of reason in such perfection of cognition as

may be possible; and in the Critic of the

Practical Reason he endeavours to make out

something analogous in that sphere. In the

Logik by Jasche (Einleitung III) he defines

a maxim as an inward principle of choice

between different ends. (c.s.p.)

Maxim (legal) : Ger. RecTitsregel, Orund-
satz; Fr. maxime de droit] Ital. massima
giuridica. The sententious expression of

an established rule of law in a short form,

which has become authoritative by long use

and general approval
;
a legal axiom. Such

a maxim has the force of law, e.g. ‘Causa

proxima, non remota, spectator.’

The use of maxims is common to all
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systriiis of ji rispi udeiice. The leading col-

lection is tlie title of the Digest of Justinian,

De diversis rajulis iuris antiqui, L. 17. See

Phillimore’s Princiqdes and Maxims of Juris-

2)rudence\ Brown’s 2[axims of English Law,
anti Bouvier’s Law Diet., sub verho. The
latter contains about 1000 maxims, of which,

say, 100 are in daily use in English and
American courts. (s.e.b.)

IKCaximum Happiness: see Geeatest
Happiness. ,

Maximum Sensation: see Limits of
Sensation.

'

Maximus : see Alexandeian School.

Mazdeism [from Ahura Mazda]. Zoroas-

trianism. SeeOEiENTAL Philos(?pht (Persia).

Me : see I and Me, and Self.

Mean (i)and(2) Median [Lat. medius,

middle, through Fr.]: Ger. (i) Durchschnitt,

(2) Mitte\ Fr. (i) moyenne, (2) uot in use;

Ital. (i) {quantitd) media, (2) (valore) mediano.

(i) "When the term mean is used without

qualification, it signifies the sum of a series

of quantities divided by their number : the

arithmetical mean, or average. Other kinds

of mean are used, of which the geometrical

mean is the most common. This is the square

root of the product of two quantities.

The mean may be a representative quantity,

as when it is found that the mean height of

a certain class of men is 1 7 5 cm.
;
or it may

be an approximation to a true value, as when
it is found as the result of a number of

measurements that the height of a man is

175-1 cm. The term average may with advan-

tage be used for a representative value, and
the term mean be confined to the precise mean.

(2) The median is the value midway in

a series. In a large number of measurements
following the distribution of the law of proba-

bilities the median would coincide with the

arithmetical mean. If, however, there are

extreme values in one direction—as in the

reaction-time where long times may occur,

but times departing to the same amount from
the mean in the opposite direction cannot

occur—it may be an advantage to use the

median. The median can also be used with

C[ualitative differences, as the vividness of

mental imagery or students’ papers in an

examination. Gallon has used the median to

advantage in such cases, the different degiees

being divided into ten or four groups (deciles

or quartiles). (j.m^'k.c.)

Galton defines the median : ‘The accepted

term to expnss tlie value that occupies the

middlemost position. . . . The median M has

three propeities. The fiist, that tiie chance

is an equal one of any previously unknown
measure in the group exceeding or falling

short of M. The second is, that the most
probable value of any jireviously unknown
measure in the group is M. Thus, if N be

any one of the measures and u be the value

of the unit in which the measure is recorded,

such as an inch, &c., then the number of

measures that fall between and

(A-f 1 u) is greatest when A= M. Mediocrity

is always tlie commonest condition. . . . The
third property is that whenever the curve of

the scheme is symmetrically disposed on either

side of M, exce2)t that one half of it is turned

upwards and the other half downwards, then

M is identical with the ordinary arithmetic

mean or aveiage ’ (Galton, Natural Inheri-

tance, 41, which may be consulted also for

mean and cognate conceptions). See Mm-,
and cf. Eeeoes of Obseevation. (j.m.b.)

Mean (in ethics) [Gr. equiv. /readriys] : Ger.

iyechte) Mitte\ Fr. (^juste) milieu
]
Ital. mezzo.

That intermediate condition, removed alike

from excess and from defect, which has been

held to chai’acterize virtuous or moral activity.

This conception occupies a central place in

Aristotle’s doctrine of virtue
;
but, in giving

it that place, Aristotle only defined and ren-

dered exact a conception which had become
traditional. Greek views of life and art were

from early times ruled by the conception of

measure; the praise of moderation is found

in Homer, and is a commonplace of the

Seven Sages. Numerical definiteness was
given to the same conception hy Pythagoras,

who seems to have identified the infinite or

unmeasured with evil. In the Politicus, and
still more prominently in the Philebus of

Plato, the concejition of measure is of funda-

mental importance, so that (as Sir A. Grant

says) ‘ words like /ierptoV/yy and crvppcrpi'a be-

came naturally appropriated to express excel-

lence in life and action.’

Through his conception of the mean
Aristotle attempts to define the due modera-

tion in which virtuous activity consists. But

his conception is not merely quantitative. It

is not the absolute or arithmetical mean
(fjL€aov Tov npayfiaros). This latter (which, as

between two quantitits, is equul to half their

sum) has no place in morals. Virtuous action

is a mean ‘ relative to us ’ or to the agent

—

t6

petTov TO npus rjpai. It is iiot determined

merely by abstract considerations, but is

similar in character to the perfect harmony
displayed in a work of art. Every morally
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virtuous habit or action is a mean between

opposed extremes (which are vicious)
;

but

its distance from these extremes is not a

matter of arithmetic, but is relative to a

man’s nature, and is determined rationally

in accordance with the judgment of the man
of moral insight {(ppomfios). Further, Aristotle

himself asserts that while the doctrine of the

mean expresses the law of virtue, yet viewed

in relation to the good, virtue is altogether

opposed to vice, and is therefore, in this sense,

an extreme. The doctrine of the mean

—

le

juste milieu, ‘ the golden mean ’ as it has been

called—may thus be said to express the aes-

thetic aspect of virtue or goodness. Aristotle’s

own statements might have guarded him from

the misinterpretation to which Kant gave

currency in saying that Aristotle made only

a quantitative distinction between virtue and
vice. (W.E.S.)

Mean Error; see Eeeobs oe Obseeva-
Tiox, and Psychophysical Methods.
MeanGradation (method of): see Psycho-

physical Methods.
Mean Variation : see Eeeobs of Obsee-

VATiOH. Of. also Peobability, andVariation

(
statistical treatment of).

Meaning [Gothic munan, Ger. meinen,

to think] : Ger. Sinn, Meinung (Opinion,

q. V.); Er. sews; Ital. sense. A Notion (q.v.,

sense i) considered as having more remote

bearings and relationships necessary to its

adequacy, yet without abstracting from the

image (see Notion, sense 2) and without

I'eference to the conative value of the notion

(cf. Intent). See Teeminology, English,
‘ Meaning,’ for a further note on the foreign

equivalents. (j.m.b., g.e.s.)

Meaning (in logic and grammar) : see

Signification, and Universe (in logic). Cf.

Semantics, and Significs.

Meaning (in philosophy) : see Worth.
Means (to ends) : Ger. Mittel

;

Fr. moyens

;

Ital. mezzi [al fine). Those end-states of

voluntary determination which enter as ele-

ments into the voluntary determination of a

huger end-state or terminus.

The phrase ‘ means to an end ’ denotes

the psychological fact that while conscious-

ness is pursuing the means, it is as elements

in a larger whole which consciousness is

also pursuing. Cf. End-state, and Teemi-
NUS. (J.M.B., G.E.S.)

Measure of Precision : see Eeeoes oe

Observation.

Measurement [Lat. mensura, a measure] :

Ger. Messvng-, Fr. mesure\ Ital. misura-

zione. The determination of a magnitude in

teims of a standard unit. Cf. Units of"

Measurement, and Number (concept of).

Exact science consists of measurements,
and aU sciences as they advance become in-

creasingly quantitative. The fundamental
Units (q.v.) of physical science are of space
(size and direction), of time, and of mass (or

energy). Counting is sometimes regarded as

a kind of measurement, and a ratio is the

basis of all measurement. The place of

measurement in psychology is still an open
question. Kant held that only the time of

mental processes could be measured. Fechner
attempted to measure their intensity, and
more recently their extensity has been re-

garded as measurable. Could psychology

measure these three magnitudes and count

(i.e. collect statistics), it would have the same
field for quantitative research as physical

science. It has been claimed that only

physical measurements are made in the psy-

chological laboiatory, but it may be replied

that at all events mental processes are func-

tions of the quantities measured.

These cases may be taken as illustrative

of the following general principles :

—

(1) That which is the subject of measure-

ment is not a concrete object, but an attribute

or condition associated with the object.

(2) This attribute or condition must depend

upon some cause or agency susceptible of

division into like parts which can, without

ambiguity, be added to each other.

(3) The attribute or condition must be

capable of definition without leaving any

doubt as to the method by which it is to

be measured. Otherwise, different modes of

measurement may lead to different and in-

consistent results.

Literature-. Wundt, Logik, IV. Absch.,

I. Cap. (2nd ed.); Venn, Empirical Logic;

Jevons, Princ. of Sci.; Eveeett, Units and

Physical Constants. (j.mck.c.)

Measurement (principles of). The defini-

tions of a concept qua object and qua magni-

tude or mathematical quantity should be

sharply distinguished, and much confusion

has arisen through assuming that the defini-

tion of a concept must include the definition

of its measure as a quantity.

For example, the definition of a line is

distinct from that of the word length, which

expresses the magnitude of the line. Euclid

defines a triangle in such a way as to imply

that its measure is its area when, in fact,

the perimeter might equally ue taken as the
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measui e. A bar of iron may be measured by its

mass, its volume, or its length. Which measure

we shall take is logically a matter of arbitrary

definition, aud, practically, a question of con-

venience. The measurements of temperatures

by two thermometers of different materials

cannot be brought into agieement through

the entire range of observable temperatuies.

It is therefore desirable, in using any concept

as a quantity, always to indicate what the

nature of the quantity is, as lines of equal

length, triangles of equal area, instead of

equal lines and triangles.

In order that a concept may be measured
as a mathematical quantity without am-
biguity, it is essential that the special at-

tribute by which we measure it should be

conceivable as made up of discrete parts,

admitting of unambiguous comparison inter

se, with respect to their equality or difference

of magnitude. Tlie sim]>lest case is that of

a straight line, whose length we conceive to

be made up of distinct metres, centimetres,

millimetres, or other units taken at jileasure,

each of which can 'be determined by bringing

it into coincidence with a movable measure

of the designated length. Quantities of heat

may be measured on the same system. But
such is not the case with increments of

temperature. Were it a universal rule that

equal quantities of heat produce proportionate

increments of temperature in all bodies, there

would be no difficulty in measuring tempera-

ture by quantities of heat. But such is not

the case, so that the absolute equality of

increments of temperature has to he defined

by thermodynamic considerations,

A more complex, but very instructive case,

showing how the relation of equality between
magnitudes is a matter of definition, is afforded

by light, or, as the writer prefers to call it,

radiance in general, whether visible as light

or not. The intensity of a homogeneous ray

emanating from a point and falling on an
eye is capable of unambiguous definition,

because equal quantities of radiance may be
added without limit. Still, the measure will

be definite only for a given eye at a given

distance with a fixed opening of the pupil.

If the distance ir.creases, the apparent in-

tensity of the radiance diminishes
;

it will be
different with different eyes

;
it will vary

with the diameter of the pupil of the same
eye.

Radiance may be measured by two effects

:

effect on the eye, and quantity of energy
conveyed by the ray. These will give ac-

cordant results in the case of any one homo-
geneous ray. But if rays of different wave
length be compared, equality of optical effect

will not coriespond to equal quantities of

energy. (s.N.)

Measurement Formula (psychophysical):

see Fechnee’s Law.
Mechanical [Gr. firjxtivn, a machine] : Ger.

mechanisch Fr. mecaniqiie; Ital. meccanico.

A term used, in antithesis to organic and
teleological, to describe any theory which
proposes to eliminate final causes from philo-

sophy, and to e.xplain all phenomena as the

necessary outcome of the general laws of

matter in motion; and also applied to the

world as thus explained. That which is

strictly mechanical is called a machine or a
mechanism. (A.s.p.p.—J.M.B.)

The term is used by Aristotle, and main-

tained itself during the middle ages, but the

philosophical opposition between a mechanical

and an organic or teleological view of the

universe associates itself with the term only

in modern times. Descartes’ saying, ‘Give
me matter, and I will construct the world ’

—

including in the world the phenomena of life,

everything, indeed, except the res cogitans in

man—formulated the protest of modern science

against the ‘ forms ’ and inner powers of

scholasticism. Boyle, one of the most en-

thusiastic apostles of ‘ the new philosophy,’

expressly uses the term mechanical to describe

the new view (cf. his treatise on The Excel-

lence and Grounds of the Mechanical Philo-

sophy). It is freely used in the same reference

by Berkeley in Siris, who maintains, however,

that ‘ the mechanical philosopher inquires

properly concerning the rules and methods of

operation alone, and not concerning the cause

;

forasmuch as nothing mechanical is, or really

can be, a cause’ {Sins, § 249 ;
cf. §§ 236, 247).

Boyle himself did not deny that the mechanical

philosophy required to be supplemented by
‘ an inquiry into the final causes of natural

things.’ But Spinoza, in his passionate polemic

against tlie idea of end, uses the term me-
chanical to denote the true and complete

explanation as ojiposed to explanation by
means of supernatural or miraculous agency.

It is significant that the example he takes is

the frame of the human body, which has

furnished so many ‘ arguments from design.’

The common run of thinkers, he says, ‘ ubi

corjjoris human! fabricam vident, stupescunt,

et ex eo, quod tantae artis causas ignorant,

concludunt eandem non mechanica sed divina

vel supernaturali arte fabricari, talique modo
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constitui ut uiia pars alteram non laedat
’

{Ethica, i, Appendix). Leibnitz’s philosophy

is a systematic attempt to give free scope to

the scientific demand for mechanical causation,

and at the same time to do justice to the

philosophical demand for teleological explana-

tion which Aristotle and the older philosophy

had striven to satisfy. Causae efficientes fen-
dent a Jinalibus may be taken as the motto of

his thinking. In a not dissimilar spirit,

Kant distinguishes between the mechanical

causality which governs nature or the world

of phenomena, and the free ethical causality

of ‘ the realm of ends ’ of which man’s reason

and will constitute him a citizen
;
while Lotze

declares, in the spirit of Leibnitz, that the aim

of his philosophizing is ‘ to show how abso-

lutely universal is the range of mechanism,
and at the same time how completely sub-

ordinate the significance of the function which
it has to fulfil in the structure of the world

’

(Introd. to the Microcosmus), Cf. the discus-

sion of the supposed antithesis between natural

selection, as mechanical, and teleology given

under Heebdity, and see Natuealism (i).

In biology ; mechanism is opposed to vital-

ism, and in more recent controversy to neo-

vitalism, as in the term Developmental
Mechanics (q. v.), in which morphological

changes are treated from the strict point of

view of cause and effect.

Literature: Euckbn, Gesch. u. Krit. d.

Grundbegriffe d. Gegenwart
;

Janet, Final

Causes
;

Tebndblenbueg, Hist. Beitr., ii,

Ueber den letzten Uuterschied der philo-

sophischen Systeme
;
Waed, Naturalism and

Agnosticism. (a.s.p.p.)

Mechanical Equivalent (of heat) : Ger.

mechanisches Aequivcdent Fr. equivalent me-
canique\ Ital. equivalente meccanico. The
amount of mechanical work that must he
expended in order to produce a unit of heat

;

generally the amount of energy which, by its

disappearance, will create a unit of heat.

The equivalent is commonly expressed in

terms of Woek (q. v.), the most convenient

method of determination. See also Eneegy.

_

(S.N.)

Mechanics [Gr. (irjxaviKos, pertaining to

mechanics] : Ger. Mechanik
;

Fr. mecanique
;

Ital. meccanica. The science which treats of

the effects of force in causing motion or equi-

librium.

Theoretical mechanics : the science of me-
chanics treated in a general way, solely with
regard to the principles involved.

Applied mechanics : the application of the

laws of mechanics to practical purposes, such
as the strength of materials and the working
of machinery. See also Mechanical, (s.n.)

Mechanics of Ideas : see Mechanism (of

mind), and Heebaetianism.
Mechanism : see Mechanical.
Mechanism (of mind or ideas) : Ger.

Mechanismus
]

Fr. mecanisme\ Ital. mecca-

nismo. That explanation of mental process

which traces it to the uniform behaviour of

certain relatively simple and homogeneous
elements, after analogy with particles of

matter in motion.

The term was given currency by Herbart,

who essayed to work out a ‘ Mechanik der

Vorstellungen,’ in which the rise and fall

(Steigen und Sinken) of ideas were accounted

for in terms of physical and mechanical prin-

ciples. The term is not good, since it lends

itself to interpretation in terms of physical

analogy. (j.m.b.-g.e.s.)

Mediacy: see Immediate axd Mediate.
Mediacy or Mediation (Vermittelung)

:

see Hegel’s Teeminology, IV, V.

Median : see Mean, and Mid-.

Mediate : see Immediacy and Mediacy,
Immediate and Mediate, (mediate) Ineee-
ENCB (2), Mediate (in theology), and Media-
tion.

Mediate (in theology) [Lat. mediatus]

:

Qev. vermittelnd', 'Ey. medial
\

Ital. mediate.

In religious thought,a term which characterizes

the indirect agency of God in relation to man
and the world. See Mediation.

According to the prologue of St. John’s

Gospel the creation of the world is mediated

by the Divine Logos, while according to the

Book of Genesis the development and organi-

zation of the world is mediated by the Holy
Spirit. In the Christian scheme the salvation

of man is mediated by the Divine Logos' in the

incarnation, the atonement, and the process of

redemption. The idea of mediate agency is

found in pre-Christian philosophy, especially

in the system of Philo of Alexandria, who
conceives God as purely transcendent and
introducing subordinate beings or Logoi to

mediate his agency in the world. (a.t.o.)

Mediation [Lat. mediatio] : Ger. Yermitt-

lung\ Fv. mediation-, Ital. mediazione. (i) The
mode by which a transcendent Deity is enabled

to produce effects in the world without being

himself the immediate agent of these effects.

(2) In Christian theology: that agency of

Christ as revealer and atoner, by and through

which man is redeemed from his ignorance

and sin, and becomes reconciled with God.
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The germ of the notion of mediation is con-

tained in the Hebrew conception of Jeiiovnh,

and also in the Greek Logos. It became
explicit in the Alexandrian thought of Philo,

whose highest Logos was represented as per-

forming the office of mediator between Cod
and the world, thus making it possible for

God, who is conceived in a purely transcendent

fashion, to produce effects in the world witliout

being contaminated by its evils. Mediation

is the central idea in the Christian doctrines of

atonement and redemption.

Literature : see references under Atone-
ment, and Logos. Zellee, Philos. d. Griechen,

Pt. Ill (1869); Kiferstein, Philos. Lehre

V. d. Gbttlichen
;
Heinze, Lehre v. Logos

(1872). (A.T.O.)

Medical Psychology : Ger. medizinuclu

Fsychologie
;

Fr. psychologic medicale
;

Ital.

psicologia medica. The consideration, mainly

from a medical point of view, of abnormal

and pathological mental states, and their

symptoms.
With this meaning the term ‘psychological

medicine’ (see Bucknill and Tuke, Manual
of Psychol. Med., 1858, and later Tuke, Diet, of
Psychol. Med., 1892) is also used. British and
French associations for the study of the insane

bear the name ‘ Medico-psychological Associa-

tion.’ Lotze, in his Medicinische Psychologie

( 1 852), included what was later termed physio-

logical psychology, or mental physiology

(Carpenter and Maudsley). The term is

closel}" related to psychiatry, psychopathology,

abnormal psychology, and Pathology (mental)

(q.v.), especially the last-named. (j.j.)

Meditation [Lat. meditatio] : Ger. JVach-

denken
;

Fr. meditation

;

Ital. meditazione.

A somewhat loose synonym for Eeflection

(
q.v.). Not a technical term. (j.m.b.)

Medium [Lat. medium, middle= Gr./reVoy]

;

Ger. Medium] Fr. medium] Ital. medium,
medio. A term applied, in connection with
the phenomena of Animal Magnetism (q.v.),

Hypnotism (q v.), and Spiritualism (q.v.),

to a peison whose speech and action are

supposed to he controlled by a foreign person-

ality or by a disembodied spirit, and who
speaks from knowledge gained in some super-

natural manner; also called a ‘sensitive.’

Some spiritualistic and other mediums claim

the power of acting upon matter in violation

of ordinary physical laws
;
others claim to be

the means of communication between the de-

parted and the living. As such communica-
tions are frequently given while the medium
is in an abnormal, semi-conscious condition
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(usually termed Trance, q.v.), the explanation

of the })henomena of mediumship may possibly

be sought in a psychological analysis of such

quasi-abnoi mal conditions. That many of the

claims and exhibitions of alleged mediums are

little more than vain pretence and more or less

clever deceit has been abundantly proved

;

but in many other cases the phenomena must
be considered genuine.

A case which may be cited as a typical form
of the phenomena as exhibited in recent years

is that of Mrs. Piper (cf. Proc. Soc. Psych.

Res., xii-xv). For the various manifesta-

tions of mediums in Spiritualism and in

Tkance conditions see those terms. Anthropo-

logically, the medium is variously represented

in the Shaman or medicine man, in oracles, and
in superstitions, customs, and beliefs relating

to the influence of the dead upon the living.

See Voodoo, Fetich, and Magic. Cf. general

treatment in Lehmann, Aherglauhe und Zau-
herei, and the citations under Spiritual-

ism. (J.J.)

Medium (in philosophy) : see Teetium
Quid, Milieu, and Environment.
Megalomania [Gr. great, + fiavia,

madness]: Ger. Megalomanie] Fr. migalo-

manie
;
Ital. megalomania. A special form of

delusion occurring in certain forms of insanity

(cf. in particular, j\Iania, and general Paraly-
sis), in w hich the patient feels himself elated,

his energies overflowing, his mind filled with

a wealth of brilliant thoughts, his strength

gigantic, his possessions vast, his achievements

remarkable, his powers supreme, &c.

To keep pace with these exalted notions he

invents the most brilliant accounts of his

endowments and possessions. He is a genius

among mankind, can speak a score of languages,

has a wonderful voice, the skill of a Rem-
brandt; he has estates in all parts of the world,

has thousands of servants, is about to establish

vast mercantile operations
;

he has distin-

guished himself in battle, is a hero among
the fair sex, is about to assume command of

armies
;
or he has great schemes for making

everybody wealthy, for reforming mankind,

and so on indefinitely. The notions often

assume the most extravagant forms, particu-

larly as the brain disease advances. The
megalomaniac poses as an emperor, as the son

of Venus, as the ruler of the earth, as God
himself. The patient is absorbed in these

exalted reflections, which he is ever ready to

extend and expand, and does not realize the

contradiction between his actual surroundings

and the ideal world in which he lives.
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Synonyms of megalomania are
‘ expansive-

iiess ’ and ‘ exaltation.’ Cf. Delusion, (j.j.)

Literature : treatises on mental Pathology

(q. V.), especially those of Dagonet, Schule,

Clouston, Keafft-Ebing, Keafpelin, and
Ballet-Moeselli

;
also Emminghaus, Allg.

Psychopathol.
;
Feiedmann, Ueber den Wahn

(1894). (E.M.)

Megarians : see Schools of Geeece, II.

Melancholia [Gr. iieXas, black, +
bile]: Ger. Melancholie; Fr. melancolie

;

Ital. malrnconia. In its current use melan-

cholia applies to all abnormal mental con-

ditions dominated by depression, while

formerly it was a synonym of partial insanity

or Monomania (q.v.). According to Pritchard,

the Greek fi^Xayxot^av means simply to be

mad, without any reference to lowness of

spirits. The term was opposed to mania,

and became more and more connected with

gloom in the sense in which it is used ex-

clusively to-day. Esquirol felt obliged to

call the depressive insanities proper, lype-

manie, in order to escape conl'usion. Bush
uses the term Tristomania.

The varieties commonly classified are simple

melancholia, stuporous, delusional, homicidal,

suicidal, puerperal, acute, chronic melan-

cholia attonita, &c. It is obvious that many
dissimilar conditions are thus brought under

one heading, simply because they are domi-

nated by depression. A careful analysis leads

to the recognition of more essential character-

istics
;
but the nosological interpretation of

the various types is still a topic of some con-

troversy.

The following are the most common
symptom-complexes: (i) Constitutional de-

pression: a pessimistic temperament that is

inclined to see the dark side of everything,

and is led to gloominess and despondency

upon slight provocation. Such moods or

periods often present a temporary character

in the form of more or less periodic exacerba-

tions, which, however, in distinction from the

next group, rather readily pass off with an
improvement in the circumstances of the

patient. Such attacks are occasionally ac-

companied by mai'ked feelings of anxiety.

(2) Simple melancholia proper : an exces-

sive or altogether unjustified depression, often

accompanied by defective sleep, precordial

pain or uneasiness; a susceptibility for the

unpleasant and wearing aspect of things only,

and a feeling of self-depreciation, of sinful-

ness, without insight into the unwarranted
morbid nature of the condition. The patient

feels himself too bad to live or to be treated

kindly. Tliere is usually a feeling of inability

and indecision, and esjiecially in the form
which is merely a phase of manic-depressive

i..sanity (see Mania), a difficulty in tbinking

cleai'ly, and a retardation or inhibition of

spontaneous activity.

This may be followed by delusional elaboi’a-

tion
;
the patient comes to believe that every-

thing, the whole world, will come to a bad
end, that it is all the patient’s fault; and an
occasional hallucination may appear to corro-

borate and elaborate such feelings and
thoughts. This condition is frequently ac-

companied by a strong affect of fear and
anxiety for self and family, or suicidal im-

pulses, or great restlessness, or again self-

absorption, or retardation of all activity,

leading to a form of stupoi-.

(3) Other forms are characterized by pro-

longed ‘ neurasthenic ’ malaise and a feeling

of depression tfi-equently over moral matters),

and b}^ a great tendency to refer the feelings

to infiuence of others, to poison, to hypnotism,

to electricity, to nocturnal rape
;
or there are

hypochondriacal complaints, frequently of an
absurd character. Hallucinations are common.
The whole picture is apt to have a certain re-

semblance to the paranoic types in later

pex’iods of life (after 35), while in earlier

periods it undoubtedly belongs usually to the

processes of deterioration (dementia praecox),

and often presents distinct features of kata-

tonia.

(4) Depressive delirium, together with

great anxiety, vivid hallucinations, fear, de-

sire to escape from danger, even by suicide,

sometimes with remai-kably good appreciation

of the immediate circumstances and environ-

ment. It is apt to occur after acute diseases,

in pregnancy, &c., and is at times difficult to

distinguish from alcoholic delirium.

(5) As a special episode in the types (2)

and (4) may be mentioned the delire de

negation (delire in the broad sense of de-

lusional state)
;
the patient believes that he

is nobody, that the whole world is imaginary,

gone, burned, ‘ everybody dead and nobody

left to tell the tale,’ &c. A similar ex-

aggeration of depressive delirium occasionally

occurs in senile dementia and in general

paralysis.

(6)
‘ Katatonic melancholia,’ for which see

Katatonia. It is perhaps closely related to

type (3), but usually of acute onset, with

hallucinations of commands to be good, to

perform simple actions that have a mystical
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and symbolic meaning (spitting at a shoe,

taking attitudes of prayer and poses, &c.)

;

with catalepsy, mutism, refusal of food, stupor,

often with perfect knowledge of what is

going on and perfect remembrance of inci-

dents. The occasional excitements show
stereotypy of expression, and lead frequently

to repetition of sentences (e. g. ‘give me a dose

of poison to put me out of the way quick,’

repeated continually for months), or of sense-

less sounds or confused silly talk with reitera-

tions (verbigeration). Rather often sudden

recovery occurs, if the first attack does not

lead to dementia.

The forms (i) and (2) are usually recover-

able conditions of greatly varying duration,

frequently belonging to the constitutional,

recurring, and circular psychoses, the simple

depressions being especially prone to occur in

several successive geneiations of a family.

In the circular cases, the predominance of an

inhibition or retardation of movements and

of thought is very striking, while the anxious

and agitated forms of type (2) are especially

characteristic for the climacteric period, and

pass without a distinct line into the types of

presenile depression with absurd hypochon-

driacal delusions, shallow affects, and usually

poor prognosis. Many cases of type (4), as

w’^ell as of (3), are processes of deterioration

(dementia praecox), or, in a later period of

life, of paranoic conditions.

The individual differences in a large series

of cases of melancholia are so great that it

w'ould be a grave injustice to the facts to try

to describe them as one condition in one con-

nected composite picture.

Clinical experience and experimental psycho-

logy show that there are undoubtedly several

distinct disease-processes which account for

the differences of the above types. But
definite statements as to their nature and
concerning the pathological anatomy seem as

yet premature.

Literature'. Keaepelin, Psychiatric, ii

(1899), and Die klinische Stellung der Melan-

cholic, Monatssch. f. Psychiat. u. Neurol., iv.

325 (1899); Roubtnowitsch and Toulouse,
La MMancolie (1897); Th. Ziehen, Die
Erkennung und Behandlung der Melancholie

in der Praxis, Alt’s Abhandl., i (Halle, 1896);
also Amer. J. of Insan., liv. 543 ;

Vallon
and Maeie, Le delire melancolique, Arch, de

Neurol.(.June, 1898); Toulouse andVAscHiDE,
Le Temps de Reaction dans la Melancolie,

Rev. Neurol., v. No. 22; B. Ruckle, 1st die

Melancholie ausschliesslich eine Psychose des

6

Riickbildungsalters ? Diss. Erlangen (1898);
G. M. Robeetson, Melancholia from the

Psychological and Evolutionary Point of View,
J. of Ment. Sci. (1890); J. K. Mitchell,
An Analysis of Three Thousand Cases of

Melancholia, Trans. Assoc. Amer. Physiol.

Philad., xii. 480, and J. of Nerv. and
Ment. Dis., xxiv. 738 (1897); E. N. Beush,
An Analysis of One Hundred Cases of Acute
Melancholia, Brit. Med. J. (Sept. 25, 1897),
and Ainei-. J. of Insan., liv. 241 ; J. Seglas,
Le Delire des Negations (Paris, 1896);
general treatises on psychological medicine by
Morel, Geiesingee, Keafet-Ebing, Schule,
and Ballet-Moeselli

;
and a discussion in

Neurol. Centralbl. (1899), 904. (a.m.-e.m.)

Melanchthon (or Melancthon), Philip.

(1497-1560.) Enjoyed unusual educational

advantages under the supervision of his grand-

father and of Reuchlin, who translated his

name Schwaizerd (‘Black earth’) into the

Greek ‘ Melanchthon.’ Entered the Univei sity

at Heidelberg, 1510; removed to Tubingen

1512, where in 1514 he began lecturing on

the classics. In 1518, declining calls to both

Leipzig and Ingolstadt, he went to Wittenberg,

where he was associated with Luther, who,

together with the students, induced him to

turn his attention to theology. He wrote and
repeatedly revised the Augsburg Confession.

Meliorism [Lat. melior, better] : Ger,

Meliorismus, Theorie der Weltverhesserung

;

Fr.

meliorisme (not in use)
;

Ital. migliorismo,

A belief in the possibility of the improvement
of the world by human effort, generally imply-

ing the further belief that such progressive

improvement is a fact and even a law of

evolution. (a.s.p.p.-h.s.)

The term was invented by George Eliot,

in connection with the question of optimism

and pessimism, to express a view which she

put forward as a via media between these

two extremes (see an article on George Eliot

by Edith Simcox in the Nineteenth Century

for May, 1881). Used by her in conversation,

it was adopted by Sully in his Pessimism

(1877), and has since become current. Sully

defines it as ‘the faith which affirms not

merely our power of lessening evil—this

nobody questions—but also our ability to

increase the amount of positive good. . . . By
recognizing the possibility of happiness and
the ability of each individual consciously to

do something to increase the sum total of

human welfare present and future, meliorism

gives us a practical creed sufficient to inspire

ardent and prolonged endeavour’ {Pessimism,

2
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399). The belief connects itself with the

modern theory of evolution, which it interprets

,

in a beneficentand quasi-religious light. ‘Faith

in a gradual abatement of evil by the method
of progressive evolution is now a favourite

scientific faith : this faith may be regarded as

the form which an unconsciously religious

conception of the universe is assuming in

professedly agnostic minds ’ (Fraser, Theism,

2nd ed., 282). Cf. Optimism and Pessimism
(also for Literature). (a.s.p.p.)

The English meliorate and melioration (the

usual form being ameliorate, from ad + melio-

ratus) might well be used (Ger. verhessern,

Verhesserung
;

Fr. amUiorer, -ation
;

Ital. mi-

gliorare, miglioramento) in connection with

meliorism. (j.m.b.)

Melissus. Lived about 450 b. c. Born
in Samos. He is called a disciple of Par-

menides. His work in prose cj)va-f(os or

mpi oi/Tos), of which fragments remain, is a

refutation of the Ionian Physicists. He was
also victorious as a naval commander in battle

with the Athenians.

Melody : see Music.

Memory [Lat. memoria']

:

Ger. Geddcht-

niss, Erinnerung (princ. in compounds)
;
Fr.

memoire
;

Ital. memoria. Ideational process,

so far as it takes the form of the reproduction

and recognition of prior experiences in their

original time order. Memory thus includes

the three relatively distinguishable functions

of Eepeoduction, Eecognition, and Local-
ization (in time). Cf. those terms.

Plato calls memory a-arripla aladr^aews {Phi-

lebus, 34 A). This failed to distinguish be-

tween memory proper and retentiveness in

general. Aristotle, however, distinguished be-

tween (pavracria and fiVTjfxovevixa. Hobbes defines

both memory and imagination, which with

him includes all mental imagery as ‘ decaying

sense.’ The word memory is used to indicate

that the mental image presupposes a primary

experience, which it revives. The word
imagination is used to indicate that the

revival is relatively faint, or, as Hobbes would
say, ‘decayed.’ Locke says that memory is

‘the power the mind has to revive percep-

tions which it has once had, with the ad-

ditional perception annexed to them—that

it has had them before ’ {Essay, Bk. II.

chap. X. § 2). Hume raises the question of

the difference between memory and imagina-

tion. According to him the distinction is

one of degrees of vivacity. The vivacity or

liveliness of an experience coincides in Hume
with power to compel belief in the object of the

6
.

experience. Vivacity—and therefore belief-

compelling power—belongs in the highe.-t

degree to actual sensations, or, as he calls

them, impressions. ‘ We find by experience
that, when any impression has been present
with the mind, it again makes its appearance
there as an idea, and this it may do after

two different ways, either when in its new
appearance it retains a considerable degree
of its first vivacity and is somewhat inter-

mediate between an impression and an idea,

or when it entirely loses that vivacity and
is a perfect idea. The faculty by which we
repeat our impressions in the first manner
is called the memory, and the other the
imagination ’ {Treatise on Human Nature,

i. 193). Eeid has a very good chapter on
‘ Theories concerning Memory’ {On the Intel-

lectual Powers, Essay III, chap, vii), in which
he criticizes the definitions of Locke and
Hume. He remarks that Locke is inaccurate

in saying that the perception itself as a mental
occurrence is revived. ‘ An ability to revive

our ideas or perceptions, after they have
ceased to be, can signify no more than an
ability to create new ideas or perceptions

similar to those we have had before’ (Essay III,

chap. vii. 355, Hamilton’s edition). The true

way of putting the case, according to Eeid,

is to say that the memory-idea is a thought

of the same object as that which had been
originally perceived. The same criticism

applies to Hume. Eeid also urges against

Hume that he defines in a circle. ‘For can

we find by experience that an impression,

after its first appearance to the mind, makes
a second and third, with different degrees

of strength and vivacity, if we have not so

distinct a remembrance of its first appearance

as enables us to know it on its second and
third, notwithstanding that, in the interval,

it has undergone a very considerable change 1
’

(ibid. 354). ‘It has been held by some
psychologists that memory proper includes

the representation of one’s past self as agent

or patient in the event or situation recalled.

And this is true as regards all but the earliest

human experience, at any rate
;

still, whereas

it is easy to see that memory is essential to

any development of self-consciousness, the

converse is not at all clear, and would involve

us in a needless circle’ (Ward, art. Psycho-

logy, Encyc. Brit., 9th ed., xx. 63). Cf. the

topics immediately following; also Oeganic
Memory. (g.f.s.-j.m.b.)

Eecently the question of ‘ affective nu n;ory
’

has arisen for discussion. See Eevival.
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Literature: the works named; tlie textbooks

of psyc'.ology (citations are made in tliose of

Dkwky, IkvLDwix, Ladd, Jodl, and James);

the I'sycliological Index, iff.; the following

topics; Bini.iOG. G, 2, m; Eisleis, Woiterh.

d. philos. Begrid’e, ‘ Gedachtniss.’ On alTectwe

memory, see Uebak, Psychol. Bev., viii. May,
July, 1S91, 262. (J.M.B.)

Memory (defects of). Abnormalities of

memory hill readily into the two classes of

excess and defect. An equally fundamental

distinction is that between affections of general

letentivcness and affections of special acquisi-

tion groups, i. e. classes of memories.

The nature of the case, whether mere
absence of memory, distoi’tion of memory,
illusion of memory, or, again, whether tem-

jiorary or permanent, 2‘>eriodic or piogres-

sive, is also of great importance. The most

general synonym for defect of memory is

Amnesia (q. V.), wliich, however, when used

with precision, apjilies only to degrees of

failure of retentiveness. Paramnesia indi-

cates a defect of distortion or illusory memory,
a false recollection

;
hypermnesia refers to

conditions of unusual exaltation of memory.

Any adequate account of defects of memory
must he based upon, and develojoed in con-

formity with, an analysis of the normal func-

tions which the term comprises. Normal
memory is an expression of the functional

activity of the nerve centres, whereby, on the

basis of vestiges or residua established as

concomitants of sense impressions, of actions,

of emotions, or in brief of experience, the

same or similar presentations are recognized

when they recur, enter freely into combination

with other remembered presentations, and
may be more or less successfully summoned
into consciousness by voluntary effort. Residua

of some sort are thus an indisjiensable

requisite of all acquisition, whether carried

on subconsciously and automatically or with
conscious intent. In the laiger sense we
rememljer how to walk as well as how to talk

;

we remember the use of a knife or the sound
of a printed letter

;
we remember the odour

of tuberose or the exhilaration of a toboggan
slide

;
we remember, too, what we liked in

our childhood, or +he scenes of former travels
;

we lemember that hceuf \s the equivalent of ox.

or that 622 is the date of the Mohammedan
Hegira. It is obvious that memory—and with

it defects of memory—comprises a very hetei o-

geneous assemblage of processes, which reflect

the vai ietyof ps; cliological functions involving

the memory factor.

A defect of memory is an expression of the

incapacity of a group (or of certain groups)

of centres to exercise their normal functions,

or of a tendenc}" which they show to function

in an abnormal manner. Thus considered,

d( fects of memory may be (i) general, in-

volving (a) a defective capacity of a nervous

centre (or centres) to establish residua or

dispositions of memory
;
in this condition an

object not in the range of vision is forgotten,

an action just performed is as though it had
not been done at all, and may be repeated

again and again without becoming familiar;

{h) or it may be that this power is exalted so

that impressions reappear in memory with
unusual completeness and vividness. Along
with normal ]>ower to revive in memory
current acquisitions, the defect may be (2)
special : a loss of cei tain experiences from
the memory accumulations of the past; and
this again either temporarily or permanently.

After an accident, the experiences of minutes
or hours or days preceding the moment of

the accident are often forgotten
;
the recovery

from fever leaves a blank in the patient’s

memory continuum
;

in cases of periodic

changes of personality and of hypnotic states,

the subject in one period is ignorant of his

experiences in the other, and it may be to

such an extent that manual facility and other

automatic accomplishments as well as intellec-

tual acquisitions are involved. (3) It may
be that only certain groups of images fall

away : one patient loses the power to recognize

printed letters or to recall the manner of

making the sounds which they indicate, while

retaining the power to speak and to understand

conversation (see Speech and its Defects)
;

another loses the memory of a foreign language

while retaining his vernacular
;
another loses

the memory for substantives or proper names,

and so on. (4) The abnormality may consist

in a false localization in time, of false con-

comitants or order of the same; of imaginary

additions to real events
;
of the entii'e illusory

recollection of what has not been experienced,

the apparent familiarity of what is really novel,

and the like.

Briefly, the memory functions maybe altered

in regard to their ‘ storing’ or retentive func-

tions; in regard to their rejjroductive functions

(the recorded impressions in part or in whole,

for shorter or longer periods, are not recalled

or not recognized); or. finally, the reproductive

or recognitive function may be inadequately

or in some one of many ways perversely

performed.

64
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No adequate account of memory defects

alotig the line of this classification (which

may be characterized as an internal classi-

fication depending upon variations from

normal functional activities) has as yet been

made, but it is clear that tlie familiar cases

of such defect are readily interpretable on

this basis.

(i a) may be termed acquisitional amnesia,

and occurs both temporarily and pei manently

in imbeciles, in dementia, and as the result of

serious shock or injury. As elsewhere, certain

groups of centres may be more closely in-

volved than others. ( i b) represents hyper-

mnesia
;

it may be exhibited as unusual scope

of memory (arithmetical j^i’odigies, chess-

playing virtuosi like Zuckertort or Pillsbury

playing twenty games at once and blindfolded,

considered as abnormal)
;
or unusual celerity,

accuracy, or vividness
;
or may combine these

qualities in various projiortions. As before,

such hypermiu’sias may be generally dis-

tributed, but are more apt to affect special

groups of centres. Group (2) constitutes

the ordinary special amnesias, temporary, or

permanent, or periodic, and may affect sub-

conscious and automatic, or (more usually)

voluntary acquisitions alone. They are re-

lated to defective nutritional or generally

degenerative conditions of cerebral centres,

and are apt to involve more or less serious

impairments of consciousness. See Peeson-
ALiTT (defects of), an d Su kconscious. (3) repre-

sents the various partial amnesias, while (4)

represents the equally varied paramnesias and
illusions of memoiy.

Eegarding illusions of memory, many fall

entirely within the bounds of the normal.

Forgetting is as normal as remembering, and
misremembering is a form of forgetting. In

experiments upon memory as well as in studies

of mal-observation, error's of memory are

usually classified as those of omission, of sub-

stitution, of transposition, and of addition.

Material may be omitted, may be falsely

localized, may be confused with other data,

and extraneous matter may be introduced.

The normal laws of association and specializa-

tion of memories are competent to account

for such errors in general outline, though
not in detail. In 'addition, there are more
obscure illusions, which have been classified

(Burnham) as (a) simple paramnesia or the

confusion of the results of imagination with
true memory images; in this way habitual

liars come to believe their own inventions,

and the systematic delusions and accusations

II. t

of the insane may find a starting-point in

a similar pseudo reminiscence (Kraepelin)

;

(h) identifying paramnesia, also termed double

memory, which is the above-mentioned false

familiarity, the ‘ has-been-experienced-before
’

consciousness ;
this too occurs in normal per-

sons, and may occur in insanity with unusual

fullness of detail, the patient feeling that the

thing about to be done has been done before,

anti that he can anticipate what is to occur

next
;
(c) suggestive or associating paramnesia,

in which actually occurring impressions arouse

false reminiscences
;

in this way suggestions

that one has experienced things which have

not been expeiienced are accepted, and false

testimony is produced frequently by children

(Motet, cited below); it may also be that

certain types of presentiments are really cases

of similar pseudo-reminiscences.

The more usual method of classification ap-

proaches the subject externally, on the basis of

the character of the symptoms; and such a

classification, while not antagonistic to the one

just outlined, results in a different exjtosition.

ft is best represented by Eibot, wlio proceeds

as Ibllows :

—

(
I )

General amnesia, which is («) temporary,

or {b) periodic, or (c) progressive, or (d) per-

manent, and is either congenital, as in idiocy,

or acquired, as in severe dementia; (2) partial

amnesia; (3) hypermntsia.

With regard to the occurrence of memory
defects, it may be noted, in addition to the

illustrations above cited, that temporary de-

fect may be produced by fatigue, by anxiety,

&c.
;

it appears as a marked characteristic of

epileptic seizures (see Epilepsy), as an effect

of shock or injury to the brain, and as the

result of the action of drugs (see Psychic

Effect of Deugs). More permanent amnesias

occur in the general debility of illness or

old age, and in profound affections of the

brain, as in mania, melancholia, dementia. In

hysteria occur at times peculiar periodic dis-

locations of the memory basis, which tend

to divide the experiences of the patient into

relatively independent and unrelated memory
systems (for details see relerences under

Hysteeia, and defects of Pbesonality).

Typical cases of progressive nmnesia (and the

same is true of partial amnesia) are recorded

in connection with aphasic disorders and in

general paralysis. Hypermnesia occurs as

an individual endowment, and in l esponse to

the stimulation of drugs, of fever, of hypnotic

suggestion, and states of normal or abnormal

mental excitement. The occurrence of some
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one foini of uiiiuual special memory in com-

bination with mediocre general ability, or

even with imbecility, has been noted.

Literature : Eibot, Diseases of Memory
(Eiiu;. tians., 1882); Gtjillon, Les Maladies

de la Munoire (1897), a monograph on

hypermnesia, with bibliog.; Pateizi, iMemoria

e Ublio (1890),with bibliog.; Sully, Illusions,

chap. X
;
Buenham, Amer. J. of Psychol., ii.

39, 225, 431, 561 (with bibliog., 431 on ab-

normal memory)
;
KeAEPelix, Arch. f. Psycbi-

atrie, xvii. Heft 3, xviii. Hefte i and 2

;

Eoyce, Mind, xiii. 244 ;
Hodgson, Proc.

Soc. Psych. Ees., iv. 381; Davet, ibid.,

405; Motet, Les faux Temoignagesdes Eufants

(1887); OsBOEN, Illusions of Memory, North
Amer. Eev. (1884), 476 ;

Paedo, I Disturbi

della Memoiia (1899); Solliee, Troubles de

la Memoire (1892). General works on

Memoey (q.v.) often contain data regarding

abnormal memory. See also under Speech
AND ITS Defects. (j.j.)

Memory (experiments on). Four experi-

mental metliods of investigating memory are

sometimes distinguished : those of ‘ reproduc-

tion,’ ‘identification’ (‘recognition’), ‘selec-

tion’ (‘comparison’), and ‘description.’ All

investigations so far published, however, may
be classified under the first two heads. AVidely

defined, description belongs to reproduction,

and comparison may be considered a function

of recognition. (e.e.t.—j.m.b.)

It is clear that various bases of classification

of problems and literature might be taken.

Thus one might arrange them under the

sense-organs to which the stimuli employed

appeal. A good classification is that in tei’ms

of attribute of stimulus, under five heads (cited

with authorities) :

—

(i) Time (Paneth, &c.)
; (2) Space (Baldwin,

&c.); (3) Intensity (Weber, &c.)
; (4) Quality

(Wolfe, &c.)
; (5) Composition (Ebbinghaus,

&c.). (e.b.t.)

The methods have recently been classified

and criticized. Kennedy {Psychol. Eev., v. 477)
reviews the subject and finds much confusion

from the failure to discriminate the methods
with exactness. In his opinion the three

methods distinguished by Baldwin (under the

terms reproduction, identification, and selec-

tion), and suggested and used also by Biuet
(under the terms reproduction, recognition,

and comparison), are psychologically distinct

fiom one another. These writers hold that

the circumstances of ‘recognition ’—as between
mere identification of a recurrent stimulus

and its ‘selection,’ witli ‘comparison,’ fi'om

ctiiers— are all-important, and justify the

careful separation of these methods (cf. the

general statement by the present writer, Story

of the Mind, 138 ff.). The method of ‘ descrip-

tion’ is hardly a memory method, since it

really gives exercise to association and apper-

ception (in its wider sense), as Ebbinghaus
clearly shows in his attempt to give it

exactness {Sitzher. d. 3*“”* Int. Cong. d. Psychol.,

Miinchen, 1896). (j.m.b.)

The psychological basis of Kennedy’s classi-

fication is criticized by Bentley (Amer. J.

of Psychol., xi. i), who distinguishes between

reproduction and recognition, making the

other methods mentioned snb-types of one

of these
;
he adds a third method, ‘ recall and

comparison,’ which takes account of the

memory image. Reproduction and recogni-

tion possess quantitative value chiefly; recall

and comparison, qualitative as well. (e.b.t.)

Literatwre

:

more geneial titles are Buen-
HAM, Amer. J. of Psychol., ii. 39, 225, 431,

568 (with bibliog.)
;
James, Princ. of Psychol.,

‘Memory’; Kennedy, Psychol. Eev., v. 477
(bibliog. to July, 1898); Bentley, Amer. J.

of Psychol., xi. i (bibliog. to 1899) ;
Baldwin,

as cited above. Researches classed roughly by
methods (the stimulus is also given in some
instances) are :

—

(i) Reproduction and Description : Ebbing-
haus, Ueber d. Gedachtniss (1885) ;

Mullbe
and Schumann, Zeitsch. f. Psychol., vi, Syl-

lables
;
Paneth, Centralbl. f. Physiol., iv, Time

Intervals
;

Munsteebbeg, Beitr. z. exper.

Psychol., iv, ‘Muscular’ Retention, and Influ-

ence of Interval on Eye and Arm Movement

;

W. G. Smith, Mind, N.S., iii. Conditions of Re-

tention; Baeth, Diss.Dorpat(i894),Ortssinn;

Bolton, Amer. J. of Psychol., iv. Digit Series

read and written
;

Kiekpateick, Psychol.

Rev. i. Objects, and AVritten and Spoken
Words

; Lbwy, Zeitsch. f. Psychol., viii.

Measurement of Visual Area, and Haptic

Localization
;

Jacobs and Beyant, Alind,

O.S., xii. 75, ‘ Span ’ of Memory
;
Waeeen

and Baldwin, Proc. Amer. Psychol. Assoc., ii

(1893); Baldwin and Shaw, Psychol. Rev.,

ii. 236; Waeeen and Shaw, Psychol. Rev.,

ii. 239 (the last two citations are also in

Princeton Contrib. to Psychol., i. 2), Visual

Square Size
;

Binet, Introd. k la Psychol,

exper. (1894), and Rev. Philos., xxxvii.

Numerals, Lines, &c. ;
T. L. Smith, Amer.

J. of Psychol., vii, Aluscular; Schneidee, Diss.

Dorpat (1894), Muscular; Cohn, Zeitsch. f.

Psycliol., XV, Co-operation of Partial Memories;
Philippe, Eev. Philos., 1897, Images of
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Objects; WoLPE, Amer. J, of Psychol., ix,

1898, Size of Objects, &c.

(2) Recognition,- Identification, Selecticm,

Comimrison-. E. H. Webek (1846), Visual

Lengths and Weights
;
Wolee, Philos. Stud.,

iii, Tones
;

LehslA-NN, Philos. Stud., v, Grays
and Scents; Muitsteebeiig, Psychol. Rev., i,

Colours and Numbers in Duplicate Series;

Bigham, Psychol. Rev., i. Visual and Auditory
Stimuli, Effect of Filled and Empty Intervals

;

Baldwin, Shaw, and Waeeen, Princeton

Contrib. to Psychol, (also as cited above), i

(1895), Visual Square Size; Schumann,
Zeitsch. f. Psychol., i. Series of Sounds

;
Loe-

wenton; Diss. Dorpat (1893), Position on the

Skin
;
Radoslawow-Hadji-Denkow, Philos.

Stud., XV, Visual Distances. (e.b.t.-j.m.b.)

Memory Image : see Image. The form
‘ Memorial Image ’ is not recommended.

(J.M.B.-G.E.S.)

Memory Time ; see Reaction Time.

M^iLcius [Lat. form of Chinese Mung-tse :

Mung, the philosopher], (b. cir. 371 b.c.)

With Confucius, one of the two greatest

Chinese philosophers. See Oeiental Philo-
sophy (China).

Mendelssohn, Moses. (1729-85.)
Studied the Bible, the Talmud, and Mai-
monides with early zeal. Became (1750) tutor

in a ricli Jewish family in Berlin, and in

1754 book-keeper in the firm. Became an
intimate acquaintance of Lessing. In 1763
received a prize from the Academy of Berlin.

Died in Berlin.

Meninges : see Meninz.
Meningitis : Ger. nirnhautentziindung

;

Fr. Tneningite

;

Ital. meningite. Diseased con-

ditions of the membranes (see Meninx)
investing the hrain (leptomeningitis, pachy-

meningitis). Cf. Bbain (Glossary). (h.h.)

Meninx [Gr. fj-rjviy$, membrane] : Ger.

llirnhaut; Fr. meninge; Ital. meninge. One
of the three membranous envelopes of the

central nervous system. It is chiefly used in

the plural (meninges) and in composition.

Cf Beain. (h.h.)

Mental Blindness and Deafness : see

BLiNDNESS,and Dbaeness (mental or psychic).

Mental Chronometry ; see Reaction
Time.

Mental Development : Ger. seelische

Entwickelung
',
^v.developjpemmtTnental) Ital.

eviluppo mentale. The series of processes

through which the individual mind naturally

passes from birth to death.

Development is here, as in its biological

use, contrasted with Evolution (mental, q. v.).

It is the ontogenetic as contrasted with the
phylogenetic mental process. The questions
which come up in connection with mental
development are those of one bjanch of
Genetic Psychology (q. v.) as contrasted
with analytic psychology; that is, they are

questions of the antecedents of mental states

and of the laws of change from one stage of
mental life to another. In general, the distinc-

tion is analogous to that between morpho-
logy and physiology. Certain questions,

however, as in biology, belong to the genetic

as such, and involve the relation of develop-
ment to evolution; see Recapitulation, Re-
GEEssiON, Atavism, Vaeiation. Among the

problems peculiar to mental development, on
the other hand, some of the more important
are : the genetic relation of the motor to the

sensory processes; the oiiginal forms of con-

sciousness, with the ultimate inodes which its

process takes on
;

the law of the relation of

mind to its environment, both physical and
social

;
the relation of instinctive endowment

to acquisition and Geowth (q. v.) ;
the methods

of mental Accommodation (q.v.); Habit
(q. V.) and its relation to accommodation

;
the

interaction of the primary functions and the

order of the appearance of the lelatively new
stageswhich each of them successivelyassumes;
the tracing of the constant factors, and their

relation to the variations which introduce

new departures, &c. Most of the problems of

philosophical biology, in fact, find analogies

in mental evolution and development
;
and in

many cases the psychological solution is

necessary to the biological solution, since the

problem is really one with two faces.

Certain departments of the subject have

been marked off in recent years and in part

developed. We have Child Psychology
(q.v.) treated as a more or less separate

subject, and Social Psychology (q. v.) simi-

larly. The influence of the genetic point of

view is permeating more and more the treat-

ment of general or analytic psychology. It

is being seen that analysis is never adequate

if it be purely dissection, for the actual

statement of mental process must include

more or less change and development. Mental

development in the animals is treated in CoM-
PAEATivE Psychology (q. v.).

Literature : Bibliog. G, i, e, /; titles given

under the topics cited above; Psychological

Index, in loc., iff. Of recent works, Jodl,

Lehrb. d. Psychol., and Stout, Manual of

Psychol., are written from a genetic point

of view. Baldwin’s Ment. Devel. (2 vols.)
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is devoted explicitly to tliis subject proper and
to Evolution (mental, q- v.). (j.m.b., g.f.s.)

Mental Disease : see Pathology, ai>d

the various special names of mental disorders.

Cf. Psychosis, and Nkueosis.

Mental Energy : see Eneegy (ad fin.),

and cf. Social Logic.

Mental Evolution : see Evolution
(meut.il).

Mental Pathology : see Pathology
(menial).

Mental Science : see Psychology, and

cf. Moeal Sciences.

Mental Type : see Type (mental).

Mental Unity : Qer. Einlieit des Be-

wvsstseins) Er. unite de la conscience, unite

du moi
;

Ital. unitd della coscienza. The
ajiparent oneness of tlie individual mind.

Theories of mental unity are abundant both

in psychology and in metaphysics. The three

most prominent theories are: (i) the intui-

tional, which holds not only to the psycho-

logical immediacy of the consciousness of

uniLv, but also to its rational validity as a

datum of thought; (2) the empiiical theoi}-,

Avhich makes the consciousness of unity

an experiential product : that is, it denies

that it is j:)sychologicall3^ Immediate (q. v.),

although admitting that it is psychically so;

(3) uenetic theories, which hold that unity is

the form of oi'ganization of conscious contents

at any stage of mental development
;
not a

constant datum or a content at all, but a

changing aspect of conscious process. On this

view the unity of effort (conation) is different

from the unity of feeling or cognition. A
newer view under this head finds mental

unity in the consciousness of the motor dis-

positions or habits which represent practical

accommodations, or adjustments of attention.

Conscious unity is often confused with con-

sciousness of self. But so far as self is a con-

tent, it has, rather than is, unity. Only the

theory which makes the subject-self, or I, the

form of organization of knowledge could

identify this with the consciousness of unity.

The organization theory of the coi.scious-

ness of unit}' is supported by the cases known
as dual or Multiple Peesonality (q. v.), in

which division of the content of consciousness

results in the appearance of different quasi-

personalities, each with its own consciousness

of unity. (j.m.b., g.f.s.)

Besides the holders of the intuitional theory

mentioned above, many idealistic writers find

in the consciousness of unity an a priori form or

prerequisite to all exjierience, and argue to a

noumenal or transcendental principle of unity,

a soul or self. The scholastics made unity

and simplicity attributes of the soul.

Descartes’ ‘ cogito ergo sum ’ is followed by
Kant’s ‘ ich denke,’ a princijile of the ‘ tran-

scendental unity of apperception ’—a function

of the ti’anscendenial self. Cf. Kant’s Tee
MiNOLOGY (glossary). Kant holds, as to

empirical unity, however, that the identity

of consciousness is only a formal condition of

thought, and does not prove the numerical

identity of the subject (Third Paralogism).

In later philosophy, Leihnitz’s Monad {povos,

one) and Herbart’s Real are principles of

unity (see those terms). Lotze finds in mental

ui.ity in the midst ot change the category (M)
of explanation of the world. Indeed, most
spiritualistic and idealistic philosophy is from
the start an interpretation of experience and
of the world as a system in some way resting

upon mental unity. Cf. the psychological

conceptions Individual, and Identity.

Literature (psychological) : appropriate

passages in the psychologies: Aedig6, L’ Qnitk

della Co: cienza, Op. Filos., vii. (1898); Mauds-
ley. Mind, xvi. 16 1 ;

citations from German
authors in Eislee, Worterb. d. philos. Be-
griffe, ‘Einheit’; works on metaphysics gene-

rally. (JM.B.-K.G.)

Mentality [Lat. mens, mind] : Ger. yrsy-

cliische Beschaffenheit
;

Er. mentalite
;

Ital.

mentalitd. The distinctive characteristics of

mind or conscious life abstractly considered.

(G.F.S.-J.M.B.)

Applied particularly to the different grades

of mental endowment, as exhibiting more
or less (higher or lower) mentality. Cf. Sub-
conscious. (J.M.B.)

Mercantile System : Ger. Mercantil-

system
;
F r. systems mercantile

;
Ital. sistema

mercantile. A group of theories as to material

wealth which prevailed in the 17th and i8th

centuries, and under which the Balance of
Teade (q. V.) was made a criterion of gain or

loss in such wealth.

The best known writers of this school are

perhaps Mun (1664), Petty, and Stewart. The
most successful practical exponent was the

French financier Colbert.

I’he mercantile theory has the merit of

being the first system of political economy
developed. Its fundamental error lies in mis-

taking a balance of sales and purchases for the

real criterion of increase of wealth. An indi-

vidual or a nation which tries to buy as little

as possible is pursuing a miserly policy. The
gold may be woi th less than the things the
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gold will buy. Not diminution of purchases,

but increase of investments is the true criterion

of excess of production over consumption.

Literature : Smith, Wealth of Nations,

Bk. IV
;
CossA, Introd. to the Study of Polit.

Econ. (A.T.H.)

Mercy [Lat. merces, reward] : Ger. Gnade
;

Fr. grdce

;

Ital. field, misericordia. The
trait of character which tends to mitigate the

penalties which may be exacted for oifences

against law. Cf. Pity. (w.e.s.)

In theology : that attribute of the divine

nature by virtue of which guilt is overlooked

and a being who deserves punishment is

ti’eated with grace and kindness.

Mercy stands contrasted with justice in

respect to merit and demerit. It is to be

distinguished from love, which has no' direct

reference to desert. Mercy must also be dis-

tinguished from compassion {misericordia),

which has direct reference to suffering rather

than to ill desert. In the Christian scheme of

redemption, mercy and justice are reconciled

by the atonement of Christ, which cancels the

claim of justice and gives free scope to the

forgiving function of mercy.

Literature: see Atieibutes (of God).(A.T.o.)

Merit [Lat. meritus, deserved] : Ger.

Verdienst; Fr. merite Ital. merito. The
degree in which an agent is worthy of appro-

bation or reward in rcs23ect of his conduct.

It is contrasted with demerit, which imjdies

not only absence of merit, but liability to

disapprobation or to punishment. See also

Guilt.

The conception of merit is one of con-

siderable difficulty in ethics—largely from the

intermixture of theological conceptions. From
the purely mor al point of view it is commonly
held that merit belongs to the performer of

all good or virtuous actions. Thus Butler

says, ‘ Our sense or discernment of actions as

morally good or evil implies in it a sense or

discernment of them as of good or ill desert
’

{Diss. on Virtue). Sometimes merit is only

ascr ibed when the good action is performed in

spite of a temptation to evil
;
and the degree

of merit is then said to vary with the strength

of temptation overcome. Thus there is a

tendency to restrict the ajrjrlication of the

conception of merit to cases in which the

motive is unselfish or even self-sacrificing.

Thetendeiicybothof Calvinistictheologians and

of many rationalistic moralists is to refuse to

admit tliat merit can belong to human actions

;

a man can never do more than his duty. This

is the position of the Stoics and of Kant.

The conception is more easily applied (though
not more easily justified) when some external

ground for deciding upon it is adopted. Thus
the Utilitarian ethics regards meritorious

actions as socially useful actions whose omis-

sion would not be punished, while their per-

formance is rewarded by preferment or by
good repute—just as duties are held to be
socially useful actions, the omission of which
would be punished. (w.e.s.)

The distinctive characteristic of ‘merit’

is primarily claim to reward (or compensa-
tion for effort) as attaching to the conduct
of a human being (or something else personi-

fied). But, as ethical ideas and sentiments

grow more refined, it is recognized that for

the highest merit the only apfiropriate leward
is just the recognition of quality of good-

ness in the ‘meritorious’ conduct, together with

emotional concomitaiils of such recognition

—

love and admiration, and their exj)ression in

praise and gratitude. In this wury, the notion

of reward falling into the background, ‘merit’

comes to be hardly distinguishable nom
‘worth’—which again is not distinguished

from ‘ goodness ’ viewed especially as a quality

admitting of degrees. See Woeth. (h.s.)

Merit (in tlieology). The surplus which
may remain to the credit of any one in the

sight of God after the strict claims of justice

and obligation have been satisfied; a con-

ception distinctive of, but not peculiar to

Chiistian theology.

Merit may be either of Christ or of the

saints. The merit of Christ is that credit

with God which he acquires through his

voluntary obedience to the law which man
has broken. This merit constitutes a store of

righteousness which may be imputed to the

repentant and believing sinner for his justifi-

cation. There is a radical difference of o^Diniou

regarding the question of the merit of the

saints, between the Roman Catholic and Re-
formed Churches, the latter denying the possi-

bility of any merit with God, while the lormer

distinguishes between two kinds of merit, that

of congruity and that of condignity
;
or i elati\ e

and absolute merit. Only Christ h'msei.. can

acquire absolute meiit. But a man may by^

the gr’ace of the Holy Spirit go beyond the

strict measure of duty, and may acquire rela-

tive merit with God, which may under jrre-

scribed conditions be transferred to the credit

01 others. See Supeeeeogation. (a.t.o.)

Mesenchyrma TGr. /aeVoj, middle, -1- eyxvaa.

infusion]; Gev. iJesenchyma', Vv. mesenchyme',

Ital. mesenchima. The uon-ejrithelial j)ortiou
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of the mesoderm. In vertebrates the mesen-
cbjnna assumes at first the character of em-
bryonic connective tissue, i. e. the scattered

undifferentiated cells lie in a homogeneous
matrix. During the further development of

the embryo the mesenchyma becomes differen-

tiated into a great variety of tissues: connec-

tive tissue proper, cartilage, bone, smooth
muscle fibres, lym])li-glands, spleen, &c.

The term was introduced by the brothers

R. and O. Hertwig (see O. Hertwig, EntwicTce-

lungsgesch., ist and 6 th ed.). (c.s.M.)

Mesnier, Pranz (or Friedrich) Anton.
(1734-1815.) Educated at Dillingen, Ingol-

stadt, and (in medicine) Vienna. Began mag-
netic or ‘ mesmeric ’ treatment in 1772; moved
to Paris (1778), w'here he was eminently
successful. Practised in London with less

success. A royal committee of eminent
French scientists pronounced unfavourably

as to his methods in Paris. Gave the name
mesmerism to the phenomena now designated

hypnotism.

Mesmerism : see Mesmee, Hypnosis, and
Hypnotism.
Meso- (in compounds) [Gr. fieaos, middle] :

Ger. 3Iittel-
;
Yv.fneso-; Ital. weso-. Ofmedium

size or position between extremes
; as meso-

cephalic, having a head of medium length.

Cf. Index (cephalic). (j.j.)

Mesoblast [Gr. g^ros, middle, -p ^'Knaros,

germ] : Ger. Mesoderm, mittleres Keimhlatt
;

Fr. mesohlasle, feuillet moyen’, It ah mesohlasto

(or mesoderma). This term, which is practically

synonymous with mesoderm, was introduced

by F. M. Balfour, and is used chiefly in

England. See Embryo, and Mesoderm. It

has been used with other special meanings
by German writers, O. Hertwig employs it

as a synonym of mesothelium
;

others have
applied it to the parent cells of the meso-
derm. These latter usages have never become
current.

Literature: Foster and Baefoue, Introd.

to Embryol. (ist ed.)
;
F. M. Baefoue, Compar.

Embryol. (1881). See also Mesoderm, (c.s.m.)

Mesoderm [Gr. giaos, middle, + Sepga,

skin] : Ger. Mesoderm, mittleres Keimhlatt
;

Fr. mesoderms, feuillet moyen’, Ital. mesoderma
(or foglietto mediano). The middle germ-
layer, or tliat germ-layer from which are

derived those tissues which are not developed
from the ectoderm on the outside or the

endoderm on the inside.

It develops later than the ectoderm and
endoderm, and may arise from either or both

of these primary layers. It very early differ-
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entiates itself into two primary tissues

—

Mesenchyma, and Mesothelium (q. v.).

The middle germ-layer was first clearly

recognized by von Baer (1829), who called

the outer sheet Fleischschicht, the inner sheet

Gefiissschicht. E-emak gave the final demon-
stration that these two sheets are parts of a
single germ-layer.

Literature: C. E.von Baer, Entwickelungs-
gesch.

;
Eemak, Untersuchungen iiber die Ent-

wickelung d. 'Wirbelthiere (1850-5); Minot,
Human Embryol., 166; and the literature of

Embryology (q. v.). (c.s.m.-b.s.g.)

Mesognatlions (Skull) : see Prognathism.
Mesothelium [Gr. giao^, middle, -p

a nipple]: Ger. Mesothel; Fr. mesothelium’,

Ital. mesofelio. Applied by Minot to the epi-

thelium lining the primitive body-cavity of

the embryo. It includes all tlie non-mesen-
chymal portions of the Mesoderm (q. v.).

During the embryonic period the mesothelium
is differentiated into the permanent lining of

the body-cavity, into the so-called segments

from which the striated muscles arise, and
into the rudiments (Anlagen) of the urogenital

system.

The word is indefensible etymologically,

but is a convenient addition to the terms

derived from Epithelium was first in-

troduced as a name for the layer covering the

nipple, and its application was soon extended

to all layers conforming to the same type

of histological structure, and in this wide
sense epithelium is now universally used.

Endothelium was introduced by His for

epithelia lining all internal cavities, and simi-

larly mesothelium was introduced by Minot

for the epithelium lining the body cavity and

derived from the middle germ-layer. These

epithelia constitute morphologically a distinct

group of tissues. (c.s.m.)

Messiah [Heb. Mashiah, from mashah, to

anoint] : Ger. Messias
;

Fr. Messie
;

Ital.

Messia, The name used in the Hebrew
Scriptures to designate the promised Re-

deemer of the Jewish nation, who was to

come in the fullness of time and deliver his

people from all their temporal and spiritual

enemies. The Messiah is the Christos of the

New Testament and was identified with Jesus

as the promised Saviour.

The Messiah was the child of promise and

covenant engagement. Of the seed of Abra-

ham and the stock of David, he was to unite

in his person the threefold offices of prophet,

priest, and king, and was to reign over an

actual theocracy. The idea of the Messiah
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has a marked development in the Old Testa-

ment. At first he is to be merely a tem-

poral deliverer, hut in the later prophets lie

has assumed more than human proportions,

and is represented as the spiritual redeemer

of his people. Jesus Christ as the Messiah

stands as the spiritual regenerator and

Saviour of humanity, (A.T.O.)

Messianic Hope : Ger. Hoffnung auf den

Mes^as
;

Er. esperance messianique
;

Ital.

aspettazioae messianica. The expectation of

the Jewish people, nourished hy covenant

promise and prophecy, of a golden age of

material and spiritual prosperity under the

personal reign of a Messiah (q. v.), who
should unite in himself the offices of prophet,

priest, and king.

The Messianic hope was the inspiring

motive of Old Testament prophecy and the

persistent ideal which gave unity to Jewish

history. It was the kindler of an inextin-

giiishahle aspiration which has been able to

survive even the rejection of Christ and is

entertained by at least a portion of the

Jewish people at the present day. What is

called ^Reformed Judaism has dropped the

Messianic feature from its creed.

Literature : Briggs, Messianic Prophecy

;

Oeelli, Old Testament Prophecy; Delitzsch,

Messianic Prophecy, &c.; Drummond, The
Jewish Messiah (1877); A. Edeksheim,
Prophecy and Hist, in relation to Messiah

(1885).
^

(A.T.O.)

Metabolism [Gr. ii(Ta^nkr), a change]

;

Ger. Metaholismus, Stoff^wechsel

;

Er. meta-

bolisme, echanges nutritifs ;
Ital. metabolismo.

The Slim of the changes, constructive and de-

structive, which go on in living bodies.

Eood material, on the one side, is built up
to form living protoplasm of muscle, gland,

nerve, or other tissue. This constructive

phase of metabolism is termed Anabolism

(q. V.) or Assimilation (q. v.). On the other

hand, living protoplasm, in the process of

breaking down into simpler, dead compounds,

yields the energy by which the organism does

its work, these processes being grouped under

the term Katabolism (q. v.)j ‘ Assimilation

and disassimilation, or anabolism and kata-

bolism, go hand in hand, and together consti-

tute an ever-recurring cycle of activity, which
persists as long as the material retains its

living structure, and which as a wdiole is

designated under the name metabolism
’

(Howell’s Textbook, as below).

Metabolism of plants, aided by the energy

of sunlight, is chiefly anabolic, constructing

1

inorganic substances into living protoplasm,

or into proteids, carbohydrates, and fats.

Animal protoplasm, on the other hand, is

chiefly katabolic, turning these food materials

to simpler compounds, principally to water,

carbonic acid, and urea.

Literature : the textbooks of pbj’siology,

especially Howell, Amer. Textbook of

Physiol. (c.E.H.)

Metagenesis [Gr. fitra -f- yevea-n, produc-
tion] ; Ger. Metagenese

;

Er. metagenese
;

Ital. metagenesi. A form of Alternation
OF Generations (q. v.) among invertebrates,

chiefly among coelenterates and vermes. The
term was introduced by Owen to mark the

distinction from metamorphosis.

The essential facts of this phenomenon are

the production of a first generation of indi-

viduals by the ordinary sexual processes,

and the production of a second generation

by asexual processes. Individuals of the

second generation propagate sexually, but
their offspring belong to types of the first

generation. The relations are often further

complicated : first, through the unlikeness of

two generations in structure; second, through
the increase in the number of asexual genera-

tions. Eor example: many jelly-fish deposit

eggs, which develop into hydroid individuals,

and these multiply by transverse division and
produce medusoid individuals, lilie the original

parent
;
tape-worms lay eggs, which produce

the so-called larval young, and these multiply

asexually (as in Coenurus), producing a second

generation of sexually active tape-worms.

Literature: Korschelt and H eider, Ent-
wickelungsgesch. d. Wirbellosen

;
Parker

and Haswell, Zoology, i. See also under
Alternation of Generations. (c.s.m.)

Metakinesis : see Kinesis, and Mind-
dust Theory.
Metamere [Gr. jufrJ q- txipos, a part]

:

Ger. Metamer] Er. metamere', Ital. meta-

mero. A Segment (q.v.) of the body, (c.s.m.)

Metamorpliopsia [Gr. ptrafiop^xoais,

change, -fS'kj ®ye] : Ger. Metamorq^hopsie
]

Er. metamorphopsie', Ital. metamorfoqisia (sug-

gested

—

E.M.). If a piece of the retina, tlirough

a wound orthroughsome pathological condition,

is detached from its normal situation and still

retains its sensibility to light, the space-quale

(surface-quale) of the light-sense will also be
retained. The detached portion may have
grown on again in a different place, or, since

it is nourished chiefly from in front, it may
continue to function for some time in spite

of being detached {solutio retinae, detachment

I
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of the retina), although it, is no longer in

correct coirespomlence with the outer world

nor with the space-reports of the other eye.

Such errors of local sense are called inetamor-

phopsiae. They occur also in the cutaneous

local sense, if a piece of translocated skin

retains its vitality—as it may do when it

is not entirely cut off, hui rotated about a

narrow non-detached portion as a stem. Both

in tlie case of the skin and in that of the

retina, a correct local sense is gradually

recovered. This has been taken as showing
that tlie s]>atial attribute of the visual sense

is not direct, but indirect; if we saw yellow

where we should see green, we could not

educate ourselves into thinking that the sensa-

tion was green
;

it is only in the case of a

sensation entering consciousness merely as a

sign for another sensation that re-education

is possible, ilore recent observations show,

however, that in the case of the skin there

is no retention of space-sense unless the con-

necting stem of skin is retained
;
hence the

old space-sense may be pi’eserved by means
of nerve-fibres which pass through this stem,

and the new may be regained only after the

new nervous connections have grown up. But
this view would not seem to take account

of the retinal cases, for there the nervous

connections grow out from the front, and have

not been, at least in cases of solutio retinae,

broken off at all, and hence the recovery (not

the error) would here be difficult to account for,

except when it can be sujrposed that the retina

has returned to exactly its original position.

The subject is in much need of careful re-

vision, as it has been made a crucial feature in

theories of the space-sense. Wundt himself has

experienced the distortion in one of his eyes.

Literature'. Wundt, Physiol. Psychol. (4th

ed.), ii. 102
;
Leber, in Graefe u. Saemisch,

Handb. d. Augenh., v (2), 612, 619, and
literature there given; Steansky, Biol. Cen-
tralbl. (1900). (c.i.E.)

Metamorphosis [Gr. /rtra, change, + fxop-

<^i), form] ; Qei'. Metamorphose) Yv.mUamor-
phose

;
Ital. metamorfosi. A considerable

change of form, sufficient to affect its general

appeai ance and characteristics, occurring more
or less abruptly duiing the development of

an individual.

The change of a Laeva (q. v.) into a Chet-
BALis (q. V.), or of a chrysalis into an Imago

( q. V.), is a metamorphosis. The term is not

applied to a gradual transformation, as of the

embryo into an adult. (c.s.M.)

Literature : Sedgwick, Zoology
;
Pack-

ard, Entomclogy
;
Comstock, Entomology

;

Lubbock, Origin and Metamorphoses of In-

sects (1874); F. M. Balfour, Compar.
Embryol. (1881); D. Sharp, art. Insecta,

in Camb. Nat. Hist. (C.s.m.-e.s.g.)

Metaphysics [Gr. ptra -f- cjivatKa, things

physical or natural] : Ger. Meta2>hysik; Fr.

meta]>hysique
;

Ital. metafisica. Owes its

name to the editorial arrangement ofAristotle’s

treatise on the subject by Andronicus of

Rhodes (cir. 63 B. c.), who placed it after

the treatise on physics, with the general super-

scription ra ntT(t Ta (pvaiKu. Aristotle’s own
name for the discussions contained in it was
‘ Fii'st Philosophy ’ or ‘ Theology,’ and from

his description of them as concerned with the

natui'e of ‘ being as being,’ the later term Onto-
logy (q.v.) was coined. ’The name Metaphysica

first appears—as a singular noun— in Averroes

and the scholastics of the 13th century.

The term has proved an unfortunate one, as

suggesting that the science is divorced from

experience and concerned altogether with the

transcendent. Kant is responsible for spread-

ing this idea of metaphysics by his repeated

descrijrtions of it as a science of assertions

about the transcendent, a science, moreover,

involved in a series of inevitable self-contra-

dictions. He certainly had historical ground

for his strictures upon the old metaphysic, if

we take Wolff’s definition of it as ‘ the science

of all that is possible, so far as it is possible
’

—a science supposed to be evolved by analysis

from the logical principle of identity or con-

tradiction. Metapliysics was divided by Wolff

into a general part (ontology), which treats of

the most abstract determinations of being in

general, whether corjjoreal or spiritual, and
three special parts (rational cosmology,

rational psychology, and rational theology),

named according to their principal subjects

(the world, the soul, and God). These latter

disciplines foi-m the subject of Kant’s attack

in the Dialectic, and in contrast with the

Wolffian metaphysics he gives his own idea

of the science of metaphysics, as the only science

which admits of completion :
‘ This science is

nothing more than the inventory of all that

is given us by pure reason, systematically

arranged.’ To this science the Critique, as

the doctrine of the limits of pure reason, was
designed to form an introduction. According

to this Kantian usage, metaphysics would be-

come synonymous with Epistemology (q.v.)

or with a part of that science.

Wolff’s system repi'esents, however, neither

the best modern nor the old Aristotelian con-
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ception of philosophy. Metaphysics, as the

central philosophical discipline, might rather

he defined as simply the systematic interpreta-

tion of experience and the explication of all its

implicates. The implicates of experience cannot

he described— in any condemnatory sense

at least—as ‘ beyond ' experience
;

although,

doubtless, the result of metaphysical analysis

may be to show the impossibility of identify-

ing experience with the isolated particulars

of sensationalistic philosophy. If experience

he taken without any such arbitrary limita-

tion of its meaning, metaphysics seeks simply

to harmonize or rationalize experience, i. e. to

exhibit it as a system or interconnected whole.
1 Metaphysics, as William James pithily puts

it, ‘ means only an unusually obstinate attempt

to think clearly and consistently ’ (Textbook

of Psychol., 461); or, as Plato expressed it,

it is the effort to think things together—not

in isolation and abstraction, but in relation to

one another, and as parts or aspects of one

concrete whole. The different sciences are

all ‘ abstract,’ because each starts with certain

presuppositions or working postulates which
give true results within the limits of the

science itself, but which are found on critical

examination to be full of obscurity and con-

tradiction, if offered as true in the full sense

of that term, namely, as giving a finally intel-

ligible explanation of the experience in ques-

^
tion. Metaphysics aims at correcting the

abstractions of the different sciences, and
relating them to one another, reaching thereby

an expression of the concrete truth of experi-

ence as such. The truth, however, whicli

metaphysics seeks to reach—even when pre-

sented under the questionable designation of

absolute truth— does not i-eally tianscend ex-

perience in anj^ other sense than that in which

the whole transcends its parts.

Metaphysics, in this sense, must obviously

coincide to a large extent with epistemology,

conceived as ‘ criticism of categories,’ or with

logic in the Hegelian sense
;

and accord-

ingly the most convenient usage (and that

most in harmony with the history of the

term) is probably to regard metaphysics— the

theory of knowing and being—as the wider

term, including as its two subdivisions or

aspects epistemology and ontology. The
latter term would then be used to signify

what is the culmination of metaphysical effort,

,
a synthetic statement in ultimate terms of the

nature of the real, so far as that is attainable

from the human standpoint. But the disuse

of the term ontology in current philosophical

writing has led to a considerable vaiiety of

usage in regard to the term metaphysics,

which is still further increased, of course, by
the divergences of philosophical creed in the

writers. Many writers of positivistic and
Neo-Kantian tendencies, attaching to meta-
physics the old associations of transcendency,

deny the possibility of the science, and put
epistemology, or analysis of conceptions, in its

place. Others, on the contrary, Hegelian in

general tendency, associate epistemology solely

with subjectivistic attempts, of a Kantian or

sceptical kind, to pronounce on the validity

of thought as such, and deny in consequence

the possibility of such a science; but they

would apparently apply the term metaiiliysics

to an analysis of conceptions much lesem-

bling what the former set of writers include

under the head of epistemology. Among recent

English writers, it may be noted that both
Shadworth Hodgson and Laurie use meta-

physics very nearly as equivalent to epistemo-

logy, but the former finds it necessary to

supplement this investigation by what he calls

‘ the constructive branch of philosophy ’ (cf.

Philos, of lieflection, chap, xi), while the

latter indicates a distinction between this

‘ analytic.’ or metaphysic considered as a

demonstrative science, and what he calls

‘speculation’ or ‘a synthetic cosmic con-

struction on the basis of the preceding

analytic’ (cf Met. Nova et Vetusta, 284, 2nd
ed.). Perhaps the commonest usage at the

present day, and one that has much in its

favour, is to use metaphysics in a narrower
sense as opposed to epistemology, in which
case it corresponds with the definition of

ontology given above. In this sense it is

used, for example, by Paulsen, Ktilpe, and
Volkelt, the most recent authors of Introduc-

tions to Philosophy. Kiilpe points out that

if the analysis of knowledge and its concep-

tions be excluded from its sphere, there still

remains as the task of metaphysics ])ioper

‘ the development of a Weltanschauung.’ In

essaying this task, he proceeds, metaphysics is

based upon practical motives on the one hand,

and, on the other, upon the demand for a

completion of scientific knowledge which ^hall

be free from contradictions. In a sense, any

such view of the world as a whole may be said

to transcend the fragmentary data at our dis-

posal. Within the domain of the sciences,

which start from certain hypotheses, demon-
stration and verification of particular proposi-

tions may be possible, on the assunqjtion of

these hypotheses; but metaphysics, in rising
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to its supreme hypotheses or postulates, can

obviously never hope to ofifer deiuonstratiou

or vei itication iu the same sense. It is one

thing, as Yolkelt puts it, ‘ to postulate supreme
principles of a certain nature, that is, starting

from the tacts of experience to declare tliat

the solution of certain problems can lie only

iu the direction of certain fundamental

tho\ights; it is something quite different to

exhibit everything individual as arising, so to

speak, out of the highest principles, and ex-

plainable from the inner necessity of these

principles.’ In very similar words, at the

conclusion of his 3/eta] htjuics, Lotze expresses

his profound conviction of ‘ the living and

active meaning of the world,’ but adds: ‘ We
do not know this meaning in its fullness, and

therefore we cannot deduce from it what we
can only attempt, in one universal conviction,

to retrace to it.’ This is, indeed, the main

difference between the pretentious metaphysics

of the Wolffian type and the more modest

attitude of present-day thinkers. (a.s.p.p.)

If the last-mentioned usage be adopted

—

which seems advisable—we have the term

Philosophy (q. v.) to include both epistemo-

logy and ontology (metaphysics).

Literature : that of philosophy generally,

see Bibiiog. B, i, c; also for special peidods

and authors, Bibliog. A, i, 2 ;
see also the

Histories of Philosophy, and the Introduc-

tions to Philosophy (Bibliog. A, i, and B,

I a). For contemporary woiks see the annual

lists issued by the Aich. f. system. Philos.,

I ff. Other bibliographies are listed in the

vol. (iii) of bibliographies, Oeneeal, i. (j.m.b.)

Metapsychosis : see Telepathy.
Metayer System [Med. Lat. medie-

tarius\ : Ger. Halbpachtsysteni, MetavoWth-

schaft ;
Fr. metayage

;

Ital. mezzadria.

Farming on share rent; especially in those

countries where the class of mediarii has had

a continuous existence. The share is not

necessarily one-lialf
;

in Tuscany, as a rule,

the metayer receives two-thirds.

In England the commutation of the feudal

laljour dues was made into a small fixed money
payment, which put the occupier almost into

the position of an owner. In the Komance
countries the change was not so complete

;

and in Italy, specifically, the nobles were
pow'erful enough to insist on the receipt of

shares of the2uoduce, whicli left the cultivator

far short of a p^ sition of independence, (a.t.h.)

Metazoon [Gr. -f- Cwnv, an animal] :

Gei’. Metazoon
;
Fr. metazoaire

;
Ital. metazoo,

metazoario. An animal consisting of several or

many cells differentiated into tissues, asojiposed

to a protozoon, which consists of a single cell.

The term was introduced by Haeckel in his

Generelle 3Iorplioloyie, 1867. It includes all

animals excepting the Protozoa. (c.s.M.)

Metempirical [Gr. + igirtipia, experi-

ence] : Qew melempiriscli', Fr. metempirique
\

Ital. metempirico. A term due to George
Henry Lewes, and used by him in a sense

almost exactly equivalent to the Kantian use

of transcendent—that which is not verifiable

within the bounds of 2iossible experience.
‘ Since we are to rise to metaid'y^i^® through

science, wm must never forsake the method of

science
;

and further, if in conformity with

inductive 2)vinciples we are never to invoke

aid from anj^ source higher thaii experience,

we must, 2ierforce, discard all inquiries what-

ever which transcend the ascertained or

ascertainable data of experience. Hence the

necessity for a new ivord which will clearly

designate this discarded remainder— a word
which must charactei’ize the nature of the

inquiries rejected. If, then, the empirical

designates the 23i’Ovince we include within the

range of science, the province we exclude may
fitly be styled the metempirical ’ (Lewes,

Problems of Life and 3Iind, ist series, 16).

In Barratt’s P/iysical 3Letempiric the term is

used in a wider sense, which makes it include

whatever cannot literally become part of the

subjective experience or consciousness of any
given 2ierson. In this sense it is made to

include the existence of other conscious

persons who are, in Clifford’s phrase, ‘ ejects
’

or mental constructs to explain certain features

of subjective experience, not themselves parts

of that experience as a 2isychical process. But
the current sense of the term is that attached

to it by its inventor. (A.S.P.P.)

Metempsychosis [Gr. gera + cgxf/vxovv,

to animate] : Ger. 31 etempsychose, Seelen-

wanderung

;

Fr. metempsycose Ital. metem-
psicosi, transmigrazione. The transmigration

of the soul from one bodily form, human or

animal, into another.

This is one of the earliest forms in which

the doctrine of the immortality and pre-

existence of the soul appears, and is 2irobably

connected vvitli the primitive theory of a kin-

ship or blood-relationship between man and
beasts (cf. Burnet, Early Greek Philos.,

100). Herodotus (ii. 123) derives the belief

Irom Egypt :
‘ The Egjqjtians are the first

who propounded the theory that the human
soul is immortal, and that when the body of

any one peiishes, it enters into some other
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creature that may he horn ready to receive it,

and that when it has gone the round of all

created forms in land, in water, and in air, it

once more re-enters a human hody horn for it;

and this cycle of existence takes place in 3,000
years.’ Metempsychosis is one of the hest-

authenticated parts of the teaching of Pytha-

goras, with whose name it has continued to

he specially associated. Plato does not exactly

teach the doctrine dogmatically, hut avails him-
self of it in the mythical presentations of his

thought. By him it is connected with a law of

moral retribution. The details varj’-, and it is

difficult to say how far any of them are taken

seriously hy Plato (cf. Phaedrus, 249; Republic,

X. 6 1 4 f.). In the myths of the Oorgias and the

Phaedo the doctrine does not appear, (a.s.p.p.)

Besides its prominence in Orphic, Pytha-

gorean, and Egyptian teaching, metempsy-
chosis is a tenet of Indian, Jewish (Cabhala),

and Swedenhorgian philosophy. It is inter-

esting to note a tendency in current discussion

of the immortality of the soul to recur to the

hypothesis of pre-existence, as following from

the arguments which are urged in support of

post-mortem personal existence. The poetry of

Plato’s doctrine of ‘ reminiscence ’ {dvdgvrja-is)

reappears also, as in Woi'dsworth’s Intimations

of Immortality, Yet it is difficult to call

that a future life in any vital sense which is

thought of as being disconnected with this

life, as this is with a possible earlier life.

Literature', see lMMOETAiiiTY,andOEiENTAL
Philosophy. (j.m.b.)

-meter (apparatus ending in): see Laboea-
TOEY AjStd Appaeatus, III, E.

Method [Lat. methodus ;
Gr. /nf'^oSor, from

/iera-f 660s, way] : Grer. Methods
;
Yi\ methods;

Ital. metodo. See the topics immediately

following
;

also Psychophysical Methods,
and Scientific Method.
Method and Methodology, or Metho-

deutic : Ger. Methodenlehre

;

Er. rnethodo-

logie, theorie de la methods; Ital. teoria dei

metodi, metodologia. A branch of logic which

teaches the general principles which ought to

guide an inquiry.

Owing to general causes, logic always must
be far behind the practice of leading minds.

Moreover, for the last three centuries thought

has been conducted in laboratories, in the

field, or otherwise in the face of the facts,

while chairs of logic have been filled by men
who breathe the atmosphere of the seminary.

The consequence is that we can appeal to few

works as showing what methodology ought

to be. The first book of Bacon’s Novum

Organwm is well enough, as far as it goes,

and was no doubt useful in its day. Senebier's

L'Art d’observer is instructive. Comte’s
PMlosophie positive accomplished something.

Whewell’s History of the Inductive Sciences

and other works have the advantage of being

written by a man of great power of investiga-

tion himself, who drew his doctrine from the

facts of scientific histoiy. Mill’s System of
Logic is, no doubt, of considerable value,

although the author knew too little of science.

There is hardly one of the illustrations of fine

method adduced in his first edition which
has not been refuted. Beneke’s Logih in

prahtischer Absicht was not altogether without
value. Of great value, also, is Jevons’ PrmcfpZ«s

of Science. Pearson’s Grammar of Science is

a work of great force, but unfortunately too

much influenced by certain philosophical ideas.

Wundt devotes two of the three volumes of

his Logik to Methodenlehre.

The traditional doctrine of method is con-

flned chiefly to rules of definition and division,

which teach an exactness of thought much
needed, but are marked by the total absence

of modern ideas. Cf. Scientific Method,
and Evidence. (c.s.p.)

Method (in education). An orderly pro-

cedure in teaching
;
a systematic way of teach-

ing and training.

Methods of teaching depend, in a last

analysis, upon the acts of mind involved in

sense experience and thought. First im-

pressions are prone to inadequacy and even
incorrectness. They must be reinforced by
drafts upon the stored-up experience of the

mind—anticipations of what we may look for

in the complete identification of the object.

After objects are fully identified, we seek to

find their universal properties. In thus

making the complete survey of an object of

knowledge three steps are involved
:

(a) pre-

liminary apperception or identification; (6) re-

inforcement of present by past experience

;

(c) advance to generalization. In acqui-

sition, therefore, three things are in-

volved : namely, apperceptive identification,

deductions of anticipations for further identi-

fication, generalization by inductive processes.

These are the essential steps of an adequate

method. They may be recognized in the terms

observation, deduction, induction. When
the emphasis is laid on the first, we have the

so-called method of observation; when on the

second, that of deduction
;
when on the third,

that of induction.

The variety and combination possible in
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these fuiulamental stages of method are

numerous. Thus, if we arrive at generaliza-

tions tlirougli catechetical means, we speak

of the Socratic metliod. Tlie Heihartians
emphasize (i) the apperception of ol>served

facts, (2) the inductive approach to generali-

zation, (3) the deductive application of these

generalizations to appropriate new particulars.

Fiom the standpoint of the teacher, we have

the lecture method (the monologue)
;

the de-

veloping, catechetical or Socratic method (the

dialogue). AVTth regard to the thing learned,

we may begin with the whole and proceed to

the parts (analytical method), or we may
begin with the parts and proceed to the

whole (synthetical method). In either of

these cases the three fundamental stages

(observation, deduction, and induction) are to

be traced. With regard to the learner, know-
ledge mu.st be acquired in accordance with the

fundamental formsof thought, which are (i)the

conception, (2 ) the judgment, (3) the sj'llogisin.

Most Herbartian rvriters name what they

conceive to be five essential stages or steps in

a correct method, as follows :

—

(i) Trefaration. This consists of a brief

pieliminary review of such acquired know-

ledge or experience as will best fit the child’s

mind for a rapid and interested appropriation

of the new matter about to be presented.

(2) Presentation oftlie new lesson. (3) Associa-

tion. This stage provides for more complete

apperception of the facts of the new lesson,

by associating them intimately with i-elated

facts already acquired. (4) Generalization.

This stage gathers up the facts of the lesson

in such a manner that their deeper inner

significance may be grasped by the pupil. In

many studies these generalizations appear in

the form of definitions, rules, principles, laws,

maxims, &c. (5) A j^plication. By tliis stage

is meant those drill and practical exercises

which tend to fix knowledge in mind, and to

secure a lacile application of it to practical

affairs. As may easily be seen, these stages

are but an amplification of observation, deduc-

tion, and induction, the three logical steps

found in all experience and thinking.

Literature'. Bain, Educ. as a Sci., 230-

357 ;
Bosknkeanz, Philos, of Educ., 90-105 ;

IfEKBAET, Sci. of Educ. (tiaiis. by Filkin),

154-86 ;
Tompkins, Philos, of Teacliing, 73-

275; McMueey, The Method of the Recita-

tion; De GAKMO,Essentialsof Method. (c.neG.)

Methods of Ethics : Ger. Methoden der

Kthilc, Fi’. mUhodes de morale Ital. metodi

dell etica. The rational modes of procedure

for determining what is morally right or

reasonable and what the reverse.

In his Methods of Ethics (1874) H. Sidg-

wick distinguishes the different methods
which seem prima facie reasonable, and then

develops and applies each so as to bring out

the system of moral judgments to which it

leads. He defines a ‘ method of ethics ’ as

‘any rational procedure by which we deter-

mine right conduct or practice in any parti-

cular case.’ The expression was given cur-

rency by him. (w.E.s.)

Methodeutic : see Method and Metho-
dology.

Methodical Selection. A term used by
Darwin for a form of Aetieicial Selection

(q. V.). (J.M.B.)

Methodology : see Method and Metho-
dology.

Method-whole : Ger. methodische Ein-

licit
;
Fr. (not in use)

;
Ital. unita, metodica

(suggested

—

e.m.) A poi tion of the subject-

matter of instruction to which the formal steps

or stages of instruction conveniently apply.

Herbartian writers on method advocate

the subdivision of the subject-matter of in-

struction into minor wholes or unities, so that

with each group there may be (i) the acquisi-

tion of new facts, (2) an inductive organi-

zation of these facts into general truths, and

(3) a deductive application of the generaliza-

tions to new sets of allied facts, 'i'he aim of

each group is the leading purpose for which

it is taught; the stages in the treatment of

the method-whole are the ‘ formal step.s’ of in-

struction. See Method (in education), and

Foemal Steps.

Literature: Zillee, Allg. Piid., 294;
De Gaemo, Essentials of Method, chap, vi

;

McMueey, The Method of the Recitation,

chap. xii. (c.De G.)

Metronyrnic (or Mat-) [Gr. mtijp,

mother, -t- ovopa, name] : Ger. metrony-

misch Fr. mUronymique
\

Ital. matroni-

mico. (t) Noun. A name derived from the

name or description of the mother or other

female ancestor. (2) Adj. Apiilied to the

female line of descent, marked by the per-

petuation of mother names to the exclusion

01 father names. (3) Adj. Tracing descent

thiough mothers, e. g. ametionymic clan.

(i) Used by Freeman {Norman Conquest, v.

380) to characterize certain personal names

surviving in England before and after the

Norman Conquest. (2) Used by Reclus

{Primitive Folk, 157) of the early customs of

Egypt. (3) Used in systematic sociology by
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Giddings [Princ. of Social.), instead of the

term matriarchal. (f.h.g.)

Meyer’s Experiment : Ger. Meyer scher

Versuch', Yr. experience de Meyer
\

Ital. espe-

rienza del Meyer. An experiment in visual

contrast. Lay on a coloured field a small

piece of grey paper, and cover the whole with

white tissue-paper. The colour complemen-

tary to the field spreads over the grey. The
vividness of the effect is due not to the di-

minution of saturation but to the blurring

of the outline of the grey. Of. ConteAST
(visual, simultaneous).

Literature : H. Metbe, Pogg. Ann.

(18,^5), xiv. 170 ;
Helmholtz, Physiol. Optik

(snd ed.), 547 ;
Ebbinghahs, Psychologie,

221; Sa^ieoed, Course in Exper. Psychol.,

expt. 152 c. (E.B.T.)

Meynert, Theodor. (1833-92.) Edu-
cated at Vienna. Privatdocent in brain

anatomy, 1865; prosector of the Vienna
Insane Asylum, 1866

;
director of the Psy-

chiatric Clinic, and assistant professor of

psychiatiy in the University, 1870 ;
professor

of neurology, 1873 ; pi’i'T councillor, 1885.

President of the Psychiatric Association, vice-

president of the A’^ienna Medical Society, and
member of the Imperial Academy of Sciences.

Michelet, Earl Ludwig. (1801-93.)
Studied law and, later, philosophy at Berlin;

assistant professor of philosophy there,

1829. He is sometimes classed as one of

the ‘older’ Hegelians, one of the right wing.

Microcephalic [Gr. fUKpos, small, -f K«f>a\i),

head]: Ger. mikrocephal

;

Fr. microcephale
]

Ital. microcefalo. Having an abnormally

small head, or one below a certain standard
;
in

the adult less than 431 mm. or 17 inches in

circumference, or 1,350 c.c. capacity of the

cranium.

The deficiency mainly affects the brain, and
is proportionally most marked in the hemi-

spheres. Microcephalic persons are almost

always of defective intelligence, and are fre-

quently idiots of extreme types. Only a

small percentage of idiots, however, are

microcephalic. The causes of this condition

ai'e obscure
;
the frequency with which the

sutures of microcephalic skulls are found

closed is significant. Extreme cases of mi-
crocephaly have attracted attention from
ancient times to the present. Cf. Idiocy, (j.j.)

Literature'. W. W. Ieeland, Idiocy (with

literature); Vogt, Les Microcephales ou
Hommes-singes (1867); Giacomini, Cervelli

dei Microcefali (1890). (j.j.-e.m.)

Microcosm: see Maceocosm.

Micro-organism [Gr. piK/>6s, small, -p 00-

yavov, an instrument] : Ger. Jlfikroorganismus
;

Fr. micro-organis7ne

;

Ital. microrganismo.

An organism too small to be visible to the

naked eye. Chiefly applied to the lowest

fungi, but occasionally to some of the Protozoa.

Cf. Uniceilhlar Organisms. (c.s.m.)

Mid- [AS. midde). The median. See
Mean and Median.

Used, in vai ious compounds, in the termino-

logy introduced bj F. Galton {Natural

Inheritance) for the mathematical treatment

of problems of heredity. Mid-stature :
‘ the

median [stature] of the general population
’

(ibid. 92). Mid-parent: ‘an ideal [supposed

person of composite sex whose stature [e.g.

is halfwai’ between the stature of the father

and the transmuted stature of the mother
’

(ibid. 87 ;
transmuted meaning increased by

the amount requisite to make female compar-

able with male stature, ibid. 56). Mid-error :

probable error (ibid. 58) ;
cf. Eeeoes of

Obseevation. (j.m.b.)

Mid-parent: see Mid-.

Middle Term (and Middle) [trans. of

terminus medius, medium, used by Boethius

to translate Aristotle’s 6 picroi opos, ro piaoil)
:

Ger. Mittelbegriff', Fr. terme moyew, Ital.

mezzo termine, termine medio. The adjec-

tive is applied in Greek to a third object

additional to two others, when the idea of

intervening can hardly be detected. It is,

therefore, perhaps needless to seek turther for

Aristotle’s intention in calling that term, by
the consideration of which two others are

illatively brought into one proposition as its

subject and predicate, the middle term, or

middle. It is the most imjiortant factor of

Aristotle’s theory of reasoning.

The same word means little more than
third in the phrase ‘ principle of excluded

middle,’ which is, indeed, often called yjrtnct-

pium exclusi tertii. See Laws of Thought.
On the other hand, something which par-

takes of each of two disparate natures, and
renders them capa’ole of influencing one an-

other, is called a tertium quid (Ailstotle’s 17

TptTjj ovala). (C.S.P., C.L.F.)

Migraine or Megrim [Gi’. rjpiKpavia, half-

headed] : Ger. Miyrdne
;
Fr. migraine

;
Ital.

emicrania. A severe headache, almost invari-

ably confined to one side of the head (hence

also termed hemicrania), and accompanied
by the symjjtoms described below. The ten-

dency to migraine, which is popularly known
as ‘ sick-headache,’ is often inherited.

It is most apt to appear in youth, and ordi-
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narilydiminislies or disappears towards middle

life. lu many cases the attack is preceded

by a premonitory period, in which disordered

sensations occur, such as dizziness, restless-

ness, or peculiar visual disturbances. See the

J’

y

Optical symptom in migraine (Figa. 1-3). 0
,
point

of fixation in centre of left hand held laterally 18 in.

before tlie eyes. AB, length of hand. Oz, direction
of development of symptom (in left upper quadrant).
Fig I. Initial stage, true size (about), only symptom
of any sort present. Fig. 2. Maximum stage, ac-
companied by massive headache and beginning of
nausea. Fig. 3. Final stage (before rapid fading)

;

violent more localized headache and nausea. (In
Figs. 2 and 3, -^0 equals AB of Fig. t.) Duration
of symptom, i to hours. Symptom is invariable
for recurrent attacks, and for monocular (either eye)
and binocular vision, and has a fluttering wavy move-
ment which cannot be figured.

figures 1—3, drawn from his owm symptoms by
Baldwin [Science, May 4, 1900), wlio thinks

the progress of the stigmate indicates the de-

velopment of the disturbance in the optical

centres or connecting-fibres. The attacks

are irregularly periodic, and may be induced

by overwork, worry, indigestion, eye-strain,

and other causes. The typical symptoms
begin with a dull headache, which tends to

increase, becomes burning, boring, or piercing,

and overpowering in intensity, with continued

visual symptoms—such as floating spectres,
‘ fortification ’ patterns (as in the figures) —
vaso-motor and digestive disturbances, and
vomiting. With absolute repose the sym-
ptoms, wLich may last from several hours to

several days, gradually subside. Migraine is

regarded as a significant symptom in the

delineations of nervous instability when it

occurs in connection with serious nervous and
mental disorders. It is a functional central

disturbance, but several views are entertained

as to its exact seat.

Literature : Liveing, Megrim, Sick-head-

ache, &c. (1873); for good accounts, with
full citation of literature, see Real-Encyc.

der gesammten Heilkunde (1897); Moebitjs,

Nothnagel’s Spez. Path. u. Ther., xii
;
Wood’s

Ref Handb. of the Med. Sci., sub verbo. (J.J.)

Miletus (school of). Comprises the philo-

sophers of Miletus, Thales, Anaximander,
Anaximenes. See these names

;
and cf. Pbe-

SocEATic Philosophy. (j.m.b.)

Milieu [Fr.]. Enyieonment (q. v., also

for equivalents in other languages).

Used as a biological term by Lamarck
(Philos. Zool.. 1809, ii. 46’.), and by Comte
[Syst. de politique positive, vi. 574) who ex-

panded the meaning by the phrase milieu

intellectuel, and applied in sociology by

Taiue. Cf. Barth, Philos, d. Gesch. als Social
,

i. 33. (J.M.B.-E.H.G.)

Mill, Janies. (1773-1836.) Born at

Logie Pert, Forfarshire, Scotland. Educated
at Edinburgh, he was licensed to preach in the

Church of Scotland, 1798, but soon abandoned
the ministry. Tutor in the family of Sir John
Stuart. Moved to London, 1800, and became
an author. Held an important position in the

office of the East India Company. He is

called the founder of English Associationism

(q. V.), through his work. An Analysis op the

Phenomena of the Human Mind.

Mill, John Stuart. (1806-73.) Born
in London. Son of James Mill (q. v.), who
directed his education. The year 1820 was
spent mostly in the south of France. Studied
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law with John Austin, a disciple of Bentham.
Entered the service of the East India Com-
pany in 1823, and remained connected with

it until 1856. He was the chief conductor of

the Westminster Review, 1835-40. Member
of Parliament, 1865. His life after 1856 was
chiefly directed to literaxw pursuits. Member
of the Academie des Sciences Morales, and
noted for his contributions to logic (see In-

duction) and Ethics (q. t.)
;

see also Utili-

TAHiANiSM. On James and J. S. Mill, a late

work is Stephen, The English Utilitarians, i, ii.

Milleuarianisni f
Lat. mille, thousand, -f-

annus, year] : Ger. Lehre von dem tausend-

jdhrigen Reich', Fr. doctrine du millenium]
Ital. dottrina dei millenarii. The doctrine of

the personal reign of Jesus Chiust upon earth,

under which the powers of evil are to be

restrained and the principles of Christianity to

become completely and universally prevalent.

The germ of the doctrine is found in the

Messianic hope, which preflgured a golden age

oftemporal as well as spiritual prosperity. The
first coming of Christ only partially realized

this hope. Hence the expectation, nourished

by some of the sayings of Jesus, and especially

by the prophecy of John in the Apocalypse, of

a second advent at some time in the future,

and the re-presentation, under very dramatic

circumstances, of a regime under which Chris-

tianity should completely triumph. The time

of its consummation and the period of its

continuance are confessedly indefinite.

Literature : A. Haenack, Encyc. Br it., art.

Millennium; Schueee, Lehrb. d. neutesta-

mentlichen Zeit-Gesch. (1881), §§ 28, 29;
Caeeodi, Krit. Gesch. d, Chiliasmus. (A.T.o.)

Milleunium [Lat. mUle, thousand, +
annus, year] : Ger. Millennium

;
Fr. regne

millenaire
;

Ital. {il) Millennio. A sup-

posed period either before or after the second

coming or advent of Christ, sometimes limited

to one thousand years, during which the

kingdom of God will be established on earth.

Cf. Chiliasm. (j.m.b.)

Mimansa Philosophy : see Oeientad
Philosophy (India).

Mimetism [Gr. filfirjcns, imitation] : Ger.

{})Nachahmung (imitation), nachahmend (mi-

metic), (2) Nachdffung, Mimik
;

Fr. mime-
tisme; Ital. (i) mimetismo, (2) mimesi. (i)

Those forms of (mimetic) Resemblance (q.v.)

and of Imitation (q.v.) in which that which
is resembled (the ‘ copy ’) is itself a factor in

the production of that which resembles it,

and including the imitation of a copy con-

sciously set up as a model. This meaning is

recommended as part of the scheme of conno-

tation given in the table under Resemblance.

(2) A particular case of (1): the mimetic
condition of certain patients or of minds of

a low order which express themselves largely

in pantomime, mimicry, more or less slavish

and impulsive copying of what they see and
hear. The absence of even this power (in the

sense 2) gives the defect called Amimta (q. v.).

The term mimetism is recognized in patho-

logy, being already established in French and
Italian. Other instances are Lalling (q. v.),

plastic Imitation (q. v.) or social Contagion
(q. V.), states of consciousness generally which
are associated with what is called Cleculae
(or repeating) Reaction (q. v.), and the
‘ inner imitation ’ of aesthetic theory (see

Him, Origins of Art, 98, who has adopted the

word Mimetism). Cf. Semblance.
Another important case falling under the

definition (i) is biological Mimickt (q.v.), un-

derstood as including all the various forms of

biologically produced mimetic resemblance.

For literature see the topics referred to,

especially Imitation. (j.m.b., g.f.s.)

Mimicry (in biology) [Gr. ptpiKOf] : Ger.

(English term)
;

'Ev. miinetisme', Hsl. mime-
tismo, mimesi. The term mimicry is generally

used to express a resemblance, independent of

affinity, between certain species inhabiting the

same country—a resemblance which appeals

to the senses of other animals, especially to

the sense of sight, not uncommonly to hear-

ing, occasionally to smell and touch.

The term is often extended to include the

likeness of animals to their environment for

the purpose of concealment from enemies or

prey (protective and aggressive, or procryptic

and anticryptic resemblance). These latter

extremely numerous cases of resemblance are

more conveniently kept separate, although

they have much in common with those in-

cluded under mimicry. H. W. Bates, who
was the first to offer a feasible explanation

of mimicry {Linn. Soc. Trans., xxiii, 1868),

used the term in its extended sense, but has

not been followed by Fritz Muller, Wallace,

Trimen, Meldola, Poulton, Hixey, and others

who have contributed to the subject. The
essential difference between mimicry and
protective resemblance will appear below.

Even the definition given in the first para-

graph is too wide, and includes at least four

distinct kinds of resemblance, to only one of

which the term mimicry in its scientific sense

is strictly applicable.

(i) Visilrle resemblances, independent of
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affinity, are brought about liy similarity of

function. The resemblance of form between

the greyhound and the racehorse, or between

the carnivorous marsupial Thylacinus and a

true Carnivor, such as the dog, are to be thus

explained. A still more striking example is

the appearance of a mole-like form as an

adaptation to mole-like habits in three dis-

tinct ordei'S of mammalia— the Insectivora,

Roilentia, and Mar.-^upialia. Such resem-

blances were called b}- Darwin ‘analogical’

or ' adaptive.’ Cf. ConvkeGENCE (in biology),

and Okcanic Selection (2).

In order to fall into line with the termino-

logy suggested for mimicry and its allies, the

term synteclnic, with the noun syntechne (from

(TUI', together, and employment, pi o-

fession), has been formed for the writer by

Arthur Sidgwick, to express these results of

functions in common.
Careful analysis of the anatomical basis of

the resemblances in question will show that

they are secondary, being merely an incidental

result of the functions which are common to

the similar foims, and thus very different from

mimicry in which the resemblances are pri-

mary and have been brought about for their

own sake.

(2) Visible resemblances are not only

brought about by adaptation to similar dynamic

conditions, but also to similar static condi-

tions. Thus many insects resemble lichen

or bark, and therefore incidentally resemble

each other. Equally good examples are to be

found among the distantly related cateiqhllars

which resemble each other because of their

likeness to the pine-needles or grasses on
which they feed. Here, too, the resemblances

between the species are secondary, being the

incidental results of ‘ common protective or

aggressive resemblance,’ or, as they may be
called, to follow the same terminology, syn-

cryytic {aw, together, and Kpvnros, hidden),

the noun being syncrypse
;

together with
synprocryptic and synanticryplic. according as

the common resemblance to sun-oundings is

for the purpose of defence or attack.

(3) Visiljle resemblances are also produced
by ‘ common warning or synaposematic
colours,’ in which specially defended animals

gain advantage by a common advertisement.

The resemblances between butterflies believed

to be nauseous was pointed out by H. W.
Bates (loc. cit.); but the explanation was due to

Fritz Muller {Kosmos, May, 1879,
pointed out the saving of life which would
result from a common appearance in the period

80

during which youthful enemies are being edu-

cated to avoid the distastefulordangerousforms

having a similar appearance. This class of re-

semblance has much in common with mimicry,

and is often called ‘ Miillerian mimicry.’ It

has also been spoken of as ‘ mimicry between
protected species,’ but it is clear that its

true position is in the group of Warning
Colours (q. v.).

(4)

Finally, we have the resemblance of a

species which is not specially protected to

one which gains comparative immunity from

the possession of some unusual mode of

defence.

In this case, the latter is called the model

and the former the mimic. Mimici y thus be-

comes a case of ‘ false warning and signalling

or psendosematic colours,’ and is distinguished

from protective (and aggressive) resemblance,

because in the latter an animal resembles

something which is of no interest to its

enemies (or prey), and is thus concealed;

while in the former it resembles (pseudapo-

sematic) something which its enemy positively

fears or dislikes (or conversely—pseudepise-

matic—which its prey positively desires or

seeks), and thus becomescons])icuous. There ai’e

cases, however, in which not very conspicuous

models are mimicked, as in the likeness of

the dipterous insect Eristalis to the bee.

The resemblances of mimicry are super-

ficial, but deep-rooted structural changes are

often necessary in order to bring them about.

Thus resemblances of habit and attitude are

as characteristic of mimicry as resemblances

of form. The use of the term mimicry, which

sometimes imjilies conscious Imitation (q. v.),

has been a fruitful source of confusion. Ac-

cording to the theory suggested by Bates, the

resemblances are due to the operation of

natural selection, which preserves the varia-

tions which tend in the direction of the model

and ai’e thus mistaken for uiqialatable or

dangerous forms, and eliminates others. Cf.

Convergence. (e.b.r.)

The following classification shows the rela-

tion of mimicry to the other uses of the

colours of animals, according to Boulton :

—

I. Apatetic Colours.

A. Cryptic colours.

1. Procryptic. Protective resemblances.

2. Anticiypiic. Aggressive resemblances.

B. Pseudosematic colours.

1. Pseudaposematic. Protective mimicry
(Bate.sian).

2. Pseudepisematic. Aggressive mimicry
and alluring colours.
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II. Sbmatic Colours.
1. Aposematic. Warning colours.

2. Synaposewalic. Common warning colours

in ditferent species (Mullerian mimicry).

3 . Episematic. Recognition markings.

III. Epigamic Colours. Colours displayed in court-

ship.

In opposition to a theory of mimicry based

on natural selection exclusively the following

possibilities have been suggested :

—

( 1 )
That the similar direct action of the en-

vironment may produce similar effects on dif-

ferent organisms during their individual lives.

(2) That internal developmental causes may
lead to similar organic products either directly

(cf. Orthogenesis) or indirectly.

(3) That the psychical influence of pre-

dominating types of colour and pattern may
lead to a preference for these types, rendered

effective in heredity through sexual selection

of those organisms in which these types are

developed.

(4) That there may he (a) a direct physio-

logical response to constant mental experi-

ences, such as sensations of colour, working
in both the species in question, and giving-

mimetic results; or (i) direct conscious imita-

tion in habits, &c. (e. g. in the securing of

food), which produce such physiological etl'ects.

A pisychological view was held by Erasmus
Darwin, 1794 (Zoonomia, 297; cited by
Delage).

(5) It has been held (Plateau, Bull, de

VAcad. Roy. de Belg., 3® ser., xxiii. No. 2 ;

also Delage, Structure du Protoplasma, 377)
that the phenomena are simjily coincidences.

In discussing the subject the following

points should he borne in mind : fii-st, that

the resemblances in question are superficial

;

second, that they are often found in the

female sex only
;
and third, that they are

produced by organic changes, which occur in

very diverse ways. (c.ll.m.-j.m.b.)

Literature: H. W. Bates, Contributions to

an Insect Fauna of the Amazon Valley, Linn.

Soc. Trans., xxiii
;

A. R. Wallace, On the

Phenomena of Variation and Geographical

Distribution as illustrated by the Papilionidae

of the Malayan Region, Linn. Soc. Trans., xxv

;

Darwinism; and Essays on Natural Selec-

tion
;

R. Teimen, On some Remarkable
Mimetic Analogies among African Butter

flies, Linn. Soc. Trans., xxvi
;

Presidential

Address, Proc. Entomol. Soc. (1897); and
Science, April i, 1898; F. Mullee, Ituna
and Thyridia—a Remarkable Case of Mimicry
in Butterflies, Kosmos trans. in Entomol. Soc.

Proc. (1879); R. Meldola, On Mimicry

II. 8

between Butterflies of Protected Genera, Ann.
and Mag. Nat. Hist. (Dec., 1882); F. Mooee,
A Monograph of Limnaina and Euploeina,

Proc. Zool. Soc. (1883); E. B. Pohlton, The
Experimental Proof of the Protective Value of

Colours and Markings in Insects, Proc. Zool.

800.(1887); Natural Selection the Cause of

Mimetic Resemblance, &c., J. Linn. Soc.

(1898); and Colours of Animals (1890);
Delage, Struct, du Protoplasma

;
and Annee

Biologique,i.ff. (annual resume), (b.b.p.-j.m.b.)

Mimicry (in psychology): (Aer. Alimik] Fr.

mimique
;

Ital. mimica. The phenomena de-

scribed under Mimetism (2) (q.v.), particularly

those of plastic Imitation (q.v.). (j.m.b.,g.p.s.)

Mind (in philosophy) [Lat. mens] : Ger.

Qeist
;
Fr. es'prit ; Ital. spiriio. Used in general

antithesis to matter, to cover that phase of

reality which does not permit of exclusive

interpretation in terms of matter in motion,

but allows or requires the hypothesis of some-
thing analogous to conscious process.

The older use included specifically the

attributes of personal consciousness, as in the

controversy on Teleology (q. v.), where
‘mind in nature’ really meant mind outside

of nature, which showed its power, design, &c.,

in the creation and ordering of nature. This

ascription of consciousness to mind shows
itself in Leibnitz’s monads, which have the

power of ‘ presentation,’ and in the develop-

ment of Cartesianism, culminating in the

dualism of the attributes of extension and
thought of Spinoza. Spinoza’s substance,

however, may possibly be considei ed—at least

logically—the mediating doctrine from this

more anthropomorphic earlier meaning to the

various later idealistic uses of the term. In

recent idealism the contrast, viewed empiric-

ally, is between mechanism and mind; and
the latter is anything which is left over in

nature—increased organization, teleological

progress, &c.—after mechanical explanations

have exhausted themselves, and which the

analogy from conscious process may be called

upon to explain. These idealistic theories vary
greatly the creationism which holds that mind
produces but is not itself mechanism

;
the tran-

scendent, immanent view wliich makes mind
partly immanent in nature and partly apart

from it; the identity view which allows full

sweep to mechanical explanations but holds

that nature may be reinterpreted as mind;
and finally, the view of the Hegelian ‘absolute’

mind (Geist), which is the reconciliation and
unity of ‘subjective’ (conscious) mind and

‘objective’ mind (mechanical nature). In
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the more immaueiital systems, mind— for

which thought and spirit are interchangeahly

used—becomes a sort of limiting notion or

explaining category, at the same time that

its concrete determination in terms of con-

sciousness is denied or not attempted. Hegel’s
‘ thought,’ Schopenhauer’s ‘ will,’ Bradley’s
‘ sentience,’ are each in its way similarly

a limiting notion of some one phase of mind
thus understood. Cf. Soul, Spirit, and the

next topic. For the various philosophers’ usage

see numerous citations in Eisler, Worterh. d.

philos. Begriffe,
‘

Geist,’ ‘ Seele.’ (j.m.b., j.d.)

Mind (in psychology) [Lat. mens] : Ger.

Seele •, Fr.
;
Ital. The individual’s

conscious process, together with the dis-

positions and predispositions which condi-

tion it. It is thus the individual’s conscious-

ness, with its capabilities
;

its capabilities

including all faculties, powers, capacities,

aptitudes, and dispositions, acquired and

innate. (G.F.s.-j.m.b.)

The necessity of including both clauses of

the definition is seen in the fact that the sub-

jective and objective determinations of mind
do not run entirely parallel. Subjectively,

we have everything conscious, and nothing

else mental
;

objectively, we have to ask

whether all the phenomena which seem to

afford evidence of mind, by resembling the

performances of consciousness, really do in-

volve consciousness. The objective question.

Is consciousness coextensive with mind? is

often answered in the negative
;

and it is

forcing its way into the psychological theories

in the form of the hypothesis of unconscious

mental modifications, dispositions, &c. Mind
looked at objectively must include phenomena
which are present when consciousness is

present
;
but there may be a deeper aspect

of intelligence, feeling, or will (each has been

held) than that form which shows itself in

individual consciousness. The definition should

at any rate leave open the discussion of this

possibility, together with the possible recog-

nition of those factors, themselves not in per-

sonal consciousness, withoutwhich,however, the

flow of consciousness would not be what it is.

For the rela&ion of mind to Soul and
Spirit, the definitions given under those

topics may be compared with this one. Mind
has become the psychological word for the

phenomenally presented or immediately given
series of changes occurring in consciousness

and in time. Soul has come to be limited to

a mental substance in some way existing as

a permanent unity behind the plienomena of

8

mind. Spirit is largely confined to theologi-

cal writers, who use it either as synonymous
with soul or attempt a distinction according

to which spirit is a sort of second soul which
is the bearer of the higher ideal, intuitive,

ethical, and religious faculties or functions.

For the usage in the foreign languages cf.

Pneuma, Psyche, Soul, and Spirit, and see

Terminology, German, ‘ Geist,’ and French,

‘Ame’; and for classical usage (Lat. mens,anima,
sjnritus

\
and Gr. vovs, nvevfia) consult

the respective indices in Vol. ii. For more
philosophical usages see Mind (in philosophy),

and Spirit.

Literature : see the general treatises on
Psychology and Epistemology, and the

titles in Bibliog. G, 2, o. (j.m b.)

Mind and Body : Ger. Korper und Geist

;

Fr. le corps et Vesprit] Ital. corpo e spirito.

The phrase used currently to indicate the pro-

blem of the sort of reality which is to be

attributed to mind and body respectively in

relation to each other.

Every philosophical theory finds itself face

to face with this question
;
and certain of the

profoundest solutions date back to Greek
thought (Anaxagoras’ theory of the vovs—
see Nous— and the view of Aristotle as given

under Matter and Form, and as involved in

the distinction between Sfrajuiy and evtpyua

—see Power). The various theories now
current refiect essentially different ways of

approaching the question, and their presup-

positions are so different that it is only with

respect to their conclusions that they can be

compared vdth one another. There is, first

of all, the class of dualistic theories—holding

to the assumption of two real forms of exis-

tence, mind and body, and asking how and to

what extent these two real existences can

stand in relation to each other. These

theories may be divided into the epistemo-

logical and the genetic, the former finding its

basis in a duali.sm of knowledge of mind and
body respectively, and the latter in the actual

distinction of the two as formulated in the

history of culture, and in the naive progress

of the individual’s mental development. Under
the former head we have the influxus physicus

or Cause Theory (q. v.), psychophysical

Parallelism (q. v.), the theories of Pre-
established Harmony (q. v.), and Occasion-

alism (q. V.). Genetic theories, on the other

hand, hold either to a dualism which is

necessary in the evolution of human thought,

and for this and other reasons also valid, or

make this dualism a matter merely cf naive

2
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thinking, necessary for a practical view of the

woilH, hut open to criticism. Here we find

the discussions of Inteojection (q.v.), Ejec-

tion (q.v.), &c.—attempts to trace the rise

and progress of the antithesis between mind
and body.

The second great class, the monistic theories,

are, for the most part, philosophical, resulting

in their turn either from a refutation of

dualism in epistemology, or a transcending of

the genetic dualism of naive thought. Under
the former we have the idealistic theories

generally, including those of spiritual Monism
(q.v.), Panpstchism (q.v.), and Mind-dust
(q.v.); the materialistic theories, including

the Epiphenomenon (q.v.) and Automaton
(q.v.) theories (see Automatic and Auto-
matism), and the Double Aspect Theoey
(q. V.), which, while agnostic in its attitude

towards the monistic principle, nevertheless

denies dualism in principle.

The logical alternatives of the case are not

exhausted, however, as between dualism of

body and mind, on the one hand, and monism
of body or mind on the other hand

;
that is, it

is not necessary logically to hold that we
must believe either that consciousness modifies

the brain processes and so violates the law of

conservation of energy—giving two interact-

ing realities—or that consciousness is an
epiphenomenon and the psychophysical indi-

vidual an automaton. This reduction of the

possible views to two is unnecessary and
illogical. In speaking of the antecedents of

a voluntary movement—the case whose inter-

pretation brings up the whole question—we
have to consider the entire group of phe-

nomenal events which are always there when
voluntary mov ement takes place

;
and among

the phenomena really there, the conscious

state called volition is really there. To say

that the same movement could take place

without this state of consciousness is to say

that a lesser group of phenomenal antecedents

occurs in some cases and a larger group in

other cases of the same event. Why not go

to the other extreme, and say that the brain

is not necessary to voluntary movement, since

volition could bring about the movement
without using the nervous processes to do it

with? Iji his posthumous book on Mind,
Matter, and Monism, Bomanes brings out this

inadequacy of the automaton view, using the

figure of an electro-magnet, which attracts

iron-filings only when it is magnetized by the

current of electricity. Whatever the electricity

be, the magnet is a magnet only when it

attracts iron-filings
;
to say that it might do as

much without the electricity would be to deny
that it is a magnet; and the proof is found
simply in the fact that it does not attract

iron- filings when the current is not there.

So the brain is not a brain when consciousness

is not there ; it could not produce voluntary

movement because, as a matter of fact, it

simply does not. So consciousness does not,

on the other hand, produce movement without

a brain.

The whole difficulty seems to lie in the

inadequate analysis which limits the cause

to the physical changes preceding the move-
ment. Such a conception as physical causa-

tion cannot be applied beyond the sphere of

things in which it has become the explaining

principle—i.e. in the objective, external world

of things. The moment we ask questions

concerning a group of phenomena which in-

clude more than these things, that moment
we are liable to some new statement of the

law of change in the group as a whole. Such
a statement is the third alternative in this

case additional to dualism of mind and body
and monism of either.

The other extreme is represented by those

wiiters who think that the revision of the

law of causation can be made in the sphere

of objective phenomenal action represented

by the biain
;

and so claim that there is

a violation of the principle of conservation of

energy in a voluntary movement, an actual

efficiency of some kind in consciousness itself

for producing physical effects—the dualistic

view. This is as illegitimate as the other.

It seems to deny the results of all objective

empirical science, and so to sweep away on one

side the statements of law on which the

higher interpretation of the group of pheno-

mena as a whole must be based. And it does

it in favour of an equally empirical statement

of law on the other side. It is not easy to

see how any result for the more complex
system of events can be reached if we deny
the only principles which we have in the

partial groups. To do so is to attempt to

interpret the objective in terms of the subjec-

tive factor in the entire group
;
and we reach

by so doing a result which is just as partial

as that which the epiphenomenon theory

reaches in its mechanical explanation. Lotze

made this mistake, but his hesitations on the

subject showed that he appreciated the diffi-

culty. The claim of these writers that the

mechanical view of causation cannot he used

as an adequate explaining principle of the
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whole personality of man seems good; but

for reasons of much the same kind, it seems

equally tiue tliat as long as we are talking of

events of the external kind, i.e. of brain pro-

cesses, we cannot deny what we know of

these events as such, and give such knowledge

no place in our final interpretation.

The general state of the problem may be

shown by the accompanying diagram, which
will at any rate serve the modest puiqmse of

indicating the alternatives. The ujjper line

of the two parallels may represent the state-

ments on the psychological side which mental
science has a light to make respecting the

determination of mental change; the lower

of the parallels may reju’esent the corre-

sponding series of statements made by physics

and natural science, including the chemistry

and physiology of the brain. Where they

stop, an upright line may be drawn to indicate

the setting of the problem of interpretation,

in which both series of statements claim to

be true
;
and the further line to the right

then gives the phenomena and statements of

them which we have to deal with when we
come to consider man as a whole. Now our
point is that we cannot deny either of the

parallel lines in dealing with the pheno-
mena of the single line to the right, nor can
we take either of them as a sufficient state-

ment of the further problem which the line

to the right proposes. To take the line

representing the mechanical principles of

nature, and extend it alone beyond the np-
light, is to throw out of nature the whole
series of i)henomena which belong in the

upper parallel line and do not lend them-
selves to statement in mechanical terms. And
to extend the upper line alone beyond the

npi'ight is to allow that mechanical principles

break down even in their own sphere, for the

brain is a pait of nature even when accom-
panied by a mina.

As to the intei pretation of the single line

to the I'iglit. it may always I’emain the pro-

blem that it now is. The best we can do is

to get points of view regarding it; and the

main progress of philosophy seems to be in

gelling an adequate sense of the conditions

of Hie problem itself. From the more humble
side of psychology, the growth of consciousness

itself may teach us how the problem comes to

be set in the form of seemingly irreconcilable

antinomies, and this it is the merit of the

genetic theories to have recognized. The
person grows both in body and mind, and
this growth has to have two sides—the side

facing towards the past, the ‘ I’etrospective

rel'erence,’ which embodies all determinations

already made, and the side facing the future,

the ‘ prospective reference ’ of growth, and of

the consciousness of growth which anticipates

further determination. The positive sciences

have by their very nature to face backward,
to look I’etrospectively, to be ‘ descriptive”

—

these give the lower of our parallel lines.

The moral sciences, so called, on the other

hand, deal with judgments, appreciations,

organizations, expectations, and so represent

the other, the ‘ prospective ’ mental attitude

and its corresponding aspects of reality. This

gives character largely to the upper one of

our parallel lines. But to get a construction

of the third line, the one to the right, is to

ask for both these points of view at once

;

to stand at both ends of the line—at a point

where description takes the place of prophecy,

and where reality has nothing further to add
to thought.

This third alternative is, accordingly, to

think psychophysical change in a category

under which both mechanical processes and

ideal changes—the realization of ends and

values—are present at once. And the pro-

blem becomes that of the interpretation of

the world in general
;
how can a mechanical

system be also teleological?—the issue of

philosophy in which all the others are pooled,

and on the general solution of which that

of this problem must de^jend.

A question which is much discussed con-

cerns the actual physiological process corre-

lated with consciousness—that of the ‘ physical

basis of consciousness 1—but with little more
than speculative results. Cf. the textbooks

of psychology.

Literature: see the topics cited. Eecent

discussions are Stumpf, Pres. Address, Dritter

int. Congr. f. Psychol. (1897), 3 ;
Wentschee,

Physische u. p.sychische Kausalitat (1896);
Beegmann, Seele u. Leib, Arch. f. syst.

Philos., iv. (1898) 401, and v. 25; Eehmke,
Aussenwelt u. Pniienwelt (1898); Schwaez,
Vei'haltniss v. Leib u. Seele (1897); BusSE,

Zeitsch. f. Philos, u. jihil. Kr., cxiv. (1899)
I

;
Eickeet, in Sigwar t-Abhandlungen ( 1 900)

;

discussion by James, Ladd, Baldwin, in

(J.M.B.)Psychol. Eev., iii (1896).
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Mind Cure; Ger. Psijchotherapie] Fr.

guerisonparlafoi (no exact equivalent

—

Th.f.);

Ital. cura j)sichica (or morale). A variety of

systems, appearing in different ages, heralded

under diverse auspices, and practised in

adherence to special forms and theories, which

have in common the element of curing disease

mainly by mental influence.

Terminology in this field is embarrassing in

its abundance and misleading in its special

connotations. Three lines of interest may be

distinguished with reference to this large

subject, (i) The first relates to the proper

interpretations of actual cures or relief effected

by the influence of the mind on the body, and

to the practical utilization of such iiiHuence in

the scientific treatment of disease. This divi-

sion of the subject is considered under the

term Psychotheeapbutics (q. v.). (2) The
historical and anthropological interest is

centi'ed in the accounts of cures by mental

methods in past eras and among primitive

peoples. At all times and in all stages of

medical knowledge the cure of disease has

not been wholly by physical means, hut an

appeal has been made to the patient’s mental

co-opei ation, either directly or more usually

indirectly, by rites and ceremonies, by charms

and mystic procedures, by exorcism and reli-

gious appeals and prayers, by pilgrimages to

places of special sanctity or renown. A very

important part of the life of primitive peoples

is concerned with such practices
;
but their

specific consideration would require an exterr-

sive treatment. The history of cures by the

action of mind or faith is likewise a long one,

and includes such diverse practices as the

cure by the king’s touch, the healing touch

of divinely gifted persons, the action of

charms and amulets, the efficacy of shrirres

and relics, of exorcism, prayers, and religious

devotion, the elaborate procedures of mes-

merism in its several forms (see Hypnotism),
of ‘ electric tractors,’ electro-biology, and an

endless series of devices, cures, and systems.

What is common to these various methods is

that their success depends largely upon the

judiciously excited belief and co-operation of

the patient.

Literature, to (2) : Max Baetels, Med. d.

Naturvolker (1893); Ttloe, Primitive Cul-

ture; Elwoethy, Evil Eye (1895); Re-
GNAULT, La Sorcellerie (1897) ;

Andeew D.
White, Hist, of Warfare of Sci. with Theol.

See also the references under Folk-loee,
Dbmonomania, and Magic.

(3) To be specially classified are the systems

which are established upon the doctrine that

mental treatment is the sole or main factor

in the cure of bodily ills. Such systems are

mainly of recent origin and are known by
various names :

‘ mind cure,' ‘ faith cure,’

‘mental healing,’ ‘ Christian science,’ ‘meta-

physical healing,’ &c. ‘Cliristian science,’

due to Mrs. Mary R. Eddy (see her hook
Science and Health, 1866-1900), has probably

achieved the widest fame. Some of these

systems are based upon strained interpreta-

tions of the world of matter
;
they teach the

um’eality of disease, the divine origin of

health, the neglect of bodily symptoms as

unreal, and the like. Ignoring or misinter-

preting, as they do, the tenets of physiology

and psychology, such systems must be pro-

nounced essentially unscientific
;
and the prac-

tices which arise from them are liable to lead

to serious injury. On the other hand, the

importance of utilizing in a judicious and
properly subordinated lorm the element which
such systems set forth in an exaggerated and
perverted fashion is being more generally re-

cognized by the medical practitioner. Kant’s

Von der Alaclit des Gemilths contains early

suggestions. Cf. Psychotheeapbutics.
Literature : Feenald, Pop. Sci. Mo., xxxiv,

798; PuEEiNGTON, Christ. Sci. (1900);
Buckley, Christ. Sci. and other Superstitions

(1899); Goddaed, Effects of Mind on Body,

Amer. J. of Psychol., x. 431 ;
Jasteow, ‘ The

Modern Occult,’ in Fact and Fable in Psychol.

(1900). (j.j.)

Mind-dust Theory : Ger. Theorie der

psychischen Atomen
;

Fr. theorie des atomes

mentaux
;

Ital. teoria degV elementi psichici,

atomismopsichico. The Composition Theoet

( q. V.) of mind in the form which holds that

there are particles or atoms (‘dust’) of mind
everywhere in nature, accompanying material

atoms, and on suitable occasions forming the

‘stuff’ of conscious mind as postulated by the

Mind-stuee Theoey (q. V.). It may he called

‘ psychological atomism ’ in contrast with the

psychic or mental atomism of the composition

theory. For a recent statement, see Miinster-

herg, Psychol. Rev., vii, 1900, i.

LI. Morgan has postulated what he calls

‘ metakinesis,’ somethin" higher than ‘ kinesis
’

(matter in motion), as analogous in the in-

organic world to consciousness in the organic.

Literature : see under Mind-stuee Theoey,
and CompositionTheoey; especiallySpbncee,
Prino. of Psychol., i.§§ 179, 195; James, Princ.

of Psychol., chaj). vi (with many citations)

;

also Romanes, Mind, Matter, and Monism

;
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Ll. Moegan, Nature, xliv. 319 ;
Kael Peae-

SON, Grammar of Sci., 2nd ed., chap, ix;

ARDiGd.L’Unita della Coscienza
;
Uebeeweg-

Heinze, Hist. ofPbilos., III. ii. 419. (j.m.b.)

Mind Reading: see Muscle Reading, and
Telepathy.
Mind-stuff Theory: Ger. Theorie des psy-

chischen Stoffcs (or der SeelenzeVen, Haeckel);

Fr. theorie de la matiere menfale (no exact

equivalent

—

Th.f.); Ital. teoria della materia

2>sichica (or mente-sostanza). The Composi-
tion Theory (q. v.) of mind combined with a

further speculation : it is assumed that the

ultimate units which enter into the composi-

tion of mental states constitute also what
appears to us as matter. The elements of

mind-stutf are thus a form of psychical Monad
(q. V.).

Literature

:

the phrase Mind-stuff Theory

was first used by AV. K. Cliefoed in Mind
tO.S.), iii. 57. The best reference is James,

Princ. of Psychol., i. 159, who cites (with

many others) G. T. Fechnee, Psychopliysik,

ii. chap, xlv
;

H. Taine, On Intelligence,

Rk. Ill
;

E. Haeckel, Zellseelen u. Seelen-

zellen, in Gesammelte pop. Vortrage (ist ed.),

143 ;
J. SouEY, art. Hylozoismus, in Kosmos,

5. Jahrg., H. 10, 241 ;
AVhittakee, Mind

(O.S.), vi. 498 (historical)
;
Moeton Peince,

The Nature of Mind and Human Automatism

{1885); A. Riehl, Der philosophische Kriti-

cismus, ii., Theil 2, II. Abschnitt, 2. Cap.

(1887); Royce, Mind (O.S.), vi. 376. See

also Composition Theoet. (g.f.s.-j.m.b.)

Mininmm divisibile [Lat.]. The quantity

which, the result of successive division, is

itself indivisible. See Divisibility, (j.m.b.)

Minimum (or Minimal) Sensation : see

Limits of Sensation.

Minor [Lat. minor, the lesser] ; Ger. Moll
;

Fr. mineur] Ital. minors. One of the two
fundamental scales or keys of modern music
characterized by the presence of the minor
third above the fundamental.

Expressed in ‘whole tones,’ it runs: Har-
monic form: i, 1—2, i, i, 1—2, i and 1—2,

1-2. Melodic form, ascending : i, 1-2, i, i,

I, I, 1-2; descending, i, i, 1-2, i, i, 1-2, i.

Cf. Helmholtz, Sensations
. of Tone (Eng.

trans.
), 274. 288 ;

Cummings, Rudiments of
Music, 47. For minor intervals, See., see

Major. (e.b.t.)

Minor (in logic) : see Major and Minoe.
Minucius Felix: see Pateistic Philo-

sophy (4).

Mirabaud, Jean-Baptiste de. (1674-

1760.) Born in Paris and intended for the

army, he became the friend of La Fontaine,

and was won over to the study of literature.

He became a member of the Oratory, and
soon afterwards secretary of the duchess of

Orleans and the instructor of her daughter.

A translation of Tasso’s Jerusalem Delivered

secured for him entrance into the Academy,
and in 1742 he became its perpetual secre-

tary.

Miracle [Lat. miraculum, a wonder] ; Ger.

Wunder
)

Fr. miracle; Ital. miracolo. An
event whicb, on account of its unusual char-

acter, is assumed to be beyond the recognized

powers of nature and man, and therefore

the product or manifestation of supernatural

agency, of which it also serves as a sign and
witness.

The miracle is a part of the system of

supernaturalism, and stands or falls with it.

Assuming the possibility of a miracle, the

questions of fact and of definition remain.

Believers in supernatural religion accept the

fact, and are only interested in the question

of the true conception of a miracle. The
early and mediaeval theologians agree in con-

ceiving the miraculous as being above but

not contrary to nature. The question entered

on a new phase when Hume defined a miracle

as a violation of natui’e, and asserted the

impossibility of substantiating its actual occur-

rence. The modern discussion has proceeded

largely in view ofHume’s destructive criticism.

The miracle as a part of the Christian scheme

is held to be an attestation of the supernatural

claims of Christianity, though opinions differ

as to its evidential value. Early designations

of the miracle were wonder ((rij/xetor) and
prodigy.

Literatwre : Hume, Essays, ii
;

R. Waed-
LAW, Miracles (N. Y., 1853); Bushnell,
Nature and the Supernatui’al; Baden Powell,
The Order of Nature (Loudon, 1859); J.

McCosh, The Supernatural in relation to the

Natural (London, 1862); J. Kostlin, De
Miraculorum quae Christus, See. ( i860) ;

G. P.

Fishee, Grounds of Theistic and Christian

Belief (1883). (a.t.o.)

Mirror Writing: Ger. SimgelscTirift; Fr.

ecriture en miroir; Ital. scrittura a sjpecchio.

Reversed handwriting as seen when ordinary

writing is held before a mirror
;

it, in turn,

becomes legible, as ordinary writing, when
seen in a mirror. It may be produced by
pressing clean blotting-paper on heavy writ-

ing when the ink is still wet.

Mirror writing is sometimes produced by

young children whose writing is still forming

;
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Been fragmentarily in the reversal, and even

the up-or-down-turning, of single letters,

figures, &c., and in the writing with the left

hand of many adults who write normally with

the right hand. A simple test is: starting

with both hands together before the body,

trace one’s autograph naturally with each

index-finger in mid-air. In many cases of

right-handed persons the left hand then in-

scribes mirror writing more naturally than

correct writing, performing movements sym-
metrical with those of the right hand, rather

than analogous to them
;
that is, moving away

from the right hand rather than following it.

Mirror writing furnishes an important

problem to theorists on Handweiting (q. v.).

It is probably due in children to the incom-

plete association of the series of hand-move-
ment sensations with the control series of

visual sensations. In some the hand un-

accustomed to wi iting reproduces the muscular

series to which the other hand is accustomed

(symmetrical accompanying, movements)
;
this

is in persons who think of writing mainly in

terms of the muscular sensation series. Others,

who do not produce mirror writing, think on

the contrary of the visual form of the words,

and so reproduce that, giving a correct imita-

tion of the other hand (analogous accompany-

ing movements).

Literature : see Handweiting, Geapho-
DOGY, and Agraphia under Speech and its

Defects. (j.m.b.)

Misdemeanour (in law) [OF. mesdemener^ :

Ger. Vergehen, Uehelverlialten", Fr. dUit, and
for petty offences contravention {Code Penal,

i); Ital. contravvenzione. A crime less than

a felony
; a minor offence. ‘ In common usage

the word “ crimes ” is made to denote such

offences as are of a deeper and more atrocious

dye
;

while smaller faults and omissions of

less consequence are comprised under the

gentler name of “ misdemeanours ” only
’

(Blackstone’s Commentaries, iv. 4). (s.e.b.)

Misology [Gr. /uaeiv, to hate, -f- Aoyor,

reason]: Ger. Misologie; Fr. misologie; Ital.

misologia. Hatred and despair of reason.

Sometimes applied to intellectual Pessimism
(q.v.). (J.M.B.)

Missing Lin^ ; the immediate ancestor of

man. See Antheopoid, ad fin.

Mitosis [Gr. fuVoy, a thread] : Ger. Mitose;

Fr. mitose) Ital. mitosi. The indirect mode
of nuclear division, to which the term karyo-
kinesis is also applied.

The chromatin of the nucleus forms a thread,

which breaks up into a number of separate

Cheomosomes (q.v.); these become split

each into two halves, which travel to the

opposite poles of the achromatic spindle

(amphiaster), where they become reconstituted

into the two daughter nuclei. Mitosis is the

ordinary mode of nuclear division, and is

found, with but little variation, in the cell

division of the Protozoa and Metazoa, and of

plants also. Cf. Cell Theoey (also for litera-

ture), Amitosis, and Nucleus. (e.s.g.)

Mixed [Lat. mixtum, from miscere, to

mix]; Ger. vermischt) Fr. compose] Ital.

misto. (l) Mixed proof: a proof which is

partly analytic, partly synthetic.

(2) Mixed mode : a mode compounded of

simple ideas of several kinds, put together to

make one complex one (Locke, Essay con-

cerning Human Understanding, Bk. II. chap,

xii. § 5). See Mode.

(3) Mixed power: a power at once active

and passive, because the principle of change is

in itself. (c.s.p.)

Mixture (linguistic) : Ger. Mischung
;
Fr.

melange
;

Ital. mescolanza, miscela. Applied
to the results of the borrowing from one

language to another of words or other speech-

elements.

Languages influence each other through

individuals speaking two or more languages.

Words of one language are fitted into the

sentence framework of another. An in-

flectional or formative element cannot be
‘ borrowed,’ i. e. become a loan-element, unless

enough words containing it are borrowed to

fix such element as an independent existence

in the consciousness of the speech-community.

In bilingual communities it is noticed that

the tendency is for a single sentence-mould to

suffice for two languages. This tendency to

use a single mould of syntax with various

vocabularies has brought about the ‘ modern-
izing’ of the syntax of all European lan-

guages. (B.I.W.)

Mnemonic Verses and Words (in logic).

Aids to memory in logic, of the sort described

under Mnemonics (q.v.). (j.m.b.)

1. Instrumenta novem sunt, guttur, lingua,

palatum
Quattuor et dentes, et duo labra simul.

The following mnemonic verses are con-

tained in the Summulae Logicales of Petrus

Hispanus, but were older, perhaps very much
older.

2. ‘ Quae ? ’ ca. vel hyp., ‘ Qualis 1 ’ ne. vel

aff., u. ‘ Quanta?’ univ. par. in. velsing. [What
is the substance of a proposition ? categorical

or hypothetical. What is its quality ? negative
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or iiflirn.ative. What is its quantity 1 uni-

versal, particular, indefinite, or singular.]

3. Siinpliciter FecT, coiivertiturEva per acci,

Astu per contra ; sic fit conversio tota.

Asserit A, negat E, sed univei’saliter

ainhae

;

Asserit [, negat 0
,
sed particulariter

amho.

\_E and I are converted siinjily
;
E and A,

per acciilens
;
A and 0

,
per contrapositionem.~\

4. Prae, contradic.
;

post, contra.
;

prae

postque, subalter.

Non oinnis, quidam non
;

omnis non,

quasi nulhis

;

Non iiullus, quidam; sed ‘ nullus non’

valet ‘ omnis ’

;

Non aliquis, nnllus; ‘non quidam non’

valet ‘ omnis ’

;

Non alter, neuter; ‘neuter non’ prae-

stat ‘ uterque.’

\_Non placed before omnis or nvllus gives the

contradictory proposition
;

placed after, the

contrary
;
both before and after, the subalter-

nate.]

5. Primus, Amabimus; Edentull que, se-

cundu.s

;

Tertius, Illlace
;
Purpurga, reliquus.

Destruit u totum, sed a confii mat utrum-

que;

Destruit e dictum, destruit I que
modum.

Omiie necessariat; impossibile, quasi

nullus

;

Possibile, quidam
;
quidam non, pos-

sTbile non.

£ dictum negat, I que modum, nihil a,

sed ii totum.

[The first syllable of each of the four vocables

Amahimus, Edentidi, Illiuce, Purpurea, is for

the possible mode
;
the second for the contin-

gent; the third for tlie imjjossible; the

fourth for the necessary. The vowel a signifies

that both mode and ‘ dictum ’ are to be taken

assei torically
;

e, that the dictum is to be

denied; i, that the mode is to be denied;

u, that both mode and dictum are to be

denied. Each word refers to a line or order

cf equipollent modal Ibi ms.]

6. Tertius est quarto semper contrarius ordo.

Sit tibi lineasubcontraria priina secundae.

Tertius est primo contradictorius ordo.

Pugnat cum quarto contradiceiido secun-

dus.

Prima subest quartae vice particularis

habens se.

Hauc habet ad seriem se lege secunda

sequentem.

[Tl.e 1 elation of ‘ Sortem impossibile est

cun ere ’ and ‘ Sortem necesse est currere ' is

that of contraries
;

they cannot be true at

once. The relation ‘ Sortem possibile est

currere ’ and ‘Sortem possibile est non currere’

is that of subcontraries
;
they cannot be false

at once. Tlie relation of ‘ Sortem possibile est

currere ’ and ‘ Sortem impossibile est currere
’

is that of contradictories. The relation of

‘Sortem possibile est non currere’ and ‘Sortem

necesse est cun eie ’ is likewise that of con-

tradictories. ‘ Sortem possibile est currere
’

follows from ‘Sortem necesse est currere,’ as

does ‘ Soi’tem possibile est non currere ’ from

‘Sortem irapossiiiile est currere.’]

7. Sub. prae. prima, secunda prae. bis, tertia

sub. bis.

[The first figure contains the middle term
as subject and predicate

;
the second, the

middle as jaredicated twice
;

the third, the

middle twice as subject.]

8. Barbara, Celarent, Darn, Fgrio, Bara-

iTpton,

Celantes, Dabitls, Fapesmo, Frlseso-

morum.
Cesare, Camestres, FestiiiS, Baroko, Da-

rapti,

Felapton, Disamls, Datlsi, Bokardo, Fg-

rlson.

[These are original names of the syllogistic

moods, which there is no sufficient reason for

abandoning. The direct moods of the first

figure are recognizable by their containing no

sign of conversion, s, p, or Ic; the indirect

moods (or moods of the fourth figure) by their

having those signs attached either to the third

vowel or to the first two. In the second

figure, one of the signs s, p is attached to

the first vowel, or to the second and third,

or k is attached to the second. In the names
of the moods of the third figure, s or p is

attached to the second vowel, or to the first

and third, or k to the first. There are also

names for syllogisms with weakened conclu-

sions or strengthened premises, as well as

for indirect moods of the first figure considered

as belonging to a fourth. But the above

rules will enable a reader to identify them.

Tims, Bramaniip can be nothing but Bara-

lipton) while Barhari is Barbara with a

weakened conclusion. Cumenes can be nothing

but Celantes] Eimaris nothing but Dabitis]

Fesupo nothing but Fapesmo
;

Fresison

nothing but Frisesomorurn. A writer who in-

troduces an m into the name of a mood con-

taining an s or ^ only after its third vowel,

or who omits m from the name of a mood
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having s or ^ after the first and second vowels,

uses the fourth figure.]

9. Simpliciter vult s, verti verd per acci.

M vult transponi, h per imposslbile

duel.

Servat maiorem variatque secunda mino-

rem
;

Tertia maiorem variat servatqueminorem.

[s, in the name of a mood, shows that the

proposition denoted by the preceding vowel

is, in a preferred mode of reduction, to be

converted simply
; f, that it is to he converted

fer accidens
;
m shows that the premises

are to he transposed
;

k, that the preferred

reduction is by reduction of the contradictory

of the conclusion to an absurdity, this con-

tradictory of the conclusion being, in the

second figure, put in place of the minor

premise (the major being retained), and in

the third figure in the place of the major (the

minor being retained).]

A great number of other memorial words
and verses have been proposed by logicians.

(C.S.P.)

Mnemonics [Gr. pi/ij/roi/ocdy, pertaining to

memory] ; Ger. Mnemonik, Geddehtnisskunst
;

Fr. mnemoteclinie
;

Ital. mnemonica, mnemo-
tecnica. Mnemonics or memoria technica is

the art of memory, a code of rules for re-

membering. ‘ The method consists usually in

a framework learned mechanically, of which

the mind is supposed to remain in permanent
and secure possession. Then, whatever is to

he remembered is deliberately associated by
some fanciful analogy or connection with some
part of this framework, and this connection

thenceforward helps its recall ’ (James, Princ.

of Psychol., i. 668). (e.b.t.)

Mob [abb. of Lat. mohilis, mobile] : Ger.

Pobelj Pl\ populace, fovde, lt&\. plebaglia. See

Crowd. A ‘ rabble,’ the most disreputable

sort of mob, is designated in Ger. by Gesindel,

in Fr. by canaille, and in Ital. by marma-
glia. (j.M.B., B.M.)

Mobility [Lat. mobilis^ : Ger. Beweglich-

keit\ Fr. mobilite Ital. mobilitd. That
property of matter by virtue of which it may
change its position in space unless impeded by
other matter. (s.N.)

Modalism (in theology) [Lat. modus,
mannei-] : Ger. Modalismus

;
Fr. modalisme

;

Ital. modalismo. The doctrine that the divine

nature is unitary in both substance and
personality, and that Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit represent simply three different modes
of temporal manifestation. See Sabel-
LIANISM. (A.T.O.)

Modality [Lat. modus; see Mode]: Ger.

Modalitdt; Fr. modalite\ Ital. modalitd. There
is no agreement among logicians as to

what modality consists in; but it is the

logical qualification of a proposition or its

copula, or the corresponding qualification of

a fact or its form, in the ways expressed by
the modes possibile, impossibile, contingens,

necessarium.

Any qualification of a predication is a mode;
and Hamilton says {Lects. on Logic, xiv) that
‘ all logicians ’ call any proposition affected

by a mode a modal proposition. This, how-
ever, is going much too far

;
for not only has

the term usually been restricted in practice,

from the age ofAbelard, when it first appeared,

until now, to propositions qualified by the

four modes ‘possible,’ ‘impossible,’ ‘necessary,’

and ‘ contingent,’ with only occasional exten-

sion to any others, but positive testimonies

to that effect might be cited in abuiidance.

The simplest account of modality is the

scholastic, according to which the nece.'sary

(or impossible) proposition is a sort of uni-

versal proposition
;
the possible (or contingent,

in the sense of not necessary) proposition,

a sort of particular proposition. That is, to

assert ‘ A must be true ’ is to assert not only

that A is true, but that all propositions

analogous to A are true
;
and to assert ‘A

may be true’ is to assert only that some

proposition analogous to A is true. If it be

asked what is here meant by analogous pro-

positions, the answer is—all those of a certain

class which the conveniences of reasoning

establish. Or we may say the propositions

analogous to A are all those propositions

which in some conceivable state of ignorance

would be indistinguishable from A. Error is

to be put out of the question
;
only ignorance

is to be considered. This ignorance will con-

sist in its subject being unable to reject certain

potentially hypothetical states of the universe,

each absolutely determinate in every respect,

but all of which are, in fact, false. The
aggregate of these unrejected falsities consti-

tute the ‘ range of possibility,’ or better, ‘ of

ignorance.’ Were there no ignorance, this

aggregate would be reduced to zero. The
state of knowledge supposed is, in necessary

propositions, usually fictitious, in possible

propositions more often the actual state of

the speaker. The necessary proposition asserts

that, in the assumed state of knowledge, there

is no case in the whole range of ignorance in

which the proposition is false. In this sense

it may be said that an impossibility underlies
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every necessity. The possible proposition

asserts that tliere is a case in which it is

true.

Yiirious subtleties are encountered in the

study of modality. Thus, when the thinker’s

own state of knowledge is the one whose range

of ignorance is in question, the judgments ‘ A
is true ’ and ‘ A must be true ’ are not logically

equivalent, the latter asserting a fact which

the former does not assert, although the fact

of its assertion affords direct and conclusive

evidence of its truth. The two are analogous

to ‘A is true' and ‘A is true, and I say so’

;

which are readily shown not to be logically

equivalent by denying each, when we get

‘A is false’ and ‘ If A is true, I do not

say so.’

In the necessary particular proposition and

the possible universal proj^osition there is

sometimes a distinction between the ‘ com-

posite ’ and ‘ divided ’ senses. ‘ Some S must
be P,’ taken in the comjoosite sense, means
that there is no case, in the whole range of

ignorance, where some S or other is not P;
hut taken in the divided sense, it means that

there is some S which same S remains P
throughout the whole range of ignorance.

So ‘ Whatever S there may he may be P,’

taken in the composite sense, means that there

is, in the range of ignorance, some hypothetic

state of things (or it may he the unidentifiable

true state, though this can hardly be the only

such case) in which there either is no S, or

every S there is is P
;
while in the divided

sense, it means that there is no S at all in

any hypothetic state but what in some hypo-

thetic state or other is P. When there is any
such distinction, the divided sense asserts more
than the composite in necessary particular pro-

positions, and less in possible universal. But
in most cases the individuals do not remain
identifiable throughout the range of possibility,

when the distinction falls to the ground. It

never applies to necessary universal proposi-

tions or to possible particular propositions.

Some logicians say that ‘ S may be P ’ is

not a proposition at all, for it asserts nothing.

But if it asserted nothing, no state of facts

could falsify it, and consequently the denial

of it would be absurd. Now let S be ‘ some
self-contradictory proposition,’ and let P be
‘ true.’ Then the possible proposition is

‘ Some self-contradictory proposition may be

true,’ and its denial is ‘No self-contradictory

proposition can be true,’ which can hardly be
pronounced absurd. It is true that those

logicians usually take the form ‘ S may be P ’

in the copulative sense ‘P may be P, and *S'

may not be P,’ but this only makes it assert

more, not less. The possible proposition, then,

is a proposition. It not only must be admitted

among logical forms, if they are to be adequate

to represent all the facts of logic, but it plays

a particularly important pait in the theory of

science. See Scientific Method. At the

same time, according to the view of modality

now under consideration, necessary and pos-

sible propositions are equipollent with certain

assertory propositions; so that they do not

differ from assertory propositions as universal

and particular propositions differ from one
another, but rather somewhat as hypothetical

(i.e. conditional, copulative, and disjunctive),

categorical, and relative propositions differ

from one another—perhaps not quite so

much.
According to this view, logically necessary

and possible propositions relate to what might

be known, without any knowledge whatever

of the universe of discourse, but only with

a perfectly distinct understanding of the

meanings of words; geometrically necessary

and possible propositions, to what a knowledge

of the properties of space does or does not

exclude; physical necessity, to what a know-
ledge of certain principles of physics does or

does not exclude, &c. But when we say that

of two collections one most be corresponden-

tially greater than the other, but each can-

not be correspondentially greater than the

other, it has not been shown how this kind

of necessity can be explained on the above

principles.

The earliest theory of modality is Aristotle’s,

whose philosophy, indeed, consists mainly in

a theory of modality. The student of Aristotle

usually begins with the Categories ;
and the

first thing that strikes him is the author’s

unconsciousness of any distinction between

grammar and metaphysics, between modes of

signifying and modes of being. When he

comes to the metaphysical books, he finds that

this is not so much an oversight as an assumed

axiom
;
and that the whole philosophy regards

the existing universe as a performance which

has taken its rise from an antecedent ability.

It is only in special cases that Aristotle

distinguishes between a possibility and an
ability, between a necessity and a constraint.

In this, he is perhaps nearer the truth

than the system of equipollencies set forth

above.

Kant seems to have been the first to throw

any light upon the subject. To the old dis-
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tinction between logical and real possibility

and necessity, he applied two new pairs of

terms, analytic and synthetic, and subjective

and objective. The following definitions

(where every word is studied) certainly

advanced the subject greatly ;

—

‘ I. Was mit den formalen Bedingungen
der Erfahrung (der Ansebauung und den

Begriffen nach) iibereiukoinmt, ist mdglich.
‘ 2. Was init den materialen Bedingungen

der Erfahrung (der Empfindung) zusammen-
hangt, ist wirklich.

‘3. Dessen Zusaminenhang mit dem Wiik-
lichen nach allgemeinen Bedingungen der

Erfahrung bestimmt ist, ist (existirt) noth-

wendig ’ [Krit. d. reinen Vernunft, ist ed.,

219).

Kant holds that all the general metaphysical

conceptions applicable to experience are

capable of being represented as in a diagram,

by means of the image of time. Such dia-

grams he calls ‘schemata.’ The schema of

the possible he makes to be the figure of any-

thing at any instant. The schema of necessity

is the figure of anything lasting through all

time (ibid., 144, 145). He further states

(ibid., 74, footnote; Jasche’s Logik, Einl. ix,

and elsewhere) that the possible proposition

is merely conceived but not judged, and is

a work of the apprehension (Verstand)
;
that

the assertory proposition is judged, and is, so

far, a work of the judgment
;
and that the

necessary proposition is represented as deter-

mined by law, and is thus the work of the

reason (Vernunft). He maintains that his

deduction of the categories shows that, and
how, the conceptions originally applicable to

propositions can be extended to modes of

being—constitutively, to being having refer-

ence to possible experience; regulatively, to

being beyond the possibility of experience.

Hegel considers the syllogism to be the

fundamental form of real being. He does

not, however, undertake to work over, in the

light of this idea, in any fundamental way,

what is ordinarily called logic, but which,

from his point of view, becomes merely sub-

jective logic. He simply accepts Kant’s table

of functions of judgment, which is one of the

most ill-considered performances in the whole
history of philosophy. Consequently, what
Hegel says upon this subject must not be

considered as necessarily representing the

legitimate outcome of his general position.

His followers have been incompetent to do

more. Hosenkranz
( Wissenschaft d. logischen

Idee) makes modality to represent the supei-

seding of the form of the judgment and to be
the preparation for that of the syllogism.

In the Encyclopddie, Hegel’s last statement,

§§ 178-80, we are given to understand that

the judgment of the Begriff has for its contents

the totality (or, say, confoimity to an ideal).

In the first instance, the subject is singular,

and the predicate is the reflection of the

particular object upon the universal. That
is, this or that object forced upon us by
experience is judged to conform to something
in the realm of ideas. But when this is

doubted, since the subject does not, in itself,

involve any such reference to the ideal world,

we have the ‘ possible ’ judgment, or judgment
of doubt. But when the subject is referred

to its genus, we get the apodictic judgment.

But Hegel had already developed the ideas of

possibility and necessity in the objective logic

as categories of Wesen. In the Encyclopddie

the development is somewhat as follows

:

Wirklichkeit is that whose mode of being

consists in self-manifestation. As identity in

general (the identity of Sein and Existenz)

it is, in the first instance, possibility. That
is to say, apparently, bare possibility, any
fancy projected and regarded in the aspect of

a fact. It is possible, for example, that the

present Sultan may become the next Pope.

But in the second movement arise the con-

ceptions of the Zufallig, Aeusserlichkeit, and
‘condition.’ The Zufallig is that which is

recognized as merely possible : ‘A may be,

but A may not be ’
;
but it is also described

by Hegel as that which has the Grund, or

antecedent of its being, in something other

than itself. The Aeusserlichkeit seems to be

the having a being outside the ground of its

being—an idea assimilated to caprice. That
which such Aeusserlichkeit supposes outside

of itself, as the antecedent of its being, is the

presupposed condition. The third movement
gives, in the first instance, ‘real possibility.’

In this we find the conceptions of ‘ fact
’

(Sache), ‘activity’ (Thatigkeit), and ‘neces-

sity.’

Lotze and Trendelenburg represent the

first struggles of German thought to rise

from Hegelianism. The most remarkable

characteristic of Lotze’s thought is, that he

not only sees no urgency for unity of concep-

tion in philosophy, but holds that such unity

would inevitably involve a falsity. He repre-

sents a judgment as a means of apprehending

becoming, in opposition to the concept, which
apprehends being

;
but he says that the

business of the judgment is to sujrply the
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cement for building up concepts. Accordingly,

he has no doctrine of modality as a whole,

but merely considers thi-ee cases, between
which he traces no relation. Necessity may
arise either out of the universal analytic

judgment, the conditional judgment, or the

disjunctive judgment. By the ‘judgment’ is

meant the meaning of a proposition. Lotze

finds that the meaning of the analytical judg-

ment is illogical, since it identifies contraiies.

However, the meaning of this meaning is

justified by its not meaning to mean that the

terms are identical, but only that the objects

denoted by those terms are identical. The
analytic proposition is, therefore, admissible,

because it is practicallj’’ meant to mean a

particular proposition, that is, one in which

the predicate is asserted of all the particulars.

And the justification of the proposition, whose

use was to be to connect elements of terms,

is that, meant not as it is meant, but as it is

meant to be meant, these elements are iden-

tical and do not need to be connected. In

this way Lotze vindicates the necessity of the

analytical categorical proposition. Coming
next to conditionals, by thought of the same
order, he finds that, assuming that the universe

of real, intelligible objects is ‘ coherent,' we
may be justified in asserting that the intio-

duction of a condition X into a subject S
gi\es rise to a predicate P as an analytical

necessity
;
and for this purpose, when it is

once accomplished, it does not matter whether
the ladder of the assumption of coherence

remains or is taken away. Lotze treats the

disjunctive proposition last, as if it were of

a higher order, following Hegel in this respect.

But what was excusable for Hegel is less so

for Lotze, since he himself had signalized the

significance of impersonal propositions, such

as ‘ it rains,’ ‘ it thunders,’ ‘ it lightens,’ whose
only subject is the universe. Now, if there

is any difference between ‘ If it lightens, it

thunders,’ and ‘ Either it does not lighten or

it thundeis,’ it is that the latter considers the

actual state of things alone, and the former
a whole range of other jjossibilities. However,
Lotze considers last the propositional form
‘ N is Pj or Pg or Pg.’ Properly, this is not

a disjunctive proposition, but only a proposi-

tion with a disjunctive predicate. Lotze con-

siders it a peculiar form, because it cannot be
rci)resented by an Euler’s diagram, which is

simply a blunder. The necessity to which
it gives rise must, therefore, either be the

same as the conditional necessity, or else differ

from it merely by greater simplicity. For

other sound objections to Lotze’s theory see

Lange, Logische Studien, ii.

Trendelenburg [Logische Untersuch., xiii)

maintains that possibility and necessity can

only be defined in terms of the antecedent

(Grund), though he might, perhaps, object to

the translation of Grund by so purely formal

a word as ‘antecedent,’ notwithstanding its

harmony with Aristotle. If all conditions

are recognized, and the fact is understood

from its entii’e Grund, so that thought

quite permeates being—a sort of phrase which
Trendelenburg always seeks—there is ‘neces-

sity.’ If, on the other hand, only some con-

ditions are recognized, but what is wanting
in Grund is made up in thought, there is

' possibility.’ In itself, an egg is nothing but

an egg, but for thought it may become a bird.

Trendelenburg will, therefore, neither admit,

with Kant, that modality is originally a mere
question of the attitude of the mind, nor with

Hegel, whom he criticizes acutely, that it

is originally objective.

Sigwart, vdio holds that logical questions

must ultimately be decided by immediate

feeling, and that the usages of the German
language are the best evidence of what that

feeling is, denies that the possible proposition

is a proposition at all, because it asserts

nothing. He forgets that if a proposition

asserts nothing, the denial of it must be

absurd, since it must exclude every possibility.

Now, the denial of ‘ I do not know but that

A may be true ’ is ‘ I know A is not true,’

which is hardly absurd. Sigwart, it is true,

in accordance with usages of speech, takes

‘A may be true ’ in what the old logicians

called the sensus usualis, that is, for the

copulative proposition ‘A mSy be true, and
further A may be not true.’ But this does

not make it assert less, hut more, than the

technical form. In regard to the necessary

proposition, Sigwart, following his guide, the

usages of speech, finds that ‘ A must he true
’

asserts less than ‘A is true,’ so that from the

latter the former follows, but not at all the

latter from the former. This may be true

for the usages of German speech, just as such

phrases as ‘beyond every shadow of doubt,’

‘ out of all question,’ and the like, in our

vernacular commonly betray the fact that

there is somebody who not only doubts and

questions, but flatly denies, the proposition

to which they are attached. Bradley accepts

the sensational discovery of Sigwart.

Lange (loc. cit.) thinks the matter is put

in the clearest light by the logical diagrams
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UbUiilly atln'hiited to Eiilrr, but really going

back to Vives. ‘ We, tberef’ore. here again

see,’ he says, ‘ how spatial intuition, just a^;

in geometry, verifies (bega iinJet) a piiority

and necess'ty.’ (c.s.p.)

Mode [Lat modus

^

manner] : Ger. Modus
;

Er. mode

;

Ital. modo. In general, the manner
of the existence of a thing. It is equivalent

in the generic sense to the terms attribute,

quality, state, all of which have substance as

their correlative. But the term mode specially

emphasizes the aspect of mutability or vari-

ability in things, that is, the change from one

state to another. Although a substance, there-

fore, must exist in some mode, any individual

mode is regarded as accidental. In conse-

quence of this emphasis upon the aspect of

vari.ibility, a differentiati n arises between

the teim attribute, as signifying tlie permanent

and essential qualities of a substance, and

mode, as signifying its more variable qualities

or the varying forms in which the fundamental

attiibutes express themselves.

This is the sense of the term mode in the

Cartesian system, where it first acquires philo-

sophical prominence. ‘ We have understood

by modes,’ says Descaites ( Principia Philos., i.

proposition 56), ‘the same as what we else-

where designate attributes or qualities. Bat

when we consider substance as affected or

varied by them, we use the term modes.’

Besides God, to whom the term sub tance, in

the sense of self-subsistent, is alone str'cHy

applicable, there are for Descartes only two

summa genera of things(or created substances)

namely, mindsor thinhinu' t Mugs, and material

or extended things. And of every substance,

according to proposition 53, there is one

principal property which constitutes its nature

or essence, and upon which all the others

depend. ‘fihus extension constitutes the

nature of corporeal substance, and is called

pa?’ excellence its attribute, while the attribute

of thought coi.stitutes similarly the e-sence of

thinking substance. For everything else that

can be attributed to body pi’esuppi ses exten-

sion, and is only some mode of an extended

thing, as all the properties we discover in

mind (such as imagination, sensation, or wall)

are only diverse modes of tli uking.’ Modes
are thus modifications of the one iundament.,1

attribute of suhstai.ee. Tiiis is tlie distinct. on

of substance, attiibute, and mode which fur-

nishes the framework of Spinoza’s system, in

which the substantiality of the res exlensae

and the res cogitantes disappear.-;, individual

minds becoming modes of the divine attribute

rf thought, and individual bodies modes of the
divine attribute of extension.

Locke gave the term currency in English philo-

sophy by his division ofcomplex ideas into ‘modes,

lubstauces, and lel.itions.’ Modes are ‘such

complex ideas which, however componi drd,

contain not in them .he suppo. ition of subsisting

by themselves, but are considered as depen-

dences on, or affections of, substances.’ Locke
apologises for using the word in a technical

sense, ilodes are then divided into simple

and mixed. Simple modes are ‘ only variations

or different combinations of the same simple

idea, as a dozen or score, which are nothing

but the ideas of so many;' distinct units added
together.’ Mixed modes contain ‘ a combina-

tion of several ideas of several kinds, e. g.

beauty, theft’ {Essay II, 12. 3-5). (a.s.p.p.)

Lilerniure

:

Eipler, AVdrterb. d. philos. Be-

gri ffe, ‘ Modus ’
;
HoffdjNG, Hist, of Mod. Philos,

(and other Histories), Index. (j.m.b.)

Mode (in logic) [Lat. modus, trans. of

Gk. rpoTTOi'j. See Modality.
Model [Lat. modulus, dim. of modus, mea-

sure] : Ger. Modell, Vorschrift ]
Fr. modele]

lia\. modello. (1) In psychology: something

held up for conscious Imitation (q. v.).

It is recommended that this term be in all

cases employn-d for the matter set up fur pur-

poses of imitation (the usage of Taine, Tarde,

i’loywe), the term Copy (q. v.) being used in the

wider sense given it under that topic. The
word ‘example’ is u^ed in the four languages,

esp cially with an ethical refeience, for cases

in wdiieh the model is explicitly chosen and
pursued.

(2) In biology: see 1\Iimi(.;ey tq).

Literature', see Imitation, and Mimicry.
(J.M.B., G.F.S.)

Moderation. Sometimes used to render the

Greek 'rox^poa-lurj. See Temperance, (j.m.b.)

Modesty [Lat. mo lestus, moderate] : Ger.

(i) Besche''denh.it', Fr. (i) moiestie-, Ital.

([) mo testia. (i) The form of timidity or

shyness due to reflective self-consciuinness.

(2) A popular term for general lowliness of

mind.

The demarca'ion of modesty off from the

other forms of Shyness (q. v.) is difficult,

especially’ in vieu of the confusions of popular

ns ge. There is often an ehment, both in

the conscious state and in the physical re-

action of modesty’, due to the particular ex-

citing object, which may, at the same time,

excite Shame or Coyness (see those terms);

as, for example, when modesty is excited by
phy sical indelicacy, which also produces shame.

9.1
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Indeed, it is seldom tliat reflective emotion

such as this is not complicated with special

feelings and attitudes toward the object.

Literature : see Shyness. (j.m.b., g.e.s.)

Modification (in biolog}") [Lat. modifi-

cation : Ger. {individuell erwirrheiie) Ahdn-

dernvg (Wundt); Fr. modification] Ital.

modi^azione. A structural change wrought

during the individual’s lifetime (or acquired),

in contradistinction from variation, which is

of germinal origin (or congenital).

The term was used sometimes, but not con-

sistently, in this sense by Darwin. In the

Darwinian phrase ‘descent with modifications’

the ambiguity is evident as between what is

congenital and what acquired.

The distinction indicated in the definition

has been rendered necessary by the discussion

as to the inheritance of acquired character’s.

^Modifications are acquired by the individual

;

whether they can be transferred to the ger-

minal substance and thus become hereditary

as variations is the problem under discussion.

See Acquiued Chaeactees, and Heeedjty.
Organisms capable of extensive modification

are ter med plastic
;
and this Plasticity (q.v.)

may be subject to selection. The term Ac-
commodation (q.v.) is reserved by some

writers for the moulding of behaviour to envi-

roning circumstances on the part of organisms,

referring to function rather than to structure.

On the hypothesis of Organic Selection
(q.v.) modifications of structure may serve to

foster Coincident Variations (q.v.) of like

nature, and accommodations of behaviour may
thus set the direction of congenital variation,

and so of evolution under the action of

natural selection.

Literature

:

Lloyd Morgan, Habit and
Instinct; J. Mark Baldwin, A New Factor-

in Evolution, Airrer. Natural., June—July,

1896; Headley, The Problems of Evolu-

tion (1901). (C.Ll.M.-J.M.B.)

Modification and Variation (nrental).

The same distinction between these terms is

recommended as that given under Modifica-
tion (in biology). Cf. Variation. (j.m.b.)

Modulus [Lat. modus, a mode], (i) Pro-

posed by Sclirdder (Ger. Modul; Fr. not in

use; Ital. modulo, suggested

—

e.m.) for the

four relative terms upon which the logic of

dual Relatives (q.v.) hinges; namely, ‘ Not,’

‘Same as,’ '* Excluded from a universe con-

taining,’ and ‘ With, or within a universe

containing.'

These terms were first called by Peirce the
‘ definite dual relatives of second intention ’

;
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he now thinks it might he well to term
these the four ‘cardinals,’ or four cardinal

dual relatives.

Literature : Peirce, in Studies in Logic by
Members of the Johns Hopluns University,

191, and Amer. J. Math., iii. 47; SchrOder,
Algebra d. Logik, iii. 117.

(2) See Errors op Observation, (c.s.p.)

Modus pouens and Modus tollens [Lat.].

Two ways of reasoning from a conditional

proposition or consequence. The modus po-
nens from the consequence and the antecedent

infers the consequent
;
the modus tollens from

the consequence and the falsity of the conse-

quent infers the falsity of the antecedent, thus

:

Modus Ponens. Modus Tollens.

If A is true, C is true; If A is true, G is true;

A is true; Gis false;

G is true. A is false.

A third way of reasoning, namely, from
the truth of the antecedent and falsity of the

consequent to the falsity of the consequence,

is generally overlooked. See Hypothetical

(
syllogism). (c.s.p.)

Mohammed, or Mahomet, or Mahomed,
or Muhammed. (cir. 570-632 A.D.) An
Arabian pro^ihet, born at Mecca. His father

died about the time of Mohammed’s birth,

and his mother in his sixth year. He
was raised by a grandfather and an uncle.

The latter, Abu Talib, was his faithful friend

and protector all through life. Accounts of

Mohammed’s youth are legendary : he prob-

ably tended flocks until his twenty-fifth

year, when he entered the service of a rich

widow named Chadidja, whom he married.

In his fortieth year Mohammed saw his first

‘ vision ’ and received his ‘ message.' In four

years he made forty proselytes, and it was
revealed to him that he must preach openly.

As his followers increased in numbers, he

was forced to the most careful watchfulness

to save his life. About 622 he moved to the

friendly city of Medina, and the Mohammedan
era dates from the first mouth of the following

Arabic year. Mohammed now became the

law-giver, judge, and ruler of Medina and of

two powerful Arabian tribes. In the first

year of the new era, he assumed hostilities

against his enemies. War followed, and in the

sixth year of the new era the first pilgrimage

to Mecca was announced, but not carried, out

until the following year. The Meccans con-

cluded peace with him, however, and he had
become an equal power. His missionaries

passed throughout Arabia, and even beyond

its borders. Mohammed’s forces being de-
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feated in a battle with the Christians, the

Meccans broke the peace-treaty. Mohammed
defeated them, however, and his religion

became supreme in Arabia. He was likewise

successful against a combination of hostile

tribes in the eighth year of the new era.

Two years later, at the head of forty thousand

Moslems, he made his last solemn j)ilgrimage

to Mecca. See Mohammedanism.
Mohammedanism [Arab. al-Isldm, the

religion of ‘ self-sui'render’ or ‘resignation’ to

God’s will] : Ger. Mahomedanismus [Islam)

;

Fr. Mahometisme [Islam); Ital. Maomettismo

[Islamismo). It should be observed, how-

ever, that the Prophet, according to his

own view and that of his followers, restored

rather than created the religion of Islam, the

faith of Abraham
;
and that hence the term

Muslim— less correctly hut more commonly
written Moslem—is constantly applied by
them to persons who lived before the time

of IMuhammad or Mohammed (less correctly

Mahomed, Mahomet). The religion founded

by Mohammed (q. v.) may be defined as the

latest of the great Semitic religions, teach-

ing as its cardinal doctrines the Unity and
Personality of God, the prophetic mission of

Mohammed— ‘ the last of the prophets and the

seal of the prophets ’—the plenary inspiration

of the Qur’dn (Koran, Coran), the resurrec-

tion of the body, and a system of rewards

and punishments in a future life.

The simplicity of the Mohammedan con-

fession of faith—‘I bear witness that there

is no god but God, and I bear witness that

Mohammed is his servant and his apostle ’

—

is at once its strength and its weakness
;

its

strength, because the deliberate utterance of

this formula is sufficient to secure to him who
utters it the rights, privileges, and status of

a Muslim
;

its weakness, because it may be,

and has been, interpreted in the most diverse

senses. Hence we find the wide diffusion of

IsMm amongst many races, including alike

the most subtle and spiritual and the most

stupid and material, corresponding with an

immense varietyof sects amongst its adherents;

a fact fully recognized by the Muslims them-

selves in the oft-cited tradition :
‘ The Magians

are divided into seventy sects, the Jews into

seventy-one, the Christians into seventy-two,

and the Muslims into seventy-three, of all

which sects but one shall be saved ’
;
and the

tradition :
‘ My Church shall become divided

into seventy-three sects, whereof but one

shall be saved, while tlie rest shall perish.’

Nor are the differences which separate some

of these sects of a trivial character; the

thorough-going pantheism of some of the

Stiffs (see Sufiism) stands at the opposite

pole to the rigid monotheism of the orthodox

followers of al-Ash'arf
;
the strong belief in

free-will held by the Mu'tazilites (the domi-

nant party under the early 'Abbfcid caliphs)

offers the sharpest contrast to the extreme
predestinarianism (commonly regarded as an

essential feature of IsHm) which prevailed

later; while amongst certain sects of the ex-

treme Shf'ites (see Sunnites and SiifiTEs)the

most grotesque forms of anthropomorphism
and metempsychosis are to be found, notably

amongst the Isma'flfs, Nusayrfs, Druzes, Hu-
ruffs, and certain of the Babfs.

If, however, we except Persia (which is,

from the point of view of a Turk, Egyptian,

Afghan, or Moor, almost entirely unorthodox),

the ordinary orthodox Sunnf doctrine teaches,

in addition to the essentials already enun-

ciated: (i) the plenary inspiration of the

Qur’dn, which is throughout regarded as the

direct utterance of God, conveyed from time

to time to the Prophet as occasion arose; (2)

the resurrection of the dead, and the judg-

ment and recompense of all mankind; (3) pre-

destination of both good and evil; (4) the

consummation and conclusion of the prophetic

function in Mohammed; and the following

obligations
:

(a) declaration of the divine

unity; (6) prayer, preceded by ablution, at

five specified periods of the day; (c) alms-

giving
;

(d) fasting in the month of Ramadan
;

(e) pilgrimage to Mecca once at least in a

lifetime, for all whose health and wealth

enable them to undertake it. Abstinence

from certain foods (notably pork, and all in-

toxicating drinks) is also obligatory; while

circumcision, though not theoretically indis-

pensable, is in practice universally observed.

The doctrines of Isldm are based on, and

deduced from, (i) the Qurdn, the Word of

God; (2) the Hadith, ‘Traditions,’ or sayings

of the Prophet; and (3) the Sunnat, or

practice of the Prophet, his ‘companions,’

and their immediate ‘ followers.’ The Qur’dn

alone is not only insufficient for that minute

regulation of every detail of daily life which
Oriental peoples ai’e prone to expect from
their religion, but is, in fact, often inconsis-

tent with itself, reflecting, in its various por-

tions, the changing moods of the Prophet,

and the very diverse circumstances of failure,

success, hope, despair, and ultimate triumph
in wliich at different epochs of his prophetic

career (a.d. 610-32) he found himself. In
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general, the earlier or Meccan sieras (chapters)

are shorter, more vigorous, less doctrinal, and
in some respects (notably in their attitude

towards the Jews and Christians) more tolerant

than those revealed at i\Iedina after the

/iijra (Hegira) or ‘Flight’ (a. d. 622); and

since the 114 suras which constitute the

Qur'an are arranged, on the whole, according

to their length, the shortest coming last, it

lias been truly observed that he who would
study the evolution of the Prophet’s doctrine

would do better to read them iu inverse

order than as they are now placed. These

inconsistencies, however, did not greatly

trouble the x\rabs (an essentially practical

people, little given to metaphysical specula-

tions). to whom primarily Mohammed addressed

himself; nor, in any case, were the stirring

times in which he and his immediate disci[)les

lived favourable to the elaboration of a com-

plete theological system. This was reserved

for their successors, more especially the non-

Arabian peoples on whom the valour, ambition,

and proselytizing zeal of the concpiering Arab
Muslims soon imposed the religion of Islam.

Amongst these the Persians were conspicuous,

and, as has often been observed, it was to

thejn especially that the elaboration of what
is often miscalled Arabian science and Arabian

philosophy (.'ee the topics to whi'-li reference is

made under Ae.\bian Philosophy) was due.

Arabic, it must be remembered, was, for the

first four or five centuries of Islam, the

language not only of niig on, but also of

philosophy, science, poetry, and diplomacy

throughout the Mohammedan world, and even

at the present day in Persia it is still the

vehicle in which serious treatises on religious

or philosophical subjects are written; while

the semi-Persian character of the 'Abbisid

rule, which had its centre at Baghdad, and
reached its zenith in ‘ the golden prime of

good Haroun Alraschid,’ is now generally

recognized.

It was, then, by these more civilized and
speculative peoples that the elaboration and
synthesis of Mohammedan doctrine was effected.

The inconsistencies of the Qur’an were re-

moved by the science of ‘ the abrogating and
the abi ogated’ {ndsikh wa mansukli)

]
and its

deficiencies were supplemented by the collec-

tion and critical examination of a vast number
of tiailitions as to how the Piapbet and bis

companions behaved, and what they said and
dill, in various circumstances and emergencies.

'I'hc older traditionists (of whom al-Buhhai i

find Muslim are the most celebiated) spared

no pains in the collection and selection of

these traditions, gathered orally in many long

and laborious journeys through Arabia
;
and

though the severe critical method which they

adopted proved fatal to the pretensions of the

greater number, enough remained to form a

basis for a pretty complete system of theology

and jurisprudence. At a later date, when
the critical faculty waxed weaker and a less

honest and more partisan feeling prevailed,

spurious traditions (often fabricated with

some obvious political or polemical purpose)

were freely coined: ‘I have observed,’ says a

traditionist who died in A. d. 827, ‘that the

pious man is in nothing more ready to lie

than in what concerns the Hadith,’ and the

Shi'ite theologians are generally regarded as

particularly open to criticism in this respect.

The earlier sects of Islam (Khdrijites, Mur-
jiyya, &c.), including most of the early Shi'ites,

or partisans of 'Ali and his family, were
mainly political, but the Mu'tazilites (‘ Sepa-

ratists ’), or ‘partisans of the divine justice

and divine unity,’ as they called themselves,

who were the dominant party under the early

'Abbasids (especially in the 9th century of

our era), strongly opposed the separation of

the Attributes from the Essence of God, the

doctrine of predestination, the theory that

the Qur’iin was increate and existed from all

eternity, and the beliefs that God could be

seen with the eyes, and that wicked Muslims

should not suffer eternal punishment, in all of

which points they were in antagonism to the

‘orthodox’ party, which, for all their liberal

tendencies, they vehemently persecuted.

Fa voured by the court of Baghdad, and armed
w'ith the logical weapons which they had

borrowed from the Greek philosophers, they

enjoyed for a long time undisputed superiority,

both intellectual and political, over their

opponents; and, had they been able to main-

tain their supremacy, the whole future history

and development of Islam might have been

very different, but unfortunately their political

ascendency was checked by a change of view

on the part of the caliphs, while the desertion

from their ranks of the celebrated Hasan al-

Ash'ari furnished their adversaries with the

controversial weapons of which they had

hitherto enjoyed a monopoly. Except for a

few highly educated and intelligent natives

of India, notably Syed Ameer Ali, author of

The Spirit of Islam, the once powerful Mu'ta-

zilites hardly exist at the present day; while

even these ‘ neo-Mu'tazilites ’ are rather to be

l egaiaDd as modern ‘ broad-cburch ’ Muslims
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than as the lineal successors of the ancient

sect.

The Sunnis, who greatly outnumber the

Shi'ites, comprise the four orthodox schools

or sects of Abu Hanifa (Hanifites), Ibn

Hanhal (Hanhalitesl, ash-Shati'i (Shafi'ites),

and 11)11 Bialik (Malikites), which ditfer from

each other only in comparatively unimportant

points of doctrine and practice. Of the

Shi'ites, tlie ‘ Sect of tlie Seven ’ {Sab'iyya),

or Isma'ilis, has still a few adherents in

Syria, and is represented at Zanzibar, and by
the Khojas and other cognate sects in India,

notably at Bombay (where Aghd Khdn, the

spiritual head of the Khojas, resides) and in

Chitral. The great bulk of Shi'ites at the

present day belong, however, to the ‘ Sect of

the Twelve’ [Ithnd 'asliariyya), which is now
the national religion of Persia. In Syria they

commonly go by the name of Metdwila. At
the opposite pole to them stand the Wahhabis,

those Puritans and reactionaries of Islam

ivho created so great a turmoil in Arabia and

the adjoining regions at the end of the last

century, and whose denunciations and attacks

were especially directed against the adoration

of saints, the superstitious veneration of holy

places, and tobacco-smoking.

The finest conception of Islam promulgated

by the Prophet himself occurs in the second

sdra of the Qur’an, v. 172, and runs as

follows :
—

‘ Righteousness is not that ye turn your

faces to the East and the West
;
but righteous-

ness is this. Whosoever believeth in God,

and the Last Day, and the Angels, and the

Book, and the Prophets
;
and who.so, for the love

of God, giveth of his wealth unto his kindled,

and unto orphans, and the poor, and the

traveller, and to those who claim an alms,

and for the release of the captives
;
and whoso

observeth prayer and giveth in charity; and
those who, when they have covenanted, fulfil

their covenant; and who are patient in

adversity and hardship, and .in times of

violence :—these are the righteous and they

that fear the Lord.’

To appreciate Mohammed’s work at its true

value, we must remember what he found his

people and what he left them. The contrast

between the early Muslims and the heathen

Arabs is nowhere better brought out than in

the reply made by the fugitives at the Abys-
sinian court to the NejAshi or sovereign of

that country and his bishops and nobles. ‘ 0
king !

’ they said, ‘ we were a barbarous folk,

worshipping idols, eating carrion, leading

II. c

sinful lives, violating the ties of kinship,

evilly entreating our neighbours, the strong

among us oppressing the weak
;
and thus we

were until God sent unto us an apostle from
among ourselves, whose pedigree we knew,
as also his veracity, integrity, and chastity,

who summoned us unto God, that we should

declare His unity and worshijD Him, putting

away the stones and idols which we and our

fathers used to worship in His stead; and
who bade us speak truly, faithfully discharge

our trusts, observe the ties of kinship, act

rightly towards our neighbours, and refrain

from forbidden things and from blood; and who
forbade us from sinful practices, vain words,

consuming the property of orphans, and mis-

using virtuous women; and who commanded
us to worship God, associating none with

Him, and to pray, and give alms, and fast.’

Literature. Qurdn\ eels, by Flugel (1834,

1837, 1869) and others; trans. into English

by Sale (1774 and numei'ous later editions\

with an excellent preliminary discourse,

Rodwell (1876), and E. H. Balmee (1880):
into French by A. de Bibeestein Kazi.mibski

(1854); into German by G. 'Wahl (1828)
and L. LTllmann (1862); Th. NOldeee.
Gesch. d. Qorans (i860).

Biogrwphy of the Prophet : Ibh Hishah
(tA.D. 828-9), ed. AVUstenfeld (1859-60),
trans. into German by Weil (1864); also

monographs by Sie AVilliam Muie (4 vols
,

1858-61); Th. Noldekb, Das Leben AI.’s

nach d. Quellen popular dargestellt (1863);
Speexgee, Das Leben u. d. Lehre des M.

(1861-5, 1869); R. Boswoeth Smith, AIo-

hammed and Mohammedanism, Lectures

delivered at the Royal Institution of Great

Britain in Feb. and March, 1874 (2nd ed.,

1876); Step Ameee Ali, Spirit of Islam

and Life of Aluhammad (2nd ed., 1896).

History of Islam : Sie W. Muie, The
Caliphate, its Rise, Decline, and Fall (2nd ed.,

1892); G. Weil, Gesch. d. Chalifen (1846-
bo); Dozy, Het Islamisme (1863 and 1880),

with Fr. trans. by Chauvin (1879); Renan,
Mahomet et les Origines de l’Islamisme(i864);

Hughes, Diet, of Islam (1885, 1896); von
Keemeb, Culturgesch. d. Orients unter cl.

Chalifen (1875-7); Gesch. d. herrschenden

Ideen des Islams (1868); Culturgeschicht-

liche Streifziige auf dem Gebiete des Islams

(1873); Goldziehee, Muhammedauische
Studien (1889-90); T. W. Aenold, The
Preaching of Islam (1896).

Sects of Islam-. Shaheistani (tA. r>. 1153),
Kitabu’l-milal wa’n-nihal (ed. Cureton, 1846),
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Ceiiuaii 1 1 alls. Ly HAAKHEi}CKEK (1850);
Dabistan (a Persian work composed in India

about the middle of the 17th century
;
several

Oriental editions), trans. by Shea and Teotek

(1843); Gobineau, Eeligions et Philos,

dans I’Asie Centiale (2nd ed., 1866; 3rd ed.,

I pool. (E.G.B.)

Molecule and Molecular Force : see

Mattke.
Molinos : see Quietism.

Moment : see Peesent, and Time Pee-
CEPTIOH.

Moment [Ger.]: an element or Factoe

(q. Y.). It is comingiuto use in English, (j.m.b.)

Moment (of force) [Lat. momentum, move-

ment]: Ger. Kroftmoment] ^v. moment •, Ital,

momento {della forza). The product of the

intensity of a force acting along aline D/' by
the perpendicular DP from that line to some

given point P. The amount of the moment
therefore depends on the position of P, which

i P

may be any position required by the special

problem in hand. Cf. l\l omentum. (s.n.)

Momentum [Lat.] : Ger. Moment, Beweg-
ungsmenge\ Fr. quantity de mouvement', Ital.

momento. The product of the mass of a moving
body into its velocity.

Moment of momentum. In the case of a par-

ticle moving along a line DF (see Moment of

force) by the perpendicular distance DP from
the line to a given point. It differs from the

Moment (q. v.) of force only in that the mo-
mentum of the particle is used instead of the

foi’ce acting upon it.

In the case of a body or any other system
of particles, the sum of the moments of mo-
mentum of the different particles. The follow-

ing is a fundamental property : the moment
of momentum is a minimum when for P we
take the centre of gravity of the system, and
remains constant so long as the system is not

acted upon by any force but the mutual action

of its own parts. (s.n.)

Monad (Mouadism, Monadology) [Gr.
/jLovds, unit]: Ger. Monade\ Fi-. monade\
Ital. monade. In ancient philosophy, the unit

in arithmetic, or unity as opposed to duality

;

it figures in this sense in the numerical specu-
lations of the Platonic school and the later

Pythagoreans. 'The special case of the number
two, considered as unit or constituent of being,

was known to the Pythagoreans as the

Dyad (for Zenocrutes’ doctiine of the Dyad
see One). (a.s.p.p.-j.m.b.)

(1) With the Pythagoreans, the monad was
the number one considered, as well as we can

make out, as the first creative deity (Zeller).

(2) In other Greek schools a monad is sim-

plyan individual. With the Atomists,anatom.

(3) In the philosophy of Leibnitz a monad
is a being pursuing its development according

to an inward law, in pre-established harmony
with other beings. The idea may he illus-

trated by two pendulums, each moving accord-

ing to a formula of its own. This illustration

is used by Leibnitz himself. This theory has

been resuscitated by Eenouvier {La Nouvelle

Monadologie, Paris, 1898).

(4) In the logic of Eelatives (q. v.), a pro-

position with one term left blank, to he filled

in if the proposition is to be completed. In
chemistry: a radicle with one free bond. (c.s.P.)

In its modern signification the term ap-

peals to have been first made current by
Giordano Bruno, who uses it, in conscious

opposition to the atoms of Democritus, to

denote the individual imperishable elementary

substances in which the divine essence of the

universe manifests itself. Each monad com-

bines form and matter
;

it is at once spiritual

and corporeal. The universe is thus living

throughout its minutest parts, and each mo-
nad is a microcosm or mirror of the whole.

God is called the Monas monadum. Bruno’s

conception of the monads thus combines an

intense individualism with a thorough-going

pantheism. The analogy of Brimo’s con-

ception with the later doctrine of Leibnitz is

obvious, and it has been supposed that

Leibnitz was indebted to the earlier thinker

both for the doctrine and the term. Ludwig
Stein, however, who traces very carefully the

development of the doctrine of monads in

Leibnitz’s writings, adduces good grounds for

the conclusion that Leibnitz woiked out his

doctrine of individual substances indepen-

dently of Bruno, and that the term itself,

which he first used in 1696, was suggested to

him not by Bruno, but by a contemporary of his

own (Van Helmont the younger), with whom
he was in correspondence, and who visited

him in that year. Had Leibnitz taken his view

from Bruno, he would have taken the term at

the same time
;
but the term is used for the

first time in 1696, some years after the doc-

trine had taken definite shape in his mind,

and is constantly used thenceforward as the

technical term by which he desires to indicate

1 he peculiarity of his own position.
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Leibnitz’s Monadology is the result of bis

revision of tbe Cartesian doctrine of substance.

Substance, he maintains, is to be conceived

as activity or active force
;

and whereas,

according to the abstract definition of sub-

stance as the self-existent, it follows that

there can be only one substance, room is left,

according to the new definition, for an infinite

variety of individual substances. These are

the monads, not material or extended like

the atoms of the physicists and the mechanical

philosophers, but ‘ metaphysical points ’ or

immaterial centres of force, their inward

force or life being conceived, after the analogy

of mental life, as a grade of ‘perception’ or

ideation, though the grade of mentality may
be so low as not to be properly spoken of as

conscious. Each monad is entirely self-con-

tained, developing all its experience from

within, but each mirrors or ‘ represents ’ the

universe from its own particular point of view.

The system or hierarchy of monads, rising con-

tinuously from the lowest to the highest grade

of perfection, constitutes the pre-established

harmony in which the universe consists. God
is represented as the creator of the monads,

in so far as he conferred real existence on what
pre-existed ideally in the divine thought. At
other times, however, God would appear to be,

inmetaphysical consistency, only an expression

for the harmony of self-subsistent monads.

Monadism, in accordance with the foregoing,

might be defined as spiritual atomism or

spiritual individualism. If the individual

substances are supposed to be metaphysically

self-subsistent in their isolation, monadism
would be a doctrine of ultimate pluralism, at

variance with the monistic impulse in which

speculation has its rise and by which it is

maintained. But a thinker like Lotze, who
has his roots in the Monadology, conceives

the monads or spiritual substances not as

absolute or unrelated reals, but as organic

members of one world, moments in the life

of one Being, which conditions them all and
makes reciprocal interaction possible.

The doctrine of Mind-stuff (q. v.) or the

theory that every atom or material fact has

its inner side—its atom of sense or conscious-

ness—presents a monadic character; but, in

the form originally given to it by Clifford,

it dissolves the unity of consciousness into

bits or ultimate units of mind-stuff which
compound themselves into what we call a

mind. It is simply atomism done into terms

of mind. (a.s.p.p.)

Literature'. Eislee, Worterb. d. philos.

Begriffe, sub verbo
; Leibnitz, Monadology

(Eng. trans., in J. of Specul. Philos., i. (1867)

129, or in ed. by Latta); Duncan, Philos.

Works of Leibnitz (trans.)
;

Lotze, Micro-

cosmus, and Hist, of Philos.
; L. Stein,

Leibnitz and Spinoza. (j.m.b.)

Mouasticism ; see Asceticism.

IVEouergism [Gr. ftoVor, alone, -f- epyov,

work] : Ger. Monergismus
;
Fr. monergisme

;

Ital. monergismo. The doctrine of those Augus-
tinians who deny the co-operation of the human
will in the work of regeneration, and hold

that it is wholly the work of the Holy Spirit,

the human will being passive. See Synee-
GISM. (a.t.o.)

Moneron [Lat. monus, alone, single].

A name given by Haeckel to the simplest

known organisms, including naked Protozoa,

such as Amoeba, Protomyxa, and Vampyrella.
SeeE. Haeckel, Gen. Morphol. {1866); Hist, of
Creation. Cf. Amoeba, and Peotozoa. (e.s.g.)

Money [OE. moneie, Lat. monetci\ : Ger.

Geld', Fr. monnaie, argent', Ital. moneta. A
thing which, by common consent of the busi-

ness community, is used as a basis of com-
mercial obligations.

There are two quite distinct purposes for

which supplies of money are needed by the

businesscommunity and its individualmembers

:

(i) as a reserve to secure solvency
; (2) as

a medium of exchange.

The latter function seems at first sight

much more important than the former; so

much so, that most writers have made it the

basis of the definition of money. It was so

in large measure with Smith and Mill
;

it is

much more explicitly so with some modern
writers. ‘ Money is the medium of exchange,’

says Walker. ‘ Whatever performs this func-

tion is money.’ To this view there are two
objections. First, the actual medium of ex-

change for important transactions is the bank
cheque

;
and Walker himself shrinks from

calling this money, though it is a legitimate

consequence of his own definition to do so.

Second, the thing which a man must have in

order to do business is not a convenient

medium, but an acceptable reserve. If he has

this, he can transfer title in any way he pleases.

To lay stress on the means of transfer instead

of that which is behind it, opens the way for

fallacies both theoretical and practical.

Literature'. Jevons, Money and the

Mechanism of Exchange
;
treatises on political

economy and finance. (A.t.h.)

Monism [Gr. povos, alone] : Ger. Monisrmis ;

Fr. monisme
;

Ital. monismo. Monism is, in
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MONISM

strictness, a name applicable to any system

of thought which sees in the universe the

manifestation or working of a single prin-

ciple. Cf. Dualism, ami Pluralism.
Such a unity may be said to be at once

the tacit presuj'position and the goal of all

pliilosophic effort, and insofar as a philosophy

fails to harmonize tlie apparently independent

and even conflicting facts of experience, as

aspects or elements within a larger whole, it

nuis' be held to fall short of the necessary

ideal of thought. Dualism, in an ultimate

metaphysical reference, is a confession of the

failure of philosophy to achieve its proper task;

and this is the justification of those who con-

sistent!}' use the word as a term of reproach.

But the contradictions of experience are so

231'ofound, and the difficulties of an ultimate

synthesis accordingly so great, that monistic

systems arc apt to reach their unity by neglect-

ing or overriding fundamental distinctions.

Dualism in the, e circumstances is frequently

the reassei tion of these distinctions against a

monism which the critic considers too ‘ cheap

and easy ’

;
and in the mouth of such ci itics

monism in turn tends to be used in a dys-

logistic sense, and to be applied specifically to

systems which, by mei’ging the variety of exis-

tence in a pantheistic unity, leave no room for

individuality or freedom. The docti ine of the

Eleatics in ancient, and that of Spinoza in

modern, philosophy might be taken as t}pes

of such systems. Schopenhauer’s pantheism

of the will would be a more modern example.

Lotze’s reference to the ‘ bold monism ’ of

Hegelian idealism hovers between the two
usages of the word, for he expressly recognizes

a monisticexplanation as the goal of philosophy,

while, at the same time, he contends that

Hegel’s synthesis is ovcriiasty, and does

not do justice to all the elements of the

prc blem. Ladd points out {Introd. to Philos.,

403) that there are ‘two fundamental and
irremovable distinctions, the distinction he-

tween matter and mind and the distinction

between moral good and evil,’ the denial or

insufficient explanation of which, by specula-

tive systems, provokes, and relatively justifies,

the recurrent protest of dualism. But ‘ we
give credence to dualism only in order to be

more cautious and penetrating in our philo-

sophical analysis, more patient and compre-
hensive in our attempt at a final philosophical

synthesis. In being consistently and per-

sistently philosophical we are always seeking

some form of monistic system.’

The term ‘monist’ seems to occur first in

Wolff, who uses it, in connection with the

relation of mind and body, to designate those

thinkers who acknowledge only one principle,

whether mind or body. It thus includes both

idealists and materialists, and is opposed to

dualist, dualism being Wolff’s own position.

After Wolff the term was not much used till

it was revived by the Hegelian school in the

first half of the present century. Gdschel

published a book in 1832 called Per Monismus
des reinen Gedanicens. Sir William Hamilton
uses it much in the Wolffian sense, in con-

nection with the question of external percep-

tion, to include (i) idealists, (2) materialists,

and (3) those who maintain that ‘mind and
matter are only phenomenal manifestations

of the same common substance ’ {Lects. on

Met., i. 296). The term thus includes with

him all philosophers except those whom he
designates natural dualists (e. g. Eeid) and
hypothetical dualists (e.g. Descartes and Locke
and the ‘ great majority of modern philo-

sophers ’). Hamilton’s classification, however,

is made with too exclusive reference to a single

epistemological problem, instead of being

undertaken from an ultimate metaphysical

point of view.

In recent discussion the term has come into

popular use in connection with the psycho-

physical question of the relation of Mind
AND Body (q. v.). It is used by a number of

writers to denote what is otherwise known as

the double-asjiect theory or the theory of

parallelism. According to this view, ‘ we
have no right to take mind and body as two
beings or substances in reciprocal interaction.

We are, on the contrary, impelled to conceive

the material interaction between the elements

comprising the brain and the nervous system

as an outer form of the inner ideal unity of

consciousness. It is as though the same thing

wei’e said in two languages ’ (Hoff’ding, Out-

line of Psychol., chap. ii). As this doctrine

obviously reproduces the Spiuozistic theory of

parallelism between the attributes of thought

and extension, it is sometimes spoken of as

Neo-Spinozism. It sometimes claims merely

to state an empirical concomitance, and to rank

therefore as a scientific law, without involving

a decision on the metaphysical question of the

ultimate ground of existence. But in general

the theory is not limited to the case of ‘ minds,’

or even of living things, but is made coex-

tensive with existence, each particle of matter

being supposed to possess a mental aspect.

It passes, therefore, into a metaphysical theory

which represents the world of consciousness



MONITORIAL SYSTEM — MONOMANIA

and the world of matter as parallel manifesta-

tions of one underlying substance. Philo-

sophically, such a theory must he regarded as

imperfect, in so far as it offers no explanation

of the duality which it empirically accepts,

and throws no light on the nature of the

identical substance which it speculatively

asserts. In any case, this application of the

term monism is an unwarrantable limitation

of the term to a single form or variety of

monism regarded as a philosophical theory.

It is sometimes known as ‘ scientific monism.’

Literature : works on metaphysics gene-

rally, and Bibliog. B, 2, f. In relation to the

last-mentioned use of the term cf. Hoffding,
as cited above; Llotd Moegan, Compar.
Psychol., Prolegomena and chap, ii; Romanes,
Mind, Matter, and Monism

;
Caeus, numerous

papers in the Mouist, i. ff.
;

E. Haeckel,
Natiirliche Schbj)fungsgesch.

;
Monisnius als

Band zwischen AViss. u. Religion (1895,
Eng. trans.); and Riddle of the Universe

(Eng. trans., 1900) ;
E. Moeselli, La Eilos.

monistica in Italia, Riv. di Eilos. scient. (1886);
and Gioedano Beuno, Commem. Address,

Rome, 1887 (1888). (A.s.p.p.)

Monitorial System [Lat. monitor, from

•monere, to advise] : see Bell and Lancastee.

Mono- [Gr. Aidros, single, only] : Ger.

Mono-', Er. mono-', Ital. mono-. (i) In

one respect: as MoNOMANiA(q.v.; also termed,

by Clouston, monopsychosis). (2) Affecting one

part or member of the body : as monoplegia,

paralysis of one limb
;

monocular, relating

to one eye; monologue, repetition of one sound

(Lall-Monologe, Preyer: see Lalling). (j.j.)

Monogony : see Agamogenesis.
Monoideism [Gr. /lioVos-, alone, single, +

IBea, idea]: Ger. Monoldeismus; Er. mono-
ideisme

;
Ital. monoideismo. A state of mind

in which the attention is fixed for a somewhat
extended period upon a single idea, with a

certain artificial concentration known vari-

ously as ‘paralysis,’ ‘ rigidity,’ ‘ spasm,’ ‘static

contraction,’ &c., of the attention. It occurs

in cases of pathological Eixed Ideas (q. v.).

Hypnosis (q. v.), and what is variously called

‘ charming,’ effect of ‘ evil eye,’ &c.

This is in opposition to the usage (Ribot)

which applies monoideism to normal attention,

in which the leady and facile movement of

attention over a field, and transition from one

object to another, is in sharp contrast to the

fixity noted here. (j.m.b.-g.f.s.)

Monologue : see Mono-, and Lalling.
Monomania [Gr. goVor, single, -f juai/t'n, mad-

ness
;

according to Esquirol, derived from

Mvri, moon, maniac being the Greek form
for the Latin form ‘ lunatic ’] : Ger. Mono-
mania', Er. monomania', Ital. monomania.
Introduced by Esquirol for partial insanity

and melancholia (in its original sense), in

distinction from the more diffuse disorders

—

mania, dementia, and imbecility. Prichard
introduced it in English (cf Moeal Insanity).

The existence of such limited disorders

cannot be questioned
;
but they appear under

so many distinct conditions that it is more
customary and better to sacrifice the merely

descriptive term monomania for one which
suggests the actual clinical process involved.

Indeed, the term is at present mainly of

historical interest, and reflects an uncritical

attitude which classifies symptoms on super-

ficial resemblance instead of on ground of

their origin, development, and con elation

(cf. Psychoses). Even for those psychoses

in which the symptom-complex remains

throughout that of partial delusional insanity,

most writers have abandoned the term mono-
mania in favour of Paeanoia (q. v.). The
word mania is no longer used for delusional

states or delusions in psychiatry
;
and even if

it were, there are too many cases of this tyjie

in which more than one ‘ mania ’ exists (e. g.

delusions of grandeur and delusions of persecu-

tion). Moi’eover, it seems dogmatic to merely

call the delusions themselves abnormal, and
not to acknowledge the weakness of the

‘normal part’ of the reasoning, which fails to

counteract the formation of the delusions.

Prichard himself admits that on careful inquiry

it will often be found that the mind is in

many respects in a different condition from

that of perfect health.

The forms which Esquirol classified under

this term are now divided as follows :

—

(i) PAEANOiA(q.v.) and paranoic conditions.

(^) Residuals from processes of deterioration :

chronic delusional conditions representing the

result of katatonia and dementia praecox.

See Paeanoia (secondary). Esquirol’s cases

of ‘ ei’otomania ’ are paranoic forms of de-

mentia praecox. (3) Epidemic hysteria of

religious character. (4) Manic-depressive in-

sanity (several of Esquirol’s instances of mono-
manie raisonnante are cases of recurrent

hypomania). (5) Constitutional neurasthenia

or psychopathic inferiority (phobias, tics, im-

pulses, &c.). Prichard also includes melan-

cholia, hypochondriasis, and paranoia with

somatic delusions, &c. Cf. the topics cited.

Literature : Esquieol, Des Maladies men-
tales, ii. i ff. (1839); Peichaed, Treat, on
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Insan., 26ff.( 1 835); Spitzka, Insanity (1883)

;

BALLET-^fOESELLI, Psicosi (1896). (A.M.)

MonopEysites [Gr. ^io^or, single, +
(f)v(ns, nature] : Ger. Mono^hysiten] Er. mono-
fliykites', Ital. monqfisiti, A sect of Eastern

Cbristians taking its rise in the 5th century,

who, while admitting the union of the two
natures in the incarnation of Jesus, yet main-

tain that his nature is essentially simple, the

human element being virtually absorbed into

the divine.

This doctrine gave rise to an important

controversy, which involved both the political

and ecclesiastical relations between Rome and

Constantinople. The doctrine was finally

declared heretical, and Severus, its principal

exponent, condemned. The doctrine survived,

however, being especially strong in Egypt.

The Armenian Church of the present is nomi-
nally of the Monophysite belief.

Literature : Doenee, Christliche Glaubens-

lehre. ii (1880, also Eng. trans.). (a.t.o.)

Monopoly [Gr. fiovos, exclusive, + iruiXeiv,

to barter] : Ger. Monopol
;
Yv-monopole] Ital.

monopolio, (i) An exclusive trade privilege.

(2) The control, in whatever way obtained,

of all the soui’ces of supply of any commodity
in a particular market. (3) The control of a

specially good source of supply.

The advantage under (3) is more properly

called a differential gain than a monopoly.
The most common instances of (r) are

patents and copyrights. They are granted not

so much because of any theory of property in

ideas, as on account of the fact that few
people can develop a new p;?ocess or issue

a new book unless assured of some valuable

gain in case of success to counterbalance the

large loss in case of failure.

Monopolies of form (2) arise chiefly in this

way : when the most economical supply of

the market requires a mass of concentrated

capital, there may not be an aggregate de-

mand sufficient to support more than one

such concern at any price
;
and even where

things have not reached this extreme, there

will often be so few concerns as to render
continuation easy and the advent of a new
competitor slow and difficult. Railroads and
waterworks often furnish an example of the

former class
;
manufacturing Teusts (q.v.) of

the latter. (a.t.h.)

Monosyllogism : see Syllogism.
Monotheism [Gr. //dvof, alone, -b 0f dr, God]

:

Gei-. Monotheismus) Er. monothei»me', Ital.

motiotnsmo. (i) In religion ; the belief in one
God

This term is more in use in the history of

religion than in philosophy, and is used chiefly

in contrast to polytheism. Hence Xenophanes
is frequently spoken of as a monotheist on
account of his polemic against the polytheism

of the popular faith of Greece: ‘One God
there is, greatest among gods and men, neither

in form nor in thought like unto men.’ So
also Judaism is characterized as a monotheistic

religion in contrast with the polytheistic

nature-worship of the surrounding peoples,

and the same epithet has been applied in later

times to Mohammedanism. Monotheism, as

a reaction from nature-worship, involves the

conception of God as a spiritual being distinct

from nature, which is regarded as his creation.

This distinction of the Creator from his crea-

tion tends, in the typical monotheistic religions

mentioned, to pass into an abstract separa-

tion, which reduces God to an externally

active Cause and Lawgiver. Hence mono-
theism is treated by some writers as a de-

fective doctrine—a stage on the way to a

philosophical theism (see 2, below). Thus,

for example, Edward Caird, in his Evolution

of Religion (ii. 67), says, speaking of the

relation of Judaism to Christianity :
‘ Nothing

could meet the want of the time but a religion

which should unite the immanence of panthe-

ism with the transcendence of monotheism.’

Historically, there are two conflicting theories

of the order of religious development; the one

regarding polytheism as the corruption of a

purer form of monotheistic belief; the other

representing monotheism as an evolution from

pre-existing polytheism. (A.s.p.p.—a.t.o.)

(2) In philosophy : the doctrine tliat God is

one indivisible being and the embodiment of

the unitary princijile of reality.

Monotheism, in philosophy, is a genus of

which Theism and Pantheism are species

(see those terms). It is to be distinguished

from, henotheism, the doctrine of a supreme

being in a hierarchy of deities. Monotheism
may stop short of the assertion of the person-

ality of God, as in pantheism. Its one dis-

tinctive feature is its dogma of the unity of

the divine nature.

Literature : see the topics named, especially

Theism, and Bibliog. E, 2, e. Also Zellee,

Development of Monotheism among the

Greeks
;

S. B. Gould, Hist, of Monotheism
;

E. Caied, Evolution of Religion. See also

under Theism. (a.t.o.)

Monothelitism [Gr. /xoroi, alone,

to will]; Qur. AfonothelitLmus
]
Fr monotheli-

tisme, monothelit,me
;

Ital. monotelitismo. A
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modified form of the Monophysite doctrine to

the effect that the dual nature of Jesus Christ

possessed but one energizing will.

This doctrine, brought forward as a com-

promise between Monophysite and orthodox

parties, gave rise to a temporary truce, hut was
finally condemned as a heresy in 680-1, after

which it disappeared.

Literatv/re : Schapf, Christ and Christi-

anity, 62 ;
Doenek, Doctrine of the Person of

Christ, ii, Pt. I
;

Watson, Ketzerhistorie,

IX. iii. 666
;

MOlleb, in Herzog's Real-

Encyc. (A.T.O.)

Monotypic and Polytypic Evolution:
see Evolution (in biology), and cf. Physio-

logical Selection.

Monster [Lat. monstrum, a prodigy, a

wonder] : Ger. Missgehurt, Monstrum

;

Fr.

monstre
;

Ital. mostro. An organism con-

genitally much malformed. Cf. Spobt.

No definite line can be established between

malformation and monstrosity, as the difference

is one of degree only. When the malformation

is so great that the appearance of the indi-

vidual organism differs widel3'froin the normal,

the term monster is applied. These abnormal

forms are not infrequently develo23ed in the

human species during the period of gestation.

Such abnormal forms follow more or less

certain types, and have therefore been classi-

fied. Tbe study of monstrosities is called

Teeatologt (q. V.).

While ordinarily used in regard to anato-

mical malformations, it is also em^jloyed in a

psychological sense, especially in refei'ence to

absence or perversion of the moral and emo-

tional sensibilities. (c.s.m.—j.j.)

Literature-. Is. G. St. - Hilaiee, Hist,

des Anomalies (1832); C. Daeeste, Produc-

tion des Monstruosites (1891); L. Guinaed,
T6ratologie (1893); T. H. Moegan, The Frog’s

Egg (1897) ;
W. Roux, Gesammelte Abhaudl.

ii. Entwickelungsmech. cl. Organismen (1895)

;

Taeuffi, Storia della Teratologia (1895).
(E.S.G.)

Montaigne, MicRel Eyquem, Seigneur
de. (1533—92.) Bom at Perigord, France,

and educated at Bordeaux, he studied law at

fifteen, and in 1554 became a counsellor in the

Parliament of Bordeaux, where his friendship

for Etienne de la Boetie began. Resigned in

1570 and devoted himself to literature. In

1580 he travelled in Germany, Switzerland,

Italy, and the north of France. In 1581
became mayor of Bordeaux. Fled from the

city, 1585, to escape the plague.

Montanism : Ger. Montanismus
;

Fr.

Montanisme

;

Ital. Montanismo. The doctrine

of a sect of Christians, in the second century,

founded by Montanus, which combined belief

in the continuance of tbe miraculous gifts of

the Apostles and in the personal inspiration

of Montanus, with the expectation of the

second coming of Christ in the near future and
the practice of a rigorous ascetic discip>line.

The significance of Montanism lies almost

exclusively in its claim of a continuance of

miraculous gifts in the Church. This was, on
the one hand, an anticijiation of the ecclesias-

tical doctrine of infallibility, and on the other,

the first assertion of the principle of the pro-

gressive revelation of Christian truth. Newman
takes this view, while Ritschl, in Harnack’s

words, regards it ‘ as a reaction against secu-

larism in tbe Church and an effort to conserve

the principles of primitive Christianity.’

Literature: J. H. Newman, Essay on
Devel. of Christ. Doctrine (1845); Bon-
WETSCH, Gesch. d. Montanismus (1881);
A. Haenack, Encyc. Brit. (9th ed.), art.

Montanism
;

McClintock and Steong,
Cyclopedia, art. Montanism. (a.t.o.)

Montesquieu, Charles Louis de Se-
condat, Baron de. (1689-1755.) Educated
in the Oratorian college of J uillj^ and (in law) at

Bordeaux. Became counsellor in the Parlia-

ment of Bordeaux,. 1 71 4, and president, 1716.

Chosen to the Academy, 1728. Travelled in

Germany, Austria, and Italy, spending two
years in England, studying methods of govern-

ment. Returned to France, 1731, and devoted

himself to historical study.

Mood [Lat. modus^ : Ger. Stimmung
;
Fr.

humeur] Ital. umore. Pronounced emotional

tone not connected with particular mental

objects, and having much colouring from
organic sensations.

Literature : Stout, Manual of Psychol.,

286 f.
;
the titles given under Emotion, and

in Bibliog. G, 2, le. (j.m.b., g.f.s.)

Mood (in grammar): see Conjugation

(
linguistic), and Inflection.

Mood (in logic) [Lat. modus syllogistici,

trans. of Aristotle’s rponos o-nXXoyto-juoi;] : Ger.

ScMussmodus; Yr.mode; Ital. wiodo. Kind of

Syllogism (q. v.), varying with the quantity

and quality of the premises and conclusions.

In each syllogistic Figuee (q. v.) sixteen

combinations are possible of the proposi-

tions A, E, I, O. Only certain of these are

recognized as valid, to which names are

given as cited under Mnemonic Veeses and
WoEDS (q. V., 8). For the ‘ rules ’ for testing

the validity of the various modes see Syllo-
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GISM. Histor'cal citations on tlie top c may
be seen in Eisler, Worterh. d. jdiilos. liegriffe,

* Schlussinodi.’ (j.m.b., c.l.f.)

Moral and Morals : see Ethics, and

Ethical Theoeies. Cf. Moeal Sciences.

Moral Argument (for the existence of

God) : see Theism.

Moral Courage : see Coueage.
Moral Faculty : Ger. moroHsche Fahig-

keit; Yv. faculte morale; \ta\. fucolta morale.

Tlie mental capacity or ‘power’ in the indi-

vidual hy which is ai)prehended the moral

quality of actions or the distinction between

right and wrong.

'I'he term is used by Butler as a general

term which implies no special view of the

nature of the power of distinguisliing between
right and wrong. ‘ That we have this moral

apiuoving and disapproving faculty is,’ he

says. ‘ certain, from our experiencing it in

ourselves and recognizing it in each other.’

Its existence is presupposed, ‘ whether called

conscience, moial reason, moral sense, or

divine reason, wliether considered as a senti-

ment of the understanding or as a perception

of the heart, or, which seems tlie truth, as in-

cluding both ’ {Biss, on Virtue, apud init.).

The term, which was frequently employed by

the English moralists and Scottish philoso-

phers, has for the most part fallen out of use

with the decay of the ‘faculty psychology.’

Cf. Conscience, Moeal Sense, and Peactical
Reason. (w.e.s.)

Moral Insanity : Ger. moralischer Irr-

sinn;Vv.folie7norale; pazzia inorale. ‘A
morbid pei version of the natural feelings,

affections, inclinations, temper, habits, moral
dispositions, and natural impulses, without
any remarkable disorder or defect of the intel-

lect or knowing and reasoning facullies, and
particularly without any insane illusions or

hallucinations’ (Prichard, 1835).
The word moral was used not in the sense

of ethical, but as a contrast to ‘delusional’ or

‘incoherent,’ referring to Lotke’s remark:
‘ Madmen do not appear to have lost the
faculty of reasoning; but having joined to-

gether some ideas very wrongly, they mistake
them for truths, and they err, as men do that
argue right from wrong principles.’ The
cases which Prichard alludes to are mostly
mild forms of manic-depressive insanity (see

IMania), of Avhich he describes very plainly

the ups and downs of exaltation and depres-
sion w ith ah.sence of any delusion or immo-
rality. Other cases have merely ‘a liability to

violent fits of anger hx’eaking out without

(ause and ler.d ng to the danger or actual

commission of serious injury to surroundings,

persons,’ or criminal impulses (irresistible im-
pulse to break things, to put fire to buildings,

to commit every kind of mischief, to steal), or

nostalgia, erotomania, satyriasis, and nympho-
mania (unusual intensity of sexual passion).

Prichard also includes epileptic irascibility

and finally the senile insanity in which ‘ tlio

pious become impious, the constant and happy
discontented and miserable, the prudent and
economical imprudent and ridiculously pro-

fuse, the liberal penutious, the sober drunken.’

Further, he mentions eccentric wayward and
antisocial individuals in whom heredity of

mental diseases, and even previous attacks of

insanity and profound change of character, are

demonstrable.

The term ‘moral insanity’ is now com-
monly replaced by the terms respectively

which characterize the actual psychosis of

which it forms a manifestation. As illus-

trated above, it occurs sym2itomatically in

hyjiomania (see Mania), in the restless and

adventurous period of certain types of general

paralysis or senile dementia, with prominent

deterioration of character, in licentiousness

and sexual crimes, stealing, &c., or in alco-

holic deterioration
;
and in paranoia (acts of

persecution for supposed wrong or of inspira-

tion, as in the well-known case ofGuiteau, the

murderer of President Garfield) or in epilejisy

(imjDulsive violence, stealing, &c.). There

are, further, some cases which are now com-

monly thought of as real instances of ‘ moral

insanity,’ in which, notwithstanding normal

educational opportunities, a peculiar deficiency

of appreciation of moral values lasts beyond

childhood, or ciops out at the period of

pul)eTty, when a larger scope of individual

and social responsibilities may normally be

expected to arise. These cases belong to the

category of constitutional psychic inferiority,

and are jnoperly classed as moral imbecility,

whether tliey are combined with or occur in

the absence of intellectual, emotional, and im-

pulsive deficiency. In these cases there is an

inability of adaptation to the demands and

existing order of society, a predominance of

vicious, antisocial, and even criminal in-

stincts, resulting in discomfort and injury to

those immediately affected and to society at

large. Various forms of the defect occur:

there may be a complete lack of appreciation

of right and wrong, or a general appreciation

of the difference without any desire to act

accordingly, or a desire to act differently, but
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no sufficient power of will to convert motive

into action, i. e. a sort of moral abulia.

Sexual immorality, prostitution, alcoholism,

disregard offamily and other duties, a fiendish

passion for making trouble, stealing and

forging and lying (Delhriick’s pseudologia

phiintastica) are the most frequent types of

action expressive of moral insanity.

A special leason for the survival of the

term is its antagonism to certain concepts of

English law which ignore completely the

undeniable fact that there are states of merely

diminished responsibility. This law recog-

nizes irresponsibility only where the per-

petrator is unable to distinguish between

right and wrong in the act committed
;
while

undoubtedly there are states where the

criminal recognizes this distinction but is

practically unable to choose between right

and wrong, owing to the psychopathic con-

ditions mentioned above.

Literature : see the topics mentioned
;
also

Delbeuck, Die pathologische Liige und die

psychisch abnoi’men Schwindler (1891);
Bleulee, Uber moralische Iclictie, Vtljsch. f.

gerichtl. Med. (1893); Kahlbaum, Uber
Heboidophrenie, Allg. Zeitscli. f. Psychiat.,

xlvi. 461-74; Eedmann Mullee, Arch. f.

Psycliiat., xxxi. 325-77; J. C. Peichaed,
A Treatise on Insanity (1835) ;

Hack Tuke,
ait. Moial Insanity, in Tuke’s Diet, of Psychol.

Med., with literature. (a.m.)

Moral Judgment: Ger. sittliches Urtheil\

'Fy.jugement moral
]

giudizio morale, (i)

The judgment passed upon the ethical quality of

conduct or character. See Coxscience. (w.e.s.)

(2) Judgments of value, Woeth (q. v.), or

appreciation, distinguished fiom intellectual

judgments, or judgments of relation, predica-

tion, assertion. Cf. Judgment.
Intellectual judgments reflect what is true

or consistent, moral judgments what is fit with

reference to some sort of standard or ideal

which may not be realized at all. Even on

the theory that moral judgments are not

absolute but relative, there is still a distribu-

tion of values, of whicli the given worth is

one, with reference to a scale
;
and this in

turn implies an ideal of excellence. The
common element which perhaps justifies the

use of the term moral judgment is the sub-

jective attitude of assent or endorsement

which it shares with cognitive judgment. It

would be better to give up the use of the

tetm moral in application to all sorts of worth
(in such expressions as ‘moral sciences,’ and
in the French ‘fortune morale

’),
and to re-

strict it to the ethical, as in the definition

(i). The word Peactical (q.v.) is being more
and more used in this general sense, and that

term is available. See also Peactical Reason,
and Peactical Judgment.

Literature : Oemond, Foundations ofKnow-
ledge, Pt. III. chap, iii

;
and citations under

Woeth. (j.m.b.)

Moral Order : see Oedee (moral).

Moral Philosophy (and Science) : see

Ethics, and Ethical Theoeies.
Moral Progress [Lat. progressus~\ : Ger.

sittlicher Fortschritt
;
Fr. progres moral

;
Ital.

progresso morale. Advance towards perfection,

or the process of the realization of the moral
ideal.

Moral progress is a characteristic idea of

Christian thought, both as regards the indi-

vidual and society. The moral ideal being

conceived as infinite, the moral life is apt to

be regarded as a progressus in infinitum.

Thus Kant deduces from the infinity of the

moral task the immoitality of the moral

being. Of the evolution moralists, some iden-

tify progress with evolution, and hold that

the progress of society and that of the indi-

vidual proceed pari passu, their common goal

being the complete adaptation of the indi-

vidual to his environment. Others find in

social organization a reflection of the ethical

progi-ess made by the individual, at the same
time that the individual’s ethical nature has

arisen for the fulfilment of social utilities.

According to Mill, Spencer, and Stephen,

the chief factor in moral progress is sympathy

;

according to Alexander, progress is the result

of a stiuggle of ideals, in which the best or

fittest sui vive. According to Leslie Stephen,

the direction of progress is from conduct to

charactei', from the form ‘Do this’ to the

foim ‘Be this.’ On the other hand, the fact

of moral progress, and especially the identity

of progress and evolution, has been denied.

Cf. Huxley’s Romanes Lecture, ‘ Evolution

and Ethics ’ (discussed by Royce, Baldwin,

and others in Int. J. of Ethics, 1895),

and A. J. Balfour's ‘Fiagment on Progress,’

in Essays and Addresses, 241 ff. The
pessimists hold that the course of things is

from bad to worse, a regress rather than

a progress. Cf. Social Peogeess.
Literature : many works on ethics, espe-

cially by the writers named, as cited under

Etbics, and Ethical Theoeies
;

see also

Bibliog. F, 2. /, n. (j.s.)

Moral Science : see Ethics.

Moral Sciences ; Ger. Geisteswissen-
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schuften; Fr. sciences morales; Ital. scienze

morali. Those blanches of inquiry which

deal with mind and conduct, as opposed to

matter and life
;

i. e. they are contrasted witli

the physical and natural sciences (see

Science), and are often described as the
‘ mental and moral sciences.’

In this general division all knowledge of

man, apart from his body and its history,

falls to the moral sciences
;
history, political

economy, law, and statistics, as well as psycho-

logy, anthropology, and ethics. The psycho-

logical factors involved, sucli as desire, emotion,

effort, and the pursuit of ideals, stand in the

way of the treatment of the phenomena by
the formulasof quantitative measurement. The
French cover the distinction by their phrase

‘la Foetune Physicjtje (q.v.) et la fortune

morale.’ (j.m.b.)

Moi'al Sense : Ger. sittliches Gefulil; Fr.

sens moral
;

Ital. senso morale. The specific

feeling—or faculty of feeling—attaching to the

dittinction between right and wrong.

The term moral sense is described by Adam
Smith (il/oraZ Sentiments') as ‘ a word of

late formation and not yet English.’ The
term ‘moral sense writers’ is now commonly
used to denote a succession of English moia-
lists, of whom Shaftesbury and Hutcheson
were the chief. The term moral sense is used

by Shattesbury (in the margin of his In-

quiry concerning Virtue) as synonymous with

‘sense of right and wrong,’ and as indicating

a feeling in the individual which accom-

panies right or wrong action or disposition.

It is spoken of as a ‘ refle.x affection,’ because

the ‘ objects of the affection ’ are ‘ the very

actions themselves, and the affections of pity,

kindness, gratitude, and their contvaiies,

which are brought into the mind by reflection.’

‘ So that, by means of this reflected sense,

there arises another Isind of affection towards
those very affections themselves, which have
been already felt, and are now become the

subject of a irevv liking or dislike’ [Inquiry,

Ek. I. Ft. I. § 3). The doctrine of a moral
sense rvas, however, most fully elaborated

by F. Hutcheson in three works

—

Inquiry
into the Original of our Ideas of Beauty
and Virtue (1725), Essay on the Nature
and Conduct of the Passions and Affections

with Illustrations on the Moral Sense (1728),
and System of Aloral Philosophy (pub-
lished posthumously in 1755). The moral
sense is described by him as a ‘ determination
of our minds to receive amiable or disagree-

able ideas of objects.’ ‘By a superior sense.

wliich I call a moral one, we pej ceive pleasure

in the contemplation of such [sc. good] actions

in others, and are determined to love the agent

(and much more do we perceive pleasure in

being conscious of having done such actions

ourselves) withoi.t any view of further natural

advantage from them’ [Inq., 106, 124). It

is described as a ‘taste or relish ’ {Syst., i. 59);
and its ‘gratifications are constituted by
nature our most endurable pleasures ’ [Essay,

xix). In Hutcheson’s latest work the reflex

nature of the moral sense is most distinctly

brought out, and it is said to have reference

to ‘affections’ or dispositions, I’ather than to

actions (i. 97). Adam Smith replaces this

view of a distinct moral sense by his doctrine

of sympathy [Mor. Sent., VII. iii. 3). (w.E.S.)

Moral Statistics : Ger. moralische Sta-

tistik
;

Fr. statistique morale
;

Ital. statistica

morale. A branch of practical Statistics (q.v.).

An examination of the French criminal statis-

tics by the statistician Guerry in the year

1829 showed that the conduct of the popula-

tion from a mural point of view might be
7uade a subject of statistical investigation.

Hence arose moral statistics.

The development of statistical inquiry

among civilized communities within the pre-

sent century has led to a corre.sponding ex-

pansion of the field of moi'al statistics. In

addition to criminal statistics, moral statistics

now include the statistics of suicide, of ille-

gitimacy, of divoi'ce, and in fact of any mani-

festation of human conduct in its moral

aspects which admits of enumeration and
effective comparison. Moral statistics draw
materia] from almost every department of

practical statistics. The birth-rate belongs

to the statistics of pojmlation, but it is also

of great value to the moral statistician. It

not merely supplies him with the number
and ratio of births which take jdace outside

bonds of wedlock
;

it also assists him to dis-

cover how far the natural increase of the

community is checked among the married

poiiulation by artificial means. Ecclesiastical

statistics may also be utilized by the moral

statistician. The growth or decay of ecclesi-

astical or secular marriages is in its way a

symptom of the moral condition of the com-

munity. Trade statistics, where they are

concerned with the consumption of alcoholic

drinks or with the statistics of luxuries, are

to a certain extent an index of the moral

standard of the people. Educational statistics

and the statistics of pauperism have a close

relation to moral statistics. Conduct depends
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on vital, intellectual, economic, religious, and

political conditions, andthe statistical materials

which these conditions supply are all of value

to the moral statistician.

Moral statistics admit of almost as much
subdivision as society itself, and the subdivi-

sions run upon somewhat similar lines.

Morality is a characteristic of the human
race. Hence moral statistics are international

in character, and the first subdivision of rnoral

statistics may be appropriately described as

international moral statistics. The results of

international moral statistics, in so far as it is

possible to get results, are arrived at by the

method of comparison. All civilized com-

munities collect statistical material which

enables them to give the ratio of crime, suicide,

illegitimacy, divorce, &c., occm’ring in such

communities within a strictly defined period

of time. The task of international moral

statistics is to collect these ratios and to

present them in a comparative form. When
this has been done, we see the rate of crime,

the rate of suicide, the rate of illegitimacy,

and so on, which exist in the civilized world

at a given time, and the difference between

one nation and another with respect to these

ratios. Let us take the international statistics

of homicide as an example.

Homicides jper million inhabitants.

Italy, 1880-4 . . . . 96
France, 1880-4. . . . 15
Germany, 1882—4 • . . 10

Spain, 1883-4 . . . . 76
Austria, 1877—81 . . . 24
England, 1880—4 . • • 5
Ireland, 1880-4 . . . 10

Scotland, 1880-4 . . . 6

This table, which is extracted from Professor

Ferri’s L’Omicidio, sheds considerable light on

the international distribution of homicide. It

is not, however, to be taken as an absolutely

accurate representation of the facts. Penal law,

penal procedure, the definitions of crime, differ

in different communities. These differences

affect the statistical returns, and all that we
get as a result of international statistical

comparisons is an approximation to the facts.

But appioximations, although falling short of

complete accuracy, are often of great value.

They lead the student of moral statistics to

inquire into the various conditions which
tend to produce a high or a low rate of homi-
cide or suicide, or whatever the subject under
consideration may be. The conditions, for

instance, which make homicide vary so much

in different countries may be partly climatic,

partly racial, partly social, partly economic.

International statistics, although they are too

incomplete to be taken as a test of the position

occupied by nations in the scale of morality, are,

nevertheless, an invaluable means of awaken-
ing communities to the moral evils which
exist within them

;
and when such statistics

afford a clue to the conditions which produce
these evils, they may help to pave the way for

removing them.

National moral statistics embrace a nar-

rower area, but are more accurate in character

than international statistics. In national

statistics the accuracy of the returns is not

disturbed to the same extent by differences of

method in the collection and ai rangeraent of

the statistical material. Practically the same
method of collection and arrangement may
exist for a considerable period of time. When
this is the case, a comparison of the moral
conditions of one period with the moral con-

ditions of another attains a considerable de-

gree of accuracy. This is exemplified, for

instance, in the statistics of illegitimacy in

England and Wales during the last quarter

of a century. During that period there has

been little or no change in the method of

collecting the statistical data relating to the

general birth-rate. In the quinquennial

period 1876-80 the rate of illegitimate births

to the total number of births was 47 per

r,ooo. In the quinquennial period 1893-7
the illegitimate birth-rate had sunk to 42
per 1,000. It may be fairly assumed from
these returns that the vice of illegitimacy is

diminishing in English social life. But it

would be hazardous to argue from this fact

that there has been a corresponding improve-

ment in sexual morality as a whole. It is

possible that this may be the case, but the

decrease in the proportions of illegitimacy is

not in itself a conclusive proof of it. In
England the tendency of the population for

a long period has been to concentrate in large

cities. Prostitution is almost entirely a product

of city life. The effect of prostitution is to

diminish the proportions of illegitimacy. In

London, for instance, the rate of illegitimacy is

lower than it is in the population as a whole.

But it would be rash to infer from this fact

that the morality of the sexes is on a higher

level in the metropolis than in other portions of

the kingdom where illegitimacy is more preva-

lent. AVhile illegitimacy is comparatively low
in large Englisli cities and comparatively

high in the country districts, the leverse
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is the case in Fiance and also in Germany.
M. Levasseur, in liis remarkable demographic
work La Population francaise, gives tiie

following table exhibiting the proportions of

illegitimacy in urban and rural France :

—

Illegitimate births per i,ooo in 1879-83.

department of the Seine ... 24
Urhan population of France . . loi

Rural population of France ... 42
Average for France as a whole . . 74

Notwithstanding the fact that prostitution

tends to diminish illegitimacy, we find that it

is urban and not rural France which has the

highest proportion of illegitimate births. This

leads the moral statistician to the conclusion

that prostitution is only one of the conditions

affecting the movement of illegitimacy. As
far as France is concerned, M. Levasseur says

that the other conditions are the growth of

large cities, the development of industrialism,

the obligation of military service, the weak-
ening of the religious sentiment, an indisposi-

tion to accept the burdens of family life, the

temptations of luxury for poor girls, and the

prescriptions of the Fi’ench law, which forhids
‘ la recherche de la paternite.’ In addition

to these causes the high rate of illegitimacy

in many French and German cities is to be

attributed to the growth of certain political

and social ideals among the masses of the

population. In certain anarchist and socialist

circles the ideal of normal sexual relationship

is regarded not as a legal but as a purely

voluntary union. Where this ideal is prac-

tised, the offspring of such relationships aie

illegitimate in the eye of the law
;
and if this

ideal is practised to any considei’able extent,

it at once heightens the proportions of ille-

gitimacy. In such cases a high ratio of ille-

gitimacy does not necessarily presuppose a

correspondingly low level of sexual morality.

It will also be observed, in connection with
the statistics of illegitimacy in France and
England, that international moral statistics

sometimes assist us to interpret the meaning
of national statistics, and to widen our grasp
of the conditions wliich contribute to produce

the statistical results.

In national moral statistics the difficulty of

arriving at accuiate lesults arises from the

fact that we cannot compare contemporaneous
periods as in international statistics, but must
compare different periods, as, for example, the

present with the past, or one period in the

past with another peiiod in the past. Even
where the collectioti and arrangement of the

statistical material remains the same, the

material itself is often considerably affected

by changes in the law, or changes in the

administration of the law, or by a combination

of both. It is the operation of these circum-

stances which makes it so difficult to estimate

exactly tlie national movement of crime over

lengthened periods. Criminal law in the

course of a generation undergoes considerable

change. Old enactments are repealed or

modified in their operation. New enactments

are made. The development of legislation

is constantly adding new crimes to the statute

book, and to a limited extent removing old

ones. In England the coming into force of

the compulsoryEducation Act,which compelled

every parent under a penalty to send his

child to school, at once added enormously to

the number of persons tried and convicted

before the criminal courts. The growth of

industrial legislation has worked in the same

dii'ection. Employers’ liability Acts, factory

and workshop Acts, mines and quarries Acts,

merchant shipping Acts, are all Acts with

penalties attached to them, and all of them
have tended to add to the ratio of persons

coming before the criminal courts. These

facts must all be borne in mind and due

allowance made for them when comparisons

are made between two periods where the

legal conditions differ under which the popu-

lation live. If the moral statistician looks

merely at the criminal returns relating to the

total volume of offences for tidal before the

criminal courts, he will see that these offences

are increasing
;
and if he does not look outside

these returns, he will be led to the conclusion

that crime, in its widest sense, is increasing,

and that the morality of the population is de-

teriorating. If, on the other hand, the moral

statistician looks merely at the growth of

social legislation, if he counts up the number
of education Acts, of industrial Acts, of muni-

cipal Acts passed into law in order to improve

the intellectual and physical condition of the

population, he will come to the conclusion

that the moral sense of the community is

developing, otherwise such Acts would not

have come into existence. Both views would

be one-sided, because neither view takes ac-

count of all the statistical material at hand

for forming a comprehensive judgment. On
the one hand, the statistics of social legisla-

tion show the growth of the sentiment of social

duty
;
the statistics of the growth of offences,

on the other hand, show the moral danger

of bringing larger and larger sections of the
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population under the lash of the criminal law.

The ultimate problem in this case would

be whether the danger is greater than the

benefit, or the benefit than the danger.

The examples which have just been given

show to what extent national moral statistics

are affected by changes in legislation when
these statistics cover a considerable period of

time. They are similarly affected by changes

in the administration of the law. If a law

is very rigidly administered, if all offences

under it, however trivial in character, are

prosecuted without exception, the annual

return of trials and convictions for such of-

fences will be at a maximum. If, on the

other hand, the law is administered with for-

bearance and consideration, the annual return

of offences will not be nearly so high. And
yet in both cases exactly the same number of

offences may have been committed. One of

the principal reasons why the juvenile popu-

lation in English prisons has diminished so

much in recent years, is that magistrates

and judges are now exercising greater patience

and forbearance with the juvenile offender.

Instead of sending him to prison, they are

cautioning him, or fining him, or committing

him to an industrial school. In the same

way the adult prison population in England
has been greatly diminished by resorting on

a larger scale to the penalty of fining rather

than the penalty of imprisonment, and by the

growing practice of passing shorter sentences

on offenders committed to prison. All these

circumstances have to be taken into considera-

tion when we begin to interpret the contents

of national moral statistics. The statistics

themselves are little more than the raw
material. They are meaning'ess and mis-

leading until we have made a study of all

the circumstances connected with them and
affecting them. Comparisons between one

pei'iod and another of the moral statistics

relating to the national life must never be

undertaken till- a preliminary study has been

made of all the conditions bearing upon the

returns. It is the neglect of this elementary

precaution which has done so much to bring

statistical methods, when applied to social

phenomena, into contempt.

A thiid subdivision of moral statistics is

the moral statistics of the various localities,

whether they are provinces, states, or counties,

of which a nation is composed. The local or,

as it is often called, the geographical distri-

bution of divorce, suicide, crime, &c., is very

uneven. In some parts of the country the

ratio is above the average for the whole

population
;
in other districts it is below the

average. It is the business of moral statistics

to attempt to account for the conditions which

produce these differences. In France, for

instance, the rate of suicide is highest in the

departments around the capital, and lowest

in the extreme west and in the departments

along the southern frontier. In the United
States, homicide is highest in the south and
west, and lowest in the east and north. In
England, illegitimacy reaches its lowest in

such counties as Middlesex and Essex, and its

highest in Cumberland and Hereford. In
the case of local moral statistics, all the

statistical material is collected and arranged

in the same manner in European communities,

and thus lends itself to exact comparisons

lietween district and district. In the United
States this is no't the case. Before inter-

state statistics can be compared, differences

in legislation and in administration must be

taken into consideration. But in local statis-

tics, where law, administration, and the

arrangement of the statistical material are

identical, the problem before the moral statis-

tician is considerably simplified, and his results

are much more assured.

The moral statistics of classes, ti’ades, and
professions form another subdivision of moral

statistics. Bosco, in his monograph on homi-

cide in the United States, shows that the

unskilled labourer is most addicted to homi-

cide, and that this kind of crime is most rare

among the liberal professions. Yet another

subdivision of moral statistics is the moral

statistics of the population according to civil

condition—married or single, widowers or

widows. In the third volume of the Zeit-

schrift filr Socialwissenschaft, Julius Wolf
points out that in Germany widows are more
addicted to crime, suicide, and prostitution

than women who have husbands. Wolf
accounts for the moral degradation of widows
by attributing it to the wretched economic con-

ditions into which a large proportion of them
are plunged by the loss of their husbands.

We have another division of moral statistics

in the moral statistics of sex and age. Moral

statistics of every kind exhibit the difference

which exists between the sexes with respect

to certain immoral or abnormal kinds of

conduct. Such statistics show that women
are on the whole less addicted to crime and
suicide than men. They also show that the

criminal age, and the age when suicide

reaches its maximum, is not the same fof
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women as for men. But moral statistics,

while giving these facts, do not give tlie

explanation of them. This explanation must
be sought in the social economic and biological

condition of the sexes. In recent times the

attempt to account for certain kinds of human
conduct on biological grounds has led to an

extension of the domain of moral statistics.

Ciiminal anthropology is the jiame usually

given to studies of this kind. Criminal an-

thropology attempts to explain the criminal

act by a reference to peculiarities and abnor-

malities in the structure and functions of the

individual who commits the crime. All these

pecrrliarities are collected and tabulated
;
and

when a convicted person exhibits a combina-

tion of them, he is declared to be a born

criminal. One anomaly, or even two anoma-
lies, are not necessarily sufficient to relegate

the offender to this unfortunate class, and in

most cases external conditions must co-operate

with the anomalous personal conditions. But
when the external and the personal conditions

are both present, it is contended by the

criminal anthropologist that the criminal act

is the inevitable result. In many instances

the theories of criminal anthropology have

been carried too far, and the data on which
these theories are based have not been sub-

jected to a sufficiently rigid statistical and

scientific scrutiny. But after all deductions

have been made on this account an element

of truth remains iu the teachings of criminal

anthropology. It is undoubtedly true that

individuals of a degenerate physical or mental

type are handicapped in the economic struggle

for life. They usually find it hard to get

or to retain employment. This fact alone

has a powerful effect in driving them into the

ranks of crime or suicide or insanity. It is

possible that some creatures of this type may
be purely the victims of a defective organiza-

tion. But in the case of criminals it is

practically impossible to prove this. All that

can at present be adequately proved is that

adverse biological conditions, unless counter-

acted by favourable social conditions, lead to

social adversity, and social adversity in its

turn leads to crime.

A summary of the preceding observations

with reference to the subdivisions of moral
statistics shows that such statistics may be
classified in the following order :—interna-

tional moral statistics; national moral statis-

tics; local moral statistics; the moral statistics

of classes, trades, professions; the moral
statistics of civil condition; the moral statistics

of sex and age; the moral statistics of biological

condition. This classification might possibly

be enlarged, but it contains the main heads of

moral statistical inquiry.

A fruitful source of inquiry in the domain

of moral statistics is the confrontation of one

set of moral statistics with another; such,

for instance, as the confrontation of the ratio

of divorce and separation with the ratio of

suicide, or the ratio of illegitimacy with the

ratio of pauperism, or the ratio of education

with the ratio of crime. When these con-

frontations are made, the problem is to discover

whether there is mei-ely a parallelism between

the two ratios or a real causal connection.

Literature : Gubebt, Statistique compar^e

(Paris, 1829); Quetelet, Physique sociale

(Paris, 1869) ;
A. VON Oettingen, Die Moral-

statistik (1882); A. Wagnee, Die Gesetz-

miissigkeit in den scheinbar willkiirlichen

menschlichen Handlungen (Hamburg, 1864);
Dkobisch, Die Moralstatistik (Leipzig, 1867);
Htjbmelin, Redeu u. Aufsatze (Freiburg,

1875); G. Mate, Die Gesetzmassigkeit im
Gesellschaftsleben (Munchen, 1877); Schmol-
lEE, Zur Litteraturgeschichte d. Staats- und
Socialwissenschaften (Leipzig, 1888); Moe-
SELLi, 11 Suicidio (1879 ;

Eng. trans., 1881);
C.D. Weight, Report on Marriage and Divorce

in the United States (1889); Levassetje, La
Population franfaise (Paris, 1891); Rich-
mond Mayo-Smith, Statistics and Sociol.

(London, 1895); G. Mate, Statistik u. Ge-

sellschaftslehre (Freiburg, 1895); E. Duek-
HEiM, Le Suicide (Paris, 1897); W. Lexis,

Handwdrterb. d. Staatswiss., Vierter Band,

Moralstatistik (Jena, 1892); A. Bosco,

L’Omicidio negli Stati Uniti d’America

(Roma, 1897); Bull, de I’lnst. Int. de Sta-

tistique
;
A. L. Bowlet, Elements of Statistics

(London, 1900). (w.d.m.)

Moral Theology : Ger. moralische TJieolo-

gie] Fr. theologie morale
;

Ital. teologia morale.

(i) The doctrines of theology developed as

postulates of the moral as distinguished from

the logico-speculative reason. (2) That branch

of systematic theology which treats of morals

in its theoretic and practical forms.

Moral theology in the first sense had its

distinctive origin in Kant’s separation of

speculative and practical reason, and his deri-

vation of the postulates of religion from the

latter. This position was further developed

by Lotze, in whose system the basis of theology

is the judgment of worth or value. The
modern Ritschlian movement in theology is in

this sense moral rather than speculative.
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In the second sense, moral theology includes

ethics as a branch of Christian doctrine de-

veloped either dogmatically or speculatively,

and casuistry, which treats of the application

of ethical principles to practice.

Literature : Kant, Critiques of Pure and

Practical Eeason, and Eeligion within the

Limits of Pure Eeason
;
Lotzb, Metaphysics,

and Philos, of Eeligion. Also see Eitsch-

LIANISM. (A.T.O.)

Morality [Lat. moralis, moral] : Ger.

Sittlichkeit ; ¥r. moralite
;

ItsA. moj-alit^. (i)

The relation of conduct or character to the

moral standard. For different views as to the

nature of the moral standard see Ethical
Theories. (w.b.s.)

(2) Disposition or conduct which is ethically

good, contrasted with immorality. (j.m.b.)

Morality, Moral Obligation, Moral
Consideration (in law) : Ger. Naturalohliga-

tion (moral obligation), {gesetzliclie) Moralitcit]

Fr. obligation naturelle (moral obligation),

moralite legale
;

Ital. ohhligo (in ethics),

moralita legale. A Moral Obligation is a

duty, for the violation of which the law gives

no redress
;
a Moral Consideration is a just

hut not a legal consideration of a contract,

and which therefore will not suffice to support

an action in the contract
;
Morality, so far as

such a conception as legal morality exists, is

conformity of external conduct to the rules

of law and equity (using ‘ equity ’ in its tech-

nical signification of the principles upon which

courts of Chancery or equity act). See Pollock,

Jurisprudence, chap. ii. 44.

Law and morality have in great part a

common descent from custom. ‘The word
mos, from signifying what is customary, has

come to signify what is right’ (Markby’s

Elements of Law, § 118). The English chan-

cellor was originally the keeper of the king’s

conscience, and decided causes upon his view

of right. From the long succession of deci-

sions in Chancery, certain principles of

‘ equity ’ were developed or generalized, which
became accepted rules for all equity courts,

and have replaced any direct appeal to the

principles of morals (Pomeroy, Equity

Jurisprudence, ii. §§ 49, 62, 424; Smith,

Right and Law, § 49 ff.
;

Holland, Juris-

prudence, chap. V. 50). Pothier, in his

Traith des Obligations, art. prel., distinguishes

between obligations imparfaites, like grati-

tude, which do not even bind one in con-

science, and obligations naturelles, which are

real duties, though not enforceable by law.

Literature : works above cited, and Ben-

I

THAM, Mor. and Legisl.
;

Maine, Ancient
Law, chap, i

; CuQ, Les Institutions juri-

diques des Eomains, Liv- I. iii. III. ii, and
‘ Conclusion.’ (s.e.b.)

Morbid [Lat. morbidus, sickly, from mor-
bus, a disease]: Ger. hrarJchaft; Fr.morbide;

Ital. morboso. (i) Abnormal, diseased : thus

morbid psychology is used as synonymous
with Abnormal Psychology (q.v.). A morbid
train of thought is one with an unwholesome
trend, or one characteristic of an abnormal or

an insane mind. (2) Specifically applied to an
over-sensitive and usually morose state in

which there is much self-conscious rumination

and in which an exaggerated significance is

attached to emotional fluctuations. (j.j.)

More, Henry. (1614-87.) An Eng-
lish divine, educated at Eton and Christ’s

College, Cambridge, where he held a fellow-

ship from 1639.

Morphology [Gr. gop<})ri, form] : Ger. Mor-
phologie; Fr. morphologie

;

Ital. morfologia.

The philoso[)hical study of comparative

anatomy, being chiefly concerned with the

genesis and homology of the structure and
parts of living organisms. First used by
Goethe, in 1817, to denote the study of form.

Literature

:

Haeckel, Gen. Morphologie

(1868); Carhs, Gesch. d. Zook; art. ‘Morpho-

logy’ in Encyc. Brit. (9th ed.). (e.s.g.)

Mosaic Theory (of vision) : Ger. mosaische

Theorie {des Sehens)
; Fr. theorie mosdique {de

la vue)

;

Ital. teoria mosaicistica {della visiorie).

A theory put forth by Johannes Muller to

explain the vision of Ai’thropods possessed

of compound eyes.

Insects, Crustaceans, and other Arthropods

are provided with eyes having many facets,

under which are grouped retinal elements

surrounding a crystalline cone. According to

the Mosaic theory, the whole image seen is

made up of a number of minute points, corre-

sponding to the facets, which combine to

form one picture. According to the rival

theory advocated by Gottsche and others,

each element of the compound eye yields a

small but complete image.

Literature

:

J. Muller, Zur vergl. Physiol,

d. Gesichtssinnes (1826) ;
Gottsche, Beitr. z.

Anat. u. Physiol, d. Fliegen u. Krebse, Muller’s

Arch. (1852); J. Lubbock, The Senses of

Animals (1888). (e.s.G.)

Motion [Lat. motus, moved] : Ger. Be-

wegung\ Fr. mouvement-, Ital. moto (on

all the foreign equivalents, cf. Movement).
From the point of view of physics, motion is

change in the relative position of two bodies

;

1
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MOTION — MOTION AND KEST

but this, as Locke truly observes, is to trans-

late and not to define, for ‘ change ’ and

‘ position ’ already involve the idea of motion,

which cannot in strictness be defined, but

(only exhibited in concrete experience. Motion

involves the ideas of space and time, between

which it seems in a sense to mediate. We
measure space by the time which a body takes

to move from one part of space to another.

In doing so our ultimate standai-d of time is

' tlie constant and regular succession of ideas

in a waking man’ (Loclie, Essay, ii. 14, II)

;

l)iit a convenient objective measure of time

is subsequently found in certain unifoi mly

recurring spatial movements, such as those

of the eaitli and the sun.

The part of physics which deals with the

theory of motion in its purely geometrical

aspect is called kinematics. ‘ When the

mutual action between bodies is taken into

account, the science of motion is called

Kinetics (q. v.), and when S2iecial attention

is paid to force as the cause of motion, it is

called Dynamics’ (q. v.) (Clerk Maxwell,

Mutter and Motion, art. 36).

Heraclitus is the first jihilosopher to insist

on the fact of movement as constituting the

most characteristic aspect of the universe;

but he is content to state the general fact ol

change or process without distinguishing its

different forms. Treating it, moreover, as an

ultimate fact, he does not inquire into the

cause of motion (^o6fV rj dpxh rrjs Ktnjo-ecas). The
Eleatics, on the other hand, treated the fact

of motion as an illusory apjiearance, and the

arguments of Zeno (q. v.) against its possi-

bility—founded chiefly upon the infinite

divisibility of space—are among the best

known pieces of ancient dialectic. The
Atomists, by reducing all change to move-
ment of the atoms in empty space, were the

first to formulate the mxlern physical con-

ception of motion. They conceived this motion

as eternal, and found it sufficiently explained

by the fall of the atoms through infinite space.

Empedocles sought a cause of motion in the

mythical forces of love and hate; and
Anaxagoras, by tracing it to the action of

voos, or mind, made an epoch in Greek philo-

sophy, even thougli mind was conceived by
him quasi-materialistically as communicating
a mechanical impact to his atomic elements.

The most instructive account of motion in

ancient times is to be found in Aristotle, who
sees in Kivr)<ris the most universal characteristic

of nature. Physics, as contrasted with First

Philosophy, deals with existence not in itself,

but in so far as it participates in Klvtjms.

Taking KiVr/o-ty in its widest sense, he dis-

tinguishes three varieties

—

aWoiaxm, or quali-

tative change
;

av^rja-ts Koi <p6icns, quantitative

increase or decrease
;
and rj koto tottov (popd, or

movement in space. Of these the last is the

fundamental form, as involved in the others,

but Aristotle does not, like the Atomists, f

reduce qualitative differences to purely quanti-

tative relations of size and position. Aristotle

teaches the eternity of motion, as he teaches '

the eternity of the world, but he seeks the

exjilauation of motion in an eternal mover,

itself unmoved (ro npeoTov kivovv aKivpTov,

Physics, 8. 6, 258 P>). This eternal jrrinciple

of movement is God— conceived, however, not

mechanically (and therefore not materialisti-

cally) as with Anaxagoras, but teleologically,

as the immanent end and real explanation of

the whole world-jirocess. This is known as
j

Aristotle’s doctrine of ‘mover and moved.’ i

The most recent philosophy still presents

the same conflict between what may be called

the Democritic and the Aristotelian—the \

mechanical and the teleological point of view. 1

'fhe modern mechanical theory, substituting

gravitation for the ‘ fall ’ of the atoms, would
reduce the world to a physical problem of the

continual redistribution of matter and motion.

But gravitation is after all a law rather than

a force; and like all scientific laws, it fur-

nishes us with a generalized description of

what happens, but does not (at least, ought not

to) profess to explain these hapfienings in the

sense of assigning their true cause. The oppo-

site view is that the true cause or ultimate

explanation of any {irocess always involves

the conception of end
;

as Aristotle insists, (

the eml, though apiiarently the last resultant,
I

is first in the order of real existence.

Descartes’ doctrine that the quantity of

'

motion in the universe is conTant, and the

controversies to which it gave rise, belong

to the history of physics rather than to that

of philosophy. Of. Conservation, Energy,
Phoronomy, and Activity. (a.s.p.p.)

Motion (illusions of) : see Illusions op
Motion and Movement, I.

Motion and Rest (in jffiysics) : Ger.

Bewegung und Ruhe
;
Fr. mouvement et repos

;

Ital. moto e riposo. Motion is change of place;

a phenomenon too familiar to need detailed

definition. Bee Motion. Rest is absence of

motion.

Motion has two properties :

—

(
I )

It is continuous : no body changes its

position from a point A to another point B
1 1
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except by passing through an unbroken series

of intermediate positions, which, if the body

is regarded as a point, will form a line.

(2) Motion can be apprehended only as

relative. In space itself there is no such thing

as sameness of position. Position can be

defined only with respect to the position of a

body. Given one such body, and only one,

there will be no way of determining whether

it is in motion or at rest. Given two bodies,

either may be in motion relative to the other

;

but of neither can we say that it is in motion

or at rest when considered by itself. Motions

on the earth’s surface are familiarlj' conceived

with reference to that surface. But the earth

itself is in motion on its axis, and this axis

moves around the sun. Thus motions around

us are very different when we refer them to

the earth’s centie, or to the sun. The sun

itself is in motion relative to the other stars,

and thus we may have another link in the chain,

the end of which we cannot conceive. (s.n.)

Motive [Lat. motus, from movere, to move]

:

Ger. Motiv
;
Fr. motif, mobile (Affect, q. v.)

;

Ital. motivo. (i) Any conscious element con-

sidered as entering into the determination of

a volition.

(2) Any conscious End (q. v.) considered as

entering into the detei mination of a volition.

The first definition is better and is recom-

mended, principally for the reason that the

term end is sufficient to express the second

meaning. There "is great confusion of the

two meanings with each other. The second

usage arises from the attempt to prove that

all motives are intellectual, and of the nature

of ends. There is need, however^ for . a term
of the wider signification; and tlie division of

ends from other motives, in the first sense,

may be marked by the term Affect (q. v.),

as is recommended under that topic. Affects

are the motives, however uncognized and
affective—such as organic sensations, vital

sensations, dispositions of an emotional or

conative sort, &c.—wliich do not have the

character of presentation in idea. They also

include the negative determining or limiting

(massgebende, Wundt) conditions of a volun-

tary decision. Ends, on the other hand, are

the motives which do have the character of

presentation in idea.

Tlie broader definition fi) had early state-

ment in Bentham l^lntrod. to the Princ. of
Mor. and Legist., 1789, cliap. x. § 1),

i. e. ‘Anything that can contribute to give

birtb to, or even to present, any kind of

action,’ or ‘Anything whatsoever which, by

II. I

influencing the will of a sensitive being, is

supposed to serve as a means of determin-

ing him to act, or voluntarily to forbear to

act, upon any occasion.’ (j.m.b.-g.f.s.)

When two or more ends are presented as

tlesiralile, either simultaneously or in imme-
diately succeeding states of consciousness, we
have the experience known as ‘conflict of

motives,’ the conflict being terminated by a

voluntary decision or choice. The denial of

the appropriateness of the term ‘ conflict of

motives ’ is due to the limitation of the term
‘ motive ’ to an experience in which the mo-
tive actually issues in action—a limitation

which appears to be an unnecessary restriction

of the prevailing use of the term. The term
‘ controlling motive,’ applied to tliat motive

to which the decision most nearly conforms,

is unfortunate, since it is difficult to say what
it controls, and also since the course chosen is

rarely true to any one of the alternative

motives. (w.e.s.-j.m.b.)

Literature : the textbooks of psychology

and ethics. For the distinction between the

two deflnitions see citations under Affect.
Cf. Stout, Manual of Psychol., Bk. IV. chap, x

;

D. G. Ritchie and others in Int. J. of Etliics,

iv. 89, 229. A notable di.scussion from the

point of view of the second definition is that

of Gkeen, Prolegomena to Ethics, Bk. II.

chap. i. (J.M.B.-VF.E.S.)

Motor [Lat. motum, from movere, to move]

:

Ger. motorisch

;

Fr. moteur
;

Ital. motore.

Pertaining to the apparatus and conscious-

ness of action.

The term is opposed to sensory, which

is applied to the apparatus and conscious-

ness of the reception of experience. Motor is

used in various phrases, such as Vaso-motoe

(q. V.), ‘ motor consciousness,’ ‘ motor reaction.’

It characterizes also the type of psychological

theories which explain complex mental pro-

ducts more or less in terms of ‘ motor elements
’

(i. e. sensations from muscular and physio-

logical movements), and of conations. See

Movement, and cf. Sensoey and Motoe
Elements. (j.m.b., g.f.s.)

Motor Intuition : see Intuition (in

psychology).

Motor Type : see Type (mental).

Movement [Lat. movere. to move] : Ger.

Bewegung (used also for motion)
;
Fr. mouve-

ment] Ital. movimento. (i) Motion of any

sort.

(2) Organic action; cf. Movement (in

physiology).

(3) Action of the motor apparatus.

13 1
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There is great confusion as between these

meanings in all the languages cited. Move-

ment is used (i) in the broadest possible

sense to cover mechanical motion. But there

is a distinct tendency to restrict the term

motion to the mechanical, and to use move-

ment (2) for the action of organisms, in which

vital or psychological processes complicate the

phenomena. The further restriction con-

tained in definition (3) has arisen in psycho-

logy, where the distinction between the motor

and the sensory processes, and tlieir correla-

tive psychological states, has made the term

movement in this sense convenient. On the

whole, it is safe to recommend that the term

be restricted in psychology to meaning (3);
that, nevertheless, its use in sense (2) be

recognized in physiological discussions
;

but

that, so far as possible, the distinction be-

tween movement and motion be observed,

the latter having exclusive application to the

objective plienoraena of change of place. For

example, I make a movement of my arm;
but I observe by sight the motion of a bird

through the air. For the midway cases of

one’s observation of his own movement, the

tei’m movement is preferable, as in the phrases

‘movement sensations,’ ‘illusions ofmovement,’

&c.
;
yet when these are classed with other

phenomena of motion, the latter term should

be applied to them.

Psychological theories in the realm of

movement are largely concerned with the

formulations respecting conation— with re-

flexes, instincts, and voluntary determina-

tions—on the side of consciousness; and with

those of I'eaction, dynamogenesis, theory of

kinaesthetic sensations and equivalents, on

the side of the organism
;
togrther witli the

motor and ‘ action ’ theories, which assign

to elements of motor content—attitudes, dis-

positions, habits, accommodations, &c.—impor-

tant roles in mental development. The dis-

cussions of effort, fatigue, and emotional

exju-ession, and the investigations into the

localization of the motor areas of the brain

cortex, have emphasized the tendency to make
active accommodation and its requirements at

least as essential as are the cognitive and recep-

tive functions— a point of view ejuite unde-

veloped until this generation. The two sides

of the mental life, however, are more shar[)ly

distinguished for the puiposes of theory than

from any fundamental difference of kind
;

for

the movement elements are thi-oughout sen-

sat'onal in their origin, and accordingly the

reduction of the motor to the sensory con-

tinuum seems to be legitimate. The theoreti-

cal question then concerns the determination

of the sensational elements— muscular and kin-

aesthetic—which, in their function as deter-

mining motor accommodation and control,

minister to the progress of the mentallife. This

is where motor or action theories get their

value; and it is being fully recognized in

current discussion.

The analysis of a given movement function,

of which Handweiting (q. v.) may be taken

as a good example, results in the establish-

ment of certain factors: (i) a ‘ copy series,’

which is held up to be reproduced. (2) The
acquisition, by a process of selection through

experimentation, of the series of kinaesthe-

tic equivalents required for reproducing the
‘ copy-series ’

;
this we suggest calling the ‘ effi-

cient series.’ (3) The association of the efficient

series with any ‘remote’ sensation series (cf.

Kinaesthetic Sensation) which enters into

the accomplished movement. (4) The estab-

lishment of a ‘ contiol series,’ by which the

efficient series is, term by term, held to its

proper course in each successive perform-

ance of the movement. Of these elements

the first is not kinaesthetic, but is a copy
presented by sight, hearing, or other sense,

to the reproduction of which the muscular

apparatus is made to bend its energies.

The second, the efficient, is gradually brought

into conformity with the copy. The third

comes to take the place of the copy, so that

short-cuts are established, allowing the per-

formance of the movement without the original

copy-series. The foui’th is found in that one

—

or all— of the series in question which stands

to check and guide the performance of the

movement. It establishes what is called the

coi.ti ol of a movement, and may be looked at

a little more closely.

The phenomenon of muscular performance

with control seems to have two elements,

more or less distinct from each other : release

and actual control. The release is found in

the conscious ‘ equivalent,’ of the kinaesthetic

order, which, when held in the attention,

serves as preijaration for the voluntai’y execu-

tion of the efficient series. Without atten-

tion successfully given to the equivalent

the movement is impossible; this is shown
in cases of patients who cannot move a limb

unless that limb be seen—the equivalent being

visual. The control, on the otlier hand, is

not essential to the movement, but regulates

it. It consists of the holiing in the atten-

tion, together with the efficient series, of a
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secondary or auxiliary series, seen negatively

in handwritii,g with the eyes closed : the hand

goes astray, because of the absence of the

optical perception of the letters as they

are made. This latter, when present, acts

as control in the progress of the writing,

although without it writing of an irregular

and unformed kiml is still possible.

The most adequate theory of the mechanism

of control makes it a function of attention,

which effects a synthesis of all the elements

necessaiy foi- the perfected movement
;
certain

more important series, however,taking the lead

in this case or that. Interesting differences

among individuals are brought out in patho-

logical cases : to some, from their mental type,

habit of performance, or emphasis in learn-

ing, one series is more necessary; to some

another, in the performance of the same
motor function. Furthermore, there is the

fact of progressive automatization of function

in the matter of control, as elsewhere. Such
a semi-automatic performance starts with the

same release
;
but tlie attention is given not

to the details of the successive stages of the

action, but to the act as a whole. In these

cases, the attempt to control the movements
by giving attention to the individual terms

of the control series delays and disturbs the

action.

See, besides the various topics mentioned.

Muscle, Illusions of Motion and Move-
ment, and Synergy.

Literature : the textbooks of psychology,

and the citations made under the various

topics indicated
;

also Bibliog. G, 2, y?, et al.

On muscular control see under Handwrit-
ing

;
also Janet, Automatisme psychol.

;

Pick, Zeitsch. f. Psychol., iv. (1892) 161;
and in general the literature of the various

motor processes and of Attention. Distinc-

tively ‘ motor ' or ‘ action ’ theories are de-

veloped in the works of Munsterberg (see

the resum4 in Grundz. d. Psychol., i. chap, xv,

with literature) ; Fouillee, Les Idees-Forces

;

Stout, Manual of Psychol.
;
Baldwin, Ment.

Devel. (2 vols.). (j.m.b., g.f.s.)

Movement (disorders of). Disorders of

movement may be due to irregularities in

(i) the execution or control of the action, or

in
(
2
)
the relation of the action to its motive

impulse. The former constitute true motor
disorders; the latter are of the nature of

affections of the will, impairing action. See
Will (disorders of).

(i) True movement or motor disorders of

psychological interest may be grouped as

(a) inability to execute (certain types of)

movement or their imperfect and difficult

execution owing to an impaired co-ordination
;

and as (6) inability to restrain or control

(certain types of) movement. The former
group includes paralyses and pareses, con-

tractures, ataxias, &c.
;

the latter tremors,

spasms, convulsions, movement-habits (choreic

movements, tics, &c.). The movements thus

considered are in most part of a voluntary type;

but disorders of reflex and automatic move-
ments also occur. Such conditions as rigidity,

flexibilitas cerea, catalepsy, illustrate abnormal
motor symptoms, in which a psychic element

is prominent. The physiological and medical

aspect of motor disorders is concerned with
their relations to degenerations and irrita-

tions in spinal and higher nervous centres, to

diseases of nerve and muscle tissues, and to

defective nutritional conditions.

The detailed and systematic account of the

nature of motor disorders is to be found in

the standard works on diseases of the nervous

system
;
they are there treated as symptoms

in connection with organic and functional

disabilities of nerve and nerve-centre
;

special

attention is given to the differential diagnosis

of motor affections resulting from peripheral

and from central defect, and again to the

correlation of the symptom-complex with the

specific grade of centre involved (cortical, spinal,

&c.). Paralysis (q.v.), for instance, is a most
common symptom of disease of the peripheral

nervous system, but may be the result of

lesion of brain or cord. A paralysis affecting

the distribution of one nerve, and completely

so, and depriving the muscle of its tone, thus

producing a flaccid palsy (without secondary

contracture), is recognized as of peripheral

origin. Paralyses of cortical origin have other

characteristic differentia.

A group of neuroses in which the motor
disorders form the most conspicuous symptoms
are sometimes termed spasmodic neuroses.

They include chorea, with its convulsive move-
ments, contortions, tremors, &c.

;
tetanus, with

its characteristic contracture, facial and other

local spasms, the professional neuroses, such

as writer’s cramp, the convulsive tics and
motor habits which often exhibit sensitiveness

to contagion and suggestion The inco-urdina-

tions of speech seen in stuttering, the ataxic

symptoms of tabes, the epileptic fit, the

spasms and convulsions of hysteria, the motor
affections due to alcohol or other poisons,

illustrate the range and variety of motor
defects. See the various terms cited. (j.j.)
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MOVEMENT — MULTIPLICITY

Movement (illusions of) : see Illusions
OF Motion and Movement, II.

Movement (in physiology) : Ger. Beweg-
ung; Fr. mouveTtient] lt&\. movimento. Change
of form of cells or organs brought about by
power inherent in a tissue to rearrange its

particles; as amoeboid movement: that re-

sembling the changes of form of an amoeba

;

ciliary movement, muscular movement (see

Muscle, and cf. jMovement, 2, 3). (c.f.h.)

Movement and Motion (experiments on).

Tiie following are the chief topics of experi-

mentation upon ^Movement (q. v.) and Mo-
tion (q. v.). Cf. Laboeatoet and Appaea-
Tus, II, A, B, (c), (3-5)._

(1) Movement and its perception, (a)

Liminal (least perceptible) movement. The
various joints dift’er considerably in the

extent of the least perceptible passive move-
ment

;
for the forefinger the threshold is

1'03°-i- 26^; wrist, •26°— 42°; elbow, -40°— 61'^;

shoulder, •22°— 42° (Goldscheider, Arch, f
Physiol., 1889, 486); the thresholds for

active and passive movement are about equal

(ibid., 1889, Suppl.-Bd., 141); a slower rate

of movement raises the threshold (ibid., 1889,

369). See also Eye-movements, ip) Com-
parison ofmovements : repetition of movement
with same hand or arm, to determine least

pei ceptible difference in extent
;
relations of

extent between movemenfe of the two arms
(either successive or simultaneous)

;
relations

of symmetry and form between simultaneous

movements of the two arms. Cf. Loeb,

PJliigers Arch., xli. (1887) 107; xlvi. (1890)
1—46; Hall and Hartwell, Alind, ix (1884),

93; Miinsterberg, Btitr. z. exper. Psychol., Heft
iii. 65, Heft iv. 192; Baldwin, in Science

( 1 890). (c) Illusions of Motion and Move-
ment (q. V.).

(2) Motion and its perception. The mo-
tion of an object is most frequently judged

by comparison with some subjective move-
ment, e. g. following it with the eye (cf. Eye-
movements). In special cases the two are

separated
:

(a) Motion upon the shin when
the member is at rest; experiments here

include least perceptible distance (on various

parts of the body), judgment of direction,

judgment of rate, comparison of diffei ent dis-

tances. Cf. Hall and Donaldson, Alind, x.

(1885) 551; Tawney and Hodge, Psychol.

Rev., iv. 591. (i) Motion of the body as a

whole, progressive or rotary; direct percep-

tion is here limited to change of rate; in

rotary motion, the least perceptible change is

about 5° per second. Cf. Mach, Grundlinien

1

d. Lehre v. d. Bewegungsempjindung

;

Warren,
Psychol. Rev., ii. 273. See Illusions of
Motion and Movement.

(3) Execution of voluntary movement, (a)

Time. See Beaction Time. (6) Precision

;

effect of practice; ‘cross-education,’ e.g. gain

of precision with one arm as a result of prac-

tice with the other. Cf. Scripture, Smith,

and Brown, Yale Stud., ii. 114. (c) Rate.

Cf. Galton, Rep. Anlhroiwm. Lah., 1885;
Fullerton and Cattell, On the Perception of

Small Differences (1892). (d) Force; ad-

justment of motor discharge to expected

resistance. Cf. Muller and Schumann,
PJliigers Arch., xli (1891), 119 ;

Delabarre,

Ueber Bev^egungsempjindungen (1891); Ful-

lerton and Cattel, loc. cit.
;
Delabarre, Logan,

and Reed, Psychol. Rev., iv (1897), 615. (e)

Fatigue (q. v.). (/) Passage of voluntary

into automatic movement. Cf. Solomons

and Stein, Psychol. Rev., iii. 492, and v.

295; the literature given under Habit and
Reaction Time (effects of practice).

(4) Involuntary movement, (a) Reflexes

(knee-jerk, &c.). See Reflex, and Patellae
Reflex. (6) Tremor of hand. See Jas-

trow, Amer. J. ofPsychol., iv, v
;
Tucker, ibid.,

viii. (c) Accommodation and convergence.

Cf. Eye-movements, {d) Jerking of eyes.

Cf. Eye-movements, (e) Motor exjn ession of

emotion. Cf. Emotional Expression, (h.c.w.)

Mover and Moved (in Aristotle) : see

Motion, passim, and Peimum Mobile.

Muller, Friedrich Max. (1823-1900.)
Born at Dessau, Germany; educated at Leipzig

and Berlin Universities. Settled at Oxford

in 1848, and became professor of comparative

philology in Oxford University in 1868.

His fame was principally as a philologist

and orientalist, although he wrote also on
philosophical and psychological topics,

Muller’s Circle : Ger. Aliiller scher Kreis
;

Fr. cercle de Aliiller
;

Ital. circolo del Aliiller.

A circle which passes through the fixation

point and the optical centres of the two eyes,

and which lies in the plane of regard when
the eyes are in the primary position of

conveigence. Cf. Hoeoptee. (b.b.t.)

Multiplicity: Ger. Vielheit, Alan/nigfaltig-

heit
;
Fr. multiplicite

;
Ital. moltiplicitd. This

term appears in connection with the problem

of the One and the Many which so eaidy

agitated Greek philosophy. How, that is to

say, are we to reconcile the aspect of the

uorld as consisting of an apparently infinite

number of separate beings with the unity

of existence which philosophic reason de-
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MULTITUDE

mands ? Cf. One (the), and Unity and Plu-
rality.

The Eleatic philosophy pronounced the

appearance of multiplicity to be an illusion

of the senses
;
and Zeno, by a series of indi-

rect arguments, endeavours to demonstrate

its impossibility. The same problem (Ir ra

TToXXa. eivai Kal to ev TroXXa) reappears in Plato,

who reduces the multiplicity of sense-pheno-

mena to the unity of the idea in which they

participate or which they represent. The
multiplicity of the sense-world appears to be

regarded here also as a species of illusion.

But Plato recognizes a multijilicity within the

ideal world itself, in virtue of what has been

called the community of concepts (xotreowa tS>i/

yevwv), or the participation of the ideas in one

another. This world of ideas thus differs from

the abstract unity of the Eleatics in being

rather a series of ideas which dialectically

imply one another. As he says in the Fhi-

lebus (15 D) :
‘ The One and the Many mn

about everywhere together, in and out of

every word which is uttered, as they have

done in all time past as well as present
;
and

this union of them will never cease, and is not

now beginning, but is, I believe, an ever-

lasting quality of thought itself, which never

grows old in us.’

The same question of the One and the

Many is the underlying motive of the scho-

lastic disputes between nominalism and real-

ism, and gives a pantheistic or an individual-

istic bias to the systems of most philosophers.

In the Kantian philosophy, the contribu-

tion of sense to knowledge is sjioken of as a

mere Manifold {Mannigfaltigei),& multiplicity

or diversity of particulars. The synthetic

function of the understanding must supervene

with its categories or connective notions upon
these passively apprehended units of sense

before we can speak of knowledge or ex-

perience. (A.S.P.P.)

Multitude (in mathematics) [Lat. multi-

tudo\\ Ger. Mdchtigkeit, Cardinalzahl] Er.

2)uissance] Ital. moltitudine. That relative

character of a collection which makes it

greater than some collections and less than

others. A collection, say that of the A’s, is

greater than another, say that of the B’s, if,

and only if, it is impossible that there should

be any relation r, such that every A stands

in the relation r to a 5 to which no other A
is in the relation r.

The precise analysis of the notion is due

to G. Cantor, whose definition is, however, a

little different in its mode of expression,

since it is more abstract. He defines the

character in these woi ds :
‘ By Machtigkeit

or cardinal number of a collection (Menge)
M, we mean the universal concept, which by
the help of our active faculty of thought
results from the collection M by abstraction

from the characters of the different members
(Elemente) of that collection and from the

order in which they are given (Gegebeusein).

A cardinal number, though confounded
with multitude by Cantor, is in fact one of a

series of vocables the prime purpose of which,

quite unlike any other words, is to serve as an
instrument in the performance of the experi-

ment of counting
;
these numbers being pro-

nounced in their order from the beginning,

one as each member of the collection is dis-

posed of in the operation of counting. If the

operation comes to an end by the exhaustion

of the collection, the last cardinal number
pronounced is ajiplied adjectivally to the col-

lection, and expi esses its multitude, by virtue

of the theorem that a collection the counting

of which comes to an end, always comes to

an end with the pronunciation of the same
cardinal number.

If the cai'dinal numbers are considered

abstractedly from their use in counting, simply

in themselves, as objects of mathematical
reasoning, stripped of all accidents not perti-

nent to such study, they become indistin-

guishable from the similarly treated ordinal

numbers, and are then usually called ordinal

numbers by the mathematico-logicians. There
is small objection to this; yet it is to be

remarked that they are ordinal in different

senses in grammar and in the logic of mathe-

matics. For in grammar they are called

ordinal as being adapted to express the

ordinal places of other things in the series to

which those things belong
;

while in the

logic of mathematics the only relevant sense

in which they are oidiual is as being defined

by a serial order within their own system. The
definition of this order is not difficult; but

the syntax of ordinary language does not

lend itself to the clear expression of such

relations in the manner in which they ought

to be expressed in order to bring out their

logical character. It must, therefore, be

here passed by. In fact, none of the doc-

trines of logic can be satisfactorily expressed

under the limitations here imposed, however
simple they may be. The doctrine of ordinal

numbers is by Dedekind (JJ^as sind und was
sollen die Zahlen 1) made to precede that of

the cardinal numbers; and this is logically
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MUNDANE — MUSCAE VOLITANTES

preferable, if hardly so imperative as Schroder
considers it.

The doctrine of the so-called ordinal num-
bers is a doctrine of pure mathematics

;
the

doctrine of cardinal numbers, or, lather, of

multitude, is a doctrine of mathematics ap-

plied to logic. The smallest multitude is

most conveniently eonsidered to be zero', but
this is a question of dcrinition. A finite

collection is one of which the syllogism of

transposed quantity holds good. Of finite

collections, it is true that the whole is

greater than any part. It is singular that

this is often taken as the type of an axiom,

although it has from early times been a

matter of familiar knowdedge that it is not

true of infinite collections. Every addition

of one increases a finite multitude. An
infinite collection cannot be separated into a

lesser collection of jiarts all smaller than itself.

The multitude of all the different finite

multitudes is the smallest infinite multi-

tude. It is called the denumeral multitude.

(Cantor uses a word equivalent to denumer-
able

;
but tlie otlier form has the advantage

of being differentiated from words like enu-

merable, uhnumerable, which denote classes

of multitudes, not, like denumeral, a single

multitude.) Following upon this is a de-

numeral series of multitudes called by C. S.

Peii’ce the first, second, &c. abnumerable

multitudes. Each is the multitude of possible

collections formed from the members of a

collection of the next preceding multitude.

They seem to be the same multitudes that

are denoted by Cantor as Alephs. The first

of them is the multitude of different limits of

possible convergent series of rational fractions,

and therefore of all the quantities with which
mathematical analysis can deal under the

limitations of the doctrine of limits. (The

imaginaries do not increase the multitude.)

What comes after these is still a matter of

dispute, and is perhaps of inferior interest.

The transition to continuity is, however, a

matter of supreme importance for the theory

of scientific method; nor is it a very compli-

cated matter; but it cannot be stated under
the limitations of expression here imposed
upon us. (C.S.P., H.B.F.)

Literatwre : see Number.
Mundane : see Mundus.
Mundus [Lat.] : Ger. Welt

;
Fr. monde

;

Ital. mondo. The term used by the Romans
1 0 render the Greek Koa-fios, the visible orderly

system of the world, with more particular

reference to the heavens and the heavenly

bodies, whose regular motions first impressed

the idea of order on primitive thought.

Cicero’s definition {Tim. lo) retains this

reference ;
‘ ut hunc hac varietate distinctum

bene Graeci Koo-gor, nos lucentem mundum
nominaremus.’ In so far as this system is

contrasted with a preceding state of things

—

whether chaos or primitive elements—the

KoV/aoy or mundus is regar ded as limited both

in time and in space, and is not therefore to

be identified with the universe (ro uav, omnd).

The Epicurean philosophy in particular sup-

poses innumerable worlds (in some respects

perhaps resembling, in marry more probably

differirrg from, the world-system we know) to

result irom the mechanical clashings of the

atoms in infinite space throughout infinite

time. Each world-system is girdled from the

embrace of hungry space by an outer envelope

of fire or ether—the ‘ flammantia moenia
mundi ’ of Lucretius’ account. In the ‘inter-

niundia ’ or intermundane spaces Epicurus

supposed the gods to reside. Cf. Lucretius,

De rerum dsalura, iii. 16-22, finely rendered

by Terrnysorr in his poem Lucretius.

The terms mundus sensibilis and mundus
inteUigibilis were used to express the Platonic

contrast between the world of sense-percep-

tion, which is a wordd of phenomena or mere
ajrpearance, and the ideal world, the world of

noumena or of ultimate reality. They were

appropriated by Kant, in a somewhat altered

sense, to denote the world of nature or of

categorized sensation, to which he limits our

knowledge
;
and the intelligible woild (Ver-

standeswelt), which is for the theoretic reason

a merely negative or limitative conception,

but which the practical reason reveals as a

realm of ethical ends and moral freedom. It

is in connection with this Kantian distinction

that the term mostly occurs in modern philo-

sophical writing. (A.S.P.P.)

Mundane and extra-mundane are used re-

spectively for what is and what is not subject

to the conditions of the physical world, (h.r.s.)

Muscae Volitantes [Lat. musca, a fly, -p

volitans, dancing] : Ger. fliegende MueJeen
;

Fr. mouches volantes', Ital. mosche volanti.

Variable entoptic appearances, due to the

presence of small foreign bodies in the vitreous

humour. They take the form of bright worm-
like threads, strings of glistening beads,

groups of bright dots, tiny circles with

brighter centres, &c., and usually travel

downward in the field of vision (i. e, upward
in the humour). Cf Entoptic Phenomena.

Literatwre'. Helmholtz, Physiol. Optik
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MUSCLE

(2nd ed.), 188; Sanfokd, Course in Exper.

Psychol., expt. no. (b.b.t.)

SEuscle \h&t.musculus,\\ii\e mouse, dim. of

mus, Gr. iivs] : Ger. Muskel; ¥r. muscle; Ital.

muscolo. The active movements of animals

are accomplished by means of a specially

differentiated contractile tissue called muscle.

Contractility is a general property of living

organisms manifested in amoeboid, ciliary, or

muscular movements. Even in the unicellular

Protozoa, certain portions of the cell-substance

become specialized as contractile fibrils for

executing movements, and in the lower

Metazoa, such as the Coelentera (Polyps and
Jelly-fish), cells of the outer and of the inner

epithelium may develop special contractile

basal processes. The muscular movements of

the Coelomata are accomplished by means of

special muscle-cells, or cross-striated muscle-

fibres, developed from the mesodermal layer

of the Embeto (q. v.). Muscle-cells chiefly are

found in Worms, Molluscs, and Echinoderms;

striated muscle-fibres in Arthropods. In the

higher vertebrates, such as man, the ‘ smooth’

muscle-cells are found in the walls of the

intestine and other viscera, and of the blood-

vessels. Their contraction is not under the

direct control of the will, hence they are

frequently called the involuntary muscular

tissue. These muscles are formed of elongated

cells pointed at both ends, consisting chiefly

of longitudinally striated contractile substance,

enclosed in a delicate sheath, and provided

with an oval nucleus. The muscles of the

heart are composed of peculiar fibres made of

rows of flattened, more or less branched, cells

exhibiting transverse striations. The volun-

tary or skeletal muscles, the contraction of

which is under the direct control of the will,

constitute by far the greater part of the

muscular or fleshy portions of the body, and

consist of cross-striated fibres.

The fibres are formed of a thin sheath (sarco-

lemma) enclosing the elongated, more or less

cylindrical, soft muscular substance provided

with numerous oval nuclei at its periphery.

Under the microscope the muscular substance

exhibits fine longitudinal and coarse transverse

striations. The former seem to be due to the

fact that each fibre is formed of a bundle of

fine parallel fibrils (sarcostyles)
;

whilst the

cross striae are due to the alternation ofnarrow
light with broader and more opaque regions.

The denser and firmer substance of the sarco-

styles appears to be the more actively con-

tractile element, embedded in the more fluid

substance tsarcoplasm) accumulated in the

region of the light-zones. Contraction of the

fibre is brought about by the shortening and
swelling of the row of segments of the sarco-

styles occupying the dark zones. Waves of

contraction may pass along the fibre.

Muscles are formed of bundles of such fibres

bound together in connective tissueand extend-

ing from one point of attachment to another.

Movement of the parts is brought about by
a drawing together of the points of attach-

ment when the muscle contracts, portions of

the bony skeleton often serving as levers.

The energy required for the muscular con-

tractions is derived partly from carbohydrates,

such as glycogen, stored in the muscle itself

or brought to it by the blood, and probably

also from fats.

Living muscle is very elastic and extensible.

During contraction it shortens and becomes

correspondingly thicker. On relaxation it

reverts to its original shape by virtue of its

elasticity. Normally, a muscle contracts on

receiving a stimulus through its motor nerve

;

but it may be made to contract by the appli-

cation of suitable mechanical, electrical, ther-

mal, or chemical stimuli, either directly or

indirectly by means of its nerve. A single

stimulus causes a single ‘twitch’ of the

muscle; the contraction is preceded by a very

short ‘ latent period,’ and is followed by a

longer period of lelaxation. On repeating

the stimulus, the contractions at first slightly

increase in strength, then begin to decrease,

and steadily diminish, until finally the muscle

reacts no more. This muscular ‘fatigue’ is

due probably both to the accumulation of

waste products and to the exhaustion of the

materials which afford the source of energy.

Within certain limits, the contraction of a

muscle is proportional to the strength of the

stimulus, being nil with less than minimal

stimulus, and constant after the stimulus has

reached its maximal intensity. A repetition

of stimuli following each other so rapidly that

the muscle has no time to relax, leads to the

condition known as ‘tetanus,’ in which the

muscle remains in a state of contraction until

the stimuli cease or it is exhausted. Persis-

tent voluntary contractions are considered by
some physiologists to be of the nature of

a tetanus.

Literature: E. A. Schafee, Essentials of

Histology, also in Quain’s Anat. (loth ed.);

textbooks of physiology, e.g. Fostee’s, Wal-
lee’s, ‘American,’ &c. For a full table of

the human muscles, with figures, see Gould,
Ulus. Diet, of Med., sub verbo. (e.s.g.)
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MUSCLE LEADING

Muscle Reading : Ger. Jfuskellesoi, Ge-

(lankenJesen (ilioiiglit leading); Fr. lecture de

la pensee (thought reading)
;

Ital. lellura del

pensiero (thought reading). The interpreta-

tion through contact, such as grasping the

hand, of slight involuntary movements or mus-
cular contractions, and the detection thereby

of the direction or object of another’s thoughts.

The basis of muscle reading rests upon the

tendency—a marked one in some individuals,

and less so in others—of involuntary move-
ments and impulses to motor expression to

accompany mental operations. Such move-
ments find most ready expression in the con-

traction of delicate and specialized muscle

groups, of which the hand is a familiar

example. Such involuntary movements,

particularly of the hand, were offered in ex-

planation of the phenomena of spiritualism,

such as the rappiugs, table turning, and

planchette wilting. The phenomena of the

divining rod have also been referred to

involuntary movements (see letter of Chevreul,

1852, in Binet, Alterations of Personality,

Eng. trails., 221). The experimental de-

monstration of these movements has been

frequently made. For such purpose an ap-

paratus is necessary by which the movements
may be rendered visible. Such apparatus liave

been devised by Jastrow [Fact and Fable in

Psychol., 1^0) diudSoinmev {Zeitsch. f. Psychol.,

xvi. 275). See Automatograph, under Labo-
EATOEY AND ApPAEATUS, II, B, (c), (5).

In this way it has been proved that the

thought of a particular corner of the room

is likely involuntarily to direct the hand to-

wards that comer, the direction of the atten-

tion towards a sound is apt to start a move-

ment towards the locality of the sound, and so

on. In brief, the local direction of the atten-

tion is more or less readily reflected in the

accompanying involuntary movement. More
recently it has been shown that involuntary

whispering may also occur; and the move-
ments of the larynx accompanying reading

to oneself, the active thinking of certain

sounds, &c., have been recorded. Wliile the

mere fact of movement not infrequently rises

into consciousness, the directions and details

of the movements remain unconscious and
wholly involuntary. When, in susceptible

persons, these movements become pronounced
and directive, they develop into Automatic
Weiting (q. V.), planchette writing, &c.

Ordinarily the movements fundamental to

muscle reading involve only direction and
local indication

;
but truly ‘automatic’ move-

ments convey by symbols, such as writing,

an indication of the content of the mover’s

thoughts.

Muscle reading as an expert performance

has been exhibited by various performers

from about 1874; it- is often misleadingly

termed mind reading and heralded as depen-

dent upon a mysterious power to divine

another’s thoughts. The usual procedui-e is

for the muscle reader to place the hand of his

subject against his own forehead, and by

noting the indications of the movements and

of their direction and the moments of in-

creased excitement, to find a hidden object, to

select from a group of numbers the digits

which compose the number of a bank-note of

which the subject is thinking, and other more

elaborate variations of such procedures. The
skill with which such involuntary indications

can be interpreted by an expert muscle reader

—combined with a more general shrewdness

and alertness— is remarkable, and many
striking feats have been recorded. It may
be stated as probable that, apart from

general shrewdness, such performances (feats

involving collusion or fraud are not considered

in this connection) involve nothing more than

the skilful interpretations of involuntary mus-

cular contractions
;

but with this must be

included not only definite movements, but

exhibition of excitement (change of respira-

tion, flushing, the hush of the audience when
the muscle i-eader approaches the hiding-

place, &c.), and all the various accompani-

ments of intense concentration. The process

on the part of the muscle reader requires an

extreme and wearing concentration, and some

performers are only dimly conscious of their

modus operandi. The difference in the readi-

ness with which various subjects become

helijful to a muscle i-eader is very great
;
but

nothing more than general correlations of

such motor tendencies with other nervous

dispositions may l)e postulated.

We may name Cumberland, Bishop, Brown,

Onofroff, Capper, Pikman, Dalton, Caselli,

and others as expert performers.

Literature (on involuntary movements)

:

Jasteow, Amer. J. of Psychol., iv. (1892)

398 £F., V. (1892) 223 £f.
;

Peeyee, Die

Erklarung des Gedankenlesens (1886) ;
Han-

sen and Lehmann, Ueber unwillkiirliches

Flustern, Philos. Stud., xi. (1895) 47 ^-53°!

CuETis, Automatic Movements of Larynx,

Amer. J. of Psychol., xi. (1900) 237-40.

On muscle-reading performances : articles on

Muscle Beading, Mind Beading, or Thought
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MUSCLE-SENSE — MUSIC

Leading, in Nineteenth Cent., xx. 867

;

Forum, xi. 192; Pop. Sci. Mo., x. 459, xxi.

634 (Beard)
;
Annual Encyc. (1887), 506. (J.J.)

On ‘ Pikmanism ’ or ‘ Cumberlandism ’ see

articles by Moeselli, Tambueini, Guicciaedi,
and Feeeaei, in Eiv. Sperim. di Freniat.

(1891-9). See also Ottolenghi, La Sug-

gestione e la Facolta psichiche occulte (1900),

95-139; Beaed, The Study of Trance,

Muscle Beading, &c. (New York, 1882) ;
Tae-

CHANOEE, Gedankenlesen (1895). (e.m.)

Muscle-sense and Muscle-sense Illu-

sions : see Musculae Sensation, and Illu-

sions OE Motion and Movement, II.

Muscular (or Muscle) Sensation : Ger.

Muskehmpjlndung
]

Fr. sensation musculaire

Ital. sensazione muscolare. The phrase is

used, loosely and vaguely, for (i) the complex
of sensations arising from skin, joint, muscle,

and tendon in such perceptions as those of

resistance, of movement, and of lifted weight.

It is thus the equivalent of Bastian’s Kinaes-
thetic Sensation (q. v.).

;
and for (2) a

sensation of dull and diffused character ob-

tained (after elimination of other sense-quali-

ties) by stimulation of a striped muscle

;

localized, like articular sensation, within the

stiuiulated limb. (b.b.t.—j.m.b.)

(3) A sensation of muscular fatigue which
follows long-continued stimulation of a muscle,

either voluntary (indirect) or non-voluntary

(direct : electrical, chemical, &c.).

It is probable that muscular fatigue is a

congeries of mixed qualities of the preceding

sorts, (i) and (2). The question of its central

or peripheral seat is now about settled in

favour of the kinaesthetic view. Mosso and
Waller have shown that intellectual work
induces muscular fatigue. (j.m.b.)

Literature : The recognition of a distinct

muscle sense appears to go back to Aeistotle
(Hist. An., i. 4 ;

De Part. An., ii. i, 10; De
Anima, ii, ii). It certainly goes back to

ScALiGEE (De Subtil., 1557). Cf. Hamil-
ton, ed. of Eeid (1880), 867; The modern
doctrine of the muscle sense may be said to

begin with Sir Ch. Bell. An excellent resume

to 1898 is by Henei (Ann4e Psychol., v. 1899),
who (cf. also JOTEYKO, ibid., on muscular-

fatigue) traces the subject back to Descartes.

Henrigivesabibliograpliyof 391 titles. Kulpe,
Outlines of Psychol., 143; Goldscheidbe,
Du Bois-Eeymond’s Ai'ch. (1889), 369, 540,
and Suppl.-Bd.

;
Bastian, Brain as Organ of

Mind, 691 ;
Saneoed, Course in Exper.

Psychol., expt. 26 ;
Fulleeton and Cattell,

Perc. of Small Differences (1892); Bbaunis,

Les Sensations internes
;

E. Glet, Eev.
Philos. (Dec., 1889); L. Mouldee, Experi-

ences sur le Sens musculaire, Eev. Philos.

(April, 1887); Moeselli, Semej. malat. ment.,

ii (1895); E. Clapaeede, Du Sens muscu-
laire. See also the citations under Fatigue
(mental). (b.b.t.-l.m.-j.m.b.)

Music [Gr. hovtiki']^ : Ger. Musik; Fr.

niusique; musica. The fine art which em-
ploys tones produced in rhythmic succession.

Making rhythm the essential to music,

complex effects are produced by added factors,

notably melody, in which the succession is

marked by recurring similarities, and Hae-
MONY (q. V.), in which complex simultaneous

tone effects are employed.

The problems connected with music are

principally the following, (i) The essential

factor or factors. (2) The enhancing of the

musical effect by the additional factors : how
and why harmony, for example, is combined
with melody in a musical whole. (3) The
origin of music and its development as a fine

art. (4) The relation of music to the other

arts in general aesthetic theory (cf. Aet and
Aet Theohies, and Classification of the fine

arts). (5) The nature of musical enjoyment;

its emotional and other psychological elements.

The origin of music has been found by some
in association with the early dance, the latter

being held to have supplied the element of

rhythm to which rude instruments beat the

accompaniment. Others connect music with

spontaneous cries, particularly those of the

mating season. The song of birds is the best

illustration of the employment of successive

notes for the purposes of instinctive expres-

sion.

As to the ‘ meaning ’ or ‘ expression ’ con-

veyed by music, the two current views are

widely apart. Some hold—and possibly the

best psychological opinion is with this view

—

that the musical effect is purely a sensuous

one
;
when, however, the sensuous ingredients

of higher emotional and sentimental states

are aroused through this connection, the

music itself is considered to express or ‘ mean ’

the emotion or sentiment. General moods
and dispositions are, no doubt, ministered to

by music, through differences of rhythm, &c.,

and so come to be expressive to the hearer, of

what he already finds in himself. The other

theory—held principally by musicians, who
are certainly entitled to an opinion—maintains
that music is expressive of emotions and
thoughts

;
indeed, that a musical composition

is analogous to a drama in the unfolding and

1 2
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presentation of a theme or nanative. The
views of musicians, however, are generally

mystical and obscure.

Literature : Spencer, Princ. of Sociol.
;

Wallaschek, The Origin of Music
;
Hien,

The Origins of Art
;

works on Harmony

(q. V.). Also Helmholtz, Sensations of Tone
(Eug.trans.); Grove, Diet, of Music; Gurney,
The Power of Sound

;
the literature of Wagner

and 'Wagneiisni. (j.m.b.)

Musical Tone ; Ger. Ton, Klang

;

Pr.

son
;

Ital. suono (or tono) musicale. See Tone

(
and Clang), and Compound Tone.

Mutation (in biology) [Lat. mutare, to

change]: Qiev. Mutation', mutation', Ital.

mutazione. A term introduced by W. Waagen
to denote the hypothesis that the causes

of modification lie deep in the specific nature

and affect uniformly large numbers of indi-

viduals simultaneously. Cf. Variation.
The essence of this idea, like many another

rechristened at a later date, passed through

the mind of Darwin, was weighed and found

wanting. Thus, long before natural selection

had presented itself to him, he wrote of the

causes of extermination acting from within

the specific nature and leading to the simul-

taneous dying-out of the whole of the indi-

viduals of a species spread over, perhaps, a

vast tract of country. He also thought of

such species as compelled by their constitution

to change into other species or else to die out.

W. B. Scott has argued that the evidence of

paleontology is consistent with ‘ that steady

advance along certain definite lines which
Waagen called mutation,’ while he considers

it inconsistent alike with (i) the ‘discontinu-

ous evolution’ of W. Bateson, or ‘tiansilience’

of F. Galton, depending on the occurrence of

large variations, and with (2) the accumula-

tion of minute individual differences by
natural selection. The former criticism is un-
doubtedly well aimed. Bateson’s statement is

an account of what he believes has happened
rather than a theory of causes. Paleontology

is an account of what has happened; and
whenever it yields a complete account, the

history is continuous and not discontinuous.

On the other hand, the record of paleonto-

logy is exactly what the natural-selectionist

would expect. W. B. Scott indeed says, ‘ The
direct, unswerving way in which development
proceeds, however slowly, is not suggestive of

many trials, and failures in all directions save

one.’ The contemplation of a series of pigeons’

skeletons, from the most modern product of

artificial selection right back to the ancestral

rock dove, would lead this distinguished

paleontologist to similar conclusions, did he

not in this case know the history and the

creative part selection has played. The
phenomena mutation has been invoked to

explain are precisely the phenomena we should

expect to appear if evolution has been the

product of the action of natural selection upon
minute individual differences. The upshot

of the struggle for existence as we see it

waged to-day, with its ‘ many trials ’ and
‘failures in all directions save one,’ the one
which leads to the survival of a minute
fraction of each generation, could, with our
present knowledge, but rarely be inferred

from a study of the skeletons of the indi-

viduals concerned. How much less should we
be Justified in expecting to reconstruct the

details of its operation by a careful study of

the skeleton of forms, of which in the living

state nothing directly is known ? But while

we cannot expect, as yet, to recover these

details, the general trend of evolution is

exactly what the selectionist would anticipate,

exactly what is unexplained by any other

theory than natural selection
;

viz. an advance
along a line of ever more perfect adaptation

to their past environments, so far as their

main features can be reconstructed, (e.b.p.)

The theory of mutation seems to have
received some support from a research of

de Vries published since the above paragraphs

were wiitten, although It is too early to judge

as to its permanent value. The following

passage is quoted from an aiticle signed

J. P. K. in Nature, June 27, 1901 :

—

‘De Vries has just published the first part

of a book entitled “ Die Mutationstheoi'ie.

Erster Band. Versuche und Beobachtungen
iiber die Entstehung von Arten im Pflanzen-

reich ” (Leipzig: Veit, 1901), containing, as

the title indicates, the account of a series of

observations on the formation of new species

in plants. Starting from the fact, well known
to florists, of the appearance of “ single varia-

tions ” in their flower-beds, de Vries has

been trying to find wild flowers which would
show the same phenomenon. Of the 100
species investigated only one appeared to

possess the property which was looked for,

the Oenothera Lamarckiana, originally from
America, but at present growing wild in

Holland. Now about ten years ago de Vries

transferred specimens of this plant to the

botanical gai clens at Amsterdam, and up to

date he has studied as many as 50,000 of its

descendants.
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‘Of these 50,000 about 49,200 were in no

respect different from the original patriai’chal

0 . Lamarchiana, showing no tendency towards

gradual change in any special direction, but

only the common small fluctuating “varia-

tions ” as regards size and appearance on

either side of a normal, in fact resembling in

that respect other plants and animals which

are left to themselves without being interfered

with.

‘ Quite otherwise the 800 other plants.

None of these, although appearing spon-

taneously, could be said to be repi esentatives

of the species Lamarckiana, from which they

were descended. De Vries arranges them in

seven distinct species, viz. i of 0 .
gigas, 56

of 0 . albida, 350 of 0 . ohlonga, 32 of 0 .

rubrinervis, 158 of 0 . nanella, 221 of 0 . lata,

and 8 of 0 . scintillans. Now comes the

crucial question of the whole investigation.

What right has de Vries to look upon the

differences between these seven species and

the original species as being of a different

order from the variations betw^een the speci-

mens of each species, and what entitles him

to call these differences mutations as opposed

to variations ? The answer is this : a repre-

sentative of these new species produces de-

scendants the majority of which unmistakably

belong to the same species as itself. Not all

the new species behave in the same way; as

an instance, the only representative of 0 .

gigas was isolated and made to fertilize itself.

From it were obtained 450 plants, all of

which, with only one exception, were 0 . gigas,

the one exception not being a return to

Lamarckiana but belonging to a new variety.

The plant is a strong one and retains its

properties in subsequent generations so far as

investigated.
‘ The 0 . albida, on the other hand, which

appeared frequently, is a weak plant, not

very fertile, but perfectly constant so far

as it went. The last species in the above

list, the 0 . scintillans, differs from the

others in this respect, that it is extremely

unstable, i. e. possesses the property of muta-

tion to a high degiee, a large proportion of

its descendants belonging to other spccies,

specially 0 . oblonga and Lamarckiana itself.

‘Enough has been said to show that de Vries

has evidently made a momentous discovery.

So far as his observations go, new species

appear suddenly by mutation, i.ever as the

outcome of a progressive variation. ... As
we saw, some of the new species which made
their appearance did not teem to be inferior

iir stability to the mother-species; on the

other hand, one of the species, the 0 . lata,

only appeared as female plants without pollen,

and the 0. albida did not show the same
vitality as the others and was evidently

doomed to disappear again. The observa-

tions, therefore, do not support the idea that

in the formation of new species Nature is

carrying out a definite plan
;
on the contrary,

it all looks like accident. A new species may
be one strong and fertile enough to remain,

and possibly, under favourable conditions,

replace the mother-species, but it may just as

well be a sickly kind without any chance in

the struggle for existence. For the struggle

for life between individuals de Vries substi-

tutes the struggle for continued existence

between species, the new species always ap-

pearing suddenly.
‘ De Vries’ views are thus directly opposed

to the common form of the theory of evolu-

tion
;
not that the importance of the single

variations had escaped attention altogether,

but they were always lost sight of, and prime
importance is generally attached to the selec-

tion through the ordinary variations. De
Vries’ experiments support the results arrived

at by Scott and other jjaleontologists that

there is no evidence in the successive strata

of the earth of a gradual development of one

species into another and that everything points

at small but sudden transitions.’ (j.m.b.)

Literature: W. Waagen, Die Formen-
reiche des Ammonites subradiatus, in Be-

necke’s Geognost.-Palaeontol. Beitr., ii. 179—

256; W. B. Scott, On Vaiiations and Muta-
tmns, in Amer. J. of Sci. (1894), xlviii. 355 ;

W. Bateson, Materials for the Study of

Variation (London, 1894); Life and Letters

of Charles Darwin (London, 1887); Conn,
The Method of Evolution

;
Bailey, and de

Veies (as cited above). (e.b.p.-j.m.b.)

Mutism [Lat. mutus, dumb]: Ger. Mutis-

mus

;

Fr. mutisme-, Ital. mutismo. The lack

of development or the functional inhibition of

the faculty of S|ieech. It is contiasted with

aphasia, which is defect or orgajiic distuib-

auce of speech. Cf. Speech and its De-
fects. (J.M.B.)

The most fiequent form of mutism, which

may be partial or complete, is that arising

from congenital or early dealness. See Deaf-
MUTiSM. Mutism may also be the result of

serious mental delect or disorder (idincy),

of meiital stupor, of a delusional insanity in

which the patient for some insane reason

refuses to speak. Hysterical mutism, like
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hysterical aphonia, is of that special type

peculiar to hysterical disturbances. See Hy-
BTEKIA. M utism of an allied nature is also sym-

ptomatic of the disease Katatonia (q. v.). (j. j.)

Mutuality [Lat. mutuus, from mutare, to

change] : Ger. Gegenseitigkeit
;
Fr. mutucdite,

echange mutuel; Ital. mutuazione. Double

relation of give and take, in which the two
relations are identical. (j.m.b.)

Myelitis (chiefly in combination) [Gr.

five\6s, marrow] ; Ger. liiicJcenmarlcsentziind-

ung, Myelitis] Fr. myelite
]

Ital. mielite. A
diseased condition of the spinal cord.

Leucoinj'elitis is a diseased condition of the

white or fibrous matter of the cord. Primary
lesions of the white column consist in de-

struction of the nerve fibres and simultaneous

increase of the neuroglia. The medullary

sheaths are the first to be affected. Granular

corpuscles collect in the lyinj^h-spaces about

the blood-vessels. The so-called crossed pyra-

midal tracts are most frequently affected with

sclerosis. Secondary degenerations in the

cord also result from injuries to the motor
areas of the cortex and the basal centres.

Of. Degexeeatiox. Poliomyelitis, or de-

generative atrophy of the anterior cornea,

occurs as ‘ infantile paralysis ’ and ‘ chronic

anterior poliomyelitis ’ in adults. The last

named is very obscure. (h.h.)

Myo- (in compounds) [Gr. /ivs, muscle] :

the same in other languages. Muscle (in

compounds or expressions)
;
as myograph, an

instrument for recording the contraction of

a muscle. (j.ir.B.)

Myograph : see Mto-, and Laboeatoey
and Appaeatus, III, A.

Myopia [Gr. yvuv, to close, -f the eye] :

Ger. A'urzsichtigkeit; Yr. myopic
]

miojn a.

Near-sightedness
;

short-sightedness, hypo-
metropia, brachymetropia

;
the condition of an

eye in which, with relaxed accommodation,
parallel rays of light are brought to a focus

before they reach the retina.

Its most frequent cause is an abnormal
elongation of the antero-posterior axis of the

eye-ball, and it may then be termed axial

;

it may also be due to excessive convexity of

the refracting media (myopia of curvature) or

to an excessive index or amount of refraction

of the dioptric constants (index myopia). In
myopia the rays of light are dispersed on the

retina, and the confused images which thus
result must be corrected by the use of concave
lenses of suitable strength. The statistics and
lauses of m}'opia furnish an important topic

in discussion of the hygiene of vision in the

school-room and elsewhere. The opposite of

myopia is Hypeemeteopia (q. v.)
;

both are

forms of Ametropia as opposed to Emme-
tropia. See also Vision (defects of), and
Peesbyopia.

Literature : J. S. Wells, Dis. of the Eye
(Amer. ed., 1883), 629 ;

Noeeis and Olivee,
Syst. Dis. of the Eye. (j.j.)

Mysteries [Gr. yva-rfipiov, secret doctrine

or rite] : Ger. Mysterien; Fr. mysteres
;

Ital.

misteri. Those rites of the ancient Greek
religions which were concealed from the view
of the public and jiractised only by persons

who had been solemnly initiated and set apart

for that service.

In Christian theology, hidden truths that

have been brought to light through divine

revelation; or the Sacraments of the Church,

particularly the Eucharist. (a.t.o.)

Mysticism [Gr. pva-riKos, belonging to

secret rites]: Ger. Mystik, Mysticismus; Fr.

mystique, mysticisme
;

Ital. misticismo. Those
forms of speculative and religious thought

which jirofess to attain an immediate appre-

hension of the divine essence or the ultimate

ground of existence.

Mysticism springs most frequently from the

religious desire for an intimate communion
with God, when this is allied with a tempera-

ment of speculative boldness. But whereas
ordinary religion realizes such communion in

the life of ethical endeavour and aspiration,

the practical element in religion is over-

mastered in the mystic by the metaphysical.

Penetrated by the thought of the ultimate

unity of all existence, and impatient of even a

seeming separation from the creative source of

things, mysticism succumbs to a species of

metaphysical fascination. Its ideal becomes

that of passive contemplation, in which the

distinctions of individuality disappear, and
the finite spirit achieves, as it were, utter

union or identity with the Being of

beings. As this goal cannot be reached under

the conditions of relation and distinction

which ordinary human thought imposes,

mysticism asserts the existence of a supra-

rational experience in which this union is

realized. Such is the intuition or ecstasy

or. mystical swoon of the Eastern mystics,

the mystical or metaphysical love {^pa>s) of

the Neo-Platonists, and ‘gifts’ of the medi-

aeval saints. Bonaventura speaks of the

‘apex mentis’ or ‘scintilla,’ and Meister

Eckhart of the ‘Fiinklein’ or spark, as the

faculty by which the mystical union is at-

tained. In a more purely speculative form,
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a similar appeal to a ‘ higher ’ faculty or

mode of apprehension is made by Schelling

in his theory of intellectual intuition
;
and

Schopenhauer describes in similar terms the

vision of the Platonic ideas in which he con-

ceives the mind to achieve its emancipation

from the evils of finitude and the sway of the

irrational will. In both these cases, however,

the inspiration is drawn from the aesthetic

rather than the religious sphere.

The element of tiuth in mysticism is its

keen realization of the metaphysical unity of

' existence, and, in particular, of the intimacy

of the relation between the finite spirit and
^ the infinite. Intense religious feeling tends

to be tinged with mysticism
;
and historically,

Loth in philosophy and in leligion, mysticism
frequently appears as a protest against

mechanical, external, or anthropcmorphic
fashions of representing the divine and its

relations to man and the world. But in its

impatience of sepai’ation it overleaps the con-

ditions of thought altogether, and in its re-

action against anthropomorphism it neglects

the element of relativity which must enter

into all human conceptions of the absolute.

A union so immediate that the distinction of

subject and object disappears involves the

suppression or absorption of the ctnscious

person
;
the mystics themselves describe ‘ the

ecstasy ’ in terms which leave it indistin-

guishable from a lapse into unconsciousness.

Mysticism becomes, in fact, the victim of

sensuous metaphor applied to supersensuous

or spiiitual experience, and treats the relation

of ethical hai’mony and dependence between
the divine and the human spirit as if it were
one of chemical fusion or interpenetration of

substances. Moreover, in its attempt to

transcend the bounds of reason and to exalt

tlie divine above all anthropomorphic predi-

cates, mysticism leaves us, as in Neo-Platonism,

with the empty abstraction of the nameless

and supra-essential One—the One which

transcends both knowledge and existence

(iir(K€iva Trjs ovcrias). We reach a truer and more
adequate account of the absolute when, with

a justifiable and inevitable anthropomorphism,
we interpret its nature according to the

highest categories of our own experience.

As Cousin has well said: ‘ TLe true union of

the soul with God takes place through virtue

and truth. Every other union is a chimera,

a peiil, sometimes a crime. It is not per-

mitted to man to abdicate under any pretext

what makes him man and renders him capable

of understanding God and expressing in him-

self an imperfect image of him, that is to say,

reason, will, consciousness.’

Mysticism is sometimes used, by writers
of an empirical or positivistic bias, as a dys-
logistic term or opprobrious epithet, and is

apparently extended to cover any system of

so-called ‘ transcendental ’ philosophy, which
accepts other data than sensation and associa-

tion. So it appears to be used by Mill [Logic,

Bk. V. chap. iii. § 4), where he introduces it

under the head of ‘ a priori fallacy or natural

prejudice.’ In a somewhat similar sense, but
with an intention to commend, it is applied

by a writer like Cailyle to any philosophy
which does not limit itself to the worlcl of

‘the visible’ and ‘our logical mensurative
faculty ’ (cf. the Essay on (he State of German
Literature, and Sartor Resartus, iii. 3). Such
a usage is, however, quite inexact.

In defining mysticism some reference has

already heen made to its historical appeai'-

ances. In India the Brahmanic pantheism
has always lent itself to a mystical asceticism.

In Western thought mysticism appeared in the

Orphic-Pythagorean sects (cf. Bolide, Psyche).

The theosophical speculation of Plotinus and
other Neo-Platonists—foreshadowed in the

so-called Neo-Pythagoreans, and, to some ex-

tent, in the contemplative asceticism of the

Esseiies and in Philo Judaeus— culminates in

the idea of mystical union with the utterly

transcendent One. Ecstasy, coalescence, con-

tact [eKoraens, an\co(Tis, a(f)rj) are some of tlie

terms used by Plotinus to describe this union

[Enneads, vi. 9. 8-9). The speculative mysti-

cism of Neo-Platonism was transfused into

Christian thought through the literary for-

geries of the Pseudo-Dionysius. Dionysius

was translated into Latin by Scotus Erigena.

who adopts his ‘negative theology’ and the

idea of God as exalted above all predicates,

and therefore, ‘ on account of his pre-eminence,

not improperly called Nothing.’ Beligious

mysticism first appears in the mediaeval

Church in Bernard of Clairvaux, as a protest

against the dialectical spirit of Abelard. It

was cultivated by the Victorines and also by
various heretical sects. The greatest of the

mediaeval mystics was Meister Eckhart,

among whose followers are reckoned Heinrich
Suso, Johann Tauler, and the anonymous
author of the Deutsche Theologie. The mysti-

cii-m of Buysbroeck in the Netherlands was
less speculative in character. Nicolaus of

Cusa teaches a species of intellectual intuition

which he describes as ‘ comprehensio incom-

prehensibilis.’ Boehme’s system of theosophy
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is one of the chief monuments of mystical

thought. In the field of modern philosophy,

mysticism is represented in the 17 th century

by the Cambridge Platonists, especially Henry
More. Some of the phases of Schelling’s

thought are strongly tinged with mysticism

;

and thinkers like Novalis, Carlyle, and Emer-
son, whose philosophical tenets are reached

by vivid insight rather than by ‘ the labour of

the notion,’ often exhibit a mystical tendency.

Swedenborg, on the other hand, though treated

by Emerson in his Bei)resentative Men as the

typical mystic, has few of the traits of specu-

lative and religious mysticism, strictly under-

stood. (A.S.P.P.)

The word is used also in recent discussion

for the pursuit of the occult, in psychical appear-

ances, spiritualism, and the various forms of

magic. The spread of irreligious views, i.e. the

decline of the recognition of the supernatural,

properly characterized as religious, induces

various mystical substitutes for it. Hoffding

{Hist, of Mod. Philos., Eng. trans., ii. 328 tf.)

cites the mysticism of Comte; Guyau
religion of the Future) dwells upon the ‘ re-

crudescence of faith ’
;

Eenan sublimates

religion in a form of poetic mysticism
;
the

rise of various ‘ isms ’ and ‘ ologies,’ such as

‘ Christian Science,’ ‘ metaphysical healing,’

&c., especially in ‘ free-thought’ communities,

bears witness to the vitality of a broadly-

defined mystic consciousness (cf. Mtinsterberg,

Psychol, and Life,
‘ Mysticism ’). (j.m.b.)

Literature-, besides the numerous accounts

of Neo-Platonism (q. v.), reference may be

made to Noack, Die christl. Mystik des Mittel-

alters
;
Pebyee, Gesch. d. deutschen Mystik

;

Cousin, Hist, de la Philos, moderne, tom. ii,

lc9on 9. Also E£c£jac, Basis of the MysLic

Knowledge (Eng. trans., 1899); Teoilo, II

Misticismo moderno (1899) ;
Delacroix,

Mysticisme sp^culatif en Allemagne (1900);
Oemond, Foundations of Knowledge, Pt. III.

chap. ix. (A.S.P.P.-E.M.)

Myth. [Gr. t^v6os, word, legend] : Ger.

Mythe-, Fr.mythe’, li&\. mito. A story, the

spontaneous product of a primitive unreflect-

ing and uncritical consciousness, in which the

forces of nature or othei’ agents are repre-

sented in personal or quasi-personal forms,

and as performing supernatural or super-

human actions.

A myth is to be distinguished from a legend

whose subject is, as a rule, some human being

rather than a force of nature. It differs from

a fable or parable in being direct and spon-

taneous, having in it no element of reflection

i

or external design. In an abusive sense the

term has become a synonym for pure fiction,

although the author of a myth is not con-

scious of producing a fictitious representation.

Literature

:

see Mythology. (a.t.o.)

Mythical Theory; Ger. Mythentheorie',

Fr. theorie mythique

;

Ital. teoria mitologiea.

The special designation of the method of

Strauss and his followers in explaining the

supernatural elements in the story of Jesus as

myths or products of the mytho-poetic faculty.

Strauss, in his Lehen Jesu, starts by recog-

nizing the fact of the human life of Jesus.

The supernatural elements arose, he maintains,

out of the expectation among the Jews that

their Messiah would perform miracles and
supernatural actions. Out of this the super-

natural elements spontaneously originated

in the imiigination of the disciples. Strauss

maintains that while these myths are fictitious

as elements of the historic life of Jesus, they

nevertheless represent abstract truths regard-

ing humanity as a whole.

Literature : D. Strauss, Leben Jesu (1833);
P. ScHAFF, The Person of Christ (1883); G.

P. Fishee, Essays on the Supernatural Origin

of Christianity (1866). (A.T.O.)

Mythology [Gr. fx.v6dkoyla\ : Ger. Mytho-
logie\ Px. mythdogie', lisX. mitologia. Either

the body of myths which embody the primi-

tive religious conceptions of a people or race,

or the investigation of mythic materials, in

order to reduce them to scientific form.

The first reflective treatment of the myth
arose among the early Greek thinkers as an
effort to develop from it a more rational ex-

planation of the world. This attempt was the

parent of both science and philosophy. It was
only in modern times and in the present cen-

tury that the science of mythology originated

in a comparative study of the myths of all

nations. The most important recent con-

troversy that has developed in this field is

that between the philologists led by Max
Muller and certain anthropologists whose

champion is Andrew Lang, on the issue raised

by Max Muller’s claim that mythology is a

disease of language.

Literature : Tylob, Primitive Culture

;

Max MttLLEB, Oxford Essays (1856) ;

Andrew Lang, art. Mythology, in Encyc. Brit.

(9th ed.)
;
Custom and Myth ;

and Myth and

Eitual and Religion; H. Spencer, Princ.

of Sociol.; Saussuee, Lehrb. d. Eeligions-

gesch. (Freiburg, 1887-9); ViGNOLi, Myth
and Science (Eng. trans., 1882).
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NAIVE — NAME

Naive [Lat. nativus, native, natural] : Ger.

naiv

;

Fr. naif, naive

;

Ital. semjplice, ingenuo.

Unreflective, unaffected
;
the naive is ‘ a child-

like ingenuousness which is encountered

where it is not expected ’ (Schiller).

Applied in a specifically aesthetic use by
Schiller to ancient poetry in contrast with
the more refiective modern poetry. This

latter he styles ‘ sentimental,’ as making direct

appeal to feeling and setting forth con-

spicuously the feelings of the poet himself.
‘ The ancients felt naturally

;
we feel what is

n .tural’ (i. e. feel our separation from the

natural and make the natural the conscious

object of sentiment).

Literature : Schillee, On Naive and Sen-

timental Poetry, in Essays Aesthetical and
Philosophical. (j.h.t.)

Naive Realism ; see Natueal Eealism.

Name [AS. wama] : Ger. Lame
;
Fr. nom

;

Ital. name. A verbal symbol applied to an

object.

The function of naming seems, apart from

its use for social communication by means of

language, to have the utility of affording a

system of symbols which abbreviate and sum
up experience, and so serve, in Bacon’s

phrase, as ‘ counters of the mind.’ See

Name (in logic), and Symbolic Function
;

and cf. Language Function, (j.m.b.*, g.e.s.)

Name (in logic). Two quite different

sorts of terms are called in logic names. A
proper name serves to call to mind an indi-

vidual object of experience well known both

to the speaker and hearer (for if the object

is not known to the hearer it is only just

beginning to fulfil fur him the function of

a proper name), and to show that it is that

object concerning which information is fur-

nished or desired. Many proper names are

names of collective individuals; and a few

are grammatically plural, as the Gracchi. A
common name, usually now called a class-name

in logic, though common name is better, has

a signification as well as a denotation. That
is to say, it conveys the idea that whatever
it may be that is spoken of, it is of a certain

indicated general description, which may be

in some sense negative.

Abstract names are common names of ficti-

tious objects which correspond to predicates.

At first sight they appear to be mere con-

venient superfluities; for to say that opium
has a soporific virtue, is precisely the same
thing as to say that opium puts people to

sleep. But closer examination shows that

abstract words enable us to express relations

which could not otherwise be expressed. A
relation is something true of a set of objects.

But abstractions enable us to express a fact

true of a set of sets of objects. Every collec-

tive name is an abstract name
;
and it would

be a want of discrimination to say that num-
bers are superfluities. Moreover, when we
see wbat the true nature of abstract names
is, we must confess that their objects may be

just as real as the objects of concrete names.

They are fictitious only in the sense of having

been made up out of conciete names. An
abstract name may be regaided as the name
of a fictitious individual; and when this

individual is perfectly indescribable, like the

quality of a simple sensation, the ab.-tract

name may perhaps be more like a proper

name than like a common name.
Names are divided into names of first im-

position and names of second imposition,

which latter are names applicable to words, as
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pronoun, conjunction, &c. The precise defini-

tion is given by Ockham, Zo(/tca, Pars I, cap. xi.

Names ai’e also divided into names of first

and of second intention. See Teem, (c.s.p.)

Narcosis [Or. vapnaxTis, a henumhing]

:

Ger. BeU'mhung, A'^arkose; Fr. narcose
;

Ital.

narcosk Lessening or complete deadening of

sen>iliility to pain by means of a narcotic

agent, as opium, morjjhine, chloral hydrate.

See Naecotics. (c.f.h.)

Narcotics [Gr. vapKcoriKos, making stiff or

numb]: Ger. A«rA-o<?Za; Fr. 7iarcotiques; Ital.

narcotici. A substance which induces slee])

and in large doses imei.sibility ar.d stupor.

The tendency is to use the term narcotics

to include all substances having a marked in-

fluence on tlie nervous system, thus including

the sedatives, the hypnotics or sopcrifics,

those which, like ourari, produce immobility by
paralysing the nerve-endings, and such sub-

stances as stryclmine, digitalis, &c. Narcotic

in the more special sense refers to an intense

hypnotic. Among narcotics, sometimes termed

direct narcotics, may be mentioned opium,

morphine, cannabis indica. Cf. Psychic Ef-
fects OF Deugs. (j.j.)

‘ Narcotics are substances which lessen

our relationships with the external world’

(T. L. Biuiiton).

Narcotic is a word rapidly giving place in

scientific uses to terms of more exact signi-

fication, such as anaesthetic, analgesic, hy-

pnotic, somnifacient, and delirifacient (H. C.

Wood). Great confusion also exists at present

as to the proper classification of the various

substances. (c.f.h.)

Nascent [Lat. nascere, to be born]: Ger.

anfangend, wachsend {steigende Vorstdlung,

Herbart— K.G.)
;
Fr. Tiaissant

;

Ital. nascente.

Germinal : applied to a developing thing or

psychological state before it reveals its posi-

tive character.

The term incipient is used with a similar

meaning, 1 ut the emphasis is rather on the

undeveloped than on the hidden character of

what is incipient.

Nascent was more in use (e. g. by Spencer)

before the rise of the theory of the Subcon-
scious (q. V.). The postulate of ‘ nascent

’

psychological states was especially convenient

in association theories in cases where clear

and positive psychological elements could

not be discovered (cf. .James’ criticism of

Spencer in Princ. of Psychol., i. 148 ff.).

Writers of other schools find equal conveni-

ence in the use of the terms implicit and
potential. (j.m.b.-g.f.s.)

National Wealth ; Ger. Alationalver-

mlgen\ Pr. richesse des nations
;
Ital. ricchezza

nazionale. (i) Measured as a ‘fund’ (capital),

the amount of useful things existing in a

country at a given time. (2) Measured as

a ‘ flow ’ (income), the goods produced and ser-

vices rendered during a given period. (3)
Pojmlar, the money value of (i).

Also called public or social wealth; dif-

tinguished I'rom property, which consists of

rights or titles to parts of national wealth.

We must beware of confounding public

wealih with public propeity. Waterworks
and railroads owned by private companies are

just as much part of the national wealth as

municipal watei'works or national railroads.

We must also beware of treating an increase

or diminution of private property at any
point as clearly indicating a corresponding

change in national wealth. If a useful article

becomes abundant, it means a great increase

in national wealth; but the price of the

article in question may fall as fast as the

abundance increases, and leave no apparent

effect on private wealth. (a.t.h.)

Nationality [Lat. nationalis, pertaining

to biith] : Ger. Kationalitdt, Volksthum] Fr.

nationalite
;

Ital. caratlere nazionale. The
term expresses properly the quality of being

a nation or belonging to a nation
;

it is im-

properly used as the equivalent of nation.

It is not easy to say what constitutes a

nation, although a common language and the

belief, at least, in a common origin seem to be

the most essential elements in nationality.

To occupy, or rather to have occupied, at some
period of history, a common territory seems

only a less important requisite. A common
national character and common institutions

have often been produced by community of

race, language, and territory, and have in

turn deepened nationality. Some cf the best

known nations fulfil very imperfectly these

conditions. Tlie inhabitants of the United

States are a nation
;
but although they occupy

a common territory and speak a common lan-

guage, they are of different descents. The
Scottish nation is made up of two peoples very

difleient in their origin, which down to quite

recent times spoke totally distinct languages.

The Swiss nation is made up out of fragments

of the German nation, of the Italian nation, and

of a Romance population akin to the French,

each speaking its own language and noto-

riously of different origins. The Belgian

nation is similaily composed of Flemings and

AValloons. In these c..ses unity of territory,
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unity of political institutions, and unity of

patriotic feeling serve to constitute an arti-

ficial nationality. On the other hand, the

Hebi ews, who for many centuries past have

not inhabited the same territory or been sub-

ject to the same goveinment, and who have

learnt to speak many alien tongues, still con-

stitute a nation bound together partly by

common descent, but much more by a religion

of the antique tribal type. Thus we see that

nationality is not merely an affair of race or

of language, or of a common territory, or of

common political institutions, or of common
civilization, but depends in different cases

more or less upon each or some of these uni-

fying circumstances. Indeed, any large mass

of human beings which feels itself to be one

for any great purpose not merely spiritual is

on the way to become a nation. Down to the

time when Christianity was first preached,

most religions had been national and had

tended to strengthen nationality, hut Christi-

anity, and after it Mohammedanism, appealed

to mankind at large. In the 19th century

it was often laid down that every nation

ought to enjoy political independence, but

this feeling is very recent. In the ancient

world the political unit was not the nation,

but the city, canton, or tribe. In the mediaeval

world states were based not on nationality,

but on the principles of feudal law. In

modern times the stronger and better or-

ganized nations have subjugated and some-

times absorbed their weaker neighbours. The
Socialists very generally decry nationality and

propose to found political institutions on a

totally different basis. Surveying history as a

whole, we cannot say that either political unity

and independence, or even the conscious wish

for them, is essential to nationality, (f.c.m.)

Nativism [Lat. natus, Jrom nasci, to

be born]; Ger. Nativismus; Fr. nativisme

;

Ital. nativismo. The theory according to

which, in the several departments in which it

is advocated, this or that is native, inherent,

or constitutional. See the next topic.

C£ A PEiOEi, Kantianism, Innate Ideas,

and Intuition (nativism of knowledge)
;
Ex-

tension, Space, and Time (nativism of space

and time)
;

Acquired and Congenital
Chaeactees, and Connate (nativism in

biology). (J.M.B.)

ITativism (i) and (2) Empiricism (in

epistemology) : for foreign equivalents see

the separate topics, (i) Nativism seems to

be a convenient name for the common theory

that certain assignable parts of our knowledge

are caused by mental properties which are

connate with every mind and the same in all

This theory has generally been held in op-

position to the theoiy that all our knowledge
is due to or caused by expeiience, but it is

in reality only one of several alternatives

which might be opposed to that theory. Thus
it is no mark of nativism to hold

;
(i) the

generally admitted them y that the knowledge
of any individual mind is not wholly due to

its own experience, and is therefore partly

caused hy its native constitution
;

(ii) that

the native constitution of any individual mind
is not wholly or even at all due to the in-

herited results of its ancestors’ expeiience,

but partly or wholly to what is called acci-

dental variation or to other unknown causes

not included under that description; (iii)

that all knowledge, including experience

itself, is partly caused by such a native con-

stitution.

It is essential, however, to nativism proper

that it should hold, in distinction from (ii),

that either every mind or every liuman mind
lias some native properties, which are the

same in all, and cannot therefore have been

gradually acquired by the successive action

of various causes
;

and in distinction from
(iii) that part of our knowledge can be distin-

guished as in no degree caused by the native

properties which it asserts to be the cause of

another part. The part of our knowledge
which it thus asserts to be due to the native

constitution of our minds is our knowledge
of necessary truths, and the part which it

asserts to be in no degree due to the same
cause consists of sense impressions or pei cep-

tions (see Empi'i'icism, below).

Thus understood, the term will obviously

app’y to the well-known ‘ theory of innate

ideas ’
;

and perhaps it may also properly

include Kant’s transcendentalism, although

it may be contended that, accoiding to this

theory, the universal properties of mind, to

which knowledge is partly due, do not exist

in time, and cannot therefore be properly said

to be native or congenital. However that

may be, transcendentalism and nativism

have in common this difiiculty, that they

allow sense-impressions to be the necessary

occasion even for the knowing of those truths,

the knowledge of which they assert to be due
to the native or essential constitution of the

mind. This admission would seem to imply

that the native or essential constitution of

the mind is not the sole cause of an)' cogni-

tion whatever, but that its joint action with
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pi'iisc-inipu'ssions is necessary for the produc-

tion of our knowledge of necessaiy truths,

whereas tliat part of our knowledge which

consists in or is produced by sense-impressions

is entirely independent of its action.

It must he admitted, however, that the

supporters of both doctrines do not seem

generally to have recognized this as a conse-

quence of their admission. They seem to wish

to maintain that there is something in our

knowledge of necessary truths which is solely

due to the constitution of the mind and en-

tirely independent of the action of sense-

impressions. Their theory would seem to

be that the occurrence of sense- impressions

is only necessary to make us conscious of

something of which the complete cause

was present in the mind before their oc-

currence. Thus the ‘ theory of innate ideas
’

seems to hold this complete cause to consist

in the ‘ idea ’ of that truth whei'eof we
afterwmrds become conscious. Against this

view it must be urged that our consciousness

of anything is not divisible into two distinct

parts
:

(a) the mere being-conscious, (6) that

which distinguishes this instance of conscious-

ness from another, such that the one part

might have one cause and the other a totally

different one. Some particular consciousness

and not mere consciousness is the smallest

mental element for which a distinct cause can

be assigned
;
nor do the supporters of either

doctrine expressly deny this. If, therefore,

we are to say that there is something in the

consciousness of necessary truths, in the pro-

duction of which sense-irapressious do not in

any way co-operate, this can only be the truth

itself This certainly cannot be in any way
due to the occurrence of sense-impressions,

since it is not a thing which exists at any

jjarticular moment of time. But then, for

the same reason, it can have no cause at aU.

There seems good evidence, however, that

it is the nature of necessary truths themselves

which makes the supporters of nativism and
tianscendentalism anxious to maintain that

there is something in our knowledge of

them entirely independent of the influence of

sense-impressions. Both doctrines, in fact,

strenuously maintain that necessary truths

are ZoyfcaZZy independent of sense-impressions,

and both Jrequently fail to distinguish this

contention from that by which they are to be
defined, namely, that our knowledge of neces-

saiy truths is causally independent of sense-

impressions; that is, both contentions remain
undistinguished in the usual form in which

their common creed is expiessed: ‘necessary

knowledge is independent of experience or

a priori.' The definition of nativism is, then,

perhaps best completed by the proviso that

‘parts of our knowledge’ is sometimes to be
understood as equivalent to ‘ some of the

truths which we know.’

(2) Empieicism (q. V., 2) is a term in much
more common use, and would seem to be best

defined (a) as a chai’acteristic of some philo-

sophical disquisitions consisting in the fact that

their arguments and conclusions largely pre-

suppose the principle that all known truths

assert something about what exists at one or

more moments of time.

(6) The definition in Webster’s English

Dictionary (ed. 1891)—‘The philosophical

theory which attributes the origin of all our

knowledge to experience ’—is, however, com-
moner. Cf. Empieicism (i).

To definition (&) it may be objected (i) that

empiricism is not a theory, because there would
seem to be no one express principle or com-

bination of piinciples which is enunciated by
all empiricists and rejected by all other philo-

sophers. An empiricist is recognized rather

by the general character of his arguments and
conclusions than by any princijile from which

he professes to deduce them, (ii) That this

general character consists in the fact that

his arguments or conclusions, very various in

other respects, exhibit the constant influence

of some principle, of w’hich he may or may
not be conscious, would perhaps be generally

admitted. But a principle can only be said

to influence arguments and conclusions where
there is either an actual or an apparent logi-

cal relation between them and it. But even

where one proposition only appears to have

a logical relation to another, it really has

this relation to some other proposition which

may be easily confused with that to which

it appears related; and further, in a con-

tinuous philosophical disquisition, not only

that which appears to have this relation, but

also that which really has it, will in general be

expressly stated. It may, therefore, be fairly

assumed that wherever philosophic reasoning

is influenced by a principle, this principle

will be actually presupposed by many of the

propositions occurring in its course, (iii) That

empirical reasonings can only be defined by

the fact that they largely presuppose a certain

piinciple, is due to the fact that they always

also piesuppose others contradictory of this

one, and that they do not at all points pre-

supp se this. Thus an empiricist can only
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be distinguished from other classes of philo-

sophers by the degree of frequency with which

this presupposition occurs. (iv) That the

principle, hy the presupposition of which

empiricism must be defined, is not ‘ that ex-

perience is the origin of all our knowledge,’

needs longer discussion. This principle would,

indeed, be commonly held to characterize

empiricism, either as presupposition or as

theory. Objection must, howeYer, be taken

to it in the first place on the ground of its

ambiguity. ‘ Experience ’ would be admitted

by all to be an ambiguous word; and the

words ‘ origin ’ and ‘ knowledge ’ involve the

twofold ambiguity, pointed out in the defini-

tion of nativism, as to whether ‘ cause ’ or
‘ logical premise ’ be meant by the one, mental

state or that which is known by the other.

Wlren, however, all ambiguity is removed, it

will be found that the only part of its mean-
ing which will really serve to characterize

empiricism is the principle given in the

definition first given.

History, (i) Nativism. The early Greek
philosophers, notably Heraclitus, had already

made that distinction between truths of rea-

son (Xd-yos) and truths of sense {ala-drjcns) which

was ultimately to be connected with nativ-

ism; but they seem to have seen no reason

to assign a different origin to the knowledge
of these different kinds of truth. Their

theory of the origin of knowledge was that

the mind (generally conceived as material)

and the object always co-operated in producing

it; and they attributed to the mind no
greater share in producing the one kind than

the other. Protagoras and the Sophists,

however, used this theory in order to draw
sceptical consequences; and Plato, while he
seems to have accepted both it and these con-

sequences with regard to sensation, was there-

fore bound to give some other account of the

origin of true knowledge votjtS>v),

which it was his main aim to vindicate against

scepticism. Hence his famous theory of dvu-

yinja-is, viz. that our knowledge of necessary

truths or ‘ ideas ’ is a remembrance of truths

learnt hy the soul before birth—a remem-
brance which is excited by sensations, but
which, since its objects are not temporary,

cannot be caused in the same way. It is, how-
ever, doubtful how far he himself intended this

theory to be allegoiical, since he always con-

cerned himself rather with the truth of neces-

sary knowledge and its intrinsic difference

from sense-knowledge than with its origin.

In Aristotle, speculations as to the origin

1

of knowledge are even less prominent
;

but

there seems to he no doubt that he seriously

held the view that every man was endowed
from his birth with a reasoning faculty, which

was the same in all men, and was the source

and potentiality (Bwaijus) of abstract know-
ledge, although it required the stimulation of

sense to actualize this knowledge. It is from
the Stoics that the word ‘ innate ’ (e/n^uroy,

innatus), as applied to truths, seems to be
derived. They seem to have applied it to

truths of reason (especially to moral princi-

ples), and they undoubtedly held that we were
only able to know this kind of truths, owing
to the immanence in us of the universal

reason
; but in harmony with their material-

istic conceptions of reason, they seem to have

thought that truths of this kind were logically

identical with sensible truths, and hence they

seem to have regarded the innate logos not

even, like Aristotle, as a virtual knowledge
of truths ditferent from those of sense, but

merely as a power of recognizing what was
given in sense. Nevertheless, their doctrine,

through its extreme po[iularity and adoption

by the Romans, seems to have been the chief

means of perpetuating a nativistic theory of

rational knowledge. In the middle ages,

again, interest was centred rather upon the

nature of what is known than upon the

causes of our knowing it. The realists, how-
ever, who contended for the separate reality

of universals as something different from

sensible objects, always tended to defend

nativistic doctrines against the nominalists,

who, adopting the view which Aristotle op-

posed to Plato, that the unis ei sal is real only

in the particular, unintentionally went very

much further than Aristotle in maintaining

as his doctrine ‘ Nihil esse in intellectu, quod

non prius fuerit in sensu.' In modern philo-

sophy nativistic theories of the origin of

necessary knowledge were strongly held by
Descartes and by Leibnitz; the latter,

especially, in opposition to Locke, gives to

the theory far greater precision than it had
hitherto possessed. Kant differs from him
chiefly in supposing that the innate cause of

necessary knowledge does not resemble that

knowledge itself, and the great influence of

his theory in this respect finally put an end
to the doctrine of ‘ innate ideas ’ as such. It

was only in the latter half of the 19th century

that the question of nativism was connected

with that of inheritance. It had never before

been clearly recognized that the knowledge of

a single individual, even ifentirely attributable
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to experience, could certainly not be attributed

solely to bis own. But, this once recognized,

the doctrine that it could be attributed to the

inherited results of ancestral experiences was
seen to be inconsistent with the famous
theory of Weismann that no acquired charac-

teristics can be inherited. Accordingly there

arose a new division between theories of the

origin of knowledge, according as Weismann’s
view was adopted or denied, and it is mainly

in connection with this question that the term
‘uativism’ has been used.

(2) Emjnricism. In the sense defined it is

phun that all the early Greek philosophers,

with the possible exception of the Eleatics,

were empiricists. But that there was possible

in philosophy that kind of difference in prin-

ciple, wldch is vaguely denoted by the term
empiricism, was first recognized by Plato, in

consequence of the irreconcilable differences of

Socrates and the Sophists, which were not, like

the differences of earlier philosophers, capable

of being specified as diffeiences of opinion as

to what existed, but seemed to proceed from
something which was equally compatible both

with agreement and with difference on such

points. Plato uses the word ifxnfipla to de-

note that way of acquii ing knowledge, as to a

thing’s effects, which consists in frequent use

of the thing— a sense more closely analogous

to that preserved in the word ‘empiric’ than

to that of the philosophical term ‘ empiri-

cism.’ He opposes it to lyoyiapos', and the

knowledge thus acquired to iniaTrjpr). But
his term for ‘experience,’ in the sense above

defined, is rather atjGrjais
;

epnfipia denoting

the manner in which experience gives rise to

other knowledge, without the intervention of

inference. Much the same use of terms is

continued by Aristotle, but in him it has not

the same importance as a method of classifying

philosophies. The Stoics are a good instance

of non-empirical philosophers, who neverthe-

less appear to have expressly held the theory

generally taken to be characteristic of em-
piricism : they recognized constantly truths

different from objects of experience, without
recognizing that these truths were thus dif-

ferent. 'I’he Epicureans, on the other hand,

were both actual and avowed empiricists.

From the extinction of the Epicurean school

till the close of the middle ages there was no
empirical philosophy. The nominalist School-

men, as has been said, sometimes avowed a

principle similar to that of empiricism
;
but

just as they falsely thought this principle was
held by Aristotle, so they agreed with him

in many respects in which he is very far from
empiiical. Bacon, in pleading the cause of

experimental inquiry, could not but avow
empirical tenets; but his philosophy, so far

as he has any, cannot be classed as empirical.

Hobbes is probably the first noted empirical

philosopher of modern Eui ope
;
but in the

history of empiricism the influence of Locke
is far more important. He not only defi-

nitely avows, but continually implies the

principle, that all the knowledge of every

individual is caused by the action of objects

upon his mind; and though he admits that

we have some necessary knowledge, it is only

such as he could easily believe to be ana-

lytical. The theory that objects cause our

knowledge of them was expressly given up
by Berkeley and by Hume; but they did not

cease to imply it
;
and both their avowed and

their implied views of necessary truths are the

same as that of Locke. It was Kant who,

by his recognition of necessary synthetic

truths, first brought into prominence the

necessai’y distinction between the causal and
the logical origin of knowledge : accordingly

it is since his time that the term empiricism

has been most commonly and significantly

used in the classification of philosophers, al-

though never yet with a clear recognition

that the sole basis of the classification is the

logical and not the causal question. English

philosophy has continued to be empirical

during the greater part of the century
;
but

owing to the influence of Kant’s proof that

some necessary truths, particularly the law of

causation, are synthetic, the inteiqrretation of

them as universal has been more commonly
adopted by empiricists, especially by J. S.

Mill. At the same time, while it is generally

held that experience is due to the action of

objects upon our minds, the theory that the

constitution of our minds has no influence

upon the chai’acter of our knowledge has

been generally seen to be absurd.

Literature: Plato, Meno, Phaedo, Theae-

tetus; Aristotle, De Anima; Zeller, Stoics;

Leibnitz, New Essays; Locke, Essay on the

Human Understanding; Kant, Krit. d.

reinen Vernunft
;

J. S. Mill, Logic; W.
James, Princ. of Psychol., chap, xxviii. (g.e.m.)

Nativity [Lat. nativitas, birth] : Ger.

Nativitat; Fr. nativite
;

Ital. nativith. The
doctrine of the birth of Christ, including its

time, mode, and commemoration.

The birth of Christ occurred probably four

years prior to the date fixed by current

chronology. The season of the year is con-
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jectural. According to the Scriptural account

and the belief of the Church the conception of

Christ was miraculous. Early in the history

of the Church the doctrine of the Immaculate

Conception was broached, and became a sub-

ject of controversy throughout the middle and
later centuries of church history, being finally

promulgated as the accepted doctrine of the

Roman Catholic Church in 1854 by a bull of

Pius IX. The date of Christmas, the official

commemoration of the Nativity, was fixed by
the Romish Chuich on evidence that at best

yields only a degree of probability.

Literature : see Jesus Cheist, and Ad-
vent. (A.T.O.)

Ifatura naturans, and Nattira uatu-
rata : see Natuke.

Nattira non facit saltum [Lat.]. ‘Nature

makes no leaps ’
: the principle of continuity

or uniformity of natural operations. Cf. Uni-
POBMITAEIANISM.

The principle has new meaning in view of

the theory of Evolution (q. v.). (j.m.b.)

ITatural [Lat. naturalis '\
: Ger. riatiirlich

;

Fr. naturel

;

Ital. naturale. In accordance

with, belonging to, or derived from nature.

While the teim is derived from and asso-

ciated, philosophically as well as etymologi-

cally, with the term Natuke (q. v.), it has

selected especially one side of the meaning of

thatteim, namely, that which is in accordance

with the course of events, that which is regu-

lar, stated, and usual. The sense of physical

has thus dropped into the background, thougli

still apparent in such phrases as natural

science and natural philosophy. A double

meaning, that is, a higher and a lower sense,

corresponding to similar connotations of na-

ture, still persists, however, in its ethical

implication. ,(i) On one side, that which is

regular and uniform is that which is to be ex-

pected; it is the normal, that from which as

a,standard all departui'es are measured, and is

opposed to the artificial as the purely facti-

tious and strained. As norm, the word gets

a highly ideal import, often being the highest

teim of commendation, as in popular aesthetic

judgment of a picture, or in social intercourse,

in judgment of a personality. (2) In its theo-

logical use, however, it is identified with the

carnal, base, or worldly—thus the teim
‘ natural man ’ in the writings Ox St. Paul,

and through him in theology generally. (3) In
a midway or neutral sense the term natural

is simply opposed to that which is super-

natural or revealed, and then may be further

supplied with a good or bad sense, according

I

to the disposition of the writer—as natural

religion, natural theology. (4) It is also

defined as that which belongs to men, by and
from birth, as opposed to that which has been
acquired historically or conferred by political

authority—as Natueal Rights (q. v.) dis-

tinguished from PositiveRights (q. v.). (j.d.)

ITatural Dualism: seeNATUKAL Realism.
ITatural History: Ger. (i) Naturwissen-

scAq/if (wider than natural history), (2) Natur-
geschichte] Yr. histoire naturelle

]
Ital. storia

naturale, (i) Description of the objects

found in teirestrial nature. The teim is

still used as a convenient collective designa-

tion for physiography, geology, mineralogy,

botany, zoology, and anthropology, with
emphasis on the biological sciences, especially

since ‘ history ’ has become illuminated by the

theory of evolution. Consequently an easy

transition is made to the following meaning.

(2) Record or history of natural occurrences

;

in this sense sometimes applied to the de-

velopment and evolution ofmind. (C.S.M.—J.M.B.)

Natural Law: see Law, and Peincikle,
and cf. Science'.

Natural Law or Law of Nature (in

political philosophy) : Ger. Naturrecht

;

Fr.

loi naturelle
\
Ha\. legge naturale. (i) A law

of which the precepts are not of deliberate

human institution, but arise spontaneously,

in the manner of instincts. (2) A law which,

however it arises, is the fulfilment of im-

planted instincts and capacities, and is the

condition or way of their development.

Most of the ambiguities att ching to the

term Natuke (q.v.) attach also to the Law of

Nature. The German distinction between

Naturrecht and INaturyesetz is inadequately

rendered by our ‘ principles of law ’ and
‘ enactment.’ There is the further difficulty

of so interpreting ‘ law ’ as to avoid the sug-

gestion of a legislator or the analogy of the

uniformities of physical science.

The most imposing use of the term was
made by the Stoics. The term was revived

by Grotius when he based international law

on law of nature. Hobbes and Spinoza recur

to the first sense more bluntly. The second is

the sense in which the term and idea have been

defended by Krause, Stahl, Lorimer, Ahrens,

T. H. Green, and Herbert Spencer. Bentham,
Lewis, and Stephen are the chief critics. (J.B.)

Literature: Hekbekt Spencek, Man ver-

sus the State, 87 £f.
;
Jas. Loeimee, Inst, of

Law (1880); Keause, Syst. d. Rechtsphilos.

;

Stahl, Philos, des Rechts; Aheens, Cours

I

de Droit naturel; T. H. Gkeen, Works,
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ii, Political Obligation
;
Bkntham, Mor. and

LegisL. chap, ii
;
Coknetvall Lewis, L^se

and Abuse of some Political Terms; Leslie

Stephen, English Thought in the 1

8

th Cent.

;

Aedig6, Sociologia. (j.e.)

Natural Realism : Ger. natiirlicher Beal-

ismus; Fr. realisme naturel; Ital. realismo

naturale. The theory that in the fact of

percejition, as a veracious datum and testi-

mony of consciousness, a knowledge both of

mind and matter is indubitably give)). The
same as Natural Dualism. Cf. Realism,

Pkesentationism (i), and Common Sense.

The term is defined as used by Hamilton.

See his edition of Reid, Note A, § i, and

Discussions on Philos., 55. (J.D.)

Such natural realism as is held by the naive

(i. e. unreflecting) or ordinary man is called

naive realism.’ (j.m b.)

Natural Religion : Ger. natiirliche

Religion
;
Fr. religion naturelle

;
Ital. religione

naturale. Religion in so far as it may be

derived f)om nature and reason and from the

constitution of man, without the aid of snper-

natinal revelation.

Natural sta)ids contrasted hei'e with super-

natiu-al and includes rational. It excludes

but does not deny supernatu)alis)u. The
naturalistic theory of leligion does, however,

de))y the supernatural, and de>'ives all religious

truth from natural sources. But natu)al

religion does not need to occupy this exclusive

ground. It may simply rest on the assumption,

which all will concede, that man is either a

religious being by nature or that he is capable,

by the exercise of his unaided power, of app)'e-

hending certain )eligious ideas and of de-

veloping a religious experience.

Literature : see Religion, and Supeenatu-
ealism; the Bridgewater Treatises

;
Seeley,

Nat. Religion. (A.T.O.)

Natural Rights : Ger. Naturrechte
;
Fr.

droits naturels] Ital. diritti naturali. The
claims founded on the law of nature.

The exp)-ession played a part in early Greek
speculation among the Sophists, who appealed

to natural ) ights as founded on natural law in

the sense of elementary instincts of human
nature. In Locke’s writings and in the poli-

tical creed of the United States and the

French Revolutionaries something of the
second sense of Natueal LAw(q. v.) is

mingled, and in the background (as long
before with Hobbes) there is a supposed
State OF Natuee (q.v.). (j.e.)

Natural Selection: Ger. natiirliche Aus-
lese (or Ziichlung); Fr. selection naturelle-.

Itiil. selezione naturale. The theory tliat the

struggle for life due to the rate of multipli-

cation of animals and plants and to other con-

ditions, results in the survival of those indi-

viduals having the most advantageous varia-

tions
;
and thus leads,by accumulation through

a series of generations, to evolution. See
Selection (in biology), and Evolution;
and cf. Existence (struggle for). Excess,
Peodigalitt of Natuee, Malthusianism,
SuEVIVAL OF THE FITTEST, and VaEIATION.

The two men whose names will always be
associated with this great hypothesis, Charles

Darwin and Alfred Russel Wallace, were led

independently to the same conclusions by their

meu)ory of the Essay on Population by
Malthus. Darwin had reflected much on
evolution during the voyage of the Beagle

(1831-6), and on his return home opened

a notebook, in July, 1837, in which to record

all facts bearing on the process and its possible

causes. He says in his Autobiograpihy :

‘ I soon perceived that selection was the key-

stone of man’s success in making useful races

of animals and plants. But how selection

could be applied to organisms living in a state

of nature remained for some time a mystery

to me.’ Va)ious possible causes of change
pa.ssed through his mind and were dismissed

as inadequate, until, in October, 1838, he

read Malthus, and the idea of the survival

of favourable and the extinction of unfavour-

able variations at once occurred to him. In

1842 he wrote a short account of the theory,

which he expanded into an essay of 231 folio

pages in 1844, but continued to observe and
expe) iment, and could not be induced by his

friends to publish until on June 8, 1858, he

received a manusoipt essay from Wallace,

who was then at Ternate in the Molucca
Islands. In this essay, entitled ‘On the

Tendency of Va)ieties to depart indefinitely

from the Original Type,’ Darwin found a com-
plete exposition of his own hypothesis. ‘If

Wallace had my manuscript sketch written

out in 1842, he could not have made a better

short abstract ! Even his terms now stand

as heads of my chapters,’ he wrote to Lyell.

Sir Charles Lyell and Sir Joseph Hooker,

whose advice Darwin sought, decided that

Wallace’s essay should at once be published, but

that it should be accompanied by an abstract

of Darwin’s own work. The joint paper was
read before the Linnean Society of London,

July I, 1858, with the title, ‘On the Tendency

of Sjiecie-i to for)u Varieties; and on the Per-

petuation of Varieties and Species by Natural
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]\Ieans of Selection.’ Thus the phrase ‘ natural

selection ’ first came before the world.

Probably the essential difference between

this and all other theoiies of the motive

cause of evolution is the clear appreciation

of the intensity of the struggle for existence

as well as its significance in the origin of

species. On this point the minds of the

two discoverers ran in such parallel grooves

that Darwin insists on the ‘ struggle for life,’

Wallace on the ‘ struggle for existence.’ A
brief account of ‘ sexual selection ’ is included

in Darwin’s essay. This most memorable
episode was the beginning of a life-long friend-

ship between the two men. Wallace, like

Darwin, had been convinced of the truth of evo-

lution itself before natural selection occurred to

him. The hypothesis flashed across him sud-

denly in Feb. 1858, when he was lying ill in

bed with fever and was thinking of the ‘ posi-

tive cbecks’ described by Malthus. In two
hours after this he had ‘ thought out almost the

whole of the theory,’ and in thi’ee evenings

had finished his essay. Darwin’s chief work
appeared on Nov. 24, 1859, with the exact

title. On the Origin of Species by means of
Natural Selection, or the Preservation of
Favoured Paces in the Struggle for Life. The
whole edition of 1,250 copies was sold on the

day of issue. The plan of the book is remark-

able : it begins with an account of natural

selection, then considers special difficulties in

the way of a belief in natural selection and in

evolution, and ends with the evidences for

evolution. In this arrangement there is the

recognition of the fact that it was hopeless to

expect a belief in evolution until some intel-

ligible motive cause had first been suggested.

It is especially nOtewoithy that the theory

makes no attempt to explain the origin of

the individual variations upon which it is

based. It rests upon the demonstrable fact

of their existence. Furthermore, the varia-

tions which form the material for the operation

of selection are inherent and hereditary, thus

differing from the ‘ acquired ’ characters or

Modipicattons (q. v.) upon which Lamarck
based his hypothesis. Although Darwin in-

corporated a certain element of Lamaeckism
(q. V.) ill his conception of evolution, it formed

no part of his own theory of natural selection.

Natural selection has been criticized by
those who suppose that a non-useful stage is

an early but essential phase in the develop-

ment of every character. Thus the Duke of

Argyll spoke in this sense of ‘ prophetic germs.’

Dohrn was the first to meet this difficulty

by the hypothesis of ‘ change of function

'

(Functionswechsel), in which he suggested

that new organs are rarely formed de novo,

but are produced by modification of the func-

tion and subsequently of the structure of pre-

existing organs. The recent hypothesis of

Oeganic ok Indikect Selection (q. v.)

also materially assists in early beginnings

and transitional stages. It has furthermore

been objected that the process of natural

selection is necessarily so slow that geological

time would have been wholly insufficient for

evolution thus caused. This objection does

not take into account the very different

rates at which evolution by natural selection

must he supposed to have proceeded when
a change in the organic or geographical

conditions has upset a pre-existing equi-

librium between the inhabitants, animal and
vegetable, of any district. In those areas

upon the earth’s surface where such an organic

balance is, from the nature of the case, less

exposed to disturbance, evolution has pro-

ceeded at a slower rate. Thus certain islands

still contain the forms which have been
replaced by more modern products of evolu-

tion upon the adjacent continental areas. In
the greatest depths of the ocean the con-

ditions, both organic and inorganic, have been
more persistent than in any other part of the

globe, and there evolution has been slowest.

In the brachiopods especially we meet with
forms which appear to have under-gone no
progressive evolution since Cambrian times.

This association between persistent conditions

and arrested evolution is explained by the

followers of Buffou on the ground that varia-

tion is the direct effect of changed conditions,

and is at its minimum when conditions are

constant, while Lamarckians believe that

variation is the indirect effect of the same
cause through its operation as a stimulus to

individual desire and effort. The convinced

natural-selectionist holds that arrested evolu-

tion is not due to the absence of sufficiently

large individual variation, hut a natural

result of the successful adaptation of a species

to conditions which remain permanent, when
the average fertility of the species exactly

compensates for the average loss. He holds

that the characters relied on by the followers

of Buffon and Lamarck are ‘acquired,’ and
incapable of hereditary transmission, and can

only assist evolution indirectly by means of

‘ organic selection.’ Of. Acquieed and Con-
genital Chakactees, and Heeedity.
The natural-selectionist further holds that
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such beneficial acquired modifications are

themselves due to one of the highest reaches

of natural selection in rendering the indi-

vidual capable of an adaptive response to the

stimulation provided by external conditions

or its own activities. Cf. Plasticity.

Evolution normally proceeds from the selec-

tion of the ordinary minute differences which

distinguish the individuals of a species, and

which are present during a state of evolu-

tional arrest no less than in one of rapid

progress. Changed conditions lead to pro-

gress by establishing a new or a higher

selective ‘ mean’ rather than by acting directly

upon the selected material. This, at least, is

the conclusion to be reached by a study of

the animal world.

There are, however, many facts and ob-

servations which lead to the conclusion that

changed conditions may evoke hereditary

variation in plants. It may well be that

evolution by selection operates in two ways
upon the higher groups of the vegetable

kingdom, with their comparatively'^ passive

relation to environment, and the liability

of species to be driven out of existence by
environmental change. In the first place,

there is the ordinary operation of selectio)i

upon the ever-present individual differences
;

in the second, the germinal constitution of

such plants may have been rendered by
natural selection especially sensitive to

changed conditions, so that fresh hereditary

material may l>e afforded to selection by the

very changes whicli might otherwise have

been fatal to the existei.ee of the species.

Quite apart fromthis special quest ion, affect-

ing a certain proportion of the vegetable king-

dom, the character of the variational material

upon which selection operates has been the sub-

ject of much difference of opinion. I 'arwin

originally believed that large variations like

those made use of in artificial selection played

a part, although not a very important one, in

evolution. Fleeming Jenkin’s essay convinced
him that their effect is nothing as compared
with that of ordinary minute individual

differences. The belief in large variations

has been recently revived by Bateson, and
has been supported by F. Galton in connec-

tion with the idea of a prepotent hereditary

influence. Evolution by the selection of

large variations would be discontinuous

(Bateson) or transilient (Galton) as contrasted

with the smooth continuous history of change
dependent on the selection of m.nute indi-

vidual differences. Under the topic Muta-

tion (q. V.) it is shown that the paleonto-

logical record, wherever complete, represents

such a history rather than the discontinuous

advance demanded by the former conception.

T. H. Huxley was never completely con-

vinced of the efficacy of natural selection,

because the domestic breeds or races produced

by man, while differing in structure far more
than many natural species or even genera,

are still completely fertile inter se. Until

this usual characteristic of natural species

could also be reproduced by experimental

selection he was unable to give more than

a qualified assent to the theory of natural

selection. But Darwin never believed that

mutual sterility was produced by direct

selection in nature, so that, if he is right, the

production of mutual sterility by experiment,

although most interesting in itself, would be

the production of a common natural result

by means which are not adopted in nature.

Darwin looked on mutual sterility as an

incidental rather than a direct result of

species seiiaration, and pointed out that it

was most irregular in its occurrence, so that an

immense number ofplants considered to be true

species are still perfectly fertile inter se. The
late G. J. Romanes, in his hypothesis of

Physiological Selection (q.v.), on the other

hand, placed mutual sterility as the basis,

instead of the climax, of a large amount of

species formation, viz. of all cases in which
interbreeding was not prevented in some
other way. The fact that so many natural

species can still produce hybrids, while others

are even perfectly fertile when brought

together, supports the Darwinian conception,

and leads to the belief that our domestic breeds

will need separation until some immensely

remote epoch before the same incidental results

can be expected to manifest themselves. If

they did so now they would furnish no experi-

mental verification of the natural condition.

The following interpretation of steiility

between species is consistent with Darwin’s

views. The germ substances which meet in

fertilization are of infinite complexity, and

require the most exact adjustment the one to

the ( ther if the union is to be fertile. The
adjustment is often inexact between indi-

vidu^ds of the same species, but natural selec-

tion rigidly keeps up the standard among
the individuals of a species so long as these

constitute a single organic whole interbreed-

ing together. As soon, however, as a species

separates into two groups of individuals

which do not interbreed, natural selection
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can only keep up the standard of fertility

within each group, and not between the two
groups

;
for while unfertile unions within

each group are rigidly excluded by selection,

those which would have been unfertile be-

tween the two groups, but are nevertheless

fertile within each group, are encouraged by

selection. We witness a condition in which

complete sterility between the two groups is

certain to be attained after the lapse of an

immense period of time in consequence of the

mere cessation of selection. Cf. Feetility,

Steeility, and Eepeoductive Selec-
tion. (E.B.P.)

The accompanying diagram may serve to

illustrate the theory of evolution which makes
exclusive use of the principle of natural selec-

tion. In its ‘ pure,’ or Neo-Darwinian, or

AVeismannian form, it is contrasted with

Lamakckianism or Oethogenesis (q. v.) and
with Oethoplasy (q. v.). Under those terms
similar diagrams are given, with which this

may be compared.

evolution
;

I, 2, &c,, successive generations by
physical heredity; cm, cm', &c., congenital mean;
V, i/, variations (congenital). Evolution is by selec-

tion of variations added to the congenital mean from
generation to generation.

Among the questions which arise in the

interpretation of natural selection are: (i)

In what sense is this principle a ‘ force ’ or
‘ motive force ’ 1 (cf. Darwin’s discussion with
Asa Gray, given in Poulton, Charles Darwin)-.

cf. Foecb and Condition, and Bionomic
Foeces. (2) What relation does this prin-

ciple sustain to others which claim to be
Factoes OF Evolution (q. V.) ? (3) That of

the operation of natural selection in Mental
Evolution (q. v.). (j.m.b., e.b.p.)

Literature : Chaeles Daewin, Life and
Letters (London, 1887); Origin of Species;

Linn. Soc. J., 1.858; A. R. AVallace, Linn.

Soc. J., 1858; Tropical Nature and Natural
Selection; and Darwinism; T.H.HuxLEY,Life
and Letters (1900) ;

Anonymous, Quart. Rev.,

art. on Huxley (Jan., 1901); E. B. Poulton,
Charles Darwin and the Theory of Natural
Selection (London, 1896) ;

AY. Bateson,
Materials for the Study of Variation (London,

1894) ;
Fleeming Jenkin, North Brit. Rev.,

June, 1867 ;
H. F. Osboen, From the Greeks

to Darwin (N. Y., 1894). For recent exposi-

tions see Romanes, Darwin and after Dar-
win, i; Conn, The Method of Evolution

(1900); Headley, Problems of Evolution

(1901); Geoos, The Play of Animals (Eng.

Trans.)
;
Dope, Primary Factors of Organic

Evoluirlon (Lamarckian). The authors cited

under Lamakckism nearly all criticize

natural selection. (e.b.p.—j.m.b.)

Natural Theology : Ger. naturliche

TheoJogie
;

Fr. theologie naturelle
;

Ital.

teologia naturale. The systematic treatment

of the problems of God’s existence, nature,

and relations, in so far as it proceeds upon
natural and unrevealed data.

The idea of natural theology is positive and
proceeds on the assumed possibility of obtain-

ing knowledge of God from the natural re-

sources of human reason. It is opposed to

agnosticism on the one hand and to the claims

of an exclusive supernaturalism on the other.

The science is as old as Socrates and the de-

sign argument. The earliest modern treatise

on natural theology is the Theologia Natu-
ralis of Raymond de Sabunde in the 15th
century. The i8th century was prolific of

works in natural theology, that of Paley

standing pre-eminent. The criticism of Kant
was supposed to have given the science its

death-blow, and later the design argument
was thought to have received its quietus from
Darwin. But the result has been revolution

and reconstruction along profounder and more
comprehensive lines rather than destruction.

Literature-. Hume, Dialogues on Natural
Religion

;
Kant, Criticism of Theistic Pr oofs,

in Critique of Pure Reason
;
Flint, Theism

andAnti-TheisticTheorie.s; Physicus, Candid
Exam, of Theism; the Bridgewater Treatises;

Janet, Final Causes; Lb Conte, Evolution
of Religious Thought; Stieling, Philos, and
Theol. (A.T.o.)

Naturalism [Lat. naturalis, natural]

:

Ger. i\ atu. alismus
-,

Fr. naturalisme-, Ital.

naturalism o. (i) The theory that the whole

of the universe or of experience may be
accounted for by a method like that of

the physical sciences, and with recourse

only to the current conceptions of physical

and natural science
; more specifically, that

mental and moral processes may be reduced
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to tlie terms and categories of the natural

sciences. It is best defined negatively as that

which excludes everything distinctly spii itual

or transcendental. In this meaning it is about

equivalent to Positivism (q. v.). (j.d.)

(2) Synonymous with Mateeiaijsm (q. v.).

(3) There is a growing use of the term to in-

dicate a view which simply limits itselfto what
is natiu’al or normal in its explanations, as

against appeal to what transcends nature as a

whole, oris in any way supernatural or mystical.

This is established in the case of the adjec-

tive Natueal (q.v.), as in the claim that the

mental and moral sciences should he classed

with the ‘ natural ’ as opposed to the physical

sciences. The term naturalist is also used for

a scientific investigator in the biological and
psychological, not in the physical, sciences.

Besides this demand for the term naturalism

as the theory of what is natural, including the

mental and moral, from the side of science,

a similar usage has come from tlieological

study, where we have naturalism in intei-

pretation and in doctrine opposed to super-

naturalism
;
that is, natui alisni is the appeal

to natural occurrences of the mental and moral

order as ojiposed to miracles, divine enlighten-

ment, &c. Cf. also Natuealism (in art).

It is extremely desirable that this distinc-

tion of usages should be reccgnized. Note
the controversy occasioned by Balfuur’s

Foundations of Belief, arising from the pio-

tests of naturalists (sense 3) against his de-

scription of naturalism (sense i). In view of

the oscillation of the philosophical term (cf.

M aid, Naturalism and Agnosticism), the third

usage is in many respects to be preferred.

For the other meanings we have Positivism

and Mateeialism covering the whole ground.

And it is a false position from the start, as

the development of science shows, to limit

nature to jdiysical nature, and that minus
animated nature. Indeed, the development
in the meaning of natural to include man is

so firmly established that it were better to

yield up the word naturalism altogether to

go with it. (j.M.B.)

Naturalism (in art). A theory which
holds it to be the true end of art to ‘ follow

nature.’ The rendering of a landscape or

human character without subjective idealiza-

tion
;
without omission of elements that are

opposed to the personal or average taste and
conscience. It is, however, distinguished from
realism by implying faithfulness to the forces

at work rather than minute copying of

details.

The term has had a varying meaning accord-

ing to varying interpietations of the phrase

‘lollow nature’ (see Aet, II). At present

the naturalistic school of art is characterized

especially by individualism—emphasis upon
the Chaeacteeistic (q.v.) and often upon
the unpleasant aspects of nature (by way of

emphasizing the significant as over against

the formally beautiful). It has been defined as

‘scienceapplied to literature,’ since both science

and art are by it regarded as seeking ‘ truth.’

In German, however, ‘minute copying’ is

the rather associated with naturalism, not

witli realism; but usage is not well fixed.

Alt i^Syst. d. Kilnste, 1888, 19) says, ‘The
method which aims at the complete reproduc-

tion of all the details of sense-phenomena is,

in our as yet incompletely developed termino-

logy, called naturalism in contrast to realism,

wdiich aims to construct a picture only of

the most striking phases of the object.’ (k.g.)

Literature : Volkelt, Aesth. Zeitfragen

(1895), chap. V
;
Stein, Entsteh. d. neueren

Acsth. (1886), 81-270, 325 If.
;
HOfeding,

Rousseau (1897), 104 ff.; Zola, Le Roman
exper.

;
Guyau, L’Art au point de vue

SDciol. (1889), 143 ff.
;
Beandes, Die Haupt-

strdmuugen in d. Literatur (1892); Beait-
meyee, Gescli. d. poet. Theorie u. Rrit.

(1888-9); M. PiLO, Estetica (1898). (j.h.t.)

Naturalism (in theology). The doctrine

whicli excludes the supernatural from the

religious realm, and refers the facts of religion

either to the operation of natural agencies

and laws, or to the divine conceived as

identical with the natural order of the world,

Cf. Natuealism.
The naturalistic tendency in religion has

been greatly strengthened bj^ the doctrine of

evolution. The tendency of naturalism is not so

much to denj' the divine agency as to merge
that agency in the operations of nature.

Literature : H. Bushnell, Nature and

the Supernatural (1876); Waed, Natural-

ism and Agnosticism (1899). See Supee-
NATUEALISM. (A.T.O.)

Nature [Lat. natura, from nasci, to be

born or produced
;

an equivalent of the Gr.

(pvais, from (pveLv~\

:

Ger. Natur
;
F r. nature

;

Ital. natura. The word has a primary double

sense, each of these meanings having in turn

a number of subdivisions. (i) In the first

place, nature means whatever (literally or

figuratively) is horn with the thing, and hence

belongs originally to its own being instead

of being acquired or superadded.

It thus means (a) the constitution, native(J.H T.-J.D.)
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structure, essence, or very being of a

thing. Thus we speak of the nature of any-

thing—of a horse, stone, man, star, thought,

soul, God, &c. The Scholastics used the term

as equivalent, objectively or as regards the

existence concerned, to essence, but as con-

noting more especially not the being in itself,

but (6) considered as the active source (or

principle) of the operations by which the

being realized its destined end. Here is the

transition to the second meaning.

(2) Nature is the sum total of forces which

animate the created world, or the aggregate of

events and changing things which make it up.

In this conception two quite distinct

meanings are obviously contained. In one

meaning, nature is conceived (a) as the

dynamic agent concerned in bringing about

the changes in the world. It is at least

semi-personified. Thus the Scholastics talked

of nature doing this and that
;

of various

forces and qualities as the various modes of the

operation of nature, &c. This use of nature, as

a cause at large, was seized upon by Comte (see

Positivism) as a sign of the ‘metaphysical’

stage of thought, distinguished equally from

the theological, where God is the active cause,

and the positive or scientific, where search

for efficient agents is given up, and simple

sequences and coexistences are traced. Under

(2, a) we again have a subdivision, according

as nature is conceived (a) as an inde-

pendent, self-active agent, as in various forms

of pantheism and mysticism, or as (/3)

a subordinate principle, a secondary cause,

intervening between God as efficient prin-

ciple and the details of existence. In its other

meaning (6)—under (2)—nature is regarded

as simply the name given to tlie sum total or

phenomena in time and space
;
the physical

world as presented to the senses. It is

expressly restricted to phenomena, in their

material relations to one another; and the

idea of productive or foimative agency is

excluded. It is equivalent to the physical

world, the realm of things and events with
which physical science deals.

Pew terms used in philosophy have a wider
or a looser use, or involve greater ambiguity.

While often used as equivalent to the

mechanical and material world, as a system
of particular objects and changes, it rarely

quite loses its sense of primordial, primitive,

intrinsic, or, indeed, of something dynamic
and productive; and so the term is used
in an active or passive, a spiritual or

material sense, about as the writer pleases.

It is not surprising, then, that historically

we find it used to mark off, in a most definite

way, the world from God, and again to identify

the world with God, and once more to afford

a connecting principle between God and the

details of the world. Its various sub-meanings

can, however, best be brought out in connec-

tion with the history of the term.

It is perhaps the oldeat of all formulated

and general philosojffiic concepts— that is, in

its Greek form <f)va-ts. Aristotle expressly

calls the eailier philosophers (particularly

the Ionic school) physicists {^qjv(rtKoi) and
physiologists (<^ao-toXdyot) to express their pre-

occupation with nature as the object of philo-

sophy. Ilfpl (fivaeais (concerning nature) is the

putative, traditional, or actual title of the

writings of Xenophanes, Melissus, Parmenides,

and Heraclitus. The term began with that

wide and vague sense which has always hung
about it—something designating the whole
world, considered not as a chaos of particular

things, but as referred to some general prin-

ciple for explanation or to account for its

production. Thus the statement of Windel-

band {Hist, of Philos., 73, Eng. trans.) that

the ‘ constitutive mark of the concept 4>v(ns

was originally that of remaining ever like

itself,’ its contrary being the transient, is

altogether too narrow. AVhile the chief object

of interest to the ‘physiologues’ was what
we should term the pliysical world, and their

categoi ies are, to us, of a physical sort (fire,

air, water, &c.), yet it must be remembered
that no clear distinction of mind and matter

had yet been made; nature was conceived of

as living and, in so far at least, as psychical;

the scheme, in a word, was Hxlozoism (q.v.),

not materialism. It was with Plato that the

distinction between the physical and the meta-
physical was clearly stated, and thus the

tendency initiated to use the term nature in

a restricted sense which marked it off from
the spiritual

;
it was the sphere of becoming,

as distinct from that of being, and hence was
contingent, and the object of probable know-
ledge only. (God as distinct from <^ao-tr was
the o6(v 0v€Tot.) But it was far from being

identical with what we should term nature

in the purely physical sense, the term o-apa

much more nearly expressing that. More-
over, in general and in detail, a teleological

explanation of nature was required by which
it was subjected to the good and to reason

(see Nous). In Aristotle, this Platonic con-

ception of nature joined with a strain derived

|fiom the Sopjliis's. and the term got for the
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first time a complete, explicit statement

—

the term, though not the idea, being rather

incidental in I'lato. In their political and

ethical discussions, the Sophists (Hippias,

see Xenophon, Mem., iv. 14 ff.) had raised the

question as to whether obligation exists by
nature {(pvad) or by institution or conven-

tion (deVfi or vonw). This gave rise to the con-

ception of nature as a standard or n( rm that

could be used to justify objective validity as

distinct from arbitrary asseition or merely

subjective convenience. The dramatists

(Sophocles, Antigone) had already developed

the conception of a law of nature which was
universal and eternal, and the ethical industry

of Socrates was devoted to establishing the

existence and worth of such a law-giving

nature. Hence, in Aristotle we have the

conception of nature as, on one hand, the

system of moving, changing things so far as

directed to realizing an end, or (in their

totality) the end, the absolute good
;
and, on

the other, as the standard by reference to

which all particulars of a given class, as well

as all failures, deviations, and abnormalities,

are to be measured
;
while it is distinguished

from art because its efficient cause is internal,

and not external. It is in this sense, for

example, that man is, by nature, a political

animal, and that the state is, by nature, prior

to the individual citizen.

This conception, like the rest of the Ari-

stotelian philosophy, was reformulated by the

Scholastics, and thus has become(in the popular

sense of nature as at once a productive force

and the standard of order and regularity) a

part of the ordinary view of the world. But
there are two elements involved in the

Aristotelian conception
;
and even if we grant

that his own synthesis was adequate, it was
hardly possible that later writers should not

emphasize one factor or the other. On the

one hand, there is the mechanical element

—

the physical is just the realm of extended and
movable bodies, being thus distinguished

from both the metaphysical and the teleological

{Met., vi. I, and De Caelo, i. i).

In the Epicurean philosophy, this concep-

tion becomes dominant and exclusive; the

teleological factor, the reason or end, which,

according to Aristotle, had animated the

complex of moving bodies, is absolutely elimi-

nated
;
and nature is simply the sum total of

the mechanical impacts and arrangements of

the purely quantitative elements, the atoms.

This is the view which found its classical

expiession in the De rerum Natura of

Lucntius, a poem which perhaps has done
more than any one other cause to give to the

term its limited, purely physical, content.

But all the order and uniformity and system
(orderly unity) of nature is due, according to

Aristotle, to the fact that it represents the

transition of the potential to completion,

under the teleological influence of forms, and
of the supreme Foem (q.v.), God. In it, so

far as it is really nature, nothing is super-

fluous, nothing perverted, nothing happens
just by accident. It is an organic whole
{Ciiov). This aspect is emphasized by the

Stoics (Strato being the connecting link,

Windelband, 179), save that, denying the

transcendence of form and nous, nature is

regarded as self-moved, both efficiently and
teleologically. Nature is not merely ordered

and attracted to perfection by God
;

it is

God. It is itself law, cause, standard, and
pi evidence. ‘ To live in accordance with

nature’ is the sum of all virtue. Nature is

also used by the Stoics, in a restricted sense, as

the peculiar animating principle of the plant,

as distinct from the of the inorganic, the

i'vxh of the animal, or the vovs of man (Erd-

mann, Hist, ofPhilos. 189, trans., and Zeller).

With Plotinus, nature again assumes a
definite intermediate position, established,

however, on the basis of emanations, not upon
a teleological one. As Nous (q.v.) comes

below the supreme and ineffable One, so nous

subdivides into a higher and lower soul {'j^yxv)j

the higher which contemplates and enjoys the

rational forces (rot) which make up the voisi

the lower, which after the archetype thus

contemplated, carries them into act and thus

creates the objective world. This lower soul

is nature—equivalent practically to the world

soul of Plato and the Xo'yoy airepfiariKOS of the

Stoics. In the middle ages three strains

appear. One is the orthodox scholastic,

following Aristotle, expressly defining nature

as the essence of anything, so far as it

operates in a regular way to bring the thing

to its appointed end. Another is the mystic,

which continued the Platonic and Neo-Platonic

sense, but in a more pantheistic way, tending

to make nature the mysterious, vital creative

energy of God. The third is the Arabian

interpretation of Aristotle. Averroes, like

the Stoics, interpreted Aristotle so as to deny

the transcendent nous; form and purpose are

wholly immanent in nature. Hence the dis-

tinction of nature {De Caelo) into Natura

naturans, equivalent to God, the one reality

viewed as active, as form and force, and into
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Natwra naturata, the world as materialized

form, as effect (see Siebeck, Arch. f. Gesch. d.

Philos., iii. 370, for origin of this distinction).

The two terms made their way both among
the Mystics and the Scholastics, being adapted

to their respective uses. They appeared with

Cusanus and Giordano Bruno, and (probably)

from them made their way into Spinoza. With
him, in scholastic fashion, the nature of a

thing is its essence and its idea (Ethica, iv.

def. 8); and so the supreme essence is also

Natura, Natura naturans, or Dtus, while the

world of modified existences is JS'atura natu-

rata (i. pr. 29, schol.). In his earlier writings

he distinguishes the latter into generalis and
particularis, but abandons this in the Ethics.

Modern thought has added no essentially

new elements to the concept of nature. It

has, however, clearly brought out the homo-
geneity of nature, its identical structure and
opei ation in all its parts, mundane and stellar,

thus effectually doing away with the ancient

coiiceiffion of a diversity of grades, values, and
qualities, a conception which, more than any
other, is the philosophical idea underlying

modern science (MTndelhand, loc. cit., 402). So
far as science is concerned, the mechanical

conception of nature may be said to have be-

come, through the writings of Descartes,

Galileo, Hobbes, and Newton, completely

victorious, as against the Platonic and Ari-

stotelian conceptions. The problem still re-

mains, however, whether’, taken as a totality

and system, nature does not demand a rational

and teleological valuation
;
and thus at the

Renaissance, in the 17th and again in the

19th century, have arisen philosophic systems

which have insisted that nature as a totality or

system is an expression of thought, and which

have attempted, with varying clegrees ofsuccess,

to combine a modified Aristotelianism with

the detailed results of contemporary science.

This found its most ambitious expiession

in the so-called Naturphilosophie of Oken,
Schelling, and Hegel, in the early part of the

19th century. In another connection the

names of Rousseau and Goethe need special

mention. Rousseau’s motto and warcry

was ‘ Return to Nature,’ and in his treat-

ment of the idea all the various senses and
ambiguities were rolled into one. Nature
meant at once the historically primitive and
original

;
that which is distinct from art and

the artificial; that which is opposed to the

politically instituted
;

and that which is

normative and ideal. In formulating the

opposition between nature and culture he

stimulated Herder and Schiller (as well as

many others), and was, indirectly, an impor-
tant factor in the development of the Modern
German pliilosophy of history and society.

Goethe, moved by the discussion, was led back
to Spinoza

;
revived Spinoza’s conception of

nature, giving it, however, a thoroughly
dynamic and organic interpretation, and by
embodying it in his poetry, as well as in his

prose ciiticism and his scientific efforts, in-

fluenced not only the Naturphilosophie move-
ment already referred to, but all mo(lern

literature and aesthetic theory. (j.d.)

Nature (law of) : see Natueal Law.
Nature (moial): Q^r.i^sittliche) Natur

\
Fr.

nature morale] \tdA.natura morale. The consti-

tution of man as a being capable of morality,

i. e. as a being at once sentient and rational,

whose sentient nature can be rationalized.

Plato held that human nature is an economy
or constitution, like a state, in which each

part has its appropriate work to do for the

nature as a whole. Human virtue or ex-

cellence accordingly consists in the harmonious
activities of all the parts in the interest of

the total welfare of the soul. Aristotle held

that the proper or characteristic activity of

any being is determined by its specific nature,

and that, since man’s specific nature is

rationality, his true life is an activity

‘ according to right reason.’ The Stoics

regarded human nature as part of the nature

of things, and held that to live ‘ according to

nature ’ or according to the reason which is

the pervading nature of the universe, is the

sum and substance of morality. The early

British rationalists (Cudworth, More, Clarke)

also held that man as a moral or rational

being was capable of discerning the rational

nature of things, and that moral distinc-

tions are ‘ eternal and immutable.’ Butler

returned to the Platonic or psychological view

of moral nature as a constitution, in which

there are various principles, differing in rank

or authority, as well as in power, among which

conscience occupies the supreme place. Ac-
cording to the associationist and utilitarian

school, the moral, like the intellectual nature

of man, is derivative, not original
;
complex,

not simple. The evolutionists see in it the

changing product of the evolutionary process,

the result of the action and reaction of man
and his environment, physical and social.

The idealists seek to establish the ultimate-

ness and absoluteness of the mox’al nature,

Kant regarding it as noumenal or transcen-

dent, Hegel and his followers finding in it
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tlie highest expression of the piincijle of

thought of the universe. Cf. Ethics, and

Ethical Theories.
Literature: niiiny general works on Ethics

(q. V.), also Bibliog. F, i, d. (J.S.)

Nature (philosophy of): Ger. Natur2>hilo-

sophie; Fr. philosophie de la nature', Ital.

filosqfia della natura. That branch of funda-

inental philosophy which deals with Nature
(q. V.): co-oidiuate with theology (philo-

sophy of God) and with rational psychology or

IDhilosophy of spirit (as i)hilosophy of man).

Often used synonymously' with cosmology'.

For the earlier history see Nature. Kant
first connects it expressly with the modern
scientific view of the world, and defines it as

the attempt to carry back the facts and forces

of physical science to a limited number of

i’orces—in his own theory, attraction and

repulsion. His own philosophy is dynamic,

but in a mechanical sense. Schelling empha-
sizes, on the side of method, the self-contained,

non-enipirical character of Natnrphilosophie

;

and, in content, the dynamic-organic concept.

According to Hegel, it takes up into itself

all the results and methods of physics, but

develops them, showing they do not have

their basis in experience, bat constitute a

self-included, necessary whole derived from

thought itself (Begriff).

The content of the system is found in the

dialectic secyuence which takes us from the

extreme externalization of thought (space

and time) to its internalization in sentient

life—living and feeling organisms. With the

latter, the philosophy of spirit takes up its

tale, since thought is now coming to conscious

recognition of itself. The philosophy of

nature soon fell into disrepute, partly be-

cause of the arbitrary and artificial use made
of its categories

;
and even more largely be-

cause the manifold results of the continually

multiplying specialisms in science defied all

attempts at reduction to a few fundamental

principles. Spencer has revived the notion

(though not the term) in his attempt to con-

nect the phenomena of life, mind, and society

by the formula of evolution, in a way which
reduces all facts to terms of integration of

motion and differentiation of matter. There
are many signs of attempts to reinstate a
philosophy of nature in connection with the

idea of evolution, often in a sense quite

divergent from Spencer; but the special

sciences still lack organization, both them-
selves and in relation to one another, to an
extent which makes the problem the most

l)affling of all the phases of philosophy to-day.

Among recent English - speaking authors,

Tyndall, Huxley, John Fiske, Cope, and
Le Conte have occupied themselves particu-

larly with the philosophic interpretation of

scientific phenomena. In Germany the names
of Lotze, Fechner, Haeckel, Wundt, Ostwald,
and Mach are prominent. (j.n.)

Nature (state of): see State of Nature.
Nature Worship: Gev. Naturverehrung

Fr. culte de la nature', Ital. culio della

natura. The worship of natural forces or

objects, or of these as embodied or symbolized
in living or quasi-living forms.

Religions are classifiable under thecategories

of nature and ethics. The objects of worship
in the nature-religions are fundamental forces

of nature to which the processes of hypostati-

zation and ethical personalization have been
applied in various degrees.

Literature: Andrew Lang, ait. Religion,

Encyc. Brit. (9th ed.). (A.T.O.)

Naturism [Lat. natura, nature] : Ger.

Naluris'tnus
',

Yr.naturisme’, li'A. naturismo.

The theory that the primitive form of religion

was the deification of nature. See the works
cited under Religion (philosopliy of), (j.m.b.)

Nazarites [Gr. Na^apiV?;?; Heb, nazar, to

separate oneself]: Gqv. Nazariten; Naza-
reens

;
Ital. Nazareiti. Among the ancient

Hebrews, devotees of either sex who had taken

an oath to abstain from wine and strong

drink, from cutting the hair, and from cere-

monial uncleanness.

The vow of the Nazarite was either limited,

or for life. For its conditions and the mode
of its fulfilment see Numbers vi in the Old
Testament Scriptures. (A.T.O.)

Near-sightedness : Ger. Kurzsichtigheit',

Fr. mgopie, vue basse", Ital. vista corta. A
popular term for Myopia (q. v.).

Nebular Hy^iothesis : Ger. Nehular-

Llypothese) Fr. hypothese de la nebuleuse

primitive
;

Ital. i^wtesi della nebulosa. The
doctrine that the primaeval form of the matter

composing the bodies of the universe was that

of a glowing gas or nebula, and that the earth,

sun, planets, stars, and all other seemingly solid

bodies of the universe were formed by the cool-

ing and consequent condensation of this gas.

Somewhat obscurely conceived by Sweden-

borg; more definitely outlined by Kant and

Laplace {Systeme du Monded)', developed by

Herbert Spencer as one of the general pro-

cesses of evolution
;
and reduced to the form

of a physical theory by Geo. H. Darwin. (s.N.)

Necessaries [Lat. necessarius, indispeus-
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iible]. (aex'.Gegenstande des Lehenshedarfs] Fr.

le necessaire (sing.); Ital. il neccssario (sing.).

Commodities whose use is indispensable for

the maintenance of economic efficiency (cf.

Luxuries).

It follows from this definition that things

which are necessaries for one man, inci’easing

his economic efficiency more than in propor-

tion to their cost, may be luxuries to another

with whom their use is not accompanied by
such increase of efficiency.

We must beware of defining necessaries as

thingswhich a man needs in order to keep alive.

This definition rests on a very superficial view
of the distinctions involved. Those who use a

definition of this kind are compelled to create a

class of ‘decencies’ intermediate between neces-

saries and luxuries. A decency is a commodity
which is not necessary in the superficial sense,

but which the experience of the community
has so far proved to be necessary in the deeper

sense that it insists on having it witliout really

stating or knowing the reason why. (A.T.H.)

Necessary : see Necessity.

Necessary (i) and (2) Sufficient Con-
dition: Ger. (i) nothwendige und (2) Mm/-

reichende Bedingung
;
Fr. (i) condition neces-

saire et (2) condition snffisante] Ital. (i) con-

dizione necessaria e {2) condizione sufficiente.

An event, is a sufficient condition of another

event, q, if whenever happens q happens;

p is a necessary (or essential, or, better still,

indispensable) condition of 5' if g' does not

happen unless p happens.

These are phrases which the mathematicians

find indispensable
;
itwouldadd greatly to clear-

ness on the part of writers on logic if they were

to become familiar phrases with them as well.

These relations are, as far as their logical

significance is concerned, nothing more than

those which are expressed, for terms, by the

firsttwo forms ofthe simple Proposition (q.v.),

(a) All a is h and {u) None hut a is h. To say

that all citizens are voters and that none but

citizens are voters is the same thing for logic

(that is, as statements that are to constitute

the premises and the conclusions of argu-

ments) as to ,say that being a citizen is the

sufficient and necessary condition of being a

voter
;
and, again, it is the same as to say, in

terms of extension instead of intension, that

citizens are-identical-with voters. Another
name for indispensable condition is conditio

sine qua non. As proof of the urgent neces-

sity for more exact nomenclatui-e in connection

with these two relations, see the remarkable
footnote in Sigwart’s Logik, 286 (.“Appendix

II in the English translation). Usually a
condition is used as meaning an indispens-

able condition, and the condition as meaning,
more or less loosely, the necessary and suffi-

cient condition. (c.l.f.)

Necessary (in logic) : Ger. noihwendig
;

Fr. necessaire", Ital. necessario. That is

necessary which not only is true, but would
be true under all circumstances.

Something more than brute compulsion is,

therefore, involved in the conception
;
there

is a general law under which the thing takes

place. Thus necessity, in the philosophical

sense, is quite opposed to any ‘Noth' that
‘ kennt kein Gehot.’ Springing from law, and
thus being essentially rational, it would per-

haps be more accurately described as persuasive

than as compulsive.

The Stoics defined the necessary as ‘ that

which, being true, is not susceptible of be-

coming false, or, if it be so, is prevented

from ever becoming false ’ (Diog. Laer., vii.

75). Kant defines the necessary as that

which is a priori certain {Krit. d. reinen

Vernunft, ist ed., 125).

Necessary adjunct : a phrase which a very
improper usage makes to signify a property,

that is, an inessential predicate, not only

belonging at all times to every individual of

the species of which it is a necessary adjunct,

but further, belonging to nothing else.

Necessary cause : one which acts by a neces-

sity of its nature and is not free.

Necessary object, says Kant, is one which
is determined according to concepts by the

connection of perceptions {Krit. d. reinen

Vernunft, ist ed., 234).
Necessary sign : a sure indication. (c.s.P.j

Necessitarianism [Lat. necessitas, neces-

sity] ; Ger. Necessitarianismus, Nothwendig-

keitsglCiubiger (a necessitarian, Barth); Fr.

necessitarisme", Ital. (not in use). See De-
TERlVnNISM. (j.s.)

Necessity [Lat. necessitas'] \ Ger. Noth-

wendigkeit] Fv. necessite
;

Ital. necessity, (i)

The state or condition that cannot be otherwise

than it is
;
that must he just as it is.

(2) The principle in virtue of which the

condition of the universe as a whole, or any
particular part of it, is rendered, both as to

its existence and quality, inevitable. Opposed
to both freedom and chance, but especially, in

its strictly philosophical use, to Chance (q. v.)

or contingency. That which has the pro-

perty of necessity is said to be necessary.

It is frequently used to designate the chief

principle of those philosophies which admit
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only tlie principle of c:>u?e ami effect, and
which deny pnrposiveness to the universe.

Technically, various forms of it have been

recognized, (i) Logical (also metajjliysical)

necessity : the necessity of thouglit in

virtue of which a truth, either immediate or

inferential, must he conceived in such and

such a manner
;
thus freedom itself would be

a logical necessity if it followed, in accor-

dance with the principles of identity and
non-contradiction, from conceded premises.

(2) Matliematical necessity; the similar

log'cal relationship of parts of a demonstra-

tion or construction in mathematical rea-

soning. (3) Physical (also natural) necessity :

that which arises from laws of nature or which

arises in the course of nature from the prin-

ciple of causation: mechanism, the ‘reign of

law ’
;

invai iable sequence, according to

modern wi iters, e.g. J. S. ]\Iill. (4) Moral

necessity : that required by moral law, by the

moral order of the universe; that which fol-

lows from the nature of God as a moral

governor; also used in a narrower sense, as

equivalent to ‘ practical ’ necessity, which is

neither logical nor physical, hut the result

of a certain need or demand regarded as of

fundamental impoitance (see Postulate).

These distinctions we owe directly to Leib-

nitz, and they are most fully developed in his

Theodicee. According to him there are three

main types, (a) Metaphysical, logical, geo-

metrical : that which cannot be otherwise

than as it is without self-contradiction
;
abso-

lute necessity. (6) Physical necessity : that of

the order of nature, which might conceivably

be otherwise, but which follows from the will

of God, who has chosen the best world
;
hypo-

thetical necessity, (c) Moral necessity: that

which animates a moral being, even God him-

self, in the choice of good. Since a peifectly

moral being would have a perfectly adequate

conception of the good, it would bymoral neces-

sity choose it. In this sense, physical necessity

depends upon moral necessity. The term is

also used in a strictly logical sense, equivalent

to Apodictic (q. v.), and also to designate

the opposite of those theories which assert

free will (necessitaiianism : see Deteeminism,
and Will).

In the Pre->Socratics, necessity was a quasi-

mythical expi ession for the law or order of the

cosmos, as in the teaching of Parmenides that

the goddess at the centre of the world is Ne-
cessity—an (apparently) Pythagorean concep-

tion which finds expression in the myth of Er
(Plato, Rep., Bk. X), where the entire universe

is made to revolve upon an axis of necessity.

Heraclitus used the idea (in the form of

destiny) to account for the fact that a certain

balance and system is observed in all change.

With the Atomists (Leucippus) it becomes
[t'm'iyKrj) a definite philosophical concept

;

the atoms, darting about at random, impinge

upon one another
;
from the aggregations thus

formed, there is, of necessity, a whirling

motion set up. With Plato (aside from inci-

dental and non-technical use of it as equivalent

to the force of proof and demonstration)

necessity is the co-author, with vovs, of the

sensible world
;
as irrational it is blind, in-

different to good, since vovs alone is the

principle of ends, or of the good, and hence

that which keeps the world in a state of

partial non-being and which prevents its

arriving at completion {Timaeus, 48, 56, 68).

Aristotle repeats the same idea. [De An. part.,

IV. ii. 677). Matter resists form, and thus

hinders Natuee (q. v.) from arriving at its

actualization. (The idea seems to be that in

part matter lends itself to the lealization of

purposes, but in part has an impetus of its

own which is quite indifferent to ends.) In

this indifference matter is thus contingent

—

it may or may not present certain traits. As
such it is TV)(q, chance

;
so that necessity in

the physical sense, and chance in the teleo-

logical, are practically one and the same thing.

Hence, in his logical writings necessity has

quite another meaning. Of future events,

we cannot make a necessary assertion; the

general tendency of nature may be thwarted

by chance. Hence our judgment is not of

determinate truth. On the other hand, of

universals, of past events, &c., any judgment
is either necessarily true or false. Here the

tendency comes out to identify necessity

with the immanent logical rationale of any
subject, that from which perfectly definite

consequences follow. The Stoics fuse the

various senses of necessity—that of {a) the

source of physical world-order, (6) the universal

of reason from which determined conclusions

result, and (c) the natural (or temporal) causal

antecedent (Zeller, Stoics, Epicureans, and
Sce2)tics, 170-82, and Windelband, History,

18 1). Since the Atomists did not work out

their own idea systematically, and even pre-

supposed a more or less random movement
upon which necessity supervened, we may
fairly regard the Stoics as the authors of

the conviction that everything, everywhere,

is controlled by necessity admitting of no

exception—in other words, of the idea of the
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universality of natural causation, which is

fate. This conception is common to what is

called fatalism, also, in oriental philosophies :

the hypothesis of a fixed and immutable

world decree.

Spinoza carries the fusion still further by

expressly identifying the whole causal rela-

tionship with the logical or mathematical

—

the world follows from the nature of God by
the same necessity that various truths follow

from a geometrical definition. (It was partly

in reaction from Spinoza that Leibnitz made
the distinctions referred to above.) It

was characteristic of the whole rationalistic

school (see Rationalism) to identify reality

with the requirements of logical necessity, as

manifested in the principles of identity and
non-contradiction

;
and if, like Leibnitz, they

made a distinction between truths of reason

and truths of matter of fact (which are empi-

rical), and thus avoided the Spinozistic iden-

tification of logical relationship with natural

sequence, it was a concession to common
sense rather than a philosophic implication

of their system. Kant introduces a new
motive. On the one hand, growing natural

science had given to the conception of neces-

sity (causal relationship) in nature a solidity

and concreteness which it could not have had

in earlier writers; on the other hand, he

rejects the dogmatic identification of the

laws of being with those of logical thought.

Hence his theory makes causality and thus

necessity absolutely true of all nature, or

the world of phenomena, by regarding causa-

tion as a category involved in the presenta-

tion of the world of sense to an experiencing

subject. The source of necessity is thus found

in the understanding as applied to sense; so

that it may fairly be said that Kant restores in

a critical and constructive way that which he
had rejected in a dogmatic and formal way.

namely, the origin of necessity in reason.

At least, this path was followed by his idea-

listic successors, finding its outcome in the

expression of Hegel {Logic, § 158), that ‘ free-

dom is the truth of necessity,’ that is to say,

that the determination of one phase of the

objective world by another is at bottom but
the self-determination of conscious mind, so

that the necessary object, when experienced

completely, appears as a co-operating factor in

the development of free spiritual life, (j.d.)

Literature : Works on metaphysics and
logic; G. Taeozzi, La dottriua della neces-

sity (2 vols., 1895-7). (J.M.B., E.M.)

The following distinctions are usual

:

Internal necessity springs from the nature

of the subject of the necessity; external neces-

sity comes from the outside.

Internal necessity is either absolute or

secundum quid. Absolute necessity belongs to

that whose being otherwise would involve

contradiction. Necessity secundum quid is

that which depends upon some matter of fact.

Thus the Aristotelians held that a body falls

to the ground by a necessity of its own nature,

without external force or agency; yet it is

easily prevented from falling.

External necessity, also called necessity ex

hyyoihesi, because depending on an external

condition, is distinguished inwhatever ways the

necessary is distinguished in the doctrine of the

Modal (q. v.), and, in particular, in reference

to the sensus compositus and sensus divisus. In
addition, external necessity is divided accord-

ing as the realization of the condition precedes,

is contemporaneous with, or follows after, the

necessary result. Necessity from a pi-evious

condition is either that due to God’s fore-

knowledge or it is causal. Causal necessity

(used also in modern logic) is either necessity

of com'pulsion or necessity of determination.

Necessity determined by a subsequent con-

dition is either ex hypothesifinis or ex hypothesi

eventus (as the apostle says, ‘ it is necessary

that offences should come’). Necessity ex

hypothesifinis is either ad esse or ad bene esse.

Another common distinction is between
necessity in causando, in essendo, and in

praedicando, phrases which explain them-

selves.

Still another threefold distinction, due to

Aristolle (i Anal. j)ost., iv), is between neces-

sity de Omni (r6 Kara navTos), per se (koS' avTof

and universaliter primum {kqBoXov Trp5>Tov).

The last of these, however, is unintelligible,

and we may pass it by, merely remarking that

the exaggerated application of the term has

given us a phrase we hear daily in the streets,

‘ articles of prime necessity.’ Necessity de

Omni is that of a predicate which belongs to

its whole subject at all times. Necessity

per se is one belonging to the essence of the

species, and is subdivided according to the

senses of per se, especially into the first and
second modes of per se.

Among modern distinctions we may men-
tion that of Benno Erdmann between predica-

tive and deductive necessity. The former

seems to be necessity for a judgment being as

it is in order to express what is in its imme-
diate object.

Logical necessity is determined by the laws
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of the understanding, according to Kant
{Krit. d. reinen Vemunft, i. Aufl., 76).

Metajdiysical necessity is that of God's

existence.

Simj)le — absolute necessity. See above.

The adjectives by which different kinds of

necessity are usually distinguished include

absolute, antecedent, causal, coiuitant, com-
posite, consequent, deductive, disjunct, dis-

junctive, external, formal, hypothetical, imme-
diate, internal, logical, material, mediate,

metaphysical, modal, moral, physical, practical,

predicative, prime, simple, teleological, uncon-

ditional. (C.S.P.)

Necromancy: see Magic.
Need [AS. nyd^ : Ger. Bedurfniss

;
Fr.

hesoin
;

Ital. bisogno. A constitutional or

acquired craving or want, either bodily, re-

vealing itself also in consciousness, or mental.

Needs are' deep-seated demands of nature
;

appeased by recurrent satisfactions; extremely

jiainful or depressing if not satisfied; and
often acting as subconscious motives which
influence action without taking form as con-

scious ends. (J.M.B., G.F.s.)

Negation [Lat. negatio, which translates

Gr. d7ro'(/)ncr(s] : Ger. Verneinimg
;
Fr. negation-,

Ital. negazione. Negation is used (i) logic-

ally, (2) metaphysically. In the logical sense

it maybe used (a) relatively, and (6) absolutely.

Used relatively, when applied to a proposi-

tion, it may be understood (a) as denying the

proposition, or
(/
3

)
as denying the predicate.

(i) In its logical sense, negation is opposed

to affirmation, although, when it is used

relatively, this is perhajis not a convenient

contrary term
;

in its metaphysical sense,

negative is opposed to positive (fact, &c.).

The conception of negatmn, objectively

considered, is one of the most important of

logical relations; but subjectively considered,

it is not a term of logic at all, but is pre-

logical. That is to say, it is one of those

ideas which must have been fully developed

and mastered before the idea of investigating

the legitimacy of reasonings could have been
carried to any extent.

The treatment of the doctrine of negation
affords a good illustration of the effects of

applying the principle of Pragmatism (q.v.)

in logic. The pragmatist has in view a
definite jmrpose in investigating logical ques-
tions. He wishes to ascertain the general

conditions of truth. Now, v'ithout of course

undertaking to present here the whole develop-

ment of thought, let it be said that it is found

that the first step must be to define how two

propositions can be so related that under all

circumstances whatsoever.

The truth of the one entails the truth of

the other,

The truth of the one entails the falsity of

the other.

The falsity of the one entails the truth of

the other.

The falsity of the one entails the falsity

of the other.

This must be the first part of logic. It .is

deductive logic, or (to name it by its principal

result) syllogistic. At all times this part of

logic has been recognized as a necessary pre-

liminary to further investigation. Deductive

and inductive or methodological logic have
always been distinguished; and the former

has geneially been called by that name.
In order to trace these relations between

propositions, it is necessary to dissect the

propositions to a certain extent. There are

different ways in which propositions can be

dissected. Some of them conduce in no

measure to the solution of tlie present pro-

blem, and will be eschewed by tke pragmatist

at this stage of the investigation. Such, for

example, is that which makes the copula

a distinct part of the proposition. It may
be that there are different ways of useful

dissection
;
but the common one, which alone

has been sufficiently studied, may be described

as follows

:

Taking any proposition whatever, as

‘ Every priest marries some woman to

some man,’

we notice that certain parts may be struck

out so as to leave a blank form, in which, if

the blanks are filled by proper names (of

individual objects known to exist), there will

be a complete proposition (however silly and^

false). Such blank forms are, for example

;

Every priest marries some woman to

' >

marries to some man,
marries to .

It may be that there is some language in

which the blanks in such forms cannot be

filled with proper names so as to make perfect

propositions, because the syntax may be dif-

ferent for sentences involving proper names.

But it does not matter what the rules of

grammar may be.

The last of the above blank forms is dis-

tinguished by containing no selective word
such as some, every, any, or any expression

equivalent in force to such a word. It may
be called a Predicate (q. v., sense 2) or p^/ra.
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Corresponding to every such predicate there

is another, such that if all the blanks in the

two be filled with the same set of proper

names (of individuals known to exist), one

of the two resulting propositions will be true,

while the other is false
;
as

Chrysostom marries Helena to Constan-

tine
;

Chrysostom non-marries Helena to Con-
stantine.

It is true tliat the latter is not good grammar;
hut that is not of the smallest consequence.

Two such propositions are said to he contra-

dictories, and two such predicates to he

negatives of one another, or each to result

from the negation of the other. Two pro-

positions involving selective expressions may
he contradictories

;
hut in oider to he so,

each selective has to he changed from indi-

cating a suitable selection to indicating any
selection that may he made, or vice versa.

Thus the two following propositions are con-

tradictories :

Every priest marries some woman to

every man

;

Some priest non-marries every woman
to some man.

It is very convenient to express the negative

of a predicate by simply attaching a non to

it. If we adopt that plan, non-non-marries

must be considered as equivalent to marries.

It so happens that both in Latin and in

English this convention agrees with the

usage of the language. There is probably

hut a small minority of languages of the

globe in which this very artificial rule prevails.

Of two contradictory propositions each is

said to result from the negation of the other.

The relation of negation may be re-

garded as defined by the principles of con-

tradiction and excluded middle. See Laws
OF Thought. That is an admissible, but

not a necessary, point of view. Out of the

conceptions of non-relative deductive logic,

such as consequence, coexistence or composi-

tion, aggregation, incompossibility, negation,

&c., it is only necessary to select two, and
almost any two at that, to have the material

needed for defining the others. What ones

are to be selected is a question the decision

of which transcends the function of this branch

of logic. Hence the indisputable merit of

Mrs. Frankin’s eight copula-signs, which
are exhibited as of co-ordinate formal rank.

But, so regarded, they are not properly copu-

las or assertions of the relation between the

several individual subjects and the predicate,

I

but mere signs of the logical relations between
different components of tlie predicate. The
logical doctrine connected with those signs is

of considerable importance to the theory of

pragmatism.

For the negation of modals see Modal.
Conversion by negation — Conteaposition

Negant or negative negation is the negation

effected by attaching the negative particle

to the copula in the usual Latin idiom,
‘ Socrates non est stultus,’ in contradistinction

to infinite [aoplaTT]'), or infinitant, negation,

which is effected by attaching the negative

pai tide to the predicate, ‘ Socrates est non
stultus.’

Kant revived this distinction in order to

get a triad to make out the symmetry of his

table of categories
;
and it has ever since

been one of the deepest and dearest studies

of German logicians. No idea is more essen-

tially dualistic, and distinctly not triadic,

than negation. Not-A. = other than A — a

second thing to A. Language preserves many
traces of this. Dubius is between two alterna-

tives, yea and nay.

(2) In the metaphysical sense, negation is

the mere absence of a character or relation

that is regarded as positive. It is distin-

guished from privation in not implying any-

thing further.

Spinoza’s celebrated saying, of which the

Schellings have made so much, ‘ omnis deter-

minatio est negatio,’ has at least this founda-

tion, that determinatio to one alternative

excludes us from another. The same great

truth is impressed upon youth in the utter-

ance :
‘ You cannot eat your cake and have

it too.’ (C.S.P., C.L.F.)

Predicates are not denied to subjects at

hazard—it would be a great waste of time to

set forth in language the fact that the vast

majority of predicates are inapplicable to tbe

vast majority of subjects. In order that a

negative statement may have any value, there

must have been some reason to suppose that

the affirmative statement of which it is the

exact denial was true, either that it had

been proposed for our acceptance by an inter-

locutor, that it had been part of our stored-

up knowledge or purported knowledge, or

that we had in mind what we took at the

moment to be sufficient ground for its accept-

ance. Sigwart is, therefoi’e, right in main-

taining that the negative statement, in its

origin, is not of the same primitiveuess as the

affirmative statement
;

‘ a is not b ’ is merely a
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shorter form, permitted by binguage, for ‘that

a is 6 is false,’ or ‘ that a is 6 is iioii-occur-

reut.’ Cf. Judgment, ad fin. (c.l.f., j.m.b.)

Negative [Lat. negativa', a term appearing

first in logic in Boethius, in place of the

previous ahdicativa, although negatio was
much eailier. It translates Aristotle’s airo-

Cognate words were used by Plato,

and even earlier] ; Ger. verneinend
;

Fr.

negatif; Ital. negativo. Involving Negation

( q. V.), either in tlie second application of the

logical sense, or in the metaphj'sical sense

given under that term.

jS'egative abstraction is an act of abstraction

derived fi'om considering something which

docs not possess the character considered.

Negative (or necessary) condition', see Ne-
CESSABY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITION.

Negative criterion : a criterion which is a

negative condition
;
a test. Most criteria are

of tliis sort.

Negative discrepancy : see Disceepancy.
Negative distinction : a mutual real distinc-

tion separating anything from its negation
;

as the distinctions of heat and cold (no heat),

light and darkness (no light), sound and
silence (no sound).

Negative idea

:

see Negative name.
Negative mark ; a mark which consists in

the non-occurrence of a positive phenomenon
under certain conditions.

Negative name : a common name which

characteiizes an object by its want of some

character. ‘ I appeal,’ says Locke, ‘ to every

one’s own experience, whether the shadow of

a man, though it consists of nothing but the

absence of light (and the more the absence

of light is, the more discernible is the shadow),

does not, when a man looks on it, cause as

clear and positive an idea in his mind as a

man himself, though covered over with clear

sunshine? And the picture of a shadow is a

positive thing. Indeed, we have negative

names, which stand not directly for positive

ideas, but for their absence, such as insipid,

silence, nihil, &c., which words denote the

positive ideas, taste, so^md, being, with a

signification of their absence ’ (^Essay concern-

ing Human Understanding, II. viii. 5).

Negative negation : see Negation.
Negative syllogism: any syllogism of the

second figure, or the modus tollens, where the

reasoning turns upon the change of quality.

The canon of syllogism, that nothing can be
concluded from two negatives, is inaccurate.

What is requisite, in non-relative syllogism,

is that the middle term should be once dis-

tributed and once undistributed. Darapti
and Felapton, which appear to violate this

rule, only do so because one of the premises,

so far as it is efiicient, is virtually a particu-

lar. AVhat is requisite is, that one of the

interlocutors should select the individual

denoted by the middle term in one jiremise

and the other in the other.

Negative whole is one which has no parts

;

as God, the soul, &c. (c.s.p.)

Negative term. Negation arises first,

without doubt, in connection with the judg-

ment— it is a secondary function of thought,

which presupposes the existence of positive

judgments (Hamilton, Sigwart, Wundt). It

is true that the concept cat cannot be formed
by the ehild except by separating out a cer-

tain quality-complex from a background of all

that is other than cat
;
but this background

exists in its mind only vaguely, like images

upon a retinal periphery, and until it has

become a distinct object of consciousness it

does not constitute a concept. Later, thought

permits itself to affirm not only tiiat a is-not

b, but also that a is not-b. The concept not-b

is, in many cases, no more difficult to form

than the concept 6 ;
it is frequently hard to

say which of two concepts, as odd or even, to

greet an acquaintance or to cut him, is posi-

tive and which is negative—to be immortal

means to continue to live, and to be mortal

means not to continue to live. But this simi-

larity between positive and negative terms

holds only so long as the quality which con-

stitutes their signification is one and indi-

visible. Terms in general are implements

for holding together a certain group of objects,

each in the possession of a certain complex of

marks
;
a negative term has for its denotation

all other objects in the universe of discourse,

whatever that may be, and for its connotation

tlie absence of some one at least of the ele-

ments of the complex of marks signified by
the positive term. The group of objects to

whicli a negative term applies is all the

objects other than those to which the positive

term applies
;
for signification there is not,

it is true, any mark common to this group of

objects (for in general they have no such

mark), but this is merely to say that a

negative name has no positive concept corre-

sponding to it (Keynes). The significations of

the positive term and of the negative term

are very different
;
the one involves a combina-

tion of quality-elements, the other an alterna-

tion of absences of quality-elements. When,
therefore, Lotze says that it remains a for ever
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insoluble task to abstract the qualities of tbe

not-man, he says what is true but unimpor-

tant. Not-man is not destitute of import, as

Lotze says it is, but its import consists in an

alternation of deficiencies of some one, at least,

of the elements of the intent of man. (C.L.r.)

Negative Sensation: Ger. negative Emp-
findung ;

Fr. sensation negative
;

Ital. sensa-

zione negativa. Sensation due to stimulus

beneath tbe Threshold (q.v.).

Used by Wundt {Physiol. Psychol., 3rd ed.,

384), who gives the negative sensation a

greater value as the stimulus continues to

sink, until at zero stimulus tbe negative sen-

sation is infinite, and is ‘more undetectable

than any other undetectable sensation.’ All

of which, in tbe opinion of some, is reine

Mythologie. (j.m.b.-g.e.s.)

Negative Variation : Ger. negative

Schwankung, Actionsstrom\ Fr. variation nega-

tive) Ital. variazione negativa. Decrease of

the muscle or nerve current upon tetanizing

an excised muscle or nerve.

Since any portion of a muscle or nerve

which is active becomes electrically negative

to resting portions, the term ‘ action current
’

is to be preferred to negative variation, and

has come into general use in its stead.

The phenomenon was discovered inde-

pendently byMatteucci and Du Bois-Pieymond,

1840-3. (C.E.H.)

Negativism : see Unknowable, and cf.

Agnosticism. See also Psychosis.

Negativity and Negation (Hegel’s Nega-

tivitat and Negation) : see Hegel’s Termino-
logy, Glossary, sub verbis.

Negligence (in law) [Lat. negligentia']
:

Ger. E'ahrldssigkeit, NachldssigJceit
)
Fr. faute,

negligence) negligenza. Acting or omit-

ting to act without due care to avoid or

prevent injury to others.

Due care is that which, under the circum-

stances of tlu3 particular case, is required by the

rules of law. It may, by one of these rules, be

such care as a man of ordinary prudence in

such a situation would reasonably be expected

to use. To constitute actionable negligence

there must be an obligation towards the party

who claims the right of action to use care,

and a breach of that obligation to his injury

(Markby’s Elements of Law, § 681 ;
Holland.

Jurisprudence, chap. viii. 98, 99). Con-
tributory negligence is a bar to an action for

negligence, and means negligence of the plain-

tiff materially contributing to produce the

injury of which he complains. Gross negli-

gence is the absence of even slight care.

‘Gross negligence is not actionable where
not even slight care was due. However
blameworthy, it is still essentially different

from intentional wrongdoing’ (Beers v.

Boston and Albany Eailroad Co., 67 Conn.
Law Eeports, 427). Under the doctrine of

Respondeat superior, a master may be liable for

his servant’s negligence, and may be liable for

negligence in employing a careless or incom-
petent servant, by whose act another suffers.

Negligentia does not seem to have been
actionable, at Eoman law, unless it so in-

fringed upon the rights of others as to con-

stitute culpa. ‘ Magna negligentia culpa est
’

{Pig., 1 . 16, de verborum significations, 226).

See Cushing, Introd. to Roman Law, § 369 ff.

;

Morey, Outlines ofRoman Law, 349. (s.e.b.)

Nemesis [Gr. ve)j.eats, from vi/xuv, to dis-

tribute or allot] : Ger. Nemesis) Fr. Nemesis)
Ital. nemesi. In Gi eek thought, the principle

of inevitable retribution according to the

strict measure of desert; conceived at first

impersonally, but later personified as a

divinity.

Nemesis is distinguished from Fate, which
in Greek thought has scarcely any moral
significance. Nemesis is the vengeance which
man brings upon himself by his own deeds.

In this sense it corresponds to Karma in

Hindu thought. There is no escape from
Nemesis, however, whereas Hinduism points

out a way of salvation. (a.t.o.)

Nemesius : see Patristic Philosophy,

(6), (c).

Neo- [Gr. reos, new] : Ger. Neo-) Fr. neo-
;

Ital. neo-. New
;

as in neuphobia, an abhor-

rence of anything new
;
neomania, a passion

for novelty. (j.j.)

Neo-criticism; Ger. Neo-I\riticismus)

Fr. neocriticisme
;

Ital. neo-criticismo. The
revived Kantianism (q.v.) of the 19th

century
;

theoretically equivalent to Neo-
Kantianism, but as matter of fact used mainly

for the form given to the Kantian thought in

France by Eenouvier, Pillon, and others, (j.d.)

Neo-Hegelianism : Ger. Neuhegelismus
;

Fr. neo-hegelianisme
;

Ital. neo-Hegelianismo.

The revived Hegelianism of the school of

thinkers represented in England by T. H.
Green, J. and E. Caird, and Bosanquet, and
in the United States by Morris, Harris, and
Dewey.

The spirit of Hegel and the general out-

come of his idealism are revived rather than

the actual developments of his thought or his

dialectical method. (j.m.b.)

Neo-Hantianism ; Ger. Neo-Kantian-
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isvius

;

Fr. JS'eo-Kantisme; Ital. Neo-Kantian-
istno. See Kantianism, and Neo-criticism.

Neo-Lamarckism; see Lamarckism,
Neology [Or. vios, uew, -}- Xoyof, science].

Used in theology in a sense identical with

Rationalism (q.v.). (a.t.o.)

NeoplioHa: see Neo-.

Neo-Platonism : Ger. Nevplatonismvs
;

Yv. titoj^latonisme', neo-platonismo. (i)

The revival and transformation of Platonic

philosophy that took place, with Alexandria

as its head quarters, under the influence of

oriental thought. Cf. "Whittaker, The Neo-

riatcmsts (1901). See Patristic Philo-

sophy (2), Alexandrian School, and So-

cratics (Plato).

(2) Also, the revival of Platonism that took

place at Camhii(]ge, England, in the 17th

century, under the influence of Cudworth
and Henry More. See Cambridge Pla-
tonists. (j.d.)

Neo-PyPliagoreanism ; Ger. nmpytha-
gm-f.ische Lehre (k.g.); Yr. n^o-Pitagoreisme

Ital. neo-intagoreismo. A system or, better,

a tendency of thought which arose at

Alexandria in the ist century A. D., and
which, in accordance with the tendency of

the time, tried to consecrate its own teachings

by identifying them with the teaching of some
ancient sage.

It had its derivation from the latest period

of the philosophy of Plato, in which the

categories of the One, the Dyad, the Odd and
Even,&c.,weremanipulated; and it emphasized

the dualism of the Platonic metaphysic, trans-

forming it into the basis of an ethical and

religious asceticism. In connection with the

latter it revived also the Pythagorean

mysteries. It is of chief philosophic import

because of its influence upon Neo-Platonism

(q. V.) and, indirectly, upon Clement and
Origen. Cf. Patristic Philosophy, (j.d.)

Neo-vitalism: see Like.

Nerve [Lat. nervus~\: see Nervous Sys-

tem (III), and Nerve Stimulation and
Conduction.

Nerve-cell; see Nervous System (II). Of.

Neurocyte, and Neurone.
Nerve Stimulation and Conduction:

(foreign equivalents are given under Stimu-
lation, and Conduction). All nervous struc-

tures, whether fibres or cells, have normally

the twofold property of reacting upon stimuli

of suitable kinds (stimulation) and of propa-

gating the peculiar form of molecular activity

thus set up to adjacent or connected nerve

, elements (conduction).

I]

It might be supposed that the cells would
prove to be pre-eminently the excitable ele-

ments and the fibres the conducting members,
but no such complete differentiation has taken
place. Neither is it possible completely to

distinguish these two processes one from the

other, for the process of excitation is not

different in kind from that which is propa-

gated from one point to another in the

system.

It is one of the commonest facts of nerve
physiology that there is some peculiarity

developed in the mature nerve-fibre which
strongly tends to polarize its elements in

such a way as to make more easy the 2iassage

of a stimulus in one direction than in the

oi>posite one. It is not to be doubted that

this peculiar resistance to translation of the

stimulus or current the wrong way depends

on some peculiarity of what is called mole-

cular arrangement, and it is also more than

probable that this structural organization is

a function of the earliest activities of the axis

cylinder which transform the before indifferent

protoplasm into the forward-conducting nerve.

The curious relation of this directive polarity

of nerves to their original direction of growth
is noted under Nervous System (q. v., III).

See also Regeneration. The various experi-

mental attempts to prove the power of nerves

to conduct in the reverse direction suffer from

the fact that all evidence shows that the union

of an afferent and efferent nerve cannot take

place without a regeneration of the axis

cylinders beyond the lesion or point of at-

tempted union.

In general it may be said that under

favourable circumstances nearly all kinds of

molar and molecular stimuli are capable

of producing an effect on nervous matter.

See Protoplasm, and Living Matter.
One of the simplest means of experimental

examination of the conductivity of nerves is

that afforded by the so-called nerve-muscle

apparatus, too well known to require descrip-

tion here. By varying the experiments with

this apparatus it is possible to determine ap-

proximately the time required for a nerve-

current to pass through a definite length of

the nerve and numerous other data respecting

the conductivity of the nerve. These experi-

ments are all, of course, complicated by the

fact that the current must produce a muscu-

lar contraction before a registration can be

secured, and numerous variables may exist

while the observer is attempting to measure

one. By the use of various forms of electro-
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meter, nervous responses may be studied in

terms of the electrical variation accompanying

them. Here, too, the greatest caution is re-

quired in interpreting the results. While

shock, thermal irritation, and chemical stimuli

all produce nervous activity, the application

of the various forms of electrical stimuli is so

much more accurate and practicable that

nearly all work in the study of nervous con-

duction is done hy such means.

Du Bois-Reymond, who is the pioneer in

the study of these phenomena, formulated in

1845 the statement that the excitory effect of

a constant current is secured only by varying

the intensity of the current
;
an unvarying

constant current does not act as an exciter.

The resistance offered hy living nerve to

the current is about the same as that of

muscle. It is, in round numbers, 50,000,000
as great as that of copper wire, and 14-86

times that of distilled water. A current

impinging on a nerve-fibre at right angles to

the course of the nerve produces no effect,

and the effect varies with the direction (as-

cending or descending), with the duration of

the stimulus, the strength of the stimulus,

and the length of the nerve through which it

flows. The minimum time during which the

current must be applied is apparently about

•0015 of a second. When one electrode is

placed at the equator and the other at the

cut end of a nerve, the needle of a sensitive

galvanometer indicates the passage of a so-

called current of rest. But now, if an inter-

rupted current be applied to the nerve,

awakening its physiological activity, the

needle of the galvanometer moves backward
towards zero. This ‘negative variation’ may
be produced by any stimulus that will set up
a nervous action in the fibre. The electro-

motive force of a nerve is thus lessened hy
its physiological activity, and the amount of

diminution finds its measure in the negative

variation. The electrical condition of each

excited place in a nerve-stretch is negative

to all the places in the same nerve-fibre that

are not excited. Du Bois-Reymond stated

that the negative variation is not a continuous

lessening, but a successive rise and fall of the

current.

In his early experiments (1871) Bernstein

made the following points : Between the mo-
ment of stimulation of a given point in a

nerve and the onset of negative variation at

a given distance in that nerve a measurable

time elapses. The phenomena of negative

variation have also a measurable duration.

The curve of negative variation rises abruptly

to its maximum, but sinks more gradually.

The rate of translation of the stimulus and
that of the negative variation are identical.

The duration of the negative variation was
found to lie between -ooo6 and -0007 sec.,

the length of the wave being 1 8 mm., and the

rate of translation 28 metres per second.

With strong stimuli the negative variation

may greatly exceed the nerve-current. The
duration of a wave 10 mm. long in muscle

is -004 sec., and the rate 3 to 4 metres.

In nerves the wave remains more or less

constant in its passage from the point of exci-

tation, but in muscles, because of the trans-

formation of molecular into molar motion, the

intensity of negative variation diminishes.

In 1836 Peltier described a negative polari-

zation in the legs of a frog through which
a current was passing. Du Bois-Reymond
found the point where the current entered

alkaline, and that where it emerged acid. It

then appeared that any porous body not too

poor a conductor would, under similar circum-

stances, exhibit tliis negative polarization.

Matteucci in i860 independently described

the phenomena of negative polarization and
termed them secondary electromotor pheno-

mena. In addition to the negative polariza-

tion, which at first does not seem to differ

from that of other porous conducting bodies,

but really is somehow connected with the

vital activities of the tissue, there is a posi-

tive polarization which, so far as known, is

confined to nerve, muscle, and electric organs.

In monomeric muscles the polarization is

stronger in the direction from the equator

towards the extremities than in the opposite

direction, a fact dependent on the direction

of normal contraction. In motor and sensory

nerves the positive polarization is greatest in

the direction pursued by the normal inner-

vation. In short, in all these cases of nerve,

muscle, and electric organ the direction of

maximum positive polarization is that pursued

by the normal physiological activity.

The attempt to measure the relation of

stimulus to nerve process remains practically

abortive. Hermann found that, as measured

by the resulting muscle contraction, the nerve

process increases, at first rapidly, and then

more slowly with the increase of the stimulus.

Fick sought to prove that within certain

limits the relation is that of a direct pro-

portion. There are successive maxima with

intervening diminutions. Rutheriord dis-

covered that the reflex effects of stimulating
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a sciisorv nerve ai-e greater when the stimulus

is applied near the central organ than vvhen

further removed. The speed of conduction

is, as already mentioned, about 28 metres per

second in the frog, while for man it is about

33-9 metres. Hirsch found the rate in sen-

sory nerves of man 111-5 feet per second, a

result more closely agreeing with the results

of Helmholtz’s experiments than even those

of other investigators on the rate of passage

in motor nerves.

Variations in temperature and in the vital

condition of the nerve affect the rate of trans-

lation, as might he expected.

V. Kries found that the excitatory impulse of

nerve on muscle is not uniform, hut is subject

to great valuation, so that the negative varia-

tion may he much longer than that produced

after instantaneous irritation, as found by
Bernstein sec.). In the frog muscle

eight shocks per second produce tetanus,

while in mammals a much greater number oi

shocks from the induction apparatus is re-

quired to produce tetanus. Loven supposed

that the final result of physiological stimu-

lation lasts much longer than that from

induction shocks, and that electrical stimula-

tion occupies an intermediate position.

Among the many causes of ambiguity at-

tending the use of electrical stimuli in the

attempt to trace the paths of normal nervous

conduction and in the investigation of the

laws of such action, is the occurrence from

time to time of what Sherrington calls ‘ anti-

drome conduction that is, the conduction of

electrical effects backward or in a direction

contrary to the course of the normal nervous

stimulus. After transection of the cerebro-

spinal axis at the calamus, if the funiculus

gracilis he excited by a minimal current con-

veyed by steel needles, movement is evoked

in the hind legs of the same side, and, in like

manner, excitation of the funiculus cuneatus

produces motion in the corresponding fore-

leg. These reactions occur even after iso-

lation of the hiniculi from the ventro-lateral

structures in the medulla oblongata for a

distance of 3 cm., so that the reactions are not

due to the escape of current to descending

tracts in the medulla. Moreover, transection

of the ventro-lateral columns below does not

prevent these results, while section of the

dorsal columns does. Section of the dorsal

roots of the regions contracting will obliterate

or nearly destroy the reaction. It may be

suggested that the several links of the chain

of conduction are polarized, and each then

acts as an irritant to the one below it, so that

in effect a retrograde current is set up. These
facts warrant hesitation in accepting the re-

sults of electrical stimulation as ipso facto

identical with those of nervous excitement.

The use of the galvanometric method for

localization dates from Caton, who employed
it in researches made public in 1875 and
1887. By connecting points on the external

surface of the cortex with the galvanometer,

he found that the uninjured surface is usually

poutive to a section of the cortex, but that

when a part of the cortex under investigation

was thrown into activity a negative variation

was produced. Setschenow applied a similar

method to the medulla oblongata and noticed

periodic variations in the resting electrical

difference which he attiibuted to periodic

changes in the functional activity of the

medullary centres. Gotch and Horsley, whose
researches are impoi tant in this department,

began their work in 1888. About the same
time A. Beck, of Cracow, and Fleischel were
carrying on similar investigations. The results

of the work of Gotch and Horsley may be

summarized as follows : the resting electrical

difference between the cut and uninjured

surface was found to be, in the nerve -oi

Daniel, for the root -025, and for the cord

•032 (in the cat), while the figures are some-

what lower for the monkey.
These values are at once lowered in some

conditions, while the difference in the cord

is increased after the functional activity of

that 02gan has been aroused. The difference

is also greater if the connection with the

brain is unbroken. Excitatory electrical

effects can be noticed in the cord a#a result

of the stimulation of the cortex cerebri.

This excitatory state evoked by stimulation

of the cortex suffers a diminution of over

80 per cent, in passing from the cord to the

sciatic nerve. A marked degree of localiza-

tion can be demonstrated in the spinal cord

by irritating various coitical areas. The
elfect in the cord after irritating the corona

radiata is little more than half that produced

by similar irritation of the coi'tex, and the

cord effect is four times as great as that in

the nerve. While in cortex stimulating the

normal condition seems to be one of unilateral

discharge, the circumstances that favour the

production of bilateral effects are such as

bring into play the opposite cortex, cerebellum,

basal structures, &c. The bilateral effects

are more readily evoked by means of stimula-

tion of the corona radiata. Indirect as well
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as direct channels exist in the cord. In

the monkey a larger number of direct fibres

are contained in the lateral column than

in the dorsal column, the reverse being the

case in the cat. No evidence was obtained

of crossing between the lateral columns,

but evidence of a direct connection between

one dorsal column and the lateral column
of the same side and of a cross connection

between the dorsal columns. There is no
evidence of any continuous fibres in the

ventral columns of the cord between the mid-

dorsal and the lumbar regions in the monkey.
By far the majority of afferent impulses as-

cend the cord on the same side as the enter-

ing root, and a small minority ascend by the

dorsal column of the opposite side, while a

very few ascend by the lateral column of the

opposite side. The direct path of afferent

impulses is located in the dorsal column of

the side of the root excited. The indirect

paths are in the dorsal columns of both sides

and the lateral column of the side excited.

On minimal excitation of the dorsal column,

impulses are freely transmitted to the dorsal

roots of the same side and so into the mixed
nerve. With maximal excitations the im-

pulses are similarly transmitted through the

indirect paths. On maximal excitation of

the dorsal column, impulses are transmitted

by indirect paths across to the dorsal roots

of the opposite side. On excitation of the

lateral column, impirlses are directly trans-

mitted to the mixed nerve of the same side.

There is a complete obstruction to all centri-

petal impulses that may reach the cord by
the central end of the ventral roots. A marked
quantitative diminution as well as delay in

time is suffered by impulses which leave the

spinal cord by the ventral roots.
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Nervous Disease: see Neurosis, and the

various special names of nervous disorders.

Cf. Psychosis, and Pathology (mental).

Nervous System : Ger. Nervensystem
;
Fr.

systeme nerveux
;

Ital. sistema nervoso. The

totality of the excitatory and responsive

organs of an animal body, including all

structures serving to receive, transmit, co-

ordinate, and respond to external or internal

stimuli or to form the initiative for voluntary

functions.
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[Treatment.—This ai’ticle comprises the

following sections: I. Comparative Anatomy
and i’hylogeuy. II. Histology and Histogenesis.

III. Structure, including Neives, Cranial

Nerves Spinal Nerves, and Sympathetic Sys-

tem; together with bibliographies appended

to the various sections.]

I. Ccm'parative Anatomy and Phytogeny. In

the Protozoa there is no differentiated nervous

system, the fundamental nervous function

—Iekitability (q. v.)—being diffuse. In

Sponges, though they are little more than

colonies of protozoans, a few instances (Den-

drilla, &c.) are known where definitive nerve-

cellsanil sense-organsoccur. InCoelenteratafor

the first time a well-developed nervous system

appears, though the nervous function is not

entirely concentrated within it. Especially

interesting are the variations in the nervous

Fig. I. A, Inner layer of mouth funnel of Lami-
naria. M, muscles

; m, muscle body
;
E, supporting

cell
;

s, sensory cell
;
G, ganglion cell.

B, Part of head of Plumularia. M, muscle fibre
;

N, nematocyst
;
St, ordinary ectoderm cell

; Si, sensory
cell

; G, ganglion cell. (After v. Lendenfeld.)

system in different individuals of the colonies

of Hydroids, consisting of nutritive individuals,

blastostyles, and medusae. See Fig. i.

In the flat worms (Planaria) the nervous
system has completed its separation from the
external epithelium, and a certain degree of
concentration is evidenced by the formation
of a ganglion above the oesophagus, and the
localization of two among the many radial

timnks to correspond with a bilateral symmetry
in the body. In higher groups of Vermes the
simple Bclieme outlined in Planaria undergoes
infinite variation, until, in the Annulata, the
ventral double chain is segmented to corre-

spond with the jointed body. Each ventral

ganglion gives off a number of fibres supply-

ing the muscles, skin, and sense-organs of that

segment. Especially characteristic of annu-
lates are the so-called neurochord fibres arising

in the cephalic ganglia and passing through

the entire length of the cord. They spring

from giant nerve-cells, and resemble the

similar bodies in the spinal cord of fishes.

The arthropods elaborate the neural plan

laid down in the Vermes.
The brains of lower vertebrates not only

serve as simplified diagrams to explain the

complex structure of the human brain, but

afford hints as to the course pursued in its

evolution. In Amphioxus we have at once

the lowest existing type and a degenerate

condition of the vertebrate nervous system.

See Plate A (Nervous System), Fig. i. Here
the cephalic portion of the nerve-tube is

expanded, and indications of the three em-
bryonic vesicles appear. The first of these

forms a ventricle provided with an infundi-

bulum connected with the olfactory apparatus.

In the Petromyzontidae a marked advance

upon the condition just described is reached.

Here rudimentary hemispheres are developed,

though they seem to be almost wholly con-

cerned with data from the olfactory sense.

The dorsal system of sense-organs (epiphysial

system) is remarkably developed, suggesting

a probable functional condition prior to the

differentiation of lateral eyes. See Parietat.

Organ. The brain of selachians differs from
that of higher vertebrates, in that no true

lateral ventricles are formed. The lung
fishes, although deviating less from the main
line of evolution, are in some respects higher

than sharks. The ganoids are still more
specialized, forming a transition to the bony
fishes. The cephalic end of the brain-tuhe

connects with the ectoderm in an embryonic

period, and the neuropore so formed is closely

related with the rudiment of the hypophysis.

In spite of great diversity otherwise, all bony
fishes agree in lacking the cortex cerebri,

and such nervous elements as substitute for

that structure remain in the axial lobe. A
dorsal membranous pallium covers the ven-

tricles and aula, and includes the representa-

tives of the plexus. The roof of the aula is

distended to form a large dorsal sac. The
infundibular region is also distended to form
a saccus vasculosus near the mammillary
bodies. Enormous massive protuberances

from the pes pedunculi region constitute the

hypoaiia. The cerebellum is enormously de-

veloped, and a special portion, or volvula, is
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Plate A (Nervous System)

Figures illustrating the relative development of various segments of the neural tube in the adult brain of

various groups of vertebrates. (After Burckhardt.)

I. Medisection of brain of Amphioxus.

II. Medisection of brain of Petromyzon.

III. Medisection of brain of sturgeon.

IV. Medisection of brain of Hexanthus.

V. Medisection of brain of a lizard.

VI. Medisection of brain of an (embryonic) bird.

VII. Medisection of brain of man.
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thrust into the unohliterated cavity of the

mesencephalon. In addition to the cerebellum,

other outgrowths from the medulla usurp
positions in its roof, and these depend on the

preponderance of one or another of the cranial

nerve nuclei.

In amphibians the various regions of the

hiain depart very little from the primitive

and embiyological conditions. In the tailed

forms especially the arrangement of the cells

is essentially similar in the various segments,

and the functional representatives of the

several nuclei are scarcely segregated, but
occupy the primitive position near the ven-
tricles. Nevertheless in the Amphibia and
reptiles distinct cortical centres develop,

especiaUy those for construing olfactory

stimuli. Reptiles may be said to represent

the middle point in the development of the

brain. The functional persistence of the

parietal eye is an important feature in some
lizards. In birds the most noteworthy features

are tlie excessive compactness and the emphasis
on all parts connected with vision and loco-

motion. The relative size and configuration

of the hemispheres has been successfully used
in classification of the minor groups.

In all these groups a common structural

plan appears in the midst of conflicting

tendencies (cf. Feain). The flgures from
Burckhardt (Plate A, Nervous System) may
serve instead of further verbal comparisons.
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Jacobsohn, Handb. d. Anat. u. vergleichenden

Anat. des Centralnervensystems d. Saugetiere,

I. MakroskopischerTeil (Berlin, 1899); Golgi,
Sulla fina struttura del sistema nervoso, Riv.

diEreniat.(i875fF.),andRecherches sur I’histo-

logie des centres nerveux, Arch. Ital. de Biol.

(1882—91). Eorthe current literature consult

especially the Bericht liber die Leistungen auf

dem Gebiet der Anatomie des Centralnerven-

systems, published annually by Edingee in

Schmidt’s Jahrbiicher. This contains critical

summaries of the more important papers in
Comparative Neurology.

II. Histology and Histogenesis. The essen-
tial functional element of the nervous system
is the nerve-cell (neurone or neurocyte) with
its various appendages (see Eig. 2).

The nerve-fibre is simply a process or pro-
longation of the neurocyte or the product of

the fusion of a number of such elements. A
typical neurocyte consists of a cell-body, con-

taining nucleus, nucleoli, pigmented and un-
pigmented protoplasm, and giving off at least

two varieties of processes. One of these,

which is usually the conveyer of cellifugal

stimuli, is the neurite, ‘axon,’ or ‘axis-cylinder

process ’
;

the others, usually more ramose,
and convej'ers of cellipetal stimuli, are the
dendrites, or ‘ protoplasmic processes.’ MTien
a neurite soon breaks up without extending
far from its origin, it is termed a neuropodium

.

Fig. 2. A nerve-cell. (From Nansen.) m.p., mixed
process", or neurite

; pp, dendrites ; v, transected
tubules

;
cm, cell sheath

; a, cavity between sheath
and cell filled with reticular stroma.

^Vllen a cell has but a single variety of pro-

cesses it is called homoipodal, as contrasted

to heteropodal. The ganglion cells, e. g. of

the spinal ganglia, are illustrations of homoi-

podal nerve-cells. In these cases the celli-

fugal and cellipetal processes have fused for

a certain distance from the cell-body. The
specific cells of the olfactory sensory organs

afford good illustrations of unipolar cells,

though it must be remembered that, in this

case, the term is used in a morphological, not

a physiological sense.

Some cells of the sympathetic ganglia form

a peculiar type of unipolar neurocyte, in which

the cell gives rise to a non-medullated fibre,

and its body is surrounded by a dense net-

work derived from a distinct fibre (Eigs.

1 4 and 1 5). Heteropodal neurocytes are more
generally distributed, forming the majority

of functional nervous elements. Two main
classes are distinguished : viz. type I, in
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which the neurite passes without interruption

into a nerve-fibre, and type II, in which the

neurite almost immediately subdivides in ar-

borizations. Type I is best seen in the motor

regions of the spinal cord. Type II is seen

in sensory regions of the cortex, in the cere-

bellum, and in the retina.

Under most circumstances neurocytes are

serially independent anatomically, i. e. do

not actually come into contact with each

other, thus insuring a certain insulation and

rendering possible—it may be conjectured

—

a ‘ threshold ’ of discharge or an initial resis-

tance. Cf. Concatenation (neural). In

certain cases it would seem that there is

lateral continuity among processes of cells of

Fig. 3. Portion of the mesenoephalon of garter
snake embryo. Neuroblastic nuclei in division near
the ventricle; spongioblasts, some of which are also
dividing; older neuroblast near the surface.

the same order (Dogiel). So in the retina

and sensory elements of the skin, especially

of the external genitalia. The perikaryon or

cell-body and the neurite or fibre taken to-

gelher make np the neural unit of structure

called the Neueone (q. v.), or neurocyte.

The method of development of the nervous
elements is remarkably constant. The neuro-

eiuthelium of central or peripheral aieas is

at first composed of a single layer. At a very
early period two classes of elements (neuro-
blasts and spongioblasts) are differentiated,

the former passing through a variety of

changes of form and position until prepared
to function as adult nerve-cells, the latter

remaining to constitute a portion of the
framework of the structure. The neuroblasts

li

and spongioblasts both retain the power of

subdivision for some time, providing for

growth by proliferation. In many portions of

the central nervous system special groups of

neuroblasts are formed, which serve as ger-

minative or proliferating nuclei. In other

cases, as in that of the olives and cerebellum,

the neuro-epithelium itself forms invaginated

or evaginated pouches, whence proliferating

elements take their origin for the upbuilding

of an organ. In the cerebellum, at an early

stage, a transitory layer of neurohlasts is thus

formed upon the ectal surface, from which the

deeper layers are formed by a species of cell

migration. See Figs. 3, 4, 5.

The same process occurs elsewhere in the

brain, and it is probable that cells capable of

proliferation are present as reserves up to

a late period.

The simplest form of connection between
peripheral and central elements found among
vertebrates is illustrated by the olfactory

connections (Fig. 6). The receptive cell (0)

transmits its impulse along the neurite {n) to

the oll'actory glomerule {gl) in the olfactory

bulb. Here it passes over into the second

nerve-unit, and tlience via the neurite (?i") to

the olfactory centres of the cortex. A moi’e

highly differentiated condition is found in the

sensory nerves of the skin. See Spinal
Coed, Figs. 2 and 4. Here the cell-body of

the first neurocyte has been removed from
the surface to the spinal ganglion, and the

centi’al termini are much more complicated.

These instances may be taken as typical inter-

cellular relations.

Literature'. Stefan Apatht, Das leitende

Element des Nervensystems und seine topo-

grapliischen Beziehungen zu den Zellen, Erste

Mitt., Mitt, aus der Zool. Station zu Neapel,

xii. 4 (1897); Lewellys F. Baekee, The
Nerv. Syst. and its Constituent Neurones
(New York, 1899); Ramon t Cajal, Nuevo
Concepto de la Histologia de los Centres

Nerviosos (Barcelona, 1893; French trans.,

1894; German trans., Arch. f. Anat. u. Phy-

siol., Anat. Ahth., 1893); A. S. Dogiel, Zur
Frage iiber das Verhalten der Neivenzellen

zu einander, Arch. f. Anat. u. Physiol., Anat.

Ahth. (1893); also Die Nervendigungen in

den ausseren Genitalorganen des Menschen,

Arch. f. mikr. Anat., xli. 4, and numerous
other papers in the latter periodical (1891—7)

;

A. VAN Gehuchten, Des De'eouvertes

r^centes dans I’Anatomie et I’Histologie

du Systfeme nerveux central (1891); C. L.

Hbeeick, Nervous System, Histogenesis of
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Fig. 4. Portion of tlie tectum opticum of tlie snake with neairublasls already provided with well-developed

neurites and small dendrites. Ne, neuroblast; Sp, spongioblast.

Fig. 5. Cortex of the cerebellum in the opossum embryo.

Fig. 6. D'agram of olfactory connections.

Fig. 7. Muscle-spindle, from the intrinsic plantar muscles of a dog. Three spindle nerves and their

endings (a, h) are shown, and also a sympathetic nerve which enters the spindle, Sy.n. (After Huber.)

Fig. 8. Motor nerve-ending upon an involuntary, smooth muscular fibre, from the muscular wall of the

intestine of a cat. a, the axis cylinder terminating ; b, the termination
; », nucleus of the muscle coll.

(After Huber.)
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its Elements, Wood’s Ref. Handb. of the

Med. Sci., ix, Suppl. (1893) ;
also Illustrations

of the Architectonic of Cerehelluin, J. of

Compar. Neurol., i (1891); W. His, Histo-

genese und Zusammenhang der Nervenele-

mente. Arch. f. Anat. u. Physiol., Anat. Abth.

(1891), Suppl.-Bd.
;
A. KOllikeb, Handb.

d. Gewebelehre des Menschen, ii (6th ed.,

1893-6); M. V. Lenhoss^k, Der feinere

Bau des Nervensystems im Lichte neuester

Forschungeu (1893) ;
H. Obeksteinee, Die

neueren Anschauuugen iiber den Aufbau des

Nervensystems, Naturwiss. Rundschau, trans.

in J. of Compar. Neurol., ii (May, 1892);
B. Onitf, The Biological and ^lorpliological

Constitution of Ganglionic Cells as influenced

by Section of the Spinal Nerve Roots or

Spinal Nei veSjto which is addedSome Remarks
on Localization, J. of Nerv. and Ment. Dis.,-

XX (1895); Stabe, Steong, and Beaming,
Atlas of Nerve Cells (1896) ;

W. Waldeyee,
Ueber einige neuere Forschungen im Gebiete

der Anatomie des Centralnervensystems,

Deutsche med. Wochensch. (1891), No. 44 fi'.

;

A. Bethe, Ueber die Piimitivflbrillen in den

Ganglienzelleu vom Menschen und anderen

AVirbelthieren, Morphol. Arb. von Schwalbe,

viii. 95 (1898); A. Metee, Critical Review
of the Data and Geneial Methods and Deduc-
tions of Modern Neurology, J. of Compar.
Neurol. (1898); F. Nissl, Nervenzellen und
graue Substanz, Miinch. med. Wochensch.

(1898) ;
A. ScHAPEK, Die friihesten Differen-

zirungsvorgange im Centralnervensystem :

kritische Studie und Versuch einer Geschichte

der Entwickelung nervdser Substanz, Arch. f.

Entwicklungsmech., v (1897); Lugaeo, in

Riv. di Patol. nerv., i-iii (1896-8), passim.

See also the works cited elsewhere in this

article, and under Beain.

III. Structure :

A. Central Nervous System. See Beain,
and Spinal Coed.

B. Peripheral Nervous System.

1. Dermal and Special Sense Organs. See
Sense Oegans.

2. Nerves.

Nerve-, a bundle of nerve-fibres, together

with the sheavhs and connectives. Each
nerve-fibre is an outgrowth of some neurocyte

or ganglion cell or the product of fusion of a

moniliform series of such outgrowths. See
Concatenation.
The essential portion of each nerve-fibre is

the axis cylinder, a slender protoplasmic cord

composed of a denser fibrillary framework and
a semi-gelatinous stroma. The axis cylinder

is simply the extreme development of a process

from a nerve-cell. As it leaves the parent cell

the axis cylinder is naked, but it may soon be-

come clothed with a medullary sheath, and as

it leaves the central system it acquires the

dense homogeneous sheath of Schwann. At
the terminus of each nerve the sheath is again

lost, and the naked axis cylinder comes in

contact with the end-organ. The sheaths

serve the double purpose of insulation and
protection. Non-medullated nerves occur

chiefly in the sympathetic system of mammals,
but are more widely distributed in lower

types. The non-medullated condition is the

primitive one, and occurs in nearly all nex’ves

of invertebrates and the lowest vertebrates

(Amphioxus and Cyclostomata).

Each medullated iierve-tibre is divided into

segments, each of which has its own nucleus

(Ranvier’s nodes). Phenomena of regeneration

and development seem to indicate (contrary,

however, to the statements of Kolliker) that

each node represents a nervous element or

cell, whose protoplasmic outgrowth (axis cy-

linder) has united with its neighbour in both

directions. When the fibre is separated from
its trophic centre, these nuclei proliferate and
regenerate the fibre, supplying local trophic

centres until the connection is re-established.

The nodes also appear prior to or in the

absence of the sheath of Schwann. A second

obscure fragmentation of the myelin sheath

gives rise to the Schmidt-Lantermann in-

cisions, but these are probably artifacts.

Each nerve bundle is held together by an
intrinsic connective system (endoneurium), and
each bundle is covered by its epineurium.

The sheath of the nerve as a whole constitutes

its perineurium. See Fig. 1 2.

Motor nerve-fibres arise from neurocytes

within the neuraxis and are thus prolongations

of their neurites. Sensory fibres arise from

the dendrites of the ganglion cells of the

spinal or cranial ganglia, while the neurites

of the latter enter the neuraxis, there to

arborize about the cells of the terminal nuclei.

The growth in each case pursues the direction

of the normal nervous transmission. Cf.

Wallee’s Law.
To the law that nerves conduct only in the

direction of original growth there are excep-

tions, as in the case of the peripheral process

of the spinal ganglion cells and as in cases

where a sensory nerve has been grafted upon

a motor trunk, and vice versa. The latter

cases are probably to be explained on the

supposition that the peripheral portion under-
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goes the characteristic Degeneeation (q. v.),

and, in regenerating, assumes the required

properties.

Nerves are acted upon by mechanical,

thermal, chemical, and electrical stimuli,

though it is probable that each such irritant

is couveited into a common type of stimulus

before it is translated through the nerve sub-

stance. The nature of the physiological or

normal stimulus is still unknown (cf. End-
okgan). The degree of excitability is largely

also Figs. 8, 9. Among the muscle-fibres a

few of smaller size are found, usually in

groups of several together, enclosed in a
special connective-tissue sheath. The muscle-

spindle, as such special muscle bundles are

termed, is undoubtedly a sensory organ, and
its . fibres are supplied by nerve-fibres, which
arise from the dorsal roots of the spinal

nerves. Their peculiar spiral endings are

shown in Fig. 7. The tendon is supplied

with a special end-organ consisting of

Fig. 10. Fig. II. Hg. la.

Fig. 9. Nerve termini in ranscle of frog (Kblliker). a, sheath
; 0, nuclei of terminal

fibrils; d, nucleus of muscle-fibre
; g, nucleus of nerve-fibre.

Fig. 10. Nerve terminus (motor plate) in the rat (Kblliker).

Fig. II. Similar end-plate treated with gold chloride, showing the terminal arborizationa
(Kblliker).

Fig. 12. a. Single nerve-fibre with a Ranvier’s node
;
6

,
sheath of Schwann

; c, its nuclei

;

A, incisions of Lantermann
; e, the medullary sheath

; /, axis cylinder.

dependent on the nutrition or the metabolic

state. That which is frequently included

under the term temperament (largely meta-

bolic predisposition) probably has much in-

fluence.

The termini of motor nerve-fibres upon the

muscle assume a variety of forms. The naked

axis cylinder frequently branches extensively

at its extremity, and even where definite end-

plates are formed (Fig. 10), proper methods
demonstrate similar ramifications among the

nuclei (Fig. ii), which correspond to the ter-

minal arborization of the motor nerve. See

numerous fine branches. For the relations

of the nerve roots see Spinal Coed.

Literature : A. v. Kollikee, Gewebelehre
des Menschen, ii. Ft. I (1893) ;

E. A.
ScHAEEE, Histology of the Nerves, in Quain’s

Anatomy, i. Ft. II (loth ed., London and
New York, 1895, with bibliography); L.

Gedoelst, Etude sur la Constitution cellulaire

de la Fibre nerveuse, La Cellule, iii (1887;
contains a bibliography of 269 titles); also

Nouvelles Recherches sur la Constitution de
la Fibre nerveuse. La Cellule, v (1889); J.

Beaed, Tlie Development of the Peripheral
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Nervous System of Vertebrates, Quart. J. of

Microsc. Sci., Oct., 1888 ; 0. L. Herrick,

J of Compar. Neurol., iii (.March, 1893);
Axkt, Key and Retzius, Studien in dcr

Anatomic des Nervensystems und des Binde-

gewebes (Stockholm, 1875), 2 vols. folio
;

also

Arch. f. mikr. Anat., ix (1873); L. Rakvier,
Lefoiis sur I’Histol. du Syst. nerveux (1878);

A. Charpentier, Arch, de Physiol., [5] vi. 4.

792 ;
G. Carl Huber and Lydia De Witt,

J. of Compar. Neurol., vii. Nos. 3 and 4

(1898), 169; also ibid., x. 160 (1900).

Cranial Nerves. The first twelve pairs ol

nei ves leaving the central nervous system, and

in higher vertebrates all emerging through

siiecial foramina in the skull. The last cranial

nerves resemble the spinal nerves. This re-

semblance diminishes as we pass cephalad, yet

there is little doubt that all cranial nerves

have been differentiated from a similar primi-

tive condition. There is, however, as yet no
agriement as to the number of primitive

segmental nerves represented in the head.

The current numerical designations, as given

below (those of Sbinmering, 1778), are highly

unsatisfactory, though a better system has not

yet been developed. The basis for a more
philosophical classification is to be sought in

the study of the components of the several

nerves as determined by their central connec-

tions and peripheral distribution. All nerves

arising from the same or homologous centres,

and distributing to homologous peripheral

organs, may be regarded as constituting a single

system. In higher vertebrates, at least, the.re

is no nerve which contains all of tlie com-
ponents, and it is not necessary to assume that

they were all contained in the primitive seg-

mental nerve.

Gaskell has made an analysis of the nerves,

in which he distinguishes five groups. His
system is very suggestive, and affords a basis

for further research. The reader is referred

to his papers for the details (see the works
cited below). Its most valuable feature is

the analysis of the motor cranial nerve-nuclei

into somatic (XII, VI, IV, III) and visceral

(XI, X, IX, VII, V), a distinction based on

structural, physiological, and embryological

data (cf. Spinal Nerves, below). A more sure

basis for the components has been laid, how-
ever, by their study in the lower vertebrates.

They have been already worked out for some
of the amphibians and fishes (O. S. Strong,

1895, et ah). The following systems of com-
]>onents are known in these forms, and there

are probably others: (i) The general cuta-

neous system (corresponding to Gaskell’s

somatic sensory, in part). Sensory fibres

carrying tactile and other general sensory

impressions from the skin to the brain and
terminating in the spinal trigeminal tract,

which is the continuation into the medulla

of the dorsal cornua of the spinal cord. The
spinal trigeminus is not only a tract of fibres,

but it contains cells scattered through it.

These cells constitute the upper and lower

sensory nuclei of the trigeminus. In the trunk
this component is undoubtedly represented

by most of the fibres of the dorsal roots of

the spinal nerves. (2) The communis system.

Sensory fibres carrying certain visceral and
other special sensations (taste, &c.), often from
more or less highly specialized organs (end-

buds), and passing by way of the fasciculus

communis of the medulla oblongata (fasc. soli-

tarius of man) to the chief vagus nucleus or

its equivalents (lobus facialis and lobus vagi

of fishes). (3) The acustico-lateral system.

Sensory fibi es from the neuroma.sts, or sensory

organs of the lateral line canals of fishes, and
from the organs of the internal ear, which

have probably been derived from the lateral

line organs. In higher (amniote) vertebrates

this syttem is represented only by the auditory

nerve. The fibres pass into the tuberculum

acusticum of the medulla, a cluster cf cells

which, in lower forms at least, is intimately

related to the cerebellum. It lies further

dorsally than any of the other systems, and,

unlike the general cutaneous, it seems to have

no homologue in the spinal cord. Finally,

the motor systems. Of these there are prob-

ably at least two, innervating (4) the somatic

or body muscles, and (5) the visceral muscles

respectively. They arise from the motor

nuclei of the medulla. The fourth system is

derived from the ventral cornua of the spinal

cord or the cranial nuclei corresponding to

them
;
the fifth probably from the lateral cornu

or its equivalents in the medulla. The olfac-

tory and optic nerves cannot as yet be placed

in any of these groups. In man the same

general relations of components undoubtedly

prevail, though with great variation in the

details, the chief difference being the absence

of the acustico-lateral component in the VII
and X nerves, correlated with the loss of

the lateral line organs. The accompanying

figure (13) illustrates their relations, so far

as known, in fishes and amphibians. The XI
and XII nerves in these forms are not com-

pletely differentiated.

I. Olfactory Nerve. The specific nerve
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of smell. It exhibits numerous impoi’tant

differences from the other cranial nerves,

especially in that its fibres lack the medullary

sheath, and are in direct protoplasmic conti-

nuity with their peripheral receptive oi gnns,

the sensory cells of the olfactory epithelium.

A further difference from other sensory nerves

is the apparent lack of a root ganglion. It

has been suggested that this ganglion is repre-

sented hy tlie olfactory cells of the nasal mem-
brane, which have retained the primitive

position in the skin in which they are found

in some invertebrates. Centrally, the olfactory

fibres break up into terminal ai'borizations in

the glomerulae of the olfactory lobe, and here

connect with other systems of fibres, which

bring the glomerulae into relation with the

cortical centres for smell in the hippocampal

regions (see Fig. 6).

II. Optic Nerve. The nerve to the lateral

functional eyes of vertebrates. (For parietal

IX yiii Yi

Fig. 13. Schema of the components of the cranial

nerves of fishes. The somatic-motor and viscero-motor

systems (see above) are not separately designated.

General cutaneous system,

Fascfculus communis system,

Acustico-lateral system,

Motor systems,

nerve to the median eye see Paeietal Oegan,
and Epiphysis.) The peculiar relations of the

retina to the brain give to the optic nerve a

very special significance. In fact, it is not

a nerve at all, in the strict sense of the term.

The protons of the eyes having developed on

the cephalic plate of the embryo before the

closure of the medullary tube, they, together

with the corresponding ganglia, ai’e included

by the invagination of the cephalic plate, and

come to lie in the walls of the primary fore-

brain. This is their permanent position in

the ascidians and Ampluoxus, but in craniate

vertebrates end-organs and ganglia are eva-

ginated to form the optic vesicle from which

the retina ultimately develops. The embryonic

optic neive is at first a tubular prolongation

of the first cerebral vesicle. The optic fibres

grow into it at a later perioLl. Throughout

u. 1

life, in ceidain amphibia, it retains its lumen
and spongioblastic framework like the brain
proper. The cells of the third, or ganglionic,

layer of the retina represent, perhaps, the root

ganglion. From these cells most of the optic

fibres arise and grow towards the brain, though
a smaller number seem to grow in the opposite

direction from brain to retina, theie ending
in free arborizations in the deeper retinal

layers. These latter fibres probably transmit

impulses centrifugally to the retina. In
animals with eyes so placed that the field of

vision of one eye does not overlap that of the

other eye, the optic nerves cross completely in

the chiasma before entering the brain. In
other cases, as in man, fibres from that portion

of the retina whose impi-essions come from
objects on the opposite side of the body do

not, like the other fibres, cross in the chiasma.

In the lower vertebiates the fibres of the optic

nerve pursue a perfectly simple course tlirough

the chiasma and optic tracts to end in the

superficial layers of the tectum op'icum. Those

fibres which end fi ee in the retina arise from
cells which lie in the tectum. Connections

with the cerebrum are effected by means of the

brachia, coipus geniculatura, and optic radia-

tions. In mammals the general plan is the

same, though complicated by connections of

the optic tracts with the corpus geniculatum
externum and the pulvinar, as well as with

the tectum.

III. Oculomotor Nerve. The motor nerve

for the rectus superior, rectus inferior, rectus

internus, and obliquus inferior muscles of the

eye. Its nucleus of origin lies in the floor of

the aqueduct of Sylvius. Its fibres run to

the ventral surface of the brain and emerge
on the mesal aspect of the crus cerebri. They
are chiefly motor, though Sherrington has

shown that both the III and IV roots also

contain sensoiy fibres which serve the ‘ muscle

sense.’ Peripherally they come into relation

with the ciliary ganglion and the sensory

fibres of tbe trigeminus and sympathetic.

IV. Trochlear or Pathetic Nerve. The motor
nerve to the superior oblique muscle of the

eye. Its nucleus of origin lies in the floor of

the aqueduct immediately behind that of the

oculomotor. The fibres take a dorsal course

and cross in the brain roof (the valvula) just

cephalad of the cerebellum.

V. Trigeminal or Trifacial Nerve. The
largest of the ci anial nerves. It supp>lies the

muscles of mastication and the general sense-

01 gans of the face and teeth. It aiisesby two
roots. The portio minor, or motor root, springs
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from two groui>s of cells, one Ij'iug doi sally

of the exit of the nerve from the medulla

oblongata. A smaller number of fibres arise

in an elongated cluster of large cells arranged

sparsely along the side of the aqueduct, and

constitute the descending, or mesencephalic,

root. The portio major is a complex struc-

ture, chiefly sensory, ilost of the fibres go

to the spinal trigeminal tract and terminate

in cells lying in its path (including the

‘chief sensoi’y nucleus of the trigeminus’),

and are, therefore, homologous with those of

the dorsal roots of the spinal nerves. These

supply the general cutaneous sense organs of

the face (first component). Other fibres are

said to enter tlie ceiebellum. The fibres of

the jJortio major before leaving the cranium

enter the Gasserian ganglion, of whose cells

they are the neuidtes and from which they

emerge in three branches, the ophthalmic,

maxillary, and mandibular rami. The fibres of

the portio minor pass by the Gasserian gan-

glion and enter the mandibular nerve. The
ophthalmic nerve (exclusively sensory) sends

small filaments to the third, fourth, and sixth

nerves, to the ciliary ganglion, and from the

latter to the ciliary nerves of the eye. The
remaining fibres distribute to the dura mater,

nose, eyelids, and skin of the forehead. The
maxillary nerve also communicates with a small

ganglion, the spheno-palatine, and supplies the

integument of the side of the face, the upper
teeth, and parts of the lining membranes of

the nose and mouth. The mandibular nerve

communicates witli the submaxillary and the

otic ganglia, and sends motor bi’ancbes to the

muscles of mastication, and sensory branches

to the lower part of the face, to the tongue,

mucous membrane of mouth, lower teeth,

salivary glands, &c.

VI. Ahducens Nerve. This purely motor
nerve arises from a nucleus in the floor of the

fourth ventricle, and passes ventrally to its

superficial origin on the caudal edge of the

pons. It innervates the external rectus

muscle of the eyeball.

VII. Facial Nerve. A mixed nerve, arising

in two portions. Most of the fibres are motor,

and come from a nucleus lying ventrally and
slightly caudally of that of the sixth nerve.

The fibres curve around the latter, forming
the genu of the facial, then directly ventrad
in a compact bundle. After emergence from
the brain they are joined by the much smaller

portio intennedia from the fasciculus solitarius

(or fasc. communis—second component). These
are sensory fibres and are provided with a

ganglion (geniculate g.). They communicate
by means of the chorda tympani with the sub-

maxillary ganglion and the lingual nei've of

the trigeminus, and supply taste-buds of the

tip of the tongue. The larger (motor) com-
ponent of the seventh nerve supplies the

muscles of expression of the face. The facial

nerve is said by Edinger to receive some
general cutaneous fibres from the first com-
ponent (spinal V tract). In fishes and
amphibians the seventh nerve receives also

a large contingent from the acustico-lateral

system.

The cortical connections of the third to

seventh nerves are not thoroughly understood.

There is, however, abundant evidence that the

sensory components are all in more or less

direct connection with the fillet (and hence

with all the higher sensory centres), and the

motor with the pyramids.

VIII. Auditory or Acoustic Nerve. Our
knowledge of this nerve is in a most unsatis-

factory state. The anatomical and functional

relations of the several roots in man are still

largely matters of controversy. In lower

vertebrates the auditory nerves and the nerves

of the lateral line terminate together in

the tuberculum acusticum (see Fig. 13). In
terrestrial amphibians (frog) the lateral line

system disappears, and the auditoiy fibres end

in two groups of cells lying dorsally of the

superficial origin of the nerve, the tuberculum

acusticum. The intimate relation of the

auditory to the lateral line nerve is not con-

fined to their central connections
;
but the

membranous ear is probably a more highly

specialized portion of the original lateral line

canal system. The eighth nerve has two
branches, the ventral, or vestibular, and the

dorsal, or cochlear. The vestibular ramus
supplies the macula acustica utriculi and
the superior and external ampullary organs,

and carries a ganglion (vestibular g.). The
cochlear ramus supplies the macula sacculi,

tbe posterior ampullary organ, and the

cochlea. It, too, bears a ganglion (spiral

ganglion). The two rami remain distinct to

their terminal nuclei in the medulla, the

vestibular ramus passing, for the most part,

directly to a dorsal nucleus in the floor of the

fourth ventricle, and the cochlear ramus into

the ventral cochlear nucleus. Some fibres

pass through this nucleus, externally and dor-

sally of the restiform body, to form the striae

medullares in the floor of the fourth ventricle

;

others along the ventral wall of the medulla

(trc.pezoid body) to the superior olives. The
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fibres of the cochlear ramus enter by devious

courses into relations with the lateral lem-

niscus, and through the latter with the post-

geminum, geniculatum mediate, and temporal

lobe of the cerebral cortex. The vestibular

ramus communicates directly with the cere-

bellum. In man the dorsal (cochlear) ramus
is clearly the one chiefly concerned with audi-

tion. In the lower vertebrates there is no

anatomical evidence that the utricular ramus
diflPers in any way from the saccular. The
vestibular fibres are regarded by many as

serving the function of equilibration rather

than audition.

IX. Glossopharyngeal Nerve. This nerve

is intimately related to the tenth. It con-

tains three elements: viz. (i) sensory fibres

of taste, terminating among small cells in the

dorsal part of the medulla, and distributing

peripherally to the mucous membrane and

circumvallate papillae of the back part of the

tongue (second component)
; (2) general sen-

sory fibres (first component)
; (3) finally, cer-

tain fibres arise from a motor nucleus—the

nucleus ambiguus—lying on the ventral side

of the sensory nucleus. These fibres innervate

the stylopharyngeus muscle, and perhaps some
of the constrictors of the pharynx (fifth com-

ponent). Besides the lingual and motor
branches above referred to, there are a

tympanic branch to the middle ear, several

pharyngeal branches, and anastomoses with
the V, -VII, X, and sympathetic nerves.

X. Vagus or Pnevmogastric Nerve. The
motor and sensory nuclei of the tenth nerve are

scarcely distinguishable from the correspond-

ing nuclei of the ninth. The size of the first

(general cutaneous) component varies greatly

in different animals. In fishes and amphibians

there is also a large root entering the vagus
from the tuberculum acusticum which sup-

plies the organs of the lateral line of the

trunk. In man the vagus communicates with

the VII, IX, XI, XII, 1st and 2nd spinal, and
the sympathetic. Its distribution is very

wide, comprising branches to the dura mater,

external ear, pharynx, larynx, heart, lungs,

stomach, and other viscera. Throughout its

entire extent the vagus is in frequent com-
munication with the sympathetic, and it

seems to share many of its functions with

the latter. It controls, more or less directly,

the more important automatic and vegetative

functions of the body, such as circulation and
digestion, and is thus of the most profound

physiological significance.

XI. Sjnnal Accessory Nerve. The eleventh

nerve consists of two parts: (i) The vagal

poition is really detached filaments of the

vagus, containing inhibitoiy fibres for the

heait, motor fibres for the pharynx, &c. (2)

The spinal portion arises from the lateral

aspect of the spinal cord as far back as the

fifth or sixth cervical vertebra in numerous
separate strands. The fibres are motor, and
arise from the lateral cornu of the cord. They
turn cepbalad, and are collected into a single

trunk and emerge through the same foramen
as the vagus. They supply the sterno-mastoid

and trapezius muscles.

XII. The hypoglossal nerve arises from
a large nucleus lying ventro-laterally of the

central canal and chiefly below the fourth

ventricle. The fibres are motor, and inner-

vate the muscles of the tongue chiefly.

Literature : for further anatomical details

consult tlie general works referred to under
Beain, especially Qtjain’s Anatomy (loth ed.),

iii. Pt. II, and Handatlas der sensiblen und
motorischen Gebiete der Him- und Rticken-

marksnerven, by C. Hassb, Wiesbaden (1895).
For a general critical summary of all that has

been written on the compaiative anatomy of

the cranial nerves, and especially on the rela-

tion between cranial and spinal nerves, see

Max FtiEBEiNGEE, Ueber die spino-occipi-

talen Nerven d. Selachier u. Holocephalen u.

ihre vergl. Morphol. (1897). On the com-
ponents the following will be found useful

:

Olivbe S. Steong, J. of Morphol., x. 1 (1895);
B. F. Kingsbuet, J. of Compar. Neurol., vii.

I (1897) ; C. JuBSOX Heeeick, j. of Compar.
Neurol., ix, and Arch, of Neurol, and Psycho-

pathol., ii (1899); W. H. Gaskell, J. of

Physiol., vii, x; VON Kxjpfeee, Merkel und
Bonnet’s Ergeb., 562-618 (1896). On sensory

fibres of the eye-muscle nerves see C. S.

Sheeeington, Proc. Roy. Soc. London, Ixi,

373 > P- 247 (1897); G. C. Hebee,
‘Atypical Motor Endings’ of Retzius, Anat.

Anz., XV (1899); and J. of Compar. Neurol.,

X. 2 (1900).

Spinal Nerves. There are in man thirty-

one pairs of spinal nerves. Each pair, except

the first, is named after the vertebra below

which it emerges; thus we have eight cer-

vical, twelve thoracic, five lumbar, five sacral,

and a coccygeal nerve. Each spinal nerve

arises by two roots from the Spinal Coed
(q. V.), of which the dorsal (sensory) is gan-

glionated. The ventral (motor) joins the

ganglion, but merely to pass through it. Be-

yond the ganglion the mixed trunk divides

into a small dorsal and a larger ventral
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lamus, each containing Loth sensory and
motor fibres. At each segment there is a

communication with the sympathetic ganglion

of this segment.

It was formerly held that the spinal nerves

contain but two components— motor and
sensory

;
hut there is rapidly increasing

evidence for separating the visceral nerves

(efferent and afferent) from the somatic.

\Ve should therefore distinguish four kinds

of fibres in each segmental nerve : (i) somatic

afferent, sensory nerves from the skin
; (2)

somatic efferent, motor nerves for the

voluntary, or skeletal muscles; (3) visceral

afl’erent, nerves of ‘ general sensation,’ &c.

;

(4) visceral efferent, supplying the involun-

tary muscles. The visceral systems are related

to the lateral cornu and Clarke’s column of

the spinal cord. In the head these com^joiients

are obscured, and, possibly, in part, supplanted

by others
;
and it is not at present possible to

establish sure homologies.

The table on the next page, from Edinger
(based on Starr), exhibits the regional distri-

bution from the various segments.

Literature : see the papers by Gaskell,
cited under Cranial Nerves above, and

Quain’s Anatomy (icth ed.), iii. Pt. II.

381-91 (with literature). For the courses

of the several spinal nerves consult the

textbooks of human anatomy already cited.

Sympathetic System. More properly,

‘ Sympathic Sj^stem.’ The sympathic or

visceral, as distinguished from the cerebro-

spinal nervous system, is primarily concerned

with the vegetative functions. It consists of

a double series of ganglia connected inter se

and with the spinal ganglia, as well as with

terminal ganglia adjacent to or imbedded in

the viscei’al tis.sues.

The ganglia of the great sympathic chain

(truncus sympathicus) are segmentally

arranged, and each communicates with the

corresponding spinal ganglion. The com-

misEuial fibres are of two kinds: (i) white

(medullated), arising from the medulla ob-

longata by both dorsal and ventral roots, and
terminating in the sympathic ganglia or

passing througli into the sympathic rami.

They are both efferent and afferent. (2) Gray
(non-medullated). They arise in the ganglion

cells of the sympathic chain and join the

spinal nerve just beyond the spinal ganglion.

Some fibres turn peripherally into the spinal

nerve
;
others terminate in the sjrinal ganglion

•around the bodies of the ganglion cells;

I tilers pass into the dorsal spinal roots and

end in the sheath of that nerve, the dura
mater, and the tissues adjacent, without

entering the brain.

In the cervical and cephalic region the

symmetry of this arrangement is disturbed,

and the sympathic fibres are bound up with
the cranial nerves in the most complicated

manner. In the abdominal cavity large

ganglionic plexuses lie adjacent to the viscera.

Of these the most important are: (l) the

cardiac plexus, lying against the aorta and
pulmonary artery. It receives fibres from
the tenth cranial nerve. (2) The solar, or

epigastric plexus, in the upper part of the

abdomen, behind the stomach, is the largest.

It communicates freely with the whole visceral

innervation, and with several smaller secondary

plexuses.

The vaso-motor nerves arise in the central

system, but lose their slieathsin the sympathic

ganglia, and are thence distiibuted to the

blood-vessels. See Vaso-motoe Nerves.
Some sympathic functions are independent

of central innervation
;
such are the automatic

ganglia of the heart, and the plexuses of the

intestine and uterus. Others are more or

less indirectly or incompletely under central

control. Among the important sympathic

functions are, pupil reflexes, secretion, per-

spiration, digestion, and nutiition.

Conflicting views exist as to the origin of

this system. Paterson claims that, so far from

being derived from the central system, it is

not even of ectodermal origin, but arises as an

unsegmented mesoblastic cord. It is, how-

ever, more commonly regarded as an offshoot

from the central system, and the evidence is

in favour of the supposition that the sympathic

ganglia arise from neuroblasts tliat wander

from the rudiments of the spinal ganglia and

those of sensory ganglia on the cranial nerves.

These cells are at first apolar and proliferate

by karyokinesis. His and others show that

tbei'e is an actual migration of such neuro-

bbists. The ganglionic centres associated

with the visceral organs are in turn the

results o' similar migrations from the chain

of sympathic ganglia.

The fibres of the sympathic are usually

non-medullated. The cells, unlike those of

the spinal ganglia, are usually multipolar;

very different, however, are the peculiar

spirally wound cells shown in Figs. 14 and

15. Small cells in the stroma of glands and

in the plexuses of the intestines, or in the

walls of blood-vessels, supply free dendiitic

termini to the muscular and epithelial
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REFLEXES: LOCALIZATION IN THE SPINAL CORD.

Segment, Musclet. Reflexes. Sensory Innti'vation of Shin,

2 and 3. Cervi- Sterno-mastoid. Inspiratory reflex from pres- Neck and occiput.

caL Trapezius.

Scaleni, &c.

Diaphragm.

sure on ribs.

4. Cervical, Diaphragm. Enlargement of pupil from Neck, upper shoulder, lateral

Supra- and infra-spinatus.

Deltoid.

Biceps and coraco-brachialis.

Supinator longus.

Rhomboidei.

neck irritation (from 4th

to 7th cervical).

aspect of arm.

5. Cervical. Deltoid. Scapular reflex (5 cervical to Dorsal aspect of shoulder and
Biceps and coraco-brachialis. I thoracic). arm.
Supinator longus and brevis. Tendon reflex of the corre- Lateral aspect of upper arm
Pectoralis (part).

Serratus magnus.
Rhomboidei.
Brachial’S anticus.

Teres minor.

spending muscles. and forearm.

6. Cervical. Biceps. Reflexes of the tendons of Lateral aspect of forearm.

Brachialis anticus. the extensors of the upper Dorsal aspect of hand and
Pectoralis (part).

Serratus magnus.
Triceps.

Extensorsofhand and fingers.

Pronators.

arm and forearm.

Tendons of joints of hand
(6-8 cervical).

radialis region.

7. Cervical. Caput longum of triceps.

Extensors of hand and fingers.

Flexors of band.

Pronators of hand.
Pectoralis (part).

Subscapularis.

Latissimus dorsi.

Teres major.

Closing of fingers from blow
on volar aspect of hand.

Palmar reflex (7 cervical to

I thoracic).

Radialis region of hand.

Region of distribution of

medianus nerve.

8. Cervical. Flexors of hand and fingers.

Intrinsic muscles of hand.
Pupil reflex. Medianus and ulnar nerve

regions.

I. Thoracic. Extensor pollicis.

Small muscles of hand, &c.
Pupil reflex. TJlnar nerve region.

2-12. Thoracic. Muscles of back and abdomi- Epigastric (4-7 thoracic). Skin of the breast, back, and
belly, and upper gluteal

region.
nal regions.

Erectores spiiiae.

Abdominal (7-1 1 thoracic).

1. Lumbar. lleo-psoas. Cremaster reflex (1-3 lum- Skin of pubic region, ventral

Sarto ri us.

Ventral muscles.

bar). aspect of scrotum.

2. Lumbar, lleo-psoas.

Sartorius.

Flexors of knee.

Quadriceps femoris.

Patellar reflex (2-4 lumbar). Lateral aspect of hip.

3. Lumbar. Quadriceps femcris.

Adductores femoris, &c.

Ventral and mesal aspect of

hip.

4. Lumbar. Abductores and Adductores

femoris.

Tibialis anticus.

Flexors of knee.

Gluteal reflex (4-5 lumbar). Inner aspect of hip and leg

to ankle. Inner aspect of

foot.

5. Lumbar. Flexors of knee.

Rotation of hip.

Flexors of foot.

Extensors of toes.

Peronei.

Dorsal side of hip and thigh

and lateral aspect of foot.

I and 2. Sacral. Flexors of foot and toes.

Peronei.

Small muscles of foot.

Plantar reflex. Dorsal side of thigh, lateral

aspect of leg and foot.

3-5. Sacral. Muscles of perineum. Achilles tendon.

Bladder and rectal reflexes.

Skin of sacrum, anus, peri-

neum, and genitals.
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BtiTictares in a wealth of detail until recently

unsuspected.

From the cervical sympathic arise pupil-

dilating fibres
;

vaso-motor fibres for the

side of the face, ear, part of eye, vessels of

the oesophagus, larynx, thyroid body, and the

brain and its meninges; also secretory and

vaso-motor fibres to the salivary glands

and perspiratory fibres. From the thoracic

and abdominal sympathic arise the sympathic

part of tlie cardiac plexus with its acceleiatory

fibres. The cervical and splanclmic portions

contain fibres whose central stimulation

Fig. 14. Cell from sympathic ganglion of frog, with
neurite originating within the cell, and dendrites of
another cell spun closely around it. (From Kolliker
after Arnold.)

excites the cardio-inhibitory system and the
vaso-motor centre of the medulla oblongata.
The splanchnic, coeliac, and mesenteric plexuses
govern the vaso-motor functions of the viscera,

as well as the specific functions of these
organs.

The sympathic may rank as the least

understood of the nervous mechanisms. The
constant interaction with the central nervous

system undoubtedly affords a basis for the

somatic background of conscious life. It is

well known that the vaso-motor changes

are closely associated with emotional states,

and that alterations in circulation precede,

if they do not produce, emotions, such as

fear. The close association of visceral

disease with mental degeneration suggests

other relations whose physiological role is as

yet obscure.

Literature ; consult the general works cited

elsewhere in this article, and under Bbaiit;

W. H. Gaskell, J. of Physiol., vii (1886);
H. Head, Disturbances of Sensation, Brain

(1893-4); W. His, Arch. f. Anat. u. Physiol.

(Suppl.-Hd., 1891); Hubee, J. of Compar.
Neurol., vii. 2 (1897, with bibliography);

and ibid., x. (1900) 135; A. V. KOlliker,
Naturw. Rundschau, x. 3-5 ;

Int.med.-photogr.

Monatssch., i-ii(i 894-5); Wien. klin.Wochen-
schrift, vii. 40-1 ;

WTen.
uied. AVochensch., xliv.

41; Miinch. med.AVochen-
schrift, xli. 41-2 ;

J.

Kyeie, Die Segmentation

des Sympathicus und seine

Beziehungen zum cerebro-

spinalen Nervensystem
(Vienna, 1894); J. N.
Langley, Tbe Arrange-
ment of the Sympathetic

Nervous System, J. of

Physiol., XV (1894); Pre-
liminary Account of the

same, Proc. Roy. Soc., lii.

320; On the Nerve-cell

Connection of the Splanch-

nic Nerve Fibres, J. of

Physiol., XX (1896); Phy- ganglion of the dog

Biological Congress (1895);
by the Golgi

J. of Physiol., XX (1896);
Langley and Andeeson, The Innervation
of the Pelvic and adjoining Viscera, Pts.

II-V, J. of Physiol., xix. 139 (1895-6);
On Reflex Action from Sympathetic Ganglia,

J. of Physiol., xvi (1894); G. Mazzaeelli,
Atti deir XI. Congr. med. internaz. (Roma,

1894), ii. Anat., 67-8; also Atti della R.
Acc. dei Lincei (1894), ii. Sem., No. 8, 269 ;

A. M. Paterson, Philos. Trans. Boy. Soc.

London (1890), 159-86; A. MoNSELiSE,
Morfologia del Gran Simpatico e sue
funzioni nell’ umano organism© (Milano,

1897).
^

(h.h.)

Nervousness [Lat.nerrosMs, sinewy, vigor-
ous] : Ger. Nervositdt Fr. nervosity, ner-

vosisrm
;

Ital. nervosismo (or neurosismo).
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A state of the nervous system charac-

terized hy an instability which may become
variously manifest in conduct, emotion, and
thought.

It is a frequent transitory experience in

normal life, and is then often produced by

a mixed group of predisposing causes, in

which fear or apprehension is apt to be pro-

minent. The apprehensiveness preceding an

appearance before the public, the impatient

awaiting of an announcement which may
seriously affect one’s welfare, the uneasiness

or alarm provoked by a thunderstorm, the

excitement of a patient before an impending-

operation may serve to suggest pertinent

instances. The special sensitiveness to pain,

and the anticipation of pain hy imagination,

are further nervous characteristics. Other
symptoms of nervousness are motor restless-

ness, a tendency to start on slight alarm,

palpitation, slight tremor, cold perspiration,

tendency to be emotionally affected, excita-

bility, irritability, and the like. Such
moments or periods of nervousness may vary

in intensity from slight deviations from
normal equilibrium up to paroxysmal attacks

of emotional disturbance, sometimes called

‘ nerve-storms.’ The former may be con-

sidered as perfectly normal incidents under
the influence of undue stress and strain, of

critical periods of life, of ordinary fluctua-

tions in physical and mental health. The
latter are more or less pathological, and reflect

an over-excitable condition of the nervous

symptoms which, according to the accompany-
ing systems and circumstances, may be recog-

nized as neurasthenic, hysterical, epileptic,

maniacal, &c.

Considered temperamentally, nervousness

is a predisposition to states of instability of

control
;
as such it plays a prominent part in

the composition of human character as well

as in the aetiology of mental disorders. Par-

ticnlarly in the problems of modern civiliza-

tion, in the life that is lived under high

pressure, with manifold demands on brain

and sense-organs, on the emotions and the will,

does the question of nervousness become of

ever-increasing importance. The most direct

pathological relation of nervousness is to

Neueasthenia (q. v.)
;

hut it is also of

fundamental importance in the aetiology cf

hysteria and other functional neuroses. The
tendency to regal'd nervousness as equivalent

to neurasthenia is not desirable, as the latter

describes a typical disorder, while the former

refers to a symptom or a temperamental

characteristic which may accompany other

disorders or may be quite normal.

Literature : see Neurasthenia
; also

Keaeft-Ebing, Nervositat u. neurastheni-

sche Zustande (1895); A. Db Giovanni, La
Neurosi (1900). (J.J.)

Nescience [Lat. scientia, knowledge, -f

the negative prefix ne-\ : Ger. Nichtwissen
]

Er. nescience; Ital. nescienza. Literally,

the condition of ignorance
;
but in a recent

quasi-technical philosophical use, the theory

that certain forms of reality (as God, the soul,

matter in itself, &c.) are beyond onr knowledge.

While often used as equivalent to Ag-
nosticism (q. v.), it is also employed to

desciibe the philosophy of Hamilton and
Mansel, who wonld repudiate the title of

Agnostics, but uho hold that only an in-

direct or mediate knowledge of the existence

of the Absolute, akin to faith or belief rather

than to thought, is possible. (j.d.)

Nestoriaus : Ger. Nestorianer; Fr. Nes-

tonens
;

Ital. Nestoriani. A sect of early

Christians, founded by Nestorius, who main-
tained the individual distinctness of the

divine and human elements in the nature of

Jesus Christ, and consequently his bi-

personality under the appearance of a unitary

consciousness.

The doctrine of Nestorius roused a con-

troversy which engaged the attention of a
number of councils, and was finally settled by
the banishment of Nestorins from Antioch, the

Nestorian stronghold, about A. D. 433. The
sect was transferred to Edessa, where it

continued to flourish, spreading into Egypt,
Arabia, India, and China. After the rise of

Mohammedanism and during the Arabian
domination in the East they increased their

influence and stimulated an important intel-

lectual development among the Arabs, the

centre of which was at Bagdad. For several

centuries they have been steadily declining,

but still constitute several important com-
munities of Eastern Christians.

Literature: Smith and D-wight, Researches

(1833); Geant, Nestorians (1841) ; Doucin,
Hist, du Nestorianisme ; Anderson, Hist,

of Missions in the Oriental Churches
;
Waech,

Gesch. d. Ketzereien
;

Baubb, Gesch. d.

Dreieinigkeit
;
Uebeeweg, Hist, of Philos.,

i, ‘ The Nestorians.’ (a.t.o.)

Net [LB.i.nitidus, clear, pure, through Fr.] :

Qev. Netto; Fr. net; Ital. netto. Whatever
part of a quantity remains after deducting the

negative quantities which offset it. For in-

stance, net income is an excess of income
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above expei.ses. ‘If a peison is uigaged in

business, his net income is found by deducting

from ins gross income the outgoings tliat be-

long to its production ’ (Marshall).

The conception of net income or earnings

seems a sinijjle one, but is really very per-

plexing. What are the expenses involved in

the production of a certain article 1 Do they

include the personal expenditures of the pro-

ducer which fit him for doing his woik more
thoroughly ? Marshall, in his conception of

public net income or national dividend, does

not include these things as business expenses
;

but it is bald to give a reason for excluding

them. On the other hand, if we once begin

to include any such expenses in our deduc-

tion, it is almost impossible to tell where to

draw the line. The best work in this subject

has been done by Caiman. (a.t.h.)

Neuralgia [Gr. vfxpov, nerve, -f aXyos, pain]

:

Ger. Neuralgic, Yx.nevralgic, Ita}. neuralgia.

A nervous disorder characterized by paroxys-

mal pain, which is usually along the distribu-

tion of one nerve, and unilateral, and which is

not due to changes in the periphery of the

nerve or to organic disease, but to nutritive

or functional changes in the conditions of the

nerves or to Netjeitis (q. v.).

Neuralgia is especially prone to occur in

families of neurotic temperament. It is rare

in early youth, largely confined to middle

life, more frequent in women than in men,

and is often induced by cold, exhaustion,

overwork, worry, mental shock, lack of rest,

and the strains accompanying periodic physical

functions. The first attack quite generally

comes on when the subject is in a condition of

general or special debility. The attacks may
appear suddenly and spontaneously, or may
be preceded by a brief feeling of numbness or

anaesthesia, by twitching, or by an indisposi-

tion which ushers in the nerve-pain at first in

brief darts of minor intensity and then in

more continuous but still periodic spasms of

severe burning, boring, or shooting pains,

until these in turn become less and less

frequent, and leave the sufferer in an ex-

hausted condition. Neuralgias are of an in-

definite number of varieties, according to the

nerves affected, the distinction between super-

ficial and visceral neuralgias being a pro-

minent one. Painful points which are

sensitive to pressure are often present.

Literature', all the treatises on nervous
diseases (e. g. Gowees) contain adequate

descri{)tious of neuralgia. For a special

treatise see Chapman, Neuralgia (1873); and

esj)i cially Beenhaedt, in Nothnagel’s Spe-
zielle Pathol, u. Therapie, xi. Pt. II. 185-

440; Hallion, in Trait6 de Med. de
Charcot, vi. (1895); Boulat, in Manuel de

Med. de MM. Debove et Achardon
;
Geocco,

in Trat. ital. di Patol. e Terapia me l.

(1898). (j.j.)

Neurasthenia [Gr. veipov, nerve, -h

aOivo;, strength] : Ger. Neurasthenie', Yr.neur-

asthenie
;

Ital. neuraetenia. In genera!,

nervous debility or weakness (cf. Neevous-
ness)

;
but usually employed in a more special

sense to indicate a pronounced degree and
form of such weakness, with typical symptoms
of a morbid character.

Historical. While the condition was in a

measure known and partially described by

older writers (Robert \Vhyte, 1765, Marshall,

Darwin, Villemain, Jaeger, and others), its

modern prominence dates from the writings

of Bouchut (i860) and Beard (1868). The
latter brought the term neurasthenia into

general use, although it was employed in 1867
by Van Dusen, and occurs in Dunglison’s

Medical Dictionary of 1833 (Dercum). jOf

other names for the malady may be mentioned

encephalasthenia (Althaus), the French nervo-

sisme, cacliexie, and the more popular terms,

nervous prostration, nervous exhaustion, failure

of brain power, pathological fatigue, morbid
irritability.

Varieties. Neurasthenia is a symptom-
complex occurring, like hysteria, under the

most varying circumstances, but so frequently

alone that in a great majority of cases

it may be recognized as a true idiopathic

condition. In the ordinary typical cases the

symjitoms partake of a mental as well as a

sensori-motor character, and this type has

been termed cerebro-spinal. When the mental

symptoms are particularly marked and the

motor symptoms not prominent, the condition

is by some termed cerebral neurasthenia (cere-

brasthenia, encephalasthenia)
;

while spinal

neurasthenia (myelasthenia) is characterized

by motor abnormalities, particularly by diffi-

culty in walking, by a feeling of sinking of

the limbs, by abnormal locomotor tendencies,

&c. A specific sexual neurasthenia has been

described by Beard, Krafft-Ebing, and others;

gastric or dyspeptic neurastiienia (nervous

dyspepsia) has received special attention

(Glatz). Hystero-neurasthenia is an approxi-

mation of neurasthenical symptoms to a

hysterical type—a condition emi)hasized by

French writers. Hereditary, traumatic, ado-

lescent, neuralgic, and other forms of neur-
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a&thenia <are mentioned in literature. In some

cases it is difficult to distinguish neurasthenia

from a mere pronounced temperamental pecu-

liarity, or from rudimentary paranoia, or the

prodromal symptom-complexes of other ner-

vous and mental diseases (dementia praecox,

general paralysis, paranoia). It seems best

to regard the general difficulty as of one main
type, with tendencies for certain groups of

symptoms (motor, sensory, hypochondriacal,

depressive, fatigue, &c.) to become specially

emphasized. Of other maladies associated

with neurasthenia, neuralgia and migraine are

the most frequent.

Nature and Course. Neurasthenia is a

functional disorder of the central nervous

system. The nature of the disturbance which
conditions the neurasthenic state is not known.
Neurasthenia is, with few doubtful exceptions,

of a chronic character; its onset is slow; the

symptoms ensue in irregular sequence
;
they

appear first in lighter and then in more
cumulative foim, and the entire attack often

covers a period of many years. A marked
characteristic is the fluctuation and recurrence

of the symptoms both in shorter and longer

periods, while moments of intense paroxysmal
attacks are not uncommon. As the disease

is often of long standing before treatment and
recovery begin, so there is also a considerable

period of convalescence, during which many of

the typical neurasthenic symptoms persist.

Not unfrequently some traces, like scars,

remain almost indefinitely. The disorder

is rarely fatal, nor is it prejudicial to lon-

gevity.

Aetiology. It cannot as yet be determined

to what extent heredity, early development,

and later influences tend to form peculiar

‘neurasthenic’ constitutions, the aggravation

of which is known as constitutional chronic

neurasthenia, with its exacerbations and

special types
;
and also to what extent tran-

sitory debilitating conditions can produce

the chronic exhaustion which is commonly
termed nervous prostration or acquired neur-

asthenia. Speaking in general terms, we may
recognize the hereditary predisposition as the

most prominent aetiologically. Ziehen finds

that a neurotic inheritance is traceable in 74
per cent, of all cases

;
that men are more

liable to the disorder than women
;
that the

years from twenty to thirty yield relatively

the largest proportion of cases, and that 70
or 80 per cent, of cases occur between tlie

ages of twenty and fifty years. Race and
nationality, social status and mode of life,

are of influence, but no exact relation has
been determined. The effects of unhygienic
conditions of life, of abnormalities of sexual

life, of accidents, over-exertion, fright, and of

ill health generally, and most frequently the

accumulated strain of overwork under condi-

tions of worry and stress, may be traced as

causal factors. Professional brain-workers

and those engaged in responsible and worrying
positions are particularly disposed to the

disorder. Neurasthenia has been charac-

terized as the typical malady of modern
civilization.

Symjitoms. The symptoms of neurasthenia

may be considered under the head of (i)

mental attitude
; (2) the subjective sensory

and motor disturbances
; (3) the physical

condition. The great variability of the sym-
ptoms and their tendency to involve more than

one of these factors must not be lost sight of.

(i) Prominent mental symptoms are the diffi-

culty in holding the attention for a protracted

effort, a speedy fatigue, a diminished readi-

ness for acquisition of new impressions,

momentary states of confusion and distraction,

mental restlessness and unsettlement, the

persistence of unbidden thoughts, irregularity

of memory, a lack of pleasure in ordinary

occupation, irritability, excessive anxiety

about small affairs, lack of self-control, an
undue occupation with one’s own bodily

and mental condition, unreasonable fears

and aversions, marked idiosyncrasies, and
the like. Along with these there are often

periods of intense depression (particularly

in severe cases or where the disorder reaches

its worst stages), occasionally leading to

suicide.

This great variety of mental symptoms is

more or less easily traced to states of fatigue

and the irritability characteristic of cei'tain

phases of fatigue. The neurasthenic fears

are characteristic, and often constitute the

most distressing symptoms. Their unrea-

sonableness is recognized by the patient

;

conduct is often carried out in opposition to

them, but they always occasion anxiety, dis-

tress, and a feeling of impending calamity.

Almost all the various Phobias (q.v.)—agora-

phobia, claustrophobia, mysophobia, and so

on—have been noted in neurasthenia. Such
hesitation in conduct may be properly viewed
as a defect of will or irresolution. This is

exhibited in the difficulty of maintaining the

attention, tlie restlessness, the slow and
weak attempts to throw off invalid habits,

the dependence upon others, and the necessity
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of constant stimulation and encouragement.

(2) Of first importance among the sensoi’y

symptoms are the paraesthesias, or abnormal

sensations, and the characteristic pains. Such

paraesthesias are difiicult to describe. The
patient complains of a feeling of tightness in

the head, a feeling of heaviness, a feeling of

inward pi’essure (this symptom, ‘ Kopfdruck,’

Ziehen finds in 85 per cent, of all cases), a

sense of confusion in orientation, and various

forms of Vektigo (q. v.). He is subject to

various dull, aching pains, or fatigue pains as

the lesult of slight exertions, while specific

throbbing or piercing local pains in the head

or spine are not uncommon. The tendency of

such symptoms to fluctuate and to disappear

under proper mental stimulation indicates

their quasi-subjective (psychogenic) character.

Disturbances of the specific sense-impressions

is less common. Blurring of the images, as

in protracted reading
;
difficulty in accommo-

dation
;
buzzing, pulsating, or beating in the

ears; tickling or itching in the skin, and local

hyperaesthesias are frequently noted. Of
motor disorders may be mentioned a muscular
weakness often markedly felt, and which, pro-

bably in combination with a vaso-motor dis-

order, at times gives rise to a feeling of faint-

ness and impending unconsciousness. Tests

with the dynamometer indicate an abnormally
early appearance of fatigue symptoms. Deli-

cate co-oi dinations are often affected
;

the

handwriting loses in definition; slips of the

tongue in speaking, twitching of the muscles,

tremor, hoarseness, or a hollow sound of the

voice, and motor restlessness are also common.
Disorders in the reflexes are frequently noted.

The knee-jerk is apt to be exaggerated, or to

present irregularity of action. In spinal

neurasthenia motor disorders of locomotion

are marked. (3) Bodily symptoms are not
uncommon accomjjaniments of neurasthenic
conditions, however insufficient in themselves
for a diagnosis of neurasthenia. Anaemia is

often present
;

the heart action may be ir-

regular
; digestive disturbances are quite com-

mon
;

the palms of the hand may perspire
under unusual conditions

;
there may be a

special sensitiveness to heat and cold and to

changes of the weather; the respiration is

often accompanied with effort, a sort of neur-
asthenic asthma; an explosive irritating

cough may appear
; a peculiar flushing of the

skin when touched or stroked may be ob-
served, while irregularities in the urine
(oxiiluria, pihosphatuiia, and excess of uric
acids and urates) are particularly significant.

Sexual abnormalities, both as symptoms and

as aetiological factors, are often present,

and when prominent form the sexual type of

neurasthenia. Irregularities of sleep, mostly

insomnia, are the rule; even where the amount
of sleep is sufficient it is apt to be interrupted

and unrefreshing in character.

Interpretation. The keynote of neurasthenia

is an inability to recuperate, due to a subjec-

tive disturbance of balance between efficiency

and output of energy; hence the charac-

teristicfeeling of exhaustion, with the peculiar

sensations of pains and fears, and the cumu-
lative effect of irritability accompanying
weakness and fatigue. Physically it becomes
manifest, apart from excessive exhaustibility,

in the prostration of the nutritional functions,

and quite usually in profound vaso-motor

disorders. Neurasthenia thus illustrates the

effects of a pathological fatigue, and illustrates

as well the varied and widespread manifesta-

tions of such a fatigued condition. Neur-
asthenia further is peculiaily subjective (psy-

chogenic) in many .of its symptoms; such

symptoms are not without objective basis, nor

are they in any true sense feigned or assumed;

but they are so markedly aggravated and
made chronic by self-consciousness and worry
and so generally subject to emotional in-

fluences as to suggest a quasi-subjective

origin. Neurasthenia further illustrates the

importance of the emotional factors in mental

processes. It is mental woiTy rather than

overwork that induces the fatigue of neur-

asthenia
;

it is the environment, free from

anxiety, that is so much more difficult to pro-

cure than mere rest from exertion. The
emotional factor conditions the fatigue poten-

tiality of overwork
;
the emotional attitude

often makes the distinction between work
and recreation, and it is because this emo-

tional attitude is so largely a matter of

temperament that neurasthenia exists as a

diathesis, even where it does not become

developed as a specific disorder. In the

disease itself the prominence of the emo-

tions is exhibited most of all in the morbid

feai’s and in the depression and irritability

that in some cases constitute the most
important symptoms.

The relation of neurasthenia to the condi-

tions of modern existence, particularly in

large cities, is doubtless an important one.

The dis(iise is not a new one, however, though

brought into prominence by recent study. In

the overwork of the schoolroom, in the stress

and sti’ain of youthful ambition, in the worry
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and competition of commercial enterprise,

the cares of public life, the inconsiderate

absorption of the scholar, the excessive

demands of society, the hunger for wealth

and station, the incessant wear and tear

of a modern metropolis, and in other

unwholesome influences, certainly lie the in-

fluences by which neurasthenia is propa-

gated. The contrast between these conditions

and those of a haK-century or more ago

may well explain the increased frequency of

the disorder.

Literature : among earlier contributions :

Bouchut, Du Nervosisme aigu et chronique

(1859, 2nd ed. 1877); Beaed, Nerv. Exhaus-
tion (1880); Amer. Nervousness (1881) ;

and
Sexual Neurasth. (1884); Coening, Brain

Exhaustion (1884). More recent : Keafet-
Ebing, Die Nervositat u. d. neurasth. Zu-

staiule (1895); F. C. Mullee, Handb. d.

Neurasth., in Moebius, Neue Beitr., ii. 62—

122 ;
Loeweneeld, Pathol, u. Ther. d. Neur-

asth. u. Hysterie (1894, with bibliog.)
;
Bins-

WANGEE, Die Pathol, u. Ther. d. Neurasth.

(1896); Gilies de la Toueette, Les 4tats

neurasth. (1898); Bouteeet, La Neurasth.

(2nd ed., 1891); Levillain, La Neurasth.

(1891); Glatz, Dyspepsie nerv. et Neurasth.

(1898); Keaepelin, Psychlatrie (1898), ii.

45-56, 520-62
;
Moll, Das nervdse Weib

(1898); Scheenk-Notzing,

N

eurasth.(1894);
Althaus, Failure of Bi’ain Power (1898)

;

CuLLEEEE, Nervosisme et Neuroses (1887) ;

Eoeel, Nervosisme et Neurasth. (1894);
Doenbluth, Nervdse Anlage u. Neurasth.

(1896). See also Neevoesness. (j.j.)

Neuraxis [Gr. vtvpov, nerve, -f axis] :

Ger. Centralnervensystem
;

Fr. nevraxe, axe
cerehrosinnal\ \t^^..neurasse. The cerebrospinal

axis, or central nervous system, including the
brain and spinal cord. Other terms used are

myelencephalon, neuron, axion. (h.h.)

Nenrility [Gr. vevpov, nerve]. Sometimes
used for nervous conduction. See Neeye
Stimulation and Conduction.

IfeiUTite [Gr. vevplrtjsj : Ger. Neurit (Eau-
ber), Leuraxon (Kdlliker)

;
Fr. cylindre-axe

\

Ital. cilindrasse. The main or cellifugal pro-
cess of a nerve-cell.-- Cf. Dendeite, and
Neurocyte.

The neurite, or ‘axis-cylinder’ process, is

commonly more simple than the dendrite,
though not devoid of collaterals, and ending
sooner or later in free arborizations or an
End-oegan (q. V.). (H.H.)

Neturitis [Gr. vcvp'iTrjs] ; Ger. Nervenent-
ziindung; Fr. nevrite; Ttal. neurite. An

inflammatory condition of a peripheral

nerve.

Severe functional disturbance, snch as

neuralgia, may occurwithout inflammation,but
where acute or punilent neuritis occurs it may
advance until Degeneration (q-v.) super-

venes. The axis cylinder resists the longest,

and may be regenerated after extensive de-

structive processes have taken place. Where
the inflammatory changes are slight and
chronic, the state is spoken of as chronic

degenerative atrophy. Where various parts

of the body are simultaneously affected the

disease becomes a multiple neuritis. Alco-

holic multiple neuritis is a common form of

the latter, and this type may include sensory

or motor flbres, or both. (h.h.)

ITeuroblast [Gr. veiipov, nerve, -P jSXaaros,

layer]: Ger. Neuroblast; Fr. neurohlaste

;

Ital. neurohlasto. An embryonic nerve-cell

of the central nervous system
;
an immature

Neurocyte (q. v.). Cf. Nervous System
(Histology). (H.H.)

Neurocyte [Gr. vtvpov, nerve, -P kvtos,

cell] : Ger. Nev/ron
;
Fr. neurone; Ital. neurone.

The adult nerve-cell of whatever kind within

the central system, together with all its' ap-

pendages. A recent usage, however, applies

the term to the cell-body to the exclusion of

the appendages. The former is prefeired.

Cf. Neuroblast, and Neurone.
The appendages are usually of two orders.

Dendrites (q. v.) and the Neueite (q. v.).

The latter may be secondarily provided with

sheaths and other accessories. The stimulus

normally enters through the dendrites and
discharges through the neurite. Both neurite

and dendrites break up at their termini into

Arborizations (q. v.). A variety of terms

have been proposed for the unit of nervous

structure. ‘ Ganglion cell ’ is inapt, for a

ganglion, in strictness, is an extra-axial cell

cluster. ‘ Neuron ’ (Waldeyer) is largely used,

but aside from the matter of etymology, it has

been used (Wilder) in the sense of the entire

axial nervous system, as well as (Schafer) for

the Neurite (q. v.) and a portion of the

spinal cord (Kdlliker). ‘Neurodendron’ has

been recently substituted, but its etymology

is ambiguous, and moreover not all neurocytes

have dendrites. Analogy and recent usage

favour the employment of the termination -cyte

for mature cells and -blast for embryonic cells.

See Fish, ‘ Terminology of the Nerve-cell,’

J. of Compar. Lenrol., iv (Sept., 1894). (h.h.)

’J'he term Neurone (q. v.) is, however,

coming into very general use with this mean-
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iiig, aiid may be made general without con-

fusion with ihe shoiier lorm neuron. See

Barker, The Nervous System, 39 ff., lor dis-

cussion and literary references. (J.M.B.)

Neuroglia [Gr. vevpuv, nerve, -fyXm, glue] :

(same in the otlier languages). Tlie nou-

nervous supporting framework of the central

nervous system.

Two classes of cellular elements are usually

included under the term: (i) tiue connective

tissue, of mesodermal origin, brought into the

central nervous system in small amounts
cldetly with the blood-vessels, and (2) cells

and fibres derived from the original ecto-

dermal cells of the embryonic nerve-tube (see

Beain, Embryology). The latter, or true

neuroglia, is composed partly of these original

epithelium cells, greatly inoditied, and paitly

of derivatives from them, which wander out

into the biain substance and there give rise

to fibres, which form a dense meshwork,
within which the nervous elements are en-

closed. Weigert claims that in the adult

human brain the neuroglia fibres are entirely

distinct from the neuioglia cells. According to

Bevan Lewis the neuroglia cells may function

as ‘scavenger cells,’ assisting in the elimina-

tion of effete material. If nerve tissue is

destioyed by disease, its place is usually

taken by neuroglia.

Literature : W. L. Andeiezen, Brit. Med.
J. (July 29, 1893); F. W.^Eueich, Studies

on the Neuroglia, Brain, xx (1897) ;
W. His,

Arch. f. Anat. u. Physiol., Sup[il.-Bd. (1890);
A. V. Kollikee, HanJb. d. Gewebelehre des

Menschen (6th ed.), ii. 136 (Leipzig, 1896);
M. V. Leniiossbk, Der feiuere Bau d.

Nervensystems (Berlin, 1895); Bevan Lewis,
A Textbook of Mental Diseases (2nd ed., Phila-

delphia, 1900); F. B. Malloet, Centralbl. f.

allg. Pathol, u. pathol. Anat., vi (1895);
W. F. Robeetson, J. of Ment. Sci., xliii

(1897); Retzius, Biol. Untersuch. (1893);
J. ScHAFFEE, Arch. f. mikr. Anat., xliv

(1894); E. W. Tayloe, a Contribution to

the Study of Human Neuroglia, J. of Exper.
Med., ii (1897); Vignal, Developpement d.

Elements du Syst. iierv. (Paris, 1889); Gael
Weigeet, Abhandl. d. Senckenberg’schen

Naturf.-Ges., xix (1895). (h.h.)

Neurology [Gr. vevpov, nerve, -b Xdyof, dis-

course] : Ger. Neuroloejie, Nervenlehre', Fr.

neurologic
;

Ital. neurologia. The science of

nervous structures and functions. The scope of

neurology is limited byits subject-matter l ather
than its method, and may be correlated with
the departments of myology and osteology,

deriving its chief claim to recognition as an
independent science from its direct bearing
upon psychology and phylogeny.

Comparative Neurology is not merely that

department of neurology which includes the

study of the nervous system of inferior ani-

mals
;

the teim especially designates that

method of approaching the problems of ner-

vous function which employs the combined
biological procedures, such, as embryology,

histology, pathology, physiology, and life his-

tory, and apjilies the results from the lower

groups in the interpretation of human neu-

roses. It is in this sense that the term is

employed, e. g. in the Journal of Comparative
Neurology. See further C. L. Herrick, ‘ The
Problems of Comparative Neurology,’ and
‘ Neurology and Psychology,’ J. of Compar.
Neurol., i (1891), and Morselli, Semej. malat.

ment., ii (1895).

The Technology of Neurology is essentially

that of modern biology at large. Nearly all

the marvellous progress of the last decades

can be traced directly to the effect of im-

proved histological and experimental tech-

nique. The processes which are most essen-

tial are such as permit (i) the fixation,

hardening, and preservation of tissues; (2)
the sectioning, teasing, or isolation of the

substance
; (3) the staining, impregnation,

and differentiation of the several elements.

In the hardening piocesses (including fixa-

tion, &c.) the reagents most useful are chiefly

such as contain, or are composed of, alcohol,

chromic salts, corrosive sublimate, acetic

acid, osmic acid, platinic chloride, formalin,

&c. For purposes of sectioning, simple

freezing or imiiregnation with a coagulable

or solidifying mixture, such as paraffin, cel-

loidin, gum, soap, &c., precedes the actual

slicing with the microtome, after which the

adhesive substance is dissolved and the section

is prepared for preservation. Staining is

sometimes accomplished prior to sectioning,

but is often only possible after the delicate

section has been glued by means of albumen,

collodion, or the like to the glass slip to which

it is permanently attached.

The staining reagents are innumerable, but

among the most important are compounds of

haematoxylin, and various aniline dyes which

liave selective affinities for various cells or

parts of cells, and which react in a way deter-

mined by the relation between their own
chemical condition and that of these oi’gans.

Staining intra vitam by means of methylene

blue has become a technique by itself, and has
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yielded marvellously intricate and delicate

pictures of the finest ramifications of nervous

fibrils. This method has been especially

fruitful in the study of the ultimate termini

of the peripheral nerves.

Nissl has introduced a method of applying

methylene blue to the cells of the central

nervous system, which has been productive

of great advancement of our knowledge of

the alterations in internal structure which

these cells undergo in different functional

and pathological states.

The methods of Golgi, and other appli-

cations of the idea of precipitating silver or

mercury salts within the cellular elements,

have effected a revolution in our knowledge

of the relations of cell with cell, and demon-
strate the unsuspected extent of interrelation

and association between centres.

Golgi’s method was first published by its

inventor as early as 1873, but was not brought

into prominence until a decade later, when
Golgi’s great monograph on the finer anatomy
of the nervous system appeared. And indeed

this splendid work was ignored by the majority

of European anatomists until Forel. His and
others worked over the ground and correlated

it with the current data of embryology and

experimental neurology. Then the import

of Golgi’s discoveries was first made manifest,

and all neurologists eagerly took up the

method. Never before had it been possible

to see a complete nerve-cell, for none of the

older methods bring out the ultimate rami-

fications of the nervous processes. It now
became possible to demonstrate that the

nervous system is com posed, of cells, compar-

able in embryonic origin and adult structure

to those of the other tissues of the body, and
the implications of this discovery in physio-

logy and pathology have been very far-reach-

ing. Fioin it has grown the doctrine of the

neurone as the structural and functional

unit of the nervous system. The validity

of the’ neurone theory and its enormous im-

portance as a tool of research are in no wise

dependent (as some seem to suppose) on tlje

idea of the strict anatomical independence of

the neurones in the adult body. That they

are independent in embryonic origin is well

established, but secondary fusions of various

kinds may occur during development.

The haematoxylin-copper processes of Wie-
gert and Pal are still indispensable to a

study of fibre-tracts. These methods rest

upon the principle that the myelinic sheaths

of the medullated nerves, after mordant-

ing in a solution ol chrome or copper and
staining with haematoxylin, resist the action

of a decolorizer longer than do the other
tissues. All medullated fibres appear brilliant

blue on a clear ground.

Also of great importance are the experi-

mental degeneration methods. The first of

these is Harchi’s method. If the continuity

of a tract is interrupted during life, either by
disease or experimentally, degeneration of its

fibres ensues (see Degeneeation). Now, if

the specimen is treated first with a solution of

chromic salts and then with osmic acid, the

degenerated fibres only are blackened by the

osmium, and thus the injured tract can be
differentiated and clearly followed. Marchi’s

method brings out the degenerated fibres

only. If, now, the centres to which the

injured nerve is related are examined by
Nissl’s method, the cells from which the

degenerate fibres spring will show a charac-

teristic ‘ Nissl degeneration ’ of their proto-

plasmic contents, and can thus readily be
distinguished from other cells among which
they majr be mingled.

This principle is employed in the study of

the degenerations produced by von Gudden’s
method, a method of determining the struc-

ture and functions of the brain by the re-

moval of parts of the nervous system or

sensory organs from a newborn animal,

and the investigation of the consequent

atropliic changes or secondary degenerations

in later life. Upon this method, more than
any other, we are dependent for exact know-
ledge of the ultimate courses of individual

tracts in the intricate mazes of the higher

centres.

Antiseptic methods permit an amount of

operative interference im230ssible a few years

since, and the progress of electrical mensura-

tion is utilized in a study of conductivity and
resistance. A statistical method applied to

pathology and controlled by necropsy returns,

and histological analysis, is daily contributing

to our Inmwledge. The study of the results

of Fatigue in lower animals interprets the

conditions encountered in diseased states of

man.
Literature : for the detailed apjilication of

these methods, consult the technological

manuals, especially Lee, The Microtomist’s

’V'ade-Mecuni (4th ed., Philadeliihia, 1896),

and the works there l efeired to ;
also

Bevax Lewis, The Human Brain, Histo-

logical and Coarse Methods of Research (1882);

Pollock, Die Furbetechnik des Neiven-
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systems (1S97), also Eng. trails.; Van
Gkhuchten, Aiiat. du Syst. nerveux de

rHoinme (3rd ed., 1901); Dejeeine, Anat.

du Syst. nerveux, i (1896), ii (1901).

Oil tlie methylene blue method, see especi-

allv P. Ehklich, Ueber die Metliylenblaure-

action der lebendeii Nerveusubstanz, Deutsche

med. Wocliensch., xii (1886) ;
H. E.iesb gives

a general review of the method to date in

the Ceutralbl. f. allg. Pathol, u. patliol. Anat.,

ii (1891); A. Bethe, Studien iiber das

Ceutralnervensystem, Arch. f. mikr. Anat.,

xliv (1895). For the list of the contributions

to the cytology of the nerve-cell by F. Nissl

and others who have used his method, see

chap. X of Baekee’s The Nerv. Syst. and

its Constituent Neurones (New York, 1899);
also the extensive bibliography by Smith Ely
Jelliffe ill the Arch, of Neurol, and Psycho-

pathol., i (1898). On the Golgi method
consult Golgi, collected works, translated

into German as Untersuchungen iiber den

feineren Bau des centralen u. peripherischen

Nervensyttems (Jena, 1894); an English

translation of a part of this woi'k is given by

Steong, under the title Review of the Golgi

Method, in the J. of Compar. Neurol., vi

(1896) ;
A. Hill, The Chrome-silver Method,

Brain, xix (1896); C. Weigeet has given

a comprehensive review in Merkel u. Bonnet’s

Ergebnisse d. Anat.u.Entwicklungsgeschichte,

V (1896).
Neuronymy

:

the nomenclature of the

nervous system. It is in a transition state,

and the various methodical attempts to secure

a uniformity and consistency of usage ai’e, as

yet, serving chiefly to call attention to the con-

fusion still existing.

The ambiguity and confusion incident to

independent naming of organs, and the use of

discordant directional terms, has long been

recognized, and individual attempts to remove

the inconsistencies have been numerous.

Owen, Henle, Parker, Schultze, and Wilder have
contributed notably towards a systematic re-

form, though the immediate result of agitation

in each case is to add to the existing con-

fusion.

Most harmful is the ambiguity growing out

of uncertainty as to the standard of reference

in terms of direction and position, esjjecially

when the same relative positions are referred

to both lower animals and man. Through
the combined influence of F. E. Schultze and
B. G. Wilder, we are now rapidly approaching
substantial uniformity on the part of careful

writers. Thus ‘dorsal’ and ‘ventral’ have

very generally superseded ‘anterior’ and

‘posterior,’ and instead of ‘in an anterior

direction’ or ‘ towards the front,’ the majority

of English writers employ the directive adverb

‘ventrad,’ though the too frequent use of the

suftix ‘ -ad ’ is offensive to many. ‘ Forward’
or ‘ upward ’ as applied to a direction towards

the cephalic extremity is replaced by ‘ cepha-

lad,’ ‘ frontal,’ ‘ rostral,’ ‘ capital,’ ‘ acrad,’

‘ cranial,’ and others, while nearly all writers

employ ‘caudal’ or ‘caudad’ for the oppo-

site direction. The terms ‘ proximal ’ and
‘ distal,’ ‘ ental ’ and ‘ ectal,’ ‘ peripheral ’ and
‘ central,’ and their adverbs in ‘ -ad,’ are

very generally used. ‘ Mesal ’ and ‘ lateral
’

seem to have been less generally acceptable.

In Germany the mesal plane is termed

sagittal.

In 1895 the results of the deliberations of

the German Nomenclature Commission were
published by William His. A commission

of English anatomists failed to report in

time to be incorporated, while the recom-

mendations of the American committees were

fur the most part ignored. All these recent

undertakings have in common a desire to re-

strict a single name to a single organ, and to

employ directive and descriptive terms con-

sistently for all subjects. The preference of

the American committees for single-word

terras (mononyms) where practicable, although

recognized by a majority as desirable, has

not thus far been widely adopted because of

prejudice against barbaric combinations and
in favour of adhering to historical priority.

It is impossible in this place to go into

details, and the reader is refei red to the works
cited below. The article by Wilder is the

fullest recent discussion, accompanied by

extensive comparative tables and a hiblio-

graphy.

The immediate result of the discussion now
in progress may be to prevent much laxity of

usage due to carelessness, hut unanimity may
be long delayed.

Literature: P. A. Fish, The Terminology

of the Nerve Cell, J. of Compar. Neurol., iv

(1894); W. His, Vorschlage zur Eintheilung

des Gehirns, Arch. f. Anat. u. Physiol., Anat.

Abth. (1893) ;
Die anatomische Nomenclatur,

Nomina anatomica : Verzeichniss der von der

Anatomischen Gesellschaft auf ihi’er ix. Ver-

sammlung in Basel angenommen Namen.
Eingeleitet und im Einverstandniss mit dem
Redactionsausschuss erlautert ;

ibid., Suppl.-

Bd. (1895); W. Keahse, On Anatomical

Nomenclature, Brit. Assoc. Rep. (1891); also
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Int. Monatssch. f. Anat. u. Physiol., ix

(1892); T. Jeffrey Paekek, On the Nomen-
clature of the Brain and its Cavities, Nature,

XXXV (1886); P. H. Pte-Smith, Suggestions

on some Points of Anatomical Nomenclature,

J. of Anat. and Physiol., xii (1877); B. G.

Wilder, Neural Terms, International and
National, J.of Compar. Neurol., vi. (Dec., 1896)

216-352 ;
Proc. Assoc, of Amer. Anatomists,

Tenth Session (1897), 27-60; C. L. and

C. JuDSON Herrick, Inquiries regarding

Current Tendencies in Neurological Nomen-
clature, J. of Compar. Neurol., vii (March,

1898), embodying the results of an attempt

to secure a consensus of views by means of

a circular sent to neurologists in the interests

of this work. (h.h.)

Nearomeres [6r. vevpov, nerve, -p pepos,

part] : Ger. Nervensegmenten] Fr. renfle-

ments metameriques de la moelle
;

Ital. neuro-

meri, neurotomi. Node-like and transitory

dilatations of the medullary tube resembling

the primitive segmentation (metameric) of the

embryonic body.

Widely divergent views are held as to the

significance of these structures, wliich can

no longer be held to he artifacts. Recent

observations tend to render doubtful the

theories that this segmentation is wholly

due to mesodermic influence or entirely a

result of the proliferations at the root of the

nerves. They have a constancy, moreover,

indicating that they can hardly be accidents

of growth.

Literature : B. H. Waters, Primitive Seg-

mentation of the Brain, Quart. J. Microsc.

Sci., N.S., xxxiii (1892); W. A. Locy, Con-

tiibution to the Structure and Development
of the Vertebrate Head, J. of Morphol., xi

(1895); Neal, The Segmentation of the

Nervous System in Squalus acanthias. Bull.

Mus. Compar. Zool., xxxi. 7 (1898). The two
last contain full bibliographies, in which
consult especially the works of Hoffmann,
Kupffer, Bebaneok, tan Wijhe, and

Froriep. (h.h.)

Neuron [Gr. vevpov, a nerve] : Ger.

Neuron] Fr. and Ital. neurone. Originally

employed in English for the central nervous

system, or Neuraxis (q. v.), but has of late

come into general use as a name for the

nerve unit (after Waldeyer). See Neurone.
and Neurocyte. (h.h.)

Neurone : for foreign equivalents see

Neuron. The unit of nervous structure.

Neurocyte (q. v.), or nerve-cell, a term free

from the ambiguity attending the German

form Neuron, and hence preferred by many of

the most recent writers, especially in America.

See L. F. Barker, The Nervous System, (1899),
chap. V. (h.h.)

Neuronymy: see Neurology.
Neuropathy [Gr. vevpov, nerve, -t- iradeia,

suffering] : Ger. Nervenleiden, Neuropathie
;

Fv.nevropaihie, affection (or maladie) nerveuse
]

Ital. neuropatia. An abnormal or diseased

condition of the nervous system or some part

of it. See Neurosis. (h.h.)

Neuropilem [Gr. vevpov, nerve, -J- nlKos,

hair] : Ger. Neuropilem, Nervenjllz] Fr.(uot in

use

—

Y.D.)
;

Ital. neuropilema. A meshwork
of nervous ai'borizations forming a system of

intercommunication between various neuro-

cytes
;

contrasted with neuroreticulum or

histological plexus.

Modern reseaich has made it increasingly

evident that actual anatomical continuity be-

tween the terminal arborizations of centri-

fugal and centi ipetal systems is not necessary

to nervous interchange. The methylene-blue

method of Dogiel has, however, demonstrated

association by continuity in the retina and
skin, and it probably exists to a greater or

less extent in the central system. Cf. Ner-
vous System (Histology). (h.h.)

Neuroplexus : for foreign equivalents for

Plexus, see that term. An interlacing mesh-
work of peripheral nerve-fibres (to be distin-

guished from a vascular plexus, or meshwork
of capillaries). Cf. Plexus, and Ganglio-
PLEXUS. (H.H.)

Neuropore \hd„t.neuroporus\ : Ger. Neuro-
porus] Yr. nevropore] Ital. neuroporo. The
opening by which the cavity of the medullary

tube communicates with the sm’face at its

cephalic extremity
;

the morpliological front

of the brain (Kupffer).

The opening has been observed in several

groups of fishes, and some indications of it are

reported in certain higher animals, but they

are transitory. The location of the neuro-

pore is apparently midway of the lamina

terminalis.

Literature: C. v. Kupfper, Stud. z. ver-

gleichenden Entwickelungsgesch. des Kopfes

d. Kranioten, i (1893). Compare also the

account of A. Willey, in Amphioxus and the

Ancestry of the Vertebrates (1894). (h.h.)

Neurosis [Gr. vevpov, nerve] : Ger. Neu-
rose, Nervenbeschwerde

;
Fr. nevrose

;

Ital.

neurosi, (i) Any activity of a nervous struc-

ture as such.

It is, no doubt, true that nerve-cells par-

ticipate in the vital processes common to all
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living irtiuctures, and there is undouhtedly a

close connection hetween the nei’vous and non-

neivous processes (cf. Teophism, and Living
Mattee) which makes it difficult to se])arate

the two classes. It might be well to limit

‘ neurosis ’ to the nerve processes whicii have

an expression in consciousness, or, in other

words, a corresponding ‘psychosis.’

(2) A morbid cr diseased condition of the

nervous systtin. Functional neurosis is a

inoibid affection of the nervous system known
only by its symptoms and without ascertaliu d

anatomical basis. It is doubtless true that an

anatomical lesion of some kind does in each

case exist, and the classification of diseases as

oi'ganic and functional is but a concession to

our ignorance. Cf. Neueopathy. (H-h.)

Neutrality (in law)[Lat. neutralis. through

Fr.] : Ger. Neulralitat , Yr. neutraHte
]

Ital.

neutrulita. The relation to a belligerent

])Ower of another power which is at peace

with each of the belligerents, and not an ally

of either.

The neutral power is bound, by international

law, to render no aid to either belligerent in

its prosecution of the war. Its duties are

not measured by its own municipal law. As
to how far it should jirevent its own subjects

from giving such aid, the piinciples of inter-

national law are not settled. The United

States and England incline to interfere less

with the liberty of the citizen, in this respect,

than the continental powers of Europe (see

Davis, Int. chap. xi). Neutrality Laws:
the statutes of any particular state upon

that subject. Armed neutrality

:

in which

the neutral power arms to defend its neutral

position against violeiiCe apprehended from,

or offeied by, a belligerent; in practice it is

almost invai iably the result of concerted action

or alliances between several neutral powers

(Woolsey’s Int. Law, § 155). l^ermunent

neutrality

:

the position of a state, like

Switzerland, which by treaty with neigh-

bouiing powers stipulates never to declare

war against them, except fur a violation

of her neutiality; they making correspond-

ing promises. The United States have

generally pur.ued a [lolicy favourable to

restricting within narrow limits the duties

of neutrals (see Wharton’s Int. Law Dig.,

chap. xxi).

The doctrine of neutrality is a modern one,

and originated with the trading cities of the

middle ages. Its outlines are sketched,

though lightly, by Grotius, the neutral being

described as medius (De Lure Belli et Pads,

III. i. 5, xvii. 3 ;
cf. Vattel’s Droit des Gens,

Lib. III. chap, vii
; Cohbett, Leading Cases

in Ini. Law, Pt. III). (s.e.b.)

New Academy; see Platonism, and
Schools or Gebece.
Newman, John Henry. (1801-90.)

Educated at Ealing and at Trinity College,

Oxford. Fellow of Oriel, 1823; took orders

in the Anglican Church, 1824; vice-president

of St. Alban’s Hall, 1825—6 ;
tutor of Oiiel,

1826-32; a university preacher at Oxford,

1830 ;
travelled in Italy and Sicily, 1832-3;

Vicar of St. Mary’s, Oxford, 1828—43; joined

the Roman Catholic priesthood, 1845; estab-

lished at Edg'baston a branch of the brothei-

hood of St. Philip Neri
;
lectured in 1850—1

;

was tried for libel and found guilty
;
was

made Cardinal, 1879.

Newton, Sir Isaac. (1642-1727.)
Attended school at Woolsthorpe, Lincolnshire,

and at Grantham. Entered Trinity College,

Cambridge, 1660, where the philosophy of

Descartes was ^rrominent. He became sub-

sizar, 1661; scholar, 1664; B. A., 1665 ;

junior fellow and M. A., 1667; senior fellow,

1 668; Dr. Barrow’s successor as Lucasian

professor of mathematics, 1669. On account

of the plague (1665), he moved to his countiy

home at Woolsthorpe, where he studied gravity.

Member of the Royal Society of London,

1672. Discovered the law of universal gravi-

tation, 1682. Became M.P. for Cambridge,

1689. On account of impaired health, went
to Kensington to live, 1725, and died there.

He was buried in Westminster Abbey.

Newton’s Law (of colour mixture) : see

Vision, X.

Nexus [Lat. nexus, a bond, fiom nectere,

to bind, tie]: Ger. Nexus] Fr. nexus, lien]

Ital. nesso. The mutual dependence of

different elements of an ordered series upon

one another
;
same as connection or relation,

but containing in addition a suggestion of

union into an ordered whole
;
most frequently

used in the phrase ‘ Causal Nexus.’ (J.D.)

Nicolai, Friedrich. (1733-1811.) A
self-taught philosophical ciitic. Attended the

orphanage at Halle and the Real-Schule at

Berlin. Apprenticed to a bookseller at

Frankfort-on-the-Oder, he learned English

and Greek in leisure hours, and read notes on

lectures by Baumgarten. In Berlin he studied

Wolff. He was tor twenty-three years an

editoi-, first of the Lihraiy of Fine Arts

(1757—9), later of the Univeisal German
Library.

Nicolas of Cusa (1 r Nicolaus Cusanus),
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Nicolaus Chrypffs (i. e. Krebs). (1401-

64.) Heceived his first training at Deventer

in the Society of tlie Brethren of the Common
Life, founded by Geert de Groot. Sludied law

at Padua. Practised at Mainz (Mayence)

until 1428, when he adopted the clerical pro-

fession. Deacon in Coblenz, 1431 ; member
of the council of Basel, 1433 ;

entrusted by
Pope Eugenius IVwith important commissions

in France, in Constantinople, and at the

Reichstag of Frankfort
;

appointed cardinal

by Pope Nicholas V, 1448 ;
bishop of Brixen,

1450. He made extended nvssionary journeys

in Germany and the Netherlands, quarrelled

with Archduke Sigismund of Austria, and was
thrown into prison. Many of his writings

are still unpriuted.

Nidus [Lat.] : same in the other languages,

(i) A cluster of nerve-cells witliin the central

nervous system. Sometimes used in place

of the more common term Nucleus (q. v.), on

account of the ambiguity of the latter.

(2) A point of infection or centre of origin

for a pathological process.

JS'idus avis: a depression in the side of

the vermis on the ventral aspect of the cere-

bellum, in which one lobe of the cerebellar

hemisphere (the amygdala) is lodged, (h.h.)

Nietzsche, Friedrich Wilhelm. (1844-

1900.) Born in Saxony and educated for the

ministry at Bonn and Leipzig. Abandoning
the clerical profession, he accepted (1870)
a professorship in philology at Basle. While
at Basle he became the friend of Wagner,
whose musical dramas had fascinated him
from childhood. In 1876, however, his taste

for Wagnerian opera changed to disgust and

hatred. About this time also began the first

stages of a mental malady which wrecked the

later years of his life. In 1880 he resigned

his professorship and lived in health resorts.

His literary activity was incessant, but in

1889 he became hopelessly insane.

Night-blindness : Ger. NachtUindheit

;

Fr. hemercdopie ; Ital. nittalopia. Unduly
reduced vision in dim light or at night

;
it

may vary in degree from slight discomfort to

practical blindness.

The vision in daylight or strong light may
remain nearly or quite normal. As a symptom
it seems most usually associated with a form

of intraocular disturbance (retinitis pigmen-

tosa), while it occurs also as a specific disorder

in cases of general malnutrition (anaemia,

scurvy, fasting, &c.). and may then be re-

garded as a pathological exaggeration of the

normal difficulty in vision in passing from a

n.

brightly illuminated to a dimly lit space.

The opposite defect is termed day-blindness.

Cf. Hemeealopia. (j.j.)

Nightmare [ME. mglitfimare\ : Ger. Alp-
driicken\ Fr. cauchfmar\ Ital. incuho. A
troubled dream, with a sense of oppression,

fear, or terror.

The terror is often realized as the flight

from a monster, the danger of an impending
fall, the oppression of an horrible weiglit and
the like. A sharp outcry or confused cry

of alarm oftens accompanies the nightmai-e.

See Deeam. (j.j.)

Night-walker: Ger. Nachtwandler,Schlaf-

wandler] Fr. somnambule
; lta\, notta 7nbulo.

Literally one who walks at night
;
but equi-

valent to sleep-walker. See Somnambu-
lism. (j.j.)

Nihil est in intellectn quod non prius

fuerit in sensu [Lat.]. The motto of Sensa-
tionalism (q. V.).

Nihil ex nihilo [Lat.]. Nothing comes
from nothing. Scholastic negative state-

ment of the law of causal dependence. See

Cause. (j.m.b.)

Nihilism [Lat. nihil, nothin"] : Ger. Nihi-

lismus-,'Ev.nihilisme', ltz\. nichilismo. A term
somewhat loosely used, generally by the oppo-

nents of a system, to designate its supposed

tendencies
;

namely, to destroy existence,

truth, or knowledge. In its strictest sense

it means the belief that nothing is, and hence

no knowledge is, possible
;
or that truth in

knowledge and obligation in morality have no

objective reality. In its contemporaneous

use it generally denotes a political or social

doctrine rather than a strictly philosophic

one
;
the idea that social progress is to be

looked for only in the abolition of all exist-

ing social institutions and a return to political

void (e. g. Spencer’s ‘ Administrative Nihil-

ism’—Huxley); the extreme being Anae-
CHISM (q. V.).

This doctrine, however, is said to be derived

from the emphasis laid on the negative in

Hegel’s dialectic, especially from the first

categories of his Logic, in which the dialectical

identity of being and non-being is asserted.

The first pure nihilist in philosophic theory

was also the last, viz. the Sophist Gorgias

of Leontium, who is reported to have taught

:

(i) that nothing exists; (2) that if anything

did exist it would be unknowable
; (3) if it

existed and were knowable it could not be

communicated. The doctrine thus stated has

no modern supporters, but certain phases of

the Buddhistic doctrine of Nieyana (q. v.)
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and of ychopenhauer’s doctrine of the anni-

hilation of will might be termed nihilistic.

It is generally used nowadays by realists to

mark their opinion of the idealistic doctrine

of the external world, or, in a similar contro-

versial way, to denote the tendencj”^ of doctrines

of philosophical scepticism, such as Hume’s.

Fichte’s words, as quoted by Sir W. Hamil-
ton (edition of Reid’s Works, 129, note), are

often used as a proof of the nihilistic character

of idealism, but in fact are employed by

Fichte to express simply the logical outcome

of a partial stage of development, not as a

statement of his whole system.

Literature: Ueberweg, Hist, of Philos.,

i. 76-8; Reid’s Works, 478; Fichte,

Sittenlehre, Werke, iv. 151. The dependence

of Russian nihilism upon a development of

Hegel’s philosophy is asserted by Kauemann,
Contenip. Rev., xxxviii. 913. (J.D.)

Nirvana [Sansk. nis, out, + vana, blow-

ing] : Ger. Nirrdna', Fr. nirvana; Ital.

nirvana. That state of blissful repose

which the Hindu devotee realizes when,

through the prescribed discij)line of his re-

ligion, he has extinguished Karma or the

principle of individual existence within him,

and has thereby obtained deliverance from

the doom of the Samsara, or unending tem-

poral cycle of deaths and reincarnations. See

Okientaj. Philosophy (India).

Niiwana in its primary meaning has no

temporal reference, and hence is not a state

to be attained only after death. Death
belongs to the Samsara and is bound up
with Karma. Nirvana is the condition

reached by the soul that has crucified Karma
by lenouncing the desire for individual exis-

tence. The whole world of individuality,

including death, is a sphere of Maia or illusion.

Nirvana is freedom from illusion, and on its

positive side absorption into, identification

with, the blessed life of Brahm the absolute.

Negatively, Nirvana may be characterized as

the cessation of the striving for individual

existence. As to its positive significance,

Brahmistic and Buddhistic thought seem to

differ
;
the latter, emphasizing the deliverance

which is effected in Nirvana, tends to regard

it as little more than the negation of existence,

while to the former it is the realization of

a man’s Atman, his true and infinite self.

Rhys Davids, following the Buddhistic inter-

pretation, represents the Nirvana of Buddhism
as simply extinction, while Deussen, speaking
from the point of view of earlier Brahmistic
conceptions, represents it as the realization

on the part of the infinite of ‘ its own all-

pervading, eternal, almighty nature.’

Literature : Deussen, Philos, of the Ve-
danta

;
Max Mullee, Buddhist N ihilism,

and art. on Buddhism in Encyc. Brit.
;
Con-

cise Diet, of Religious Knowledge, art. ‘ India.’

See the literature given under Oriental
Philosophy (India). (a.t.o.)

Nisus [Lat. nitor, to struggle, to strive]

:

same in the other languages. The inherent

tendency in any process of change to strive

against obstacles towards its appropriate end.

Leibnitz uses it as a quasi-technical term.

He denies the existence of mere capacity or

potency, holding that reality always issues

in act. This remains as nisus or active ten-

dency when hindered from expressing itself.

In modern physical terms, it is practically

the equivalent of energy of position, ready to

translate itself into kinetic energy (Leibnitz,

New Essays, ii. chap. xxi. § 2, and On the

Reform of Metaphysics').

Nisus formativus is the supposed tendency

inherent in every embryonic organism to

reproduce the form of its species—a term of

speculative biology. (J.D.)

Noctambulism [Lat. nox,rAg\xi,-\-amlu-

latio, a walking about] : Ger. Nachtwandeln
;

Fr. noctamhulisme
;

Ital. nottamhulismo.

Synonym of Somnambulism (q. v.).

Noetic [Gr. vorjTiKos, from vor/rd, ideas

which can be thought, not imaged, from

poiis, reason]; Ger. noetisch; Fr. intelligible;

Ital. noetico. (i) Referring to concepts which

oiiginate in pure, that is, non-sensuous

thought. In its more technical use, it ex-

cludes ideas arrived at from logical analysis

of any sense material, or material imagina-

tively presented, and is confined to ideas

supposed to be self-generated by reason. In

a looser use, it denotes ideas freed from sen-

suous reference, independent of question as to

mode of origin.

(2) Involving more or less cognitive pro-

cess, as in the phrases ‘ noetic consciousness,’

‘noetic Synthesis' (q.v.). See also Cogni-

tion.

Tlie term anoetic is applied to conscious-

ness, mental states, &c., which do not involve

cognition, as, for example, hypothetical pure

affection or conation. Cf. Stout, Analytic

Psychol. (J.M.B.)

In accordance with their general philo-

sophical presuppositions, the early Greek

writers assumed that all distinctions in ex-

istence were the counterparts of distinctions

in modes of knowing and vice versa. When it
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was seen that certain experiences appeared to

have permanent and general validity, while

others had to do with the particular and
changing, the tendency was to assume a

superior form of knowing—reason—and an

inferior—sense—and to divide the objective

spheres accordingly. Heraclitus and Par-

menides contributed to the distinction, hut

we owe its sharp formulation to Plato. With
reference to his theory of ideas, he marks off

sharply the incorporeal world, tottos voijroi,

the world of conceptions, from the world

which is seen, tottos ulcrdrjTiKos, the world of

perceptions. The first is the ultimate reality

of which the second is hut an image.

Aristotle, following Plato, uses the noun
vorird to exi>ress the essence of real beings

taken in their intelligible aspect, their capacity

of being rationally apprehended. As the Neo-
Platonists made much of the doctrine ofNous
(q. V.), so the adjective noetic played a large

part in their system. The noetic cosmos

(jcoafxos vorjTos) expressed the fact that the nous

includes within itself a complete system of

forms and forces as its own distinctions. Cud-
worth revived the term with practically the

Aristotelian meaning. Sir William Hamilton
used it to designate knowledge originated

within the mind.

Literature : Plato, Kep., vi. 507 ff.

;

Phaedrus, 246 fif.
;

Phaedo, looD; Theaete-

tus. Symposium; Aeistotlb, He Anima,
III. iv. 12; Plotinus, Enn., vi. 22; Cud-
WOETH, Eternal and Immutable Moi’ality,

Bk. II. i. 4, V. 2 ;
Hamilton, Lects. on

Met., xxxviii. See also Maetineau, Types

of Ethical Theory, 443-5. (j.d.)

Noise [OF. and ME. noyse and «oise] :

Ger. Gerdusch', bruit] lial. ru/more, A
sensation of hearing distinct from the sensa-

tion of tone; usually given as mixed noise

and tone; characterized by intensity, duration,

and pitch.

It is stimulated by air-vibrations of mixed
or rapidly changing rates. It was formerly

referred to the vestibule, but is now gener-

ally held to have its seat in the cochlea of

the ear. Cf. Auditory Sensation under
Heaeing.

Literature : Helmholtz, Sensations of

Tone, 7, 8 ; Ebbinghaus, Psychol., 283,

284. (E.B.T.-J.M.B.)

Nolitiou [Lat. nolle, to he unwilling]

:

Ger. Wider- WUlkurhandlung (see below)

;

Fr. nolition] Ital. nolizione (not in use

—

E.M.). Negative Volition (q.v.) or the will

not to do.

I'

A term not in general use, hut convenient.

An act of nolition is Contea-volitional
(q.v.), and a decision of nolition is a Veto
(see Fiat). ‘ NoUtio et aversio sensitiva non
sunt actiones privitivae [unvolitional] sed

positivae [contra-volitional] ’ (Ch. Wolff, Phil.

Pract., i. § 38, quoted by Eisler).

The German equivalent is suggested.

Nolition is a form of Strehen (conation) and
also of Widerstreben (negative conation)

;
but

is confined to Willkiirhandlung (volitional

action) as narrower than Willenshaudlung
(voluntary action). (j.m.b., g.e.s.)

Nominal [Lat. nomincdis, pertaining to

a name]: Ger. nominal] Fr. nominal] Ital.

nominale. Relating to a logical term, whether

expressed in language or merely a concept of

the mind, and not to anything real. Cf.

Nominalism, and Realism.
Nominal definition {definitio nominis) : the

declaration of the essence of a word or expres-

sion, that is, the necessary and sufficient

conditions of its applicability, or the enu-

meration of mai'ks which suffice, hut do not

more than suffice, to give the meaning of the

term, understanding by the ‘ meaning,’ not

the whole idea it may convey, but so much as

it would require to he intended to convey in

order to he a suitable word. Leibnitz says,
‘ Habemus quoque discrimen inter definitionea

nominales, quae notas tantum rei ah aliis dis-

cernendae continent, et reales, ex quibus

constat rem esse possihilem, et hac ratione

satisfit Hohhio, qui veritates volehat esse

arbitrarias, quia ex definitionibus nominalibus

penderent, non considerans realitatem defini-

tionis in arbitrio non esse, nec quaslibet

notiones inter se posse coniungi. Nec de-

finitiones nominales sufficiunt ad perfectam

scientiam, nisi quando aliunde constat rem
definitam esse possihilem.’ This mode of

making the distinction has been approved by
many nominalists, as J. S. Mill. It cannot

satisfy the realists, who demand of the real

definition that it should express the real

generating nature of the real species which
it defines. As for the possibility of the thing,

if by that is meant logical possibility, the

nominal definition suffices. If more than that

is meant, it is out of the province of definition

to prove or declare a thing to be possible.

A ‘postulate’ defines what is supposed to

be possible; a ‘problem’ proves such possi-

bility.

Nominal mode, in the doctrine of modals : a

mode ofa proposition expressedbyan adjective,

as ‘ Sortem currere est contingens.’ (c.s.p.)
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NOMINALISM — NON-BEING

Nominalism [Lat. from

nomen, a name]: Ger. Nominulismus-, Fr.

nominalisme
;

Ital. nominalismo. The doc-

trine that universals liave Jio ohjective exis-

tence or validity
;
in its extreme form, that tliey

are only names {iiomina,flatus vocis), that is,

creations of language for purposes of con-

venient communication. See Eealism(i) for

full account and history. (j.n.)

Nomology [Or. ro/jo?, law, -1- Xdyos, doc-

trit e|: for equivalents see the next topic.

The science wh'ch investigates laws, as general

jisychology and general physics
;

contradis-

tinguished from classificatory and explanatory

science. Hamilton says, ‘ We have a science

which we may call the nomology of mind
—nomological psychology’ {Lects. on Alet.,

vii). (c.s.P.)

Nomology (in law) : Gei’. Nomologie, Ge-

setzeslehre

;

Fr. nomologie] Ital. nomologia.

.Jural science
;
the science of the conformity of

human actions to rules cf conduct prescribed

hy law. ‘Ethic is the science mainly of duties,

while j.omology looks rather to the defini-

tion and preservation of rights’ (Holland,

Jnrisjyrudence, chap. iii. 25). The rules

of conduct, with which it is conversant, are

both those prescribed hy the current standard

of morality, and those of legislation (ibid. 26 ;

Smith’s Right and Lav), § 51). (S.B B.)

Non-A (in logic) : same in the other lan-

guages. An expi’ession occurring in the

usual forms of statement of the principles of

contradiction and excluded middle. It is

a term which denotes whatever is supposed

not to be denoted hy A, and denotes nothing

more. (c.s.P.)

Non-being: Ger. Richtseiendes, Nichts

[A'icht sein)
;
Fr. non-Hre {neant)

;
Ital. non-

essere. Liteially, just the absence or negation

of being
;

but in accordance with the Greek
tendency to give (unconsciously) an ohjective

meaning to all categories of thought, non-

being (1117 6V, fjLTj eivai) was assumed as existent,

until it became an object of dispute among
philosophic schools as to whether non-being

is or is not.

The Eleatics (Parmenides, 470 B.c.), who
identified it wi>h empty space, holding that

every thing must be full (or that all that is, is),

denied its existence. The Atomists, however
(Leucippus), needing a space for their discrete

particles to move in, asserted that non-heing

(the Void, q.v.) was as real as being (the

atoms). Plato (denying empty space as a

fact) assumed a relative world of non-being
(the counterpart of ignorance) as the opposite

of his ideas, and, interpreting it also as space,

regarded it as the matrix out of which the

world was created. In not dissimilar fashion

the theological docti ine of the creation of the

world ‘out of nothing’ tended to give non-

being a quasi-existence, as at least the back-

ground of the divine operation. Aidstotle

attempted to give the term a dynamic inter-

pretation. As all nature moves between the

potential and the completed, the potential at

once is and is-not. On one side, it is the

medium, the matter, through which the form
realizes itself

;
and it is also the restraint

which pievents the full exhibition of form,

and which is responsible for failures and de-

viations from the main line of development.

In the Neo-Platonists, non-being becomes a

highly important category. As empty space

and as luivation it was the responsible factor

in the development of the purely physical

world and also the cause of evil. It is the

absolute opposite of pure being, which yet,

just because it is non-being, reduces the

manifestations of being to lower levels. How-
ever naive the Greek formulation, it is obvious

that through the use of this term there

were gradually developed two of the most

serious problems of j)hilosophy : one on the

side of cosmology, as to the existence of a

vacuum, and the possibility of motion without

a vacuum
;

the other the metaphysical and

ethical problem of the significance of the

negative factor in the universe, of hindrance

and imperfection. It is a metaphysical pro-

blem, as well as an ethical one, because the

value of the concept of growth and develop-

ment (of change which is qualitative) seems

to imply a passage from the potential to the

actual, or from (relative) non-being to being.

The problem in the former sense was revived

by Descartes and in the latter by Hegel.

With Hegel, becoming (Werden), process,

activity are tlie ultimate and absolute, and

thus a negative factor is as necessary as

is a positive. In the famous doctrine of the

identity of being and non-being is contained

the assertion that the immediate or ‘first’ being

of anything negates itself, and thus passes

away, and that this passing away turns out

to be not complete disappearance, but a de-

velopment of itself, and so a reconstitution of

being upon a higher, more mediate (or signi-

ficant) plane (cf. the recent development of the

doctrine by Ormond, as cited below). Scotus

and other mediaeval philosophers had already

taught that since God creates the world out of

nothing, nothing belongs to the essence of God.
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NON COMPOS MENTIS — NOOLOGY

Literature : Pabmenides, v. 33, 35 ;

Aeistotle, De Gen. et Corr., i. 8 (for Leu-

cippus’s doctrine), and also Plutakch, Adv.
Coel., 4. 2; Plato, Eep., v. 476-9, vi. 51 1 ;

Timaeus; Aristotle, Physics, iv. 2 (cf.

Zeller, Philos, d. Griechen, iii. 603-23);
Met., Bk. XII

;
Plotinus, Enneads, iii. 6,

18; St. Augustine, De Civ. Dei, xii. 2;

ScOTUS, De div. Nat., iii. 19; Hegel, Logic

(lesser), §§ 87-8, and Werke, iii. 72-3 (larger

logic)
;
Ormond, Basal Concepts in Philos.

(1896). (J.D.)

Non compos mentis [Lat.] : Gei-. same,

or nicht dispositionsfdhig
;
Fr. incajpdble, non

cornfos sui
;

Ital. same, or non compos suL
Incapable through mental impairment or

disease of conducting one’s affairs
;

usually

employed in a technical or legal sense
;

cf.

Compos Mentis. (j.j.)

Non-contradiction. The ‘law of non-

contradiction’ is another name for the prin-

ciple of Contradiction (q. v.). See also

Laws of Thought. (c.s.p.)

Non-ego; Ger. Nicht-ich; Fr. non-moi]
Ital. non-io. The opposite of the Ego

;
the

not-me
;

the external object
;

the external

world. Cf. Ego.
The term is of especial significance, as

a technical term, in the philosophy of Fichte
;

it represents the second positing (the anti-

positing—Entgegensetzen; see Posit) of the

Ego as that which limits and thereby stimu-

lates and defines the more specific activity of

the Ego. See Fichte, Werke, i. 101-5, and

Fischer, Gesch. d. neueren Philos., v. 438. (j.d.)

Nonseqiiitur [Lat. for ‘it does not follow] ’.

A name which belongs to the slang of the

universities for the fallacia consequentis

(called by Aristotle 6 mipd to irrofievov

Be Sophist. Elen., 167 b i), which is, strictly

speaking, a fallacy which arises from a simple

conversion of a universal affirmative, or trans-

posing a protasis and apodosis, or condition

and consequent.

Thus Aristotle tells us that the Eleatic

Melissus argued that the universe is ungene-

rated, since nothing can be generated by what
does not previously exist. The universe, then,

not being generated, had no beginning; and
having no beginning, it is infinite. But, as

Aristotle remarks, although everything gene-

rated has a beginning, it does not follow (non

sequitur, ovk dvayKt] fie rovro crvfxfiaivnv) that

everything that has a beginning is genei-ated.

A fever, for example, is not generated. Such

fallacies are extremely common. De Morgan
(Formal Logic, 268) gives this example:

‘ Knowledge gives power, power is desirable,

therefore knowledge is desirable.’ But though
whatever is desirable has some desirable effect,

it does not follow that whatever has any
desirable effect is desirable. An attack of

yellow fever has the desirable effect of render-

ing it unlikely the patient will for a long time
have another

;
still, it is not itself desirable.

But the majority of logicians not only con-

found this fallacy with the post hoc, ergo

propter hoc, which Aristotle considers imme-
diately after, but even define it as ‘ failure

in the formal inadequacy of the reason
’

(Sidgwick, Fallacies, II. ii. 4), or as ‘ the

introduction of new matter into the conclu-

sion, which is not contained in the premises’

(Hyslop, Logic, xviii. 2), or as ‘the simple

affirmation of a conclusion which does not

follow from the premises ’ (De Morgan, loc.

cit.), or as ‘any argument which is of so

loose and inconsequent a character that no
one can discover any cogency in it’ (Jevons,

Lessons in Logic, xxi), or ‘to assume without
warrant that a certain conclusion follows from
premises which have been stated ’ (Creighton,

Introductory Logic, § 46). Very many logicians

omit it altogethei’, which is better.

Aristotle, however, could not expiess him-
self more precisely ; 'o Trapd. to inopfrov

fiia TO oiea6ai dvTiaTpi(f)iiv tt)V d.KoXovdrjaiv. That
is, ‘ from thinking that the consequentia can
be converted.’ That is to say, thinking that

because ‘ If A, then (7,’ therefore ‘ If C, then

A.’ Owing to the neglect of fallacies by the

more scientific logicians, it is not easy to cite

many who define the fallacy correctly. The
Conimbi’icenses (than whom no authority is

higher) do so (Commentarii in Univ. Dialecti-

cam Arist. Stagir., In lib. Flench., q. i. art. 4)

;

also Eustachius (Summa Philos., Tom. I,

pars. Ill, tract, iii, disput. iii. 9. 3) ;
also

Cope, an admirable student of Aristotle, in

his note on the Rhetorics, B. cap. xxiv. See

also the Cent. Diet., under ‘ Fallacy.’ (c.s.p.)

Non-voluntary: Gcy. nicht-strebend Fr.

non-volontaire] Ital. (not in use). Aconative

(
q.v.). See also Action.

Noology [Gr. Ko{)y,i'eason,-pX(;yoy, theory] :

Ger. Noologie\ Fr. noologie] Ital. noologia

(the equivalents are suggested). That part

of philosophy which deals with intuitive

truths of reason; as distinct from Dianoio-

logy, which deals with truths discursively or

demonstratively established.

A term suggested by Sir William Hamilton,

Heid’s Works, note A, § v, but having no cur-

rency. Hamilton probably derived it from
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Kant [Krit. d. reinen Vernunft, 643). It

is used by Crusius for psycliolojiy. (j.d.)

Norm (and Normality) [Lat. norma, a

carpenter’s square, a rule] : Ger. Norm, Nor-
malildt Yx. norme, normalite] Ital. norma,
nornudith. (i) A standard type or pattern

from wlikh continuous de2>artures are possible

in opposite directions. (c.s.p.)

(2) In natural science; the usual, in form,

size, and function. Normality is conformity

to that usual.

Fluctuat.oiis and deviations from normality,

both pliysical and mental, constantly occui-,

and when within moderate limits are still

considered normal
;

when exceeding such

limits they gradu dly pass into tiie Abnormal

(q. V.). For examples of the use of this concep-

tion in psychological discussions see ilaudsley.

Responsibility in Mental Disease. (j.J.)

Norm and Normative (in the moral
sciences): Ger. normativ [normgebend)

;

Fr.

normatif] Ital. normativo. The principle,

whether truth or mode of reality, which
controls action, thought, and emotion, if

these are to realize their appropriate ends;

the end as law. The norm of thiidcing

is truth; of emotion, the beautiful; of

volition, the good. These principles (and

their corresponding philosopliic disciplines)

are hence termed normative. The three

normative sciences are thus logic, aesthetics,

and ethics.

Reference to a norm may be roughly taken

to discriminate the philosophic from the

natural sciences. The latter aim simply to

describe phenomena and explain them in terms
of laws or principles homogeneous with the

facts. Tlie explaining principles are, more-
over, mechanical, having to do with conditions

of manifestation in time. In the philosophic

sciences, facts are interpreted with reference

to their meaning, or value—their significance

from the position occupied, or part played,

by them in the total make-up of experience.

The standpoint, moreover, is teleological, since

the interest is not in the conditions of origin,

but in the fulfilment of purpose in realizing

their appropriate values. Whether this dis-

tinction is one of objective reality, or one of

standpoint and method of treatment, is, how-
ever, itself a philosophic problem. According

to some writers the distinction between con-

cepts of origin and of value has a distinct

ontological reference
;

according to others

the significance is only methodological. That
is to say, to the latter there are not two
spheres, one of pure phenomena, the other

of ends and values; but the distinction

is one of standpoint for purposes of descrip-

tion and explanation. Of. Origin versus

Nature.
The term norm is closely related to the

terms criterion and standard. Criterion

applies, however, more definitely to the pro-

cess of judgment
;

it is the rule or mode of

control as employed to assist judgment in

making proper discriminations. A criterion

of beauty is the principle employed in arriving

at correct estimates or appreciations
;
a norm

of beauty controls (or is supposed to control)

the facts themselves in their own meaning.
The criterion thus has a more subjective

courrotatiorr. The standard is the principle

used to measure value, and to lay off a scale

of values. The standard of beauty is that

type or form to which the facts conform in

the degree in which the term beautiful is

applicable to them. It differs from the norm
in that the objectively regulating character

of the norm is not necessarily ascribed to it.

It agrees with the criterion in referring

especially to the process of judgment or

evaluatiorr, but differs in that it takes some
objective form as its adequate embodiment or

manifestation. The criterion is the deciding

principle in forming judgments
;
the standai d

is the principle which gives content to the

adequate judgment. The norm which regu-

lates the value of the facts may also, of course,

be the standard by which their relative

worths are measured, and the criterion by
which the individual is guided in arriving at

a correct apprehension of these worths. (J.u.)

Normal (in economics) [Lat. normalis,

from norma, a rule] : Ger. normal
;

Fr.

normal] Ital. normals, (i) In the broad

sense, action which conforms to observed

economic laws. ‘ The course of action which

may be expected under certain conditions

from the members of an industrial group is

the normal action of the members of that

group ’ (Marshall).

(2) In the narrower sense, a normal adjust-

ment is one which represents conditions of

economicEQUiLiBRiUM(q.v.),e.g. normal price.

The term normal price was brought into

prominence, if not actually introduced, by
Cairnes. ‘A normal price is reached when the

product has so adjusted itself to the demands of

consumers that the market price affords the

current rate of profit to the producer, who
enjoys no extraordinary advantage. We may
contrast market and normal price by saying

that a market price is one at which, for the
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NORMAL — NOTION

moment, the supply is equal to the demand

;

while a normal price is one at which, as long

as the existing state of things continues,

the production is likely to he equal to the

consumption’ (Hadley). Of. Supply and
Demand. (a.t.h.)

Iformal (in law) : Ger. regelrecht, normal
;

Fr. normal] Ital. normale. Pertaining to

the ordinary individual. ‘ The rights of a

child, a lunatic, or a corporation, are ab-

normal’ (Holland, Juris^udence, chap. ix.

1 19; xl. 144; xiv. 288).

Literature : for a discussion of the normal
rules of human conduct see Heineccius,
Elementa iuris Naturae et Gentium, Lih. I.

chap. i. § 4, and chaps, iii and iv. (s.e.b.)

ITormal School : Ger. Lehrerseminar
]

Yr.ecole normale] scuola normale. An
educational institution for the preparation of

teachers, chiefly for elementary schools
;

a

training college for teachers.

The work of well-equipped normal schools

embraces three kinds of activity
:
(i) instruc-

tion in the theory of education as founded

upon psychology, ethics, and sociology; (2)

instruction in the subject-matter to he

taught
; (3) diiect contact with the problems

of teaching in a model or practice school.

In thirty-two of the United States the normal
school has become an integral part of the

public school system.

Literature: see Reports of Normal School

Section of the Nat. Educ. Assoc, in the

‘Proceedings’ from 1871 to the present;

also art. on ‘Normal Schools’ in Johnson’s

Univl. Cyc., revised ed. (c.DeG.)

Ifornial or Standard Stimulus: Ger.

Normalreiz] Yr. excitant normal] lisl.stimolo

normale. The stimulus taken as a standard

in a series of experiments in which the

stimulus is varied with reference to this

standard. Of. Psychophysical Measure-
ment Methods. (j.m.b.)

Normative : see Norm.
Nota notae [Lat.] : The logical principle

Nota notae est nota rei ipsius, that is, the

predicate of the predicate is the predicate of

the subject, which is laid down in several

places by Aristotle as the general principle of

syllogism. The principal passages are as

follows :

—

‘ When one thing is predicated of another

as its subject, whatever is said of the predicate

can also he said of the subject ’ {Categ., iii.

I b 10).
‘ Whatever is said of the predicate will hold

also of the subject’ {Categ., v. 3 b 4).

‘ We say that something is predicated uni-

versally when nothing can be admitted as

coming under the subject of which the pre-

dicate will not hold; and the same thing

holds of negation’ (i Anal, pr., i. 24 b 28).

The term nota notae is from the first words
of the original of this passage.

‘ Of whatever the species is predicated, the

genus is predicable’ {Tojncs, A. i. 12 1 a 25).

Some writers (as Hamilton, Lects. on
Logic, App. VI. ii) imagine a distinction

between the nota notae and the dictum de

Omni. Some have been so extravagant as to

attribute the former to Kant, in whose
Falsche Spitzjindigheit (l762,ii)it is verylikely

that the precise phrase ‘ nota notae est nota

rei ipsius’ first occurs, though similar phrases,

such as ‘cui conveniunt notae eidem quoque
convenit nomen,’ are common in Wolfs and
other logics of the i8th century. But it is

clear that in Aristotle’s mind it was one
principle, essentially that which De Morgan
well called the principle of the ‘ transitiveuess

of the copula.’

Aristotle, in the last but one of the above
passages, seems to regard the nota notae as

following from the definition of universal

predication. To say that ‘Any /S' is P’ is

to say that of whatever S is true, P is true.

This amounts to deriving the transitiveness

of the copula from the transitiveness of

illation. If from A follows B and from B
follows C, then from A follows C. This, again,

is equivalent to the principle that to say

that from the truth of X follows the truth of

the consequence that from Y follows Z, is the

same as to say that from the joint truth of X
and Y follows Z. (c.s.p.)

Note [Lat. nota, a mark, a sign] : Ger.

(1) Xiang, (2) Xote, Tonzeichen] Fr. (i) son,

(2) note] Ital. nota, suono. (i) A ‘musical’

or Compound Tone (q. v.), as specifically

determined in a musical scale. Cf. Clang.

(2) The written or printed symbol of the

musical tone. (e.b.t.—j.m.b.)

Note-blindness : Ger. Notenhlindheit
;
Fr.

(xcite musicale (or notale)

:

Ital. cecitd mud-
cale. An infrequent symptom in disorders of

the aphasic type, in which there is a loss

of the power to read musical notes
;

it is

thus, in the realm of music, the analogue of

Alexia (q. v ). Cf Amusia, and Speech and
ITS Defects. (j.j.)

Nothing (Hegel’s Nichts): see Hegel’s
Terminology, sub verbo. Cf also Non-
being.

Notion: Ger. (concept), Gedanke
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(thoiiglit
;
no exact equivalent, see below); Fr.

notion-, Ital. nozione. (i) Sometimes used

generally for any kind of apprehension of an

object rather than actual perception
;
but (2)

it is better to restrict its ap})lication to that

element in the apprehension of an object which

does not consist in an image.

The general ap]dication of the word to any

cognitive state is illustrated by the following

passage from Held i^Works, Hamilton’s ed., i.

2S9): ‘The word notion, being a woi’d in

common language, is well understood. All

men mean by it the conception, the appre-

hension, or thought which we have of any

object of thought. A notion, therefore, is an

act of the mind conceiving or thinking of

some object. The object of thought may be

either something that is in the mind, or

something that is not in the mind. It may
be something that has no existence or some-

thing that did, or does, or shall exist. But

the notion which I have of that object is an

act of my mind, which really exists while

I think of the object
;
but has no existence

when I do not think of it.’ The more re-

stricted usage which we propose is suggested

by Berkeley {Princ. of Human Knowledge,

Ft. I. § 142) :
‘ We may not, I think, strictly

be said to have an idea of an active being, or

of an action, although we may be said to

have a notion of them. I have some know-
ledge of my mind and its acts about ideas,

inasmuch as I know or understand what is

meant by these words, "What I know, That
I have some notion of. I will not say that

the terms idea and notion may not be used

convertibly, if the world will have it so, but

yet it conduceth to clearness and propriety

that we distinguish things very different by
different names. It is also to be remarked
that, all relations including an act of the

mind, we cannot so properly be said to have

an idea, but rather a notion of the relations

and habitudes between things.’

Without committing ourselves to the state-

ment that there are no ideas of relation or

even of activity, we agree with Berkeley that

some such distinction as he suggests would
be very useful. .All those modes of cognitive

consciousness which are called by James
‘ p.sychic fringes,’ ‘ feelings of tendencies,’
‘ sense of whence our thought is coming and
whither it is going,’ should be called ‘no-

tional’ in accordance with the usage we
recommend. Under the same head would be

brought that ‘understanding of the meaning
of words’ which seems independent of the

1!

mental imagery suggested by them. It should

be noted tliat we do not wish to imply that

notional consciousness ever exists in complete
severance from mental imagery, though the
imagery is often merely verbal. Nor do we,
like Berkeley, simply identify idea and image.

The idea must include an image : but it also

includes whatever notional ‘ fringe ’ ser\ es to

give the image meaning or significance. Any
object considered as an Intekt (q. v.) is

necessarily an object of notional consciousness.

As to the German usage, Begriff has served,

like concept in English, to cover the whole
ground. Wundt {Grundriss d. Psychol.,

§ 17, B) marks off the ‘ideational elements,’

calling them the Gesammtvorstellung
;

but
it remains to find a term for the notional

part. Possibly something might be said for

Meinen, seeing that Meinung is suggested for

the corresponding consciousness of intent.

Both French and Italian admit a distinction

of terms as suggested. (g.e.s.-j.m.b.)

Notion (Hegel’s Begriff)

:

see Hegel’s
Teeminology, VI, d.

Notochord [Gr. i/5iroy,back, string]

;

Ger. Riickensaiie, Chorda, Wirhelsaite] Fr. corde

dorsale, notocorde
;

Ital. notocorda. A rod

of peculiar tissue constituting tlie primitive

axial skeleton of vertebrates.

It begins immediately behind the pituitary

body, and extends to the caudal extremity.

It occurs as a permanent structure in fishes,

and as a temporary one in the embryos of

amphibia, reptiles, birds, and mammals, being

functionally replaced in the adult of these

forms by the vertebral column, which is

evolved around the notochord. Comparative
embryology has shown that it is a greatly

modified epithelial band, which arises in the

embryo from the median dorsal line of the

entoderm, being in position and mode of

development somewhat analogous to the ecto-

dermal medullary canal, or primitive tubular

nervous system.

Literature : Minot, Human Embryol., 1 8 1

;

Gegenbaue, Vergleichoide Anat. d. Wiibel-

thiere (1898); B. Wiedeesheim, Compar.
Anat. of Vertebrates (trails., 1897). (c.s.M.)

Noumenon, and -al [Gr. voovfievnv, any-

thing known, from vnelv, to perceive, know] :

Ger. Noumenon {-al), Ding an sich (q.v.);

Fr. noumene {-al)
;

Ital. numeno. The object

of pure thought, or of rational intuition, free

from all elements of sense. See Phenomenon,
and Mundus Intelligibilis.

Plato uses tlie term a number of times, but

simply in connection with roar and vodv, as
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the intelligible, the things of thought, e. g.

Parmenides, 132 ;
RepvMic, vi. 508.

Kant uses the term generally as equivalent

with thing-in-itself
;
that is, the thing, as not

object of sense
;
and hence as something which

can only be thought. But in his Dialectic he

ascribes to thought, as over and above sen-

suous schematism, specific functions; namely,

(i) to limit the world of sense and pheno-

mena, by making us aware of a possible

world of leality beyond
; (2) to aft'ord an

ideal of totality, which can, indeed, never

be realized, but which serves, none the less,

as a standard to suggest and to regulate,

so as to give the greatest possible complete-

ness to experience. For this Kant uses,

indeed, the term idea rather than noumenon,

but as its basis of definition is exactly tlie

same (the reference to reason transcending

experience), it was impossible that the two
should not be confused. Through the practical

Eeason, the world of Noumena, or Things-in-

themselves, thus left open as a theoretical

possibility, is found to be a practical reality

in the consciousness of duty. And in the

Critique of Judgment, the teleological prin-

ciple lying at the basis of science mediates

between the noumenal and the phenomenal,

not indeed asserting the existence of the

former, but treating the latter as if the nou-

menal were its ground. It was the aim of

Fichte and of Kant’s successors to combine

systematically the objective sense of noumenon,
the thing-in-itself, and the subjective—the

ideal of knowledge—which Kant had brought

together only in a confused way. Reinhold is

conscious of this confusion, and accordingly

carefully discriminates the thing-in-itself, as

the source of the ‘matter’ of our perceptions,

from the noumenon, as denoting the unrealiz-

able ideals and problems which thought sets

to experience. The thing-in-itself here has

more kinship with phenomena than with

noumena. See Kant, Critique of Pure Reason,

217-26,249-52 (Max Muller’s trans.); Proleg.,

§§ 44) 57 (ill iiiis latter, the three meanings
of thing-in-itself, limit to sensibility^ and
ideal of rational completeness are practically

identified)
;

Critique of Practical Reason,

Bk. I. chap. i. Pt, II
;
Critique of Judgment,

427-8 (Bernard’s trans.). Kant seems to

have used the term as equivalent to the

ancient porjTa, which was opposed to aladrjrd.

According to Vaihinger ((7o?nwien<ar zu Kant,
1

1 7) Kant was indebted especially to Sextus
Empiricus. For Eeinhold, see Erdmann, ii.

479 -

Nous [Gr. rovr, reason, thought] : Ger.

Nus (K.G.)
;

Fr. intelligence
;

Ital. nous.

Reason, tlnught, considered not as subjective,

nor as a mere psychic entity, but as having an
objective, especially a teleological, significance.

We owe the term, as a technical one, to

Anaxagoras. He f it the need of a special

principle to account for the order of the

universe and so, besides the infinity of

simple qualities, assumed a distinct prin-

ciple, which, however, was still regai'ded as

material, being only lighter and finer than

the others. To it, however, greater activity

was ascribed, and it acted according to ends,

not merely according to mechanical impact,

thus giving movement, unity, and system to

what had previously been a disordered jumble
of inert elements. It is prol.’able, however,

that he limited its importance to the stellar

heavens
;

or, at least, used it only when
mechanical principles failed. Diogenes of

Apollonia identified nous with air, and ex-

tended its action to organic bodies. Plato

generalized the nous of Anaxagoras, pro-

claiming the necessity of a lational (teleo-

logical) explanation of all natural processes,

and making nous also a thoroughly im-

material principle. As the principle which
lays down ends, nous is also th.e Supreme
Good, the source of all other ends and aims;

as such it is the supreme principle of all the

ideas. It thus gets an ethical and logical con-

notation as well as a cosmological.

On the other hand, nous gets a psycho-

logical significance as the highest form of

mental insight, the immediate and absolutely

assured knowledge of rational things. (Know-
ledge and the object of knowledge are thus

essentially one.) Here vovs is distinguished

from Stdroia (sometimes called imaTrjgr), and
sometimes which is discursive know-
ledge, and hence dependent upon assumptions,

which cease to be such (and hence are un-

proved hypo theses) until carried back to the

self-evident things of reason. Aristotle con-

tinues this line of thought, and practically

identifies vovs as the supreme end, and thus

the unmoved mover, or source of all motion,

with God, whose activity is vorjais vogaeays, the

thinking of thought
;

an expression which
makes explicit and absolute the virtual

assumption of Plato regarding the unity of

vovs as faculty of highest knowledge and the

vorjTov as the supreme object of knowledge.

This divine nous is transcendent, moving the

world only teleologically, not immanently nor

yet causally. As transcendent it is, while
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immanent in human beings, yet separable

from the body and, as such, im-

perishable. In man, however, the vovs

assumes a dual form; the active (vovs ttoitjtikSs),

which is free and the source of all man’s in-

sight and virtue that links him to the divine

(Bfwpch'^, and the passive (vovs nadijTiKos), which

includes thoughts that are dependent upon
percej^tion, memory—experience as mediated

through any bodily organ. Some of the

Peripatetic followers of Aristotle, such as

Theophrastus and Strato, appear (like his

later Arabian followers) to have denied the

transcendence of nous, to have given it a

material and sensuous colouring, and thus to

have prepared the waj^ for the Stoics. It is

with the Neo-Platouists, however, that the

conception of nous becomes all-important

again. The Absolute is, indeed, above all

distinctions, and so cannot be regarded as, in

itself, conscious or as reason. But its first

distinction is into nous on one side, and

being on the other. Nous thus becomes the

conception for the absolute reason and sub-

ject. Moreover, it possesses a dynamic and

self-differentiating quality, and is thus plural

(rol) as well as singular. As noi it is the

source of all the dynamic principles which
operate in the creation of the universe. With
the Neo-Platonists the conception reaches its

zenith. The distinction (of Kant, but par-

ticularly as used by Coleridge) of Reason
from Undeestanding (q. v.) may, however,

be compared with it, but the modern distinc-

tion of the subjective from the objective

inevitably gives reason a much more psycho-

logical sense than nous possessed with the

ancients.

Literatv/re: Plato, Phaedo, 97; Republic,

vi. 508; and Sophist, 254; Aeistotle,
Metaphysics, i. 3, 984 ;

Simplicius, Phys., 33,
and 225 a; Plotinus, Enneads

;
Zellee,

Philos, d. Griechen, ii. 590-2, iii. 512,

528-9.
^

(J.D.)

Novation (in law) [Lat. TComii'o, a renova-

tion]; G&c.Umscliaffung, Novation, Neuerungs-
vertrag

\
Yv, novation', novaziono. The

substitution, by mutual consent, of a new
obligation for an old one.

It may be a new obligation of the same
party, or an obligation of a third party. In
either case the old obligation is extinguished.

If the obligation of a third party be substi-

tuted, he must consent to the arrangement.
‘Novatio est prioris debiti in aliam obliga-

tionem vel civilem vel naturalem transfusio

atque translatio ; hoc est, cum ex praecedenti

causa ita nova constituatur, ut prior perima-

tur. Novatio enim a novo nomen accepit, et

a nova obligations ’ (Big., xlvi. 2, Be Nova-
tionibus et Bele.gationihus). Cf. Gains, Com-
mentaries, iii. 176.

Literature', a compendious discussion of

the subject is to be found in Holtzendorff’s

Encyc. d. Rechtsw., sub verbo. (s.e.b.)

Now : see Peesent (specious), and Time

(
perception of).

Nucleus [Lat. nucleus, a kernel] ; Ger.

(i) Zellkern, (2) Kern] Fr. noyau

]

Ital.

nucleo. (l) The functional and structural

centre of a Cell (q. v.). The structure which
seems in some way to dominate the vital pro-

cesses of the cell.

(2) Often used also for cell clusters within

the central nervous system.

The second use of the term, though am-
biguous, is strongly intrenched in the pre-

valent usage. Nidus and nidulus have been

proposed instead.

With reference to their fibrous connections

we distinguish nuclei of origin from ter-

minal nuclei, the former originative, the

latter receptive. Thus the primary nuclei

of the motor nerves are nuclei of origin,

those of the sensory nerves terminal nuclei

with reference to those nerves. Practically

every nucleus belongs to both classes, and will

receive one or the other name according to

whether the cellipetal or the cellifugal im-

pulses are considered. (h.h.)

Nullihrists : Ger. Nullihristen (Eisler)

;

(not in use in the other languages). A term
applied to those who deny that the soul exists

in space, since it is simple and immaterial.

Used by Henry More (Enchir. met., 27, i).

It has no currency. (J.u.)

Number [Lat.nMmerMS,throughtheFrench]

;

Ger. Zahl
;

Fr. nombre

;

Ital. numero. How
many

;
cf. Numbee Concept, (j.m.b.-g.p.s.)

(1) We think of certain designated things

as constituting a ‘ group ’ or ‘ assemblage,’

whenever, without ignoring the separateness

of the things from one another, we separate

them from all other things, not individually,

but as a whole, and thus make them collec-

tively a single object of our attention.

(2) Let us call two groups of things ‘ equi-

valent,’ when it is possible to bring the

elements of the one into a relation of one-to-

one correspondence with the elements of the

other.

Thus the groups of letters, A, B, G, B, and
E, F, G, II, are equivalent, since by matching

A with E, B with F, 0 with G, and B with H,
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we are able to set up a relation of one-to-one

correspondence between them.

(3) We may think of all possible groups of

things as distributed into classes of equivalent

groups. A relation of one-to-one correspon-

dence may be established between every two
groups which belong to the same class, but

not between two groups which belong to

different classes.

The property which is common to all groups

which belong to the same class, and which
distinguishes the groups of one class from

those of another class, is the numher of things

in a group, or its cardinal number. In other

words :

The cardinal numher ofany group ofdistinct

things is that property which is common to the

group itself and every group which can he

brought into a relation of one-to-one correspon-

dence with it.

Thus the number of things in a group may
be described as the fundamental ‘ invariantive’

property of the group, that is, as the property

which remains unchanged during all changes

(transformations) to which the group may be

subjected, except such as affect the distinctness

of the things themselves or their common dis-

tinctness from all other things.

(4) A ‘finite’ group may be defined as a

group which is equivalent to no one of its

parts.

From this definition it follows that if the

first of two finite groups be equivalent to a

part of the second, the second cannot be
equivalent to the first or to any part of the

first.

Let M and N represent any two finite

groups. It must be the case that

—

either (i.) M is equivalent to N,
or (ii.) M is equivalent to a part of N,
or (iii.) A is equivalent to a part of M\

and, as we have just seen, these three cases

are mutually exclusive.

In the case (i.) M and N have the same
cardinal number. In the case (ii.) we say

that the cardinal number of jl/’ is ‘ less than
’

that of A ;
in the case (iii.) that the cardinal

number ofM is ‘ greater than ’ that of A.

(5) By starting with a group which con-

tains but one thing, and repeatedly adding

one new thing, we arrive at the following

scheme of the cardinal numbers :

—

(i.) The cardinal number of a group like I,

which contains but a single element

;

(ii.) The cardinal number of a group like

II, obtained by adding a single element to

a group of the first kind
;

(iii.) The cardinal number of a group like 1 1 1,

obtained by adding a single element to a group
of the second kind

;
and so on, indefinitely.

It can be shown to follow from (4) that

every cardinal contained in this scheme is

finite, that every finite cardinal is included

in the scheme, and that no two of these

cardinals are equal.

Moreover, as thus arranged, the cardinal

numbers constitute a never-ending ‘ordinal

system,’ each cardinal following every lesser

and preceding every greater cardinal.

(6) If a relation of one-to-one correspon-

dence can be set up between two groups,

either group may be used as a ‘numeral symbol’

for the other; for the two groups have the

same cardinal number, and, generally speaking,

no other pi operty in common.
The primitive numeral symbols were groups

of fingers or of marks, such as I, II, III, . . .,

standing in this I’elatiou of one-to-one corre-

spondence to the groups which they represent

numerically. These are natural or immediate

numeral symbols, but they aie serviceable for

the smaller cardinals only. The more highly

developed races have therefore devised various

artificial methods of representing the cardinal

numbers, by systems of numeral words, as

‘ one,’ ‘ two,’ ‘ three,’ &c., or conventional

symbols, as i, 2, 3, &c. These are the so-

called ‘ natural numbers.’

(7) Arranging these symbols in an order

corresponding to that already given the car-

dinals themselves, we have the never-ending

scheme : i, 2, 3, 4, . . ., wliich is sometimes
called the ‘ scale of the natural numbers.’

All relations of greater and less among
the cardinals are indicated by the relative

positions of the corresponding symbols in this

scale.

(8) Arithmetic is concerned primarily with
the relations which exist among the natural

numbers, and with certain operations by which
these numbers may be combined.

The operation which lies at the basis of

arithmetic is ‘ counting.’

We count a group of things by bringing

it into a relation of one-to-one correspondence

with a group of fingers or with a part of

the natural scale. The process leads to the

knowledge of the cardinal number of the

group by yielding a familiar symbol for this

number—in the one case a finger-symbol, in

the other the last of the numeral words ‘ one,’

‘ two,’ ‘ three,’ &c., used in the count.

It can readily be shown to follow from the

definition of finite group (4) that the result
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of counting such a group is independent of

the order in which the count is made.
Tliis may be regarded as the fundamental

theorem of arithmetic. The various opera-

tions of arithmetic all stand in a more or

less immediate relation to counting. Thus,

addition is an abbreviated form of counting,

and subtraction is the inverse of addition;

multiplication is an abbreviated form of ad-

dition, and division the inverse of multiplica-

tion. AVe are speaking, of course, of the

primary meanings of these operations, when
both the numbers which they combine, and
the results of the combinations, are natural

numbers.

(9) Thus far we have been considering the

natural numbers only. But the complete

number-system of arithmetic, algebra, and
analysis also includes several classes of
‘ artificial ’ numbers ; the negative, fractional,

irrational, and imaginary numbers. These
numbers were invented to express relations

not immediately expressible in terms of the

natural numbers
;

but they may be defined

independently of such relations, by general-

izing the ordinal property of the natural

11umber-system.

(10) First of all we enlarge the natural scale

I, 2, 3, . . . into a scale on which it is

possible to count backward with the same
freedom as forward, by inventing the new
numbers : o, — i, — 2, &c.,and placing o before

I, — I before 0,-2 before — i, &c. The new
numbers are thus defined ordinally, each
being characterized by its position in the

enlarged ordinal scale.

(i i) Next we invent fracti<ms, defining

them ordinally as follows :

Combine any live natural numbers a and h

to form the symbol Read simply ‘ a over h’

In particular, let -= a.

Then arrange all possible symbols of this

form ordinally in accordance with the rule

:

{12) We can, in various ways, separate all

the numbers of the rational system into two
classes, Cj and Cj, so related that

—

(i.) Each number in Cj is less than (i.e.

precedes) every number in C^.

(ii.) There is no greatest (last) number in

Cj, and no least (first) number in C^.

AA^e obtain such a separation, for instance,

if we assign to Cj all numbers whose cubes
are less than 2, and to C2 all numbers whose
cubes are greater than 2.

Coi responding to evei y such separation we
invent a new number, called an irrational

number (e. g. 2), assigning it a place after

all numbers in Cj and before all numbers in

Cj, and so defining it ordiirally.

The rational and irrational numbers to-

gether constitute the ‘ real ’ number system.

This system is ‘continuous’; see Continuity
(in geometry).

(13) Finally, we add to the number system

a new unit i, such that — —i, and then

create a new continuous ordinal system (the

system of ‘ pure imaginary numbers ’) in

which the relative positions of any two num-
bers at and bi are the same as that of the

numbers a and b in the system of real

numbers.

The real and imaginary numbers are com-

bined by ‘ addition ’ into numbers of the form

a -b ib, called ‘ complex numbers,’ and the com-
plete number-system of analysis consists of all

possible numbers of this form.

(14) The operations by which the natural

numbers may be combined have experienced

a corresponding generalization. But the

generalized addition and multiplication are,

like the addition and multiplication of the

natural numbers, characterized by conformity

to the laws

:

a-\-b = b-\-a

-j- (6 -|- c) “ ( (Z -p 6) "b c

ab — ha

a (be) = {(-b) c

a (b + c) = ab + ac;

^ CL C
1 shall precede, follow, or coincide with -z

0 a
according as ad precedes, follows, or coincides

with be!

The integral and fractional numbers, posi-

tive, negative, and o, together constitute the

‘rational’ number system. Tliis system
possesses a property not belonging to the
natural system : viz. between every two
numbers of the system there are other
numbers of the system.

subtraction is still the inverse of addition,

division the inverse of multiplication, &c.

(15)

In conclusion, we may call attention to

two further extensions of the number-concept

:

(i.) By the creation of complex numbers
involving other fundamental units than i and

i (Hamilton’s Quaternions, Grassmann’s Aus-
dehnungslehre, &c.).

(ii.) By the creation of transfinite cardinal

and ordinal numbers (Georg Cantor), (h.b.f.)

Literature : G. Cantoe, in Mathematische
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Amialen, xlvi. 489 ;
Dedekind, Essays on

Number (Eng. trans., 1901), comprising trans.

of Irrationale Zahlen and Was sind uiid was
sollen die Zahlen 1 (in which the cardinal

attribute of number is derived from the

ordinal attribute)
;

in the same connection see

papers by Helmholtz and Keonecker in

the volume commemorative of the Zeller-

Jubilaum; various articles in recent volumes

of the Rev. de Met. et de Mor., by Cotjtueat,

PoiNCAEE, and others; Peiece, Proc. Amer.
Acad. Arts and Sci., Sept. 10, 1867; and

Amer. J. of Math., iv. 85 (1881); H. B.

Fine, The Number System of Algebra
;
and

College Algebra (1901); Waltee Beix, Der
mathematische Zahlbegriff, in Philos. Stud.,

V and vi. (h.b.e.-j.m.b.)

Number (in metaphysics). According to

the Pythagoreans, numbers constituted the

essence or reality of things. They were the

first and ultimate elements out of which

things are composed. Plato in his later doc-

trine (taught orally) seems to have called the

Ideas numbers. The Neo-Platonists and Neo-
Pythagoreans regarded metaphysical numbers
as the archetypes of arithmetical numbers,

and the animating principles of things. See

One (the).

Nicholas Cusanus and the Platonists of

the early Renaissance gave great place to

number in their cosmologies, being clearly

influenced by the new mathematical develop-

ments. The mystics have in all ages given

importance to numbers and their relations,

as either prototypes or symbols of the deepest

things in experience. Three (the union of

the odd and even), four (the first square),

seven (the sum of four and three), twelve (the

product of three and four) have been especi-

ally honoured. (j.d.)

Number Concept : Ger. ZaJilheyriff) Fr.

concejpt (or idee) de nornhre
;

Ital. a.ncetto di

numero. The tliought of plurality or many-
ness, abstracted from the particular determina-

tions indicated by ‘ how many,’ ‘ so many,’

&c., and from any definite arrangement or

order.

The number concept involves on this defi-

nition: (i) reference to a group of objects

considered as having some sort of connection

with one another; (2) complete abstraction

from the characteristics which distinguish

these objects from one another; (3) the

thought of the objects as distinguishable and
capable of being variously and indifferently

grouped and arranged. (g.f.s.—j.m.b.)

This analysis of the number concept is in

fundamental accord with the theory of Num-
BEE (q. V.). The apprehension of Geohb
(q. V.) precedes that of number, and the com-
parison of groups gives the ‘ more ’ or ‘ less

’

which is the first stage in the genesis of the

number concept (see below). It involves the

notion of the substitution of equal groups' for

one another and of like individuals within

the same group. The idea of one-to-one corre-

spondence of the groups inter se is a second

step, by which mere inequality of groups

gives place to numerical more or less, ex-

pressed by units. The third stage or step

is reached when the notion of substitution

becomes that of rearrangement of neutral

units within the group itself, together with
possible interchange of units from group to

group. This is made possible by abstraction

from the concrete characters of the members
of both groups. It is probable that in this

latest stage the device of measurement enters

;

by it a single constant unit is held for one-to-

one comparis. n with members of the group
(or determines such units in a continuous

magnitude). But the use of measurement in-

volves the eai'lier stages of the number con-

cept, since the unit of measurement is itself

a numerical abstraction. For a theory which
derives the number concept from a form of

rudimentary measurement see McLennan and
Dewey, as cited below.

Genelically, it is likely that the struggle to

accommodate to situations involving groups

of objects precipitates comparisons of quan-

tity and size, and this in turn yields a rudi-

mentary sense of number. Tlie writer’s child

H. for a considerable period distinguished
‘ one ’ from ‘ too-free ’ (twm-three : a general

term fur plurality), but did not fui’ther dis-

tinguish different cases of plurality. The
conception of unity probably does not arise

until from the treatment of various inequali-

ties of groups (possibly the most favourable

case is that of greater and smaller occurring

together, with reference to a familiar group
which lies between them) ‘two’ and ‘thiee’

are distinguished from each other and also

from ‘ one.’

The necessity of abstracting from the con-

crete characters of objects is seen in the

difficulty in counting found by primitive

peoples who have no adequate abstract sym-

bols. The fingers seem to have served as

counting instruments in many cases and to

have been represented in pictographic signs.

Early peoples, hovvever, seem to have reck-

oned, as in the payment of debts (expressed
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in number of objects, such as cattle), in kind—
sheep for slieep, oxen for oxen, &c. This

shows the number concept stUl lacking in

completeness
;
the one-to-one correspondence

has been reached, but not the idea of ab-

stract substitution of units as between dif-

ferent groups.

Literature'. Dedekind, Was sind und was

sollen die Zahlen ? ;
Riehl, Philos. Krit., II.

i. 73 ;
Wundt, Logik, i. 468; Schdppe, Logik,

102 ;
Jerusaeem, Die Urtheilsfunction, 254;

McLennan and Dewey, The Psychol, of

Number. (j.m.b., g.f.s.)

Number Form: Ger. Zifferform] Fr.

scheme (or diagraming numerique] Ital.

schema numerals. The form of Synaesthesia

(q. V.) in which the digit numbers and their

combinations are given a scheme or arrange-

ment in space by a manner of imaging peculiar

and necessary to the individual.

The term is extended also to similar forms

for other series, such as the letters of the

iilphabet, the months of the year, &c. For

illustrations see Synaesthesia. (j.m.b.)

Numenius. Born in the latter half of

the 2nd century A.D. in Apamea, Syria. A
Neo-Pythagorean who prepared the way for

Neo-Platonism.

Numerical [Lat. numerus, number] : Ger.

Zahl- (in compounds, as Zahldifferenz)

;

Fr.

numerique
;

Ital. numerico, nv/merale. If two

bodies move in the same orbit and differ in no

respect but that of being at any one instant

in different places, they are said to be numeri-

cally different. Whether or not it is quite

accurate to say that they differ only in this,

that there are two of them, it is sufficiently

so to account for the origin of the phrase.

Numerical difference is individual difference,

apart from all qualitative unlikeness. Nu-
merical identity is being strictly the same

individual. Cf. the different topics Identity,

Diffekencb, and Individual.

This adjective in logical phrases usually

translates the Greek dpidfuS. Some writers

have doubted whether the Greek word is here

to he understood in an arithmetical sense,

and have seemed to suspect that it was a relic

of some original and different signification

of the word. But this is hardly called for.

A numerically definite syllogism is one the

force of which depends upon the relations of

numbers
;
as ‘ Most of the men at a certain

gathering wore dress-coats, and most of them
had white neckties. Hence, some of those who
wore dress-coats had white neckties.’ (c.s.p.)

Nutrition [Lat. nutritio, a nourishing]

:

Ger. Erndhrung
;
Fr. nutrition

;
Ital. nutri-

zione. (i) The series of vital processes by
which living organisms transfox’m food mate-

rials into the substances of their own bodies

:

anabolic processes. See Anabolism.

(2) Substances capable of thus being trans-

formed into living tissues, nutriment, (c.f.h.)

NyayaPhilosophy; see Oriental Philo-
sophy (India).

Nyctalopia: see Hemeralopia, Day-
blindness, and Night-blindness.
Nymphomania [Gr. vifKpri, a nymph, a

bride, -J- pavia, madness] : Ger. Nymphomanie
;

Fr. nymphomanie
;

Ital. ninfomania. A
morbid and uncontrollable sexual desire in

woman (in man termed Satyriasis).

It appears as a symptom in various mental

disorders, but particularly in acute mania, and
at times forms the chief indication or the

initial symptom of such disorder. Nympho-
mania refers particularly to the morbid pas-

sion for sexual intercourse, while Erotomania
refers to the excessive mental concentration

on ideas concerning love, courtship, and
I mating. (j.j.)
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O (in logic). Symbol for the particular

negative judgment — Some men are not

white. Cf. A. (J.M.B.)

Obedience and Disobedience [Lat.

obediens, from ohedire, to obey] : Ger. Gehor-

tam, Ungphorsam ;
Fr . obeissance, desobSissance

;

Ital. ubbidienza, disubhidienza. Obedience is

personal submission in intention and action

to an authority imposed upon the individual

;

disobedience is intentional refusal or omission

of such submission. If the authority be to

something internal, it is still recognized as

quasi-external or not self-imposed : so Socrates’

obedience to his Demon, and St. Paul’s to his

‘ heavenly vision.’

Obedience is a recognized factor in the

training and also in the development of the

social nature of the child. In education

the question has been as to how far obedience

can be inculcated by the enfox’cement of com-

mands. In social psychology obedience has

been recognized as an important factor in

what has been called social Heeeditt (q.v.)
;

and Bain makes it a schoolmaster tomorality

—

the obedience to a ‘word of command’ stand-

ing for and anticipating the recognition of the

moral law. (j.m.b.)

Object (-ive; general and philosophical)

[Lat. oh, ofiP, over against, -p iacere, to throw, to

Ue ;
the equivalent of Gr. avTiKelgevov, usually

translated ojpposituni\

:

Ger. Gegenstand, gegen-

stdndlich, Objekt, objektif; Fr. objet, objectif;

Ital. obbietto, oggetto, obbiettivo. (i) That in

which the mind’s activity terminates
;

that

towards which anymental operation isdirected.

But since the Teeminus (q.v.) of intellect and

of volition may be distinguished, this most

general sense easily breaks up into two

others. (2) That which is known, considered

as giving truth and reality to the knowing
process. (3) That which is the goal of im-

pulse or choice—aim, end, ultimate purpose.

But since the problem of knowledge has been
chiefly as to how the external world may be

known (knowledge of states of consciousness

being taken as a matter of course), (4) object

is often used popularly to mean ‘thing.’ (5)
Combining with the philosophical sense, it

then is set over against mind and conscious-

ness as the external, often the material, world.

This tendency is strengthened by the use of the

word Subject (q. v.) to denote mind, and is

one of the two chief meanings of the adjective

objective. (6) That which is known may also

be distinguished from that which is only

erroneously assumed or accepted—from that

which we deceive ourselves into believing

;

hence object is used as equivalent to real.

This sense is not common with the noun, but
is most frequent with the adjective objective,

which designates that which belongs really to

any subject-matter as distinct from that which
is imported or reflected into it through the pre-

judices, illusion s, fallacies, or errors of the person

observing or judging; opposed to that which is

merely in the mind. It is (2) above made
more speciflc. (7) Objective then comes to

mean the intrinsically real, or self-subsistent,

having validity in itself—e. g. ‘ duty is ob-

jective.’ (8) In later scholastic philosophy,

object and objective are used exclusively to

denote that which exists simply and only as

material of mental operations. The use is

continued in Descartes and is found in Berke-

ley, who expressly calls the existence of

objects as perceived their objective existence.
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The liistory of the transfnrinatioii of this

earlier me iiing to the later ones will be found

under Subject. Cf. the next topic. (j.d.)

Literature : Eucken, Gescli. d. pliilos. Ter-

miiiol.
;
thirty pages of citations in Eiseee,

AVdrterh. d. philos. Begriffe. (J.M.B.)

Object (mental or jisychic) : Ger. Ohjekt
]

Yr.ohjet] Ital. o&6ie<to. Whatever conscious-

ness in any way cognizes or, cognizing, feels

any kind of interest in.

The flight of a bird, the immortality of the

soul, the ultimate constitution of matter, a

man’s personal identity, a toothache, an alge-

braic equation, social reform, the moral ideal

—

all these are objects if and so far as anybody
attends to them. The definition indicates a

distinction between objects of interest and

objects of cognition. But in ultimate analysis

it would seem that knowing never takes place

without some interest in the object, and evi-

dently we cannot be interested in anything

without having some cognizance of it, however

vague and rudimentary. Objects as such

exist for us only so far as we attend to them.

But when we attend there is always some
need, craving, appetite, inclination, whim, or

other form of conative tendency, which seeks

satisfaction in the object attended to. Cf.

Objective (in psychology).

It will be noticed that we give the word
‘object’ the widest possible meaning. Our
justification is that for this wide application

no other word or form of expression can be

conveniently substituted for it. Pikler (The

Psychology of Belief in Objective Existence)

uses the term ohiectiva where we should speak

of objects. But there is no need for intro-

ducing a Latin word where a common and
familiar English terra is available. There is,

however, a tendency in some writers to limit

the application of the term to material objects.

But there is no sufficient ground for this

restriction. If we use the term for any object

of consciousness, whatever its nature may be,

we can easily indicate when we wish to refer

to ‘ material objects ’ by calling them material.

In the same way we can speak of psychological

objects, mathematical objects, ethical objects,

and so on. Cf. Object and Objective. For
the self considered as object see Self, and
Reflection. (g.f.s., j.m.b.)

Object-blindness: Ger. Seelenblindheit ]

Fr. cecite ysychique
;

Ital. cecitil ysichica (degli

oggetti). See Blindness (mental).

Object-lesson : Ger. Anschauungsuvter-
richt

;
Fr. enseignement intuitif, lecons d,e

choses; Ital. lezione obbiettiva. A class-room

exercise upon a concrete object, such as an
animal, plant, or mineral.

A course of such lessons was once thought

essential to a good school; it is now generally

recognized that object-lessons are much more
effective when made an early or concrete stage

of the regular instruction in the various

studies. Cf. Observation, Formal Steps,

and Method.
Literature : Calkins, Object-lessons. In

Proceedings of the National (U. S.) Educational

Association, as follows: Sheldon (1863),

93-102; Wilbur (1864), 189-209 ;
Greene

(1865), 245-70; Lothrop (1870), 49-64,

155, and (1872), 17 ;
Calkins, in various

volumes since 1872. (C.DeG.)

Object Self: see Self.

Objection [Lat. obiectus, from ob -f iacere,

to throw]: Ger. (i) Einwendung (Einwand),

(2) Vorwurf) Fr. objection-, Ital. obiezione.

Opposition taking the form of (i) dissent,

which is opposition to a truth or proposition,

or (2) disajDpi’Oval, which is practical opposi-

tion. The opposing statement, or the ground
of opposition, is called ‘an objection.’ (j.m.b.)

Objective (in psychology) : Gei', Objehtiv,

Fr. objectif] Ital. obbiettivo. Sometimes used as

synonymous with physical or material, but for

psychological purposes it is better to define

as follows : Whatever belongs to the nature

of the object as cognized, in distinction from

tlie processes of cognition, feeling, and will-

ing. (G.F.S.-J.M.B.)

The term ‘objective’ especially indicates

the controlling and determining function of

the object in relation to subjective process.

The object, whether characterized by reality

feeling or by explicit belief, prescribes to sub-

jective activity the conditions of its efficiency.

Subjective interest seeks satisfaction. But
the means by which satisfaction is to be

attained can only be revealed by trial. Sub-

jective activity is always a process of experi-

mentation
;

the result of the experiment

depends on the object. It is predetermined

by the nature of the object. This holds good

whether the satisfaction sought is practical

or merely theoretical.

Practical success depends on adjustment to

conditions independent of our wish or win.

A cat attempting to escape from a cage may
claw, bite, push, and pull, now in this direc-

tion and now in that. But whether it will

escape, and if so, how, is predetermined by

the structure of its prison. It can only

experiment. A man constructing a piece

of machinery for a given purpose must
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adjust himself to the nature of his material

and its mechanical, physical, and chemical

laws. All such activities involve an experi-

mental attitude, and in the result of the ex-

periment the nature of the object is revealed.

You take a spade and try to dig. You may
at will determine the amount and direction

of effort put forth, but the result is beyond

your direct control. You cannot by mere

subjective selection determine whether the

ground shall prove yielding or unyielding, or

whether the spade shall break or not.

The outcome of previous activity yields

knowledge of the object, which defines and
determines subsequent activity. In so far as

previous effort is found to fail, new adjustment

follows. Unsuccessful lines of action are dis-

continued or modified, and successful lines

maintained and repeated. In this way the

development of cognition is one with the de-

velopment of conation. As knowledge becomes

more precise, complete, and differentiated, so

activity becomes more precisely, completely,

and distinctively adjusted to objective con-

ditions. ‘ It is the essence of conation to seek

its own satisfaction. But success is possible

only in so far as it has acquired a definite

and determinate character. The more blind

a craving or impulse is, the more helpless it

is. The new-born infant feels the craving of

hunger, and manifests it by diffuse move-

ments and by cries. Its ci’aving is exceed-

ingly indeterminate, inasmuch as it has no

cognizance of the special object which would
satisfy it or of the means of attaining this

object. Hence the felt want cannot work
out its own satisfaction. The mother or the

nurse must do for it what it cannot do for it-

self. . . . On the other hand, as a vague craving-

takes more definite shape, the infant becomes

more and more capable of fulfilling its own
wants. Throughout this process the original

conation is an essential factor. It tends to

define itself, and the gradual acquisition of

knowledge through experiment is but another

expression for the process whereby the origin-

ally blind craving becomes more distinct and

differentiated. To this growing differentia-

tion and distinctness correspond more and

more special and complex movements. Thus

the vague craving becomes the relatively

definite imjmlse to suck the breast. Soon

the infant, which could not at first find the

nipple, points to the bottle. Further develop-

ment brings preference for this or that kind

of food, the use of knife and fork, and

the earning of money to buy nourishment
’

(Stout, Analytic Psychol., ii. 83 f., somewhat
revised).

In principle, what has been said of practical

activity applies also to theoretical activity.

In practical activity, our intere.st requires in

its gratification the production of some change
in the object other than the mere transition

fi’om being less known to being more known.
On the other hand, theoretical interest is

satisfied by a mere increase of knowledge.

None the less, it is an interest, just as much
as hunger, or thirst, or love of money. And
the conditions of its satisfaction are inherent

in tho nature of its object, and are revealed

in the processes of mentally experimenting

with the object. If I am curious about the

colour and other characters of a bird which
happens to catch my eye, I look hard at it,

and possibly use a field-glass. But when
I thus take the initiative, the result does not

depend on me, but on the objective conditions.

Perhaps the bird flies away before I can ex-

amine it. In that case my curiosity is balked.

The end of my activity was merely to have that

activity determined and defined by its object.

But if the bird flies away, the objective con-

trol which I am seeking is denied. If it

waits to be scrutinized, the result depends on

it, not on me. I want to know wliether its

breast is black or blue or red. But it is

the object itself which decides in favour of

one of these alternatives to the exclusion of

the others. It is the same with higher pro-

cesses. I attempt to solve a geometrical pro-

blem, and on my own initiative take this or

that step. But the result depends not on me,

but on the condition of the problem, the

nature of space, and so forth. Or I attempt

to follow the transitions in Hegel’s Logic
;

as Hegel very rightly says, all I have to do

is simply to fix my attention on absolutely

indeterminate being, with the view 01 finding

it intelligible. It absolutely refuses to be

intelligible unless I supplement it with other

conceptions. Thus it grows and develops

before my eye. But its growth and develop-

ment arise from its own nature. I only

give it an opportunity by setting my attention

in a certain direction—by experimenting with

it in a certain way. Of. Expeeimentatiox,
Selective Thinking, and Tkutii. (g.f.s.)

OTjjecti-ve Right : Ger. ohjektives liecht
;

Fr. droit objectif; Ital. diritlo obhiettivo. The
first stage in the dialectical evolution of

morality is, according to Hegel, that of ‘ Ab-
stract Right.’ This stage is otherwise de-

scribed as ‘ Objective Right,’ in its opposition
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to tlie next stage, that of ‘ Morality ’ or ‘ Sub-

jective Bight.’ See Hegel, Hechtsjjhilos.,

Iiitroih, § 26 (Dyde’s trans,, 32-4). (J.s.)

Objectivism [for <ler. see Object] ; Ger.

Ohjectii-ismus

;

Fr. ohjectivisme
;

Ital. ogget-

tivigmo. (i) The theory which attributes

objective validity to at least some of our

ideas, aiul thus regards the mind as capable

of attaining real truth. Opposed to scepticism

and to phenomenalism.

(2) The theory which tends to neglect the

mental and spiritual in its theory of reality.

(3) The theory, in ethics, which conceives

the aim of moi’ality to he the attainment of an

objective state (so Kiilpe, Introd. to Philos.,

§§ 14 and 30). Cf. Subjectivism. (j.d.)

‘Objectivity’ is apjdied both (i) to pro-

ducts or creations, and (2) to thinhers, artists,

agents, J:c., which illustrate objectivism in

any of these meanings. (j.m.b.)

Objectivity: see Objectivism.

Obligation (in law) [Lat. ohligare, to

bind] : Ger. (i) Obligation, Schuldver2>jlich-

tung, (2) Schiildverschreihung
;

Fr. obligation
;

Ital. obbligazione. (i) A legal duty of one

person to do something or abstain from doing

something for the benefit of another.

It confers or implies a right to service. In

strictness, it implies an actionable right,

and thus excludes mere parental obligations

(Pollock, Jurisprudence, chap. iv. 84).

(2) A writing expressing such a contractual

dutj', generally under seal.

‘ Obligatio est iuris vinculum quo necessitate

adstringimur alicuius rei solvenclae, secundum
nostiae civitatis iura ’ (/msi. of Just., iii. 14,

de obligationibus). The constitution of the

United States foibids any state to pass a law
impairing the obligation of a contract. A
charter of a private corporation is a contract

within the meaning of this provision.

Literature

:

Pothiek, Obligations
;

Sa-
viGNV, Das Obligationenrecht. (s.b.b.)

Obligation (moral) : Ger. (sittliche) Ver-

pflichtu 7ig
;

Fr. obligation {morale)
;

Ital.

obbligazione {morale), obbligo. That which is

binding or authoiitative in the nature of

morality. (j.s., J.m.b.)

The problem of moral obligation may be

said to be the central and all-inclusive pro-

blem of ethics—the science of the ‘ ought ’ as

distinguished from the natural sciences or

sciences of what ‘ is.’ Thus Siclgwick says

that both ethics and politics are ‘ dis-

tinguished from positive sciences by having
as their special and primary object to deter-

mine what ought to be, and not to ascertain

what merely is ’ {Melh. of Elh., i), since
‘ the fundamental notion represented by the

word “ought” or “right,”’ which is con-

tained expressly or by implication in all ethical

judgments, is ‘essentially different from all

notions representing facts of physical or psy-

chical experience’ (ibid., 27). The notion of

oughtness or obligatoriness is, on this view,
‘ ultimate and unanalysable,’ unique, the

fundamental category of moral judgment

;

and the function of ethics is to determine the

content of obligation : what we ought to do,

or what it is reasonable or right to do. The
notion of obligation implies, further, a conflict

between rational and non-rational motives.
‘ In fact, this possible conflict of motives

seems to be connoted by the term “dictate”

or “imperative”; which describes the relation

of reason to mere inclinations or non-rational

impulses by comparing it to the relation be-

tween the will of a superior and the wills of

his subordinates’ (ibid., 36).

As a specific ethical problem, or as an
explicit statement of the ethical problem it-

self, however, the problem of moral obligation

is one that has arisen in modern times. The
question of the obligatoriness of certain forms

of action is closely connected with that of the

authoritativeness of the law which prescribes

them. The explicit question. Why ought

I to do this or that? arises with the separa-

tion of the action, in its formal principle, from

the end, of the ‘ought’ from the ‘good.’

The Greek moralists asked : What is the good

of this or that action ?—and so ultimately

:

What is the good? Preoccupied with the

beauty and attractiveness of the good, and
tending always more or less to a hedonistic

interpretation of it, tliey were not so apt to

raise the question of its obligatoriness or

imperativeness : the authoritativeness of the

good lay in its goodness. Modern moralists,

on the other hand, have asked : What ought

I to do, and why ought I to do it ? What
are the true laws of conduct, and what is the

source of these laws and of their validity?

‘For theego-centric point of view is substituted

the homocentric’ (Fonsgrieve, Essai sun' le

libre arbitre, 479) ;
for the teleological point of

view is substituted the formalistic and the

juridical. Further, the homocentric point of

view is also, primarily at least, the altruistic.

The que.stion is : Why ought I to regard the

good of others as well as my own, and at the

expense of my own ? The problem of moral

obhgation passes into that of social and

political obligation.
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Kant’s distinction between the categorical

imperative of morality and all other impera-

tives, as merely hypothetical, is epoch-making,

and may he regarded as the definitive formu-

lation of the modern, as distinguished from

the ancient, view of morality. Still, we can-

not say, with Kenouvier {Sci. de la Mor., 95),

that this Kantian distinction amounts to ‘ a

complete reversal of the ancient point of view

of the human mind as to the essence of

morality/ For the Greek moralists all im-

peratives are hypothetical, that is, means to

ends, except one, the supreme end itself.

It is only because modern moralists, on the'

contrary, have separated the problem of the

ought from that of the good, because they

have rested in the conception of the rightness

of the actions or in that of their conformity

to law, that they have regarded moral im-

peratives as categorical. Even for Kant the

ultimate ground of the categorical character

of the imperative of morality is found in the

ultimateness of the moral end, in the character

of the moral being as an end-in-himself
;
and

the recognition of such an end by the Greek
moralists makes the morality, which is the

means of its attainment, categorically, and

not merely hypothetically, imperative.

The intrinsic inseparableness of the pro-

blems of obligation and end, of oughtness and
goodness, is suggested by the utilitarian, and
often egoistic, solution of the modern problem
of duty, as well as by the conception of duty

which results from the ancient conception

of good. At the same time, important dif-

ferences result from the difference in starting-

point. When this is duty, we are generally

offered a doctrine of sanctions, a more or less

external interpretation of moral obligation;

when this is the good, its obligatoriness is

conceived as intrinsic, and is rather an impli-

cation than an explicit attrilmte of morality.

The problem of moral obligation receives

two main or typical solutions, and both are

found alike in ancient and in modern ethics.

The first may be called the rationalistic, the

second the hedonistic or utilitarian. Ulti-

mately, it is the difference in the conception of

the end or good that determines the difference

in the interpretation of obligation. Not only

so, but a hedonistic view of the end seems

logically to negate obligation as an ultimate

category. As Sidgwick says, ethical hedonism
is incompatible with psychological hedonism

;

and hedonism is generally psychological. It

seems unmeaning to say that I onghi to seek

happiness—myown, at all events. Accordingly

K

it is to Kant’s anti-hedonism or extreme
rationalism that we must trace the intensity

of his insistence upon the categorical character

of moral obligation, or conversely. It is

chiefly to the prevailing hedonism of Greek
ethics, on the other hand, that the com-
parative unimportance of its doctrine of obli-

gation is to be traced. Yet even hedonism has

its doctrine of obligation, and in Greek ethics

we find rationalism as well as hedonism.

That the virtuous or excellent life, the life

which attains the good, is a life ‘according to

right reason,’ is the fundamental conviction

not only of Aristotle, but of his predecessors,

Socrates and Plato. It is a doctrine common
to the Stoics and Epicureans, and finds its

earliest philosophical expression in Hera-
clitus. As a conviction of the ordinary moral
consciousness, it is rooted in the Greek regard

for reason as the source of order, not merely

in human life, but in the universe itself. The
‘ measure ’ which is the secret of reality and
of beauty, as well as of virtue, is set by
reason. All fair and noble activity is subject

to the law of reason; the mark of a base and
ignoble act is that it transgresses this law.

The one has form, the form which reason

alone can give
;

the other is without form,

because it is devoid of reason. The funda-

mental and inclusive virtue is that temperance
or moderation which consists in observance of

the limit set by reason.

Heraclitus anticipates the Stoics in the

explicit assertion of the obligatoriness, for

man, of obedience to ‘the divine law from
which all human laws draw their sustenance,’

the law of the common or universal reason,

the true ‘ nature ’ of man, as of all things. In

obedience to this divine law, as contrasted

with the promptings of ungoverned appetite,

he finds the secret of human happiness.

For Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle alike man
is, in his true nature, a rational or reflective

being, and his true or characteristic life is,

therefore, the rational or reflective life, the

life obedient to law, as contrasted with the

lawless life of unrestrained animal appetite.

For all three philosophers wisdom is, if not the

sum, at any rate the presupposition, of virtue.

And if Socrates tends to trace the obligatori-

ness of the rational life to its pleasantness,

and to resolve all virtue into prudence, Plato

and Aristotle regard it as in itself obligatory

upon man as a rational being. The question.

Why should I act rationally 1 is—they would
say—a meaningless, because an irrational,

question. For both Plato and Aristotle the
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completely rational life, the life of reason

itself, is the life of thought or philosophy.

The life of ordinary human activity has only a

secondary or incomplete rationality : it should,

or ought to, be a life according to reason.

The highest form of this life is found in the

state, which is the individual ‘ writ large.’

From the psychological point of view, Plato

regards the supreme virtue of righteousness

(SiKn) as consisting in the obedience of the

spirited and appetitive (eTu^agia) ele-

ments of human nature to the rule of reason

(Xdyoy). Eighteousness, or complete virtue,

consists in the doing of its own proper work
by each part of the soul; and reason’s work is

not merely to rule, as that of impulse is to

obey, but, as legislative, to determine the

work of the other parts. The obligatoriness

of the rational life is implicit in Aristotle’s

view of human good (eaSaigon'a). This con-

sists in ivepyeia that is, in the actuali-

zation of the human (= rational) life-

principle or self. Such true self-realization

takes various forms in the various rational or

excellent human activities and habits, which

are all found to be cases of the mean or

I’ational amount.

It is in the ethics of the Stoics, and especi-

ally of the Eoman Stoics, that the conception

of obligation becomes most explicit. The
Stoics not only define virtue as living con-

formably to nature (d/ioXoyor/uAcor Trj cjivcret

^v), but distinguish two degrees of such

conformity
:

(i) KaOrjKou, outward conformity

or ‘ fitness’; (2) Karopdcupa, inward conformity

or ‘ I’ightness.’ For the cynic scorn for law

as mere convention (rd/jos) they substitute

reverence for it as the expression of the

divine order of the universe. The Eoman
Stoics develop this legalistic conception of

life, and especially the idea of the universal

validity of social obligation, of that law of

nature and of nations which binds together

all members of the human race as partakers

in a common reason, and makes them citizens

of a common state.

The juridical view of morality received a

new expression in Christianity. The Jewish
rabbis had elaborated a complicated and
casuistical interpretation of the divine law.

For the outward and mechanical conformity

which such a method encouraged, Christianity

substituted the inward conformity of will and
disposition, demanding righteousness of motive
and intention, and not mei’ely of outward act.

It also interpreted lighteousness, after the

manner of the Hebrew prophets, on its social

as well as on its divine side, identifying the

love of God with the love of man. In spite,

however, of the characteristic inwardness of

Christian morality, and of the exaggerated

expression of this tendency in the ‘ anti-

nomianism ’ of the early Christian centuries,

there grew up in the middle ages an elaborate

system of ecclesiastical jurisprudence, a new
Christian casuistry. Along with this there

came to prevail a double standard of virtue

and duty, a distinction between ordinary and
monastic virtue, between those things which
are obligatory upon all (commands) and those

things which are merely ‘ counsels of perfec-

tion.’ The Eeformation marks the revival of

the principle of inwardness, of the essential

unity and absolute obligatoriness of all virtue,

and of the right of the individual conscience

to determine for itself all questions of duty.

Modern ethics begins with the effort to dis-

cover an independent basis of moral obligation

in the nature of things, in reason, divine or

human, rather than in the will of God.

Grotius defined ‘ natural right’ {ius nahirale)

as ‘ the dictate of right reason, indicating

that an act, fiom its agreement or disngiee-

ment with man’s rational and social nature,

is morally disgraceful or morally necessary.’

Hobbes, while denying that man is by nature

a social being, yet recognizes certain ‘laws of

nature,’ and regards certain forms of conduct

as indirectly, if not directly, rational. The
early British rationalists—Cudworth, More,

Cumberland, and Clarke—insist upon the

essentially rational, and therefore natural,

character of all duty as determined by the

immutable and eternal relations of things.

They reassert, against Hobbes, the essentially

social nature of man and the ultimateness of

social obligation. This ethical rationalism is

developed by Butler, who finds the seat of

authority in the rational principles of human
nature, conscience, self-love, and rational

benevolence. As a rational being, man is

a law unto himself : he has the rule of right

within, in the constitution of his own nature,

in which the rational or reflective principles

are clearly fitted to govern, and the impulsive

or unreflectlve principles to obey. ‘We are

constituted so as to condemn falsehood, un-

provoked violence, injustice, and to approve of

benevolence to some preferably to others,

abstracted from all consideration which con-

duct is likeliest to produce an overbalance of

happiness or misery.’ This doctrine of the

intiinsic nature of moral distinctions and

obligations is further developed by the later
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iiituitioni&ts, who maintain the absoluteness

and ultimateness, because rationality, of moral

principles, and insist upon the authority of

conscience as the revealer of such principles.

Tliis rationalistic view of moral obliga-

tion has provoked an opposite view, that of

the hedonistic or utilitarian school. Accord-

ing to this view, the consciousness of moral

obligation is tbe individual’s sense of the com-

pulsoriness of right conduct
;
the ‘ ought ’ is

the echo of the ‘ must.’ Its source is to be

found, therefore, in the ‘ sanctions ’ of such

conduct, or in the penalties attached to the

viuL.tion of moral law. These sanctions are

jjrimarily, as in Paley’s theory, theological.

By later utilitarians they are conceived as the

natural consequences of wrong-doing, and more
particularly as its social and political conse-

quences, the penalties with which public

opinion, whether politically organized or not,

visits the transgression of its laws. According

to Paley, a man is said to be ‘ obliged ’ when
he is ‘urged by a violent motive resulting from

the command of another.’ This definition is

virtually anticipated by Gay, in his Disserta-

tion prefixed to Law’s translation of King’s

Origin of Evil (1731): ‘Obligation is the

necessity of doing or omitting something in

order to be happy. . . . Full and complete obli-

gation, which will extend to all cases, can

only be that arising from the authority of

God.’ To Paley’s religious sanction Beutham
adds three others, the physical, the political,

and the moral or popular. The physical or

natural sanction he regards as the basis to

which all the others may be I'educed. For
Mill, as for his predecessors, obligation is

synonymous with motivation. His answer to

the question. What is the source of the obli-

gation of utilitarian morality?’ consists in an

account of its sanctions. Earlier moralists

have erred, he thinks, in limiting themselves

to the external sanctions. Far more im-

portant than any of these is the internal or

psychological sanction, the ‘ feeling of unity

with our fellow men,’ the sympathy which
binds us to our fellows and constrains us to

act for their interest, even at the sacrifice of

our own. Mill thus discovers the obligation,

in the sense of motivation, of altruistic con-

duct in an altruistic impulse which is irre-

ducible to terms of egoism; while, in his

insistence upon the intrinsic superiority of

certain pleasures or satisfactions, and upon
the right of the ‘higher ’ feelings to control the
‘ lower,’ he commits himself implicitly to a doc-

trine of obligation of the rationalistic type.

'i'he evolutionary utilitarians seek to account
for the feeling of obligation by tracing irs

genesis. According to Spencer, the political,

religious, and social coi.trols are only the

pre-moral controls within which the strictly

moral control evolves, and from which it

gradually emancipates itself. The former
account for the coercive element in obliga-

tion
;

the latter constitutes the authoritative

element, and consists in the consciousness of

the intrinsic evolutionary superioiity of the

more complex, representative, and later-

evolved feelings as principles of conduct, to

the simpler, presentative, and earlier evolved.

With moral progress, the consciousness of

obligation, in the former sense, tends to

disappear, giving place to spontaneity. Of
this evolutionary or naturalistic view of moral

obligation an extreme statement will be found

in Guyau’s Esquisse d une Morale sans Obli-

gation, ni Sanction.

As against the hedonistic and utilitarian

interpretation of obligation, the rationalistic

view has been reasserted by modern idealists,

first in Germany and later in England and
America. For Kant, the founder of this

idealistic movement, all morality is summed
up in the word dutyq and in a sense which
negates pleasure and disregards consequences.

Duty is a matter not of act, but of motive.

The good or dutiful will is the willthat is moved
simply by reverence for law, or for its own
rational nature. Such a will is autonomous,

a law unto itself, because an end- in-it self.

For Hegel this subjective or ‘conscientious’

attitude is only a stage between ‘ abstract

right,’ or external legality, and that' ethicality’

in which the individual recognizes his unity

with his fellows, and sees in the ethical

institutions—the family, society, and the

state—the concrete and objective expression

of the universal reason and the ultimate

ground of individual obligation. The latter

view has found expression in Green’s Prole-

gomena ioAiAtcs, Bradley’s Ethical Studies, and

more recent works in English which, while

reducing all specific duties to the fundamental

duty of self-realization, yet, by inteipreting

the true or ideal self as the social self to

which the lower and false, or merely individual

and selfish, self ought to be sacrificed,

emphasize the social asj^ect of moral obliga-

tion. This has also been emphasized, from the

psychological point of view, by Bain, Baldwin,

and others. Cf. Ethics, Ethical Theories,

Duty, Law, and Sanction.

Literature'. Georges Fulliquet, Essai
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gur rObligation morale (1898); Eked Bon,

Uber das Sollen u. das Gute (1898) ;
J. Maek

Bat.dwin, Social and Etb. Interpret. (1898)

;

works on Ethics generally
;

Bibliog.

2, j. (J.s.)

Obscurantism [Lat. obscurare. to darken]

:

Ger. Ohscumnt.ismus
]

Er. obscurantisme
]

Ital. oscurantismo. Opposition to intellectual

]U'ogress or enlightenment arising out of

icnoraiice or fear of the effects which enlighten-

ment will produce on traditional institutions

and beliefs
; the principles of those who prac-

tise such opposition. (a.t.o.)

Observation [Lat. observatio, from obser-

vare, to look at]: Ger. Beobachtung
]

Er.

observation] Ital. osservazione. Attentive

experience
;

especially, an act of voluntarily

attentive experience, usually with some, often

with great, effort. Cf. the following topics.

More or less fixity in the object is requisite.

Indeed, experience supposes that its object

reacts upon us with some strength, much or

little, so that it has a certain grade of

reality or independence of our cognitive exer-

tion. All reasoning whatever has observation

as its most essential part. Whatever else

there is in the act of leasoning is only pre-

paratory to observation, like the manipulation

of a physical experiment.

Much stress has been laid upon the distinc-

tion between ‘ sciences of observation ’ and
‘ sciences of expeiiinent ’

;
and undoubtedly

theie is a great contrast between the pro-

ceedings, let us say, of the anatomist and of

the physiologist. Although the anatomist

has to make many experiments (with stains,

for example), yet the stress of his labour comes
upon the act of observation

;
while the pre-

parations for observation of the physiologist

are far more elaboi’ate, and the mere act of

observation itself often very easy and coarse.

The difference is, however, chietly one of de-

gree, and from a philosophical point of view is

of quite secondary importance, (c.s.p., j.m.b.)

Observation (eirors of) : see Ebeoes of
Obseevation.

Observation (mental) : Ger. Selbst- (or

innerliche) Beobachtung; Fr. observation de

soi

;

Ital. osservazione (interna, also introsjpe-

zione). (i) The deliberate examination of

what is in one’s own mind, with consciousness

of the act itself; called ‘self’ or ‘inner’

Obseevation (q. v.). Cf. Eeflection.
The term thus defined is useful to indicate

reflection for purposes of examination, and
not merely as designating the reflective state

of mind in general. One observes when he

reflects, but when he observes he reflects for

a purpose. Observation is the means of Inteo-
SPECTION (q. V.).

(2) A second use (which is not recom-

mended) makes observation synonymous with
mere awareness of the progress of experience.

Literature'. James, Brine, of Psychol., i.

chap, vii
;

Beentano, Psychologic
;

Ladd,
Psychol., Descrip, and Explan., chaps, i,

ii. (J.M.B.-G.F.S.)

Observation (method of, in education).

The acquisition of knowledge by direct sense-

perception.

At one time teachers were inclined to re-

gard observation as a method complete in

itself, programmes being supplied with courses

of so-called object-lessons. Educators are

now disposed to view observation as but one

step or stage in a rational method. This is,

at all events, the position of the Herbartians.

See Method, and Intuition (in education).

Literature : Index to Proceedings of the

National (U.S.) Educational Association; N.A.
Calkins, Object Lessons. (c.ne G.)

Observations (adjustment of) : Ger. Be-

obachtungsreclmung
;

Fr. calcul des observa-

tions-, Ital. ordinamento dei risultati d'osser-

vazione (suggested

—

e.m.). The department of

experimental or scientific method concerned

with the treatment of experimental results to

determine their evidential value.

The method of procedure in adjusting the

results of a series of observations dej ends

upon the nature of the particular problem

had in view. The number and distribution

of cases, the Eeroes of Obseevation (q. v.) of

various sorts, the comparison of the results of

one series with another, the elimination ofacci-

dental cases or of those vitiated by this con-

dition or that—these are some of the questions

concerning which exact analysis is required.

An illustration of such adjustment of obser-

vations is presented under Vaeiation (statis-

tical treatment of). In many cases the appli-

cation of the theory of Peobabilitt (q. v.) is

demanded. (J.M.B.)

Observer ; see Subject (of experiment).

Obsession [Lat. obsessio, a besieging]

:

Ger. Besessenheit
;
Fr.obsession; ltal.ossessione,

Jissazione. (i) The explanation of marked
neurotic and abnormal mental symptoms in a

patient as due to the persevering efforts of an
evil spirit to gain mastery over him.

It differs from Possession (q. v., as also

Demonomania) in that it emphasizes the

efforts of the demon from without, while in

possession the demon is supposed actually to
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be resident in the body, and must accordingly

be exorcized by appi opriate agencies.

(2) The persistent and irresistible presence

of an idea or emotion
;

in this sense equiva-

lent to an Impeeative Idea (q. v.).

Obversion [Lat. obversio, a turning],

Hamilton (Lect. on Logic, xiv, and especially

Appendix V. iii) states that Conveesion

(q. V., also for foreign equivalents) in logic is

sometimes called obvei’sion.

This is a surprising statement, which neither

he nor his editors are able to support by cita-

tions. It is, therefore, not unlikely that

Hamilton took it at second hand.

Bain {^Logic, Pt. I. Bk. I. chap. iii. § 2 7) says :

In affirming one thing, we must be prepared to

deny the opposite : “the road is level,” “it is

not inclined,” are not two facts, but the same
fact from its other side. Tliis process is

called obversion.’ Bain gives no reference.

The regular scholastic name for the process he

describes—a name given by Abelard {Dia-

lectica, 225)—is infinitatio. This word is very

common (see, for example, Albertus Magnus
in II. Peri hermeneias, iii; Ockham, Logica, II.

xii, xiii
;
and the index to Prantl, Logih, iv).

But somebody may have got the notion that it

was ‘ barbarous,’ and have preferred to use a

more classical-sounding designation. (c.s.p.)

Occam (or Ockham), William of ;
so

called from Ockham, England. Studied at

Merton College, Oxford
;
became a Franciscan,

1319, and then studied at Paris under Duns
Scotus. He became the most eminent of

Nominalists. He opposed the pretensions ofthe

pope to political power and the possession of

property. He was finally summoned to trial,

and took refuge (1328) with Emperor Louis of

Bavaria. He never signed the article of recan-

tation, although he sought peace with the pope

late in life. He died in 1347. See Occamism.
Occamism: Ger. Occamismus] Fr. doc-

trine dJOccam dottrina di Occam. The
doctrine held by the followers of William of

Occam, the founder of scholastic Nominalism

(see Realism). They were also called Ter-

minists, because of the doctrine of Occam
that universals are not anything really exist-

ing, but are only termini, predicables. (j.d.)

Occam’s Razor : see Paesimont.

Occasion (-al) : see Occasionalism, and

Cause.
Occasional Cause : see Occasionalism.

Occasionalism [Lat. occasio, an event] :

Ger. Occasiortalismus, Theorie der Gelegenheits-

ursaclte (occasional cause)
;
Fr. occasionalisme,

hypothese dee causes occasionnelles
;

Ital.

occasionalismo. The theory that matter and
mind do not act upon each other directly, but
that upon occasion of certain changes in one,

God intervenes to bring about corresponding

changes in the other. Each is then called the
‘ occasional cause ’ with reference to the other.

The theory was developed by Geulincx and
Malebranche in order to deal with the pro-

blem—arising from the extreme dualism

asserted by Descartes between thought and
extension—of the interaction of mind and
matter in general, and of the body and soul

in particular, combined with the growing
difficulties felt in forming any intelligible

theory of causation. The same problem was
dealt with in the single-substance theory of

Spinoza and the Leibnitzian doctrine of pre-

established harmony. Descartes in general

had asserted that all changes of matter-in-

motion are to be accounted for by refei ence

to extension, while all psychical matters are to

be referred to the nature of mind. This

latter theory, however it might do for clear

and adequate ideas, could not explain con-

fused ideas and the passions and emotions

connected with them. Here was an excep-

tion, and God had arranged in man a co-

existence of the two substances, so that a

disturbance of the ‘animal spirits’ (centring

in the pineal gland) excited in the mind an
unclear idea, whether sensation, passion, or

emotion. This doctrine of injlnxus physicus

was so obviously contradictory to the rest of

the S3stem, that the Cartesians at once set

about doing away with it. With Geulincx

the causal problem was the chief one; and
he denies completely the possession of any
efficient causality by matter. Its changes are,

so to speak, only ‘ cues ’ upon which God
effects the real results. Malebranche adds to

this point of view the epistemological one :

not only can one substance not directly in-

fluence the other, but they are so heterogene-

ous that mind cannot know matter. We ‘ see

things in God,’ matter again being the occasion

rather than the real object of our knowledge.

Literature : Descaetes, Principia, § 36

;

Meds., V and vi. Passions de I’Ame
;
Geu-

lincx, Ethics, 113 ;
Met., 26; Malebeanche,

Recherche de la V4rite, vi. 2, 3 ;
Falcken-

BEEG, WiNDELBAND, Uebeeweg, Histories of

Philosophy (Index of each, sub verbo). (j.d.)

Occ^t [Lat. occuUus, hidden] : Ger. ver-

borgen) Yx.occulte] occulto. That which

is hidden or secret. Cf. klAGic.

It is applied to the assumption that in-

sight into and control over nature is to be
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obtained by mysterious and magical proce-

dures, and by a long apprenticeship in secret

lore. The physical sciences of the middle ages,

alchemy and astrology, and in modern times

spiritualism, theosophy, and palmistry, contain

various fiictors of occult lore. Such doctrines,

known as Occultism, fall outside the realm of

modern science. See Magic. (j.j.)

Literature : A. E. AVaite, The Occult

Sciences(i89i)
;
Jastkow, Fact and Fable in

Psychology
;
Ottolenghi, Suggestione e fa-

colta psichiche occulte (1900). (J.J.-E.M.)

Oekliam : see Occam.
Ockham’s (or Occam’s) Bazor : see

Parsimony.
Odour : see Olfactory Sensation.

Oecology [Gr. oIkos, a house, + Xoyor,

Eoieiice, discourse : Ger. Oehologie’, Fr. ceeo-

logie
;

Ital. ecologia. The science of economics

as applying to plants and animals.

The term is piincipally used by Haeckel,

oecolcgy not being, at least yet, a clearly

recognized branch of biology. (c.s.M.)

Offence (in law) [Fr. offence ; Lat offensa~\ ;

Ger. Verhrechen, Vergehen, tJherlreiung Fr.

crime, delit, contravention (Code Penal, art.

1-5); Ital. delitto. (i) A transgression of

law, which is punishable as a public wi'ong

;

a crime or misdemeanour.

(2) In English law', a petty crime, not the

subject of an indictment, punishable by a

pecuniary forfeiture.

A criminal prosecution for an offence does

not exclude a civil action by the party in-

jured for the damages he has sustained. In
France the two remedies may be joined.

In early societies not directly affecting the

state, wrongs' to individuals seldom found

a public prosecution. AYhen private venge-

ance becomes unlawful, it is replaced by a

civil action for damages, or for a fixed sum
by way of legal compensation. See Holland,

Jurisprudence, chaji. xvi. 322. (s.e.b.)

Ohm : see Units of Measurement (elec-

trical).

Oken, Lorenz. (1779-1851.) Educated
in natural science and medicine at AA'^virzburg

and Gottingen. Professor of medicine at

Jena, 1807; of natural science, 1812; resigned

for political reasons, 1819 ;
professor in

Munich, 1828; in Ziirich, 1832; a pupil of

Schell ing.

Olfactometer: see Laboratory and
App.uiatus, III, 13, (e).

Olfactory Nerve : see Nervous System.
III.

smell\ '. Gev.Geruchseinp/lndungen; Fr. sensa-

tions olfactives, odorat

;

Ital. sensazioni olfat-

tive. The sensations aroused by adequate

stimulation of the olfactory mucous membrane
in the nostrils, called those of smell. The
stimulus is called odour.

The number of qualities is unknown, al-

though attempts have been made (latterly

with some success) to distinguish groups or

classes of smells. Smell intensities probably

obey Weber’s law. The human organ is very

readily fatigued, but its degree of exhaustion

varies with different odours. Certain smell

sensations are complementary or antagonistic.

Olfactory sensations are difficult of revival in

idea, but this sense has a very high associative

and distractive value. (e.b.t.)

Literature

:

modern literature begins with

TouRTUAL, 1827. ZwAARDEMAKEK, Physiol.

d. Geruchs (1895); Aronsohn, Du Bois-

Reymond’s Arch. (1886); v. Vintschgau,
Hermann’s Handb. d. Ph}'siol., III. ii. 225;
A^alentin, Lehrb. d. Physiol, d. Menschen, II.

ii. (1848) 277; FrOhlich, Sitzber. d. Wien.
Akad., math.-iiatiirw. Cl., vi. (1851) 322;
F. H. Weber, Arch. f. Anat u. Physiol. (1847),

342 ;
J. AIuller, Handb. d. Physiol, d.

Menschen, i. (1835) 759; Sanford, Course in

Exper. Psychol., expts. 57-60; Passy, Annee
Psychol., ii. 362 ;

art. Olfaction, in Diet. Encyc.

des Sci. Med. de Dechambre. (e.b.t.-l.m.)

Omnipotence [Lat. omnis, all, -p 2>otens,

powerful]: Ger. Allmacht
;

Fr. omnipotence;

Ital. onnipotema. The attribute of God by
virtue of which he is conceived to be able to

realize all the possibilities presentable to his

thought.

Omnipotence does not involve the ability to

realize all possible conceptions, since there

may be conceptions of the impossible or the

self-contradictory. Nor does the omnipotence

of God imply that all the conceivable possi-

bilities are or will be realized. There may
be alternative possibilities of which the

choice of one will exclude the other. Nor
does it imply that ethically God can contra-

dict the moral attributes of his nature. The
infinite holiness ofGod excludes the possibility

of sin. That God should sin is not a contin-

gency presentable to the divine thought.

Literature: see Attributes (of God), (a.t.o.)

Omnipresence [Lat. omnis, all, -f praesens,

present] : Ger. Allgegenwart; Fr. omnipre-

sence; Ital. onnipresenza. The attribute of

God by virtue of which he is conceived to be

present in the unitary wholeness of his being

in every manifestation of reality.Olfactory Sensations [Lat. olfacere, to
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God may be conceived as pantheistically

present in every manifestation of reality

;

that is, as the substance of the manifestation

itself. But he may also be conceived as pre-

sent causally and effectually, or even in a

negative and excluding sense. The nature

of omnipresence is opposed to that of diffu-

sion
;
God cannot be present in part. His

presence iii every part of the world must be

whole and undivided.

Literature: see ATTEiBTJTEs(ofGod).

(

a.t.o.)

Omniscience [Lat. omnis, all, + scire, to

know]: Oer. Allwissenhcit •, ¥v. omniscience
;

Ital. onniscienza. The attribute of God by
virtue of which his knowledge is conceived

to be ideally complete and comprehensive of

the whole nature of reality.

Assuming the existence of an intelligent

deity, omniscience as an attribute of his nature

cannot be denied. But sujiposiiig the ques-

tion in debate to be that of tlie divine

existence, then the most direct and cogent

proof of the necessary existence of infinite

and complete knowledge somewhere arises

from the relativity and imperfection of human
knowledge. St. Augustine develops this proof

on the positive side, arguing from the exis-

tence of truth to the necessity of an infinite

and absolute standard of truth
;
and recently

Eoyce, in The Conception of God, develops the

proof from the negative datum of the exis-

tence of error
;

also from tlie fragmentariness

and incompleteness of liuman and finite know-
ledge, This necessitates the existence of an

All-knower. Whether omniscience arises

from the identity of God’s thought with
reality, or from its perfect correspondence

with the real, is a deWable question in the

metaphysics of religion. God’s omniscience

is a necessary presupposition of his fore-

knowledge and fore-determination.

Literature : see Atteibutes (of God)
;
St.

Augustine, Contra Academicos
;
Eoyce, The

Conception of God. (a.t.o.)

One (the) [AS. an, one; Gr. to er] : Ger.

das Line, Lins und Vide (one and many)

;

Fr. Vun {et le multiple
) ;

Ital. Vuno {e il molte-

plice). A technical term of the Neo-Platonic

philosophy denoting the absolute first i^rin-

ciple— a principle above both Being and
Thought, since these are both subject to defini-

tion and (in so far) to limitation. For the

less ontological senses of the term see

Unity.
In the later oral teachings of Plato, he

seems to have been much influenced by the

doctrines of the Pythagoreans, and to have

attempted a synthesis of tlieir theory of

numbers with his own theory of ideas. In this

doctrine he identified the One with the Good,
with the supreme Idea and Being (see Tren-
delenburg, Platonis de Ideis et Nvmeris
Doctrina), and attempted to derive from it

the series of other ideas. This tendency was
carried still further in the Old Academy.
Speusippus dislinguished the One from the

Good, the One being the principle of which
the Good is the result

;
and also from reason,

which is reduced to the plane of the Platonic

World-soul, as moving cause (Zeller, Fhilos. d.

Griechen, II. i. 851-3). In other words, the

formal or logical cause was placed above loth
the final and the efficient. Xenocrates made
the One and the Dyad the supreme ground
of all existence—the One being the first or

male God, the Fatlier and Nous; while the

Dyad (indefinite plurality) is the mother;
from their maiu iage arose numbers, and the

Soul is Number which is self-moving. These
fantastical distinctions found a fertile soil

in Neo-Pythagoreauism and Neo-Platonism,

and it is in the latter that tlie One becomes
the supreme category. With Plotinus, the

Absolute is entirely ineffable and incompre-

hensible
;
and can be described only as simple

relation of Being to itself, excluding all dis-

tinction and all relativity, to express which
the term the One, or the Only One, is

chosen. From this the whole hierarchy of

subordinate beings and distinctions radiate

or emanate, without either efficient or pur-

posive activity upon its part. Jamblicus

desired to make the One still more transcen-

dent and ineffable, and accordingly distin-

guished between the First One and the

Second One, which is interposed between it and
plurality, and is the source of further emana-

tions. Proclus carries the doctrine to its end

by declaring that the Absolute, since undefin-

able and unknowable, cannot be called even

the One except figuratively. From it, how-
ever, proceeds a plurality of Ones, which are

simple and supersensuous, and through which

emanation proceeds towards Being and to-

wards Thought.

Literature

:

Zellee, Philos, d. Griechen, III.

ii.491,521, 688,793,846; Plotinus, Enneads,

VI. ix. I. (J.D.)

One (the) and The Many : for foreign

equivalents see One. See the One, and Unity
AND Plueality.

Oneirology [Gr. ovnpos, dream, -f Xoyoy,

science
I

: Ger. Oneirologie; Fr. (i) onirologie,

(2) oniromancie •, llal. onirologia. (i) The
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science of Dkeams (q. v.) and (2) of their

interpretation

Cf. Sleep (also for literature). Oneiro-

mancy is a better term for (2). (j.m.b.-g.f.s.)

Ontogenesis [forder.see Ontogeny]: Ger.

Ontogenesis
;

Fr. ontogenese

;

Ital. ontogenesi.

(i) Tlic more restricted sphere of the Onto-
geny (q.v.) of particular organs or functions.

We speak of the ontogeny of a species, but of

the ontogenesis of a specific or other chai’acter.

(2) Also used moi'e widely for the problem

of development as a whole as contrasted with

the ontogeny of a particular species or groujj

of the whole.

For the distinction between ontogenic and
ontogenetic see Genetic. (j.m.b., e.b.p.)

Ontogeny [Gr. a>v, outos, a being, -)- y(vr],

birth, development] : Ger. ontogenetische Ent-

wicklung
;

Fr. ontogenie (more specialized

than ontogenese—t.d.)
;

Ital. ontogenia. A
term employed in biology and psychology for

individual development as contrasted with
racial evolution or Phtlogeny (q. v.).

Since the publication of Darwin’s Origin

of Sjpedes tliere has been much discussion as

to the relations which the facts of ontogeny
and phylogeny bear to each other. Haeckel,

to whom the introduction of the terms is due,

strongly supported the princijjle of Recapitu-
lation (q. V.), that in ontogeny we have a

more or less complete though abbreviated

recapitulation of the phylogenetic evolution

of the species. Although many observers

have criticized this princijde in detail, and
shown that the completeness of recapitulation

is never perfect, and often very imperfect, still

there is, by general consent, much in ontogeny
which serves to throw light on phylogeny.

Cope and Hyatt have contended that by
acceleration or retardation in ontogeny the

order of recapitulation may have been pro-

foundly modified and a new basis afforded

for phylogenetic changes. Mehnert, follow-

ing Agassiz, has urged that the rudiments
(Anlagen) of stronger functional oi’gans may
appear in ontogeny earlier than those of

weaker organs which preceded them in phylo-
geny. Weismaun’s concejdion of germinal
selection suggests a means by which the

Older of development in ontogeny may be
changed and certain stages in recapitulation

omitted. A further distinction is that be-

tween Development (q. v.) and growth, both
included in the conception of ontogeny, Cf.

EmbPvYOlogt, and Acceleeation. (c.Ll.m.)

Hyatt has foi mulated the principle that the

directions of decay in ontogeny—in old age.

&c.—anticipate structural degeneration in

the phylogeny of the species in the same
directions—a sort of reversed recapitulation

{Science, Jan. 27, 1897), which with parallel-

ism of the earlier stages in each series com-
pletes a parallel ‘ cycle ’ common to ontogeny
and phylogeny (ibid., Jan. 29, 1897). (j.m.b.)

Literature-. Fritz Mullek, Fiir Darwin

(1863); E. Haeckel, Gen. Morphol.

;

E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest
;

Ernst
Mehnert, Biomechanik erschlossen a. d.

Principe d. Organogenese
;
AuG. Weismann,

Germinal Selection
;

Morselli, Antropol.

generale (1887—1900); (in psychology) Bald-
win, Ment. Devel. in the Child and the

Race. (c.Li.M.)

Ontological Argument ; Ger, ontolo-

gisches Argument-, Fr. argument ontologique

Ital. argomento ontologico. The method of

reasoning which infers the existence of God
fiom a consideration of the content of the

idea of God
;
ranked by Kant with the cosmo-

logical and j^hysico-teleological as one of the

three fundamental conceptions of rational

theology. See Religion (philosophy of).

Its best representative is Descartes, who,

however, unites the psychological method of

St. Augustine with the purely logical one
of Anselm. See Scholasticism, I.

St. Augustine, starting with the fact of

doubt, infers then to the reality of the inner

subject. This self-assurance involves certainty

of being, of life, of feeling, and of rational

perception. The certainty of being demands
that reason be ruled by a principle which is

its norm, which accordingly it does not itself

generate, but which is above it. The idea

of perfect truth thus involves the reality of

perfect truth. See Patristic Philosophy
(
6 ).

Anselm, on the other hand, works upon
the basis of mediaeval Realism (q. v.). The
universals are the reals

;
and since there are

grades and degrees of universality, there are

all grades of reality. The most universal,

God, is the most real—ens realissimum. If

one denies the existence of God, he must have

the idea of God, and that means he has the

idea of one than whom nothing greater can

be thought. But to be in reality and in

thought is greater than to he in intellect

alone. Accordingly, if one have the thought

of God at all, he must think of him as exist-

ing (Proslogium). This is often known as the
‘ Anselmian Argument.’ Descartes argues

from the existence of doubt to that oT
’

thought
;
and therefrom (by immediate infer-

encey to that of the ego, and of mental pro-
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cesses and ideas as bare-Tacis_at_ least. Such

facts must have a cause
;
the cause must be

at least equal to its~effecf. ' tDne lias ideas of

perfection, and by this principle one cannot Jbe

t.hA. eanse, because one is- not perfect. Only

a ijgrfect being could effect su35T~an^ idea.

And, againV the 'very'ldea'Tjf Qody-or-of' the

infinite, involves that of necessary existence^

his nature as such as to involve existence

necessarily, not simply contingently, just as

the_ideapfjhe_tjiaii^e involves_three-sj^d-

nessj^JileiiiZiltzo^^Jii^nd Princqna, i. 14—6).

1n”Spinoza the argument appears condensed

into a definition of the Absolute—that which

can be conceived only as existing. Kant
attempts to show that both the cosmological

and the teleological depend upon the onto-

logical, so that it this can be shaken, all

rational theology is also shaken. It is a coii-

tradiction to think of God as 'mon-existent,

'TmKiTdoes not follow^j,t God exists.
~
E^s-

is not a part of the content of thought
,

'

Kut rather something which~controls and
necessitates thought— something which is

‘ Kant thus detects the essence of

TEe”whole rationalistlc~posifi6h in this argu-

nSSnK—viz. the assumption that thought as

such is a valid criterion of reality ; wMe in

trutli7 according to Kant^thought, per se, is

only an^ytlc of itself, and requires sense-

experience to get a judgment of reality.

Hegelj throwing overboard the ontological

argument as an argument from a thought,

the particular thought of God, holds that

fundamentally Thought as such determines

Being—or that at the root of all judgment is

the presupposition of the identity of Thought
and Being, or God; and that the old ontological

argument may be regarded as a vague anticipa-

tion of this underlying unity.

Literature: see under Theism, and Religion

(
philosophy of). (J.D.)

Outologism [Gr. to oma, existing things,

-p Xdyos, scienceJ: Ger. Ontologismus
y

Fr.

ontoloyisme
\

Ji-al. ontologismo. (i) The philo-

sophical (ontological) method which proceeds

from logical categories directly to reality ; it

is applied to the great speculative systems

of which the ontological postulates are not

grounded in experience.

Hume and Kant vigorously opposed ontolo-

gism. For the newer developments of the

method cf. Ueberweg-Heinze, Gesch.d. Philos.,

III. ii. (8th ed.) 328. (j.m.b.)

(2) The theory of the school founded by
Gioberti in Italy (1801-52). The doctrine,

namely, that the method and principles of

philosophy should be sought for in the object,

not in the subject.

The theory is a reaction from the supposed
subjectivism of modern thought. Gioberti held

that Descaites had substituted a psychologic

method (see Psychologism) for the true

ontological, and that modern philosophy, in

so far as it proceeded from an examination
either of consciousness or of the process of

knowing, had put philosophy further off the

right track, and had logically ended in sensual-

ism, Protestantism, and atheism. We must
begin with the supreme and objective intui-

tion of the mind ; Pns creat eocistentias. While
the theory originally was in the interests of

Catholicism, Gioberti himself gradually modi-
fied his philosophical views in a somewhat
pantheistic sense, and politically became one
of the chief apostles of an independent and
united Italy. Ontologisin was condemned by
papal authority in 1861, and again in 1862
and 1866. Aside from Gioberti’s political

views, this result was probably inevitable,

as his original system, in presupposing an
adequate intuition of absolute being, tended
to subordinate theology to philosophy, and,

indeed, to make revealed religion unnecessary.

Gioberti and his system are of interest to

Americans through their influence upon 0 . A_
Brownson. The latter, however, endeavoured
to avoid the theological errors of Gioberti, and
held that while his philosophy was ontological,

he was not an ‘ outologist ’ in the sense repro-

bated by the Church.

Literature: Uebeeweg, Hist, of Philos,

(trans. by Morris, and appendix by Botta),

ii. 497-509 ;
Louis Feeei, L’Histoire de

Philos, en Italic, i. 387 ;
Beownson, Works,

ii. 126, 468 ff. (art. Ontologism and Psycho-

logism). (J.D.)

Ontology [Gr. 6V, Svtos, being, -f- Xo'yof,

science] : Ger. Ontologie
;
Fr. ontologie

;
Ital.

ontologia. The doctrine or science of reality

in its ultimate natui-e. Cf. Metaphysics,
and Philosophy.

Plato uses the phrase ovras Svra to express

the absolutely real character of the ideas
;
but

being interested chiefly in the question of

method in regard to them, uses Dialectic, not

ontology, to denote the science which deals

with them. Even Aristotle, who held that

since every special science has its own peculiar

sphere of existence {ovaia, or or) as its object,

there must be a supreme science which deals

with existence in its generality, being as being.

Of
[j

ou, yet used the term ‘ first philosophy ’ or

philosophy to designate this science. The
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Scholastics, while regarding Ens qua Ens as

the object of philosophy, yet subdivided and

named it on a different basis. It was accord-

ingly AVolft’ who made the terra current.

Philosophy is first divided into theoietical and

practical ; the former, called metaphysics,

is again divided into a general part (onto-

logy) dealing with being in general, irrespec-

tive of whether it is material crspbitual
;
and

a special part dealing with tl e three chief

forms of being, namely God, tl.e world, and

the soul (see Erdmann, ii. 223-4, and Zeller,

Gesch. d. deu/sch. Phi’os., 183-8).

Wolff’s identification of ontology with the

logical princij)les of identity and contradiction

had great influence (in a reactionary way)
upon Kant. With Kant, ontology becomes

a pretended science, since it attempts the

impossible task of dealing with objects

without auy reieience to the way in which

they are given and knoM'n. Largely through

his influence, ontology and ontological became
terms of reproach, meaning vain attempts to

deal with being apart from its pi’esentation

in consciousness (so G. H. Lewes and the

English positivists generally). Sir William

Hamilton defined it as the science which in-

fers the properties of unknown being from

its known manifestations—or as Inferential

Psychology! (il/e<op/t., i. 124-5). The excess

of emphasis upon the theory of knowing, as

distinct from the theory of being, led, how-
ever, to scepticism and subjectivism, and so to

a new conception of ontology as the science

of the real, so far as that shall be determined

through the process of knowledge : in other

words, the epestion of the possibility of onto-

logy is the question of the validity of know-
ledge.

yumming up, we may say that three stages

are easily discernible. Ancient and even

mediaeval philosophy are, as often said, pre-

dominatingly ontological
;
they are concerned

with the objective, and it is assumed (naively

or dogmatically) that being is as it is known
to be, or that knowing is a process of partici-

pating in being, that it is itself a phase or

factor in the structuie of being. The second

sense is the modern sceptical, or positivistic,

in which it is assumed that being-in-itself

(things as they really are) is to be sharply

marked off from things in relation to us, or

existence as presented through our senses, as

phenomena. According to this view ontology

is only the pretended and impossible theory

of them. The third is the critical sense
;

the ancient dependence of knowing upon being

is reversed
;

the first need is to examine
the nature, possibility, and validity of know-
ledge, and then, through the results thus

reached, go on to consider the being known.
Thus ontology is no longer the general theory

of being, distinct from its special forms
;

it is

the theory of the known reality as distinct

from the theory of the process of knowing.
English thought probably owes to Ferrier

(/nsi. of Met., 47-9) the clear-cut recogni-

tion of this latter distinction of ontology and
epistemology. (j.d.)

Oplielimity[Gr. A(/uos] : Ger. Ophelimitdt

(suggested

—

k.g.); Yv. oqjhelimite-, Ital. ofeli-

mitci. The power of satisfying an individual

want
;
as distinct from the more general term

utility, which sometimes means the power of

satisfying a real need which it is advantageous

to society to meet.

The double use of the term utility has pro-

duced a certain amount of confusion (Cairnes)

;

and Pareto has suggested this new term to

represent utility as each person judges it.

It is 7'ossible that this term may come into

more general use.

Literature: Paeeto, Cours. d’Econ. Polit.

(1896). (A.T.H.)

Ophthalmia [Gr. d(j)0a\nla, a disease of the

eyes]: Gev. Ophthalmie; Fr. ophthalmie

;

Ital.

oftalmia. A term used to designate any form

of inflammation of the conjunctiva. Many
varieties are distinguished according to the

character of the inflammation, its association

with other diseases, &c. See Stephenson,

Eqndemic Ophthalmia (1897). (j.j.)

Ophthalmometry: see Eye, under Vision.

Ophthalmoscope : see Laboeatoey and
Appaeatus, III, B, (i).

Opinion [Lat. opinio, used to translate Gr.

6d|a] : Ger. Meinung, Meinen (Meaning,

q. V.)
;

Fr. avis, opinion
;

Ital. opinions.

Private and individual Belief (q.v.), what-

ever its grounds, recognized as private and

individual. Cf. Knowledge (2).

The distinction between knowledge [im-

o-Ttjurj) and opinion
(
5d|a) played an important

role in Greek philosophy. According to Plato,

8d£(i mediates between knowledge and igno-

rance (cf. Eisler, Worterb. d. philos. Begriffe,

‘Meinung’ and ‘ Erkenntniss,’ for quotations

from ancient and scholastic authors).

There is a tendency to make opinion a

matter of tentative and somewhat superficial

belief—recognized as such by the subject

himself (cf. Wundt, Logik, i. 370). How-
ever this may be, as to the holder of the

opinion, the fact that it is individual, and
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also that it is not knowledge, gave it (the

Stoics, Cicero) the suggestion of uncertainty

and lack of objective ground, as in theexpi’essiou

‘ mere opinion ’ (cf. Tarde, Vopinion et la foule,

1901). The distinction between belief an<J

knowledge (cognition) now furnishes terms for

the older antithesis. (j.ai.B.)

Opinion (in philosophy). (i) Generally

speaking, any idea or conception of fact,

aiming at truth and regarded as probably

approximating it, but confessedly not attain-

ing certitude as regards it. It differs from

Hypothesis (q. v.) in not looking forward to

future verification, nor aiming to serve any
function of generalization or explanation.

Its reference is rather to a condition of thought

based upon evidence or inference not adequate

to produce assured knowledge. It connotes

belief, however, rather than doubt.

(2) Used in a more depreciatory sense to

denote arbitrary or dogmatic preconception,

e. g. a matter of mere opinion of unwarranted
conviction.

The term now simply denotes a certain

value or function of ideas taken in their

objective reference
;

their worth as regards

a standard of truth or certainty. As a tech-

nical term it is employed to translate the

Greek So'|a. Paimienides distinguished ra

Trpos d\rjdeiav from Tci npos 86^av. The former

designated whatever had to do with reason,

and apprehended truth and being; the latter

designated mei’e customand hlindbelief,andre-

lated to appearance, non-heing, error. Thi s sense

of the term is connected with the Greek SoKe'iv,

meaning both to believe or think, and to seem.

This sense of mere seeming or appearance is

taken up by Plato. Ad^a refers to the region

intermediate between being and non-heing

—

the realm of phenomena— and is thus inter-

mediate between mere sense (^a'lcrdtjcns) and

rational thought (fiioKoia). It is subdivided

into a higher form {Trla-us, conviction
;
some-

times called right opinion, dp6rj, or d\r^0r]s, do^a)

and a lower (eiKacr/u, conjecture, blind guessing).

The former is based on reason (it is reason-

able), though unaware of its basis— not

reasoned. It mediates the connection with

discursive, or demonstrative, thought, and

relates to those aspects of the sensible world

that embody mathematical and teleological

relations, which, however, cannot be stated

per se (Theaetetus, 187-203 ;
Timaeus, 270 £f.

;

and Repvhlic, Bk. VI. 510). Aristotle to a con-

siderable extent subdivides Plato’s metaphysical

conception into a logical and a rhetorical one.

The former makes opinion a mode of judg-

ment, hence arising in the soul as such, not
from its affection by the body. As a mode of
judgment, however, it does not rest upon an
adequate syllogistic process, and hence does

not reach demonstrative knowledge {Anal.

Post., Bk. I. chap, xxxiii; Aletapliysics, vii.

15). The point of connection with Plato is

in the fact that Plato related opinion to the
world of change, not of being. Now, what-
ever changes may he otherwise than as it is,

and hence it is not necessary, hut contingent.

On the rhetorical side, is a state of jier-

suasion orhelief,and the question of producing
it is practical and psychological. Aristotle

also makes much use of the conception of

opinion in his ethics. All conduct relates to

future, and therefore contingent, things

—

matters of opinion. But it is of the highest

importance that these opinions should he
formed in accordance with will, rather than
with merely desire, ‘^povrjcris is the virtue of

the habit of intellect in forming opinions in re-

lation to right will. In general, do^aariKov, the

sphere of opinion, is the probable. Plotinus

makes opinion the region intermediate be-

tween imagination and reason; all knowledge
of the physical world as such is opinion. It

depends upon the senses, hut is found only in

a soul which reflects and reasons.

After the distinction between the subjective

and objective was clearly established, the

nature of opinion ceased to he a metaphysical

problem. It simply denoted one case of the

more general principle—the subjective. Con-

sequently, in modern times, opinion hardly

has a technical meaning. Hobbes uses it to

denote the state of unstable and alternating

ideas previous to judgment (Leviathan, Pt. I.

chap. vii). Locke uses it in its present popular

sense : the admission of something as true

without assurance (Essay, iv. 15). Kant
distinguishes matters of fact, of opinion, and
of (rational) faith. The first refers to things,

the existence of which can be proved either

through pure reason or by exliibition in

experience; the second lefers to possible,

but not actual, objects of experience in the

world of sense, e. g. the existence of in-

habitants upon Mars
;
the third to necessary

objects of thought, hut not of knowledge,

i. e. God, immortality, the summum honum
(Critique of Judgment, Pt. II. § 91). (J.D.)

Opposition [Lat. opponere, to oppose]

:

Ger. Opposition (Streit, Gegenwirkung)
;

Fr.

opposition
;

Ital. opposizione Used as a

general term to cover all forms of antagonism

and interference, and made by Tarde one of
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three fundamental classes of phenomena recog-

nized by science {Les Lois Sociales, 1898, Eng.

trans., 1900; Opposition Universelle, 1896).

Cases of opposition arc (see these terms)

Suggestion (contrary), Antithesis, Con-
trast, Inhibition, Contradiction, Inter-

ference (in physics). Antagonism (muscular),

and, in technical senses. Opposition (in logic),

Social Opposition, and Constraint (in social

science). (j.m.b.)

Opposition (in logic). One of Aristotle’s

PosTPREDiCAMENTS (q. V.). Tliere are said, in

the hook of Categories (cap. x), to be four kinds

of opposites. Relative opposites are relate and
correlate of a disquiparant relation. Contrary

opposites are the most unlike species of the

same genus, as black and white, sickness and

health. The third kind of opposition is

between a habit and its privation, as sight

and blindness. The fourth kind is between

affirmation and negation. This passage has

prevented the word opposite from taking any

definite meaning in philosophy. (c.s.p.)

The following scheme is currently used to

illustrate the forms of opposition as between

the assertions of each two of the four pro-

positions A, E, I, o (see those topics).

A Contrary E
w
c
o'
p

d
.0
o
03

I Subcontrary 0 (j.M.B.)

Optic Nerve ; see Nervous System, III.

Optical Axis : Ger. Augenaxe; Fr. axe de

I'ceil
;
Ital. asse oculars. A straiglit line drawn

tluou^h the centre of curvature of cornea and

lens, and prolonged to the posterior wall of

tlie eye. It is the sagittal axis mentioned

under Centre of Rotation (q. v.).

Literature : Helmholtz, Physiol. Optik

(2nd ed.), 5, 88, 108 ;
Waller, Human

Physiol., 412. (E.B.T.)

Optical Illiisious: Ger. optische Tdu-
schungen

;
Fr. illusions visuelles, illusions

d’optique\ Ital. illusioni visive (or ottiche).

(1) Broadly, any visual perception or .judg-

ment which cannot be harmonized with the

deliverances of the other senses or of vision

under ordinary conditions. In this sense the

term includes all physical illusions (effects of

mirrors, lenses, prisms, &c.), the physiological

illusions attending the perception of colour

(after-images, contrast, colour-induction, &c.),

and the physiological and psychical illusions

attending the perception of space, movement,
motion, and the character of objects. (2) In
a more restricted and usual sense, it includes

only the last group, and of these only those

occurring with sound and sane observers.

I. Assimilative illusions. Illusions due to

the assimilation of the sensory data with an
improper group of ideas, i.e. illusions resting

on a false interpretation of visual data, as the

mistaking of a dimly seen stump for a high-

ivayman by a timid traveller. Illusions

affecting the meaning and character of objects

belong to this class.

II. Equivocal figures. Mostly figures

capable of two or more spatial interpretations.

The double interpretation is most easy when
the figures are observed monocularly. Fig. i

(the figures are numbered consecutively on
the accompanying Plates I—IV^) may be seen

in the form of a partly open book with the

back or the face towards the observer; Fig. 2

as a tetrahedron, erect or leaning back-

ward. The first three of the group of forms

maiked Fig. 3 show similar possibilities

with still simpler lines
;

all can be seen as

right angles in perspective, and with two
spatial arrangements of one or both lines.

The fourth form is a reduplication of one of

the simpler ones, intended to show their rela-

tion to Zollner’s Figure (Fig. 26). Two of the

equivocal figures are known by special names :

Fig. 5 is Schroder’s Stair, and Fig. 6 Necher’s

Cube. Fig. 4 allows double interpretation

of a non-spatial kind; the pattern may be

regarded as black on a white ground, or vice

versa. Inversions of relief may also be

observed in actual objects when the ordinary

criteria of relief are weakened or absent.

Some investigators have classed these figures

with the assimilative group; others have ex-

plained their behaviour by eye-movements

and other perceptive factors.

III. Geomel/rical-optical illusions. These

are false perceptions, or judgments, of the

geometrical relations in plane figures, except

such as involve irradiation, which are usually

classed by themselves. Figures exhibiting

the geometrical-optical illusions are numerous,

as are also the theories for their explanation.

In the absence of agreement among the latter

no satisfactory classification is possible. The
following may serve roughly, however, for

1 Many of these, like geometrical figures generally,

are common property. The original designers have
never hindered their free reproduction. In exact

form many of the figures given in the plates follow

Sanford, and are reproduced with the consent of

Messrs. Heath & Co., Boston.
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purposes of description: (i) illusions of inter-

nipted extent; (2)- illusions depending on

position in the visual field
; (3) illusions of

contrast
; (4) illusions of contours

; (5) per-

spective illusions; (6) special and miscel-

laneous figures.

1. Illusions of interrupted extent. In Fig.

7 the dotted space at the left is equal to

the open space at the right, but seems larger

;

in Fig. 8, however, the single interruption

reverses the illusion. Figs. 10, ii, and 12

are equal squares, but 10 seems too high and

II and 12 too broad. Fig. 12 seems a

little broader than ii, possibly because the

central cross-line induces the eye to traverse

the figure at that point, giving the interrupt-

ing lines their maximum effect.

2. Illusions depending on position in the

field of vision. Vertical distances or extents

in the upper part of the field are apt to seem

too great. Fig. 14 is a perfect square, but

seems a little too high
;
the lower parts of S’s

and S’s seem disproportionately large when
inverted : S S S, 8 8 8. The illusion

does not, however, appreciably affect the circle

in Fig. 13. Figures lying in the periphery

of the field appear distorted. Fig. 9, when
drawn on a large scale and viewed with

motionless eye at a distance proportional to

the line below the figure, appears as a checker-

board of equal or nearly equal squares.

3. Illusions of contrast (Figs. 15 to 18).

In Fig. 15 the central circles are equal, in

Fig. 16 the central angles, in Fig. 17 the two
parts of the line between the squares, in Fig.

18 the middle part of the lines, but in each

case the circle, angle, or line seems smaller

when adjacent to large extents and larger

when adjacent to small.

4. Illusions of contour. In Fig. 19 the

unclosed semicircle seems a little flatter and
of a little greater radius than the closed; in

Fig. 20 the parts of the interrupted circum-

ference seem a little flattened as though be-

longing to one of slightly gi’eater radius. In

Fig. 21 the middle space and the open-sided

squares on either side are equal and square,

but the middle space seems a little too high

and narrow and the open-sided squares a little

too low and broad. These figures are examples

of Mitller-Lyer’s ‘ illusions of confluxion.’

5. Perspective illusions. In Fig. 22 the

perspective suggestion of the cube makes right

angles seem oblique and oblique right. In

Fig. 23 the converging lines, in proportion as

they suggest perspective, influence the appa-

rent height of the parallelograms. Variants

of this figure in which human forms replace

the parallelograms show the illusion more
effectively. In Fig. 24 the addition of the

oblique lines at the end of the lower pair of

parallels makes them seem further apart than
the sides of the little rectangle above. When
these are not added the short parallels seem
further apart than the long.

6.

Special and miscellaneousfigwres. Under
this head are grouped a number of figures

which are usually known by special names,
together with a number of other figures of

more or less interest. Fig. 26 is ZoUners
Figure—the presence of the short oblique

lines distorts the actual parallelism of the

long lines. Fig. 27 is Poggendorff’’s Figure—
the continuation of the left oblique line is

really the lower of the obliques on the right,

not the upper, as appears to be the case.

Fig. 28 is Muller-Lyer’s Figure, or the
‘ optical paradox ’—the central horizontals in

the two figures are equal, but do not seem so.

Of these three figures there are many variants.

For example. Figs. 29 and 30, in which actual

parallels are made to appear curved in opposite

directions, may be regarded as variants of the

Zollner Figure
;

Fig. 32, in which the dis-

tance between the adjacent sides of the first

and second circles is equal to the distance

between the remote sides of the second and
third, is a variant of the Muller-Lyer Figui’e

;

and Fig. 34, in which the right oblique if

prolonged would cut the left oblique and the

vertical in the same point, is a variant of the

Poggendorff Figure, as is also the ‘ illusion of

theGothic arch,’freqiientlyto be observed when
a column is seen against a portion of an arch.

Besides these three figures there are a

number of others that are sometimes referred

to under the names of their originators, though

theusageisnotsowellestablished. The illusion

underlying Fig. 9 is known as Bechlinghausen’

s

Illusion
;
Fig. 15 is the Figure ofEhbinghaus]

Fig. 17 is lialdivins Figure] Fig. 23 is von

Bezold’s Figure] Fig. 25 is based on Loeh’s

Illusion] Fig. 29 is Bering's Figure (two or

three other figures, variants of the Zollner

Figure, and Fig. 7 are sometimes also called

by Hering’s name)
;

Fig. 30 is Wundt’s

Figure] Fig. 31 is Miinsterherg s Figure

(called also tlie Milton-Bradley Figure or the

‘Shifted Checker-hoard Figure’); Fig. 33
is Mellinghoff’s Figu/re] Fig. 34 is Delhceuf's

Figure
;
Figs. 40 and 41 have both been called

Ldska’s Figure. Pisco’s Figure, not shown
in the plate, is a variant of the Zollner Figure.

Figs. 25, 31, 33, and 35-41 are miscel-
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laneous figures that have played more or less

of a role in the discussion of theories. In
Fig. 25 the right one of the short parallels is

a continuation of the single line above, but

seems to be a little too far to the right; the

long line at the left is sujiposed to lie in the

median jilane of the observer. Similarly, in

Fig. 33 the three dots lie exactly in line with

the short lines on either side of them, but

seem a little too high. In Fig. 31 the central

line is straight and parallel with the side

lines. This figure has been regarded as

a variant of the Zbllner Figure, but is reallj'

of a wholly different class, namely, of the

irradiation figures. Fig. 35, showing the

circle flattened at the corners of the square,

was formerly regarded as an example of the

‘over-estimation of small angles.’ The two

figures of Fig. 36 show the same effect, the

horizontal line in the upper figure being bent

downward very slightly at the ends, and in

the lower figure bent upward. The principle

of ‘the over-estimation of small angles’ has

been found of limited application, and has

been discarded as a principle of explanation.

In Fig. 37 both trapezoids are of the same

size, but the lower looks a little larger. In

Fig. 38 the inner circle in the left figure and

the outer in the right are exactly the same

size; in Fig. 39 the two ring segments are

equal, in Fig. 40 the two arms of the angle,

but in no case does it seem so. In Fig. 41 the

arms of the angle are equal, but that having

the nearer dot usually seems a litlle longer.

Theories. The most systematic explana-

tions are those of Lipjjs and Wundt, (i)

Lipps sets up a principle of mechanical-

aesthetic unity, in virtue of which every

space form is endowed by us, in idea, with a

living personality, or regarded as the scene

of the inteiqflay of mechanical forces. Our
judgments of com[iarison are modified, uncon-

sciously, by this anthroj>omorphic attitude.

The circle, for example, is the result of the

action of tangential ajid radial forces, in which
the radial seems to triumph

;
the figure has

therefore a centiipetal character, which leads

to underestimation; Fig. 13 looks smaller

than 14, though the height and breadth of

both is the same. (2) AVundt makes the

illusion a matter not of decei^tion ofjudgment,

but of direct perception. It is conditioned

by the laws of retinal image (fixation) and

eye movement. Vertical distances, for ex-

ample, seem greater than horizontal, because

the expenditure of energy is greater in raising

the eyes than in turning them through an

2 (

equal angle to one side. These theories are

typical of two great classes of theories : Lipps’

theory of the judgment or higher process class,

and AVundt’s of the perceptive class. All the
other proposed explanations may indeed be re-

garded as variants, or less perfect formulations

of one or other of these. So we have the per-

spective theory of Hering, Guye, Thiery
;
the

contrast theory of Helmholtz, Heymans, Loeb

;

the contrast-confluxion theory of Miiller-Lyer

;

the indistinct vision theory of Einthoven, &c.

The observation of the geometrical-optical

illusions appears to begin with Oppel in

1854-5 {Jahrb. d. Frankfurter Fer.).

IV. Illusions affecting the x^erception of
distance. Besides the geometrical-optical

illusions there is an important group affecting

the perception of the third dimension. Altera-

tion of any of the ordinary criteria of diistance

or relief may open the way for illusions of

this kind. They include the ‘looming’ of

objects in a fog, the flattening of the dome of

the sky, and the enlargement of the moon at

the horizon, the alteration of relief with

alteration of cross shadows, changes in in-

verted pictures or in the landscape when re-

garded with an inverted head, and many
others. Here belong the illusions of the

Stereoscope, Pseudoscope, and Telestebeo-
scoPE (q. V.). See also Illusions op Motion
AND Movement (visual).

Literature

:

optical illusions are treated in

most of the standard physiologies, in many
works on jhysics, and in the more recent

textbooks of psychology. The following list

has been confined for the most part to books

and articles dealing exclusively with the

matter in hand. For more extended references

the general bibliography accompanying the 2nd
ed. of Helmholtz's Physiol. Optik, and the

annual lists of the Psychological Index, maybe
consulted. General: Hoppe, Psychologisch-

physiologische Optik (Leipzig, 1881); Sully,
Illusions (N. Y., 1882); Helmholtz, Physiol.

Optik, 2. Aufl. (1896), especially §§ 28 and 30.

Equivocal figures: Hoppe, Beitrag zur

Erklarung des Erhaben- uiid Vei tieft-Sehens,

Arch. f. cl. ges. Physiol. (1887), xl. 523-32;
Jasthow, The Mind’s Eye, in Fact and Pabie

inPsychol.(i900); Lange,P1u1os. Stud. (1888),

iv. 405 ff.
;

Loeb, Arch. f. d. ges. Physiol.

(1887), xl. 274-82; Mach, Bcdtr. z. Analyse

d. Emiifindungen (1886), 86 ff.
;

Sitzber.

Akad. Wiss. AVien, math.-nat. Classe (1866),

liv. 2. Abth., 393-408; ibid. (1868), Iviii.

2. Abth., 731-6; Oppel, Ueber ein Anagly-

ptoskop, Pogg. Ann. (1856), xcix. 466-9;
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Thibet, woik cited below under Geometrical

Illusions. The oiiginal notice of Necker’s

Cube will be found in the Philos. Mag.,

Ser. 3, i. (July—December, 1832) 336-7,
also Pogg. Ann, (1833), xxvii. 502-4; and

of Schroder's Stair-figure, in Pogg. Ann.

(1858), cv. 298-311. A number of the equi-

vocal figures will also be found in Sanfoed,
Course in Exper. Psychol. (Boston, 1898),

254-60.
Geometrical-optical illusions—general and

theoretical : Einthoven, Arch. f. d. ges.

Physiol. (1898), Ixxi. 1-43 ;
Filehne, Die

geometrisch-optischen Tausduingen als Nach-
wirkungen, &c., Zcitsch. f. Psychol. (1898),

xvii. 15-64; Helmholtz, op. cit.; Hekixg,
Hermann’s Handb. d. Phys ok, 3. Th., i. 370
ff., 536 £F., 552 ff., 564-84; Beitr. z. Pliysiol.

(Leipzig, 1861-4), 65 ff.
;
Lipps, in Helmholtz-

Festgruss (Hamburg and Leipzig. 1891), 219-

307 (abstract by the author, Zeitscb.f. Psychol.,

iii. 1892, 219-21); Eaumasthetik und geo-

meti'isch-optische Tauschungen (Leipzig, 1897',

vii. 424 ;
articles in recent volumes of the

Zeitsch. f. Psychol.; Thibet, Philos. Stud.,

(1895) xi. 307-70, 603-20, (1896) xii. 67-

126; WiTASEK, Zeitsch. f. Psychol. (1898),

xix. 81-174; Wundt, Abhandl. d. k. saehs.

Gesell. d. Wiss., math.-phys. Cl. (1898), xxiv.

53-178.
On smaller groups or special figures : Bald-

win, The Effect of Size-contrast upon Judg-

ments of Position in the Eetinal Field,

Psychol. Eev. (1895), ii. 244-59;
Science, N.S. (1896), iv. 794-6; Van
Bieevliet, Nouvelles Mesures des Illusions

visuelles chez les Adultes et les Enfants, Eev.

Philos. (1896), xli. 169-81 ;
Binet, La Mesure

des Illusions visuelles chez les Enfants, Eev.

Philos. (1895), xl. 11-25; Beunot, Les
Illusions d’Optique, Eev. Scient. (1893), lii.

210-12; Buemestee, Beitrag zur experi-

mentellen Bestiinmung geometrisch-optischei-

Tauschungen, Zeitsch. f. Psychol. (1896), xii.

355-94; Delbceuf, Bull, de I’Acad. Eoy. de

Belgique (1865), 2® ser., xix. No. 2, 195-216,
and ibid. (1865), xx. No. 6, 70-97 ;

also Une
nouvelle Illusion d’Optique, Eev. Scient. ( 1 893 \
li. 237-41 ;

Cheistine Ladd Feanklin, A
Method for the Experimental Determination

of the Horopter, Amer. J. of Psychol. (1887-8),
i. 99-111 ;

see also Science (1896), N.S., iii.

274; Gute, I’lllusiorr d’Optique dans la

Figure de Zollner, Eev. Scient. (1893), li.

593—4 ;
Hetmans, Quantitative. Untersuch-

un.uerr fiber das ‘ optische Paradoxon,’ Zeitsch.

f. Psychol. (1895-6), ix. 221-55; Quantita-

n. 2

tive Untersuchungen fiber die Zollnerscbe und
die Loebsche Tauschung, ibid. (1897), xiv.

101-39 >
HOflee, Krfimmungskontrast,

Zeitsch. f. Psychol. (1896), x. 99-108 ;

Jasteow, a Study of Zollner’s Figure and
other related Illusions, Amer. J. of Psychol

(1891-2), iv. 381-98; see also abstract in

Nature (1892', xlvi. 590-2, and Eev. Scient.

(1892), 1. 689-92; Judd, A Study of Geo-
metrical Illusions, Psychol. Eev. (1899), vi.

241-61; Knox and Watanabe, On the

Quantitative Determination of an Optical

Illusion, Amer. J. of Psjmhol. (1893-5), vi.

413-21, 509-14; IvUNDT, Untersuchungen
fiber Augenmass und optische Tauschungen,
Pogg. Ann. (1863), cxx. 118-58; Laska,
Du Eois-Eej'raorrd’s Arch. (1890), 326-8;
Loeb, Ueber Kontrasterscheinungen, Zeitsch.

f. Psychol. (1898), xvi. 298-9; and Arch,

f d. ges. Physiol. (1895), lx. 509-18;
Mullee-Lyee, Optische Urtheilstauschungen,

Du Bois-Eeymorrd’s Arch. (1889), Suppl.-Bd.,

263-70; Zeitsch. f. Ps\ chol. (1895), ix. 1-16;
and ibid. (1896), x. 421-31; Munsteebeeg,
Die verschobene Schachbrettfigur, Zeitsch.

f. Psj’chol. (1897), XV. 182-8; Oppel, Jahrb.

d. Frankfurter Ver., 1854-5, 37-47 ; 1856-7,

47"551 1860-1, 26-37; PiEECE, The Illu-

sions of the Kindergarten Patterns, Psychol.

Eev. (1898), V. 233-53 ;
Science (1898), viu.

814-29; ZoLLNEE, Ueber eine neue Art von
Pseudoskopie. Pogg. Ann. (i86o),cx. 500—23,
and ibid. (1861), cxiv. 587-91. A considerable

collection of these illusions will be found in

Bradley’s Pseudoptics (a collection of simple

apparatus, arranged by Munsteebeeg), and in

Sanfoed’s Course in Exper. Psychol., 212-54.

On the apparent form of the sky and size of

sun and moon : Bouedon, Les Objets parais-

sent-ils se rapetisser en s’elevant au-dessus de

rHorizon ? Ann6e Psychol. (1898), 55-64;
Filehne, Die Form des Himmelsgewolbes,

Arch. f. d. ges. Physiol. (1894), lix. 279-308
(contains a brief historical account of the

older literature of the question); O. Zoth,
ibid. (1899), Ixxviii. 363—401; see also two dis-

cussions of the subject, one in the Eev. Philos.,

nov. 1888 to fev. 1889, and the other in

the Intermed. des Biol. (1898), 351—2 and

39I-5-.

On illusions of distance and relief (mono-

culai): Beewstee, On the Conversion of

belief by Inverted Vision, Philos. Mag.,

Jan.-June, 1847, 3 > 432-7 (con-

tained also in his work on the stereoscope)

;

Einthoven, On the Production of Shadow
and Perspective Effects by Difference of

09 r
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Colour, Brain (1893), xvi. Pts. LXI and LXII.

191-202; Margaeet F. Washburn, The
Perception of Distance in the Inverted Land-

scape, Mind (1894), N.S,, iii. 438-40; see also

some of the papers given in the literature on

equivocal figures.

On illusions of motion and movement:
Aubeet, Die Bewegungsempfindung, Arch. f.

d. ges. Physiol., (1886) xxxix. 347-70, (1887)
xl. 459-80, 623 ;

Boukdon, Sur les Mouve-
ments apparents des Points lumineux, Inter-

m4d. des Biol. (1898), i. 382-4; Bowditch
and Hall, Optical Illusions of Motion, J.

of Physiol. (1880-2), iii. 297-307 ;
Fischer,

Strohoskopische Erscheinungen, Philos. Stud.

(1886), iii. 128-56; Hoppe, Die Schein-Bewe-

gungen (Wiiizburg, 1879), pp.xii, 212; Mayee-
HAUSEN, Studies on Chiomatokiiio2')sias, Arch,

of Ophthal. (1885), xiv. 81-90; Szili, Zur
Erklarung der ‘ Flatternden Herzen,’ Da
Bois-Keymond’s Arch. (1891), 157—63; ‘Flat-

ternde Herzen,’ Zeitsch. f. Psychol. (1891-2),

iii. 359-87. Cf. also Geetz, Skand. Arch. f.

Physiol. (1899), X. 53-73, and Stewaet,
Amer. J. of Psychol. (1900), xi. 240-3. See

also under Illusions oe Motion and Move-
ment. (E.C.S.-H.C.W.)

Optics [Gr. TO. diTTiKu, things pertain-

ing to vision] : Ger. O'ptik-, Fr. o'ptique
;
Ital.

ottica. (i) Psychological: the science of sight

or vision.

This science includes (i) the anatomical

descrip' ion, gross and fine, of the total visual

apparatus; (2) the dioptrics of the eye; (3)
an account of the jiliysiological functioning

of the visual apjiaratus
; (4) the doctrine of

visual sensation, and (5) that of visual per-

ception. See the various subordinate titles,

and also Vision. (e.b.t.)

(2) Physical: the science of light.

It includes the iihenomena of reflection,

refraction, diffraction, interference, absorp-

tion, &c., of light. See Light under Vision.

(C.F.H.

(3) Pathological : the science of abnormal
and defective Vision (q.v., defects of), (j.m.b.)

Literature : general works on psychological

optics are: Helmholtz, Physiol. Optik (ist

ed., 1867; 2nd ed., 1885-96); Aubeet,
Grundz. d. ph^’siol. Optik (1876); Fick,

KUhne, and Heeing, in Hermann’s Handb.
d. Physiol., ii. i (1879); von Keies, Die
Gesichtsempfindungen und ihre Analyse, Du
Bois-Reymond’s Arch. (1882); and later

papers in the Zeitsch. f. Psychol., &c.
;

G. E.
MtJxLEE, Zur Psychojihysik d. Gesichtsemp-
findungen (1897); Heeing, Zur Lehre vom

Lichtsinne (1878), and later papers in Arch,

f. Ophthal., &c. A full bibliography, up to

1894, is given by KoNiG in Helmholtz,
Physiol. Optik (2nd ed.), 1017 flf., and after

1893 in the annual Psychological Index
;

see

the literature of Vision, and cf. also Bibliog.

G, 2, tt. (E.B.T.)

Optimism and Pessimism [Lat. optimus,

best, superlative of bonus, good, and pessimus,

worst, superlative of malus, bad] : Ger.

Optimismus and Pessimismus

;

Fr. optimisme

and pessimisms
;

Ital. ottimismo and yiessz-

mismo. These are opposite correlative terms

applied to the valuation of experience, life,

and the world. Optimism is the view that

the world is thoroughly good
;

or, that it is

the best possible world. Pessimism is the

view that the world is thoroughly had
;

or,

that it is the worst possible world. The
problem is that of the relation of the world

as a physical, or metaphysical, existence to its

interpretation in ethical terms.

Plato, in the Timaeus, was the first to

formulate the conception of optimism. His

problem is the relation of the world as created

to the demiurge, its aichitect. He made it,

although sensible and changeable, after the

pattern of the eternal and ideal
;

‘ he desired

that all things should be good, and nothing

bail, so far as this was attainable,’ and so the

world, being like the fairest and most perfect

of intelligible beings, is a ‘blessed god’ (34),

and a ‘ sensible god, the greatest and best, the

fairest, the most perfect possible, the image

of its maker’ (92). None the less, as created, as

sensible, the world implies non-being, and
hence evil. There is a limit set

;
the world

is to be good, ‘so far as that is attainable.’

And in other of his writings he dwells in

a somewhat gloomy spirit upon the evils

thrust into the life of man by his connection

with the sensible world and the material

body, so that the good is reached by with-

drawal from the created world (so in Phaedo,

Phaedrus, parts of Gorgias, and the tenth

book of the Republic). In this conception of

the element of non-being in the world of

experience, limiting the eternal good, Plato is

the logical father of pessimism as well as of

optimism. In him the Greek spirit was

so strong that upon the whole the sensuous

is looked upon as the plastic embodiment

of the ideal, and hence as fair and good. But

the elements are in unstable equilibrium, and

it needs only to have the emphasis fall upon

the negative limit to have a pessimistic result.

The Stoics and Neo-Platonists continued the

210
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optimistic tradition of Plato, and so did the

great Scholastics, following, however, in mode
of statement, the Aristotelian teleology, rather

than the Platonic tradition. The Epi-

curean and Sceptical schools were empirical

rather than philosophical pessimists : they

dwelt upon the actual hulk of pain and

evil in the world, as confutation of the Stoic

ethics.

Leibnitz repeats, in amplified form, a

teleological optimism in his Theodicee. The
world must he the best of all possible worlds,

for it is the work of God. God thi’ough his

wisdom knew all possibilities, and through

his goodness chose the best of thesepossibilities,

and through his power created it. Evil is of

three forms : metaphysical, the expression

of the necessary finitude of the world

;

physical, which serves to teach us law by
punishing its infractions; and moral, which is

a necessary phase of freedom. This optimism

made its way through Wolff and others into

the popular philosophy of the rationalistic

enlightenment, and is seen, for example, in

Pope. Like the optimism of the Stoics, it

was met on empirical rather than philosophic

grounds; notably byVoltaire’s Candide, \fhich,

in its ironical treatment of Leibnitz, comes

perilously near the doctrine that life is not

worth living. In his Phil, ignor. Voltaire

catalogues all the sources of woe in the world.

Kant, in his early period, repeats the optimism

of Leibnitz {Versuch einiger Betrachtungen

vber den Optimismus, 1759). In his critical

period Kant holds that there is a radical

evil in man’s nature in his tendency to make
self-love—the particularistic, sensuous prin-

ciple—the motive of his actions. The good

principle is that of humanity, which is

rational and universal.

Rousseau had already raised the question

of good and evil in the historic and social life

of man, in his assertion that the primitive,

natural man was thoroughly good, and was
rendered thoroughly evil by institutions

and culture. Kant took up this problem, in

connection with his notion of the twofold

structure of man just referred to; he held

that in the state of nature the natural pro-

pensities are good, since adapted to their end.

Physically there is ‘ Paradise,’ morally a state

of complete innocence. But man becomes

conscious of himself, has a will, departs from

the natural law implanted in his instincts,

and evil arises—the ‘Eall.’ Conscious desires

lead to work, to the arts, to property, to civil

relations, to culture. Through culture man’s

2

life ceases to he something produced by nature,

and is self-produced. The conflict of nature

and culture produces unhappiness, but is an
ethical necessity incident to the recognition

of rational law. The end of history is not the

happiness of the individual, but the perfection

of the whole of humanity. Conflict and
suffering lead towards the latter. In short,

Kant is a pessimist regarding man in his

natural actuality, an optimist regarding him
in his moral possibility.

Hegel seizes upon the three factors implied

in the history now resumed
:

(i) the relation

of the negative factor in creation to the

Creator (where he utilizes Fichte’s idea), (2)

the relation of the particular and universal

in man, and (3) the function of conflict and
suffering in history; and attempts to make
a synthesis of pessimism and optimism. Since

the absolute is not a static fact or content, but
a process, it involves negation, pai'ticulariza-

tion, and consequent conflict and suffering

within itself. But this conflict through
differentiation is the dynamic of progress, and
so functions for good. In a static cross-

section the world is evil
;

in its move-
ment (which Hegel calls ‘ actuality ’) it is

good.

The French Revolution introduced the

positive side of the negative teaching of

Rousseau. It held that a reform of economic

and political conditions was all that was
necessai’y to initiate a tendency towai’ds the

infinite perfectibility of man. Malthus’s

doctrine of population was purposely intended

to refute this conception. As generalized and
applied by Darwin, it has carried over the

question of optimism and pessimism into the

biological sphere. One school points to

the universality of the struggle of existence

as teaching the lesson of pessimism
;
another,

the contribution made by this struggle to

development as indicating an optimistic con-

clusion. Spencer has used the evolutionary

conception to argue to the self-destructive, and
hence transitional, character of evil.

Schopenhauer is the pessinoistic pendant of

Hegel’s optimism. Will, not thought, or

reason, is the absolute—the true thing-in-

itself. This will is irrational, hence objectless

;

there is no progress or development, but
only the restless play of purposeless will.

Hence the will is essentially unhappy. Since

the objective world is only a picture of this

will, it must he a wor-Id of suffering. This

metaphysical reasoning is reinforced by
psychological considerations; desire is essen-
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tially paiuful, and its satisfaction, pleasure,

is only the removal of pain. Hence pain

must prepondeiate in life. All experience

and observation confirm this result. Von
Hartmann attempts what he regards as a

synthesis of Hegel and Schopenhauer. There

is a logical factor and an alogical one, hoth

attributes of the unconscious. While the

will-factor malces it better that the world

should not exist than exist, yet the world

is the best of all possible woi’lds, and con-

tinually evolving to higher intensities of con-

sciousness. Its teleology is optimistic, although

from the standpoint of satisfaction the world

is evil.

Current popular thought phrases the

problem in the question of whether life is

worth living. Interest has shilted from the

theological imoblem to the question of in-

trinsic value of life. Cf. Meliokism. (j.d.)

Literature ; besides the works cited, see

much of the literature of Ethics, and of the

Immoetality of the soul. Also Sully, Pes-

simism
;
Jajies, Is Life worth Livingl in The

Will to Believe
;
Lubbock, The Pleasures of

Life
;
and consult Bibliog. F, 2, L (j.m.b.)

Optotype : see Test-type.

Opzoomer, Cornelius Willem. (1821-

92.) Educated in Leyden. He became pro-

fessor of philosophy at Utrecht. He was an

empiiicist of the positive type.

Oracle [Lat. oraculum, from mare, to

speak]; Ger. Oralcel-, Fr. oracle', Ital. oracolo.

(i) The response of a heathen deity to a

solemn petition for information or guidance

in some matter of impoitance, ordinarily

communicated through a human medium.

(2)

In the Hebrew and Christian Scrip-

tures it is used in the plural, and applied

(i) to the special communications of God
to or through his prophets, (2) to the whole

body of inspired writings. (a.t.o.)

Order (in biology) [Lat. orc?o, order]: Ger.

Ordnung
;

Fr. ordre
;

Ital. ordine. In bio-

logical classification, a group of greater value

than a family.

An order usually, but not necessarily, com-

prises several families. The use of the term
is entirely conventional. See Classifica-

tion. (C.S.M.)

Order (mor d) : Ger. (i), (2) sittliche Ord-

nung, (3) Wellordnung Fr. ordre nimal;
Ital. ordine morale. (i) The system of facts

and relationships to which ethical piedicates

are applicable; called also variously the

‘world of values,’ the ‘universe of worths,’

the ‘sphere of appreciation of ideals’; in

contrast with ‘ world of facts,’ ‘ universe of

science,’ ‘sphere of description of the real.’

See Worth.

(2) The establishment and maintenance of

order in ethical relationships, as opposed to

moral disorder
;

generally in reference to

social rights and duties
;
also with reference

to the divine Government (q. v.) of the

world. Cf. Theodicy. (j.m.b.)

( 3) The order of the universe conceived as

making for moral ends.

The lelation of the moral to the natural

order of the universe is a question which
belongs rather to the metaphysics of ethics,

or moral philosophy, than to ethics proper,

or moral science. The Stoics, following

Heraclitus, identified the moral with the

universal order, finding in both the ex-

pression of the common reason. The early

British rationalists may be said to take

fundamentally the same view, giving it,

however, a theistic and less ethical con-

struction. Kant held that the moral order

is the order of the noumenal or intelligible

world, which transcends the empirical or

phenomenal order, and implies a moral

ordorer, who shall ultimately equate virtue

and happiness. For Hegel the moral order

is part of the cosmical order, and finds its

perfect expression only in the world-state.

The evolutionists either resolve the ethical

into the cosmical order or make the ethical

a more adequate or higher statement of the

same world process which produces and in-

cludes the cosmic. Huxley, in his Eomanes
Lecture on Evolution and Ethics, insists

ujion the antithesis of the ethical to the

cosmic process, yet accounts for the former

as arising from the latter.

Literature

:

(3) Green, Prolegomena to

Ethics, Bk. I
;

Alexander. Moral Order

and Piogress; Fraser, Philos, of Theism;

A. Seth, Man’s Place in the Cosmos;
Huxley, as cited

;
discussion by Eoyce,

Baldwin, AVhite, in Int. J. of Ethics (1895);
general works on etliics. (j.s.-j.m.b.)

Ordinance [Lat. ordinare, to order or

arrange] : Gt r. Verordnung, Vorschrift

;

Fr.

ordonnance; Ita.]. mdinanza. In religion, a

religious rite or ceremony instituted by divine

authority or by the enactment of some ecclesi-

astical body. (A.T.O.)

Ordinate : see Curve.
Organ [Gr. opyaroj/] : Ger. Organ] Fr.

organs', Ital. mgano. A differentiated part

of an Organism (q. v.) partially independent

anatomically and physiologically, and perform-
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ing some special active function or group of

functions. (c.s.M.)

Organic [Gr. opyaviKos, pertaining to

organs] ; Ger. organisch; Fr. organique
;

Ital.

organico. (i) Relating to that which has

life, whether animal or vegetable; opposed

to inanimate or inorganic. See Oeganism
(vital). But since the peculiarity of living

beings is a certain relation of the parts to

one another, such that they mutually act and
react upon one another so as to maintain the

whole in existence, it means (2) that which
possesses a similar necessary relationship of

whole and part
;
that which is systematized

;

that which is an internal or intrinsic means
to an end, as distinct from an external

or accidental one. This sense shades into

teleological and is opposed to Mechanical
(q- v._).

Historically, the identification of organic

with the living comes last. Aristotle uses

the term as equivalent to instrumental
;
even

as synonymous with mechanical, i. e. the

means that brings about a result. An organic

body is one, whether living or not, in which
heterogeneous elements make up a composite

whole. This sense persists till Leibnitz,

who uses the term in a sense easily confused

with the modern significance of living, but

yet not the same. According to him, that

is organic all of whose parts are in turn
machines, i. e. implements adapted to ends.

‘Thus the organic body of a living being is

a kind of divine machine or natural auto-

maton, because a machine which is made by
man’s art is not a machine in all its parts

;

for example, the tooth of a brass wheel has

parts or fragments . . . which have nothing in

themselves to show the use to which the

wheel was destined. . . . But nature’s machines

are machines even in their smallest parts ad
infinitum {^Monadology, § 64 ;

see also the

Princ. de la Nature, 31).

From this time on, the two elements in the

conception (that of composition of parts and
of relation of means to end) are intimately

connected, and Kant welds them together in

his famous definition of the organic as that

in which all the parts are reciprocally means
and ends to one another and to tlie whole
{WerJce, iv. 493). It is this conception of

the whole as primary which marks off tlie

conception from the Leihnitzian, in which
the distinction goes on ad infinitum. This

tends to change the indefinite pluralism of

Leibnitz into a systematic monism when the

conception ‘ organic ’ is applied to the world

2

at large. Cf. Life, Organism, and Social
Organism.

Literature'. Eucken, Philos. Terminol., 26,

138, 153, 202; Mackenzie, lutrod. to Social

Philos. (j.D.)

Organic (in psychology). Characterizing

psychological states or functions which are

wholly or largely conditioned by physiological

processes.

The distinction is usually between ‘ organic,’
‘ lower,’ ‘ coarser,’ &c., and ‘ reflective,’ ‘ volun-

tary,’ ‘ higher,’ ‘ finer,’ &c., as in the phrases

oi’ganic Sympathy (q. v.), organic (‘ instinc-

tive ’ or ‘ spontaneous ’) emotion (cf. Bash-
fulness, Jealousy, Fear), to which are

opposed the ‘reflective’ or, in earlier litera-

ture, ‘ rational ’ forms of the emotions, &c.
‘ Sensuous ’ and ‘ ideal ’ are terms sometimes
used to cover the same distinction—which,

however named, is open to much ambiguity.

In most of the discussions—notabl}^ of emo-
tion—in which the distinction is made,
organic means unreflective, or, as not involv-

ing reflection, spontaneous, which last is the

most appropriate word. Cf. also Reflective
AND Unreflective.

Literature : many of the discussions of

Reflection (q. v.), passim; many -of the

works on Emotion (q. v.). Special discussions

with reference to ‘ organic ’ emotion are

:

Schneider, Mensch. Wille
;
Baldwin, Ment.

Devel. (chaps, on ‘ Emotion ’ and ‘ Sentiment
’

in both vols.). (j.m.b., g.f.s.)

Organic Imitation : see Imitation,

Mimetism, and Circular Reaction.

Organic Memory : Ger. organisdies Ge-

dachtniss] Fr. msmolre organique
;

Ital.

memoria organica. A term suggested by
Hering for the functional reappearance of

conditions once impressed upon the nervous

system, after analogy with conscious memory.
(J.M.B.)

Literature : Hering, Memory as a Func-

tion of Organized Matter (Eng. trans.)
;
Buc-

COLA, Mem. organica, Riv. di Files. Sclent.

(1881); Morselli, Semej. malat. ment., ii.

(1895). (J.M.B.-E.M.)

Organic (or Indirect) Selection : Ger.

organische or indirekte Seleldion ;
Fr. selection

organique or indirecte : Ital. selezione organica

or indiretta. The theory that individual

modifications or accommodations may supple-

ment, protect, or screen oigauic characters

and keep them alive until useful congenital

variations arise and survive by natural

selection. Cf. Coincidekt Variation, and
Modiiicatjon. The theory of evolution which

13
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makes general use of organic selection is

called Oethoplast (q.v.).

The theory, it is evident, involves two
factors: (i) the survival of characters which
are in any way assisted by acquired modifica-

tions, &c., during periods in which, without

such assistance, they would be eliminated

—

until (2) the appearance and selection of

congenital variations which can get along

without such assistance. The second factor

is simply direct natural selection; and it is

the first which is the characteristic feature

of this theory. By the co-operation of the

acquired character’s a species or race is held

up against competition and destruction while

variations are being accumulated which finally

render the character or function complete

enough to stand alone. Illustrations of this

‘concurrence’—as itmaybe called—between ac-

quired and congenital characters will be found

in the literature cited below. The definitions

which follow show differences of emphasis.

In the words of Osborn :
‘ Individual or

acquired modifications in new circumstances

are an important feature of the adult structure

of every animal. Some congenital variations

may coincide with such modifications, others

may not. The gradual selection of those

which coincide (coincident variations) may
constitute an apparent inheritance of acquired

modifications
;

’ and of Lloyd Morgan [Habit

and Instinct, 315): ‘Though there is no

transmission of modifications due to individual

plasticity, yet these modifications afford the

conditions under which variations of like

nature are afforded an opportunity of occur-

ring and of making themselves felt in race

progress.’ It is described by Headley as

‘natural selection using Lamarckian methods’

(as cited below, 120). Groos, in ex-

pounding organic selection, speaks of the

effects of imitation as ‘ keeping a species afloat

until natuial selection can substitute the life-

boat heredity for the life-preserver tradition
’

(work cited below, 283).

The relation of organic to natural selection

is also involved in tlie question of the nature

and origin of the Plasticity (q. v.) which
organic selection r’equires. The different views

are (i) that this plasticity is itself entirely

due to natural selection fPoulton)
; (2) that

it is an original property of organic matter

(Osborn)
; (3) that there are two forms of

plasticity, as indicated under that topic (Mor-

gan, Baldwin), that of which organic selec-

tion makes use, however, being largely the

product of natural selection.

This general way of looking at certain cases

of survival in the struggle for existence was
independently arrived at by LI. Morgan, H. F.

Osborn, and J. Mark Baldwin, and the term
‘ organic selection ’ was proposed by the last

named on two grounds
:

( i )
because the

organism, by effecting accommodations, screens

its charactei'S, and so gives them a chance of

being kept alive
;
and (2) because the organism

thus, so to S2)eak, selects itself
;
that is, it is

its own accommodations which are instru-

mental in securing its survival. It is the

behaviour of the organism, therefore, which is

impoitaut, and not variations alone, as in

simple natural selection generally—and hence
the adjective ‘ organic.’ It is in so far the or-

ganic functions—reactions, struggles, efforts,

conscious choices, &c.—which really count and
determine what sort of characterg shall be
saved by natural selection.

The term ‘indirect selection,’ which some
prefer (Boulton, Morgan), has reference to the

way in which natural selection comes into

operation in these cases, i. e. indirectly through
the saving presence of modifications, and not

directly upon useful variations. This term was
suggested by an anonymous writer in the Zoo-
logical Record. Poulton also used the term
indirect in its adjective form in the following

(see reference below) :
‘ These authorities

justly claim that the power of the indiviilual

to play a certain part in the struggle for life

may constantly give a definite trend and
direction to evolution

;
and although the

results of purely individual response to ex-

ternal forces are not hereditary, yet indirectly

they may result in the permanent addition of

corresponding powers to the species. The
principles involved seem to constitute a sub-

stantial gain in the attempt to understand

the motive forces by which the great process

of organic evolution has been brought about.’

The effectiveness of the method of screening

and so accumulating certain variations in pro-

ducing well-marked types is seen in Aeti-
ITCIAL Selection (q. v.), where certain crea-

tures are set apart for breeding. But any
influence, such as the individual’s own accom-

modation to his environment, which is impor-

tant enough to keep him and his like alive,

while others go under in the struggle for

existence, may he considered with reason a

real cause in producing just such effects. Thus
by the processes of accommodation, a weapon
analogous to artificial selection is put into

the hands of the organism itself, and the

species profits by it. Headley characterizes
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this aspect of the case as follows :
‘ The crea-

tures pilot themselves. . . . Selection ceases

to be purely natural : it is in part artificial
’

(as cited below, 128 ;
see also Baldwin, Amtr.

Natural., as cited below). Cf. the view of

J. Ward called Subjective Selection (q. v.).

This point of view has had especial applica-

tion and development in connection with

Determinate Evolution (q. v.), which, when
organic selection is operative through a series

of generations, becomes what is called Oetho-
PLAST (q.v.) ;

with the rise of Instinct (q.v.);

with the origin of structures lacking in appa-

rent utility when full-formed or when only

partly formed (cf. Evolution)
;
with corre-

lated variations, co-ordinated muscular groups,

&c. (see Coeeelation, in biology, and Intea-

selection)
;
with Mental Evolution (q.v.),

and Social Evolution (q.v.).

That this form of selection is a real factor

in evolution, either as taken with natural

selection or as a form of original ‘ self-

development,’ replacing natural selection (Os-

born, citation below), is now widely admitted :

among biologists, by Osborn, Wallace, Boulton,

Thomson, Whitman, Defrance, Davenport,

Conn, Headley, and others; among psycho-

logists, by Morgan, James. Stout, Ward, Groos,

Baldwin, and others. It is held, by many of

those who accept it, to answer certain forcible

objections to the universal application of

natural selection in its ‘ direct ’ form, and so

to render the resort to the hypothesis of the
‘ inheritance of acquired characters ’—in the

absence of positive evidence for it—unneces-

sary (cf. Heeebitt). It would seem to be

a legitimate resource in the following more
special cases.

(1) In cases in which there is possible corre-

lation or association between the - organ or

function whose origin is in question, and
another which is of acknowledged utility: the

latter serves as screen to the undeveloped

stages of the former.

(2) In cases of Conveegence (q.v.) of

lines of descent: certain accommodations,
common to the two lines which converge,

compel the indirect selection of variations

which not only coincide with the individual

modifications, but also coincide more and more
closely with each other ; so in many cases of

resemblance due to similarity of function

(cf. Mimicet, i) and of resemblance in habit

and attitude (cf. Mimicet, 4).

(3) In cases of divergent or Poltttpic
Evolution (q. v.) : two or more lines of varia-

tion, being equally available as supports to
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an essential accommodation or as co-operating

factors in it, are therefore both preserved,

although they carry, when developed, each its

own structural form. There are many cases

in the animal world of Analogous Organs
(q.v.) which are yet not Homologous (q. v.)

—

organs of divergent origin but of common
function,and possibly ofcommon appearance

—

the rudiments of which may have owed their

common and indirect selection to a single

more general utility.

Or, again, two or more different accom-
modations may subserve the same utility, and
thus conserve different lines of variation. To
escape floods, for example, some individuals

of a species may learn to climb trees, while

others learn to swim. This has been recog-

nized in Gulick’s Change of Habits as a

cause of segregation (cf. Isolation) and thus

of divergent evolution.

(4) In cases of apparent permanent influ-

ence, upon a stock, of temporary changes of

environment, such as transplantation : the

direction of variation seems to be changed by
the temporaryenvironment, when there is really

only the temporary indirect selection of varia-

tions appropriate to the changed environment.

For example, it is possible that plants undergo
quick changes by indirect selection when
transplanted, the effects of this selection of

variations continuing a longer or shorter

period after return to the original conditions

of life, especially when the original environ-

ment does not demand their prompt weeding
out. This is one of the cases most often

cited as favouring the hypothesis of La-
marckian inheritance. (Osborn, however,

thinks there is not enough time in these

cases for the operation of organic selection.)

(5) In all cases of conscious or intelligent,

including social, accommodation. In these

cases conscious action directly reinforces and
supplements congenital endowment at the

same time that there is indirect selection of

the variations which intelligence finds most

suited to its needs. Thus congenital ten-

dencies and predispositions are fostered. The
influence of orthoplastic family life is well

illustrated by Headley (as cited below). This

is seen also in the rise of many instincts, for

the performance of which intelligent direction

has gradually become unnecessary; see the

use of the principle in an independent way
by P. Marchal {^llev. Scient,, Nov. 21, 1896,

653), to explain the origin of the queen bee.

See Instinct.

Indirect selection applies also to the origin
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of tlie forms of emotional expression (e. g.

Darwin's classical case of the inherited fear

of man by certain birds in the Oceanic

Islands ; cf. Darwin, Descent of Man,
chap, ii) which are thought to have been

useful and, in most cases, intelligent accom-

modations to an environment consisting of

other animals. In man also we find reac-

tions, e, g. of bashfulness, shame, &c., largely

organic, whose origin it is difficult to explain

in any other way, unless we admit the in-

heritance of acquired characters. It is also

recognized that social action by animals (e. g.

the more or less intelligent herding) was often

of direct utility and caused their survival

until the corresponding instincts became fixed.

It also works another way, as Groos shows

:

an instinct is broken up and so yields to

the intelligent performance of the same func-

tion, by variation towards the increased plas-

ticity and ‘ educability ’ which intelligent

action requires. In this way another objec-

tion to Darwinism is met—that which cites

the difficulty of securing the modification and
decay of instincts by natural selection alone.

(6) In this connection it has also been

pointed out that with the rise of intelligence,

broadly understood, thei'e comes into exis-

tence an animal Tk.vdition (q. v.)— treated

also in the literature under the names ‘ social

heredity,’ ‘imitation,’ &c.—into which the

young are educated in each succeeding genera-

tion. This sets the direction of most useful

attainment, and constitutes a new and higher

environment. It is with reference to this, in

many cases at least, that instincts both rise

and decay : decay, when plasticity and con-

tinued relearning by each generation are de-

manded
;

rise, when fixed organic reactions

stereotyped by variation ai’e of most use. So
there is constant adjustment, as the conditions

of life may demand, between the intelligent

actions embodied in tradition, and the instinc-

tive actions embodied, through natural selec-

tion, in inherited structure
;
and this is the

essential co-operation of the two factors,

accommodation and variation, as postulated

by the theor y of organic selection. The line

of acquired accommodations takes the lead

—

variations follow. This is very different from
the view which relies exclusively upon the

natural selection of useful var iations in this

or that character; for it introduces a con-

serving and regulating factor—a ‘ blanket

utility,’ so to speak—under which various

minor adaptations may be adjusted in tlie

organism as a whole. Of course, the selection
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of the plasticity, requited by intelligence and
educability, is by direct natural selection

;

but, inside of this, the relation of the in-

telligence to the specific organic characters

and functions is the one of ‘ concurrence
’

which organic selection postulates.

(7) It is a factor of stability and persistence

of type as opposed, e. g., to the fatal result of

disadvantageous variations (Wallace); since

the individual accommodations may compen-
sate in a constantly increasing way for the loss

of direct utility of the character in question.

This is notably the case with intelligent

accommodations. These piece-out obstructed,

distorted, or partial instincts or other func-

tions, and modify the environment to secure

their free play or to negative their disadvan-

tageous results. This carries further the

advantage which W^cismann [Romanes Lec-

ture) has claimed for Inteaselection (q. v.,

and see below).

(8) It secures the effectiveness of variation

in certain lines, not only by keeping alive

these variations from generation to genera-

tion, but also by increasing the number of

individuals having these variations in common,
until they become established in the species.

It thus answers the stock objection to natural

selection (cf. e. g. Henslow, Natural Science,

vi, 1895, 585flf., and viii, 1897, 169 ff.) which
claims that the same variation would not

occur at any oile time in a sufficient number
of individuals to establish itself, except in

cases of great environmental change or of

migration (cf. Mutation). Organic selection

shifts the mean of a character, and this changed

mean is what natural selection requires

(cf. Baldwin. Amer. Natural., as cited below,

and Conn, The Method of Evolution, 75 f.).

(9) It is a segregating or isolating factor,

as is illustrated under (3) above. Animals

which make common accommodations survive

and mate together. In the presence of an

enemy, those animals of a group which can

run fast escape together
;

those which can

go through small holes remain likewise to-

gether; and so do those hardy enough to fight.

As to the possible universal application of

organic selection, it would seem to depend

upon whether there are any cases of con-

genital characters maturing without some in-

dividual accommodation due to the action of

the life conditions upon their plastic material.

Certain recent writers (Driesch, Delage, Ort-

mrinn) deny that any characters are entirely

congenital, or ‘congenital’ at all in the current

sense of the term which contrasts them with

6
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‘acquired’ characters (cf. Acquired and
Congenital Chaeactees). It would follow

that in all cases those variations in which

the most fortunate combination of innate and

acquired elements is secured would survive

under natural selection
;
and this would mean

that organic selection is universal. In the

words of Groos(PZay of Man,~E.ng. trans., 373),
‘organic selection may possibly be applied to

all cases of adaptation (Anpassung) ’
;

the

question remains, therefore, in determining

the scope of the principle, whether there are

any characters which are not in some measure

acquired in the individual’s development.

This point of view follows naturally from

the position taken by the school of so-called

organicists (see Delage, Structure du Proto-

plasma, &c., 720), who insist in various ways
upon the part played by the organism itself

in evolution. The writers of this school, how-

ever, either hold to Lamarckian inheritance

(Eiiner), to a form of self-development

(Driesch ; called ‘ auto-regulation ’ and ‘ auto-

determination ’ by Delage), or to Intea-
selection considered as repeating its results

anew in each generation (Roux, Delage). In

the exposition of this last view. Deluge used

the term ‘selection organique’ for intra-

selection (loc. cit., 725, 732); and Weismann
{Romanes Lecture) combines intraselection,

which ‘ effects the special adaptation of the

tissues .. .in each individual ’ (‘for in each in-

dividual the necessary adaptation will be tem-

porarily accomplished by intraselection ’), with

his hypothesis of Geeminal Selection (q.v.).

‘ As the primary variations,’ says Weismann,
‘ in the phyletic metamorphosis occurred little

by little, the secondary adaptations would
probably, as a rule, be able to keep pace witii

them. Time would thus be gained till, in

the course of generations, by constant selec-

tion of those germs the primary constituents of
which are best fitted to one another, ... a

definite metamorphosis of the species involv-

ing all the parts of the organism may occur.’

In this passage (which has been quoted by
Osborn and others to show that Weismann
anticipated the principle of org nic selection)

Weismann recognizes the essential co-opera-

tion of variation and modibcation which

organic selection postulates, but he reverses

the order of these factors by making germinal

variations (in the words italicized above by the

present writer) the leading agency in the

determination of the course of evolution, while

individual accommodation and modification

‘ probably keep pace with them ’ (the primary

2

valuations). The writers mentioned above,

however, who originally expounded organic

selection, rely upon ‘coincident’ variation to
‘ keep pace,’ under the action of natural selec-

tion, with individual accommodation; whichlast

thus takes the lead and marks out the course

of evolution. The hypothesis of germinal

selection, which is essential to Weismann’s
view, is not at all involved in theirs. In the

words of Lloyd Morgan, who indicates sub-

stantially the relation between Weismann’s
views and his own as that given above

:

‘ Natural selection would work along the lines

laid down for it by adaptive modifications.

Modification would lead
;
variation follow in

its wake. Weismann’s germinal selection,

if a vera causa, would be a co-operating

factor and assist in producing the lequisite

variations’ {Habit and Instinct, 318). De-
france says on the same point {Annie Biol.,

iii, 1899, 533); ‘He (Weismann) has made
use of his personal hypotheses on germ-plasm
which are not universally admitted, while the

conception of LI. Morgan and Baldwin avoids

this stumbling-block by not closing inquiry

into the processes which enter into play. It

is true that this leaves it an hypothesis
;
but

it is nevertheless true that it offers an intelli-

gible solution of one of those problems which
appear on the surface to constitute the most
insoluble of enigmas.’ Osborn brings into

play the further factor of ‘ determinate varia-

tion,’ which if true would be analogous in its

role to Weismann’s germinal selection (see

Osborn, On the Limits of Organic Selection,

as below). He also holds that ‘ there is an

unknown factor in evolution yet to be dis-

covered.’

Literature: Ll. Morgan, Science, Nov. 27,

1896, and Habit and Instinct (1896); Os-

born, Science, Apr. 3, 1896, and Nov. 27,

1896; and On the Limits of Organic Selec-

tion, Science, Oct. 15, 1897; Baldwin, Men t.

Devel. in the Child and the Race (ist ed., 1 89 j,

where the term organic selection was first

used; much developed in the Fr. and Ger.

trans.); Science, Mar. 20, 1896; and Amer.

Natural., June and July, 1896; Baldwin
(in collaboration with Morgan and Osborn),

on the terminology of the subject, in Nature,

Iv. (1897) 5585 Science, Apr. 25, 1897
(ti'ans. in Biol. Ceutralbl., June i, 1897, and in

Rev. Scient., June, 1897); Boulton, Science,

Oct. 15, 1897 ;
Wallace (review of Morgan),

Natural Sci., x. 16 1 ;
Geoos, The Play of

Man, 372 f., 376, 283, 395 (Eng. trans.);

Whitman, Woods Holl Biol. Lectures, 1898
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{1S99
;
Thomson, The Study of Auinial

Life (1900); expositions aud ci'iticisms are

to be found (Index, sub verbo) in the Ann6e
Biol, (literature for 1896 £f.). Late works
in which the principle is adopted are Ll.

IMokgan, Animal Behaviour (1900); Conn,
The ^Method of Evolution (1901) ;

Headley,
The Problems of Evolution (1901; gives

interesting cases from nature). Cf. also

Gitlick, in Nature, Apr. i, 1897; and see

the recent literature of Instinct.

(J.M.B., C.Ll.M., E.B.P., G.F.S., K.G.)

Organic Sensation : Ger. Organempjind-

ung
;

Fr. sensation interne
;

Ital. sensazione

organica (or diffusa). A sensation whose
adequate stimulus is a change in the state of

a bodily organ, i.e. a physiological (as contra-

distinguished from a physical) process.

The organic sensations fall, so far as they

are known, into the following groups :

—

(1) Muschlae Sensation (q.v.): sensa-

tions from muscle, tendon, joint.

(2) Alimentary sensations : hmiger, thirst,

nausea.

(3) Sexual sensation: a single, unnamed
quality.

(4) Static Sensation (q.v.): dizziness. To
these may perhaps be added the following :

—

(5) Respiratorysensations (distinct qualities

doubtful).

(6) Circulatory sensations : ‘ pins and
needles,’ itching (possibly), tingling, &c., aris-

ing from conditions of the blood-circulation,

which may contain a specific quality.

The organic sensations are psychologically

important (a) for the theory of feeling and
emotion (James-Lange theory), and (6) for the

theory of recognition and memory (Ktilpe’s

recognitive mood, Ribot’s affective memory,
&c.). Cf. Common Sensation. It may be
noted that the obscurity of the organic

qualities is the reason for, and partial justi-

fication of, a ‘ functional ’ classification of

Sensation (q. v.).

Literature : Mach, Bewegungsempfindungen
(1875) ;

Richet, Recherches exp^r. et din.

sur la sensibility (1877); KkOnee, Korper-
liches Gefiihl (1887); Kulpe, Outlines of

Psychol., 140; Wundt, Physiol. Psychol.

(4th ed.), i. 284 ;
Hamilton, Lects. on Met.,

li. 154 ff.; Beaunis, Les sensations internes;

Th.Ribot, Maladies de la personnality (1888);
Psychol, des sentiments (1896). (e.b.t.)

Organism [Gr. opyavov, an organ] : Ger.

Organismus; Yr. organisme
]
H'A. organismo.

(i) A living being: see the following toj^ic.

(2) A totality whose various parts or ele-

ments are related to each other according to

some principle which is derived from the

whole itself, and hence is internal and not

external, necessary and not accidental. A
system. Cf Oeganic.

While the Greeks use the term in quite

another sense from the moderns, the idea,

even in its generalized philosophical use, was
quite familiar to them. Plato regarded the

world as an animated whole—as C<i>ov. With
Aristotle the end or form animates all potenti-

ality or matter in such a way as to keep it

moving towards perfection, and thereby gives

it order. In living beings, this appears in

the continual higher stages of articulation

{piapdpuxTii). Thus the form is the inner life

of nature, as distinct from an external arrange-

ment. In this sense, Aristotle applies the

notion (not the term) organism, or a whole

ordered and moving from an internal prin-

cqile of causality, to the state, since the

individual gets his social life only through

his immanent connection with the whole.

The Stoics expressly declare the world to be

(Tvarripa, a living organizedwhole; and ethically

they proclaim that the individual is not a

part (/iiepos), but a member {piXos) of the uni-

verse. The conception on the social side

passed into Christianity in the conception

of the Church as the mystic body {corpus

mysticum) of Christ. In the middle ages,

the paralleling of the state and the living

body is common, and John of Salisbury under-

takes to find a part of the body corresponding

to every part of the state (see Eucken, Grund-

hegrffe d. Gegenwart, 157). Herder, in the

1 8th century, is most active in reviving a con-

ception of nature as a living whole, woi king

according to an internal principle, through

a continuous series of manifestations. Kant
gives the conception a clear-cut definition

(see Oeganic), but gives the idea only a

subjective validity. Schelling, however, gives

the term a completely objective meaning,

applicable to the universe itself. Through
liis followers it becomes a favourite term to

designate the principle of philosophies which

regard the woild as moving from intrinsic

principles, and as producing its effects after

the manner of an immanent life and intelli-

gence {Syst. d. trans. Idealismus, 261).

Spencer has recently used the term in a

generalized sense in recent English thought,

as in his assertion that society is an organism.

On discussions of this point, however, there

is ambiguity—organism is sometimes used as

analogous to the organs (or functions) of an
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animal body; at other times, in its logical

sense, of a coherent whole, systematized by an

internal principle. Of, Social Oeganism.

Literature', see Oeganic, and Social Or-
ganism. (J.D.)

Organism (in biology). A discrete body,

of which the essential constituent is living

protoplasm. The term originally indicated

the recognition of organization as essential

to life, and as opposite to unorganized or dead

matter. Cf.LiPE, and Living Matter, (c.s.m.)

Organization: Ger. Organisation', Fr.

organisation', Ital. organizzazione. A more
or less systematic arrangement of relatively

separate parts in a whole suited to fulfil any

sort of function.

The term has applications, wdth varying de-

grees of definiteness, in the phrases ‘ mental

organization’ (in which the systematic de-

termination of the flow of the mental life is

characterized). Social Organization (q. v.),

‘ organization of knowledge ’ (the adjustment,

in a philosophical view, of the details of know-
ledge as contributed by the different sciences).

The shading of meaning which dislinguishes

organization from Organism (q.v.) is in the

direction of relative looseness of relation as

between the parts and the whole, and relative

lack of independence of conditions external

to the system. An organization is ‘ formed,’
‘ controUed,’ ‘ modified,’ ‘ worked,’ &c.

;
to an

organism these predicates are not applicable.

Moreover, we do not speak of the ‘ organs ’ of

an organization, but of its ‘ members ’

;
each

being at once less dependent upon the whole,

and less necessary to it. Hence the preference

for ‘ mental organization ’
;

it leaves open the

question whether mind has the inherent prin-

ciple of its own systematic process which is

necessary to an organism.

In the adjective organic this difference dis-

appears, and much ambiguity ai ises therefrom.

Tlie term ‘ organized ’ is preferable to charac-

teiize an organization, organic being limited

in its application to organisms proper, (j.m.b.)

Organization (industrial); Ger. Unter-

nehmungsform
;
Fr. organisation industrielle

;

Ital. ordinamento industriale. The immaterial

advantages lor production which have attended

the growth of capital.

Reckoned by Walker and Marshall as an
agent or factor in production, co-ordinate with
land, labour, and capital. (a.t.h.)

Organon [Gr,] : the same in the other

languages. Since neither the Aristotelian

definition of a speculative science, nor of a

practical science, nor of an art, seemed to suit

logic very well, the early peripatetics and
commentators denied that it was either a

science or an art, and called it an instrument,

opyavov
;

but they did not precisely define

their meaning. It was negative chiefly. The
collection of Aristotle’s logical treatises, when it

was made, thus came to be called the Organon.

Francis Bacon, disapproving of Aristotle’s

methods, wished all that to be laid aside

;

and he consequently called his work, which
was designed to be a guide for establishing

a systematic inductive procedure, Novum
Organum. The name was afterwards imitated

by sundry authors, as Lambert in his Neues
Organon, and Whewell in his Novum Organum
Eenovatum. (c.s.p.)

Oriental Philosophy (and Religion).
The group of l eligions treated in the following

article includes tliose of Egypt, Babylonio-

Assyria, Persia, India, China (in geographical

enumeration from west to east).

Among these nations India alone can be

said to have produced schools of philosophy

analogous to those of Greece, though the

ethical teachers of China have good claims to

rank with the thinkers of Europe. In the

religions of Egypt, Babylonio-Assyria, and
Persia, the philosophical element does not

reach self-conscious expression, it remains
entangled in mythology. But all religions

really involve a primitive philosophy. They
attempt to give some kind of rational explana-

tion of the world of objects and of life by
which they are confronted. This is obviously

the case even in the animistic stage, and it is

no less so with the more elaborate systems

which have emerged out of that rank, and
acquired more or less consistency of higher

thought. Only this aspect is here sketched.

Questions of ritual and hierarchical organiza-

tion are only touched where they involve the

form and significance of belief h
I. Egypt. The wisdom of Egypt was

famous in ancient Israel, and the Greeks
again and again expressed their indebtedness

to it. Thales, Pythagoras, and Plato were
said to have studied there. Aristotle regarded

it as the home of mathematical lore. The
author of the treatise on ‘Isis and Osiris,’

reckoned among the woiks of Plutarch, indi-

cates the interest which the eclectic philo-

sophers of the Roman Em^iire still felt in

its venerable symbols.

' In the spelling of proper names and technical

terms, the diacritical marks usually employed by
scholars are here abandoned, and foreign words are

represented in the English alphabet.
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Since Young and Cliampollion discovered

the clue to the hieroglyphics, an immense
wealth of material has been derived from the

inscriptions of temple and tomb
;

yet the

problem of the real character of ancient

Egyptian religion remains exceedingly ob-

scure. Putting aside the difficult questions

of the origins of the Egyptian race and

culture, it may be said that the earliest texts

present already the chief forms of its pantheon.

Even at the outset it exhibits a quasi-mono-

theism (for explanations of this phenomenon
see below). In spite of the conservatism of

its priesthoods, its history shows occasional

vicissitudes, as one centre after another ac-

quires prominence or sinks into decline.

Some features in the cultus, such as the

numerous forms of animal woiship, the pro-

digious number of gods of particular func-

tions (e.g. child-birth, child-naming, child-

nurture, the ripening of the corn, &c.), and
the constant use of magic, connect Egyptian
religion with Animism. Of a higher order

are the elemental gods, the earth and sky, the

sun and stars, the Nile. On this side, the

number of the gods was perpetually being

increased by the amalgamation of local cults,

and the occasional iircorporation of foreign

deities, for polytheism can always tolerantly

accommodate new comers. In this view

contradictions and inconsistencies may be

explained as due to prior diversities of race

(Petrie). On the other hand, from the earliest

times, another tendency towards henotheism,

or even monotheism, may be traced with equal

clearness. The chief question for philosophy

concerns the value of this tendency
;

and
different answers are given by different in-

vestigators.

The word ‘god’ occurs both in the sing.

ne,Ur (or nuter), and in the pi. neteru (or

nuteru). De Rouge and Pierret associated it

with the idea of continuous renewal, so that

God is ‘the imperishable’ (Tiele); Renouf
finds in it the notion of power; Erugsch

unites both, affirming it to mean ‘the active

energy wliich produces and creates in regular

recurrence, imparts new life to things, and
restores their youthful vigour.’ But Alaspero

believes the word to be so old that its original

sense cannot be deteimined, Renouf’s meaning
‘the miglity’ being derived and not original

(if it ever existed). The early phrases in

whirh the singular occurs are such as these:

‘Thou existest at the side of God,’ ‘He
weigheth words, and behold God hearkeneth

unto the words,’ ‘Not known aie the things

which God will do,’ ‘ What is loved of God
is obedience, disobedience God hateth ’ (cf.

others still more striking, given without date,

Brugsch, Mytliolojie, 96-9). But against

these ma}’’ be set other phr.ises in which one

deity after another is called ‘ The one and
only God ’

;
such is Tumu at Heliopolis, or

Auhiiri-Shu at Thinis. The clue to this

latter conception is to be found in the local

cults prevailing in different territoi ial divi-

sions. Different cycles of myth gathered

round them, and one or another rose into

solitary pre-eminence before the eyes of his

worshippers, like Btah at Memphis, Ra at

Heliopolis, &c. Sometimes several divine

forms were united, as though to expre.s the

unifying tendency. At Heliopolis, Ra (the

sun-god) was viewed theologically as Tumu,
and Tumu was placed at the head of the

great cosmogonic scheme which conceived the

universe as produced with the help of four

pairs of gods and goddesses mysteriously

derived from him. Tum-Ra was thus ‘ the

only god,’ who had created himself and formed

his own name, who could say, ‘ I am yesterday,

I know to-morrow ’ [Book of the Dead, xvii).

This arrangement was known as an ‘ Ennead ’

{jpault nutlru), and was widely copied else-

where. Even tendencies towards monotheism

thus had always a background of mythology.

Once only was it attempted to make the state-

religion monotheistic, when (about 1450 B.C.)

Khu-en-Aten (Amenophis IV) endeavoured to

establish the exclusive worship of the solar

disk Aten-Ra as the supreme symbol of deity,

and even tried to eliminate from the inscrip-

tions the names of his rivals (see the splendid

hymn translated by Wiedemann, Religion of

the Ancient Egyptians, 1897, 40). But this

effort to select one of the old nature-gods for

a kind of transfiguration was soon undone.

The brilliant triumphs of the Theban monarchy

gave prominence to the majestic form of

Amun-Ra, round whom gather some of the

noblest of the quasi-monotlieistic hymns. Yet

he, too, passed, though he could still serve

in the time of Darius as the centre of unity.

In a hymn of this date on the temirle of

El-Kargeh in the great oasis he is identified

with heaven and earth, with fire, water, and

air. He is the giver of life and increaser of

all things. Shu, Tefuu, Mut, and Khons are

his forms :
‘ each god has assumed thy skin.’

Well may Birch, in translating the hymn
[Trans. Soc. Bibl. Archaeol., v. 1877, 294),

declare it to be ‘ the nearest approach to

the monotheism of one deity manifested by
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different types in the chief cities of

Egypt.’

The cosmogonic speculations chiefly rest on

the belief introduced to the Greeks by Thales

that the beginning of all things lay in the

primaeval waters (Nu or Nun). One set of

myths represents earth and sky lying like

lovers within them. The story of their separ a-

tion and the elevation of the sky belongs to

the same class of savage tales as that of the

New Zealand Pan gi and Papa. Another group

gathers round the widespread conception of

the world-egg. Various gods, such as Ptah

the ‘ former,’ Khnum the ‘ moulder,’ are in-

vested in different cycles with creative func-

tions. A further set of myths embodies the

ideas of the conflict of the powers of light

and darkness, first physical and then moral.

The order of nature was mythologically con-

centrated in two figures, Thoth and Maat.

Thoth was originally a moon-god, and hence

came to be god of time. He is son of Ha
(the sun-god), but also ‘the unborn,’ ‘ the one

God,’ ‘the alone only One,’ who creates by
the word, or rather simply by voice. He is

the founder of the sciences connected with

space and time (e.g. astronomy and land

measurement); he is also the god of letters

and revelation, and the guardian of law.

Maat (from ma, to stretch out) embodies the

ideas of right, truth, justice, order. She is

the daughter of Ka, sister and consort of

Thoth, ‘ lady of heaven,’ ‘ queen of the earth,’

so that the universe is under her control.

The gods are said to exist by, or upon, her.

She is even ‘queen of all the gods and
goddesses,’ so that order is more than ‘ heaven’s

first law,’ it is itself the very sovereign of the

world. This idea must be combined with

that of perpetual renewal, of everlasting con-

tinuity through incessant change, which seems

the philosophical essence of Egyptian religion.

‘I am that which was, which is, and which
will be,’ ran the inscription in the name of

the great goddess of Sais, according to the

De Iside, 9,
‘ and my veil no mortal yet hath

lifted.’

Egyptian psychology is of course at a crude

stage. The doctrine of man and his nature is

chiefly comprised in the texts dealing with

the dead, especially the so-called Book of the

Dead, a collection of chaptei’s of various ages,

some embodying extremely ancient ideas,

intended to guard the deceased on his journey

through the perils of the next world. The
various elements of a human being are enume-
rated by Budge (Pa'pyrus ofAm, 1 895, pp. Iviii—

Ixix) thus : (i) The physical body, khat. (2)
The spiritual body, sahu : this can ascend

into heaven and dwell with the gods. (3) The
heart, ah, seat of life, and centre of good and
evil thoughts. (4) The double, the genius or

dhaikov, the ka'. this received the funeral

offerings and dwelt in the statue of the de-

ceased in the tomb, as the ka of a god in-

habited the statue of the god. Petrie identifies

it further with ‘ the inner mental conscious-

ness and powers of thought.’ (5) The soul

or ha, represented as a human-headed hawk,
which could revisit the body and consume
the funeral-meats, but also dwelt in heaven
and shared the life of the gods. (6) The
shadow or shade, khaihit, which again was
free to move about. (7) Tlie khu, ‘shining’

or translucent, sometimes identified with ‘ in-

telligence,’ or otherwise interpreted as ‘spirit ’

:

this also, like the shadow and the ka, belonged

to gods as well as men. (8) The sekhem,

enumerated with the ka and the ha, placed

among tlie khu’s, sometimes rendered ‘ power,’

sometimes ‘ form.’ (9) The name, ren, also

believed to exist in heaven. The conception

of the destinies of the dead seems to have

been largely moulded on the analogy of the

journey of the sun through the hours of the

night, along the valley of another Nile,

whether in an underworld or a world along-

side of this to the north. The identification

of the deceased with Osiris (\vhose myth was
united with that of Ra) takes place at an
early period, first in the person of the king,

and then for all. And the whole process

receives a remarkable ethical development

under the Theban monarchy of the ‘New
Empire,’ when the famous judgment-scene is

added to the Book of the Dead (chap, cxxv),

and the soul is solemnly weighed in the ‘ hall

of Double Justice (Maat) ’ before the throne

of Osiris. The confessions then put into the

mouth of the soul before the Forty-two

Assessors throw an important light on the

moral notions of ancient Egypt before the

days of the Exodus.
Literature'. Jablonski, Pantheon Aegyp-

tiorum (Frankfort, 1750—2; best collection

of references in Greek and Latin writers)

;

Lanzone, Dizionario di Mitologia Egiziana

(Turin, 1881—6; deities figured and texts

specified). Sacred texts : Book of the Dead,

ed. by Lepsitjs (Leipzig, 1842) and Navillb
(Leipzig, 1886); translations by Birch, in

Bunsen’s Egypt’s Place in Uuivl. Hist., v

(1867); PiEREET (Paris, 1882 ;
rendered into

Eng. by C. H. S. Davis, N. Y. and London,
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1894) ;
Eenouf, as far as chap, cxxxiii, Proc.

Soc. Bib. Archaeol. (London, 1 893-7); Budge,
Papyrus of Ani (London, 1895), and Book of

the Dead (London, 1898). Pyiwnid texts:

Maspeeo, Eecueil. Other texts in Eec.

of the Past, ist and 2nd series. Early pro-

verhial wisdom: Vieey, Et. sur le Papyrus

Prisse, Le Livre de Kaqiinna, et Les Lefons

de Ptah-hotep (Paris, 1887). General works:

De Eoug£, Essays in the Eev. Anh6ol.,

N.S., i; Tiele, Hist, of Egyptian Eeligion

(Dutch, trans. by Ballingal, London, 1882);

cf. Tiele-Geheich, Gesch. d. Eeligion im

Alterthum, i, (1895), 17-124 ;
Eenoue, Hih-

bert Lectures (Loudon, 1882); Pieeret, Le
Pantheon Illgyptien (Paris, 1881); Beugsch,
Eeligion u. Mythol. d. alten Aegypter (Leip-

zig, 1884-90); VON Steauss and Toenet,
D. altagyptische Gdtterglaube (2 vols., Heidel-

berg, 1889-90); Maspeeo, numerous articles

in the Eev. de I’Hist. des Eeligions (1880 £f.),

some reprinted in the Et. de Mythol. et

d’Archfel. Egyptienne (2 vols., Paris, 1893;
criticizes Brugsch)

;
Wiedemann, Eeligion of

the Ancient Egyptians (Loudon, 1897). A
shorter treatment will be found in Meyee’s
Gesch. Egyptens (Berlin, 1887); Eeman’s
Life in Ancient Egypt (London, 1894); or

jMaspeeo’s Dawn of Civilization (Loudon,

1894); Chantepie de la Saussate, Lehrb.

d. Eeligionsgesch. (1897), i. 88-160; Peteie,

Religion and Conscience in Ancient Egypt
(London, 1898).

n. Babylonio-Assyria. The study of

the ancient civilization of Mesopotamia has

shown its immense significance for the culture

of the Mediterranean peoples. It touched

Egypt, it spread through Canaan, it power-
fully influenced Israel. It contributed to the

mythology and possibly to some of the cults

of Greece
;
and through the Gi’eeks its primi-

tive science—for instance, the signs of the

zodiac—passed into Europe. It supplied

much of the demonology of Judaism, and it

is possible that some of its cosmic conceptions

may have left their traces in Gnosticism. But
it can hardly be ranked with Egypt as a mother
of philosophies.

When the Babylonian religion comes into

A'iew in the fou’th millennium b.c., numerous
centres of government and of worship have
been established in North and South Baby-
lonia, and various elements of nationality

have been already combined. The relation of

the Semitic immigrant peoples to the previous

occupants of the country is still obscure, and
the chronological problems arising out of the

attempts to determine the successions of kings

are differently settled by different investiga-

tors. Concerning Sargon and Naram Sin of

Agane, about 3800 b.c., there is general agree-

ment
;
but whether the pi iest-kings of Lagash,

among whom Gudea figures, preceded or fol-

lowed Sargon is still under debate. The
religion of this age is already developed, and

shows traces of the beginnings of organiza-

tion. But it has not passed beyond the

character of polytheistic nature-religion. The
deities are revealed in the elemental forces

:

the moon, the sun, the stars, the courses of

the seasons, the three great divisions of the

universe—the sky, the earth, and the primaeval

waters which surround and bear it up—these

are the chief objects of interest, the embodi-

ments of divine powers. At the bottom are

magic and witchcraft, an immense multitude

of spirits, evil and good. Babylonio-Assyrian

religion does not descend as low as Egyptian
animal worship; on the other hand, its doc-

trine of man and his destiny remains much
nearer the animistic level, the condition of

the wandering double {ekimmu) on earth

resembling that of the usual disembodied

ghost, and the gloomy underworld having

no proper ethical character. Such philo-

sophical interest as Mesopotamian religion

presents seems rather to lie in its occasional

efforts to rise above the fundamental poly-

daemonism and the polytheism superposed

upon it. The term for a god, il-u, is identi-

cal with the widespread Semitic name which

appears in Hebiew as el, but its derivation

is still matter of discussion. A regular

feminine was formed, which does not occur in

Hebrew, and similarly an abstract ilut-u, god-

head or divinity', with which may be compared

aniit-u, a coriesponding abstract from the

name Anu, the sky-god (Jeremias).

Anu appears already in the inscriptions of

Gudea, forming the first member of a supreme

ti iad. He represents the expanse of heaven.

Beside him stand Bel, lord of the earth and

its forces, and Ea, god of the ocean-deep,

which encompasses the earth and lies beneath

it. Theological arrangement here begins to

be apparent. But though Anu is the supreme

lord of all, and the father of the gods, who
must obey his commands, he himself takes no

leading part, and in the cosmogony mentioned

below he is removed by several stages from

the actual origin of the world of the gods.

Another triad comprised the moon-god Sin,

who could even be identified with Anu, the

sun-god Shamash, and Ishtar (Venus) or
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Eamman (‘the thunderer’), god of rain and
storm. But under Hammurabi (about 2250
B.c.) Babylon rises into political pre-eminence,

and its local deity Marduk, already named in

early texts, with tbe function of god of the

spring-sun, is consequently elevated to tbe

loftiest place. Day by day be rises out of

tbe ocean, and so is tbe son of Ea, and be
brings to light tbe hidden wisdom which lay

in tbe mysteries of tbe deep. Year by year

be wakens the dead to life, and in his

character of ‘ tbe merciful ’ be heals the sick,

sets free tbe prisoner, and protects tbe weak.

Not only is be first-born and leader of the

gods, be is lord of lords, ruler of tbe world,

whose will heaven and earth obey. Accord-
ingly, in one of tbe great cosmogonic myths,
be is the creator

;
and be is even called ‘ god

of gods ’ (Sayce, Hihhert Lectures, 501). Not
even the rise of Assyria into empii'e (about

1400 B. c.), and tbe advent of its great god
Asbur to power, overthrew bis influence, for

the monarchs of Nineveh sometimes made
pilgrimage to Babylon. Ashur, indeed, was
regarded by tbe theologians on tbe Tigris as

lord of tbe world and maker of the earth.

He typifies the political unity of tbe empire
over which he presides. Tbe other gods are

little more than members of bis court, the

laud bears bis name, and tbe king’s enemies
are his foes. He is king of all gods, even
‘ father ’ who has created them (Sayce, Hihhert

Lectures, 128). Most striking of all, be is self-

existent, for he is ‘the creator of himself.’

But with tbe fall of Nineveh in 608 B. c.

Asbur passes, and Marduk reappears in

supremacy, so that Bel, Sin, Eamman, &c.,

even sometimes find their functions trans-

ferred to him. Marduk almost, if not quite,

reaches the elevation of Amun-Ea in Egypt

:

but tbe Babylonian thinkers never formulated

tbe Egyptian conception of continuity through
change and renewal.

Tbe early cosmogonic speculations were
finally embodied in a ‘ creation epic,’ which
opens a series of poems in honour of Marduk.
Before heaven and earth were named, when
no god yet lived, there were only tbe heaving

waters of the deep. Tbe deep is personified

as Tiamat (equivalent to T’bom, Gen. i. 2),

primaeval mother of heaven and earth. By
a kind of evolutionary process the first pair

of gods, Lakhmu and Lakhamu, are ‘built’

out of the chaos, and from them after many
days two more, Anshar and Kishar, the male
and female principles of heaven and earth.

Then follow Ann, Bel, and Ea, and in due

course Ea’s son Marduk. Tiamat dreads the
growing power of the gods, and prepares for

a great struggle by producing a brood of

monsters to defend ber. The elder gods are

powerless for the conflict
;
Ann and Ea fail

;

but Marduk, installed as king, advances
armed with the weapons of the storm, and
attended by seven fatal winds. Tiamat is

caught in his net and slain
;
Marduk splits

her gigantic carcase into two parts like a
flattened fish, and one half is made into

a covering for the heavens to hold back the

waters. The earth is then constructed as

a hollow hemisphere beneath the upper vault,

spanning the great deep
;
the districts of the

mighty Three—Anu, Bel, Ea—are marked out,

and the courses of the heavenly bodies are fixed.

The tablet describing the origin of the human
race has not been preserved, but at the close

of the series the children of men are enjoined

not to forget Marduk, ‘ who created mankind
out of kindness towards them, the merciful

one with whom is the power of giving life.’

As might be expected with a people so

observant of the heavens, the cosmologic

speculations are pervaded by a strong sense

of law and order, connected in particular

with Sin (the moon-god) and Shamash (the

sun), the latter especially being ethicized as
‘ the judge of the land, and the arbiter of its

laws.’ The Babylonian pantheon does not

present any exact equivalent to the Egyptian
Maat, but the Thoth of the Nile finds a

counterpart in the Mesopotamian prophet-god
Nabu, ‘ pi oclaimer ’ or ‘ herald.’ He is the im-
personation of wisdom

;
son of Marduk, in the

later theological system, he is ilu tashmit-u,
‘ god of revelation (causing to hear).’ So he
is the god of inspiration, and the source of

science and literature. In this capacity

Tashmit-um (feminine abstract) becomes his

consort. And in virtue of the sovereignty of

thought Nabu becomes for Nebuchadrezzar
‘ the upholder of the world,’ ‘ the general

overseer,’ and his temple is ‘ the house of

the sceptre of the world.’ It is the mytho-
logical expression of the first principle of

philosophy.

Literature : a very careful bibl'ography will

be found in Jasteow’s Eeligion of Babylonia

and Assyria (Boston, 1898).

III. Persia. Neither the Egyptian nor

tbe Babylonian religion has any present

representatives. But the followers of Zoro-

aster, known as Parsees in Western India,

still preserve the sacred books in which the

ancient teaching is embodied. I’iist bi ought
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to light by the adventurous French scholar

Anquetil du Perron (1761), they have been

supplemented by the study of additional

literature in the same religious succession,

and a large amount of material is now avail-

able. The sacred books are now known by

the name of Zend A vesta. The term Avesta,

which cannot be traced back further than

tlie Sassanian kings (beginning 226 A. D.),

denotes the sacred text, Zend being the

commentary or explanation. The books so

designated form no proper whole; they are

the remains of a much larger literatuie.

Their contents are various, liturgies and

laws being mingled together. They are

divided into three groups: (i) Yasna (Sansk.

yajna, sacrifice), the principal liturgical

book, in 72 chapters, used by the priests at

sacrificial ceremonies in honour of various

deities; (2) Vispered {Vtspe Ratavo, ‘all the

chiefs '), in 24 chapters, based on the Yama,
and containing invocations to the spiritual

heads; (3) Vendidad {Vi-daeva-dala, ‘ law for

the enemies of the daevas or evil spirits’), in

22 chapters, a priestly code of purifications

and ecclesiastical penance.

The age of this collection is a problem of

extreme obscuiity. In its present form it is

only the survival of a much more extensive

mass, probably gathered together under the

Sassanian kings, especially Shapur II, about

325 A. D. Much ancient literature was then

believed to have perished, tradition attribut-

ing the destruction to Alexander the Gieat.

The oldest portion is found in the five Gatlids,

discourses of revelation and exhortation in

metrical style and archaic language, now
arranged in Yasna, xxviii-liii. The evidence

of date is scanty and uncertain. Considera-

tions of political circumstances, and com-
parison with the usage of the cuneiform

inscriptions of the Achaemenian kings at

Persepolis, Behistun, &c., especially in the

treatment of the divine name Ahura Mazda,

lead to the view that the materials of the

younger part of the Avesta can hardly be

later than 800 b. c., and the Gathds may
be two centuries earlier (Tide). Hang
placed the Gathds about 1200 B. c., Mills

possibly as early as 1500, or 1200—900. On
the other hand, cle Harlez is in favour ot

a date from 500 b. c. onwards
;
and Darme-

steter (whose views have found no suppoit)

finally supposed them to be dependent on

Gnosticism and the Philonic Platonism in

the middle of the ist centuiy of our era.

The antiquity of much of their doctrine is

attested by the Greek writers, notably Theo-

pompus in the 4th century b. c. Further
materials are found in the Bundahish, a work
of the Sassanian period, which repeatedly

quotes older texts, and other Pehlevi literature

of still later date.

The Avestau language and its mythological

and ritual terminology at once disclose their

relation to those of the Vedic Hymns. A
number of equations can be immediately

established, such as ahura and asura, daeva

and deva, haoma and soma, Yima and Yama,
Mithra and Mitra, Vayu and Vdyu, Aramaiti

and Aramati. The objects of Avestan homage
are designated the yazatas or ‘worshipful

ones’ (Sansk. yajata)
;
and behind the ‘Lord

all-wise’ of the Zarathustrian teaching, with

his associated ‘ immortals,’ are the sun, moon,

and stars, the fire and the waters, and other

elemental powers, connecting the ancient

religion with the early nature-cult of the

eastern Aryans. And this in its turn sprang

out of a still more ancient polydaemonism,

survivals of which may be found in the crowds

of good and evil spirits. Among the pro-

tectors of the living are the patron-spirits

of the dead, the Fravashis, a conception

which is generalized and extended from the

house to the village, the district, and the

province, and affects even the unborn.

Originally analogous to the Vedic ‘fathers,’ the

term comes to include the genius or ideal

type of a whole nation, and can be applied

also to ‘ the Lord ’ himself. Other factors

sprang from the nomadic life of the ancient

people, the cow and the dog having* a special

place in mythology and sacred law. And yet

others seem to have been derived from foi’eign

contact, like Anahita, a goddess later asso-

ciated with il ithra, but now recognized as of

Semitic origin.

It is upon this field that Zoroaster (Zara

thustra) appears. The Gathic hymns repre-

sent a period of religious conflict. The
people aie divided between two hostile cults.

‘ Hard by the believer in Ahura,’ complains

the prophet, ‘ dwells the worshipper of the

daevas.’ The first are cattle-breeders, to

whom the care of the cow is a sacred duty;

the second maltieat it, and slaughter it in

their sacrifices. Zoroaster is in the thick of

the struggle. He is a zaotd (Vedic hold)) or

priest
;
he is mahthran (cf. Vedic mantrin),

endowed with the holy word; he is duta

(Sansk. data), ‘ sent,’ a messenger or apostle.

The scene is in North east Iran, in the district

known as Atropatene (modern Azerbijan),
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between th« S. Caspian and Lake Urumiah

:

his family name is said to have been Spitama:

he has a wife and sons and daughters. Later

legends embellish his career, but (save for his

colloquies with Ahura) the oldest texts con-

tain no wonders. His historic personality

has, however, been questioned (Tiele, Kern,

Darmesteter), yet it is plain that the move-

ment of reform indicated in the Gdthas

(assuming their antiquity) must have had

some leaders. Such guidance seems sufficiently

supplied by Zoroaster; and though all detail

is uncertain, some dominant mind is required

to explain the new thought
;

only some

personal energy—even with a priestly circle

to support it—could have communicated the

original impulse. Jackson, following Pehlevi

tradition, thinks it safe to date his birth

in 660 B. c., and his death in 583 b. c., at 77
years of age. This hardly seems to give

time for ^he linguistic changes already obvious

in the inscriptions of Darius
;

and even if

the Greek date (Xanthus the Lydian, about

450 B. c., puts Zoroaster 6000 years before

Xerxes) be explained by assuming that the

statement refers to the formation of the

spiritual body of Zoroaster (as described in

the Bundahish many centuries later), the

philological argument drawn from the general

character of the language remains untouched.

West therefore {S. B. E., xlvii. Introd. § 78)

concludes that ‘ at present we have no really

historical information about the origin of

Zoroastrianism, and must still consider it as

decidedly prehistoric.’

The supreme figure in Zoroastrianism is

that of Ahura Mazda, ‘ lord all-wise.’ Know-
ledge, holiness, beneficence, creative power,

sovereign sway, and sustaining energy are

all united in him (see the two lists of his

titles in Yasht, i, S. B. xxiii. 24-8).

He is ‘ bright ’ and ‘ glorious,’ but no form

is ever ascribed to him. He is addressed as

Mainyu Sjpenista,
‘ most bountiful spirit V

and he is ‘maker of the material world.’

He is revealed in light
;
he puts on the sky

as a garment
(
Yasna, xxx. 5, i. i

;
Yasht,

xiii. 3), and the stars are poetically described

as his ‘body’ {Yasna, xxxvi. 6). But Hero-

dotus observed that the Persian worship was
conducted without temples or images, ‘ be-

cause they do not think that the gods have

human forms as the Greeks do.’ Associated

with him are six (or seven) ‘ immortal holy

ones’ {Amesha-Spentas) Vohu Manah, ‘good

’ The term spenta has the meaning at once of

beneficence and holiness.

2

thought’; Asha Vahista, ‘most excellent

righteousness ’
; Khshathra vairya, ‘ the king-

dom of the divine will’; Spenta Armaiti,
‘ holy piety ’

;
and the sacred pair llaurvetat

and Ameretat, ‘health’ or ‘perfection’ and
‘ immortality.’ With these Ahura seems

sometimes himself to be reckoned
;
but the

number se\en is otherwise completed by
Sraosha (lit. ‘ hearing ’), the angel of Obedi-

ence. These ideal powers play a great part

in Zoroastrianism. Such are Daena, im-

personation of sacred law, who belongs to the

heavenly creation, produced with the li”ht

;

and Mantbra Spenta, the Holy Word, applied

to the revelation issuing from Ahura’s mouth.

And such in another connection were the

ratus, the types or ideas of all classes of

beings or objects, ranged in hierarchic order,

like the grades of imperial administration,

the highest being identified with the Amesha-
Spentas. Among these Yohu Manah and

Asha Vahista form with Ahura an inner

group of three. The first closely resembles

Spenta Mainyu, which is sometimes identified

with Ahura, and sometimes regarded as a kind

of emanation from him, or again as something

possessed by him. The second is philologically

equivalent with the Vedic Rita (see below,

India), and expresses the idea of order in

the universe as the foundation of righteous-

ness. Mythologically, Asha is conceived by
Ahura for the worlds

;
or, again, Ahura is

the creator of Asha ‘when his all-glorious

conceptions clothed themselves in the stars’;

and the Mazdayasnian confession of faith

declares its trust in Ahura, ‘ whose is Asha,

whose are the stars, in whose lights the

glorious beings and objects are clothed.’

Asha has other functions ritual and moral

;

the cosmic, the ceremonial, and the personal

being after all only different aspects of that

order which, to the ancient Iianian, was
more than ‘ heaven’s first law,’ and could be

identified with deity himself, ‘ My name is

Asha Vahista— most excellent righteousness’

{Yasht, i. § 7).

Over against the realm of Asha, chosen

by the Holy (or Bountiful) Spirit, is the

sphere of the ‘Lie.’ What is the relation of

the opposing powers 1 It is difficult to state

it with precision, for the expression of it

is poetical, and not philosophic
;

and it is

variously represented in the different parts

of the Avestan texts. In the Gdthas it

seems to have its root in the moral anti-

thesis of good and evil as a fact in human
life. This is carried back indefinitely to
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a primaeval conflict, when twin spirits strove

for the better and the worse in thought,

word, and deed I^Yasna, xxx. 3). As they

met, they produced life and uulife deter-

mining hoNV at last there should be for the

wicked the rvorst state, and for the righteous
‘ the best mind.’ Then the wicked one chose

the evil, but the most bountiful Spirit chose

Asha and ‘ righteousness.’ The world is thus

the scene of continuous struggle between the

most holy spirit {Mainyu Spenista) or Ahura
and the evil spirit {Anra Mainyu). As the

essential being of Ahima is truth, symbolized

by light, so his counterpart is pre-eminently
‘ the lie ’ {druj), and his kingdom is darkness.

In the Gdtiids this is altogether conceived in

the moral ar.d spiritual realm. Eight, which
discloses the stars, is a part of the world’s

order
;
and accordingly the prophet, preparing

to sing Ahura’s praise, asks ;
‘ Who as a skilful

artisan hath made the lights and the dark-

ness ? Who made sleep and wakefulness 1

WIio spread the auroras, noontide and mid-

night, monitors to discerning men, duty’s

true guides 1 ’

(
Yasna, xliv. 5). It was even

Ahura who decreed the penalties on the

rvicked, as the discerning arbiter who re-

wards and punishes hereafter. But after

a time the moral struggle was found to be

) eflected in the universe. Disease and death,

cold, drought, and hunger, and physical suffer-

ing of all sorts, ai’e the creation of Aura
Mainyu, or are produced by the daevas, over

whom he rules. The Bundahish, accordingly,

following earlier authority (cp. Yasht, xiii.

77), describes the mode in which the evil

spirit endeavours to neutralize Ahura’s work.

The dualism thus implied, however, is of a

very qualified kind. Anra Mainyu (who is

never accounted for) is neither omniscient

nor almighty. He does not know of Ahura’s

existence till he arises from the abyss and
sees the light. And his doom is fixed; at

the resurrection his creatures will perish, and
he himself also will be destroyed. Philosophy

has not been altogether content with these

uncertainties, and has attempted in some way
to unify the opposing powers. Traces of two
modes may here be mentioned. Erroneous
exege.sis of Vend., xix. 9, suggested the view
that both Ahura and Anra Mainyu (Ahriman)
were the joint offspring of a higher being,

Zarvan Akai-ana, ‘ boundless time.’ Others,

like the Oayomarthians, maintained that

* Variously interpreted as life and death, reality

(i. e. all good and perfect things) and unreality (the

delusive and vain), &c.

2

Ahriman was in some sense a product of

Ahura
;
and his origin was ascribed to the

suspicion which sprang up in Ahura’s mind,
‘ Perhaps an antagonist may arise to oppose
me ’ [Dahistan, trans. Troyer, i. 356).
The conflict between the two powers is not

everlasting. It was a fundamental postulate

of religion that the good must triumph.

This is embodied in the Zoroastrian eschato-

logy, which provides both for the individual

and for the world. For the human being

(sec two lists of his immaterial faculties,

Yasht, xiii. 74 and 149) a judgment is pro-

vided immediately after death, with an
appropriate allotment to the heavens or hells

of good and evil thought, word, and deed.

The duration of these awards was limited,

but varying gradations of intensity secured

a complete moral equivalent for the guilt or

merit of the past. A regular chronology was
gradually woi’ked out, according to which the

world would come to au end after an existence

of r 2,000 years. The great consummation,

the frashokereti (‘ forwards-making,’ the re-

novation which would make the world go
forwards), would begin. Inaugurated by a

general resurrection, the hour of victory over

the druj would arrive. The mountains would
melt, and the barriers set by the hills would
disappear. A purified humanity would be-

come immortal
;
the evil spirit would be con-

quered and destroyed
;

the last recesses in

which he had taken refuge would be con-

sumed, and hell would be brought back for

the enlargement (or prosperity) of the world.

By this means the choice offered by the

Supreme \Yisdom to the guardian spirits of

men at the outset was justified. When he

was about to present them to the world he

inquired whether they would contend with

the Lie-power, knowing that it would perish

and they would be given back to the world

immortal, or whether they would be protected

against it firom the outset. And they chose,

as he chose for them, to be made capable

of warfare, to strive for everlasting life

{Bund., ii. lo-i).

Literature", older works by Hyde (1700),

Anquetil DU Perron (1771), Kledker

(1776), Ehodb (1820), &c. Avesta, text

ed. by Geldner (1885-96); Bundahish,

by JusTi (1868); Burnouf, Commentaire

sur le Yafua (1833). Trans, of the Avesta by

Spiegel (1852-63), with commentary (1865-

9 ) ;
by Uarmesteter and M ills, S. B. E.,

V, xxiii, xxxi; by Darmestetee, Ann. du

Musee Guimet, xxi, xxii, xxiv (1892-3);
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and by i>e Haelez, Biblioth. Orientale,

V. (i88i). Tbs Gatbas, with texts and

trans. (ed. Mills, 1894) ;
trans. also by

Hatjg, Essays on the Parsis (3rd ed,, 1884).

JxjSTi, Haudb. d. Zendsprache (1864). Peh-

levi Texts, trans. West, S. B. E., v, xviii,

xxiv, xxxvii, xlvii, Greek testimonies col-

lected by WiNDisCHMAEN, Zoi’oastrische

Stud. (1863) ;
trans. Sanjana, Zara-

thushtra in the Gatbas, &c. (1899); and by

A. V. Williams Jackson, Zoroaster, the

Prophet of Ancient Iran (1899). Linguistic

and literary material in Grundriss d. Irani-

schen Pbilol., ed. by Gbldnee and Kuhn.
Historical materials collected by Spiegel,

Eranische Alterthumskunde (1871-8); Gbi-

GEE, Civilization of the Eastern Iranians

(trans. SanjAna, 1885-6). Works on the

Zoroastrian religion : Tielb, De Godsclienst

van Zarathustra (1864) ;
Geschiedenis van

den Godsdienst (1893-1901 ; trans. Gehrich,

Gesch. d. Keligion, ii, 1898); Daemestetee,
Haurvetat et Anieretat (1875), Ormuzd et

Ahriman (1877), and introductions to his

translations; Haug, Essays (3rd ed., 1884);
Samuel Johnson, Oriental Religions, Persia

(1885) ;
Life of Zoroaster, by A. V. Williams

Jackson, as above. See fui'ther, Gbldnee,
‘Zoroaster,’ Encyc. Brit. (1888). On the

Persians generally : Rawlinson, Five Great

Oriental Monarchies (2nd ed., 1871), iii

;

Dunckee, Hist, of Antiquity, v
;
Metee,

Gesch. des Alterthums (1884), i; Justi, Gesch.

d. alt. Persiens (1879, Oncken’s series); re-

ligion, Lehmann, in Lehrb. d. Eeligionsgesch.

(ed. Chantepie de la Saussaye, 1897), ii.

IV. India. Indian philosophy is organized

historically under the influence of Brahma-
nical orthodoxy in the so-called Six Dar9anas

(‘ views ’ or systems) named below. Tliese,

however, only hold the field after the decline

of Buddhism, and they represent the issue of

long processes of thought which began at an
exceedingly early date. Their main pro-

blems were metaphysical
;

ethical theory was
always subordinated to practical methods of

moral culture
;
and political conceptions did

not exist. But speculation busied itself very

early with the fundamental ideas of ontology
;

and the varying phases of this activity, the

interest which it evoked, its influence on
social life, and the protests and reactions

generated by it, form a most significant if also

highly complicated history. Special difficul-

ties arise out of the vastness of the literary

product in which this history is contained,

and the absence of any proper chronology.

2

The general succession of the strata of Vedic

literature is sufficiently well established,

though no definite dates can be assigned.

Monumental evidence first becomes available

in the reign of Agoka, 263-226 B. c. (Duff,

Chronology of India, 1899), whose inscrip-

tions (combined with other materials) make
it possilfle to fix tiie rise of Buddhism in the

latter half of the 6th century b.c. The greater

part of the canon of the Three Pitakas be-

longs to the century and a half following

the Buddha’s death, and may be ascribed to

the period before 300 B.c. Very important

evidence for the different tendencies of con-

temporary thought is to be found in the

Buddhist texts, just as later works of other

schools abound in proofs of the independence
and intensity which marked the pursuit of

philosophy in India for more than 2,000 3’ears.

The Vedas. The beginnings of speculation

are to be found already in the hymns of the

Eig-Yeda. The background out of whicli

they emerge is that view of nature held by
the peoples of the lower culture. The ele-

mental forces and objects are themselves

divine agents—earth and sky, fire and wind,

sun and storm—but these have long been per-

sonalized, though they have never acquired

such marked theanthropic forms as in Greece

;

and the mythologic process has never con-

nected them so definitely with specific sacred

spots as to make their biographies possible

from a nativity to a tomb. The germs of

philosophical thought may be seen (i) in the

attempts at classification of the gods; (2) in

the prominence given to conceptions of law
and order

; (3) in the various modes of re-

lating the Many to the One
;

and (4) in the

different phases of cosmogonic speculation.

Thus (i) the determination of the number of

the gods at thirty-three seems to reach far-

back into Aryan antiquity, as it is found also

in the Zend Avesta, and may be possibly of

still wider usage. But these are classed

among three zones—the sky, the earth, and the

intervening atmosphere {E.-V.,i. 139, ll)

—

though they are not always distributed by the

Bralimanical explanations quite in the same
way. More important (2) is the emphasis

again and again laid on their law-abiding

character. The uniformity of nature early

attracted attention, and is explained by the

decrees or commands {dharman, dhdman,
vrata) laid by the gods upon the flow of the

rivers, or the movements of the stars ; while

the ordered course of the world from day to

day is mythologically embodied in the Eita
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(the Zend asha), of wlrch the gods are the

guardians alike in its jiliysical and its moral

aspects, an early synthesis of the highest

value reached by poetic intuition. The view
of the world’s unity (3) implied in the concep-

tion of the Eiia naturally produced various

attempts to get rid of the plurality of deities.

They were syucretistically united in pairs,

Indra-Agni, Mitra-Varuna, &c. ; they were
geneialized as Vijve Devas, ‘the gods to-

gether ’
;

they were regarded as manifesta-

tions of an ulterior reality, ‘ the One with

many names’—‘the sages call that One in many
ways’— and as such they shared a common
deity, mahad devdndm asuratvam ekam, ‘ the

great asum-hood [San sk. as«ra=Zend ahura^

of the gods is one ’ (or perhaps ‘ great is the

aswra-hood of the gods, it is one ’). This

mysterious One is in turn identified with

various principles. Such is Aditi, the ‘in-

finite,’ who comprehends all space and time,

and who is all gods and men. Such is Prajd-

pati, ‘ lord of creatures,’ and other similar

forms (cf. Skamhha, ‘ suji^^ort ’
;
Prana, ‘ vital

breath’
;

Kola, ‘ time,’ in the Atharva-Veda).

Two terms especially emerge, destined to be

of high significance hereafter : (a) Brahman
(cp. Deussen, Gesck. d. Philos., i. 240-8; Max
Muller, Six Systems, 68 £f.), conceived as the

supreme energy of the universe, comprising

finite and infinite, past and future, within it;

and (6) Atman, the breath or living principle,

and so the ‘self’; sometimes applied to parti-

cular deities [Parjanya, the fertilizing rain

;

Surya, the sun
;
Vdyu, the wind), each as the

‘ self ’ of the gods, or dimly appreheiided as the

ultimate Brahman. Lastly (4) cosmogonic

speculation is busy with the origin of the

universe. It is attributed to Vicvakarman,
‘ maker of all things,’ or to Prajdpati in the

shape of the ‘ Germ of golden light ’ (according

to the addition in E.-V., x. 121, 10), or to

Purusha, the cosmic ‘ Man ’ whose sacrifice

produces the heavens and the earth and all

that is therein. Most famous of all is the effort

of the seer (i2.-F., x. 129) to carry thought
back to the primaeval darkness, when thei e

was neither sat, ‘ what is,’ to liv, nor asat,
‘ what

is not,’ TO yr) ov, neither death nor deathless-

ness. Then ‘ that One ’ was born by the

power of heat, and through Kama (hot desii e,

or love) was at last evolved the world we know.
Early Brahmanism. Many of the terms

whi( h the later schools will freely use may
thus be traced back to the speculations which
louiid their way into the Yedic canon ere the

tollections of the ancient hymns weie com-
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jilete. In the ritual treatises known as the

Biahmanas, based upon the sacred texts,

Prajapati appears again and again as the

emblem of unity, and various myths repre-

senting different stages of speculative ad-

vance out of the lower culture describe his

creative functions. But the great contribu-

tion to thought made by the age of early

Brahmanism was concerned with tlie interpre-

tation of human life rather than divine. In
the Vedic hymns the destiny of the dead is

depicted much on the lines of higher animistic

expectations elsewhere. The ‘ fathers ’ have
passed into the realm of light in the sky

;

and though the hereafter is not without traces

of ethical discrimination, there is no clear

principle controlling the dispensations of the

future, still less the circumstances of to-day.

But the Buddhist texts represent the theory

of transmigiation as fully developed in the

Brahmanical teaching, and as under the

strictest moral law. It must, therefore, have

been elaborated in the interval
; but from

what sources! The belief that the souls of

the dead pass into animals, and even trees

or plants, recurs among many races, and may
have been adopted by the immigrant Aryans
from the aboriginal peoples (Gough, Ehys
Davids, Garbe). Apart from the hostility

shown to them and their beliefs in the Vedic
hymns, this hypothesis could at the utmost

only explain the first suggestion, for the

hints of the ancient texts point in a different

direction. Already in E.-V. x. 129 there

is a contiast between the sphere of death’s

power and the region of the deathless.

Observation of the physical world suggested

cycles of origin and decay
;
the dawn was re-

horn daily, and this rebirth {^narhhava)
was the mythological statement of the maxim
that whatever has a beginning in time must
also have an end. Connection with material

form (however refined) thus involved produc-

tion and dissolution, where redeath {jmnar-

mrityu) corresponded to rebirth. But what
regulated these processes for any given in-

dividual! There are indications that this

problem was at first withheld from open dis-

cussion, and was treated as a secret mystery.

The answer was finally reached along the line

of the continuity of the product of a man’s

life. This was the doctrine of the ‘ deed
’

ijcarman). Every deed was regarded as pro-

ducing something; it had a value, and this

value remained even when the physical form

of the agent and the external content of the

action disajjpeaied. The value might be ( uly
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ritual or cereraouial, hut it might also he

moral. Accordingly it was laid down that

‘ the deed does not perish ’ (Jcarma na kshlyate),

and still more explicitly ‘ a man is born into

the world that he has made ’ {^ata2)aiha Br.,

VI. ii. 2, 27). This is applied first to the

world of sacrifice, but it was soon extended

to the whole world of conduct, including that

of thought and feeling, so that death con-

veyed each person into a new environment of

happiness or suffering suitable to his case.

Moreover, as the product of any life contains

elements of various value, each of these must
in turn receive its appropriate requital, and

different heavens and hells arose in imagina-

tion to supply the moral demand. As the

individual passed from one to another, he was
in fact laying up fresh karma all the while

;

and as long as he remained traversing this

course of existences (samsdra, the vb. samsa-

rati, to ‘ pass through ’ or ‘ traverse ’), he was
rigidly encompassed by its inflexible self-

operating law, but he had his destiny in his

own hands. Finally, this explanation was
applied to the circumstances of the present.

Wealth and poverty, the vicissitudes of acci-

dent or disease, peculiarities of outward lot or

inward disposition, were all interpreted as the

product of the past. The existing distribu-

tion of comfort or pain, the qualities of char-

acter for good or evil, were all the direct

result of previous action. The entire uni-

verse, therefore, from the topmost heaven to

the lowest hell, was under the sovereignty of

this principle. In due time the world of space

and time would come to an end. But the

potencies of karma were indestructible, and

after an interval a new age {kaljya) w'ould

begin with a fresh order generated to give

them their necessary field. Thus the whole

problem of suffering fell away. Each separate

individual—god, man, animal, demon—always

and exactly got what he deserved.

But over against the sphere of phenomenal
existence which w'as in death’s power, lay the

realm of the deathless. How was this to be

reached ? Its attainment was, in fact, the

great object of philosophy. The majority of

men, indeed, did not seek it. But the evi-

dence first of the Upanishads and next of the

Buddhist texts shows that in the middle

Ganges valley in the 7th and 6th centuries

B.c. there was an immense amount of eager

discussion concerning it, both within and with-

out the ranks of the Brahmanical caste. The
Brahman himself might retire after due per-

formance of ceremonial duty up to middle

life, and tend the sacred fire in some forest

retreat, or he might adopt the style of

a wandering ascetic. Many lay teachers,

likewise, followed the same quest. The Greek
ambassador Megasthenes at the court of

Chandragupta (315 b.c.) reported that these

ascetics discussed the constitution, shape, and
limits of the universe, the relation of the

Deity to it, and the nature and immortality

of the soul. That summary corresponds suffi-

ciently well to the records of early philo-

sophical inquiry in the Upanishads, and to the

reports of the Buddha’s colloquies with his

contemporaries. But it misses one essential

feature : the aim of the higher knowledge was
to escape from the phenomenal succession of

existences into the realm of the unborn and
the uncompounded which was beyond the

reach of death. The solution which first

established itself within the limits of Brah-
manical orthodoxy (afterwards embodied in

the Veddnta, see below) was founded on the

two conceptions already named, the Atman
and the Brahman. The doctrine of the ‘ self’

rests primarily on the older animism, but it

is worked into a kind of physiology and
psychology on the human side, and is then

employed metaphysically on the cosmic side.

Any given existence contains two sets of

elements : (i) those belonging to his particular

corporeal being, which cease at death, and (2)

those belonging to his continuous existence

in the cycle of transmigration. Among the

latter the most important are the Pranas or

vital powers, potencies rooted in a kind of

spiritual body which operates through the

corresponding members of the physical organ-

ism. In man these belong (i) to the conscious

and (2) to the automatic or unconscious life.

In the first group are five of knowledge (the

senses) and five of action (speech, hands,

&c.), all being under the control of Manas
{=L mens), a kind of ‘ common sensory,’ which

acts as a medium between the higher in-

telligence {Bucldhi) and the corporeal frame.

The place of the ‘ self’ in this scheme is not

clear. It is sometimes located in the cavity

of the heart
;

it is in size like a grain of

barley or rice, or it is as big as a thumb
;

its

shape is that of a man
;

its aspect is that of

a yellow robe, smoke-coloured wool, a flame,

a white lotus, light without smoke, &c.

Such was the ‘ self’ to simple imagination

(cf. T. W. Rhys Davids, Journal of the

Royal Asiatic Soc., 1899, 71). But it had
another character when its particular limi-

tations were dropped. Behind the world of
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Fense lay the world of thought, which was
not divided into separate individuals, hut was
comuion to them all, and gave to the world ol

external phenomena its true unit5^ The uni-

verse could not he ajiprehended by a mere
enumeration of its contents

;
that which con-

stituted it as its Self could only he reached

through thought. This was present, there-

fore, everywhere, alike without and within,

in the cosmos and in the heart, incajrahle of

multijilication or of partition. A true view

of life requires us to merge our individuality

in the universal Self. The distinction between
subject and object then disajipcars. The Self

transcends both the knower and the known.

As it cannot be difi'erenced from anything

else, it is unconditioned, and its only marks
are ‘ no, no’

;
if it is represented in symbols,

it is infinite like space, but as it is without

dimensions, it may equally well be called

a point. This lay behind all successional

existence, and the realization of union with

it brought deliverance from tlie samsara. In

another aspect, however, the world had been

already identified as a manifestation of Brah-

man (raasc. Brahma, neut. Brahma). In the

scene of visible things he constituted a sort of

universal Prana, including in one unity space,

time, light, heat, sun, fire, the creative word,

&c. But the world known to sense was only

a veil of the reality within. Think all actual

objects aw ay
;

is Brahman thereby abolished 1

The answer was, ‘ Assuredly not’ : he is ‘the

true of the true,’ he is eham advitiyam, ‘ one

without a second.’ So the cosmic unity was
identified with the unity which lies at the root

of all self-consciousness, and the Brahman in

the heart was the Self without passions or

parts, the light of lights. If a quasi-reality

was admitted in the world, dining any given

halpa, the Brahman might be regarded as the

great Brahma, supreme, all-seeing. Maker,
Disposer, Father of all beings, and a pro-

visional theism was recognized. But if the

unreality of individual existence was truly

discerned, it followed that the world was un-
real, too : it owed its aspect for sense to our
ignorance, it was even the product of that

ignorance {avidyd
) ; and from this there was

no deliverance save through the recognition

of the illusory character of corporeality, and
the perception of the fundamental identity

of the Self with the ultimate Brahman. This

was expressed in tlie formula Tat tram asi,
‘ that art thou.’ Then the world of ritual and
Yedic study, even of ordinary moral relations,

is left behind. Acts producing merit cease.

Freed from the bondage of desire, such a one
‘ stands blessed in the Bi ahman, who longs

for a true man.’

The eagerness with which the speculations

concerning the ‘ self’ were pursued may be in-

ferred j'rom the conspectus of sixty-two wrong
views about it according to the Buddha
{Dialogues, trans. T. W. Ehys Davids,i.27-52).

Among these was the fourfold error of the
‘ Eternalists,’ who maintained that the soul

and the world were eternal, in which the

germ of the Sankhya system (see below) is

jirobalily to be detected. The antecedents of

others of the six Darfanas may also belong to

the great formative age in Indian philosophy

from the 6th to the 3rd century b.c. But
there is no record of their characteristic ter-

minology, still less can they show any literary

product like the Upanishads, some of which
may be confidently ascribed to the pre-Bud-

dh i Stic a ge (fora tentative chronologicalarrange-

ment see Eegnaud, Materiaux, i. 20). On the

other hand, there were teachers daring enough

to deny the first principle on which the Brah-

manical philosophies were all based, viz.

karma. Such, among the Buddha’s contem-

poraries, was the agnostic Sanjaya, who re-

pudiated all knowledge of the subject
;

the

materialist Ajita of the hairy garment, who
allowed no other life, rejected the claim to

knowledge by higher insight, and resolved

man into the four elements—earth, water,

fire, air—which dispersed at death
;
the indif-

ferentist Purana Kassapa, who acknowledged

no moral distinctions, and consequently no merit

or reward
;

and the determinist Makkhali

of the Cow-pen, who indeed recognized the

samsara, but admitted no voluntary action,

and hence no karma, each individual only

working out the law of its nature which it

could not modify or control, the sole cause of

everything being found in niyati, destiny,

impersonal necessity or fate {Dialogues, trans.

Ehys Davids, i. 69-75).
Literature : general works on the religions

of India: Samuel Johnson, Oriental Eel igions,

India (1873); Baeth, The Eeligions of India

(1882); Hopkins, The Eeligions of India

(1895). (i) Vedic Period : complete transla-

tions of the Eig-Veda, by Gkassmann, 2 vols.

(1876-7); by Ludwig, 5 vols., with comm.

(1876-83) ;
and by Griffith (Benares, 1889-

92). Texts and translations in MuiB, Sans-

krit Texts, V. (1872) ;
selected hymns, trans.

by Max Muller, Hist, of Sanskrit Lit.

(2nd ed., i860); cf. Hibbert Lectures (1878)

and Six Systems (1899) ;
Scherman, Philos.
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Hymnen a. d. Rig- und Atharva-Veda
Samhita (1887); cf. Deussen, Allg. Gesch.

d. Philos., I. i. (1894). On the whole early

period, Haedy, Die vedisch - hrahmauische

Periode der Religion desalten Indieus (1893).

On the religion of the Rig-Veda, Oldenbekg,
Die Religion des Veda (1894), and Mac-
DONELL, Vedic Mythology (in Biihler's Gruud-
liss, III, i, Heft A, 1897). (2) Early Brah-

manism. Translations of the (^atapatha

Biahmana by Eggeling in S. B. E., xii,

xxvi, xli, xliii, xliv, and of the Aitareya

Biahmana by Haug
;

translations of eleven

TJpanishads by Max Mulleb, S. B. E.,

i and xv
;
of twelve by ROer, Cowell, and

Mitea (edited by Tookaram Tatya, Bombay,

1891); and of sixty (Sechzig Upanishads

des Veda) by Deussen (1897). On the philo-

sophy of the Upanishads, Eegnaud, Materiaux

pour servir a PHistoire de la Philosophie de

I’Inde (i. 1876, and ii. 1878); Gough, The
Philosophy of the Upanishads (1882) ;

Deussen, Allg. Gesch. d. Philos., I, ii. (1899)

;

cf. Max Mullee, Six Systems, 159-83.
Jainism. Among the schools thus flourish-

ing at the time of the foundation of Buddhism
a word must be said about the Jains, who
still exist as a religious community in India.

They are the followers of the Jina, or Con-

queror, known otherwise as Maha-Vira, the

‘great hero,’ whose career as teacher ended

a little before that of his better known and

younger coutempoiary, the Buddha. Like

the Buddha he came to be regarded as the

successor of others who had preceded him.

Accepting the theory of transmigration under

the law of karma, he taught a way of deliver-

ance founded on perfect knowledge, faith,

conduct, and austerities. In the metaphysical

discussions mentioned above, the Jains avoided

definite answers by the doctrine formulated

as syad-vada, ‘it may be,’ in opposition to

Sanjaya’s agnosticism (Jacobi). This method
permitted the affirmation or denial of the

same thing from different points of view, so

that contrary qualities could be regarded as

coexisting in one single object. The right

knowledge was that taught by the Jina, and
dealt first of all with six substances : Dharma,
whose characteristic wasmotion,and A-d^armct,
whose characteristic was immobility (both

co-extensive only with the world of visible

objects), space, time, matter, and souls; these

are the astikdyas or ‘ realities.’ Souls (which

belong to plants as well as to animate beings,

and even to particles of earth, water, and fire)

are eternal and self-subsistent ; but they are

entangled (in a manner imperfectly explained)

in the process of transmigration, owing to

action and its consequent karma. Through
the recognition of the influence of karma in

determining the soul’s destiny, the Jain doc-

trine is classed among the kiiyavadas, or

systems which maintain that action has an
effect on the soul. The quest of deliverance,

therefore, took the form of cessation from
action, and this in its turn led to extreme
asceticism (one group, known as the ‘ air-

clad,’ discarded all clothing), and immense
stress was consequently laid on self-control,

the exercise of will, and the maintenance of

a state of moral tension. In the details of

Jain teaching, which was never very system-

atically organized, there are affinities with
the modes of thought afterwards developed

in the Sankhya and Vaifeshika philosophies

:

but its speculations are still somewhat con-

fused and incoherent. The Buddhist texts

report various cases of discussion with eminent

Jains, and occasional conversions (contrast

S. B. E., xvii. 108-115, with xxii. 65). For
i ecent bibliography, see Jacobi in 8. B. E.,

vol. xiii, p. XV.

Buddhism. Most important of all the

protests against the Brahmanical philosophy

was the system of ethical culture founded by
Gotama the Buddha, known in the West as

Buddhism. This term, however, covers a great

variety of beliefs, which may be roughly

divided (for present purposes) into two great

gi’oups : (i) early Buddhism, presented in the

Pali canon of the ‘ Three Baskets ’ {Ti-pitaka),

preserved in Ceylon, Burma, and Siam, char-

acterized by complete rejection of all meta-

physical conceptions, and (2) advanced Bud-
dhism, as exhibited in the Sanskrit Scriptures

of Nepal, and the colossal literatures founded

upon them in China and Tibet, resulting from
the assimilation of transcendental ideas with

the primitive teaching. Historically, Bud-
dhism takes its rise in the person of Gotama,
son of a chieftain of the Sakya clan, who
adopted the life of a wandering ascetic at the

age of twenty-nine, devoted six years to the

search for truth, was believed to have attained

supreme enlightenment (to have become a

Buddha) at thirty- five, spent forty-five years

in teaching and superintending the Order or

union of disciples instituted for the promotion

of the doctrine and the cultivation of the higher

life, and finally died at the age of eighty, his

body being cremated, and the relics distributed

among the clans of the adjoining districts

(b.c. 477, Max Muller
; 480, Oldenberg ; born
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about 600, Rhys Davids). How much of the

theory of Buddhahood was elaborated in the

Buddhist schools caunot here be discussed.

The texts represent Gotama as one of a series

(seven, or ev'eu twenty-four)
;
and they further

imply that an expectation was widespread in

the middle Ganges valley that Maha-j^urisa

(Sansk. purusha), ‘ the great Man,’ would

appear, and would become either a universal

monarch ruling in righteousness, or a blessed

Buddha lifting off from the world the veils of

ignorance and sin. This is the centre of the

highly poetical mythology of Buddhism, and

a point of departure for its subsequent meta-

physical development.

The teaching of Gotama was necessarily

closely related to the general ideas of his

age. Like the Brahmanical philosophy, it

assumed the pi’ocess of transmigration and
the doctrine of karma, and aimed at pro-

viding a way of deliverance from liability

of rebii th. Like the higher Brahmanism,

it recognized the gods of the popular religion

within the limits of the same process, but it

boldly stripped the great Brahma himself of

his attribute of self-existence, and asserted

that he, too, would cease to be. For Gotama
repudiated all metaphysical conceptions, and
again and again refused to enter on trans-

cendental discussions (such as whether the

world was infinite and eternal, or limited

in space and time
;
see the ‘ Ten Indetermi-

nates,’ Dialogues, trans. Rhys Davids, i, 187,

254). He would deal only with the world as

he knew it, a world which observation showed
to be in a state of perpetual change, of growth,

decay, and dissolution. All sentient existence

(and with this alone he was concerned) was
under this law. The first fact of conscious

life, properly understood in all its bearings,

is Suffering, for even birth and the joy and
energy of youth lie in the shadow of old age

and death. The Buddha further knows its

Origin, the mode of its Cessation, and the

Path which leads to that Cessation. These

are the Four cardinal Truths, expounded with

extraordinary variety of illustration and clear-

ness of moral insight, and enforced by a per-

sonality of such nobility and attractiveness

that it could become for uncounted millions

a pei-manent object of devotion.

The Origin of suffering is found in the

delusion of individuality, and is exjjlained in

an elaborate formula known as the ‘ Chain of

Causation.’ Briefly, the whole is summed up
in tlie doctrine that there is no ‘ self’ [an-atta

[Pali aitaa = Sansk. dtman^), and that the

ajipearance of separateness is d..e to eiror

and ignorance, which beget the craving after

the gratification of personal desire. The in-

sistence on the polemic against the Brah-
manical doctrine of the ‘ self ’ shows the

immense importance which the Buddha
attached to this central idea. It is the subject

of his first discourse after attaining Buddha-
hood, in which his psychological theory is

set forth. Any given individual is constituted

by the union of a number of elements, bodily

and mental, known as the khandhas or ‘aggre-

gates.’ These fall into five groups (which are

afterwards minutely subdivided, though the

classifications appear to cross and recross),

viz. (i) the attributes of bodily foi’m, rupw,

(2) the sensations, vedand

;

(3) the percep-

tions, saMid
; (4) the conformations, sankhdra,

distributed among thought, word, and deed

;

(5) consciousness, vinndna. With Hone of

these can the self be identified
;
but as they

are regai’ded as producing any specific being

by their union, the conclusion is that there is

no permanent self
;

at death tlie khandhas
fall apart, and the individual is no more.

As long, however, as he is involved in the

pi'ocess of transmigration, his karma remains,

and, by a mystery known only to the Buddha,
produces a new being in an appropriate

environment. This new being is morally

continuous with the preceding, though
without memory of its previous existence.

The insight of supreme wisdom, however (as

in the case of Pythagoras), can detect the

identity of character, and travel back through
life after life.

The way of deliverance, therefore, must lie

in the attainment of that condition in which

the craving after individuality will be eradi-

cated, and tlie roots of the accumulation of

karma cut off. This is the realm in which

there is no death, because there is no further

rebirth
;

it is the realm of the unborn, the

uncomjiounded, which decay and dissolution

cannot harm. Among other epithets for it is

the term nirvana (Pali nibbdna), not found

in the pre-Buddhistic Upanishads, and pos-

sibly, therefore, a new coinage. It denotes

tlie ‘ going out ’ (like the flame of a lamp),

and it is applied (as Prof. Rhys Davids first

showed) to the dying down or ‘ going out ’ of

the three fires of lust, ill-will, and delusion

or dullness. This state of perfect holiness was

only reached after long moral discipline, on

which Gotama laid the whole stress of his

teaching, 'this discipline was known as the

‘Noble Eightfold Path’—the practice of Right
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Views, Eight Aspiration, R'ght S]>eecli, Right

Conduct, Eiglit Livel hood. Right Effort,

Right Mindfulness, Right Rapture or Medita-

tion. Each of these terms is only a summary
of manifold energies of thought, feeling, and

will in various combinations and applications.

As the believer advances along the Path, he

gradually breaks through the Ten Fetters

which detain him in the bondage of trans-

migration, the ‘ delusion of being a self,’

‘ doubt,’ ‘ belief in the efficac.y of good works

and cei'emouies,’ ‘ sensuality,’ ‘ ill-will,’ ‘ love

of life in material existence,’ ‘ love of life in

immaterial existence,’ ‘ pride,’ ‘ self-righteous-

ness,’ and ‘ ignorance.’ Compkte emanci-

pation is thus attained, and the Buddhist

saint, or arahat, is reborn no more.

The theory of life thus sketched found its

goal in the achievement of perfect holiness.

That holiness was indeed conceived first of all

as requisite for deliverance from transmigra-

tion. But it came to be regarded as an end

in itself, and the true Buddhist loved good-

ness for its own sake. By degrees, however,

the emphasis shifted. The arahat only saved

himself, but the Buddha offered salvation to

the world. Partly under the influence of the

passionate missionarj' spiiit which Gotama in-

fused into his Order, the moral ideal changed.

An imaginary biography of the Buddha’s

antecedent lives was constructed, and it be-

came the duty of the disciple to emulate the

Teacher by aspiring after the same function.

A being in preparation for Buddhahood was
known as a Bodhisattva. He did not attempt

to cross the ocean of existence in a boat that

would hold one only; he chose a larger vessel

that would hold also men and devas. This

was one source of the distinction between the

early Buddhism of the ‘Little Vehicle,’ and
the developed Buddhism of the ‘ Great Vehicle.’

The literature of the latter school (which first

begins to make its appearance in the second

century b.c.) presents the Buddha as sur-

rounded by vast multitudes of Bodhisattvas,

numerous as ‘ the sands of nine Ganges.’

This change is accompanied by another more
significant still. One of the Brahmanical

theories of the Maha-Purusha (see above)

identified him with the Absolute and the

Eternal, and in the new system, accordingly.

Buddhism has made terms with metaphysics,

and transformed its founder from a man who
could be born and die into the Self-Existent

and the Everlasting. The phenomenal ap-

pearance of the Buddha is then explained

as a semblance, after the manner of earlv

Christian Docetism, and the aim of the be-

liever is to become a partaker of the Buddha-
nature (cf. 2 Pet. i. 4).

Thisproduced agreatphilosophical cleavage.

The adherents of the ‘Little Vehicle’ were
(in the main) realists of the ordinary type,

affirming the existence of time, space, matter,

&c., as we know them. Over against this

was developed the theory of the Void. In
early Buddhism this term was ap[>lied to the

moral emptiness of the craving for wealth

and other forms of ei.joyment. But it was
made the basis of a philosophical scepticism

in which the phenomenal world and the

whole inner series of sensations and ideas (the

skandhas, &c.) were in turn declared unreal.

Even the Buddha, the goal, and the path
were all involved in this scholastic nihilism,

and everything was doubted or denied except

the doubt and the denial. This kind of ad-

vanced wisdom {Prajnd paramitd) was de-

veloped in sutras of enormous length, in which
the moral enthusiasm characteristic of Bud-
dhism is maintained with singular earnestness

through vast wastes of arid discussion. It

produced a reaction in the directAn of ideal-

ism. The denial of outward differences led

to the assertion of their unity in an abiding

substance, which alone could render the suc-

cessions of change intelligible
;

until, finally,

the distinction between the conditioned mind
and the ultimate ground of all thinking issued

in the declaration that ‘ every phenomenon
is the manifestation of mind’ {Surangama
Samadhi Sutra, trans. into Chinese by Kuma-
rajlva, A.D. 384-417; see Beal, Catena, 303, cf.

Sarva- DarSana-Samgraha,hyMadhava Achar-

ya \^Jloruit 1331], trans. Cowell and Gough).
Literature : an immense literature has

gathered around Buddhism, of which only a

small portion need be named here. For trans-

lations from the Pali texts see S. B. E., x, xi,

xiii, xvii, xx, xxxv, xxxvi, by Max Mullee,
Fausboll, Oldenbeeg, and T. W. Rhys
Davids

;
Dialogues of the Buddha (from the

Dlgha Nikaya), trans. Rhys Davids, i (1899) ’>

Warrek, Buddhism in Translations, Harvard
Oriental Series, iii (1896); Neumann, Die
Reden Gotamo Buddho's (from the Majjhima
Nikaya), i (1896). Expositions of early

Buddhism ; Rhys Davids, Buddhism, in

S.P.C.K. Series ‘Non-Christian Religious

Systems’; Hibbert Lectures (1881); and
American Lectures (1896); Oldenbeeg,
Buddha (1882, 3rd German ed., 1897);
Hardy, Der Buddhismus (1890) ;

Copleston,

Buddhism Primitive and Present (1892).
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Later texts : Puenout, Lotus de la Eoiiiie

Loi(i852); Keen, Saddliarma Pundarlka, in

S. B. E., xxi (1884); abstracts in Buenouf,
Intiod. i\ I’Histoire du Bouddliisme Iiidien

(2"'® ed., 1876); Sanskrit Buddhist Literature

of Nepal, by Rajeudra Lai Mitra (1882);

and Beae, Catena of Buddhist Scriptures

fi'oin the Chinese (1871).

'While the disciples of both the great schools

of Buddhism lived and worked side by side

(see Hiouen Tsang's account of the university

of Nalanda), an immense diversity of opinion

prevailed around them. A long catena of

witnesses might be cited, such as the Bud-
dhist poem of the Lalita Vistara, the Harsha
Charita of Eana in the 7th century A.D., the

treatise on India by the Mohammedan
traveller AlberunI in the nth century, or the

conspectus of philosophical systems (Surra-

Dar^ana-Sangraha) by Madhava Aehaiya in

the 14th. The last-named work enumerates

altogether sixteen schools, including (besides

Buddhists and Jains) the Materialists who
denied the existence of soul or God, and re-

jected the whole theory of karma and trans-

migration. These were known under various

designations, and in the 14th century A.n.

their ideas were fathered on a mythical

ogre in the Mahabharata, named Charvaka
(on the designation lokdyata see Rhys Davids,

Dialogues, i. 166—72). Denying transmigra-

tion, they rejected the entire claims of the

Brahmans. Matter was the only reality, and
sense-peice2)tion the only form of knowledge.

The pedigiee of their textbook was traced

back ironically (Macdonell) to Brihaspati,

jneceptor of the gods, and bitter verses sur-

vive, declaring ‘ There is no heaven, no final

liberation, nor any soul in any other world.’

Out of this medley six schools finally

acquired recognition as orthodox, or capable

of some kind of reconciliation with the

authority of the Veda. The modes of

thought which they represent are doubtless

of great antiquity (Max Muller supposes
them to have been formed substantially be-

tween the 6th and 3rd centuries B.c.), but in

the process thi ough which they have descended

to the piesent age they are embodied in certain

sutras, or collections of aphorisms, which sum
up their principles in the briefest and most
concentrated statements. These sutras are

ascribed to different authors, concerning
whom, however, little or nothing is known;
and the problems of their date and origin are

often in the highest degree intricate and
obscure. All the Six Systems—even those

originally atheistic (or at least non-theistic)

in character—are founded on the doctrine of

karma, and may be said to have the general

object of showing a way out of a world which
was regarded as full of sufifeiing. In each

there is a necessary contrast between ignor-

ance and knowledge
;
and all lay stress at the

outset on the j^ramanas, the sources and
authorities of knowledge. The Materialists

admitted but one—sensuous perception
;
else-

where infeience was added; and the number
might be further increased by comparison,

presumjrtion, and trustworthy testimony,

including revelation.

I and 2. In the line of Vedic tradition

stood the Mimdmsd, ‘ investigation ’ or ‘ in-

quiry.’ The field of inquiry was the meaning
of the sacred texts

;
and it fell into two parts,

one prior (furra), and one posterior (utiara).

These terms do not imply a time-order, though

the subject-matter of the Purva-Mimamsa
must have originated at a very early period

(Thihaut). The distinction refers on the one
hand to the sirhere of sacrificial action dis-

played in the Biahmanas, and on the other

to the sphere of the knowledge of Brahman
exhibited in the ‘forest-treatises’ attached to

the Biahmanas and the Upanishads.

(1) The sutras of the Purva-Mimamsa are

concerned with the knowledge of Dharma or

religious duty, conceived chiefly from the

ritual side. They are attributed to Jaimini,

but there is no clue to his place or date.

Their main philosophical interest centres

(firstly) in the arguments for the uncreated

character of the Veda and its existence from

all eternity, involving the doctrine of the

eternity of sound, arid the fur ther view that

the connection of a word and its sense is not

the result of a convention, hut is eternal also,

inhering in the word intrinsically, and
(secondly) in the discussion of the rewards of

duty. In the sequence of duty and reward,

did the works produce their fruit directly,

without superhuman interference, or were

they requited directly or indirectly by the

Lord (Max Muller) 1 The Purva-Mimamsa
taught the first view, and was thus exposed

to the charge of atheism.

(2) By lar the most important of all the

schools (in continuity to the present day) is

the other branch of the Mluiamsa, commonly
known as the Veddnta (or ‘ Veda-end,’ in

the sense of the conclusion of the Veda in the

Upanishads, or of the aim or highest object

of the Veda). This is iounded on the

sjreculations of the earlier Upanishads con-
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cerning the identity of the Self {atman) and

the Brahman. Its literary form is ascribed

to Badarayana, of whom, however, nothing is

known. The sutras bearing his name (in 555
shoi-t paragraphs) appear to have been open

to divergent interpretations, two of which

have been preserved in commentaries of the

highest rank, one hearing the name of

(^ankara, A.n. 788-820, the other of Eama-
nuja, who flourished about A. D. 1127. (For

a discussion of the question whicli most nearly

represents the meaning of the sutras on

which they ai’e based, see Thibaut’s Introd.

to his translation of the Vedanta Sutras,

S. B. E., xxxiv.) The main problem of the

Vedanta was to explain the relation of the

soul and the world, as known in our common
experience, to the supreme Brahman. In its

highest form the Brahman is conceived by
^ankaia as absolutely homogeneous, pure in-

telligence or thought, eternal, infinite, in-

divisible. How then can we account for the

appearance of the phenomenal world, with

its successions of change, and its plurality of

souls ? This appearance is, in fact, due to an

illusion (tndyd), the result of our ignorance

(avidyd). But this ignorance is something

more than an individual disability. It is the

product of ages, affecting all classes of beings,

and has a general cosmic significance. Its

origin remains obscure, but in virtue of its

universal character Maya may be regarded as

the material cause of the world. This world

is perpetually in process of being emitted,

maintained, and reabsorbed, by the central

energy of the Brahman, who, in this lower

view, may be regarded as Icvara, or God.

Moreover, as ‘ dreams are true while they last ’

(Tennyson), Qankara allows that ‘ the entire

complex of phenomenal existence is considered

as true so long as the knowledge of the

Brahman and the Self of all has not arisen,

just as the phantoms of a dream are considered

to he true until the sleeper wakes.’ The
highest knowledge discloses the real truth

that there is no difference between the Self

within and the supreme Self
;
the influence of

Maya is done away
;
the believer obtains final

release from transmigration, and wdth death

the Elusion of individuality is at an end for

ever. In this consummation the ethical life,

which is an indispensable condition of the

higher knowledge, disappears. This is the

extremest form of the principle of advaita,

non-duality or monism. Eamanuja, who be-

longed to the Bhagavatas, a sect of popular

monotheism, also affirmed the existence of

Brahman as one all-embracing being. But
he rejected the distinction between the higher

and the lower knowledge, corresponding to

the ultimate homogeneous being and the

illusory form of l9vara in the world of our

experience. For him there was but one

Brahman, comprising within himself elements

of plurality which shared in his reality. The
matter and souls of the universe, which we
know, are a kind of body which Brahman every-

where pervades and rules. They are modes
of his existence, effects of his energy, passing

into different conditions as the world is

evolved, sustained, and then again destroyed,

but never entirely resolved back into Brah-

man. The perl'ormance of works will not

lead the soul beyond the samsdra
;
by the

way of knowledge, with the aid of grace, the

disciple ascends to the realm of Brahman, and
remains there in separate personal existence

for ever. This form of advaita is known as

vicishta or ‘ qualified ’
;
the unity of Brahman

is of such a nature that it manifests itself

truly in the diversity of matter and spirit.

3. Over against the monism of the Vedanta
stands the dualism Sdnkhya (‘ connected

with number,’ perhaps originally a nickname

of its adherents, ‘ those numerationists ’
: so

Garbe). Its sutras bear the name of Kapila
;

but he, too, is an unknown personality
;
and

the actual date of the texts in their existing

form is not earlier than about A. d. 1380. Yet

the elements of the system may be traced

with much probabEity among the beliefs

which early Buddhism denounced
;
while the

oldest literary work of the school, the Sdnkhya-
kdrikd of I9vara-Krishna, liaving been trans-

lated into Chinese between A.D. 557 and 583,
cannot be later than the 6th century. The
main doctrine is the absolute distinction be-

tween matter and spirit. On the one hand
is Prakriti, the primaeval stuff out of which

the universe is produced in endless successions

of evolution and destruction
;

on the other

a boundless number of Purushas, or souls.

Eight forms of Prakriti with sixteen modifi-

cations, together with Purusha, make up
twenty-five Tattvas (‘ thatnesses ’ or prin-

ciples), in the complete knowledge of which

lies the way to final emancipation from re-

birth. The union of soul and matter pro-

duces pain, for all conscious life is suffering

(see the Four Truths, evidently modelled on

the Buddhist summary, quoted by Garbe,

Die Sdmkhya-Philosnjphie, 195, from the San-

khya-pravachana-bhdshya, founded probably

on very ancient tradition)
;
and the object of
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pbilosopliy is the libeiatioii of tbe Punisba.

The original Pruhriti is not regarded as homo-
geneous

;
it coiibists of three constituent prin-

ciples {gunus) in equipoise, commonly desig-

uah'd goodness, passion, and darkness. A
kind of unconscious impulse (derived from

tbe karma accumulated in a previous world-

system) in due time disturbs the balance, and

leads to tbe production of a i ew universe.

Tbe undeveloped (ai;ya/iia) potent ial matter is

first ‘ illuminated and intellect ualiztd ’ by the

development of a kind of cosmic BudJhi or

intelligence. Tliis in its turn generates Aham-
kdra (literally ‘ I-making ’), which involves the

consciousness of subject and object, and so on

through the elements of tbe subtle body with

its internal organs which passes from life to

life in the samsara, until finally the process

ends in the coarser materials forming the

world of our experience. Thus in any given

individual the whole of the psychic life is re-

garded as the result of a material evolution,

and is independent of the Purusha. The
Purusha (whether infinitely little, or infinitely

great) is pure spirit, absolute thought
; but

it is without attributes or qualities, it is un-

moved by joy, pain, or other affections (which

in any given individual are the products of

its organization)
;

it is solely engaged (while

the Prakrit! is undeveloped) in the ‘ know-
ledge of nothing ’ (Roer). By an obscure

tendency to non-distinction (aviveka),\h.e Puru-

sha becomes united to a given set of psychic

organs, with the result that it fills them with

light, and the self-existent soul becomes an
empiric Jira or personal life. It has thus the

function of bringing the tempoi'ary condition

of the inner organs into consciousness, but it

has no will and cannot act, the entire volitional

energies being derived from the material side

of any particular existence. As all conscious-

ness involves pain, the object of the truly

wise is to liberate the Purusha from union

with the material substrata wliich will then

disappear, and enable it to return to its

changeless independence. I'his is effected by
the knowledge of ‘ distinction,’ the eternal

difference between spirit and matter (even in

its most altenuated foi'ms). For one thus

emancipated, traiismigi ation ceases, and at

death the Purmsha returns into that timeless

unconsciousness of winch dreamless sleep and
swoon are the faint types on earth. The
SSnkhya philosophy thus dispenses with any
central unity

;
it needs no God {I^vara'), and

is consequently designated an atheistic

doctrine {nirJ^vara-vdda).

4. Connected with this is the Yoga of

Patanjali, who is often identified with the

famous grammarian of that name (about 140-
120 B. c.), though this is doubted by others.

As the sutras do not contain any polemical

references to other systems, it is sometimes
supposed that they were the earliest to take

literary form. The Mahabharata declares

him wise who ‘ sees that the Saukhya and the

Yoga are one.’ The Yoga theories of know-
ledge, cosmology, physiology and psychology,

are essentially those of the Sankhya, and tbe

goal of final deliverance is conceived originally

in the same manner (Garbe). The Yoga is

ill truth a system of practical disciplines for

effecting the ultimate release of the Purusha
from entangling bondage in matter. The terra

yoga itself (‘yoking’ or ‘joining’) has some-

times been interpreted as ‘ union,’ viz. of the

soul with God. But in the original sutras on

which the school is founded this is nowhere
presented as the supreme end

;
and yoga is

generally expounded by the best native and

European scholars as ‘ effort,’ ‘ exertion,’

‘ concentration.’ It is in this sense that it is

defined in the first aphorism as the ‘ suj)-

pi'ession of the functions of the thinking-prin-

cij)le [ch’tta).’ The Y’^oga (like the Sankhya)

assumes the existence of countless individual

souls. In the evolution of the undeveloped

Prakriti, the Sankhya hvddhi is represented

by chitta, which, while intrinsically material

and unconscious, becomes conscious through

association with the Purusha. But, as in the

Sankhyan scheme, the Purusha is purely

passive, and only serves as an illuminator of

the processes carried on by the inner organs,

which are themselves the products of a quasi-

mechanical development. The purpose of the

Yoga is the attainment of the knowledge

which will break the bonds entangling the

Purusha in the world of sense. It expounds

the obstacles (such as causes of distraction,

disease, languor, doubt, carelessness, &c.) which

must be surmounted by concentration, cheer-

fulness, benevolence, compassion, and other

modes of mental and moral energy. It lays

stress on suitable practices of meditation,

prescribes the regulation of the breath and
appropriate postures (capable of being carried

to terrible ascetic extremes), enumerates

various occult powers which will be gained

upon the way, and lays out seven stages

marking the final realization of the liberating

knowledge. In perfect emancipation (Jcai-

valya) the Purusha is free alike from the

works and sufferings of self-consciousness, and
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abides eternally in undisturbed repose. On
to this system was grafted a partial tbeitm

(derived perhaps from the Bhagavatas), by

which one Purusba was recognized as ‘un-

touched by afflictions, works, deserts, and

desires,’ To this Purusha, which was not

entangled in the cosmic process, the name
Ifvara was given (so that the Yoga became
a sa-Icvara or secvara-vada). By this means
Patanjali’s scheme escaped the reproach of

atheism
;

but the divine Purusha was only

differenced from tlie rest by remaining apait,

outside of time, while the remainder were in-

volved in the successions of change. Devotion

to him might aid the progress of the believer

who ‘ made over all his actions to him ’

;
but

he had no part in the world of our experience,

nor had the victorious disciple any necessary

relation to him. Mitra, therefore, seems
right in affirming that the theistic doctrine

was in no way homogeneous or consistent with

the Sankhyan elements with which it was
associated,

5 and 6. Two other systems appear in

close alliance, the VaicesJiika or ‘ philosophy

of discrimination,’ and the Nydya or system

of reasoning or ‘ logic.’ They possess much
common matter, both in terminology and
doctrine. They start from the same four

sources of knowledge {yramdnas), sensuous

perception, inference, comparison, and ‘ word
’

in the sense of trusi worthy testimony, in-

cluding a guarded recognition of revelation in

the Veda. They have a similar psychology

and metaphysic, and they propose to the

student the same goal in the liberation of the

soul from the pain consequent on rebirth.

They doubtless represent philosophical in-

quiries starting at an early date, and seem to

be branches of a common endeavour to arrange

all knowable things under certain heads, and
lay down methods of acquiring knowledge.

Of their reputed founders, Ivanada (or Kana-
bhuj, ‘atom-eater’) and Gotama, nothing is

known
;

their sritras appear to have been
studied by the Jains in the 6th century a.d.,

but they are probably of much greater

antiquity (Garbe thinks the Vaifeshika the

older). The aim of the Vaiceshika is deliver-

ance from the suffering of transmigration,

which is to be attained by perception of the

real nature of the soul. This de[jends on

a knowledge of the truth summed up in the

six Categories. Such knowledge in its turn
is to be acquired by dharma or ‘ duty,’ con-

ceived as forbearance from works irr them-
selves evil, or from others undertaken with

a view to winning transitory fruits of happi-

ness. The philosophical interest of the

system lies in its attempt to include the

objects of knowledge in six Paddrihas (‘ word-

things ’), substance, quality, action, genus or

community (what constitutes a genus), species

or particularity (what constitutes an indi-

vidual), and co-inherence or inseparability.

To this some added ‘ not-being ’ or negation,

and yet others, power or errei’gy and resem-

blance. U nder substance wer e enumerated the

four elements—earth, water, light, and air

—

together with ether, time, space, soul, and
manas (mind), the irrner orgarr through which

the soul acquired knowledge of the external

wor ld. The four elements were all constituted

out of atoms, eternal and unalterable, in

various combinations
;
and not only was the

soul eternal, but (corrtrary to the Sankhyan
psychology) the manas also was regarded as

arr atom and eternal. Any given world-

system was formed by the adrishta, the ‘un-

seen,’ the effects of karma in a previous

world. I9vara is not named in Kanada’s

sutras, though some commentators find it

implied irr sutra 3.

6. The Nydya (lit. ‘going back,’ refer ence,

and then logical argument, syllogism) like-

wise offers a scheme of saving knowledge.

Final beatitude arises from proper compre-

hension of the truth, as summarized in the

sixteen Paddrihas. Only its lower form,

however, is attainable irr this life, where the

fruits of past action may still affect the body,

though they can no longer disturb the in-

difference of the soul. The higher, with its

complete deliverance from the liability to

pain consequeirt on rebirth, carr be reached

only through death. This is the usual open-

ing in conr.ection with the recognized orthodox

theory. The real stress of the system lies in

its analysis of the methods of thinking. This

is effected in discussing the second iwamdna,
‘ inference ’ (the four _pra??ianas constitute the

first and the severrth yaddrlha., ‘ premises ’).

Under the latter head the structure of the

syllogism is expounded. This is arranged in

five members (the terminology varies in the

later Vai9eshika schools), including (i) The
Proposition or Assertion, ‘ this hill is fiery ’

;

(2) The Reason, ‘for it smokes’; (3) The
Instance (of the general rule), ‘ what smokes
is fiery, as a kitchen hearth’

; (4) The Appli-

cation, ‘ accordingly, the hill is smoking ’

; (5)
The Conclusion, ‘ therefore it is fiery.’ The
‘ general rule ’ or ‘ universal proposition ’ is to

be tested by affirmative and negative induc-
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tion, which may be based on similar instances,

or dissimilar, as in the following arguments

against theMimamsan doctrine of the eternity

of sound; ‘(i) Sound is non-eternal; (2)
Because it is produced

; (3) AVhatever is pro-

duced is non-eternal, as pots, &c.
; (4) Sound

is thus produced
; (5) Therefore it is non-

eternal ; or (i) Sound is non-eternal; (2)
Because it is produced; (3) Whatever is un-

produced is eternal, as soul, &c.
; (4) But

sound is not thus uuproduced; (5) Therefore

it is non-eternal ’ (quoted b}^ Cowell in Cole-

hrooke’s Essays, i. 315). Other topics are also

discussed, such as the reductio ad ahsurdum,

and various forms of fallacy and wrong
ai'gumentation. Some of these are included

among the sixteen paddrthas, which are not

arranged (as in the Vaifeshika) to include all

objects of knowledge. These are expounded
under the suh-heading jprameya (what is

measurable, and so ascertainable or demon-
strable), constituting the second

(the four pramdnas being the first). Here
are ranged tlie Self or Soul, body, the senses,

undei'standing (huddhi), mind imanas), the

inner organ wliich transforms sensations into

perceptions, will, and all that concerns trans-

migration, up to final beatitude. The soul

is infinite and eternal, and among their

boundless jdiirality the later Nyaya exalted

a Supreme Soul {Paramdtmard) as the seat of

eternal knowledge, who created and main-

tained the universe (‘ the earth must have

had a maker, because it is an effect like a jar
'

;

‘ the world depends upon some being who
wills to hinder it from falling’; see the

K'usumdnjali of Udayanacharya, about 1200
A. D., tr. Cowell, 1864).

Various foi ms of eclecticism are represented

by the Svetdsvatara Upanishad, the famous

Bhagavad-Gltd, and other works (see the

Sarva-Darqaria-Sanyraha) connected with the

cults of Vishnu and Qiva. But these did not

acquire permanent recognition. At the

present day various influences have pro-

duced a revival of Vedantism, which is being

actively promoted by Swami Vivekananda and
others, and is represented by a monthly organ
entitled the Brahmavddin.

Literature ; Taxts of the Six Systems with

translations printed for the use of the Benares
College by Ballantyne (1850-53) ;

Fitz-

Edward Hall, Contrib. towards an Index
to the Bibliog. of the Indian Philos. Syst.

(Calcutta, ! 851); Sarva-Darsana-Samgraha of

iNIadhava Acharya (trans. Cowell and Gough,
2nd ed., 1894); Colebrooke’s Essays (ed.

Cowell), I. vii-xi
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Monier-Williams, Indian
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Indian Philos. (1899); Macdonell, Sansk.

Lit., XV (1900), the last-named containing a
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V. China. The state-religion of China is

founded on traditions of high antiquity, em-
bodied in the five classical books; (i) The
Yi King, or ‘ book of Changes ’ or ‘ Trans-

formations ’; (2) The Shu King, a collection

of quasi-historical memorials down to the

reign of Hsiang (651-619 B. c.)
; (3) The Shih

King, a collection of upwards of 300 odes,

down to the reign of Ting, 606-586 B. c.,

which Confucius is supposed to have re-

arranged
; (4) The Chun Tsew, a chronicle of

the kingdom of Lu, 721-480 B. c., ascribed to

Confucius
; (5) The Li Ki, or ‘ book of Bites,’

dating in its present form only from about the

commencement of our era, but containing

much older materials. The religion here

delineated is a kind of ethicized animism,

I’egulated by the two chief conceptions Heaven
and Earth. Besides the spirits of the dead,

vast numbers of spirits are grouped under the

two great living powers which sum up the

world. To the lower belong the spiiits of

the regions, lakes, rivers, mountains, grains,

&c. ;
while in the upper realm are the spirits

of the winds, clouds, rain, thunder, and the

like. Some traces exist of a view of heaven

and earth as the father and mother of all

things
;
and in the Ti King many scholars

have found the symbols of cosmogonic specula-

tions concerning the production of all things

from the male (heaven) and female (earth)

principles Yang and Yin (also identified with

the ‘ bright ' and the ‘ dark ’), but this is re-

jected by Legge (^S. B. E., xvi. 43), who points

out that these terms occur in an apjiendix, and

further ascribes to them another interpretation.

At the head of all is the animated sky, Tien

(or Chien), the actual expanse of heaven con-

ceived as living (cf. the significant answer to

modern objections reported by Edkins, Re-

ligion in China, 1884, 95). Vastness and

nnity are its attributes, its written character

being compounded of the symbols for ‘ great
’

and ‘ one.’ Heaven and Earth, as the parents

of all creatures, act in harmony, with

a steadfast energy. This ‘ order ’ is their

decree or rule, and it is especially seen in the

procedure of the sun and moon, the vicissitudes

of the seasons, and (more generally) the

regular course of nature Power and action
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lie with Tien, which maintains harmony in

the universe, and founds upon it the moral

order of society. The ‘ sincerity ’ of Tien is

the basis of all right action
;

it is without

respect of persons, and its impartiality supplies

the type of all just rule. The moral attributes

of Tien seem occasionally to transcend the

conception of the living sky, which is person-

alized under the title Shang Ti, ‘ supreme
ruler.’ Applied in the state to the emperor,

this name becomes, in relation to the universe,

equivalent to God. His relation to Tien is

not defined in the texts—the Odes use now
one term, now another—but the Li Ki de-

scribes Shang Ti as ‘dwelling in the great

heaven ’
; and a whole series of commentators

and philosophers afterwards asserted over

and over again that Ti is present in the

sky (or in the world) as the mind is in the

body :
‘ Heaven and Earth are one material

creation, just as the various bones make up
the body of a man. Shang Ti is the lord and
governor of heaven, and it is not possible that

there should be two lords and governors
’

(cf. Legge, Notions of the Chinese concerning

God, Hong Kong, 1852).

Tills conception of the order of nature as

the root of personal and social morality is

prominent in the teaching of two of the

most famous Chinese sages, Confucius, and his

elder contemporary Lao Tsze. Confucius (as

the early Jesuit missionaries Latinized his

native name) was born in 551 b. c., in the

modern province of Shan-tung. Zealous as

a student, he acquired administrative experi-

ence as keeper of gi’ain-stores and superin-

tendent of public lands, and also began
teaching about 530. The empire was in a

state of political confusion, owing to the

weakness of the central power and its inability

to control the dependent principalities, and
Confucius suffered from the jealousy of

ministers of other states. For a consider-

able period (fiifi—501) he devoted himself to

literary work and to teaching, but he accepted

ofiice in his native state of Lu in 500, and
finally became minister of crime. Brigandage

was suppressed, the fortresses of the great

families dismantled, and moi’als generally

reformed. After a short time, however, the

prince of an adjoining state succeeded in

alienating the confidence of the prince of Lu
from his minister, and Confucius went forth

as an exile, wandering for thirteen years

(496-483), accompanied by a little band of

disciples, often in want and danger, but

sustained by the conviction that ‘ Heaven

would not let the cause of truth perish.’ His
last years were saddened by the deaths of his

wife, his only son, and two of his favourite

disciples : he himself died in 478 B. c. Con-
fucius accepted the general principles of

doctrine and ritual set forth in the Kings',

but he used the title Shang Ti only with
reserve, and tended to revert to the con-

ception of Heaven as the source of power and
symbol of order rather than as a personal being.

He dwelt on the ceaselessness and simplicity of

the productive energies of Heaven and Earth,

and on theirfreedom from any private interests.

He interpreted their silent order as a real

revelation of Heaven, and affirmed that

Heaven’s decrees {ming) were to be gathered

out of the events of life. The stress of the

Confucian teaching fell on a kind of ethical

naturalism, based on the principle of order

displayed in the regularity of the world, and
reflected in the constitution of man and the

proper harmony of society, (i) Personally,

man is born for uprightness
;
his nature is

a gift from Heaven, every faculty and relation-

ship having its proper law annexed
;
virtue

consists in being true to this nature. Thus,

the aim of the mind is truth, and of the

character righteousness; virtue, therefore,

needs no sanctions to enforce it, but is to

be pursued for its own sake. Practically,

however, human nature varies in its know-
ledge of duty, and its ability to fulfil it.

Careful self-culture is therefore needed; special

stress being laid on the control of thought

and rectification of the heart. This alone

secures full development of the individual

nature (based on knowledge and virtue), which
is thus enabled to provide for the proper

development of other natures (animals, &c.),

until the perfect man steps in to assist

the transforming and nourishing powers of

Heaven and Earth, and forms a ‘ ternion ’ with

them. Thus man is brought into union with

the forces outside him, which he learns to

apply in accordance with their laws
;

and
when the forces within him act in hai’mony,

perfect order prevails (see the Chung Yung).

(2) Man is further related to other men, and
in the social state (whether tribe or empire)

the true unit is the family. Here he enters

into five relations (sovereign and minister,

husband and wife, father and son, &c.), the

duties of which must be performed with the

three virtues of knowledge, magnanimity, and
energy. The requirements of duty in these

relations are made known by the principles of

the ‘ not-I,’ ‘ reciprocity,’ and the ‘ measuring
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square’ {Anulpcts, V. xi, XV. xxiii
;
Ta Ilio,

x; Chung Yung, xiii), ‘wliat you do not

want done to yourself, do not to others.’ This

rule is stated by Confucius in a negative fonn,

but many of bis precepts show that its positive

significance was also familiar to him. The
political philosophy^ of Confucius did not get

beyond the conception of the state as a vast

fiimily. The sixth of the nine standard rules

prescribed for the emperor required him to

deal with the mass of the people as a faiher

with children. The administrative hierarchy

must imitate his example
;

and then the

peojde themselves would follow it. Filial

piety has ever since remained a prominent

feature in the Chinese ideal; and when
Buddhism established its monasteries in the

midst of the followers of Confucius, it was
again and again bitterly denounced for the

disturbance which it introduced into family

relations.

The practical ethics of Confucius did not

pass unchallenged into the position of emi-

nence which his teaching subsequently ac-

quired. His doctrine was assailed from

opposite sides by Yang Chu and Mih Teili

(or Mi Tsze). The first-named pai’aded

pleasure as the only good, conceived in the

coarsest forms of sensual gratification. He
contrasted the careers of the typical sages and

the typical villains of antiquity
;
the laborious

years passed by the former were in no way
compensated by a posthumous fame which

they could not feel
;
while the evil repute of

folly or tyranny did no harm to the latter, who
had enjoyed themselves recklessly at the

expense of others. The satisfaction of desire,

therefore, was the sole end of life, and in the

disorders of contemporary society the strong

who preyed upon the weak rvere justified. To
^lih Teih this conclusion was unendurable.

Why did thieves steal, and great ofiicers

throw each other’s families into confusion, and
one state make war upon another 1 There was
one cause for all—the want of mutual love.

If fathers and sons, rulers and ministers,

were kind and filial, distress and confusion

would disappear. Reciprocal affection is the

guarantee of order, while the root of trouble

lies in aversion and mistrust. The remedy for

social ills therefore was obvious :
‘ it is needful,’

said Mih Teih, ‘ to awaken in the heart the love

of men.’ From these two antagonistic principles,

known as ‘ each for himself,’ and ‘ loving all

equally,’ or ‘ universal love,’ ethical specula-

tion was recalled by Meng Tsze (‘ the philo-

Boplier Meng,’ whose name was latinized as

Mencius), 372-289 B. c., into the more sober

ways of Coiifucian morality. Mencius affirmed,

like his predtcessor, that thetendenciesofman’s

nature are tow^ards righteousness; but he dis-

tinguished a number of various impulses to

action which were not all of equal rank,

some being stamped with the nobility of

heaven, and others rooted in the ‘passion-

nature ’ which pervades the physical organism.

This ‘ passion-1 at ure ’ it was the business

of the will to subdue, so as to secure a due
control. The general resemblance between
the moral philosophy of Mencius and that of

Butler has been pointed out by Legge; the

Chinese sage, however, devoted more attention

to elementary politics and the conditions of

social well-being, asserting that ‘ the people

are the most important element in the

country
;

. . . and the ruler is the lightest.’

From the time of Mencius the influence of

the Confucian teaching steadily grew. The
attempt of She Hwang-tiiu 213 b.c. to destroy

the ancient literary records was baffled by
the devotion of the literati

;
and, under the

Han dynasty which followed, the study of the

text was pursued with extraordinary assiduity.

On the introduction of the system of com-
petitive examination, in A. D. 631, the nine

Confucian classics were made the sole subjects

of the new test for the public service, and
they remain so to this day.

Beside the ancient state-religion of China

stands the cult which European scholars

designate Taoism. In its modern form, de-

graded by alliance with divination and magic,

it has little connection with the profound con-

ception from which it takes its name. The Tao
was the watchword of an elder contemporary

of Confucius, Lao Tsze (‘the old philosopher’),

whose birth is commonly placed about 604 B.c.

The records of him are of the scantiest,

and the authenticity of the little book of

aphorisms known as the Tao Teh King, still

defended by Legge, must he legarded as

doubtful (Giles), though it contains many
genuine sayings

;
hut enough traces survive

in Chinese literature, and especially in the

writings of his disciple Chwang Tsze (con-

temporary with Mencius, about 300 B.C.),

to indicate the presence of a powerful mind,

whose thoughts have rather the character of

philosophical intuitions than of reasoned and
methodical system. The term round which

his doctrine gatliers, the Tao, was not new
in Chinese usage. Its common meaning was
‘ way,’ path, road, or course. The ‘ great Tao

’

was the high-road, contrasted with side lanes.
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It was applieil figiii atively in the oldei* litera-

ture to the course of nature, and also to the

path of right conduct. The Tao of heaven

denoted the sum of the actions and energies

of the all-embracing sky; the Tao of the

earth expressed the totality of the potencies

and operations of the ground. Heaven and
earth, however, could be named and de-

scribed; the objects they contain could be

classified; they could not—in their visible

order—be the ultimate reality. Therefore

the Tao that can be trodden is not the endur-

ing and unchanging Tao; the originator of

heaven and eai'tli is beyond our apprehension,

and consequently ‘ nameless ’

;
but it works

silently, fulfilling its own law, everywhere

uniform and constant, producing, nourishing,

maturing everything. It cannot be called

conscious or unconscious, for it includes both
;

nor personal or impersonal, for it transcends

both
;
in it are contraries reconciled and the

beam and the pillar (the horizontal and the

perpendicular) are identical. The Tao is

thus a kind of natura nalurans ; but with

the practical aim which was never far distant

from a Chinese thinker the Tao becomes at

once a moral type. Heaven and earth do

not interfere with the things they have be-

gotten
;

they give each object opportunity

to fulfil itself, and remain silent, acting yet

not seeming to act. Man also must follow

the Tao. In nature is unity, harmony, repose

;

the wise man must have no personal ends,

he must avoid self-display, and cultivate

humility. In the hands of Chwang Tsze this

principle approaches very closely to a philo-

sophy of the unconscious, as in the parable of

the sword-maker who, by constant practice,

came to be able to do the work without any

thought of what he was doing, or in the

question of Lao Tsze to a would-be disciple,

‘ Can you become as a little child ?
’ In one

of the imaginary colloquies in which Chwang
Tsze expounds his master’s teaching, Confucius

is represented as summing up the Classics in

two words, ‘ Benevolence and righteousness.’
‘ What do you mean by them 1

’

asks the elder

sage. ‘ To be in one’s inmost heart in kindly

sympathy with all things
;

to love all men
;

and to allow no selfish thoughts.’ But Lao
Tsze objects, ‘ To be seeking to allow no selfish

thoughts—that is selfishness ’ (‘ your elimina-

tion of self is a positive manifestation of self,’

Giles), and he points to heaven and earth,

which unfailingly pursue their course of

impartial good will. Finally, government
must be conducted, according to the Tao,

n. 2.

without boastful display. A great burst of

reforming zeal, fresh enactments, increased

command of material resources, tlie spread of

luxury, the burdensome taxation which fol-

lowed on the ruler’s extravagance, were all

alike conti ary to the Tao. The ideal was to

be found in a little state, which could be
governed by the ‘ quiet and unexciting method
of non-action ’

: but this involved keeping
the people without knowledge or desire, for it

is ‘ garrulity of speech which puts the world
in disorder.’ When, however, an emperor
inquired, ‘ If the empire is not to be governed,

how are men’s hearts to be kept in order ?
’

Lao Tsze bade him ‘ be careful not to interfere

with the natural goodness of the heart of man.’
‘ The empire is a divine trust, and may not

be ruled. He who rules, ruins. He who
holds by force, loses.’ ‘ Mighty is he who
conquers himself.’ ‘To the good I would be

good, to the not-good I would also be good in

order to make them good.’ ‘ Use the light

that is in you to revert to your natural clear-

ness of sight.’ The best government, there-

fore, rests on a philosophical quietism, con-

serves existing institutions, and administers

them on the principle of non-interference.

The attempts of different scholars to connect

Lao Tsze’s ontological speculations with

Indian thought (e. g. Douglas, 1880, in con-

tradiction to his former opinion, 1879;
Harlez, 1891) do not seem successful. But
the introduction of Buddliism in the first

century a.d. opened the way for an infusion

of Hindu metaphysics (see ante, p. 233).

Enormous labour was bestowed on the trans-

lation of Sanskrit works
;
and this in due

time produced a revival of ancient cosmogonic

and other speculations based on the texts.

Thus in the iith century Chow Tsze

(1017-73) wrote a treatise on the ‘Diagram
of the Great Origin,’ a secret doctrine supposed

to be implied in the Ft King
;
and a hundred

years after Chu Hi (1130-1200), who had
devoted himself to the study of Buddhism and
Taoism, reverted to the classical texts under

the influence of his predecessor, andexpounded
a monistic philosophy on the basis of the
‘ Great Origin.’ Of these works Mayer says,

‘ His commentaries on the classical writings

have formed for centuries the recognized

standard of orthodoxy, but within tlie last

hundred and fifty years critics have arisen

who have vigorously impugned the doctrines

of his school.’

Literature : Texts and translations in

Lbggb’s Chinese Classics, 5 vols. in 8 parts
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(1861-93); translations in S. B. E., iii, xvi,

xxvii, xxviii. On the religions of China

:

Pi.ATH,Eeligion und Cultus der alten Chinesen
(Munich, 1862); Johnson, Oriental Eeligions:

China (Boston, 1877); Legge, Eeligions of

China (1880) ;
E^ville, La Eeligion Chinoise

(1889); DE Haklez, Les Eeligions de la

Chine (1891) ;
Buckley, in Chantepie de la

Saussaye’sEeligiousgeschichte(2nded., 1897);
(the three vols. of the Eeligions System of

China by DE Gkoot, 1892-7, deal only with

the disposal of the dead). Special : Confucius,

by Plath (1867-74); Fabek, Lehrbegriff'des

Confucius (1872), and Quellen zu Confu-

cius (1873) >
Gabelentz, Confucius und seine

Lehie (1888); Douglas, Confucianism and
Taoism (1879 and 1889); other translations

by Planckner (1875, 1878); Victor von
S'JRAUSS (1880), &c. On Taoism: Tao Te King,
le Livre de laVoie et de la Yertu, trans. Juiien
(Paris, 1842); also by Planckner (1870)
and by V. von Strauss (1870); Taoist texts:

irans. Legge in S. B. E., xxxix, xl; Giles,
Cliwang Tzii (1889); be Eosnt, Le Taoisme

(1892); Mencius, see Legge’s Classics, and
Mill Tsze, trans. de Harlez in Giornale della

Societa Asiatica Italiana, viii (1894) and ix

(1895-6). Cf. Mayer, Chinese Reader’s

Manual (1874) ;
Carus, Chinese Philosophy

(Cl)icago, 1898).

On Philosiphy in Japan cf. a paper by
Tetsujiro Inouye, of Tokio, at the Con-
gress of Oiicntalists (Paris, 1897), and
published in the Japanese magazine Hansei
Zasshi. A curious glimpse into the subjective

idealism of the Buddhist sect founded by
Nichiren (born in 1222 A. D.) is afforded by
the essay of Abbot Kobayashi Nitto, The
Doctrines of Nichiren (Tokyo, 1893): ‘All

phenomena, mental and material, in all times

and spaces, are to be conceived of as existing

subjectively in the consciousness of every

individual, as his own physical and mental
states, and thus only ’ (p. 8 ). (j.e.c.)

Orientation (bodily) [Lat. orientare, to

set up with regard to the cardinal points,

especially the east] : Ger. Orientirung
;

Fr.

orienlation', li&\. orientazione. (i) The main-
tenance of the normal position and spacial

relationships of the body, as a whole, with

reference to its surroundings. A better term
for this meaning is equilibrium.

(2) The undisturbed consciousness of the

special relationships of the body, as a whole,

to its suiroundings. (j.m.b.)

The orientation of the organism in space is

conditioned psychologically by a number of

sense and reflex fad 01 s, bj' sensationsof vision,

by sensations from skin, joints,muscles of limbs

and trunk, muscles of eyes, by the visual and
tactual reflexes, and by the sensory and reflex

mechanism of the Static Sense (q.v.). (e.b.t.)

While accomplished by a fused mass of

these sensations orientation becomes largely

reflex, and only intrudes itself into conscious-

ness when distuibed, as when one is very
sleepy or under the influence of drugs. The
balancing of the head, for example, is quite

subconscious
;
yet when we nod, we discover

certain elements of sensation, e.g. from the

muscles co-ordinated with those of vision by
W’hicli the normal head position is maintained.

This head-balancing is gi’adually acquired by
the child, as is also the erect position of the

whole body, through association, together with

natural reflexes. The influence of vision,

normal and under artificial conditions, has

been investigated experimentally by Stratton

(^Psychol. Rev., iv., 1897, 341, 463). (j.m.b.)

Orientation (mental). Tlie normal ability

to lecognize one’s surroundings and the

personal and social relations of the environ-

ment.

In meiital disorders this power is fre-

queiitiy lost
;

the patient no longer recog-

nizes or lealizes his condition, his wheie-

ahouts, or his departure from his usual life.

This condition is marked in insanities accom-

panied by hallucinations and systematic delu-

sions. It is also characteristic of delirium,

and of vaiious forms of intoxication. (j.j.)

Orientation (illusions of) : Ger. Orienti-

rungstduschung
]

Fr. renversement de Vorien-

tation (Binet)
;

Ital. illusione delV orienta-

zione. Disturbance of the normal conscious-

ness of direction, especially as involving the

shifting of the points of the compass in a

way which shifts the entire physical enviion-

ment with reference to the observer, but does

not disturb the spacial relationships of objects

to one another.

The term illusions of orientation was sug-

gested by the translator of Binet’s standard

paper on the subject [Psychol. Rev., i). Such

shifting of the physical world is usually either

180° or 90° exactly
;
rarely between them or

under 90°. Information does not usually dispel

the illusion, which persists as a consistent

scheme of directions,even after the true scheme

is reinstated. For details, cases, and literature,

see the paper by Binet, cited above, (j.m.b.)

Orientation (law of constant) [Ger. Gesetz

(or Prinzip) der constanten Orientirung', Fr.

loi d’orientation constante
;

Ital. legge di orien
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tazione costante. This law declares that the

orientation of the eye is constant for every

recurrent position of the line of sight, no

matter by what road the line (or the eye) has

travelled. It was formulated by Bonders in

1847: see Dondees’ Law.
Literature : Helmholtz, Physiol. Optik

(2nd ed.), 619, 638; Heeing, Beitr. z.

Physiol., 248; Wundt, Physiol. Psychol.

(4th ed.), ii. 1 1 9. (B.B.T.)

Origeu, surnainedAdamantios. (185-254
A.D.) His early education was at the hands

of his father, Leonides, and Clemens Alex-

andrinus. At his father’s martyrdom, Origen
opened a school. He was made master of the

catechetical school of Alexandi ia by Bishop

Demetrius. Studied philosophy (under Am-
monius Saccas) and Hebrew (upon a visit to

Eome). Called to Greece (228) to dispute

a heresy, and was made a presbyter at

Caesarea. This ordination Bishop Demetrius
refused to recognize. Excommunicated, 231,

he opened his school in Caesarea with still

greater success than before. See Alexan-
DEiAN School, and Pateistic Philosopht(5).

Origin : see Genesis.

Origin of Evil : see equivalents for Evil,
under that term. A phrase used in discus-

sions of the genesis and nature of Evil (q. v.)

in its various meanings, especially ethical evil.

The terra Theodicy (q. v.) has come into

use to include this problem in a larger one,

more especially when treated from a theistic

and apologetic point of view. A preliminary

problem is necessarily that of the definition

and classification of evils, and much of the

discussion is vitiated by lack of clearness on

this point. See Evil.

Literature : the Book of Job, and the litera-

ture pertaining to Job, of which a late dis-

cussion is by Eoyce, Studies in Good and
Evil. A different metaphysical standpoint

is represented by Oemond, Basal Concepts in

Philosophy. For more theological treatment

see the general works cited under Theology.
As a problem of the philosophy of Eeligion

(q. V.), it is treated in most of the literature

there cited. See also Theodicy, especially

the work of Leibnitz. (j.m.b.)

Origin of Life : Ger. Ursjrrung des Lebens\

Fr. origine de la me\ Ital. origine della vita.

The source of the first living organism upon
the earth.

The attempt to prove spontaneous genera-

tion having failed, other theories have been
advanced. It was suggested by H. E. Eichter

(1865),andlaterby Helmholtz and LordKelvin,

that micro-organisms might reach the earth

upon meteorites. There are no direct obser-

vations to support this suggestion, which does

not explain the origin of life, but merely
puts it one stage further off. (c.s.M.)

At the present time life is known only in

organisms of complex structure and chemical

constitution, and always accompanied by the

presence of a substance called protoplasm, to

the activities of which all vital phenomena
are due. Since the crude theory of the

spontaneous generation of such organisms has

been disposed of, there remains only, as a
scientific explanation, the theory of their

gradual evolution from inorganic lifeless

elements, at a time when the earth had
cooled sufficiently to allow the necessary

chemical combinations to take place. The
determination of the series of increasingly

complex bodies, which must have formed
links in the long chain of development leading

up to the formation of the proteids of which
living protoplasm now consists, has been

attempted by many observers, and not entirely

without success. Amongst these may be

especially mentioned Bfliiger. Cf. Life,

Living Mattbe, Beotoplasm, and Yitalism.

Literature : E. Fflugee, Bfl tiger’s Arch.

(1875); T. H. Huxley, The Bhysical Bas’s

of Life (1868), and Collected Essays
;
M. Ver-

WOEN, Gen. Bhysiol. (1899). (e.s.g.)

Origin of Species : Ger. Ursprung der

Arten
;
Fr. origine des especes

;
Ital. origine

delle specie. Theory of the rise of diversities in

the forms of animal life of sufficient magni-
tude to constitute different Species (q.v.).

The phrase has been classic since the appear-

ance of Darwin’s Origin of Species hy Means of

Natural Selection. The two great rival theories

are Special Cebation and Evoi.ution
;

see

those topics. The corresponding ‘ classics ’ of

the special creation theory are the Book of

Genesis and its poetical exposition in Milton’s

Paradise Lost. Also see Factoes of Evolu-
tion, Descent, Heeedity, Teleology, and
Natueal Selection. (j.m.b., e.b.p.)

Origin versus Nature : no concise foreign

equivalents. A phrase used to indicate the

question whether a complete account of the

origin of a thing would also be a complete

account of its nature.

The inquiry is often made under the terms
' origin versus reality,’ or, in an expression a

little more sharp in its epistemological meaning,

‘origin versus validity.’ ‘Origin versus nature’

seems to mark better the general distinction

between the ‘ how ’ of the question—how a
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thing arose or came to he what it is
;
and the

‘ what ’ of the question—what a thing is.

The problem is hrouglit to tlie fore hy the

current view that the nature— ‘ the what ’

—

of a thing is given in, and only in, its behaviour,

i. e. in the processes or changes through which
it passes. The more we know of behaviour

of a certain kind, then the more we know of

reality, or of the realitj', at least, which that

kind of behaviour is. And it is evident that

we may know more of beha\ iour in two ways.

e may know more of behaviour because we
take in more of it at once

;
this depends on

the basis of knowledge we already have

—

the relative advance of science in description,

explanation, &c., upon which our interpreta-

tion of the behaviour before us rests. In the

behaviour of a bird which flits before him,

a child sees only a bright object in motion

;

that is the ‘thing’ to him. But when the

bird flits before a naturalist, he sees a thing

whose behaviour exhausts about all that is

known of the natural sciences.

When we come further, on this view, to

approach a new thing, we endeavour, in order

to know what it is, to find out what it is

doing, or what it can do in any artiflcial

circumstances which we may devise. Just so

far as it does nothing, or so far as we are

unable to get it to do anything, just so far we
confess ignorance of Avhat it is. We can

neither summon to the understanding of

it what we have found out about the be-

haviour of other things, nor can we make
a new class of realities or things to put it

in. All analysis is, therefore, just the find-

ing out of the diti’erent centres of behaviour

which a whole given outburst of reality in-

cludes.

Yet there is a second aspect of a thing’s

reality which is just as important. Behaviour

means, in some way, change. A mere lump
would remain a lump, and never become a

thing, if, to adhere to our phenomenal way of

speaking, it did not jiass through a series

of changes. A thing must have a career
;
and

the length of its career is of immediate interest.

We get to know the thing not only by' the

amount of its behaviour, secured by examining

a cross-section, so to speak, but also by the

increase in the number of these sections which

we are able to secure. The successive stages

of behaviour are necessary in order really

to see wliat the behaviour is. Tliis fact

undeilies the whole series of determinations

which oidinarily characterize things, such as

cause, change, growth, development, &c., and

which are denoted by the terms ‘dynamic,'
‘ genetic,’ &c.

The strict adherence to the definition of

a thing in terms of behaviour, therefore, would
seem to require that we should wait for the

changes in any case to go through a part at

least of tlieir progress—for the career to be
unrolled, that is, at least in part. Immediate
description gives, so far as it is truly im-
mediate, no science, no real thing with any
richness of content

;
it gives merely the snap-

object of the child. And if this is true of

science, of eveiy-day knowledge of things,

which we live by, how much more of the

complete knowledge of things desiderated by
philosophy as an answer to the question.What?
It would be an interesting task to show that

each general aspect of the ‘ what ’ in nature

has arisen upon just such an interpretation of

the salient aspects presented in the career

of individual things.

A second point in regard to the ‘what,’

therefore, is that any ‘ what ’ whatever is in

large measure made up of judgments based

upon experiences of the ‘ how.’ The funda-

mental concepts of philosophy reflect these

categories of origin, botli in their application

to individuals—to ‘ mere things ’—and also

in the interpretation which they have a right

to claim; for they are our mental ways of

dealing with what is ‘mere’ on one hand
and of reaching the final reading of

reality which philosophy makes its method.

Of course the question may be asked : How
far origin ? That is, how far back in the

career of the thing is it necessary to go to

call the halting-place ‘ origin’ ? This we may
well return to lower down

;
the point here is

that origin is always a reading of part of the

very career which is the content of the con-

cej^t of the nature of the thing.

Coming now closer to particular instances

of the ‘ what,’ and selecting the most refrac-

tory case that there is in the world, let us

ask these questions concerning the mind.

This case may be taken because, in the first

place, it is the urgently pressing case
;
and,

second, because it is the case in which there

seems lo be, if anywhere, a gaping distinction

between the ‘ what ’ and the ‘ how.’ Modern
evolution claims to discuss the ‘how’ only,

not to concern itself with the ‘ what ’
; or,

again, it claims to solve the ‘what’ entirely

by its theory of the ‘ how.’ To these claims,

wliat shall we say in the case of mind ?

From the point of view given above, it

would seem that the nature of mind is its
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behaviour generalized; and, further, that this

generalization necessai ily implicates moi’e or

less of the history of mind
;
that is, more or

less of the career which discloses the ‘ how ’ of

mind. But a striking fact comes up imme-
diately, when we begin to consider mental, and

with it biological, reality—the fact of growth,

or, to put it on its widest footing, the fact

of organization. The changes in the external

world which constitute the career of a thing,

and so show forth its claim to be considered

a thing, fall under some very wide generaliza-

tions, such as those of chemistry, mechanics,

&c .

;

and when the examination of the thing’s

behaviour has secured its description under

these principles in a pretty exhaustive way,

we say the thing is understood. But the

things of life, and the series of so-called

organic changes which unroll its career, are

not yet so broadly statable. When we come
to mind, again, we find, indeed, certain well

made out generalizations of its behaviour.

But here, as in the case of life, the men who
know most have not a shadow of the com-

placency with which the physicist and the

chemist categorize their material. It is for

this reason, no doubt, in part, that the differ-

ence between the two cases gets its emphasis,

and the antithesis between origin and nature

seems so necessary in one case, while it is

seldom raised in the other. For who ever

heard a student of natural science say that

the resolution of a chemical compound into

its elements, thus demonstrating the compo-
nents and the law of the origin of the ‘ thing ’

analysed, did not solve the question of its

nature, so far as science can state a solution

of that question ?

But we cannot say that the whole difference

is one of greater modesty on the part of the

psychologists. The facts rather account for

their modesty. And the prime fact is one

formulated in more or less obscurity by many
men, beginning with Aristotle : the fact,

namely, that organization, considered as itself

a category of reality, never reaches universal

statement in experience. To confine the case

at first to vital phenomena, we may say that

to subsume a plant or animal under the cate-

gory of organization is to make it at once to

a degree an unknown quantity, an X : a form

of reality which, by right of this very sub-

sumption, predicts for itself a phase of be-

haviour as yet unaccomplished—gives a pro-

phecy of further career, hut gives no piopliecy

(apart from other information which we may
have) of the nature of this further phase of

career, in find. Eveiy vital organization

has part of its career yet to run. If it has

no further career yet to run, it is no longer

an organization : it is then dead. Its reality

is then exhausted by the predication of the

categories of chemistry, mechanics, &c.—the

sciences whicli construe all cai’eers retrospec-

tively. A factor of the biological arrd mental

categories alike is, on the contrary, just this

element of what the present writer has else-

where called the ‘Prospective Eeference’(d/enl

Bevel, in the Child and the Race, chaps, vii, xi).

It does not matter how the content in any

particular filling up of the category may be

construed after it takes on the form of ac-

complished fact — after, i. e., it becomes a

matter of ‘ retrospection.’ All constructions

in terms of content mean the substitution of

the retrospective categories for those of ‘ pro-

spection ’

;
that is, it is the construction of an

organization after it is dead, or—what amounts

to the same thing—by analogy with other

organizations which have run down or have

died, in our experience. Suppose, for example,

we take the construction of the category of

accommodation, in each jjarticular instance

of it, in terms of the law of Functional
Selection (q. v.), and so get a statement of

how an organism actually acquires any one

of the special adaptations of its mature

personal life
;

what, then, have we done 1

It seems evident that we have simply resorted

to the ‘ retrospective ’ reference
;
we have

changed our category in the attempt to get a

concrete filling for a particular event
;
we are

interpreting it as already having happened.

To adopt the view that the category of

organization can be in every case filled up
with matter in this way, does not in any
sense destroy the prospective element in the

category of organization ;
for the psychological

subtlety still remains in mind in the doing of

it, either that the event must still be awaited

to determine the outcome, and that I am
agreeing with mj self and my scientific friends

to wait for it, or that we are solving this case

by others for which some one has waited.

A good instance of our mental subtleties in

such cases is seen in the way we use the

category of Potentiality (q.v.). The extreme

case of the reduction of the categories of pro-

spective reference to these of retrospection

is evidently the formula for Peobabilitt

(q. V.). That formula appears to be a category

of retrospection, applied to material which

does not admit of any narrower or more
special retrospective formulation.
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The inference from this is that our predicate
‘ reality ’ is not adequately expressed, in

certain cases—cases of vital and psychological

organization—in terms of the experienced

behaviour of so-called real content. The
very' experience on the basis of which we are

wont to predicate reality testifies to its own
inadequacy. We seem to be shut up to the

alternatives that either the notion of reality

does not rest upon experiences of behaviour,

or that the problematic judgments based upon
those experiences of progressive organization

which we know currently under the term
development are as fundamental to these

kinds of reality' as are those more static

judgments based on history or origin.

It may be well, in view of the importance

of this conclusion, to see something more of

its bearings in philosophy. The historical

theories of design, or Teleology (q. v.) in

nature, have involved this question. Those
familiar with the details of the design argu-

ments pro and con will not need to have

brought to mind the confusion which has

arisen from the mixing up of the ‘prospective
’

and ‘ retrospective ’ points of view. Design,

to the mind of many of the older theistic

writers, was based upon relative unpredicta-

bility—or better, infinite improbability.

Such an argument looks forward : it is rea-

soning in the category of organization, and
under the prospective reference. The organi-

zation called mental must be appealed to.

What, was asked, is the probability of the

letter's of the Iliad falling together so as to

spell out the Iliad ? Their oppoirents, on the

other hand, have said : Why is not the Iliad

combination as natural as any other?—one

Combination has to happen; what is to preveirt

this? If a child who cannot read should

throw the letters, the Iliad combination

would be no more strange to him than any
other. These men are reasoning in the re-

trospective categories. They are interpreting

facts. The fault of the latter position is that

it fails to see in real! ty the element of organi-

zation which the whole series when looked at

from the antecedent point of view of the pro-

duction of the real Iliad requires. It is true

that the Iliad is one of an infinite number of

possible combinations
;

but it is also true

that Homer did not try the other combina-

tions before hitting upon the Iliad. What
would really happen, further, if the child

should throw the Iliad combination, would

be that nature had produced a second time

a combination once before produced without

other trials (in the mind of Homei’, and through
him in ours), and it is the correspondence of

the two—apart from the meaning of the text

of the Iliad, i. e. its original production

—

which would surprise us. But this added
element of organization needed to bring

nature into accord with thought, and which

the postulate of design makes in reaching a

designer—this is not needed for the mere
historical or retrospective interpretation of

the facts. In other words, if the opponents

of design are right in holding to a complete

I'eduction of organization to retrospective

categories, they ought to be able to produce

intelligible results by throwing a multiple of

twenty-six dice each marked with a letter of

the alphabet. They of course cannot
;
but

that does not make it necessary to deny the

absolute universality of the retrospective

categories : for after the Iliad is produced it

may be considered one of an infinite number
of possible combinations, happening in accor-

dance with the law of Peobabilitt (q. v., es-

pecially the criticism of ‘ inverse’ probability).

The later arguments for design, therefore,

which tend to identify it with future organi-

zation, and to see in it, so far as it differs

from natui'al law, simply a harking forward

to that career of things which is not yet

unrolled, but will be in accordance with

thought—yet which, when completely un-

rolled, will still be a part of the final state-

ment of origins in terms of natural law—this

general view has so much justification.

Further, it is clear that the two opposed

views of adaptation in nature are both genetic

views—instead of being, as is sometimes

thought, one genetic (that view which inter-

prets the adaptation after it has occurred)

and the other analytic or intuitive (that view

which seeks a beforehand constructiou of

design). The former of these is usually

accredited to the evolution theory
;
and pro-

perly so, seeing that the evolutionist con-

stantly looks backward. But the other view,

the design view, is equally genetic. For

the category of organization by which it pro-

ceeds is also distinctly an outcome of the

movement or drift of experience towards

the realization of career. Teleology, then,

when brought to its stronghold, is a genetic

outcome, and owes what force it has to the

very point of view that its most fervent

advocates—especially its theological advocates

—are in the habit of running down. The
consideration of the stream of genetic history

itself, no less than the attempt to explain the
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progress of the world as a whole, its career,

leads us to admit that the real need of think-

ing about the future in terms of organization

is as great as the need of thinking about the

past in terms of natural law. The need

of mental organization or design is found

in the inadequacy of natural law to explain

the further career of the world—and its past

career also, as soon as we go back to any

place in the past and ask the same question

there of the part which then becomes future.

It would be possible, also, to take up this last

remark for further thought, and to make out

a case for the proposition that the categories

of ‘ retrospective ’ thinking also involve a

strain of organization—a proposition which

is equivalent to one which the idealists are

forcibly urging from other grounds and from
another point of view. Lotze's argument to

an organization at the bottom of natural

causation has lost nothing of its power. Or-

mond i^Fowndations of Knowledge) has given

us an argument for a social interpretation of

physical interaction. It is hard to see the

force of the assumption tacitly made by the

positivists, and as tacitly admitted by their

antagonists,thatcausation,viewed as a categoi’y

of experience, is to be ultimately understood

entirely under such retrospective construc-

tions as ‘conservation of energy,’ &c. Such
constructions involve an endless retrospective

series. And that is to say that the problem

of origin is finally insoluble. Well, so it may
be. But yet one may ask, why this emphasis

of the ‘ retrospective ’—a category which has

arisen with just the basis of experience that

the ‘prospective’ also has? It may be a

matter of taste; it may be a matter of

‘original sin.’ But if we go on to try to unite

our categories of experience in some kind of a

broader logical category, then the notion of the

ultimate, it would seem, must require—and
somehow combine—both of the aspects which
our conception of reality includes

;
the ‘ pro-

spective ’ no less than the ‘ retrospective.’

Origins must take place continually as truly

as must sufficient reasons. The only way to

avoid this is to say that reality has neither

forward nor backward reference. So say

the idealists who find in ‘thought’ a

punctum Stans which is not in time. But in

dealing with reality we are dealing with

experience; and the opinion has some force

that thought which looks neither backwards
nor forwards—whatever further category it

may have under which the antithesis may be

transcended—is not thought at all.

Another subtlety might raise its head in the
inquiry whether in their origi n allthe categories

themselves did not have a ‘natural history.’

If so, it might be said, we are bound, in the

very fact of thinking at all, to give exclusive

recognition to the historical aspect of reality.

But here is just the question: does the outcome
of career to date give exhaustive statement of

the idea of the career as a whole ? There would
seem to be two valid objections to it. First,

it would be, even from the strictly objective

point of view, the point of view of physical

science, to construe the thing mind entirely

in terms of the behaviour of its stages ante-

cedent to the present ; that is, entirely in

terms of descriptive content, by use of the

categories of retrospective interpretation.

And, second, it does not follow that because a
mental way of regarding the world, i. e. the

way of prospection, is itself a genetic growth,
therefore it is a misleading way, for the same
might be urged against the categories of

descriptive science, i. e. the retrospective,

which have had the same origin.

There are one or two points among many
suggested by the foregoing which it may be
well to refer to. It will be remembered that

in speaking of the categories of organization

as having prospective reference, instances

were adduced largely drawn from the pheno-

mena of life and mind, contrasting them
somewhat strongly with those of chemistry,

physics, &c. The use afterwards made of

these categories now warrants us in turning

upon that distinction, in order to see

whether our main results hold for the aspects

of reality with which those sciences deal as

well. It was intimated above in passing that

the other categories of reality, such as causa-

tion and mechanism, are really capable of a

similar evaluation as that given to teleology.

This possibility may be put in a little

stronger fight.

It is evident, when we come to think of it,

that all organization in the world must rest

ultimately on the same basis
;
and the recog-

nition of this is the strength of thorough-

going naturalism and absolute idealism alike.

I'he justification of the view is to be made
out, it would appear, by detailed investigation

of the genetic development of the categories.

The way the child reaches his notion of

causation, for example, or that of personality,

is evidence of the way we are to consider the

great corresponding race-categories of thought

to have been reached : and the category of

causation is, equally with that of personality
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or that of design, a category of organization.

The reason that causation is considered a

cast-iron thing, implicit in nature in the

form of
‘ conservation of energy,’ &c., is that

in the growth of the rubrics of thought cer-

tain great differentiations have been made in

expei ience according to observed aspects of

behaviour, and those events which exhibited

the more definite, invariable aspects of be-

haviour have been put aside by themselves;

not of course by a conscious convention of

man’s, but by the conventions of the organism

worldng under the very method which we
come—when we make it consciously conven-

tional— to call this very category of organiza-

tion. ^A'hat is consei’vation but a kind of

organization looked at retrospectively and
conventionally? Does it not hold simply

because my oi’ganism has made the con-

vention that only that class of experiences

which are ‘objective’ and regular and habitual

to me shall be treated together, and shall be

subject to such a regular mental construction

on my part 1

But the tendency to make all experience

liable to this kind of causation is an attempt

to undo nature’s convention—to accept one

of her results, which exists only in view of

a ceitain differentiation of the aspects of

reality, and ajiply this universally to the

subversion of the very differentiation on the

basis of which it has arisen. The fact that

there is a class of experiences whose behaviour

issues in such a purely historical statement

and arouses in me such a purely habitual

attitude, is itself witness to a larger organi-

zation— that of the richer consciousness of

expectation, volition, aiul prophecy. Otherwise

conservation could never have secured abstract

statement in thought.

The reason that the category of causation

has assumed its show of importance is just

that which intuitionist thinkers urge; and a

historical example of confusion due to their

use of it may be used for illustration.

Causation is about as universal a thing—in

its application to certain aspects of reality

—

as could be desired. And we find men of

this school using this fact to reach a ceitain

statement of theism. But they then find

a category of ‘freedom’ claiming the dignity

of an intuition also; and although this comes
directly in conflict with the uniformity

ascribed to the other, neveitheless it also is

used to support the same theistic conclmion.

The two arguments read: (i) an intelligent

God exists because the intelligence in the

world must have an adcc^uate cause, and
(
2
)

an intelligent God exists because the con-

sciousness of freedom is sufficient evidence of

a self-active intelligence in the world, which is

not caused. All we have to say, in order to

avoid the confusion, is that any mental fact is

an ‘intuition’ in reference only to its own
content of experience. Intelligence viewed as

a natural fact, i. e. retrospectively, has a

cause
;
but freedom in its meaning in reality,

i. e. wdth its prospective outlook, as prophetic

of novelties, is not adequately construed in

terms of history. So both can be held to be
valid, but only by denying universality to each
‘ intuition ’ and confining each to its sphere

andpeculiarreferencein the make-upof reality.

Another thing to be referred to in this

rough discussion concerns the more precise

definition of ‘oiigin.’ How much of a thing’s

career belongs to its origin 1 How far back
must we go to come to origin ?

Up to this point the word has been used

with a meaning which is very wide. With-
out trying to find a division of a thing’s

behaviour which distinguishes the present

of it from its history, we have rather dis-

tinguished the two attitudes of mind en-

gendered by the contemplation of a thing,

i. e. the ‘ retrospective ’ attitude and the ‘ pro-

spective’ attitude. When we come to ask

for any real division between origin and
present existence, we have to ask what a

thing’s present value is. In answer to that,

we have to say that its present value resides

very largely in what we expect it to do
;
and

then it occurs to us that what we expect it to

do is no more or less than what it has done.

So our idea of what is, as we said above, gets

its content from what has been. But that is

to inquire into its history, or to ask for

a fuller or less full statement of its origin

or career. So the question before us seems

to resolve itself into the task of finding some-

where in a thing’s history a line which divides

its career up to the present into two parts

—

one properly described as origin, and the

other not. Now, on the view of the naturalist

jmre and simple, there can be no such line.

For the attempt to construe a thing entirely

in terms of history, entirely in the retro-

spective categoi’ies, would make it impossible

for him to stop at any point and say,
‘

'I’his far

back is nature and further back is origin ’

;

for at that point the question might be

asked of him, ‘ What is the content of the

career which desciibes the thing’s origin? ’

—

and he would have to reply in exactly the
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tame way that he did if we ashed him the

same question regarding the thing's nature

at that point. He would have to say that

the origin of the thing observed later was
described by career up to that point; and is

not that exactly the reply he would give if we
asked him what the thing was which then

wasl So to get any leyly to the question of

the origin of one thing different from that

to 1he question of naluie at an earlier

stage, he would have to go still further hack.

But this would only repeat his difficulty.

So he would never he able to distinguish

between oi igin and nature except as different

terms for describing different sections of one

continuous series of aspects of behaviour.

This dilemma holds also, I think, in the case

of the intuitionist. For as far as he denies

the natural history view of origins and so

escapes the development above, he holds to

special creation by an intelligent Deity
;
but

to get content to his thought of Deity he

resorts to what he knows of mental behaviour.

The nature of mind then supplies the thought

of the origin of mind.

Of course, on the view developed, the

question of the ultimate origin of the universe

may still come up for answer. Can there be

an ultimate stopping-place anywhere in the

career of the thing-world as a whole ? Does
not our position make it necessary that at any
such stopping-place there should he some
kind of filling drawn from yet antecedent

history to give our statement of the conditions

of origin any distinguishing character 1 It

seems so. To say the contraiy would be to

do in favour of the prospective categories

what we have been denying the right of the

naturalist to do in favour of those of retro-

spect. Neither can proceed without the

other. The only way to treat the problem
of ultimate origin is not to ask it, as an
isolated problem, but to reach a category

which intrinsically resolves the opposition

between the two phases of reality. Lotze

says that the problem of philosophy is to

inquire what reality is, not how it is made;
and this will do if we remember that we must
exhaust the empirical ‘how’ to get a notion

of the empirical ‘what,’ and that there still

remains over the ‘prospect’ which the same
author has hit off in his famous saying

:

‘ Eeality is richer than thought.’ To desi-

deiate a what which has no how—this seems

as contradictory as to ask for a how in terms
of what is not. It is really this last chase of

the ‘ how ’ that Lotze deprecates— and rightly.

Of the great historical solutions, that of the
intellectu.ilists leans to the letrosj ective, that

oi the voluntarists to the prospective; a con-

sistent affictivistthecry has never heenwoiked
out, although something might be said for a

form of what we may baptize beforehand as

‘aesthonomic idealism’—aesthetic experience

being made the metaphysical prius both of

science and of value. This would be no
doubt as profitable as the Hegelian logicism

which leads reality out of the categories in

order to transcend their oppositions.

The conclusions may be summed up in

certain tentative propositions as follows :

—

(1) All statements of the nature of ‘things’

get their matter mainly from the processes

which they have been known to pass through

:

that is, statements of nature are for the most
part statements of origin.

(2) Statements of origin, however, never

exhaust the reality of a thing, since such

statements cannot he true to the experiences

which they state unless they construe the

reality not only as a thing which has had
a career, but also as one which is about to

have a career; for the expectation of the

future career rests upon and is produced by
the same historical series as the belief in the

past career. Cf. Pkagmatism, passim.

(3) All attempts to rule out prospective

organization or teleology—the belief in the

correspondence between reality and thought

—

from the world would be fatal to natural

science, which has arisen by a series of pro-

visional retrospective interpretations of just

this kind of organization : and fatal also to

the historical interpretation of the world

found in the evolution hypothesis; for the

category of teleology thus understood is but

the prospective reading of the same series

which, when read retrospectively, we call

evolution, Cf. the remarks on teleology and
evolution under Heeedity.

(4) The fact that mental products, ideas,

intuitions, &c., have a natural history is no

argument against their validity or worth

as having application beyond the details of

their own history
;

since, if so, then a natural

history series can issue in nothing new'. But
that is to deny the existence of the idea or

product itself, for it is a new thing in the

series in which it aiises.

(5) All these points may be held together

in a view which gives each mental content

a tw'ofold function in the mental life. Each
such content begets two attitudes in the pro-

gressive development of the ii.dividual. So
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far as it fulfils earlier habits, it begets ami

confirms the historical or retrospective atti-

tude
;

so far as it is not entirely exhausted

ill the channels of habit, it begets the expec-

tant or prospective attitude.

(6) The final account of reality must invoke

a category which in some way reconciles

these two points of view.

Literature : Ritchie, Darwin and Hegel,

chap, i; Rotce, Spirit of Mod. Philos., in loc.;

and Int. J. of Ethics, July, 1895 ;
Baldwin,

Int. J. of Ethics, Oct., 1895; The Origin of

a Thing and its Nature, Psychol. Rev., ii,

1^95’ 55^ ff- paper which this article in

part repeats)
;
Urban, Psychol. Rev., iii, 1896,

73ff. ...
Original : Ger. urspriinglich, originell] Fr.

original', Ital. originnle, originario. (i) Ad-
jective of origin, meaning (a) pi’iiultive, (6)

fundamental (original truth), (c) underived

(original qualities, Locke). Of. Genesis.

(2) Copy (q. v., sense i) or Model (q. v.).

(3) Applied also to that from which some-

thing oi’iginates : e. g. original thinker,

original source, &c. (j.m.b.)

Original Quality : see Original (i c), and
Quality.

Original Sin : Ger. Erhsiinde
;

Fr. feche

originel
;

Ital. peccato originale. A natural

tendency or disposition to evil in human
nature which is ascribed to the fall of man
and which tends inevitably to actual sin in

the individual life. See Sin.

Original sin is related to total depravity as

a concomitant effect of the fall of man. The
great exponent of the doctrine among early

thinkers is Augustine. It has been denied by
Pelagians and Socinians. The dogma is one

of the essential features of Calvinism.

Literature: Julius MtIlleb, Die christl.

Lehi'e v. d. Siinde (6th ed., 1877; Eng.
trans. of same, Edinburgh, 1877); Jonathan
Edwards, The Great Doctrine of Original

Sin defended, ii CVYorcester ed.). Works on

Theology (q. v.). (a.t.o.)

Orphic Literature : Ger. orphische Dicht-

ungen
;
Fr. litterature orphique, les orphiques',

Ital. letteratura orjica. A collection of poems
and hymns ascribed to Orpheus, the mystic
founder ofa religiou s sector school which arose in

Greece during the 6th century B. c., but which
were actually composed at different periods

by a number of representatives of the sect.

Of Orpheus, who is celebrated both as a

divine player on the lyre and as the poet

founder of a religion, tliere is no trustworthy

evidence (so Aristotle thinks) that he was
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a real personage. The doctrines of the sect

are a compound of Bacchic mysteries and the

philosophical tenets of the Pythagoreans.

Except a few fragments which have been
collected byLobeck, and other verses foundlater

and dating probably from the 3rd century B.c.,

the Orphic literature, which held a prominent

place in the contests and religious mysteries

of Greece, has been lost.

Literature: Lobece, Aglaophamus (1829);
Abel, Orphica (Berlin, 1885) ; Gruppe, Die

griechischen Quite u. Mythen (Leipzig,

1887). - (A.T.O.)

Orthodoxy (in theology) [Gr. opdo'y, straight,

-p 8d^(i, opinion] : (jev. Orthodoxie', Yt. ortho

doxie
;

Ital. ortodossia. Correctness of belief

as determined by the authoritative symbols of

an ecclesiastical organization, in the light of

some accepted interpretation.

The notion of orthodoxy presupposes some

ultimate court of appeal. On this there is no

general agreement among Christians. Roman
Catholics find the ultimate test of orthodoxy

in the deliverance of an infallible pope or an

infallible church, while Protestants as a rule

make the final appeal to Scripture. This,

however, is not strictly final, as some inter-

pretation of Scripture must be accepted as

standard. Orthodoxy is a purely relative

term, and always presupposes an attitude of

conformity to an accepted standard of belief.

Literature

:

Shedd, Orthodoxy and Hetero-

doxy (1893); Newman Smyth, The Orthodox
Theol. (1883). (A.T.O.)

Orthogenesis [Gr. opdos, straight, -1- y/reo-ts,

origin] : Ger. Orthogenesis

;

Fr. orthogenese,

Evolution orientee
;

Ital. ortogenesi. Evolu-

tion which is definitely directed or Determi-
nate (q.v.) by reason of the nature or prin-

ciple of life itself. Cf. Descent (theory of).

Natural Selection, and Orthoplasy.
That organic evolution follows certain pre-

determined lines quite irrespective of any
‘selection’ due to the action of the environment

has been the belief of many naturalists. Eimer
terms such definitely directed evolution, to

which any selection which may occur is

merely subsidiary. Orthogenesis. ‘ There is,’

he says, ‘ no chance in the transmutation of

forms. There is unconditioned conformity to

law only. Definite evolution, orthogenesis,

controls this transmutation. It can lead step

by step from the simplest and most incon-

spicuous beginning to ever more perfect

cieations, gradually or by leaps
;
and the

cau-e of this definite evolution is organic

growth.’ Eimer has discussed his views in
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relation to the Lepidoptera at considerable

length. Many biologists fail to find in his

discussion any indication of the organic ante-

cedents of particular lines of growth or trans-

mutation. The conception would seem to be

a form of vitalism, involving ‘ self-adaptation
’

of individual organisms, and the inheritance

of acquired characters. See Eimer, ‘ Ortho-

genesis,’ Verh. d. Deutsch. Zool. Gesell.

(1895, Riig- trans., On Orthogenesis).

Delage, however {Structure du Protoplasma,

46), attributes the term orthogenesis to

Haake. (C.Ll.m.-j.m.b.)

Orthognathous (skull) : see Peogna-
THISM.

Orthoplasy [Gr. op66i, straight, -P TrXdo-iy,

a ibid] : Ger. Orthoplasie
;

Fr. orthojdasie
;

Ital. ortoplasia. Determinate or definitely

directed evolution under the laws of Natueal
and Oeganic Selection (see those terms).

Evolution by orthoplasy. L, L', line of evolution
;

I, 2, &c ,
sucoeosive generations by physical heredity

;

T, T',line of tradition (social heredity)
;
cm, cm', &c.,

cong nital mean; a. a', &c., accommodations supple-
menting cm, &c. ; V, j/, &c., (congenital) variations

in direction of a, &c. The species is kept alive by
a, a

,
&c., and T, T', &c., during evolution of cm.

This term has been suggested and adopted
by the advocates of the theory of organic or

indirect selection as opposed to Oetho-
GENESis (q.v.), the latter having a vitalistic

meaning, and implying Lamarckian heredity.

Orthoplasy, on the contrary, emphasizes natural
selection working upon variations in many
cases screened and fostered by the presence of

individual modifications. Of. Conveegence
(in biology), ad fin.

This theory of evolution may he illustrated

by the afccompanying diagram, which should

be compared with the similar ones given
under Natueal Selection and Lamaeckism.

Literature : see Oeganic (oe Indieect)
Selection. (j.m.b., c.ll.m.)

Orthos Logos [Gr. op6os Xdyoj]. Right
Reason (q. v.) in various senses in ancient

philosophy. Cf. Eisler, W'&rterh. d. phiJos.

Begriffe, sub verbo. (j.m.b.)

Other : see Same and Othee, and Altee.
Otology [Gr. ovs, biros, ear] : Ger. Ohren-

kunde
;
Fr. otologie\ \idl.otologia. The science

of the ear, its anatomy, physiology, and patho-

logy. See Ear under Heaeing. (c.f.h.)

Oughtness (and Ought) [AS. ahte, from
dgan, to owe]: Ger. das Sollen; Fr, devoir

(duty), ce qui doit Ure ; Ital. dovere, cid che

deve essere.
‘ Oughtness ’ is the Coeeeiciext

(q. V.) of the ethical to which the moral
nature responds. The ' ought ’ is distin-

guished from the ‘ is ’ as the ideal from the

actual in the ethical sphere.

The term suggests the idea of debt, or

something which we ‘ owe ’ to another, and
the intuitional school have argued that it

implies the idea of One to whom we owe the

conduct in question—namely, God. Kant
deduced the freedom of man as a moral being

from the moral consciousness of oughtness

:

‘ Thou shalt ’ implies ‘ thou canst.’ The
ethical empiricists or ‘realists’ have always
sought, 2)articularly by investigating the
‘ sanctions ’ of virtue, to make the ideal in

some way a function of the actual, the ‘ ought
’

a function of the ‘is,’ e. g. the Utilitarians

and the Evolutionists. Cf. Obligation
(moral), and Sanction (moral), (j.s.-j.m.b.)

Ousia [Gr.] : see Geeek Teeminologt,
Glossary, UoMOiousiA, and Homoousia.
Outer and luuer: see Expeeience, and

cf. Outness.

Outness [AS. ut, out] : Ger. Aussensein
;

F r. extern'alite
;

Ital. esteriorith. Distance
;

extei’nality in space ;
externality to mind.

The term was introduced by Berkeley in

his Essay towards a new Theory of Vision

(46), also Principles of Knowledge (47). In
each case it is used as synonymous with
space and distance. Hume uses it also as

equivalent to distance {Treatise, Bk. I. Ft. TV.

§ 2). So also Reid and Hutchinson Stirling.

Huxley: ‘sense of outness, power of dis-

tinguishing between the external world ?ml

himself’ {Physiology, § 289). (J.n.)

Overindividual. Ger. uherindividuell
;

Fr. and Ital. equivalents not in use. Any
act or object of real }3ersonality is over-

individual if it is acknowledged as belonging

to every real personality in the fulfilment

of its meanings. These meanings constitute,

with regard to objects, the physical uni-

ver.'e," and with regard to attitudes, they

constitute ethical, logical, and aesthetic obli-

gations. (H.M.)
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This term as defined above is used by

!Miinsterbcrg (^Psychol, and Life), and trans-

lates the German uberindividuell. (j.m.b.)

Overproduction (in biology) : see Excess,

and Pkodigaeity of Natuee.
Overproduction (in economics) : Ger.

UeherproduJction\ Fr. exces de I'affre (or de

I reduction) ;
Ital. eccesso di produzione. A

continuance of supply at j)i ices which are not

lemunerative to the j^i'oducer.

AVheu there are large investments of fixed

capital, it may involve a worse loss to stop

work than to go on at a disadvantage
;
and

in these cases overproduction may continue

for a long period.

It is argued by most writers that what is

called overproduction is really disproportionate

production. It is not that we liave too much
of some things, but too few of others to ex-

change for them. But an application of the

theory of utility shows the error of this view.

It is conceivable that products of a certain

kind should be so multiplied that their

utility would be less than their cost. For
overproduction, be it observed, does not mean
that more goods are produced than people

can consume, but more than they are will-

ing to pay for.

In practice, the cause of what is known as

general overproduction is a scarcity of means
of payment, due to a contraction of credit, or

to a commercial crisis. (a.t.h.)

Oversoul: Ger. Uelerseele\ Fr. (no exact

equivalent

—

th.f.); Ital. (not in use). A term
used by Emerson to express the Absolute

Unity, in which subject and object, the

knowing and the known, are one
;

the total

reality in which are included all parts of the

universe, and all our partial, successive

thoughts and acts. It connotes this absolute

reality particularly as the source of all that

is most universal and valuable in the ex-

perience of man
:

genius in his intellect,

virtue in his will, and love in his emotions.

See Emerson, Essays, ‘ Oversoul.’ (J.D.)

Overtone : Gei’. Oberton
;

Fr. harmo-

nique, ton suierieur] Ital. armonica, tone

armonico. The upper partial tones of a Com-
pound Tone (q. v.), i. e. those whose pitch is

higher than the pitch of the fundamental. See

Timbee.
Literature: HELMHOLTZ,Sensations of Tone,

25 ;
Sanfoed, Course in Exper. Psychol.,

expts. 87-9. (b.b.t.)

Ovum [Lat. ovum, an egg] : Ger. Ei\ Fr.

ceuf, ovule, ovum] Ital. uovo, ovo. The
female sexual product or element.

The term is applied in four different senses,

(i) to the ovarian cell or immature ovum, out

of which the female product or mature ovum
is developed

; (2) to the mature ovum, or true

female spore
; (3) to the mature ovum plus the

fecundating spermatozoon uniting with it

—

that is, to the impregnated ovum; (4) to various

stages of the develojung embryo. Cf. Polar
Body, Feetilization, Cleavage, Embryo,
Heterolecithal, and Homolbcithal.

Literature : Minot, Human Embryol., 48

;

E. B. Wilson, The Cell; Y. Dblage, Struc-

ture du Protoplasma (1895) ;
F. M. Baefour,

Compar. Embryol. (1881). (c.s.M.)

Oxford Movement : see Tractarian-
ISM.

Oxy- [Gr. o^vs, sharp] : Ger. Oxy-
;
Fr.

oxy-
;

Ital. ossi- or oxi-. Abnormally acute

or sharp
;

as oxyaesthesia, abnormally acute

sensibility (occurs in hysteria)
;

oxygeusia,

an unusual. acuteness of taste. (J.J.)
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P (in logic), (i) The predicate of a

judgment.

(2) The major term of a conclusion, being
the predicate of the major premise.

(3) In the mnemonic names for the moods
of syllogism it signifies that the ]>roposition

denoted by the vowel after which tliis letter

follows is, in the reduction to a direct mood,
to be converted per accidens] as Baralipton,

Felapton, Darajpti. Such moods, from the

Philonian point of view, are illogical. (c.s.P.)

Paganism \\ja.t.paganismus, ivompaganus,

a rustic] ; Ger. Paganismus
;
Fr. paganisme

;

Ital. paganesimo. A name applied to any
non-Christian system that is polytheistic and
unspiritual in its character and tendency.

The term paganism originated in the early

period of Christianity as a name for heathen-

ism which hud its strongholds in the country

as distinguished from tiie towns and cities.

It came to be applied to all religions outside

of Christianity except Judaism and, later,

Mohammedanism. In current thinking tlie

term carries with it the implication of a low
degree of culture. (a.t.o.)

Pain and Pleasure [OF. paine, p^eszV] :

Ger. (i) Schmerz und Lust] Fr. (i) douleur et

plaisir; lta.1. {i) dolore e ]dacere
;

for equi-

valents for (2) see Pleasantness and Un-
pleasantness. An antithesis of qualities

which characterizes the affective aspect of

consciousness. Cf. Affection.
The pain (i) which attaches to organic con-

ditions has recently been distinguislied some-
what sharply from (2) so-called ‘unpleasant-

ness,’ the former being considered, on the

basis of considerable evidence, as a sensation

(see Pain Sensation), the latter as a more
general affective character attaching, with its

antithesis ‘ pleasantness,’ to the mental life in

all its phases. A similar distinction between
(i) ‘pleasure’ and (2) ‘pleasantness’ is also

made, but without the same amount of em-
pirical evidence.

Theories of the general nature of the he-

donic or pleasure-pain consciousness date from
Ai’istotle. They deal, mostly without sufficient

discrimination, with three relatively distinct

problems: (i) psychophysical (the organic

correlate ofhedonic states); (2) psychological

(the place of pleasure and pain in the develop-

ment of conscious process)
; (3) genetic or

biological (the origin and evolutionary signi-

ficance of hedonic consciousness together with
its organic correlate).

Terms which are to be met with in the dis-

cussions of the topic are hedonic (belonging

to pleasure or pain), hedonics (the psycho-

logical theories of them), pleasure-pain and
algedonics (terms suggested by Marshall as

convenient for their double reference to both
the hedonic qualities), hedonic consciousness

(a supposed primitive consciousness or a purely

abstract consciousness in which only hedonic

differences are present).

Literature: see Bibliog. G, 2, e, and under
Emotion

;
also tlie textbooks of psycliology

(lists are given in Volkmann, Dewey, Bald-
win, Ladd, JoDL^. (j.m.b.)

Pain (aesthetic). Unpleasant aesthetic

feeling. See Pain and Pleasuee (2).

Like aesthetic ‘ pleasure,’ the word is em-
ployed in a wider sense to designate a total

psychosis, whether simple or complex (e.g. an
emotion), characterized by unpleasantness;

and in a narrower sense as applying to the

affective tone or aspect of such a psychosis.

By certain authorities pain is regarded as
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a merely negative aesthetic category, opposed

to and limiting the pleasure felt in beauty.

(Thus Lessing, in bis theory of painting. Also

Santayana, in his theory of aesthetics.) Other
writeis (e.g. Fechner) defend the disagreeable

as i f indirect aesthetic value, because it

augments pleasure through contrast. It is

generally admitted as a necessary feature of

the pathetic and tragic (Schiller), and by

many authorities is recognized as a factor in

the sublime, whether as involving the element

of terror (Eurke) or (Kant) the element of

formlessness akin to the Ugly (q.v.).

Literature'. Hamilton, Lects. on Met. (6th

ed., 1877); klAESHALL, Pain, Pleasure, and
Aesthetics (1894); BosA^QUET, Hist, of

Aesthetic (1892); Eibot, Psychol, of the

Emotions (Eng. trans., 1897). (j.b.a.)

Pain Sensation: Ger. Schtnerz; Fr.

{sensation de) douJeur
;

Ital. dolore {sensazione

di). Pain which is also Sensation (q.v.).

See Pain and Pleasuee (i). (j.m.b.)

The sensation of
j
ain has presented great

difficulties to introspective analysis. This is

due to two causes : (i) pain, the sensation, has

been confused with the general affective state

of unpleasantness or disagreeableness; (2)

pain may be aroused in the skin and muscle
that attach to any seuse-organ. Hence it has

been regarded as a ‘ common ’ sensation, pro-

ducible by excessive stimulation of each and
every organ

;
it has been referred to the

organ itself instead of to the cutaneous and
muscular attachments of the organ.

As regaids cutaneous pain, we now possess

evidence sufficient in the opinion of many to

show that it is a siiecific sensation, resident

in Pain Spots (q.v.). In general, pain spots

are more numerous even than pressure spots.

Some suppose that the end-organs of
j
ain are

the free intra-epithelial nerve-endings of the

epidermis. The pain oigans in cutis, muscle.

See., are unknown.
Literature: voN Feet, Bei'. d. k. sachs.

Gesell. d. Wiss. (July 2, 1894; Dec. 3,

1894; March 4, 1895); Abhandl. d. k. sachs.

Gesell. d. "Wiss., xxiii. 3 (1896); Head,
Brain (1893, 1894, and 1896); Lehmann,
Hauptgesetze d.menschl.Gefiihlslebens (1892),

31 ff.
;
"Wundt, Physiol. Psychol. (4th ed.),

i. 1 10 ff., 412, 419, 436 f., 557, 560; WlTMEE,
Twentieth Cent. I'ract. of Med., xi (1897);
H. Nichols, Psychol. Eev., ii; and Philos. Rev.,

403, 518; Steong, The Psychology of Pain,

Psychol. Eev. ii, July, 1895 ;
Mantegazza,

Fisiol. del dolore
;
Seegi, Dolore e piacere.

Cf. Haptics, and Summation. (e.b.t.-j.m.b.)

Fain Spots: Ger. Schmerzpunkte •, Fr.

points de douleu/r
;

Ital. if di dolore, pwnti
algesici. Spots of peculiar sensitiveness to

pain, interspersed among the pressure and
temperature spots of the shin. Cf. Pain
Sensation, and Tempeeatuee Spot.

A map of distribution, values of liminal

stimulus, &c., are given by von Frey, Abhandl.

d. k. sacks. Gesell. d. RTss. (1896). (E-.B.T.)

Palatals : see Phonetics.

Paleontology [Gr. irdKaws, ancient, -f- orra,

beings, -fXo'yoy, discourse] : Ger. Palaeontologie;

Fr. paleontologie
;

Ital. paleonloloyia. The
science of extinct or tbssil animals and
plants. (c.s.M.)

Literatu/re : H. Zittel, Handb. d. Paleonto-

logie
;
Nicholson and Lydekkee, Palaeonto-

logy. (B.S.G.)

Paley, William. (1743-1805.) Educated
at Christ’s College, Cambiidge. Fellow of

Christ’s College, 1766; lecturer on moral

philosophy and divinity, 1768; took orders

in the Anglican Church
;

rector at Musgrove,

1775; vicar of Dalston, 1776 ;
prebendary

(1780), archdeacon (1782), and chancellor

(1785) of Carlisle; prebendary of St. Paul’s,

London, 1793 ;
sub-dean of Lincoln and

rector of Bishop Wearmouth, 1795.
Palingenesis [Gr. TrdXo/, again, -j- yeveats,he-

coming, birth] : Ger. Falingenese; Yr. 2)alin-

genhe', fodingenesi. (i) The doctrine

that the soul passes tliiough a succession of

rebirths: Metempsychosis (q.v.).

(2) Also sometimes used, in theological

writings, to express Eegeneeation (q. v.),

of which it is the literal equivalent.

(3) The teim has a technical philosophic

significance only in the writings of Schopen-

hauer, who uses it to exjness the fact that will

is untouched by death, and reappears in a new
individual, until the will-to-live is completed,

denied, and abrogated. He di-tinguishes it

from metempsychosis as the vulgar doctrine

that the concrete ‘ soul’ reappears, but claims

it is identical with the esoteric teaching of

Buddhism (Schopenhauei-, I'he World as Will

and as /c7ea,trans.byHaldane,iii.3oo-i). (j.d.)

Palingenesis (in biology). The develop-

ment of an individual which truly copies or

repeats ancesti al development.

The term was proposed by Haeckel as the

opposite of Cenogem sis, the development of

an individual which is fake to its lineage or

ancestry. Cf. Biogekettc Law, Ontogeny,
and Eecapitui.ation. (c.s.m.)

Palingenetic Characters : see Paijn-

GENESis, and Bioglnetxc Law.
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Palmistry [Lat. jpalma, the palm of the

hand] : Ger. Chiromantik, HanddeuUrei\ Fr.

chiromancie
]

Ital. chiromanzia. A pseudo-

Bcience whose devotees claim to read char-

acter, and to foretell the future hy the lines

and marks of the palm of the hand. Cf.

Chieomanct, and Geaphologt. (j.j.)

Fanentheism [Gr. Tiav, all, -f eV, in,+ ^fos,

God] : Ger. Panentheismus
;
PT.jpanentheisme ;

Ital. ‘panenteismo. A name given by Krause
to his attempted reconciliation of theism and
pantheism ;

the doctrine that God is neither

the world, nor yet outside the world, but that

the world is in him, and that he extends

beyond its limits. (j.n.)

Fangenesis : Ger. Pangenesis
;

Fr. jmn-

genese
;

Ital. fangenesi. The name given by
Darwin to the hypothesis of heredity, which

he originally formulated, that the cells of the

parent ‘ throw off minute granules or atoms,

which circulate freely throughout the system,

and when supplied by proper nutriment

multiply by self-division, subsequently be-

coming developed into cells like those from

which they were derived. The granules may
he called gemmules. They are supposed to be
transmitted from the parents to the offspring,

and are generally developed in the generation

which immediately succeeds, but are often

transmitted in a dormant state during many
generations, and are then developed ’ (Dar-

win, Animals and Plants under Domestication,

ii. chap, xxvii).

Modifications of the hypothesis have been

suggested by W. E. Brooks, H. de Vries, and

others, but the hypothesis is not now accepted

in any form by the majority of biologists.

This provisional hypothesis was first pub-

lished in i860. As subsequently remodefied,

it involves the following assumptions (sum-

marized by Eomanes) :

—

(1) Tliat all the component cells of a

multicellular organism throw off inconceivably

minute germs, or ‘ gemmules,’ wBich are then

dispersed throughout the whole system.

(2) That these gemmules, W'hen so dispersed

and supplied with proper nutriment, multiply

by self-division, and under suitable conditions

are capable of developing into physiological

cells like those from which they were origin-

ally and seveially derived.

(3) That, while still in this gemmular con-

dition, these cell-seeds have for one another

a mutual affinity, which leads to their being

collected from all parts of the system by the

reproductive glands of the oiganism; and
that, when so collected, they go to constitute

the essential materials of the sexual eUmcnis
—ova and spermatozoa being il us aggiegaUd
packets of gemmules, which have emanated
from all the cells of all the tissues of the

organism.

(4) That the development of a new organism,

out of the fusion of two such jjackets of gem-
mules, is due to a summation of all the develop-

ments of some of the gemmules which these

two packets contain.

(5) That a large proportional number of the

gemmules in each packet, however, fail to de-

velop, and are then transmitted in a dormant
state to future generations, in any of which
they may be developed subsequently, thus

giving rise to the phenomena of revei sion or

atavism.

(6) That in all cases the development of

gemmules into the form of their parent cells

depends on their suitable union with other

partially developed gemmules, which precede

them in the regular course of growth.

(7) That gemmules are thrown off by all

physiological cells, not only during the adult

state of the organism, but during all stages of

its development
;

or, in other words, that the

production of these cell-seeds depends upon
the adult condition of parent cells, not upon
that of the multicellular organism as a whole.

In. this theory Darwdn attempted to account

for the transference to the germinal cells not

only of the effects of use and disuse in other

cells, but also of the normal characteristics of

the physiological tissues. It is now questioned

whether the effects of use and disuse aie thus

transferred
;
while the recurrence of similar

characteristics of the physiological tissues is,

by many biologists, explained as the result of

the continuity of the germinal substance, the

germinal substance of gererations q,r being

in direct continuity with that of their prede-

cessors m, 71
,
0. Cf. Heeeditt, and Livietg

Mattee.
Literature : C. Daewin, Animals and Plants

under Domestication; A. Weismann, The
Geim-Plasm

;
W. K. Beooks, The Law of

Heredity (1883) ;
H. de Veies, Intracellulai-e

Pangenesis
;

G. J. Eomanes, Darwin and
after Darwin. (c.Ll.m.)

Faulogism [Gr. nav, all, + Xeyor, thought,

reason]: Ger. J’anlogismus
;

Pr. j>anlogisme‘,

Ital. jaanlogismo. A term applied to philo-

sophic systems which make thought the abso-

lute—usually to the system of Hegel. (j.d.)

Fanmixia [Gr. ttw, all, -f- /u$is, a mixing] :

Ger. Panmixie-, Pr. j>anmixie', Ital.

missia. Promiscuous interbi ceding within the
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limits of a species or other group as contrasted

with hreediiig under artificial selection or

other form of isolation. (c.ll.m.-j.m.b.)

Komanes drew attention to the effects of

cessation of selection, which involves the per-

petuation of mediocrity. Weismann laid

stress on the promiscuous interbreeding which

results, and termed it panmixia. The dwin-
dling of vestigial organs was attributed by
both authors in lai’ge degree to panmixia
with cessation of selection. Lankester and
others contend that, in the absence of other

factors, there could be no dwindling beyond
the existing birth-mean of the species, and
economy of growth and germinal selection

have been suggested as additional factors.

Pearson claims to have demonstrated, mathe-
matically, that ‘panmixia without active

reversal of natural selection does not lead to

degeneration ’ (on the basis of Galton’s Law,
q. V., of ancestral heredity). Cf. Amixia.

Literature-. AVeismann", Essays, i; The
Germ-Plasm

;
Germinal Selection ; Romanes,

Darwin and after Darwin, ii
;
Peaeson, Proc.

Roy. Soc., meeting of Jan. 27, 1898, and
Science, Mar. ii, 1898, 339. (o.ll.m.)

Fanpneumatism [Gr. Trav, all, -f nueiifia,

spirit]: Ger. Panpneumatismus\ Yr.panpneu-
matisme-, Ital. panpneumatismo. A term

used by v. Hartmann (only) to designate

a ‘ higher synthesis of Panlogism (q. v.) and

Panthelism (q. V.), according to which the

absolute is both will and thought.’ (J.D.)

Panpsycliism [Gr. nav, all, -p soul] ;

Ger. Pampsychismus, Allbeseelung Fr. pan-
psycMsme) \tsA.2)an2)sichismo. (1) The theory

that all matter, or all nature, is itself psychical,

or has a psychical aspect; that atoms and
molecules, as well as plants and animals, have

a rudimentary life of sensation, feeling, and
impulse, which bears the same relation to their

movements (whether causal or parallel) that

the psychical life of human beings does to their

objective activities. The theory is a revival,

under conditions of modern science, of ancient

Animism (q. v.) and Hylozoism (q.v.).

(2) The terra is also used (as by Windel-

band) to designate the Arabian interpretation

of Aristotle’s doctrine of reason, according to

which man’s reason is but a special mode of

an eternal, impersonal divine Reason. See

Averroism.
Literature : Fechnee, IJeber die Seelen-

frage; Nanna, Zend-Avesta; Paulsen, Introd.

to Philos. (Eng. trans.), 91,99, 131 ;
citations

ill Eisler, AVbrterb. d, philos. Begiiffe, ‘Pam-
psychismus.’

Pantheism [Gr. nav, all, -p fedy, God]

:

Ger. Pantheismus
]

Fr. pantheisme; Ital.

panteismo. (i) The term has a wide and loose

meaning, especially in controversial writings,

where the odium theoloyicum attaches to it

;

in this way it is used to designate almost

any system which transcends current or re-

ceived Theism (q. v.) in its theory of a posi-

tive and organic relation of God to the

world.

Theism, when combined with philosophical

dualism, as it is quite apt to be, tends natur-

ally to become Deism (q.v.), assuming an ex-

ternal and mechanical relation of God to the

world of nature and of man. This calls out

a reaction on both philosophic and religious

grounds. The former reaction occurs because

of the difficulties felt in an external relation of

the infinite and finite. The latter is made
independent, and thus the former practically

becomes itself a finite. The connection between
them is made one of causation and design

merely. Difficulties arise from applying the

category of causation to the infinite, especially

as the cause is moved back indefinitely in time
;

while the notion of design is used in such a

way as to imply that God is simply’’ an external

artificer or mechanic. The religious reaction

arises because this external relation does not

allow of the intimate communication of the

human and divine spirits, the sense of absorp-

tion and permeation, which seem to he re-

quired by deep religious experience. Hence
the attempts to bring the finite into more
essential and intrinsic relations to God. If

these attempts are animated particularly by
the religious motive, they tend to Mysticism

(q. V.), which is closely akin to pantheism.

But, in any case, they are condemned by the

deists as tending to swallow up the finite

in God, or as pantheistic. As will be evident,

even from this brief outline, it is a matter

of the nicest balance to keep, especially in

Christian theology, the theory of the relation

of God as infinite to the world as finite, from

leaning to pantheism on one side or to deism

on the other.

(2) In its narrower and proper philosophic

sense, pantheism is any system which expi-essly

(not merely by implication) regards the finite

world as simply a mode, limitation, part, or

aspect of the one eternal, absolute Being;

and of such a nature that from the standpoint

of this Being no distinct existence can be

attributed to it. The chief problem of pan-

theism understood in this way, i.e. as acosm-

ism, is to account for the appearance of self-
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subsistence, or separate being, belonging to

the finite world.

The Eleatic school (see Pee-Soceatics) may
be regarded as the forerunners of pantheism

in their insistence upon the unity and all-

comprehensiveness of true Being. The distinc-

tion between finite and infinite, God and the

world, had not, however, been made sufficiently

clear at this time to justify calling the system

pantheism. Through Plato and Aristotle th^^

terms of the problem, both in themselves and in

their relation to each other, are made evident.

Neo-Platonism (q. v.) and Stoicism (q. v.)

are both pantheistic. The former is of a logical

idealistic type, based upon Plato’s theory of

the relation of the One Being, Kous, and the

Ideas
j
teaching that the world is simply one

of a series of emanations from God, radiating

from him, as light from the sun, and having

its apparent distinction only through a nega-

tive element, Non-Being or Matter. Stoicism

is a development of Aristotelianism under the

influence of the earlier Gi’eek cosmologists,

especially Heraclitus.

Neo-Platonism, and some of the congruent

ideas of the Stoics (especially of the \6yos

o-iTfpnaTiKoi), influenced the formation and
development of Christian theology

;
and pan-

theistic tendencies in the latter accordingly

crop out, as in Scotus Erigena (see Scholas-
ticism) and in the mystics, like Eckhart
and Boehme. The doctrines particularly in-

fluenced are those of the Trinity and Creation

(the latter being a continuation of the quasi-

emanistic process which finds its expression in

the incarnation of the Father in the Logos,

and in the activity of the Spirit)
;
of Redemp-

tion, conceived as the necessary return to

God, thus completing the circuit, whose first

half is the unfolding of the world from

God in creation; of religious experience, as

the immediate, unhindered, ecstatic converse

of the human spirit with God. Aveheoissi

(q. V.) gave a pantheistic interpretation of

Aristotle, and is perhaps even more influ-

ential than Neo-Platonism in all the later

developments of pantheism, particularly as it

is more allied in content and terminology to

a scientific view of nature. In Giordano
Bruno, this latter motive culminates in a poetic

personification of nature
;
and the humanistic

view of the universe displaces the factor of

religious experience, so important in mediaeval
thought. Later John Toland presented a

naturalistic pantheism, identifying God with
the forces of nature.

Averroism came to Spinoza through its in-

II. 2.

fluence upon Jewish thought, and is by him
combined with the mediaeval religious motive,

the modern scientific one, and with the pro-

blem of Cai'tesian philosophy regarding the

relation of mind and matter in a splendid

synthesis which makes him the classic type of

pantheistic thought. Spinoza’s infli ence was
felt first not in philosophy, but in literature,

in Herder, LessTng, and above all in Goethe.

,Schelling revived pantheism in connection with

the problem of subject and object (which had
displaced the Cartesian problem of mind and
matter) in his philosophy of identity. Hegel

attempted here as elsewhere a synthesis of

ideas in opposition to each other, viz. theism

and pantheism. He adopted the monistic

factor of Spinoza, but seized upon his state-

ment that determinatio est negatio as the

explicit definition of the root of all pantheism

(or absorption of the finite into the infinite),

and reversed it to mean all negation is

determination: i.e. negation is ultimately

positive, being the dynamic factor through

which Being actualizes itself into full, con-

crete individuality. Hegel’s s}'stem broke up
into two schools, one avowedly pantheistic

(as in Strauss)
;

the other atheistic, holding

that God comes to existence merely and
only in the evolution of human individuals.

V. Hartmann holds that only pantheism is

henceforth philosophically possible
;

Hegel
and Schopenhauer, holding principles which
in their opposition are exhaustive of the

universe, being both pantheists. But by pan-

theism V. Hartmann seems to mean especi-

ally Monism (q. v.), an identification of terms
which seems to be growing, though to be de-

precated from the point of view of clearness

of thought. Heibcrt Spencer alternates be-

tween a pantheism, in his theory of the

absolute unknowable force, and a du;ilism,

in his theory of the relation of mind and
matter, subject and object.

Literature : for the most part we must
rely upon works upon and by the individual

authors, espec'ally Spinoza. Jdndt, Hist,

du Pantheisme populaire (1876, confined to

mediaeval pantheism and Eckhart)
;

Jasche,
Der Pantheismus (1826) ; most works on
Theism (q. v.) and antitheistic theories, and
the introductions to philosophy (e. g. Paul-
sen). See also Bibliog. B, 2,f. (j.d.)

PautheUsm [Gr. -rav, all, -f 6i\eiv, to wish,

will]: Qf&r. Panthelismua’, Yv. panthelisme\

li&\. pantelismo (de Sardo). The docirine that

will is the basis of the universe ; that it is the

absolute, or, in a more limited sense, that
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i-euhoii (intellect) is subordinate to the will,

and is to be derived from it.

The term is applied to sucb systems as

Fichte’s, with its derivation of knowing from
acting, and to Schopenhauer’s. See VoLUN-
TAKiSM. Cf. Falckenberg, ofMod,. Philos.

(Index), and Francesco de Sarlo, Aletufisica,

scienza e moralitd, (1898). (J.D.)

Para- [Gr. rrapa, besid^ : Ger. para-

;

Fr. para-; Ital. ^ara-. A prefix indicating

in pathological terminology a condition de-

viating from the normal, a perversion
;

as

paraesthesia, subjective and abnormal sensa-

tion (such as ‘ tingling ’ or ‘ pricking ’)
;
para-

geusia, a perverted or marbid taste
;

para-

graphia, the making of mistakes in writing;

paralexia, misreading, or difficulty in reading

;

paraphrasia, incoherent speech. See Paea-
LTSis, and Paeanoia. (j.j.)

Paracelsus. The assumed name of Phi-

lippus Aureolus Theophrastus Bombastus von
Hohenheim (1493-1541). The son of a phy-
sician, he chose the same calling, but wan-
dered about studying the works of alchemists

and magicians, gathering information from
strange sources as to the art of healing

;

received the degree M.D.
;
was military sur-

geon in Denmark and Italy
;

professor of

medicine and surgery in Basel, 1527 ;
com-

pelled to leave by the Galenic physicians.

Paradox [Gr. napa, contrary to, -f 5d|a,

opinion]: Ger. paradox Pv.paradoxe;

Ital. paradosso. An opinion surprising or

repugnant to an ordinary mind. See

De Morgan’s Budget of Paradoxes. (c.s.P.)

Parallelism (in biology) [Gr. Trapd +
dXX^Xo)!/, of one another, from aWos, other]

:

see CoNVEEGENCE, and cf. Paeallelism

(
psychophysical).

Parallelism (psychophysical): Ger. psy-

choj)hysischer Parallelismus
;
Fr. parallelisme

psychophysique
;

Ital. parallelismo psicojtsico.

The affirmation that conscious process varies

concomitantly with sy nchronous process in the

nervous system, whether the two processes

have a diiect causal relation or not.

This is the most generally accepted view of

the relation between mind and body at the

present day. A good statement of it from

the point of view of psychological method is

given by G. E. Muller, Zur Psychophysik der

Gesichtsempfindungen, in Zeitsch. f. Psychol.

(1896), 1-25, and another by Mach, Analysis

of Sensation, 26-40 (Eng. trans.). The
principle of psychophysical parallelism in-

volves no explanatory theory of the connec-

tion between conscious and nervous process.

2i

Those who accept it may differ on this point
very widely. A view often associated with it is

Automaton Theoiy
;
this denies all agency to

consciousness. But those who hold psycho-
physical parallelism are by no means bound
down to this opinion. Cliffoi’d, for example,
writes as follows :

‘ A feeling of chill made
a man run; strictly speaking, the nervous
disturbance which coexisted with that feeling

pihchill made him rui^ jf we want to talk

fiffiout material facts,. OT^the feeling of chill

produced the form of subconsciousness which
coexists with the motion of legs, if we want
to talk about mental facts ’ (quoted by James,
Princ. ofPsychol., i. 132). Cf. Automatic and
Automatism (3), DouBLEAsPECTTHEOEY,and
Mind and Body. (g.f.s.—j.m.b.)

The theory may be extended to apply to

the concomitance of conscious and vital pro-

cess in the evolution of organic forms. This
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; 0, ontogeny.

application would constitute a theory which
might appropriately he called phylogenetic

or racial parallelism, as the application to the

individual’s psychophysical development con-

stitutes ontogenetic or individual parallelism.

The theory in its twofold application thus

constitutes a great way of looking at one of

the main topics of genetic philosophy. If we
represent the mental series by dotted lines

{M,m: mind) and the physical by solid lines

(A, h : body), the two applications of parallel-

ism at the grade of organic evolution repre-

sented by any particular animal, 0
,
may be

shown, as in the accompanying diagram (the

relative position of the parallels 0 upon the

parallels P).

The discussions of psychophysical parallel-

ism have hitherto been in the main restricted

to the problem of individual development.

The application to lacial evolution, however,

is an essential part of the view, and should

be given equal attention; for no theory of
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the relation of mind and body can be pei-

manently established which does not explain

the racial concomitance of the two. Further-

more, the biological theory of descent must
recognize mental evolution along with, and

possibly as essential to, organic evolution;

and the problems thus arising for the psycho-

logist and philosopher cannot be set aside.

We may note, for example, the questions of

mental Recapitulation (q.v.) and morphology

generally as bound up with those of compara-

tive brain anatomy and morphology.

Literature: besides the titles mentioned,

see Mind and Body, and the Psychological

Index, in loc.
;
also Masci, II matei’. psicofisico

(1901). (J.M.B., G.E.S.)

Parallelogram ofForces; Ger. Parallelo-

gram der Krafte\ Fr. parallelogramme des

forces ;
\ta\.parallelogramma delleforze. The

law of composition of two forces acting on

a point, expressed in this way : If two forces,

rr pre^'enterl in intensity and direction by the

lines PF and PG^ act on a point P, the re-

sultant will be represented in intensity and
direction by the diagonal Pi? of the parallelo-

gram PGRF. (s.N.)

Paralogism [Gr. nnpa + Aoyor, discourse]:

Gei-. Paralogismus

;

Fr. paralogisme; Ital.

paralogismo. A Reasoning (q. v.), especially

a syllogistic reasoning, which is logically

faulty and deceives the reasoner himself. Cf.

Fallacy. (c.s.p.)

Paralysis [Gr, rrapa ^vo-tr, a loosing] :

Ger. Paralyse; ¥v. paralysis
;

lta.\. paralisi.

The complete or partial loss of function of the

neuro-muscular mechanisms. The term is

preferably used for the loss of the power of

movement.
Partial loss is called paresis. It may involve

single muscles, or those supplied together by
one or more nerves (with or without implica-

tion of the sensibility of the coi’responding

sensory surface), or one extremity, or both

legs, or the movements of one side. Paralyses

are usually distinguished symptomatically as

organic and functional, by their nature as

sensory and motor, and from the localization of

the disorder as peripheral, spinal, infracortical,

2i

cortical, or psychic. The division into organic

and functional (according to whether or not

there is an anatomically demonstrable lesion)

cannot be rigidly maintained, but is sufficiently

well established for medical purposes. For
these various forms see the textbooks on nerv-

ous diseases. Cf. Movement (disorders of).

When spoken of as a disease, paralj'sis is

ordinarily used as a synonym of general

paralysis, or general paresis,, which is both
historical!}’’ and pathologically one of the

most interesting of mental diseases. It was
first described as a ‘ disease occurring among
the insane,’ a fatal complication of mania.

The first descriptions of Bayle (1822 and 1825),
Georget (1823), Calmeil (1826), and Par-

chappe (1832) maintain that it is a special

disease from the beginning
;
the latter called

it folie paralytique. Baillarger and Requin

(1846 and 1 847) taught that it was a combina-

tion of two diseases, the one affecting the

motility, the other affecting the psychic organ.

Delasiauve (1851) and Falret (1853) rehabili-

tated the view of Bayle and Calmeil, which
is now universally accepted.

General paralysis is a disease-process which
(like locomotor ataxia) is most probably to be
regarded as a metasyphilitic degeneration of

the nervous system, although the fact that in

a certain numlier of cases the syphilitic origin

is denied by the patient cannot be ignored.

Alcoholism and unhygienic conditions of life

generally are the chief secondary causes.

Krafft-Ebing sums up the etiology with the

woi’ds syphilization and civilization. Most
cases occur between the ages of thirty and
fifty, but cases during adolescence (probably

hereditary syphilis) are not uncommon.
The fundamental characteristic of the disease

is a rapid or slow progressive deterioration of

memory, working capacity, and judgment, and
profound change of character, with a more
or less parallel development of tremor and
ataxia, especially of speech and writing,

and other signs of organic degeneration in the

nervous system, and finally profound dementia,

with more or less sensory and motor paresis.

The entire sequence of symptoms from the

first to the almost inevitably fatal ending

covers a period of from six months or less

to from four to six or more years, with

an average duration of thirty-two months.

These fundamental traits are frequently, but

not always, connected with various accessory

psychic symptom-complexes which appear in

similar form also in other disease-processes.

Hence we recognize a ‘ simple demented
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course-,’ or a course M-ith tlie -appearance of

extensive delusional fabrications and the per-

formance of absurd enterprises and even

criminal actions. Such abnormal conduct is

due in pait to the progressive defect of

memory and of judgment
;
or it is a feature

of an expansive excitement (in rare cases

of dejiressiou), presenting the well-known

megalomania in ideas of enormous wealth and
strei gth, inventions, schemes, ability to raise

the dead, &c., or delusions of the most abject

misery
;
or it may begin like a case of paranoia,

or as epilepsy. A further chai’acteristic possi-

bility is the occurrence of peculiar attacks of

convulsions, or apoplectiform stupor. Hallu-

cinations and truly depressive episodes are

rare.

There is hardly a symptom or symptom-
complex that will not oc'cur occasionally in

a case of general paralysis (see the enumera-

tion of symptoms in Mickle’s article in Tuke’s

Diclionary of Psychological Medicine)

;

and
the disease well illustrates the necessity of

a distinction between the concepts disease-

process and essential and casual symptoms (cf.

Psychoses). Occasionally the downward
course is arrested for some time, and in

rather rare cases a complete remission occui’s,

leaving but little or no defect, so that it might

represent a recovery if it did not end in the

final fatal relapse with almost absolute cer-

tainty.

It should be noted that but few cases of

syphilis develop into general paralysis. There

is at present no adecpiate basis for ex-

plaining the course of the development of the

disease in individual cases
;
why in one case

of infection no further symptoms ensue, and
in another, perhaps after six or more years,

locomotor ataxia or general paralysis
;
and in

the latter case, why the disease takes the

spinal ataxic form (with early absence of knee-

jerks) or the cei’ebral form (with exaggerated

knee-jerk), or begins with epilepsy or attacks

of transitory aphasia
;
or why it assumes an

expansive, paranoic, or purely demented type.

Although pathological histology gives a clear

picture of decay of nerve elements, and especi-

ally of increase of neuroglia and alteration of

blood-vessels, there is still great difference of

opinion as to which one (if any) of these lesions

is the primary process
;
the diffuseness of the

lesion over the whole nervous system makes it

also quite difficult to establish even a parallel-

ism between the lesion and the symptoms,
except in the most general way. (A.M.)

Lesions ofFaralysis. The causes of paralysis

vary between wide limits. An inflammation

of the spinal cord (myelitis) or of the peripheral

nerves (neuritis) may produce an acute as-

cending (Landry’s) paralysis in which control

over the muscles of the legs, trunk, arms, and,

finally, of the head, is progressively lost. In
cases of sclerosis of the lateral columns of

the cold a motor paralysis with increase of

tendinous reflexes, known as spastic spinal

paralysis, occurs.

Bulbar paralysis—of the motor centres of

the medulla—results in interference in articu-

lation, deglutition, and innervation of the face

and eyelids. Degeneration and atrophy of

the cells of origin of the glossopharyngeal and
facial nerves, as well as atrophy of their root-

fibres, are features.

Cortical paralysis due to injury or disease

of the motor areas requires no other explana-

tion. Purely functional motor and sensoi'y

paralyses in hysteria must be looked upon as

cases of abnormal central inhibition allied to

hypnotic disassociation. Lead poisoning and
other intoxications give rise to localized peri-

pheral paralyses, the aetiology of which is

obscure.

General paralysis (dementia paralytica

progressiva) is primarily a disease of the

brain, and one in which characteristic lesions

rarely fail to be developed. Syphilis is

the most prominent cause. It is still a

question whether the primary lesion is in the

nervous, vascular, or sustentative (neuroglia)

system, as all are affected. In the case of

alcoholic paralysis the circulating medium
is thought to form the point of departure.

The vascular troubles begin with hyperaemia,

which passes into an inflammatory condition

of the walls. These are associated with de-

generative changes in the specific nerve-tissue

and proliferation and swelliug (afterwards

shi’inking) of the sustentative appai’atus.

While it seems to be true that the fii’st

demonstralde alterations in the nervous ap-

paratus consist in destruction of the fine

gemmules of the dendrites, it may be assumed

that obscur e changes are corrcomitarrtly taking

place in the cell protoplasm. Soon well-

marked foci of degeneration occur in the cell,

and nodosities on the processes. The blood-

vessels become distended and the walls thicken,

and finally the adventiva cells proliferate,

narrowing the lumen. Great dilation of the

perivascular and pericellular lymph spaces is

inaugurated. Inflammatory processes with

exudation are found in late stages or acute

cases and the meninges participate and become
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adherent. The destruction of tissue is com-

monly greatest over motor regions (see Plate I,

Degen Eliation). General paralysis may be

inaugurated by spinal symptoms resembling

tabes, sclerosis, bulbar paralysis, and neuritis.

Paraplegia : the destruction of the voluntary

motor functions of both symmetrical halves

of the body, usually of both the lower extremi-

ties.

Hemiplegia : a paralysis of voluntary mo-
tion of one side, usually as a result of soften-

ing of the cerebral motor centres. It is not

necessarily complete.

Monoplegia : a paralysis limited to one

limb or a single group of muscles.

Htmiparesis : an impairment (rather than

complete parah sis) of the organs of voluntary

motion of one side, or especially of the limbs.

Monoparesis ; impairment of the power of

single groups of muscles from focal brain

lesions. (h.h.)

Psychic or mental paralysis; motor in-

ability from mental causes (e. g. suggestion,

hysteria, &c.). (j.m.b.)

Literature'. Mendel, Die progressive Para-

lyse der Irren (1880); VoisiN, Traite de la

Paralysie gen6rale (1879); Mickle, General

Paralysis of the Insane (2nd ed., 1886);
Keaeet-Ebing, Die progressive allg. Paralyse,

in Nothnagel’s Handbuch, ix. Pt. II (1894,
with good bibliography). (a.m.)

Paranoia [Gr. irapa -|- vovs, reason] : the

same in the other languages. A term first

used by Vogel (1772) and Heinroth (1818),

and taken up by Kahlbaum (1863), to desig-

nate that form of partial insanity (see Mono-
mania) which throughout the course of the

disease affects mainly the sphere of intellect.

Following Mendel and Morselli, the term

has since been used to cover the expressions

Verriicktheit (Griesinger, Sander) and Wahn-
sinn CVVestphal), and by the Italians, Werner,

and Ziehen, to include acute and chronic and

simple and hallucinatory delusional insanity.

Greater clearness has heen attained by Tanzi,

Wernicke, and Kraepelin, who return to the

original chronic forms with systematization of

the delusions.

The paranoic symptom-complex presents

the following features :—In an apparently

normal or, at least, rational individual some

inadequate concepts may emerge while other-

wise mental activity is normal ;
either a whim,

a more or less erroneous delusional or over-

rated (dominant) view, or a hallucination or

illusion, with the subjective value of a real

sensation, or an autochthonous idea, i.e. a con-

cept springing up in the patient’s mind, but
appearing stiange though actual to him, not
referred to a real afferent sensation or hallu-

cination, but rather to some unaccountable
spontaneity, outside influence, &c. (‘ somebody
gives me bad thoughts ’), or strange imperative

concepts. When these new morbid factors

are assimilated and become abnormally domi-
nant, although they need not secure a deep
influence on the valuation of other views by
the patient, we speak of a paranoic condition,

a state of mind unable to correct the delusion

notwithstanding an otherwise reasonably criti-

cal attitude.

If the assimilation leads to distortion of

formerly w'ell- recognized relations, and to

retrospective falsifications, we speak of a para-

noic condition with systematization (Verriick-

theit). When the new concepts are ushered

in suddenly, often with a certain difllculty in

the intellectual process of grasping things

generally, the Germans speak of Wahnsinn, a

term usually translated as acute delusional

insanity, or perhaps better called delirium

with orientation, i. e. with a fair realization

of the bearings of surroundings. If, however,

the new concepts (hallucinatory or otherwise)

interfere with the orientation of the surround-

ings, and the elaboration also of ordinary im-
pressions and their bearing, the term delirium

is used.

In keeping with the nosological concep-

tions developed under the topics Psychoses,
Mania, and Melancholia, the paranoic

symptom-complex is not considered a disease-

entity, except where the evolution of the dis-

ease gives it a specific character. What is

described as acute paranoia (hallucinatory or

not) is either an equivalent of the periodic

manic-depressive insanity, or an equivalent

of psychoses, which as often take the type of

delirium (toxic or connected with infectious or

exhausting conditions), orperhaps thebeginning

of a processof deterioration— dementia praecox

or katatonia. In the midst of relative mental

health, often with slight provocation, sleep-

lessness and a certain uneasiness appear,

followed more or less promptly by hallucina-

tions or delusions, such as that people are

persecuting the patient with threats and
slander, putting poison in his food, tormenting

him with electricity, &c. Not infrequently the

patient asks the police for protection
;

or in

alcoholics, suspicions may appear as to the

wife’s faithfulness
;
noises occur in the house

;

the light and the position of the blinds aie

signs of some secret understanding, &c. Or
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God or augels appear to the patient, saying
‘ Love one another,’ ‘ Do your duty.’ The
patient begins to act strangely, is absorbed,

but with it all he is capable of a fair grasp

of the situation outside of his delusional

sphei e. The delusions may persist through-

out the attack, with no systematization.

The true paranoic conditions are properly

divided into: (i) paranoia proper, an ab-

normal development of the personality allied

to constitutional inferiority (psychopathische

^linderwertigkeit), many forms of which

(lolie de doute, &c.) might well be called

rudimentary paranoia, remai’kable for their

j)ersistence within definite lines of aberration

and lack of tendency to pass into dementia or

other foims of insanity. These forms are

mainly a consistent elaboration of convictions

(e.g. Magnau’s folie des aiitivivisectionnistes)

or traits of character. Some underrated genius

with his invention of the perpetuum mobile,

or the squaring of the circle, the kidnapped
heir, the victim of Jesuits, the querulant who
fights for his grievances until the courts re-

cognize the morbid state of the complaint, or

a Guiteau acting under inspiration, are well-

known types. Apart from exacerbations of

restless activity, and perhaps an occasional

hallucination, there is always a complete

system of correlation of even trivial facts,

occasionally with additional falsifications of

the past put together to demonstrate the fiend-

ish machinations of open and secret perse-

cutor’s or the evidence for noble birth, &c.

The beginning of the disorder often points

back to early youth and a self-conscious

make-up, with suspicions of being observed,

criticized, and an inclination to see meanings
in trivial things (feelings and delusions of re-

ference; or of interpretation, Beziehungswahn).
Resignation in the unavoidable fate is often

accompanied by rather absuid ideas of gran-

deur, but with little intellectual weakness.

(2) Paranoic conditions are types belong-

ing to the group of processes of mental
deterioration : dementia praecox, alcoholic

deterioration, and especially the deterioration

in the period of involution. It is on this

ground that greatly varied hallucinatory

and autochthonous foi’ms most frequently

develop, usually after the thirty-fifth year, and
especially often in women shortly before the

menopause.

On the basis of some prolonged physical

or mental malaise, the patient begins to mis-

interpiet trivial occurrences, hears an insult-

ing voice, 01 has some unaccountable sensation.

or gets a strange idea. Vague suspicion is

thrown on people in the next house
;
the voice

is refeired to electric wires and telephones, or

a strange sensation (frequently of a sexual

nature) to hypnotism and mesmeric influence.

Things which happened long ago receive their
‘ consistent ’ interpretation, and are elaborated

in a delusional system, often with many retro-

spective falsifications
;

the patient develops

an exaggerated feeling of importance, and
frequently ends as queen, as god, as governor,

&c., without any realization of the discrepan-

cies in the situation, and with various degrees

of dementia. Recovery is very rare, but some
patients may be able again to return to a quiet

existence outside of the hospitals.

In English and American hospitals these

types aie frequently called chronic mania or

chronic delusional insanity.

Literature: Wjernee, Die Paranoia (i 89 1)

;

Wernicke, Die paranoischen Zustande

(1896); Magnan, Recherches sur les centres

uerveux, 2® s6rie (Paris, 1883) ;
Des Heredi-

taires d4genrt’es, 109-419; Magnan and
Serieux, Le Delire chronique k evolution

systematique (Paris); Morselli and Buccola,
Pazzia sistematizzata (1883); Tanzi and PivA,

Paranoia (1884). (A.M.)

Paraphasia: see Speech and its Defects,

V, (a).

Paraplegia : see Paralysis.

Parasite [Gr. napda-iTos, one who eats at

another's table] : Ger. Parasit
;

Fr. pcarasite;

lia\. jjarassito. An organism that lives in, or

on, or at the expense of, another animal,

called technically the host.

Familiar examples of external, or ecto-

parasitic, animals are the flea and louse; of

internal, or endo-parasitic, animals, the liver-

fluke and tapeworm. Cf. Degeneration.
Literature

:

Leuckart, Die menschlichen

Parasiten, 2 vols.
;

van Beneden, Animal
Parasites and Messmates. (c.s.M.—e.s.g.)

Pardon (in theology) [L. Lat.y;er -j-rfonarc,

to give] : Ger. Vergehung ; Fr. ‘pardon
;

Ital.

perdono. The gracious act of God whereby

he remits the penalty of sin on the repentance

and faith of the sinner.

Pardon is an act of grace and mercy without

regal'd to desert. Pardon remits the penalty^

but does not communicate any merit. For this

rea.son it is to be distinguished from justifica-

tion, which rests primarily on the imputation of

the merit of Christ’s obedience to the sinner.

Literature : Dwight, Theology
;
Griffin,

Tlie Atonement. Also works on systematic

theology. (A.T.o.)
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Paresis [Gr. ndpfa-is, a letting go, para-

lysis] : Ger. Parese
;

Yr.paresie', 2)aresi.

A partial or incomplete degree of Paralysis

(q. V.)
;
weakness in the use of a limb, (j.j.)

ParietalOrgan : G er. Sclieitelauge,Parietal-

auge
;

Fr. organe {ou ceil) pariUal, pineal
;

Ital. terzo occhio, occhio pineale. An eye-like

organ found in various vertebrates occupying

a special fontanel in the dorsal median line

of the skull
;
called also Parietal £ye, Pineal

Gland, and Epiphysis.

The parietal organ is best seen in certain

reptiles, in which it may even be functional.

It arises as an evagination of the epiphysis

(cf. Brain). The eye develops a retina and
lens, and is connected with the roof of the

diencephalon by the parietal nerve. The epi-

physis itself seems to sustain much the same
relation to the parietal eye that the optic evagi-

nations do to the paired eyes. Authors are

as yet not agreed as to the origin of the

parietal eye and its relation to the epiphysis.

Several recent authors have found evidence

tiiat the epiphysis and the parietal organ were

originally paired. Eocy es2recially reports

paired rudiments of the ejjiphysis in selachians,

yet this is questioned by the most recent

writers (Eycleshymer and Davis, 1897).

Leydig (1872) and Spencer (1886) sus-

pected the sensory character of the organ,

and, though one recent author (Rabl-Riick-

hard) has assigned to it a function connected

with the temperature sense, there is every

reason to regard the ejriphysis and parietal

organ as a degenerate visual apparatus. The
epiphysis itself is tubular in Bshes, vesicular

in amphibians, vesicular and glandular in

reptiles, and glandular in mammals.
Literature : F. Ahlborn, Ueber die Bedeu-

tung der Zirbeldriise, Zeitsch. f. wiss. ZooL, xl

(1884); J. Beard, The Parietal Eye in

Fishes, Nature, xxxiv (1886); E. Beraneck,
Ueber das Parietalauge der Eeptilien, Jena-

ische Zeitsch., xxi (1887) ;
Sur le neif de I’ceil

parietal, Arch, des Sci. Physiques, xxvi
;

J.

Carriere, Neuere Untersuchungen fiber das

Parietal organ, Biol. Centralbl., ix (1889);
Eycleshymer and Davis, The Early Develop-

ment of the Epiphysis and Paraph3sis in

Amia, J. of Compar. Neurol., vii (April, 1897);
Francottb, Eecherches sur le developpemcnt

de Te))iphyse, Arch, de Biol., viii (1888);
H. W. GRAAE,ZurAnatomie und Entwickeluug
der Epiphyse bei Amphibien und Reptilien,

Zool. Anz., ix (1886); B. F. Kingsbury,
The Encephalic Evaginations in Ganoids,

J. of Compar. Neurol., vii (April, 1897);

A.' Klinckowstroem, Beitrage zur Kenntniss

des Parietalauges, Zool. Jahrb., vii (1893);
F. Leydig, Das Parietalorgan, Biol. Centralbl.,

x (1890); W. A. Locy, The Optic Vesicles of

Elasmobranchs, J. of MoiphoL, ix (1894);
Contribution to the Structure and Develop-

ment of the Vertebrate Head, J. of Morphol.,

xi (1895); Maggi, II terzo occhio nei Verte-

brati, Riv. di Filos. Scient. (1890) ;
Ph. Ows-

jannikow, Uebersicht der Untersuchungen
fiber das Parietalauge, &c.. Rev. d. Sci.

Nat. St. Petershourg; A. D. Sorensen, Com-
parative Study of the Epiphysis, &c., J. of

Comjjar. Neurol., iv (1894) ; W. B. Spencer,
On the Pi’esence and Structure of the Parietal

Eye in Lacertilia, Quart. J. Microsc. Sci., xxvii

(i886); F. C. Studnicka, Bull, de la Soc. Roy.

de Sci. de Boheme (1893). (h.h.)

Parity [Lat. paritas, from par, equal]

:

Ger. Gleicliheit Fr. parite] Ital. parda.
Equivalent to equality. Parity of reasoning

is the jnecise analogy of two arguments both

in their nature and in their force. (c.s.P.)

Farousia [Gr. Trapdvat, to be present]

:

Ger. Parusie; Fr. parousie; Ital. parusia.

(i) A semi-technical term used by Plato

to express relationship between absolute

being or essence and the sensible world. It

is closely allied to his more specifically

technical terms participation and
community [Knivatvia). The world of sense

has essence and existence only through the

presence of the good in it {Politics, 509).

(2) It is employed as a technical term by
Plotinus to express the relation of soul and
body. The soul is not present in tlie body,

but is rather present to it. More strictly,

Plotinus says the body is present to the soul.

Through this relation, sentience and vitality

are rendered to the body. By paroiisia the

soul thoroughly animates and permeates the

body without getting in any way entangled

with it (Plotinus, Enneads, vi. 4, 12).

(3) The term is used in early Christian

thought to express the relation of the Holy
Spirit to the individual and the Church. It

is a matter of dispute whether this use is

influenced by the technical philosophical

discussions. (j.d.)

Paroxysm [Gr. napo^vcrpos, irritation] :

Qev. Paroxismus] Fr.
;
\\dl.paros-

sismo. A sudden, violent, or spasmodic attack

or exacerbation of a disease, or a group of

symptoms.
The attacks of ejrilepsy, of hysteria, of

mania, and other mental diseases are fre-

quently of a paroxysmal character. The term
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paioxysmal insai ity is sonu'ti iKS applied to

a cerebral disturbance, prol^ably epileptic in

nature, in winch attacks of insanity come on

suddenly and are followed by variable intervals

of almost normal mental conduct. Cf. Epi-

lepsy, Htstebia, and Peeiodicity. (j.j.)

Parsimony (law of) [Lat. parsimonia,

frugalityj; Ger. Sparsamkeit; Fr. parci-

monie] Ital. Ockham’s razor,

i. e. the maxim ‘ Entia non sunt multipli-

canda praeter necessitatem.’ The meaning
is, that it is bad scientific method to intro-

duce, at once, independent hypotheses to

explain the same facts of observation.

Though the maxim was first put forward

by nominalists, its validity must be admitted

on all hands, with one limitation; namely,

it may happen that there are two theoiies

which, so far as can be seen, without further

investigation, seem to account for a certain

order of facts. One of these tlieories has the

merit of superior simplicity. The other,

though less simple, is on the whole more
likely. But this second one cannot- be

thoroughly tested by a deeper penetration

into the facts without doing almost all the

work that would be required to test the

former. In that case, although it is good

scientific method to adopt the simpler hypo-

thesis to guide systematic observations, yet

it may be better judgment, in advance of

more thorough knowledge, to suppose the

more complex h\pothesis to be true. For
example, I know that men’s motives are

generally mixed. If, then, I see a man pur-

suing a line of conduct which apparently

might be explained as thoroughly selfish,

and yet might be explained as partly selfish

and partly benevolent, then, since absolutely

selfish characters are somewhat rai’e, it will

be safer for me in my dealings with the man
to assume the moie complex hypothesis to

be tine; although were I to undertake an

elaboi-ate examination of the question, 1

ought to begin by ascertaining whethtr the

hypothesis of pure selfishne.^s would quite

account for all he does. (c.s.P.)

Part: see Whole and Part.

Parthenogenesis [Gr. TnipdAo?, a vii-gin,

+ yevecTis, produccion] ; (aer. Parthenogene.se
)

Fi'. parthenugenhse', lioX. partenoyenesi. De-
velopment of a new individual from an ovum
which has not been impregnated. It is a special

form ol asexual reproduction, and has been

observed chiefly among arthropods (insects and

ci-ustacea). (c.s.m.)

The facts of parthenogenesis have long been

known, and wtre discussed by It,chard Owen,
to whom we owe the term. They are illus-

trated by the male (drone) of the hive bee,

which develops from an egg which is not

fertilized, but otherwise resembles the eggs

fromwhichqueens(fertile females) and workers

(generally infertile females) are developed.

Its origin and its connect on with the pheno-

mena of the maturation of the ovum and of

the extension of the polar bodies have occupied

much attention of recent years. Cf. Alterna-
tion OE Generations, Polar Body, and
Agamogenesis. (e.s.g.)

The term ‘ artificial parthenogenesis ’ has

been applied to recent results of artificial

fertilization. E. B. Wilson [Tut. Monthly,

July, 1900) describes these results as follows :

‘ Foremost in interest stands the recent dis-

covery of Loeb that the egg may be fertilized

by chemical stimulus, without participation

of the male element. The first definite experi-

ments on the effect of chemical solutions on

the egg were made by the Hertwig brothers

thirteen years ago, and have been continued

especially by Herbst, Richard Hertwig, Mor-
gan, and Loeb. The experiments of Herbst,

in })aiticulnr, gave an almost startling revela-

tion of the profound effect upon the egg

produced by apparently insignificant altera-

tions in the chemical environment. If, for

example, the eggs of sea-urchins be allowed

to develop in sea-water containing a very

slight excess ofpotassium chloride, the develop-

ment of the embryo is greatly altered, no

skeleton is formed, and a larva results which,

though living and vigorous, is of widely dif-

ferent form from the normal ones. If, in

place of potassium chloride, lithium chloride

be added to the water, the changes are still

more remarliable, the embryo never infolding

the cells which normally give rise to the

alimentary canal, but developing, as it were,

inside out. These monstrous forms are of

course incapable of nourishing themselves,

and ultimately peiish; but the result is of

high interest as opening the possibility of

creating wholly new organic forms by varying

sliglitly the conditions of development. The

way for Loeb’s discovery was paved by the

experiments of Eichard Hertwig and Morgan,

who showed that if unfertilized eggs be

treated by weak solutions of various sub-

stances, such as sodium chloride, magnesium

chloride, or strychnine, they undergo some of

the preparatory changes of division, and Mor-

gan showed that they might actually divide,

though without producing an embryo.
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‘ In experiments carried on at tlie Woods
Holl Biological Laboratory, Lceb finally suc-

ceeded in rearing large numl)ers of perfect

larvae from eggs which, without fertilization,

are first treated with a weak solution of

magnesium chloride and then transferred to

normal sea-water. Carried out under rigidly

controlled conditions, these decisive experi-

ments show that the egg is capable of complete

development, without union with a sperma-

tozoon, as a result of chemical stimulus
;
and

they indicate that even in normal fer tilization

we must regard the stimulus to development

as being given by a specific substance or

substances carried by thespermatozoon. Loeb’s

highly interesting further experiments, to-

gether with the slightly earlier ones of Herbst,

indicate that the normal equilibrium of the

egg depends upon an equilibrium of chemical

conditions in the protoplasm which is main-
tained by the conditions of the environment.

The experiments give ground for the remark-

able conclusion that the substarrces dissolved

in the sea-water are individually poisonous to

the egg, but are normally so balanced as to

neutralize one another’s injurious effects and
maintain the equilibrium of the egg. If this

armed neutrality he disturbedthe egg responds,

undergoing degenerative changes, and dying

if the change be too violent, passing through

an abnormal development and giving rise to

monstrous embryos if the new conditions be
less unfavourable, but under appropriate

stimulus being, as it were, released from bond-

age, and rendered free to run its normal
course of development.

‘ It is certain that new I’esults of the highest

interest, relating to the chemical conditions

in living matter, may be looked for along the

lines of research thus opened. One of the

most interesting specific problems in this

direction is the long-standing one of sex-

determination. Experiments on insects, frogs,

and rotifers have already given good ground
for the conclusion that sex is in these cases

determined by conditions of nutrition, which
again in the long run are reducible to chemical

conditions. The possibility is thus opened
that we may yet succeed not only in fertilizing

the egg by chemical means, but also in render-

ing the organism male or female by analogous
methods. A highly interesting question, still

undetermined, is whether organisms produced
by artificial parthenogenesis, as above, are

capable of reaching the adult condition and
of further reproduction. Individuals thus

produced lack the paternal nuclear material,

2

and must possess but half the normal number
of chromosomes. What the ultimate result

of this deficiency may be is still a matter of

conjecture.’

The statement ventured just above that

‘individuals thus produced must possess but
half the normal number of chromosomes,’ has

since been experimentally demonstrated by
Wilson [Proc. N. Y. Acad. Sci., 1901). (j.m.b.)

Literature: R. Owen, Parthenogenesis

(1849); A Brauer, Zur Kenntniss der Reif-

ung des parthenogenetisch sich entwickelnden

Eies von Aitemia Salina, Arch. f. mikr. Anat.,

xiii (1893) ;
vox Siebold, Wahre Partheno-

genesis (1856); T.H. Huxley, On the Agamic
Reproduction of Aphis, Trans. Linn. Soc.,

xxii (1858); Y. Dklage. Structure du Pixto-

plasma, Biol. Gen. (1895). (c.li.m.)

Partial [OF. parcial, borrowed from the

L. Lat. partialis] : Ger. partieXl
;
F r. pnrtiel ;

ItsA.parziale. Incomplete, or affecting a part.

Partial abstraction : the ahstractiou of one
integi’ant part from others.

Partial cause : a cause which is joined with
others of its own species in causing that

which is caused.

Partial conversion: Aristotle’s dvria-rpicpeiv

ev fiepu is the conversion of a proposition,

whether universal or particular, into a par-

ticular proposition.

Partial method: a method applying to a
part of a science.

Partial term : a term of a proposition, such

that not every object it denotes need be

examined to verify the proposition (De
Morgan, Syllabus, § 17). The Century Dic-

tionary defines it as an undistributed term,

which seems to come to the same thing, (c.s.p.)

Partial Tones: Ger. Partialtone-, Fr.

tons partiels
; Ital. suoni parziali. The simj^le

constituents of a Compound Tone (q.v.), in-

clusive of the fundamental. Cf. Overtone,
and Timbre. (e.b.t.)

Particular [Lat. particularis, singular],

lu untechnical language, applied to single

cases coming under general heads and occur-

ring, or supposed to occur, in experience
;
in

this sense it is also a substantive. The par-

ticulars are the experientially known cir-

cumstances of general nature, but as they

appear in the individual case.

A particular Proposition (q.v.) is one

which gives a general description of an
object and asserts that an object to which
that description applies occurs in the universe

of discourse, without asserting that it applies

to the whole universe or to everything in
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the universe of a specified general desci iption

;

as ‘ Some dragons breathe fire.’ If vve hold

that the particular proposition asserts the

existence of something, then the piecise

denial of it does not assert the existence

of anything
;

as ‘ No dragon breathing fire

exists.’ It is, therefore, not true that from

such precise denial any particular proposition

follows, such as ‘ Some dragon does not

breathe fire.’ For if thei’e is no dragon that

does not breathe fire, this is false, although

it may be true that there is no dragon that

breathes fire. (c.s.p., c.l.f.)

This rule is not, of course, intended to

apply to relative logic, in which there is

frequently occasion to make a change from

one copula to another—a change which is not

contemplated in the ordinary logic. For

instance, of the two propositions, ‘ Some
w'oman is adored by every Catholic,’ ‘Every
Catholic adores some woman,’ the second

follows from the first
;

to decide whether
the first follow’S from the second or not, some
further explicit convention as to the existence

of terms which enter the proposition not as

simjde subject or predicate is necessary, (c.l.f.)

For instance, from the particular proposi-

tion, ‘ Some woman is adored by all Catholics,’

it follows that ‘ Any Catholic that may exist

adores a woman,’ i. e. ‘ There is no Catholic

that does not adore a woman,’ which is the

precise denial of ‘ Some Catholic non-adores

all women,’ which is a particular proposi-

tion. From this, in turn, it follows that a
woman adored by all Catholics does not

exist, which is the precise denial of the first

proposition, ‘ Some woman is adored by all

Catholics.’ Of every particular proposition

the same thing is true. Thus, if ‘ Some crow
is white,’ it follows that ‘No inevitable con-

sequence of whiteness is wanting to all crows,’

which is the precise denial of the particular

proposition, ‘ Some inevitable consequence of

whiteness is wanting to all crows.’ Thus,
from every particular proposition folhjws the

precise denial of a particular pi’oposition, but
Irom no precise denial of a particular proposi-

tion can any particular proposition follow. But
this dees not extend to a simiile particular

proposition, such as ‘ Something is white,’

since to say ‘Something is non-existent’

(which the analogous treatment would yield)

is an absurdity, and ought not to be considered
as a proposition at all. (C.S.P., C.L.F.)

Particulate [Eat. particulatim, bit by
bit. Particvlaris appears in Apuleius.
ticidatio is used by Martianus Capella

mean breaking up into bits. Parliculare and
particulate are met with, not very often, in

Albertus Magnus and others, to mean to

particularize, particularized, w'hether in

words or metaphysically of an essence]: (not

in use in other languages). Particulate is

used by recent writers chiefly in the sense of

consisting of, or concerned with, particles.

They appear to know' nothing of the traditions

of the word, but to have formed this adjective

from particle, since ^;ar/zcM(ar bears a different

meaning. (c.s.p.)

Party (in law) [Lat. pars, a part] : Ger.

Partei
;
Fr. pavtie’, Ital. partite, (i) A person

directly concerned in a lawsuit, either as a
plaintiff or a defendant.

(2) A per.'on concerned in any legal trans-

action, e. g. a party to a contract, a party to

a question in dispute. Act of party, a volun-

tary act, as distinguished from ‘act of law.’

Land is conveyed by act of party, inherited

by act of law. Party to the record, a party

to a lawsuit named as such in the written

process or pleadings
;
party in interest, one

not so named, but W'ho has a beneficial interest

in the subject-matter of the litigation, (s.e.b.)

Parva Logicalia [Lat.]. In scholastic

logic the departments of that science go by
the names of books. Thus, the logica vetus

embraces wdiat is treated in the ‘ pi ed i cables,’

or introduction, of Poi phyry, in Aristotle’s Cate-

gories, and in the Peri hermeneias
;
the logica

nova treats of the remaining subjects of the

Organon] and finally the parva logicalia is

the name at once of certain tractates and of the

subjects treated in them—to wit, suppositio,

lelaliva, anqdiatio, rcstrictio, appellatio, dis-

tributio, exceptivae, reduplicativae, incipit et

desinit, alienatio, exponibilia, consequent iae,

syi.categorcmata, insolubilia, copulata, positio

propositionum in esse, status, decensus et

ascensus, obligationes, &c. (C.S.P.)

Pascal, Blaise. (1623-62.) BornatCler-
mont in Auvergne, and carefully educated in

Palis, he very early developed remarkable

abilities as a mathematician. About 1644, he

came under the influence of the Jansenists of

Port Royal. His attention was fixed chiefly

on religion, morals, and philosophy for the

remainder of his life.

Passion and Passive [Lat. passio, the

trans. of Gr. nddos, from nnaxeiv, to suffer]

:

Ger. Passivitat [leidevd, passiv)
;
Fr. passion

{passif)] lta.\. passiritci (passive). Generally

passion is the condition of being acted upon,

' affected, receptive; opposed to

Passive is the corresponding adjec-

Par- of bein:

to I
ac tion.
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tive. Teclmically, it has its philosophical

meaning as one of the ten categories of Ari-

stotle (Topics and Categories). See Catkgoey.
According to the theory of Trendelenburg

that the categories correspond to distinctions

of language, this category is derived from the

passive voice of the verb. In the Metaphysics

(xiv. 2) Aristotle generalizes the categories

under three heads—essences, attributes (nddr]),

and relations. As attribute, the ‘ passion
’

describes what flows not from the essence or

substance of the thing itself, but ftom the

way it is acted upon by other things. Thus
it comes to mere attribute in general, apart

from its passive connotation. Hence the chief

importance of the concept historically is in

connection with the discussion of the nature of

SuBSTAKCE (q.v.). Amoug the Scholastics,

the relation of the jMssiones entis to ens was
a matter of dispute; the Thomists holding

that they are real, not simply something

attributed to being by thought, and are one

in nature with Ens itself
;
while the Scotists

hold that they are leal, but yet, by the nature

of the thing, totally different from Ens or

being; while others asseited that they were
the results of thought. In modern thought

the term is practically given up. Cf.

Affection, Accident, Mode, Peopeett, and
Quality. (j.d.)

Passion (in psychology) : Ger. (i) Affekt,

(2) Leidenschaft (Kant); Fr. passion-, Ital.

passione. (1) Strong and uncontrolled emo-
tion.

(2) Strong and uncontrolled emotional dis-

position
;

so strong as to exclude or over-

power other mental tendencies, and to give rise

on occasion to uncontrolled emotions, i. e. to

passions in sense (i). Cf. Emotion, and Sen-
timent.

In sense (i) we speak of ‘flying into a

passion,’ or of a passion of grief. The passion

may he due either to general deficiency in the

power of self-control, as in the case of children

;

or to the exceptional violence of emotion which
sets self-control at deflance

;
or to violence

combined with a suddenness which does not

give time for self-control to be effectively

exercised. In sense (2) we speak of carnal

passion (though this represents a rather special

usage), a ‘ passion for music,’ of passionate

devotion to trutli, and so on.

Literature

:

Jessen, Vei such if. Psychol.,

296 (where the above distinetion is made).

See the textbooks of psychology generally,

and the citations under Emotion, and Senti-
ment. (G.F.S.-J.M.B.)

Past Time (apprehension of): Ger. (Be-

wU'Stsein der) vergangenen Zeit
;
Fr. (connais-

sance du) temps passe
;

Ital. (coscienza del)

tempo 2>assato. The time of an event appre-

h. uded as having come before the present

moment of consciousness.

The series of past events is marked by
determinateness and fixity

;
and especially by

the inability of the subject to exercise practical

control over it. See Time (cognition of), also

for literature; and cf. Peesent, and Fu-
TUEE.

Earlier writers in general regard the refer-

ence of an event to past time as an ultimate

and inexplicable fact of consciousness, and
connect it with the existence of an ultimate

faculty of memory. Herbart was the first to

explain it as the result of a complex ideal

construction. See Bradley, art. on Memory
and Inference, Mind, N.S., 30 (April, 1899).
Cf. Localization (in time^ (g.f.r.-j.m.b.)

Pastoral Stage : see Socialization.

Pathology (mental) [Gr. ndGos, disease, +
Xo'-yos, discourse] : Ger. Pathologie (des Geistes),

Psychopaihologie] Fr. yiathologie mentale', Ital.

patologia (mentale), 2>sicopatologia. The broad-

est and in many respects most scientiflc and
suggestive use of the term pathology regards

it as coextensive with normal in biology
;

the

latter applies to normal life in all its variety

and complexity, the former to that of the

morbid, the diseased, and the abnormal in

no less extensive and comprehensive a sense.

There would thus be a genetic pathology as

there is a genetic biology
;
anatomy, physio-

logy, psychology, sociology present patho-

logical as well as normal aspects. In medicine,

pathology is frequently used in a more specific

sense (such use, however, being regarded as

unwarranted by many medical writers) to

refer to the diseased forms of structure asso-

ciated with given diseases; this is more pre-

cisely termed pathological anatomy. There
is a further distinction in medicine between
general and special patliology, the disordei s of

general features of organic life, and of special

mechanisms.

The study of the psychological manifesta-

tionsof diseasemaybe termed mental pathology

or psychopathology; it is frequently used as

equivalent to the study of seriously abnormal
states, and of the conditions which give rise to

them. The synonyms Medical Psychology and
Psychological Medicine vary somewhat in

connotation, and are not free from unfortunate

usage. Psychiatry refers to that division of

mental pathology which is related to insanity
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Abnormal Psychology is a more general syno-

nym, for the exact scope of which see that

term. The science of nerve diseases is called

Neuropathology. Of. the terms referred to.

Literature : the textbooks of mental dis-

eases; special topics, sub verbis
;
also Bibliog.

G, i, g; for titles after 1893 consult the Psy-

chological Iiide.K, i. ff. (j.j.)

Pathos (i) and (2) Pathetic [Gr. rudoi,

nat'rjTiKos, passiou, feeling]: Ger. Pathos, jsa-

thetisch] Fr. pathos, pat/ietique

;

Ital. putos

(E.M.), patetico. (i) Litei ally, the more transi-

tory and passive experiences of life, as con-

tx’asted with ethos {nt^os), the more permanent

and active dispositions and character. More
definitelj^, the quality of certain human ex-

periences which present limitation or suffering

under such conditions as to evoke not only

pity and sympathy, but also aesthetic feeling.

The conditions which are the ground of the

aesthetic value seem to be (a) the, in some

sense, admirable or pleasing character of the

experiences, which sliow affections, passions of

the more contained sort, or hopes and aspira-

tions
; (6) the consequent sympathy (cf. Hu-

mour), and possibility of recognizing one-

self in the experience (Eiufuhlung)
;

(c) the

contrast, especially as in the favourite Greek
situation of the individual in ho^xeless limita-

tion under laws of destiny. It differs from

the tragic as presenting rather a negative or

passive than an active collision, and also

in that the tragic implies an element of

magnitude (according to some, of sublimity),

whereas pathos may be found in the small as

well as in the great. Hegel used the term

to signify the passions as the moving forces

of human life, though without the undesirable

aspects often implied in the word Leiden-

schaft.

(2) Having pathos
;
expressing or evoking

passion or tender feeling. A slighter word
than pathos, and often used in a depreciatory

sense as implying a rhetorical artifice to

secure an emotional effect, instead of meaning
an actual representation of genuine feeling.

This depreciatory sense attaches to the

German pathetisch (lienee riihrend, moving,

touching, is usually employed in its stead)

and to the French pathos, while the German
Pathos and the Fi ench pathetique are used in

a good sense. Cf. Tragic, and Humour.
Literature: Hegel, AVerke, x. 291 ff.;

ViscHER, Aesth., i. 265 ff.; KOstlin, Aesth.,

187 ;
Hartmann, Aesth., v. i (i)

;
Schiller,

Aesth. and Philos. Essays,'ThePathetic.’(J.H.T.)

Patriarchate [Gr. irar^p, father, + apx<>s,
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ruler] : Ger. Patriarchat, Vaterherrschaft

;

Fr.

putriarcat) liaA. jiatriarcato. A family, clan,

or village community ruled by its eldest male,

from whom, usually, most of the other males,

and half or more of the females, are descended.

This term (or its equivalent in older lan-

guages) has been in use from prehistoric

times. The Book of Genesis describes the

early Hebrew polity as patriarchal. Aristotle

[Politics) derives all human society from the

patriarchal family. The word obtained its

modern exact meaning in ethnology and
sociology through the controversy between
Henry Sumner Maine [Ancient Zamand Early
Law and Custom) and J. H. McLennan [Th,e

Patriarchal Theory). (f.h.G.)

Patristic Philosophy : Ger. patristische

Philosophic', l^v.jdiilosophie patristique', Ital.

jilosojia patristica. (i) The philosophy of the

Christian era falls readily into three periods,

commonly designated as patristic, scholastic,

and modern. The patristic philosophy, in its

l)roadest acceptation, is contemporaneous with

the rise of Christianity, and extends to the

death of Gregory the Great in the West (604)
and of John Damascene in the East (755).

(i) In reality the patristic movement spent

itself much earlier, with Augustine (d. 430)
and Cyril of Alexandria (d. 444) as its cul-

minating spokesmen. An epoch of encyclo-

pedism, in which a number of writers (Capella

to Alcuin, 430-804) stand out rather as de-

positaries of secular and Christian learning

than as originators of new lines of thought,

marks the decline of patristic philosophy and

the transition to the scholastic movement,

which starts with Erigena in the first half of

the 9th century.

Literature (to i) : besides the general works

on the history of jxhilosophy of Ubberweg,
Hafpner, Erdmann, and Windelband, which
treat this pei’iod incompletely and not always

with accuracy, the following bibliography

embodies a fuller presentation of the patristic

field. MoHLBR,Patrologie (Regensburg, 1840);

Ritter, Christl. Philos. (Hamburg, 1841;
Gottingen, 1858-9); Fessler, Instit. Patro-

logiae (2 vols., to Gregory the Great; Inns-

pruck, 1850-1, 1890-2): Neander, Christl.

Dogmengeschichte (Berlin, 1851); St5ckl,

Gesch. d. Philos, d. patristischen Zeit (Wiirz-

bui'g, 1859); Gesch. d. christl. Philos, z. Zeit

d. Kirchenvater (Mainz, 1891) ;
Huber,

Die Philos, d. Kirchenvater (Munich, 1859);
W. kl OLDER, Gesch. d. Kosmologie in d.

griechischen Kirche bis auf Origenes (Halle,

i860); Werner, Gesch. d. apologetischen
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u. polemischen Litteratur d. christl. Theol.

(Schaffhausen, 1861); Donaldson, A Critical

History of Christian Literature and Doc-

trine (3 vols., London, 1865-6); Alzog,

Grundriss d. Patrologie (Freiburg, 1866-

88) ;
Nieschl, Lehrb. d. Patrologie u.Pati istik

(3 vols., Mainz, 1881-3-5); Schwane, Dog-
meugeschichte der vornicaenischen Zeit ;

der

patrist. Zeit (Munster, 1862-9); Harnack,
Lehrb. d. Dogmengeschichte (Freiburg i. B.,

1890); Gesch. d. altchristl. Litteratur, bis

Eusebius, Pt. I (Leipzig, 18931!“.).

The intrusion of the personal equation and

of pre-accepted theories colours the inter-

pretations of most writers on this period.

The necessity, therefore, of criticizing one’s

categories and of avoiding too much simplifica-

tion and condensation in one’s reconstructive

analyses should be borne in mind during a

study of the above bibliography. To form an

objective estimate of the patristic writings,

disinterested textual study is indispensable.

See Bibliog. A, i, d, and A, 2, sub nomen.

(2) Christianity as a new and distinct re-

ligious principle struggled from the beginning

against both Jewish and Gentile efforts to

absorb its doctrinal and ethical content. Con-
fronted by the aristocratic separatism of the

paganizing Gnostics on the one hand, and by
the racial exclusiveness of the Jews on the

other, Christianity had soon perforce to deter-

mine its relations to the Judaic and pagan
past, and to assume a definite attitude towards

the complex pldlosophic problems to which,

indirectly at least, it had given rise. The
necessity of thus setting forth its position

against Jews and Greeks, Gnostics and Neo-
Platonists, Judaizers and heretics, quite natur-

ally at first with the Apostolic Fathers took

the form of letters in which the theoretical

and practical content of Christianity is ex-

posed and defended. Quite naturally at first

also we meet a period of Apology negative in

character as regards the reigning philosophies,

and intent only on showing forth the Christian

faith as the sole true philosophy, and for this

reason worthy of credence and undeserving

of persecution. The three great struggles of

early Christianity against the ethical, religious,

and sectarian bias of the pagan world, thus

gave a moral, apologetic, and polemic char-

acter to the Christian literature of the first

three centuries. To its contest with the

rejuvenated theories of the earlier Eastern

religions, patristic philosophy owes its spur to

systematic development. See Gnosis.

Literature (to 2) ; the following works

present a full view of the Gnostic and Neo-
Platonic tenets : Neandee, Genetische Ent-
wickelung d. vornehmsten gnostischen Syst.

(Berlin, 1818; Eng. trans. by Torrey, Boston,

1865); Mattee, Hist, critique du Gnosti-
cisme (Paris, 1828-43); MOhlee, Ursprung
d. Gnosticismus (Tubingen, 1831); Feanck,
Syst. de Kabbale (Paris, 1842); Kiechenbe,
Die Philos, d. Plotin (Halle, 1854); Richtee,
Neuplatonische Stud. (Halle, 1864-7); Holz-
MANN, Judeiithum u. Christenthum (Leipzig,

1867) ;
Mansel, The Gnostic Heresies (Lon-

don, 1875); OvEEBECK, Ueber die Anfange
d. patristischen Litteratur, Hist. Zeitsch.

(1882); Drummond, Philo-Judaeus, or the

Jewish Alexandrian Pliilos. in its Devel. and
Completion (2 vols., London, 1888); Zeller,
Die Philos, d. Griechen, 3. Theil, 2. Abth.,

419-865 (3rd ed., Leipzig, 1881). In
Schaee’s History of the Christian Church (i.

221-51), Gnosticism receives full treatment,

and in the Encyc. Brit., art. Neo-Platonism,

the exposition of this subject by Haenack may
be consulted.

(3) The apologetic of the Apostolic Fathers

soon lost its negative character as regards the

reigning philosophies. After the efforts of

the Gnostics to construct a philosophy of

Christianity and to square faith {nlaTts) with

knowledge (yKoariy) by means of fanciful world-

views had abutted on failure and resulted

only in divers systems of theosophy and mys-
ticism, a double reaction took place. Some
minds, looking upon the Gnostic failure as

a clear indication of the worthlessness of all

philosophy not Christian, and as a decisive

forecast of the final outcome of all attempts to

reconcile Christian with pagan thought, were

more or less hostile to the introduction of the

rational element into the Christian mental

life. Others favoured a renewed effort at

reconciliation, and set themselves to the task

accordingly. And thus the necessity of deter-

mining the points of contact between Christian

doctrine and Hellenic culture divides the

thought of the first four centuries into two
schools— the African and the Alexandrian

—

according to the respective attitudes of hos-

tility or friendliness assumed towards the in-

corporation of pagan philosophy.

The usual partition of patristic philosophy

into the Ante-Nicene and the Post-Nicene

periods—the former characterized as a period

of genesis, the latter as a period of elabora-

tion, of the dogmas defined by the Council

of Nice (325)—has the faulty feature of not

bringing out with distinctness the formative
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lines of thonglit. A more pliilosopl.ical division

is tlie Else (peiiod of Apostolic Fathers,

extending to 150 A. d.), Development (period

of Apologists, 150-325), Culmination (fiom

Council of Nice, 325, to St. Augustine’s death,

430), and Decline (period of Encyclopedists,

430-804). In this division the African and
Alexandrian schools, the latter especially, re-

ceive historical setting as factors of develop-

ment. A usual subdivision—that of the

Antiochian school, which adopted an attitude

midway between the Alexandrian and the

African—has significance rather for the his-

tory of theology than of philosophy.

(4) The African school, so designated be-

cause the spirit of hostility to pagan philo-

sophy manifest in the Apologetic writings

reached its fullest expression in Tertullian

and Arnobius, both Africans, may he said to

include all the earlier Apologists with the

noteworthy exceptions of Justin and Athena-
goras.

Tatian, in his Xdyoy npos "EXkrjvas (160—70
A. D.)

;
Theophilus of Antioch, in his work npos

AuToXi/fcoj; (cir. 182); Hermias, in his Siao-ap^ds

Totv e|o> (pi\o(r6<j)a)v (after 200); Irenaeus, in

his eXfy;(or Kal dvaTpoTrrj Ttjs ^fvdo}uv/xov yi/axrecos

(cir. 180), and Hippolytus, in his eXcy^of koto

TTncrwv mpea-eav (223—35), oppose all rapproche-

ment of Christian thought with pagan wisdom,

and hold the philosophy of the Greeks in high

disfavour, the attitude of Tatian and Hermias
amounting to supreme contempt. This anti-

synthetic tendency received its most classical

expression in the works of Tertullian, Minu-
cius Felix, Arnobius, and Lactantius. (a)

T itullian, presbyter of Carthage (160-220),
a lawyer previous to his conversion (197), and
afterwards a Montanist (202), is outsijoken in

his denunciation of all philosophers, whether
of the Academy or the Forch : the true Porch
is that of Solomon, and the Greek philosophers

are the patriarchs of the heretics. Christ and
the Gospel have made all further inquiry
futile. In his celebrated formula ‘ Credo quia
impossihile ’ (De Carne Christi, cap. v) he gives

trenchant expression to his views. Windel-
hand and many critics, on the strength of this

jiassage, classify him as anti-rational. Put a
moi e careful study of his works [De fuga in
perserut one, ca[). iv

;
De Baptismo, cap. ii

;

Apologet., cap. xvi
;

and the Testimonium
Annnae, in its entirety) furnishes a better

focus for determining his standpoint than the
above detached formula, which, in the light of

the several passages indicated, reduces itself

to an extravagant burst of oratoiy and an
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argumentum ad hominem. A more critical

estimate, while still leaving him violently

opposed to the encumbrances of pagan philo-

sophy, would not go the length of making him
out anti-rational. (For a good textual study

on this point, see La lievue CathoUque, i.

485 ft., 1869; ittude pliilos. sur Tertullien,

Laforet.) His chief works of philosophic

relevancy are : Adversus Marcionem emA Ad-
versus Praxeam, for theodicy

;
De Anima, De

Resurr. Carnis, De Carne Christi, for anthro-

pology and psychology
;
Adversus Marcionem,

Adversus ludaeos, De Monogainia, De Pudi-
citia, De leiunio, De Resurr. Carnis, for ethics.

The brief resume of his doctrine furnished by
Ueherweg (i. Pt. II. 303-6, Eng. trans., N. Y.,

1894) is inaccurate (304) in ascribing to him
a belief in the total depravity of the human
mind and will (see Laforet, loc. cit.). (6) Minu-
cius Felix, who lived towards the end of the

2nd century, expresses in his Octavius many
ideas suggestive of Tertullian. He opposes

the polytheism of the popular faith in a grace-

ful portrayal of the divine Omnipresence, and

ascribes rather to plagiarism from the Old

Testament than to native ability in reasoning

whatever speculative truth is to be found in

the systems of Plato and Pythagoras, (c)

Arnobius, in his work Adversus Gentes (after

300), develops more fully the thesis of Felix.

His low estimate of the powers of human
reason may be gathered from his statement,

made in refutation of Platonic pre-existence,

that a man isolated from birth would acquire

no knowledge transcending sense, and show

no signs of intellect, (d) Lactantius, the

Christian Cicero and contemporary of Arno-

bius, devotes the third book of his Instilu-

tiones Divinae to proving the nullity of all

philosophy. Hevelation alone leads to truth.

Less hostile than Tertullian, he admits that

the fragments of truth scattered through

the pagan schools would, if pieced together,

yield an organic body of doctrine in accord

with Christian faith, but proclaims the im-

possibility of such an eclectic piece of work

without divine aid and teaching. His

other extant works of import are : Liber de

opificio Dei, De ira Dei liber, De mortibus

persecutorum.

Justin and Athenagoras did not share these

extremist views as to the depravity of pagan

philosophy. Justin, who died about 166, is

the first Apologist whose works have come

down to us. In his first Apology {diroXnyta

wpaTJ) irrip rav "KpiaTtavav, 1 47 )
®^nd in his

second (npds rrjv 'Pa>paiu)v o-uy/cXiyroi/, about 150)
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he shows friendliness to Greek philosophic

endeavour. The divine Logos illumined tlie

Greeks, enabling them in a measure to see the

truth, which exists wholly and completely

in the incarnate wisdom, Christ. His SiaXoyos

jrpjs 'Tpv(f>Swa ’louSatov, besides a vindication of

the divinity of the Logos, contains his eschato-

logical views. The Exhortation to the Greeks

(Xoyos TTapaivtTiKos Tvpds "EXX(ji»as), of doubtful

authenticity, asserts Greek familiarity with

Old Testament writings, and repudiates

the Greek myths respecting the Deity.

Athenagoras, in his Apology {wpea^ua rrepl

T03V XpicTTiavav, 1^76-7) addressed to Marcus

Aurelius, defends the Christians against the

threefold charge of atheism, immorality, and

Thyestian feasts, exposes the Christian con-

ception of God, and quotes the Greek poets

and philosophers in favour of monotheism.

In his Resurrection of the Dead (Trepi draard-

crecos rar veKpav) there is a good portrayal of

patristic anthropology too often overlooked.

Athenagoras is a pleasing, cultured, and

methodical writer. His Apology (chaps. viii,ix)

contains an original a 'priori proof for the

existence of God.

Literature (to 3 and 4) : the reconstruction

of this period will be greatly facilitated by a

critical use of the following special works, in

addition to those already enumerated : Les

Apologistes chretiens au second sieclc (Paris,

3rd ed., 1888) ;
Daniel, Tatian d. Apologet

(Halle, 1837); BoHEiNGEE,Die KircheChristi,

&c., Irenaeus, 271 ff. (Zurich, 1861); Volk-
MAE, Hippolytus u. die rdmischen Zeit-

genossen (Zurich, 1855) ;
Aube, Saint Justin,

martyr et philosophe (Paris, 1881); Gildee-
sleeve. The Apologies of Justin Martyi’, &c.

(N. Y., 1877); ScHUBEUNG, Die Philos, d.

Athenagoras (Berlin, 1882); Lafoeet, Rev.

Catholique, Athenagpre, &c., ii. 198-215

(1871); DE Felice, Etude sur I’Octavius de

Mimicius Felix (Blois, 1880); cf. also Jahrb. f.

prot. Theol., 485-506 (1881), 168-78 (1882)

;

J. des Savants, 436-53 (Paris, 1883);
Gebhaedt,Haenack, Opera Patrum Apostoli-

corum (Leipzig. 1876-7); Funk, Doctrina

Patrum Apostolicorum (2 vols., Tiihingen,

1881-8); Eoheicht, Seelenlehre d. Arno-
bius (Hamburg, 1893); Steuee, Die Gottes-

uud Logoslehre des Tatian (Leipzig, 1893);
Weenee, Der Paulinismus des Irenaus

(Leipzig, 1889); Kunze, Gotteslehre des

Irenaus (Leipzig, 1891); Kuhn, Der Octav.

des Min. Felix (Leipzig, 1882); cf. Theol.

Litterar-Zeitung (No. 6, 1883).

(5) Thus the greater part of the Apologists

held aloof from any synthetic attitude towards
Greco-Roman philosophy, emphasizing spon-

taneous belief rather than rational investiga-

tion, and setting forth the Christian ethics

as well as the ideas of God, personality, and
immortality in sharp and distinctive contrast

with the corresponding pagan notions. The
underlying motif with all the Apologists was

a rational justification of divine Providence.

The African school sought its proofs in the

utter ineffectiveness of Greek philosophy
;
the

Alexandrian, influenced by the larger view
that God was the source of natural as well

as of revealed truth, regarded Greek philo-

sophy as a preparatory introduction to Chris-

tianity.

The Alexandrian school, which succeeded

to the conciliatory spirit of Justin and Atheua-
goras, deserves tlie credit of having imparted

a new and vigorous impulse to the entire

patristic movement, along the neglected lines

of incorporation and synthesis. Founded by
Pantaenus about 180 A. d., it was throughout

as friendly to the rationalizing spirit as lhe

African school was hostile, (a) Clement of

Alexandria (150-220) states in his Stromata
that philosophy is twofold— the Christian,

which proceeds directly fiom God, and the

Greek, which comes indirectly through human
reason from the same source. Philosophy

was a sort of Testament to the Greeks, as the

law to the Hebrews, both being prepai’ations

for Christianity. Sharing the views of Justin,

he limits the faultiness of Greek philosophy to

its partial, incomplete truths, and recommends
a criterion (agreement with Christian belief)

whereby the true may be sifted from the false

in Hellenic science
;
likening those who would

dispense with dialectic in theology to ‘ a man
who would fain gather grapes without culti-

vating the vine.’ The Christian should ad-

vance from faith to knowledge. Faith is not

blind, reason not all-sufficing. The true

Gnostic is the Christian Gnostic, such as

St. James, St. Paul, and St. John, illumined

by the Logos and ever acting from love. An
eclectic, adhering to no school in particular,

he developed two noteworthy ideas—the

Christian Gnosis and the Christian criterion.

The Stromata of Clement embodies the first

rough attempt at a systematic Christian philo-

sophy. His works of importance are : the

(Si?’omaia,fortheGnosis; PaedayogMS, forethics
;

and the Aoyos npoTpeTrriKos •irp6s''EXXrims, against

the absurdities of Paganism. (6) Origen (185—

254), a disciple of Clement, pieced together

into an orderly whole the fragmentary teaching
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of his master. While denying the identity

of pagau thought and Christian revelation, lie

endeavoured to effect their union by rejecting

‘ only the captious ignoi-ance of the philo-

sophers.’ In his method of presenting Christian

doctrine, he anticipates the Schoolmen. He
admitted an indefinite series of worlds, and

denied all fixity of reward or punishment.

He was the first to formulate the distinction

TTopa (pivtv and imp Ti)v (j)v(nv {Contra Celsum,

V. 23, 24). His deep reading in Philo gave

him an extravagant sense of the allegorical

which he applied to the interpretation of

Scripture. His chief works are the Stromata,

Contra Celsum, and De Prindpiis.

Literature (to 5) : the literature hearing

on the Alexandrian school is abundant. The
following tx'eat the subject-matter at length :

Vacheeot, Hist, critique de I’Ecole d’Alex-

andrie (3 vols.,Paris, 1846-51); Simon, Hist.de

I’Ecole d’Alexandrie (2 vols., Paris, 1844-5);
Matter, Sur I’Ecole d’Alexandrie (Paris,

1840-8) ;
DE Fate, Clement d’Alexandrie

(Paris, 1898); Feeppel, C14ment d’Alex-

andrie (Paris, 1866); Meek, Clemens Alex,

in seiner Abhangigkeit v. d. griechischen

Philos. (Leipzig, 1879); Redepenning, Ori-

genes, sein Leben u. seine Lehre (2 vols.,

Bonn, 1 841). A good study of Origeii’s philo-

sophy by Laeoeet may be found in the Revue
Catholique, i. 685-705; ii. 123-39, 255-73,

545-72 (1870). Reville, Le Logos d’apres

Philon d’Alex. (Geneva, 1877); Denis, De
la Philos. d’Orig4ne (Paris, 1884).

(6) The Alexandrian school fixed the syn-

thetic tendency in Christian thought. It

introduced the Platonic element, to which the

Aristotelic (by Philoponus, who wrote 500-

70) and the Neo-Platonic (by Augustine and
Dionysius the Areopagite) were also added in

the course of the struggle against heresy and
in the repeated endeavours to express the

Christian dogmas in terms of reason.

In the period of culmination we meet the

names of Eusebius (d. 340), Athanasius (d.

373), Basil (d. 379), Gregory of Nazianzen
(d. 390), Gregory of Nyssa (d. 395), Cyril of

Alexandria (d. 444), Augustine (354-430),
Neraesius (wrote 400-50), and Dionysius

the Areopagite. We treat only those who
have special significance for the development
of philosophy, (a) Gregory of Nyssa, in his

Dialogue with his sister Macrina concerning

the Resurrection, shows the first clear attempt
at a parting of the ways between philosophy

and theology—a problem which did not become
fully actual until the 13th century. In his

Adyor KarrjxrjTiKOi the presentation of Chiistian

doctrine is far more orderly and thorough than
that of Origen. His disquisitions on creation

show freshness and originality. In his dis-

cussion of the Trinity he anticipates the

mediaeval difficulties attending the application

of dialectic to theology. His introduction of

the philosophic and scientific elements into

the exposition of Christian doctrine marks an
advance over Clement and Origen. His
anthropology is contained in his work on
creation, and his eschatology in the above-

mentioned dialogue. (6) Saint Augustine,

the master mind of patristic philosophy, was
born at Tagaste, 354, and died bishop of

Hippo Regius, 430. The philosophic element,

prominent throughout all his writings, is to

be found more especially in the following

works, which serve as a basis for the recon-

struction of his views: Contra Academicos

(386)

,
De Beata Vita (386), De Ordine (386),

Soliloquia (387), De Immortah'tate Animae

(387)

,
all composed before his baptism; De

Quantitate Animae (388), De Utilitate cre-

dendi (391), De Duahus Animahus contra

Manichaeos (391), De Libero Arhitrio (388—

95), Confessiones (400), De Genesi ad Lit-

teram (401-15), De Trinitate (400-16), De
Anima et eius origins (419), De Civitate Dei

(413-26), and i\\e Relractationes (427). In the

Retractationes Augustine reviews his entire

writings, and withdraws many of his previous

opinions.

Philosophy, with St. Augustine, is a diligent

inquiry into things human and divine, in so

far as conducive to blessedness of life. Though
good in itself, philosophy cannot direct man
to salvation, and is therefore inferior to Chris-

tian truth. Whether moral, rational, or

natural, its object is the squl and God—no

more, no less. Its methods are authority

and reason. Authority and faith precede all

scientific investigation and reflex knowledge.

Faith is superior to letters and philosophy,

although nourished and strengthened by both.

The Neo-Platonists approached nearest to

speculative Christian truth, but were ashamed

to leave the school of Plato for that of the

fishermen. To combat scepticism, St. Augus-

tine proceeded along lines anticipatively Car-

tesian— the impossibility of doubting one’s

own existence, and the implication of the fact

of one’s existence in the very possibility of

one’s being deceived. Thought and the exis-

tence of the thinker are the most certain of all

things. Intellect is the true constituent of

science. Sense-perceptions are true in them-
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selves, but their content may be misinterpreted

by reason. The soul is a substantial, spiritual,

imm ortal principle of knowing, willing, and

remembering. Its immediate creation is a

matter not to be pronounced upon, because of

the existence and transmission of original sin.

God is One— the container of all intelligible

truth, and of Plato’s world of archetj’pal ideas.

He is known rather as surpassing all cate-

gories than as expressible in them. He is the

Creator, Upholder, Provider, and Predestiner.

He is not the author of evil, which is only

a privation of good brouuht about by free and

defectible creatures. Evil has only a deficient,

not an efficient cause; whence the absurdity

of Manichaeism. God is Triune
;

and his

trinal personality as well as substantial unity

may be feebly understood from the analogy of

memory, thought, and love in the human soul.

The first man fell from his high estate.

Original sin, which is a privation of original

justice, affected the entire race and weakened
man’s power of will. After establishing the

freedom of the will (‘ De libero Arbitrio,’

throughout), St. Augustine reduces it to the

vanishing point in his Pelagianic controversies

and in nearly all his later works (Nourrisson,

Philos, de Saint-Augustin, i. 413-83), because

of his attempt to reconcile its admission with

the doctrines of Grace and Predestination. In

the work De Civilate Dei the history of the

Israelites and of the divine Commonwealth is

set forth as a basis for the true philosophy of

history. In harmonizing the various thought-

tendencies of his day and of antecedent times
;

in imi)arting to patristic philosophy its first

relatively complete systematic development

;

in attempting a definite pai’ting of the ways

between philosophy and theology
;
in his fruit-

ful refutation of academic doubt
;
and in his

vigorous outline of a philosophy of history,

St. Augustine is the leading figure of patristic

thought and the teacher of the middle ages.

The sources upon which he drew for informa-

tion were naturally Greek and Latin. He
had considerable knowledge of Plato, notably

of the Timaeus, and adopted Plato’s theory

of ideas. But the Platonism upon which he

drew was the Alexandrian Neo-Platonism of

Plotinus, Porphyry, and lamblichus, gathered

from the translations of the rhetorician Vic-

torinus, and not from original documents.

His defective knowledge of Gieek, and his

exclusive study of Plato in the Neo-Platonic

writings above mentioned, led him to group

Plato and Aristotle, Academicians and Peri-

patetics, Platonists and Neo-Platonists con-

II. 2

fusedlytogether, without so much as a suspicion

of their divergent view-points. This lack of

acquaintance with original sources accounts

for the extravagant estimate which he enter-

tained of Neo-Platonism ;
it accounts also for

his inaccurate portrayal of Gnosticism and

Manichaeism in particular, and of the Eastern

religions in general. His knowledge of the

Greek Fathers was obtained through the

Antiochian school, whose methods, views, and
arguments lespecting the explanation of the

Trinity he repeats with a striking similarity

that is indicative of the fusion of Greek and
Latin thought-currents (Eegnon, Dtudes de

Theol. positive sur la Sainte Trinite, iii.

14 ff., 1898). Besides this indirect con-

versance with Hellenic science, St. Augustine

was greatly indebted to Latin thought for

much of his knowledge. Vergil, Lucretius,

Horace, Terence, Persius, and Juvenal among
the poets

;
Cicero, Seneca, Apuleius, Yarro,

and Aulus Gellius among the prose writers,

were drawn upon extensively. Of the Latin

Fathers, Tertullian, Lactantius, and Ambrose
were chiefly instrumental in his formation

;

not to mention the crowning influence of all,

which was that of the Scripture, and especially

of St. Paul’s writings.

Literature (to 6, St. Augustine) : a good
critical study of St, Augustine is Noueeis-
SON, Philos, de Saint-Augustin (2 vols., Paris,

1865). Consult also: Bindemann, Der heilige

Augustinus (3 vols., i. Berlin, 1844 ;
ii.

Leipzig, 1856; iii. Greifswald, 1869);
Dupont, La Philos, de Saint-Augustin (Lou-

vain, 1881) ;
Stoez, Die Philos, deshl. Augus-

tinus (Freiburg, 1882). For special studies

see Losche, De Augustino plotinizante in

doctrina de Deo disserenda (a dissertation of

68 pages; Jena, 1880) ;
Feeeaz, La Psychol,

de Saint-Augustin (Paris, 1863); Peantl,
Gesch. d. Logik, &c., i. 665—72 (Leipzig, 1855 ;

treats the logic of Augustine)
;
and Meeten,

Ueber die Bedeutung d. Erkenntnisslehre des

hi. Augustinus, &c. (Treves, 1865 ;
his theory

of cognition)
;

Siebeck, Gesch. d. Psychol.,

I, 2, 358-401 (Gotha, 1884) ;
Eeinkens,

Geschichtsphilos. d. hi. Augustinus (Schaff-

hausen, 1866).

(c) Nemesius (who wrote 400-50) devoted

himself chiefly to a work entitled De Natura
Hominis. It is a treatise on psychology,

asserting free will and immortality, and repre-

sents an attempt to combine Plato and Ari-

stotle. l^d') In the works attributed to Diony-

sius the Areopagite [De Divinis Nominibus, De
Hierarchia caelesti, De Hierarchia ecclesiastica,

in T
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not wiitteu earlier than 451), the introduction

of the Neo-Platouic element into Christian

thought was sealed. Distinguishing between

affirmative theology which descends from God
to the world, and abstractive theology which

ascends from the world to God, the author

develoi>s the idea of the utter transcendence

of the Deity. These writings show traces of

lamhlichus and Proclus, and exercised great

influence, especially with the mystics, in the

middle ages. They were commented by
Maximus Confessor in the 7th, and made
known to the West by Scotus Erigena in the

9th century.

Literature (to 6 c) : Hiplee, Dionysius

d. Areopagit (liegensburg, 1861); Lafoeet,
Denys rAreoj)agite, Rev. Cathol. (1871),

364-97 ;
COLET, Two Treatises on the Hier-

ai’chies of Dionysius, with trans., introd., and

notes by .1. H. Lupton (London, 1869).

(7) The endeavour to eflPect a conciliatory

synthesis of faith and reason, which char-

acterizes Christian thought in this earlier

patristic stage, takes on the successive forms

:

(a) of logical classiflcation of material (430-

1050) ; (6) of reflex criticism (1050-1200) ;

and (c) of organic completion (1200-1453),
the later stage of development brought about by

the Schoolmen. See Scholasticism, (e.t.s.)

Patristics [Lat. imter, father] : Ger.

Palristik', ¥v. jpatristique

;

Ital. doltrina pa-

tristica. The critical and systematic study

of the doctrines and writings of the fathers of

the Christian Church.

Patristics covers the early period of Chris-

tianity from the Apostolic Fathei's down to

the time of the schism between the eastern

and western branches of the Church when the

construction and movement in theology came
to a temporary close. The works of the

fathers have been collected and edited by

Migne, and more critically studied by Har-
nack and his associates. Cf, Pateistic

Philosophy.
Literatwre : Migne, Patrology

;
Harnack,

Lehrl). d. Dogmengeschichte (2nd ed., 1888—

90) ;
Smith and Wace, Diet, of Christ. Biog.

(1880-6); Donaldson, Crit. Hist, of Christ.

Lit. and Doctrine (1864-6). See full lists

under the var'ous sections of the topic

Pateistic Philosophy. (a.t.o.)

Patritius, Pranciscus (Patrizzi, Fran-
cesco). (1529-93.) Educated in Venice and
in Padua, where he attended lectures on Ari-

stotle (1546). d'ravelled in Spain. Professor

of Platonic philosophy in Ferrara, 1570-90.
Opposed to Aristotle as a result of his study
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at Padua, and of his intercourse with Selesius

and the Neo-Platoui.sts. He wrote on poetics

and theology as well as philosophy.

Patronymic [Gr. TrarpwtwiuKos^ ; Ger.

patronymisch
;
Fr. patronyrnique

;

Ital. ^airo-

nimico. A name derived from the name or

description of the father or other male an-

cestor.

The correlative of Metronymic (q. v.), and
having a parallel history. (e.h.g.)

Peace (in law) [Lat. pace, through Fr.]

:

Ger. Friede; Fr. paix; Ital. pace, (i) The
condition of a state which is not at war,

with respect to its foreign relations.

(2) '!he condition of a state relatively to

another state with which it is not at war.

(3) The internal tranquillity which is the

noimal condition of a state with respect to

its inhabitants.

Against the pence: that which violates this

tranquillity. In the peace: the condition of one

who is not violating it. Sureties of the peace :

sureties exacted from those threatening to

violate it, that they will keep the peace. The
King's peace

:

the ancient expression by
which English law denoted that immunity
from acts of violence which was due to the

sovereign, his household, court, and officers

of government, and which was gradually

extended to all within the realm, save out-

laws. (S.E.B.)

Peccability and Impeccability [Lat.

peccabilis, liable to sin] : Ger. Siindhaftigkeit ;

Fr. peccahilite
;

Ital. peccahilitd. Terms used

in theology to indicate not actual sinfulness

or the opposite, but a state of liability or non-

liability to sin. The commission of sin is not

one of the contingencies of an impeccable

nature.

The question has arisen (i) with reference

to the human nature of Christ. All Chris-

tians agree as to his actual sinlessness; but

some have held that while in his synthetic

natuie he is free from the liability to sin, yet

that in Ids human nature he was liable to sin,

although actually sinless. (2) With reference

to the Virgin Mary, the doctrine of the Im-
maculate Conception involving her subsequent

impeccability. This the majority of Protes-

tants do not admit. (3) With respect to the

saints. The majority of Christians deny the im-

peccability of any mortal this side of the grave.

But the advocates of perfectionism hold a

doctrine of relative impeccability.

Literature

:

see Sin, and Perfection-

ism. (a.t.o.)

Pedagogical Psychology : Ger. pMa-
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g igisdie Psychologic
;

Er. psychologic peda-

goyique; Hi\i. 2>siGologia pedagogica. Psj’cho-

io_;y applied to the science and practice of

education.

Literature : see under Pedagogics, (j.m.b.)

Pedagogics [Gr. Trat^ayayla, the training

or guiding of hoys]: Ger. Padagogik; Er.

jtMugogie
;
Itah pedagogia. The theory and

ait of teaching as a profession, involving the

scientific application of the sciences of mind,

body, and society, to the work of education.

Since pedagogics is an applied science, de-

pendingupon civilization for its ends, and upon
psychology for its methods, it is natui’al, first,

that different nations and different stages of

civilization should vaiy in their ideals of the

purposes of education
;

and second, that

psychologists should vary in their method of

approach to the study of educational prob-

lems according to their several ways of study-

ing the mind. The main problems in peda-

gogics pertain (a) to the construction of the

curriculum
; (6) to the methods of teaching

;

(c) to the development of character.

There are three chief standpoints from

which these problems are viewed : (i) The
a priori method, which, following the lead of

rational psychology, considers the necessary

constitutive elements of the mind, the char-

acter and the institutions of civilization

(see Eosenkranz, Philos, of Educ.)', (2)
the a posteriori method, which, ignoring

largely the a priori aspects of mind and
society, gives its main attention to the con-

tent of the studies and the processes of the

mind (see Herbart, Sci. of Educ^
; (3) the

method of child study, or actual observa-

tion of children. It is evident that a com-
plete pedagogics must take all these varying

methods of approach into consideration, since

each emphasizes important aspects of the ends

and methods of education.

Literatv/re: Rosbnkkanz, Philos. ofEduc.

;

Herbakt, Sci. of Educ. (Eng. trans.)

;

Parker, Talks on Pedagogics
;

Harris,
Psychol. Eouudations of Educ.; Eroebel,
Educ. of Man

;
Bain, Educ. as a Science

;

Eein, Outlines of Pedagogics
;
A. Angiulli,

La Pedagogia (1882); E. Ardigo, La Scienza

deir Edu( azione (1893). (c.ne G.)

Pedagogy ; see Pedagogics.
Peduncle gtcdunculus, a stalk] : Ger.

Schenkel
;
Er. pedoncule

;
Ital. peduncolo. In

brain anatomy: astalk-like fibrous bodyserving

to connect a massive organ, such as the ceie-

brum or cmLellum, with the rest of the

brain. Cf. Brain (Glossary). (h.h.)

Pelagianism : Ger. Pda lianismus •, Er.

pelagianismc
\

Ital. pelagianistno. The doc-

trine of Pelagius. A system of theological

anthropology which in the maintenance of its

central doctrine of man’s free and responsible

agency is led to deny the original sinfulness

of man’s nature and the transmission of the

effects of Adam’s transgression, and to assert

the opposite doctrines of man’s natural sin-

lessness and liis ability, witliout divine inter-

position, to take the initiative in his own
salvation, thus limiting the function of the

Holy Spirit to that of assistance to the human
will.

Pelagianism arose historically as a reaction

against Augustinianism (q.v.), which asserts

the inability of the human will and the

necessary initiative of the Holy Spirit in man’s
regeneration and salvation. As a religious

doctrine Pelagianism is less profound than the

doctrine it opposes, inasmuch as the divine

agency is necessarily the point of supreme
emphasis in religion. Augustinianism repre-

sents a deeper insight, and is more profoundly

religious than the opposing system. From the

ethical point of view, as distinguished from the

religious, Pelagianism seems to derive most
of its strength. It is a system of ethical indi-

vidualism, and its persistence in the form of

semi-Pelagianism seems to indicate that it

embodies an insight that needs to be conserved.

Perhaps the one-sided assertion of Augustin-
ianism would lead to a too extreme self-

abdication on the part of the human spirit.

On the other hand, the radical weakness of.

Pelagianism as a religious doctrine lies in its

virtual denial of the prime necessity of divine

grace and the limitation of the Spirit of God
to a subordinate function in the regeneration

of man. See Patristic Philosophy.
Literature: St. Augustine, Anti-Pelagian

Writings (Fng. trans., N. Y., 1847);
Wiggins, Versuch einer pragmatischen Dar-

sfellung des Augustinianismus u. Pelagian-

ismus (1831-3 ;
Eng. trans., 1840); Encyc.

Brit, and Johnson’s Encyc, art. Pelagianism;

Shedd, Hist, of Christ. Doctrine (1863); F.

WiiRTER, Der Pelagianismus (1866). (a.t.o.)

Pelagius. (cir. 370.) Not heard of after

418. Probably a Briton. He went to Rome
about 400, and sought to check the degenerate

tendencies of the city. He was simply a lay-

man. Moved to North Afiica about 409.

He was later known to be in Palestine. The
principal works of Pelagius were by mis-

take attributed to Jerome. See Pelagian-
ism.
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Penal : see Ckiminal (in law), Penology,
and PiEWAKD AND Punishment.
Penal Code : see Code.

Penance [Lat. paenitentia, repentance] :

Ger. Basse; Fr. p^mtence; Ital. penitenza.

In Poinan Catholic theology, the atonement

which one who has committed post-baptismal

sin makes for it by repentance, amendment,

and the performances of expiatory works; or

the Saci'ament in which pardon, on the fulfil-

ment of the requisite conditions, is formally

granted.

Penance is a central feature of the practice

of the Eomish Church. The theory on which

it rests is ordinarily rejected by Protestants

as savouring too much of Pelagianism. The
Sacrament of Penance is closely associated

with the practice of auricular confession which

arose in connection with it.

Literature : Bingham, Christ. Antiq. (Ox-

ford, 1855); Hagenbacii, Hist, of Doctrines
;

Ceamp, Textbook of Popery
;
Peobst, Sakra-

mente u. Sakramentalien (1872). (A.T.O.)

Pendulum; see Laboeatoey and Ap-
PAEATHS, HI, B, (6).

Penitence [Lat. paenitentia, repentance] :

Ger. Yv. penitence; penitenza. In

general usage employed as a synonym for

repentance, but more strictly, either as the

equivalent of penance or as a name for the

state of mind produced by the act of repen-

tance. (A.T.O.)

Penology [Lat. poena
;
Gr. ttoivt], penalty,

-f Xo'yos, discourse]: Ger. Strafenlehre

;

Fi‘.

theorie des peines
;

Ital. teoria della pena, peno-

loijia- ‘Tlie study of punishment for crime,

both in its deterrent and in its reformatory

aspect
;
(including) the study of the manage-

ment of prisons ’ {Cent. Did.).

The term and the study it describes are of

recent origin. The definition quoted is made
exact by inserting the word ‘ including.'

Penology has obtained vogue chiefly through

the Howard Association of England and the

National Prison Association of the United

States. The literature of Ckiminology (q.v.)

includes many works on penology, and courses

on the subject are given in many universities.

Cf. Hewaed and Punishment, and Sanc-
tion'. (f.h.g.)

Pentateuch. [Gr. 7r(vrnrtv)(os, from irevre,

five, -t- revxos, book] : Ger. Pentateuch
;

Fr.

Pentateuque ; Ital. Pentateuco. The first five

hooks of the Old Testament, containing the

^losaic account of the creation and fall of

man, the origin and captivity of the Hebrew
race, their flight out of Egypt, the giving of

the law, and the establishment of the Theo-
ciatic Commonwealth at Sinai.

The Pentateuch is accepted by Jews and
Christians as an inspired record, and theMosaic
law especially constitutes the authoritative

basis of Judaism (q.v.).

Literature : for modern critical discussions

of the Pentateuch and the questions involved

see AVellhausen, Hist, of Israel (Eng. trans.,

Edinb., 1885); Kuenen, The Ileligion of

Israel (Eng. trans.)
;
W. R. Smith, Old Testa-

ment in the Jewish Church
; W. H. Geeen,

Moses and the Prophets. (A.T.O.)

Per accideus [Lat., trar, slates Kara avix-

0€^i)k6s, meaning usually what is not necessary

or not per se, that is, belonging to some other

category than substance]. Boethius first

applied the term to a conversion, in opposition

to ad se ipsam, apparently by carelessness, as

if this were /ler se ipsam. He means that the

form of the proposition, namely, its quantity,

has to be changed in the conversion, whether
from universal to particular, or the reverse.

But logicians generally confine conversion

q)er accidens to the conversion of the universal

affirmative into the particular affirmative; as

‘Any cbimeia is a living thing’; hence,
‘ Some living thing is a chimera.’ Some
logicians follow an earlier phrase, and say

that the universal affirmative is converted ^lar-

ticulariter after Aristotle’s iv /xipu, (c.s.P.)

Per se : see Peeseity and Pee se.

Perception [Lat. perceptio, from percipere,

to perceive]: Ger. Wahrnehmung {Anschauung,
see Teeminology, German); Fr. perceqlion

;

Ital. 2>^'>'C6zione. (i) Cognition so far as it

involves the presence of actual sensation as

distinguished from mental imagery.

(2) Cognition of subjective process as such

;

the apprehension of the actual presence of this

jirocess in distinction from the ideal repre-

sentation of it.

The first case is that of ‘sense percep-

tion ’
;

the second that of ‘ inner perception
’

or introspection. The second usage is not

recommended.
The restricted application of the word as

defined in the first sense is comparatively

modern, and only gradually obtained recogni-

tion. The older writers use perception as

a synonym for cognition in general. Wolff

defines ‘ Mens percipere dicitur, quando sibi

obiectum aliquod repraesentat’ {Psychologia,

§ 24). Even now the wider usage occurs

occasionally in writers on psychology. Per-

ception, according to Locke, is ‘ by some called

tliinking in general’ {Essay, II. chap. ix.
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§ i),and he himselfregards thinking as a special

case of it—the case in which perception

involves voluntary attention. Hume’s usage

is similar. The first English writer who
made a serious attempt to give a precise and
circumscribed meaning to the word perception

is Reid. His views, so far as they are psycho-

logical and not epistemological, agree in

substance with those of modern psychologists.

On the one hand he distinguishes perce]rtion

from sensation, and on the other trom ideal

revival. The word sensation connotes only

subjective state produced by an external

stimulus without implying any awareness of

an object. To have a sensatinn is merely to

have a certain kind of feeling due to an im-

pression on the organs of sense. Pure sensation

would he purely affective consciousness (see

Affection). To have a ^lerception is to he

aware of an object by means of a present

sensation. Perception is sensation only in so far

as sensation conveys a meaning. ‘ I perceive

a tree that grows before my window
;

there

is here an object which is perceived, and an

act of the mind by which it is perceived. . . .

The object is made up of a trunk, bl anches,

and leaves ; hut the act of the mind by which

it is perceived hath neither trunk, branches,

nor leaves. I find nothing that resembles it

so much as the remembrance of the tree, or

the imagination of it’ (Reid, Works, Hamil-
ton’s ed., i. 183). Modern psychologists in

general follow Reid in distinguishing between

perception and sensation on the one hand,

and perception and ideal revival on the other

;

hut many of them refuse to make these dis-

tinctions so sharp and clear-cut as Reid
makes them. There is a tendency to regard

the distinction between sensation and per-

ception as one of degree, and to treat ideal

revival as merely a perception reinstated in

a fainter form. A tendency to regard the

distinction between sensation and perception

as one of degree may take two forms
;
on the

one hand, it may be denied that pure sensa-

tion as mere subjective state without cognitive

function ever actually exists : this position

may be held while the distinction between
sensation and perception is in principle

sharply recognized. On the other hand, it

may be held that the difference between
sensation and perception is merely one of

complexity. On this view, what is called

perception is actual sensation modified and
supplemented by the revived residua of past

sensations. Thus tKe distinction between

sensation and perception has in principle dis-

appeared; it is regarded as merely a matter

of degree. The second position is well i-epre-

sented by James and Titchener; but there

is this important difference between them,

that whereas James reduces sensation to per-

ception, Titchener reduces perception to

sensation.

‘ It is imjiossible to draw any sharp line of

distinction between the barer and the richer

consciousness, because the moment we get

beyond the first crude sensation all our con-

sciousness is a matter of suggestion, and the

various suggestions shade gradually into each

other, being one and all products of the same
psychological machinery of association. In
the diiecter consciousness fewer, in the re-

moter more, associative processes are brought
into ]‘lay’ (James, Princ. of Psychol., ii.

76). In general, those who regard the dis-

tinction between sensation and perception

as one of degree of ccmplexit\-, also tend to

minimise the difference between perception and
ideal revival. At the present day this position

is best represented in the school of Wundt,
of which we may take Titchener as a typical

representative. ‘Perceptions and ideas aie,

both alike, groups of sensations
;
and, both

alike, groups of sensations which are held

together by the command of nature. They
differ solely in this respect: that, when we
perceive, the object which arouses the sensa-

tions is actually before us, appealing to

various sense-organs
;

whereas, when we
have an idea, the object is not before us, but
the sensations are set up inside the brain

without any disturbance of the organs on the

surface of the body ’ {Primer of Psychol.,

95). In his Outlines of Psychology, Titchener

applies the word idea both to perception

itself and to the mental reproduction of it.

The whole theory is based on the assumption

that there are certain ultimate elements called

sensations, and that the whole fabric of cog-

nitive consciousness is built up by compound-
ing these in more or less complex forms. This

is a view which the writers are unable to

accept. Ideational consciousness does not

seem to he merely' a more faint and imperfect

reinstatement of perceptual consciousness. If,

on the one hand, it contains less than percep-

tual consciousness, on the other hand it con-

tains more. Cf. Stout, Analytic Psychol., ii.

31 ff. (G.F.S.-J.M.B.)

In German the word Perception is not

clearly distinguished from Wahrnehmung (cf.

Teeminology, German, sub verbis). Wundt
defines Perception as ‘ Wahruehmung which
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is not accompaiiictl by a state of attention’

{Outlines of Psychol., 209, Eng. trans. by
Judi.1

,
who renders the Geiinau Peieeptioii

by apprehension). Cf. Eisler, Wijrterb. d.

philos. Begrijfe, ‘ Perception.’

For pliilosoplueul theories of perception

see Episte-mology.

According to the early Gi'eelc tbinhers

j)erception was made possible by ‘ effluvia
’

{diToppoal, Empedocles; cf. Aristotle, Pe Gen.

et Corr., i. 8, 324 b 26) or ‘ eidola ’ (fl'ScoXa,

Democritus, Epicurus), which acted in each

case as medium or tertium quid between

the object and the perceiver. Such media
were small particles given off from the sur-

face or pores of a body and conveyed through

the air to the senses. The theory of percep-

tion was based upon the principle ‘ like only

perceives like ’—
‘ similia similibus per cipi-

untur ’—and hence the necessity of a tertium

quid to mediate between the soul and its

unlike object. Cf. Eisler, Worterb. d. ^dittos.

Begriffe, ‘ Wahrnehmung,’ ‘Ausfliisse,’ and
‘ Eidola.’ (J.M.B.)

Literature : Eeid, Works (Hamilton’s ed.),

i. 182-8; Hamilton, Lects. on Metaphysics,

21-5; VoLKMANN, Lehrb. d. Psychol., ii.

1 36 ff. ;
Bain, Senses and Intellect (4th ed.),

384 ff.
;
Spencer, Princ. of Psychol., ii. chap.

X
;
Wundt, Grundziige d. physiol. Psychol.,

4th ed., i. 289, ii. I ff. (Wundt applies

VorsteUung both to peiception and ideal

revival, meaning by it complex grouping

of sensations)
;
Ward, Encyc. Brit., art. Psy-

chology, 51 ff.; arts, on ‘Assimilation and
Association,’ in Mind, N.S., July, 1893, and

Oct., 1894 ;
Uphues, Ueber die Wahrneb-

mungsvorstellung
;
James, Princ. of Psychol.,

chap, xix
;
Stout, Manual of Psychol., Bk. III.

chap, i; Titchenee, Outlines of Psychol., Pt. II.

chap, vii
;

Piimer of Psychol., chap, vi

;

Ladd, Psychol., Descrip, and Explan., chap.

XV ;
Schneider, Der thierische Wille, 97 ;

Groom Eobertson, Elements of Psychol.,

9 1 ff., 1 3 2 ff., 1 7 1 ;
Hopler, Psychologic, 2 1 2-4 ;

Baldwin, Senses and Intellect. See also Epi-

stemology, and Bibi.iog. B, i, d. (g.p.s.-j.m.b.)

Perception Time : see Reaction Time.

Percipient : see Telepathy, passim.

Perdition [Lat. perditio, from 2)erdere, to

lose]: Ger. Verdammniss
]
Pv. perdition-, Ital.

perdizione. In the Jewish and Christian

schemes of religious belief, the future state of

the wicked and finally impenitent; involving

not only the total loss of blessedness, but also

a permanent state of reti ibutive suffering. See
EsCHATOLOGi (also for literature). (a.t.O.)

Perfectibility [Lat. perfectibilitas'\ : Ger.
Perfektibilitdt

;
Fi'. perfectibilitc

;
Ital. perfetti-

hilitci. The theory that human nature is

capable of attaining perfection in its individual

and social capacity', and that a process of

evolution towards that goal is actually going
on. More specifically, the doctrine that

Christian perfection may be attained in this

life.

Literature : see Perfectionism. (a.t.o.)

Perfection perfectus, complete] ; (for

foreign equivalents see the next topic but
one), (i) Complete realization of an ideal

after its kind.

(2)

Complete conformity to the demands of

law, purpose, or utility'.

These senses are often confused, as in the

discussion (e. g. Spencer’s) of the Good

(q. V.). (J.M.B.)

Perfection (in aesthetics), (i) Complete-

ness, absence of deficiency, as ‘A perfect tree

is one that has all its parts entire.’ The
‘ quantitative ’ perfection of Kant, Herbavt,

Zimmermann.

(2) Exact conformity to an objective stan-

dai d 01' end.

(3) Conformity to subjective demands, or

feeling
;

that which is exactly as desired, or

which pleases in the highest degree.

(4) Absolute embodiment of every desirable

quality; divineness.

(5) Any particular quality which adds to

the value of an object, as ‘ Harmony is a

perfection.’

Perfection as aesthetic principle was made
central by Baumgarten (1750) and his disciple

Meier in a sense approaching that of (3). See

Aesthetic. It was considered by Kant in

sense (2), and rejected as incompatible with

the freedom of beauty, ‘ since we do not know
what a flower, e.g., is intended to be, and hence

cannot call it perfect.’ Zeising employ'ed it

in sense (4), and recently Kdstlin has sought

to make it central by defining beauty

as perfection of form, in senses (i), (3),

and (5). Cf. also Ideal, Fitness, and Satis-

faction.

Literature : Baumgarten, Aesthetica, §§14
ff.; Kant, Grit, of Judgment, §§ 15-17 ;

Stein,

Entslehung d. n. Aesth.,350 ff.
;
Beaitmkiee,

Gesch. d. poet. Theorie u. Krit. (1888-9),

23 ff., 152 ff.
;

Kostlin, Proleg. z. Aesth.

(1889), 78-95. (J.H.T.)

Perfection (i) and (2) Perfectionism
(ethics). Ger. (i) Volllcommenheit, (2) Per-

fektiordsrnus, Perfcktibilitatslehre
;
Fr. {i) per-

fection, {2) perfeciionnisme-, lidi. {1) perfezionOf
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(2) ferfezionisino (suggested), (i) Complete

re.ilizaiiou of the moral ideal, together with

complete fulfilmeut of moral law.

(2) Belief or theory that this realization is

possible or actual. (j.s.—j.m.b.)

Perfection has been offered as the moral

standard by the intuitionists, in opposition to

the utilitarian or hedonistic interpi etation of

that standard. This theory of perfectionism

may be traced to Aristotle’s conception of per-

fect or unimpeded functioning as the true end

of every being, and of the perfect function-

ing of the distinctively human or rational

nature of man as man’s distinctive end. It

is also to be traced to the Cynic and Stoic

estimate of virtue or excellence of character

(fiperr;) as the supreme human good. In

modern ethics, Kant’s doctrine of the absolute

worth of man as a moral being, of his unique

position as an end-in-himself, is also a doctrine

of perfectionism. According to Kant, how-

ever, perfection is unattainable by man ; the

moral ideal is infinite, while man’s attainments

are always finite, and the surd of animal feel-

ing can never be eliminated from human life.

The idealistic ethics of self-realization, which

is a kind of Keo-Aristotelianism, also sets

before man the ideal of perfection, and, since

it does not condemn feeling as intrinsically

and permanently irrational, regards this ideal

as attainable. The Scholastic ethics regards

perfection as attainable by man only through

the influence of divine grace, enduing him
with the ‘ theologic ’ or Christian virtues of

faith, love, and hope
;

while the ‘ counsels of

perfection ' inculcate the monastic virtues of

poverty, celibacy, and obedience. (J.s.)

The requirement of objective right or fulfil-

ment of law is one with that of the attainment

of goodness, only in the ideal
; but the ideal,

i.e. the perfect, must realize both. The element

of right or law is especially emphasized by
religious philosophy, in which regeneration, or

imparting of supernatural grace, supplements

human nature, and so makes perfection pos-

sible. In religious philosophy, therefore, per-

fectionism is the doctrine of complete right

which is comidete goodness, rather than the

reverse. (j.m.b.)

Ferfectiouism (doctrine of, in theology).

The belief held by various bodies of Christians

that a state of sinless perfection is attainable

in this life; the term perfection being con-

strued, however, in a relative sense, hich ex-

cludes only mortal sins and failures, it being

possible for the state to coexist with venial

sins and faults of character.

The doctrine of peifectionism rests on a dis-

tinction between mortal and venial sins and
failings. This distinction is repudiated by the

Calvinistic and Lutheran communions, which
recognize the absolute divine standard as

the only measure of sin and holiness. The
believers in perfectionism proceed on the

assumption that there is a relative human
standard which, if attained to, constitutes the

measure of perfect human character. A be-

setting danger of such a view is the almost

irresistible tendency to self-deception which

arises from the application of finite standards

in the ethical and religious sphere. (a.t.o.)

Perimeter and Perimetry : see Laboea-
TOET AND Appaeatus, III, B, (ct), (i), and
Indieect Vision.

Periodicity [Gr.TTfpi, around, -t- 6Sos,away]

:

Ger. Periodicitdt, periodisches {Irresein)

;

Kr.

periodicite, {folie) periodique, (dUire) circu-

laire
;

Ital. periodicitdt,. Periodicity in biology

and in medicine indicates the recurrence of

special events at definite intervals.

The prototypes are the rhythm of the seasons,

of waking and sleeping, and the periodicity of

the menstrual function. In psychiatry, a

ceitain periodicity of depression and excite-

ment, and of times of normal conditions vary-

ing with abnormal ones, has long been

recognized, occasionally in connection with

menstruation, or in connection with the seasons

or on alternate clays, &c. Such periodicity

has been repeatedly brought into relation

with the moon (see the peculiarly suggestive

pamphlet of Koster, Ueber die Gesetze des

periodischen Irreseins, 1877); but neither the

menstrual periodicity nor the periodicity

observed in mental diseases has as yet been

satisfactorily accounted for.

Of late the term has been applied very

broadly to conditions varying without any
definite regularity, as the attacks of epilepsy

and the various attacks of insanity in one hfe-

time. It is certain that ‘ irregular perio-

dicity ’ is far more frequent than the regular

types. It is equally certain that this lax

usage may lead to a confusion of recurrence,

paroxysmal course, and periodicity. Recur-
rence is the broad term, including periodicity

;

but a recurrence of typhoid fever is evidently

an altogether different thing from a recurrence

of paroxysms of epilepsy, or of periodic de-

pression, or periodic mania, or manic-depressive

insanity. The tendency is to speak of perio-

dicity where practically no external cause

accounts for the recurrence, and of recur-

rence where the organism itselfwould not have
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undergone repeated attacks witliout sufficiently

obvious external causes.

Ill the looser sense of the term periodic

psychoses, it is by no means necessary that all

the paroxysms should be of quite the same

dm at ion and type of symptom-complex. Many
cases of periodic depression have a constant

alternation between healthy and depressed

peiiods; in others an occasional attack of

manic excitement may enter into this cycle;

and in yet other ‘ periodic cases’ the manic

excitements may be the only form of paroxysm,

or one or all the attacks may be delirious,

paranoic, or stuporous. Since these forms of

periodic psychoses show certain common fun-

damental features, an individual attack is

spoken of as an ‘ equivalent,’ just as the various

types of attacks of epilejisy are called ‘ equi-

valents ’ of the epileptic attack. In cases

where various equivalents have occurred, there

is as a rule no possibility of foreseeing which

equivalent any exciting cause will call forth,

nor how long an attack or an interval will

last in any case. Even after a number of

regular cycles, irregularities are apt to occur.

The fact that theie are no sharp lines between
the uniform and truly periodic disorders and
those less regular seems to fully justify Krae-

peliu’s free use of the term periodicity for

irregular recurrence. (A'.m.)

Literature : a general discussion of perio-

dicity is RADCLiFrE, Periodicity in Disease,

in Quain’s Diet, of Med.
;

a very complete

description is in Schulb, Klinische Psy-

chiatric, 3rd ed. (1886), 287-324. See also

the pathological treatises of Arndt and A.
PiLCZ. (A.M.-E.M.)

Peripatetics [Gr. nepi, about, -f Trureiy, to

walk]: Ger. Leripatetiker
;
Fy

.
^hijpatHiciens

]

Ital. peripatetici. A name given to the

school of Aristotle, traditionally because his

discussions were carried on while walking

about in the Lyceum (^Diog. Laert., Bk. V).

The modern exjdauation, however, is that its

name is deiived fiom a special path {irepi-

TTOT-os) in the Lyceum used for taking walks.

Theophrastus, Eudenius, Strato, Aristo,

Diodorus of Tyre, Andronicus oi Rhodes, are

among the chief successive heads of the school.

The term NewPeripatetics issometimes applied

to the writers of the Renaissance, who, in

opposition to the Arabian and Christian

Aristotelianism of the middle ages, attempted,

by returning to the original Greek text, to give

an objective setting forth of his doctrine.

Pompouatius (d. 1625; and Scaliger (1558)
are some of the greater names, most of which,

however, belong to the hittoiy of scholarship

rather than to that of philosophy. (J.D.)

Peripheral : see Central.
Peristaltic Contraction [Gr.7Tfpi',around,

-p crrdXo-ir, constriction] : Ger. Darmhewegung

,

vmrmformige Bewegung
;
Fr. mouvement peri-

slaltique; Ital. moti peristaltici. R.hythm;c

wave of constriction which passes normally

dowirward aloj ig the alimentary canal, beginning

with the act of swallowing in the pharynx and
passing successively over the oesophagus,

stomach, and intestine. (c.e.h.)

Permanence [Lat. per, through, -P manere,

to remain, persist] : Ger. Permanenz, Be-

standigkeit

)

Fr. piermartence] Ital. perma-
nenza. The condition of fixity, peisistence,

continuity, esjjecially in time
;

existing un-

changed through a given duration of time.

Beginning with Heraclitus and the Eleatic

school, Greek philosophy was much occupied

with the jmoblem of rest and Motion (q. v.),

or of self-identity and change, the former being

regarded as a sign of Being, and the latter of

NON-BEING (q. V.). See also Same and Other.
It was Kant who introduced the category of

permanence in the modern sense. It is the

critical and phenomenal counterpart of the

old dogmatic, ontological conception of sub-

stance, and indicates that quantity of matter

and energy remains unchanged, being neither

increased nor diminished, in all changes of

phenomena. It is thus the metaphysical

counterpart of the scientific doctrine of the

conservation of energy—metaphysical because

derived not from observation or expeiience,

but treated as a principle which is necessary

to the having of experience (Kant, Critique

of Pure Reason, 160-6, Muller’s trans., and
Preface to Metaphysical Foundations of Nat.

Sci.). Cf. Belief for the consideration of

pel manence in the external world. (J.D.)

Perpetual Motiou [Lat. perpetuum

rtiohile] : Ger. hestandige Bewegung

;

Fr.

mouvement perpetuel
;

Ital. moto perpeluo. A
contrivance, arrangement, or combination of

natural agencies which will result in the doing

of work without the expenditure of a corre-

sponding amount of energy. Long believed

impossible, and now known to be so, because

in conflict with the law of Conservation of
Energy (q. v.).

The term arises from the conception of

a machine which should go on for ever with-

out the application of any force from without.

Numerous contrivances for this object have

been proposed, but, of course, all were un-

successful in practice. (s.n.)
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Persecution (illusions of, mania of) [Lat.

2)ersecutio, a following after, pursuit] : Ger.

Verfolgungsvorstellungen, VerfoJgungswahn-

sinn; Fr. manie de la persecution, idees deli-

rantes de persecution] Ital. delirio (or idee

morhose) di persecuzione. In the realm of

morbid Delusions (q. v.) a most frequent

and persistent form is that which ascribes

the patient’s abnormal sensations, pains, dis-

tress, and mental troubles to the mischievous

plotting and persecutions of some one or more
persons or agencies.

This so often constitutes the salient mark
of the mental malady, that it has received

this special name, and in typical cases it is

characterized by definite symptoms and stages

of development. The condition often begins

with hallucinations of hearing, by which are

brought to the ]>atieut all manner of threats

and secret messages. At first these may be

resisted, hut later they come to dominate the

entire life and thoughts of the patient. He
is suspicious of every approach, discovers

hidden allusions in all that is said or done;

believes that a certain person or persons are

plotting his destruction, are tormenting him
with denunciations or maledictions, and so on.

His energies are devoted to devising ingenious

M'ays to avoid and thwart his persecutors.

Cf. Monomania. (j.j.)

Perseity (i) and (2) Per se \Lo.i. perseitas,

per se, through itself]; Ger. Perseitdt] Fr.

pei'seite] perseitd. (i) Literally, the con-

ception of self-included existence, but in its

technical use the term applied to the Thomistic

doctrine of the relation of good to the divine

will. Cf. St. Thomas (philosophy of).

The Scotists held that good was the arbi-

trary creation of the divine will, in itself

superior to it; the Thomists held that will in

its adequate expression is essentially moved
by the concept of the good as presented in

reason, and that this I’elationshiq) of reason

and will holds in the divine nature as well as

in the human. The perseitas boni is the

essential rationality of the good. See Windel-

band, Hist, of Mod. Pldlus., Eng. trans.,

332.
_

(J.D.)

Scotus says ther’e are two kinds of ‘ perseity,’

that of a demonstration aird that of a pi’edi-

cate which belongs immediately to its subject.

(2) Per se translates ku0’ ovto, koO' avrov,

&c. Similar phrases occur in ordinary

Greek. Plato, for example, in the Theaetetus,

speaks of iniaTrjfjLt] iv eKilvic ra ovofiari, o ti

noT eyei rj orav avTrj Kad aiirrjv npay-

it first becomes a term of art (see Bonitz
under iavrov). He enumerates four or five

different meanings of it, from which we are

led to infer that he did not himself invent

it. Two such passages are Met., A. xviii. 2,

and Anal. Post., iv. There are others, but
they are less clear. Per se cannot vei y well

be understood without some understanding of

the phrase secundum quid {kuBo). Aristotle

says :

—

‘ Secundum quid is said in several senses.

In one sense it is the species {ddus) and
esserrce of anything

;
thus, that secundum quid

a man is good is itself good. Another sense

is in what arrytliirrg first comes into existence,

as colour in a surface. In the first sense the

secundum quid is the form (efSot)
;

in the

second it is the matter and first subject of

anything. And, generally speaking, secundum
quid refers to a cause. "•Secundum quid
comes a man ”is “ on what account comes he?”;

and "secundum quid does he paralogize,” or

“does he syllogize,” is “ what is the cause of

the paralogism” or “the syllogism?” Further-

more, secundum quid is said in reference to

position in space
;

as “ secundum quid stands

he,” or “ secundum quid is he walking.” In
such phrases it denotes position and place.

‘ Consequently, per se is necessarily said in

different senses. In one sense, per se refers

to the essence (ro ti Ijv dvai) of anything
;

as,

“Callias is per se Callias,” that is, the very

essence of Callias. It also refers to whatever
is involved in the definition of anything (oaa

A Tw Tt iariv vTiupxfi), as “ Callias is per se an
animal”

;
that is, that he is an animal is im-

plied in the word, or animal is what Callias

is. The phrase is further applied in case any-

thing in its oiigin assumes any character in

itself or in what belongs to it (et iv nvTw letexTai

TTpcvToi q ro)v avTuv rivi)
]

thus white is per se

a surface, and man is per se alive, since the

soul, which is part of man, receives life in its

very oiigin. Further, that is per se which
has nothing else as its cause. Thus there are

many causes of man, such as being an animal,

being bijied, &c.
;
yet still man is se man.

Further, whatever belongs to one thing alone,

and in so far as it is alone, is per se
;

so that

what is abstract (Ke^cvpicrpivov) is per se.’

These five senses are, then, (i
/
that a sub-

stance exists per se and not per accidens; (2)

that an analytical proposition is true per se,

or formally, and not as matter of fact
; (3) that

anycharacler which a thing necessarilyassumes
by virtue of existing, belongs to it per se, and
not secundum quid] (4) thac wh.ch a thingfjLQTfvrjTai TTtp'i TO OVTO. But in AHstotle
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causes of itself it does per se, and not per aliud
;

and (5) that wliich any abstraction, qud that

which it is, is, does, or suffers, is per se and
not secundum quid.

The second of the above senses is called

p>er se prime mode; the third is called per se

secimdo mode; but a different explanation

from the above is often given. In reliance

particularly on a passage in Aristotle’s Met.,

Z. V, it is said that a predication is per sesecundo

mode where the definition of the predicate

contains the subject.

Another important expression is ‘known
2>er se.’ A proposition is known per se if, and
only if, it is cognoscible from its own terms

but not cognoscible in any other way. For

instance, that the letters on this page are

black is not known per se, because it may be

proved by testimony. Noi’, on the other

band, is the docirine of the Trinity per se,

though it cannot be proved
;

for it is not

self-evident. It has to be received on faith.

But there was a great controversy between

the Thomists on the one hand and the Scotists

with the Nominalists on the other, as to

whether, in the above definition, the word
‘ terms ’ was to be taken objective or forma-
liter. See the Conimbricenses in I. Anal.

Post., iii. (C.s.p.)

Perseverance (of the Saints) [Lat. per -h

severus, strict] : Ger. Beharrlichkeit
;
Fr. per-

severance
;

Ital. persexeranza. A doctrine

of the Calvinistic creeds, thus stated in the

Westminster Confession: ‘ They whom God
hath accepted in thebeloved, effectually called

and sanctified by his Spirit, can neither totally

nor finally fall away from the state of grace,

but shall certainly persevere therein to the

end and be eternally saved.’

The doctrine of perseverance is founded

partly on predestination and the decrees and
partly on the nature of regeneration as the

birth of a new spiritual nature. It is argued

that the decree cannot be thwarted and that

the work of legeneration is too radical to be
undone. The doctrine is rejected by Arminians,
who condition continuance in the new life on

the free choice of the will. Man may be truly

converted, they ai’gue, and then fall away and
become finally reprobate. Calvinists admit
the possibility of temporary lapses, but con-

tend that it is never final where conversion

has been real and genuine. See Calvinism.
Literature'. Hookee, The Certainty and

Perpetuity of Faith in the Elect
;

Calvin,
Institutes; works of John Wesley and
Chaeles Hodge. (a.t.o.)

Persia (religion in ancient) : see Oeiental
Philosophy (Persia).

Persistence (in physics) : see Conserva-
tion OE Energy.

Persistence (of the external world) : see

Belief, and cf. Peemanence, and Inertia.

Person and Pei’sonality [L&t. persona'] .

Ger. Person, Persunlichkeit, Personalitat
;
Fr.

personne,personnalite', ltA\.j)ersona,personalitd,.

An individual—and individuality—considered

as having the higher reflective, intellectual and
moral, attributes of man.

The idea of personality, in its ethical signi-

ficance, has been influential in modern ethics,

especially of the idealistic and intuitional

types. Its origin is partly Christian, partly

Roman. The latter conception of personality

was essentially legal
;
and it is in this sense

that Hegel uses the term to express the most
abstract and external view of morality, the

person being the subject of rights. The
Christian idea of the absolute moral worth of

personality is central in the ethics of Kant,

for whom man as a rational being is an end-

in-himself and a law unto himself. It is also

the standpoint of the Neo-Hegelian ethics of

self-realization. For the Scottish school the

moral life is essentially personal, (j.s.-j.m.b.)

The term is an objective one, correlative

with the psychological or subjective meanings

given to Pehsonal Identity and Reflection
(see those terms). That is, ‘ consciousness of

personal identity ’is a way of expressing, fjom

the subjective standpoint, the fact of objective

personality
;

though the best usage would
seem to restrict the subjective side of person-

ality to the higher stages of personal con-

sciousness which carry the social distinction

between the ‘self’ and the ‘not-self.’ The
term ‘ personal ’ is used both strictly as an

adjective of person in the above sense (it is

so recommended) and also to mean private

to oneself.

Literature : see under Self, Personal
Identity, and Individual. (j.m.b.-g.f.s.)

Person (in law). A being of any sort

having rights and duties under the law;

the legal subject, of which righis and duties

are attributes (Pollock, Jurisprudence, chap.

V. 108).

Such a human being is a natural person.

Artificial, conventional, moral,juristic, ovjuris-

tical persons ‘ are such groups ofhuman beings

or masses of propei ty as are in the eye of the

law capable of rights and liabilities ’ (Holland,

Jurisprudence, chap. viii. 84 ;
Markby, Ele-

ments of Law, § 138). The person entitled
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to a right is styled hj' Holland (chap. viii. 79)
the j/erson of inherence

;
and the person bound

to the corresponding duty, the Iverson of in-

cidence. A sovereign state is a person, and

it may create artificial persons at will. Its

treasury may be made one.

A slave, in ancient law, was not recognized

as a person. The Roman law recognized

artificial persons, created by authority of the

state {Diy., xlviii. 22, De Collegiis et Cor-

'porihus). It is a legal maxim that ‘ Quando
duo iura concuriunt in ima persona, aequum
est etsi essent in diversis ’ (Acton’s Case, 4
Coke’s Reports, 1 18). Another is that ‘ Unus
homo plures personas habere potest.’ (s.e.b.)

Person of Christ. The concrete individu-

ality of Jesus Christ embracing the human and
divine natures in one unitary cousciousness

and experience. See Jesus.

The great question with reference to the

Person of Christ has been that of the relation

of the human and divine in his nature. All

the possible alternatives have found advocates,

viz. that the human dominates; that the cou-

sciousness of Christ is dominantly divine

;

that there is a duality of coiisciousness
;
that

the two elements are maintained in one con-

sciousness.

Literature : see Synergism. (a.t.o.)

Personal : Ger. personlich
;
Fr. personnel

;

Ital. personale. Having the attributes of

a Person (q. v.).

Contrasted (i) with the impersonal, that

to which the concept personal does not

apply
;

also (2) with subpersonal, and (3) with

superpersonal— terms which set respec-

tively a lower and a higher limit to the

concept of personality.

All of the lower forms of organization which
are yet personal in type (e. g. animals, which

are said to have an undeveloped form of self-

consciousness) are called subpersonal; God or

the Absolute, with whose infinity the ascrip-

tion of the finite attributes of personality is

said to confiict, is called super- (or hyper-)

personal. Cf. Limiting Notion. The dupli-

cate or multiple quasi-personalities sometimes

developed in the same organism are described

as suhpersonalities : they ‘ tend to assume
personal form ’ (James). The conception of

the superpersonal finds recent statement in

Bradley’s Appearance and Reality. (j.m.b.)

Personal Equation : Ger. personliche

Gleichung
;

Fr. Equation personnelle
;

Ital.

equazione personale. An error made by a

person in a measurement or exact observation

of any kind, which is peculiar to himself.

and which must therefore be determined

and allowed foj- when the precise result of

the observation or measurement is to be

derived.

The most common example is in time

estimates or observations. It is found that

when different persons determine with the

utmost pi ecision the moment of an occuri’ence,

as of the transit of a star’s image across a

thread in a telesco|ie, or that of a nerve im-

pulse or perception, different persons will, in

the mean of a great many observations, differ

in their estimates.

This term was first used in astronomy, the

existence of an error in the observations of

transits being detected about the close of the

1 8th century (1795) in a Greenwich ob-

server named Kinnebrook, who was dismissed

in consequence by Maskelyne. Its existence as

a general feature of the work of all observers

was recognized by Bessel and others early

in the 19th century. (s.N.)

Bessel (1822) discussed the psychological

causes of the personal equation. Originally

the time of transit was recorded by watching
the star and listening to the ticking of a clock

(eye and ear method); about 1850 the

method of recording the transit chronographi-

cally was introduced. The former of these

methods may be regarded as the basis of

psychological experiments on the time-pheno-

mena of perception, while the latter led to

reaction-time experiments. The personal

equation should be carefully distinguished

from the Reaction Time (q. v.), which in-

cludes as well that portion of the Error of
Observation (q.v.) which different individuals

have in common.
Literature'. Bessel, Ahhandlungen, iii. 300;

Wundt, Physiol. Psychol. See the literature

of Reaction Time. (j.mck.c.-j.m.b.)

Personal Identity: Ger. personliche

Identitat', Fr. idenlite personnelle] Ital.

identith personale (or delV io). (i) Psycho-

logical : the consciousness of Identity (q. v.)

attaching to the self.

(2) Equivalent to Individuality (q.v.), i. e.

when used descriptively or objectively (which

is not recommended; see Personality).

The psychological sense of personal identity

has been much theorized about. It is often

made a final and irreducible phase of personal

consciousness
;

part of the definition of the

self as conscious. The attempt, however, to

analyse the content of self raises the ques-

tion of the pi’ocess whereby the apprehension

01 sameness comes to attach to this as to other
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contents, and then the broad question oi

recognition in general arises with the re<juire-

ment that the sense of personal sameness or

identity be consi<lered a case of this broader

phenomenon. A\diether this procedme shows

that personal identity is a derived or genetic

]>roduct, would seem to depend on the result

of the analysis of recognition : that is, on

whethei' recognition depends exclusively upon
objective factors, orwhet her there is asidjective

or ‘ self-recognition’ aspect in all recognition.

Even if the result be to show that there is an

irreducible element of self-value in all recog-

nition, the further question would still ari. e,

as to whether this element is not, after all,

a matter of the presentation of the object-self,

and thus a matter of presentative construction

—not, after all, an irreducible character of the

subject-self. This question arises in regard

to the continuous interest which, as is said

below, has a leading part in the constituting

of individual identity (cf. also what is said of

tJie ‘subjective or dispositional’ aspect under

Recognition). All such expressions, there-

fore, as ‘ direct knowledge ’
of the sameness of

self, immediate ‘ recognitive memory ’ of self,

‘ intuition ’ of self as being the same, &c., have

no value in lieu of thorough analysis of the

general fact and process of recognition.

(J.M.B.-G.F.S.)

Indicating a more positive view, we may
apply what is said of the cognition of indi

vidual Identity (q.v.), of which this is a special

case, I am aware of myself as one being, be-

cause my self has for me unity of interest and
exclusiveness of interest. But there exists a

complication in the case of personal identity

which does not exist in the case of other

individuals. I only come to be, in the fullest

sense, one person by being aware that I am
one person. The consciousness of unity is

itself an integral part of the unity of which

I am conscious. The unity of scdf-conscious-

ness is the crown and completion of the unity

of consciousness. But the unity of conscious-

ness as expressed in the word ‘ I ’ cannot

wholly consist in recognition of this unity.

Otherwise we should be involved in a circle.

The unity must already exist in some manner
and degree before it can be cognized. How
then is this primary unity constituted 1 Tlie

answer is only to be found if we consider the

essential correlation of knowing and willing

consciousness with objects known and willed.

Subjective process is identical with itself

throughout its changing phases if and so far

as it is throughout concerned with objects

I ecogn'zably the same. The seeking con-

sciousness is one with the finding consc'ous-

ness, because what is found is identified

with what was sought. My unity as one in-

dividual person is essentially correlated with

the unity of m3" world as known and willed.

And just as the world of knowledge and will

possesses different degrees of unity for different

individuals and different levels of mental
development, so personal ideiitit3" admits of

very varying grades of completemss. It can

scarcely be said to exist in lower animals : it

is more imperfect in the child than in the adult,

and in the savage than in the civilized mind.

The philosophical problem involved in

peisonal identity or individuality, on the other

hand, is that of the value and meaning of the

category. On the psychophysical side, the theory

is prevalent that personal identity represents in

some way the more permanent organization in

the brain which stands for conscious person-

alit}", together with the neurological process

underlying recognition. As to the latter, the

hypotheses which make it respectively a

sensory and a motor phenomenon are cited

under Recognition.
The requirement of analysis is enforced by

pathological alterations and less grave illusions.

Cf. Pbesonalitt (disorders of). The com-

plexity of the problem is further illustrated

from the opinion of some that in the early

and more unreflective stages of personal self-

sense the bodily person is included in the

content taken for self.

Literature : Locke, Essay on the Human
Understanding, Bk. II. chap, xxvii

;
Hume,

Treatise on Human Nature, Pt, IV. § 3 ;

references given under Self, notably to Hbr-
BART, Lotzb, Bradley, and under Recog-
nition. (G.E.S.-J.M.B.)

Personality : see Person.

Personality (disorders of): Ger. Person-

lichheitsstorung/’n
;

Fr. alth-ations (or troubles)

de la j^ersonnalite

;

Ital. {^malattie della) persona-

lity. Disorders of personality involve more

or less disorganization of the inemoiy con-

tinuum, and of the group of elements which

enter into the normal consciousness of personal

identity. (J.J.—j.m.b.)

The analysis of the physiological and ps}"-

chological basis of personality naturally con-

ditions the exposition of its disorders. A
survey of typical cases of altered personality

is in itself valuable, and contrilmtes to a clearer

understanding of its normal basis. Minor

alterations appear in connection with many
nervousaiid mental disorders involving changes
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in the general sensibility (conaesthesia) and

in the emotional disposition
;
the patient feels

himself changed and different; his sensations

seem unnatural or impersonal
;
he seems to

act automatically and without proper feeling

of motives. When hallucinations are com-

bined with this, he may be led to believe that
‘ some one “ makes ” his thouglits for him.

Another has two bodies lying in different

beds. Some patients feel as if they had lost

parts of their bodies—teeth, brain, stomach, &c.

In some, part is made of wood, glass, butter, &c.

In some, part does not exist any longer, or is

dead, or is a foreign object quite separate

from the speaker’s self’ (James). So also in

the excited conditions of general paralysis, the

Megalomania (q. v.) ex]>resses a modified

personality. The patient feels buoyant, pos-

sessed of endless strength, or knowledge, or

authority, or riches, and, with disordered

logical powers, poses this new personality as

Hercules, pope, emperor, or God. Alterations

of personality become most striking when
they alternate in the same individual. Such
cases are to be found in the records of hysteria,

epilepsy, and obscure functional nervous dis-

eases; and in other cases their relation to

the organic feelings and to the emotional

changes is marked. A young woman early

abandoned to a life of shame, and later placed

in a convent, would pass, as the result of

nervous disorders, tHrough two periods, be-

lieving herself to be alternately prostitute and
nun

;
and in each her tone, manner, dress,

and speech were radically different and ap-

pi’opriate. Another patient alternated between
lieutenant and monk, seemingly anticipating

the return of the other personality, and pre-

paring for it by shaving his beard, changing
his dress and his habits. An hystero-epileptic

boy, brought up in beggary and theft, was
later trained in useful occupations, and par-

ticularly tailoring; but in a return of his

earlier personality remembered nothing of his

later life, could not sew, and was again the

untaught vagabond. From orderly behaviour
and polite manners he returned to boorish-

ness with his early stealing propensities.

Still more remarkable are the cases cited

by Mac Nish (^Philosophy of Sleep, 1830);
the noted case of Felida, given by Azam,
1858; the case of F., published by Mesnet,

1874 ;
the cases of Lucie (Janet) and Louis V

(Bourru and Burot)
;
the case of B., published

by Guinon, 1891 (for this see Binet, as

cited below)
;
the case of Mary Reynolds and

Ansel Bourne (see James, as cited below).

These cases do not admit of synoptic state-

ment, but involve progressive and systematized

developments of personalities, irregularly alter-

nating with the normal personality. In one

case the abnormal personality gradually

usurps the place of the normal
;

in another

the two remain independent and distinct,

each series of memories being formed inde-

pendently of the other; in yet another the

memories of one state include the former ex-

periences of previous similar conditions as

well as of the normal state, but in the nor mal

state no recollection of the doings of the

abnormal state remains. In some cases three

or more states are developed. The transition

from one state to the other may involve a deep

sleep, or only a momentary unconsciousness

;

its coming may be foreshadowed, or it may
appear and disappear suddenly and unex-

pectedly; the second personality may inherit

the arrtomatism and education of the firsts

or may leave the individual like ‘an infant, just

born,’ yet born irr a state of maturity, and with
everything to learn anew, and so orr.

These more extreme and striking alternations

of personality, while constituting an inrpoi tant

group of such disorders, are not best suited

for an analysis of their origiir and nature.

This has been attempted by a study of arti-

ficially irrduced personalities in hypnotized

subjects; especially in cases of patients ex-

hibiting some foi'm of hysterical anaesthesia.

It has been shown that such anaesthesia is

not complete, but dissolves under appeal to

the subconscious or disaggregative personality

which controls it. The anaesthetic member
ordinarily feels nothing, but under the influ-

ence of suggestion or in a condition of dis-

traction gives unmistakable evidence of its

sensibility. The negative hallucinations or

systematized anaesthesias of hypnosis fall into

the same class, as do also the condition of

distraction favourable to Automatic Weiting

(q. V.) and certain forms of trance. Under
this view the disorders of personality first

described become cases of spontaneous som-
nambulism, in which a subconscious or dis-

organized personality comes to the surface,

just as it does by suggestion in cases of

hysterical anaesthesia. Automatism and sug-

gestibility are common features of both states.

Moreover, it has been demonstrated that the
forgotten states in spontaneous cases of alter-

nating personality can be recalled during the

hypnotic condition. The theories of person-
ality based upon conceptions of this type
cannot he regai’ded as comprehensively satis-
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factory
;
but they furnish a suggestive basis

of explanation, and one wbich embraces in an

orderly scheme various forms of alterations of

jiersonality.

Under all theories the connection of changes

of pcrsonalily with organic disturbances, par-

ticularly in the field of anaesthesias and par-

aesthesias, is of fundamental importance. In

some cases such connection is clear, an anaes-

thesia appearing in one state and disappearing

in another
;

in other cases it can only be

indefinitely inferred. Its influence in aliena-

tions of personality has already been noted.

But such paraesthesias frequently afi'ect the

dominant emotional tone or temperament, and
this, whether gay or sad, contemplative and
brooding or suspicious, or curious and viva-

cious and interested, influences the quality

and character of the personality. Finally, the

ii'fluence of distinct hallucinations and the

fluctuations and vagaries of a disordered

intelligence may develop changes or aliena-

tions which aie at the mercy of individual

fancy, and cannot be expected to conform to

the results of logical analysis. The changes

of personality incident to spontaneous trance

and to the induced trance-states of sjn ritualistic

and other mediums should be cited in this con-

nection, but cannot as yet be described under
the light of explanatory principles.

Literature : Eibot, Diseases of Personality

(1885 ;
Eng. trans., 1891) ;

Binet, Alterations

ofPersonality(i89i
;
Eng. trans., 1896); Azam,

Hypnot., double conscience et alterations de

la personnalite (1887); Boueeu and Bueot,
Variations de la personnalite (1888); P. Janet,

Automatisme psychol. (1889); James, Princ.

of Psychol., i. 383 ; Myees, Proc. Soc. Psych.

Kes. (1890), 233; Heeicouet, Activite in-

consciente de I’esprit, Rev. Scient., Aug. 31,

1889; Lapersonnaliteetrecriture,Eev. Philos.,

April, 1886; Moeselli, Semej. malat. ment.;

Dessoie, Das Doppel-Ich (1890), Psychol.

Eev., i; Foebes Winslow, Obscure Diseases

of Brain and Mind, chaps, xiii-xvii; Royce,
Anomalies of Self-consciousness, in Stud, in

Good and Evil; Dugas, Un cas de d4personna-
lisation, Eev. Philos., 45; Depersonnalisation

et fausse memoire, Eev. Philos., 46 ;
B. Leeoy,

Sur I’illusion dite depersonnalisation, Eev.

Philos., 46. See also references under Auto-
matic Weiting. (j.j.)

Personification : Ger. Personification ;

Fr. i)ersonnificati(m ;
Ital. personificazione. A

geneial term for the attribution to natural

objects of some or all of the characteristics of

personality.

2!

The notion of personification is mainly
current in mythology and comparative re-

ligion and philology. It is more exactly

rendered by the narrower conceptions of

Animism (q.v.) in its various forms in philo-

sophy, and Ejection (q.v.) in ps3'cholngy. It

is distinct from Antiieopomoephism (q.v.),

since it is a further step from personification

to identify the personified forces and objects

of nature with the anthropomorphized gods.

The questions formerly ‘ treated ’ under the

term personification may now be distinguished

somewhat as follows
:

(i) Does primitive

man first of all and naturally look upon
nature as in any sense personal, i. e. like

himself? (2) If so, in what sensei—physical,

forceful, social, mental 1—as merely moving, as

opposing, as arranging, as planning 1 These

two questions relate to an ultimate personify-

ing category. (3) How does he think of him-

self, and how does he come by this thought 1

—

is it a reflex of his experience of nature 1—the

(juestion of Inteojection (q.v.)—or does he

reach both self and the ‘ spirits ’ of nature

by special experiences, e.g. from dreams'? Of.

Deeam (anthropological). (4) Granted a start

in the personifying direction, either natural

or acquired, what is the process by which it

becomes fuller, takes on its various stages, and
finally disappears altogether ?

The exact answers to these inquiries will

be slow in coming
;
meanwhile the interpreta-

tion of Animism, Totemism, and Fetichism

(see these terms) awaits such answers. The
rise of grammatical gender is another cognate

and unconsidered question
;

for gender is in

some form a quasi-personal distinction.

The tendency is to accept some sort of a

psychological process by which thoughts of

self and nature arise in the human mind
together, and exist in close correlation. The
violent divorce between them is a matter of

Iiigh development, and the depersonification

of nature, in the categories of mechanical

science, becomes the real problem, rather than

the personification of nature.

Literature ; see the citations under the topics

refeired to, espec ally under Inteojection,

and Ejection. A brief psychological note

maybefound in HOFi DiNG.OutlinesofPsychol.,

2 ff.
;

consult also the literature of Eace
Psychology, and most of the general works

given under Antheopology. (j.m.b.)

Fersonificatiou (in aestln tics) ; see

Symbol.
Perspicuity [Lat. perspicmis, clear, from

per -p spicere, to look ] : Ger. Perspicuitdt,
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terms cited below; Fr. perspicuite •, Ital.

perspicuita. Perspicuity is said to be an

adjunct of truth variously defined. A
peispicuous concept is defined by Bur-

geisdicius as one which represents its

objects clearly, distinctly, and fully {Inst, of

Met., I. xix. 2). Kant, in the Logik by
Jasche (luti'od., viii), after remarking that

aesthetic distinctness (Deutlichkeit) often

causes objective, or logical, obscmuty. and

vice versa (as if he had been reading Will’s

Logic or Liberty !), defines perspicuity (Hel-

ligkeit) as the union of objective and subjec-

tive distinctness. Hamilton {Lects. on Logic,

xxiv) defines a perspicuous definition as one
‘ couched in terms intelligible, and not figura-

tive, but proper and compendious.’ (C.S.P.)

Pertinent [Lat. pertinere, to reach to,

pertain, be pertinent] : Ger. zur Sache gehorig

;

Fr. pertinent', Ital. convenevole. In the

doctrine of ohligationes, in logic, pertinent

is applied to a proposition whose truth or

falsity would necessarily foUow from the

truth of the proposition to which it was said

to be pertinent, and also of a term either

necessarily true or necessarily false of another

term to which it was said to he pertinent

(cf. the Cent. Diet.). (C.S.P.)

Perturbation [Lat. confusion]

:

Ger. Verwirrtheit
;
Fr. perturbation, trouble ;

Ital. perturbazione. Mental perturbation is a

ciuidition of disquiet or hesitancy
;
a restless-

ness or absence of mental tranquillity. As
such it is a normal mental experience, but
in extreme degrees, or when of protracted

duration, it is characteristic of abnormal
"conditions. (J.J.)

Perversion [Lat.^erwrsfo, a turningabout];

Giox. Perversion', Pv. perversion', Ital.

timento, perversione (ethical). A degeneration

or morbid alteration of the instincts, feelings,

habits, or modes of thought.

These occur in many forms of insanity and
in individuals of morbid, neurotic heredity.

Perversions of taste, perversions of the sense

of pain, a perverted moral sense have been

noted in hysteria, in mania, in idiocy, &c.

(Cf. these terms, and also especially Moeal
Insanity, and Degeneeation.) Sexual per-

versions have been extensively studied, and
are in most cases regarded as symptomatic
of nervous or mental disorder; a special

case is inversion or homosexuality—sexual

instinct directed towards persons of the same
sex.

Literature : Havelock Ellis, Studies in

the Psychol, of Sex, i; Sexual Inversion (189 7)

;

KEAFFT-EBiNG.Psychopathia Se.vualis; Moll,
Contrare Sexualempfiudung (1891). (J.J.)

Pessimism : see Optimism and Pes-
simism, and cf. Melioeism.

Pestalozzi, Johann Heinrich. (1746-

1827.) Educated in theology and law, his

health failed and he devoted himself for some
time to farming. Established a school for poor

peasant children (1775) ;
failed (1780). De-

voted himself to literature fur eighteen years.

Took charge of an orphan asylum in Stanz

(1798-99). Assisted in opening a school in

Burgdorf Castle (1799). Elected member of

deputation sent by the Swiss to Paris (1802).

In 1804 he removed his school to Munchen-
buchsee. He removed to the Yverdun Insti-

tute the same year. Retired to Neuhof,

liis earlier farm (1825). He is called the

founder of modern pedagogy.

Petitio Principii [Lat. This is a not

very good translation of Aristotle’s phrase

TO (or iv apxfi) alrelaBai, to beg what
was proposed in the beginning]. It is a Fal-
lacy (q.v.) of a relatively high order, inas-

much as it cannot exist unless the conclusion

truly follows from the premises. To accuse

a man of begging the question is in reality

a plea which virtually admits that his reasoning

is good. Its only fault is that it assumes as

a premise what no intelligent man who doubted
the conclusion could know to he true.

A very necessary, though not always suf-

ficient, precaution against this fallacy is to

ask oneself whether the reasoning rests upon
any observations, or inductions from observa-

tions, or even trustworthy hypothetic in-

ferences from observations, which really

involve the conclusion, relating to those

matters of experience in leference to which
the conclusion is important

;
and if I’elating

to those things, whether in such a way and so

closely that that conclusion leally can have

been implicitly asserted in those premises.

For example, to take an illustiation partly

fanciful, a man proposes to prove the reality

or possibility of clairvoyance to me by proving

to me that the sum of the ancles of a triangle

is two right angles. If, he says, you can sit

in your study and know that tids is true in

the most distant parts of the universe, why may
not an exceptionally gifted person know many
facts about what happens only a hundred miles

away? L^pon that, I ask myself whether
geometry rests upon any ohservations con-

cerning clairvoyance or anything like clair-

voyance. Nay, the consequence which my
arguer has pointed out seems so cogent, and
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yet the line of reasoning so inadmissible,

that I go up to the garret to exlunne my old

Euclid or Legendre, to see Iiom" it is proved

that sitting in my study I can know what
tlie angles of the triangle whose vertices are

at Sirius, Arcturus, and Eomalhaut, may sum
nji to. I find it is done by assuming that

cei'tain propositions about space are self-

evident. Now, this may be safe enough so

i'ar as that sort of reasoning has been millions

of times verified. But nothing of the sort

has beer>, or can be, verified exactly; and for

such mm.strous triangles a divergence from

exactitude in the formula may be large,

although for teri-estrial triangles it be too

minute for detection. In short, I am led to

see that there must be a ‘petilio principii in

any argument which, resting merely on com-

mon sense, concludes the exact truth of any
matter of fact. (C.S.P., c.l.f.)

Petrus Hispanus (Peter of Si)ain).

(1226-77.) scholastic logician who became
Pope John XXI.
Fhacoscope : see Laboeatoey and Ap-

PAEATUS, III, B, (l).

Phantasm [Gr. (pavraarfxa, an appearance] :

Ger. Phantasma; Fr. (2) fantOme-, Ital. (2)

fantasma. (i) Used formerly (as equivalent

to the Greek (pavraa-fia) to mean mental pictures

or revived images of all sorts. (j.m.b.)

(2) Applied to hallucinations of forms or

spectres, whether occurring under normal or

quasi-abnormal conditions; apparitions.

The appearances provoked by a dose of

opium or hashish, the phenomena of dream-

life, the forms conjured up by the excited

imagination of religious devotees, the spas-

modic or habitual exteimalizations of the

visualizing faculty, may all be spoken of as

phantasms. In the literature of the Society

for Psychical Reseaech (q. v.) the term has

received a more specialized meaning, and
‘phantasms of the living’ is applied to the

apparition to a friend or relative of persons

still living but approaching death, and as if

premonitory of such death. The term phan-

tasmagoria was applied to the raising or

recalling of the spirits of the dead, as formerly

practised, or as imitated by natural agencies; or

again to any seHes of illusory figures, as those

occurring in dreams or hallucinations. (J.J.)

Phariseeism [Gr. ^apiaaios, Pharisee; Heb.
parush, separated] : Ger. Pharisdertum

;
Fr.

pharisdi8m,e
; \i&\.fariseismo. Self-righteous-

ness in religious profession combined with

over-scrupulousness in the observance of forms

Historically, the principles of the Jewish sect

of Pharisees, who in religion united orthodoxy

with belief in tbe authoiity of oral traditions,

and in politics were opposed to foreign domi-
nance and ideas.

The Pharisees first appeared as a party of

that name in the reign of John Hy rcanus,

135-105 B. c. From the beginning they

represented national exclusiveness and opposi-

tion to foreign and especially Greek influences.

They were orthodox believers, in opposition to

the free-thinking Sadducees. They were the

educated class and the intellectual and moral
leaders of their time, and, in spite of their

shortcomings, stood distinctively' for the best

elements in Judaism.

Literature

:

Wellhausen, Die Pharisaei

und d. Sadusaei (1874); Encyc. Brit., arts.

Israel and Messiah. (A.T.o.)

Phase [Gr. (7)acrij, from (f>d€iv, to make to

appear, to make visible] : Ger. Phase
;

Fr.

inhase; Ital./ase. One of a series of definite

forms, or modes of appearance, or specific

characters which one and the same subject-

matter presents either successively, or from

different points of view.

It is often used as synonymous with aspect,

but strictly speaking is differentiated by re-

ferring to successive, instead of simultaneous,

modes of manifestation. It also involves

a shade less reference to the subject or per-

cipient, ‘ aspect ' indicating a certain dis-

tinction introduced by the way the subject

looks at the matter. (j.d.)

Phenomenalism [Gr. (jxdveaSai, to ap-

pear]: Ger. Phdnomenalismus; Fr. pheno-

menisme
;

Ital. fenomenismo. (i) Tlie theory

that all knowledge is limited to phenomena
(things and events in time and space), and

that we cannot penetrate to reality in itself.

Of. Phenomenon, Empieicism, Agnosticism,

and Positivism.

(2) The theory that all we know is a pheno-

menon, that is, reality present to conscious-

ness, either directly or reflectively; and that

phenomena are all that there are to know,

there being no thing-in-itself or object out of

relation to consciousness.

This latter is the philosophy held by Shad-

worth Hodgson. Cf. also Immanence Philo-

sophy (q.v.). It is obvious that the two

senses differ radically from each other, the

first having its point in the assertion of a real

but unknown thing-in-itself
;
the latter in its

denial. (J.D.)

Phenomenology [Gr. (paivdpfvnv, that

which appears, -1-Xo'yf'J, doctrine, theory] ; Ger.

Phdnomenologie

;

Fr. phenomenologie

;

Ital.
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fenomenologia. (i) Literally, the theory of

appearances or manifestations ;
in technical

use, that theory of the particular, especially

historical, facts of any subject-matter which

exhibits them as natural and necessary mani-

festations of their underlying principle. Cf.

Phenomenon.
Hegel thus used the term in his Phenomeno-

logy of Spirit, to express the progress of

mind, individual and racial, from the lowest

form of knowledge, through successive necessary

stages, to the highest— absolute thought.

On the obverse side, it is thus also an ex-

position of the extent of reason in its general-

ized or typical temporal stages of development.

Among recent writers v. Hartmann is given

to using the term to denote the exposition of a

general principle with reference to a philo-

sophic construction of liistoric data.

(2)

Kant used the term in a different

sense to denote one of the four branches of

his Metapihysic of Nature
;

viz. that con-

cerned with motion and rest as regards their

modality, that is, their use as predicates of

a judgment about things. • (J.D.)

Fhenomenon [Gr. to ({>aiv6fjievov, a thing

that is seen, that appears] : Ger. Phdnomen,
Erschemung

;
Yr. phenomme\ lta\. fenomeno.

(i) In Greek thought phenomena were always

opposed to essences (6Vra), and hence defined as

possessing a lesser and derived form of reality.

Noparticular gulf exists between the two; both

are objective, hut the phenomena are change-

able and manifold, and related to sense, while

essences are eternal and one, and related to

reason.

(2) But in modern times the phenomenon
is opposed to the Thing-in-Itsele (q. v.) or to

the NouMBNON(q.v.). They belong to radically

distinct orders; the phenomenon is always
relative to us, dependent upon the way the

thing-in-itself affects us in sensation, or the

way the mind looks at it. This is especially

true in Kantian thought. The word appear-
ance (Schein) is often used somewhat in this

sense—for that which has the Semblance
(q. V.) at least of reality.

(3) It is also used in what we may term a

naturalistic or positivistic sense : it is the
object or event in space or time, and as such

capable of accurate observation and description;

reflection based upon it is verifiable.

This third sense is also derived from Kant,
but is used without any reference to the

subjective factor—to the part played passively

by our sensibility and actively by our under-
standing in the constitution of the phenomenon.

II. 2:

The reconciliation of this third sense, which
makes phenomena the data of positive science

and thus objective, and the second, which
defines them through reference to impressions

made upon our senses (which of course would
be different if our senses were different),

constitutes the chief problem of the concept

of ‘ phenomena.’ To meet the difficulty, Kant
enqfloyed his distinction of matter and form

;

but since, according to modern science, ‘matter’

of objects throughout, down to its last sensuous

detail, is subject to quantitative laws—since,

indeed, it is just this ‘ matter ’ which is the real

object of science—the distinction ofphenomena
as related to us, in distinction from objects in

themselves, seems practically to fall through.

(4)

It is used in a colourless philosophic

sense, as equivalent to ‘ fact,’ or event—to any
particular which requires explanation. And
it may be questioned whether this practical,

apparently non-philosophic sense is not in

truth the most philosophic of all. (J.D.)

For quotations illustrating special usages

see Eisler, Worterb. d. philos. Begriffe,
‘ Er-

scheinung.’ (j.m.b.)

Philanthropy [Gr. cbtXos, lover, -f av6,iw7To<:,

man] : Ger. Philanthropie
;
Fr. philanthropie

;

Ital. filantropia. Disinterested love of our
fellow men and action prompted by it.

Such is the altruistic conduct prescribed

by Christianity. The Stoic cosmopolitanism,

especially in its later Homan form, incited to

a love of humanity in general, but fell short

of a positive and practical philanthropythrough
its contempt for the body and the things of

the world, as well as through its absolute

optimism. It was the genius of Cliristianity

to substitute the new motive of the ‘ enthu-
siasm of humanity ’ for the pagan motive of

citizenship. Yet the Greeks possessed the

idea and used the term.

Literature-. ScnmDT, Eth. d. alten Griechen,

i. 308, ii. 277; Leckt, Hist, of European
Morals, chap. iv. Cf. Benevolence. (j.s.)

Philo Judaeus, or Philo, (cir. 20 b.c.-

cir. 50 A.D.) Spent his entire life in Alexandria,
excepting a journey to Jerusalem and one to
Borne. Of a wealthy and prominent family,

he was sent on an embassy of the Jews to

Caius Caligula at Borne about 40 a.d. Philo’s

defence of the Jews was later read in the
Boman Senate. He interpreted the sacred
books of the Jews. See Alexandeian School.

Philolaus. Lived about the 4th century
B.c.

;
a Pythagorean philosopher.

Philology [Gr. <j)lXns, lover, -p Xdyoy, dis-

course] : Ger. Philologie-, Fr. philologie]
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lta\.Jilolo(jt(t. The science ‘ wliich deals witli

human speech, and witli all that speech

discloses as to the nature aud history of

man ’ (Whitney, Encyc. Brit., 9th ed., art.

‘ Phihdogy ’). Of. Language.
Philology is a department of study which

seeks to restore a vital sympathy with a past

form of civilized life, chiefly through the

medium of its language. The relics or

monuments of such a life surviving in the

form of language, whether as literature, in-

scriptions, glosses, or other record, constitute,

in connection with the language itself as an

embodiment of the folk-spirit and an index

of the national consciousness, the central

objects of attention and the chief materials

of the science
;
but other monuments, such as

the material remains dealt with primarily by
archaeology, and other data and other points

of view—the historical, the geographical, the

meteorological, the artistic, the philosophical

—

are utilized as secondary and interpretative

through the co-operation of other sciences or

disciplines.

The term philology has often been used,

and is still to some extent, particularly in

France, in the narrower sense of the scien-

tific study of language, but this use is both

historically and practically unjustifiable, ex-

cept perhaps on the score of brevity. The
science of language, whether viewed as a

department of philology or as an independent

though auxiliary discipline, pursues the

study of speech phenomena as a possible end
unto itself; philology regards the study as

a means to an end. To philology language

is the finest mould of a national life and the

plastic material of literature.

As scientific or historical grammar usually

employs to a greater or less extent the

comi^arative method, it is very commonly
called comparative philology, though the

term comparative science of language (ver-

gleicheude Sprachwissenschaft) is more exact.

Literature

:

see Language, and cf. Lan-
guage Function. (b.i.w.)

Philosopheme [Gr. (j)i'\nrT6^)riitaj : Ger.

Philosii2)hem
;

Fr. ‘philosopheme
;

Ital. Jiloso-

fema. A demonstrative reasoning supposed
to prove a truth from self-evident premises.

It is necessarily, at best, a Petitio Pkin-
CIPII (q. V.); but it is the Aristotelian ideal

of perfect reasoning (see Aristotle, Top. viii.

162 a 15, 279 a 30, 294 a 19). (c.s.p.)

Philosopher-king : Ger. Philoso2>h auf
dem 'Throne, Herrscher-Philosoph (Schwegler);

Fr. roi-philosophe) Ital. re-Jtlosofo. A supreme
|

nil IT who is a philosopher, or a philosopher

who is a supreme ruler.

Plato declares {Republic, v. 474) that until

philosophers are kings, or kings philosophers,

neither the human race nor the body politic

will ever be free from ills. The typical instance

in ancient times was Marcus Aurelius
;
in

modern times Joseph II of Austria. In our

own days philosophers have not been highly

prized as politicians; the separation between
men of theory and men of practice has be-

come sharp. This does not necessarily imply
an aversion on the part of the practical men
to take counsel of the philosophers. (j.b.)

Philosophical Encyclopedia: see Ency-
clopedia (philosophical), and Philosophy.
Philosophy [Gr. cpiXos, lover, -J- aocpla, wis-

dom] : Ger. Philosophie; Fr. philosopMe;

Itdl. Jilosqfla. Four general senses may easily

be distinguished: (i)/The widest sense, in y
which it means the explanation of any set of

phenomena by reference to its determining

principles, whether practical, causal, or logical;

theory, reasoned doctrine.

In this sense, it is in common use in English

speech. Natural philosophy is physics; and
we hear of the philosophy of invention, of

machines, of digestion, of hair-dressing, and
so on indefinitely. J

(2) Used in the same wide sense, hut with

a clear ethical implication: the power and
habit of referring all events and special

facts to some general principle, and of

behaving (of reacting to the events and facts)

in the light of this reference; the woi'king

theory of things as exhibited in conduct.

Thus we say: he took it philosophically; he

is a real philosopher
;

his philosophy deserted

him. In this second sense, there is often an

implication of Stoicism in its popular mean- ji

ing
;
that is, the reference to general prin-

ciples enables one to endure or suffer calmly

what would otherwise excite emotional dis-

turbance.

(3) The technical and most restricted

sense : an account of the fundamentally real, so

far as from its consideration laws and truths

may be derived, applying to all facts and

phenomena
:
practically equivalent to Meta- V

PHYSICS (q. V.).

(4) A theory of truth, reality, or experi- V
ence, taken as an organized whole, and so

giving rise to general principles which unite

the various branches or parts of experience

into a coherent unity. As such, it is not

so much any one discipline or science, as it

is the system and animating spirit of all.
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Thus Kant, with apparent tautology but real

discrimination, speaks of philosophy as the

sum of the philosophic disciplines.

In all these various senses, certain common
implications appear

:
(a) Totality

:
philo-

sophy is conceived as a comprehensive view,

as dealing (objectively) with the whole or

universe, and accordingly as (subjectively)

requiring to be pursued in a catholic, im-

partial spirit. It is thus marked off from

what we term the special sciences, which

limit their view to some one specific set of

facts. Even when, as in (i) above, it is used

in reference to a very limited sphere, it yet

implies a certain totality within that sphere.

(b) Generality: just because the view is of

a whole, it manifests itself in universals, in

principles; it deals with explanations, not

with a mere summary, inventory, description,

_or narration, (c) Application : the general

truths do not remain inert or sterile, but are

carried over to illuminate and make reasonable

the relevant details. While this application

may primarily be to fact simply as observed or

known, it yet extends, ultimately and deriva-

_ tively,.,-i;Q_--e&nduct. The term implies the

diS^nce between wisdom and information or

learning. The world, or particular subject,

getting a certain organization, the acts and
habits that have to do with it inevitably

assume a corresponding arrangement. While
some deprecate this ethical connotation as an

intrusion into what should be a purely ob-

jective attitude of science, it is too deeply

embedded to be exorcized. Hence the narrow
meaning (3) has never become fixed, nor made
its way into everyday usage. As A. Seth re-

marks (art. ‘ Philosophy,’ Encyc. Brit., xviii.

806) :
‘ It will not be easy to infuse into so

abstract and bloodless a term as “meta-
physics” the ftiller life (and especially the

inclusion of ethical considerations) suggested

by the more concrete term philosophy.’

Gathering these various elements together,

philosophy may be defined as the theory of

y
a subject-matter, taken as a whole or organ-

ized unity; containing principles which bind

together a variety of particular truths and
facts, and requiring a certain harmony of

theory and practice. Since all subordinate

and derived subjects are, by the nature of the

case, only wholes by courtesy or in a relative

sense, the conception forces us back to the

unity. Experience—to the universe or what-
ever is taken as a systematic whole.

If any one complain that we have not here,

after all, a clear-cut, well-limited definition

of philosophy, the reply is that a certain

vagueness, born of the very generality of the

idea, is embodied in the conception itself;

and that to eliminate this, by holding the

term down to just this or that meaning, is to

show oneself not so much a pbiLsopher as

an adherent of some philosophic sect. In

other words, philosophy e.xpresses a certain

attitude, purpose, and temper of conjoined in-

tellect and will rather than a discipline whose
exact boundaries and contents can be neatly

marked off.

The same iudefiniteness of outline shows
itself when we attempt to divide pliilo-

sophy into its component parts, or sub-

sciences. Various writers have regarded as

desirable a regularly recognized subdivision

which should be observed by various schools

;

but this wish, up to the present, is certainly

not realized. The need for organization is felt

in very different places at different times, and
thus very diverse distributions of emphasis

arise
; e. g. with the early Greeks it was the

world of nature which needed to be presented

as a totality, hence the tendency of cosmology

to be the supreme science
;

in mediaeval

times, it was upon religious experiences that

the stress of need fell, and so theology was
dominant

;
with the rise of modern science,

it is the methods of discovering truth that

need organization, hence the dominance of

epistemology, and so on. Now according

as one discipline or another is regarded as

central, various schemes of arranging the others

are set forth.

Moreover, instead of having a formal sub-

division, into which materials fall, as matter

of fact it is the interpretation of the material

which controls the forms. One example
will serve : What is the place of aesthetics as

a philosophic disciplined Cannot those who
differ in principles yet agree upon assigning

a certain uniform position to this discipline,

to which shall be referred all relevant ma-
terial 1 No. The history of thought reveals

that, at one period, sense, feeling, and imagina-
tion are all regarded as imperfect or confused

thought, and hence aesthetics appears as a

contributory, and probably minor, part of

a dominant intellectual science; at another
period the manifestation of truth in the realm
of sensuous feeling is one of the co-ordinate

spheres of the exhibition of the absolute, the
other spheres being its appearance in the realm
of intellect (logic), and in that of will (ethics).

Or again, a certain equilibrium of sense and
intellect is regarded as the highest ideal

;
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this balance is supposed to be found in

beauty, and aesthetics is virtually, at least

(as in some aspects of Schelling's thought),

the supreme and normative discipline; or

ethics is made subordinate to aesthetics, as

vvitli Herhart. The various placings of psy-

chology would indicate even more radical

divergencies.

It is because the classification and arrange-

ment of philosophic problems is really depen-

dent ujjon the value and meaning attached to

the material concepts of philosophy, that the

history of philosophy is now regarded as the

best introduction to philosophic study
;
and

the so-called introductions have mainly a

pedagogic value, as introducing students in

an orderly way to the problems which have

arisen historically. Accordingly, furthei’

account of these subdivisions is reserved for

the historical sketch below.

A schematic classification of problems in

philosophy may, however, be made by classi-

fying the various historic philosophies in

accordance with the questions that I'ave pre-

occupied them, and the points upon which they

have insisted in their solutions. Thus philo-

sophic schools are classified: (i) According to

the number of fundamental principles recog-

nized, as Monism, Dualism, Pluealism. (2)

According to the sort of value attached to the

fundamental principle chosen as bafis of or-

ganization, as Mateeialism, Spieitualism,

and Phenomenat.ism. (3) According to the

organ or instrument of knowledge most

emphasized, as Rationalism and Sensation-

alism; or as Intuitionalism, Intellectu-

alism, Empieicism, and Mysticism. (4)
According to the method pursued

:
(a) as

regards its examination of its own procedure,

philosophy is subdivided into Dogmatism,
Scepticism, and Ceiticism

; (6) as regards

the relation of method to results reached,

into Agnosticism and Gnosticism, or into

Teanscendentalism, Positivism, Solipsism,

ai.d Nihilism. (5) According to the relation-

ship assumed between subject and object in

knowing, as Realism (with its various sub-

divisions, naive, natural, transcendental, hy-

jiotlietic, reasoned, transfigured, &c.) and
Idealism (subjective, objective, or absolute).

Rut since, of course, all actual systems

are determined by complex cross-references,

any such scheme is extremely formal, save

as we keep in mind the influence which, say,

the theory of the organ of knowledge has

upon the theory of the relationship of subject

and object, and upon the conce2)tion of the

nature or quality of the object. Thus idealism

tends to become ident’fied with sjiiritualism,

and often with rationalism or intuitionalism.

Dogmatic materialism is replaced by a (rela-

tively) critical Mlchanism, which substitutes

the causally connected sy stem of facts and
events for the substance. Matter, and so tends

towai'ds Positivism or even Phenomenalism.
Spiritualism may be dualistic, or even plura-

listic as well as monistic; it may run into

Hylozoism, which is quasi-materialistic, or

into Panpsychism; or it may mean just

[mmateeialism, the denial of the substantial

reality of matter, which in turn is identical,

from certain points of view, with subjective

idealism. If in Monism the theological pro-

blem sets the dominant interest, we get

Pantheism (or even, under certain historic

conditions, as with Xenophanes, Monothe-
ism)

;
if the question of relation of mind and

body, Paeallblism
;

if the problem of recon-

ciling subject and object in such a way as to

account for the possibility of knowledge, ab-

solute Idealism. It is these interrelations

which one infoimed by the history of philo-

sophy keeps in mind, and thereby avoids a

rigid use of any of the terms
;

while the

immature mind ignores them and thus in-

dulges in wholesale proof or refutation of an

-ism, refuting, say. Monism as a pantheistic

or religious system, but ignoring its bearing

as a theory of relation of subject and object

in knowledge, and so on. See the topics cited

in small capitals.

The traditional ascrijjtion of the origin of

the term to Pythagoras (as l)y Cicero and the

ancients generally) is probably unfounded.

Plato clearly uses the term, first to discri-

minate the (Socratic) love of truth from the

(So^jhistic) assertion of it. Man is neither

wholly wise (yocjjos) nor wholly ignorant

(dju(idi)s), but stands between (Phaedrus, 278 ;

Symposium, 212; Lysis, 218). In this

general sense, science, or even any special

science, as geometry, is philosophy
;
morality

and art are also forms of it, since the love of

beauty and that of virtuous character are stages

in the ascent towards complete truth. But

it finds its most perfect expression in

the knoAving which is directed towards true

and essential being, as distinct from the

(probable) knowledge or opinion which ter-

minates with the sensible and the changing

[Eep., V. 477 and 480, vi. 484). Since this

knowledge of essential being is dependent

upon a particular method, philosophy in its

most special sense is dialectic. (For the early
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history of the use of the term, with biblio-

graphical leferences, see Ueberweg, Hist, of

Philos., i. § I. For Plato, see Erdmann, i.

102-4.) jiist because the supremely

real is the Good, and because true knowing is

true virtue, philosophy gets also with Plato

an intensely ethical senBe
;

it is the guide to

conduct. Thus, indeed, dialectic (the un-

divided source of logic and metapbysic), onto-

logy, and ethic are all one in the Platonic

system, while physics is immediately deriva-

tive, since the world of nature is determined

by ends, and finally by the Good.

If we do not find formal subdivisions, it is

precisely because the material context of the

Platonic thought demands a synthetic identifi-

cation, which to modern analytic tendencies

easily seems to be mere confusion. The
method of ascending from the world of ap-

pearance to the world of being, and the cor-

responding descent, is not a merely subjective

nor even merely logical process
;

it is paral-

leled by the relations of subordination and
participation which exist objectively in the

ideas, among themselves, and in relation to

the world of change. Hence there is a refusal

to separate logic and ontology; not merely

their confusion. If physics is more definitely

marked off, it is just because the world of

change with which the earlier physicists had

exclusively occupied themselves (see Nature)
is distinguished from the world of being

;
yet

since it depends upon it, and since again the

essential being is also the Good, the physics

of Plato must be, so to speak, just an apidied

ontology and ethics. Subsequent Greek
thought hardly did more than make explicit

the distinctions involved in Plato, but often

carrying the discriminations necessary fortius

explicit formulation into separations—the

exact character of which depended upon
the material context of their own view of the

world. Aristotle gives logic that ambiguous
position which it retained so long. On one

hand, it seems to be propaedeutic and in-

strumental only; a setting in order of the

means by which we most surely attain reality,

lather than, as with Plato, also an account of

the truth itself; truth is agreement with
being, rather than the being itself, and thus

Aristotle dismisses dialectic as equivalent to

empty and formal, almost verbal, thinking

apart from subject-matter
;
treating it as Plato

treated sophistic. But he cannot so far escape

the Greek realistic absorption of subject and
object into each other, as to regard thinking

as merely subjective, and so in his ontology

(called by him first philosophy, and by his

followers metaphysic), or account of reality

in its comprehensive and fundamental na-

ture, the chief distinctions of thought reap-

pear as distinctions of being: the difference

of subject and predicate in judgment as

distinction of substance, or essence, and quality

and accident in being—so that from one
point of view Aristotle’s logic is still

thoroughly objective (see Adamson, art.

'Logic’ in Encyc. Brit., xiv. 792-4). Leaving
the exact position of logic unsettled, the other
divisions are fairly clear, though not by any
means so fixed as they are frequently lepre-

sented. After his first philosophy or meta-
physic comes physics, which treats respectively

of the heavens; of meteorology, or the region
between earth and heavens; of the history

of animals; of biology (within which is in-

cluded psychology) : these (probably with
mathematics in his original conception) make
up theoretic philosophy. Practical philosophy

has two subdivisions, ethics and poetics, cor-

responding to the distinction of doing and
making, or of action and production (npaTrew

and TToielv, actio and factio), since in one
the motive, disposition, and mental habit is the

essential thing
;

in the other, the result, the
‘ work of art.’ Ethics, in turn, deals both
with the individual as such, although con-

ditioned by orgardzed social life—ethics in

the narrower sense
;
and with the conditioning

organization— politics. Here again an am-
biguity similar to that found in the relation

of logic to metaphysic affects subsequent

thought
;
on the one hand, the state seems to

he the presupposition and the completion of

the individual moral life, and thus politics is

the wider science; and again it appears as an

adjunct or instrument, sometimes a more or

less external one, of the individual life— the

theoretic virtues, which belong to the indi-

vidual, and transcend the state, being placed

higher than the practical ones.

The distinctions of ontology or metaphysic,

of theoretic and practical philosojdiy, and
the subdivisioir of the former into logic and
physics were easily drawn by the succes-

sors of Plato and Aristotle, and became its

formal or conventional divisions. But, none
the less, certain tei.dencies were at work
which, underneath this lormal arrangement,

prolbundly disturbed its equilibrium. Ari-

stotle had expressly identified the supreme
reality with God, and thus first philosophy is

also theology. With the Neo-Platonists the

implied religious factor comes to complete
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recognition, and since God as Pure Being is

above tbouglit and knowledge (see IS’eo-

Platomsm), a certain mystic condition of

ecstasy becomes the means and sign of unity

with him, and philosophy, as tbeory of tbe

means of attaining this mystic unity, tends

to become Theosoi'HY (q. v.). On the other

band, much of tbe definite content of previous

pbilosopby is formulated for the purposes

of the schools, and so leads to a variety

of special disciplines
;
particular branches of

science (astronomy, matliematics, &c.) and

of culture (grammar and rhetoiic) are set

off by themselves. This tendency reaches a

culmination in Cassiodorus (469—508 A. n.)

and Isidores (560—636 A. n.), who distin-

guish, and put in encyclopedic form, the

trivium, the three arts
:
grammar, dialectic,

and rhetoric, summed up as logica
;
and the

quadrivium, the four disciplines : arithmetic,

economics, music, and astronomy—called col-

lectively at first mathematics, and later

physics. Thewritings of Isidorus, particularly,

were the encyclopedia of the middle ages,

and these classifications had great influ-

ence.

Another motive was the tendency, in which
Stoics, Epicureans, and Sceptics all agreed,

to make the practical of more importance

than the theoretical, reversing Plato and
Ar’istotle. With the Stoics, philosophy thus

becomes the art of virtue; with the Epi-

cureans, the ari; of living happily. Logic,

in particular, takes a distinctly formal posi-

tion
;
while physics, with the Epicureans at

least, gets an almost negative value, being

just the knowledge of nature which will

enable one to avoid the burdens of supersti-

tion. A notable exception, however, is Lu-
cretius, who, though animated by the same
motive, yet develops the atomic theory in such

a way as really to make physics the norma-
tive centre of philosojrhy.

All of these motives finally met and com-
bined in the ethico-religious spirit of Chris-

tianity, resulting in tbe conception which
identified theology and philosophy. Since

theology was conceived at first wholly as a

positive or revealed matter, this mearjt, for

a time, the virtual abrogation of philosophy
;

but as soon as the need was felt of presenting

even tbe purely positive and supernatural

content of theology in a reasoned foim, philo-

sophy began to revive, although having no
indeijendent jilace. When the need was deeply

felt of exhibiting the vai ious church antbori-

lies in barinony with themselves and one

another, and still more when the need was
to show that there is no contradiction

between faith and reason, philosophy became,

though still in theological form, supreme. In
the latter period, Aristotelianism was revived

as furnishing the method and leading ideas of

philosopic reason, and naturally his classifica-

tion of philosophic sciences was more or less

followed. There are, however, these differ-

ences : (i) Logic is clearly I'egarded as merely

formal and propaedeutic; (2) ontology and
metaphysic are identified with theology in a

more thoroughgoing way than with Aiistotle,

and especially, of course, with the doctrines of

tbe Church, particularly that of the Trinity;

(3) the jrositive scientific content of physics

is virtually lost, what remains being a philo-

sophy of the creation of natuie; (4) ethics is

also, of course, submerged in religion, and
becomes the theory of the Fall, or of sin and

redemption. In view of later psychological

developments, it is, moreover, interesting to

note that, in spite of the disregard of psycho-

logy as a distinct discipline, when any ground

for the classification is given, it is a psycho-

logical one. Thus with Gilbert of Poitiers

(d. 1154) theology corresponds to intellectus,

while physics is based upon ratio. Albertus

exhibits the first systematic result of the

revival of Aristotelianism, and the need of

giving Christianity a reasonable statement

over against the Aristotelianism of the Moham-
medans, and against the heretics in the Chuich.

Theoretical philosophy is (a) metaphysics,

which is identified with theology, because

(objectively) it deals with the divine, and

because (subjectively) it is possible only

through divine illumination, not through

natural unaided reason
; (

5
)
mathematics

;
(c)

physics. Psychologically, these correspond to

the intelligible, the imaginable, and the sensible

spheres. Practical philosophy is (a) monastics

(that is, dealing with the individual in him-

self, the nearest approach to ancient ethics)

;

{b) economics (the individual as member of

a family)
;
and (c) politics (the individual as

a citizen). In spite of the nominal identifi-

cation of theology and philosophy, Albert,

however, makes little attempt to connect

tbe peculiar content of Christian theology

with metajjhysic, and indeed olten emphasizes

the distinction between the theological and the

25hiloso2)hical (Aristotelian) view, since the

ibrmer has a purely practical aim, salvation.

Thomas Aquinas, the greatest of tbe school-

men makes the connection explicit. Salvation

is the same as knowledge of the truth. The
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same God, or Truth, is thus the object of

both theology and philosophy.

Hominalism, while not explicitly denying

or even interfering with the classic and

current distinctions, was yet bringing new
elements into philosophywhich tended towards

a reconstruction. Its theory of universals,

(fee., tended to submerge logic (such as was
not merely verbal) in psychology, and its

emphasis upon will tended also in the same
direction

;
while its distinction between

philosoj^hy and theology (the doctrine of the

twofold character of truth), limiting the latter

to positive faith or dogma, even when con-

ceived in a thoroughly pious way, yet tended

to give philosophy greater freedom and a basis

for adequate attention t(j empirical facts.

With the Eenaissance, philosophy regains

its independence, and new points of view

arise. Three tendencies are especially im-

portant as affecting both the definition of

philosophy and its subdivisions, (i) Nature
becomes an object of free inquiry, involving

observation, experiment, and reflection un-

hindered by either the principles of Aristotle

or the dogmas of the Church. Hence (o)

while logic is, with the scholastics, regarded

as purely formal (and consequently condemned
as of little or no account), a new logic grows

up—an account of thought as an instiument

or mode of reaching truth. The so-called

empii'icists, as Bacon and Hobbes, are as

much devoted to problems of method as are

the rationalists, Descartes and Spinoza.

(b) The world of material objects is regarded

by many as the object of the most certain and
also the most useful knowledge. Bacon tends

strongly in this direction—though making
provision still for metaphysics and final

causes—while Hobbes is explicit and militant

in identifying philosophy with the science

of ‘bodies.’ And, upon the continent, Des-
cartes, Spinoza, and Leibnitz are all pro-

foundly influenced by concepts resulting

from the growth of science; and all feel

profoundly the need of a philosophy which
will take account of and explain the physical

world, newly revealed. (2) Psychology gets

a more and more important place. Ancient
psychology was distributed through three

other disciplines, hardly having any existence

of its own. It was partly contained in

metaphysical logic, as a theory of the various

forms and stages of tnith
;
partly contained

(and this is true from Plato, Aristotle, the

Stoics and Epicureans, through St. Augus-
tine) in ethics, as an analysis of will, its

relation to desire, intellect, &c.
;

and partly

contained in physics, as Plato derives the

individual soul from the world-soul, and
Aristotle treats human psychology as the

highest part of his biology or theory of life.

But the religious tendency of Protestantism
;

the new political conditions magnifying the

individual
;
the ethics that grew from these

tendencies and from the decline of the influence

of dogmatic theology; and finally the tendency

of all parties to find in an examination of

conscious processes the justification, as well as

the origin, of method— all conspired to give

psychology a central position. And if we are

accustomed to associate this tendency more
with the names of Locke, Bei'keley, Hume,
Eeid, Hamilton, and ]\Iill, yet it is certainly

a characteristic feature of the thought of

Descartes, Leibnitz, Kant, Hegel, and Herhart
as weU. (3) The development, in connection

with both the newer logic (or method) and
psychology, of interest in the problem of the

nature and possibility and implications of

valid knowledge (Epistemology, q. v., Er-

kenutnisstheorie). While Kant first makes this

explicitly the basis of all philosophy, occupy-

ing the ceuti'al position of metaphysics with

Aristotle, and theology with the scholastics,

yet the conception all but breaks through

from the time of Hobbes and Descartes.

Two further tendencies remain to note,

(i) In the i8th century, through the influ-

ence of the Enlightenment (q. v.), philosophy

came to be regarded as practical wisdom, as

knowledge of the world, arranged in some

system (though the system was generally but

eclecticism) with reference to its bearing upon
life (Weltweisheit). While it may he difficult

to point out the specific influence of this con-

ception upon technical philosophy, yet it has

been absorbed into modern culture (making

up, indeed, a large part of the content of the

term culture) in thoroughgoing fasliion. (ii)

In the present century, historical method
has had so profound an influence upon philo-

sophic thought, that it is not yet possible

to comprehend it, or to state its limits. The
prevalence of the method is seen in the

tendency to take a dynamic view—to consider

objects not as given or fixed, but with reference

to a process. In view of this, fixed distinctions

and classifications in philosophy tend to be

obliterated
;
we get rather moments, stages

of development, &c., a tendency obvious in

Hegel, when he ranks under philosopliy of

spirit ethics, philosophy of state and history,

aesthetics, and the philosophy of religion, as
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well as authropology and jisychology. For
while the series is, of course, in no sense

a historical one, it yet w’ould be an incompre-

hensible jumble if presented in an age not

saturated with the historical sense. It appears

equally in Spencer when the successive por-

tions of his system are presented as biology,

psychology, and sociology. Hence the logic

of history tends to replace a purely analytic

logic, in setting forth the various spheres

which tall withiu the scope of philosophy and
their relations to one another : distinctions

based upon positions occupied in a series of

stages of development are substituted for those

depending upon peculiar values presented in

a static whole.

Many still make a radical distinction be-

tween questions of genesis, dealing with how
things came to be, and questions of analysis,

dealing with what they are, and refer the

former, historical question to science, and the

latter, analytic one to philosophy
;
yet it may

be asked whether this distinction is not itself

a survival of an age which had not the historical

point of view
;
and whether genesis is anything

but controlled, orderly, and complete amdysis.

Cf. Oeigin versus Nature.
At all events, it is the uncertainty as to the

classification of psychology (whether as a

special positive science, or a discipline in

whicli liigic, aesthetics, and ethics all have

their roots), and uncertainty as to the exact

value to be assigned to histoidcal develop-

ment—in its widest sense—that make the

subdivisions of philosophy now offered by
different writers so diverse, and that tend

to reduce them (in default of any standard

of certainty) to conveniencies of exposition.

Cf., besides the topics mentioned. History
ofPhilosopht, Epistemology, Metaphysics,
Oriental Philosophy, and Patristic Philo-
sophy. (J.D.)

Literature : see the Histories of Philosophy

and the Introductions to Philosophy, Ribliog.,

i. Bibliographical
;

also Bibliog. A, i, and B,

i. Ueberm^eg-Heinze, Grundriss d. Gesch.

d. Philos, (coiitains extensive literature lists).

Annual bibliogi aphies are issued by the Arch,

f. Philos, and the Rev. Neo-Scol. (j.m.b.)

Philostratus. A name applied to four

Greek soj)hists of the same family of Lemnos.
See Pre-Socratic Philosophy (Sophists).

-phobia [Gr. (p6(3ot, fear] : Ger. -phobie,

-furcht (in compounds)
;

Fr. -phohie
;

Ital.

-folia. A suffix in general use to indicate

excessive or morbid dread of an object, as

AGOEAPHOBiA(q.v.), fear of open places; photo-

21

phobia, dread of light
;

neophobia, fear of

anything new
;
mysophobia, fear of dirt or

pollution
;
pyrophobia, fear of fire

;
symbolo-

phobia, fear that every action has a symbolic

or hidden import; phobophobia, a vague,

nervous dread even of being afraid
;
and so on

indefinitely. In such terms as hydrophobia
(see Rabies) the meaning is somewhat modi-
fied. Such phobias are symptomatic of weak-
ened conditions of the nervous system, and
occur in cases of neurasthenia, hysteria, mania,

monomania or paranoia, as well as in persons

of quite normal mental health. Cf. Marrel,

Les Phobies (1895). (j.j.)

Phobophobia: see -phobia.

Phonetic Laws: Ger. Lautgesetze; Fr.

lots phonetiques; Ital. leggi fonetiche. The
laws governing the changes of sound in the

historical development of a language.

It is a matter of observation that when a

sound changes in one word of a language it

changes, if like conditioned, in all. How this

shall be accounted for has been matter for

much controversy among philologists and
psychologists. It cannot, as was at first be-

lieved by some, be due to like influence of

climate and environment. It cannot further-

more, as contended by Paul, Brugmann, and
others, be due to gradualand insensible changes

in the individual sound which attack all

alike
;

for observation shows that when
changed a sound changes entirely, and often

in one word at a time. But there can be no

doubt that the change runs from word to

word with great rapidity until the whole

material of the language is affected. The
link between a word containing a given vowel

which has suffered change, and one containing

the same vowel which has not, can only be

the double sound image, the new and the old

in the case of the former word. By analogy

the new is extended to the second word.

Literature: Paul, Principien der Sprach-

geschichte (1898); Brugmann, Zum heu-

tigen Stand d. Sprachwissenschaft (1885);

AVhitney, ludogerm. Forschungen, iv. 32 ff.

(B.I.W.)

Phonetics [Gr. <pcovfj, sound] : Gei’. Pho-

rietik; Fr. phonetique ]
li&l. fonologia. The

science of speech-sounds.

Sounds are variously classified
:
(i) vowels

and consonants, the former being characterized

by resonance, the latter by noise. (2) Vowels,

nasal versus non-nasal, according as the nasal

cavity shares or does not share in producing

the resonance. (3) Vowels, wide versus narrow,

according as the organs of articulation are
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slack or tense. French short i is much
‘ narrower ’ than the English. (4) Vowels, gut-

tural, a, o.u, versus palatal, e,i. (5) Consonants,

voiced versus voiceless, according as the vocal

chords do or do not vibrate
;

h, d, z. are voiced,

p, t, s, are voiceless. In whispered sounds the

vocal chords are only rasped by the breath.

(6) Guttural consonants are produced byan arti-

culation of base of tongue with the soft palate;

palatals by articulation of body of tongue

with hard palate
;
dentals by articulation of

tongue-tip or blade with upper gums near

front teeth
;

labials by articulation of lips

;

labio-dentals by that of lower lip and upper

teeth. (7) Explosives or stops versus spirants

orfi icatives,theformer characterized by a check

or breaking of a check (75, 6, t, d), the latter

by the rasping of breath against point of

articulation (s, z, f, v). (8) Aspirate versus

non-aspirate, the former characterized by a

vigorous explosion yielding an after-puff of

breath; p-h, as in up-hill. (9) Long versus

short, according to time occupied. Vowels
and spirants may be indefinitely continued

;

explosives are instantaneous. The applica-

tion of ‘ long ’ to, e. g., the vowel i in pine is

a source of much confusion and should be

avoided. (10) Syllabic versus non-syllabic.

This is a classification according to function,

not nature. A sound is syllabic when used

as the nucleus of a syllable. A syllable is

a group of sounds associated about a free

breath. In captain (pron. cdprC) n is syl-

labic, i. e. is ‘used as a vowel.’ (ii) Pitch,

quantity, stress. The singing voice differs

from the speaking voice in that music empha-
sizes the pitch by making the changes more
distinct and abrupt, i. e. by breaking up the

irregular surface of natural ascents and de-

scents characteristic of speaking, into steps

and landings. Quantity is time; long vowels

are drawled vow^els; in seize the vowel is long,

in cease it is shoit. The 0 in note does not

differ in quantity from the 0 in not
;
the former

is close, the latter is open.

Stress is the relative force in the out-push

of breath. In English stressed syllables are

commonly of higher pitch. In Swedish, how-
ever, stress and pitch are dissociated.

Literature'. Sievees, Grundziige d. Pho-
netik (4th ed., 1893); Vietoe, Elemente d.

Phonetik (2nd ed., 1887), and Phonetische

Stud. (1887); H. Sweet, Primer of Spoken
English (1890); Passy, Etude sur les Change-
ments phonetiques (1890); Beemee, Deutsche

Phonetik (1893); Soames, Introd. to Pho-

netics (1891). (B.I.W.)

Phonology : see Language.
Fhoronomy [Gr. <p6pos, spatial change

(a term used technically by Aristotle), -|-

law]: Ger. Phoronomie; Fr. phorono7nie

;

Ital. foronomia. A technical term in Kant’s

Philosophy of Nature. It means the theory

of motion, so far as deducible from a priori

conceptions, not from empirical observations.

Since space is an a priori form of per-

ception, and quantity is an a priori function

of concept on, a pure rational consti’uction of

motion is possible so far as motion can be re-

gardtd as a spatial-qnantiiative fact—namely,

as regards ( i
)
direction and ( 2) velocity. Pee-

MANEXCE (q. V.) is the schema of snbstance

as used in constructing phenomena, and is

strictly correlative to the idea of change.

But change r.s schematized is motion, wdiich

is thus capable of an a priori treatment, so

far as its concrete presentation or quality

can be abstracted from. When this is done,

quantity of motion remains (Kant, Met. Anf.
d. Naturwiss.). (j.d.)

Photometry [Gr. light, + pirpov,

measure]; Gev. Photometrie Yr. photometrie]

lisl. fotometria. The science of the compari-

son of the intensities of the radiations from
different luminous sources and also of the

illuminating powers of sources under different

conditions, e.g. different distances, angles, &c.

The total radiations may be compared
;

or

the radiation of each source may be analysed

into its spectrum, and then the radiations of

the same period may be compared (spectro-

photometry). Cf. Light, under Vision.

There is no absolute standard of light
;
but

various arbitrary standards have been adopted

at different times, e.g. ‘ standard candle,’

Hefner lamp, molten platinum, &c. The
unit of luminous intensity may then be defined

as the amount of luminous energy emitted in

one second by a standard source.

Luminous current is defined as the amount
of luminous energj" emitted from a point-

source, v.hich passes out in one second through

a unit solid angle (i.e. luminous current equals

luminous energy from a point-source divided

by 4 7t).

The illumination at a point is defined as

the luminous current divided by the area

through this point which closes the solid

angle (i.e. in the case of a point-source, illu-

minatiou is current divided by the square of

the distance from the source to the point).

The brightness of a source is defined as

the luminous current leaving unit aiea of

apparent surface.
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Tlic luminosity of a colour is a moasui e of

its value as an illuniiiiant and may be detir-

miiu'd by suitable means (see Rood, Amer. J.

of Neb, Hvi, 1893, 173).

For descriptions of various photometers,

reference may be made to the literature (see

also the next topic).

Literature : Palaz, Industrial Photometry

;

WiNKELMANN, Haudb. d. Physik, ii. i
;
Beod-

HUN, Photometric; Cbew, Astrophys. J., viii.

299 (1898). (J.S.A.)

Photometry (heterochrome). The science

of the determination of the relative intensities

of different coloured lights.

Common methods of photometry depend

upon varying the objective intensity of one

source of radiation until two illuminated fields

pi’esented to the eye are seen to be of equal

brightness
;
we have no direct means of esti-

mating how much one surface is brighter

than another when they are of unequal

brightness. This method becomes very un-

certain wlien the lights to he compared are

of different colour (the mean error of observa-

tions amounts at best to 6 per cent.), but

this is the case which is of special interest to

the psychologist. Two other methods are

apidicalde. One is to determine the visual

acuity in different illuminations (this is only

availalile for intensities so great that the

Purkinje phenomenon does not come into

jday; for that causes a brightening of certain

colours without a corresponding increase of

visual acuity, on account of the fact that it

increases the effectiveness of the rods only,

and hence leaves the fovea unaffected). The
other is the so-called flicker-method. This

was first suggested by Schafhautl {^Munch.

Abh., iii, 1855), imperfect form.

The fact upon which it is based— that the

duration at maximal intensity of a retinal

imjn ession is totally independent of the colour-

aspect of the luminous sensation, and is deter-

mined by its brightness only—was established

with great accuracy by Ferry [Amer. J. of
Sci., xliv. 192, 1892). He applied the

method to the determination of the relative

brightness of the different pai ts of the spec-

trum for the normal and for the colour-blind

eye, and found the results coincident with

those got by the method of visual acuity, but

far more exact. The mean error of obsei va-

tions was brought down to 2 per cent. He
comjiared each spectral colour with black,

and found that the duration which is just

sufficient to prevent flicker (the daylight state

of the eye being preserved) is from -oo8 to

•036 second. The form of flick( r photometry
which is usually indicated by the name is

that which was ju’oposed by Rood [Amer. J. of
Set., Sept., 1893). Ill instead of alter-

nating a colour-field with black, and getting

for each colour the rapidity of alternation

nccessaiy to prevent flickering, a minimum
rate of alternation is fixed upon, and the

brightness of one or the other field is varied

until flickering ceases at that late, the prin-

ciple being that the least sufficient rate for

flicker-extinction is that at which the colours

are equally bright.

The method has been applied by Polimanti

to the comparison of the centi al and the peri-

pheral brightness values of the spectrum for

normal and colour-defective persons. No
statement has been made of the mean error

with which these observations are attended,

with spectral lights, when the brightness of

one field and not the rate of alternation is the

variable quantity [Zeitsch. f. Psychol., xix,

1899, 263).
^ _

(C.L.E.)

Phrenology [Gr. (bprjv, heart, mind, + Xoyoy,

discourse]: Ger. Phrenologie

;

Fr. fhreno-

logie
;

Ital. frenologia. A system of corre-

lation of mental faculties and sentiments with

cerebral regions, whicli are supposed to corre-

spond to variatioi;s in the configuration of the

skull.

Formulated by F. J. Gall (1758-1828) and

developed by Spuizheim, Combe, and otliers,

it was first termed ‘ Cranioscopy,’ and ‘ Phy-
siognomy ’

;
but the tei m phrenology given to

the system in 1815 by Forster was adopted by

Spuizheim and permanently retained. The
antecedents of phrenology are to be found in

popular and scientific notions regarding the

purpose of the brain as the seat of the emotions

and the intellect, current from the times of

Aristotle and Galen, through those of the

Scholastics to Descartes and the forerunners

of modern anatomical science. Gall’s work is

thus a modern systematization of empirical

notions of considerable antiquity and of recog-

nizable parentage. In asimilar way the phreno-

logical agitation and discussion regarding brain

functions, though contributing little of value,

maybe said to have been influential in stimu-

lating the interest from which developed the

modem doctrines of cerebral LocALizATiorr

(q. V.). Phrenology achieved its zenith of fame

in the early decades of the 19th century, was

zealously attacked and defended by scholars

and scientists, and by its striking and prac-

tical doctrines caught the popular fancy. It

was iucorpoi'ateil by Braid with his theories of
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hypnotism, and practical applications were

attempted on all sides. It still survives in

the propaganda of a limited group of enthusi-

astic but unscientific writers, and among those

who profess phrenology as a vocation.

The system itself was somewhat differently

expounded by Gall and by Spurzheim, and

has received embellishments iii modern hands
;

but in essence, the surface of tbe skull was
mapped out into a considerable numbei' of areas

(26 to 43 or more) covering the so-called

organs, the activity of which gave rise to the

particular psychological traits or faculties

The evidence for the location of the faculties,

was extremely crude. That part of the head

which seemed well developed in a quarrelsome

young man became the place of the organ of
‘ combativeness ’

;
a portion which Gall be-

lieved was prominent in pickpockets was
identified as ‘ acquisitiveness ’

;
the head of

a beggar who excused his poverty on account

of his pride served to locate ‘ self-esteem ’

;

a hesitating ecclesiastic and a vacillating coun-

cillor with large parietal eminences indicated

these parts to be the organ of ‘ cautiousness ’

;

and so on with even slighter and more fanci-

ful analogy. The division of the faculties

recognized the distinction between the feelings

and the intellect; it divided the foi-mer into

propensities (impulses to actions) and senti-

ments (impulses giving rise to emotions as

well as actions), which in turn were higher

when peculiar to man and lower when shared

by the animals. As types of propensities

were ‘ amativeness,’ ‘ philoprogenitiveness,’
‘ destructiveness,’ &c. ;

of the lower senti-

ments, ‘ self-esteem,’ ‘ cautiousness ’
;

of the

higher sentiments, ‘ veneration,’ ‘ hope,’ ‘ won-
der,’ ‘ wit.’ The intellectual faculties were
perceptive, such as ‘ individuality,’ ‘ size,’

‘ language,’ ‘ form,’ ‘ number,’ ‘ tune,’ ‘ eventu-

ality ’
;

or reflective, such as ‘ comparison,’
‘ causality.’

Considered critically the system involves on
its anatomical side a relation between brain

function and cranial formation which does not

exist
;

it opposes certain well-ascertained

physiological principles and ignores others.

On the psychological side it proposes a system

of ‘ faculties ’ for which there is either only

the most superficial basis, or which stands in

direct conti adiction to the division of function

established by the study of the growth, dis-

tribution, and decline of human endowments.
On its practical side it involves logical falla-

cies of the most obvious character, and as

a s} stem that proposes to delineate character,
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and advise in the affairs of life, has the possi-

bility of working serious evil. (j.j.)

Such a scheme as that of the phrenologists

is a psychological absurdity. Each of these

'acuities involves the co-operation of a vast

number of fundamental processes, and the

same processes enter in varying combination

into the constitution of the different faculties.

Thus the procedure of phrenology is like that

of a man who should assume a different

board and a different set of pieces for every

game of chess, or a separate alphabet for

every word. But the most crushing refutation

of phrenology is supplied by what has been
ascertained about the modes in which cerebral

functions actually are localized. So far as

the cortex has been mapped out on good
evidence, it is found that the division of

function among different parts corresponds

not to complex faculties, but to the bodily

organs of sensation andmovement. Oneportion
of the cortex anatomically connected with the

eye is specially correlated with visual con-

sciousness. Another, anatomically connected

with the ear, has a similar relation to auditory

experience. To take a crucial instance.

Language has been regarded by the phreno-

logists as a distinct faculty with a distinct

organ, which is supposed to be peculiarly well

developed in actors. As a matter of fact

language has been found to involve the

functional co-operation of a number of cerebral

areas locally separate from one another, (g.f.s.)

Literature : art. Phrenology, in Encyc. Brit.,

9th ed. (with citations)
;
works by 0 . S. and

L. N. Fowlee. (j.j.)

Phyletic : see Phylum.
Phylogenesis ; see Phylogent.
Phylogeny [Gr. <pv\ov, race, -t- yevea-is,

origin] ; Ger. Stammesgeschichte, Fhylogenie
;

Fr. 2^hylogenie] Ital. fXogenia (or -esL). The
ancestry and genetic relationships of an or-

ganism.

The results of the study of phylogeny are

often graphically expressed by a ‘ phylo-

genetic tree.’ The process of the evolution

or descent of specific forms is called phylo-

genesis. Cf. Phylum, Evolution, Ontogeny,
and BeCAPITULATION. (e.s.g.-j.m.b.)

Phylum [Gr. (fivXov, race]. A term
introduced by Haeckel {Gen. Moiyhol., 1866)
to designate the great branches or sub-

divisions of the Vegetable and Animal King-
doms. Each phylum may include several

classes. The corresponding adjective is phy-

letic. Cf. Classification. (b.s.g.)

Physical Science: Ger. Physik, exakte
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inssenac/ii^i
;
Fr. science physique', Ital. sci-

enza Jisica. In its widest sense, the totality

of those branches of science which treat of

matter and ether, but make abstraction of all

laws peculiar to life. To the Greeks (notably

Aristotle) physics was the science of or of

what belonged to nature ((^eiriKos). Cf. Nature,
and philosophy of Nature. (s.n.-j.m.b.)

The most general of these branches is

physics, whicli treats of the plnnbinena ex-

hibited by matter in general and by ether.

Adjoining it on one side is astronomy, which
treats of the phenomena growing out of the

arrangement and motions of matter in the

universe at large, the earth included. Ad-
joining physics on another side is chemistry,

which treats of the special properties peculiar

to the different kinds of matter. A connect-

ing link between these branches is chemical

])hysics, which treats of laws that, though

common to all matter, are modified in their

action by special kinds of matter. Yet
more specialized branches of physical science

are geology, meteorology, &c., which treat of

the action of pliysical and chemical agencies

on the matter composing our globe. Cf.

Science, and Mathematics. (s.n.)

Physiocrats [Gr. cpvfTis, nature, -b Kpdroy,

])ower] : Ger. Physiokraten; Fv.j)hysiocrates',

Ital. fisiocrati. A school of French econo-

mists. in the latter part of the i8th century,

who laid stress on food-supply as the basis

and measure of the wealth of nations.

The most prominent exponents of the

physiocratic theories were Quesnay, Gournay,

Dupont de Nemours, and Mercier-Larivi^re.

The most successful physiocratic statesman

was Turgot. The physiocratic school repre-

sented a healthful reaction against the theories

of the Mercantile STSTEJi{q. v.), butmade the

mistake of undervaluing manufactures almost

as much as their predecessors had overvalued

them. Their most lasting contribution to

economic thought lay in showing the advan-

tages of a let-alone policy, as compared with

a system of state intei’ference. (a.t.h.)

Physiognomy [Gr.(^v(ny, nature, -f yva>fiav,

a judge] : Ger. Physiognomie i^-mik, the

theory of); Fr. pltysiognomonie, q^hysionomie]

Ital. fisonomiiA. The connection between
mental characteiistics and external bodily

appearance, and the theory of it. (g.e.s.)

The results leached in connection with

Emotional ExPRESsiON(q.v.)constitute about

all that is positive under this general heading.

The term physiognomy is commonly used for

the more subtle aspects of expression, prin-

cipally of the face. Names especially as.so-

ciated with the subject are Lavater, Ch. Bell,

Piderit, Duchenne, and Darwin.
Literature-. Encyc. Brit., art. ‘Physiognomy,’

with full citations. (j.m.b.)

Physiological Acoustics: see Acous-
tics, and Hearing.

Physiological Dispersion Circle ; Ger.
physiologische Zerstreuungskreise; not yet in

use in French and Italian. If a group of black

dots on white paper is looked at from too

great a distance, or with too little illumina-

tion, or for too short a time to he sharply

discriminated, the dots fuse into a grey blotch,

exactly as if they were seen with incorrect

accommodation. In the last case, the dots are

said to be seen in (physical) dispersion circles.

Exner proposes to use the term physiological

disper,sion circles for the other two cases.

The phenomena are due to the overpassing

of the localization-power of the retina. If

the spots are of different colours, the colours

are fused in accordance with the ordinary

laws of colour fusion. See S. Exner in

PJliiger’s Arch. (1898). (c.l.f.)

Physiological Optics : see Optics, and
Vision.

Physiological Psychology : see Psycho-
logy (physiological).

Physiological Selection: Ger. qyhysio-

logische Auslese (or Selektion) ;
Fr. sUection

physiologique
;

Ital. selezione jfisiologica. The
theory, due to G. J. Romanes, that variations

in fertility between individuals produce groups

and lead to divergent or polytypic evolution

by the principle of Isolation (q. v.). (j.m.b.)

The theoi’y regards Sterility (q. v.) ‘as

itself the cause of specific differentiation,’

acting as a physiological barrier enabling

varieties so isolated to diverge into separate

species, and leading to the establishment of

new characters, just as in the case of in-

dividuals of a species cut off by geographical

harriers (see Natural Selection, ad fin.).

Cf. Fertility, and Selection (in biology).

Literatwre

:

G. J. PiOmanes, On Physio-

logical Selection, Proc. Linn. Soc., v. 19

(1886), and Darwin and after Darwin, iii;

K. Pearson, The Grammar of Science (2nd

ed., 1900). (B.s.G.)

Physiologists and Physicists (Greek)

:

see Pre-Socratic Philosophy (Ionics).

Physiology [Gr. cpvm?, nature, -b Xoyos-,

science] : Ger. Physiologic
;

Fr. physiologic’,

Ital. J^s^o/oy^rt. (i) Science of the functions

of living organs and organisms, plant and

animal.
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By a natural differentiation of the sciences,

the word has lost its etymological signification,

which would make it mean ‘ natural philo-

sophy ’ or the science of all nature. Chemistry

and physics now cover the field of non-living

matter, physiology that of living matter.

Further differentiation, in which anatomy, in

its various branches, and morphology deal

with forms and relations of organs and oi-gan-

isms, has left to physiology the field of the ac-

tivities or functions of li\ing things. It is ‘the

sum of our knowledge concerning the proper-

ties of living matter’ (Howell in Amer. Texl-

hookofPhysiol.)
;
the ‘scienceof the vital pheno-

mena of organisms ’
;

‘ the doctrine of life

(Landois). Since the growth and formation

of an organ or organism is a function of its

embryological stages, physiology must remain

as a science fundamental to both anatomy
and morpliology. Conversely, anatomical re-

lations may be used in a limited way to in-

dicate physiological conditions. (c.f.h.)

(2) Sometimes applied, in the expression
‘ mental physiology,’ to the functions of the

mind, as in Carpenter’s and in Maudsley’s

Mental Physiology. (j.m.b.)

Pico della Mirandola, Giovanni, Count
of Mirandola, and Prince of Concordia.

(1463-94.) Educated in Bologna and schools

of Italy and France. At Florence (1484) he

became intimate with the ‘ Academy,’ a circle

of Platonists. Sought to reconcile Plato with

Aristotle, religion with philosojihy^ Became
a mystic. Charged with heresy by Pope Inno-

cent VIII
;
absolved by Alexander VI.

Pictograph : see Ideogeam.
Pictorial Art : see Aet and Aet

Theoeies, and Classification (of the fine

arts).

Picture (mental) : see Image (mental).

Picturesque [Lat. pictura, from pingere,

to paint] : Gev.malerisch,pittoresk', Fr.

resque
;

Ital. pitloresco. ( 1 )
Appropriate for

a picture, or (as applied to language) adapted

to raise vivid images or pictures in the mind
of the reader or hearer.

(2) A species of aesthetic value character-

ized especially by the features of ruggedness

or irregularity (as contrasted with the beauti-

ful in the narrowest sense, especially with the

symmetrical), but without the degree of

power or magnitude belonging to the sublime.

Its aesthetic value seems to be derived largely

(a) from its character of novelty, (6) its conse-

quent vividness and suggestion of animation,

(c) its promotion of the aesthetic attitude by the

banishing of the utilitarian, and by the sugges-

tion of freer or more purely natural or his-

toric associations, as is seen in a picturesque

ruin.

(3) In painting, applied to the effect pro-

duced by sudden contrasts of lines or of light

and shade
;

in drawing, a freer as contrasted

with a severer manner.

The term was used by Duhos (1719), in the

sense first named under (i)— still the meaning
of the German malerisch. In English it was
(according to Stewart) first apjilied to lan-

guage, the second use under ( i) above, and
later to landscape. Price used it to cover

aspects of aesthetic value excluded by Burke’s

definitions of the beautiful and sublime.

Literature : Uvedale Peice, On the Pic-

turesque, ed. Lauder (1842) ;
Stewaet, Essay

on the Beautiful, vol. v of Works, chaps, iv

and v; Begg, On the Devel. of Taste (1887),
chap, xii

;
oleflin, Benaissance and Barock

(1888). Cf. Geotesqxjb, and Fantastic.
(J.H.T.)

Pietism [Lat. pietas, piety] : Ger. Pietis-

mus; Yr. pietisme; Hal. pietismo. (i) A re-

actionary movement which arose in the

17th century in the German Lutheran Church,

against the one-sided intellectualism of the

current orthodoxy, and in favour of a more
vital religion of the heart and life.

(2) Any religious system or movement
which tends to substitute mystical communion
and emotional experience for clear conceptions

and assured convictions.

The Pietistic movement arose at Frankfort

in 1670 under the leadership of Spener, who
founded the Collegia Pietatis, or meetings for

spiritual communion, in connection with which
the name Pietist arose. The movement finally

disappeai'ed, not, however, vvuthout power-
fully affecting the religious life of Europe.

Literature : Hist, of Pietism, by Schmid
(1863), by Heppe (1870), and by Eitschl
(1880). (A.T.O.)

Pistology (in theology) [Gr. ttIittis, faith,

-f Xdyos, science] : Ger. Glauhenslehre
]

Fr.

doctrine de la foi) Ital. dottrina della fede.

The systematic treatment of the organ and
content of faith or belief, as distinguished from
knowledge and rational apprehension.

In early Christian thinking the pistis was
distinguished from the guosf.<f, and the problem
of the first philosophical minds was how to

make the transition from faith and dogma to

reason and science. This problem gave rise

to Christian philosophy. The early forms of

gnosticism were more or less abortive efforts

to philosophize the contents of the faith.
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Ultimately a differential ion was efferted 1 )(>-

tween the philosopliical and the more sfrietly

tlieological branches of the movement, and
the development passed out of the earlier into

the scholastic stage.

Literature: Histories of philosophy and
theology. (a.t.o.)

Pitch [AS. fie, height, point of reach] :

Ger. Tonlwhe
;
Fr. diafuson, hauteur du son

;

Ital. diapason. The quality of tonal sensa-

tion, expressed by musical symbols (c*, a,, B,

d'", &c.), or by statement of vibration rate,

number of vibrations per second (c of 256, e

of 640) ;
with which it is correlated, (e.b.t.)

Pithecanthropus erectus (Dubois) : see

Antheopoid (ad fin.).

Pity [OF. file, from Lat. fielas, piety]

:

Ger. Mitleid] Yr. pitie\ Ital. fietd. Fellow
feeling with the added consciousness that, by
reason of some quality or possession of one’s

own, the untoward condition could not be true

of oneself.

This latter qualification marks off pity—and
with it compassion, in which there is a touch

of mercy, or, in cases of personal injury, of

forgiveness—as a special case of Sympathy
(q. v.). It is recognized, but inadequately, in

the popular descriptions of pity as involving

superiority, condescension, and as being exer-

cised only towards ‘ inferiors.’ (j.m.b )

Hobbes applied his principle of the absolute

selfishness of human nature to the case of pity,

which he defined as ‘ imagination or fiction of

future calamity to ourselves, proceeding from

the sense of another man’s calamity’ {Iduman
Nature, chap. ix). Hutcheson maintained, as

against this view, that pity is a disinterested

and natural sentiment. ‘ The frame of our

nature, on the occasions which move these

passions, deteimines us to be thus affected,

and to approve our affection ’ (Inquiry, sect,

ii). Butler also holds that pity or com-

passion is a public affection, directed to ‘ the

good of our fellow creatures ’ or ‘ the iutei ests

of others.’ It is the product of ‘ a mutual

sympathy between each particular of the

sjjecies, a fellow-feeling common to mankind.’
‘ For does not everybody by compassion mean
an affection, the object of which is another in

distress ? ’ (Sermons, v. § i. Note). Similarly,

Spinoza defines pity or ‘ commiseration ’ as

‘ pain accompanied by the idea of evil happen-

ing to another whom we imagine to be like

ourselves’ (Ethics, Pt. Ill, ‘Definitions of the

Emotions,’ Def. 18). As pain, it is, in itself,

evil
;
but its result is good, namely, the en-

deavour, from the dictates of reason alone, to

f ee from misery the man we pity. ‘ It follows

that a man who lives according to the dictates

of reason endeavours as much as possible to

prevent himself from being touched by pity’

( rt. IV, Prop. 50, coroll.). Cf. Adam Smith,
Theory of the Moral Sentiments, Pt. I, sect. i.

chap. i. (j.s.)

Plan : see Peoject.

Plan of Salvation : see Salvation.
Plancliette [Lat.^^amca, Gr. TrXd^, a plane,

through Fr.] : Ger. Munzflatte\ Fr. flan-
chette; Ital. tavoletta. An apparatus for re-

cording delicate movements of the hand, used
in experiments on the influeuco of the sub-

ject’s thought, or of that of some other

personality, upon his hand movements. Cf.

Muscle Beading. (j.m.b.)

Plant [AS. flante]: Ger. PJIame; Fr.

flante] Ital. pianta. An organism whose
marks of distinction from an Animal (q. v.)

are indicated under the latter topic. The
sciences which deal with plants are biology

and botan3% Plants constitute the Vegetable

Kingdom. See Biological Sciences, (j.m.b.)

Plasm [Gr. n'Kaapn, anything formed or

moulded] : Ger. Plasma
;

Fr. pVisme
;

Ital.

plasma. Hypothetical component parts of

the protoplasm or nucleus, having a special

function. See Cell.

Weismann assumes a ‘ germ-plasm ’
;
Na-

geli, a ‘ nutritive plasm,’ &c. (c.s.M.)

Literature : Y. Delage, La Structure du
Protoplasma et Biol. G6n. (1895) ;

Wilson,
The Cell. (e.s.g.)

Plastic Imitation : Ger. plastische Nach-
ahmung) ¥r. imitation plastique; Hal. imita-

zione flastica. (i) See Imitation (i).

(2) Used by Groos (Play of Man, Eng.
trans., 313 ff.) for constructive or creative

imitation, as in ‘ plastic ’ art. (j.m.b )

Plasticity [Gr. nhaarot, from nXiia-o-w, to

mould]: Ger. Plasticitat] Yr. plasticite] Ital.

plasticitd. That propeity of living sub-

stance or of an organism whereby it alters its

form under changed conditions of life.

The two theoiies of the manifestation of

plasticity hold respectively (i) that it is

a response to stimulation from the environ-

ment, the original property being simply

general instability of structure not involving

tendencies towards specific modifications of

any sort; and (2) that it takes the form of

specific changes which are inherent in life

as such, the environment playing a secondary

and purely exciting role. This latter is the

view of those who accept Vitalism (q. v.).

As to the origin of plasticity, the views
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associated with the first theory mentioned

above are (a) that it is merely the original

instability of protoplasm, or (6) that it is

due— especially in the higher forms, as is

seen in the plasticity of the brain substance

—

to natural selection, and is a necessity for

ontogenetic development. The second theory

given above—that of vitalism—holds that

plasticity of the specific sort which it accepts

is a fundamental property of life and explains

phylogenetic evolution.

It is probable— or possible—that there are

two forms of plasticity
: («) that of the living

cell wherever found, and of the lowest organ-

isms, by which they respond to various soits

of stimulation; and (6) that of the differenti-

ated and developed structures and organisms

whose modifications and variations are within

certain defined and well-marked limits for

each. It is possible, indeed, that this latter

case illustrates the natural selection of certain

modifications, i. e. those which served irseful

ends. In this case the fixity of organic

structure, together with its secondary plasti-

city, has been acquired by the gradual re-

striction of its original plasticity : thus,

according to recent writei’s (Bailey, Williams,

A. Sedgwick), heredity itself as a function

may have arisen. There would seem, how-
ever, to be no reason to doubt that both pro-

cesses are true: (i) the gradual reduction of

original plasticity and variability, securing

certain great organic structural results from

which, (2) as a basis,has arisen, through evolu-

tion, the relative plasticity ofbrain, nerve, &c.,

which allows newer, and especially intelligent,

accommodations.

Apart from vital plasticity in general, the

facts of individual accommodation make the

nature and limits of brain plasticity a matter

of great interest. Plasticity underlies all

acquisition—especially motor acquisition

—

and learning. As a matter of endowment,
it is contrasted with the fixity of instinct

and reflex action; a contrast which, on the

psychological side, is seen in educability or

the lack of it (see Education). Cf. Accom-
modation (in biology and psychology).

Literature', see Living Mattek, Nerve
Stimulation and Conduction, Accommoda-
tion (in biology) ; see also Bibliog. G, 2, f.

(J.M.B., B.B.P.)

Plato. (429-348 B.c.) Son of Ariston
;

pupil of Socrates. At military age he probably

took part in campaigns of the army. Draco
and Epicharmus taught him music, or, at

least, poetry. After the execution of Socrates

(399 B.C.), he went to Megara and reviewed
the Eleatic doctrine; travelled in Ionia, Cyrene,

and Egypt, later in Italy, where he learned

more in regard to the Pythagoreans. Owing
to a disagreement with the elder Dionysius in

Syracuse, he was deprived of his liberty at

Aegina. Upon recovering his freedom through

the intervention of the Cyrenaic Anniceris,

he returned to Athens, and opened his school.

He made two fruitless journeys to Sicily, but

aside from these he taught in Athens until

his death. Born at Athens, his real name
was Aristocles. See Soceatics (Plato), and cf.

Neo-Platonism, Greek Teeminologt, and
the principal philoso]ihical topics generally.

Platonism : see Soceatics (Plato).

Play [AS. plegan, to play] : Ger. Spiel
;

Yv.jeu', Ital. gZMOco. The exercise of any one

of the functions of mind and body in a way
usually covered by such expressions as ‘ play

is for its own sake,’ ‘play is not serious,’

‘ play involves make-believe,’ ‘ play is an in-

dulgence and is contrasted with work,’ i. e.

with no conscious reason for it except the

indulgence itself.

These general characteri^:ations serve to

raise the question as to what is the least

distinguishing mark of play as contrasted

with serious function. This question is dis-

cussed from two points of view, the biological

and the psychological, which illustrate a dis-

tinction in the definition of end or purpose.

Biologically, we have two main theories : the

‘surplus energy ’theory of Spencer which makes
play the using up of surplus energy already

accrued to the organism. Play is then an

exercise which brings out, generally in an

imitative way, the (functions whose end is

usually strenuous life under stress of the

environment. The other theory is the ‘prac-

tice ’ theoiy, urged strongly by Groos, though
suggested by earlier writers

;
it holds that

play is a native impulse, not always imitative,

whose biological end and utility is to secure

practice in the performance of the essential

functions of life before they are actually de-

manded by the exigencies of living. A third

theory—rathermore physiological—makes play
a means to the recuperation of other functions

during periods in which the functions set in

play are in exercise.

Gn the psychological side, two main char-

acters have been suggested by different writers

as essential to play. Semblance (q. v.), with
a certain ‘ self-illusion,’ or indulgence in con-

scious ‘ shamming,’ is to some (v. Hartmann,
L. Lange) the psychological e.ssential. To
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others (Groos’ later view, in The Play ofMan)
a function is playfully exercised when it is

performed for the sake merely of the pleasure

of the action itself. Play is ‘ autotelic ’—its

end lies in itself.

The latter of these theories evidently makes
the psychological criterion of play much
simpler, and so gives to the play-psychosis

a broader range. It would seem possible

that the biological criterion of play—which-

ever of the above-noted suggestions we adopt

—might be present without any constant

psychological play-criterion in force at all;

that is, biological play might sometimes be

psychological earnest. The general theory of

evolution requires only that the criterion on

one side or the other have reference to utility.

The subject of play has important bearings

in connection with Akt and Aet Theoeies

(q. V.), with education, and with Social De-
velopment (q. V.).

The forms of play, known as games, are

innumerable, and may be classified under
certain great heads, e. g. games of skill, of

endurance, of chance, &c. Groos {Play of
Man, Eng. trans.) divides them according to

the functions primarily brought into exercise.

The element of personal competition or

rivalry seems to be the main impulse in

certain games, and that of chance in others,

though in many games there is a union of

these two great factors. Games of chance

have always exercised peculiar fascination

and given rise to Gambling (q. v.)
;
they are

peculiarly human. Theoretically, they are of

interest as involving the theory of Peoba-
BiLiTT (q. V.). Cf. Pearson, The Chances of
Death, i. 42, and citations in Groos, op. cit.

Literature : Geoos, The Play of Animals

(see German edition for a full bibliog.)
;
and

Play of Man (Eng. trans., 1901); Spencee,
Princ. of Psychol.

;
Alix, L’Esprit de nos

Petes
;
Beehm, Das Thierleben

;
Guts Muths,

Spiele zur Uebung u. Erholung; Haetmann,
Philos, of the Unconscious; Hudson, The
Naturalist in La Plata

;
K. Lange, Die be-

wusste Selbsttauschung
;
Lazaeus, Ueber die

Reize des Spiels (1883) ;
Colozza, II Giuoco

nella Psicol. e Pedagogia (1896); Stanley,
Evolutionary Psychol, of Feeling

;
Baldwin,

Ment. Devel. in the Child and the Race

;

Social and Eth. Interpret.
;

and Story of

the Mind; Haeeis, Psychol. Foundations of

Educ., 281 ff.; ScHALLEE, Das Spiel und
die Spiele (1861); Kindergarten literature

generally. (j.m.b.)

Play-impxdse : Ger. Spieltrieb
;

Fr. in-

stinct du jeu; Ital. impulso al giuoco. The
impulse to indulge in play. Cf. Impulse, and
Plat.

This term is better than play-instinct

—

that is, provided impulse and instinct be
employed in the uses recommended in this

work— for reasons well stated by Groos {Spiele

der Menschen, 365 f, 486). The principal

reason is that play is a general function,

discharging itself through any or many modes
of activity, and not restricted—as instincts

are—to a definite and uniform mode. To
those, however, who use the term instinct

—

a usage which is full of ambiguities—to apply

to all inborn tendencies, play-instinct is a

legitimate expression. (j.m.b.)

Play-theory (in art) : see Aet and Aet
Theoeies.

Pleasantness (i) and (2) Unpleasant-
ness : Ger. (i) Lust, Wohlgefalien, wohlge-

fdllig (adj.), (2) Unlust, Missfalien (Judd);

Fr. (i) jflaisir, agrement, (2) peine, desagre-

ment] Ital. {1) piacere, (2) dispiacere, (i) ag-

gradevole (adj.), (2) disaggradevole (adj.) (e.m.).

Cf. Teeminologt (German and French). See

Pain and Pleasuke (2).

Agreeableness and disagreeableness are

sometimes used, but the terms given are pre-

ferred. (J.M.B., G.F.S.)

Pleasure : see Pain and Pleasueb.
Pleasure (aesthetic) [Old Fr. plaisir

;

Lat. placei'e, to please]. Pleasant feeling

aroused by what is aesthetic. Cf. Pain and
Pleasueb (2). (i) The word is generally ap-

plied by aestheticians to any psychosis whose
dominant tone is pleasant, whether it also con-

tains unpleasant elements or not. (j.e.A.—j.m.b.)

(2) It is occasionally employed, after a nar-

rower psychological usage, to designate the

affective aspect or phase of an aesthetic state,

in distinction from the total psychosis of which

this is a part.

On biological grounds aesthetic pleasure

has been distinguished from other kinds of

pleasure: (i) as springing from activities

remote from the life - serving functions

(Spencer)
; (2) as connected with the relatively

passive use of a well-nourished end-organ,

in this case either eye or ear (Grant Allen).

On psychological grounds aesthetic pleasure

has been differentiated: (i) as attaching to

certain senses only, i. e. sight and hearing

(Bain); (2) by its contemplative attitude

(among others Ladd), and (3) its possibility of

indefinite prolongation (Sully)
; (4) as stimu-

lating psychical life-activity under all three

of its forms, sensibility, intellect, and will
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(Guyau)
; (5) as the concomitant in feeling

of the free, unimpeded activities derived from

the play-impulse (Schiller)
; (6) as felt to

inhere in the object after the manner of sensa-

tional attributes like colour and weight (San-

tayana)
; (7) as arising from the appropriate

relation of a perceived impression to the re-

productive processes which it arouses (Kiilpe)

;

(8) as involving relative permanency of

pleasantness in revival (Marshall)
; (9) as due

to the ‘play of inner imitation’ (Groos)
; (10)

as an aesthetic form of sympathy (Lipps).

On grounds other than psychological, aes-

thetic pleasuie has been still further distin-

guished, (ii) by its shareability and disinter-

estedness (Kant, Schopenhauer), and (12) by
its universality (Kant). This last distinc-

tion excludes mere pleasures of sense, which
are, as such, individual, from the realm of the

aesthetic, and furnishes a basis for the de-

marcation of the beautiful from the agreeable.

Compare also Feeling (aesthetic). Pain (aes-

thetic), Aesthetics, and Beauty.
Literature : Bain, Emotions and Will,

3rd ed. (1875); Guyau, Les ProhEmes de

I’Esthetique contemporaine (1897); Mae-
shaJjL, Pain, Pleasure, and Aesthetics (1894)

;

Eibot, The Psychol, of the Emotions (1897);
Santayana, Sense of Beauty (1896) ;

Bosan-
QUET, Hist, of Aesthetic (1892). (j.e.a.)

Plenary Indulgence : Ger. voUkommener
Ahlass] Fr. indulgence flmih-e] Ital. indul-

gema plenaria. A dispensation of the Eoman
Catholic Church by virtue of which all the

temporal punishment due to sin is remitted,

the dispensation being conditioned on the

prior remission of the mortal guilt and eternal

penalty of the sin through repentance and
confession.

The institution of indulgences probably

arose in connection with the Sacrament of

Penance. It is of early origin and is founded
on the presumed existence of a surplus of merit

from Christ’s death after the sins of the world
have been atoned for, over which the Church
through its possession of the keys has a dis-

pensary power. The abusive exercise of this

power was one of the occasions of the Ee-
formation.

Literature: Pusby, Irenicon, Pt. I. 207;
Ceamp, Textbook of Popery

;
Herzog’s Eeal-

Encyc., i. 67. (a.t.o.)

Plenary Inspiration : Gei-. vollkommene
Eingebung

;
Fr. inspiration pleniere

;
Ital.

mspirazione plenaria. ‘I’he theory that the

human authors of the Old and New Testament
Scriptures were so inspired and directed by

II.

God as to he preserved from error and enabled

to express the infallible mind of God. See

Inspieation.

The doctrine of Plenary Inspiration carries

with it that of the inerrancy of the message.

It does not, however, extend to the human
agency of transcription, &c., and the current

claim of inerrancy is made, therefore, only in

connection with the original manuscripts.

Literature

:

Gaussen, Theopneusty (Eng.

trans., N. Y., 1842); Elliott, Inspiration of

the Holy Scriptures
;

also references under

Inspieation. (a.t.o.)

Plenum [Lat. plenus, full] : Ger. conti-

nuirliche Raumerfullung
]
Ev. {le) plein] Ital.

iil) pieno. The existence of matter in every

portion of space
;
matter (or its energy) filling

space in such a way as to exclude the possi-

bility of any void or Vacuum (q.v.). (j.d.)

Pleroma [Gr. TrXr)pa>na, fullness] : Ger.

Pleroma
;

Fi-. plerSme
;

Ital. pleroma. A
term used by Gnostics (q.v.) to designate the

spiritual world intermediate between God and
man. It is filled through and through with
divine energy, and thus opposed to Kevapa, the

spatial void.

It is a matter of dispute as to how the

Gnostic use is derived from St. Paul’s use of

the term (Eph. i. 23, iii. 19, and iv. 13 ;
Gobi.

18, 19, ii. 9), and how far St. Paul himself

used the term in its philosophic connotation.

Literature : Teichmullee,

G

esch. d. Begriffe
;

Mattbe, Hist, du Gnosticisme
;

Mansel,
Gnostic Heresies, 51-5, 178, 179 f. (j.d.)

Pletho, surname of Georgius Gemistus.
(1355—1450.) Born in Constantinople, he held

a judicial position in the Peloponnesus, when
the Empei'or John Palaeologus (1438) took

him to Italy to labour for the union of the

Greek and Eoman Churches. As a pagan he

did not wish to see them united, and laboured

for their further separation. Spread his own
doctrines in Ferrara and Florence, and or-

ganized in the latter place a society of Platon-

ists under the patronage of Cosimo dei Medici.

The society was called the Academy.
Plethysmograph. : see Laboeatoey and

Appaeatus, III, B, (i).

Plexus [Lat. plexus, woven] : Ger. Plexus
;

Fr. plexus', Ital. plesso. An interconnected

whole where each part is so dependent upon
every other part that no adequate account
of one constituent can be given apart from its

associates.

It is differentiated from the terms System
and Oeganism (q. v.) in denoting de facto

rather than ideal or teleological connection.
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It conuoteB more internal dependence, how-

ever, than does the term agi,negate. (j.d.)

Plexus (in neurology) : Ger. Nervennetz
;

Fr. reseau
;

Ital. 2>l^sso {nervoso). (i

)

A group of anastomosing fibres outside the

central nervous system, especially in the

course of the peripheral nerves. It is best

to refer to these as Nerve-plexuses or Neuro-

plexuses.

The term does not imply protoplasmic union,

but merely the interweaving of nerve-fibres.

Protojilasmic union of dendrites and neurite

processes of cells may be termed Neuroreti-

culum. Cf. Neueopilem.

(2) Disperse ganglia, especially those of the

Sympathetic System (q. v.
;
cardiac, mesen-

teric, and hypogastric plexuses). Such an

aggregate may be termed a Ganglion-plexus.

(3) Vascular intrusions of the tela (cf.

Beain) or thin parts of the neural tube into

the cavities of the brain. Often in combina-

tion, as Metaplexus. The descriptive adjective

‘ choroideus ’ is now frequently omitted, (h.h.)

Plotinus. (205-270 A.H.) BornatLyco-
polis, Egypt, he went to Alexandria, 232, and

for ten years studied under Ammonius Saccas.

In 242 he accomjianied the Emperor Goi dianus

to Persia to learn the Persian and Indian

philosophies : the emperor was murdered,

and he went to Rome, where he taught philo-

sophy with great success. Retired into soli-

tude, 269. Cf. Neo-Platonism.
Pluralism [Lat. jplures, several, many]

:

Ger. Pluralisinus
\

Fr. pluralisrne’, Ital.

2>luralismo. The theory that reality consists

in a plurality or multiplicity of distinct beings.

It may be materialistic, as with the Atom-
ISTS; hylozoistic, as with Empedocles; or

spiritualistic, as with Leibnitz. Or, again, it

may be conceived as indifferent, as the un-

knowable reals of Herbart which produce the

phenomena both of consciousness and of matter.

-WJole opposed to monism as a theory of the

essential and ultimate unity of all being, it

may agree with it in opposition to a dualistic

theory of the opposition of subject and object.

The chief difficulties with the system are

(a) in the idea of God (as with Leibnitz it

seems to be both the highest of the monads,

and the system of monads as such), and (6)

in the ideas and facts of relationship, order,

law, or harmony ; if this harmony exists, we
seem to have not a sheer plurality, but already

an organized system; if it does not wc have
only chaos, no universe

;
and (c) in the idea of

interaction. This, however, may be regarded

only as a special case of (6).

It need hardly be mentioned that we have
here to do with one of the most serious

pi oblems of philosophy
;
one which was among

the earliest to attract attention, and about
which the conflict is most stubboin. The
needs which pluralism endeavours chiefly to

serve are (i) the possibility of real change,

dr an objectively valid dynamic view, since

monism seems to make change a mere incident

in the totality of being, or even a partly

illusory phenomenon (Heraclitus and Hegel,

howevei-, seem to be dynamic monists in

asserting the one reality to be essentially pro-

cess)
; (2) the possibility of real variety, par-

ticularly in the differences of persons, as

monism appears to lend itself to a pantheistic

view, legarding all distinctions as simply

limitations of the one being
; (3) the possibility

of freedom, as a self-initiating and moving
power inherent in every real qua real.

The term pluralism is very recent in English

(it is used as early as Wolff in German).
Kant uses the term as opposed to egoism

and solipsism—the tendency to regard self as

only one among many {^Anthropology'). Bowne
uses the term incidentally in Philos, of Theism,

57 ;
James has probably done more than any

one else to give it currency, in his Will to

Believe (see Preface in particular)
;
and Howi-

son employs it to denote the substantially

distinct existence of free ethical personalities

{^Limits of Evolution, and in Eoyce’s Conce2i-

tion of God, xiv). (j.d.)

Plurality [Lat. pluralis, numerous] ; Ger.

Vielheit, Mehrheit
;

Fr. mult^ilicite, pluralit'e
;

Ital. plurality. More than oneness. See

Manifold, Multiplicity, and (especially)

Unity and Plukality, Cf. also Numbek.
According to Eucken (Philosophieche Ter-

minologie, 63), Scotus Erigeua was the first

to use pluralitas as a technical philosophical

term. (j.d.)

Plurality of Causes ; Ger. Mehrheit der

Ursachen; Fr. des causes] Ital.

jpluralild delle cause. John Stuart Mill, in his

System of Logic, 111 . v. 3, argues that ‘the

cause, philosophically speaking, is the sum
total of the conditions positive and negative

taken together
;
the whole of the contingen-

cies of every description, which being realized,

the consequent invariably follows.’ This has

been called the doctrine of ‘ Plurality of

Causes.’

This doctrine was not at all new when
Mill’s Logic was put forth. It had been the

general \iew since the Aristotelian phraseo-

logy had been given up, and had even been
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common under the Aristotelian l e^ime, al-

though the word cause was then loaded down
with many different meanings. But when
Aristotelians used such phrases as the cause

of a thing, or of an historical event—not of

any fact, or abstract element of the event,

expressible by a proposition, but of the whole

event in its concreteness, such that no pro-

position, or book of propositions, or library of

books of propositions, could begin to describe

it adequately,—when Aristotelians used such

phrases, of course they must mean something

quite different by a cause, or efficient cause

;

and in fact we find that they fully recognized

that any concrete thing or concrete event has

multitudes of ‘ efficiejit causes.’ In some cases

they were able to mention one of these as

tlie 'princijpalis efficiens. In other cnses they

spoke of one cause as being 'princij^alior than

another. The Aristotelian doctrine did an

incalculable amount of practical mischief, due

to its utter confusion
;
and this confusion was

owing to the attempt to give a meaning to

the efficient cause of a concrete thing or con-

crete event.

Mill recognizes the enormous importance

of clearing up the notion of cause. ‘The

notion of cause,’ he says, ‘ should be, with the

utmost practicabledegreeof precision, fixed and

determined.’ Nevertheless, so far is he from

making his reader understand that the logical

antecedent and consequent are not concrete

things or events, but abstract elements thereof

precisely and fully expressible by propositions,

that after repeated re-readings of what he

says, both in his Logic and elsewhere, one can

but be left extremely doubtful whether Mill

regarded the effect, or consequent, as a con-

crete event (he often says it is ‘an event’)

or an abstract element of an event. He,

and still more his followers, often seem to

speak as if there were no single cause of an

effect, in most cases. (c.s.p.)

It seems evident, however, that Mill

—

‘ speaking philosophically,’ as he says—is not

concerned with mere logical or abstract

antecedence and consequence, but with the

statement of the ‘ sum total of the conditions
’

of a concrete event. Modern idealism puts the

same truth, ‘ philosophically speaking,’ in the

d( ctrine that reality is a system the statement

of which in its entirety is necessary for the

statement of any part (fact, event, &c.)

of it. See Cause and Effect, and Cause
AND Condition. (j.m.b., k.g.)

Plutarch, (cir. 46-cir. 120 a.d.) A famous

Greek essayist and biographer. His writings

show a mingling of doctrines from various

sources, Greek, Egyptian, Persian, and Italian.

Cf. Albxandeian School.

Fueuma [Gr. nvevfia, air, breath, spirit].

The vital soul or animating spirit.

It can be defined, however, only with refer-

ence to its historical use. Few terms, indeed,

embody within themselves a more interesting

combination of various sources and motives

than does this one. The three chief elements

in it are derived from Greek philosophy, from
Greek medical science, and from Hebrew
religion. The air was conceived as active

(the wind) in Greek thought, and as a source

of life in plants, animals, and men. Anaxi-

menes, because of its restless, apparently self-

caused, activity and its obvious connection (in

breathing) with life, identified air with the

soul of the universe and of the individual.

While subsequent philosophy limited its scope

and value, pneuma was universally accepted

as a fact, and as something in man which
mediated between his life and the larger

world, and also between his strictly physio-

logical fuiictions and his higher spiritual

nature. Through its relation to warmth (the

living body is always warm and always in-

haling air) it is the force which organizes

the matter of the body, permeating, because

of its fineness and activity, all parts. The
Greek physicians accepted this doctrine and
elaborated it. Praxagoras discovered the

distinction between veins and arteries, and
regarded the latter as carrying air (since they

are empty in a dead person), the former blood

;

the circulation of this air stands in close

relation to health and sickness. His successors

regarded this circulation as most important in

travelling between the heart as vital centre and
brain as centre of thought, and hence as in some
sense a connecting link of the physical and
psychical.

Meanwhile, the later Peripatetics had
taken up the tale and made the pneuma the

phj-siological basis of all psychical activi-

ties. The Stoics made the conception (again

as with Anaximenes) a cosmic one— it is the

objective union of the spiritual and material,

God and the world. Earth and water are

only condensed air (pneuma), and the psychical

is but the highly refined residuum. Mean-
time Hebrew thought had also conceived the

soul as primarily a form of ‘ air,’ and made
no difference between it, the wind, and respira-

tion. But since it is regarded (in the Old
Testament) as breathed into man by God,
it loses its materialistic connotations; it is
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regarded as sonietliiiig coming into the body
from without, instead of being its immanent
function

;
and as the Spirit, itself immaterial,

which rules matter. Philo attempted to

unite the Greek and Hebrew conceptions,

making the pneuma a mediating principle be-

tween God (Spirit) and the world (Matter).

In the New Testament, it is Spirit par excel-

lence, not simply in the psychologicnl sense,

liut in the ethical—in the sense we associate

with the term ‘spiritual,’ largely, indeed, just

because that word was chosen to translate

pneuma. Man consists, as with the Greeks,

of body, soul, and spirit (pneuma), but spirit is

elevated above the soul, not subordinated to

it. The concept thus entered radically into

the whole mediaeval and modern conception

of sjririt, and of soul and mind, and was
certainly one of the chief factors in developing

the concept of soul as a substantial, although

wholly immaterial, entity. On the physical

side, the doctrine passed over into the theory

of animal spirits, and thus played, with

Descartes, the same function of connecting

soul and body that it had exercised with the

Greeks. See Siebeck, Gesch. d. Psychol., ii.

Part II. chap. i. (j.d.)

Pneumatograph : see Labobatoet and
Appaeattjs, III, B (i).

Pneumatology [Gr. 7rreC/xn, spirit, -fAdyos,

theory, doctiine] : Ger. Pneumatologie] Fr.

’pneumatologie] lisX.pneumatologia. (i) Liter-

ally, the doctrine of spirits, God, angels, and
man. See Pneuma. But, as a matter of fact,

the term was chiefly used as the theory of

spirits intermediate between God and man,
angels and demons, i. e. good and bad. The
term was largely appropriated by astrology

and magic, though theology continued to use it

in its proper sense. In the 1 7th century it had
some vogue (largely in the form pneumatics) as

the equivalent of what is now termed psycho-

logy. See Franck’s Diet, des Sci. philos.,

sub verbo. (j.d.)

(2) In theology: see Psychology (empirical

and rational).

Point [Lat. p'unctum, a small hole, through
Fr.] ; Pvn1ct[Punld.distanz)‘, Fr. point,

distance jwnctuelle
]

\\.x\.punto. (i) The unit

of distribution of the ajrparatus of sensation

on the skin and mucous mendjrane.

So we speak of ‘ hot j^oints,’ ‘ pressure

points.’ ‘pain points,’ &c. Since some of

these points ai’e areas of considerable extent

(see Tempeeatuee Spot), it is better to speak
of them as ‘spjots’ (‘cold spots,’ ‘pain

spots,’ &c.).

(2) The unit of space discrimination by the

eye : as ‘ luminous point,’ &c.

(3) geometrical optical illusions, a ‘ point

distance ’ is an extent of space bounded by two
points, an uudrawn line. (e.b.t.)

Point (in geometry). That which we con-

ceive to have position, but not magnitude, (s.n.)

Poiret, Pierre. ( 1 646-17 1 9.) A French
Protestant divine and mystical philosopher

who held pastorates at Hamburg and Amster-
dam.
• Polemics (in theology) [Gr. noXe/uKos,

warlike]: Gev. Polemik
;
Fr

.

polemique

)

Ital.

qjolemica. That branch of Christian apolo-

getics which has for its aim aggressive warfare

upon the foes of Christiaipity either within or

without the Church.

Polemics is opposed to irenics, whose aim is

the cultivation of fi iendly relations. Historic-

ally, polemics has dealt chiefly with heresies

within the Church. It was first reduced to

systematic form by the Jesuits, whose example

was soon followed by the champions of Protes-

tantism. Since Scbleiermacher, polemics has

been recognized as part of theological disci-

pline.

Literature: Schleieemachee, Darstellung

des theol. Stradismus (Berlin, 1811); Sage,

Christl. Polemik (Bonn, 1838); Hall, Syst.

of Divinity (N.Y., 1847); McClintock and

Steong, Cyc. of Bibl. Knowledge (1873).
(A.T.O.)

Policy (in law). Policy of the Law [Gr.

7ToX(Tfta] : Ger. Staatslclugheit
]

Fr. politique',

Ital. polizia. Those general purposes of the

municipal law of a state, not declared by

statute, which its courts recognize and enforce

as necessary for the protection of society.

Public policy, sound policy: those general

purposes of civil government, not declared by
statute, which the courts, in the absence of a

statute to the contrary, recognize and enforce

as necessary for the protection of society.

‘Many contracts which are not against morality

are still void as being against the maxims of

sound policy ’ (Jones v. Kandall, i Cowper's

Law Reports, 3 9).
‘ Contracts illegal at common

law, as being contrary to public policy, are

such as injuriously affect or subvert the public

interest ’ (Sedgwick v. Stanton, 14 H.Y. Law
Reports, 291). Policy of the state: a general

purpose manifested by a long course of legisla-

tion on some object, which courts take into

view in construing any particular statute on

that subject. (s.e.b.)

Political Pcouomy : see Economic Sci-

ence.
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Political Institution : see Institution.

Politics [Gr. ttoXitikt], the science of govern-

ment]: Ger. PolitiJc, Staatskunst; Ft. politique,

OT science politique’, liaX. politica. (i) Political

affairs.

(2) The science of the State (q.v., also

philosophy of).

Tlie science of politics is one of the Moeal
Sciences (q. v.), inasmuch as the phenomena
which it investigates have their origin in the

human will. Inasmuch as it is concerned not

with the individual, hut with collections of

individuals, it is one of the social sciences.

As there is a general science of society (known
as sociology), political science is one of the

special Social Sciences (q. v.). The rela-

tion of political science to political economy
has been differently conceived at different

times. Political economy owes its name to

the fact that economic phenomena were first

studied in order to discover the means of

increasing the resources of the state. A trace

of this original aim is preserved in the title

of Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations. If

polit'cal economy wei-e confined to tracing

the laws which determine the resources of the

state, it would clearly be a branch of political

science. But modern political economy con-

cerns itself as well with the laws which govern

individual wellbeing. (f.c.m.)

Poly- [Gr. TToXv, many, much] : Ger. poly-,

viel-
,
Ft. poly-', Ital. Many, multiple

;

as polyopia, multiplication of images in vision

(occurs in hysteria). (j.j.)

Polylemma : a Dilemma (q. v.) with a con-

siderable number of excluded hypotheses.

Polysyllogism : a system of syllogisms.

Polysyllogistic proof : a proof consisting of

a system of syllogisms. (c.s.p.)

Polygraph : see Laboeatoey and Ap-
PAEATUS, II (general).

Polylemma : see Poly-.

Polyphyletic : see Convbbgence.
Polysyllogism : see Poly-.

Polysyllogistic Proof : see Poly-.

Polytheism ; see Theism.

Polytypic (or Divergent^ Involution :

see Evolution, Isolation, and Physiological
Set ection

;
and cf. Oeganic Selection.

Pomponatius, Petrus, called Peretto.

(1462-1524.) He studied medicine as well

as philosophy at Padua. Became a teacher

fii st in Padua, then in Ferrara, and finally in

Bologna, where he died. The most distin-

guished Aristotelian scholar of the Eenais-

sance.

gram, attributed to Petrus Tartaretus (about

1480), used to illustrate the relations of the
middle term. Cf. Mood (in logic). The
figure is given in Eisler, Worterh. d. qdiilos.

Begriffe, ‘ Eselsbrucke.’ (j.m.b.)

Poor Law : Ger. Armengesetzgehung
;
Fr,

systems d’assistance puhliqiie', Ital. legge di

assistenza puhhlica. A statute governing the

administration of public charity
;

specifically,

the English Poor Law of 1782 (Gilbert’s Act),

which had an unfortunate effect in promoting
mendicancy, and the Act of 1834, by whose
workings many of these evils were lightened.

The history of poor relief in England falls

into four periods. (i) Down to 1600 the

state confined its efforts to the suppression of

unnecessary pauperism, leaving the care of the

incapable to other agencies. (2) From 1600
to about 1750 the parish authorities were
charged with the duty of administei’iug poor-

relief, but with strict precautions against

abuse. (3) From 1750 to 1833, a period of

liberal relief and lax administration. (4)
Since 1834, a time of return to stricter tests.

Poor-relief in America has been so far a

matter of local practice, that it has had no
organized or systematic history like that of

England. (a.t.h.)

Pope \ha.i.papa, father] : Ger. Papst
;
Fr.

Pape
;

Ital. Papa. The title borne, since

Gregory VII, exclusively by the bishop of

Home, signif3dng his primacy and jurisdiction

as sole and infallible head of the Eoman
Catholic Church.

The title ivas originally given to all Chris-

tian teachers, but in time became limited to

the primates of Eorae, Alexandria, Antioch,

Jerusalem, and Constantinople. It was first

formally assumed as the exclusive title of the

Eoman bishop by Siricius (384-98), which
use was confirmed by a decree of Gregory

VII. The Pope is the supreme teacher, priest,

and administrator of the Church. In 1870
the Vatican Council pronounced him infallible

when speaking ex cathedra in matters of doc-

trine and morals. See Ineallibit ity.

Literature : C. B. F. Allnatt, Cathedra

Petri (London, 1883); Scheoedl, Gesch. d.

Papste, &c. (1888); Milman, Latin Chris-

tianity; Smith and Cheatham’s Diet, of Christ.

Antiq., art. Pope. Cf. J. B. Mullingee, in

Encyc. Brit. (9th ed.), art. Popedom, (a.t.o.)

Population [Lat. populare, to people]

:

Ggt. Bevolkerung
]
Ft. population] Ital. pqpo-

lazione. The number of inhabitants dwelling

in a given territory at a specified time. If

the population of any territory is divided by
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Pons asinorum (in logic) [Lat.]. A dia-
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the number of units of territorial area (e. g.

square miles), the quotient gives the density

of poi)ulation.

Increase of population was regai-ded as a

public good by practically all writers down to

the close of the last ceutuiy. It was reserved

for Maltbus to show that under conditions of

production which may often exist, increase of

numbers might result in making the average

standaz’d of life lower, and thus be an evil

instead of a good. Cf. Malthus’ Law.
Some writers (e. g. Nitti) have attempted

to show tl)at prosperity tends to check the

increase of population
;
but as all their obsei’-

vatioizs can be equally well accounted for on
the hypothesis that inci'ease of population

tends to check pi’osperity, their woi’k can
hardly be considei’ed as vitiating the most im-
portant of Malthus’ genei’alizations. (a.t.h.)

Porphyry. (233-cir. 303 A.D.) Educated
under Origen at Caesarea, Longinus at

Athens, ami Plotinus at Rome, he became
a passionate disciple of the latter. Travelled

in Sicily and elsewhere, returning to Rome to

live. He was a voluminous writer, but most
of his wi-itings ai’e lost. See Alexandeian
School.

Port Bioyal Logic. The name usually

given to a treatise entitled La loglque, ou
I'art depenser, published in 1662. It appeared
anonymously, but was written by the Port

Royalists Antoine Arnauld (called the great

Arnauld) and Piei’re Nicole.

The former, a man of considerable power,

thought and sketched the book, which his

collaborator woi’ked up. Being the first

Cai’tesian logic, a book marked, too, by good

sense and literary charm, and not without

some scientific merit (though it is weak on

the inductive side), it became immensely
popular, and did a great deal to spread the

doctrine of Descartes. It is chiefly celebrated

for the prominence it gives to the anti-

Aristotelian theory of logical extension and

comprehension; although this doctrine does

not begin here to take the position it occupied

in the Kantian treatises.

It has been translated several times into

English, the best version being that of Thomas
Spencer Baynes. (.c.s.p.)

Port Pioyalists. A body of ascetic

scholars who settled in the deserted monastery
of Port Royal and became leaders in the

Jansenist movement. See Jahsenism, and
Poet Royal Logic.

The Port Royalists numbered some of the

most distinguished scholars of the time. In
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philosophy they were influenced by Descartes.

They were the leaders in the Jansenite attack
on the Jesuits.

Literature', see references under Jansen-
ism. (A.T.O.)

Porter, Noah. (1811-92.) Educatedat
Yale College. He was master of the Hopkins
Grammar School, New Haven, 1831-3 ;

tutor

at Yale, 1833-5; studied theology also,

1833-5 ;
pastor at New Milfoi’d, Conn., 1836 ;

located at Springfield, Mass., 1843; Clark
professor of metaphysics and moral philo-

sophy at Yale College, 1846 ;
studied German

philosophy (chiefly) for one year in Europe,

1853-4; president of Yale College, 1871;
resigned, 1885; remained Clark professor

until his death.

Posit [Lat.^zonere, to put, place, lay down] :

Ger. Setzen, gesetzt (posited). Position (a

positing); Pv. poser, afftrmer llal. porre, affer-

mare. To affirm immediately, that is, not
as a result of inference; to assert as given

fact
;

to present as unquestioned existence,

not depending on any prior process. Cf.

Immediacy (psychical, and logical).

The term had originally, in the main, a

logical significance, meaning any premise so

far as asserted without i-efei’ence either to

previous argument or to the concessions of

a real or supposed opponent. In the post-

Kantian movement, however, the term assumed
a more metaphysical meaning, in harmony
with the general tendency to give an objective

rendering to the logical, or to hold that

thought has a material and not meiely a for-

mal bearing. Tiiis tendency is most marked
in Fichte. In following the effort, initiated

by Descartes, to get something beyond all

doubt, absolutely cei tain in itself, and hence

a first principle in itself, he started from
assertion as the principle of all judgment,

and found as a condition of all judgment
whatever, the ultimate and irreducible self-

assertion of the Ego— its self-positing. ‘ The
Ego posits origijially and simply its own
being’ [Werke, i. 98; see Adamson, Fichte,

153-63 ;
Evei-elt, d ichle’sScience ofKnowledge,

71). This act is at the same time a fact; the

self-activity of the Ego is its existence.

Further metaphysic consists in developing

the system of positings implied in and derived

from this original positing. Positing is, so

to speak, the lundamental category— that in

which the logical and ontological are one,

in which thought (the activity of Ego) gets

objective value.

Hegel, on the contrary, in accordance

o
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with his uniform tendency to do away with

the merely or purely immediate, reduces

‘ positing ’ to a lower level. It is the Under-
standing (q. V.) which posits

;
that is to say,

positing is dogmatic, unquestioned assertion,

which, however valuable and necessary for

practical purposes (to get a firm and definite

basis from which to proceed), is really a

process of reflection. Thus it turns out

to be really a supposition involving a pre-

supposition (Voraussetzen). The search for

this presupposition is therefore the real ‘posit-

ing,’ since it alone determines what the true

being is (Hegel, Werke, iv. chap. i). Or, put

more simply, it is only as a working datum—
a starting-point—that we find anything prior

to reflection, and thus can distinguish that

which is immediately given from that which

is thought. The process of reflection, while

apparently merely about the given reality, in

the end always decides for us what that reality

is, so that the original ‘ fact ’ is displaced or

transformed, instead of remaining as it was
plus a numljer of new traits externally added

to it by reflection. Thus the genuine pro-

cess of positing is one of determining or

defining through the whole system of thought.

Cf. Hegel’s Terminology, V, f.

In English the terms posit and pose are

rarely used, save to translate the German
Setzen; since, however, we use the terms

suppose and presuppose freely and in non-

technical ways, it is a luatter of regret that

we have not, like the Greek (thesis and hypo-

thesis) and the German (Setzung, Voraus-

setzung. Position), the correlates pose and
position. (j.D.)

Position (consciousness of bodily) : Ger.

Lage-empfindung ]
Fr. sensation de la position

{du corps') ]
Ital. percezione di posizione {del

corpo). The normal perception of bodily

position is a complex of visual and tactual

(skin, joint, muscle, tendon) factors. The
most important of these are probably vision

and articular sensation.

The point of reference for orientation is, in

most cases, the head (eyes, eye-muscles, neck-

muscles). In so far as the perception of

position involves sensations of equilibrium or

of change of position (progressive rectilineal

movement or progressive rotation), the organ

of the Static Sense (q.v.) is probably con-

cerned in it. See Equilibrium (sensation

of), and Illusions of Motion. (e.b.t.)

Literature ; Wundt, Physiol. Psychol. (4th

ed.), ii. 23 If.; Sanford, Course in Exper.

Psychol., expts. 45, 46 ;
Bloch, C. H. de la

3

Soc. de Biol. (1896), 81; Fere, ibid. 61;
H. Beaunis, Sensations internes

;
Morsei.u,

Semej. mal. ment., i. (e.b.t.-l.m.)

Positive [Lat. positum, from ponere, to

place]: Ger. positiv, Fr. positif; Ital. posi-

tivo. (i) Logical: as applied to judgments,

affirmative or asserting, opposed to negative

or denying. Applied to terms, referring to

a quality which is inherent, while a negative

term connotes absence or limitation.

(2) Social and practical: that which de-

pends upon will or convention instead of

upon the forces of nature irrespective of

human intervention
; e. g. positive law, rights,

religion, morality, &c. It is opposed to

Natural (q.v.).

(3) Philosophical : that which depends upon
observation of phenomena, or facts in space

and time, not upon a thought process

:

the scientifically verifiable. Opposed to the

sjreculative. See Positivism. According to

Comte, mankind passes through the theological

and metaphysical stages in arriving finally at

the positive. (j.d.)

Positive attribute

:

an experientially definite

attribute, or one which for some other reason

appears more definite than its contrary.

Positive denial : an explicit denial, opposed

to one which is virtually made by an omission

to affirm.

Positive discrepancy

:

a disagreement be-

tween statements consisting in the one assert-

ing what the other positively denies.

Positive distinction', a real distinction

betiveen two jiositively experimental objects,

and not merely between an experience and
the failure of it. There is a positive distinc-

tion between the odours of the rose and the

orange-flower; a merely negative one between
the perfume of the tea-i'ose and the want of

perfume of the ordinary climber.

Positive idea

:

an idea due to a positive

experience. Locke says :
‘ Concerning the

simple ideas of sensation, it is to be con-

sidered that whatsoever is so constituted in

nature as to be able, by affecting our senses,

to cause any perception in the mind, doth

thereby produce in the understanding a

simple idea
;
which, whatever be the external

cause of it, when it comes to be taken notice

of by our discerning faculty, it is by the mind
looked on and considered there to be a real

positive idea in the understanding, as much as

any other whatsoever: though perhaps the

cause of it be but a privation in the subject
’

{Essay concerning Human Understanding, II.

viii. i).

1

1
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PosiTiVK Law (q. v.) : a law laid down, a

statute. ‘ I would not here he mistaken, as if,

because I deny an innate law, I thought there

were noi.e hut positive laws’ (Locke, Essay
concerning Human (Understanding. I. iii. 13).

Positive 2’hilosophy (see Positivism, also (3)
above): the system of philosophy of Auguste
Comte

;
so called by him as composed of

definite experiential results of science.

Positive proof or evidence
:
proof or evidence

of a definite experience of the fact concluded.

Positive proof is not necessarily more certain

than negative proof. Thus, if a man comes
home from business and finds all the portable

valuables and his wife’s best clothes a'one, the

wife having herself disappeai’ed, this negative

evidence that she took them is stronger than

if a witness of suspicious character were to

testify that she did so. Nor is jiositive proof

or evidence the same as direct jii’oof or evi-

dence, as Kant and other writers say; for the

fact that a man was in the utmost distress for

want of money just after the robbery of a

bank would be positive, yet indirect, evidence

that he did not commit the robbery.

Positive proposition, judgment, or enuncia-

tion : a proposition more experientially defi-

nite in its assertion than its negative. An
affirmative proposition is one which has the

grammatical form of a positive proposition.

But the present definition can only be re-

garded as tentative, since there has been no
thorough investigation of the logical nature of

the positiveness of propositions.

Positive whole : a whole made up of parts,

in contradistinction to a whole indivisible

even in thought, such as a person. (c.s.p.)

Positive Law positivus~\ : Ger. posi-

tives Recht, Satzungsrecht] Fr. droit positif;

Ital. diritto positive. Law imposed and en-

forceable in any community by the sovereign

political authority. See Holland, Jurispru-

dence, chap. iv. It is therefore a different

thing from natural law, though it may in

a pai’ticular case reaffirm a rule of natural

law, and supply a sanction. Cf. Posi-

tive.

If it contravenes fundamental principles of

natural law, there are authorities of weight
which declare it to be void, under a system

of free, constitutional government. See Loan
Association v. Topeka, 20 Wallace’s United
States Law Reports, 655.

Literature-. Wolff, Inst, of the Law of

Nature and Nations, i. chap. ii. 39 ;
Mon-

tesquieu, Esprit des Lois, Liv. I. chap.

iiL (s.e.b.)

Positive Theology : Q^cr.positive Thcoloyie\

Fr. theologie positive] Ital. teologia positiva.

The system of doctrine which ai ises from the
application of positive categories to the Divine
nature

;
to be distinguished from negative

the(dogy, in which the divine nature is sym-
bolized under negative categories.

The distinction between negative and
positive theology is of Neo-Platonic origin,

and was introduced into Christian thought in

the 5th century by the Pseudo-Dionysius,

whose work on mystical theology is the

classic on this theme. In his representation,

God in his essential nature wholly transcends

human conceptions, and can be only negatively

conceived. The sum of these negative con-

ceptions constitutes negative theology, and is

higher than positive theology, which occupies

a purely relative place, and arises out of the

application of inadequate categories to the

divine nature.

Literature : works of Dionysius
;
IMigne,

Patrology
;
McClintock and Strong, Cyclo-

pedia of Bibl. Knowledge, Pt. IV. (a.t.o.)

Positivism : Ger. Positivismus
;
Fr. posi-

tivisms] lia\. positivismo. (i) The assertion

of what is instituted in any sphere, as distinct

from what is natural
;
revealed religion, for

example. This use is rare.

(2) Dogmatism (q. v.)
;
assurance in holding

or asserting philosophic tenets ;
the antithe.sis

to scepticism, nihilism, negativism. This is

also rare.

(3) The name applied by Comte to his own
philosophy, and characterizing, negatively, its

freedom from all speculative elements; and,

affirmatively, its basis in the methods and
results of the hierarchy of positive sciences

;

i. e. mathematics, astronomy, physics, chemistry,

biology, and sociology. It is allied to Agnos-
ticism (q. V., also Unknowable) in its denial

of the possibility of knowledge of reality in

itself, whether of mind, matter, force; it is

allied to Phenomenalism (q. v.) in its denial

of capacity to know either efficient or final

causation, or anything except the relations of

coexistence and sequence in which sensible

phenomena present themselves. It differs,

however, in insisting upon (a) the possibility

and necessity of a relative synthesis or organi-

zation of the data of all the sciences; (6) the

value of science for prevision and practical

control
;
and (c) its availability, when thus

organized and applied, for moral guidance

and spiritual support and consolation. See

Religion of Humanity.

(4) The term is used more loosely to denote
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any philosophy which agrees with that of

Comte in limiting philosophy to the data

and methods of the natural sciences— oppo-

sition to the a ‘priori, and to specula-

tion hy any method peculiar to metaphysics.

In this sense Locke and Hutne were posi-

tivists ; Hume, indeed, quite explicitly so in

limiting the method of philosophizing to the

results of observation, and stopping whenever

going further means confused and uncertain

speculation about hypothetical causes {Treat.,

i. § 4). Mill and Spencer are called posi-

tivists, though thoroughly opposed to Comte
in many respects. George Eliot is a posi-

tivist in a somewhat more strictly Comtian
sense. Cf. Naturalism:. (j.d.)

Literature : Comte, Positive Philos.
;
Posi-

tive Polity (synopsized in English by Harriet

Martineau and George Henry Lewes); J. S.

Mill, Auguste Comte and Positivism
;
Spen-

cer, Genesis of Science
;

Classification of the

Sciences; Huxley, Scientific Aspects of

Positivism; Eiske, Outlines of Cosmic Philos.;

E. Caird, Social Philos, of Comte
;
Encyc.

Brit., art. on Comte; Laas, Idealismus und
Positivismus (1879-84); H.Grurer,A. Comte

(1889). On Comte’s Social Philosophy see

Barth, Geschichtsphilos. als SozioL, i.

(J.D.-K.G.-J.M.B.)

Possession [Lat. _posstfss!oj. One of the

categories of Aristotle i^xeiv, haben). See

Category. (j.m.b.)

Possession (demon, &c.) : Ger. Beses>-eii-

heit
;

Fr. {delire de) possession
;

Ital. posses-

sions, indemoniamento. The notion that a

disease, such as epilepsy, is due to the posses-

sion of the patient by an evil spirit. Cf.

Demonomania, and Obsession. (j.j.)

Possibility, Impossibility, and Possible
[Lat. possibile, from posse, may, can, be able

;

equivalent to the Gr. SuraroV]: Ger. Moglichkeit,

Unmogliclilceit, moglich', ~Ev.possihilite, irngossi-

bilite, possible] Ital. possibilitd, impossibility,

possibile. The term is used to express a variety

of meanings which, although distinct in them-
selves, yet flow readilyinto one another. These
meanings may best be grouped according

as they have (i) an ontological objective

value, or a logical subjective value; and (2)
according as they are used antithetically to

actuality or necessity. The antithetical point

of view is the most convenient from which
to begin.

Possibility may mean that something is (i)

not actual, or (2) that, while it possesses

actual existence, that existence lacks causal

or rational necessity.

(1) As opposed to the actual, the phrase

has again a double meaning. (a) Taken
objectively, it may mean something as j’et

undeveloped, since not presenting itself in

actually objectified form, but capable of doing

so at some future time, when all the con-

ditions of its realization occur : latent, poten-

tial being. This implies capacity for realiza-

tion; and, if this cajmcity be taken in an
active sense, connotes some inherent tendency

to actuality, which if not thwarted leads to

final completeness of being. This involves

the active sense of Potentiality (q. v.), of

Force (q. v.), &c. It is close to the literal

sense of the term (posse, can be). This is the

dominating sense in Greek philosophy, being

connected with Ai’istotle’s teleological theory

of development. See Nature, and Power
{biivagis and e’rreXeyeia). (b) Taken logic-

ally, it denotes that there is some ground
for asserting actuality, but not sufficient to

justify a positive statement : map, as distinct

fiom can, be. Thus, j^ossibly it will rain

to-morrow. It has to do with degrees of

certainty in judging. See Probability.

(2) As opposed to the necessary, the term
has also a double sense, (a) It may mean
chance, contingency, as an objective fact.

Chance (q. v.), again, has a double meaning

:

(i) something not derivable or explainable

causall}' by reference to antecedent facts. Tliere

are those who assei’t the reality of such chance

(see Tychism). On this view there are many
jMssibilities in store in the future which no
amount of knowledge would enable us to

foresee or forestall. Indeterministic theories

of the will assert possibilities of this sort also.

(ii) Chance may mean that which, while

necessary causally, is not necessary teleo-

logically : the unplanned, the fatalistic. From
this point of view the ‘ possible ’ is that

which unexpectedly prevents the carrying-out

of a purpose or intention. It leads up to

the logical sense (d), according to which the

possible, as opposed to the necessary, is any-

thing whose existence cannot be derived

from reason : that, the existence of which,

rationally speaking, might be otherwise. It

is opposed to mathematical or metaphysical

necessity, where existence cannot be otherwise

than as it is. In this sense the objective

actual may be only (logically) pos-ible : the

present rain-storm is actual, but since it does

not follow from a necessity of thought, but

onlyfrom empirical antecedents, it is not neces-

sary, and hence just a contingent possibility.

This distinction goes back also to Aristotle,

313
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1 eiiig foiuul ill liib logical wiitiugs, as tl e

possible, as potential meaning, is I'ouud in

his inetapliysical. It has played a large part

in modern Ba'iionalism (q. v.), especially in

the philosojihy of Leibnitz, being identical

Avith his distinction of ‘truths of reason ’ and
‘ truths of fact.’ In the sphere of mathe-

matics. logic, and metaphysics there is no

possibility in the strict sense
;

all that exists

exists of necessity. In the physical and
practical spheres which deal with the space

and time world the netion of possibility has

full sway. Everything is possible which does

not contradict the laws of reason; that which
is inconceivable, which violates the law of

reason, is impossible. The impossible is the

self-contradictory. Kant’s criticism of lational

conceivability as a criterion of ti uth, to the

effect that it is only formal, resting upon the

princii^le of identity and contradiction, and
when applied to existence must be supple-

mented by appeal to sense, made Leibnitz’s

di.stinctious of hardly more than historic

interest.

The jiroblems regarding the possible as

a category of philosophy maj^ be summed up
as follows : Does it have any objective exis-

tence, or is it simply an expression of a certain

logical attitude 1 If the former, is the

objective possibility a necessary phase of a

process of development, which will unfold

itself into actuality; or does it express a

particular fact, the reality of chance ? If

of logical significance only, does it flow from
the distinction between a priori reason and

a posteriori expeiience; or does it express

a certain combination of ignorance and assur-

ance in relation to facts, so that real possi-

bilities would also be experienced facts 1 (j.d.)

The nominalistic definition (nominalistic in

its real character, though generally admitted

by realists, as Scotus, i. dist. 7 ,
qu. unica)

that that is possible which is not known not

to be true in a real or assumed state oi

information is, like many nominalistic defini-

tions, extremely helpful up to a certain point,

while in the end proving itself quite super-

ficial. It is not tliat certain things are

possible because they are not known not to be

true, but that they are not known not to be

true because they are, more or less clearly,

seen to be possible.

For example, one collection may be said

to be greater than another if, and only if,

there is no possible relation in which every

memher of the former collection ;tands to

a member of the latter, to which no other

member of the former stands in the same
relation. Now, the question arises—whether

or not it is possible for two collections to be,

under this definition, each greater than the

other. In advance of an investigation, the

proposition is possibly true, in the sense that

we do not know that it is impossible. But is

the fact possible 1 That is, can we in any
way suppose such a state of things without

involving ourselves in contradiclion 1, It is

that positive supposition which will constitute

the possibility,, not the mere iguoi’auce of

whether such a supposition can be made or

not. In order to make two such collections

possible, we must make some positive assump-

tion in regard to the possibility of collections

;

while in order to make such a relation between
two collections impossible, we have to make
a positive assumption of the possibility of a

certain description of relation. It is not a

question of ignorance, since nothing but pure

hypothesis is concerned. The question is

whether it is possible in every case to suppose

distinct pairs each composed of a member of

either collection and such as completely to

exhaust one of the collections. If this is

always possible, then two collections each

greater than the other are impossible. It is

evidently desirable to state the logical prin-

ciples of this general kind of possibility,

which does not consist in ignoiance, but, as

it would seem, in hypothetic indetermination

or disjunctive determination.

Nominalists uniformly speak of Aristotle’s

view of future contingents as really absurd.

It may be so
;
but it is certainly the only

doctrine which their principles leave room
for. A certain event either will happen or it

will not. There is nothing now in existence

to constitute the truth of its being about

to happen, or of its being about not to

happen, unless it be certain circumstances

to which oidy a law or uniformity can lend

efiicacy. But that law or uuifoimity, the

nominalists say, has no real being; it is

only a mental representation. If so, neither

the being about to happen nor the being

about not to ha
2
Dpen has any reality at

present
;
and the most that we can say is

that the disjunction is true, but neither of

the alternatives. If, however, we admit that

the law has a real being, not of the mode of

being of an individual, but even more real,

then the future necessary consequent of a

pn sent state of things is as real and true as

that present state of things itself.

By the old logicians, possibility is usually
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defined as non-repugnancy to existence. Kant
defines it as that which satisfies the formal

conditions of experience {Krii. d. reinen

Vernunft, ist ed., 218, 234).

The possible proposition, or problematic

judgment, as it is called by German logicians,

is said by many logicians, especially Sigwart,

not to be any proposition at all, because it

does not draw a sharp line between truth

and falsity. It seems to be necessary to

distinguish between a proposition which

asserts that under such and such general

conditions a certain thing is possible, of which
an example is the pi’oposition that of any two
collections one is not greater than the other,

and a proposition which pretends to be no more
than a conjecture. If a conjecture can be

absolutely baseless, which may be doubted, a

proposition which pretended to be no more
than that may be said to be no proposition

at all. But it can hardly be maintained that

when Poiucare says that there is no physical

law whatever which will not be rendered

more certain by every new confirmatory ex-

periment, he is depriving those laws of all

meaning as propositions.

Logical fosdhililg : that of a hypothesis

not involving any self-contradiction.

Mere jjossihility : that of a state of things

which might come to pass, but, in point of

fact, never will. In common language, ex-

aggerated to the ‘ merest possibility.’

Metaphysical possibility ought to mean a

possibility of existence, nearly a potentiality;

but the phrase does not seem to be used in

that sense, but rather in the sense of possi-

bility by supernatural power.

Moral possibility one might expect should

be the opposite of moral im]>ossibility, mean-
ing, therefore, something reasonably free

from extreme improbability. But, in fact, it

seems to be used to mean what is morally

permissible.

Physicalpossibility : (i) that which a know-
ledge of the laws of nature would not enable

a person to be sure was not true; (2) that

which might be brought about if psychological

and spiritual conditions did not prevei.t, such

as the Pope’s pronounciiig ex cathedra as an

article of faith the fallibility of all his own
utterances.

Practicalpossibility : that which lies within

the power of a person or combination of

persons under external conditions likely to

be fulfilled, and questionable chiefly because

internal conditions may not be fulfilled.

Proximate possibility. It is very difficult

to make out what is meant by this
;
but the

phrase is evidently modelled on potentia

proxima, which is a state of high prepared-

ness for existence; so that proximate possi-

bility would be a high grade of possibility in

a proposition amounting almost to positive

assertion.

Peal possibility is possibility in the thing,

as contradistinguished from mere logical

possibility (Scotus, Opus Oxon., I. ii. 1 ,
Ad

secundam probationem maioris).

Remote possibility, the possibility of a

proposition which is far from being positively

asserted. Also used in common speech.

Substantive possibility

:

the admissibility of

a pure hypothesis (as illustrated above). (c.s.P.)

Post hoc, ergo propter hoc [Lat.j: see

Fallacy.
Postpredicament [Lat. postpraedicamen-

tum~\: Ger. Postprddicainent
\

Fr. postpre-

dicament
;

Ital. categoric postume. One of

five relations which are considered by Aristotle

in the book of Praedicamenta or Categories,

after he has disposed of the predicaments them-

selves. They are opposita [avTiKeifKva, in cap.

X, xi) of four kinds (see Opposition, in logic),

prius {nporepov, in cap. xii) of five kinds (see

Peior), simul {apa, in cap. xiii) of two kinds,

motus (kIvyjo-k, in cap. xiv) of six kinds, and
habere in cap. xv) of eight kinds (see

Possession).

Abelard gave a special meaning to this

word (for which see Prantl, Oesch. d. Logik, ii.

169), and also added Antepredicament. (c.s.P.)

Post-selection [Lat.y>osi -p selectus, chosen]

:

foreign equivalents are not in use. Natural

selection of a structure, function, habit, or

instinct, effected at a period in the life-history

of the individual subsequent to the period when
the chai acter selected appears or takes place.

Suggested by Minot. A structure appears

in an embryo
;
but, not benefiting the embryo,

selection cannot act until a later stage, in

which further development has rendered the

structure useful. A parasitic wasp lays an

egg in a larva, but without benefit to herself;

but the benefit by which selection acts appears

in the life of the offspring. These illustra-

tions make the term clearer. IMost natural

selection is post-select icn.

Literature: Minot, Biol. Centralbl., xv.

(1895) 584 (trails, in Amer. Natural., 1895);
Ch. Darwin, Origin of Species (1859). (c.s.m.)

Postulate [Lat. postulatum, begged, used

to translate Gr. aiTi^pa] : Ger. Voraussetzung

(the German Postulat = Forderung is a very

different idea from that properly expressed by
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tlie Freuch and English words)
;
Yv.postulut

;

Ital. postulato. (i) The earliest definition

we have of postulate, which was a technical

term of Greek geometei’s, is by Aristotle,

The passage has an appearance of incoherence;

it is, however, plain that Aristotle makes a

distinction between hypotheses and postulates

whicli Euclid does not draw, and which is

irrelevant. Omitting the distinction, the two
have this in common—that they are projDosi-

tions not necessarily true which are assumed
as the bases of deductions.

If we turn to the first hook of Euclid’s

Elements, we observe, in the first place, that

he calls axioms by the name of common
notions, a deliberate choice by him, for

Aristotle, before his day, had called them
axioms, though Aristotle usually calls them
Tti Koivd, nearly Euclid’s name. These matters

of common knowledge, according to Euclid’s

enumeration of them, are not specially geo-

metrical, except that magnitudes superposable

are equal (see the Cent. Diet., ‘ Axiom ’). On
the other hand, the ‘ postulates ’ of Euclid

are all geometrical. They are as follows

(according to the best MS. and all the evi-

dence) :

—

() Between any two points a straight line

can be ch awn.

() Any terminated straight line can be

prolonged at either end indefinitely,

(c) About any point in any plane as centre

a circle may be described with any radius.

[d) All l ight angles are equal.

ie) If two straight lines in a plane are cut

by a third, making the sum of the internal

angles on one side less than two right angles,

those two straight lines will meet if sufficiently

produced.

(/) Two straight lines cannot enclose a

space in a plane.

(2) Since Wolff it has been very common
among Germans, and among English writers

who follow them, to define a postulate as an

indemonstrable practical proposition. That
is to say, it is an indemonstrable particular

proposition, asserting that some general de-

scription of an object exists (in the only sense

in which pure geometrical forms c.nn be said to

exist), in contiadistinction to axioms, which
were supposed to be indemonstrable theo-

retical (i. e. universal) [)ropositions, asserting

that some general description of an object has

no existence as a geometrical form.

It is certainly desirable to have two terms

heal ing these meanings
;
but it was an utter

misunderstanding to suppose that such were

the proper meanings either of the word axiom
or of the word postulate. The manner in

which this misunderstanding came about is

somewhat instructive. An axiom was a

perfectly indubitable statement about things,

in contradistinction to a definition, which can-

not he called in question. On the contrary, a

postulate was an indemonstrable proposition,

not indahitable. There was some question

whether certain postulates might not be con-

sidered to be axiomatic. When that was done,

all the remaining postulates were particular

propositions
;

namely, the first three of

Euclid’s list. This view was aided by the

illogical notion that definitions could be con-

sidered as among the foundations of geo-

metrical truth. Some writers went so far as

to say that definitions were, or ought to be,

the sole foundation of geometry—an extreme

nominalistic position. But if definitions are

allowed to take such a position, one postulate,

at most, suffices, without any axiom
;
and all

the rest of geometry can be thrown into a

single definition. Namely, it is only necessary

to postulate, say, that a point is possible, and

to define a point in such a way as to make it

cover the whole of geometry. This was not

seen; and the practice of throwing geometrical

truth over into definitions so far prevailed as

to aid in restricting postulates to particular

propositions. That such assumptiens of possi-

bility had a markedly different logical function

from assumptions of impossibility was suffi-

ciently clear to Wolff and the earlier writers

whom he followed to cause him to put forth

his definitions of axiom and postulate', and

they recommended themselves all the more,

because the postulates had become so familiar

that it was no longer recognized that they

were open to doubt.

(3) Kant calls his piinciples of modality

‘postulates of empirical thought’ in the sen.'e

of judgments which are objectively analytical

but subjectively synthetical. In fact, the

]irinciples as stated by him are not synthetical

in any sense whatever, but are mere defini-

tions. (C.S.P.)

Potency : see Botfntiat.itt, and Bowee.

Potential [Lat. potens, capable] : Ger.

potentiell
;

Fr. potentiel; Ital. potenziale.

The Botbntiality (q.v.) of a thing is said to

be potential or to exist potentially. (j.M.B.)

Potential (in physics) ; Ger. Potential,

Potenlialfunldion', Yr
.

potentiel
',

poten-

ziale. A mathematical quantity or function

wh' se value throughout any legion of space

in which given forces of attraction and repul-
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siou act is deteriiiiiied by the condition that

its difleience of value between any two points

is equal to the woi’k done or energy gained

by a unit particle in passing from one point

to tlie other.

Potential energy

:

energy of position
;

a

niatliematical quantity expressing a condition,

state, or relation of a system of brdies, such

that energy may be generated by a change of

that condition, state, or relation alone. See

Eneegy. (s.n.)

Potentiality (i) and (2) Potency [Lat.

foten^, ca])able] ; Ger. (i) Potentialitdt, (2)

Polenz Fr. (i) 'potentialite. virluatife, (2)
pui)<sance] Ital. (i) virtualitd, (2) gwtenza.

(i) That which a thing is judged capable of

becoming or doing before it becomes or does

it
;
that part of the entire meaning of a thing

which is still prospective.

(2) Potency is used in two senses
:

(a) a

concrete potentiality, i.e. towards a particular

sort of becoming or doing, and
(6 ) as equi-

valent to positive causal agency or power,

especially in the adjective form ‘ potent.’ See

POWEE.
The very obscure concept called poten-

tiality has been used by almost every con-

ceivable shade of thought as the repository

of that which is unexplained. Aristotle

started the pursuit of this notion and used it

in a way which shed much light upon the

questions of philosophy conceimed with change

and organization. Cf. Geeek Tebminologt

(
6 ). With all the metaphysics of causation

which the history of philosoj^hy shows, there

has been little effort to trace the psychological

meaning of this category. How common it

is to hear the expression, ‘ this thing exists,

not actually, but potentially,’ given as the end

of debate, and accepted, too, as the end; yet

the history of the subject would be mainly

an exposition of a section of Aristotle’s meta-

physics with the refinements on Aristotle due to

the logic of the schoolmen and the dogmatic of

modern theology. It may suffice to say some-

thing of the natural history of the distinction

between potential and real existence.

There are two aspects, under one of which
reality must in all cases be viewed—the pro-

spective and the retrospective. Cf. Oeigin
versus Nattjeb. The retrospective aspect sums

up the history, which gives positive content to

the notion of a thing considered as having an

accomplished career. This aspect, it seems

clear, is what is in view when we speak of

real existence in contrast with potential exis-

tenise. It is not indeed adequately rendered

by the content supplied by letrospect, since

the fact that the two predicates are held in

mind together as both together applicable to

any concrete developing thing, forbids us to

(onstrue real existence altogether apart from

the fact that it has a further issue in further

career. It is a great merit of Aristotle that

he forbade just this attempt to consider the

Svvafjus apart from the evepyeia. But, never-

theless, it is true psychologically that real

existence is exhausted as a content-predicate

with the backward aspect of the series of

changes which give content to reality.

And it seems equally evident that potential

existence is concerned with the ‘prospective’

reference of the thought of things. That
this is so is perhaps the one element in the

notion of potentiality that all who use the

word would agree upon. But this is in-

adequate as a description of the category of

potentiality. For if that were all, how would
it differ from any other thought of the pro-

spective! We may think of the future career

of a thing simple in terms of time
;
that, we

should probably agree, does not involve

potentiality. A particular potency is con-

fined to a particular thing, i. e. to a par-

ticular series of events making up a more or

less isolated career. If only the bare fact of

futurity were involved, why should not any
new unrolling of career be the potency of any-

thing indiscriminately 1

This leads us to see that potentiality, even
when used in the abstract, is never free

from its concrete reference. And this con-

crete reference is not that of conception in

general, only or mainly
;
the concrete refer-

ence of conception generally is a matter of
‘ retrospect,’ i. e. of the application of the

concept to individual things, so far as such

application has been justified by historical

instances. Indeed, it is the very occurrence

of the historical instances which has given

rise to the concept, and it generalizes them.

So when we put ourselves at the point of

view of the concrete, we have to ask what is

actually meant by us when we say a thing

exists potentially, over and above the mere
meaning that the thing is to exist in the future.

We have seen that oneadded element of meaning
is that the thing which is to exist in the future

is in some way tied down in its manifestations

to something that already exi.sts actually
;

it

must be the potentiality of some one thing in

order to be a potentiality at all. Now, how
can this be 1

Of course the ordinary answer is at once on
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our lips: the answer that the bond between

the thing that is and the thing tliat is to be

is the bond of causation. The potentiality is

the unexpressed causal efficacy of the thing

that is. But when we come to ask what this

means, we find tliat we are hiding behind one

of the screens of common sense. The very

fact of cause, whatever bond it may represent

from an ontological point of view, is at least

a fact of career. The effect is a further state-

ment of the career of the thing called the

cause. Now, to say that the potency of

a thing is its unexpressed causal power, is

only to say that the thing has not finished its

career, and that is a part of the general notion

of a thing. That fact alone does not in any
way define the future career for us, except

in the way of repetition of past career. We
merely expect the thing to do what it has

done before, not to become some new thing

out of the old. In short, the category of

causation is not adequate, since it construes

all career retrospectively.

We have, therefore, two positions so far,

saying (i) that every potency is the potency

of a thing, and this means that it gets its

content in some way from the historical series

which that thing embodies
;
hut (2) that it is

something more than a restatement of any or

all of the elements of the series thus embodied.

Now, what else is there 1

The remaining element in the category of

potentiality involves, it seems, a very subtle

movement of the mind along the same dis-

tinction of the prospective from the retro-

spective. Briefly, the potentiality which I

ascribe to a thing is my general expectation

of more career in reference to it, with the

further expectation, based on the combined
experiences of mine that the prospective does

get a retrospective filling after it has hajijpened,

that the new career of the thing to which I

ascribe the potency, although not yet un-

folded, will likewise be capable of retro-

spective interpretation as further statement,

although not a restatement, of the one series

which now defines the thing. This is usually

given content from analogous or imagined
cases in which the career has been actually

unfolded.

In short, there are three elements or phases

of consciousness in this matter : first, let us

say, the general prospective element, the

expectation • that something will happen

;

second, the causation or retrospective element,

the expectation that when it has happened it

will be a consistent part of the history of the

31

thing; and third, the conscious setting back
of my observation at the dividing line between
tliese two points of view, and the contem-
plation of the thing under both of them

—

both as a present thing and as a thing for

wliat it will be when the future becomes pre-

sent. For example : I say that a tree expresses

the potency or potentiality of the seed. This
means three concrete things. I expect the

seed to have a future
;

I expect the future to

be a tree—that is, a thing whose descrip-

tive series is continuous with that already

descriptive of the seed and analogous to the

development of other trees—and, finally, I now
look upon the seed as embodying the whole
tree series now artificially present in my
tliought. (J.M.B.)

Poverty [Lat. 2>auperfas'\ : Ger. Armvth
;

Fr. 2>uuvrHe; Ital. y;orer<d. Failure to com-

mand the economic Necessakies (q. v.) for

oneself and one’s family.

If such failure is occasional, the poverty is

occasional also
;

if the failure is continuous,

the poverty is habitual.

Estimates of tiie rates of money income

coi’responding to different degrees of poverty

(like the very valuable ones of Charles Booth)

refer so far to local and temporary conditions

that they hardly have use as permanent
standards.

Poverty as here defined represents inade-

quacy of income. The term may also be used

to denote absence of capital. If a man has

a large income and spends it all he may be

rich in one sense and poor in another. Most
of the hasty generalizations about impoverish-

ment are due to a careless use of these two
meanings interchangeably. (a.t.h.)

Power [Late Lat. 2>otere, for posse, to be

able] : Ger. Macht, Kraft (this usually corre-

sponds to force), Verm'dgen (faculty), Potf-nz]

Fr. puissance, pouvoir
;

Ital. potenza, potere.

Possibility of efi'ecting or experiencing change,

when this possibility is regarded as inherent

in the agent or thing which is to act or be

acted upon. Or, from another standpoint,

it is the ground of an anticipated action or

effect. It is, theref re, like Cause (q. v.) and
Foece (q. V.), one of the conceptions which are

emplo3 ed to exj)liiin change and preserve unity

in our expei ience. Cf. Putentialitv.

Historically, it has been customai'y to speak

of (i) active and (2) passive power. The
conception of active power grows out of the

attempt to unify still further the first member
of the cause-effect relation, that of passive

power out of the attempt to unify further the
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second member. In considering a cause, the

question arises why it begins to act. In

certain cases this is explained by some ex-

ternal ground. In others—especially in the

case of acts of a person—the ground, is placed

within. The external factor is neglected or

regarded as merely the ‘ occasion.' Then

since we cannot conceive the act as originat-

ing from nothing, we further unify our ex-

perience by relating the act to a permanent

state of the agent or thing. As contrasted

with force, it refers to the state preceding the

activity, whereas force is one of the concep-

tions used to explain the activity itself. It is

also commonly applied to the mental life, and

here passes over into the more definite concept of

Factjltt (q.v.). By the conception of ‘ passive

power’ the attempt is made to explain why
a specific effect, such as melting in the case of

wax, is produced by the same cause, heat,

which produces an opposite effect upon other

substances. This ground, we conceive, must
lie in the thing acted upon. It is therefore

not inappropriately termed a power, since

it is an intrinsic state which determines

(in part) the effect. Power is opposed, on the

one hand, to actual activity
;
on the other, to

the certainty of non-activity. It is therefore

a mediating concept, framed to bridge the

gap between non-action and action. By it we
seek to think reality in such a way as to give

a basis for explaining change. As such it

was employed by Aristotle, who regarded all

[reality (except pure form) as at the same time

actuality or entelechy, in so far as it is a com-

(plete, actual thing, or stage in a process
;
and

also potentiality, in so far as it is to become
something else (fV eVTfXe;^fta, and iv dwdftei.y

The Latin potentia in mediaeval usage em-

phasized especially the opposition to actuality.

Locke uses ‘ power ’ in the sense of the defini-

tion given above; but Leibnitz, in constructing

the conception of his monads or entelechies,

finds power (puissance) an inadequate con-

cept, and conceives them as ‘forces,’ giving

a metaphysical employment to the physical

concept of ‘active force’ (vis activa), which

modern dynamics was utilizing. Hume saw the

subjective character of the concept of power
aud its affiliation with the concepts of force

and necessary connection, and denied that we
have any such idea in the sense of an objective

entity, although elsewhere defining it as ‘ the

possibility or probability of any action, as

discovered by experience.’ Modern physics

does not use the conception preferring the

concept of Enekgt (q.v.), while modern logic

devotes itself rather to the concepts of cause

and necessity. The reason for this is perhaps

found in the fact that power is too psycho-

logical a term for the physicist, and does not

indicate so clearly its relative or synthetic

character as cause. It is appropriately npjplied

to ‘money,’ which is an objective entity, but

gets actual value only in reference to a pur-

chase of goods, which is conceived as depend-

ing on some agent’s choice.

Literature : Sigwaet, Logic (Eng. trans.,

1895), ii. 92 ff.; Lotze, Met. (1887), ii. lyff.

;

Microcosmus (1888), i. 36 ff.
;
Kleine Schi’iften

(1885), i. 154 ff

.

;
Zellek, Aristotle (1897),

ii. 354 ff., 378 ff.; Locke, Essay, ii. chap,

xxi
;
Leibnitz, Nouv. Ess., ii. 21; and De

Primae Philos. Emend. ; Wolff, Ontologia,

§§ 716 ff.
;
Hume, Treatise, i. 3. 14, ii. i. 10;

Keid, Active Powers, Essay I
;
Hamilton,

Met., X. (j.H.T.)

Power (consciousness of) [Lat. potens,

able, through Fr.] : Ger. Krafthewusstsein ;

Fr. sens de pouvoir) Ital. coscienza di potere.

The awareness that the occurrence or non-

occurrence of an event depends, or seems to

depend, on our mental activity, either directly

or mediately through bodily activity.

Consciousness of power has often been re-

garded by psychologists as a primary source,

or the sole source, of the concept of efficiency

which is essential to the causal relation. This

psychological doctrine may be combined with

a denial that the concept of ‘ efficiency ’ thus

acquired can stand the test of epistemological

criticism. But in general, those who lay

stress on subjective consciousness of power as

the original experience from which the concept

is derived also find in this experience the

justification of its validity. It is important

to note that the derivation of the concept

of ‘ efficient causation ’ from the ‘ sense of

power ’ is only a special foi-m of the theory

which derives it from subjective activity. It

may Be held that its ultimate source lies in

the experience of subjective activity as sucb,

whether this is or is not accompanied by
consciousness of success or secure presumption

of success. Striving or conation by its in-

trinsic nature tends to bring about a certain

kind of result, the result sought or striven

after. This holds good whether other circum-

stances do or do not permit actual attainment

of the end. The striving qua striving does

its part towards its own satisfaction, though

other conditions may interfere with the result.

This intrinsic connection between conation and
satisfaction, between object sought and object
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found, is often regarded as the ultimate of

the concept of ‘efficient cause’ or of the ‘ causal

nexus.’ It must be admitted that from this

point of view the term ‘ efficiency ’ is not well

chosen. It is better to speak of ‘ activity
’

or ‘ agency.’ But these words cover what is

ordinarily meant by ‘ efficient causation.’ See

Cause and Effect.

Great stress is laid by Groos {Play of Man,
Eng. trails.) on consciousness of power as one

of the conditions of the pleasure of plaj^ in

animals and men. He constantly refers to

‘ joy in being a cause.’ Animals and childi en

show great delight in finding themselves able

to produce impressive results. A monkey, for

instance, will push over a chair again and
again, rejoicing in the clatter that follows

;
and

a child takes delight in throwing his spoon

to the floor as often as the patient nurse is

willing to pick it up. (g.f.s., j.m.b.)

Literature : power figures in the writings of

the French realists LAROMiGUiinB, Eogee
CoLLARD, Maine de Biran, Cousin, Janet,
as in tlie Scottish jihilosophers Eeid, McCosh.
Cf. also Bertrand, Sens de TEffort. See the

literature of Causation. (j.m.b.)

Powers (mental) : see Faculty.
Practical [Gr. wpaKTiKos, from TTparreiv, to

do] : Ger. jjraktisch, Geistes-ivnssenschaften,

&c.)
;
Pv.pratique, moral

;
Itah pratico, morale.

Pertaining to the sphere of values, worths, or

ideals in the widest sense. See Worth.
It covers all that is not theoretically oi'

cognitively determined, but which involves

])urpose, teleology, striving, achievement,

appreciation, ideals. The practical sphere is

that of the ‘fortune morale,’ of the moral
sciences, of ethical and aesthetic values. Cf.

Practical Reason, Practical Judgment,
Practice, and Pragmatism.

In the other languages, as in English, the

popular usage limits the word to affairs of

action
;
and in philosophy it is often applied

specifically to the ethical, as in Kant’s Kritik

der praktischen Vernunft. If this last usage

be followed, it makes practical, moral, and
ethical all synonymous, and deprives us of a

word in the sense of the definition. The
obvious difficulty in adopting the usage sug-

gested, howeve*’, is in bringing aesthetic con-

templation and judgment under the connota-

tion of practical. Yet the ethical and aes-

thetic together embody ideal values, and
this would seem to justify it. (j.m.b., g.f.s.)

Practical Judgment : Ger praktisches

Vrtheil) Yr.jufjementp^-atique] lto\. (jivdizio

pratico. (i) Judgmeat (q. v.) exercised on

matters of will and action, e. g. judgment of

fitness of means to ends. Cf. Practical, and
Pragmatic.

(2) Judgment as to suitability, workability,

fitness of any sort, as the practical judgment
of the inventor, and the ‘ tact ' of the social

leader.

In this sense it is by practical judgment
that one ‘ sizes up ’ a situation of any sort

and arranges or rearranges its elements. It is

broader than (i). The usage (2) is recom-

mended. (J.M.B., G.F.S.)

(3) A function of Practical Eeason (q.v.).

According to Kant, the question ‘whether

an action which is possible to us in the world

of sense comes under the rule [of the practical

reason] is a question to be decided by the

practical judgment, by which what is said in

the rule universally {in abstracto) is applied

to an action in concreto.’ The practical judg-

ment cannot, like the theoretical, provide for

the idea of reason a ‘ schema ’ of sensibility
;

it

can, however, provide a law— ‘ such a law as

can be exhibited hi concreto in objects of the

senses.’ This law Kant calls the moral ‘ type,’

and it runs :
‘ Ask yourself whether, if the

action you propose were to take place by a law

of the system of nature of which you were

yourself a pait, you could regard it as

possible by your own will.’ We thus ‘ use

the system of the world of sense as the type

of a supersensible system of things ’ {Krit.

d. prakt. Vernunft, ed. Eosenkranz, 190-4;
Abbott’s trans., 159-63). (J.S.)

Practical Reason : Ger. praktische Ver-

nunft : Fr. raison piratique
;

Ital. ragiunepra-

tica. {i) The function of reason or thought

in matters of voluntary decision
;
and since

voluntai-y actsand attitudes exhaust the ethical,

frequently limited to the latter. See Reason

(2), and cf. Practical, and Practical Judg-

ment (i).

The term has all the obscurity of the word
reason in its relation to cognition in general

or to thought. The definition leaves open the

question of principles of ‘reason’ implicit in

the exercise of thought, whether themselves

capable of genetic determina tion or not. (j.m.b.)

(2) Eeason as the source of a priori prin-

ciples of moral practice.

In its practical use, according to Kant,
‘ reason is concerned with the grounds of de-

termination of the will. . . . For here reason

can at least attain so far as to determine the

will, and has always objective reality in so far

as it is the volition only that is in question.’

Kant make.s the autonomy of the will, or its
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determination by pure practical reason, the

basis of his ethics : this he calls its freedom.
‘ The critique of practical reason generally is

bound to prevent the empirically conditioned

reason from claiming exclusively to fuimish the

ground of determination of the will ’ {Critique

of Practical Reason, Introd.). (j.s.)

Practical Religion : Ger. prahtiscTie Re-

ligion', Pr. religion clique', Ital. religione

pratica. That department of Peactical
Theology (q-v.) which has for its aim the

upbuilding of the religions life in the com-
munity and the individual. Practical re-

ligion embodies itself in piactical activities

and in writings adapted to the religious needs

of the time, (a.t.o.)

Practical Theology ; Ger. praldische

Theologie] Fr. tMologie pratique] Ital. teo-

logia pratica. That department of theology

which treats of the corporate life of the Church,

in its functions of government, edification, and
worship.

Since Schleiermacher, who raised this dis-

cipline to its true dignity, practical theology

has held a place co-ordinate with the exegetical,

historical, and systematical branches. Of the

three modes in which organic Christian life ex-

presses itself—creed, code, and cult—practical

theology in the broad sense would embrace
the two latter’. It includes homiletics as one

of its departments, though the latter term is

sometimes used as its equivalent, covering the

subject of catechetics, liturgies, and polity.

Literature’. Nitsch, Prakt. Theol.

;

Bickeesteth, Christian Student’s Biblical

Assistant. (a.t.o.)

Practice (or Praxis) (in ethics) [Gr.

Trpa^ts] : Gtr. Praxis] ¥v. pratique] Ital. con-

dotta. {la) praxis. Conduct, or moral activity,

as distinguished from the strictly intellectual

life,

Aristotle distinguishes practice {npa^is)

from (i) theory or science {eTnarljixi]), and (2)
production (re^i'i?). Unlike the former, it

implies the presence of irrational desire, and
consists in the regulation of the latter by
reason

;
unlike the latter, it is its own end,

and produces nothing beyond itself, i. e. it is

Autotelic (q. V.). (j.s.)

Practice (in psychology) : Ger. Uelung
;

Yr. pratique] TXsl. pratica. (i) Any sort of

activity considered as preparing for (see Pee-
paeation), habituating (see Habituation),
or exercising in (see Exeecise) the function

or functions brought into play.

Practice applies to mind or body and
covers the three special cases distinguished

II.

in the definition, for each of which foreign

equivalents are given sub verbis.

(2) Used for repetition in general, together

with its effects, in Reaction Time (q. v.)

experimentation. Cf. Wundt, Physiol. Psychol.

(4th ed.), i. 356.
Literatwre'. that of Fatigue (e. g. Henei,

Annee Psychol., iii), and of Reaction Time
(e. g. Angell and Mooee, Psychol. Rev., iii.

1896, 245 ;
Buccola, Legge del tempo, 1883,

chap. vi). See also Play (especially the

‘practice theory' as developed by Geoos,
Play of Animals, Eng. trans.). (j.m.b., g.e.s.)

Practice Theory (of play) : see Play.

Pragmatic (i) and (2) Pragmatism
[Gr. TTpaygariKos, versed in affairs] ; Ger. prag-

matisch, Pragmatismus
]

Fr. pragmatique,

pragmatisme
]

Ital. prammatico, pramma-
tismo. (i) This term is applied by Kant
to the species of hypothetical imperative

which he otherwise denominates ‘counsel of

prudence,’ and characterizes as ‘ assertorial,’

those, namely, which prescribe the means
necessary to the attainment of happiness, an
end which we may postulate for all sentient

beings {Grundle.gung z. Met. d. Sitten, ed.

Eosenkranz, 42 ;
Eng. trans., Abbott, 34). (j.s.)

Pragmatic anthropology, according to Kant,

is practical ethics.

Pragmatic horizon is the adaptation of our \

general knowledge to influencing our morals.
'

(2) The opinion that metapliysics is to btf

largely cleared up by the application of the

following maxim for attaining clearness of

apprehension :
‘ Consider what effects, that

might conceivably have practical bearings,

we conceive the object of our conception

to have. Then, our conception of these

effects is the whole of our conception of the

object.’ (c.s.E.\

The doctrine that the whole ‘ meaning ’ \
of a conception expresses itself in prac- »

tical consequences, consequences either in '

the shape of conduct to be recommended, or

in that of experiences to be expected, if

the conception be true
;
which consequences

would be different if it were untrue, and
must be different from the consequences by
which the meaning of other conceptions is in

turn expressed. If a second conception should

not appear to have other consequences, then

it must really be only the first conception

under a different name. In methodology it

is certain that to trace and compare their

respective consequences is an admirable way
of establishing the differing meanings of

different conceptions. (W.J.)
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This maxim was first pioposed by C. S.

Peirce in the Poimlar Science Monthly

for January, 1878 (xii. 287); and he ex-

plained how it was to be applied to the

doctrine of reality. The writer was led to

the maxim by reflection upon Kant’s Critic

of the Pure Reason. Substantially the same
way of dealing with ontology seems to have

been practised by the Stoics. The writer

subsequently saw that the principle mighr

easily be misapplied, so as to sweep away the

whole doctrine of incommensurahles, and, in

fact, the whole Weierstrassian way of regard-

ing the calculus. In 1896 William James
published his Will to Believe, and later his

Philos. Conceptions and Pract. Results, which
pushed this method to such extremes as must
tend to give us pause. The doctrine appears

to assume that the end of man is action—

a

stoical axiom which, to the present writer at

the age of sixty, does not recommend itself

so forcibly as it did at thirty. If it be

admitted, on the contrary, that action wants

an end, and that that end must be something

of a general description, then the spirit of the

maxim itself, which is that we must look to

the upshot of our concepts in order rightly

to apprehend them, would dii’ect us towards

something different from practical facts,

namely, to general ideas, as the true inter-

preters of our thought. Neveitheless, the

maxim has approved itself to the writer,

after many years of trial, as of great utility

in leading to a relatively high grade of clear-

ness of thought. He would venture to suggest

that it should always be put into practice

with conscientious thoroughness, but that,

when that has been done, and not before,

a still higher grade of clearness of thought

can be attained by remembering that the

only ultimate good which the practical facts

to which it directs attention can subserve

is to further the develojornent of concrete

reasonableness; so that the meaning of the

concept does not lie in any individual j eactions

at all, but in the manner in which those

reactions contribute to that development.
Indeed, in the article of 1878, above referred

to, the writer practised better than he
preached; foi he appdied the stoical maxim
most unstoically, in such a sense as to insist

upon the reality of the objects of general

ideas in their generality. •

A widely cuirent opinion during the last

quarter of a century has been that reasonable-

ness is not a good in itself, but only for the

sake of something else. Whether it be so or

not seems to be a syi.tlutical question, not to

be settled by an appeal to the principle of con-

tradiction—as if a reason for reasonableness

were absurd. Almost everybody will now
agree that the ultimate good lies in the

evolutionary process in some way. If so, it is

not in individual reactions in their segrega-

tion, but in something general or continuous.

Synechism is founded on the notion that the

coalescence, the becoming continuous, the

becoming governed by laws, the becoming
instinct with general ideas, are but phases

of one and the same process of the growth of

reasonableness. This is first shown to be true

with mathematical exactitude in the field of

logic, and is thence inferred to hold good
metaphysically. It is not opposed to prag-

matism in the manner in which C. S. Peirce

applied it, but includes that procedure as

a step. (c.s.p.)

It is of course legitimate to demand a

reason for reasonableness; to do so is only

to ask why we think—a question to which
a genetic answer would seem to be afforded

by certain forms of pragmatism. We may say

(cf. Selection, in psychology) that reason-

ableness, or truth, is due to practical ad-

justments, and that the system of truths

is developed by the selection of concrete

relationships which ‘ work.’ But it is quite

another thing to make this genetic account of

the origin and selection of ‘truth’ a philo-

sophy of reality. For just the general or

universal meaning of the system as aWThbreT*

the purpose or function which the concrete

items selected as ‘ workable ’ subserves, and the

environment or real world in which the entire

movement takes place—all these are by defini-

tion outside the sphere of operation of pragma-

tism. Pragmatism is really an attempt to

construe all reality ‘ retrospectively ’ — as

adequately given in the system of concrete

practically derived truths— i. e. as empirical

‘ science ’
;

and while nominalism may in-

voke it, it still remains to prove nominalism.

Cf. what is said under Oeigin versus Natubb.-
In the words of Peirce (comment on this

article): ‘ Nominalism, up to that of Hegel,

looks at reality retrospectively. What all

modern philosophy does is to deny that there

is any esse in futuro.’ Urban [Psychol.

Rev., July, 1897) holds that while the

concrete details of empirical knowledge may
be due to ‘ utility selection ’—as practical

‘ workables ’—yet the structural principles of

thought cannot be so accounted for. They
have no application as generals, and so would
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have to the pragmatist no adequate ‘reason

for being.’

The definition by w.J. above, however,

seems, by including ‘ experiences to be ex-

pected,’ to broaden the application of the

principle.

Literature-, besides the works of Peirce

and James, as cited, see Caldwell, Prag-

matism, in Mind, Oct., 1900; Millee, Philos.

Rev., viii. (1899) 166; cf. Clifeoed, Lect.

and Esfays (1886), 8slf. ;
also the literature

of Selective Thinking. (j.m.b.)

Praiseworthy : Ger. preiswurdig, lohens-

werth
;
Fr. meritoirer

;
Ital. lodevole. See Ap-

PEOBATiON, Meeit, and AYoeth.

Prayer (lite of) [Lat. precarius, from

precari, to beseech]: Ger. Gebet-, Yr. priere

Ital. preghiera. The most characteristic form

of worship, and consisting in spoken or un-

spoken petitions to the object of worship, and
accompanied ordinarily with praise, confession,

and thanksgiving. (a.t.o.)

Pre- and Post-miUenarianism : see

Millenaeianism. Pre-millenarianism : the

belief that the second coming of Christ is to

precede the millennial era, and that he is to

reign in person on earth during that period.

Fost-millenarianism

:

the belief that the

second advent will occur at the close of the mil-

lennial period and be followed by the general

resurrection and the last judgment.

Literature : see references under Mille-
naeianism. (A.T.O.)

Precise [Lat. praecisus, abridged through

Fr.] : Ger. prdcis', Fr. precis', Ital. preciso.

(i) Having that element of accuracy which
consists in strict curtailment of superfluity.

A precise narrative is one from which

subjective interpolations have been rigidly

excluded. A precise definition is one from

which inessential characters are excluded. The
definition of a circumference as ‘an unter-

minated line in a plane, everywhere at the

same distance fi-om a point within,’ wiU be

rendered precise by cutting off the word
‘ within.’ In English the word is used more
vaguely than in French.

(2) In physics it means having a very

small error in consequence of the conscien-

tious application of the most refined methods
of measurement.

(3) In older writers the adjective is some-
times applied to a noun to signify that that

noun is to be understood in its precise sense,

without reference to accidental characters

often associated with it. (c.s.p.)

Precision [Lat. praecigio
,
through Fr.]

:

3

Ger. Frdcision-, Fr. precision (in all the

senses of the English word
;

but in the

technical logical sense it is obsolete in Fr.)

;

Ital. precisione. (i) A high degree of ap-

proximation, only attainable by the thorough

application of the most refined methods of

science.

(2) Its earlier meaning, still more or less

used by logicians, is derived from a meaning
given to praecisio by Scotus and other scho-

lastics : the act of supposing (whether with
consciousness of fiction or not) something
about one element of a percept, upon which
the thought dwells, without paying any regard
to other elements. Precision implies more
than mere discrimination, which relates merely

to the essence of a term. Thus I can, by an
act of discrimination, separate colour froni

extension
; but I cannot do so by precision,

since I cannot suppose that in any possible

universe colour (not colour-sensation, but
colour as a quality of an object) exists with-

out extension. So with triangularity and
trilaterality. On the other hand, precision

implies much less than dissociation, which,

indeed, is not a term of logic, but of psycho-

logy. It is doubtful whether a person who
is not devoid of the sense of sight can

separate space from colour by dissociation,

or, at any rate, not without great difificulty;

but he can, and, indeed, does do so, \>yprecision,

if he thinks a vacuum is uncoloured. So it is,

likewise, with space and tridimensionality.

Some writers called every description of

abstraction by the name precision, dividing

precision into the real and the mental, and
the latter into the negative and the positive;

but the better usage named these abstraction,

divided into real and intentional, and the

latter into negative (in which the character

from which abstraction is made is imagined

to be deniable of the subject prescinded)

and into precisive abstraction or precision,

where the subject prescinded is supposed (in

some hypothetical state of things) without

any supposition, whether affirmative or nega-

tive, in respect to the character abstracted.

Hence, the brocard: abstrahentium non est

mendacium (generally enunciated in con-

nection with the Be Anima, III. vii. 7).

Scotus (in II. Fhysic., Expositio 20 textus

18) says: ‘Et si aliquis dicat, quod Mathe-
maticis tunc faciunt mendacium : quia con-

siderant ista, quasi essent abstracta a motu,

et materia; quae tamen sunt coniuncta

materiae. Respundet, quod non faciunt

mendacium
:

quia Mathematicus non con-
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siderat, utrum id, de quo demonstiat suns

passioues, sit coniuuctum materiae, vel ab-

stractum a materia.’ This is not the place

to treat of the many interesting logical, as

ivell as psychological, discussions which have

taken place concerning precision, which is

one of the subjects wliich tlie scholastics

treated in a comparatively modem way,

aithougli it leads directly to the question of

nominalism and realism. It may, however,

be mentioned that Scotus in many places

draws a certain distinction variously desig-

nated b}^ him and his followers (its nature

and application is perhaps made as clear as

anywhere in the O^ms Oxon., III. xxii. qu.

unica, ‘ Utrum Christus faei it homo in triduo,’

i. e. between the crucifixion and the resur-

rection), which the Thomists mostly disjoute.

There is some account of the matter in

Chauvinus, Lexicon (and ed.), under ‘ Prae-

cisio.’

Hamilton has some remarks on the use of

the words abstract and iwescind, which could

hardly come from any other man of equal

learning and power, because no other sucli

man is liable to be utterly confused by a

slight complication. The remarks are men-
tioned here, because they have misled some
students {Lects. on Met., xxxv; Lects. on

Logic, vii). (c.s.p.)

Precocity [Lat.yiraecoa;, early, ripe] : Ger.

Friihreife, Altklugkeit’, Fr. frecocite', Ital.

jyrecocitci. The relatively early development

of a physiological or psychological function.

wherever the time of appearance or the rate

of development of a given power has been

measui’ably detei’inined, any marked anticipa-

tion of this period or development may properly

he termed precocity. Infants may thus be pre-

cocious in their acquisition of the power to walk
or to speak, and the like. There may also he a

special precocity of the musical sense, of artistic

capacity, of motor skill, &c. The term is most
frequently used with regard to general intel-

lectual attainments in early years. Instances of

unusual precocity in the lives of men of genius

are readily cited, and have led to the discussion

of the general relations between precocity and
genius (see GaHon, Hereditary Genius). It is

also stated that precocious children occur I’ela-

tively often in families some of whose mem-
bers present neurotic traits, and are themselves
liable to mental disorder. Cf. Genius, (j.j.)

Preconception [Lat. prae -j- :

Ger. Vorhegriff] Fv. preconception', Ital. pre-

giudizio. (r) Used vaguely and popularly for

anticipation with reference to a particular

idea or event which, carrying the suggestion

of prejudgment or mental bias, is said to be
preconceived.

(2) The term might well serve a technical

use as designating the mental process of a
dispositional or notional character preliminary
to the determination of a concept. See Con-
CEPTION. (J.M.B.)

Predesignate [a word formed by Sir W.
Hamilton by composition from Lat. prae, in

front of, and designatus, marked out]
:
(not

in use in the other languages), (i) A term
applied by Hamilton to verbal propositions

whose quantity, as universal or particular, is

expressed [Lects. on Logic, xiii).

(2) By C. S. Peirce applied to relations,

characters, and objects which, in compliance
with the principles of the theory of pro-

laxbility, are in probable reasonings specified

in advance of, or, at least, quite independently

of, any examination of the fiicts. See Pkob-
ABLE InEEEENCE (2).

For example, the laws of England will, in

the long run, cause the majority of English

sovereigns to be males. In that sense it was
unlikely that the successor of William IV
would be a queen. But it would be absurd

to say this after knowing that there was no
heir to the crown so near as the Princess

Victoria; and, in like manner, to say that

it was not very unlikely that Queen Victoria’s

successor would be a queen was true enough
as long as the character of her progeny was
not known, or, if known, was not taken ac-

count of, but false considering the nuniber

of her sons and grandsons. In such cases

of deductive probable inference the necessity

of the predesignation is too obvious to be

overlooked. But in indirect statistical in-

ferences, which are mere transformations of

similar deductive consequences, and the

validity of which, therefore, depends upon

precisely the same conditions, the necessity

of the predesignation is more often overlooked

than remarked. Thus Macaulay, in his essay

on the inductive philosophjq collects a number
of instances of Irish whigs—which we may
suppose constitute a random sample, as they

ought, since they are to be used as the basis

of an induction. By the exercise of ingenuity

and patience, the writer succeeds in finding

a character which they all possess, that of

carrying middle names ;
whereupon he seems

to think that an unobjectionable induction

would be that all Irish whigs have middle

names. But he has violated the rule, based

on the theory of probabilities, that tha
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character for which the samples are to be

used as inductive instances must be specified

independently of the result of that examina-

tion. Upon the same principle only those

consequents of a hypothesis support the truth

of the hypotheses which were predicted, or, at

least, in no way influenced the character of

the hypothesis. But this rule does not forbid

the problematic acceptance of a hypothesis,

which has nothing to do with the theory of

probability. (c.s.p.)

Predestination [Lat. praedestinatio, a de-

termining beforehand] : Ger. Pradestination
;

Fr. ipredestinalion ;
Ital. predestinazione. The

aspect of the divine foreordiuation which

applies to moral agents as predetermining

either their election to eternal life or their

reprobation. See Foeboedination. (A.T.O.)

Predetermination [Lat. prae -b determi-

natus, limited]: Ger. Predetermination] Fr.

predetermination ]
Ital. predeterminazione.

(i) Deteemination (q. V. ;
especially psychi-

cal, ad fin.) beforehand. (2) Peedestination

or Foeeoedination (q. v.). (j.m.b.)

Predeterniinism : Deteeminism (q. v.,

various topics).

Predicable [Lat. praedicabUis, meaning

in classical Lat. praiseworthy] : Ger. Prddi-

cabilien {^.) ]
'Fr. predicable] Its}. predicabih.

One of the five logical kinds of predicates of

the early peripatetic school
:
genus, species,

difference, property, accident {yivos, Pi8os,

Siacpopd, also called the

quinque voces or modi praedicandi.

Tlie indications, at present, are that the

word was first used in the logical sense in

translations from the Arabic. For Albertus

Magnus, who did little more than report

the views of Arabians, explains at con-

siderable length the appropriateness of the

term, as if it were a new one {In praedica-

bilibus, tr. ii. cap. i). It was, however,

probably eai'lier that it was used by Lambert
of Auxerre (Prantl, Gesch. d. Logik, iii.

28, note 1 1 4), who gives somewhat similar

explanations.

Persons beginning the study of logic had
better give such time as is necessary to

reading the Isagoge of Porphyry, one of the

best executed pieces of logical exposition that

ever was written, superior in that respect to

anything in the Organon, except the first book
of the Prior Analytics. There seems to be

nothing in the book which is not in Aristotle.

A few sentences in the first part of the Topics

(I. iv. 2) virtually contain the whole matter,

which in the following chapter is put together

.3

substantially as Porphyry unites it. Still, it

must be admitted that the mode of colliga-

tion is here no small matter. Before Porphyry,

Apuleius has stated the doctrine nearly as

well, and Prantl thinks he can detect it in

its matured fonn even in Theophrastus
;
but

this elaim is excessive. One is inclined to

think that the author who expounded the

doctrine with such remarkable vigour must
have thought it out for himself.

The school definitions of predicable are all

very bad. That of Burgersdicius is: ‘Pre-

dicables are what are affirmed of many truly,

properly, naturally, and immediately.’ Blun-

devile says : ‘Predicables are certayiie degrees,

or rather pedigrees of words that be of one

afinnitie, shewing which comprehend more,

and which comprehend lesse.’ Most of the

books define universals instead of predicables,

or say that predicables differ from universals

only in being spoken of a subject instead of

being in a subject. It is easy to see that this

does not answer. A universal is ‘aptum
natum dici de pluribus.’ Such is any general

term, as man. But the five terms genus,

species, diffei'ence, property, accident, are

surely not ordinary class names. Some say

they are second intentions. This is very good

indeed, so far as it goes; but it is not suffi-

ciently definite.

Kant undertook to set up his own ‘pre-

dicables of the pure understanding,’ which
were to be derivative conceptions under the

categories {Krit. d. reineii Vernimft, ist ed.,

82). (c.s.p.)

Predicament [the Eng. form of the

Lat. praedicamentum, translating Gr. kott)-

yopia, category (Aristotle)] : Ger. Praedica-

ment] Fr. categoric] Ital. categoria. As a

term of philosophy, predicament is exactly

equivalent to Categoet (q. v.). Cf. Trende-

lenburg, Beitr. z. Logik
;
Baldwin, Ilandb. oj

Psychol., i. chap. xiv. § 4 ;
Peirce, Proc. Amer.

Acad. Arts and Sci., ilay, 1867. (c.s.p.)

Predicate [Lat. praedicatum, from prae

-t- dicare, to make public
;

used in Latin

since Boethius, A. D. 500, in the logical sense.

It was used by Boethius to translate Karrjyoprjpa,

Karrjynpovpevov, or to o of a proposition. Prae-

dicatio, owing to its familiarity in the sense

of preaching, was a little later in becoming

a term of logic] : Ger. Pradicat
;

Fr. attribut,

predicat] Ital. predicate, (i) That element

of a PEorosiTiON (q. v.) which is brought into

relation to the Subject (q. v.). Cf. also Judg-

MENT, and Reasoning. (j.m.b.)

(2) The view which pragmatic logic takes
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of the predicate, in cousequeuce of its

assuming that the entire purpose of deductive

logic is to ascertain the necessary conditions

of the truth of signs, without any regard to

the accidents of Indo-European grammar, will

be here briefly stated. Cf. Negation.

In any proposition, i. e. any statement

which must be true or false, let some parts

be struck out so that the remnant is not

a proposition, but is such that it becomes

a proposition when eacli blank is filled by a

proper name. The erasures are not to be

made in a mechanical way, but with such

modifications as may be necessary to preserve

the partial sense of the fragment. Such a

residue is a predicate. The same proposition

may be mutilated in various ways so that

ditferent fragments will appear as predicates.

Thus, take the proposition ‘Every man reveres

some woman.’ This contains the following

predicates, among others

:

‘ reveres some woman.’
‘ is either not a man or reveres

some woman.’
‘ Any previously selected man reveres

y

‘ Any previously selected man is .’

See Negation. (c.s.p.)

Predication [Lat. praedicare, to assert] :

Ger. Auseage, Pradikation
; Fr. attribution,

determination', Ital. affermazione. (i) In psy-

chology : the determination of a conceptual

whole by the process of consciously including

within it, or excluding from it, a new con-

ceptual element.

The essential mark of the subject-predicate

relation is that it constitutes that advance in

thought which is expressed or expressible in

a sentence. Thus we find that grammarians
distinguish between the merely defining or

determining use of adjectives, participles, &c.,

and their predicative or declarative function.

To explain the nature of the subject-])redicate

relation is also to explain why discourse is

broken up into distinct sentences. The re-

quiied explanation is not far to seek, if we
start from the popular use of the word subject

as indicating the general topic or universe of

discourse. The predicate of the subject, in

this sense, is the whole discourse through
which it receives determination and specifica-

tion. Predication, from this point of view,

consists just in the gradual definition and
specification of what is at the outset relatively

indefinite and indeterminate. It is because
this process takes place gradually by a succes-

sive concentration of attention that language

is divided into sentences. ‘The predicate of

a sentence is the determination of what was
previously indeterminate. The subject is the

previous qualification of the general topic or

universe of discourse to which the new quali-

fication is attached. . . . Sentences are, in

the process of thinking, what steps are in

the process of walking. 'I'he foot on which the

weight of the body rests corresponds to the

subject. The foot which is moved forward

to occupy new ground corresponds to the

predicate’ (Stout, as cited below, ii. 213).

Symbolically, the process may be represented

as follows : a — ah, ab= abc, abc = abed,

and so on, a formula suggested by Baldwin
for such a ‘ conceptual interpretation ’ of the

thinking processes. In continuous thought,

so far as it is continuous, all determina-

tions of the general topic which have emerged

up to a certain point form an integral part of

the subject, to which all subsequent deter-

minations are attached as predicates. Con-

sider the following :
‘ I took the train to

London
;

I arrived at 1 2 p.m.
;
I went to an

hotel
;
I found that all the rooms were taken.’

The ‘ I,’ which is the grammatical subject of

the last sentence, is qualified by those which

pi’eceded. The full sentence is : ‘I, having

taken the train to Loudon, and having arrived

at 12 p.m., on going to an hotel found that all

the rooms were taken ’ (Paul, Princ. of the

Hist, of Language, Eng. trans., 144 ff.). See

the adjacent topics, and cf. Judgment.
Literatwre : Baldwin, Handb. of Psychol.,

Senses and Intellect, 283 ff.; Stout, Ana-
lytic Psychol., ii. 212 ff.

;
Bosanquet, Essen-

tials of Logic, 108 ff.; Paul, as cited above,

144 ff. (G.F.S., C.L.F.)

(2) In logic ; the joining of a predicate to

a subject of a Pboposition (q. v.) so as to

increase the logical breadth without diminish-

ing the logical depth.

On the relation between the psychological

and the logical views of predication, see

Pkopositjon (i).

This still leaves room for understanding

predication in various ways, according to the

conception entertained of the dissection of a

proposition into subject and predicate. It is

a question under dispute to-day whether pre-

dication is the essential function of the pro-

position. Some maintain that the proposition

‘ It rains ’ involves no predication. But if it

is an assertion, it does not mean that it rains

in fairyland, but the very act of saying any-

thing with an appearance of seriously meaning

it is an Index (q. v.) that forces the person
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addressed to look about to see what it is to

which what is being said refers. The ‘rains’

recalls to his mind an image of fine up-and-

down lines over the field of view; and he

1( oks sharply out of the window, fully under-

standing that that visible environment is indi-

cated as the subject where tlie lines of falling

drops will be seen. In like manner, there is a

predication in a conditional or other hj’potheti-

cal proposition, in the same sense that some
recognized range of experience or thought is

referred to. (c.s.P.)

So in all compound propositions, some
recognized range of experience, thought, or

belief is referred to, even though, in a given

case, by an accident of language, we are per-

mitted to completely suppress both subject

and copula (cf. Baldwin, Handh. of Psychol.,

i, chapter on Thought; Venn, Empirical

Logic). Just as (i) ‘Every a is 6’ means
‘ Granted that any object is a, it may be safely

concluded that it is also 6,’ so (2) ‘If a is h,

c is d’ means ‘For whatever time, place, or

combination of circumstances you grant that

a is b, you may also he sure that c is d ’
;
and

in particular, just as (i) is identical in logical

import with ‘ Every object is either not a or

else h,’ so (2) when expressed in the form
‘ Either a is not & or c is d ’ has for its full

meaning ‘ Time, place, and circumstance imply
that a is not h or else that c is d,’ or, ‘ What-
ever is, a is not 6 or c is d,’ or, ‘ What occurs

is that a is not b or that c is d.’ Hence in

symbolic logic it is perfectly justifiable to

use the same sign for the subject in both the

simple and the compound proposition (and

without regard to whether the subject is ex-

pressed or understood in common language) :

(1) oo^a-f-6

(2) 00 {cL-^^b -f-

For the symbols used see Peoposition'.(c.i-.f.)

A few of the most fi'equeutly recurring

scholastic phrases follow.

Abstractpredication: TgreddcdiiioTi ofa subject

considered in the abstract.

Accidental predication : predication of an
accident.

Analogical predication] a rather favourite

expression of Aquinas
:
predication in which

the predicate is taken neither in its strict

sense nor in an unrelated sense, but in a

peculiar sense for which there is a good reason,

as when a statue is said to be a man.
Complete predication : predication in which

the whole nature of the thing is formally

affirmed.

Denominative predication: predication in

which that whose nature it is to be a subject

is taken as the subject, and something whose
nature it is to he predicated is taken as the

predicate
;
a predication of an accident of a

substance. (It is well discussed by Scotus,

In univ. Porph., 9. 16, ‘ Utrum haec sit vera,

Homo est animalis,’ where, as in the majority

of scholastic disputations, the conclusion is fore-

gone, and the interest lies in the formidable

difficulties and how they are to be overcome.)

Denominative predication, in its proper sense,

is predication of an accidental concrete term
of its own subject

;
in a broad sense, it is the

predication of any concrete of a suppositum,

or of any subject of less breadth
;
in the widest

sense, it is predication of any predicate of

any subject. Denominative predication may
be a posteriori or a priori, as homo est albus,

I’ationale est substantia, homo est animal.

Determinative predication: same as deno-

minative predication.

Dialectic predication, as defined by Aristotle

(I. Top., x); the predication of a general

term in a proposition which may result from

an argument in a pi'obable place, and not re-

ducible to anything prior.

Direct predication : predication in the

usual sense of representing that the breadth

of the subject belongs to the predicate, and

the depth of the predicate to the subject
;

or,

in scholastic language, it is predication of a

higher term of a lower one, of a passion of

a subject, of an accident of a subject, of a

mode of a quiddity, of a difference of a genus.

See Indirect predication, below.

Equivocal predication: predication which
may be taken in two unrelated senses.

Essential predication : in which the predi-

cate is wholly contained in the essence of the

subject. It is, therefore, in Kant’s sense, an

analytical judgment. But neither Kant nor

the scholastics provide for the fact that an
indefinitely complicated proposition, very far

from obvious, may often be deduced by mathe-

matical reasoning, or necessary deduction, by
the logic of relatives, from a definition of the

utmost simplicity, without assuming any
hypothesis whatever (indeed, such assumption

could only render the proposition deduced
simpler)

;
and this may contain many notions

not explicit in the definition. This may be

illustrated by the following : Man is a rational

animal
;
hence, whatever is not a man is either,

on the one hand, not rational, while either

at the same time being an animal or else

benefiting nothing except such objects as love
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nothing but fairies, or, on the other hand, is

not an animal, while either being rational or

standing to whatever fairy may exist in the

relation of benefiting something that loves it.

Now, if it be said that that is an analytical

judgment, or essential predication, neither

the definition of the scholastics nor that of

Kant is adequate. But if it be said that it is

not an essential predication, or analytical

judgment, tlien the accidental predication and

the synthetical jufigmeiit may be a necessary

consequence, and a very recondite one, of a

mere definition, quite contrary to what either

Kant or the scholastics supposed and built

upon. Cf. Scotus (/k. univ. Porph., 9. 12),

whomak( s essential predication the predication

of genus, species, or difference.

Exercised predication. The distinction

between exercised and signate predication be-

longs to Scotus. (The passage which Pi’antl

attributes to Autonius Andreas is a cjuotation

verbatim from Scotus, as often naturally

happens in Prantl’s Geschichte.) A signate

]iredication is one which is said to be made,

an exercised predication is one which is made
;

so that Scotus says :
‘ A praedicari signato ad

irracdicari exercitum non tenet consequentia

per se in eisdem terininis.’ Scotus gives the

following examples of the distinction, where
the exercised predication is marked E, the

signate S : S, Genus 2^‘>’a«dicatur de specie
;

E, Homo est animal. (The Lyons text here

transposes the terms, which we give correctly.)

S, nego
;
E, non. E, tantum

;
S, exclude. The

abstract definition of Scotus is :
‘ Esse in rebus

2)i imae intentionis illud exercet quod prae-

dicari signat in secundis intentionibus.’

Exercised predication is distinguished into

praedicatio deproprio sup>posito and praedicatio

de suhiecto; the former is essential, the latter

accidental.

Formal predication : predication where the

predicate is in the concept of the subject,

independent of any extrinsic cause or of any
jiarticular matter in qua. The difference

between formal and essential predication is

somewhat trivial and confused.

Identical predication : the predication of a

term of it self.

Incompjlete predication : see Complete pre-

dication.

Indirect predication has two meanings. In
one sense, it might better be called relative

predication, since it is the predication of

some term which occurs in the predicate in

an oblique case, as angles are predicated

of triangles. But. in another sense, Chau-

3

vinus {Lexicon, 2nd ed., 1713, ‘Praedicatio’)

says :
‘ Praedicatio contra naturam, seu in-

ordinata, quae alias etiam dicitur indirecta,

ea est vel in qua inferius de superior! in

eadem linea praedicamentali, aut id quod se

habet per modum materiae de eo quod se

habet per modum forniae dicitur; . . . vel, in

qua species de sua dicitur differentia . . . vel

in qua substantia dicitur de accidente connota-

tivo.’ Mauritius Hibernicus, in his Expositio

quaest. D. Suhtilis in quinque Vniv. Porph.,

qu. i. art. 31, says, ‘Voco communiter prae-

dicationem directam,’ and proceeds to give

substantially the definition of Chauvinus.

Inordinate predication : see quotation from

Chauvinus under Indirect predication.

Intrinsic predication

:

one in which the pre-

dicate IS in the subject independently of the

relations of the latter to other things.

Natural predication : when the subject and

predicate ought to be so related according to

their nature. This is substantially the de-

finition given in many books; but it conveys

little idea of how the expression is used.

Natui’al predication is alway s divided into the

identical and direct
;
non-natural predication

is either indirect, i. e. contra naturam, or it is

praeter naturam, i. e. per accidens. Examjiles

of indirect predication, where the subject is

related to the predicate as form to matter,

are alba est nix, animal est homo. Examples

of predication praeter naturam, where subject

and predicate are related to some third term,

as form to matter, are album est dulce, dulce est

album. Examples of direct predication : nix est

cdba, homo est animal. Examples of identical

predication : gladius est ensis, Plato est Plato

(Conimbricenses in Praef. Porph., q. i. art. 4).

Non-natural predication: see Natural pre-

dication.

Proper predication : a predication in which

the verb and predicate are taken in their

proiier signification.

Qualificative predication: see Predication

in quale.

Quidditative predication: see Predication

in quid.

ISignate predication : see Exercised predi-

cation.

Univocal predication: predication of a uni-

vocal term.

Predication de omni is defined by Aristotle

in the dictum de omni
;
that is, what is pre-

dicated of a subject universally, or de omni, is

predicated of everything of which that subject

is predicated.

Predication in eo quod quid (translation of
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Porphyry’s €V ra tL icrn KaTrjyopuaSai) occurs

in the translation of the Isagoge by Marius

Vietorinus, and means predication of the genus

and species. In some of the late scholastics it

is distinguished from otlier predication in quid,

and is confined to predication of the genus

(see Eckius, In Petr. His'p.). But others, as the

Mainz doctors, retain the earlier meaning.

Predication in eo quod quale : same as pre-

dication in quale, from which, however, some

of the later writers discriminate it.

Predication in quale, as most commonly
used, is predication of difference, property, or

accident. But it is also, not infrequently, re-

stricted to predication of the property or

accident. Albeitus Magnus [In jpredicahi-

lihus, tr. iii. cap. iv) distinguislies four dif-

ferent senses of piedication in quale.

Predication in quale quid : predication of

a specific difference.

Predication in quid (the expression appears

in the 12th century. It is an abbreviation of

in eo quod quid). Used in a number of

senses, for which see any good mediaeval

logic; and especially for predication of the

genus and species, most strictly of the latter.

Predication per accidens', see Natural
predication.

Predication per causam: a predication that

the predicate stands in a causal relation to

the subject.

Predication per comitantiam or concomi-

tantiam: a predication that the predicate

accompanies the subject.

Predication per essentiam : essential predi-

cation.

Predication per se : see Per se.

Predication quasi in quid = in quale quid.

(c.s.p.)

Predicative Proposition. The old name
for a categorical Peopositiox (q.v., also Cate-
gorical), used by Apuleius, Marcianus Ca-

pella, and Boethius. Cassiodorus, however,

has categoricus, which was used by Abelard

and subsequent logicians. The expression

has been revived by some modern logicians

who do not think that all propositions, nor

even all categorical propositions, such as ‘It

rains,’ predicate anything. (c.s.p.)

Prediction [Lsit. praedictio, ajoretellingj :

Ger. Prophezeiung
l

Fr. qmdiction; Ital.

predizione. (i) One of the functions of pro-

phecy by virtue of which the prophet becomes
a seer and reader of the future. See Pro-
phecy. (A/r.o.)

(2) In logic; see Peedesignate (2), and
cf. Probable Inference (2).

Predisposition [Lat. j^rae -f disjwsitio]

:

Ger. Prddisposition, Anlage; ¥r. prMisposi-

tion
;

Ital. predispodzione. An inherited

tendency to act in certain ways. A predis-

position is thus an inherited Disposition

(
q.v.). (J.M.B.-G.F.S.)

We are thus making predisposition or in-

herited disposition subject to the distinction

of the older usage, which contrasted Dis-
position (q.v., meaning 2) with habit.

Hamilton finds tlie contiast in the Greek
terms Siddeats and [Metaphysics, Mansel
and Veitch, ed. N. Y., Lect. x. 124). The prefix

of the latter term appropi lately marks the

innate character of predispofitions. This

meaning of predisj)osition covers the popular

use of the term as refeiring to the permanent
elements of character and endowment re-

cognized as ingredients in temperament (noted

by Aristotle, Categories, chap, viii; ref. supplied

by eds. to Hamilton, in the passage quoted

above). This also makes predisposition an
adequate translation of Anlage (mental),follow-

ing the translation of Groos’ Play of Man,
as against that of Kiilpe’s Outlines of Psycho-

logy, in which disposition is used without

qualification. (j.m.b., g.f.s.)

Predisposition (in medicine) : Ger. Prd-
disposition

;
Fr. predisposition

;
Ital. predis-

posizione. A physical or mental liability or

susceptibility in a particular direction.

The word, like tlie terms bent, trait, tempera-

ment, diathesis, is an important one in the

discussion of heredity and the distribution of

endowment, to indicate an inborn tendency or

capacity to develop readily in a given direction.

Predisposition is used of general emotional and

mental character rather than of individual

traits
;

it is also frequently employed in re-

gal d to abnormal tendencies (see art. ‘ Pre-

disposition in Disease,’ in Quain’s Dictionary

of Medicine), such as a predisposition to

neurasthenia, to hysteria, &c. In the dis-

cussion of the aetiology of a mental disorder

the jiredisposing causes are always considered.

See Diathesis. (j.j.)

Pre-established Harmony: Ger. jrrd-

stabilirte Harmonic, Fr. harmonic prehablie',

Ital. armonia prestahilita. The name given by
Leibnitz to his theory (1) of the relation of

the monads to one another; (2) of spirit to

matter, of the soul to the body. The last is

the commoner use, but is, relatively speaking,

superficial.

The problem of the influence of mind upon
body had been brought to the front by
Descaites (see Occasionalism). Leibnitz
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holds that there is no actual influence exercised

by one of them upon the other, nor does

God interfere to produce change in one upon
occasion of change in the other. But he has

eternally harmonized the two so that changes

in one synchronize with, and represent,

changes in the other. Leibnitz uses frequently

the comparison of two clocks which keep per-

fect time. The vulgar view would assume that

some influence passed from one to the other

;

Occasionalism, that an outsider changes one

when the other changes
;

this theory, that they

were originally so perfectly harmonized that

no departure of one from the other can take

place. In its wider philosophic sense, pre-

established harmony means tliat while each

monad acts out its own nature undisturhed

by any other, yet each is so constituted as to

reflect, mirror, or represent, ‘ from its own
point of view,’ the entire universe. The
active or developed side of each monad is

spirit
;

its passive or undeveloped side is

matter. The active gives the law to the

passive, i. e. defines its end or idea. Hence
the universal harmony of mind and matter,

thought and extension— Leibnitz’s dynamic
interpretation of Sj^inoza’s paiallelism of the

two attributes. Cf. tlie standard woiks on

the history of pliilosophy. (j.d.)

Pre-existence [Lat prae+ existens, exist-

ing]: Gev. Prdexistenz
]
Y\.ineexisUnce\ Ital.

preesistenza. (i) Identical with Teansmigea-
TION (q.v.).

(2) The doctrine of certain Christians that

the human soul of Jesus Christ existed prior

to his conception in the flesh.

The advocates of this view teach that the

human soul of Christ existed before the

creation of the world, in union with his divine

nature. This doctrine has always been held

in connection with a belief in the Divinity of

Christ. It has not had very much vogue, and
has never risen to the dignity of a recognized

heresy.

Literature: Watt, Works, v. 274-385;
Haag, Histoire des Dogmes Chretiens

;

Mullee, Doct. of Sin
;
Liddon, Divinity of

Christ. (A.T.O.)

Preformation [Lat. prae+forma, shape] :

Ger. Praformu*ion\ Fr. frefo^'mation
)

Ital.

preformazione. The modern version of the

old emboitement theory of development, accord-
ing to which the germ contained all the parts

of the adult organism preformed, but minute
;

BO that the development of tlie individual

consisted merely in an unfolding or ‘evolution,’

and growing, of parts already formed.

Modern preformism holds that, although

the parts are not actually preformed as such

in the germ, yet they are represented by
material elements having a definite organiza-

tion. Thus development would essentially

consist in the sorting out and increase of these

elements. According to this theory, then,

there exists a germinal localization, such that

every part of an adult organism is represented

by certain particles, by some definite region,

of the germ which gives rise to it.

The theory of preformation, in its early and
crude form, was supported by Malpighi, Haller,

and Bonnet, against the rival theory of
‘ epigenesis ’ put forth by Harvey in the 1 7th

century. It did not survive the criticisms of

Buffon, Maupeitius, and Wolff. The theory,

in its modern garb, is due chiefly to the work
of Weismann and Roux. Cf. Epigenesis.

The form preformism is also in use.

Literature : C. Bonnet, Considerations sur

les Corps organises (1776); C. S. Wolff,
Theoria generationis (1774) ;

E. Haeckel,
Hist, of Creation

;
C. O. Whitman, Evolu-

tion and Epigenesis, Woods Hell Biol. Lects.

(1894); E. B. Wilson, The Cell in Devel.

and Inheritance (1896). (b.s.g )

Preformism ; see Peefoemation.
Prehension [Lat. prehensus, from pre-

liendere, io seize]: Ger. Prehension) Yy. pre-

hension) Ital. presa, (iV) prendere. The act

and the power of grasping.

Applied especially to the act of grasping

with the thumb opposite the fingers, as do

monkeys (anthropoids) and man. This power

is considered to have been of considerable

importance in the evolution of the primates.

It is also called ‘ thumb-grasping.' (j.m.b.)

Premise (and Premiss) [two distinct

words, recognized as such by older writers,

but for the last century and more confounded.

Premise is a legal word, derived from the Fr,

premise, which is a noun derived from the

phrase les choses premises, used in inventories.

Premiss is from the Fr. noun prhnisse, and

thence from the Low Lat. praemissa, which

goes back, as a substantive, to the early

part of the 13th century. But it was hardly

looked upon as very good Latin at any time.

Propositio replaced it, when elegance was

preferred to technical accui’acy] : Ger. Vor-

dersatz, Prdmisse; Fr. prhnisse) Ital. pre-

messa. A proposition, the consideration of

which has logically affected, or contributed

to the determination of, a conclusion of rea-

soning.

An enthyraeme is usually defined as a
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syllogism with a suppressed premise or

premiss. Now, the expression of a train of

thought may be elliptical, some thought being

unexpressed in the confident anticipation that

the reader, or hearer, will supply it. But in

thought, a premise or premiss cannot be

suppressed without ceasing to be either

premise or premiss. If it be so suppressed,

it enters into the leading principle of the

inference. Every reasoning must proceed

consciously upon some general principle, or

it ceases to be a I'easoning, and becomes a

mere feeling of inability to think otherwise.

On the other hand, when a principle of

reasoning becomes by analysis distinctly

apprehended and the precise effect which it

has upon the conclusion undeistood, it be-

comes a premise, or, at least, a premiss.

There is, therefore, no such thing as a sup-

pressed premiss.

The word premiss became usual in the

logical sense, in English, as early as Chaucer.

In Wilson’s Rule of Reason (1551) it does not

occur, the phraseology there being like the

following :
‘ The double repeate, whiche is a

woorde rehearsed in bothe Proposicions, must
not entre into the conclusion.’ But in

Blundevile’s Arte of Logicke (1599) we read :

‘ A Syllogisme is a kinde of argument con-

tayning three Propositions, whereof the two
first, commonly called the premisses,’ &c. In

Watts’s and other English logics it was spelt

premiss andi premisses. Johnson, however, in

his Dictionary, gives premises in the plural

and premiss in the singular, as distinct words,

and remarks that the latter is little used in

the plural outside of technical works. In
such works the word spelt with two s’s

continued to be employed. (c.s.p.)

Thetwo forms of spelling, for the logical term

,

are used interchangeably in this work, (j.m.b.)

Premonition [Lat. praemonitorius, giv-

ing previous warning] : Ger. Ankiindigung,

Vorlaufer; Fr. premonition, avertissement,

pressentirnent
;

Ital. fremonizione, segni

premonitori, presentimento, A tendency to

anticipate a coming occurrence apart from
any causes or reasons which the subject him-
self can assign. The term presentiment is

also in use. (g.f.s.-j.m.b.)

Some individuals form the habit of noting

and watching such experiences, which habit

renders them more apt to occur. Premoni-
tions belong to the general fluctuations of

mood and flow of thought, for which no de-

tailed explanation is needed, except as their

frequency or objective fulfilment demands

explanation. Premonitory signs have been
discussed in connection with the problem of

Telepathy (q. v.) and the ‘ pliantasms of the

living.’ See Veeidical Hallucinations.
Significant symptoms occurring before an
attack in certain mental diseases (epilepsy,

hysteria) are termed Auea (q. v.). (j.j.)

The term is also used for a general mood
of foreboding (Ger. Ahnung), often without

specific reference. (j.m.b.)

Preordination [Lat. prae + ordinare, to

ordain] : Ger. Vorbestimmung
j

Fr. prMe^
termination, preordination’, Ital. preordina-

zione. See Fobeordination.
Preparation [Lat. praeparatio\

:

Ger.

Vorilhung
;

Fr. preparation
;

Ital. prepara-

zione. The Peactice (q. v.) of a function

in its immature and incomplete stages, by
which its development and efficiency are

furthered. Of. Habituation, and Exercise.
Its principal use is in the German Voriibung.

The concept has been developed by Groos in

connection with Plat (q. v.), which is con-

sidered preparation for the serious activities

of adult life. See Terminology, German,
‘ Uebung.’ (J.M.B.)

Preperception [Lat. prae -f- perceptio, a

taking]: GQv.Prdperception] Yv.j)reperception’,

Ital. prepercezione (the equivalents are sug-

gested). The ideal representation of an object

preceding and facilitating the perception of it.

A term first used by G. H. Lewes (^Problems

of Life and Mind, 3rd series, Prob. 2, chap, x)

and adopted by W. James, among others

(see James, Princ. of Psychol., i. 438-45).
James appears to regard all mental pre-

adjustment for perceiving an object as in-

volving an anticipatory mental image
;
but

this doctrine seems untenable. A batsman
attending to the course of the ball as it comes
from the hand of the bowler does not usually

construct an anticipatory picture of the course

it is going to take. If he does, his wicket is

in great danger. (g.f.s., j.m.b.)

Prepossession: see Preconception (i).

Prepotency [Lat. prae+ potens, power-

ful]: Ger. Prdpotenz; Fr. suprematie, pre-

ponderanct’, \i?A. preponderanza. (i) In zoo-

logy : when one parent transmits its heredi-

tary characters in a stronger degree than the

other parent, it is said to be prepotent or to

have prepotency. Diminished potency in this

respect, on the other hand, is called subpotency.

(2) In botany : when the pollen of two or

more varieties is applied to the same stigma,

that of one variety affects fertilization and is

said to be prepotent.
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Darwin carefully discussed the phenomena
of prepotency in his Animals and Plants

under Domestication. Romanes has considered

them in relation to his hypothesis of Physio-
logical Selection (q. v.).

Literature : C. Dakwin, Animals and Plants

under Domestication, ii; G. J. Romanes,
Darwin and after Darwin, iii

;
Galton, Na-

ture, Jan. 27, 1898. (O.Li.M.)

Presbyopia [Gr. irpea-^vs, old, -}- eye] :

Ger. Presbyopie] Fr. presbylie, presbyopic, Ital.

presbio2)ia. A condition in which, owing to

a growing inelasticity of the lens fibres, and
to a decrease in the power of contracting the

ciliary muscle, the near point of vision is re-

moved to an inconvenient distance, with a

corresponding diminution in the size of the

retinal image, and a consequent difficulty in

reading and in other occupations which re-

quire close vision.

The lens becomes progressively more rigid,

and the powers of accommodation progres-

sively decline from infancy onward. In the

normal emmetropic eye, the disturbing con-

dition of presbyopia is not reached before the

age of 45 to 50 years
;
and for practical pur-

poses may be said to appear when the near
point has reached 22 cm. or 9 inches. The
advent of presbyopia will be earlier in hyper-

metropic (hyperopic) eyes, and later in myopic
eyes, while in extreme cases of myopia it

simply counteracts that condition. Presby-

opia is corrected by the use of lenses, which
restore the ordinarily used focussing points

for near vision. Of. Vision (defects of).

See Landolt, Refraction and Accommoda-
tion of the Eye (Eng. trans. by Culver, 1886),

572. (j.j.)

Prescience : see Foeeknowledge.
Prescription (in law) [Lat. pn-aescriptio^ :

Ger. Ersitznng (for usucaption by possession),

Verjahrungsrecht (for the law of negative

prescription); Fr. prescrftion Ital. jsre-

scrizione. A mode of acquiring a thing or

right by long-continued and peaceable pos-

session or use, without lawful interruption.

Thelaw mayaffirmatively create a title, under
Bucli circumstances, in the possessor or user,

which is positive or acquisitive prescrijqtion
;

or it may simply cut off any right of recovery

by the original owner, which is negative or

extinctive prescriqAion,
‘ Possession may ripen into ownership

;
and

this result may be produced either positively

by the law declaring that the possessor is

fully entitled after a certain time, or nega-

tively by depriving adverse claimants of their

remedies, if during a certain time they omit

to exercise tliem’ (Pollock, Jurisprudence,

chap. vii. 178). In early Roman law usucapio

was the term used to describe such a mode
of getting title, by positive declaration of law,

to mancipable property
;
praescriptio was the

term for the negative defence of the statute

of limitations, and for acquisition by posses-

sion or use of non - mancipable property.

Justinian abolished the distinction. In
English and American law a claim to a right

by prescription rests on the legal fiction that

it is to be presumed there was a grant which

has been lost.

Literature : Maekbt, Elements of Law,
chap, xiii ,* Sohm, Inst, of Roman Law,

§ 51, 2. As to prescription in international

law see Vattel, Droit des Gens, Liv. II.

chap. xi. (s.E.B.)

Present (the specious) [Lat. presens^

:

for equivalents see Teeminologt, English,
‘ Moment.’ The minimum sensibile of time

;

a period of present time so short that the sub-

ject cannot distinguish relations of priority

and subsequence between its parts.

The term ‘specious’ is used to distinguish

the ‘ duration block,’ which constitutes even

the shortest concrete present as actually ex-

perienced from the conception of a present

moment as a boundary line between preceding

and succeeding time. The term is due to

E. G.- Clay, and it has been given cur-

rency by James. To quote James: ‘The

practically cognized present is no knife-edge,

but a saddle-back, with a certain breadth of

its own on which we sit perched, and from

which we look in two directions into time.

The unit of composition of our perception of

time is a duration, with a bow and a stern, as

it were—a rearward and a forward looking

end.’ The saddle-back metaphor and much else

in James on the subject applies to any period

of time, however prolonged, which subjective

interest regards as present. For instance, I

may say that I am at present writing a certain

book: the present thus referred to may embrace

years
;
but it is a saddle-back of time from which

I regard the past and future. But on the

whole it seems clear that James means by
‘ specious present ’ the irreducible minimum

of duration necessary to constitute my con-

crete present. Of. Peesent Time, Time,

Time Peeception, and Space.

Literature : E. G. Clay, The Alternative,

167 ;
W. James, Princ. of Psychol., 609 ff.; L.

W. Steen, Psychische Prasenszeit, in Zeitsch.

f. Psychol., xiii. 330 ff. ;
Steong, Psyohol.
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Eev.jiii. 156; Kotce, The World and the In-

dividual. (g.e.s.-j.m.b.)

Present Time : Ger. Prasens, Prasenszeit
;

¥r. prhent, temjjs 2>Tesent
;

Ital. presente, tempxj

presente. The present is a portion of time

marked off from other portions as including

our actual conscious life.

Tlie length of what we regal’d as the present

time varies according to the interest involved.

A period of any length ma}' be regarded as

present, if we have no motive for dividing it

into prior and subsequent portions.

The present is distinguished from other

portions of time not merely by formal relations

of antecedence and subsequence, but by the

signature or coefficient of psychical actuality

(whatever this may be) that belongs to it.

In particular, it is stamped as the moment of

actual sensation. Ward lays great stress on

this point ;
‘ To a being whose presentations

never passed through the transitions Avhich

ours undergo— first divested of the strength

and vividness of impressions, again reinvested

with them and brought back from the faint

world of ideas—the sharp contrasts of “ now ”

and “ then,” and all the manifold emotions

they occasion, would be quite unknown’(A'jic?/c.

Brit., art. Psychology, 64). Cf. Pkesent
(the specious). For the philosojibical ques-

tions which arise, see Time. (g.e.s.—j.m.b.)

Presentation [LoX.prae + esse, to be] : Ger.

Vorstelliing, Darstellung (see Teeminologt,
German, ‘ Vorstellung’); ¥v. presentation; Ital.

presentazione. (i) An object in the special form

under which it is cognized at any given

moment of perceptual or ideational process.

‘Any object of knowledge or thought’ (Bald-

win, Elements of Psychol., Glossary).

(2) An object as it is cognized at any given

moment of perceptual as distinguished from
ideational process.

(3) Another word for object.

The first meaning is that which is recom-

mended. When the mind is engaged upon
an object, the object appears or presents itself

under varying aspects in different phases and
stages of the process. Each of these appear-

ances is a presentation of one and the

same object. I see a piece of sugar
;
I take

it in my hand and I put it in my mouth.
Throughout I am mentally occupied with a

thing recognizable as objectively the same.

But the sugar as seen, as lifted in the

hand, as rolled on the tongue, is successively

presented in varying ways. Similarly, if I am
attempting to solve a geometrical problem,

the problem and its conditions constitute my

object throughout the whole train of thought.

But in the various steps I take in order to

find a solution, this object assumes different

aspects. The one object comes before con-

sciousness in a succession of presentations

I have a different presentation of it when the

problem is solved from that which I had
when I began upon it.

The limitation of the term presentation

to perceptual consciousness has much to

recommend it. It yields a neat expression

for the distinction between perception and
idea— perception being called presentation,

and idea representation. But there are other

sufficiently convenient ways of marking this

distinction, and on the whole there seems

to be a more pressing need for the word in

the more comprehensive application which
we propose for it. Ward consistently uses it

in this wide sense, and he did much to make
it a familiar term in English psychology.

The third meaning ought not to be retained,

because it is unwise to use the two words
object and presentation in precisely the same
way. (G.E.S., J.M.B.)

Fresentationism : Ger. Prdsentation-

ismus; Er. prisentationisme
;

Ital. ptresen-

tazionismo (suggested

—

e.m.). (i) Used by
Hamilton for presentative, as opposed to

representative, theories of knowledge. Cf.

Natubal Realism. (j.m.b.)

(2) Used by recent writers as equivalent

to phenomenalism : the theory that the only

knowable reality is found in what is presented

as conscious content to the knower. (j.d.)

(3) ‘A doctrine the gist of which is that all

the elements of psychical life are primarily

and ultimately cognitive elements ’ (Ward,
Mind, N.S., ii. 1893, 58).

The third sense is due to Ward, and we
have given his definition. He quotes Hume
as the first who explicitly formulated the

doctrine :
‘ The mind is a kind of theatre

where several perceptions successively make
their appearance

;
pass, repass, glide away,

and mingle in an infinite variety of postures

and situations. There is properly no sim-

jdicity in it at one time nor identity in

difference’ (Hume, Green and Grose’s ed..

Treatise, i. 534). Ward attributes the doc-

trine to the ‘school of Wundt’ generally,

though not to their master. He ajipears to

refer especially to Miinsterberg, who, how-
ever, can hardly be said to belong to such

a ‘ school.’ And yet, oddly enough, Miinster-

berg agrees with Ward that psychical activity

is unpresented and unpresentable ; only he
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draws a different conclusion. He infers that

as it is not presented, it cannot be described

;

and that since it is the business of psychology

to describe, the psychologist cannot deal with

it except by translating it into terms of some-

thing else which is describahle, and therefore

a matter of presentation. Ward, on the other

liand, maintains that though it is not directly

presented, yet we ha^'e an indirect cognition of

it, obtained ina way which he hasnever fullyex-

plained; and that this cognition is sufficient to

enable us to trace its function in psychical life.

Miinsterberg apparently holds that we have

an indirect cognizance of it; but he regards

this as unavailable in psychology, though it

is of fundamental importance for philosophy.

In order to avoid presentationism (in

sense 3), it is not necessary to adopt Ward’s
view tliat feeling and activity cannot be
presented. It is only necessary to affirm that

their psychical nature is not exhausted in

the fact of their presentation. When they

are presented they are presented as being

sometliing more and other than mere presenta-

tions. But this is true of all objects. A
tobacco-pijDC is presented

;
but this is not taken

to constitute its whole being. The question

l emains, what is it presented as being ? Be-

sides being a presentation, it is also a tobacco-

pipe. Similarly with feeling and activity;

only their nature is psychical, whereas that

of the tobacco-pipe is material. (g.f.s.)

Meanings (i) and (2) are both epistemo-

logical, and illusti’ate the way a term may
mediate two opposing views: (i) is in the

interest of realism, (2) in that of some form
of subjective idealism. If meaning (3) be
adhered to, neutrality may be secured in

respect to epistemology. (j.m.b.)

Presentiment : see Peemonition.

Fre-Socratic Philosophy : Ger. vor-

aokratische Philosophu] Fr. philosopMe, pre-

aocratique
)

JilosoJia presocratica. Philo-

sophy in Greece prior to Socrates.

This may be properly considered under one

topic, because it was mainly devoted to one
problem, the study of nature. The Sophists

form a transition to the Socratic philosophy.

The earlier thinkers of the period (see under
Schools of Geeecb for the names of the
individual philosophers) are frequently called

the Ionics
;
but as practically all Greek philo-

sophy until the time of Aristotle was the
work of lonians (either in Asia or in Italy or

at Athens), the term is liable to mislead.

Two sub-periods may be distinguished in the
period helbre the Sophists. The earlier

til inkers stand in closer relation to previous

religious or mythical views, and seek to sub-

stitute an intelligible hypothesis, based on
real things or events, for the myths of the

poets. In doing this they usually fix upon
some one conception of seemingly funda-

mental importance and maintain it in a one-

sided manner. The later thinkers of the

period are freer from the mythical concep-

tions, and aim to adjust f>r construe the

valuable elements in the earlier views. A
distinction in the religious views which were
infiuential at successive periods may also he
noted. The earlier thinkers were most in

touch with the Olympian religion, which
concerned chiefly the deities of sky, earth,

and ocean. The worship of chthonic deities,

Dionysus, Demeter, &c., among the Orphic sect

and in the Eleusinian mysteries, on the other

hand, emphasized the immortality of the soul

and its need of purification, thus directing

the thought within, and introducing a dualism

which had important ethical and metaphysical

consequences. This religion influenced espe-

cially the Pythagoreans and Plato.

The myths which described the generation

of the gods and the origination of worlds

implied at least a view of a single, connected

process, and of an inclusion of all in the

universe within that process. The detached

phenomena of sea or sky, or of successive

days and seasons, were given unity and rela-

tion in such beings as Uranus (heaven) and

Gaia (earth), or Dionysus. The work of the

first philosophers was to substitute for these

personifications actual concrete substances.

They found ready to hand the conception

that the world is one. They asked, ‘From
what did it come? What is the primal sub-

stance ?
’—calling their writings nep'i ^varea>s

(concerning the origin, or primal substance,

or essential nature of things). These three

connotations were probably all more or less

involved in the teim, though not as strictly

distinguished until later.

The first answers selected, at least, actual

substances, when Thales said ‘water/ and

Anaximenes ‘ air’; Anaximander’s ‘ boundless
’

or ‘ infinite ’ suggests the chaos of the myths.

All three of these Milesians regarded the world

naively as animate, and its processes of change

as spontaneous movements, hence they were

called Hylozoists (regarding matter as ani-

mate).

Another religious and social conception

found conspicuous recognition in the thought

of the Ephesian Heraclitus (about 470 B.C.).
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Like the Milesians, he names a primal sub-

stance, fire, of which all things are trans-

formations
;

but to say that fire is the ulti-

mate ‘ nature ’ of things and of the world is

to emphasize a process, a flux, with a ‘way

downward’ in which the change is from fire

into things, and a ‘ way upward ’ in which

things are becoming fire. The most fruitful

conception in this thought was, as intimated,

the principle of rational law (Xoyos) or justice

(St'fci?), which controls this process and regu-

lates the allotted (ei/xappeV?;) changes. The

decree of Zeus, the destiny (polpa) of the

gods, the social and religious law of justice,

have become the central conception for view-

ing a physical process, with implications

w'hich cling to the terms even in modern

science. This law of changes gave a union

of the ‘one’ and the ‘many’— an antithesis

which continually challenged the attention

of the Greeks.

The characteristic of the Eleatics was a

one-sided emphasis upon the first factor of

this antithesis, the ‘ One.’ Xenophanes, the

religious satirist, criticized anthropomorphic

conceptions of gods as born like mortals, and

said that the One was God. Parmenides

made this conception of oneness and per-

manence of determining and exclusive im-

portance. What is must always have been

and must always be : change is impossible, for

this would imply that something could arise

out of nothing, or pass into nothing, and both

suppositions are absurd. This was not an

abstractly logical principle, nor did it refer

in the mind of Parmenides to the conserva-

tion of energy. ‘ What is ’ meant ‘ what
occupies space.’ The principle would then

mean nearly the indestructibility of matter,

except that matter had not yet been so

abstractly conceived.

The earlier teaching of the Pythagoreans

was religious and ethical rather than specula-

tive. Like the Orphic religious societies, they

emphasized the immortality of the soul (see

Psyche) and the necessity of purifying it,

thus preparing the way for a later, more com-

plete separation between soul and body, and
between the true being of the ‘ other world

’

and the present world of change. See

SocEATicPhjlosopht,Neo-Pythagoeeanism,
and Neo-Platonism. The astronomical and
musical studies of the school reinforced the

general demand for ‘ measure ’ or ‘ limit,’ so

fundamental in all Greelc thought, and a later

member of the school, Philolaus, regarded

measure and number as the mcst important

aspect of things. Taking the speculative

position that wholes are made up of simple

parts, and regarding the units reached by
numerical analysis as the proper units, he
held that things are made of numbers (i. e.

not of abstract numbers, but of simple units,

as a line is made up of points). The fact

that mathematical analysis, as in the suc-

cessive bisection of a line, never gives an
absolute unit, made possible the celebrated

criticisms of Zeno, the Eleatic, upon plural-

istic theories. These at once seek to explain

the real as made up of simple units, and yet

are unable to provide the units. If a line is

made up of points, we ought to be able to

say ‘how many.’ But the fact that we can
never reach an end of our bisecting proves

that we cannot assign any number. Similar

criticisms were applied to pluralistic views of

time as made up of instants, of which ‘ Achilles

and the Tortoise ’ is the most famous.

The one versus the many—permanence
versus change—formed the problem of the

thinkers mentioned thus far, and usually with a

one-sided insistence on one term of the anti-

thesis. Empedocles of Sicily (about 490-430
B.C.), Anaxagoras of Klazomene (about 500-
428 B.C.), and the Atomists combined these two
terms in their mediating theories. All main-
tain the permanence of certain elements, and
attribute the apparent arising and disappear-

ing of things to rearrangements of these

elements. Empedocles named four ‘roots’

of things—earth, air, fire, and water (selected,

perhaps, partly on mythological grounds).

Anaxagoras hit upon the standard of modern
chemistry, and treated as elements substances

which resisted analysis into heterogeneous

materials. Later writers termed them 6/xoio-

ixeprj (homogeneous particles). The Atomists
conceived their permanent elements more
abstractly as Atoms (q. v.), which they re-

garded as differing only in shape and arrange-

ment—quantitative as contrasted with quali-

tative difference. The atoms were therefore

each like tlie One of Parmenides, in that

they were conceived as filling space, but, in

addition to the atoms, the school postu-

lated also the ‘ existence ’ of the void, of

‘what is not.’ To explain the rearrange-

ments of elements, which cause chai.g. s

in things, Empedocles and Anaxagoras intro-

duced auxiliary elements which did the work
of forces, although not considered as purely

abstract forces. These were, for Empedocles,

love and strife. The survival of the ci m-
b’ nations produced was decided in his view
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by natural selection, while bis conception of

the cosmical process is quite similar to modern
evolutionary theories in general outline. The
combining and disiiosing element for Anaxa-

goras was the Nous (q. v.), which ordered

tilings intelligently, although it was hot con-

ceived as mind (distinct from matter) in a

wgiiKtp sense. Leucippus did not introduce

,, Another element, but sujiposed the atoms to

^^fealways in motion, and the various worlds

To%e the complex structures formed by atoms

.impinging uj^on each other. A mechanical

tlieory of natural jrrocesscs thus reached

a clear foi mulation, and was developed in the

hands of Democritus (who properly belongs

to a later period) to a comprehensive system

of Mateeialism (q. v.).

For views of the soul in these earlier

thinkers see Psyche. The problem of know-
ledge was not made the direct object of

inquiry, and yet the discrepancy between
theoretical conceptions and common opinion

forced several thinkers to note the distinction

between reflection and sense perception. The
usual solution was to chajge the senses with

deception. Heraclitus based the charge on

the fact that the senses find permanence in

objects
;
Parmenides, on the ground that they

report change.

The Sophists represent a shifting of the

centre of interest and study from the cosmos

to man, and an emergence of science from

closed schools or societies into public discus-

sion. The growing democracy made know-
ledge valuable to the citizen as well as to

the scholar. Teachers of every subject, and
especially teachers of rhetoric, found eager

hearers. The study of the art of persuasion,

especially upon political themes, led naturally

to the study of politics itself. Tliis was favoured

also by the decay of older religious beliefs,

and the series of political upheavals in which
laws and justice seemed to become the sport

of despots. The same problem as to the

(picris (the primal nature or essence) is raised

again. But this time it is the ‘ nature
’

of justice and institutions, not of the cosmos.

And as in the former period, so now, it is a

process of transition from the older religious

ideas and controls. The older Sophists

—

Hippias, Protagoras, Gorgias— are not repre-

sented by Plato as holding radical views on
these questions. Younger Sophists are, how-
ever, depicted as maintaining that ‘ might is

right,’ or that laws are merely the invention

of the ‘many v'eak ’ against the ‘ natural law.’

Individualism is thus the px’evailing note.

and this found expression in the saying at-

tributed to Protagoras, ‘ Man is the measure

of all things,’ which is the classic formulation

for the doctrine of Relativism (q. v.). It

is not known that Protagoras himself applied

his princijde to ethics. He developed it

rather with reference to sense perception.

He affirms that all knowledge is perception,

and that all perception is based on a two-

fold motion—motion from the thing, and
motion from the percipient organ—which
forms a peculiar product that is neither the

thing itself nor the organ itself, but a joint pro-

duct different from either of its sources. Pie

infers that what we perceive is an appearance

and not the thing. See Phenomenalism, and

Subjectivism.

Whether Democritus of Abdei a, the city of

Protagoras, was dii'ectly stimulated to his

theoiy of knowledge by Protagoras (see Bro-

chard, in Arch, f, Gesch. d. Philos., ii. 368;
Windelband, Hist. Philos.), he at least made
a distinction between ‘ true ’ knowledge and
that which is not genuine, and a correspond-

ing distinction between the subjective charac-

ter (rd/iw) of perception, on the one hand,

and the real existence of atoms and the void

{(T€;/) on the other. Perception yields pheno-

mena; rational thought {\6yos) gives things

as they are in truth. This same principle

determines the ethical principle of Demo-
critus. No c})v(Tis or permanent reality can

be found in bodily pleasures. True happiness

is found rather in repose and quiet that wait

on knowledge.

Literature : J. Buenet, Early Greek
Philos. (1892); Zeller, Pre-Socratic Philos.

(1881); Gomperz, Greek Thinkers (1901);
Windelband, Hist, of Ancient Philos. (1899);
Benn, The Greek Philosophers (1883), and

The Philos, of Greece (1898); Fairbanks,
The First Philosophers of Greece (1898);
Ritter and Peeller, Historia Philosophiae

Graeco-Romanae (8th ed., 1898); Tannery,
Pour I’Hist. de la Sci. HelRne (1887); Byk,
Die vorsokratische Philos, d. Griechen (1875-

7) ;
Bender, Die Entstehung d. Weltan-

schauungen im griechischenAlterthum (1899)

;

Rohde, Psyche (2nd ed., 1897); Chaignet,

Hist, de la Psychol, d. Grecs (1887-93);
SiEBECK, Gesch. d. Psj'chol. (1880-4);
Mabilleau, Hist, de la Philos, atomistique

(1895); Natoep, Forsch. z. Gesch. d. Er-

kenntnissproblems (1884); Schmidt, Ethik

d. alteu Griechen (1882); Grote, Hist, of

Greece, chap, viii
;
Chiapelli, Per Storia

dei Sofisti, Arch. f. Gesch. d. Philos., ii;
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Histories of Philosophy hy Uebeeweg-
Heinze, Windelband, Ebdmann (the former

give bibliographies). For recent literature

see the ‘ Berichte ’ in the Arch. f. syst. Pliilo-

sophie. (j.H.T.)

Pressure Sensation [Lat. p-essura, a

burden] ; Ger. Bruckempfindung
;
Fr. sensa-

tion de fression ;
Ital. sensazione di pres-

sione (or barica). A sensation obtainable

(i) from the ‘pressure spots’ of skin and
mucous membrane, (2) from striped muscle,

and possibly (3) from joints. Cf. Aeticulae
Sensation.

Pressure and pain are perhaps the oldest

sense-processes in kind. On its intensive

side, cutaneous pressure follows Weber’s law.

Both the cutaneous pressure and the articular

sensation are endowed with the attribute of

extent, and possess local signature.

The following points may be noticed =—(^)

Pressure stimuli give rise, under favourable

conditions, to two sensations, the primary
and the secondary pressure. The explanation

has been sought in a double conduction by
the spinal cord, and in the existence of centri-

fugal fibres of the sensory nerves. (2) There
is a close interrelation of the senses of pres-

sure and temperature : cold and hot bodies

are heavier than bodies of equal weight at a

neutral temperature. (3) Under certain con-

ditions—constancy of articularand inconstancy

of cutaneous stimulation—there is an outward
reference of sensation, e. g. to the tip of the

stick held in the hand. Cf. Haptics.
Literature: Fenke, in Hermann’s Handb.

d. Psychol., III. ii. 316; Webee, Tastsinn u.

Gemeingefiihl (1834); Sanfoed, Course in

Exper. Psychol., expts. 1-12, 21-30
;
Henei,

Eaumwabrnehmung d. Tastsinnes (1898) ; v.

Feet, Untersuchungen ii, d. Sinnesfunktion d.

menschlichen Haut, and in Ber. d. k. s'achs.

Gesell. d. Wiss., xxiii. 3 (1896); Dessoie,
Du Bois-Eaymond’s Arch. (1892). (e.b.t.)

Pressure Spot : Ger. LrucJcjpunkt
;

Fr.

point de pression
;

Ital. punto di pressione

{jpunti barici). A spot of the skin evincing

peculiar sensitiveness to stimulations of pas-

sively supported weight. See Peessuee
Sensation, and Weight Sensation. Cf. the
remarks made under Tempeeathee Spot on
the use of the word ‘ spot ’ (in preference to
‘ point’).

Literature : M. Blix, Zeitsch. f, Biol., xx
(1884); Goldscheidee, Du Bois-Eay-
mond’s Arch. (1885), 340; V. Feet, as cited

under Peessuee Sensation (q. v.). (e.b.t.)

Presumption [Lat. praesnimptio, used by

II.

Quinctilian to translate Gr. TrpdXTjv/^iy, anticipa-

tion, from prae -f sumere, to take] : Ger.

Yermuthung, prasumiren (vb.), Voraussetzung

(in logic); Yv.presomption\ \idS..presunzione.

(i) In logic; a more or less reasonable

hypothesis, supported, it may be, by circum-

stances amounting all but to proof, or, it may
be, all but baseless.

Logical or philosophical presumption is

non-deductive probable inference which in-

volves a hypothesis. It might very advan-

tageously replace hypothesis in the sense of

something supposed to be true because of

certain facts which it would account for. See

Peobabeb Infeeence (3). (C.S.P.)

(2) In psychology : the disposition towards
acceptance or Belief (q. v.), which anticipates

the comjdete resolution of doubt.

Theories of belief have not taken sufficient

account of the transition states of mind be-

tween belief and disbelief, or between belief

and Eealitt Feeling (q. v.). The psychology

of more or less doubt is reflected in the

Icgical discussions of presumption and hypo-
thesis. (J.M.B.)

Presumption (in law) [Lat. praesfumptio

iuris^ : Ger. Yermuthung
;

Fr. presomption
;

Ital. presunzione. Tliat which may be assumed
without proof or taken for granted, e. g. a man
charged with crime is jiresumed to be innocent

until he has been proved to be guilty.

Presumptions are either of law or of fact.

A presumption of fact is an inference drawn
by a trier of a question of fact of the existence

of one fact from the existence of others, and
may be overthrown by proof to the contrary.

A presumption of law is one which the law
draws as the result of human reason and ex-

perience. It is a rebuttable presumption when
it can be overthrown by evidence to the con-

trary, a conclusive presumption {praesumptio
iuris et de iure) when it cannot be. ‘ In its

origin, every presumption is one of fact and
not of law. It may, in course of time, become
a presumption of law, and even an indisputable

one. Its truth may be so universally accepted

as to elevate it to the position of a maxim of

jurisprudence. Its convenience, as a rule of

decision, may be so generally recognized as to

place it in the rank of legal fictions. But so

long as it retains its original character as a
presumption of fact, it has simply the force of

anargument’ (Ward ^.Metropolitan Lifelnsur-
ance Co., 66 Conn. Law Eepoits, 227; i Green-
leaf on Evidence, § 44 ;

Stephen, Digest of the

Law of Evidence, 246). A legal presumption
is not strictly evidence (Lisbon v. Lyman, 49
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New Hampshire Law Reports, 553). The main
office of a presumption, in tlie trial of a cause,

is to fix the duty of going forward with argu-

ment or evidence on a given question. See

article on the Presumption of Innocence in

Criminid Cases, by Jas. B. Thayer, in the Yale

Law Jovrnal, vi. 185; and chap, viii, on

Presumptions, of his Preliminary Treatise on

Evidence at the Common Law (Boston, 1898).

In a looser sense legal presumptions are

termed matter of evidence (United States v.

Coffin, 156 United States Law Reports, 432).

But they are really substitutes for evidence,

and in themselves have properly no probative

quality, being merely the assertion of legal

rules or conclusions.

The Roman law made large use of presump-
tions in the trial of causes (see Dig., xxii. 3,

de Prohationihus et Praesumytionihus).

Literature: French Code civil, Liv. iii.

tit. 3, § 3 ;
and the German Civilprozess-

ordnung, § 259; art. on Presumptions of

Law and Presumptive Evidence, Law Mag.,

vi. 348 ;
Menochius, De Praesumptionibus,

&c. ;
Best, Presumptions. (s.b.b.)

Presumptive Inference: see Peobable
Infeeence (3).

Presupposition [Lat. prae -f suppositus,

placed under]: Ger. Voraussetzung •, Yv. pre-

supposition (a coined word)
;

Ital. presup-

posto. Presupposition is either a conjecture

or what is better called in English a Postu-
late (q. V.).

As a philosophical term it translates the

German Voraussetzung, and is presumably

preferred to ‘ postulate ' by Germans and
others imperfectly acquainted with the English

language, because they suppose that postulate

in English has the same meaning as Postulat

in German, which is not true
;

for the English

retains the old meaning, while the German
has generally adopted the conception of Wolff.

If postulate does not exactly translate German
Voraussetzung, it comes, at any rate, quite

as near to doing so as presupposition
; a

good translation would be ‘ assumption.’ (c.s.p.)

Pretence: see Semblance, Lie, Equivoca-
tion, and Make-believe (i).

Preterition [Lat. praeteritio, a passing

over] : Ger. Ubergehung
;

Fr. preterition
;

Ital. irreterizione. In Calvinistic theology, the

doctrine that in foreordination God, having in

the exercise of his sovereign pleasure elected

some to eternal life, passed over the rest and
ordained them to eternal death for their sins.

The theory of limited atonement was first

clearly enunciated by Augustine, who taught

that while God decrees the salvation of the

elect without reference to anything in them-
selves, he decrees the perdition of the non-
elect on account of theii* sins

;
the decree of

preteiltion differs from that of election to life

in that the sinfulness of the lost is a condition

of the decree of their condemnation.

Literature : see Foeeoedination. (a.t.o.)

Preternatural [Lat. praete>\ beyond, -f

natura, nature] : Ger. aussernaturlich
;

Fr.

contre nature, surnaturel] Ital. preternatu-

rale. Transcending ordinary natural agencies,

whether regarded as supernatural or not.

(A.T.O.)

Prevarication : Ger. Verdrehung
;

Fr.

prevarication
;
Ital. prevaricazione. Of. Equi-

vocation, Lie, and Veracitt. A general

term for verbal deception, often of a quasi-

logical sort. (j.m.b.)

Prevost, Pierre. (1751-1839.) Born
and educated under Le Sage, a discipde of

Newton, at Geneva, he travelled in Holland
and England, and lived in Paris. Succeeded

Sulzer in the Berlin Academy; professor of

literature at Geneva, 1784; professor of

philosophy there, 1793. He may be regarded

as an adherent of the Scottish philosophy.

Preyer, William Terrey Thierry
William. (1841—98.) Born at Manchester,

he was educated there and at London, Duis-

burg, Bonn, Berlin, Heidelberg, Vienna, and

Paris. Privatdocent at Bonn, 1865
;

pro-

fessor of physiology at Jena, 1869; Privat-

docent at Berlin, 1 888. Afterwards he lived

privately at Wiesbaden, where he died.

Price [OF. jrreis, Lat. pretiurn\

:

Ger.

Preis', Yv.prix’, j^rezzo. (i) The quantity

of one article which is exchanged for another.

(2) The quantity of money for which an

article can be exchanged.

Under a system of Baetee (q.v.), either

of the articles exchanged may be regarded as

the price of the other. Under the modern

commercial system one of the parties to the

exchange almost always gives money or a

right to receive money
;
and the term price

is practically confined to sums of money thus

transferred.

Smith, followed by a number of writers in

the early part of the nineteenth century, said

that the real price of anything was the tt)il and

trouble of acquiring it; but it is now custom-

ary to use the word (josT (q. v.) rather than

price to convey this idea.

For the distinction between Maeket Price

and Normal Price see those topics; cf. also

Supply and Demand. (a.t.h.)
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Price, Ricliard. (1723-91.) Born at

Tyntou, Wales, he was educated at Talgarth

and in Loudon. He became a Piesbyterian

minister
;
was chaplain at Stoke Newington,

1743-56, and pastor of churches in Hackney
and Newington Green until his death. He
wrote in theology, ethics, economics, and politics.

Pride [AS. : Ger. Stolz, Eitelkeit

(vanity); 'Fv.fierte,orgueil,vanite{Ya,uii}')] Ital.

orgoglio, vanita (vanity). A sentiment having

the self for its object, involving: (i) a certain

fixed preconception concerning one’s own
qualities, actions, powers, social states, place in

the estimation of others, &c. (2) Satisfaction,

more or less keen, in contemplating oneself

as conforming to this preconception. What-
ever ministers to this satisfaction in a con-

spicuous way, we are said to he proud of.

(3) Grief or resentment when anything occurs

to disturb the preconception.

The preconception of the self which is

implied in pride when exaggerated is called

conceit. When it manifests itself in such

a way as to provoke resentment or ridicule in

others, it is termed presumption or arrogance,

and, in smaller matters, egotism.

But conceit is not confineil to pride; it is

also found in the sentiment of vanity. What
distinguishes vanity from pride is the ten-

dency in vanity to show off. The conceit of the

vain person requires for its sustenance explicit

reference to the applause, admiration, or envy

of others. It is wounded or disturbed when such

overtrecognitioniswithheld. The proud person

who is conceited takes his own estimate of

himself, including his preconception of the

attitude of others towards him, as a matter of

course. He may resent expressions of admira-

tion or applause, just because they imply that

his excellences are not taken for granted, but

are regarded with surprise. Or he may think

so highly of himself in comparison with

others as to resent the suggestion that

what they think or do can make any difference

to him. If he accepts tributes of admiration,

he accepts them merely as unchallenged right,

and without elation. In vanity, on the con-

trary, there is a continual appeal to others for

recognition, for without express recognition

self-conceit is hesitating and insecure. The
frog in the fable who tried to swell himself

into an ox is a typical example of vanity

;

the hero of the Bride of Lammermoor is a

tyj)ical example of pride.

It should be noted that pride, unlike vanity,

does not involve belief in one’s own superiority

to others. The most deeply rooted pride may

be connected merely with the conception of

independence or equality, and may be mani-
fested mainly by a refusal to accept favours or

to be und3r obligation. (g.f.s.-j.m.b.)

Spinoza defines pride as ‘ thinking too much
of ourselves, through self-love.’ ‘ As overesti-

mation is an effect or property of love, so pride

is an effect or property of self-love’ (Def. 28
of the affections. Ethics, Pt. III. Prop. 59).
Mandeville held that ‘ the moral virtues are

the political offspring which flattery begot

upon pride.’ Even in man’s ‘ more refined

notions of virtue,’ he insists, ‘ we may discover

no small symptoms of pride
;
and the humblest

man alive must confess that the reward of a

virtuous action, which is the satisfaction

that ensues upon it, consists in a certain plea-

sure he procures to himself by contemplation

on his own worth
;
which pleasure, together

with the occasion of it, are as certain signs of

pride as looking pale and trembling at any
imminent danger are the symptoms of fear

’

{Enquiry into the Origin of Moral Virtue).

Kant includes all inclinations and desires

in the single term ‘ self-regard ’
:

‘ This

is either the self-love that consists in an
excessive fondness for oneself {philautia), or

satisfaction with oneself {arrogantia). The
former is called particularly selfishness, the

latter self-conceit. Pure jnactical reason

checks selfishness [converting it into rational

self-love]. . . . But self-conceit reason strikes

down altogether, since all claims to self-esteem

which precede agreement with the moral law

are vain and unjustifiable ’
: respect for the

moral law means the humiliation of self-

conceit {Critique of Practical Reason, 197;
Eng. trans., Abbott, 165). Kant’s view is

an extreme statement of the Christian esti-

mate of pride, which, as the opposite of the

virtue of humility, was condemned by medi-

aeval moralists as a deadly sin. ‘ Pride,’ says

Thomas Aquinas, ‘is opposed to humility,

and humility properly regards the subjection

of man to God : hence, contrariwise, pride

properly regards the want of this sub-

jection, in that one lifts himself up above the

limit prefixed for him according to the divine

rule or measure. . . . The root of pride is taken

to be in this, that a man somehow is not

subject to God and to the rule of his guidance.’

It follows that pride is a mortal sin
;

still,

‘some movements of pride are only venial

sins, while reason consents not to them. . . .

Pride is of its kind the most grievous of sins,

because it exceeds them all in that turning

away from God, which is the formal and
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crowning constituent of sin’ {Summa, II. ii.

()u. 162, arts. 5, 6 ;
Eng. trans. by Eickaby,

Aquinas Ethicus, ii. 365-7). (J.s.)

Literature : many of the textbooks of

])sycbolog}', and the literature of Emotion
(q.v.). See also Bibliog. G, 2, e.

Pi'iest [Gr. TTpea-^vrepos, elder] : Ger.

Priester] Fv.prHre", \is\.prete. Tlie author-

ized representative of a deity, who mediates

between the deity and the worshipper, con-

veying the latter’s offering and sacrifices to

the deity and communicating the will of the

deity to the worshipper.

The term priest is sometimes applied to any
minister of religion. But, strictly speaking,

the distinctive functions of the priestly office

are mediation and sacrifice. The priest is to

be distinguished from the prophet, who is an
inspired revealer and organ of new truth.

The priest belongs to a prescribed oi’der, in

accordance with which his miuistryis exercised.

In the Christian scheme, Jesus Christ is the

great High Priest, who once for all offered

himself as a mediatorial sacrifice for his people.

Literature : Kupee, Das Priesterthum des

alten Bundes
;
Manning, The Eteinal Priest-

hood (1883); Pbobst, Sacrameuta u. Sacra-

menfalieu. (a.t.o.)

Priestley, Joseph. (1733-1804.) Born
near Leeds, he was educated at Daventry. Or-

dained 1 755, in an Indepeiident congregation

at Needham Market, Suffolk
;
resigned 1758,

because of a change in his views towards Uni-

tarianism
;
taught in "Wari ington Academy,

1761—7, where he became acquainted with

Eichard Price and Franklin
;

received the

degree of LL.D. from Edinbui’gh, and became
fellow of the Loyal Society, 1767; librarian

and literary comjianiou to the Earl of Shel-

burne, 1773-80; pastor of Unitarian con-

gregations at Birmingham, 1780-91, and at

Hackney, 1791—4. In 1794 he moved to the

United States, settling at Northumberland,

Pa. See Mateeialism.
Primacy and Primitive : see Peimaet.
Primary and Secondary Qualities

:

see Quality and Quale.
Primary (i), Primitive (2), Primordial

(3) [Lat. primus, first, -)- ordo, rank] : Ger.

( I erst, ursprunylicli,
(
2')primitiv,

( 3) urspriing-

lich
;
Fr. (L) primaire, {2) primitif, (3) prim-

ordial] Ital. (i) primario, (2) primitive,

(3) primordiale (the distinctions are not

exact in any of the laj guages). The.se

terms all relate to value or to elements, and
characterize their oji;iinal, underived charac-

tfti’. The two meanings of eaily in time and
|
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first in rank are generally more or less blended.

The idea of first in rank, because first in time

and so fundamental, is uppermost in primary

;

it is used to emphasize what is not secondary

or subsidiary in importance—as primarytruths.
Primitive refers rather to time, and may be
used as a depreciatory term, connoting the

undeveloped and crude character of what
comes first. Primordial has an elemental signi-

ficance
;
it denotes the original factors or forces

out of which later development has proceeded.

Among theNeo-Platonists itreferred especially

to the germinal, vital power of the original

constituents. Of. Oeiginal (i). (j.d.)

Kant applies the terms primate and pri-

mac}^ (Primat) to that which is logically or

rationally (durchVernunft verbnnden) primary

in relation to what is secondary or derived

(Krit. d. praht. Vemunft, 144, 146). (j.m.b.)

Primary Attention: see Attention.

Primary Memory: seeOEGANic Memoet.
Primary Position : Ger. Primarstellung

;

Fr. position primaire
]

Ital posizione primi-

tiva. (i) A position from which the lines

of sight may move without torsion of the

eyebidls.

It is the position which the eyes assume

when the head and body are erect and the

eyes directed forward upon a distant horizon.

The lines of sight are parallel, and their

plane depressed a little below the horizontal

—

probably in accordance with the level of

insertion of the rectus ext, and rectus int.

muscles. The position is not absolutely con-

stant for different individuals, or even for the

same person at diffeiv-nt times; it is mo.-t

easily determined by the after-image method.

Literature: Wundt, Physiol. Psychol. (4th

ed.), ii. 1 14, 116
;
Helmholtz, Physiol. Optik

(2nd ed.), 619, &c.; Saneoed, Course in

Exper. Psychol., expt. 131.

(2) The ‘ primary position for convergence
’

is that depressed position of the plane of

regard in which convergence is possible with-

out rotation of the eyes about the lines of

regard.

Literature : Saneoed, Course in Exper.

Psychol., expt. 133; Helmholtz, Physiol.

Optik (2nd ed.), 626. (e.b.t.)

Primary Truth : see Peimaet, Funda-
mental Teuth, and Ultimate.

Primates [Lat. primus, first] : Ger. Pri-

maten] Fr. primates] Ital. pnmati. The

first or highest order of mammals.

The jnimates include the lemurs, monkeys,

apes, and man. They aie characterized by

five digits, of which one is opposable to the

o
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others, making a prehensile hand or foot (the

digits are generally provided with flat nails)

;

the orbit is completely bony; the clavicles

are well developed
;
the femur never has a

third trochanter
;
the stomach is simple

;
the

testes descend into the scrotum
;

there are

two thoracic mammae. Cf. Anthropoid.
Literature: Claus, Zoologie; BREHii,Thier-

leben
;
Hartmann, The Anthropoid Apes

;

Huxlet, Man’s Place in Nature
;
Flower and

Lvddeker, Mammals Living and Extinct
;

Haeckel, Geuerelle Morphologic. (c.s.ii.)

Prime [Lat. primus, first] : Ger. erst, ur-

(in compounds, as Ursache); Yr.prime,premier-,

primo (general). First: e. g. (i) First

in order of causation, as ‘ prime motor.’

(2) First in order of development and
complexity; elementary; as ‘ prime number.’

(3) In exact logic, a ‘prime aggregant’ is

an aggregant not separable (without further

information) into aggregants
;
so also ‘ prime

component ’ (called also, but inappropriately,

a ‘ priine factor’). (c.s.p.)

Prime ;
in acoustics) : Gev. Crrundton-, Fr.

son fondamental] Ital. suono fondamentale.

See Fundamental Tone.
Primitive: see Primary.
Px’imitive Credulity : see Belief.

Primordial: see Primary.
Primum coguitum [Lat.]. A topic of the

must obsolete psychology. The question was
what was the earliest form of intellectual

conception in the development of a child, not

of a clear and distinct kind, but yet not mere
perception or imagination, nor yet the eai’liest

concrete judgment, but, as they said, ‘ simple

apprehension of things.’

Literature : Aquinas, Sumraa Theol., pars

I. qu. 85, art. 3; Aegidius Eomanus, in

I. Pbys., cap. ii. qu. 4 ;
ScoTUS, Quodlibet, 2,

and Opus Oxon., I. iii. 2 ;
Couimbricenses,

in I. Pbys., cap. v. qu. 4; Zabarella, De
Orel. Intell., passim. (C.S.P.)

Primum mobile [Lat.]. In the Aristo-

telian system, the physical system which is

next to God, the unmoved mover. Cf. Mo-
tion.

Motion is a sign of change and so of im-

perfection
;

but the first mover as next in

rank to God has a movement which con-

tinually returns into itself, and thus affords

a symbol of permanence. Its movement is

circular and recurrent. Thus the diurnal

revolution of the heavens was accounted for.

The idea was taken up and developed in the

Ptolemaic system, the primum mobile being
the tenth and uttermost concentric sphere.

which in its daily revolution takes all the

fixed stars with it. (j.d.)

Principal [Lat. principalis, from princeps,

chief] : Ger. Haupt- (in compounds, as Haupt-
ergehniss). Principal- (in compounds, as Prin-

cipalcoordination, Avenarius)
;
Fr. principal

;

Ital. pn'incipcde. Chief. Principal cause is

that which by its own virtue produces the

effect. Less principal cause is one which aids

the principal cause but is always unequal to

producing the effect. The less principal cause

is procatarctic or instrumental.

Principal end : the end which an agent

first and primarily intends. It must not be
mistaken for the ultimate or remote end.

Principal form is the form which per se

constitutes a species. It is always a sub-

stantial form.

Principal part : any part the removal of

which involves the destruction of the whole
organism of which it is a part. (c.s.p.)

Principal (in law) : Ger. (i) Vollmacht-

geher, {2) Plauptschuldner,lpf) llauptrerhrecher',

Fr. (i) mandant, (2) debiteur principal, (3)
auteur

;
Ital. (i) mandante, (2) debitors prin-

cipale, (3) correo principdle. (i) One for

whom another is agent. See Agency (in law).

(2) One for whom another is surety.

(3) He who is the chief wrongdoer in a
criminal transaction, as distinguished from an
accomplice or accessory. (s.e.b.)

Principle [Lat. principium, commence-
ment, beginning : trans. of Gr. apxn, begin-

ning, authority] : Ger. Princip
;

Fr. prin-

cipe-, Ital. principio. As the etymology
suggests, the term principle has (or had)

a double sense : chronological and norma-
tive (for a similar connection see Primary).
Literall}’', it means the first in time. But this

may be taken as expressing the fundamental

absolute reality, from which everything else

is derived, and with reference to which all

else is secondary and subsidiary. The chrono-

logical sense has almost disappeared in modern
use, so that principle has come to mean
the logical, or metaphysical, basis or ground
of other truths, (i) Logically, the principle

is a proposition upon which conclusions de-

pend for their validity, and which, if conceded,

establishes their truth : opposed to conse-

quence.

(2) Scientifically, it is the law through

which a diversity of facts, otherwise unrelated

and unexplained, are classified and interpreted:

opposed to datum, brute fact, or ‘ mere ’ fact.

(3) Practically or morally, it is the law
which controls the factors of conduct : opposed
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to pleasure or interest as the immediate, or

individual, spring of action.

(4)

Metaphysically, it is that which deter-

mines orders of fact or truth
;
which possesses

superior aud primary reality. AVhile in the

three previous senses the term principle has

a regulative or normative sense, metaphysically

this meaning is combined with the older sense

of constitutive objective reality. The meta-

physical principle includes the three notions of

element, cause, and regulating law.

Greek philosophy began with the search

after the princijjle in the literal sense : tha,t

original reality (a) from which other things

are derived, and (b) out of which they consist.

In the sense (a) it was implicitly or explicitly

dynamic, a force, a causal power
;
in the sense

(6) it was static, an element of subsistence.

The first meaning led up to Aristotle’s form
(ftSor) as a principle

;
the second to his matter

(ilXr;). Modern thought, with its clearer dis-

tinction of subject aud object, has tended

to differentiate the notions of element, cause,

force, and law, with the results stated above.

The term ‘first principles’ is used technically

to express primary intuitions, truths to wliich

assent must be given without any fuither

reason or ground. (j.d.)

Principle (in phrases) : see Agreement,
Division (in logic). Individuation under

Individual, Sueeicient Eeason, Doppler’s

principle under Hearing (Sound), various

logical principles, as e. g. Economy, and
Homogeneity under Scientific Method.

Priority (with Prior and Prius) [Lat.

prior, earlier; prius, first]: Ger. Prioritat]

Fr. priorite
;

Ital. priorita. These words are

used in about a dozen different senses in

philosophy, although only five are specially

recognized. They are enumerated in the

mnemonic verses,

Tempore, Natura, prius Ordine, die et

Honore,

Effecto Causam dicimus esse prius.

(i) Priority in time is considered by Kant to

be dependent upon the peculiar constitution of

the internal sense (though he does not attempt
any inquiry into the constitution further than

that it places objects in time). Now, so far as

effects in the outer world are due to forces, it

seems to be proved that they follow the law
of energy. In that case, though connection

and continuity in time are important, yet the

flow of time one way rather than in the

reverse way is unmeaning. TJiere is no effect

tliatfollows after itscause. Cf., however, Cause
AND Effect, and see Time. The law of eneigy
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amounts to this, that the instantaneous acce-

lerations of the motions of particles depend
solely upon the relative positions of those

particles at that same instant
;
and what

follows after depends upon what now is, in

the same way precisely, and is calculated by
the same laws, as what went before depends
upon what now is. Thus, in respect to the

direction of its flow, time seems to be, if not

purely a psychological affair, at any rate not
purely a dynamical affair. Those physical

phenomena which proceed in one direction

and not in the reverse direction, and which
seem to be well explained, such as the viscosity,

diffusion, and conduction of gases, may all be

explained by principles of probability.

From the point ofview of causality exercised

by our ideas and upon our ideas, the relations

of prius and posterius present a diffei’ent

problem. Our wishes and endeavours cannot

change the past in tlie least degree
;
and the

future cannot affect our senses. The past

affects the senses, and more and more strongly

the nearer it is
;
our will can affect the future,

and more and more strongly the nearer it is.

The consequence is that the whole procedure

of investigating the past and the future is

different from the problem as regards real

time.

This kind of priority is divided by the

schoolmen into priority quoad existentiam

and quoad generationem (that is, the older of

two is the prior).

(2) In a meaning allied to temporal priority,

Aristotle sometimes speaks of sense as prior

to reason.

(3) That which is at an earlier stage of

development is also called prior to that which

is more matured
;
boyhood is said by Aiistotle

to be prior to manhood.

(4) So matter is prior to formj and
potency to energy.

(5) The simple is prior to the complex
; as

a point to a line, a line to a surface, a sur-

face to a solid.

(6) The rudimentaiy is prior to the recon-

dite in order of exposition.

(7) In order of arrangement, the thing

reached sooner is prior to that reached later.

(8) The relatively independent is prior to

the relatively dependent, as substance to

accident, and parts to whole.

(9) That caused thing which is nearer the

cause, in any of the four senses of cause, is

prior to that which is further from the

cause.

(10) That is ‘prior in illation’ from which
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the posterior follows as a rational conse-

quence.

(i i) The more general is prior to the more

special.

(12) That which is more honourable or

higher in . rank or dignity is prior to that

which is less so.

Prius natura, as practically used by Ari-

stotle, seems often to convey no clear notion.

But he certainly calls the prius dignitate and

prius causaliiate both prius natura. The
usage of the Aristotelians is to call that prius

natura which is prior in consecution or in

causality. That is prior in consecution which

is such that if something else is sup2^os«d it

is supposed, but which being supposed some-

thing else is not thereby su^Dposed. Thus, if

two are supposed, one is supposed
;
but one

being su^^posed, two is not thereby supposed.

Hence, one is prior to two. Prius causali-

tate is either prius natura generantis or prius

natura intendente. Prius natura generantis

is the priority of the simple to the complex,

as of the parts to the whole; prius natura

intendente is the priority of the perfect to the

imperfect, as of the whole to the parts. But
this hardly seems to agree with Aristotle

(646 a 25). Prius nobis {irpos f]pas nporepov) is

wliat is prior in the order of learning, or

more easily known. (C.S.P.)

Privacy : see Public and Peivate.

Private [Lat. privatus, not public, from

privus, single] : Ger. privat (the occasional

use of geheim is significant of the early

identification of private and family concerns)
;

Fr. priv^, particulier \ Ital. private. (i)

Strictly pertaining to (a) a single individual

(e. g. a private life), or (6) a group of indi-

viduals (e.g. a private company).

(2) A person who holds no public office or

military commission is a private person,

soldier, &c. Cf. Public and Private.
(e.h.g.-j.m.b.)

The conception of (i) private affairs, and

(2") a private person, is extremely dim in

tribal communities, and becomes quite distinct

only in high civilizations. Public (q.v.) and
private are fully differentiated only when
civic organization has arisen. Distinction

(2) antedates the oldest written decisions of

English common law. ‘ Any private person

(and a fortiori a peace officer) that is piesent

when any felony is committed is bound by
the law to arrest the felon, on pain of fine

and imprisonment, if he escapes through the

negligence of the standers by’ (Blackstone,

Commentaries, Bk. IV. chap. xxi). (f.h.g.)

Private Law [Lat. ius privaturri^ : Ger.

Privatrecht] Fr. droit prive\ Ital. diritto

privato. That part of law which looks mainly

to individual interests and relations, as dis-

tinguished from public law, which looks

merely to public interests and i-elations.

The line of demarcation cannot be precisely

drawn. In the pursuit of remedies provided

by private law, the state is never an actor,

unless for the protection of rights of indivi-

duals, or of rights of its own not directly

flowing from its sovereign character. Proceed-

ings of the class last mentioned are sometimes

classed under the remedies of public law
(see Holland, Jurisprudence, chap. xvi. 330;
Pollock, Juri^rudence, chap. iv. 94). Private

law comprehends the law of private property

and obligations, including succession, the

domestic relations, and, in a certain sense,

civil procedure.
‘ Publicum ius est quod ad statum rei Eo-

manae spectat
:
privatum quod ad singulorum

utilitatem’ (^Inst. of Just., i. i, de iustitia et

iure, 4). (S.E.B.)

Privation [Lat. privatio, trans. of Gr.

oTf'pTjo-is] : Ger. Berauhung
;

Fr. privation
;

Ital. privazione. The negation or absence of

what is natural or customary, i.e. of habit.

Thus, blindness is privation of sight. See

Aristotle’s Praedicamenta, chap, x
;

also

Met., I (the book ufp'i povdhos), iv. 1055 b 2,

and A. xxii. (c.s.p.)

Aristotle esjiecially attributes privation to

matter {vkrj) conceived as if lacking form (eiSoy)

{Met., 1055 b 13). To the scholastics evil is

the privation of good. Cf. Eisler, Worterb.

d. philos. Begriffe, ‘ Berauhung,’ ‘ Privation.’

The adjective form jnivative (Gr. o-TfprjriKO'i)

denotes, as in privative Proposition (q.v.),

the presence of privation. (j.m.b.)

Privative : see Privation.

Privilege (in law) \f^&t.privileghfrri] : Ger.

Vorrecht, Privilegium
;

Fr. privilege
;

Ital.

privilegio. (i) A beneficial faculty or immu-
nity conferred by a state upon one or more
persons.

(2) As used by civilians, an implied hypo-

thecation of a person’s property, given hy

law to secure his obligations. See the French
Code Civil, Liv. III. Tit. 18.

Breach of jirivilege : a violation of the privi-

leges belonging to a legislative body or its

members. Question of privilege : a question

raised in such a body, toudiing its privileges

or those of any of its members.
In ancient Rome a pririlegium was a law

specially diivcted against an individual,
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answerin" to our Act of Attainder. The
Twelve Tables forbade such legislation. In
post-Augustau Latin the term has its present

signification. In free governments the prin-

ciple of equality of rights or constitutional

provisions often secm'e to all what in other

times or countries V'ould be known as special

privileges of particular individuals, e. g. the

privilege of the writ of habeas corpus, (s.e.b.)

Frobabilism
[
Lat. prohahilis, fi om probare,

to prove]: Ger. Prohahilismus
]
Pr. ptfobahi-

lisme
;

Ital. prohahilismo. ( i) The casuistical

doctrine that any opinion held by a recognized

doctor of the Cliurch must be regarded as

2)robably correct, and may therefore be safely

followed by a layman, who cannot be expected

to decide where doctors differ.

This doctrine is a logical outcome of

Casuistey (q.v.). It was first stated by the

Spanish monk Molina (1528-81), and was
afterwards utilized more espeeially by Jesuit

confessors. The hearings of this doetrine

upon the moral life were incisively exposed

by Pascal in his Lettres Mantes d un pro-

vincial (1656).

(2) The term probabilism is also used to

describe the theory which mediates between

a sceptical view regarding knowledge, and the

needs of practical life.

According to this theory there is no abso-

lutely certain knowledge, but there may be

grounds of belief sufficient for practical life.

This view was held hy the Sceptics of the

Academy, especially by Carneades (214-129
B. c.), who distinguished different degrees of

belief and of probability. See Windelband,

Hist, of Philos., II. i. 17. (w.E.S.)

It is logically related to Pragmatism (q. v.)

and to the justification of what is known as

Will to Believe (q.v.). (j.m.b.)

Px'obability [Lat. prohahilis, likely]

:

Ger. Wahrscheinlichkdt
;
Fr. probabilite; Ital.

probahilitcl. (1) Likelihood. That state of a

case or a question which results from superior

evidence or preponderance of argument on one

side, inclining the mind to receive that as the

truth, but leaving some room for doubt.

(2) Quantitatively: that character of a pro-

position of doubtful truth which consists in

the frequency with which like propositions

are found true in the course of experience

;

the ratio of the number of favourable cases

to the whole number of equally possible cases;

the ratio of the number of occurrences of an
event to the total number of occasions in the

course of experience. This is also called the

chance of the event. Thus a chance decidedly

greater than | is lilalila od : dcc'dedlv les-;,

impi-obability or bare possibility; while a
chance equal to unity is certainty, and a chance
equal to zero is impossibility.

It is usual to distinguish between direct and
inverse probability. Thus the direct proba-
bility that on the occasion A there shall be
the event B is the value towards which tends
the ratio of the number of occasions A upon
which there is the event B, to the total

number of occasions A, as these occasions

recur without limit. (Of course, it may be
that there is no definite value to which the
ratio tends

; to such cases the theory does not
apply.)

Similarly, the inverse probability that the
event B shall have happened upon the occa-

sion A is the value towards which tends the

number of happenings of B upon occasions A,
to the total number of happenings of B, as

these latter recur without limit.

A die is cast. Who shall say whether it is

going to turn up ace or not i Of this our
ignorance is profound. Yet all will grant

that in a large number of throws, unless the

die is loaded, ace should turn up about one-

sixth of the time. This combination of

ignorance and knowledge confronts us in all

problems in chance : ignorance as to the

special event, knowledge as to what may be

expected in the long run.

Consider the following actual results of

200 spins of a coin, Zf meaning head and T tail.

HHTHT TETTT TTETE TEETE
HTHTH EEHTT TESTS TTTTT
HHHTH EEETE ETEEE TTTTE
THHHH ETTEE TETEE EETET
TTHHH TETTT TETTT TTETE
ETTTH EEETT TEETE TETET
HHHHE TTTET TTTTT TETTT
TRTTT TEHET EETET ETTEE
EHTHH TTTT'r ETTEE ETETT
ETTTT EEETT TEETE ETETE

At first glance all is confusion : the ratio of

the number of heads to the whole numbi r of

spins runs successively i, i, f, f, f, §, ...

almost haphazard. But, continuing the spins,

the ratio grows moie and more steadj^ as

indicated in Fig. I. There is a tendency

towards the value and the deviation from

this value, after the first 70 spins, is con-

stantly slighter. This is a first sign of order.

Again, of the 97 times that head occurs, in

43—nearly half the number of times— it is

followed % head, as it should be
;
while of

the 103 times that tail appears, it is followed

by tail 49 times. Of the 32 possible succes

sions of results for five consecutive spins, nearly
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every one occurs several times in the table.

In fact, the characteristics of a chance distri-

bution are shown as well as could he expected

for so small a number of spins. Were we to

keep on for thousands and millions of spins,

these characteristics would come out more and

more clearly, and we should ai'rive at a distri-

bution approximating as nearly as we please

(so far as ratio of occurrences are concerned)

to an ideal chance distribution, in which the

separate events and any designated successions

and combinations of them would occur with

frequencies proportional to the respective

possibilities of each. The particular succes-

sion of 200 spins actually recorded above

could be expected but once in > lo™)

But the mathematical theory is usually

deemed to have its origin in the corre-

spondenceof Pascal and Fermat concerning the
‘ problem of points,’ a problem suggested by
a certain Chevalier de M6r4 : Two players

leaving off in the midst of a game, it is pro-

posed to divide the stakes proportionally to

their chances of winning were the game con-

tinued. Themathematical theoryof probability

deals, of course, not with the determination

of the probability of any simple or unanalys-

able event, but with the evaluation of the

probability of complex events, when the pro-

babilities of the simple events concerned in

them are supposed to be given. In solving

the ‘problem of points,’ Pascal made use of

•

f igure /.
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Number of Spins.

trials. Could we make loo trials per minute

for 1 6 hours daily, 300 days in the year,

3X 10®^ years would not suffice for so many
trials.

The phenomena in games of chance had
long been noticed by observant gamblers. At
last, some one comes to Galileo (1564-1642)
and asks him why with three dice 10 is

thrown oftener than 9, while yet the number
of combinations giving each is the same,

namely six. Galileo showed that, if account

be taken of the number of ways in which
each combination can he obtained, then, of

216
(
= 6^) possibilities, 25 give 9, while 27

give 10.

the two fundamental principles of combination

upon which the whole science has been
built, namely:

I. The frdbahility that both of two inde-

pendent events shall happen is the product of
their respective probabilities.

II. The probability that one or the other of
two rrmtually exclusive events shall happen is

the sum of their respective probabilities.

Thus ace followed by six (with a single

die) has a probability ^ x -g-, = gg >
while ace

and six, without regard to order, has a proba-

bility gV+ xV. = T8 • That 7 (

=

6 + I, 5 + 2
,

4 + 3) shall somehow be thrown has a proba-

bility
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111 the problem of points, let us suppose,

as did Pascal, that the players A and R are of

equal skill. Then if A lacks two points of

winning and B three points, A’s chance of win-

ning is precisely the same as that in coin-

spinning of getting head twice before tail is

got thrice, which again is the same as getting

head at least twice in four spins. This is the

sum of the probabilities of getting head just

two times, just three times, and just four times

in four spins. Plainly the number of ways

in which head can be got just twice in

four spins is simply the number of ways

that two things can be taken out of four.

A convenient notation for this, in effect sug-

gested by Euler, is (g)* probability of

any particular sequence of four spins is

2~* — Hence, the probability of one or

another of the ways that will give head twice

or more is

(D+Q)+(:)-
i6

This is A’s chance of winning; similarly,

B'a is

i6

Thus the stakes should be divided propor-

tionally to the foregoing numerators.

To calculate the numbers Pascal noticed

that the number of ways in which you can take

A-t- 1 things out oi n+i is made up of the

number of ways in which you can take

k + i things out of n, together with the

number of ways in which you can take k

things out of n. Then, since all of n things

or none of them can be taken each in just

one way, the numbers can be got by the

scheme known as Pascal’s Arithmetical Tri-

angle. AVe reproduce this in symbols to the

left, in numerical values to the right

:

OQO®a)- ........

oo©©-
©©© ...

(DQ-
C) -

Each number in the table is the sum

of the number above it and the number to the

left of it. The numbers ' for a fixed n all

lie on a diagonal called by Pascal a base. In

particular, the numbers all lie on the fifth

base. Thus A’s chance is to B’s as ii

to 5.

We can admire the method the more when
we remember that the theory of combinations

had not then been studied, and that the

binomial theorem was yet to be invented.

Roberval had difficulty in accepting Pascal’s

result, because, in the case under consideration,

for example, the game might be decided before

four rounds were played. It is quite evident,

however, that the playing of the superfluous

rounds could in no wise affect the result, so

that it is legitimate to suppose them played.

Pascal himself fell into the same error in

criticizing Fermat’s solution for three or more
players.

Not long after this the invention of the

differential and integral calculus absorbed

the attention of mathematicians. In 1657,
however, was published Huygens’ De Eatio-

ciniis in Ludo Aleae. Some fourteen proposi-

tions are proved, several of them dealing with

mathematical expectation, i. e. the sum to be

won multiplied by the probability of winning

it. The treatise concludes by stating, with-

out proof, the result of five rather difficult

problems.

Wallis and Leibnitz write on combinations,

but do not make applications to probability;

while Halley and others begin to make in-

vestigations concerning the laws of mortality,

thus laying the foundation for life insurance.

In 1713 appeared James Bernoulli’s Ars
Conjectandi, eight years after the death of the

author. The work begins with a leprint of

Huygens’ ti-eatise, adding the solutions of

Huygens’ five problems. It then develops

very clearly the theory of combinations,

making use of substantially Pascal’s ‘ arith-

metical triangle.’ The binomial theorem for

positive integers is proved, and formulae are

derived for the sums of powers of the succes-

sive integers. The treatise concludes with
the proof and some applications of what is

known as Bernoulli’s Theorem.

Consider the chances of ace in throwing

a die The probability that, in a sequence of

five throws, a specific three shall be ace, and

1234...
I 3 6 ...

I 4 ...

I ...
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the rest not ace, is so that (since

there are ways of selecting the three)

the probability of getting exactly three aces

in five throws is
j

• The proba-

bilities of 5, 4, 3, 2, I, o aces in five throws

are thus given by the terms of the expansion

(M)‘
More generally, for an event of which the

probability upon each of n (jccasions is p,

the probability that the total number of its

occurrences shall be n, n—i, ... 2, i, o is

given by the corresponding terra in the

expansion of (p + 5')”, where 2>+g = i.

Bernoulli proved that, supposing n an

integer divisible proi'iortionally to p and q,

the greatest term of the expansion would be

that containing The proof is sub-

stantially that in the ordinary treatises on

algebra.

This was a fii'st step. He then showed

that, by sufficiently increasing n, the sura of

any fixed proportion of all the terms, the fixed

proportion being so taken as to immediately

precede and follow the maximum term, could

be made to bear as lai’ge a ratio as one

pleased to the sum of all the rest of the terms

of the expansion.

Thus, if a coin be spun enough times, the

probability may be made as near to unity

as we please that the ratio of the number
of heads to the whole number of spins will

differ from ^ by less than any assigned

amount, however small. For instance, by
sufiiciently increasing the number of spins, we
can make the probability against a deviation

from ^ by so much as as large as 0-99 or

0-999, or any as near approach to unity as

one may name.

If n, p, q have the meanings above assigned,

we may, anticipating more modern results,

indicate the chai-acter of the theorem with

greater precision, thus :

It is over 2 to i that the number of

happenings of the event shall not differ from

pn by more than Vnpq
;
over 1 9 to i that it

shall not differ by more than 2 •/nqyq over

700 to I that it shall not differ by more than

3 Vnpq] over 20,000 to i that it shall not

differ by more than /^-/npq. Notice that

while Vnpq, the standard deviation, con-

stantly increases with increasing n, yet

—
,
the ratio of the standard deviation

n
to the number of occasions, as constantly

diminishes. Thus, a player at a fair game
may expect at last such a run of ill luck as to

sweep him off his feet, although all the time

the ratio of losses to gains has been more and
more nearly approaching unity.

Bernoulli’s theorem is of great scientific

importance as furnishing a measure of the

degree of assurance which we are justified in

feelin" that the result of increased observation

represents the truth with any proposed degree

of accuracy (see Laplace's formula, further on).

While Bernoulli’s work was lying in manu-
script, jMontmort and De Moivre published

treatises along much the same lines.

Thus, among other matters, Montmort dis-

cusses Huygens’ problems, solves the problem
of points for two players of unequal skill,

demonstrates the binomial and multinomial

theorems for a positive integral exponent, and

shows how to sum series, like the rows of the

Pascal triangle, whose differences of a finite

order are zero.

De Moivre likewise takes up the Huygens
problems, solves the problem of points for

any number of players, demonstrates the

binomial theorem. But in solving certain

problems, he is also led to make valuable

investigations into the theory of recuiring

series. This theory he applies to the problem

of the duration of play, that is, the problem of

determining the probability that within a

certain number of games one or the other of

two players shall be ruined. Moreover, he is

enabled to add to the precision and power of

Bernoulli’s theorem by the aid of Stirling’s

just discovered theorem for approximating to

the continued product of the integers from

1 to n, when n is large.

Stirling’s theorem asserts that approximately

1.2.3 ...n — e~" n"‘ 2 Tin,

where e = 2-71828 ... and n = 3-14159 ... .

For example,

I . 2 . 3 ... 20 = 2 432 902 008 176 640 000,

20^® V40 77=2 422 786 385 510 400 000

The ratio of the two numbers is 1-004 17.

Now,
n I . 2 .3 ...TO

I . 2
. 3 ... ^ . I . 2

. 3 ... (n—k)

and this, by Stirling’s theorem, is

k’‘{n

tc" jn
— 2-nk{n—k)*'-
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an immense simplification when n is large.

If Jc is the expression becomes (putting

1 -^= 3)
I

pPn ^qn^ 2 T[ Wpq

involving, as is seen, the ‘ standard deviation
’

npq.

De Moivre also makes applications of the

probability theory to the calculation of life

annuities. Todhunter considers that none
other save Laplace has done more for the

theory.

Simpson’s Tlie Natwre and Laws of Chance

(1740) was practically an abi'idgment of De
Moivre. In 1757, however, Simpson pub-

lished a collection of tracts, among which is

An Attempt to show the Advantage arising hy

taking the Mean of a Number of Observations

in Practical Astronomy. Such is the begin-

ning of the modern method for the adjustment

of observations.

In 1738 Daniel Bernoulli introduces into

the theory of probability the conception of

Moral expectation. The value to a person of

a small increment to Ins fortune he conceives

to vary as the increment directly and as the

fortune inversely. Thus a dollar by a person

worth a thousand dollars would be valued a

thousand times as much as by him who had

a million. Putting x for the fortune, dy for

the increment in moral value, and letting k be

a constant, this gives dy = go
X

increase in moral value when the fortune

*c

increases from a to x \a y — y,^
= k log —

Though in the usual applications of the theory

of moral expectation no other law is used, it

is evident that there might be others
;
that

indeed to different persons, or to the same
person at different times, there would probably

be different laws in endless variety. Daniel

Bernoulli himself does indeed, to some ex-

tent, consider the general case of y any func-

tion of X.

Fechnee’s Law (q. v.) as to the intensity

of sensation is precisely Bernoulli’s logarithmic

law, while the laws of increasing and Dimin-
ishing Retuens (q. V.) in political economy,
with the concomitant notions of marginal
utility and di.sutility, embody his more general

conception. Of. Maeginal Inceement.
He illustrates his theory by applying it to

the Petersbv/rg Problem as follows :

—

A throws a coin into the air; if head

appears at the first throw he is to receive

a shilling from B, if head does not appear

until the second throw he is to receive two shil-

lings, if head does not appear until the third

throw he is to receive four shillings, and so

on
;
required the expectation of A.

The mathematical expectation is

^ + ^ + ^3 + ^+ ...to infinity

I I I I
, . A=—I

1 1 h ... to infinity = 00 .2222
According to this A ought to give an infinite

sum for the privilege of playing after this

fashion with B. Yet who would give as much
as Xio ? The meaning of the solution is that

no matter how much A may pay, yet, if he

can keep on playing and paying, at last—it

may be next century, next millennium—yet

surely at last there will be such a run of luck

in favour of A as to reimburse him for all his

losses.

Daniel Bernoulli’s moral expectation for A,

if the said A has a fortune of a shillings at

the start, is approximately

{a+ i)i (a + 2)i (a + 3)K..—a,

which is always finite if a is.

Daniel Bernoulli’s chief claim to remem-
brance, however, in the history of the subject,

rests on his introduction of the differential

calculus into the theory of probability. He
also treats of the adjustment of observations,

using the circle as a probability curve. His

method, even were it founded on correct prin-

ciples, is unmanageable in practice.

Euler wrote several memoirs on games of

chance and lotteries, and also developed some

formulae relative to life insurance.

D’Alembert is noted for his opposition to

the theory. Thus, while the theory says that

in two throws of a coin the possibilities are

four, viz. Mir, HT, TH, TT, making the

probability of head at least onee in two

throws f, d’Alembert says that if head

comes the first time there is no need of a

further throw, so that the possibilities are

three, viz. E, TH, TT, and the probability

of head is Again, he would count small

probabilities zero; he considers that every

successive throw of head renders it more

likely that the next throw shall be tail
;
he

will not admit that the probability of head is

the same when m coins are tossed siniul-

taneonsly as when one coin is tossed m times

in succession; he can even reason that because

any event can either happen or not happen

its probability is
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He mei’ely furnishes some of the many
illustrations from the history of the theory

that it is one in which it is extremely easy

to fall into error; though it is difficult to

understand how, upon points so simple and so

fundamental, a man like d’Alembert could

possibly have gone astray.

There is published in the Philosophical

Transactions of the Royal Society for 1763
‘ An Essay towards solving a Problem in the

Doctrine of Chances,’ by Bayes. The theorem
which he would establish is, using modern
notation : If an event has happened m times

and failed n times, the probability that its

chance at a single trial lies between a and
h is

The problem is stated with reference to the

rolling of balls upon a billiard table. Instead

of integrals he uses areas of curves. It is

assumed that before the event all probabilities

are equally likely. Consider a simpler pro-

blem in which the same principle is involved.

Anurncontains five balls, an unknown num-
ber of which are white, the l est black. Six

times in succession a ball is drawn at random
from the urn and replaced. If a white ball

is drawn each time, what is the probability

that all the balls in the urn are white 1

Plainly such a set of drawings may be

made from urns containing one, two, three,

four, or five white balls, the probabilities of

the observed event in these cases respectively

being

If it now be assumed that urns of these five

compositions are of equally frequent occur-

rence, then among 5'^ urns taken at random

there would be 5“ of each kiiul
;
and if six

drawings were made from each urn, the

number of times that the observed event (all

six balls white) was to be expected would be

I, 2^ 3«, 4«, 5^
in the case of the five compositions respec-

tively.

Upon this assumption, then, the jorobability

that the six drawings have been made fiom

an urn all of whose balls are white is

5

I + 26+ 3
^-

1
-
4«+

56
= 0-76163.

Our hypothesis is, as near as may be with

five balls, the same as Bayes’ theory of all

probabilities equally likely before the event.

But suppose the five balls were put into the

urn by lot, that one had tossed a coin and
each time that head showed had put a white

ball into the urn
;

each time tail showed,

a black one. The probabilities of the various

compositions would be proportional to the

numbers 5, 10, 10, 5, i, and the probability

that the six times repeated chawing of a

white ball is due to the urn containing five

white balls is now

5*

5-bio.2«+io.3®-f5.4«-b5®
“ °‘35479-

It is difficult to see why the last assumption
is not as reasonable as the other.

Nevertheless, the assumption of all proba-

bilities equally likely a priori is that upon
which the treatment of inverse probability, as

started by Bayes and developed by Condorcet,

Laplace, and Poisson, has been based. The
assumption is critically discussed by Boole in

his Laws of Thought (1853), adverse

conclusion reached (cf. Probable Infeeekce,

2). Ifwe are given that an occasion A. leads to

an event B with probability y?, that alone will

not suffice to determine the probability that B,

having happened, did happen on the occasion

A. AVe need to know also both the ante-

cedent probability of A and the probability of

B in the absence of A. If these probabilities

be denoted by a and c respectively, the sought

(Zl)

inverse probability is —
• Thus, it

^ ap+{i—a)c
is more than a quarter of a million to one that

a hand of four cards, if honestly dealt, shall

not be four aces
;
but this tells us absolutely

nothing as to the probability that, when four

aces have actually been dealt, this result has

been due to dishonesty.

Lagrange (1736-1813) wrote several me-
.nioirs upon the application of the theory of

probability to the adjustment of observations.

Considerable use is made of finite difference

equations. Under ceitaiu arbitraiy restric-

tions he derives a curve of errors, that is, a

curve whose ordinates shall be proportional to

the probabilities of the errors represejited by
the corresponding abscissae.

Tbe naturalist Biiffon, in his Supplement

d, T Histoire naturelle, wrote in defence of

Daniel Bernoulli’s theory of moral expectation.

He has a child toss a coin 4040 times to test

the Petersburg Paradox. The coin showed
bead 2048 times, a deviation of 28 from 2020.

A deviation as large as this is to be expected
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38 times mt of a hundred. Poisson, applying

with much labour the theory of inverse pro-

bability, attempted to determine whether the

deviation 28 was due to the imperfection of

the coin. He finds it 4 to i that the coin

favours head. But applying the same rea-

soning to a coin that on the first toss shows

head, it would follow that it was 3 to i that

the coin favoured head, an absurd result. The

error is due to the fundamental fallacy in-

volved in the arbitrary assumption (tacit or

express) of some scheme of antecedent proba-

bilities for the various possible causes of an

event.

Buftbn enriched the theory by problems

involving geometrical considerations such as

would now come under local probahility. The
following is famous

:

A lai ge plane area is ruled with equidistant

parallel straight lines. A thin rod is thrown

down. What is the chance that it shall fall

across a line 1 If r is the length of the rod

and a the distance between the lines, the

probability is —

•

TT a

Condorcet wrote a work entitled Essai snr

Vapi.ilication de I’analyse d la 2>robuLilUe des

decisions rendues d la p^uralite des voLv
( 1785).

He attempts to show that the mathematical

measure -ol probability is an accurate measure

of our degree of belief. Satisfying himself as

to this, he likens the obtaining of a man’s

opinions to the drawing of white or black

balls from an urn. It is the computer’s

fallacy, so trusting to the machinery of com-

putation as to neglect attention to the

character of his data. 1/ men were inde-

pendent in their judgments, each were

right f the time, then it would follow that

a I vote of a legislature of 300 members
would be wrong just as often as you could

ex])ect 200 or more aces in throwing 300
dice; less than once in a million million

times.

On the hypothesis of equal a priori proba-

bilities, noticed above, Condorcet proves that

if an event has happened 'pn times and failed

qn, its probability is Thus, that the

sun shall rise to-morrow is very certain. But

suppose, as has M. Bertrand, that one goes

beyond the Arctic circle. If that be dismissed

as fanciful, consider Laplace’s calculation that

it was 999,308 to I that the then received

value for the mass of Jupiter could not be in

error by so much as 5’^. The perturbations of

Juno proved that it was in error.

It remained for Laplace (1747-1827) t»

gather together all that had been done and
to develop the science nearly to its present

state in his Theorie analytique des Proba-
bility (1812). Much of the matter had ap-

peared in various memoirs of Laplace written

twenty-five years and more before. The
mathematics of the work is remarkable for its

difficulty. Among the more important results

is the putting of James Bernoulli’s theorem
into a single formula.

We have seen, under the statement of Stir-

ling’s theorem, that approximately

\pn)

Now, the most probable result on n occasions

for an event of probability j) is that the event

shall happen pn times and fail qn times.

That it shall do so the probability is

That, instead of this, an event shall happen

pn -b X times and fail qn— x, the probability is

pn +xF 2

Laplace shows that, if n is large and x is

small compared to n, this is approximately

*/7.nnp>q

where a is the standai’d deviation -v/npq and

e is the Napierian base 2-718 ... . If a; is

large, the true probability and the approximate

are each so small as to be negligible
;
and

hence, though Laplace’s formula then no

longer stands in approximately the ratio

unity to the true value, no practical harm is

done by using the formula for the whole

range of values of x, from — 00 to -f 00 .

By means of this formula we are enabled

to compute the probability that, in a large

number of trials, the deviation of the ratio of

the number of occurrences to the number of

trials from the ideal ratio (that which would

be found in the long run) shall not exceed

a given quantity. A general conclusion which

is immediately inferrible from the formula is

that the deviation ayainst which we are guar-

anteed with a given degree of probability is

inversely as the square root of the number of

trials. Thus, if with n trials it is 1000 to i

that the deviation does not exceed -oi, then

with 4«, 25TC, loon trials it is 1000 to i that
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the deviation does not exceed -005, -002,

•001.

Equate Laplace’s expression to y, and we
have the equation of a curve, the normal
prohdbility curve, whose ordinates at integral

distances from the origin ai’e the probabilities

of the various possibilities on n occasions.

To each value of cr corresponds a distinct

curve. In Fig. 2,y= <p{^) and ?/= 2^(20;) are

the halves of such curves, for cr = V’^ — od
and (T = = od' respectively. The area

between the whole of either curve and the

The relation between the various curves is

so simple that we need but one curve. Thus,
if it be asked what is the probability of just
no heads in 200 spins of a coin, we have

jc= 10. The probability is thus
the ordinate for £c = i o in

But this is one-tenth the ordinate for a? = i in

y = (f)
(x), or about o-02.

\a
n jure £.

A

—
'mMm

H
o ^ -6 ^ -9 t.O i.l /.Z /.a /. i.s /.6 f.7 /.e K9 S.t

<7 <J
Tv\fo Halves of Probability Curves

a:-axrs is unity. The shape of either curve is

defined by saying that the rate per cent, of

decrease in y as we depart from the r/-axis is

proportional to the absolute value of x, or the

rate per cent, of decrease in probability as we
depart from the most probable is proportional

to the amount of departure. The curve

y= 2(f) {2 x) is got from y = (p(x) by simply
halving the x’s and doubling the corre-

sponding ys of every point upon the latter

curve. Thus A and 3 become A' and D',
while the shaded area ADda becomes the

area A'D'd'a' without changing its value.

bTote also that 0-02 is numerically the area

between y= (.r),the a;-axis. and the ordinates

at 35=0.95 and 1.05, corresponding to the

ordinates at 35 = 9.5 and 10-5 to r/= ^
Similarly, the probabilitv that the number of

heads in 200 spins shall not differ by more
than 10 from 100 is the area between the

curve y = (f)
(x), the 35-axis, and the ordinates

at 35 = i 1-05. This is twice the area between
the curve, the axes, and the ordinate at

35 = 1.05. Fig. 3 gives a cmwe y
—

0(35),,

whose ordinate for any x is numerically twice
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the area between y = <p (»), the axes and the

ordinate for the same x. The probahility last

mentioned is thus o-88. The curve y — 0[2x)
bears the same relation to y — 2(f)(2x) that

y = Q {x) does to y = <j){x). Tables of the

values of 0 arc given in most works on proba-

bility. Laplace was the first to suggest

such tables.

To tlie standard deviation cr = 5 V^2 for

y = — corresponds the standard devia-

tion a = = 0-707 for y = (p {x). Fig. 3

shows tliat the probability of this not being

exceeded is dD = o-68.

The standard deviation is the square root

of the mean squared deviation. Thus, if we
had a great many sets of n spins each,

0-*, = npq, = =
would be the average of the squares of the

deviations from - heads in the sets. But our
2

20c spins can be regarded as 20 sets of 10

spii s each. The deviations from 5 heads in

the 20 sets are

Measurements,
inches.

Deviations
from

Average.

Squares of

Deviations.

27-86 -0-07 0-0049
.87 — -o6 36
.90 - -03 9
•92 — •or I

.87 — •06 36
•86 -.07 49

28-03 • 10 100
•04 •II 121

27-92 — -OI I

•93 00 0

•97 •04 16

.96 •03 9

•93 00 0
•88 -•05 25

28-03 10 JOO

27-98 •05 25
•85 — •08 64
•85 — •08 64
.92 — -OI 1

•99 •06 0-0036

Aver.= 27-93 Sum of squares = 0-0742

- L I. 3 . 2, -I, o, —2, o, I, -2,
o, I, -I, -I, —I, o, -4, I, o, I.

Their squares are

LL 9 . 4>i. 0,4,0, 1,4,

o, I, I, I, I, o, 16, I, o, I.

(7

0-0742

9
0-062

0-014.

The average is

= 2-35. while = npq = 2-5.

The agreement would have been closer had
we obtained tbe average by dividing by 19,

one Iqss than the number of sets.

Again, we may look upon the 20 sets as 20
observations to determine the probahility of

head. The value 0-485 of the probability

got from the 200 spins is the same as the

average of the values got from the 20 sets,

i. e. fiom the 20 separate observations. The
deviation from 5 of the number of heads in any
set is replaced by the deviation from 0-485 of

the corresponding probahility. The sum of the

squares of these divided by 19 will be the square

of the standard deviation for a set. This comes
out 0-0245 and a =0-157. Finally, (r„, the
standard deviation forthe mean of all the obser-

vations, is thao for a single one divided by

20. This gives = 0-035, and is very
5-^/2

The same method can he
200

applied to other sorts of observations. Thus,
the edge of a table is measured twenty times,

giving results as follows

:

closely

If Bernoulli’s theorem applies, 68 per cent, of

the deviations should not exceed or. There are

13 which do not.

The average of all the obserwations, 27-93,
is that value of the measured quantity which
makes the sum of the squares of the deviations

a minimum and leads to the highest and
narrowest probability curve. It was Legendre
who, in 1805, suggested that the preferable

value was the one which gives this minimum,
and who used the name method of least

squares. Adrain in 1 808 deduced the proba-

bility curve from reasoning on the nature of

errors of observation. Gauss did the same in

1809, and later gave still otlier deductions of

the law of error. He it was who thoroughly

developed the method, applying it not only to

direct hut to indirect and conditioned obser-

vations.

After all has been said, the proof of the

validity of the method is that it works well in

practice; works well if the observations are

good, if the deviations are small. When this is

not the case we try to get better observations.

As to the arithmetical mean, FemTO has

shown that the geometric mean, or any mean.
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in fact, which treats all tlie observations on

the same basis, leads to practically the same
final results if the obsei-vations are good. If

they are not, no mean can be relied upon.

The arithmetical mean is the easiest to tal?e.

There is no way of deciding beforehand

whether the method will apply or not in cases

in which the laws governing the production of

the deviations or errors are unknown. There

are classes of observations that follow laws of

their own, and necessitate generalized proba-

bility curves and the superposition of curves.

Their theory has recently been developed by
Karl Pearson.

When deviation is normal, that is, when
Bernoulli’s theorem does apply, there may be

two-way deviation, as in the firing of shots at

Probability, in Encyc. Metropolitana
;
Gauss,

Theoria Combinationis Observationum
; Bre-

VAis, Analyse mathematique sur les Proba-
bilit^s de Situation d’un Point; Boole, Laws
of Thought; Todhuntee, A Hist, of the

Mathematical Theory of Probability
;
Venn,

Logic of Chance
;

Czubee, Geometrische

Wahrgcheinlichkeiten u. Mittelwerte
; and

Beobachtungsfehler
;

Feeeeeo, Metodo dei

Minimi Quadrat!
;

Bertrand, Calcul des

Probabilites
;

Poincae^, Calqul des Proba-

bilites; Weight, Treatise on the Adjustment
of Observations; Edgeworth, On Correlated

Averages, Philos. Mag. (1892); Johnson,
Theory of Errors

;
Pearson, Contributions to

the Mathematical Theory of Evolution, Philos.

Tians.Eoy.Soc. (beginning 1894). (e.w.d.-p.e.)

a target. We then have a probability surface

whose sections perpendicular to the plane of

the two ways of deviation are probability

curves, and whose sections parallel to that

plane are ellipses. The theory was thoroughly
worked out by Brevais both for this and
three-way deviation in 1846. The constants
in the equations involve not only the sums of

the squares of the deviations, but also sums
of the products, two and two, of the deviations

one way by those in the other ways.
Pearson has extended the theory to »-way

deviation.

Literature: Bernoulli, Ars Conjectandi
(trails, by Haussner)

;
De Moivee, The Doc-

trine of Chances; Laplace, Theorie ana-
lytique des Prohabilites; De Morgan, art.

II.

Probable Deduction: see Probable In-

ference
(
2 ).

Probable Error : see Errors oe Obser-
vation.

Probable Inference : Ger. Wahrschein-

lichkeitsschluss

;

Fr. inference probable; Ital.

illazione prohabile. Any inference which
does not regard its own conclusion as being
necessarily true (though the facts be as the

premises assert).

In such an inference the facts asserted in

the premises are regarded as constituting

a sign of the fact stated in the conclusion in

one or other of three senses, as follows : i.e.

that relation of the premised facts to the con-

cluded fact which is regarded as making the

former a sign of the latter (i) may be such as

3 A a
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ci'ultl not exist until the conclusion was ]>ro-

bleiuatically recognized
;
this is inductive or

experimental inference. Such a relation (2)

may he altogether iiTespective of whether tlie

conclusion is recognized or not, yet such that

it could not subsist if the concluded fact were

not probable; tliis is probable deduction. Such

a relation (3) may consist merely in the pre-

mised facts having some character which may
agree with, or be in some other relation to,

a character which the concluded fact woiild

possess if it existed; this is presumptive

iufei-ence.

( i) The first case is that in which we begin

by asking how often cei tain described condi-

tions will, in the long run of experience, be
followed by a result of a 23redesignate descrip-

tion
;
then j^roceeding to note the results as

events of that kind j^'esent themselves in

experience; and finally, when a considerable

number of instances have been collected, infer-

ring that thegeneral character of thewhole end-

less succession of similar events in the course

of ex^ierience will be approximately of the

character observed. For that endless series

must have some character
;
and it would be

absurd to say that experience has a character

which is never manifested. But there is no
other way in which the character of that

series can manifest itself than while the end-

less series is still incomplete. Therefore, if

the character manifested by the series up to

a certain point is not tliat character which

the entire series possesses, still as the series

gees on, it must eventually tend, however
irregularlj', towards becoming so

;
and all the

rest of the reasoner’s life will be a continua-

tion of this inferential jDrocess. This inference

does not depend upon any assumption that

the series will be endless, or that the future

will be like the past, or that nature is uniform,

nor upon any material assumption whatever.

Cf. Induction, and Uniformity of Nature.
Logic imposes upon us two rules in per-

forming this infeience. The first is this:

so far as in us lies, the conditions of the

experience should remain the same. For we
are reasoning exclusively from experience, that

is, from the cognitions which the history of

our lives forces ujion us. So far as our will

is allowed to interfere, it is not experience

;

80 we must take pains that we do not, in

taking the instances fiom which we are to

reason, restrict the conditions or relax them
from those to which the question referred.

The second prescription of logic is that the

conclusion be confiiied strictly to the question.

If the instances examined are found to be

remaikable in any other respect than that for

which they were selected, we can draw no
inference of the present kind from that. It

would be merely an infinitely weaker infer-

ence of the third kind (below). The present

kind of inference derives its great force from
the circumstance that the result is virtually

predicted.

(2) The second kind of probable inference

is, by the definition of it, necessary inference.

But necessary infei’ence may be applied to

probability as its subject-matter; and it then

becomes, under another aspect, probable infex’-

ence. If of an endless sei’ies of possible

experiences a definite pi-opoition will present

a certain character (which is the sort of fact

called an objective probability), then it neces-

sarily follows that, foreseen or not, appi’oxi-

mately the same jxroportion of any finite

portion of that series will present the same
chax’acter, either as it is, or when it has been

sufficiently extended. This is governed by
jirecisely the same principle as the inductive

infei’ence, but applied in the I'cverse way.

The same pi’escriptions of logic apply as

before; but, owing to that being now Inferred

which was in the other case a premise, and
convei sely, it is not hei’e true that the I’elation

of the facts laid down in the premises to the

fact stated in the conclusion, wliich makes the

former significant of the latter, requii’es the

recognition of the conclusion. This is prob-

able deduction. It covers all the ordinary and
legitimate applications oi the mathematical

doctrine of Probability (q. v.).

The legitimate results of the calculus of

probability are of enormous importance, but

others are unfortunately vitiated by confusing

mere likelihood, or subjective probability,

with the objective probability to which the

theory ought to be restricted. An objective

px’obability is the ratio in the long run of

expei’ience of the number of events which

present the character ofwhich the probability is

predicated to the total number of events which
fulfil certain conditions often not explicitly

stated, which all the events considered fulfil.

But the majority of mathematical treatises on

pi’ohability follow Laplace in results to which a

very unclear conception of probability led him.

Laplace and other mathematicians, though

they regard a probability as a latio of two
numbers, yet, instead of holding that it is the

limiting i-atio of occurrences of different kinds

in tlie course of experience, hold that it is the

ratio between numbers of ‘ cases,’ or special
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suppositions, whose ‘ possibilities ’ (a word not

clearly distinguished, if at all, from ‘proba-

bilities’) are equal in the sense that we are

aware of no reason for inclining to one rather

than to another. This is an error often

appearing in the books under the head of

‘ inverse probabilities ’ (see that subject under
Peobabilitt, where the view of Laplace is

criticized).

(3) Probable inference of the third kind

includes those cases in which the facts asserted

in the premises do not compel the truth of

the fact concluded, and where tlie significant

observations have not been suggested by the

consideration of what the consequences of tlie

conclusion would be, but have either suggested

the conclusion or have been remarked during

a search in the facts for features agreeable or

conflicting with the conclusion. The whole

argument then reduces itself to this, that the

observed facts show that the truth is similar

to the fact asserted in the conclusion. This

may, of course, be reinforced by arguments

of some other kind
;
but we should begin by

considering the case in which it stands alone.

As an example to fix ideas, suppose that I am
reading a long anonymous poem. As I pro-

ceed, I meet with trait after trait which seems

as if the poem were written by a woman.
In what way do the premises justify the

acceptance of that conclusion, and in what
sense ? It does not necessarily, nor with any

necessitated objective probability, follow from
the premises; nor must the method eventually

lead to the truth. The only possible justifica-

tions which it might have would be that the

acceptance of the conclusion or of the method
might necessarily conduce, in the long run, to

such attainment of truth as might be possible

by any means, or else to the attainment of

some other purpose. All these alternatives

ought to be cai efully examined by the logician

in order that he may be assured that no mode
of probable inference has been overlooked.

It appears that there is a mode of inference

in which the conclusion is accepted as having

some chance of being true, and as being at

any rate put in such a form as to suggest

experimentation by which the degree of its

truth can be ascertained. The only method
by which it can be proved that a method,

without necessarily leading to the truth, has

some tolerable chance of doing so, is evidently

the empirical, or inductive, method. Hence,

as induction is proved to be valid by necessary

deduction, so this presumptive inference must
be proved valid by induction from experience.

3

The presumptive conclusion is accepted only

problematically, that is to say, as meriting an
inductive examination. The principal rule of

presumption is that its conclusion should be
such that definite consequences can be plenti-

fully deduced from it of a kind which can be
checked by observation. Among the wealth
of methods to which this kind of inference

(perhaps by virtue of its experiential origin)

gives birth, the best deserving of mention is

that which always prefers the hypothesis

which suggests an experiment whose different

possible results appear to be, as nearly as

possible, equally likely.

Among probable inferences of mixed charac-

ter, there are many forms of great importance.

The most interesting, perhaps, is the argu-
ment from Anaiogy (q. v.), in which, from
a few instances of objects agreeing in a few
well-defined respects, inference is made that

another object, known to agree witli the others

in all but one of those respects, agrees in that

respect also. (c.s.p.)

Probation (in theology) [Lat. <pr6batio,
a test]: Ger. Pviifung] Fr. epreuve\ Ital.

tempo di prova. The state of moral trial in

which the soul of man exists duiing the time
that the offer of salvation is open to it.

The belief of the gi-eat majority of Chris-

tians is that probation ends with this life.

The Catholic doctrine of purgatory is no ex-

ception, inasmuch as purgatory is conceived

to be a place of purification, not of trial.

The belief is entertained by many, however,

that the period of trial does not end with

death, but extends indefinitely into the

future.

Literature

:

Hobge, Theology
; Doenbr,

Christl. Glaiibenslehre (1880) ;
Faeeae,

Eternal Hope; Maetineau, Christ. Dog-
matics. (A.T.O.)

Problem [Gr. 7rp6^\rjfjiii, from jrpo-p/SdXXfti',

to cast] : Ger. Problem
;
Fr. problems

;
Ital.

problema. (i) A question set forth for dis-

cussion with a view to a true and logically

satisfactory answer
;

a ‘ dialectic theorem.’

See Aristotle, Topics, I. xi. loi b i.

(2) A demonstrable practical proposition

that something is possible. The solution

usually consists in showing how it is possible

and can be brought about. (c.s.p.)

Problematic [for deriv. see Peoblem;
the word was not in use in Gr. or Lat.,

tliough it may possibly occur] : Ger. proble-

malisch) Yv. 2)roblematique
;
Ita], problematico.

(i) Tlie adjective imparting the lowest of

the three grades of Modality (q. v.
;

see
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also under Possibility) iu the Kantian and
derived systems of logic.

(2) In Greek it would mean pertaining to

a prolikiu
;
Lut the actual meaning, which is

loose, is approximating to the import of an

interrogation.

Sigwart and others maintain that proble-

matic propositions are not propositions, because

the}" are not assertory. If they are empty,

their denials should be absurd, wliich does not

seem to be the case. It is better to say that

whatever presses as a question so much as to

merit examination may jrropierly be termed
problematic. (c.s.p.)

Problematic Idealism : see Solipsism.

Procedure (in law) [Lat. in'ocedere, to pro-

ceed, through Fr.] : Ger. liechtsgang, Verfah-

ren, Rechtsverhandlung
;
Fr. procedure

\
Ital.

‘procedura. The means provided by law for

enforcing rights thi’ough the action oi' judicial

or administrative tribunals. It includes all

matters of process, pleading, practice, and
evidence.

(2) The formal mode in which the functions

of any branch of government are discharged.

Reformed procedure : an American system

of simplified or ‘ Code ’ pleading, initiated in

New York in 1848, and adopted in England

by the Judicature Act of 1872.

In early societies rights often spring from

forms. ‘ It would not be untrue to assert that

in one stage of human affairs, rights and duties

are rather the adjective of procedure than

procedure a mere appendage to rights and

duties ’ (Maine, Early Hist, of Inst., lect. ix.

252. (S.E.B.)

Process [Lz.i. procedere, to proceed]; Ger.

Frozess] Fv. proces, processus
\

lisX. processo.

Continuous Change (q v.). (j.m.b.)

Process (mental) : Ger. psycJiischer Pro-

zess
;

Fr. processus psychique (or mental)
;

Ital. processo psichico (or mentale). Con-

tinuous change in consciousness, or in mental

disposition, or in both.

The continuity of mental process is of two
kinds: temporal continuity and dispositional

continuity, or continuity of interest. By
temporal continuity is meant the fact that each

state passes into that which succeeds it with-

out a break in time. By continuity of inter-

est is meant the fact that successive states of

consciousness may be stages in the develop-

ment of a single conative tendency. Con-
tinuity of interest may exist without con-

tinuity in time, and continuity in time may
e.vist without continuity of interest. I can

t'j-day lesume a problem at the point where

I left it yesterday. In spite of the interval

of time, yesterday's train of thought and to-

day’s have continuity of intei'est. Again, while

meditating on my problem my attention may
be diverted by the arrival of a visitor. There
is temporal continuity between my mental
processes in attacking the problem and in

entertaining my guest
;
but there is discon-

tinuity of interest. Continuity of interest

constitutes in part the bond between one

individual consciousness and another, which
makes possible which is called the ‘ collective

’

mind. I may work at my problem up to

a certain point, and then communicate my
method and results to another. He may con-

tinue the same train of thought, and in his

turn communicate his results to me. In this

way we may solve the problem in co-operation.

Our minds act as if they were one mind, so

far as concerns the attainment of the end
which we both pursue. This kind of co-

operation in thinking and willing constitutes

the psychical organism of human society, and
binds together the successive generations of

mankind. The process, however, though

divided among dift'erent minds, is individual,

not social. Cf. Social Oeganization, Social
Peocess, and Teadition.

Other forms of distinguishable mental pro-

cess, such as cognition and feeling, have con-

tinuity also, which can probably in all cases

be reduced to temporal merely (as emotional

change produced by external events), or to

dispositional merely (as in the continuity of

a disturbed cognitive process), or to these two
existing together. The further question of

the reduction of all phenomenal continuity in

change to a principle itself not subject to

change, as well as the attempt to consider

mental process as an independent system

of self-produced changes, leads into meta-

physics. (G.F.S.-J.M.B.)

Process (social) ; see Social Peocess.

Froclus. (412-85 A.D.) Educated at

Xanthus in Lycia, at Alexandria, and at

Athens. Became a celebrated teacher, and

died at Athens. The last of the Neo-Platonists

to exercise any considerable influence. Cf.

Neo-Platonism, and Alexandeian School.

Procreation : see Repeoduction (in

biology).

Prodicus. Born on the island of Ceos in

the 4th century B.c. He was a teacher of

virtue or the art of living, a Sophist, and

taught for money at Athens.

Prodigality of Nature. Darwin’s ex-

pression [Origin of Species) for Excess or
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OvEBPKODUCTiON (q. V.) considered as a factor

in the theory of evolution by Natueal Selec-

tion (q-v.). See also Existence (struggle

for). (J.M.B.)

Prodigy : see Monstes, Sport (with
‘ freak ’), and Miracle.

Frodromata [Gr. npoSpoiios, running be-

fore] : (Jer. Prodrome; Fr. p^'odromes; Ital.

prodromi. Premonitory symptoms; minor

symptoms preceding the outbreak of a disease.

See Premonition (2). (j.j.)

Produce [Lat.yjro -f- ducere, to lead]. To be

a Cause (q-v.). A vague general term. Cf.

the topics following (with their foi’eign equi-

valents)
;

also Invention. (j.m.b.)

Producer ; see Production.

Production (and Producer, in aesthetics)

\F7xt.productio"\ : Ger. Schopfung, Produciren

;

Er. production; Ital. produzione. Used in

reference to the point of view of the creation,

as opposed to the appreciation or criticism,

of a work of art
;
as in the phrases ‘ the pro-

ducer’s point of view,’ the ‘ impulse of pro-

duction,’ &c. See Art and Art Theories,

and Art Impulse.

The contrasted point of view often referred

to as that of the ‘ spectator.’ (j.m.b.)

Production (in economics) : Ger. Produk-

tion; Fr. production; produzione. The
creation of utilities; especially of utilities fixed

and embodied in material objects.

The earlier economists (e.g. Malthus)

i

given. Some writers prefer to make exchange
value rather than utility the criterion of

wealth production; thus Walker, ‘the jiroduc-

tion of wealth means the creation of values.’

There has been some question whether the

rendering of services should be counted as pro-

duction of wealth. In the case of a service

rendered, production and consumption are in-

distinguishable in time. If we are measuring

wealth as a fund, a service rendered does not

imply a production of any more of that fund
;

if we are measuring it as a flow of enjoyment,the

service rendered is a part of that flow, (a.t.h.)

Profit [Lat. profectus, increase, advance] :

Ger. Unternehmergewinn
;

Er. benefice ;
Ital.

profitto. (i) Excess of price above cost.

(2) Specifically that excess which is due to

the management of capital.

Down to the time of Mangoldt it was
customary to divide the price of products into

rent for land, wages for labour, and profits for

capital. Profits were further analysed into

interest, insurance against risk, and wages of

superintendence. Mangoldt, Walker, Mar-
shall, and others showed that interest and
insurance on capital were true elements of

cost
;
that the 1 eal profit was what had been

called wages of superintendence. They thus

divided price into four parts instead of three :

rent for land, wages for labour, interest for

capital, and profit for business manage-

ment. (A.T.H.)

Pi'ognatlions skull of negro (somewhat emphasized).

(After Keane.)
Orthognatlious skull of Kalmuck.

(After von Bauer.)

generally defined production as the creation

of wealth. To meet the objection that man
could create nothing. Mill answered that

labour produced not objects, but utilities, and
laid the foundation for the definition here

Prognathism [Gr. Tfp6
,
forward, -f •ywa'dor,

jaw]: Ger. Prognathie; Er. prognalhisme

;

Ital. prognatismo, prognatia. The projection

or protrusion of the jaw in advance of the

forehead.
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This characteristic is l egarded as significant

zoologically in the evolution of the higlier

animals, and ethnologically in the diff’erentia-

tiou of races. It is measured either by the

Facial Angle (q.v.), or by the subnasal facial,

gnathic, or alveolar index (Flon;er), which is

the ratio of tlie length from the basion to the

alveolar point, to the length from the basion

to the subnasal point or iiasion (lines BA and

B\ in the figure under Ceaniology). "When

this index is below 98, the skull is ortho-

gnathous; when between 98 and 103, meso-

gnathous; when above 103, prognathous. The
figures illustrate the dift'erence in appearance

of prognatlious and ortliognathous skulls. (j..t.)

Prognosis and Prognostication ; see

Peophecy, and Magic.
Progress [Lat. proyressus, advance] : Ger.

Fortschritt] 'Er.proyr&s] li'A. proyresso. Used
loosely for any sort of continuous change

towards a terminus, end, or ideal. It is

02Jposed to regress, or change in a reverse

direction (also loosely used). See the follow-

ing topics. (J.M.B.)

Progress (economic). Increased com-
mand over the forces of nature for purposes

of production, combined, as it generally is,

with increased intelligence in utilizing the

product for pui 2)oses of consumption.

Before the time of Malthus, increase in

population would have been regarded as the

clearest criterion of progress. After Malthus,

population is relegated to the background as

compared with production; for instance, in

Mill’s well-known treatment of the subject.

The definition given is based on Bagehot's

Fhijsics and Politics.

The criterion accepted by most writers of

the younger generation to determine whether
an economic change did or did not represent

progress, would be its effect on the survival

of the community which adopted it, in the

struggle for existence. (a.t.h.)

Progress (moral and social) : see Moeal
Peogeess, and Social Evolution and Peo-
GEESS.

Progressive : Ger. progressiv, fortschrei-

tend; Ft. progressif •, Ital. pi'ogressivo. (i) In
medicine: pi-ogressive with regard to a disease

indicates a gradual sequence of develop-

ment, often with a predictable order of

sym|/toms.

It serves, along with the words acute and
chronic, to indicate types of onset and develop-
inent of various diseases. Progressive paralysis

(also teimed general Paealysis, q.v., in the
in.sane) is a well-recognized clinical form of

insanity in which sequences of stages of in-

creasing debility and dementia occur. Pro-

gressive muscular atrophy is a gradual wasting
of muscular tissue, beginning in certain muscle
grou2is and extending in a more or less definite

order to others. (J.J.)

(2) In logic: proceeding through a linear

series in the natural order. Opposed to

regressive, or proceeding in a reverse order.

Progressive method

:

the method which
proceeds from generals to particulars.

Progressive sorites : a Soeites (q. v.) in

which the 2E’emises are so arranged as to

proceed from wdiat is regarded as whole to

what is regarded as paCrt. See Hamilton,
Lect. on Logic, xix. (c.s.p.)

Project [Lat. proiicere, to throw for-

ward] : Ger. Projekt (Sigwart)
;
Fr. p-ojet

;

Ital. progetto. (i) A 2’ossible course of

action conceived simply, but not decided

U2)on.

This follows the usage of Sigwart and Hofler

{Psychologic, 518, 562), who make Projekt
‘ ein bloss vorgestelltes Willensziel.’

(2) That which is ‘projected ’ in the second

sense given under Peojection. (j.m.b.)

Projection: Ger. Projektion] Ft. projec-

tion-, itA. projezione. (i) The spatial objec-

tivation of objects in sense perception. See

Localization (in space).

This usage is vague and descriptive, vary-

ing from the mere recognition of a spatial

datura to the hypothesis of the spatial pro-

jection of states at first purely ‘inner’ and
unspatial. It is also complicated with the

hypothesis (Leconte, for vision) that nervous

Peojection (q. v.), to the periphery, some-

times extends out in lines at right angles to

the sensitive surface.

(2) A stage in the genetic construction of

objects antecedent to the conscious antithesis

between subject and object. This mean-
ing, suggested by Baldwin {Ment. Level, in

the Child and the Race, and Social and Eth.

Interpret.), applies especially to the

material of the consciousness of self. The
project is considered in contrast with Subject

(
q.v.) and Eject (q.v.)—the latter terms

designating later phases in the genetic pro-

cess.

Literature to ( i) : James, Princ. of Psychol.,

ii. 31 (with numerous references); many cita-

tions in Eislek, Worterb. d. philos. Begriffe,

sub verbo (where projection is made equivalent

to spatial localization). (j.m.b.—G.F.S.)

Projection (nervous, or ‘eccentric’), (i)

The property of the nervous system whereby
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stimulations are referred to the periphery of

the hody or to the end- organs. Cf. Localiza-
tion.

There is considerable scepticism as to

whetlier this is an original property of the

nervous system. It is undoubtedly developed

by experience, hut may probably he considered

as in some way having a rudiment in the nerve

structure. (j.m.b.-g.p.s.)

(2) Projection system : see Eadiation.

Prolepsis [Gr. ‘rrpoKtj-^is, antici2)ation
;

Lat. anticijpatio\ A term of the Stoic

plrilosophy denoting a concept derived imme-
diately from perception. It was variously

interpreted by ancient and mediaeval writers.

Cf. Eisler, Wijrterb. d. jphilos. Begriffe,
‘ Pro-

lepsis.’ (a.M.B.)

Proliferation (neural) [Lat. proles, off-

spring, + ferre, to hear] : Ger. Zdlvermehrung,

Proliferation', Fr. proliferation', Ital. pro-

liferazione. The multiplication of nerve-cells

by division of the pre-existing cells.

In an early embryonic stage such multiplica-

tion is very rapid, and is accompanied by
mitosis. In these stages it plays a very impor-

tant part in the formation of the peripliei’al

nerves and their ganglia. Cf. Concatenation
and the works there cited. Migratory neuro-

blasts form proliferating centres in various

regions cut off from the ventricular epithelium.

Eecent writers (Herrick, Turner, Ayers) claim

to find centres of permanent proliferation in

older stages. The process is then apparently

amitotic.

Literature'. C. L. Hbreick, Notes on the

Brain of the Alligator, .J. Cincinnati Soc. Nat.

Hist., xii (1890) ;
Contributions to the Com-

parative Mor[)liology of the Central Nervous
System, J. of Compar. Neurol., i. (1891) 21

;

C. H. Tuenee, Morphology of the Avian Brain,

J. of Compar. Neurol., i (1891) ;
H. Ayees,

The Origin and Growth of Brain-cells in the

Adult Body, J. of Compar. Neurol., vi (1896)

;

W. His, Die Neuroblasten, &c., Abhandl. d.

math.-pbys. Cl. d. k. sacks. Gesell. d. Wiss.,

Leipzig, XV. 313-72 (1889), and Verhandl.

d. 10. int. med. Congr., Berlin, ii (1890);
C. S. i\liNOT, Human Embryol. (1892), and
Merkel and Bonnet’s Ergebnisse, vi (for

1896) (1897); S. Baton, in Contrib. to the

Sci. of Med., dedicated to Wm. Henry Welch

(1900); A. ScHAPEE, Die friihesten Diffe-

renzirungsvorgange im Centralnervensystem,

Arch. f. Entwicklungsmech., v (1897). (h.h.)

Proof [Lat. prohare, to prove, through

Fr.
;

it translates Lat. prohatio'\ '. Ger. Probe',

Fr. preMue; prova. An argument which

suffices to remove all real doubt from a mind
that apprehends it.

It is either mathematical demonstration

;

a probable deduction of so high probability

that no real doubt remains; or an inductive,

i.e. experimental, proof. No presumption can

amount to proof. Ujion the nature of proof

see Lange, LogiscTie Studien, who maintains

that deductive proof must be mathematical

;

that is, must depend upon observation of

diagrammatic images or schemata. Mathe-
matical proof is probably accomplished by
appeal to experiment upon images or other

signs, just as inductive proof appeals to out-

ward experiment. (c.s.p.)

The entire psycliological machinery of

Eeasoning (q. V.) is the instrument of proof.

The verb prove means to produce adequate
proof, which may be either ‘ direct ’ or ‘ in-

direct,’ according as the proof process con-

sists or not of the direct application of a rule

or statement to a particular case coming
under it.

Literature : Lange, as cited
;
Venn, Em-

pirical Logic; Jevons, Princ. of Sci.; syste-

matic works on logic. See Bibliog. C, i, h,

and 2,j. (J.M.B.)

Propensity and Propension [Lat. pro

-f pendere, to hang] : Ger. Z eigiing. Hang ;

propension', Ita. 1
.
propensione. A term used

loosely for any sort of more permanent active

Tendency (q. v.).

Afartineau (fTypes of Ethical Theory, ii.

chap, v) uses pi’opensious to designate the

‘primary springs of action,’ i.e. ‘organic

appetites and animal spontaneity.’ James dis-

cusses the ‘religious propensities’ in Varieties of
Religious Experience {Gifford Lectures, 1901).

In view of the meanings given (q. v.) to

Disposition, Peedisposition, Tendency, Im-
pulse, Appetite, this general usage seems
best. (J.M.B., G.F.S.)

Proper (i) and (2) Propriety [Lat. pro-

prius, one’s own]: Ger. (i) passend, an-
standig, (2) Angemessenheit, Anstand; Fr. (i)

convenable, (2) convenances (pi.) ; Ital. (i) con-

veniente, {2) convenienza. (i)Fit. See Fitness
(various meanings).

(2) Ethical and social Fitness (q.v.); hut
especially restricted to the social, meaning
strict conformity to social convention, custom,

and expectation. (j.m.b.)

Property [Lat. proprium, one’s own, be-

longing to
;

trans. of Gr. a technical

term of the Stoics, also of Gr. tSior] : Ger.

Eigenschaft
',

Fr. propriete', Ital. 2^'^oprieth,

qualitct. (i) One of the logical Peedicables
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(q. V.)
;

tliat oiu* of the five waj’s in whicli the

predicate may be related to the subject (tlie

others being genus, species, difference, and
accident), which signifies that the predicate

lias inherent connectioo with the subject.

(2) Hence, in the ontological sense, any

quality or attribute which flows necessarily

from the nature of the thing possessing it

—thus distinct from accident, which may
or may not belong to a thing. Cf. Sub-
stance. (J.D.)

Property (in economics): Ger. Eigp.ntum,]

Fr. propriete’, Ital. propriety, (i) The right

to call upon the organized force of society to

prevent unauthorized persons fiom enjoying

certain commodities. This right is called

ownersh'p.

(2) The specific rights or titles which are

protected by the above sanction.

Theories of property may be grouped under
four lieads.

() The jurists have generally said that

property is based upon occupancy : a bald

statement of fact, which gives no I'eason why
past occupancy should be made a bar to rights

of present occupants.

() The moralists have generally said that

property rights ought to be based upon labour.

The reductio ad ahsurdum of this view is

found in George’s Progress and Poverty :

‘ Nature gives wealth to labour, and nothing

but labour. Slie fills the sails of the pirate

as well as of the merchantman or missionary

bark. . . . The laws of nature are the decrees

of the Creator.’ In other words, it would
appear that the piiate, in virtue of his hard

labour, has as good a right to the proceeds of

his foil as the merchant or missionary.

(c) This Historical School bases pi’operty

right on the constitution of society. The
exponents of this view say that property is

not a thing by itself, but one institution

among many. It exists because the law pro-

tects it, and would not exist under a differeirt

set of laws or social conditions.

{d) The Sociologists, while admitting the

trath of the views of the historical school up
to a certain point, insist that the law exists

because it protects property; and that pro-

perty right in its preseirt shape is to be

explained as a necessary motive itr the struggle

for existence between different communities.

The law of property protects title by occu-

pancy, because stability arrd permanence of

tenure are essential conditiorrs for good use

of wealth
;

it attempts at tlie same time to

give all possible advantages to the labourer

in becoming an occupant of his product, be-

cause irr this way only is the fullest stimulus

given to productive labour. (a.t.h.)

Psychologically, the ‘acquisition impulse' (or

‘instinct’), as it is called, seems to be tery
deeply rooted and to require recognition. Its

existence is a refutation of the view which
makes propertyrights conventional or artificial.

Even among animals we find the recognition

of a ‘ meum and tuum ’ not only towards other

individuals, as for the )'Oung of the family, but
also towards things. The bird claims the nest

and even the whole tree as his own, and the dog
guards his kennel with his life. In certain cases

also, as the squirrel’s store of food, it extends

to provision for future needs. Certain birds, as

magpies, also appropriate and claim useless

objects as their own. In children this impulse

develops very early. It must be counted

a native tendency, though no doubt it owes
much of its strength, and also the direction its

development takes, to social example and pre-

cept. Its utility, from the genetic point of view,

is so great—extending into all the details of

personal life from the earliest period—that

its survival and evolution would seem to be

simply a great sociological fact. (j.m.b.)

Literature'. Wagner, Volhswirthschafts-

lehre, i.
;

see Economics. (a.t.h.)

Property (in law): Ger. (i) Eigentum, (2)

Eigentumsrecht Fr. (i) hiens, (2) propriUe
\

Ital. {diritto di) proprieth. (i) Whatever is

the subject of ownership.

(2) The right of ownership. Cf. the pre-

ceding topic.

The essence of this right ‘lies not so much
in the enjoyment of the thing, as in the legal

power of excluding others from interfering

with such enjoyment’ (Holland, Jurispru-

dence, chap. xi. 1 61). Public property: that

belonging to the state or its governmental

agencies. Private jMoperty: that belonging

to private persons. Eeal property : in English

and American law, land, and all rightsarising

from and annexed to laud, which endure at

least as long as the owner lives. Personal

property: all other property, including a lease

of land for any term of yeai\s, however long,

not measured by the length of a life. Several

estates may be carved out of the same pro-

perty and held by different owners, as by the

loan or lease of a thing, a pledge, a grant for

life, or a conditional sale.

The Roman law divided property into res

corporales and res incorpondes. The test was

whether it could be touched {Inst, of Just.,

ii. 2, de rebus corporalibus, &c.). Modern
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civilians divide it into movable and immovable,

the latter embracing laud and its incidents.

See French Code Civil, Liv. II. tit. i.

The air and the high seas are not the sub-

ject of ownership, although an act obstruct-

ing the right of another to their common use

may be an actionable wrong. (s.e.b.)

Prophecy (in theology) [Gr. ‘irpo<f>rjT(ia, the

gift of interpreting the will of the gods] :

Ger. Frophezeiung
]

Yr. jn'opMtie’, Ital. pro-

fezia. Literally, predhtion of future events
;

but in a larger sense, the organ through which

a pi'ogressive revelation of divine truth is

effected by means of inspired human agents

called prophets.

In this larger sense prophecy is the human
complement of inspiration. Through inspira-

tion the prophet is informed with his revela-

tory message. The prediction of future

events may or may not be a feature of pro-

phecy in the more fundamental sense. The
term prognosis is sometimes used as in

general equivalent to propliecy.

Literature : Kuenen, The Prophets and

Prophecy in Israel (London, 1877); Edees-
HEiM, Prophecy and Hist, in relation to the

Messiah (London, 1885); WiTSius, De Pro-

phetis et Prophetia, Miscellan. Sacer, tom. i

;

Tholtjck, Die Propheten u. ihre Weissagungen
(2nd ed., i860); W. H. Green, Moses and
the Prophets (N.Y., 1883); Beiggs, Messianic

Prophecy (N.Y. and Edinb., 1886). (A.T.O.)

Prophet : see Prophecy.
Propitiation \ 2)ropitiatio, from jyropi-

tiare, to appease] : Ger. Versblinung
-,
Yr. propi-

tiation', propiziazione. The act of placat-

ing a divinity who is supposed to be in a state

of displeasure with the one who performs the

propitiatory action. In Christian theology, that

aspect of the Atonement by virtue of which it

appeases the j’udicial wrath of God against the

sinner.

Propitiation is to be distinguished from

expiation, which is the suffering through which

the propitiation is effected. Propitiation has

direct reference to the divine wrath through

which it is appeased. Expiation is more

directly related to guilt. By expiating the

guilt of sin the divine wrath is propitiated.

Literature: see Atonement, Justification,

and Imputation. (a.t.o.)

Proportion [Lat. pro + portio, a part, a

shale] : Ger Proportion', Yv. jyroportion', Ital.

piroporzione. (i) The aesthetically agreeable

or harmonious relation to the whole of the

unequal parts of any object.

Distinguished in this regard from symmetry.

which refers to the relation of like and equal

parts, with emphasis primarily upon their

relations to one another rather than upon
their relation to the whole. Like symmetry,
proportion is distinguished from haimonj
by reference to quantitative relations whereas

harmony refers rather to qualitative relations.

(2) Applied also to the relations of objects

in their entirety to some norm, as illustrated

by the expression ‘ well proportioned.’

The tei m proportion is applied, aside from
objects of nature, most appropriately to sculp-

ture, arcbitecture, and painting as involving

drawing; secondarily and more metaphorically

to music, poetiy, the drama, and the novel.

It is sometimes used loosely and untechnically

as implying mere adaptation, and occasionally

even as synonymous with symmetry.
The history of proportion as an aesthetic

category has been essentially identical with
that of harmony and symmetiy. Zeising

and Kdstlin afford illustrations of recent

modes of analytical treatment of proportion.

Cf. Harmony, Symmetry, Golden Section,

and Balance.
Literature: KOstlin, Aesthetik (1869);

Zeising, Aesthetische Forschungen (1855);
Day, The Sci. of Aesthetics (1893). (j.e.a.)

Proposition [Lat. propositum, from pro-

ponere, to place before]: Ger. AS'ai^; Yv. pro-

position) Ital. proposizione. A Judgment

(q. V.) expressed in words.

The term judgment denotes an ‘axiomatic

concept’ (Zindler, Sitzber. Akad. BTss. Wien,

1 1 8, ix. 32) which it is difficult, if not impos-

sible, to define
;
but for the purpose of logic

a judgment maybe said to bean association of

experiences or elements of experiences which
has been made an object of reflection by a

conscious mind, and whose validity has been

accepted by it. By an association is meant
not merely a coexistence or a sequence, but

an association of any complicated kind what-
ever, or any more or less explicit analysis of

a mental whole into parts (cf. Judgment).
Thus A conquers B mey\r\s that A is associated

with B in the relation of conqueror, or that

B is apprehended as B as conquered by A.

Further, by an experience is meant any object

of consciousness whatever, or any associa-

tion of objects of consciousness
;

by the

validity of the connection is meant merely

its reality, or its occuirence in whatever uni-

verse, real or fictional or imagined, happens

to be the background of the subject under

discussion. (c.L.r.—j.m.b.)

Cf. the view of proposition given under
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Subject (in logic, 2), which is in certain

resj)ects dift’ereut from what follows.

(C.S.P.-J.M.B.)

I. The Im})ort of Propositions. It fol-

lows from the definition of the projiosition

tliat it must consist of at least three dif-

ferent members, two terms (between which

the relation is said to hold) and another

word whose function is to express at once

the nature of the connection between them
and the asseveration of that connection. (This

double force of the copula is adverted to by

Bradley, Princ. of Logic, 22.) In Armies
conqiier countries, we may think of armies

and countries as the objects of consciousness,

and of conquer as specifying the nature of the

relation and at the same time asserting that

it holds. But such a proposition as A con-

quers B can, if there is any occasion for it, be

broken up differently, viz. into A is one-of-

the-conquerors-of-B, Whether B or one-of-

the-conquerors-of-E be regarded as the second

of the related objects of consciousness is merely

a matter of convenience, and will be deter-

mined in any actual case by considering

whether other propositions, which it is desired

to combine with this as data towards conclu-

sions, have B or one-of-the-conquerors-of-E

among their terms. Or, again, we can always

decide which is for the moment the way in

which we are regarding the proposition by
considering whether in its inverted form it is

the statement B is conquered hy A or One of
those who conquer B is A which interests us.

To discover the three elements involved in

A runs, we have, again, simply to invert it.

One who runs is A. And the fact that thei'e

is no proposition which cannot be expressed

in an exactly equivalent inverted form proves

that this analysis of the proposition into two
terms and a copulative connecting link is

justified.

But there is one particular relation that we
have l)y far the most frequently to deal with

in reasoning—the I’elation of b invariably fol-

lowing upon a, or of a as the sufficient antece-

dent of b. This relation is variously expi essed

in words—

a

is-followed-by-6
,
a implies b,

a is-indicative-of b, a is-a-sufficient-condition-

of b. If a then b. The objects a are-included-

among the objects b, or All a is 6 (where a and
b may themselves be propositions, instead of

simple terms, without altering the essential

character, for logic, of the relation). In order

to hold this relation present in consciousness

in its purely abstract form, freed from all

those variations of language which, rich in

meaning though they maj’' he, are entirely

inessential to the purposes of logic, it is abso-

lutely necessary to represent, it by some
symbol. Formal logic, as ordinarily treated

in the books, is only semi-formal. It has

been agreed, since the time of the earliest

writers upon the subject, to allow terms to

enter into propositions shorn of the special

implications which follow upon their different

meanings, and to represent them by colourless

letters of the alphabet
;

it is only carrying

this admirable device for abstracting from
the inessential a little further if we represent

the simple copula oi Alla is b by some symbol.

We shall make use of the form a modi-
fication of that suggested by Peirce, for this

purpose, and we shall write a -^b for any
one of the copulative relations which have just

been variously put into words. De Morgan
regard s this relation as sufficiently characterized

by the fact that it is transitive, but that is

a statement that needs modification. We shall

then have for the formal representation of Not
all a is b (cori-esponding to the plan of indicat-

ing what is not a by a), the same sign with a
horizontal mark indicating negation over it,

as a'^b. It will also add greatly to facility

of expression if we write 00 and o for the

Special Teems (q. v.) of logic, everything SLXid

nothing (or what exists andwhat does not exist).

Innovations are difficult to make, and there

was long and strenuous opposition to the in-

troduction of the special quantity o into arith-

metic and algebra
;
but it seems that the time

has come when these simple aids towards

extracting the essential from the accidental in

logic should be used. Cf. Symbolic Logic,

ad tin., and Teem (negative).

This view, that the import of the proposi-

tion is to affirm some sort of connection be-

tween two ol)jects of consciousness, dates from
Aristotle. A favourite view of recent years

is to maintain that in the simple judgment,

A is B, there is both an analysis and a syn-

thesis—that A as being B is given first, as an

integial element of consciousness, and that

the work of forming the judgmeiit consists in

first separating the concepts and then re-

uniting them by means of the connecting

copula (cf. Judgment). This is doubtless

a correct account of the manner of forming

immediate judgments, but it is not correct as

a description of propo.sitions. The examples

of the proposition which are usually studied

by the logicians are so cut and dried that it is

difficult to detect its real essence
;

it is neces-

sary to consider it in the process of being
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Jbi med, to see what it is really like. The act

of the mind in the presence of such a situa-

tion as occurs in the following incident may
he taken as the typical instance of the judg-

ment : ‘A prelate said, “ My first penitent was
amurderer”; a distinguished nobleman entered

the room at that moment, and, after greetings,

remarked to the assembled company, “You
may not know that I was His Eminence’s

first penitent.” ’ In the presence of two pre-

mises like this, we do not first get the noble-

man and the murderer fused together in a

mental content and then separate them in

order to reunite them
;
but the two premises

being held before the mind as a mental whole

(that is, it being recognized that they hold

good at one and the same time and place), an

instinctive excision of the common element

takes place, and the hearer finds himself

forced to accept the hitherto unsuspected

relation ‘ This nobleman is, then, a murderer !

’

(that is, the nobleman and murderer are, in

this instance, one and the same object). It is

the two premises—and, after they have been

in part restated in the conclusion, it is this

proposition—which brings about for the mind
of the reasoner the conviction that the two
descriptions appertain to one and the same
object; that is, there is produced in his mind
the complex conception ‘ this nobleman as

being a murderer.’ Expressed logically, it is

through the compelling force upon the human
mind of the fundamental principle of the

syllogism (Sigwart), or it is, in psychological

terms, through the irresistible impulse of the

mind for putting this and that together when a

common element (in this case ‘ first penitent ’)

leads to their inclusion in a larger whole, that

this proposition comes into consciousness. It

is only after the two premises and the conclu-

sion which they involve have effected the

junction, foi' the hearer, of nobleman and mur-

derer that the ‘ immanence’ for consciousness

of the one in the other exists, in a way which

may then be explicitly declared in words
(proposition). (c.L.r.)

The difference of view on this subject is

probably to be accounted for by the distinction

between judgment and proposition, especially

when that difference is accounted for genetically

by the ‘ communicative ’ or ‘ declarative ’ func-

tion of language. The normal psychological

process seems to he the formation of judgment
by the acceptance of an enlarged (synthetic)

whole of mental content, and then the rise of

proposition, in words, by analysis and for

communication
;

this in the mind of the

speaker. But in the mind of the hearer, t<»

whom the relation expressed in the proposition

is new, this procedure is apparently reversed

:

two more or less familiar terms are given to

him in language, joined in a eertain relation

;

and he, by accepting this relation, forms a new
judgment. The logician, if he restrict him-

self to the point of view of the hearer, should

deal strictly with propositions and their

communication from one mind to another,

holding that they are always synthetic
;
the

psychologist, approaching the proposition from
the point of view of mental process and mean-
ing, finds that the proposition is always the

analytic issue of an earlier judgment. Even
when the hearer hears the proposition ‘ a is 6,’

it is not his proposition until he has gained

the judgment ah and recognized the relation

of the parts a and b to each other or to tbe

whole. (J.M.B., C.L.F., G.B.S.)

The nature of the relation between terms

which is expressed by the simple copula of

All a is h, a-^h, has been variously taken

to be (i) the inclusion of the group of objects

represented by a among the group of objects

represented by h

;

(2) the implication of the

sensations or ideas 6 by the sensations or

ideas a (Mill); or (3) the attachment to the

group of objects a of the qualities involved in

the meaning of 6. (The purpose of any given

asseveration is either to make an addition to

the groups of objects already known to have

the quality b, or else to add to the qualities

already known to be possessed by the objects

a; we can indicate by the emphasis whether

we mean, for instance, 'Alan also is a primate,’

or ‘ Man is a primate also.’ So Venn and
Baldwin.)

The reason that so many different views on
this matter are possible would seem to be
very simple : every term is a double-edged

machine—it effects the separating out of a

certain group of objects, and it epitomizes

a certain complex of marks. It follows that

no one of tbe above accounts of the nature of

the proposition is complete
;
any statement in-

volves in full a fourfold imjdication. Whoever
says, for instance, that ‘ All politicians are

statesmen ’ must be prej^ai’ed to maintain that

the objects politicians are the same as some
of the objects statesmen, and are in the

possession of all of the qualities of statesmen

;

and also that the quality-complex politician

entails the qualit3'-complex statesman, and is

indicative of the presence of some of the

objects statesmen. It is open to the psycho-

logist to show that in any given instance one
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or the other of these several meanings is what
the speaker has most prominently in his mind,

and we are able to put the abstract copula

of a -<^6 into such a form of words as shall

accentuate now one and now another of them
(as, Tlte «’s are included among the h’s, Being

a e7itails being b)

;

but from any one all tlie

others can immediately be inferred, and hence,

for the logician, tlie full content of the pro-

position involves them all. In dealing with

this subject, logicians have been in the habit

(as Keynes remarks) of committing the fallacy

of exclusiveness, that is, of denying that one

side of the shield is silver, on the ground that

one side of the shield is gold.

Tlie same doctiine is applicable to the com-

])ound proposition. If a is b, c is d, means
that the instances of a being b are included

among the instances of c being d, and that

the truth of a is 6 entails the truth of c is d.

The two different meanings are severally made
prominent in Whenever a is b, c is d and If
a is b, c is d

;

the former is more apt to be of

emjjirical origin and the latter to be derived

from other j^i’opositions, but either follows

from the other, and hence, for logic, each is

equivalent to the other. Writers on symbolic

logic sometimes (Schroder, Venn) develop

the subject in terms of class-inclusion only

(McColl in terms of implication only), and

seem to think that some necessary connection

is herein involved. But in doing this they

have alienated the logicians of the regular

school, not unnaturally, and they have intro-

duced perfectly needless restiictions
;
ab-^o

means not simply that the class ab does not

exist, but also that a’s which ai’e b, b’s which

are a, and things which are both a and 6 aie

all non-existent. It is true that to use the

language of one or the other of the several

meanings of the proposition is almost unavoid-

able, but the class-meaning and the attribute-

meaning carries each the otheru ithit; they are,

like the gold and tlie silver sides of the shield,

inextricably welded together. Herein appears

the great advantage to be gained by the free

use of the generalized copula a -^b, which

is defined as indicating explicitly all four ot

the implications
;

thei’e is no form of words
which does mt seem to commit us more or

Jess to one or the other of them, to the exclu-

sion of the rest.

The metaphysician is able to think away
all reference to an objective world, and to

regard liis experiences as merely ordered

sequences among the elements and combina-
tions of elements of his own consciousness.

But the hypothesis that there is an objective

reality standing in a one-to-one corre-

spondence to this play of elements of con-

sciousness is deeply ingrained in the human
mind, and it is inextricably involved in our
forms of utterance. Every term used to

mark out an element of consciousness and to

aid in conveying an intelligible statement

to the listener posits the application to

certain poitions of reality (even the sub-

jective world of the utterer is part of the

objective world of the receiver), as well as

giving him marks by which to recognize

them. This reference to reality is implicitly

present in every proposition
;

in some pro-

positions it is present explicitly. In Every-

thing is material, All is vanity, Whatever is,

is right. Everything is toil and trouble, Alles

ist Gefiihl, the subject of the proposition is

the whole of the universe, whatever it may
be which is the subject of discourse. But
any projiosition can be immediately thrown
into the form in which this reality reference

is exj^licit. All a is b is the same thing as

Everything is a or b, or {a b)= {co d + b)

(where the symbol -f is useil f ir the word or).

This fact has led some writers to define the

ju’oposition as a ‘ description of reality,’ and
to say that reality is the ‘ real subject ’ in

every proposition. This leads us to the

consideration of the distinction between sub-

ject and predicate (for in the equivalence

just stated, a, which was subject, has become
an element of the predicate). When, e. g.,

A and B are alike individuals, what is the

diffeience between A is B and B is A

I

A pro]oosition, in its living form, is some-

thing which is set up—proposed—by the

utterer for the acceptance of the receiver;

the former throws into his subject all that he

knows the latter is already willing to grant

him, and to this he adds in the predicate

what constitutes the new information to be

conveyed by the sentence. The difference

becomes patent in such sentences as these:

The large round red-core<'ed table at which he

is writing is dusty ; The large round dusty

table at which he is writing is covered with

red. The utterer chooses the first of these

sentences when he knows that the receiver

has noticed all the other determ’nants of the

table—that to tell liim of them would be

throwing time away—but that he has not

yet noticed that the table is dusty. All the

part of the sentence before the is is thrown in

to enable the receiver to pick out with cer-

tainty the object which is referred to
;
what
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comes after the is is the matter freshly added.

In the second sentence it is the knowledge

that the object marked out by all the words

of the subject is covered with red which is

about to be introduced into the receiver’s

mind. In A is B we say, ‘ I know that you

know who A is, perhaps you don’t also know
that he is the same person as B.’ Now, the

sentence oo 6, Everything is non-a or b,

is correctly called a description of realitj^;

but in the form Everything which is a is b,

that is (to put in exjdicitly the implicit

reference to reality), co a 6, it is not oo

,

or the actual, which is being desci’ibed, but

only a limited portion of it, namely, so much
of it as is a. It is, therefore, not correct to

say that the proposition is a desci’iption of

reality; it is such only when it is in a

certain form. A proposition is a ‘ description
’

of whatever may chance to be its subject. It

would be just as correct, and no more so, to

say that every universal proposition is an

affirmation of non-existence, because it can

be thrown into the form ab-^o. It is that,

but it is something more. Bosanquet says

that the real subject of discourse in any
proposition is ‘outside’ the proposition) it

would be more correct to say that only part

of that outside term is the subject, except

after the proposition has been thrown ex-

plicitly into the form oo a -f 6. There is

no one form of a series of equivalent proposi-

tion which gives their ‘ real’ meaning
;
their

real meaning can only be got by considering

all their forms. (See below, pp. 368-9.)

II. Kinds of Pro2^ositions. Propositions are

divided as regards the source of their validity

into (i) empirical, (2) immediate, (3) derived.

Empirical propositions are the results of

valid inductions. Immediate propositions are

of several different kinds
:

{a) axioms, (6)

postulates, (c) definitions, (d) verbal proposi-

tions, ie) propositions of immediate perception,

(a) Axiomatic propositions are probably also

empirical in the last analysis, but they are

the result of such early experience, and they

have become so deeply embedded in all our

knowledge, that they are practically indis-

tinguishable from what they would be if

they were innate. (6) Only general proposi-

tions are properly called axioms
;
particular

propositions, affirming existence, are postu-

lates, as—what Poincare calls a fundamental

postulate ofmechanics—something is constant,

or the fundamental postulate of logic, some-
thing exists, or the postulate of geometry,

figures can be superimposed, (c) With de-

finitions or definitive propositions belong also

any general assumptions temporarily taken
for granted within a given argument, (d)

Verbal propositions merely set forth in the

form of explicit copula and predicate what
has been already taken for granted in the

meaning of the subject. ‘ What is taken for

granted ’ is, of course, a tei’m relative to the

intelligence and knowledge of the person

addressed, but it must always include at

least the indispensable signification of the

subject, that is, so much as is involved in its

definition. (These propositions are also called

— by Kant—analytic, but a less dignified name
is preferable for propositions whose nature it

is to be trivial.) Both ‘ real ’ and ‘ verbal
’

statements are non-formal; that is, the dis-

tinction is one that cannot be made until it

is known what a and b stand for in a •<6.

Besides these there is a different sort still,

which is valid (or not), quite independently of

the meaning of the terms, as a is always a
;

That a is b is the same thing as that non-b is

non-a. (e) These are usually singular ino-

positions, as ‘ I feel cold at this moment,’

and are not of frequent use in arguments.

The essential characteristic of a proposition

(i) is that it can be proved, but only by
induction, which is more or less uncertain,

and liable to overthrow as knowledge ad-

vances
;

a proposition (3) can be derived

deductively from (i) or (2) or both together,

and its degree of validity depends upon that

of its premises
;
a proposition (2) cannot be

proved at all. The axioms are frequently

regarded as being necessaiy
;
they are cer-

tainly essential to our continuing to think

without being overcome by mental dizziness

and nausea. Sigwart regards all derived

propositions as necessary (Logik, 2nd ed., 210),

but those derived purely or in part from em-
pirical propositions are surely not so—nothing
can have greater validity than its source.

Propositions are simple, complex, or com-

pound. A simple proposition is one in which
the grammatical subject and the grammatical
predicate are regarded each as a single

logical term. In a complex proposition the

subject or predicate, or both, are broken up,

in the course of the argument, into separate

elements, as when ‘ The undevout astronomer

is mad ’ is transformed into ‘ Any astronomer

is either devout or mad.’ A compound pro-

position is a statement in which one, at least,

of the terms is itself a proposition : as. Never

do mortals sin that angels do not weep ; That

some a is b and not any a is b should both b«
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tme is impossible. The latter is a doubly

compound proposition.

III. The Existence of Terms. Do universal

propositions imply the existence of their

subjects 1 From All a is b, are we safe in

concluding that a’s exist ? The answer to

this question is that in the statements of real

life there is no general rule. For the most

part we should regard it as waste of time to

speak much about things which do not exist,

yet we can say All disobedience is punished

without in the least asserting that dis-

obedience ever occurs. But in formal logic,

where terms have become a and 6 and we
know nothing about the meanings of our

concepts, it is necessary to adopt some fixed

convention in this matter
;

if any implications

of this sort are made by propositions in

general, we must know exactly what they

are and be able to state them explicitly.

The convention which many logicians accept

is this : Some a is b, since it affirms the

existence of a which is 6, must be taken

as implying the separate existence of both

a and b. But in the case of No a is b, there is

no difficulty whatever in admitting that one

way in which it may become a valid state-

ment is by our knowing that a or b (one or

the other) does not exist at all. l\Ioreover,

it is indispensable that we should have in

logic propositions that are the exact denials

of each other; and hence if Some a is b is

taken as meaning Some a is b, and a and b

both exist, we must mean, in full, by No a is b

that No a is b or else a or b is non-existent.

It follows that No a is b cannot be taken as

asserting the existence of either a or b. It is,

however, an error to say that it makes no

implication of existence
;

if there is no a

which is b, then everything must be either

non-a or else non-6 (unless we are taking

account of that imaginary universe in which

nothing exists), and hence certainly either

non-a or else non-6 must exist. So in the

proposition All that is non-a is b, we do

not asf ert the existence of non-a, it is true
;

l)ut the proposition is exactly equivalent to

All but a is b, and this certainly affirms that

a or 6, one or the other, exists. On the other

hand, the immediate denial of this last, Not
oil but a is b, though a particular proposition,

makes no affirmation in regard to the terms

that explicitly enter it
;
but it is equivalent

to Some non-a is non-b, and hence it does

nffirm, by a necessary implication, the exis-

tence of both non-a and non-6. Hence the

rule that is sometimes stated— particular

propositions imply the existence of their

terms, universal propositions make no impli-

cation in regard to the existence of their

terms—is not correct. If it is said, for

instance, that all is vanity, things that are

vanity are certainly affirmed to exist (if

anything exists). If the rule is limited to

subjects— i. e. that particulai’S imply, while

universals do not imply, the existence of

their subjects—then it is true except in the

case of two of the particular propositions of the

complete scheme. Not all but a is b and Some
besides a is b; but it does not give us all the

information in regard to existence that we
have the right to demand of the logician.

The complete rule is this : Express every

universal proposition in the equivalent form,
All but X is y, and every particular proposi-

tion in the equivalent form. Some a; is 3/ ;
then

the particular proposition affirms the existence

of both X and y, and the universal proportion

affirms the existence of either x or y. With
this convention it is to be noted that Some a
is b does not follow from All a is b, except

with the aid of the explicitly stated minor

premise. There is some a. [In most cases,

however, the existence is not ‘asserted’ ex-

plicitly, but rather taken for granted. It

should be added, also, that on another view,

there is absolutely no difference between
universal and particular propositions in the

matter of their reference to existence
;
and

much may be said for such a view.

—

j.m.b.]

A large amount of bad reasoning has been

expended upon the question of the existence

of terms, mostly due, of course, to the non-

comprehension of what those who uphold the

above doctrine mean by existence. The word
is unfortunately chosen, for it has unavoidable

metaphysical and psychological implications

which invite confusion
;
existence in the sense

of being something that we are eapable of

tliinking about must of course belong to

every term that is an element of a compre-

hensible statement, but that is not the sort

of existence that the logician has in mind.

It would be better to substitute for it the

word occurrence, meaning occurrence within

that field of thought which the speaker is

talking about (see Universe of Discourse);

when we say Nothing has happened, we do

not mean to assert tliat nothing has happened

within the planet Mars, nor that nothing has

happened among the microbes. The word

occurrence has the additional reason for its

use that nothing else is possible in speaking

of compound propositions (to which the above
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doctrine is wholly applicable). When we
deny If a is h, c is d, we affirm the (actual or

possible) occurrence of a is b in conjunction

with c is not d, and hence, all the more, the

(actual or possible) occurrence of each in

itself; but when we affirm it, we do not

affirm that a is h ever occurs, but only that

what is sure to occur is the alternation of

either a is not b or c is d. There is an

admirable and exhaustive discussion of this

topic in Keynes’ Formal Logic, chap, vii,

Part i, 3rd ed., which ought to render further

misconception impossible.

The correct doctrine in regard to subjects

of propositions, though often overlooked, is of

early date. Petrus Hispanus says (see Prantl,

Gesch. d, Logih, iii. 61) that omnis in the

major premise of a syllogism does not imply

the actual existence of the objects which it

sums up. It should be added that when we
know the meaning of our terms and the

sources of our propositions, we often have more

knowledge than this about existence ; if the

proposition is empirical, there is usually

implication of existence, as All roads lead to

Kome
;

if it is derived from the axioms and

fundamental principles of any science or of

real life, there is not, as Whatever gods ther^

are, are just. \y
The psycliologists (if not the logicians) are

right in saying that in the predicate the

reference to objectivity, though implied, is

not explicitly in the mind of the speaker;

but that is accounted for by the application of

what is frequently referred to as the

ofjparsimony. It is sufficient if a single term

carries the objective reference for the whole

sentence, and to repeat this reference ex-

plicitly in the predicate would be tautologous.

It is not pi'edicates only which are without

it, but also all elements of the subject, except

one ;
thus we cannot think of ab, in ab c,

architect-hanhers are clever, except as archi-

tects who are bankers, or as bankers who are

arcliitects, or as things which are at once

architects and bankers. In citizen-student

and student-citizen, only one word is a noun
and the other is practically an adjective.

(Wundt writes them, to indicate this distinc-

tion, cS and sC lespectively.) The pre-

dicate-word, then (just like the determinant-

word), though fully capable of bearhig the

reference to reality, has it, in general, only

in abeyance. In contraposition, where sub-

ject and predicate change places, the reality-

refei’ence remains in the subject, 00 s c

becomes 00 c-^s { Whatever is a student is

a citizen becomes Whatever is a non-citizen is

a non-student). Adjectives arise, in general,

as predicate-words, but they may at any

moment become, by themselves, subject-words,

by throwing in the proper special term to

carry them, as Things which are blue are

cold. An adjective and a noun each repre

sents a mental experience of more or less

complexity held for the moment to be integral

;

the source of their difference is to be found in

the doctrine of ‘ natural kinds ’ (see Kind).

All the subjects of x constitute the applica-

tion of X, and all the predicates of x consti-

tute the signification or the implication of x]

now adjectives are, in general, words of wide

application but of very little implication, but

nouns, on the other hand, are the names of

natural kinds of great depth. We can say,

e. g.. Things which are white are the brightest

things in the field of vieiv, Things which are

white do not fade, Things which are white are

easily soiled, Things which are white are

suggestive of 'purity, and that is almost all.

The word represents a term of extremely

little depth
;

being white has almost no

further implication. It is for this reason

that in the constructing of language it has

remained solely an adjective. It is not the

case that a word is a pi’edicate-word because

it is an adjective
;

it is an adjective because it

is (owing to its little depth) almost exclu-

sively a predicate-word.

The attempt to introduce propositions with

quantifical predicates into formal logic has

been over and over again shown to be a

mistaken one
;
such a proposition can always

be expressed in terms of two propositions of

the regular scheme.

IV. The Scheme of Propositions. The pro-

position in is will usually contain, besides its

essential elements, two modifying words, one

of quantity and one of quality, as

Some
I
a

1

is
I

not
|

b,

and will thus consist in all of five constituents

of different sorts. Some anil all are indicators

of particular and imiversal quality respec-

tively
;
not and the absence of any word are

what stand respectively for negative and

affirmative quality. These several indicators

may be treated by the logician as separate

proposition-elements (and usually are so

treated), or their implications may all be

thrown into the copula, and we shall have

thus what may be called the figured copula,

as a is-whoUy b, a is-not-wholly b. In the

compound proposition this is the regular

mode of expression
;
we say }) is-indicative-oj
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q, That a is b is-not-incompatible-icith c being d.

Different symbolic copulas (modifications of

•^) may be devised for all the different

relations of this sort, and the transformation

i'rom one to another may be made by

mechanical rules. How many of these es-

sentially different relations are there 1 The

ordinary logic lecognizes only four, and of

tliese one is to a certain extent recalcitrant

to rule, for the reason that it is in fact

a member of a different scheme. Instead of

So7ne a is-not b, we ought to express this

member of the group of four as Not all a is b.

This is the foim in which it appears in

Ar-istotle, and it fiequently retains this form

in the works of the schoolmen, as appears in

the fact that the symbolic letters which stand

for the several ^propositions, A, E, I, 0, are

said to be (but upon perhaps insufficient

authority) the characteristic vowels of nas,

ovBdi (ovStV), tIs, ov ttos (Prantl, Gesch. d.

Logik, XV. 277, and iv. 153-4). The pro-

positions admitted into any scheme should be

231'opositions which are the immediate denials

one of another, as Some a is b, Not any a is b.

Pairs of immediate denials are

(a) All a is b,

(a) Not all a is b,

and
(in) Some a is-not b,

(m) No a is-not b.

Either (a) and (a) should be regarded as the

canonical forms, or else (in) and (m)
;

to mix
them up, as is done, is a pity, for the rules

for Teanspoemation (q. v., in logic) apply

very differently to the incongruous pair (a)

and (m), and hence much confusion arises.

The right pair to choose is, of course, (a) and

(a); All that glitters is gold is properly

denied by Not all that glitters is gold.

The actual number of different statements

that are possible in terms of x and y and
their contradictory terms x and y (excluding

double negatives) is eight. This is at once

evident if we express everything that can be

said in the form of propositions of existence

and of non-existence
;
thus the combinatioris

of a and b and their negatives are ah, db, ab,

db, and since each one of these combinations

can be said to exist (a particular proposition,

There is some a which is b, or Some a is b) or

to be non-existent (a universal proposition,

There is no a which is h, or No a is b), it is

evident that eight different statements of fact

are possible. These, of course, remain diffe-

rent, no matter what the form in which they

may be expressed. One reason why logic

commonly recognizes only four out of this set

of eight is that it has fought shy of negative

terms, and especially of negative terms as

subjects. This is strange, because Aristotle

gives, in his most fundamental gronp of

propositions (those in one term only), four

with negative subjects, as Not-a exists, Not-a

exists not, &c. It is, however, De l\Iorgan to

whom we owe not only the generalization of

the copula (which, he ssys, he has ‘ made as

abstract as tlie terms ’), hut also the full intro-

duction into logic of negative terms as subjects

as well as predicates, and the setting out of

the eight propositions of a compUte scheme.

De Moi’gan did not, however’, devise ajrpro-

priate co}Dulas for the several statements to be

made
;
but one does not have, to search far, in

the language of real life, to find such, and
when they are found, the eight things to be

said can all be said by means of them, very

simply, without the use of any negative terms

whatever. The letters A, E, I, 0 being no

longer adequate, we may take i and 0 and

their negatives to stand for the symmetrical

copulas—those in which subject and pre-

dicate are simply commutable—and the

unsymmetrical letters, a and u (u is perhaps

sufficiently unsymmetrical), to stand for those

copulas with which subject and predicate

cannot be interchanged without change of

sign. We shall then have

(a) All X is y, (d) Not all x is y,

(u) None but x \s>y, (u) Something besides

X is y,

(l) No X is y, (i) Some x is y,

(0) All but X is y, (0) Not all but x is y.

The first two copulas in each column are non-

symmetrical : None but x is y can oidy be

inverted into None hut non-y is non-x, and

Not all X is y only into Not all non-y is non-x]

in the last four propositions all terms are

simply commutable.

Language furnishes us with perfectly ade-

quate foi’ms of expression for these ti^ht

modes of connection in the compound proposi-

tion as well as in the simple propo.sitioi;.

Thus we have

(a) Though it rains it

does not al w ays pour,

(u) Besides when it

rains it sometimes

pours,

(i) Sometimes when
it rains it pours,

(0) Not always except

when it rains does

it pour.

(a) If it rains it pours,

(u) Not unless it rains

does it pour,

(z) Neverwhenitrains
does it pour,

(0) Unless it rains it

pours,
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With the aid of negative terms, and the

special terms ‘nothing’ and ‘everything,’

any given statement can be made in four difFe-

lent ways with any one copula :

(uj) All a is h, (Ug) Nothing is a and 6,

(a,^) All 6 is a, (a^) Everything is

either d or b;

and similarly their denials, the 2>articulars.

Or, for the compound proposition,

(a,) If a is 6, c is d, (a^) Never is a b, that

c is not d,

(ttj) If c is not d, a is (a^) Always either a is

not b, not 6 or c is d.

Now logic should either examine all these

forms of speech, which are peifectly easy and
natural in real life, or it should requiie

everything to he leduced to one model foim

of expression before consenting to study

it. It is one of the most remarkable of the

curiosities of science that, of the four pos-

sible modes of universal statement, a certain

two,

(a) All a is 6,

(l) No a is b,

should have been regarded as canonical in

dealing with terms, but a different two,

(tti) If a is 6, c is d,

(aj Either a is 6 or c is d,

should alone have been considered to exist

in dealing with propositions. Symmetry and
haimony and beauty of treatment were attain-

able only by admitting the complete scheme
of possible statements which language has

made for us. To admit for the simple and
the compound proposition incongruous pairs

was strangely ill advised
;

in this matter

unconscious language-construction has shown
itself far more intelligent than conscious

logic-making. There is no arguing in terms

of the so-called hypothetical s, disjunctives,

&c., that has not its exact parallel in arguing

in simple propositions
;

and the compound
Ijroposition as an element of an argument
would not have required any different treat-

ment from that given to terms, had it not

been for this forced disjunction between tlieir

admitted modes of expression. It is for this

reason, among others—to show tire parallelism

between simple and compound propositions

—

that the consideration of the full scheme of

propositions is essential. (It is proper to

regard if a copula, for tlie actual meaning
of If a is 6, c is d, is Given that a is b, it will

always follow that c is d. By an ellipsis of

language we are allowed to say all this with
the one little word if] but logic deals with
the real connections of terms and of proposi-

H.

tions, and its first task is to abstract from
accidents of language.)

Wundt has proposed a set of symbols to

stand for certain of these relations; but tire

relations which he symlrolizes are neither

complete nor symmetrically chosen, and the

symbols which he makes use of have no con-

nection with each other, nor do they lend
themselves to negation. A better set can be
constructed by means of variations of the

fundamental
,

so devised as to exhibit

plainly the different relations which the

copulas bear to each other and to the pro-
positions which they represent

:

a b

All a is b.

a^b
Not all a is b.

ac^b
None but a is b.

adb
Some besides a is 6.

a\/ b

No a is b.

a\/b

Some a is b.

a 6

All but a is 6.

a V &

Not all but 0 is b.

The negation of any relation is indicated

by a line drawn over the corresponding

affirmative copula. (This line is then to be
regarded as an integral part of the copula to

which it is attached.) As thus constructed,

these symbols have certain marked coinci-

dences with the relations that they symbolize
;

they are to this extent of the nature of

diagrams, and fitted to hold in mind in

a simple form the things that are reasoned

about. These coincidences are: (i) Com-
mutative relations are represented by a
symmetrical copula; non-commutative rela-

tions by a non-symmetrical copula. (2) A
copula involving an odd number of lines (i. e.

three) is universal; a copula involving an
even number of lines (i. e. two or four) is

particular. (3) There is a simple rule for the

transformation from any one copula to another,

which need not be stated here.

The names of these sevei al signs of relation

are for univeisals: the copula of sufficiency,

the copula of indispensableness, the copula of

incompatibility (or non-concurrence, or ex-

clusion), the copula of exhaustion
;
and these,

together with their negatives (which express

particular connections), constitute an exact enu-

meration of all the simple logical relations in

which any two concepts or any two events can

stand to each other.
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Por logic cousidered as the art and science

of drawing conclusions, and of testing the

validity of purported conclusions drawn by

others, there is no difference between the

simple proposition ‘Whatever is a is 6’ (i)

and the compound proposition (i. e. the pro-

position about propositions) ‘ Whenever a is b,

it-follows-that c is d,’ or ‘ That a is 6 entails

that e is d’
(
2 ). But for that ultimate

analysis of the meaning of the proposition

which pi’operly comes within the domain of

psychology or of epistemologj’^, hut which has

usually been given over to the logician, there

is a distinct difference between them. In
the case of (i), the full import is tliat the

universe is such that the assumed substratum

for tliose affections of consciousness which we
have summed up under a is coincident in

time and space (that is, occupies the same
point of sjiace at the same instant of time)

with the corresponding substratum of the

sensation-congeries h. This is what is at the

bottom of our affirmation that the objects a
are identical with some of the objects h. But
when we affirm in

(
2

)
identity of occurrence

of a is h with some cases of occurrence of c

is d, the mind makes (one knows not why)
&far less complete fusion of a is h with c is d
than it makes of a and b in a isb\ thus a is

b may be an occurrence in South Africa, and
c is d, however invariably attendant upon it,

may be an occurrence in China
;

all that is

affirmed is sufficiency in the antecedence of

the protasis for the occurrence of the apodosis.

Thus in ‘ Whenever the bell rings, the curtain

falls,’ our whole system of interpretation of

conscious experience imposes upon us a far

closer fusion in the bell which rings, and in

the curtain yfVicYi falls, than in the compound
event which is constituted by their conjoint

occurrence. There is more frequently perhaps
an interval of time permissible in the com-
pound event than in the compound object,

but that makes no difference in the distinc-

tion here insisted upon. There is a certain

fixed, continuing substratum in the case of

a which later comes to be fe
;
and there fails

to be any such bearer of the event a is b, which
is followed by the event c is d. (c.l.f.)

The forms of words which embody existen-

tial judgments (‘sea-serpents exist’) and
impersonal judgments (‘it rains’) have oc-

casioned much discussion. The former is

discussed under Judgment, where the alter-

native theories are also stated. As to the

impersonal, the view indicated under Pee-
DiCATiON is very current and goes very well

with the theory of the ex stential. It makes
the subject of the impersonal the entire

sphere of reality (cf. Univeese of Discouese)
within which the observed or indicated

phenomena present themselves. Genetically

(and linguistically), the impersonal is a very

early form. The child says merely ‘ rain,’

assuming the world of fact to which his and
others’ experience are common. Cf. Index
(in exact logic).

Literature : see the authors cited
;

the

literature under the topics referred to
;

the

general treatises on Logic, and Bibliog. G,

I, 6, and 2
,
1. (J.M.B., C.L.F.)

Prosody [Gr. npon-a^la, what accompanies

the song] : Ger. Prosodie
;
Yr.prosodie

;

Ital.

prosodia. The term prosody is used by the

Greek grammarians in relationto all the marks,

including accents, breathings, quantities, &c.,

which might be added to the letters in the

writing of lines of verse. In modern nse it

applies solely to the recognition of rhythmical

form in verse. This rhythm is dependent on

the orderly recurrence of long syllables in

quantitative verse, of stressed syllables in

accentual verse. (b.i.w.)

Prospection (-ive) and Prospective
Reference : see Oeigin versus Natuee.
Prostration [Lat. prostratio, an overthrow

ing or subverting] : Ger. Prostration, Er-

schopfung (exhaustion)
;
Yv. prostration

;
Ital.

prostrazione. A serious and often sudden loss

of strength; likewise a great depression; e.g.

the mental and physical prostration sequent

to the loss of a friend, to the shock of an

accident, &c. Cf. Shock.
The term ‘nervous prostration' indicates

the feebleness and depression characteristic of

Neueasthenia (q.v.). (j.j.)

Prosyllogism [for deriv. see Syllogism] :

Ger. Prosyllogismus, Vorschluss] Yr. prosyllo-

gisme’, prosillogismo. A syllogism whose

conclusion is a premise of another. See

Chain Syllogism, and Episyllogism. (c.s.p.)

Protagoras. (480 cir.—411 b.c.) Studied

under Democritus. Lived and taugbt in

Athens. He was the first who taught philo-

sophy and rhetoric for money, and the first to

call himself a Sophist.

Protanopia [Gr. TTparos, first, -f- aw -f onropai,

fut. o\jropai, 1 see] : Ger. Protanoine ;
F r.

prolanopie (suggested)
;

Ital. protanopia (sug-

gested). The name proposed by v. Kries for

what was formerly called red-blindness.

It is now known (especially by means of the

monocular cases) that partial Coloue-blind-

NESS (q.v.) or dichromasy, with a fewexce])tiomi 1
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instances, consists in blue-and-yellow vision,

with total lack of both the sensations red and

green. N evertheless, this red-green blindness

is of two wholly distinct types (which are

such as to have given rise to the earlier

belief that in one of these types red-vision

only was lacking, and in the other green-

vision only) : in the first, the so-called red-

blindness, the red end of the spectrum is

shortened, and the maximum brightness is

further towards the green (protanopia), and

this is much the more common form of the

two
;
in the second, the so-called green-blind-

ness (deuteranopia), neither of these two
characters holds. It is important to have

names for these two types, the more so as

it will aid in banishing the erroneous terms

red-blindness and green-blindness. The de-

fect of the mid periphery of the retina is

deuteranopia.

Literature : v.Keies, Ueber Farbensysteme,

Zeitsch. f. Psychol., xiii (1897). (c.l.f.)

Protasis [Gr. TTpoTacris, stretching forward,

what is put beforehand] : Ger. Vordersatz; Fr.

frotase\ Ital. 7;ro<asf. (i) This is not a

term of logic, but in grammar it now means
the conditional clause of a conditional sentence.

(2) The Greek word was used by Aristotle

in the sense of a premise, especially the major

premise, or more generally, for a proposition.

The corresponding Latin word would be jprae-

tensio. (c.s.p.)

Protection (economic) [Lat. pro -f tegere,

to cover] : Ger. Schutz, Schutzzoll
;
Fr. pro-

teclionnisme
;

Ital. protezione, 2>rotezionismo.

The restriction of free competition : e. g. pro-

tection to child labour. Specifically, a system

whereby international competition is restricted

by the imposition of a high tariff on the

importation of commodities.

Protection as a system was advocated by
the Mercantilists and opposed by the Physio-

crats. In the early part of this century it

was condemned by nearly all economists
;
but

it was advocated again about 1840 by Carey.

Almost all nations impose taxes at the

frontier as a means of raising revenue. Up
to a certa n point an increase in the tax rate

means an increase in the receipts; but beyond
this maximum, the fall in imports more than

balances the increased tux or duty on each

article imported. It will thus happen that if

a certain revenue, less than the possible maxi-

mum, is required, there are two tax rates

either of which will give it. The man who
chooses the lower is a free-trader

;
the man

whochoosesthehigher is a protectionist, (a.t.h.)

Protective (and Aggressive) Resem-
blance : Ger. Schutz{farbung, &c.)

; Fr.

ressemhlance protectrice Ital. rassomijlianza
protettiva. A resemblance to some part of

the environment which is of no interest to an
enemy, for the purpose of defence : hence
also called ‘ proeryptic.’ Mutatis mutandis,
aggressive resemblance is concealment from
prey for the purpose of attack : hence ‘ anti-

cryptic.’ See jMimicet, and Eesejiblaxce.
Concealment for attack or defence is ex-

ceedingly common in nature, and must have
been observed by all naturalists in all

times. Erasmus Darwin, in the Zoonnmia
(i. 509, 1794), says: ‘The colours of many
animals seem adapted to their purposes of

concealing themselves, either to avoid danger
or to spring on their prey.’ During the last

forty years the subject has been studied in

much detail as a result of the stimulus pro-

vided by the theory of natural selection.

The pioneer in this labour is A. E. "Wallace,

who used this subject as an illustration of

the working of natural selection in his section

of the joint Darwin-Wallace Essay lead

before the Linnean Society on July i, 1858.

He there suggests that among animals, and
especially insects with varied appearances,

those ‘having colouis best adapted to con-

cealment . . . would inevitably survive the

longest.’ Since that time, in many other

works, Wallace has developed the details of

the subject, has abundantly illustrated it, and
stimulated many other workers to add to

our knowledge of it. We can distinguish

between general resemblance (both protective

and aggressive) and special resemblance. In

the former an animal is invisible in its en-

vironment, like medusae in the sea, or desert

forms on land, by a general colour harmony,
the shape and form not contributing to the

concealment. In the latter, the animal re-

sembles some special part of its environment

in shape as well as in colour. Familiar

examples are yielded by the resemblance of

numberless insects to leaves or twigs. In

such cases the animal is not invisible, but is

liable to be passed by as an object of no

interest to its enemy or pi ey. IMany animals

are often concealed by lesemblaiice to the

same surroundings, and incidentally come to

resemble each other. Such likenesses may be

called syncryptic.

The cryptic colours of many animals are di-,

tri-, or polymorphic, varying through different

shades or combinations of green and brown,

the two chief colours of the vegetable world,
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winch forms the commonest of all environ-

ments. Thus, when the different individuals

of a species are in part green and in part

brown, an enemy is compelled to search over

a wider area and to occupy more time in

obtaining food. In many animals the colours

cliange appropriately according as the en-

vironment is changed in tlie course of a life-

history. Thus many caterpillars are green

upon the food-plant, hut become brown at the

end of larval life, when they descend to the

earth. In other cases there are regular

seasonal changes of colour following the

seasonal changes of environment, such as the

white winter covering of many birds and
mammals.

Yariuhle 'protective resenthlance. In the

highest and most elaborate form of cryptic

resemblance the colours of an individual

can at any time be rapidly modified into

harmony with arry one of the normal err-

vironmerrts. This power is possessed by
certain reptiles (such as the chameleon), fish,

crustaceans, aird cephalopods, and it is de-

perrderrt upon the connection between the

nervous system, on the one hand, with the eye,

and orrthe other with the contractile jrigmented

cells by which the colour is caused. In many
sedentary larvae <arrd pupae of Lepidoptera

the individuals possess the power of adjustirrg

their colours to the errvironment once, or

sometimes more ofterr. This is probably ac-

complished by the action of light reflected

from surroundirrg surfaces upon the termina-

tions of the nerves in the skin, and not

through the eyes. The cerrtral nervous

system is probably involved in the adjustment.

Advejititious protective {and aggressive)

resemblance : allocryptic resemblance. In

these examples an animal is concealed by
actually covering itself with some part of its

environment. With certain crabs (e. g. Sleno-

rhynchus) the covering of A?gae,&c., is changed

when the animal is removed to new surround-

ings, and it is probable that a similar change

of clothing is effected in the natural con-

dition. The coloured food in the alimentary

canal of many animals produces a cryptic

effect, seen through the transparent body-

walls. In certain caterpillars the chlorophyll

of the food-plant exists in a modified form

(metachlorophyll) in the ‘ blood ’ (haemo-
lymph) or ‘hypodermic’ (epidermic) cells.

This subject is frequently confused with
biological Mimicet (q.v.), in which one animal
resembles another which is specially defended

and unusually consincuous.

Literature’, generally the same as for

Mimicet (q. v., in biology). (e.b.p.)

Protestantism [Lat. protestans, from
testari, to bear witness]: Ger. Protestantismus',

Yi\ protestantisme’, lisX. protestantismo. The
distinctive principles of the Protestant branch
of the Christian Church, embracing three funda-

mental doctrines
:
(i) the absolute authority of

Scriptures as a rule of faith and practice

;

(2) justification by faith alone; (3) the uni-

versal priesthood of believers.

The name Protestant originated with the

protest of a body of the Reformed Church
against the action of the Diet of Spires, 1526.

It soon became an appellation of the whole

Reformed movement. In spite of differences

of sect and creeds there is substantial agree-

ment among Protestants upon the three dis-

tinctive doctrines.

Literature : Gibslee, Eccles. Hist., Lehrb.

d. Kirchengeschichte, iii; Gubeickb, Handb.

d. Kirchengeschichte (Leipzig, 1866), ii

;

Doenbe, Hist, of Protestant Theol. (Eng.

trails., 1871); ScHAFB, The Princ. of Pro-

testantism (1845). (A.T.O.)

Protist [Gr. TTpoiror, fii st]: (aQv.Protist] Fr.

protiste\ lia\. protista. An organism consist-

ing only of protoplasm, without any nucleus.

The name was proposed by Haeckel, but

the majority of organisms regarded by him
as protista are now known to have a nucleus,

and it is not certain that any true protista

exist
;
but some authorities claim that they

do. From the evolutionary standpoint their

existence is probable. See E. Haeckel, Gen.

Morphol. (1866), and Hist, of Creation (Eng.

trans., 4th ed., 1892). (C.S.M.)

Proton : see Rudiment, and Anlagb.

Protoplasm [Gr. -npioTos, first, -p Tr'hdo-ga,

anything formed or moulded] : Ger. Proto-

plasma
;
Fr. protoplasme

;
Ital. protoplasma.

The living substance of the cell, exclusive of

the nucleus. See Living Mattee.
The term was introduced by v. Mohl, and

rapidly gained currency. The conception was

widely spread by Huxley’s celebrated lecture.

The Physical Basis ofLife, which embodied the

results of Max Schultze and Kiihne. Proto-

plasm consists of two materials, probably both

fluids—the reticulum, and the cell sap or

hyaloplasma which fills the meshes of the

reticulum. Two theories as to the actual

structure are current: (i) according to

Flemming, the reticulum consists of threads
;

(2) according to Biitschli, the reticulum corre-

sponds to the partitions of a foam-like

structure.
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Literature: E. B. Wilson, The Cell (2nd

ed.) ; O. Hertwig, Die Zelle
;
Hennegut,

La Cellule
;
Delagb, L’Heiedite. See also

under Living Matter. (c.s.m.)

Prototype ; see Type and Typology (in

religious philosophy).

Frotozoon [Gr.7rp5ros, first, + (aov, animal];

Ger. Protozoan, einzelliges Tier
;

Fr. jproto-

zoaire] protozoo. An animal constituted

by a single cell, or a group of similar cells.

The cells may be multinucleated, and the

body of the cell may be very considerably

differentiated. Cf. Amoeba, Agamogenesis,
and Conjugation.

Literature: 0 . Butschli, Protozoa, in Bronn’s

Thierreich (1880-2); E. R. Lankester, art.

Protozoa, in Encyc. Brit. (9th ed.)
;
A. Sedg-

wick, Textbook of Zool. (1898); Y. De-
LAGE and Herouaed, Zool. Concrete, 1(1896);
Calkins, The Protozoa (1901). (c.s.m.-e.s.g.)

Proudhon, Pierre Joseph. (1809-65.)

Political writer and sociologist. Born and

partly educated in a village near Besanfon,

he was forced, by lack of means, to become

a type-settei'. In 1837 he won admission to

the Paris Academy, and the Academy of

Besanfon awarded him a three-year stipend of

1,500 I'rancs annually. In 1849 he was com-

mitted to three years’imprisonment for attack-

ing the president of the Republic. His
literary activity continued unabated, and in

1858 be was again committed for three years.

He escaped to Brussels, returning to Paris

in i860, after the general amnesty, where

he died.

Prove ; see Proof.

Providence [Lat. providentxa, from pro-

videre, to foresee]: Ger. Vorsehung', ¥v. pro-

vidence] ItoA. promidenza. The preordaining

and regulative agency of God in the world as

distinguished from his creative and sustaining

activities.

Providence is an essential feature of the

notion of the divine government, and implies

not only power, but conscious care and solici-

tude. It piesupposes a divine plan and pro-

vision, and involves personal attributes in the

deity. In Christian belief a distinction is

recognized between God’s general providence

and tl e special providence which has 1 egard to

the ‘ fall of a sparrow.’ The Stoics recognized

prov dence in a general sense, but denied

special providence, which seemed to them to

conflict with universal causation. (a.t.o.)

Provisional [Lat. pro -t- videre, to see]

:

Ger. vorlaujig
]

^r. provisoire] Ital. provvi-

sionale. Temporarily adopted : applied most

appropriately to any ratio resulting from
inductive inquiry; for the value obtained will

presumably be increased or diminislntd on

further investigation. (c.s.p.)

Proximate [Lat. past participle of proxi-

mare, to approach, but it is used to translate

proximus, next. The word occurs in Glan-
vil’s Vanity of Dogmatizing, but in no Eng-
lish treatise on logic before Watts]. In philo-

sophy, synonymous with Immediate (q. v.,

also for foreign equivalents), though not so

strong.

Proximate cause and effect

:

an obscure

term, like most of the terms of Aristotelianism,

which acquired some practical importance

owing to the courts holding that a man was
responsible for the proximate effects of his

actions, not for their remote effects. This

ought to determine what should be meant by
proximate cause and effect

;

namely, that that

which a man ought to have foreseen might
result from his action is its proximate effect.

The idea of making the payment of consider-

able damages dependent upon a term of

Aristotelian logic or metaphysics is most
shocking to any student of those subjects, and
well illustrates the value of Pragmatism
(q.v.). Burgersdicius,who is one of the clearest

of the Aristotelians, says : ^Proximate cause is

taken in two senses, to wit, in suo genere and
absolutel}\ An absolutely proximate cause is

one which constitutes its effect, not merely

immediately, but by its mere existence
;

so

that, if it exists, its effect {causatum, for

Burgersdicius is not limiting his remarks to

efficient causes) necessarily exists. The
proximate cause in suo genere is that which

immediately constitutes its effect, that is to

say, without the intervention of anything else

of the same order concurring to produce the

effect.’ Interpreting this in the light of

pragmatism, the man should be held respon-

sible for what might naturally be expected,

or feared, as the result of his action
;
but not

for effects depending upon subsequent occur-

rences which he could not anticipate. Bur-

gersdicius continues :
‘ One thing may have

many causes, proximate in suo genere, but

only one absolutely proximate. ... So the

proximate material cause of man is his body

;

the efficient, his father
;

the formal, his

rational soul
;
the final, hene esse.’

Proximate hxowledge is direct knowledge

of a thing, not knowledge through something

else. Better called direct knowledge.

Proximate matter is matter in a state in

which it is prepared for the reception of a
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form. The proximate matter of a syllogism

cousists in its propositions, as distinct from

the remote matter, which consists in the

terms.

Proximate object of a directive (as we now
say, normative) science is a certain one of the

obiects of practice, as distinguished from the

object of doctrine. In speculative sciences

there is only one object, the object of doctrine.

In practical sciences there is besides an object

of practice, which is that upon which it is

designed to produce an effect. In a norma-

tive science, such as logic, there are two
objects of practice—the proximate, is the

operation or action which is regulated, such

as reasoning, and the remote, which is that in

which that action takes place, such as a mind
or a science conducted by many minds.

Proximate witness, testimony. There is

liardly any such thing in English law. It is

the witness who testifies, not to his own ex-

perience, but to facts which he knows by the

immediate testimony of others. (c.s.p.)

Proximate (or Second) Cause : see

Creation.
Prudence \J.ni. prudentiaj': Ger. Klugheit]

Fr. frudence ]
Ital. ‘prudema. Foresight or

prevision of the consequences of our actions,

and the guidance of conduct by such fore-

sight.

This was regarded by Socrates as the

indispensable condition ami the absolute

guarantee of virtue :
‘ virtue is kiiowledge.’

It was also emphasized by certain members of

the Cyrenaic school, and by the Epicureans.

Eutler tended to co-ordinate prudence with

virtue, making the former the sphere of Sele-
LOVE (q. V.), the latter that of Conscience

(q. V.). The earlier hedonists, like Paley and
Bentham, affirmed the coincidence in the

experience of the individual, either present

or future, of prudence and virtue, of egoism

and altruism. The evolutionists hold that

a tei.dency towards such a coincidence is to

be recognized (cf. Spencer, Data of Ethics,

chap, xiv)
;
Leslie Stephen, however, regards

this effoit as no less hopeless than the attemjit

to square the circle or to discover perpetual

motion {Sci. of Eth., chap. x. § 35).
Sidgwick regards prudence as an equally

intuitive principle with benevolence and jus-

tice :
‘ I hold with Butler that “ reasonable

self-love and conscience are the two chief or

superior principles in the nature of man,”
each of which we are under a “ manifest obli-

gation” to obey’ {Meth. of Eth., pref. to 2nd
ed., cf. Bk. III. chap. xiii). (j.s.)

Pseud- or Pseudo- (in compounds) [Gr.

xl^fuSos, a lie]: Ger. pseudo-, fulsch-

;

Fr.

pseudo-; Ital. psewdo-, spurio. False, spurn

ous, feigned.

Examples are : Pseudaesthesia (q. v.)

;

pseudochromaesthesia, the imaginary per-

cejrtion of colours in connection with sounds

(see Stnaesthesia); pseudamnesia, an illusion

or mistake of memory in which a person

seems to remember that which he never ex-

perienced
;
pseudopsia, false vision, hallucina-

tion
;

instances under Mimicry (q. v., in

biology).
^

(j.j.)

Pseudaesthesia [Gr. false, aurdrj-

o-tr, sensation]: Ger. Pseudasthesie; Fr.pseudes-

thesie
;
lta\. pseudestesia. Illusion of sensation.

Applied especially to the cases in which
irritation of the nerve at the point of amputa-
tion of a limb (e. g. stump of the arm) pro-

duces the sensation normal to the end-organ

of the limb which has been removed (e. g. felt

as if in the hand). (j.m.b.)

Psyche [Gr. j/v)(ri, breath, life, soul, from

to blow]: Ger. Psyche; Yv. psyche;

Itdl.psiche. (i) The Greeks conceived man
as having a ‘ double,’ a second, shadowy coun-

terpart or likeness of the bodily existence, the

i'vxf This was not contrasted with the

body in the w'ay in which the psychical is now
contrasted with the corporeal. It was rather

conceived as a ‘ breath,’ a thinner more sub-

tile body, which formed the animating

principle in life, left the body at death through

the mouth or through a wound, and after

separation from the body had an existence

too unsubstantial to be called life.

Such was the Homeric conception. A more
definite existence and influence were implied

in the cultus of the souls of the dead which
was maintained by families

;
and the worship

of the gods of the underworld, especially the

cultus of Demeter in the Eleusinian mysteries,

directed men’s attention towards the ‘ other

world.’

(2) In the worship of Dionysus, which

was introduced from Thrace and subsequently

modified by contact with Apollo-worship, the

‘ psyche ’ becomes the primary superior half

of man’s nature. Exiled from some previous

dwelling-place into the body, its life in this

bodily state is a penalty rather than a privi-

lege. It escapes temporarily in ecstasy

(esa-Taais) or frenzy induced by the sacred

music or by fasting, and at such times becomes

united to the god and inspired (fvBeos) by
him. The true home of the psyche is not in

the lower world, but beyond the stars.
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Neither in this phase nor in the preceding is

the psyche distinctly mental or spiritual, but

in this phase its value is greatly enhanced,

and the dualistic separation of later philosophy

is anticipated.

(3) In the early philosophy of the Mile-

sians and Atoniists attention was so occupied

with the cosmos that the psyche was conceived

almost entirely as of like substance or (pvan

with the Avorld at large. Its character as

a moving, animating principle led to its

identification with the moving principle or

element of the cosmos when such an element

was distinguished. So Anaximenes regarded

the psyche as air, Heraclitus and Parmenides

as fire, Leucippus as fiery mobile atoms,

Diogenes as the warm air or exhalation from

the blood, Anaxagoras as participating in

the Nous (q.v.).

(4) The Pythagoreans, on the other hand,

centred attention much more upon the psyche,

and shared the views named under (2) above.

The world of the psyche was regarded as

higher and purer than the world of the body.

Philolaus further sought to affiliate the psycho-

logy to the cosmology by conceiving the

psyche as a ‘harmony’ of the bodily element,

but it is difficult to reconcile this with the

great emphasis placed upon the transmigration,

and consequently upon the persistence and

permanence, of the ps}che.

(5) It was Plato who gave full philo-

sophical valuation and expiession of the re-

ligious and ethical views of (2). The soul

(psyche) is in his view self-moving, immortal,

akin to the gods, and if not completely

identical with the ideas or ovo-ia which form

the world of true being, as contrasted with

this visible world of generation and cor-

ruption, it is yet participant in the idea of

life. It has seen the world of absolute being,

truth, beauty, and goodness, and under the

stimulus of beautiful forms recalls the visions

of its pre-existent state. Life in the body is

in truth an inferior existence, and the philo-

sopher longs to fly away.

The psyche is also given a semi-psycho-

logical analysis,with a controlling or directing

and a motor element. This latter is sub-

divided on an ethical principle into an appeti-

tive and a ‘ spirited ' (^dvfxoeiSis) part, corre-

sponding to what we should call the bodily

appetites on the one hand and the finer,

nobler instincts on the other.

(6) Aristotle, in his treatise Concerning the

Psyche, approaches the problem once more
from the biological and metaphysical stand-

points. The psyche is the organizing form
or Ektelechy (q.v.) which gives unity to

the bodily elements. It is the active prin-

ciple. Three grades of such organizing

activity are distinguished as the vegetative,

the animal, and the l ational soul, and these

are not separable from the body. In the

rational soul one part, the active Nous (q. v.),

like the psyche of (2), (4), and (5), comes ‘from

without,’ and outlasts the bodily existence;

but the psyche is not immortal, and some
later members of the school denied the

separate existence of the nous.

(7) Interest in the Stoic school centred

not in the psyche, but in the Pneuma (q. v.).

This served at first as a medium between soul

and body, at once material and psychical.

It thus enabled the Stoic to state the Avhole

life in corporeal terms, and yet to provide for

the animating and mental activities. This

naturalistic tendency was also conspicuous

in the physicians of the time, who related the

psyche more closely to the bodily functions,

and, as against the view of Aristotle and the

Stoics, located the psyche within the brain,

where, indeed, Plato had located the thinking

function, while assigning the 6vn6s or nobler

emotions to the heart, and the bodily appetites

to the liver.

(8) In the Jewish-Alexandrine, Pauline,

and Neo-Platonist psychology, the psyche is

in general treated as the animating principle

in close relation to the body, whereas the

pneuma (as lepresenting the divine breath

breathed into man), the nous, and the Logos

(q. V.) stand for higher entities. They are the

more universal, the more divine, the ethically

purer. By this more explicit separation of

the intellectual and ethical activities from the

physiological the conception of the mental or

psychical (in the modern sense) was at length

reached.

Literature : Rohde, Psyche (2nd ed.,

1897) ;
SiEBECK, Gesch. d. Psychol. (1880-4) j

Chaignet, Hist, de la Psychol, chez les

Grecs (1887 £f.); Stein, Psychol, d. Stoa

(1886-8); Zellee, Hist, of Greek Philos.;

WiNDELBAND, Hist. Philos., §§ 6, II, 1 3, 1 8,

19; Bendek, Mythol. u. Met., i (1899);
E. Wallace, Aristotle’s Psyphol. (1882);
Rodiee, Aristote, Traite de TAme (1900).

(J.H.T.)

Psychiatry [Gr. soul, -p larpda, a
healing]: Ger. Psychiatrie; Fr. 2>sychiatrie;

Ital. psichiatria. The study and treatment of

mental diseases. Psychintrist is a synonym
of alienist, and means a specialist in mental
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clistases. See Abnormal Psychology, Psy-
chopathology, Psychological Medicine,
and Psychosis. (j.j.)

Psychic or Mental (i) and (2) Psycho-
logical : Ger. {1) psychisck und {2) psycho-

loytsch; Fr. (i) psychique ou mental, et (2)
jtsychologique-, Ital. [i) psichico e (2) psico-

loyico. It is recommended that these terms

mark a distinction between conscious process

as it is apprehended (i) by itself and (2) by
another.

For instances of its application, see Mediacy
AND Immediacy, and Analysis (a case in

which the distinction is already realized in

the German terminology). (j.m.b., g.f.s.)

Psychic (or Mental) Blindness, Deaf-
ness, Dumbness, and Paralysis: see Blind-
ness (psychic). Deafness (psychic), Dumb-
ness (psychic), and Paralysis.

Psychic Effect of Drugs: Ger. psychtsclie

Wii'kungen der Arzneimitlel
;

Fr. effets psy-

chiques desqmsons; Ital. azionedei medicamenti

sulle facoltd mentali.

The fact that mental processes may be af-

fected by the action of drugs is a common
possession of mankind in all stages of civiliza-

tion. Among primitive peoples the prepara-

tion of drugs that produce some form of

intoxication is a widespread jrractice, and

often acquires a ceremonial significance. The
Orient has contributed several I’orms of psychic

poisons, and recent chemical and jiharmaceu-

tical research has added others. The use of

such drugs by the physician is insignificant

compai-ed to the extent of their abuse for the

purpose of obtaining some form of mental in-,

dulgence. Alcohol and opium are the most
important of such substances. The profound

alteration of physical and mental vigour pro-

duced by over-indul-ence of these poisons has

made the regulation of their use a serious

problem of modern society, and has aroused

the ardent interest of all who have a concern

for the moral welfare of mankind.
Information in regard to the effect of drugs

upon psychic functions is derived from casual

observation, from the recorded experiences of

physicians in administering them for specific

ends, and from experiments designed to deter-

mine by the application of psychological tests

the piecise influence of specific doses of given

drugs upon the sensoiy, motor, and intellectual

groups of functions. The description of

altered mental conditions and of the subjective

experiences of persons under the influence of

nient-al poisons also forms an instructive source

of information.

In the present imperfect knowledge of the

physiological substrata of specific mental pro-

cesses, it is impossible to classify the action

of drugs according to their effects upon the

chemical constituents and functional activities

of the several nervous centres. The most
extensive investigations consider the effect

upon the senses, upon movements, upon the

general acquisitional powers, upon memory
and association, upon co-ordination of delicate

actions, upon logical alertness, upon emotional

tone, upon the play of the imagination, upon
general intellectual status. But it is not

possible to arrange the available material

according to any strict classification
;

one

must be content with general descriptions

which illustrate or emphasize some limited

groups of typical effects. An important diffi-

culty inherent in the study of this topic is the

great fluctuation of individual susceptibility

to difi'erent toxic substances, the dependence

of the effect upon the dose, upon the manner
of assimilating it, upon climate, race, social

condition, general bodily tone, state of the

digestion, &c. The cause of individual sus-

ceptibility and immunity is here, as in other

connections, an unsolved problem.

The list of substances which have a more or

less distinctly recognized effect upon mental

processes includes alcohol, opium, hashish,

morphine, chloral, chloroform, ether, cocaine,

mescal, kola, tea, coffee, tobacco, the various

hypnotics such as sulphonal, paraldehyde, the

bromides, nitrate of amyl, and many other less

familiar drugs and preparations (mate, kawa,

lecheguana, anamirte, guarana, betel, &c.). It

will be profitable to confine attention to the

better known of these, and to consider first

the results of specific experiments on normal

individuals.

Kraei)elin, and others through his insti-

gation, measured the times of reaction to

simple stimuli, the time required for simple

sensory distinctions, and for indicating such

distinctions by appropriate movements, the

accuracy of estimating brief intervals of time,

tlie quickness and nature of associations, the

speed and accuracy of adding, the power of

committing to memory, the muscular energy as

indicated by the dynamometer, &c. ;
first under

normal conditions, and then at intervals under

the influence of given doses of alcohol, ether,

chloroform, tea, moiphine, bromide, &c. Of
their conclusions the following are capable of

brief statement. Alcohol in small doses (15
grammes) at first (for about 45 minutes)

quickens and then slackens motor processes,
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and from the start retards sensory and in-

tellectual powers ;
in larger doses the quicken-

ing period of motor processes is shortened,

and the retardation of all processes is extended

over a longer period, hut is not greater in

degree. I’he action of ether and chloroform

is quite similar, and consists in an acute

quickening of motor powers, and retardation

of sensory and intellectual powers; in light

doses hoth effects disappear after about

fifteen miiiutes
;

in stronger doses they may
last half an hour, and the motor acceleration

diminishes or disappears. Nitrate of amyl

presents similar results. Chloral (i gramme)
shows a gradually increasing retardation oi'

blunting of all the mental processes tested,

which reaches a maximum after an hour or

so, and is still perceptible after two hours.

Morphine (•oi gi’amine) presents a marked
motor retardation, reaching a maximum in

hours, together with an equally marked
quickening of sensory and intellectual pro-

cesses, which reaches a maximum in three-

quarters of an hour. Trional presents a retarda-

tionin such processes as adding and committing

numbers to memory, lengthens the time of adap-

tive or choice reactions, increases errors and

omissions in reading letters and words passing

across the field of vision, and slackens the

speed of writing, but has no effect upon the

associative processes, or the rapidity of repeat-

ing a given series of words or numbers, or

upon the ergographic efficiency; i. e. trional

affects the powers of acquisition, disposes

them to error, and impedes the execution of

co-ordinated movements. Bromide of sodium

does not influence the automatic associations

involved in adding, nor the innervation and
execution of movements, but increases the

difficulty of learning series of numbers, while

lessening that of learning nonsense syllables
;

if, however, the learning goes on under condi-

tions of distraction, the action of bromide is

to facilitate such acquisition, i.e. to lessen

the effect of the disti-action, thus agreeing

with the clinical use of bromide to dissipate

subjectively distressing feelings of anxiety.

The psychic effect of tea depends upon the

caffein which it contains, and this brings about

an increase in muscular efficiency, traceable to

its direct effect upon the muscular tissue

(although in Kraepelin’s earlier results a

diminution of motor power appeared), and
also a facilitation of familiar associative pro-

cesses, i.e. a gradual and distinct sensory and
intellectual stimulation. The effect of alcohol

on the practical efficiency of compositors’ daily

work has also been strikingly demonstrated.

Fragmentary as such conclusions may be,

they serve to indicate the trend of current

investigation.

Clinical obseiwation contributes informa-

tion regarding the mental effects of frequent

and habitual indulgence in drugs and of

overdoses. The profourrd alterations due to

alcoholic excess are described under Alco-
holism (q. V.). Like alcohol, opium, mor-
jihine, and chloral develop a craving for

the poison, and thus produce a habit and the

symptoms of a chr’onic poisoning. These
present a great variety of abnormal mental
phenomena, which, as in alcohol or opium, con-

stitute tlie characteristic intoxication. Certain

drugs produce no true intoxication, but only

special and localized symptoms, while still

others induce a more or less pi-ofound sleep and
irrsensibility. Thus curare and Calabar bean
{Physostigma venenosum), the ‘ordeal-bean ’ of

West Africa, produce motor paralysis through
their action upon tlje spinal cord or directly

upon the muscles, but leave sensibility and
mental action unaffected

;
quinine produces a

singing in the ears, and santonine induces a

yellowish tinge in the visual field
;
strychnine

increases reflex excitability, bromides allay it

;

cocaine produces a local anaesthesia; chloro-

form, ether, nitrous oxide gas produce sleep and
general anaesthesia, while many preparations

such as sulphonal and trional are administered

as hypnotics. Excessive doses of almost any
of these substances are truly poisonous, and
may lead to fatal results. Referring to the

medical treatises for the specific action of the

large list of toxic substances, attention may
be directed to the more intellectual changes

which certain of these drugs induce.

Dreams, or dream-like play of the imagina-

tion, delirium and raving, illusions and hallu-

cinations, changes of the personality may be

induced by opium, hashish, mescal, &c. De
Quincy’s account, W’ith due allowance for its

literary and personal flavour, illustrates the

variety of intellectual changes which opium
indulgence may bring on

;
the formulation of

the imagination, the increased vividness of

recollection, the undermining of will energy,

the stimulation of associative processes, the

exaggeration of space and time relations, and
the like. In an account of the action of

hashish {Cannabis indica), by Clarke, the ex-

perience of a student with his first dose of

the drug is recorded
;
he was shortly affected

with acute megalomania
;

his personal attrac-

tiveness, his physical powers, the magnificence
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of Lis ])ossessioiis aud surroundings weie
greatly inipretsed upon liim, aud led to a

forcible expiessiuu of his superiority to the

rest ofjuaiikiiid. Upon this ensued a splitting

of the personality, in ahich consciousness

No. I was a uotahle physician who pro-

ceeded to carry out remedial measures upon
the person of consciousness No. 2. After a

sleep the normal condition was re-established,

hut a vivid recollection of the extravagances

of the hasliish vision remained. In general

it is stated that the hashish visions are magni-

ficent and commanding, and are thus opposed

to those of alcohol, which are often minute

and terrifying and turbulent. The intoxica-

tion of mescal has been described as ‘ chiefly a

saturnalia of the specific senses, and, above

all, an orgy of vision. It reveals an optical

faii’yland, where all the senses now and again

join the play, but the mind itself remains a

self-possessed spectator.’ Dazzling visions of

marvellous colour-effects streaming with in-

describable brilliancy and play of colour from
the most common objects are described, com-
bined with no other disturbance than a sense

of weakness and a difficulty in respiration.

Depression and excitement, volubility and
incoherency, wild gesticulation, reflective

ecstasy, an exuberant sentimentality, a

voluptuous euphonia, an exaggerated sense of

self-satisfaction and ambition, a distortion

of orientation both literal and intellectual,

and indeed almost any of the insane disturb-

ances of psychic states and of emotional

fluctuation may appear as the result of drug
stimulation. The nature of such effects can-

not be explained nor anticipated, owing largely

to the important individual reaction to toxic

stimulation and to the inevitably imperfect

correlation of mental symptoms with physio-

logical substrata in individual cases.

The study of the psychic effect of drugs

yields one of the most significant forms of

evidence of the interrelation between mental

and bodily conditions
;

it contributes equally

to the conception of abnormal mental activi-

ties
;

it offers a means of psychological analysis

by varying certain factors of a psychological

complex, aud leaving the others unaffected.

When the specific action of drugs on nervous

elements shall have been ascertained, it pro-

mises to enrich the working conception

of brain functions, while fiom a practical

point of view it offers the physician the

means of altering the mental condition and
of allaying pain, but at the same time pre-

sents the problem of dealing with the drug

habits- so readily established in susceptible

individuals.

Literature : Keaepelin, Beeinflussung ein-

facher psychischer Vorgange duich eiuige

Arzneiinittel (1892); various arts, in Psycho-

logische Ai’beiten, i. (1896) 378—489, 500-
68, 608-27; ii. (1899) 326-99; Legrain,
art. Poisons of the Mind in Tuke’s Diet,

of Psychol. Med.; E. H. Clarke, Visions

(1878); Norman Kerr, Alcoholism and
Drug Habits, in Twentieth Cent. Pract. of

Med., iii. i—139; Small, Poisoning, ibid.,

497-623 ;
H. Ellis, Mescal, Coutemp. Rev.,

Jan., 1898; Ringer and Sainsbuky, art.

Sedatives in Tuke’s Diet, of Psychol. Med.

;

also the works given under Delirium. The
classical psychological description is in De
Quincy, Confessions of an Opium Eater, (j.j.)

Psychical Research: used also in the

other languages. As a technical expression,

psychical research owes its origin to the

foundation of the English ‘ Society for Psy-

chical Research’ in 1882. The object of the

society was, and is, to make an organized and
systematic attempt to investigate, various

sorts of debatable phenomena which are prima
facie inexplicable on any generally recognized

hypothesis, and which may be regarded as

having some bearing on the question of the

independent existence and activity of mind
apart from body. (Hereafter in this article

the society is called the ‘ S. P. R.’)

Some of the principal depai'tments of in

vestigation undertaken by the society are :

—

(1) An examination of the nature and extent

of any influence which may be exerted by one

mind upon another, otherwise than through

the recognized sensory channels (Telepathy,

q. V.).

(2) The study of Hypnosis (q. v.) and

hypnotism; and an inquiry into the alleged

phenomena of clairvoyance. Under this head

we may include various forms of automatism,

which have engaged the attention of the society,

especially crystal vision, automatic writing,

and the finding of water by the divining rod.

(3) A caretul investigation of any reports,

resting on testimony sufficiently strong and
not too remote, of apparitions coinciding with

some externalevent— as, for instance, a death

—

or giving information previously unknown to

the percipient(veridical hallucinations),orbeing

seen by two or more persons simultaneously

(collective hallucinations), or at different times

independently.

(4) An inquiry into various alleged pheno-

mena appal ently inexplicable by known laws
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of nature, and commonly referred by spiritual-

ists (cf. Spiritism) to the agency of extia-

human intelligences.

(5) An inquiry into the evidence for pre-

monitions and previsions, for which see Pro-

ceedings S. P. li., V, xi.

The aim of the society is to approach these

various problems without prejudice or pre-

possession of any kind, and in the same spirit

of exact and unimpassioned inquiry which
has enabled science to solve so many problems,

once not less obscure nor less hotly debated.

The founders of the society have always fully

recognized the exceptional difficulties which

surround this branch of research
;
but they

nevertlieless believe that by patient and

systematic effort some results of permanent

value may be attained. A similar society

was founded in the United States of America
in 1884, and incorporated in 1890 with the

British society. Societies with somewhat
similar aims have been established in Germany
and elsewhere, and much assistance has been

received from individual workers in various

countries. Psychical research has taken an

important place among questions discussed at

International Psychological Congresses.

The different branches of inquiry described

under the four heads above are not of course

independent of one another; and, in particular,

facts elicited by investigations under heads

(2), (3), and (4) form an important part of

the evidence bearing upon the subject dealt

with under the first head—the influence of

mind on mind otherwise than through the

recognized sensory channels, or telepathy.

But closely connected though many of the

subjects considered are, they cover a very wide

I’ange of phenomena
;
and the effort to treat

the evidence offered fur them in a scientific

manner has necessardly led to the adoption

of very various methods in different cases.

(i) As regards the first head, the experi-

mental method assumes the most important

place
;
and in applying it, the important thing

in the first instance was to establish the fact of

telepathy. But the establishment of the fact,

that is, the negation of the ordinary channels

of communication between mind and mind,

is clearly a matter of extreme difficulty, if not

impossibility, in any one case—not only on
account of the danger of unobserved sensory

indications, but on account of the very im-

perfectly known limits of the human faculties

acting through the ordinary channels. The
difficulty is increased by the fact that no

means have yet been discovered for producing

3

the phenomena of telepathy at will. If, in

addition, the honesty of all concerned cannot

be assumed—-and of course, strictly speaking,

it never can be—the problem becomes still

harder. As regards probity, indeed, the only

course seems to be to encourage as many varied

experiments by various persons as possilde, so

that the widespread attribution of intentional

deception which would be necessary to explain

them all may ultimately become absurd.

The necessity of guarding against uncon-

scious indications in experiments in thought

transference or telepathy has led to a good
deal of attention being paid to the possibilities

of such means of communication as ‘ muscle
reading ’ and unconscious whispering. Muscle
reading, or the interpretation of slight move-
ments and gestures, is the explanation of

those public performances in so-called thought
reading in which there is contact between the

person ‘willing’ and the jrei former; and
similar interpretations, often doubtless uncon-
scious, are the most probable explanation of

the ‘ willing game ’ in private. Tlie proved
possibilities of muscle reading render worthless

as evidence of telepathy almost all thought-

transference experiments in which there is

contact between the ‘ agent,’ or person trying

to transfer his thought, and the ‘ percipient,’

or person trying to read it. Any whispering

—

even unconscious—by the agent of the idea to

be transfeired is more easily guarded against.

Notwithstanding the difficulties, a con-

siderable mass of evidence for telepathy has

been accumulated by different observers, and
it is in this subject that the largest amount
of important work has been done by the

society. Eor a discussion of the evidence for

telepathy and thought transference see Tele-
pathy.

(2) Under the second head—hypnotism

or mesmerism, &c.— interesting work was done

by the late Edmund Gurney on certain

psychological aspects of hypnotism, and
particularly on the relation between more or

less disconnected states of consciousness in the

same individual (see Proceedings S. P. R., ii,

iii, iv, and v; see also the work of J. Milne

Bramwell, published in Proceedings S. P. R.,

xii). Much attention has, of course, been given

of late years, in France and elsewhere, to the

psychological aspect of hypnoiism without

reference to the problems of psychical re-

search. The light thrown by hypnotism on

the working of the mind is, however, of great

importance in relation to psychical research,

because of the opportunities hypnotism affords
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for the experimental investigation of sensory

liallucinations, automatic writing, and other

forms of subconscious activities. Tlie liypnotic

state also seems favom-able to the telepathic

process, and some of the most successful ex-

periments in telepathy have been conducted

with hypnotized percipients.

Clairvoyance, which we have included under

this head, is a term which has been used in

several meanings. The two most important

are: (i) the perception of things passing at

a distance, and known to some living person,

but not to any one in direct relation with the

percipient
;

this may be regarded as a form of

telepathy. (2) The perception of things un-

known to any living person, e.g. a number
taken at random from a bag and unseen by
any one. For clairvoyance in this second sense

there is not at present much evidence (see

experiments by Richet, Proceedings S. P. R-,

V, vi)
;
nor have the S. P. R. obtained much

experimental evidence for the first kind of

clairvoyance (see, however, some expeiiments

by A. Ba kman, ibid., vii). For a collection

of spontantous cases see papers by Mrs. H.
Sidgwick, ibid.

Crystal gazing, which is a method of in-

ducing visual hallucinations more or less at

will—in most cases with but a slight disturb-

ance, if any, of the normal consciousness

—

is a subject to which the S. P. R. has given

a good deal of attention. Interesting observa-

tions and experiments on it will be found

in the Proceedings S. P. R., v, viii, and xii.

Curious cases occur of the recrudescence

through crystal visions of forgotten impres-

sions, and it seems in some cases to be a

way of bringing telepathically received im-

pressions to the surface. Some persons who
can see visions in crystals can similarly induce

hallucination of voices by holding a shell to

the ear.

The use of the divining rod for finding

water is apparently an instance of automatic

and unconscious muscular action re;ulting

fiom an impression subconsciously receivid.

AVhence the iinpressioncomes, whetherdirectly

through the senses, or by subconscious ii ler-

( nee, or by m ans of some unrecogifzel sense

is ohscui e. But there is strong evidence that

nndergnmnd water actually is found by
‘dowscis,’ where experts have failed to dis-

cover it by other means. The evidence has

been exlmustively dealt with by W. F. Barrett

in the Proceedings S. P. R., xii and xv.

(3) Under the third head enumei ated above,

tt laige amount of investigiitiou has been

carr ied out by the S. P. R. into the subject of

what are popularly called ghosts. Sirontaneous

visual and auditory hallucinations—the appa-
rent seeing and heating of thii.gs not forming

part of tire physical world—are not iirfre-

quently experienced by healthy persons
; but

in most cases there is, of course, no reason to

attribute to these apparitions or voices any
more importance than to the ordinary deliber-

ately sought crystal visions. In a certain pro-

portion of cases, however, the hallucination

is ‘ veridical ’ or truth-telling. It coincides,

that is, with some external event unknown to

the percipient in a way that suggests a causal

connection between the two. The most familiar

instance is the apparition of a person at tlie

time of his death at a distance. In such

cases, after sufficiently establishing the fact

of the coincidence, the question we have to

ask is whether the coincidences occur more
frequently than they would do by the opera-

tion of chance alone. The method of inves-

tigation becomes therefore statistical. A first

attempt to deal with the evidence statistically

was made by Gurney in Phantasms of the

Living— a work in which the evidence up
to that time collected for coincidental hallu-

cinations was very fully treated—and for

this purpose he made a considerable collec-

tion of apparitions coincidental and casual, in

order to compare the two classes with each

other. It was felt, however, even at the

time, that a larger collection was required,

and a committee, under the presidency of

Henry Sidgwick, appointed at the Paris Inter-

national Congress of Experimental Psycho-

logy in 1889, collected, with the help of

fi ieuds, answers from 1*7,000 persons to the

inquiry whether they had ever had a sensory

hallucination. About 10 per cent, of these

answered in the affirmative, and their experi-

ences were carefully inquired into and analysed.

The results (publishecl m Proceedings S.P.R.,

X, as the ‘ Report on the Census of Hallucina-

lions’), besides bringing out much interesting

matter of other kinds about the spontaneous

hallucinationsof healthy persons, showed among
these 17,000 persons the alleged occurrence

of 381 apparitions of persons believed by the

percipients at the time to be alive, of which

80 were reported to have occurred within 12

hours of the death of the person seen. Even
after making very large allowance fur errors

of various sorts, described fully in the report,

the proportion is far beyond the i in

19,000 which, as shown in the report, could

be acco. nted for as due to chance.
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Apparitions coinciding with a death lend

themselves especially to statistical methods of

investigation, because the probability of their

occurrence by chance can be exactl}'^ calculated.

It will be observed, however, that statistical

considerations play a lai’ge part in most depart-

ments of psycliical research, even where the

investigation is experimental. In experiments

in thought transference, for instance, the

results are as yet so little under control that

the percipient as a rule has more often a

wrong than a right impression of the idea

the agent endeavours to transfer, so that our

judgment as to the value of the results depends
partly on an estimate of the number of suc-

cesses that would probably be attained by
chance.

Under the head of ‘ghosts’ the experi-

mental method has been applied in two de-

partments. First, a few persons have suc-

ceeded in telepathically causing a percipient

at a distance to see an apparition of themselves

or others. There is much need of fuither

expei’iment of this very important kind.

Particulars of some will be found in Phan-
tasms of the Living, in A-pparitions and
Thought Transference by F. Podmore, and in

the ‘ Eeport on the Census of Hallucinations
’

ah eady referred to. But see also Proceedings

S. P. R., xiv. 1 1 4.

The experimental method has also been

applied in the case of houses alleged to be

haunted. It is obvious that apparitions seen

in a house by one person, or even by different

persons at different times, but presenting no

marked characteristics unknown to the per-

cipients, do not prima facie differ from ordi-

nary subjective hallucinations. If, however,

B saw in a house an apparition markedly

resembling one seen by A, but of which B had
not previously heard the particulars, there

might be some ground for assuming a local

cause for that apj^arition. Various attempts

have been made under the auspices of the

S.P.E. to discover similar apparitions seen

independently in so-called haunted houses

—

the previous stories being kept secret from tbe

would-be percipients—but so far these experi-

ments have been almost without result.

Under head (4)
—

‘spiritualistic phenomena’
—widely dififeringphenomena are included. We
have first the physical phenomena of spiritua-

listic stances—the alleged movementof objects

and other mechanical effects, produced in the

presence of certain persons called ‘ mediums ’

or ‘ sensitives,’ without ordinary physical

agency. The S.P.E. has published investiga-

tions, conducted before its own foundation by
persons of repute, supporting the reality of

such phenomena. It has also done useful

work in exposing fraud and in demonstrating

possibilities of mal-observation, A paper on
this latter point by Hodgson and the late

S. J. Davey (in Proceedings S.P.R., iv) will

be found interesting. But there has of late

been little opportunity of investigating these

phenomena, from a positive point of view,

with ‘sensitives’ against whom there is no
wcll-fouud,ed susjncion of fraud.

With these physical phenomena may be
classed the alleged marvels which occurred in

connection with IMadame Blavatsky and the

Theosophical Society, for although post-mortem
agency was not claimed for them, they were
largely similar in character to the phenomena
of the seance room. They were carefully in-

quired into by the S.P.E., on whose behalf

Hodgson visited India in 1884—5. His in-

vestigations, of which the report was pub-
lished in Proceedings S.P.E., iii, aided by
the confession of some of Jladame Blavatsky’s

accomplices, clearly showed that the marvels

were due to trickery.

But what have proved the most fruitful

subjects of investigation under this head are

the communications received from ‘ sensitives
’

in the trance state, and usually claiming to

come from deceased persons. Like automatic

writing, such trance utterances, even when
there is no conscious fraud connected with

tliem, do not as a rule exhibit knowledge or

intelligence beyond the sensitive’s own. But
there are exceptional cases in which the know-
ledge shown by a person speaking or writing

in trance can bal dly be supposed to have been
acquired by normal means, and where we seem

to require at least the hypothesis of telepathy,

and sometimes telepathy between the sensitive

and persons at a distance in no direct con-

nection with him or her. Some of the com-

munications are found by some writers difiScult

to explain without assuming post-mortem

agency, and some investigators have convinced

themselves of the reality of this. The most
important publications by the S.P.E. of late

years have been detailed accounts of pro-

longed investigations by Hodgson, W. James,

Oliver Lodge, Newbold, Leaf, Myers, and
others, with such a trance-speaking sensitive

—a Mrs. Piper. Other inquiries, both with

this lady and another, are in progress, and

it is in this direction that most advance

seems at present likely to be made in psychical

research.
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Literature

:

Proc. Soc. Psych. Res., i—xv

(1882-1901; a ‘General Index’ of all the

vols. is about to be published)
;
Proc. Amer.

Soc. Psych. Res.jPts. I-IV (1884-9); Edmund
Gukney, Fkedekic W. H. Myehs, and

Frank Podmore, Phantasms of the Living

(1886); Frank Podmore, Apiiaiitions and

Thought Transference (1894), and Studies

in Psych. Res. (1897); R. Osgood Mason,
Telepathy and the Subliminal Self (1897);
G. B. Ermacora, La Telepatia (1898);
Andrew Lang, The Making of Religion

( 1 898) ;
Th. Flournoy, Des Indes k la planMe

Mars: Etude sur un cas de Somnambulisine

avi'c Glossolalie (1900); Dr. A. Lehmann,
Abei'glaube u. Zauberei (Ger. trans., 1898);
F. ^\’. H. Myers, Human Personality and its

Survival of Bodily Death (1902). See also

under Telepathy. (e.m.s.)

Psycho- [Gr. fbe mind or soul] : Ger.

Psycho-', Yv. psycho- Ital. ^jsfco-. Used in

combination to indicate what is in some degree

psychic or mental. (J.J.)

Psychodynamics : theory of mental process

considered as undergoing change and de-

velopment.

Psychoneurosis : Psychosis (q. v.), with

Neurosis (q. v.).

Psychoparesis : Paresis (q. v.) having psy-

chic cause or symptoms.
Psycho2>hysiology: Physiological Psycho-

logy (q. V.), or Psychophysics (q. v.). A
general and inexact term.

Psychostatics : theory of conscious states

considered as elements or contents fit for

composition or analysis.

See also the topics immediately following;

and cf. Psychic and Psychological, (j.m.b.)

Psychodynamics : see Psycho-.

Psychogenesis [Gr. i\fvxr], mind, 4- yAfo-ty,

birth]: Gicv. Psychoyenesis
]

Fr.^;syc//oye?zcse
;

Ital. psicoyenesi. The origin and develop-

ment of mind, and the science of it.

The term implies some form of development
under natural laws, and so excludes the theories

which deny this
;

as, for example, the ‘ special

creation theory ’—in so far as it denies real

development or evolution— is not called

psychogenetic. The problem of psychogenesis

is twofold: (i) that of the beginnings and
development of the individual mind; and (2)
that of the beginnings and evolution of mind
in the series of animal forms and in the

history of man. See Evolution, Develop-
ment, and (mental and social), with the litera-

ture cited there. (j.m.b.)

Psychogenic [Gr.\|rv;(^,soul, -f yAoy, birth]

:

Ger. psychoyenetisch
;

Fr. psychoyenique
; Ital.

2>sicoyenico. Of mental origin
; affected by

mental influences. Cf Genestc.
The paralyses and anaesthesias of hysteria,

the inhibitions and hyperaesthcsias of hypnotic

states, the pains and lears of neurasthenia, the

amelioi’atioiis following appeals to faith or

prayer are instances of psychogenic action.

The terms subjective, imaginary. See., are in

one way or another inexact or misleading.

Psychogenic is a technical term for the

mental dependence proper to such sym-
ptoms. Psychogenic symptoms have in part

an objective basis, but they are particularly

amenable to mental influence. (J.J.)

Psychological Automatism : see Auto-
matism (psychic).

Psychologism [Gr. yj^vxij, soul, -f- Xdyos,

science]: Qer. Psychohyismus
;

Yt. psycho-

loyisme; Ital. 2>sicoloyismo. (i) The theory

tliat ‘the soul can think without any real ob-

ject, or with an object furnished by itself . . .

that man is both intelligent and intelligible

in himself, suffices for his own intelligence,

without any dependence on any objective

reality’ (Browuson, Works, ii. 482). Cf.

Ontologism.

(2) The doctrine of Fries and Beneke

(see the histories of Falckenberg and Windel-

band), which translates the critical examina-

tion of reason (of Kant) into terms of

empirical psychology. (J.D.)

Psychologist’s Fallacy; Ger. Psycho-

loyenjelder Fr. sophisms des psycholoyues

Ital. sojisma psicoloyico. The fallacy, to which

the ps) chologist is peculiarly liable, of reading

into the mind he is examining what is true of

his own
;

especially of reading into lower

minds what is true of higher. ‘ The great

snare of the psychologist is the confusion of

his own standpoint with that of tlie mental

fact about which he is making his report.

I shall hereafter call this the “psycholo-

gist’s fallacy” par excellence’ (James, Princ.

of Psychol., i. 196; see also ii. Index,

‘Fallacy’). (j.m.b.)

Psychology [Gr. '^vxh, the soul, -|- Xdyot,

discourse]: Gev. Psycholoyie\ Yv.psycholoyie',

Ital. psicoloyia. The science which treats of

actual psychical processes, their objects as

such, and the conditions of their occurrence.

This definition requires some explanation.

In the first place, we have to ask : What is a

psychical process ?— and in the second : What
are the conditions of its occurrence of which

psychology must take account 1

(i) A psychical pi’oeess is a conscious
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process
;
and an actual psychical process is a

process as it takes place in the life-history of

some individual consciousness at a particular

time and in connection with some particular

bodily organism. It is especially to be noted

that psychology does not deal with ahsti actions

as its distinctive subject-matter. Logic, when
it treats of judgment, has in view only the

abstract form of connection between subject

and predicate, not the conciete process of

judging as it takes place in an individual

mind. But it is just this concrete process

with which psychology is concerned.

Similarly, thought in the abstract, as

the general relation between cognitive con-

sciousness and what is cognized, dees not

belong to the distinctive subject-matter of

psychology. \Vh;it the psychologist is distinc-

tively concerned with is the concrete operation

of thinking.

Such terms as attending, questioning,

doubting, hoping, fearing, dnsiiing, being

interested, &c., stand for psychical processes

which involve the distinction and relation of

subject and object. We cannot attend with-

out attending to something, question without

questioning something, hope without hoping

something, &c. Now, the pi imai y and distinc-

tive interest of psychology is in the subjective

side of this relation—in the process of attend-

ing, not in what is attended to, in the pi ocess

of desiring, not in what is desired. The dis-

tinction between the subjective process and

its object is in part of a formal nature, con-

sisting of a difference in time-relation. The
time-relations of the presented object itself

are different from those of its ajipearance to

consciousness. When we think of the future or

past as such, our thinking is notfuture nor past,

hut present. When we observe a building, its

parts and features are successively presented

;

but they are presented not as being successive,

but as coexisting. When we attend to the

order of presentation, we are attending to

psychical process as such. When we are

attending to the presented order, we are

attending to the object—in this case to the

building. But beside this formal difference

of time-relations, the subjective process has

also positive qualities of its own, which belong

to nothing else. The questioning attitude,

for instance, is no qualification of the object

:

it is a peculiar way in which we are conscious

of the object. The object itself is thought of

as determinate : it is only we who are unde-

termined in regard to it. Plainly, desiring,

longing, and voluntary choice are subjective

processes having their own positive nature as

distinct from the nature of their object.

It has been said that the distinctive interest

of psychology is in the subjective side of

the subject-object relation. But tliis does

not mean that the psychologist disregards

the objective side. This is impossible. It

is impossible to think of attention without

reference to something attended to, or of a
specific case of attentidh without reference to

something specific which is attended to.

Apart fioin a certain reservation tohe noticed

later on, the essential point is that psychology
only considers objects in their relation to

subjective process. It is not concerned with

their being and nature, so far as this being

and nature is independent of their being

actually cognized, attended to, willed, desired,

&c., by an individual consciousness. The
individual consciousness which knows, attends,

wills, desires, &c., is directlj’ interested in the

independent being and nature of the objects

themselves, and not in the fact that they are

presented to it or in the features which belong

to them only in virtue of their presentation

;

but it is just the fact of presentation and
all that is connected with it which constitutes

the special field of psychological inquiry.

The object of cognition interests the psycho-

logist only in so far as somebody cognizes

it, or comes to cognize it, or attempts to

cognize it, or forgets it, or remembers it, or

fails to remember it, and so on. The object

of volition interests the psychologist only in

so far as somebody wills it, or comes to will

it, or ceases to will it, &c. His interest in

the object of cognition or will is inseparably

connected with and conditioned by his intertst

in the processes of knowing and willing.

Thus he has no direct concern with the

constitution and Invs of the physical world.

But it is his special business to exhibit the

process through which such a world comes to

be presented to the individual consciousness.

He has no direct concern with spatial relations

as the geometer has. But it is pai’t of his

task to show how the young child gradually

becomes aware of such relations. He is not

called upon to define the real distinction

between right and wrong, or to determine the

answer to any p’ openly ethical question

;

but it belongs to his business as a psycho-

logist to show how the individual comes to

distinguish between what is morally riglit

and what is morally wrong.

It must hot be supposed that psychical

process as such necessarily involves the dis
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tiiiction of subject and object. In principle

it is possible to conceive a sentient being

Avbicli should merely undergo changes of state

without anything which could be called

cognition. Such a being would have varied

i'eelings without any distinction or recognition

of their nature or of anything else. It would

not be a conscious subject, but merely a

feeling-tiling. And even wdien the relation

of suliject and object exists, it does not follow

that the whole content of the psychical life

must enter into this relation. Part of it

may have only such being as would belong to

the feeling-states of the pie-subjective thing.

It may well be that this mode of psychical

existence belongs to the Subconscious (q-v.)

as such.

This has an important bearing on the

peculiar position of sensations in psychology.

Sensations are both objects and psychical

states. But they are not subjective states in

the sense in which we are using the term

subjective. Their psychical nature is such as

might belong to them as states of a irre-sub-

jective feeling-thing. In so hir as they do

enter into the subject-object relation, they
fall to the side of the object rather than to

that of the subject. But the fact that such

objects are also psychical states in the sense

explained invests them with a peculiar interest

for the psychologist. He is not merely con-

cerned with the process and conditions of

their presentation as objects to a subject;

he is also concerned with their own inde-

pendent being and nature. Hence he care-

fully distinguishes their varieties, classifies

them, investigates their qualitative affinities

and relations, and inquires into the conditions

of their production. If he investigated spa-

tial relations in this way, he would cease to

be a psychologist and become a geometrician.

But all that can be known about sensations,

it is the business of the psychologist to know.
And the reason is that sensations, besides

being objects, are also psychical, though not

subjective, states.

(2) Psychology considers not only psy-

chical processes, but also the conditionsof their

occurrence, which are only in part them-
selves psychical processes. Cf. Cause and
Condition. Thus it has to take account of the

apparatus of sensation and movement. It is

also compelled at every step to recognize the

existence of mental dispositions inherited and
acquii ed. Our actual conscious exj)erience at

any moment is determined by conditions which
result from previous conscious experience. I

recognize a man to-day because I met him yes-

terdaj’', although I may not have thought of

him in the interval. This can only be because

my experience of yesterdays has left behind an
after-effect, which persists through the inter-

val and determines my present consciousi.ess.

This is an acquired disposition. Again, what
are called in ordinary language love and
hatred are acquired dispositions cf a complex
character rather than actual psychical pro-

cesses. Love involves such actual conscious

states as being glad at a person’s prosperity,

grieved at his misfortune, rejoiced to meet
him, sorry to part from him, and so on. But
these conscious states are merely partial

manifestations of the sentiment of love,

varying according to the special occasion.

The sentiment itself is the permanent con-

dition of these varying phases of emotion.

Similarly, the difference between the musical

faculty of a Mozart and that of a man who
can hardly learn to tell one note from another
is a difference in inherited disposition. There

ai'e two ways in which disiiositions may be
regarded by the psychologist. He primarily

knows them by their efiects on conscious

process. They are, from this point of view,

merely ‘permanent possibilities’ of conscious-

ness. But he also has another clue in the

correlation of mental states and occurrences

with nervous states and occurrences. Dispo-

sitions have their physiological concomitants

in permanent modifications of nervous tissue.

Whatever doubts may be thrown on the prin-

ciple of psychophysical parallelism, so far as

regards actual conscious process, they seem to

have no practical foi’ce in the case of dis-

positions acquired or inherited.

Other definitions. Wundt’s definition agrees

with ours. According to him, psychology
‘ investigates the entire content of experience

in its relation to the subject ’ {Grundriss d.

Psychol., 3). Similarly Kiilpe :
‘ Psychology

is the science of the facts of experience in

their dependency upon experiencing indi-

viduals.’ But he immediately adds that the

individual referred to is the corporeal indi-

vidual. Now, it may or may not be true that

psychology cannot make any real progress

except in the way of connecting psychical

processes with bodily processes as their deter-

mining condition. But this view is by no

means so well asceitained or so universally

admitted as to justify its inclusion in the defi-

nition of the science. Some writers, e.g.

Th. Lipps and J. Ward, attempt to give a

systematic account of the mental life without
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reference to bodily processes at all. A similar

objection applies to Avenarius’ view: accord-

ing to him the problem of psychology is ‘ to

consider experiences from the point of view

of their dependence on the individual.’ But

he identifies the individual with the neural

arrangements and processes immediately cor-

related with the occurrence of ‘ experiences.’

A mode of definition, once common, but now
little used, is by reference to the peculiar

way in which psychical processes are supposed

to be known. Thus Beneke: ‘The subject-

matter of psychology is whatever we appre-

hend by inner perception and sensation.’ This

is open to the criticism that inner sensation

is not an intelligible conception, and that

inner perception can only be distinguished

from outer by the nature of its objects

—

these being psychical states as such. A sense

organ is as necessary a condition of the per-

ception of hearing as of the perception of

sound. (G.F.S.-J.M.B.)

Historical. Psychology as a systematic in-

quiry into psychical processes and their condi-

tions may be said to have begun with Aristotle.

His contribution to the subject is of real and
abiding importance. In the first place, he is

keenly aware of the intimate connection of

body and mind. For him, conscious process

is a phase of vital process. Soul {'p-vx^) is

simply the principle of life, includingvegetative

and spontaneousmovement, as well as sensation,

memory, conation, and conceptual thinking.

It must not, however, be supposed that he

regarded life as a mere function of matter in

the modern sense.
^
The living body and its

life are mutually dependent, and therefore

relatively independent. You cannot have

life without a body which lives
;
but, on the

other hand, you cannot have a living body

without a vital principle, which is more than

mere bodily process. The body and its life

together constitute one individual substance

which cannot exist without both of them.

In the second place, we owe to Aristotle the

systematic distinction of stages or levels of

mental process, so ordered that each higher

stage presupposes the existence of the lower,

but not conversely. Thus spontaneous loco-

motion presupposes vegetative process. But
vegetative process does not presuppose spon-

taneous locomotion, and can exist without it,

as in plants. Betentiveness and reproduction

presuppose sensation. But sensation can

exist without being retained or reproduced.

Conceptual thinking presupposes mental
imagery {(pavraala), containing revivals of pre-

II. .q

vious sensation. But mental imagery can exist

without conceptual thinking. TIjis point of

view may be regarded as containing the fii'st

suggestion of thegenetic methodin psychology.

For Aristotle holds that in the ascending

scale of animal life lower stages actually

exist before higher, being followed and supple-

mented by these in progressive order, until

in the fully developed human being they all

combine in systematic unity. Finally, we
owe to the Greek thinker many important

discussions of special psychological topics.

Among these we may refer to his elaborate and
penetrating account of sense-perception and
of its physical and physiological conditions;

his enumeration of the different principles of

association—similarity, contiguity, and con-

trast—and his explanation of dreams. As
compared with modern psychology, Aristotle’s

procedure exhibits the characteristic short-

comings of Greek science. Its main tendency is

towards mere classification, and hence it stops

short with certain general conceptions, such

as those of sensation, retentiveness, imaging,

reasoning, &c. There is no systematic effort

to analyse these processes so as to exhibit the

factors which are at work in them and the

laws and forms of their interaction. Thus,

though Aristotle clearly recognizes the prin-

ciple of association, he makes no extended use

of it as a general clue to the labyrinth of

psychical life. It is due to tliis habit of

dealing with large and more or less vague
generalities that psychological questions rarely

assume for Aristotle such a shape as obviously

demands for their solution minute, varied,

and systematic observation of particular

facts, to say nothing of experiment.

Yet Aristotle certainly made an excellent

start, and it is perhaps not going too far to

say that he did more for psychology than any

other single man. In the interval between

his work and the birth of modern science, it

cannot be said that any signal advance was
made in psychological principles or method.

We may regard Descartes, Hobbes, and Spi-

noza as representatives of modern psychology

in its earliest period. Hobbes and Spinoza

are convinced of the concomitance and covaria-

tion of bodily process and mental, and they

freely use this principle as a key to psycho-

logical problems. Both, and especially Spinoza,

give prominence to association as enabling

them to reduce the complexity of mental life

to relatively simple constituents, and to show
how these come to be combined. Yet neither

of them is a pure associationist. They are
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saved from pure associatioiiism by the essential

part which the conception of conation (cona-

Lis) plays in their sj'stems. Thus neither lose

sight of the teleological unity of mental life,

tliough this is more prominent in Spinoza.

Desi artes began a line of inquiry which
now belongs to physiological Psychologt

(q. V., physiological).

The main interest of Loche was not psycho-

logical. But in an incidental way he made
valuable contributions to the subject, and his

thorough-going attempt to exhibit all our

knowledge as due to combination and relation

of the relatively siinjile data of sense-appre-

hension and reflection exercised a powerful

influence on subsequent psychologists. He
himself did not give or attempt to give any
precise account of the laws and forms of the

process by which his simple data are elabo-

rated. He invented the term ‘ association

of ideas,’ but made little use of the principle

so named. Berkeley partly supplies this

defect by his account of the perception of

external things, and our knowledge of the

material world in general, as due to associa-

tion of relativelj’’ simple sensory data. In

this respect his theory of vision is important

as a starting-point for modern genetic ac-

counts of the perception of spatial relations.

Hartley and Hume, and later the two Mills,

bent on explaining all mental products as

the result of the interaction of assignable

factors according to laws capable of definite

formulation, make use of the principle of

association as the one key to all problems

(see Associationism). Hartley combines this

with a thorough-going application of the

principle of psychophysical parallelism and
a most interesting theory of neural vibra-

tions as tbe correlates of psychical processes

and dispositions. In Germany, Herbart,

with a similar ideal of scientific explanation,

introduces other forms of interaction be-

sides that of as.sociative combination, in par-

ticular psychical arrest or inhibition. He
also introduces the conception of psychical

systems or ‘ masses ’ which act and are acted

on as wholes. Further, he lefers the fading

away of presentations from consciousness to

arrest, so that their disappearance is a trans-

fomation into unconscious tendencies, which
rise again into consciousness when arresting

conditions are removed. Thus he is enabled

to make an extensive and systematic use of

unconscious factors in explaining the course of

mental life. Finally, we owe to him the first

thorough-going attempt to trace the origin

and development of our apprehension of

spatial and temporal relations.

We now come to what is termed the ‘ new'
psychology. The work of such men as Hartley,

James Mill, Bain, Condillac, Herhart, and
Beneke had gradually given more definite and
specific shape to psychological questions, so

that more ]irecise, detailed, and extensive use

of empirical material became both needful

and possible for their solution. In the main
these writers confined themselves to the facts

of every-day life collected from examination

of the contents and processes of their own
minds and from observation of other men.
But their industry brought psychology to a

point at which it could utilize manifold new
sources of information. Access to these has

mainly been opened out to it by the progress

of science in general. The modern develop-

ment of the physiology and pathology of the

nervous system and the organs of sense has

been of great importance in this respect.

Compare, for instance. Hartley’s theory of

vibration with tbe physiological psychology

of Wundt. Biology, too, has made a most

important contribution. The movement of

thought, which virtually commenced with

Darwin, has brought into effective operation

that genetic method in psychology of which

we find preliminary hints in Aristotle. As
examples of this line of inquiry, we may cite

Darwin’s own book on the Expression of the

Emotion and parts of his Descent of Man]
Spencer’s general account of psychical evolu-

tion in the ascending scale of animal life,

which forms perhaps the most valuable part

of his Principles of Psychology
;

and the

detailed researches of Romanes, LI. Morgan,
Dahl, Wasmann, Bethe, Mills, and othei'S.

Another field for genetic inquiiy has been

opened up in connection with anthropo-

logical investigations. We are already

beginning to study and compare the mani-

festations of mind in uncivilized and barbaric

peoples (Vblkerpsychologie). Sociology is

also beginning to receive attention. It is

becoming generally recognized that the de-

velopment of the individual mind in human
beings is essentially dependent on social

relations
;

and the study of the conditions

of social development both helps psychology

and is helped by it. The work of such men
as Tarde {Lois de VImitation, &c.), Baldwin

{Social Interpretations), and Durkheim {Le

Suicide, &c.\ exemplifies this line of researcli.

Another application of genetic method, which

has not been specially suggested or facilitated
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ah extra, consists in the study of the mental

development of children, as embodied in

such -works as those of Preyer, Bald-win,

Miss Shinn, Sully, and many others.

What is, however, generally regarded as

the characteristic and distinctive feature of

the ‘new’ psychology is the use of experi-

mental methods analogous to those of physics

and physiology. It is worth pointing out

that one of the earliest and most successful of

psychological experiments is due to a pliysicist

—embodied in Wheatstone’s invention of the

stereoscope. As the pioneers of the general

movement, we may mention Weber, Fechner,

Helmholtz, and WAndt. At present, as we
know, psychological laboratories are found

thi’oughout Europe and America. Perhaps

some of the votaries of this method exaggerate

its relative importance
;
hut there can be no

doubt that the results already obtained by
means of it are of very great value. These

directions and movements of research, except

the genetic, are all well represented in the

Principles of Psychology of W. James.

If, however, we were called on to assign the

most important advantage the ‘ new ’ psycho-

logy has over the old, we should have no hesi-

tation in saying that it does not consist in

the introduction of any one new method or

new kind of material. It lies rather in the

convergence of manifold different lines -of

inquiry, capable of yielding each other help,

guidance, and verification. Among these, the

old way of procedure by collecting, sifting,

and systematizing the facts of mental life as

observable in ordinary every-day experience

still retains, and always must retain, its

place. No one lias found it possible to write

a systematic psychology without it. (g.p.s.)

See the other topics Psychology
; also

Genetic, Child, Each, Social, Individual,

Vaeiational, Compaeatlve Psychology,
Psychophysics

;
and cf. Anthkopology, Bio-

logical Sciences. Moeal Sciences, Science,

Ethics, Sociology, Psychical Eeseaech,
and Psychic and Psychological.

Literature. Siebeck, Haems, Dessoie, each

entitled Gesch. d. Psychol.
;
the Histoiies of

Philosoph}^, passim ; arts. Psychology in

tlie Encyclopedias (Encyc. Brit, especially,

by Ward)
;
Villa, Psicol. Contemp. (1898;

Eng. and Ger. trans., 1 901-2); Baldwin,
Psychol., Past and Present, Psychol. Kev.,

ii; see also the other topics Psychology,
and Bibliog. 6, i, h. Of recent comprehen-
sive works, besides those already referred to,

the PsychoL Descrip, and Explan, of Ladd, the

Analylic Psychol, of Stout, and the Handb.
of Psychol, of Bald-win, are mainly intro-

spective; so also the treatises of Bbentano,
Hoeeding, Lipps, Paulhan, and Fouillee;
the Physiol. Psychol, of Wundt, the

Physiol. Psychol, of Ladd, the Psychol,

physiol, of Seegi, the Grimdziige d. exper.

Psychol, of K-ulpe, and the incomplete Psycho-
logie of Ebbinghaus, together -ndth the

laboratory works. Course in Exper. Psychol,

of Saneoed, and Laboratory Manual of

Titchenee, are physiologii al and experi-

mental. The genetic point of view is promi-
nent in the Lehrb. d. Psychol, of Jodl and the
^Manual of Psychol, of Stout. The general

works of VoLKMANN, Dewey, Eehmke, HOf-
LEE, and Munsteebeeg represent episte-

mological points of -view. A Bibliotheque

intern, de Psychologie experimentale of fifty

small volumes is appearing, edited by Toulouse
(vols. i—iii, 1 900-1). Most of the general

works contain bibliographies. (j.m.b., g.e.s.)

Psychology (biblical): see Biblical Psy-
chology.

Psychology (classification of topics in).

The arrangement of the headings of psycho-

logical science on logical principles and for

convenience of reference (as, for example,

in the construction of bibliogi'aphical

lists).

The following scheme is taken by permis-

sion from the Psychological Review, viii. i

(Jan., 1901). It is used in Psychological

Index, vii, for 1900 (March, 1901). We quote

from the introductory remarks of the editors

of the Psychological Review (loc. cit.). (j.m.b.)

‘ The responsible editors of this Review
drew up for the purposes of the Psychological

IndexihQ classification of psychologicalmaterial

which has been used heretofore in that publi-

cation. The co-operation effected with the

German and French reviews emphasized the

need of a common scheme, and Professor

Warren represented the Review in a con-

ference held in Paris during the recent Inter-

national Congress (1900). The agreements

reached, together with certain alterations

subsequently suggested, are now embodied
in the following scheme. It is thought that

this scheme—having thus the authority of

an international committee, and embodying
the opinions of experienced bibliographers of

psychology—may have value for the wider

use of public and private libraries, and we
recommend it to all those who are interested

in psychological classification. That it avoids

all difficulties and inconsistencies, we do not

0 c 2
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fietend to say
;

it embodies compromises and
considerations of ntility.

‘ In the division headings two alternative

schemes are presented: the “graded numerals”
and the “ decimal system.” The Index con-

tinues to use the former
;
but others who wish

to adopt the classification may prefer to use

the decimal system.’

SCHEME OF CLASSIFICATION.

I. Genebal o.

I. Textbooks and Systematic Treatises o-l

a. General Problems, Methods, Terms,
and Apparatus .... o- 2-0-5

3. History and Biography . . . 0.6

4. Collections, Proceedings, Diction-

aries, Bibliographies . . . 0.7

II. Anatomy and Physiology of the
Nebvous System . . .1.

1. General i-o

2. Nerve Elements . . . . i-i

3. Bi ain and its Functions . . l*2

a. Aiiaiomy of the Brain . . 1.21

b. Physiology of the Brain , . 1.22

4. Spinal Cord, Nerves, and Sympa-
thetic System . . . i-3

5. Eeflex and Automatic Functions . l-6

6. Pathological Anatomy . . . l-8

III. Sensation 2-

1. General; Synaesthesia . . . 2-o

2. Sense Organs (General) . . .2-1

3. Psychophysics (Weber-’s Law, &c.) 2-2

4. Psychometry (see Time Relations,

iV. 6) 2.3

5. Vision and Ocular Motor Functions 2-4

a. General..... 2-40

b. Anatomy and General Physio-

logy of the Bye . . . 2.41

c. Physics and Special Physiology

of Vision {Dioptrics, Adapta-
tion, Refraction, Accommo-
dation, Acuteness of Vision,

Perimetry, &c.) . . . 2-42

d. Visual Sensations . . . 2-43

e. Special Phenomena of Vision

{After-images, Contrast, Acf) 2-44

f. JEi/e Movements and Binocular
Vision .... 2-46

g. General Pathology of Vision . 2.48

6. Hearing 2-5

a. General 2-50

h. Anatomy of the Ear . . 2.51

c. Physics and Physiology of
Hearing .... 2*52

d. Auditory Sensations . . 2.53

e. General Pathology of Hearing 2.58

7. Other Senses . , . .2-7
a. Tasti and Smell . . . 2-7I-2-72

h. Cutaneous,Pressure, and Joint
Senses . • 2-73

e. Muscle Sense and Muscles . 2*74

d. Static Senses {Position, Egui-
lihrium, and Dizziness') . 2*75

e. Organic, Pleasure and Pain
Senses; General Sensibility

.

2*76

/. Miscellaneous Senses . . 2.77

8. General Pathology of Sensation . 2-8

IV. Chaeacters op Consciousness
1. General......
2. Attention, Apperception, and Selec-

tion ......
3. Association .....
4. Habit, Accommodation, and Adapta-

tion

5. Work and Fatigue . ,

6. Time Relations of Consciousness

;

Mental Chronometry . .

V. Cognition
1. General. . . . . .

2. Perception and Idea; Reading
3. Perception of Time, Space, and

Motion .....
4. Memory and Imagination (see also

Dreams, IX. i) .

5. Judgment and Belief; Reasoning .

6. Reflection and Self-consciousness .

7. Normal Illusions and Normal Sug-
gestion .....

8. General Pathology of Cognition

VI. Affection (Feeling and Emotion) .

1. General
;
Pleasantness and Unplea-

santness .....
2. Emotion and its Expression . .

3. General Pathology of Feeling

VII. Conation and Movement
1. General ; Dynamogenesis and In-

hibition .....
2. Organs of Movement (see Muscle

Sense, III. 7, c) .

3. Instinct and Impulse (Imitation,

Play, &c.) .....
4. Special Motor Functions . .

a. Language and, Song
h. Handtoriting and

~

C. Walhing . . . .

d. Other Motor Functions (see

also Eye Movements, III. ^f)
5. Volition and Effort ...
6. Freedom of the Will . .

7. General Motor Pathology

VIII. Higher Manifestations of Mind
1. Logic and Science

;
Methodology .

2. Ideals and Values ...
3. Theory of Knowledge . . .

4. Aesthetics . . . • .

5. Ethics

6. Religion

IX. Sleep, Trance, and Pathology
1. Sleep and Dreams ...
2. Hypnosis and Trance States ,

3. Psycliical Research . . .

4. Pathology, General Discussion

5. Nervous Disease . . . .

a. General.....
b. Neurasthenia and General

Paralysis . . . .

0. Epilepsy and Hysteria . .

d. Other Neuroses . .

6. Mental Disease ....
a. General {Insanity) . .

h. Idiocy, Imbecility, die. . .

c. Other Special Psychoses .

7. Medical Jurisprudence . . .

X. Genetic, Individual, and Social

Psychology . . . .

r. Evolution and Heredity .

2. Comparative Psychology , .

3 -
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3. Mental Develo|)ni''nt . . . 9-3

o. OenernI ; Adolescence and
t^enescerici' . • 9-30

h. Child Psychology . . . 9-31

e. Pedag'yy .... 9-32

4. Individual, bex, and Class Psycho-
logy 9'4

5. Folk Psychology . . . .9-6
6. bocial Psycliology.... 9-6

7. Pace Pathology .... 9-8

a. Criminology .... 9-81

h. Degeneration .... 9-83

Psychology (empirical, rational) : Ger.

empirische, rationale Psychologic', Fi. psycho-

logic cvipirique, rationnelle
;

Ital. psicologia

empirica, razionale. Empirical psychology is

psycliology fiom which problems of meta-

physics and epistemology are excluded
;
that

is, Psychology as defined under that topic,

and pursued by inductive and experimental

methods. Eational psychology is the depart-

ment of philosophy which deals with the

nature of the mental principle in its relation

to other forms of being, having such subor-

dinate problems as the relation of Mind and
Body (q. v.), the validity of knowledge (see

Epistemology, 2), &c.

The distinction is rapidly going out of use,

since the matter of rational psychology is

being taken up by philosophy and epistemo-

logy, and the term psychology left to the

other meaning. In theology, however, psycho-

logy of the ‘ rational ’ sort—often called

pneumatology—is treated as a branch of theo-

logical Anthropology (q. v. ;
the theory of

man in relation to God), of which somatology

(theory of the body) is the other branch (cf.

Biblical Psychology). (j.m.b.)

Psycliology (experimental): Ger. experi-

mentelle Psychologic

;

F r. psychologic cxperi-

mentale
;

Ital. psicologia sperimentale. Ex-
perimental psychology may be defined as that

Psychology (q. v.) or branch of psychology

which employs experimental methods and
appliances in its investigations.

The phrase seems to have been first used

by Wundt {Beitr. z. Physiol, d. Sinneswahm.,

1862), who, in the introductory paragraphs

of the Physiologische Psychologic (1874 and
1 893), practically identifies experimental with
physiological psychology. ‘ If we lay stress

on peculiarity of method,’ he says, ‘ we may
call our science experimental psychology, as

contradistinguished from the older doctrine

of mind, of which the sole foundation was
introspection.’

There is great difference of opinion in

detail as to the meaning and application of

the term ‘ experimental.’ Some psychologists

restrict the efficacyof the expei imental method
to the simple mental processes

; others declare

that the whide of mind is accessible to experi-

mental investigation. Some make experiment
the check and control of introspection; others

would jcplace introspection by experiment.

Some assert that no observation is experi-

mental whose results cannot be quantitatively

expressed
;

others deny the possibility of

quantitative work in psychology. Contro-
versies upon such questions are natural in

a young science, and more especially in a
science whose subject-matter touches general
human interests so closely. Their resolution

must be left to time. (e.b.t.)

In France—and the usage is becoming more
general—experimental psychology is used
simply for psychology separated from meta-
physics and treated by positive methods

;
it

is an experimental science in the sense of

being empirical and inductive. In this sense

the chair of Psychologic experiment ale in the

Sorbonne is named. (l.m.-j.m.b.)

A more restricted usage is also current in

English, and in some degree in German,
which limits experimental psychology to

the method of experimenting which does not

involve the organic physiological processes;

this latter sphere of experiment, i. e. through

the internal organs and processes, being called

physiological psychology. This is substan-

tially the same distinction as that between
‘ external’ and ‘ internal ’ psychophysics men-
tioned under Psychology (physiological).

(J.M.B.)

An early piece of psychological experimen-

tation is Weber’s investigation into touch and
common feeling (1846: see Haptics); but scat-

tered psychological experiments may be found

in the works of such men as Bonnet, Tetens,

Wheatstone. Weber’s example has been fol-

lowed by Fechner, A. W. Volkmaun, Helm-
holtz, and Wundt in Germany, and by many
others, more recently, in other countries.

Several journals—the Philos. Stud. (1881 ff.),

the Zcitsch.f. Psychol, (1889 ff. ), the Amer. J.

ofPsychol.{i 88 ‘j ff.),the Psychol. Aer. (1894 ft.),

and the Annee Psychol. (1895 ff.), in par-

ticular—devote much of their space to experi-

mental psychology; and of the older journals.

Mind and the Rev. philos. have published

many experimental papers. Cf. Laeoeatoey
AND Appaeatus, and the other topics Psy-

chology. (E.B.T.)

Literature, Fechner, Elemente d. Psycho-

physik (i860; repr. 1889, with bibliog. of

Fechner)
;
Muller, Grundlegung d. Psycho-
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jtliYsik (^1879); Helmholtz, Physiol. Optik

(1st eil
, 1867); Tonemptiiiihnigen (ist eih,

1862); KUlpe, Grundriss d. Psycliol. (1893);
Arch. f. Gesch. d. Philos., vi

;
Pliilos. ]\Ioiiatsh.,

XXX

;

James, Princ. of Psychol., i (1892^);

Y’uxlt, Essays (1885), 127 (also as cited

ahuve)
;

Titchenee, Outline of Psychol.

(1896), and Exper. Psychol. (1901—) ;
Kieot,

( >er. Psychol, of To-day (Eng. trans.)
;
Binet,

Introd. a lapsychol. exper. (1894); Sceiptuee,

The New Tsychoh; Hunsteebeeg, Beitr. z.

exper. Psychol. (1889 £f.)
;

Ebbinghaus,
Ginudz. d. Psychol. (1897-); Villa, Psicol.

contemp. (1898) ;
Sanfoeb, Course in Exper.

Psychol., Sensation and Perception (1898).

See Bibliog. G, i,d.

See the other topics Pstchologt, Pstcho-
PHVSics, and Reaction Time. Cf. also the

experimental topics Attention, Memoey,
jMove.ment, Optical Illusions, Sensation,

and the various special sensation headings.

(E.B.T.-J.M.B.)

Psychology (physiological) : Ger. jdiysio-

lo<jit-che Psycholoyie] Fr. psijcholoyie physio-

l }yiqve
;

Ital. qisicoloyia Jisioloyica, or psico-

Jisioloyia. The new psychology took shape

from the confluence of two streams of work,

the psychophysical and the physiological.

AYeber was early among the experimentalists;

Fechner is called the father of psychophysics.

Over against these men, on the physiological

side, stands Lotze, with the Medicinische

Psychologie (1852). Wundt combines the

‘external psychophysics’ of Fechner with the

‘mental physiology’ (internal psychojrhysics)

of Lotze. His Physioloyische Psychologie

(four editions, 1874) defines the problem of

physiological psychology as follows :
‘ It has,

first, to investigate those vital processes

which, standing midway between external and
internal experience, require the simultaneous

application of both methods of observation,

the external and the internal ; and secondly,

from the point of view which it has gained in

the investigation of these processes, to survey

the whole realm of vital phenomena, and so,

if possible, mediate a comprehensive theory

of human existence.' Wundt makes no dis-

tinction between physiological and experi-

mental psychology.

Rudiments of a physiological psychology
can be found far back in the history of philo-

sophy. Hobbes, in particular, is prominent
in this rcgaid among English philosophers.

The sub-title of Lotze’s work is Physiolngie der
Seeh, and it was translated into French as

Privcipes de, psycholog ey lysioloyiyue
[3 et the

name is to be found earlier, in Chardel’s Essai

de psychologie physiologique, 1837

—

th.z.].

Carpenter speaks of mental physiology (1867),
Alaudsley of the physiology of mind (1874).
AVundt used the phrase in 1874, as a matter
of course. Ladd [Elements ofPhysiol. Psychol.,

1888) defines it as ‘psychology approached
and studied from the “ physiological ” side or

point of view.’ Ziehen [Introd. to Physiol.

Psychol., 1892) gives the following scheme:

(1) Speculative psychology.

(2) Empirical psychology.

() Autonomic (p.sychical process with-

out concomitant cerebral).

() Physiological (psycliical process with
concomitant cerebral

;
integral part

being metric physiological psycho-

logy', or psychophysics).

This classification has not, however, found

any general acceptance. The fact is (cf. Psy-

chology, the new) that the stream of thought

I'unning through Flourens (1842), Broca

(1863), Fritsch and Hitzig (1870), Ferrier

(1873), Munk, Goltz, Luciani, Tamburini,

Horsley. Flechsig [Gehirn u. Seele, 1894),
Exner [Entwurf zu einer physiol. Erkldrung
d. p>sych. Processe, 1894)—the physiological

stream proper—has joined with the psycho-

physical stream to constitute modern psycho-

logy at large. Hence w hile individual authors

may, for pedagogical purposes, classify and
distinguish the new psychology, experimental

psychology, physiological psychology, psycho-

physics, psychophy siology, &c., there is really

no sharp line of demarcation to be drawn.

It is significant that Sergi’s work, pub-

lished in 1879 in Italian as ‘Elements of

Psychology,’ should ajrpear in the Fjench

edition of 1888 as a ‘Physiological Psycho-

logy.’ Ebbinghaus’ psychology might equally

well be entitled either experimental or physio-

logical psychology. (e.b.t.)

In France the tradition comes down from

Descartes and Malebranche, through a series

of medical authorities of the first rank—
Cabanis, Esquirol, Maury, &c. The Society

medico-psychologique presei’ved this tradi-

tion, and its influence was marked upon the

woik of Taine. More recently the patho-

logical school—Charcot, Beaunis, Gley—have

bruughtthis movement into unionwith the two
other great streams mentioned above, notably

through their work in aphasia, hypnotism,

disorders of personality, &c. (l.m.)

Foi' a more restricted definition of physio-

logical psychology—in the sense of Tib® ‘ex-

ternal psychophysics ’ of Fechner, mentioned
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above—see Psychology (experimental). A
note on the history of instruction in labora-

toiy psychology is given under Labokatoey
AND Appakatus, I. Apart from woik done

under other names, especially in medical

schools, possibly the earliest courses in physio-

logical psychology proper, with demonstra-

tions of brain anatomy and physiology, were
those of James (about 1880) at Harvard, and
McCosh, Osborn, and Scott at Princeton

(1883). Cf. the other topics Psychology.
Literature : the works cited above

;
Bib-

LiOG. G, I,
;

see also Psychology (experi-

mental). (J.M.B.)

Psychology (National): see Psychology
(empirical, &c.).

Psychology (the new) : Ger. die moderne

Psychologies Yv.la psychologienouvelles Ital.

la nuova psicologia. Modern psychology, in

its experimental and physiological aspects

;

scientific as opposed to philosophical psycho-

logy. 'So we speak of the new physiology

of Ludwig
;
the new pathology of Virchow

;

the new cliemistry of Liebig.

The dividing line between the old and the

new psychology may perhaps be found in

the psychology of Herbart, who ovei threw

the psychology of faculties, while he still held

fast to a metaphysical basis for psychology.

Most of t1ie prominent living psychologists

have been strongly influenced by the ‘new’
psychology, even if they are not primarily

experimentalists. So Brentano, Lipps, Jodi,

Bain, Hdffding, Ladd, James, Baldwin,

Sully, Ward, Stout, Stanley Hall, Bibot,

Paulhan, Fouillee, Rehmke, Ardigb, Sergi,

Morselli, &c. (e.b.t.)

It is probable that the movement was pre-

pared for by the British associationists and
empirical thinkers, of whom J. S. Mill and
Spencer may be especially mentioned (cf.

Bibot, Psychol, angl. contemp.'). With tliis

movement note should also be made of tlie

French school of mental pathologists (Charcot,

Pierre Janet), whose methoils and results are

vitally incorporated in tlie body of the ‘new’
psychology. Cf. the other topics Psycho-
logy. (L.M.-J.M.B.)

Psycliometry [Gr. soul, -f fieVpov, a

measure]; Ger. Psychometrie] Fr. psycho-

metric
;

Ital. psieometria. This term has been
used as synonymous with experimental psy-

chology or exact psychology. If retained at

all, it is best confined to the department con-

cerned with the measurement of the time of

psyclu physical and mental processes. See
Eeaction Time. (j.mck.c.)

It has been taken over by a form of new
mysticism, and had better be abandoned
by scientific psychology. The term Psych 0-

metrie was used by Wolff {^Psychol. Emp., §522)
for the mathematical treatment of ps}cho-

logical pi’ocesses. (j.m.b. h.c.w.)

Psychomotor : Qqv. psychomotorisch; Fr.

psychomoteur
]
HaX. psicomotore {-torio). Ap-

plied to action considered as following upon a

mental state. See Ideo-motok, and Sensoei-
MOTOE

;
and cf. Dynamogenesis. (j.m.b.)

Psychoneurosis ; see Psycho-.

Psychonomic Forces. Foeces (q.v., figu-

rative meanings) (i) which condition mental
development, or (2) which, being of the

psychological order, enter into and determine
social change. The theory of these forces con-

stitutes PsYCHONOMics (q.v., also for derivation

and equivalents). (j.m.b.)

Fsychouomics [Gr. -^vxr], mind, -f rd/roj,

law]: Ger. Psychonomik) Fr. psychonomique',

Ital. psiconomia (these equivalents are sug-

gested). Suggested to designate (i) that

branch of science which investigates the rela-

tion of the individual mind to its (especially

social) environment, after analogy with Biono-
mics (q. V.) and Socionomics (q. v.)

;
and (2)

that branch of Sociology (q.v.) which deals

with the psychological factors and laws in-

volved in social organization and development.

This branch of inquiry treats, frum the

objective or sociological point of view, the data

with which Social Psychology (q.v.) deals

from the subjective or psychic point of

view. (J.M.B., E.H.G.)

Fsychoparesis : see Psycho-.

Psychopathology [Gr. soul, -|-

disease]: Qer. Psychopathologie) Pv. })sycho-

pathologie
;

Ital. psicopatologia. The general

study of diseased mental conditions; a synonym
of psychiatry and abnormal psychology, but

l atlier more comprehensive than either, be-

cause it emphasizes the general scientific study

of all forms of mental aberration. Its more
precise synonym is mental Pathology (q.v.).

See Psychosis (2).

As compared with abnormal psychology it

emphasizes the pathological, while the latter

term emphasizes the psychological point of

view
;
nor does it as prominently as the latter

term consider minor mental deviations. As
a type of a treatise with this title see

Emminghaus’ Allgemeine PsychopaLologie.

The term psychopatliist is occasionally met
with as synonymous with psychiatrist. Psycho-

path is occasionally used, as synonymous
with neuropath or neurotic, to indicate an
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individual of abi.onnal m^^ntal make-up, but

not necessarily in-iune. The use of psyebo-

patbology for psychotberapeutics or mind-

cure is not correct. (J.J.)

Psychophysical Apparatus : see Labo-
KATOKY AND APPARATUS.
Psychophysical (Measurement) Me-

thods : Ger. ]psycho}>hysische Mas><melhoden ;

Fr. methides //sychophysiques Ital. metodi

psicojlsicln. Methods for studying the rela-

tion between stimuli and sensations and the

accuracy of perception; used more especially

in the case of the measurement of intensity.

The methods are divided by Wundt into

gradation methods and error methods. The
gradation methods are the method of least

noticeable difference and the method of

mean gradation. The Ibrmer, originally used

by Weber, determines for different stimuli

the difference in intensity or size that can

just be noticed. The latter, introduced into

psychology by Plateau, finds a stimulus ap-

parently midway between two others. The
error methods are the method of average error

and the method of right and wrong cases. By
the former, first used by Fechner and Volk-

mann, one stimulus is adjusted until it appears

to be the same as another, and the average

error in a series of trials is calculated. By
the latter, suggested by Vierordt, two stimuli

are presented differing by a small amount,
and the observer decides which appears to be

the greater. All the methods give a constant

error and a variable error. In order to

separate these errors and to secure i-eliable

results, various precautions must be regarded,

which are discussed at length in the extensive

literature relating to the subject. Of. Ebeoes
ou Obseevation, Fechnee’s Law, Webee’s
Law, and Peobability. Discussion and re-

ferences to tlie literature will be found in

Fechner’s Elemente der Fsyehnpkynih (i860)

and subsequent works, and in Wundt’s Physio-

logische Psychologie. (j.mcr.c.)

Literature : Weber, Annotationes de Pulsu,

Resorptione, Auditu et Tactu (1834); Der
Tastsinn u. das Gemeingefiihl, in Wagner’s
Handb. d. Physiol., III. ii (1846); and Amiota-
tiones Anatomicae et Physiologicae (Lipsiae,

1851); FeciiNee, Zend-Avesta (1851);
Elemente d. Psychophysik (i860); In Sachen
d. Psychophysik (Leipzig, 1877); and Revi-
sion d. Hauptpunkte d. Psychophysik (1882);
Wundt, Grundziige d. physiol. Psychol. (4th

ed., 1893); Ueber die .\lelhode d. Minimal-
anderungen, Philos. Stud. (Leipzig, 1883);
G. E. Mublee, Grundlegung d. Psychojrhysik

(1879); Ribot, German Psychol, of To-day
(Kiig. trans., 1886) ;

Jasteow, A Critique ot

Psychophysical Methods, Amer. J. of Psychol.

(1888), i. 271 ; Fullerton and Cattell, On
the Perception of Small Differences (1892);
Kulpe, Outlines of Psychol. (1895) ;

Ebbing-
HAus, Grundziige d.Psychol.(i897-)

;
Villa,

Psicol. Contemp., chap. iv. (j.mor.c.-j.m.b.)

Psychophysics
f
Gr. soul, -f <f>v<TiK6s,

physical]: Gev. Psychophysik; Fv. psycho2)hy-

sique
;

Ital. psicujisica. The term l.as been

used as synonymous with expeiimental and
physiological psychology. Better usage, liow-

ever, confines it to tliat department treating the

relations of physical stimuli to sensations,

more especially their relations of intensity. Of.

Fechnee’s Law, and AVebee’s Law; and see

Psychophysical METHODs(alsofor literature).

The adjective ‘ psychophysical ’ is used in a

somewhat wider sense, to designate the rela-

tion between mind and body. (b.m^e.g.)

Psychophysiology : see Psycho-.

Psychosis [Gr. i/^^aanr, a giving of life

or soul, animating] : Ger. Psychose; Fx. psy-

chose; Ital. yjsfcosi. (i) Used with regard to

normal processes, psychosis Is equivalent to

the mental or psychical element in a psycho-

physical })rocess, just as neurosis refers to

that aspect of the process which belongs to the

nervous system. The terra simply designates

this factor without implying any theory of

relation of the mental to the physical (see

Huxley, Automatism, 1874, and elsewhere).

(2) Used as equivalent to the total state

of consciousness existing at any one moment
(see Stout, Manual of Psychol., 71). In

Ladd {Psychol., Descrip, and Explan., 661)
the term is a general designation for all con-

crete psychic facts. (j.j.-j.m.b.)

(3) Used pathologically (and in this sense

the usage is rapidly gaining ground both in

foreign and in English literature), the term

designates an abnormal mental condition,

especially inasmuch as it is correlated with

a specific disease-process (a ‘ disease-entity,’ if

the term be allowed) with characteristic origin,

course, and symptoms. The typical forms of

insanity which can be scientifically differen-

tiated would rank as psychoses in this sense.

It may be useful to illustrate the nature of

a disease as a pathological process of definite

etiology, typical manifestations, characteristic

course and termination. Thus typhoid fever

is a disease produced by an infection of the

intestinal tract by a specific bacillus, proceed-

ing as a swelling, necrosis, and healing of the

affected parts, with a consequent auto-intoxi-
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cation due to the abnormal pai’asitic presence

or symbiosis. So, too, diabetes, although no

definite cause of it is known, is a disease,

because it presents I'ecognizable criteria (non-

elaboration of the sugar in the Mood, and its

elimination with the urine), and presents a

fairly definite course and complex of symptoms.

Hemiplegia, however, although a definite

symptom-complex, is not a disease, but a

residual, due to the transitory or permanent

interruption of the cerebral efferent pathway.

The disease-process leading to it is usually

a vascular disorder, either at the point of

damage, as in hemorrhage or thrombosis,

or in the heart or aorta, as in embolism.

A further distinguishable type of patho-

logical abnormality is represented by the dis-

orders produced by abnormal development

;

these may be due to conditions of the environ-

ment, or may be irregularities of the balance

of function of special organs (such as cretinism

and myxoedema due to disease of the thyroid

gland), and yet in other instances we have

no factor to account for the abnormality

except that of heredity. The fundamental

purpose of pathology (i. e. the study of ab-

normal life, not merely morbid anatomy and
bacteriology) is a recognition of actual disease-

processes and of the natural relation of

symptoms.
The introduction into psychiatry of the

principle of pathology, that the study of the

natural development and causal relation of

symptoms should replace the speculative

analysis of single features (e. g. ‘ delusions on

special topics,’ hallucinations, or more com-

plex groups of symptoms, like excitement,

depression, &c.), was mainly due to Kahlbaum,
and has been notably furthered by Kraepelin

and his followers. For this purpose the effort

to determine definite disease-processes in

psychiatry is undoubtedly the most fruitful

and helpful method, although it is not so easy

to pursue as in the disorders of the non-psychic

mechanisms. It seems possible to distinguish

the following types

:

() Aberrations in growth and fundamental

development (a) not of the character of a real

disease-process, but referable to poor heredity

(Anlagen) and unfortunate external conditions

of growth, or (6) due to actual disease-

processes, affecting the brain directly or in-

directly (traumatism at birth, meningitis,

encephalitis, &c.).

() Disease-processes of an etiologically

vague character, called constitutional, but of

remarkably well-defined symptomatological

and clinical natui’e : epilepsy, hysteiia, con-

stitutional neurasthenia, manic-depressive

insanity (mania and melancholia), and para-

noia.

(c) Disease-processes on the basis of an
intoxication (alcoholism, cocainism, morphin-
ism), or exiiaustion, or auto-intoxication

(myxoedematous insanity and general para-

lysis), and yet others which depend on un-
known consequences of developmental and
involutional irregularities, especially in the

sexual sphere : as perhaps the processes of

deterioiation, dementia praecox, and certain

forms of paranoic condition, and, in the period

of involution, of melancholia, &c.

(d) As residuals may be classed the terminal

dementias, certain paranoic conditions, re-

covery without insight into the morbidity of

abandoned delusions, &c., comparable to the

formation of scars and defective readjustment

after the active disease-process has dis-

appeared.

At first sight this general biological outline

may appear unimportant to the psychologist

;

but disregard of such principles is bound to

lead to serious misconceptions in the valua-

tion of the current nomenclature of mental
diseases in the psychiatric liteiature and in

the actual problems of psychopathology. A
short discussion of this point seems warranted

by the recent introduction of psychophysical

and psychological methods into psychiatry

and the resulting reaction upon normal
psychology. We must distinguish the follow-

ing groups of concepts

:

(i) The elementary abnormal symptoms

:

disorders of sensation (including hallucina-

tions), of memory, of the stream of thought,

of elaboration of impressions (orientation), of

attention (indifference or distractibility), of

self-direction, of various states of conscious-

ness, activity (inhibition, retardation, or faci-

litation), &c.

(ii) The symptom-complexes, i.e. sufficiently

frequent combinations of symptoms to form
definitely recognized groups or pictures, such

as the symptom-complexes of exaltation (as in

mania), depression (as in melancholia), delu-

sional states with only little or no formal dis-

order (paranoia), or confusion, and delirium.

Most of the descriptions ofmental diseases pub-

lished are mainly descriptions of symptom-
complexes, many of which cannot make any
pretensions to be recognized as disease-entities.

For sketches of these symptom-complexes see

Mania, Melancholia, Mobal Insanity, and

PaeanoiA.
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(iii) Pathological anatomy furnishes com-
]>Ii'xes of manifestatio: s which are frequently

I ailed ‘pathology,’ but are not necessarily more

chai acteristic of the disease-process than the

syniiitom-coinplexes which can be ascertained

before death, although in the present state of

biology its data appeal to many medical minds

more than the less permanent and tangible

ante-mortem symptom-complexes, which are

all the more apt to be used loosely, because

they are so similar to what we experience in

normal life, and do not, at first sight, require

many critical checks against fallacies of com-
mon sense.

(iv) The fundamental aim of a scientific

study of mental diseases is, however, to study

the special symptoms and symptom-complexes
in the course of the disease, with a view to

determine the disease-process or disease-

principle underlying the whole complex of

deviations from the normal. Considering the

variability of the symptoms in individual

attacks and in diifeient persons, we depend

for the definition of the disease-principle on

the conditions of origin (etiology), the general

course of the disease and its termination,

and the fundamental featureswhich are present

in every case of a disease-entity, and lie at

the bottom of the various foims of manifes-

tations in the psychic, ‘ physiological,’ and
anatomical spheres.

The study of fundamental symptoms de-

mands two series of psychophysical studies

:

() A knowledge of individual valuations

(Vaeiational Psychology, q. v.) adapted to

the needs of mental pathology.

() A knowledge of new modifications of

reactions introduced by any definite disease-

process in analogy with the study of the

psychophysical reaction to poisons, to ex-

haustion, to the strain of powerful emotions,

&c. Only in this way shall we learn to

know the symptomatic equivalents of a certain

disease-proces.s.

For the purposes of psychopathology it

is not sufficient to speak of a ‘case of mania
or melancholia,’ but it is necessary to give

definite data as to the disease-type in order

that the results maybe of compaiative value.

Our present ignorance of the disease-proce; s

in numerous instances met in practice does

not alter the stringtnci’ of this requirement.

Its recognition dictates the policy of beginning

more serious work with the knownfundament'd
deviations, and then proceeding to the study

of the pymptom-comjdexes, and especially

of the elementary symptoms, so far as tfey

can be traced in their evolution. Ordinary

clinical psychopathology offers many a warn-
ing. That Clouston calls about 50 per cent,

of all admissions to his hospital cases of mania,

while Gamier so descrubes only 6 per cent, of

the Paris admissions, or Forel 8 per cent.,

is an illustration of the fallacies of psychia-

tric nomenclature. A demonstration of the

insufficiency of a symptomatic nomenclature is

seen in general Paealysis (q. v.), where the

most varying symptoms may superficially

dominate the picture, or katatonia, where the

repeated shifting of symptom-complexes would
force us to accept the presence of three or four

or more successive ‘diseases.’ AVe cannot

insist enough on the principle followed by
modern psychiatry : that it is not an attempt

to unite mental disorders into such pictures

as will above all appear plausible from the

point of view of systematic psychology, but

rather the collection and digestion of facts

with a view to a broad pathoh gy of human
life, reserving for itself the right of working
out a system of psychology planned according

to its own requirements.

Literature

:

the best historicEil statement of

this problem is Kahlbaum, Die Gruppirung
der psychischen Krankheiten und die Einthei-

lung der Seelenstdrungen (1863). The best

modern presentation of psychiatry, and one

which does justice to the above-mentioned

principles, is Keaepelin, Psychiatrie (1899).

An excellent exposition is by August Hoch,
The Study of Psychiatry, Amer. J. of Insan.,

Oct. 1900. (A.M.)

Fsychostatics : see Psycho-.

Psychotherapeutics or Psychotherapy
[Gr. soul, -p depajreveiv, to heal] : Ger.

Psi;choihera2ne\ Fr. ’psycTiotherajiie,] Ital.

psicoterapeutica. The treatment of disease

mainly or wholly by direct and indirect appeal

to or utilization of the influence of mental

conditions upon bodily states.

The term serves a useful function as the

equivalent of the legitimate factor in the

scientific treatment of disease, which utilizes

and directs, examines and interprets such

mental influences. There are many more or

less extreme systems which depend upon
similar principles, but present them under
unwarranted and fantastic theories, or com-

bined with irrelevant notions and practices.

Some of these are noticed under Faith Cube
and Mind Cube (q. v.).

The )ecognition of the mutual influence of

mind and body is one of the fundamental

tenets of modern psychology. That bodily
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states condition mental processes is abundantly

proven by the existence of mental diseases

ti’aceable to degenerations of specialized parts

of the central nervous system, by the action

of drugs, by the mental results of fatigue and

ill health and of bodily injuries, by an end-

less series of every-day observations, and by

the systematic experiments of the laboratoi'y.

That mental processes tend to have motor

expression, and that concentrated attention or

consciousness may interfere with the normal

functioning of bodily processes, are evidenced

in every-day matters by blushing, by the

effect of embarrassment (upon speech), of fear

(upon movement), of panic, of stage fright, of

anxiety or nervousness (upon heart-beat or

respiration), as in the moments preceding an

appearance before the public. Witness the

difficulty of swallowing a pill when too con-

sciously intentioned. In extreme cases even

death has been produced by fear or anticipa-

tion. Psychotherapeutics properly includes

a recognition and utilization for purposes of

treatment of all these factors.

One may recognize (i) a general psycho-

therapeutic effect, and (
2
)

special psycho-

thera23eutic treatment
;

in botli of which the

methods may be in various degrees direct or

indirect, (i) Any general influences which
affect the success of medical treatment, such

as the inducement of confidence in the physi-

cian on the part of the patient, the assuaging

of unreasonable fears, the general tranquilliza-

tion of the patient by sympathy and encourage-

ment or, it may be, by stern counsel and mas-
terful direction, and by a congenial and care-

free environment, are thus psychotherapeutic

influences. Indeed, in this sense it seems

proper to enumerate diversions and recrea-

tions, interesting occupations and changes of

scene, congenial comjjanionship, and any of

the good events of life, as indirect, but at

times important, psychotherapeutic aids. ( 2 )

But the associations of the term are in the

main more specific. They refer, apart from

definite systems and processes, to appeals to

the imagination, to the impressive effects of

mystic processes and elaborate procedures, to

appeals to faith, to the efficacy of prayer, and,

in short, to the production, in a manner suit-

able for each individual, of an attitude of

hopefulness and confidence of recovery, which
undeniably contributes to a convalescent tone

of the nervous system. The palient who
imagines that the placing of a thermometer
in his mouth is a therapeutic procedure

is distinctly benefited by this belief

;

whirr and buzz of an electric machine, the

imposing action of magnets, act on the same
principle as sugar pills which are believed

to be potent medicines, or as the conviction

of faith in response to prayer. Such forms of

action are classified as suggestion (cf. Hypno-
sis and Suggestion), and Suggestive Thera-

peutics becomes a proper term for systems

which proceed upon this principle. Hypnotic
suggestion is the most important of such

systems, and is practised by not a few special-

ists in all countries
;

it is used in connec-

tion with ordinary medical practice by many
more.

While the statistics of alleviation by this

method are not uniffiim, there is sufficient

evidence of the success of the method in a

very considerable number of cases, as well as

of-its aiDplicability in cases where other forms

of procedure are less likely to succeed. Its

most pronounced success is in the treatment

of functional nervous disorders, of insomnia

and hypochondria, of neuralgia, neurasthenia,

pseudo-pai'alysis, perverse habits, such as

the use of drugs (morphine, opium, chloral),

motor troubles, such as choreic spasms,

stuttering, occupation neuroses, and the like.

The mere hypnotization is often of benefit,

especially in cases of insomnia
;

and the

anaestliesia thus produced has been utilized

for surgical operations, both minor and severe.

In addition, hypnotic suggestion has been

helpful in a much wider range of diseases,

in alleviating pain, in ovei coming secondary

impediments, and by contributing to a whole-

some and traiKjuil mental tone. The claims

sometimes urged that hy}3notic suggestion is

capable ofremoving organic disabilities cannot

be substantiated (see Hypnosis, and Hypno-
tism, and literature there cited). The process

involved in such treatment is an appeal to

functions ordinarily beyond the reach of direct

voluntary influences. The increased suggesti-

bility of the hypnotic state offers a means of

making an appeal to the deeper subconscious

functions (see Automatism, and Unconscious
State). That similar effects can be produced

by other appeals is altogether probable
;
and

faith-cures and cures by relics and shrines,

by prayer and ‘ divine healing,’ present

varieties of the same fundamental process.

There are indications that psychotherapeutic

methods, scientifically interpreted, will be gene-

rally and judiciously utilized in modern medi-

cine, and not left for quacks and extremists

to administer according to the precepts of

'national and dcginalic systems.the
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Literature: Bchrenk-Notzing, art. Psy-

chotlurapie, in Real-Eiu-yc. d. ge.=. Htil-

kinide (1898); Ziehen, art. Psj chotberapie,

ill Eidenbuig’s Lebrb. d^ Allg. Tberapie,

(1898), iii. 637-96; Peenheim, Suggestive

Therapeuties (Eng. trails., 1889); Tuke, Illus-

trations of the Influence of the Mind on the

Body (1884); Tucket, Psychotlieiapeutics

(1889) ;
Regis, Origin and Piogress of Mental

IMedieine, Alien, and Heur., xv. 4; Goddaed,
Faith-Cures, J. of Psychiatry, x. 3 (1899);
Jastrow, Fact and Fable in Psycliol.

(1900), 29-38, 171—80. See also references

in Dessoie, Bibliog. des Hypnotismus (1888),

and Supplement (1890). (J.J., j.m.b.)

Ptolemaic Theory: Ger. Ptolemdisches

Weltsystem] Fr. systime de Ptvlemee; Ital.

teoria Tolemaica. The theory of the system of

the world set i'orth by Ptolemy in his Syntaxis.

Its fundamental propositions are
: (i) The

earth is a globe. (2) This globe is at rest in

the centre of the world, the latter being repre-

sented by the celestial sphere. (3) The
heaven or world makes a diurnal revolution

around an axis which passes through the centre

of the earth. (S.N.)

Puberty [Lat. puhertas, age of maturity] :

Ger. Puherlat, Mannharkeit, Geschleclitsreife
;

Pv.puherte', 2nd>ertd. Age at which the

generative organs become capable of function.

At this time the sexual organs practicall}'^

complete their development, and male and
female characters are assumed—form of body,

voice, beard, mental quality, &c.

In the human race it is commonly stated

to he between the ages of fourteen and six-

teen years in men, thii’teen and fifteen years in

women, although varying witli race, climate,

social position, &c. It is accompanied by
important and subtle mental and emotional

changes and ushers in the period of Adoles-
cence (q. V.).

Literature

:

the literature of Adolescence
(q. V.), especially jMaeeo

;
H. Emminghaus,

Die psychischen Storungen des K indesalters

(1897), 179 f. (C.E.H.-J.J.)

Public [Lat. puhlicus]

:

Ger. (
i )

Oemein-
wesen, Publicum, (2')

’

6ffen{lich\ public] Ital.

pubblico. (
I )

All or part of th e people of a given

community taken collectively; e.g. the ‘ read-

ing public,’ the ‘ voting public.’ (e.h.g.-j.m.b.)

The conception of a public arose in Greece,

as afterwards in Rome (and probably at an
earlier time in Egypt and Babylonia), when
it became necessaiy to take account in civic

affairs of men not descended from tribes that

founded the city, and therefore not belonging

to patrician clans. The terra is one of many
that mark the trantition from ethnic to civic

organization— to civilization. In the English

language, public has, from the earliest times,

denoted all the people, without distinction of

rank, relationship, or estate. Thus T. Elyot

(
77ie Governour, i. i) makes publicke of

equal extension with populus, in ‘ whiche
worde is conteyned all the inhabitants of a

realme or citie, of what estate or condition

soeuer they be.’ (e.h.g.)

(2) Pertaining to the people, e.g. open to

(public news, press, &c.), administered by
(public affairs, public instilutions), suited or

intended for (public acts), belonging to (public

welfare), in the service of (public officer), the

public (in sense i). (j.m.b.)

Public and Private (in social psychology).

That mental process or product which impli-

cates more than one individual is, in so far,

public
;
that which does not is private.

It is recommended that these terms have

these meanings, replacing such loosely used

terms as ‘social’ and ‘individual.’ Social

psychology is the psychology of the individual

and of society so lar as they are public. It is

an urgent problem to trace the public element

in mental development.

Publicity is, therefore, that coefficient or

signature attaching to a mental process or

product which stamps it as having in it

elements in the given sense jiublic. And it is

evident that, like so many other terms, it has

two meanings, according as the psychic or the

psychological point of view is taken (cf.

Psychic and Psychological). Psychic or

mental publicity involves the recognition, by

the individual himself, of the implication of

others in his mental state; he is conscious of

its public reference (e.g. in shame or vanity).

Thus Butler {^Sermons, v) speaks of pity as

a ‘public affection.’ Psychological publicity,

on the contrary, may not involve such con-

sciousness, but may coexist with psychic or

mental privacy; such is, e.g., in the opinion

of many psychologists, the consc'ousncss of

self. In oilier words, the psychologically

public may be psyclilcally Immediate (q. v.).

Cf. Baldwin, Social end Eth. Interpret., Index,

‘ Publicity,’ ‘ Private.’ (J.M.B., E.H.G.)

Public Law [Lat. pvhlicum tMsJ : Ger.

Staatsreckt] Fr. droit public] Ital. diritto

pubblico. Tliat part of law wliich looks mainly

to public interests and relations.

In the pursuit of the remedies which it

affords, the state is generally the actor. It

comprehends the heads of Constitutional
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law, Administrative (including Revenue)

law, Criminal law, and Criminal procedui'e.

Holland would also (Jurisprudence, xvi. 314)
include the law and procedure applicable to

the state, considered in its quasi-private

personality, e.g. as an owner of property

not employed for any public use. Inter-

national law, so far as it is accepted in any
state, is part of its municipal law, and is

most properly assigned to its public law

;

though many jurists oppose this view on the

ground that the state can owe no legal di t\'

to another state, which can be the proper

subject of a legal rule. See Pollock, Juris-

prudence, iv. 96. Ecclesiastical law, where
there is an established Church, is aho a part

of public law. See Markby, Elements of
Law, § 305 ;

and Bluntschli, Diet, du droit

public. Cf. Peivate Law. (s.e.b.)

Publicity : see Public and Peivate.

Pull Sensation ; Ger. Zugempfindung
(K.G.); Fr. sensation de traction] Ital. sensa-

zione di stiramento. The sensation obtained

when the skin is pulled upwards Irom the

muscle; the reverse stimulus to that of

Pkessueb Sensation (q. v.). The term is

recommended.
Run a string through a piece of court-

plaster (or a postage stamp), and, the end
being held by a knot under the plaster when
the latter is stuck upon the skin, pull on the

string. The sensation may be secured also by
pulling upon a hair, though it is then difficult

to isolate it as a distinct quality. The term
‘ traction ’ is sometimes used for pull

; cf.

Sanford, Course in Exp. Psychol., 30.

Literature : Hall and Motoea, Amer. J.

Psychol, i. (1887) 93; Bloch, Arch, de
Physiol., 59 ser., iii. (1891) 322. (j.m.b.)

Pulse [Lat. pulsus, a beating] : Ger.

Puls, Pulsschldge', Fr. pouls] Ital. polso.

Rhythmical wave oftension through the arteries,

arising from contraction of the heart.

In cases of great vascular dilatation the

pulse may be transmitted through the capil-

laries to certain veins, or it maybe present in the

larger veins. See Vaso-motoe System. (c.e.h.)

Apparatus for recording the pulse beat,

both as to rapidity and as to force, are in

use. (J.M.B.)

Punishment [Lat. punire, to punish]

;

Ger. Strafe, Bestrafung ;
Fr. chdtiment, puni-

tion, peine', Ital. punizione, pena. (i) The
infliction of pain or other penalty upon a

person for the violation of a regulation or

command.

(2) In law : the infliction of pain or other

penalty upon a person for the violation of the

laws or customs of a community of which he
is a member. Cf. Sanction.

Punishment takes various fonns. It may
consist in a mere rebuke or admonition. It

may consist in a deferred sentence, which does

not come into effect if the offender desists

from committing further offences for a certain

definite period. It may consist in taking

securities for an offender’s good behaviour in

the future, from himself or from his friends.

Sometimes punishment takes an economic
form, in the shape of a fine or in the confisca-

tion of his propei’ty. Sometimes it takes the

form of depriving the offender of his liberty

by committing him to a prison or to a reforma-

tory institution. Sometimes the offender is

subjected to corporal punishment, such as

mutilation, flogging, and putting to death.

The nature of the punishment inflicted on
an offender depends to a great extent on the

stage of civilization which the community
in which he lives has reached. Among
uncivilized and partially civilized races cor-

poral punishment in all its forms is the most
common method of dealing with offenders.

As civilization advances, corporal punishment
is supplemented and modified by economic

punishments, such as fining and confiscation,

in modern civilized communities corporal

punishment is relegated to a very subordinate

position in the penal code. Such punishments

as branding and mutilation have altogether

disappeared, and in some continental codes

flogging and capital punishment have dis-

appeared as well. The most common foiuns

of punishment among civilized societies at the

present day are admonition, securities for

good behaviour, the deferred sentence, fining,

and imprisonment. Corporal punishment,

whether it takes the form of whipping, flog-

ging, or the penalty of death, is only resorted

to in a small number of cases
;
and although

attempts are made from time to time to extend

it, these attempts are as a whole unsuccessful.

Penal codes are the growth of centuries, and
are not based upon theories of punishment;

yet the stamp of various theories may be found
upon them. Nevertheless, it is correct to say

that they are on the whole dominated by the

retributive theory of punishment. According

to this theory the supreme object of punish-

ment is to impose a penalty on the offender

which will correspond as nearly as possible to

the character of the offence. If the offence is

serious, the penalty will be correspondingly

severe; if the offence is trivial, the punish-
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ment will be correspondinsvly light. According

to this theory the principal end of criminal

justice is to secure the person of the ofl'ender,

to try him in accordance with the recognized

rules of evidence for a certain specific offence,

and, if convicted, to sentence him to the

jienalty attached by code or custom to such

an offence. In countries where the penal law

is codified, the code usually laj’s down a

maximum and a minimum, which the judge

is bound to observe. In countries such as

England, where the penal law has not been

codified, the judge has a wider discretion, but

as a matter of fact his sentences are largely

dominated by the customs of the bench, which

almost supply the place of positive law.

The retributive theory of punishment, as

it is embodied in penal codes and customs,

has been considerably modified in its opera-

tion since the end of the i8th century.

The philosophy of the i8th century was
superficial in many respects, but it gave birth

to the great humanitarian movement, which

has, under various names, continued to gather

in volume and strength. Under the influence

of this movement the ferociov^s punishments

inflicted on offenders in the name of retribu-

tive justice were largely mitigated. It was
pointed out that the wholesale flogging,

mutilating, and gibbeting which went on in

the name of law were in most cases altogether

out of proportion to the offences committed.

These punishments were not acts of retribution,

but acts of atrocious barbarity perpetrated

in the name of justice. According to the

dominant ideas of the i8th century, man is

a free and rational creature
;
crime is an error

of the will, and the offender must be dealt

with by a kind of punishment adapted to the

rational nature of man. Coi poral punishment

according to this view was suitable for brutes

and not for men. The unspeakable squalor of

prison life as it existed in the i8th cen-

tury was an offence against the dignity of

human life. The herding of all ages and both

sexes in grim and gloomy establishments

reeking with moral and material pollution

came to be regarded as a degradation which
no human being should be called upon to

undergo. If a man had sinned against the

laws of his country, it was considered as

sufficient retribution to deprive him of his

liberty, and when under detention to appeal

to him as a rational creature and show him
the error of his ways.

The results of the humanitarian movement
on penal law have been beneficent in a variety

of directions. Punishment as a whole has

been immensely diminished. Reformatory in-

stitutions have to a large extent taken the

place of prisons for the young. In prisons the

sexes have been separated
;
industry has been

systematically introduced; the health of the

prisoner has been better attended to; moral

and spiritual influences have been brought to

bear upon him when under detention
;

incite-

ments to good conduct and industry have been

devised, and in many countries the tendency

of the judges has been to shorten the duration

of detention. In cases of comparative!}' slight

offences, imprisonment has been less and less

resorted to, and such penalties as admonition,

sureties, fining, and probation of first offenders

have taken its place.

While the humanitarian movement has done

much to mitigate the severities of the retribu-

tive principle, it has one defect in common
with this theory. Both look at the offence

rather than the offender, at the crime rather

than the criminal. It is assumed that all

offenders are alike, that all of them have the

same mental constitution, that the acts of all

of them are determined by the same condi-

tions. If this assumption were correct, there

would be some reason for measuring punish-

ment by the nature of the offence. But when
we look at the facts, we find that it is not

correct to assume that all offenders are con-

stituted alike or are subjected to the same

external conditions. If we go through the

corridors of a penal establishment and make
a personal examination of the prison popula-

tion, we shall find the widest divergences in

the mental and jdiysical characteristics of the

inmates as well as in the external circum-

stances of their lives. We shall find a con-

siderable percentage of them infeiior to the

average population in bodily or mental con-

stitution, or peihaps in both. We shall find

a high percentage who have been born and

bred in the most miserable social and material

circumstances. We shall find the young and

the old, the vigorous and the enfeebled, the

gill and the boy, the man and the woman, all

shut up in the same establishment, and all

subjected to almost exactly the same kind of

punishment. This method of punishment

would be unobjectionable if the theory of

retribution is conect, for, according to this

theory, you are to punish the offender in a way
which will correspond with the gravity of the

offence. It would also be unobjectionable if

it were true that all offenders are alike, for

in such a case, where two people have com-
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luitted tlie same offence, it is only fair that

they should receive the same amount of

punishment. Hut a vast accumulation of facts

go to show that the internal and external

conditions of offenders differ enormously, and
that the principle of similarity of punishment

is inequitable and ineffective when applied to

them. A proof of its inefficiency is to be found

in the fact that in most civilized communities

the number of offenders against the criminal

law is increasing faster than the growth of

population, and in the further fact that in

a large percentage of cases the punishment in-

flicted has no effect in preventing the liberated

offender from continuing a career of crime.

These facts have led to the rise of new
theories of penal law and punishment. These

new theories are based upon new views as to

the conditions which produce the criminal

population. It is the contention of Lombroso
and his followers that the offender is abnor-

mally constituted both in body and mind, and
that his offence is merely the inevitable out-

come of his abnormal constitution. These

constitutional defects are partly atavistic and

partly pathological
;
they consist in certain

physical and mental peculiarities which can

easily be discerned by a careful examination

of the individual offender. "Where the pecu-

liarities are few in number or are not deeply

seated, you have the ‘occasional criminal,’ who
has no deep-rooted disposition to crime. His

moral sense is weak, and he easily falls a victim

to the stress of adverse external influences.

Then, again, you have the ‘ criminal of pas-

sion’— persons of an irritable, jealous, revenge-

ful temperament. These offenders are not

deficient in moral sense, but they are at times

swept off their feet by gusts of passionate

impulse which hurry them into crime. In

addition to these, there is a class of criminals

who are either insane or are on the border-

line between sanity and insanity—men of

unstable equilibrium, suffering from nervous

weakness or exhaustion. Some authorities

consider that this class constitutes lo per

cent, of the prison population. Another class

are the ‘ habitual criminals.’ This is a large

class, and is made up of vagrants, petty thievi-s,

and professional criminals. They are ch'efly

offenders against property, and are partly the

product of adveise social circumstances and

partly of inherited mental defects. Finally,

there is the class of ‘ born criminals.’ Men-
tally, this class is without moral sense, brutal,

precocious, thoughtless, and on a level with

the savage in general mental characteristics.

They also resemble the savage in j^hysical

appearance—witli a retreating forehead, pio-

jecting ears, a heavy lower jaw, a badly shaped
skull and face, and other characteristics which
point to atavism. These born criminals are

considered to be practically incorrigible. The
school of writers who classify offenders in the

manner which has just been mentioned are

called criminal anthropologists (cf. Ceijon’Al).

They take this name because they look upon
crime as the outcome of the anthropological

condition of the offender, that is to say, of his

mental and physical constitution. Punish-
ment they do not regard as an act of retribu-

tion, but as a means of social protection. The
end of punishment is not retributive, but
utilitarian—namely, the protection of society.

This end is most effectually achieved by
adapting the punishment as far as possible

to the characteristics of the offender. Its

general method is to exclude the offender

from social life until he is presumed to be fit

to re-enter it
;
and if he is never fit, as is

supposed to be the case with the born criminal,

he is permanently excluded from social life.

In fact, the outcome of the teachings of the

criminal anthropologists, in so far as imprison-

ment is concerned, is the indeterminate sen-

tence. The offender is kept in detention till

it is believed that he has ceased to be a danger

to society.

It will be observed that the anthropological

school attribute criminal conduct in the main
to the individual conditions of the offender.

Another school of writers has arisen in

recent years in France and Germany who
maintain, in opposition to the anthropological

school, that it is not so much the individual

conditions as the social conditions of the

offender which are the chief causes of crime.

This school is known as the school of criminal

sociology. Offences against the criminal law,

according to the criminal sociologist, are a

product of the wretched social circumstances,

and more particularlyof thewretched economic

circumstances, of the delinquent. The exis-

tence of the born criminal is questioned

;

criminals are divided into two great classes

—

‘occasional’ and ‘habitual’ criminals.

The truth seems to lie between the two
views. The criminal is partly a product of

adverse individual conditions and partly a pro-

duct of adverse social conditions, and as a rule

a product of both sets of adverse circum-

stances acting in combination. The sociological

school is in agreement with the anthropo-

logical as to the principles of punishment.
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It considers that the supreme object of punish-

ment is social protection, and maintains that

punishment should be individualized and

adapted to deal with the conditions which

have produced the offence. It considers re-

pression to be necessary, but it regards

repression as of compai'atively little value as

a means of diminishing crime. Eepression

does not touch the conditions from which

crime arises
;

in most cases it aggravates these

conditions. Its value is therefore exceedingly

small. According to the criminal sociologist,

it is to an enlightened system of social politics,

and not to schemes of punishment, that we
must look for a diminution of crime. If crime

is a product of the social and economic condi-

tions of the communit}', the way to reduce it

is to better these social and economic condi-

tions. Punishment does not touch these

conditions
;

it does not touch the sources of

crime, and it is this fact which makes it of so

little utilitj^ as a deteirent to the offender or

as a permanent protection to society, (w.d.m.)

From the psychological point of view
certain principles seem to be involved which
He at the root of the various theories of

punishment, (i) The retrilmtive theory is

based upon the early sense of Justice (q. v.),

into which the motive of revenge enters,

carrying with it the notion of guilt. Punish-

ment is then a substitute for private vengeance

;

and as it is doubtful whether justice, as social

recognition of equality of rights and obliga-

tions, could have arisen without this rude
motive of revenge, so is it doubtful whether
socially regulated punishment could have
been constituted without the rude recognition

of guilt which is correlated with vengeance.

(2) The basis of the reformation theory of

punishment is to be sought, no doubt in part,

in the disciplinary value of pain in personal

and social training. Pain is nature’s penalty

for the violation of law. Even in the training

of animals punishments are involved, though
to a less degree than are rewards. With
children the discipline of pain holds its place,

even before the excessive emphasis now often

laid upon the ‘ softer way of love.’

In the consciousness of the child both these

reasons for punishment seem to be normal and
to be justified during his social growth. He
responds to pain, and the r estraint of fear is

vital and effective. At the same time, we
find him insisting upon the rude form ol

justice mediated by revenge and based upon
guilt. He demands that his wa_)waid play-

fellow be punished for his deeds.

4 '

Objectively considered, the adjustment of

punishments is a function of social welfare.

This is seen in certain great outstanding

sanctions, such as those attaching to the

violation of mar riage vows, where the difference

in severity of penalty for man and woman
seems to be wellnigh universal. Among the

ancient Hebrews, says McCurdy {^History,

Prophecy, and the Monuments, iii. 89), ‘ the

infidelity of the husband involved no sej'ara-

tion from his wife, while that of the wife or

betrothed maiden might be a capital offence

according to the decree of the head of the

family (Gen. xxxviii. 24).’ Much the same
is true among the most civilized peoples to-

day; and it is easy to see why it is socially

necessary that the wouran’s penalty should

be severe, apart altogether froirr personal and
physiological considerations which might in

part justify such inequality. For the pi’e-

servatioii of the family the first essential is

the mother’s nursiirg, care, and training of

the children. Desultoriness in the woman’s
sexual relations destroys home life and
domestic training, and social penalties for it

must be severe enough to preserve the family.

But desultoriness on the part of the man
does not have the same effects, and conse-

quently it is socially not so great a crime.

In cases in which the distribution of labour

in tlie family is reversed—if such there are

—

where, tliat is, the man is the mainstay of

family life, the peirdties might possibly be

reversed so far as this consideration goes.

And in a society so developed that the

family, with its form of training, is not

essential nor of extreme impoi tance, nor so

developed that sexual relationships are largely

divorced from the production of children

(sexual relations having no results)— in

either of these cases this ground for the dis-

parity of social penalties would be removed.

In countries, indeed, where the illegitimate

birth-rate is low, but where sexual licence is

at the same time great, as in France (cf.

Moeal Statistics), equality of man and

woman in respect to marital infidelity tends

to be established.

Theories of punishment, in short, have to

deal not only with what may I'e called the

normative—what ought to be— with retribu-

tion, reform, &c., but also with the demands

of social utility—wliat has been and is fit to

be—in a society which develops in this or

that way (cf. Social Evolution). We
cannot make deductions from fixed ethical

principles, nor can our sense of ‘humanity’
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be our only guide. The case cited shows that

social right and wrong have degrees, and

that the particular form of con\ ention or law

is often determined genetically, on the basis

of utility. This particular case, indeed, shows

how an ethical principle may have different

social applications (here as between man and
woman), and how there may be exceptions or

tolerations inside of a general formulation.

It is often said that law must deal with

crime, not with the criminal
;
must generalize

action and attach its penalty to such and such

an offence, no matter who commits it
;

yet

from the case cited, we see that such generali-

zations mayin their application be onlypartial.

As a matter of fact the judges and courts

recognize this. (j.m.b.)

Literature'. Jeeemt Bentham, An Introd.

to the Princ. of Mor. and Legisl.
;
H. Sidg-

wiCK, The Elements ofPolitics(i897); C.B. de
Beccaeia, Dei Delitti e delle Pene (1764);
Lombeoso, L’Uomo delinquente; E. Feeei,

Sociol. Grim. (1892); Gaeoealo, Crimina-

logia; M. Belteani, Scolia sul Governo e

sulla Eeforma delle Carceri in Italia (1868);
G. Taede, La Philos. p4nale (1890); A.

Peins, Criminalite et Eepression (1886), Sci.

penale et Droit positif (1899), and Cong.

Int. d’Anthropol. Crim.,Compte-iendu(i896)

;

Kant, Krit. d. prakt. Vernunft (1788),

and Met. Anfangsgriinde d. Eechtslehre

(1799); Hegel, Giundlinien d. Philos, des

Kechts (1821); Holtzb.ndoef, Handb. des

Gefangnisswesens (1888); Liszt, Lehrb. des

deutschen Strafrechts(i892); JuliusVaeghA,
Die Abschaffung d. Strafknechtschaft (1897)

;

Zeitsch. f. die ges. Strafrechtswiss., klitteil-

ungen d. int. krimiualistischen Vereinig-

ung; R. Feaek, Das Strafrecht; Post, Grund-
riss d. ethnolog. Jurisprudenz (1894); C.

Letoueneau, L’Evolution juridique (1891);
R. Saleilles, L’Individualisation de la Peine

(1898); VON Iheeing, Der Zweck im Eecht

(2nd ed., 1899). (w.D.M.)

Ftmishmeut (in theology) : Ger. Bestraf-

ung, Strafe ;
Fr. peine, punition

;
Ital. puni-

zione. Suffering inflicted as a penalty for

wrongdoing
;

it is either disciplinary or l etri-

butive in its purpose.

Disciplinary punishment has for its aim
the pui ificatioir and reform of its subject, and

is temporary in duration. Retributive punish-

ment is the reward of the ungodly and finally

impenitent, and has no definable limit of

duration. Cf. Reteibution, and Rewaed
AND Punishment.

Literatwre : Edwaeds, The Salvation of all

u.

Men strictly examined; Edwaed Beeches,
The Doctrine of Scriptural Retribution

;

Huntingdon, Conditionallmmoi tality. (a.t.o.)

Pupa [Lat. pupa, a doll, girl, fern, of

2>upus\: Ger. Puppe] Fr. pupe\ Ital. crisa-

lide. The second or quiescent stage in the

metamorpbic development of Insects (q-v.).

See Cheysalis.
Literature : Packaed, Entomology

;
Lub-

bock, The Origin and Metamorphosis of

Insects (1874). (c.s.M.)

Pure (in philosophy) [Lat. pwrus, cleair] :

Ger. rein', Fr. pur', Ital. puro. Free from
all admixture with extraneous, foreign, or

irrelevant matter
;

expressing the intrinsic

essence or end, and containing nothing else

;

containing no reference to application or use,

as pure mathematics. As a technical term, it

translates Kant’s ‘ rein ’ as applied to reason,

ego, concept, &c., denoting entire absence

of any empirical element or factor arising

from exp rience
;
equivalent to a priori.

Spatial determinations, like geometrical

extension and figure, for example, belong to

the pure form of perception, being distin-

guished from hardness, colour, &c., which
belong to sensation. Kant probably bonowed
this use of the term from Wolff (see his Vern.

Ged., § 282). He was followed in it by
Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel. (J.D.)

In logic : unmixed, unmodified. The ex-

pression ‘pure reason’ goes back as far as

Anaxagoras (^Ava^ayOjias i'oiKf jxiv erepov Xtyfta

re Kal vovv . . .
6’ dpcpoiv a>s pia

(pvcrel, TtKr]V apx^r rdv vovv TiBerai pdXiara

ndvT(Ov' “ povov yoiiv (prja'tv avrdv rd>v dvraiv AttXovv

eivai Ka'i dpiyrj re kui KaSapov”—Aristotle, 405
a 13). It is interesting to note Aristotle’s

understanding of the word here. The ex-

pression occurs in the injunctions of the

dying Cyrus : drav aKparos koI Kadapos 6 voi/s

CKKpidfj, Tore Kal (ppovipdorarov elKOS avrov eivai.

Intellectus purus is used by St. Augustine.

This ex2iression and cognitio 7;?<ra were

much used by Cartesians and Leibnitzians

to signify freedom from admixture of sense-

elements.

Pure act, actus p>urus, means pure form

without matter, or energy without admixture

of potency. It is a term of Aquinas and all

other Latin peripatetics. The doctrine that

God is form, actus, evepyeta, is in Aristotle,

Met., A. vii
;

but the adjective does not

occur there.

Pure apperception, a term which Kant
explains at length in the third section of the

first edition of the Reduction of the Categories.
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It cannot be understood at all without reading

Kant very attentively.

Pure concept : in Kant’s doctrine, a concept

imposed upon experience by the mind, not de-

rived from it(A’’ni. d.reinenVernunft,!.

220).

Pure conversion, in logic, is an unusual

equivalent of Simple Conversion (q. v.).

Pure intuition', in Kant’s doctrine, the

pure form of sensuous intuitions, ‘ which can

be known a priori before all actual perception.’

But it is impossible to suppose that Kant

meant here previous in time to all perception.

Indeed, it is by no means clear that Kaut
held that pure intuition, in the state of

pure intuition, could come into consciousness

at all.

Purejudgment', see Pureproposition, below.

Pure knowledge: knowledge of which sen-

sation is not an element.

Pure logic

:

a phrase often used, but to

which no distinct conception can be attached.

The following explanation by Hamilton
{Lects. on Logic, App. I) is as good an ex-

planation as can be given :
‘ The doctrine

which expounds the laws by which our scien-

tific procedure should be goveimed, in so far

as these lie in the forms of thought, or in the

conditions of the mind itself, which is the

subject in which knowledge inheres—this

science may be called formal, or subjective,

or abstract, or pure logic. The science,

again, which expounds the laws by which our

scientific procedure should be governed, in so

far as these lie in the contents, materials, or

objects about which logic is conversant—this

science may be called material, or objective,

or concrete, or applied logic! Perhaps we
may say that pure logic is a logic deduced

from hypotheses (which some will look upon
as axioms) without any inquiry into the

observational warrant lor those hypotheses.

Pure power, potentia pura, is matter with-

out form, bvvafjLis without energy or act.

Pure probation, or proof, is proof by
deduction from hypotheses, or axioms, with-

out any inquiry into the observational war-

rant for those premises. Such is the usual

reasoning of geometiy.

Pure proposition, enunciation, or judgment:

a pioposition de inesse, a proposition not

affected by modality. The pure proposition,

as something merely proposed or contem-

plated, might be considered as a sort of

problematic proposition. But, in fact, it is

generally identified with the assertory propo-

sition.

Pare reason

:

in Kant’s doctrine, the

faculty of cognizing pi'inciples of knowledge
quite a priori (Krit. d. reinen Vernunft,

I. Aufl., II, also 305, where the matter is

explained at length, and the whole tran-

scendental dialectic relates to pure reason).

Pure representation: in Kant, a represen-

tation, or immediate object of knowledge,
which involves no experiential element {Krit.

d. reinen Vernunft, i. Aufl., 20, 50).

Pure syllogism: (i) properly, a syllogism

both of whose premises are pure propositions.

(2) A})plied by Kant to a S3llogism in one
of the direct moods, Barbara, Celarent, Darii,

Ferio. Kant’s doctrines of formal logic are

very hasty, superficial, and inconsequent.

Pure synthesis: with Kant, the synthesis

of a manifold not empirically given \Krit. d.

reinen Vernunft, i. Aufl,, 77).
Pure taste

:

taste directed to beauty exclu-

sively, not to other pleasing elements, such as

magnificence, lubricity, fun, &c. (o.s.P.)

Pure Experience : a translation of reine

Erfahrung (cf. Pure). The two principal

usages are
:

(
i )

Pure experience is a mere
succession of sensations, feelings, or images.

As this is never experienced in ordinary life,

Wundt, for example, calls it ‘a conceptual

fiction.’

(2) In contrast to such a psychological

analysis of experience into its elements

Aveiiarius {Krit. d. reinen Erfahrung') deno-

minates the world of the ordinary man the

world of ‘pure expeiience.’ Reflection on
this pure experience of every-day life leads to

science and philosophy. (e.h.s.)

Purgatory [Med. Lat. purgatorius, a

place of cleansing, from purgare, to cleanse] :

Ger. Fegefeuer', Er. purgatoire', Ital. purga-

torio. A pi’ocess of purification by suffering

in an intermediate state after death, by means
of which the departed soul is fitted for a

higher state of existence.

Specifically, the state in which, according

to Roman Catholic theology, the soul of the

penitent who has died in the faith is purged

by sufiering from venial sins and from the

temporal effects of mortal sins already for-

given.

Purgatory, in its general sense, is a feature

of the doctrine of transmigration in Eastern

and Western thought. As held specifically by

the Roman Catholic Church, it is not in any

sense an extension of probation, but is pui ely

expiatory in its character. Only peniients

are admitted into purgatory. The Romish

Chui'ch teaches that the inmates of p.ii'gatory
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may be aided by the Sacrament of the Mass
and by the prayers and ofteiings of the

faithful.

LiUrature’. Berington and Kosh, Faith

of Catholics (3rd ed., 1846), iii. 140-207;
LowNETjLePurgatoired’apr^s les Revelations

des Saints (1880); Alger, Hist, of the Doc-

trine of the Future Life; Marshall, Doctrine

of Puigatory. (A.T.O.)

Puritanism [Lat. purus, pure] : Ger.

Lehre der Fu/ritaner] Er. Puritanisme) Ital.

Puritanismo. A name applied to the politico-

religious movement which led to the English

revolution of 1644 and the establishment of

the Commonwealth under Cromwell.

Puritanism originated in the 16th century

as a religious movement in opposition to the

lax morality of the time and the alleged

Romish tendencies of the English episcopac^^

It became political also in the 17th century,

and was the chief agency in bringing about

the overthrow of monarehy and the establish-

ment of the Commonwealth, After the Re-

storation it ceased to he a political force of

importance in England. English Puritanism

is deeply indebted to Holland, from whose
politico-religious straggle against Spain it

derived its most important inspiration. Trans-

planted to America, Puritanism became the

most important single factor in shaping the

destinies of the new Commonwealth.
Litrrature: D. Neal, Hist, of the Puritans

(London, 1822); Stowell, Hist, of the

Puritans in England (London, 1878); L.

Bacon, Genesis of the New England Churches

(N. Y., 1874); D. Campbell, The Puritan in

H( Hand, England, and America (N. Y., 1893)

;

E. H. Btington, The Puritan in England
and New England (Boston, 1896). (A.T.o.)

Purity (in ethics) [Lat. puritas^ : 'der.

Reinheit] Yi\ pinrete', Hal. puritd. Elevated

habit of mind in all ethical relationships,

especially in those involving what is sensuous.

The term is often restricted to sexual

relationships (cf. Chastity). It is also often

pressed into the service of prudery and moral

scrupulosity and purism. It is interesting

as having been used to illustrate Aristotle’s

virtue as a mean, and as being the subject of

many proverbs— ‘ To the pure all things are

puie.’ ‘ Hoiii soit qui mal y pense,’ ‘As a man
thiuketh in his heart, so is he.’ (j.m.b.)

Purity (in psychology) : Ger. Reinheit

;

Fr. 2>urete
;

Ital. purezza. (i) Of colour:

the relative degree of saturation of a colour

sensation
;
the distance of the ‘ colour ’ from

the black-white axis of the colour pyramid.

(2) Of tone : the degree to which a tonal

impression is free from overtones and con-
comitant noises.

(3) Of musical interval: the degree to

which an interval approximates to the I’atio

of the ‘just’ as distinct from the ‘tempered’
scale; or, in general, the degree of accuracy
of intonation. See Wundt, Physiol. Psychol.

(4th ed.), i. 455: Stumpf and Meyer, Zeitsch. f.
Psychol., xviii. (1898) 321, for investigations

into the sense discrimination of puiity of

intervals. (e.b.t.)

Purkinje’s Images: Ger. Purkinje'sche

Bilder, Sanson sche Bilder
;
Fr. images de Pur-

Tdnje-, Ital. immagini di Purkinje, di Sanson.
Tlie three reflection images observable nn the
front of the cornea and front and back sur-

faces of the lens, whose changes of size and
relative position demonstrate that the essential

factor in accommodation is the changed con-

vexity of the front surface of the lens
;
also

called Sanson’s images.

Literature

:

Purkinje, De exam. phys.

organi visus (1823); Sanson, Legons sur les

Maladies des Yeux (1837) ;
Sanford, Course

in Exper. Psychol., expt. io8b; Helmholtz,
Physiol. Optik, 132 ;

Aubert, Physiol. Optik,

444. (e.b.t.)

Purkinje Pkenomenon: Ger. Purkin-

je’sches Phdnomen; Fr. ])henomene de Pur-
kinje

;
Ital. fenomeno di Purkinje. If the

ordinary spectrum is darkened, the bright-

ness values of its different parts, as seen

by the normal (or by the dichromatic) eye

after adaptation, change. The maximal
brightness shifts from yellow to green; the

long-wave end of the spectrum darkens, and the

short-wave end lightens. This phenomenon,
the relative brightening of blues in a faint

light, was first observed by Purkinje {Zur
Physiol, d. Sinne, 1825). (Em.T.)

The change in relative brightness of its

different parts persists when the spectrum

has become so faint as to be quite colourless

;

and there is now no doubt that this supple-

mentary vision of twilight (which is acquired

only at the end of about twenty minutes) is

due to the production in the rods of the so-

called visual purple (or rod-pigment), which
takes place in a faint light. This view was
fully established by Parinaud, and has been

since confirmed by various observers. For
the argument see Vision. (c.l.f.)

Matters of theoretical importance are
:
(i)

the coincidence of the colourless faint-light

spectrum with the spectrum of total colour-

blindness (Hering); (2) the non-existence of
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tlie phenomenon in the fovea (v. Kries, Zeitsch.

f. Psychol., 1897, XV. 350; V. Kries and Nagel,

ibid., 1900, xxiii. 16 1). (e.b.t.)

The brightening (and whitening) of the

hlues in a state of approaching adaptation

(when without doubt the visual yellow is the

predominant substance in the rods) is what is

commonly meant by the term Purkinje pheno-

mennv
;
to distinguish from this the excessive

briglueuing of what was green, which occurs

after achromatic vision has set in (and when
the rod-pigment is in the form of visual

purple—the right colour for absorbing green

light), it is desirable to liave a different name

;

it may perhaps be called the extended PurMnje
phenomenon.

For the two successive stages of the pheno-

menon, see an important paper by Tonn in

the Zeitsch.f. Psychol.,'^n\. 280. He, however,

at that time, followed Kbnig’s view that blue-

vision in geueial is mediated only by the

visual yellow of the rods. (c.L.i’.)

Purpose \hsi,i. propositus, from 7;ro, before,

ymiere, to place]: Ger. Vorsatz', Fr. des-

sein', lid\. proposito. A Project (q. v.) which
is adojDted for execution but not yet executed.

A purpose is thus an End (q. v.) in the

large sense (called ‘remote’ under that topic,

except that its execution is deferred)
;
it differs

from intention in being limited to the elements

actually present to the mind, i. e. in being a

project. As related to plan, it is that for

the realization of which the plan is adopted
;

that is, the plan is the means. See a similar

distinction by Hofler [Psychologic, 518) be-

tween the German terms Plan and Vorsatz.

(J.M.B., 6.E.S.)

Puzzle Experiment and Blank Ex-
periment : Ger. Veooirversuch, Nullversuch

;

Fr. experience de controle, atlrape
;
Ital. esperi-

mento duhhio, esperimento nullo. In psycho-

logical researches, an experiment purposely

inserted into a series, though not fulfilling

the stated conditions.

Frequently used in the method of right

and wrong cases and elsewhere as a control

or check upon the regular experiments
;
for

example, in a series where weights of 100
and 105 gr. are compaied, some experiments
may be given in which two weights of 100 gr.

are com] ared
;

in testing discrimination of

two points on the skin, if the points are to

be maintained a fixed distance apart through-

out the scries, occasionally a single point
only may be used. The effect of knowing
thi t a puzzle experiment may occur is to

diminish tlie subject’s natural bias in favour

of certain of the possible answers; thus, in

the first example, this knowledge checks the

tendency to prefer the answers ‘ greater ’ and
‘ less ’ to ‘ equal ’

;
in the last example there is

less liability to judge the two points as two,
in doubtful cases. In reaction-time research,

a different stimulus from that agreed upon
may be given in the course of the series, in

order to arouse attention and prevent hasty
or mechanical reaction

;
e. g. a word, in

a series of single-letter stimuli.

The results of puzzle experiments are

ordinarily not reckoned in the series. Hence
the term blank experiment is sometimes used
(cf. Kiilpe, Outline of Psychol., Eng. trans.)

;

the term puzzle experiment is preferred, as

the equivalent of Vexirversuch, which is

more commonly used by German writers than
Nullversuch

;
objections urged against the

term puzzle experiment apply with greater

force to blank experiment. The latter terra

might.be applied to experiments which fail to

yield results through the fault of apparatus

or subject (e. g. anticipation reactions).

Literature'. Vieeoedt, Zeitsch. f. Biol.

(1878), xiv. 303; Noee, ibid. (1879), xv.

297 ;
Fechnee, Revision d. Hauptpunkte d.

P.sychophysik (1882), 58 f.; Higiee, Philos.

Stud. (1892), vii. 247 ;
Kampfe, ibid. (1893),

viii. 548 ff.
;

Kulpb, Grundriss d. Psychol.

(1893), 75 (Eng. trans., 72); Tawnet, Philos.

Stud. (1897), xiii. 163, and many discussions

and researches with the method of right and
wrong cases (cf. Psychophysical Methods).

(H.C.W.)

Pyrrho, (cir. 365-cir. 275 b.c.) A Greek,

the founder of Pyeehonism (q. v.), the school

of sceptical philosophy.

Pyrrhonism : Ger. Pyrrhonismus
;

Fr.

Pyrrhonisme
;
Ital. Pirronismo. The doctrine

of Pyrrho of Elis, which has been transmitted

chiefly by his disciple Timon. More generally,

radical Scepticism (q. v.) in general.

Pyrrhonism, like the other post-Aristotelian

Schools of Gebecb (q. v.), was primarily a

theoi y of life rather than of knowledge. Like

Stoicism and Epicureanism, it regarded re-

pose of mind, imperturbability, as the goal

—

as the state of happiness (cf. also the ethical

theory of Democritus, under Pee-Soceatio
Philosophy, with whom Pyrrho may have

been connected through Anaxarchus). This

imperturbability or ataraxy of the Wise
Man is the result of a suspense of judgment

with regard to things, and this suspense in

turn is due to the recognition that nothing

can be known. This last doctrine was fortified
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by arguments drawn in part from the re-

lativism of Protagoras (see Pee-Soceatic
Philosophy) and in part perhaps from

Megarian dialectic. One perception or im-

pression is no more valid (ou jiaWov) than

another, and the same is true of opinions.

The arguments or modes of producing this

‘ suspense ’ (eVop^ij) were called tropes, of

which Aenesidemus formulated ten aud

Agrippa five. In the Middle Academy (see

Schools op Geeece) a less radical scepticism

prevailed, called Peobabilism (q. v.), after

which the stricter Pyrrhonism was revived,

with a less practical and more dialectical aim,

by Aenesidemus (probably in the ist century

B.c.) and Agrippa. The chief sources are the

writings of the physician Sextus Empiricus

(about 200 A.D.), who represents a fourth

attitude, empirical scepticism. See also

Scepticism.

Literature : V. Beochaed, Les Sceptiques

grecs (1877); N. Maccoll, The Greek

Sceptics (1869) ;
Zellee, Stoics, Epicureans,

and Sceptics (1880) ;
M. M. Pateice, Sextus

Empiricus and Greek Scepticism (contains

translations of Bk. I of Pyrrhonic Ske'ches,

1899). (J.H.T.)

P^hagoras. (cir. 582, date of death
uncertain.) Was born on the island of Samos,
and was very likely instructed by Phere-

cydes, the Syrian, and Anaximander. He
spent many years in distant travels, and in

early youth went to Egypt. Moved, when
he was about forty years old, to Crotona,

Lower Italy, where he founded a secret fra-

ternity which aimed at political mastery, was
impelled by mystical and ethical ideas, and
was fortified by superior mathematical know-
ledge. It attained power in Crotona, if not

in some other cities of Graecia Magna, but,

before the death of Pythagoras at Metapontum,
it was overthrown and dispersed. It still

continued to exist as a secret philosophical

sect and as a sort of mathematical guild, and
for at least three centuries preserved a strict

organization. See Pee-Soceatic Philosophy
(Pythagoreans).

Pythagoreans (from Pytitagoeas, q. v.)

:

see Peb-Soceatic Philosophy (Pytha-

goreans).



QUADEIVIUM -- QUALITY

Qnadrivinm : see Philosophy, passim.

Quale : see Quality and Quale.
Quality (and Quale) [Lat. qualitaf, from

qualiSyoi such sort as : a word formed byCicero

{Acad., I. vii. 25) to translate Gr, TroiOTrjs, or

TO 770101/— (c.s.P )] : Ger. QoaUtdt
;
Fr quality

\

Ital. qualith Quality is used : A. Rela-

tively, to denote that a given entity stands

in certain relations to some other entity

;

B. Absolutely, as a class-name for certain kinds

of entity (see Real and Reality, III. ‘Being’).

A. (i) An entity may be said to be a quality

of another when it bears to it anj/ one of the

relations usually expressed by Peedication
(q.v.). In this sense it has no fixed correla-

tive, and is contrasted only with ‘relation’;

all that can be truly asserted of any subject

being an assertion either of its own qualities

or of its relation to other subjects. Thus
‘property,’ ‘predicate,’ ‘attribute’ are roughly

synonymous with it; the main differences

being that (a) ‘property’ is also used of

relations, not expressed by predication, which

may hold of the subject in question

;

‘predicate’ has the corielative ‘subject’;

(y)
‘ attribute ’ is usually confined to express

relation to subjects which are regarded as

substances.

(2) More commonly quality is restricted as

follows

:

() The subject of the quality may be

merely one of its particulars or instances, i. e.

exactly like it; in wbicb case alone we use

the expres.sion ‘ This is ihe quality of that,’

e. g. ‘The quality of this relation is difference.’

() In the great majority of cases, quality

is correlative to ‘ thirrg,’ and denotes that

of which an instance is part of the thing.

In this sense it is contrasted not only with

relation, but also with quantity; one thing

being said necessarily to differ from another

either in quantity, quality, or relations, when
by the quantity of a thing is meant either (if

extensive) the number of instances of some
quality or qualities, or perhaps (if intensive)

the ‘quantity’ of some one instance of a

quality. For the special cases of ‘figure,’

‘size,’ and ‘position,’ see below, B.

(3) Quality appears to be used not only of

the relation of a universal to that of which its

instance forms a part, but also of the relation

of that instance to the whole; e. g. we may
say not only that two things have the same
quality, but also that each contains a certain

quantity of that quality or is composed of

certain qualities. In this sense the relation

of quality to thing would be that of an existent

predicate to its subject.

B. (i) Quality is rarely used as a class-

name for all entities which can stand in the

relations defined under A (i); but this is

the proper use of quale. Qualia are there-

fore univeisals, i. e. entities which must differ

in kind from one another
;
and they are con-

trasted only with particulars, i. e. instances

of universals, or entities which may differ

from one another not only in kind, but also

merely numerically. Particulars may be either

instances of qualities (i.e. ‘things,! in the

sense in which a thing may be either simple

or complex), or relations
;
but it must not be

supposed that, e, g., difference, because it is

called a relation, is not therefore a quale : it

is a quale, and only particular instances of

it, which alone can relate, are not qualia.

(2) Quality is used absolutely in senses

corresponding to A (2) and (3), i.e. it is a

class-name for particulars of universals or for

AOt>
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the universale themselves, whose particulars

serve to distinguish from one another the

composite existents usually called ‘ things.’

The things most commonly spoken of are

material things, and hence a quality usually

means some one of the characteristics

by which we distinguish these from one

another. Of these characteristics there are

two mam classes: (a) those which occupy space,

(
5
)
those belonging to the space so occupied.

Now it is plain that (6) cannot be reckoned

as farts of material things, if by these be

meant, as usual, what occujries space; and yet

one of them, ‘figure,’ has almost universally

been reckoned as a quality, and two others,

‘size’ and ‘position,’ are sometimes included

SuVaong primary qualities.

The qualities, therefore, which have been

divided into the two classes of primary and

secondary have been grouped together, in

spite of a difference of relation to material

things; for all secondary qualities and one

among the primary occupy space, whereas

the other jrrimary qualities express relations

of what occupies space to different qualities

of the space which it occupies. Thus ‘figure’

expresses the relation of a group of instances

of one or more qualities to the quality of the

volume which they occupy
;

‘ sixe ’ or ‘ exten-

sion’ is in part an expression of quantity,

and would hardly have been reckoned as a

quality, were it not that it also expresses the

fact that the group of which it is predicated

is correlated with a group having a different

quality, namely, that which distinguishes

spatial position from (e. g.) temporal position

;

and ‘ position ’ expresses relation to a par-

ticular part of space, involving quality only

in the same sense as ‘ size.’ These thiee are

reckoned among qualities because they are

necessary to define a causal unit, i. e. the

effect a material system will have depends

upon its configuration and the distance of its

parts, and it must have some position; and

they are reckoned among primary qualities

because, in conjunction with one sbigle quality

occupying space (i. e. material substance),

they are sufficient to define a complete causal

system. Secondary qualities are, therefore,

to be defined as those qualities localized in

space, which ai’e merely correlated with, and

not necessary links in, the causal system of

the material universe
;
and for this reason it

is possible to hold the view, first associated

with their name by Locke, that they ai e mere
sensations, i. e. that their localization in space

is purely erroneous.

History. Inquiry into the nature of quality

begins with Plato, who cleardy recognized the

nature of universals. calling them etSij (‘ ideas’).

He may thus be said to define qualia, the chief

defects in his treatment being: (i) that he is

inclined to attribute existence to them, (2)
that he does not clearly recognize the nature

of the particulars, which are to be contrasted

with them. With regard to their relation to
‘ things,’ he does not distinguish the types of

predication, and is inclined to treat some
relations as qualities of the things related.

The terms ttoiov, ttoiotij? (of which the Latin

equivalents quale, qualitas give us our words)

were used by him in a sense roughly corre-

sponding with A (2) and (3), B (2) ;
but they

were first elevated into technical terms by
Aristotle, who makes ttoioV one of his cate-

gories. Aristotle recognizes the distinction

of universals fi’om particulars far less clearly

than Plato, and hence is more involved in the

modern confusion of A (2) with A (3). On
the other hand, he makes a step towards the

recognition of the difference between primary

and secondary qualities, by reckoning position,

size, and (possibly) figure as separate cate-

gories. This distinction was first clearly

emphasized (though not as a doctrine of

quality) by the atomistic philosophy of Demo-
critus, adopted by the Epicureans

;
but the

science of dynamics was not sufficiently

advanced to demonstrate the unique connection

of spatial determinations with mateiial sub-

stance, and hence the Aristotelian view that

causal relations must be expressed in terms

involving secondary qualities was victorious

in the ancient world—a view which is often

loosely termed a ‘qualitative ’ view of reality,

as opposed to the ‘quantitative’ view of

Democritus. This viewwas prevalent through-

out the middle ages, leading, owing to the

insufficiency for causal purposes of secondary

qualities, to great abuses in the assumption of
‘ occult qualities.’ The firm beginning given

to the mathematical sciences at the Penais-

sance emphasized once for all the importance

of the distinction between primary and
secondary qualities, and led to the naming of

them by Locke. But Iiocke's view—that the

secondary were mere effects in us of things to

which the primaryreallybelonged— was, owing
to Berkeley’s criticism, quickly discredited

except among certain mateiialists ; nor has

their relation in this respect and distinction

from one another ever received an adequate

treatment : in philosophy the ‘ qualitative
’

view of reality prevails. Quality, as one of
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the four ‘concepts of tlie understanding’ from

which Kant derives his four classes of cate-

gories, is equivalent to intensive quantity,

‘ quantity ’ standing for extensive
; a usage

which reflects the common treatment of exten-

sive quantities as groups of particulars, each

of which may be called a separate thing,

whereas intensive quantities are treated as

single predicates
;
hut it has never established

that confusion between quantity and quality

which it implies. From Hegel proceeds a

modern tendency to hold that the categories

of quality, quantity, and relation are all

self-contradictory, and to obscure the distinc-

tions between them
;
but at the same time,

consciously or unconsciously, a pre-eminence

is assigned to quality, since some philosophers

avow the view that relations are to be inter-

preted as qualities of the things related, and

most imply that the most ultimate form in

which all truths can be expressed is as pre-

dicates of several subjects, or, by preference,

of one-—mistakes which are chiefly due to

the neglect of a thorough inquiry into the

nature of predication and the consequent

failure to perceive that even predicates are

only related to their subjects, and that in

seveial different ways. Cf. the following

topics, and see Latin and Scholastic Ter-

minology (4).

Literature : Locke, Essay on the Human
Understanding; Sigwaet, Logik; Bradley,
Appearance and Eeality. (g.e.m.)

Quality (in grammar and logic), (i)

Take a sentence in which a common noun or

adjective is predicated of a proper noun, and
imagine that there is something in the reality

which corresponds to the form of the proposi-

tion. Then imagine that this form of fact

consists in a relation of the objective subject,

or substance, to one being, the same correlate

for all cases where the same noun or adjective

is predicated in the same sense, and that

imaginary being, whether looked upon as real

or mei’ely as a convenience of thought, is a

quality. Thus, if anything is beautiful, white,

or incom])rehensible, this consists in its

possessing the quality of beauty, whiteness,

or incomprehensibility.

(2) But in a more proper sense the term
quality will not be applied when the adjective,

like incomprehensible, is conceived as signifying

a relation. Thus, whiteness will be, in this

nairow sense, a quality only so long as objects

are thought as being white independently of

anything else
;
but when this is conceived as

a relation to the eye, ‘ whiteness ’ is only a

quality in a looser sense. Locke defines quality

as the power of producing an idea, which
agrees with the above explanation tolerably.

Qualitas, having inevitably reached an ex-

cessively vague use, was in the Koman schools

taken to designate almost any character or

characters for which no other name was at

hand. Thus arose a variety of special senses.

Thus in grammar the difference between
nouns which had a plural and those which
had not was called a difference of quality; as

was the difference between the personal pro-

nouns and qui, quis, &c.

(3) In logic : the distinction between the

afSimative and the negative Proposition

(q.v.) has been called the distinction of

quality in propositions by all logicians, with-

out interruption, from Apuleius, in the

2nd century of our era, to our own contem-

poraries.

Kant, in order to round out a triad, added

a third quality, called Limitative (q.v., i),

that of ‘ Sortes est non homo,’ with a dis-

tinction from ‘ Sortes non est homo.’ This

will not bear criticism
;
but Kant’s authority

and the force of tradition have caused it

to survive. As long as the universe of

characters is unlimited, it is obvious that

any collection of objects have some pre-

dicate common and peculiar to them. This

being the case, as ordinary syllogistic

tacitly assumes it is, the distinction between

affirmative and negative propositions is purely

x’elalive to the particular predicate. No
doubt many logicians have assumed that

negative propositions are distinguished from

ordinary affirmative propositions in not im-

plying the reality of the subject. But what,

then, does ‘Some patriarch does not die’ mean?
Besides, all admit that propositions per se

primo made do not imply the existence of

the subject, although they be affinnative. At
any rate, the resulting syllogistic, if consistent,

is very objectionable. If, however, the uni-

verse of characters is limited, as it is in

ordinary speech, where we say that logical

inconsistency and mandarin oranges have

nothing in common, then the system of formal

logic required will be a simple case of the

logic of Eelatives (q. V.); but the distinction

of affirmative and negative propositions will

become material or absolute, the forms of

simple categorical propositions then being :

Any A possesses every character of the

group
Any A wants every character of the

group ji.
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Any A possesses some character of the

group /3.

Any A wants some character of the

group jS.

Some A possesses every character of the

group /
3

,
&c.

(4) Quality, even in Aristotle, is especially

employed to denote characters which con-

stitute merits or demerits
;
and this word is

remarkable for the number of specialized

meanings that it bears. Since Kant it has

been employed to designate the distinction of

clear and obscure, or distinct and confused,

&c. See the preceding topic.

Quality is distinguished as primary, secon-

dary, secundo-primary, essential or substantial,

accidental, manifest, occult, primitive, original,

elementary, first, derived, real, intentional, im-

puted, passible, logical, propositional, active,

alterant, affective, predicam ental, &c. (c.s.P.)

Quality (mental or psychic) : Ger. jjsy-

chiache Qualitdt\ Fr. qualite mentale', Ital.

qualitd 7nentale. (i) Those attributes of mental

contents which do not wholly consist in rela-

tions, and have a distinctive character which
is not merely constituted by their being more
or less than something else.

(2) See Substance (4).

The quality of contents of consciousness as

such is distinguished from such quantitative

attributes as Intensity, Extensity, and
Complexity. See those terms, (g.f.s.-j.m.b.)

Quality and Quantity (aesthetic). Aes-

thetic value may be considered under two
aspects, quantity and quality, according as it is

referred to the magnitude and numerical rela-

tions of the aesthetic object or its elements,

or, on the other hand, to the intrinsic nature

of the object or elements.

Under quantity fall, e. g., limit, rhythm,

numerical unity, multiplicity, magnitude (the

great, vast, little, pretty), symmetry, propor-

tion, &c.
;
under quality, the characteristic,

significant, charming, unity of kind, contrast,

harmony, &c., with various modifications such
as the tragic and comic.

The logical terms quantity and quality

were applied to the aesthetic judgment by
Kant, but in the sense above noted the aes-

thetic usage was introduced by Herbart and
Zimmermann and elaborated by Kostlln.

Literatv/re

:

Zimmermann, Aesthetik (1865),
36ff.; Kostlin, Aesthetik(i869), 76ff. (j.h.t.)

Quantification of the Predicate: see

Quantity (in logic).

Quantitative Hedonism : see Hedon-
ism, and Ethical Theories.

Quantity [Lat. quantitas, amount, from
quantus, how much]: Ger. Quantitdt] Fr.
quantite

; Ital. quantitdt,. (i) The experience
and attribute of more or less. (j.m.b.)

(2) Notion of: the thought of the existence
of parts within a whole considered in abstrac-

tion from the special nature of the parts or
of the whole. (g.f.s.)

The fundamental conception of quantity is

expressed in the so-called axiom, ‘the whole is

greater than the part.’ In reality, this is a defi-

nition
;

for the whole is a whole just because
it is greater than the part, or, in other words,
includes the part. It is true, of course, that

one whole may be greater than another. But
this means the first may be conceived as in-

cluded within the second
;

it means that the
first might be conceivably substituted for

a part of the second. Here it is necessary

that the special nature of the wliole or its

parts should be more or less completely ab-

stracted from. Let one whole be a group of

three sheep and the other a group of five. It is

obvious that this particular collection of three

sheep c.'.nuot be contained in that particular

collection of five. But if we abstract from the

individual identity of the particular sheep,

and consider them only in their general

character as belonging to the class sheep, the

substitution becomes possible. The group of

three is smaller than that of five because it

could be substituted for a part of the five group,

without making any difference to it, con-

sidered abstractly not as a collection of just

these sheep, but of any sheep whatever. The
same holds good for a group of three sheep and
another of five cows, if we abstract not only

from individual identity, but also from the

specific nature of sheep and cows, and con-

sider them merely as animals. The final ab-

straction is reached, so far as discrete quantity

or number is concerned, when we consider the

components of a group merely as distinguish-

able objects of thought. Cf. Number Con-
cept.

The same analysis applies in principle to

continuous quantity. A continuous quantum
contains parts which by their nature are not

separately distinguishable, and therefore can-

not be expressed by a number. But this

makes no difference to the general concept of

quantity. One line in space is greater than

another when, on abstracting from difference

in position, &c., we see that the second could

be substituted for a part of the first without

making any difference to it.

Tlie greatest difficulty aiises in the case of
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intensive quantitj’ (cf. Jxtknsjty and In-

TicNSiVK ]irAGNiTUDE). For here we i-eeni to

liave a differei.ee o more and less without

any relation of whole and part. For instance,

a sound of a given degree of loudness does

apjiear to be composed of paitial loudnesses,

and it seems meaningless to speak of

a lower degree of loudness as conceivablj'

included within or substituted for part of

a higher degree of loudness. We may, indeed,

consider intensive quantity as immediate ex-

perience, falling under definition (i).

The notion of intensive magnitude may,

however, be regarded as implicating parts,

though none of them are sepai’ately dis-

tinguishable within the whole. In this it

differs from a continuous extensive quantum.

For in a continuous extensive quantum we can

distinguish and count an indefinite number
of parts. The continuity consists in the fact

that however many parts we distinguish, there

are still other parts undistinguished. For
each assignable part is itself indefinite, di-

visible into other parts. In the intensive mag-
nitude, on the contrary, there are no assignable

parts at all. None the less, it may be main-
tained that though not separately distinguish-

able, they may be supposed to exist, and that

the supposition is implied in speaking of an

intensive quantum at all. The only admis-

sible alternative seems to be the denial that

what is called an intensity is a quantum
at all—at least, if we consider it by itself,

apart from compai’ison with other similar

presentations.

From this point of view it may be held

that what is called intensive quantity presup-

poses the serial airangement of sensations

according to their degrees of resemblance and
difference. It is not the separate sensations

but the interval between them in the series

which is quantitative. Suppose that we are

considering, instead of two sounds, two pairs

of sounds. Symbolize the one pair by A and
B, the other by a and <3. We find that we
are able to judge whether the difference in

loudness between A and B is or is not the

same with the difference in loudness between
a and )3. Thus we can form a series or scale

of loudnesses passing from one to another by
intervals which we judge to be equal. By
counting these equal intervals we can assign

a numerical value for the place of any sensa-

tion in the series, and this is what is meant
by its intensive quantity. This view seems
unable to avoid the fallacy of explaining in

a circle. For the intrinsic intei.sity of tach

4

sensation it substitutes degrees of resem-

blance. But what is a degree oi resemblance

if it is not an intensive quantity 1

The psychological development of the cog-

nition of quantity consists in the giadual

abstraction from other characters of the object

and the fixing of attention merel}' on the rela-

tion of whole and part as such. Every object of

consciousness is or implies the unity of a mani-

fold, and has therefore a quantitative aspect.

Hence quantity is jiresented in every objective

experience. But it is only by a long process

that it comes to be separately contemplated.

The abstraction is a mental experiment which
justifies itself by its fruitfulness. In fixing

attention exclusively on the quantitative

aspects of objects the mind finds opened out

before it a vast system of numerical and other

relations having the character of necessary

truths.

The justification of definition (i) is found

in the fact of quantitative experience, which
is not, however, brought into relation of

whole and part with other experiences.

For Kant’s doctrine of quantity as belong-

ing to the Anticipations on Expeeience,
see that topic. (G.E.S.-J.M.B.)

Quantity (aesthetic): see QuAEirr (aes-

thetic).

Quantity (in logic and mathematics), (i)

Any Accident (q. v.) whereby a substance

has part outside of part. Cf. Quantity
(
2 ).

This is the old definition; and it is true to

the old meaning of the word in representing

quantity as much more concrete than the

modern conception. Quantity (see Aristotle’s

Praedicamenta, vi) is either discrete or

continuous. Continuous quantity is either

magnitude or time. The old definition of

mathematics as the science of quantity is

misunderstood, if quantity is here taken in

the modern sense
;

it was only meant that

mathematics treated of accidents having

number, magnitude, or duration. There was
therefore a mathematics of music.

(
2 ) In the general modern sense, quantity

is a system of serial relationships.

Serial relationship differs from transitive

relationship merely in the point of view, and

(so closely connected are the two points of

view) in hardly more than the mode of ex-

pression. Now, all transitive relation is

traceable to inclusion. Hence, quantity

might be defined as a system of inclusions

looked upon as serial. It is very important

to understand that quantity is a mere system

ol' nhilive ordinal relations in a linear series,

o
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Each complete determihation of quantity in

a given system is a ‘ value.’

Quantity is either counted or measured.

Counted quantity may have a finite multi-

tude of values. Of systems of quantity of

denumeral multitude, the simplest is that of

the integer numhers. The system of rational

fractions is the only other familiarly used.

These fractions can, in severalways, he arranged

in their order of quantity by mere counting.

(3) Concepts, or terms, are, in logic, con-

ceived to have subjective parts, being the

narrower terms into which they are divisible,

and definitive parts, which are the higher

terms of which their definitions or descrip-

tions are composed : these relationships con-

stitute ‘ quantity.’

This double way of regarding a class-term

as a whole of parts is remarked by Aristotle

in several places (e. g. Met., A. xxv. 1023 b

22). It was familiar to logicians of every

age. Thus Scotus Erigena calls logic ‘ ars

ilia quae diuidit genera in species et species

in genera resoluit.’ John of Salisbury refers

to the distinction as ‘quod fere in omnium
ore celehre est, aliud scilicet esse quod appel-

lativa [i.e. adjectives and the like] significant,

et aliud esse quod nominant. Nominantur
singularia, sed universalia significantur.’ For
William of Auvergne, see Prantl, iii. 77. The
writer has a long list of similar passages

before him. But the Aristotelians had their

minds upon the discrimination of different

kinds of predication, and insisted that the

differences of different genera are different,

thus foibiddiug cross - divisions. Arnauld,

however, in VArt de penser, conceives all pre-

dicates, or all essential predicates, as alike,

without distinguishing genus and differentia',

and was so led to devote a short chapter (vi)

to Vetendue and la comprehension before

taking up the predicahles. But his services

in the matter have been grossly exaggei’ated,

and it really seems to have been Kant who
made these ideas pervade logic and who first

expressly called tliem quantities. But the

idea was old. Archbishop Thomson, W. D.
Wilson, and C. S. Peirce endeavour to make out

a third quantity of terms. The last calls his

third quantity ‘information,’ and defines it

as the ‘ sum of synthetical propositions in

which the symbol is subject or predicate,’

antecedent or consequent. The word ‘symbol’

is here employed because this logician regards

the quantities as belonging to propositions

and to arguments, as well as to terms. A
distinction of extensive and comprehensive dis-

tinctness is due to Scotus {Opus Oxon., I. ii. 3):

namely, the usual effect upon a term of an
increase of information will be either to in-

crease its breadth without diminishing its

depth, or to increase its depth without

diminishing its breadth. But the effect may
be to show that the subjects to which the

term was already known to be applicable

include the entire breadth of another term
which had not been known to be so included.

In that case, the first term has gained in

extensive distinctness. Or the effect may ba

to teach that the marks already known to

be predicable of the term include the entire

depth of another term not previously known
to be so included, thus increasing the com-
prehensive distinctness of the former term.

The passage of thought from a broader to

a naiTower concept without change of in-

formation, and consequently with increase of

depth, is called descent
;
the reverse passage,

ascent. For various purposes, we often

imagine our information to be less than it is.

When this has the effect of diminishing the

breadth of a term without increasing its

depth, the change is called restriction', just as

when, by an increase of real information,

a term gains breadth without losing depth, it

is said to gain Extension (q. v., in logic).

This is, for example, a common effect of in-

duction. In such case, the effect is called

Geneealization (q. v.). A decrease of sup-

posed information may have the effect of

diminishing the depth of a term without in-

creasing its information. This is often called

abstraction
; but it is far better to call it pre-

scission', for the word abstraction is wanted

as the designation of an even far more im-

portant procedure, whereby a transitive ele-

ment of thought is made substantive, as in

the grammatical change of an adjective into

an abstract noun. This may be called the

principal engine of mathematical thought.

When an increase of real information has the

effect of increasing the depth of a term with-

out diminishing the breadth, the proper word
for the process is amplification. In ordinary

language, we are inaccurately said to specify,

instead of to amplify, when we add to in-

formation in this way. The logical operation

of forming a hy|)othesis often has this effect,

which may, in such case, be called snipyosition.

Almost any increase of depth may be called

determina tion.

(4) Syllogistic is sometimes regarded as

the mathematics of a system of quantities

corjsisting of but two values, truth and falsity.
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(5)
The quantity of a proposition is that

respect in which a universal proposition is

regarded as asserting more than the corre-

sponding particular proposition : the recog-

nized quantities are Universal, Particular,

Singular (see those terms, in logic), and

—

opposed to these as ‘ definite ’—Indefinite.

Quantitas is used in this sense by Apuleiiis.

Quantification ofthe Predicate. Tlie attach-

ment of signs of propositional quantity to the

predicates of simple propositions is called by

this name. The dictum de omni defines the

relation of subject and jnedicate, so that ‘Any
A is 5 ’ is to be understood as meaning ‘ To
whatever A is applicable, B is applicable.’

But this definition must be modified, in order

to give any room for a quantification of the

predicate. If then we are to take all and
Home in their proper distributive senses and
not in collective senses, to say that ‘ Every man
is every animal’ would, as Aristotle remarks,

be absurd, unless it were meant that there was
but one man and one animal, and that that one

man was identical with that one animal. This

system has never been proposed. But Hamilton,
with his followers, T. S. Baynes and Calder-

wood, take the marks of quantity in a collec-

tive sense. They thus have, as one of the propo-

sitional forms, ‘Some man is not some animal,’

which precisely denies ‘ Every man is every

animal,’ in the distributive sense, and is

entitled to an equal standing in logic. It

does not deny ‘ All man is all animal,’ in the

collective sense of these logicians. This

system had some vogue in its day.

Be Morgans system of Propositions. This

permits the retention of the dictum de omni,

merely applying propositional quality to the

subject. We thus get the following eight

forms of proposition

:

)) To whatever A is applicable, B is

applicable.

(•) To whatever A is inapplicable, B is

applicable.

)•( To whatever A is applicable, B is in-

applicable.

(( To whatever A is inapplicable, B is

inapplicable; i.e. To whatever B is

applicable, A is apjilicable.

() To sometbing to which A is applicable,

B is applicable.

(•( To sometbing to which A is appli-

cable, B is inapplicable.

)•) To sometliing to which A is inappli-

cable, B is applicable; i. e. To some-

thing to which B is applicable, A is

inapplicable.

)( To sometbing to which A is inappli-

cable, B is inapiilicable.

The above is substantially one of De
Morgan’s own forms of statement, called by
him onymatic. There is no objection to this

system
;

but it is an idle complication of

forms which does not enable us to take account

of any mode of inference that the old system

does not cover. Still it does away with the

figures of syllogism. But whatever the

merits or demerits of the system, De Morgan
developed it with logical elegance. (c.s.p.)

Quantity (in physics). A magnitude
which admits of precise comparison or measure-

ment. Usually limited to concepts expressed

by algebraic symbols. Of. the other topics

Quantity, also Value (in mathematics), (s.n.)

Quantum [Lat.l. Determinate Quantity

(q. V.).

Quicunque. A designation of the Atha-
NASiAN Creed (q. v.) from its introductory

wovAs Quicunque ruZi, Whosoever will. (A.T.O.)

Quiddity i^Quid, Quod, Quo, Quern, in

phrases) [Lat. quidditus, quid, what] ; Ger.

Quidditat

;

Er. quiddile

;

Ital. quidditet.

See Latin and Scholastio Terminology

(4 , 5)-

Quietism [Lat. quies, rest] : Ger. Quieiis-

mus] Fr. quietisms

\

Ital. quietismo, A form

of Mysticism (q. v.) which lays emphasis

upon the passive and receptive attitude of the

human spirit in relation to the influx of

the divine Spirit, and making little or nothing

of activity in religious matters, whether

ceremonial or moial activity, and everything

of contemplation.

It made the Sabbath a symbol of rest in

God. Its aim was the absorption of the

practical personality in God. Its chief re-

presentatives are Angelas Silesius and

Molinox. The influence of the latter, a

Spanish priest, was considerable in the Roman
Catholic Church. Cf. Patristic Philosophy,

ad fin., also St. Thomas (philosophy of).

Fenelon repi esented it until it was condemned

by the pope under the influence of Bossuet.

Madame Guyon is its chief literary representa-

tive. It is somewhat akin to Pietism (q. v.)

aud to the religious philosophy of the

Friends.

Quiuque voces : see Predicablb.
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EABP.INISM — RACE

Babbiuism [Heb. Rabhi, fiom rob, much] ;

Ger. Rabhinismus
]
Fr. rabbinisme

;
Ital. rab-

binismo- A doctrinal system which arose

among the Jews after their return from the

Babylonian captivity, the essential feature of

which was the claim that oral ti’adition is

necessary to supplement the law of Moses

and is of equal authority with it.

Eabhinism arose out of the necessity of

adapting the written law to the conditions

of the life of the people. It gave rise to a

body of traditional interpretations and regula-

tions embodied in the Mishna, the Talmud,

and later, the Cabala. The Rabbinical move-
ment is divisible into two great periods: (i)

that ofdevelopment, during which the principal

Rabbinical books were produced. This period

ended with the 5th century A.D. (2) That of

application and further interpretation, em-
bracing the subsequent period daring which

the creation of new traditional matter had
practically ceased.

Literature'. McCaul, Sketches of Judaism

and the Jews (London, 1838); Concise Diet,

of Religious Knowledge, ai't. Jews; McClin-
tock and Strong’s Cyc. of Bibl. Knowledge,

art. Rabhinism; JosT, Gcsch. d. Judenthums
u. seiner Sekten (1857-9). (a.t.o.)

Kabies [Lat. rabies, rage] : Ger. Hunds-
wuth

;

Fr. rage

;

Ital. rabSia. The dis-

ease following the introduction of a specific

poison, most usually occasioned by the bite of

a rabid dog; and which from one of its

symptoms in man— namely, the paroxysm
caused by the attempt to swallow, and the

consequent dread of water—is also termed
hydi'opliobia.

The period of incubation intervening

between the introduction of the poison and
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the appearance of the symptoms is stated to

be on the average from six weeks to three
months. Death often ensues within two or

three dajs after the onset of the marked
symptoms. The mental symptoms are definite,

beginning as a rule with an ill-defined dread
or susjiicion that something is wrong, and
followed by hallucinations, mainly of sight

and hearing. The stage of hallucination is

followed by that of excitation or mania, which
is slight in some cases, and in others leads to

destructiveness, delirium, &c. If the patient

survives the stage of excitation there ensues

the stage of exhaustion, marked by paralysis,

usually proceeding from the lower nerve-

centres upward. It is during the stage of

excitation that the hydrophobic and spasmodic

symptoms appear.

There is also noted a pseudo or hysterical

hydrophobia, which imitates the usual symp-
toms but differs from them in some details.

The history of the bite may be uncertain

;

the patient is apt to talk constantly about

the dog and the bite; the true respiratory

spasm does not appear
;

the excited con-

dition may last da}s or even weeks, and so

on.

One of the most interesting characteristics

of rabies is that the mental symptoms offer

a close parallelism in man and in the higher

animals. A dog stricken with rabies exhibits

all evidences of the periods of hallucination,

excitation, and paralysis. (j.j.)

Brace [MHG. refs, line, scratch: radix,

root]: Ger. Basse", Fr. race; Ital. razza.

(i) In biology: family (q. v. under Classifi-

cation, in biology), e. g. the human race or

family Hominidae.

(2) In ethnology : those divisions of the
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human family which are, biologically con-

sidered, varieties.

For special usages see Race Psychology,
(J.J.-J.M.B.)

In ethnology, race is a general term, and is

sometimes contrasted with peo]de or nation.

Owing to the migrations and interminglings

of all sorts, pure-bred races are very few and

difficult to establish. Hence the term race

has a relative rather than an absolute value,

and refeis to a naturally homogeneous, ethnic

division of the human family. The most

common classification is that of Blumenbach

(1781) into .Caucasian, Mongolian, Ethiopian,

American, and Malay. Cuvier distinguished

only Caucasian, Mongol, and Negio. Both of

these have been criticized as unsatisfactory

by modern ethnologists, who have not, how-
ever, agreed upon any uniform classification.

Such a distinction as that given by Huxley
into Australoid, Negroid, Mongoloid, Xantho-

croic, and Melanochroic is more accurate but

less easily applied. The further discussion of

the nature and differentiation of races at once

involves the questions of the selection of

differentia, whether colour, anatomical char-

acteristics, language, customs and institutions,

habitat, and the like; the question of the

original unity of the human race and its

centres of dissemination
;
the question of the

origin of the family, and the mode of derivation

of kinship
;
and other questions of similar

import which belong to the science of Ethno-
logy (q. V.).

Other terms similar in connotation to race,

but narrower in extent, are clan, tribe, branch,

stock, and family.

Literature", see works cited under Ethno-
logy and Ethnography; Keane, Ethnology

(1896); and Man, Past and Present (1899);
Ripley, The Races of Europe (1899). An
important recent work is Eheeneeich, An-
thropol. Stud. ii. d. Urbewohner Brasiliens,

Einleitung. (j.j.)

Race Experience: see Race Psychology.
Race Psychology : Ger. Rassenpsycho-

loyie", Fr. psychologie des races", Ital. psico-

logia delle razze, etnopsicologia (suggested

—

E.M.). That branch of Psychology (q. v.)

which uses as data the manifestations of mind
in the various species and races of animals

and man.
It is broader than Folk Psychology (q.v.),

which treats of the psychology of human
groups only. Race psychology considers the

problems of the evolution of mind from its

simplest forms—of mental descent analogous

to biological Descent (q. v.). This usage

follows the connotation of ‘ race experience
’

used by Spencer for the accumulated experi-

ence of successive generations, and has been

explicitly adopted by one of the present writers.

Cf. Evolution (^mental), and Comparative
Psychology.

Literature: Spencer, Princ. of Psychol.;

Baldwin, Ment. Devel. in the Child and the

Race ;
also citations under Evolution

(mental). (g.e.s.-J.m.b.)

Radiance : see Ether.
Radiation [Lat. radiatio'\ : Ger Strahlung,

eingeschdtete Neuronen", Fr. radiations, cou-

ronne rayonnante (more special

—

y.d.); Ital.

radiazione. The fibres connecting the primary

with a secondary sensory centre.

fidius the tracts from the olfactory lobe to

the hippocampus, and those from the geniculate

body to the cortical visual centre, are radia-

tions. The radiations taken together are

called the ‘ piojection system,’ the lower

centres being projected upon the cortex. Cf.

Radix. (h.h.-j.m.b.)

Radicalism : see Liberalism.

Radix [Lat. radix, a root] : Ger. Wv/rzel",

Fr. racine
;

Ital. radice. Bundles of nerve-

fibres at the point of emergence from or

entrance into the central nervous system.

Especially the portion of a i)eripheral nerve

between a spinal or cranial ganglion and the

central organ. A nerve-root. Cf. Radiation.

Several of the nerves of special sense are

simply roots, there being no peripheral course

distinct from the ganglion. Thus the optic

nerve is composed of root-fibres connecting

the ganglion in the retina with the primary

optic centre. The case of the olfactory nerve

is obscure, though probably essentially the

same as the optic, except that the homologue

of tlie ganglion is diffuse rather than distinctly

localized. (h.h.)

Raison d’etre [Fr.] ; ‘Reason for being.’

Used in English in the general sense of justi-

fication, utility, ‘why and wherefore.’ Not

a precise term. (j.m.b.)

Ramundus Lullus, or Raimon Lul or

Lulli: cf Lully, Raymundus.
Ramus, Petrus (Pierre de la Ram^e).

(1515-72.) Studied at the University of Paris.

He attacked Aristotle and scholastic philo-

sophers, and was forbidden for a time to teach.

Later he received an appointmetit at the

University. Embraced Protestantism, 1561.

Died in the massacre of St. Bartholomew.

Range (of stimulation and sensation) [Fr.

ranger, irom rang, row] : Ger. UmJ'ang, lieiz-
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umfnng, &c.; Fr. itendue, de Vexcitation (&c.);

Ital. ampiezza (or estensione) della sensazione

(&c.). (i) Of stimulation : the entire region

of those values of stimuli a change in which

is accompanied by a change in sensation. It

includes the entire sei ies of stimulus values

which are effective for the production of

sensation from the lower to the upper limcn

or Theeshold (q. v.) values.

(2) Of sensation : the corresponding con-

tinuum of sensations. Cf. Limits (of stimula-

tion and sensation).

The determination of the range of sensation

is much complicated by the relativity of the

Theeshold, which is remarked upon under

that term. (c.l.f., j.m.b.)

Biapport (hypnotic) [Fr.] : the Fr. term is

used in English and German
;

Ital. rapi>orto

{magnetico). The peculiar relation sustained

by a hypnotized person to the hypnotizer

during Hypnosis (q. v., also for literature).

It is a strong point in favour of the ‘ sug-

gestion ' theory of hypnosis that the ‘ rapport
’

may be transferred by suggestion from the

hypnotizer to a third person. (j.m.b.)

Ratio [Lat. ratio, calculation, relation,

reason, doctiine]: Ger. Verhaltniss; Fr.

rapport', Ttal. rapporto. The following rela-

tion between quantities: the ratio of A to 5
is the same as that of (7 to Z) when the quo-

tient of A divided l>y A is equal to the quotient

of C divided by Z>; hence often equivalent to

quotient, or fraction. (c.s.p.)

The word is not used in the senses

equivalent to the Latin ratio, meaning
Reason (q. v.). (j.m.b )

Ratiocination [Lat. ratio, reason]. Rea-"

SONiEG (q. V., also for foi'eign equivalents).

So the Schoolmen. Thus, Aquinas says it

is ‘ quidam motus intellectus traiiseuntis aV
uno in aliud,’ which, however inexact in ex-

pression, conveys a clear idea. J. S. Mill

confines the term to the process of necessary

inference, because he is unwilling to admit that

this is, properly speaking, reasoning, (c.s.p.)

Rational [Lat. ratio, reason] : Ger. ver-

niinftig, rational
;
Fr. rationnel

;
Ital. razio-

nale. (i) Based on a Reason (q. v., in logic).

Thus a conclusion is called rational.

(2) Connected with the exercise, or having

the power, of Reasoning (q. v.). Thus man
is said to be a rational animal. (j.m.b.)

(3) In mathematics : expressible in the

form of a fraction, i. e. equal to the exact

quotient of the division of one whole number
by another. In this sense, the word rational

translates the Greek pijro'y. (c.s.p.)

4

Rational and Empirical Ego or Self:
see Self.

Rational ITumber : see Rational (3),
and cf. Numbee.

Rationalism [Lat. rationalis, from ratio,

reason]: Ger. Rationalismus Fr. rational-

isme] Ital. razionalismo. (i) The theory

that everything in religion is to be rat'onally

explained or else rejected. The application

of ordinary logical standards and methods to

dogma. 0|)posed particularly to supernatu-

ralism. As Lecky (^Hist. of Rationalism,

i. 16) says, it signifies not ‘any class of

definite doctrines . . . but rather a certain

cast of thought or bias of reasoning. . . which
leads man on all occasions to subordinate

dogmatic theology to the dictates of reason

and of conscience.’ In this sense it finds its

best expression in the Enlightenment (q. v.)

of the i8th century.

(2) The theory that reason is an independent
source of knowledge, distinct from sense-

perception and having a higher authority.

Opposed to Sensationalism (q. v.). See
Reason

;
and cf. Intellectualism, Intui-

tion, Nous, and Undeestanding.

(3) The theory that, in philosophy, certain

elementary concepts are to be souglit, and
that all the rem dnlng content of philosophy

is to be derived, in a deductive way, fiom
these fundamental notions. Opposed to Em-
PiEiciSM (q.v.). In this sense it is used
particularly of the method first explicitly

stated by Descartes, developed by Spinoza

and Leibnitz, formulated in detail by Wolff,

and finally refuted by Kant.

—The three senses are historically connected.

The i8th century rationalism in morals and
theology is derived from the insistence by
Descartes upon method, and upon clearness

and distinctness as criteria of truth. It is

combined, however, with an empiricism which
descends from Locke. The use of rational

conceptions as the source from which other

ideas are to be deductively derived is, of

course, impossible unless there is some faculty

through which these ideas ai e made known, as

innate or a priori ideas, or through intuition,

and so the second and third senses run to-

gether. None the less, rationalism in the

second sense applies to a particular part of the

content of philosophic doctrine, while in the

third it expresses the method taken to be final

in philosophy. The sketch that follows is

confined to the third sense.

Descartes, seeking a criterion of certainty,

hit upon the undoubted existence of inner

5
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experience, and of certain ideas there found,

which are clear, i. e. intuitively present and

manifest, and distinct, precisely determined in

themselves and in relation to otlier ideas. From
these, by a mathematical method, various other

truths may he derived; and with the system

of such truths, original and derived, certain

trutli or science ends. The Port Royal Logic

and the logical treatises of Geulincx attempted

to expound the method with greater explicit-

ness
;
hut Spinoza completes it, first, hy

arranging the Cartesian philosophy, de more

geometrico, and then hy presenting his own
philosophy in the Ethica as a series of axioms,

definitions, propositions, &c. Leibnitz took up
the idea with his usual energy and systema-

tizing power, and advanced the idea of a

universal logic and language which should

be to philosophy Avhat his calculus was to

ph)sics. He analyses all the conceptions

involved more definitely; brings out the

a jyriori character, the necessity and univer-

sality of all the primary notions; sets up
as their criterion the principle of contradic-

tion or impossibility of the oppo ite; and
carries further the criterion of distinctness,

making it to be that which is distinguished in

itself from all other notions, and of ‘ adequate
’

—that which is clear down to its last consti-

tuentelement andtheirrelationsto one another.

Wolff systematized these conceptions of Leib-

nitz and combined them with an academic

exposition of all the branches of philosojrhy.

' Kant, awakened from his ‘ dogmatic

slumber’ in the rationalistic school by his

acquaintance with Hume’s sceptical attack

upon causality and the principle of necessary

connection, finally turns against rationalism as

a method. He shows (a) that its identifica-

tion with mathematical method is false, since

the latter proceeds not by analysis of concepts,

but by construction of space and time ele-

ments
;

(h) that from concepts only that can

be deduced which has been previously put in

them, and that hence the method is tautological

or ‘analytic’ merely; (c) that to be a source

of new truth, or synthetic, lational concepts

must be applied to material of sense, gained

in experience; id) that when they are used

as if they were themselves synthetic, certain

fundamental antinomies, or mutually self-

contiadictory propositions, arise. Kant still

endeavours to combine the ti uth of rationalism

with that of empiricism
; these necessary

concejjts exist inde2)endently of experience, hut

are valid only when used in lefeience to

experience. Although the rational stic method

is still incidentally used (even by those who
claim to belong to the school of ‘ experience,’

as by Spencer in his Univeesal Postu-
late, q. V.), Kant gave it its death-blow as the

method of philoso2)hy. Hegel revived rationa-

lism in a transformed sense, not applying to

one factor or phase of knowledge, ojjposed to

experience, but the construction of experience

itself as a system of reason. (j.d.)

Rationalism (in aesthetics). A term
applied to theories or tendencies in aesthetics

which seek to explain aesthetic value by
principles of an essentially logical nature, i.e.

principles which relate properly to the work
of the reason, such as unity, perfection (in

the sense of conformity to an objective end),

correctness, &c.

It is abstract Foemalism (q.v.), and is

opposed to Sensualism (q.v.). It differs

from Intellectualism (q. v.) in that it re-

lates rather to processes than to content. See
also Peefection.

Literature-. Maeshall, Pain, Pleasure,

and Aesthetics (1894), i2off.
;
Haetmann,

Aesthetik, I. Th. i, 13. 1. iii. r (1894). (j.h.t.)

Rationalism (in theology), (i) The doc-

trine which teaches, in opposition to mysticism,

that the organ of religious knowledge is ratio-

cination rather than intuition.

(2) The claim that human reason is com-
petent to discover and define religious truth

without sujjernatural aid or divine revela-

tion. Of. Rationalism (i).

Rationalism versus mysticism has consti-

tuted an issue in all religious thought. Ra-

tionalism versus sujpernaturalism not only

denies the supernatural in general, but

specially the supernatural origin of Chris-

tianity and the claim of the Sciiptures to be

a divine revelation. It repudiates external

authority and tends to combine a theory of

naturalistic development with the claim that

all religious truth is discernible by the unaided

powers of reason.

Literature: Leckt, Hist, of Rationalism

(London, 1865); Caiens, Unbelief in the

Eighteenth Century (1881); STijNDLiN,GeEch.

d. Rationalismus u. Supernaturalismus(i826)

;

Amand Saintes, Histoire crit. du Rationa-

lisme en Allemagne (1841); Tholuck, Gesch.

des Rationalismus (1865). (A.T.O.)

Ravaisson (-Mollien^, Jean Gaspard
Felix. (1813-1900.) Born at Namur, and

studied at the College llollin and under Schel-

ling at Munich. He became professor of

philosophy at Rennes in 1838, and later held

lor many years the government position of
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inspector of higher education. He belonged

to the French idealistic school.

Ray of Direction. ; Ger. Richtnngsstrahl
;

Fr. rayon de direction] raggio di dire-

zione. The parts of the Line of Dieection

(q. V.) that lie before the cornea and beliind

the lens, forming a portion of the path of what

Helmholtz calls the ‘ ray of dirtction.’

The course of the ray and line may vary

within the space bounded by the front surface

of the coniea and the bach surface of the lens.

See Line of Sight.

Literature: Helmholtz, Physiol. Optik

(2nd ed.), 91. (c.L.F.)

Raymond of Sabnnde. Died 1432. Born

in Barcelona, Spain. He lived as philosopher,

physician, and professor of theology in Tou-

louse, where he died.

Reactor: see Reagent (2), and Subject

(of experiment). Not recommended, (j.m.b.)

Reaction [Lat. reactio, re -J- actio, action] :

Ger. Reaktion] Fr. reaction] Ital. reazione.

Response of a regular sort to stimulation.

Applied equally to low organisms which

give reactions to light, &c._, and to the highest

;

as vaso-motor reactions, reflex reactions, &c.

The term is also sometimes used of the

re.sponse of consciousness, notably of the

attention. (j.m.b.)

Reaction (in physics): see Action and
Reaction.
Reaction Key : see Laboeatoey and

Abpaeatus, III, C, (
I ).

Reaction Time : Ger. ReaTclionszeit
;
Fr.

temps de reaction] Ital. tempo di reazione.

The interval elapsing between stimulation and
Reaction (q. v.). (h.c.w.-j.m.b.)

The term may be used to include all

responses to stimuli, whether purely reflex or

voluntary, and whether simple and definite or

more or less complicated. Thus
,
the time of

the eye-wink reflex is included, as well as the

time elapsing between a spoken word, giving

rise to an association train, and some pre-

arranged motor response following the com-
pletion of the association.

Reaction time is made up of three elements

or periods
: (i) the time required to overcome

the inertia of the sense organ and transmit

the impulse therefrom to the centre; (2) the

time occupied by the central process or pro-

cesses
;
and (3) the time required to transmit

the outgoing impulse from the centre to the

motor organ and overcome the inertia of the

latter, (i) and (2) constitute the so-called

‘ physiological ’ time. The transmission time
may be approximately estimated

;
the rate of

propagation of the nerve impulse, measin'ed

by electric stiinuh.tion of isolated nerve-
fibres, is between thiity and forty metres per
second. To this must be added the time spent

in overcoming the inertia of sensory and motor
end-organs, to obtain the entire physiological

time. Deductijig this from the total reaction

time, we get the central time, which some
regard as equivalent to the duration of the

mental process when the higher centres are

involved.

Simple reaction time. Investigations upon
reaction time from the p.sychological stand-

|)oint are generally concerned with impulses

passing through the higher or cerebral

centres. In the simplest case the process is

made as automatic as possible. A certain

expected stimulus is suddenly ‘ released,’ or

brought to bear on the appropriate sense

organ, and a prearranged response is made by
the reagent as quickl}' as possible thereafter.

The act thus approximates a cerebral reflex.

The duration of the entire process, from re-

lease of stimulus to execution of moveinent, is

termed the simple reaction time. The length

of this period differs considerably according

to the sense organ affected
;

tor auditory

stimuli it is from 120 to 2300- (o- = -ooi

second), for visual from 170 to 290 a, for pres-

sure about the same as for auditory
;

the

variability of a series taken under constant

conditions is about one-tenth of the time.

Practice results in a reduction of the time to

the neighbourhood of the lower figures men-
tioned, but considerable difference is found

between individuals. Ludwig Lange {Philos.

Stud., iv. 479 ff.) found that the time was
about 1 1 o o- longer when the attention was
directed to the stimulus (‘ sensory reaction

’)

than when it was directed to the movement
of response (‘ motor or muscular reaction ’).

Wundt holds that the former includes j)er-

ception, while the latter is a cerebral reflex

{Physiol. Psychol., 4th ed., ii. 309). Baldwin,

Flournoy, and others found that the relative

length of sensory and motor reactions varies

with the individual, the sensory being the

shorter in some cases
;
they hold that these

differences indicate habitual attitudes or re-

action types, consonant with the mental types

of the reagents—what is called, as proposed

by Baldwin, the type theory. Of. Type
(mental).

The time also varies with the intensity of

the stimulus, the degree of attention and
fatigue, &c. With stimuli of very small in-

tensity the time is lengthened
;
the same effect
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is ol served wliere several stimuli of different

iiiteusity are used, the subject not knowing
which to expect

;
in general, the time varies

invei'sely with the subject’s foreknowledge of

the conditions. A high degree of attention

shortens the time, as when a preliminary

signal warms the subject when to expect the

stimulus. IMental fatigue lengthens the time;

distracting influences have the same effect,

e. g. a continuous sound during a visual series.

AVlien the attention is strongly exerted,

especially in motor reactions, cases of Antici-

pation (q. V., 2) are liable to occur
;

i. e. the

subject may I’eact before the stimulus is given,

either upon some other stimulus, such as the

preliminary signal, or by impulse, from sheer

inability to inhibit the reaction.

Pressuie reactions have been made upon
a group of subjects acting in conjunction.

The subjects hold hands
;
the first one presses

the hand of the second, the second that of the

third, and so on, till the circuit is completed,

the first subject noting the time. This is

called a chain reaction. The simple reaction

time is found by dividing the entire time by
the number of subjects, with proper correc-

tions for the beginning and end of the series.

Few investigations of reaction times have

been made outside of the senses of sight, hear-

ing, and touch.

Complex reaction times. Acts of recog-

nition, discrimination, choice, association, &c.,

may be included in the reaction, and their

duration approximately determined.

(i) Recognition and discrimination. If

two or more stimuli differing (e. g.) in intensity

are used, the subject to react when he has

determined wliich one is present, the process

is called a discrimination reaction. If the

stimuli are chosen from a large series, eacli

member of which has a well-known name
(e. g. the colours, numerals, letters), the sub-

ject to react when he has determined what is

present, it is called a recognition reaction. The
discrimination time or recognition time, as the

case may be, is found by subtracting the sub-

ject’s previously determined simple reaction

time from the total duration of the reaction;

it is about 50 o- for the simplest case. The
discrimination time for auditory stimuli of

different intensities was investigated by
Tisclier {Philos. Stud., i. 495 ff.); the time

lengthens as the number of intensities to be

discriminated increases. In vision, many
foimsof discrimination and recognition have

been investigated, such as discrimination of

black and white (Wundt), colour recognition

(Titchener), letter and word recognition

(Cattell), recognition of numerals (Friedrich),

&c. (see Wundt, Physiol. Psychol., ii. 368 ff.,

and references there given). The results indi-

cate that recognition is a shorter process than
discrimination

;
e. g. recognition of colours

requires less time than discrimination of two
shades in the black-white series. Cattell

found that the recognition of familiar objects

(represented in pictures) required slightly

less time than the recognition of letters of the

alphabet or short words, the latter processes

being about equal in duration. When the

reaction involved naming the given stimulus

the order was different : for short words the

time was shortest, for letters next, for familiar

objects longest (Cattell, Philos. Stud., ii.

635, iii. 452). Using numerals instead of

letters, the time increases with the number
of figures, especially with more than two or

three.

(2) Choice. Choice-reaction involves a

different mode of response for each kind of

stimulus given. The naming of letters or

objects, mentioned above, involves a reflex

choice
;
but in many cases the mode of response

as prearranged is purely arbitrary, e. g. re-

action with a different finger for each kind of

stimulus (Merkel, Philos. Stud., ii. 73 ff.

;

Altinsterberg, Beitr z. exper. Psychol., i. 69 ff.).

The reaction time here is longer than for

recognition or discrimination, and increases

with the number of kinds of reactions Involved,

The particular mode of reaction, the indi-

viduality of the subject, and the general con-

ditions of the problem introduce such varia-

tions, however, that the actual times found

probably apply to the specific investigations

only. Even with the same subject, the vari-

able factors are so numerous and important

that it is difficult to obtain series whose mean
variation is small enough to allow the results

to pass unchallenged. The same remark
applies to complex reactions generally.

(3) Association. The time required for

associating an answer with a given question

has been investigated. Miinsterberg (op. cit.,

i. 94 ff.) found that a question admitting but

a single answer (e. g. ‘ On what river is

Cologne ? ’) was answered more quickly than

one which presented several alternatives (e. g.

to name a German wine). The actual asso-

ciation time is difficult to determine, however,

on account of the uncertainty as to when the

purport of the qne-tion comes to be under-

stood. Less open to doubt are investigations

in which a word or picture is sliown, or a word
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repeated, with which the subject is to asso-

ciate an idea, either at random (‘free, or

unlimited association ’) or according to pre-

arranged conditions (‘ limited association ’).

For limited association may be selected the

relation of genus to species, cause to effect,

part to whole, or others. Free associations,

when obtained, may be classified into logical,

objective, and verbal, with their sub-groups,

and the relative time of these categories

compared (Cattell, Mind, xii. 68 ff.
;
Miinster-

berg, loc. cit.). Miinsterberg finds that the

reaction time for free association is, on the

average, less than for limited, but greater than

forquestions admittingof a single answer. The
number of subjects thus far tested is scarcely

large enough towarrant generalization, especi-

ally with regard to the different classes of

association.

(4) Other applications. The reaction-time

method may be used to determine the character

of a mental process. Thus the reaction time

of a group of marks or dots varies with the

size of the group and the manner of grouping

;

within certain limits the process is simple

perception, as shown by its short duration;

where the time is longer the act becomes

one of counting (Warren, Psychol. Rev., iv.

569)-
The Peesonal Equation (q, v.) observed

in astronomical and similar leactions arises

from the attempt to react simultaneously with

an objective occurrence (such as the contact

of a star with a meridian line), where the

instant of occurrence can be definitely antici-

pated on account of the antecedents.

Comparative and abnormal reaction times.

The effects of mental and physical fatigue,

of the use of drugs, &c., have been measured

by comparing the reaction times under these

conditions with those of the same individual

in the normal state (see Pstchic Eeeect. oe
Deugs). The reaction times of nervous per-

sons and criminals have been obtained and
compared with the average of normal indi-

viduals. Differences of sex and race have

been investigated, and some attempt has been

made to find the reaction times of animals.

Method and apparatus. The length of the

reaction time is measured either chrono-

metrically or graphically. In the former

method the usual instrument is the Hipp
chronoscope, which allows readings to be

made to the one-thousandth of a second.

For chain reactions a stop-watch gives suffi-

ciently accurate measurements if the number
nf subjects is large. The graphic measure of

time is by means of a chronograph
; a record

is made on a revolving drum of the vibrations

of a tuning-fork during the interval to be
measured. See Laboeatoet and Aepaeatus,
III, C.

The beginning and end of the reaction are

usually determined by means of an electric

current. The stimulus is arranged so as to

make (or break) a circuit which controls the

time-measuring instrument, while the reaction

movement serves to break (or make) it. The
stimulus release is effected in visual reactions

by means of a screen with an aperture
;
the

screen swings or falls, revealing the stimulus

behind it, and the circuit is made (or broken)
simultaneously with the appearance. For
auditory stimuli the blow which causes the

sound makes the circuit also. The most
common form of motor response is the act of

pressing a telegrapher’s key with the finger

or hand. Other forms are with the lip key,

tongue key, and mouth or voice key. These are

used in complex reactions where a variety of

responses is desired ; the speaking of different

words fulfils this condition. A multiple key
for reaction with different fingers is used in

choice-reactions. For description of various

forms of stimulus releasers and reaction keys

see Laboeatoey and Aepaeatus, II, C.

Literature', in addition to the references

cited above, see Wundt, Physiol. Psychol.

(4th ed., 1893), ii.' 305-90, and the many
references there given

;
Jasteow, Time

Relations of Mental Phenomena (1890; with
full bibliography up to that date)

;
Buccola,

Legge del tempo (1883). More recent in-

vestigations are : Baetenstein, Zur Kenntnis

d. Reaktionszeiten (Diss. Freiburg-i.-Br., 1 8 90);
Jasteow, Amer. J. of Psychol., iv. 198, 41 1

;

Cattell, Philos. Stud., viii. 403 ;
Reigaet

and Sanfoed, Amer. J. of Psychol., v. 351 ;

ScEiETUEE and Mooee, Stud. Yale Psychol.

Lab., i. 88; Slatteey, ibid., 71; van
Bieevliet, Philos. Stud., x. 160, xi. 125;
Dolley and Cattell, Psychol. Rev., i. 159;
Proc. Natnl.Acad.of Sci., vii. 393 ;

Keabpelin
and Meekel, Philos. Stud., x. 499 ;

Wundt,
ibid., 485; Angell and Mooee, Psychol.

Rev., iii. 245 ;
Roemee, Psychol. Arb., i. 566 ;

Gilbeet and Fkackee, Univ. of Iowa Stud,

in Psychol., i. 62 ;
Pateizi, Riv. Sperim. di

Freniat., xxiii. 257

;

Sceiptuee, Stud. Yale

Psychol. Lab., iv. 12; Colegeove, Amer. J.

of Psychol., X. 286; Sbashoee, Univ. of

Iowa Stud, in Psychol., ii. 64 ;
Solomons,

Psychol. Rev., vi. 376. On the type theojy :

Baldwin, Med. Record (N. Y.), Apr. 15
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1893, 455 ft’.; Flouenoy, Arch. d. Sci.

Phys. et Nat., xxvii. 575, xxviii. 319, and
Observations sur quelques t3'pes de reaction

simple (Geneva, 1896); Hill and Watanabe,
Amer. J. of Psychol., vi. 242 ;

Watanabe,
ibid., 408 ;

Baldwin and Shaw, Psychol.

Rev., ii. 259 ;
Baldwin, Mind, N.S., v. 81 ;

Titohenee, INIind, N.S., iv. 74, 506, v. 236;
Faeeand, Cattell, Baldwin, Psychol. Rev.,

iv. 297. On abnormal and comparative re-

action times: Flee, C. E. Soc. de Biol., 2

fevr., 1889, 21 inai, 1892; Walitzky, Rev.

Philos., xxviii. 582 ;
Nadler, Stud. Yale

Psychol. Lab., iv. i
;
Toulouse and Vaschide,

C. R. Soc. de Biol., 10® sfr., iv. 616
;
Baciie,

Psychol. Rev., ii. 475 ;
Weyee, Stud. Yale

Psychol. Lab., iii. 96; Pieeee .Janet, Des Idees

fixes, ii. See also the annual Psychological

Index, and Bibliog. G, 2, r. (h.c.w., j.m.b.)

Reactive Consciousness : see (reflex)

Attention.
Reagent [Lat. re + agere, to act, lead,

do] : Ger. Heagrns, Zersetzungs- oder Er-

I'ennungsmittel Fr. reactif; Ital. reattivo.

(i) In chemistry: any substance used to

cause a chemical reaction. Anything used

to detect, by means of such reaction, the pre-

sence of other substances. Such are Millon’s

reagent, as test for proteids
;

Nesslei’s re-

agent, used to detect the presence of ammonia

;

staining reagents.

(2) In psj'chology : the 'subject in a psycho-

logical experiment. See Subject (of e.xperi-

ment).

(3) In physiology : any stimulus which

causes a physiological Reaction (q. v.).

(C.F.H.-J.M.B.)

Real and Reality, Actual, Being, Exis-

tence : for derivations and foreign equivalents

see the separate headings below.

I. (i) (a) Real [Lat. realis, from res, thing] :

Ger. real] Fr. red] Ital. reale. Univei sally

employed to denote that a thing is both (ct)

an existent (see below, IV) and (6) true,

though it is also used with various other

Implications, according to the various defini-

tions of reality adopted or projiosed by various

philosophers, which are, towever, never defi-

nitions, but only descriptions of properties

supposed to belong necessarily to what is real.

Reality is thus properly opposed both (a) to

things in the conception of which existence

is included but which do not truly exist, (6)

to subjects of non-exi.stential propositions,

and (c) to what is neither true nor false.

(6) Real is very commonly used with a

negative implication, as contradictory of the
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self-contradictory conception, ‘ that of which
it is true both that it does and that it does

not exist.’ This contradictory conception is

very common under various names; and in

connection with it things may be said to be
more or less real, according to the proportion

of truth in the assertions that they do or do
not exist. (g.e.m.)

By ‘ true ’ above is meant determined (see

Existence, below, IV), but determined abso-

lutely, that is, in a sphere or universe, exis-

tence in which is the final determination of

thought (or of that function by which final

determination is possible). Teuth (q. v.) is

the limiting notion of determinateness; and
for this reason the real cannot be defined, for

it is itself the method of determination or

definition by which being (see below. III)

becomes real
;

yet its meaning in the

genesis of experience can be psychologically

tiTiced.

(2) Reality. Ger. Realitdt] Fr. realite]

Ital. realita. Determined being (see below,

III), but not being determined as ‘ what.’

For to determine being as ‘ what ’ is to circum-

scribe and relate it in a universe of existence

which denies its universality.

Psychologically, reality is a Notion but net

a Concept (see those terms): we mean some-

thing by reality, but we do not think something

by it. It is just the fact of determination in

experience abstracted from all forms of real

determination. It is the mind’s recognition

of every possible thing as a possible deter-

mination or existence; and is thus cojitrasted

with being, which is reality from which deter-

mination is in turn abstracted. Reality is

that for which all actual coefficients of belief

stand in common, apart from the existences

for which they lespectively stand. (j.m.b.)

II. Actual [Lat. actum, something done,

through Fr.] : Ger. wirklich] Fr, actuel]

Ital. attuale. Actual, like real, implies both

truth and existence; but, in accordance with

its original opposition to ‘potential’ or ‘im-

plicit,’ it throws more emphasis on existence,

and particularly present and pre.sented exis-

tence (cf. Fact). In modern philosophy it is

often contrasted with reality, as denoting the

degree and kind of reality supposed to belong

to the objects of experience. As denoting

the degree, it always has a depreciatory sense

;

things are ‘ merely,’ i. e. relatively, actual.

But as denoting the kind, i. e. immediacy or

direct presentation, its claim is high. See

Actuality. (g.e.m.)

III. Being (q. v., i, also for derivation and
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equivalents) is a simple term, and therefore

strictly undetinable. It denotes ‘ givenness/

• presence,’ the ultimate ‘ datum ’ or ‘ posi-

tion.’ (J.M.B.)

It is an absolutely universal term
;

i. e. not

only ‘ realities ’ and ‘ actualities,’ but proposi-

tions, whetber true or false, and any terms

that can be used in a proposition, have being

or are entities. (g.e.m.)

IV. Existence (q. v. for derivation); Ger.

Bastin', Fr. existence', Ital. esistenza. Like

being, a simple term and strictly undefinable.

It denotes determinate being, or ‘ givenness,’

in a context by which its meaning is largely

determined (note the da of Basein). So we
have universes or spheres of ' existence, all of

which share being. The scholastics used various

phrases for these different spheres of existence:

in re, in intellectu, in esse, in 2>osse, &c. For
other meanings see Being (2, 3). (j.m.b.)

The second sense of reality is fully developed

in Plato, who calls ‘ realities ’ ovras or a\ri6ais

ovra, as opposed to the self-contradictory

existences, which he calls yiyvofitva; but

his conception of yiypo^eva does not fully

correspond to actuality, though it is applied

to the same things, i. e. the objects of experi-

ence. Plato does not distinguish being from

realitiq but ‘ defines ’ his ovtcos ovra chiefly

by the characteristics which belong to mere
beings. Aristotle’s term for

‘ reality’ in sense

(2) is TTpcoTT] oia-ia, which he ‘defines’ in two
ways, either as evriXixeia or ivepyeui. Since

eWfAeyfta denotes the combination of form and
matter, or ivepyeia and bvvapis, and since matter
and Svvapis involve incomplete reality, ivTeXixfm

corresponds more nearly to ‘actuality’; and
since things are more or less real according as

they are more or less ivfpydq {actu, from which
our ‘ actuality ’ is derived), while the one abso-

lute reality {jrpaiTOJS ov'j has no Svpapis, evepyeia

would seem more nearly equivalent to reality :

yet -irpatrr} ovaia is most frequently defined as

fi/TfXe'xfta. Aristotle regards mere beings as
‘ logical entities ’ (Xdya ;(copio-Td), thus starting

the conception of them as mental or verbal

existents, which has been prevalent ever since :

the mediaeval controversy between ‘Eealists’

and ‘Nominalists’ (see PvEALISM, 1) is in the

main a controversy between the Platonic and
Aristotelian views on this point. There is no
separate Greek term for existence : the use of

the term seems to have grown up in the

middle ages along with that of essence, this

pair gradually taking the place of the less

abstract Aristotelian matter and form (vXt;

and (Ibos). The modern contrast between

‘actuality’ and ‘reality’ dates only from
Kant’s emphatic opposition of experience to

things in themselves, and is mainly used by
philosophers who have been influenced by his

doctrines : both before and since his time

‘real’ in sense (2) is chiefly contrasted with
‘ ideal ’ or ‘ phenomenal.’ (g.e.m.)

Real Idealism or Ideal Realism : Ger.

Real-Idealismus, Ideal-Realismus', Fr. real-

idealisme, ideal-realisme
;

Ital. realismo idea-

listico. The theory which holds Ideaxism

(q. V., 2) in epistemology, i.e. the reduction of

the real to elements which are ideal—and with
it Realism (q. v., 2) in metaphysics, i.e. the

embodiment of what is ideal in the concep-

tion of the real. In short, it is the identifica-

tion of real and ideal. Cf. Identitt Philo-
sophy.

So, with differences of method and termino-

logy, Leibnitz, Lotze, Fichte, Schelling, &c.

See citations in Eisler, Worterb. d. philos.

Begriffe, ‘ Ideal-Realismus.’ (j.m.b.)

Realism: Ger. Realismus', Fr. realisme]

Ital. realismo. The term has two impm tant

meanings in philosophy, wholly distinct from

each other, (i) In one, and the older sense,

it is a logical-metaphysical theory, having to

do with the reality of universals in themselves,

and their relation to individuals. Its classic

expression is that universals are real ante res

(in God’s mind), fw rebus (in nature), andjsosi

res (in their historical apprehension by human
minds). However, it has even more extreme

forms.

(2) In the more modern and epistemo-

logical-metaphysical theory, it is the doctrine

that reality exists apart from its presentation

to, or conception by, consciousness
;
or that if,

as matter of fact, it has no separate existence

to the divine consciousness, it is not in virtue

of anything appertaining to consciousness as

such.

It is opposed to Idealism (q. v. for

history of this meaning). Historically, it has

been found in many forms and under many
names. See Natukal Realism. Kant terms

his philosophy empirical realism, meaning
that it holds to an existence of things in

space independent of our particular states cf

consciousness, opposing it to transcendental

realism, which asserts that time and space are

something in themselves independent of our

sensibility (Crit. of Pure Reason, 320-6,

Muller’s trans.). Spencer calls his philosojihy

transfigured realism, which means that ‘ some

objective existence, manifested under some

conditions,’ separate from and independent of
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Bubjective existence, is the final necessity of

thought, and yet that the perceptions and

objects in consciousness are not the reality,

and do not resemble, hut only synil)olize it.

At the same time he marks this off from ‘ hypo-

thetical realism,’ because that only asserts tlie

existence of this real as an inference, not as

a ‘fact’ (^Psychol., u. chap. xix). Lewes calls

his theory reasoned realism, which he dis-

tinguishes not only from crude or natural

realism, but also from the transfigured. It

asserts that the I’eality of an external existence,

a not-self, is given in feeling, and indissolubly

woven into consciousness. Here realism

seems to mean not externality to conscious-

ness, but externality to the subject, or ego, in

consciousness {Problems of Life and Mind.

176-95). See also Heal Idealism (or Ideal

Realism).

We shall now take up realism in the first

sense. In one aspect the problem goes back

to Socrates, who asserted tliat the object of

knowledge (and hence the true, the certain,

the real) was the universal, endeavouring in

this way to overcome the subjectivism of the

Sophists. In Plato, the universals appear as

the ideas and the true or absolute beings; and

an exposition of the method of arriving at

them, of their nature and interrelations, and

their connection with the various forms of

reality and experience constitutes the chief

object of his philosophy. It was long fashion-

able to regard him as an extreme realist in the

mediaeval sense, that is, as asserting the sub-

sistence of universals by themselves, inde-

pendent of any relation to individuals

—

ante

res. Aristotle is largely responsible for this

interpretation, since he continually polemicizes

against the Platonic separation of the ideas;

he is the authority with tlie Scholastics. But,

in the first place, the ultimate reality with

Aristotle, the pure form, has the same tran-

scendence which he attributes to the Platonic

idea, so far as existence is concerned. It is, at

bottom, the lack of dynamic connection with

the world which Aristotle, whether rightly or

wrongly, criticizes in Plato—a lack which he

attempts to fill by his theory of the form as

the end, which matter as the potential always

attempts to realize, and hence moves towards.

But, in the second place, and more signifi-

cantly, the whole mediaeval and modern con-

ception of realism is foreign to the interests of

Greek ])hilosophy, both Platonic and Ari-

stotelian. Plato and Aristotle are interested

in showing that the real is universal, and
under what conditions it becomes or is indi-

vidual
; but the interest in the obverse ques-

tion, the reality of the universal and of the
individual, is one which depends upon the

whole intervening period, indieating indeed

that the starting-point has been reversed.

It could not arise until the psychological

movement had gone far enough to corre-

late the universal and subjective thought.

This is not to say, of course, that mediaeval

thought did not naturally and inevitably

identify its own problems with those of Greek
thought, and even cast them in the terms of

that thought. Neo-Platonism, with its express

derivation of the hierarchy of successive forms

of thought and being from the more universal

as the irroi’e r eal, was the immediate cause of

this identification, so that realism is the first

to make its appearance, which it does in

full-fledged form in ScOTUs Erigena (q. v.,

and also Scholasticism). It is a matter of

moment that realism is the doctrine of those

who are especially interested in philosophic

content, while nominalism appears, at first,

rather as a merely formal and logical doctrine.

As such, it is a passage in the translation by
Boethius of Porphyry’s introduction to the

Categories of Aristotle which started the discus-

sion— a treatise, it must be remembered, which
at this period was known only quite apart

from the metaphysics and physics of Aristotle.

The passage raised the problem of genera and
species, (i) as to whether they subsist in

themselves or only in the mind
; (2) whether,

if subsistent, they are corporeal or incoriiorenl;

and (3) whether separated from sensible

things, or placed in them. Roscelin appears

as an extreme nominalist, holding that the

universals are only abstractions from parti-

cular things (are fost res), and in them-

selves are only words (voces) or names (»iomfjta).

William of Champeaux asserted realism in its

most extreme form. Only genera are sub-

stances; individuals are only their attributes;

manhood is essential, Socrates accidental.

Moreover, every universal is real
;
whiteness

would be real even if there were no white

thing. These extreme views obviously de-

manded some attempt at mediation. Tin's

was supplied by Abelard. He held that

a universal, even as a name, is yet more than

a name
;

it is a predicate, or sermo. This is

reached only by conception, which, comparing

individual things, reaches that which ‘natur-

ally ’ is a predicate. So far Abelard would be

ch.ssed as a conceptualist. But he goes on to

develop the idea of a natural predicate. Since

universals are the instruments of all know-
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ledge, there must be something in the nature

of things which is their basis
;
namely, simi-

larity in the things themselves. Moreover,

this similarity is due to the fact that the uni-

versals are the modes or archetypes in God’s

mind, according to which he creates particular

things—a view emphasized also by Bernard of

Chartres and by Gilbert of Poitiers. The
latter, however, leans more to realism in

holding that while these concepts or forms of

the divine mind become universals only in

things, they are really in things (m re), and
not merely factors of likeness to be appre-

hended (collected) in turn by the human mind.

Here the discussion practically rests for the

time; justice seems to be done to all the

elements involved, and the doctrine .being

accepted by Alexander, and by Thomists and
Scotists alike, in the second period of scholasti-

cism the discussion passes into the back-

ground.

It did not wholly rest, however
;
those who

continued the tradition of the merely formal

1( gio, occupying themselves with propositions

rather than vciih judgments, continued the old

nominalistic terminology. What was termed

‘modern logic,’ depending upon some Byzan-

tine compendiums, was developed. It invcdved

the theory of the syllogism, in its different

figures, in relation to component piopositions,

and the elements of these propositions—
very much, indeed, what passes in the logic of

the syllogism to-day. This was elaborated by

Peter of Spain. According to it the predicate

(which of course is the universal) is only a sign.

With Peter and his school the doctrine re-

mained a harmless detail of formal logic.

But William of Occam develops it and com-

bines it with a metaphysical theory of the

nature of (distinct) individuals, which had

come to the front. Realism, even in its

moderate forms, seemed to find the essential

reality in the generic, if not in or before

things lit( rally, at least as ‘ thoughts ’ in the

mind of God. As long as the object of chief

interest was the universe as a whole, and the

Chuich and state as wholes, the doctrine

naturally commended itself. But with the

growth of consciousness of particular indi-

viduality {haecceitas, this special uniquely

distinguished individual) the doctrine pre-

sented grave difficulties. It seemed to lead

to a most thorough-going predeterminism,

according to which everything in or about the

individual is eternally foreordained in the

thought of God. Duns Scotus had insisted

upon the primal character of individuality

{haecceitas), but had still regarded it as form,

as the generic substantialized. But William
of Occam recognized that this view still

left the individual in an ambiguous position;

logically, at least, the individual still appears

as subordinate to the universal. Hence with
him nominalism is not, as with the earlier

writers, a merely negative assertion of the

verbal or conceptual character of ideas ; it is

the positive assertion that specific indi-

vidualities, differentiated in themselves, are

the real ; and that universals are discursively

gathered from our original intuitive knowledge
of these individuals. (In this direct apprehen-

sion, William includes both sensation, know-
ledge of our own internal states—more certain

than sense-knowledge—and the intellectual

intuition of the essence of the soul.) Just

because Occam’s theory was congruent with

the rising practical individualism of the day
(in politics and religion), because it agreed

with the rising physical science—emphasizing

the knowledge of particular phenomena in-

stead of abstract and occult essences—and
because it fell in with the growing psycho-

logical tendency to study the natural history

of knowledge, and not simply its logical forms,

nominalism became as triumphant at this

period as realism had been at the earlier.

With the breaking up of mediaevalism,

the discussion passed over info psychology.

The interest was in abstract and general ideas,

or abstraction and generalization, rather than

in univers;ds as such. Accordingly, our state-

ment ends here—save to remai k that, since

modern science deals so evidently with

universals, with laws, the problem of whether

or no any objective reality is to be conceded

to these universals, and if so, in what way, is

coming to the front again in modern logic

;

and thus in so far the old discussion is again

raised. In accordance with the spirit of

an early remark, we may note from another

point ofview the difference of the ancient from

the mediaeval realism. The ancient deals with

the universal as the essence, the noiiftitutive

factor, whether before or in individuals
;
the

mediaeval deals with it as the generic. Hence
to an ancient to have identified the universal

with a mere concept would have been impos-

sible, save to assert absolute scepticism
;
with

the moderns it was a natural outlet. With
recent thought, the universfd becomes law, or

method. Cf. Latin and Scholastic Termino-
logy.

Literature, to (i): Pkantl, Gesch. d. Logik,

is the authority for the details of practically aU
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writers. Cf. the titles cited under Scholas-
ticism. The following are important : .John

OF Salisbury, Metalogicus, ii. chap, xvii if.

(gives a summary of views of previous writers,

all the more valuable because he confesses

himself unable to take any position)
;
IJarach,

Zur Gesch. d. Nominalisinus vor Rocellin
;

L5we, Der Kampf zwischen Nominalisinus

u. Realismus
;
Exnee, Nominalismus u. Real-

ismus; KOhler, Realismus u. Nominal-

ismus. (J.D.)

To (
2 ); (natural realism) works of Reid,

Th. Brown, D. Stewart, McCosh (esp.

Hist, of the Scottish Philos.)
;

(French

realism) works of Jouffrot, Biean, Cousin,

Janet. See also the writers cited above and

the histories of philosophy; the literature of

Epistemology, and Philosophy, and Bjbliog.

B, 2, d. (J.M.B.)

Realism (in aesthetics). Primarily, a

style or mode of artistic treatment which

represents its objects as they ‘really’ or

actually are, as opposed to Idealism (q. v.),

which selects and modifies.

Practically, the artist must in anj’^ case select

at least his object and point of view, hence

the term has been determined largely by

antithesis to the various meanings of idealism,

giving three distinct species :

—

(1) A treatment which emphasizes indi-

viduality, as contrasted with an idealism

which emphasizes the Type (q. v.).

(2) A treatment which brings out especially

the strong, harsh, and even ugly aspects of

reality or life, as contrasted with an idealism

which seeks the harmonious.

(3) A treatment which professes to make
no selection on the ground of intrinsic

aesthetic value, and to attempt no intensifica-

tion of interesting features, but to reproduce

all aspects of reality and all detail without

discrimination or modification, contrasted with

an idealism which selects and modifies accord-

ing to the artist’s aesthetic interest.

Owing to the confusion involved in tliese

different antitlieses, Volkelt suggests as a more

useful pair of antitheses: (a) intensifying

versus matter-of-fact (potenzierender Stil und
Thatsachenstil)

;
{Ji) individualizing versus

typicizing (typisieremler).

The various meanings of the term have

grown out of the varying modes of art-

consciousness of different periods. Cf. Beauty,
Art, and Characteristic. (j.h.t.)

In contrast with Naturalism (q. v., in

aesthetics), realism portra3'S what is essential

to the individual or illustrates the concept of

the individual
;
while naturalism fails to dis-

tinguish between what is essential and what
accidental to the individual. Idealism depicts,

on the other hand, what is general, and essen-

tially general (cf. Alt, Syst d. Kiinste). (k.g.)

Literature

:

Volkelt, Aesth. Zeitfragen

(1895), chap, iv: Fechnbr, Vorschule d.

Aesth. (1876), xxii, xxvii; Symonds, Essays

Spec, and Sugg., 1 1 7 ff.
;
La Faroe, Considera-

tions on Painting (1896), chaps, ii, iii. (j.h.t.)

Reality: see Real.
Reality Peeling and Realizing Sense :

Ger. liealitdtsgefiihl; Fr. sentiment de realite\

Ital. sentimento della realtd. Reality feeling

is ‘the feeling which means, as the child

afterwards learns, that an object is really

there.. . . contrasted with belief . . . which

indicates the amount of assurance we have at

the time that an object is there’ (Baldwin,

Ilandh. of Psychol., Feeling and Will, chap,

iii, ‘Interest, Reality Feeling, and Belief,’

where the term was originally suggested).

The disturbance of reality feeling gives ‘ un-

reality feeling,’ a certain distrust of experi-

ence leading to trial and error and the gradual

grounding of things believed. Cf. Belief.

Realizing sense is a popular term for

reality feeling, either with or without the

intellectual conviction of explicit belief.

Literature : titles given under Belief,

esjiecially the books of James, Vorbrodt,
Stout, Baldwin. (j.m.b.)

Realization : see Self-realization, and

cf. Reality Feeling.

Realizing Sense : see Reality Feeling.

Reals: Qev. liealen; Yr. reels, lies') Hres',

Ital. reali. A term used by Herbart to name
the (pluralistic) ultimate beings.

Each is a monad, and absolute in itself.

A plurality of qualities in a being means a

relative element. Hence each real is per-

fectly fimple in quality. * Tliis quality is

undefinable. These reals act upon one another

by way of disturbance, and react to disturbance

in the way of self-preservation. Presentations

(Vorstellungen) are self-preservative reactions

on the part of that real called mind. (J.D.)

Reason [Lat. ratio, through Fr.] : Ger.

(i) Verstand, (2, 3) Vernnnft; Fr. raison
\

Ital. ragione. (i) That faculty and process

{vovs, Stdi/oia, ratio) of mind which consists in

the drawing of inferences. See Inference,

and Thought, and cf Reasoning.

It is in this wide sense that man is

defined as a ‘ rational animal.’ The term

thus came to be applied to a special ‘faculty’

by means of which man was supposed to
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draw inferences
;

but it has always tended

to be restricted to that part of such supposed

faculty by means of which he drew valid

inferences from true premises. In this sense

it is opposed to Instinct (q. v.).

(2) From the restriction of ‘ reason ’ to the

valid inference of true conclusions was derived

a further use, in which it denotes the supposed

faculty by which we apprehend intuitively, or

without inferring, truths which stand to par-

ticular judgments about what exists at tliis or

that time or place, in the relation of a Reason
(q. V., in logic) to its consequence.

In this sense reason is opposed to sensation,

perception, and imagination, and also, espe-

cially where the truths in question are ethical

principles, to feeling and desire.

By the term PEACTiCAli Reason (q. v.) is

meant either a special faculty or a part of the

general faculty of reason,which is supposed both

(a) to apprehend the reason why particular

actions ought to be performed, i.e. either the

principle from which their rightness follows, or

the fact that they are means to an end, and
{b) to cause the performance of such actions.

[The Aristotelian sense is that of ‘ reason

directed towards the attainment of an end.’

—

A.s.p.p. See Peactical Reason (i).]

(3) By a still further distinction reason is

restricted to the faculty by which we are

supposed to apprehend the real nature of the

world as a whole, or the one ultimate reason

of all consequences. The term is still applied

to the mind, in so far^^as it is supposed to

exercise this function, although the doctrine

ofparticular faculties h^been generally given

up. Cf. Undeestanding and Eeason.
The word Xdy»y is vaguely used to cover

all senses of reason, but is less frequently used

to denote the psychological fact of belief. In

Aristotle it is mainly restricted to mean the

definition of a thing', including the verbal

description of that ‘ formal cause,’ which Plato

and Aristotle alike supposed to be one of the

reasons of a thing’s existence. Aristotle uses

the word apx^ to cover reason in the proper

sense; and he distinguishes as a less proper

use of the term that in which it stands for

any true proposition from ivhich another is

inferred actually (a), a distinction which gave

rise to the scholastic distinction between ratio

cognoscendi and ratio essendi, of which also it

is recognized that the latter is more properly

called reason. These two terms correspond

respectively to consequence and reason, in

their proper sense, except that the former
sometimes includes the cause of our knowing

a truth, and the latter the cause of a thing’i

existence. Leibnitz uses the term Sufficient
Reason (q.v.) to denote a kind of ‘final cause,’

which he supposes to be the only true cause

of every event. See Cause.
The word vovs covers vaguely all meanings

of reason [and is especially used in distinction

from understanding, enuTTripr] or Sidvoia —
A.s.p.p.]

;
but it tends to be confined by

Plato and Aristotle to the faculty by which
we apprehend true reasons without inference,

and to be distinguished from other generally

synonymous words, such as dtdvoia, as denoting

the faculty by which we apprehend the most
ultimate truths. The Stoics, by personifying

the Xdyof, of which Heraclitus had spoken as

the law of all clianges in the universe, gave

to this word much the same meaning as

belonged to vovs in Plato and Aristotle.

The use of both words was continued by
Philo, by the Christian Fathers, and by the

Neo-Platonists, vovs being sometimes applied,

as by Philo, to the human reason as a part of

the one divine Xdyoj, and sometimes, e. g. by
Valentine and Plotinus, to an entity conceived

as superior to that which they denote by \6yns.

It is from this use of Xd-yoy, through its Latin

equivalent, ratio, that our use of reason to

denote a mental faculty is derived. The
antithesis between reason and revelation,

emphasized by Christian Apologists against

the Gnostics and Neo-Platonists, prepared the

way for the scholastic use of ‘ ratio ’ to denote

our capacity for drawing valid inferences of

which the results are not necessarily true

—

a use in which it was opposed to that ‘ faith
’

by which we were supposed to appieliend

revealed truths. This use alone dominated
mediaeval philosophy, culminating in the

avowed doctrine that unorthodox deductions

might be true secuudvm ralienerti, although in

flat contradiction to what was true secundum
Jidem. After the Benaissance the vague use

of reason to mean the faculty by which we
apprehend abstract truths, with or without

inference, again became prominent; and a

more definite meaning was first brought into

vogue by the distinction of Kant’s between
reas-on and understanding—a distinction also

adopted by Hegel. (g.e.m.)

Reason (in logic): Ger. Grund] Fr. raison;

Ital. ragione. One or more of the propositions

from which another is validly inferred. See

Reasoning, and Sufficient Reason, (j.m.b.)

Reason (in theology). The concrete in-

telligence of man as exercised in the dis-

covery or apprehension of religious truth.
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Reason in this sense includes intuition in so

far as that function yields ideas and concepts.

It is to be distinguished, however, from in-

tuition regarded as a mere subjective sense.

The great distinction in theology, however, is

that which exists between reason and a faith

resting on some objective or external authority.

It is generally conceded that what is intrin-

sically irrational cannot be a legitimate object

of faith.

Literature : see Rationalism, Revelation,
and SUPEEXATUEALISM. (A.T.O.)

Reason (sutEcient) : see Sufficient
Reason, and Reason (in logic).

Reasonable (i) and (2) Unreasonable:
Ger. vernunftig, unverniinftig Fr. raison-

noble, deraisonnable
;

Ital. ragionevole, irra-

gionevole. (r) Having, and (2) not having, what
is considered adequate ground or justification.

See Reason (in logic), and cf. Rational.
The terms— notably unreasonable— are

especially (though not exclusively) applied to

actions or active decisions, attitudes, &c.,

having reference to the clement of conation

which enters into these. We say a conclusion

or inference is illegitimate, wrong, or false,

but tlie act based upon this conclusion we call

‘ unreasonable.’ Moreover, there is a slight

jeproach attaching to a course that is un-

reasonable which does not attach to what is

mei’ely mistaken or ill-judgeil—-a further

indication that an element of cojiation is

involved. (j.m.b.)

Reasoned Realism : see Realism (2).

Reasoning: Ger. Schlietsen (inference),

Denken (thought); Fr. raisonnement •, Ital.

ragionamento. Thinking in logical form,

correct or incorrect.

‘ Direct’ reasoning or inference is the case

in which the proof proceeds directly to the

conclusion; an ‘indirect’ conclusion follows

from the proof of something else (see Pboof).
‘ Deceptive reasoning ’ is reasoning which in-

volves a logical fallacy. (j.m.b.)

Reasoning is a process in which the reasnner

is conscious that a judgment, the conclusion,

is determined by other judgment or judg-

ments, the premises, according to a general

habit of thought- which he may not be able

precisely to formulate, but which he approves

as conducive to true knowledge. By true

knowledge he means, though he is not usually

able to analyse his meaning, the ultimate

knowledge in which he hopes that belief may
ultimately rest, undisturbeil by doubt, in re-

paid to the particular subject to which his

conclusion relates. Without this logical ap-

proval, the process, although it may be closely

analogous to reasoning in other lespects, lacks

the essence of reasoning. Every reasoner,

therefore, since he approves certain habits,

and consequently methods, of reasoning, ac-

cepts a logical doctrine, called his logica utens.

Reasoning does not begin until a judgment
has been formed

;
for the antecedent cognitive

operations are not subject to logical approval
or disapjjroval, being subconscious, or not
sufficiently near the surface of consciousness,

and therefore uncontrollable. Reasoning,
therefore, begins with premises which are

adopted as representing percepts, or generali-

zatioiiS of such pei’cepts. All the reasoner’s

conclusions ought to refer solely to the per-

cepts, or r ather to propositions expressirrg facts

of perception. .But this is not to say that the

general conceptions to which he attains have
rro value irr themselves.

Reasoning is of three elementary kinds
;

but ririxed reasonings are more common.
Tliese three kinds are inductun, deduction,

and jn'esumption (for which the present writer

proposes the rranre abduction).

Induction takes place when the reasoner

already Irolds a theory more or less proble-

matically (ranging from a pure irr'.eriogative

apprehension to a strong leaning mixed with
ever so little doubt)

;
and having reflected that

if that theory be true, then under cer tain con-

ditiorrs cerlairt pherrotnerra ought to appear
(the stranger and less antecedently crediole

the better), proceeds to experiment, that is, to

realize those conditions and watch for the

predicted phenomena. Upon their appearance

he accepts the theory with a modality which
recognizes it provisionally as approximately

true. The logical warrant for this is that

this method persistentlyapplied to the problem

must in the long run produce a convergence

(though irregular) to the truth
;

for the truth

of a theory consists very hu-gely in this,

that every perceptual deduction from it is

verified. It is of the essence of induction

that the consequence of the theory should be

drawn first in regard to the unknown, or

virtually unknown, result of experiment; and

that this should virtually be only ascertained

afterward. For if we look over the pheno-

mena to find agieements with the theory, it

is a mere question of ingenuity and industry

how many we shall find. Induction (at least,

in its typical foims) contributes nothing to

our knowledge except to tell us approximately

how often, in the course of such experience as

our experiments go towards constituting, a
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given sort of event occurs. It thus simply

evaluates an objective probability. Its validity

does not depend upon the uniformity of nature,

or anything of that kind. The uniformity of

nature may tend to give the probability evalu-

ated an extremely great or small value ; but

even if nature were not uniform, induction

would be sure to find it out, so long as in-

ductive reasoning could he performed at all.

Of course a certain degree of special uni-

formity is requisite for that.

But all the above is at variance with

the doctrines of almost all logicians
;
and, in

particular, tliey commonly teach that the in-

ductive conclusion approximates to the truth

because of the uniformity of nature. They only

contemplate as inductive reasoning cases in

which, from finding that certain individuals of

a class have certain characters, the reasoner con-

cludes that every single individual of the class

has the same character. According to the defini-

tion here given, that inference is not inductive,

but is a mixture of deduction and presumpotiou.

Cf. Induction, and Pbobablb Inbeeence.
On the methods of inductive reasoning see

Dieeeeence (method of). Concomitance
(logical), Ageeement (method of), and Eli-

mination under Scientific Method. For
Eliminative Reasoning (Ausschlussverfahren

—Eisler) see Syllogism.
Presumption, or, more precisely, abduction

(which the present writer believes to have

been what Aristotle’s twenty-fifth chapter of

the second Prior Analytics imperfectly de-

scribed under the name of airayayr], until

Apellicon substituted a single wrong word
and thus disturbed the sense of the whole),

furnishes the reasoner with the problematic

theory which induction verifies. Upon finding

himself confronted with a phenomenon unlike

what he would have expected under the cir-

cumstances, he looks over its features and
notices some remarkable character or relation

among them, which he at once recognizes as

being chai’acteristic of some conception with

wliich his mind is already stored, so that a

theory is suggested which would explain (that

is, render necessary) that which is surprising

in the phenomena.
He therefore accepts that theory so far as

to give it a high place in the list of theories of

those phenomena which call for further exami-

nation. If this is all his conclusion amonnts
to, it may be asked : "What need of reasoning

was there % Is he not free to examine what
theories he likes 1 The answer is that it is a

question of economy. If he examines all the

foolish theories he miglit imagine, he never

will (short of a miracle) light upon the true

one. Indeed, even with the most rational

procedure, he never would do so, were there

not an affinity between his ideas and nature’s

ways. However, if there be any attainable

truth, as he hopes, it is plain that the only way
in which it is to be attained is by trying the

hypotheses which seem reasonable and which
lead to such consequences as are observed.

Presumption is the only kind of reasoning

which supiplies new ideas, the only kind

which is, in this sense, synthetic. Induction

is justified as a method which must in the long

run lead up to the truth, and that, by gradual

modification of the actual conclusion. There
is no such warrant for presumption. The
hypothesis which it problematically concludes

is frequently utterly wrong itself, and even
the method need not ever lead to the truth;

for it may be that the features of the pheno-
mena which it aims to explain have no rational

explanation at all. Its only justification is

that its method is the only way in which there

can be any hopie of attaining a rational ex-

planation. This doctrine agrees substantially

with that of some logicians
;
but it is radically

at variance with a common theory and with
a common practice. This prescribes that

the reasoner should be guided by balancing

probabilities, according to the doctrine of

inverse Peobability (q. v.). This depends
upon knowing antecedent probabilities. If

these antecedent probabilities wmre solid

statistical facts, like those upon which the

insurance business rests, the ordinary pre-

cepts and practice would be sound. But
they are not and cannot, in the nature oi

things, be statistical facts. What is the

antecedent probability that matter should be

composed of atoms I Can we take statistics

of a multitude of different universes? An
objective probability is the ratio of frequency
of a specific to a generic event in the ordinary
course of experience. Of a fact per se it is

absurd to speak of objective probability. All
that is attainable are subjective probabilities,

or likelihoods, which express nothing but the
conformity of a new suggestion to our pre-
possessions

;
and these are the source of most

of the errors into whicli man falls, and of all

the worst of them. An instance of what the
method of balancing likelihoods leads to is

the ‘higher criticism’ of ancient history,

upon whicli the archaeologist’s spade has in-

flicted so many wounds. Cf. Peesumptive
In FI EENCE.
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Tlie tliird elementary way of reasoning is

deduction, of which the warrant is that tlie

facts presented in the premises could not

under any imaginahle ciicumstances he true

without involving the truth of the couilusion,

which is therefore accepted with n ccssary

medal it j'. But though it be necessary in its

modality, it does not by any means follow

that the conclusion is certainly true. When
we are reasoning about purely hypothetical

states of things, as in mathematirs, and can

make it one of our hypotheses that what is

true shall depend only on a certain kind of

condition— so that, for example, what is true

of equations written in black ink would cer-

tainly be equally true if they were written

in I’ed—we can be certain of our conclusions,

provided no blunders have been committed.

This is ‘ demonstrative reasoning.’ Fallacies

in pure mathematics have gone undetected for

many centuries. It is to ideal states of things

alone—or to real states of things as ideally

conceived, always more or less departing from

the reality— that deduction applies. The
process is as follows, at least in many cases :

We form in the imagination some sort of

diagrammatic, that is, iconic, representation

of the facts, as skeletonized as possible. The
impression of the present writer is that with

ordinary persons this is always a visual image,

or mixed visual and muscular
;
but this is an

opinion not founded on any systematic exami-

nation. If visual, it will either he geometrical,

that is, such that familiar spatial relations

stand for the relations asserted in the pre-

mises, or it will be algebraical, where the

relations are expressed by objects which are

imagined to be subject to certain rules, whether

conventional or experiential. This diagram,

which has been constructed to represent in-

tuitively or semi-intuitively the same relations

which are abstractly expressed in the pre-

mises, is then observed, and a hypothesis

suggests itself that there is a certain relation

between some of its parts—or perhaps this

hypothesis had already been suggested. In

order to test this, various experiments are

made upon the diagram, which is changed in

various ways. This is a proceeding extremely

similar to induction, from which, however,

it differs widely, in that it does not deal with

a course of experience, but with whether or

not a certain state of things can be imagined.

Now, since it is part of the hypothesis that

only a very limited kind of condition can

affect the result, the necessary experimenta-

tion can be very quickly completed
;
and it

is seen that the conclusion is compelled to be
true by the conditions of the construction of

the diagram. This is called ‘ diagrammatic
or schematic, reasoning.’

Literature'. F. A. Lange, Logische Stud.

(1877, unfinished); J. S. Mill A System of

Logic (1842 ;
tieatises on logic gener.dly;

many treatises on psychology, in loc.

;

Bibliog. C, 2
, j ,

h. (c.s.p.)

Recall: see Revival.
Recapitulation (law of) [Lat. re caput,

head, through Fr.] : Ger. Wiederholungsgesetz’,

Fr. loi de recapitulation
;

Ital. legge di ri-

capitolazione. The theory according to which
the individual in his ontogenic development

passes through a series of stages which re-

present successive forms in the descent of the

species (phylum) to which he belongs
;
the

theory that ontogenesis recapitulates phylo-

genesis. Cope suggested the term ‘ Bioblas-

tology ’ for the science of the relation of the

two genetic series of forms. Cf. Ontogeny.
The facts were recognized—so far as the

parallelism is concerned—by Agassiz, and
formulated, for the development of the em-
bryo, by V. Baer (see v. Baee’s Law).
Haeckel interpreted the principle as a law of

evolution. It is now very generally recog-

nized as, in principle, true, although liable to

much variation due to other forces and con-

ditions. Modifications of it have been formu-

lated in the ‘law of Acceleration’ (q.v.), and
the theory of abbreviation, with that of Short
Cdts (q. v.). Eimer {Organic Evolution, Eng.

trans., 30) makes the following general state-

ment regarding abbreviation :
‘ Every lower

stage of the phyletic growth is abbreviated [in

ontogeny] for the benefit of the newer
[higher].’ Variations in the series have been

recognized as arising from the necessary

accommodation of the organism to changed en-

vironment, and the effects of mechanical forces,

of uidike and unequal food-supply, &c. (Sedg-

wick). Moreover, it has been pointed out, by
the present writer, that the rigid working of

recaj)itulation must have been subordinated

to the requirements cf the creature’s own
survival—variations in recapitulation coming

under the action of natural selection. Thus

the rise of an infancy period is necessitated

by the demands of later life in cieatures in

which plasticity and intelligence take the

place of fixity and instinct. Such cieatures

are born heljiless, and depend upon parental

care, thus failing to jiass through the stage

of rich instinctive endowment which would

correspond to that of their ancestors. So
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in the child we find few perfect instii cts, and

only those—such as sucking, walking reflex,

&c.—which are of continued utility, or at

least not of actual inutility, in the development

of the future mature being whose life is mainly

one of intelligent learning. Yet thei’e are, it

would seem, even in such cases, sufficient

indications of the general operation of reca-

pitulation.

The facts upon which this law is based

afford one of the strongest arguments for the

theor\’ of organic evolution. How, it may
be asked, could the individual’s hereditary

impulse have come to take this course through

a series of forms arranged in order, analogous

to a series of adult forms, except by being in

the actual line of descent from those forms,

which have thus handed down these rudi-

mentary or vestigial (see Vestige) indica-

tions 1 And further ; how could the line of

progress in the individual’s development take

place, except by actual continuity of material

and of vital change from one of these stages

to another 1 So the production of the ori-

ginal series of animal forms, which this re-

capitulates, must have involved continuity of

substance and actual descent by heredity. If

these two points be put together—a creature

(i) itself showing the actual production of

these forms one from another, and (2) itself

in the series by hereditary descent—the pre-

sumption of evolution is overwhelming.

The term ‘parallelism’ has been used for

the fact of recapitulation especially by Hyatt
and Cope {Prim. Factors of Org. Evolution,

175 ff.)
;

it is better, however, to restrict

that term to psychophysical Parallelism

(q. V.). The two last-named writers hold, on

the basis of discoveries by Hyatt, to a further

‘parallelism’ between old-age degeneration

and racial degeneration (see Cope, as cited

above, and cf. Ontogeny).
Literature : see under V. Baer’s Law,

Evolution, Evolution (mental), and Onto-
geny; Milnes Marshall, Lectures and Ad-
dresses (being Pres. Address. Brit. Assoc.

1890); also citations in Delage, Structure

du Pj otoplasma, and successive issues of the

Annee Biol. (j.m.b., c.Ll.m., e.b.p.)

Brecept [Lat. recipere, to take back] : not

in use in the other languages. A word
used by Bomanes for the mental images sup-

posed to he formed merely by the repetition

of percepts leading to reinforcement of the

characters in which the percepts agree, and
obscuration of the characters in which they
differ. The ordinary psychological term

applied in this connection is Generic Image

(q.
V.).

^

(G.F.S.)

Receptivity [Lat. recipere, to take back]

:

Ger. Receptivitdt (Kant), Empfdnglichkeit

;

Fr. receptivite
]

Ital. recettibilitd. (1) The
receptive—i. e. sensory, cognitive, and sug-

gestive—functions as set over against the

motor, expressive, and active.

(2) Sensitiveness or responsiveness to

stimulation of the receptive functions.

A person is said to be by nature receptive

to ‘suggestion,’ to instruction. &c., or to have

great receptivity. Receptibility (with recep-

tible) is also used in this sense.

(3) With Kant, Receptivitat is the faculty

of presentation (Vorstellen) when stimulated

by objects, as over against Spoutaneitat, in

which presentations are brought up by the

mind itself (‘ das Vermbgen, Vorstellungen

selbst hervorzubfingen ’

;
Krit. d. reinen Ver-

nunft, 76 ;
quoted by Eisler). (j.m.b., g.e.s.)

Reciprocal Demand : Ger. gegenseitige

Nachfrage (little used); Fr. demande reci-

2»'oque
;

Ital. domanda reciproca. The rela-

tion between two kinds of goods in the same
market, whei’eiu either may be regarded as

a cause of demand for the other.

If we regard demand not in the sense of

quantity demanded, but of purchasing power
offered, the source of the demand for one com-
modity is the supply of others; and each

commodity brought to market appears in the

double aspect of supply and (source or measure

of) demand. The logical consequences arising

from this view of the matter were well

developed by Caimes, and still better by
Walras, who has made them the subject of

acute mathematical analysis. But the superior

convenience of the other definition of demand
as quantity demanded has prevented most
economists from adopting this method of

treatment. (a.t.h.)

Reciprocity [Lat. reciprocatus, from reci-

pere, to receive] : Ger. (1) WechselwirJcung,

(2) 'Widerspiel', Fr. (i) ecliange mutuel, (2)
reciprocite\ Ital. (i) scamhio mutuo; {2) red-
procitd. (i) Relation of Mutuality (q. v.);

mainly used (a) for the action and reaction of

all bodies upon one another: Kant’s Category

(q.v.) of reciprocity; and (6) for the supposed
relation of mutual cause and effect between
mind and body.

(2) Interaction
; double relation of give

and take, whether the two relations between
giver and taker be the same or not

;
that is,

whether mutuality be present or not.

‘Interdependence’ is often used to cover
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Loth meanings given, and also Inteeaction

(q.v.).

Literature : see Categoet, and Intee-
action. (J.M.B.)

Recognition [Lat. re + cognitio, know-
ledge] : Ger. Wiedererhennen \-nung)

;

Fr.

reconnaissance, recognition (sometimes used

—

L.M.)
;

Ital. riconoscimento, ricognizione. The
consciousness accompanying any mental ob-

ject when it is apprehended as having been
apprehended before.

The principal facts to be covered fall under

certain headings: (i) The ordinary recogni-

tion of an object as having been apprehended
before—as having ‘ individual identity.’ (2)
The recognition of an image as a memory of

an object before experienced. {3) The recog-

nition of an object as being the same, although

not having the marks of individual identity

—

as having ‘ material identity,’ i. e. a cliair,

every part of which has been at some time

replaced. (4) The recognition of an object as

belonging to a familiar class, although itself

as an individual not familiar: ‘class recog-

nition.’ (5) Recognition as attaching to the

categories, schemes, or forms of mental process;

as to a familiar train of thought, a mathe-

matical demonstration, &c., in which the

matter may not he the same : what may
be called ‘formal’ or ‘logical’ recognition.

(6) The element of self- recognition, which

seems to be present in many cases of the

recognition of an object. (7) Tiie distinction

between (a) relative recognition, in which
cei tain relationships of part to part and part to

wli.de are involved, and (6), in which an abso-

lutely simple quality (e. g. a musical tone:

see Tone Recognition) is recognized with

no aid fi’om its relationships within or with-

out itself. (8) Illusions of recognition, in

which the objects of recognition belonging to

the several classes above are falsely held to

be familiar.

Theories turn mainly upon the first of

these sorts of recognition; but the demand
may fairly be made that the final theory ex-

plain them all. The principal current views

are as follows

:

I. Representation theories, which hold that

a certain duality as between the former and

the latter appearance of the object must enter

into recognition : there is a representative

or ideal ingredient which gives to the new
cognition its value of familiarity. Of these

theories we have the following :

(a) The Image theories. According to this

view we recognize an object by means of
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a memory image of the same object as eai lier

experienced. The memory image is recalled,

and it is found to be the same with the new
presentation, hence the latter has its identi-

fication. This theory is now generally aban-
doned in view of the evidence that in many
bases of recognition there is no such revived

image.

(b) -The Assimilation theory. According
to this point of view, while there may not be
a distinct memory image of the object felt to

be familiar, yet there are, in the construction

of the object the second time, elements of re-

vived content. These, together with memory
elements having more or less conscious value,

which do not thus enter into the construction,

give the quality of familiarity. The new
object is said to be assimilated to the old, so

that there is only one mental construction—
not an image plus a percept. This is part of

the broader theory of Assimilation (q. v.), by
which association of ideas is also explained,

recognition involving association of a certain

sort.

If. The Pi’esentation theories. These take

as point of departure, as opposed to the

representation view, some mark, quality, or
‘ coefficient ’ in the thing recognized, whereby
it is apprehended as familiar. What is this

quality?—that question gives rise to various

more specific views.

() Physical theories. The recognition co-

efficient is said to be physical; a certain result

left in the brain paths or centres whereby,

on the recurrence of the same sort of stimu-

lation or function, a peculiar quale is imparted

to the conscious state
;
this is the feeling of

familiarity.

This may be a true statement so far as the

fact of nervous Habituation (q.v.) is con-

cerned
;
but it is not a psychological expla-

nation, and so can never be confirmed. If

this be all, then the mental coefficient is an

ultimate psychic fact or quale, and analysis

can go no fui ther.

() Objective theories. By these the co-

efficient is said to be something in the

presentation; some character whereby it is

different from the original object, but just

by this difference is identified objectively

with it. This theory finds the element of

sameness in the relative complexity of the

two presentations alike, and makes the recog-

nition dependent upon the reinstatement of

the internal relationships of the content

recognized as a whole.

There is much evidence in support of this
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view. Complex preseiftations—as a human
face—are recognized with relative certainty

and ease ;
simple ones—a musical tone—with

difficulty or not at all. Experiments have

indeed made it fairly certain that for the

ordinary cases of individual recognition,

relative complexity of content enhances recog-

nition. It is evident, however, apart from

cases of recognition in which this complexity

is not present, that this may he only a means
or stimulus to the real recognition process, i. e.

that the coefficient may be something yet more

recondite to which this objective complexity

contributes, but to which it is not essential.

III. Subjective or Functional views. These

look upon the mechanism of the mental

process, rather than the character of the

object, as the locus of recognition.

() The Psychophysical Functional view:

which makes the principle of habituation

apply to the whole function rather than to

the physical merely (II, a, above). This,

however, in itself is open to many inter-

pretations, according as this or that aspect

of the entire act of representation is taken

into account. This view therefore tends to

pass over into either a purely physical theory

or into some view which arises by analysing

the mental process to locate the actual

coefficient. This view as a whole is then

distinguished as

—

() The Psychical Function view. It takes

on several forms, each in turn reaching a more
restricted field of mental data and attempting

a broader outlook upon the facts.

(i) The Mental Habit view : which simply

asserts that the mental life is dominated by
a law of habit; and this habit, which depends

upon repetition or reinstatement of function,

is reflected in consciousness as feeling of

familiarity, when the objective repetition

stimulates it. If this theoi’y is more than
a mystic analogy from physical habituation,

it reduces to the latter
;

if made more precise,

it takes on one of the following forms

:

(ii) The Mental Disposition theory. This

fimls that all mental function in seme way
sets a tendency to the performance of the same
or of analogous functions. It makes use of

the facta upon which the law of Eelativity
(q. V.) of sense qualities is based, and which
show that the mental life is continuous, and
that all process is a resultant of two factors

—

first, the direct present stimulation, and
second, the foregoing mental process. The
latter factor is the mental disposition; con-

sciousness is disposed or predisposed to certain

functions. This colours the results of new
process, and this colouring in the case of

repeated experience is the consciousness of

familiarity. This view, in so far, gathers up
the facts better than any other. It accounts

for the ease of objective recognition, since

greater complexity and definition are then

imparted to the dispositions involved. It

accounts for ‘absolute’ recognition, since it

is not dependent upon objective complexity

of stimulation. It accounts for illusions of

recognition, since the dispositions may become
predominant and so give a false colouring to

an object of presentation. Its defect is its

generality and lack of determination of the

actual basis of what is called the disposition

involved.

(iii) Motor and Emotion theories.

(a) General theories : which accept the dis-

position view, but restrict the dispositions

involved in recognition to those of conative

or affective character. Of these, the recent

theory of ‘ affective memory,’ which involves

direct recognition of affective states as such,

is possibly of some importance. The ‘ synergy’

theory holds to the flowing together of old

and new motor processes in the act of recog-

nition analogous to—or to account for—the
‘ assimilation ’ presupposed by the theory of

that name above (I, 6).

((3) Attention theories. These accept the

theory of psychic disposition, but narrow
down the application in this case to the dis-

positions of the attention. Attention, it is held,

is rendered easier by repetition. This sense

of facilitated attention is the subjective side of

recognition, and constitutes the coefficient.

This theory, it is held by its advocates, has

all the advantages of the functional theory in

general, and gains besides from its definite-

ness. The attention is the vehicle of all

cognition or cognitive synthesis; hence

variations of the psychophysical process of

attention arise from all degrees and forms

of relative simplicity or complexity, as w'ell

as from different qualities and intensities, of

presented contents. Attention furthermore

attends all the higher operations of mind.

The reinstatement of a mental object, of any
character, will be attended by relative dispo-

sitional facility, not of attention in general,

but of the peculiar attention—visual, auditory,

affective, conative, logical, &c.—which is a

reflex of the content in question. This rela-

tive disposition of attention is the coefficient

of the object apprehended as familiar.

If we employ the formula for the analysis
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of tlie Attention (q. v.) given under that

topic

—

Ait. (attention) = A + a + a, we have

three categories of attentive recognition of

mental objects: first, variations in n—tlie ele-

ments of attention to particular objects, such

as sensations of visual accommodation, &c.

—

give recognition of individual objects (e.g.

my pen, recognized visually, is the same I

wrote with yesterday). Second, variations in

a— the elements common to objects of the

same class, but varying for different classes,

as cognized by visual, auditory, or other

attention—give recognition of objects as not

individually famil'ar but as belonging to a

familiar class; such as the recognition of the

pen as a pen, not a pencil or a penknife.

Tims this theory accounts for a class-recog-

nition. Third, the vaiiations in A—the fun-

damental groundwork of sensations, &c.,

common to all acts of attention— give recog-

nition to the great categories, definitions, or

modes of experience and thought within

which classes of objects are subsumed and

treated (e.g. the material Identity, q.v., of

objects as spoken of above.)

This last form of recognition has never

had statement as a problem of recognition

co-ordinate with the others, and there are no

theories save this to account for it. It

amounts to a genetic theory of the origin of

the mental categories considered as modes
of classifying and treating experiences. The
problem of class recognition also gets its best

solution on this theory.

(y) The Self-recognition theory : the view
that the recognition of an object always

involves a certain emphasis or assertion of

self as being present and also as being the

same at both occurrences of the object. This

theory, however, requires an analysis of the

self thus recognized, and a theory of the act

of recognition of this self. It seems to have
justice done it in the subjective or functional

theories, especially by the ‘attention’ theory;

for it is rather the general or formal presence

of the self that accompanies the recognition

of the object, than a distinct act of apirre-

liension of the self as such. This formal self

is implicit in the function by which the act

of recognition of the object is accomplished.

It should be borne in mind that the

theories now mentioned are not by any means
ill all cases mutually exclusive. Many avail

themselves of two or more of the explanations

offered, or hold, besides the main explanation,

various subsidiary hypotheses. For example,

the ‘attention’ theory is also a ‘synergy'

theory with respect to the way the dispositions

fuse with the newly stimulated attention pro-

cesses, an ‘ assimilation ’ theory with respect to

the actual relation of the new objective content

to old memory images and sensational revived

contents, and a ‘subjective’ theory with
respect to the question as to whether the

essential coefficient of recognition attaches to

the object recognized or resides in the mental

function of apprehension.

Literature (after certain of the authors’

names a catchword is given to indicate the

class of views which they respectively hold)

:

tlie topic ‘Recognition’ in the ^psychologies of

James (physical), Hoi eding (psychophysical,

functional), Stout (disposition), Wundt
(habit, assimilation), Lii'PS (subconscious

image), Ladd (ultimate datum: ‘recognitive

memory’), McCosh (self), Baldwin, Ment.

Level, (attention). The older works, such as

Hamilton, Lects. on Met., and Brown, Inq.

into the Pbenom. of the Human Mind, hold the
‘ Image ’ view. See the literature of Memory.
On the recognition of affective states see

Horwicz, Psychol. Analyse!!
;
Ribot, Imagi-

nation creatiice
;

Urban, Psychol. Rev.,

July, 1901 (with literary citations). On
‘absolute’ (and ‘relative’) recognition see

under Tone Recognition. Foi- expeii-

mental researches, see Memory 'experiments

on). (J.M B., G.E.S.)

Recognition (absolute and i-elativ'c): see

Recognition, passim, and Tone Recognition.

Recognition (experiments on, and method

of) : see Memory (experiments on).

Recognition (Hegel’s Anerkennung) : see

Acceptance.
Recognition IVCarks (or Markings') :

Ger. Erkennungszeichen ;
Fr. signes recognitifs]

Ital. segni di reconoscimento. Those charactei s

by which animals, especially those of the same

species, recognize one another.

The view that the utility of various mark-

ings—colour, &c.—is that of aiding recogni-

tion for mating and other purposes has been

developed by Wallace (^Darwinism, 1891, 217

ff.
;

see also Poulton, Colours of Animals,

210 ff. and Index
;
and Gulick, Nature, A])r. i,

1897). (.T.M.B., B.B.P.)

Recollection [Lat. re -f- colligere, to col-

lect] : Ge!-. willkurl'tche Reproduction] Fr.

reproduction volontaire
;

Ital. ricordanza.

Volitional Reproduction (q. v.); repi oduction

following and controlled by the volition to

reproduce. (g.f.s.—j.m.b.)

Recovery [Lat. recuperare, through Fr.

recouvrer, to l egaiu that which was lost] : Ger.
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{Wiedf-r-) Genesung (of health), Erho^ung \

Fr. convalescence (of health), recouvrement
;

Ital. ricuperamento. The process of regaining

normal condition after fatigue, disease, or

injury. If not complete it is termed ‘partial

recovery.’ (c.f.h.)

Rectitude [Lat. rectitudo, from rectus,

right]: Grew Rechtlichleeit‘,Yv. rectitude; Ital.

rettitudme. (i) FoemaIi Rightness (q. v.);

cf. also Equivocation.

(2) Correct moral habit and disposition.

This usage is essentially based on meaning

(i), since it takes account primarily of the will

to do right rather than its accomplishment.

In rectitude, in both senses, stress is laid on the

more precise— and sometimes austere—recog-

nition of the claims of justice, self-denial, and

those virtues generally which fulfil the letter

of obligation. (j.m.b.)

Recurrent [Lat. recurrere, to run back]

:

Gev. recidivirend; Yr. recurrent; Ital. rtcor-

rente. Reappearing after intervals. Recurrent

insanity is a well-known type, particularly in

mania. Cf. Peeiodicity. (j.j.)

Recurrent Resemblance : see Resem-
blance (table, II).

Recurrent Vision ; Ger. the Eng. term,

also Purkinje-Nachhild, Nachbild nach kurz-

dauemdem Reize

;

Fr. vision periodique, image

recurrente positive

;

Ital. visione ricorrente.

After brief excitation, the positive Aftee-
IMAGE (q. V.) has been found to consist of

several successive or ‘ recurring ’ stages,

interrupted by negative phases.

C. A. Young :
‘ When, in a darkened room,

the eye is screened from the direct light of the

[intense Leyden jar] spark, the illumination

produced is sufficient to render everything in

the apartment perfectly visible ; and what is

remarkable, every conspicuous object is seen

twice at least, with an interval of a trifle less

than one-quarter of a second—the first time

vividly, the second time faintly
;

often it is

seen a third, and sometimes, but only with

great difficulty, even a fourth time. The
appearance is precisely as if the object had

been suddenly illuminated by a light at first

bright, but rapidly fading to extinction, and
as if, while the illumination lasted, the

observer were winking as fast as possible. . . .

I have ventured to call the phenomenon re-

current vision’ (Amer. J. of Sci. and Art, iii.

Mar. 1872; cf. London, Jc., Philos. Mag.,
May, 1872). In Germany the phenomenon
is associated with the name of Purkinje (as

cited below).

Analogous phenomena have been de-

scribed by otheis. C. A. Davis (art. ‘Re-
current Vision,’ London. ^‘C., Philos. Alag.,

xliv, 1872, Supph, 526) gives the following:
‘ If the end of a piece of charcoal be made
red-hot in a flame, and then moved about in

the dark so as to describe an ellipse or circle

a few inches in diameter, a blue image of the

burning end is seen following the charcoal at

a short distance behind it. The space between
the charcoal and the blue image is as dark as

the surrounding space.’

The following experiment described by
Charpentier was made by him the basis of

a hypothesis of retinal oscillation, wdiich

has now been used by him to explain colour

vision. Rotate slowly a black disk that has

a white sector of 90°; fixate the centre: the

retreating black edge is followed by a narrow
shadowy sector in the white. (e.b.t.-j.m.b.)

Bosscha (who has since been confirmed by
others) speaks of the secondary, the tertiary,

and the quaternary stage; the last being

the regular negative after-image. Counting
the dark intervening phases, there would be

seven stages in all. This alternation of images

was disquieting to those who believed the

phenomenon to be retinal, and induced some
to refer the whole process of the after-image,

and consequently the extinguishing of com-
plementary colors also, to the cortex. But the

subject has been very much cleared up by
Munk {Zeiisch. f. Psychol., xxiii, 1900). He
finds that the real course of the phenomenon
is that the gradually falling away original

excitation undergoes a sudden, delayed shock

of contrast from the surrounding dark field
;

this constitutes the secondary image (which is

of complementary colour with the first)
;
after

this is over, the regularly diminishing original

excitation is again perceived. The proof is

that the whole phenomenon is lacking, includ-

ing the change of colour, if there is no dark
contrasting background. The fact that the

phenomenon is found (at least, by some ob-

servers) not to occur when the fovea only is

stimulated (v. Kries, Hamaker) points to the

achromatic apparatus (the rods) as the source

of the sudden (secondary) accession of bright-

ness. That in colour the after-image changes

from positive to negative when white light is

thrown upon it is the common rule. In view
of this result, the best name for the positive

Aftee-image (q.v.) is persistent retinal image
(Parinaud), as aflbrding an indication of its

character.

The phenomena are markedly different

(Hamaker), according as the method of looking
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for a short time at a resting light (method of

Briickc, 1851), or that of fixating a point

while a light moves through the field of view

(method of Purkinje), is employed. (c.l.f.)

Literature : E. Beucke, Pogg. Ann. d. Phys.

u. Chemie, Ixxxiv. 418; J. Purkinje, Beo-

hacht. u. Versuche zur Physiol, d. Siime
;
Hess,

Pfliiger’s Arch., xlix. 190; Bosscha, Arch. f.

Ophthal., xl. I
;

Bidwell, Proc. Boy. Soc.

Bond., Ivi. 132; v. Keies, Zeitsch. f. Psychol.,

ix. 81, xii. 181, xix. 175; and v. Graefe’s

Arch., xlii. (3) 95 ;
Hess, v. Graefe’s Arch.,

xl. (2) 259, xliv. 445 ;
Hamakee, Zeitsch. f.

Psychol., xxi. i
;
Young, Munk, as cited above.

Al.'^o see Sanford, Course in Exper. Psychol.,

expt. 160; Chaepentiee, Comptes Rend.

(1891), cxiii. 147 (referi ing to communication

to the Soc. de Biol., Mar. 10, 1900, 217,

278) ;
and Arch, de Physiol. (1892), 541,

629; Titchener, Ex^d. Psychol. (1901),
expt. 4. (C.L.F.-E.B.T.-J.M.B.)

Redeemer [Lat. redimere, to redeem] :

Ger. Lrloser] Fr. Redemptew, Ital. Reden-

tore. The term applied to Jesus Christ as

the rescuer and saviour of men from sin and

its effects. Applied in a secondary sense to

religious prophets in general. (A.T.O.)

Redemption [Lat. redemptio, from redi-

mere, to redeem] ; Ger. ErlUsung Fr. redemp-

tion-, Ital. redenzione. In Christian tlieology,

salvation from sin and its effects through the

atoning work of Jesus Christ.

Redemption is a name for the scheme of

Christian salvation as a whole.

Literatwre : see Atonement, and Conver-
sion. (A.T.O.)

Redintegration [Lat. re-\-integratio, from

integer, whole] : not in use in Ger. and Fr.

;

Ital. reintegrazione. The reinstatement of a

total presentation by a partial constituent

of it.

Hamilton first introduced this term. He
recognizes two fundamental laws of reproduc-

tion. The first is that of ‘ repetition,’ which he

states as follows :
‘ Thoughts coidentical in

modification but differing in time tend to sug-

gest each other.’ The second is that of redin-

tegration :
‘ Thoughts once coidentical in time

are, however different as mental modes, again

suggestive of each other, and that in the

mutual order which they originally held.’ He
adds by way of explanation that unity of time

involves a totality of thought, ‘and that the

jjartial thoughts included in the totality tend

immediately to suggest each other as co-con-

stituents of this former whole, and mediately

that whole itself.'

When Hamilton says that the whole is only

mediately reproduced because the parts are

immediately reproduced, he seems to deprive

the term redintegration of all distinctive

meaning. It is not clear from this point of

view that there is any advantage in substi-

tuting it for the more familiar ‘ association

by contiguity.’ On the other hand, there is

a clear gain if the term be taken to denote

the tendency of the part to reproduce the

whole as such, including not merely the other

partial constituents, but also their special

mode of combination with itself and with each

other’.

The term redintegration is used by
Shadworth Hodgson for associative leproduc-

tion in general. He does not, like Hamilton,

recognize a distinct law of repetition.

Literature : Hamilton, Ed. of Reid, ii.

Notes D**, D**’*'
;

S. Hodgson, Met. of

Exper. (Index, sub verbo). (g.f.s.)

Reductio ad absurdum [Lat. trans. of

Aristotle’s dnaycoyf) els to aSei/dTor]. The dis-

pi oof of a proposition by showing that among
its consequences there is one which is impos-

sible or simply false.

This mode of proof is generally considered

to be unsatisfactory, as not showing on what

general principle the pro|josition disproved is

false. But it is very easy to convert any such

proof into a direct proof. Take, for example,

the seventh proposition of the first book of Eu-

clid, that on the same side of the base AtA two

triangles .dBC andABD cannot exist bavingAG
— AD and BO = BD. Euclid proves this by

showing that if there were two such triangles

it would follow that the angles BBC and BCD
were equal and also that they were unequal.

But precisely the same steps of reasoning show
that if there are two triangles ABO and

ABD on the same side of AB, and AC =
AD, then BC is unequal to BD, which shows

that there are not two triangles having

AG = AD and BC = BD, since things

unequal are not equal. (c.s.p.)

Reduction [Lat. re -f- ducere, to lead] :

Ger. Zuriickfahrung-, Yv. rMuction\ Ital. rf-

duzione. (
i )

Tlie process of bringing an object

from its given form into some standard form or

state, for purposes of clearness, certa inty, or uf e.

(2) In logic, the process of bringing a syllo-

gism into the standard form of the first figure.

Thus a syllogism of the second figure,

such as
-KT • -MrNo P IS M
No S is P,

,

No S is M
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may be reduced to the first figure by simply

converting the first premise.

In dealing with the syllogism (^Anal. Prior.,

Bk. I), Aristotle regards the first figure as

the complete or ‘ perfect ’ type of syllogism.

The two other figures of syllogism recognized

by Aristotle require, in order to make per-

fectly clear their actual force, the addition of

immediate inferences from the premises, or

other alteration of their structure, whereby
they come to be stated in the first figure.

These additions Aristotle states at some
length. The devices for the reduction of the

incomplete syllogisms, or of those of other

figures, to the form of the first figure, were
later developed in the textbooks of logic into

a series of rules, kept in mind through
mnemonic devices. Eecent psychology has very

generally tended to vivify these formal rules

for reduction by efforts at new statements of

the fundamental nature and of the true form
of the syllogism. (j.e.)

Reduction has been recognized as necessary

by Aristotle and almost all logicians
;

and
before Kant it was generally recognized as

proving that indirect syllogisms involved two
or more steps of inference. But Kant from

the same premises inferred tliat reasoning in

the first figure is the only reasoning
;
and this

extraordinary conclusion is reached by simply

not calling immediate inferences reasoning,

because they have not two premises. On that

ground, nothing ought to be called reasoning

except uniting two propositions into one copu-

lative proposition. Of. Syllogism.
Reduction is either ostensive or apagogical

(per impossibile). Ostensive reduction proceeds

directly from the premises of the syllogism to

be reduced to its conclusion, by means of con-

versions and a direct syllogism. Apagogical

reduction proceeds indirectly by showing by
direct syllogism that from the denial of the

conclusion of the syllogism to be reduced and
one of the premises the denial of the other

premise would follow. Any syllogism of the

second figure and any of the third except

Darapti and Felapton (which are not valid if

the imiversal be taken in the Philonian sense)

can be apagogically reduced.

Ostensive reduction is either short or long.

Short reduction involves the conversion of one
proposition only; long reduction the conversion

of two propositions, and, except in the fourth

figure, the transposition of the premises.

In order to ascertain that which reduction

is intended to ascertain, the nature of the

different moods of syllogism, the first requisite

is to recognize that we do not seek to trace

out the process of reasoning; but what we
seek to do is to analyse the precise logical

conditions which render each mood valid.

When this is recognized, it becomes easy to

see and to generalize the relations expressed

by the premises and note just at what point

they cease to be cogent. For this purpose,

appeal must be made to the logic of Relatives

(q. V.). De Morg an has worked out the moods
(Cambr. PMlos. Trans., x. 350). (c.s.p.)

Reduction-division ; Ger. ReduMions-
iheilung', Fr. divisimreductionnelle; Ital. cffrf-

sione riduftiva. The special form of Cell
Division (q. v.) which results in the formation

of gonads (male or female elements).

As gonads have half the number of chromo-
somes found in the somatic cells of a given

species, whenever gonads arise from cells there

must be effected a reduction of the number of

chromosomes. This reduction is completed

during the final division of the cells, hence

the term reduction-division. When the male
or female nuclei fuse in the process of fertili-

zation, the chromosomes are again brought up
to their usual number. See Sex, Chbomo-
SOME, and Feetilization.

Literature : Hennegut, La Cellule
;
E. B.

Wilson, The Cell in Devel. and Inheritance

;

Heetwig, Die Zelle. (c.s.m.)

Reduplication : see Recurrent Resem-
blance under Resemblance.
Reduplication (in biology) : see Segmen-

tation.

Reflection [Lat. rejlectio, from re +jlectere,

to bend] : Qer. Reflexion] Yr. reflexion-, Ital.

riflessione. (i) In popular language, any
train of thought following a first impulse

to believe or act, and reversing, modifying,

or confirming it.

(2) Its technical meaning in psychology may
be stated in the words of Locke ;

‘ That

notice which the mind takes of its own opera-

tions and the manner of them’ {Essay, i. 78,

§ 4 )-
. . .

Reflection, in its psychological use, has

a narrower application than ‘ self-conscious-

ness,’ and a wider than ‘introspection.’ All

awareness of the self with its states comes
under Sele-consciotjsness (q. v.). But such

awareness is not reflection unless interest and
attention is predominantly directed to the

self and its state. When I fail to hit a mark
with a missile I become aware of myself as

disappointed, and to that extent I am self-

conscious. But I may not stay to think

about my subjective state. On the contrary,

F f 2435
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the main current of interest may still be

directed to the mark and the means of hitting.

I may at once pick up another stone and take

aim again. In this case I do not reflect on

my disappointment. I am merely aware of

myself in an incidental way.

Inteospectiok (q. v.), on the other hand,

marks a more sustained interest in the self and

its processes than reflection. It is reflection

exercised with the view of obtaining aceurate

and systematicknowledge of mental operations.

The metaphor implied in the term re-

flection is that of ‘turning back’ upon some-

thing. It seems to indicate the indirect

nature of the cognition of the self. In order

to know ourselves we must fii’st know some-

thing else. In order to have cognizance of

the process of attending we must first attend,

and this primary subjective process must have

an object distinct from itself. Cf. Reflective.
Literature : see under Self-consciousness,

and Bibliog. G, 2, t; also much of the litera-

ture of Epistemology. (g.f.s.-j.m.b.)

Iteflectiou (in method): Ger. Besinnung]
Fr. reflexion] Ital. riflessione. The conscious

assimilation of knowledge; the counter]iart

of Absoeption or Self-esteangement (q.v.),

wherein the mind is absorbed in the novel,

the strange, the wonderful. (c.De G.)

Reflection, (in physics). The change of

direction which a ray of light, sound-wave, &c.,

undergoes when it strikes upon a surface and
is thrown back into the same medium through

which it approached the surface.

The fact of reflection is pressed into psycho-

logical service in optics, e.g. in Lambert’s

colour-mixer. See CoLOUH Mixtuee. (e.b.t.)

Reflective (and Unreflective) : Ger. re-

flexiv', Fr. reflectif, refiechi] Ital. riflessivo.

(1)

Characterizing Reflection (q.v.); be-

longing to mental process or content which
involves reflection, e.g. reflective conscious-

ness, states, &c.

(2) Contrasted with ‘unreflective,’ ‘spon-

taneous,’ Oeganic (q. V., in psychology), as

indicated under the last-mentioned term, e.g.

‘reflective’ emotion. See Modesty, Shyness,
and Sympathy.

(3) Deliberate or thoughtful, as applied to

an individual.

Unrehc tive is applied either to what is

not reflective, in either of senses (i) and (2), or

to what is undeliberate or ill consideied.

Literature : see Reflection, and Oeganic

(
in psychology). (j.m.b., G.f.S.)

Reflex (conscious) : Ger. hewussler Reflex
;

l''r. reflexe cemscient
;

Ital. refie.sso cosciente..
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Action following regularly on the mere
existence of the same conscious state. Cf.

Affect.
Such action has the fixity and uniformity,

and the immediate dependence on the present
operation of a stimulus, which characterize the

physiological reflex. See Reflex Action,
Instinct, and Automatism. (g.f.s.-j.m.b.)

Reflex Action : Ger. Rejlexhewegung
; Fr.

action refiexe] Ital. {atto) rejlesso. Kines-

odic response to aesthesodic stimuli (cf.

Aesthesodic) of a regular kind without the
intervention of volition or necessary partici-

l)ation of consciousness
;

or, more popularly,

a non-volunt?iry reaction taking place in the
body from stimulation to the brain or other

nervous centre. (h.h.—j.m.b.)

A muscular contraction following directly

upon an irritation of the skin affords a simple

illustration, and the anatomical mechanism for

such direct reflexes is illustrated in Figs, i and

2, Spinal Coed. The response to the stimulus

may be a muscular contraction, a secretion in

a gland, a vascular change, or even a trophic

or metabolic influence
;
but it must in each

case be regarded as kinesodic or pertaining to

the centrifugal system. The stimulus may
be of a sort which, under other circumstances,

would be appropriate to produce a sensation, or

it may be of a character incompetent to appear
in consciousness. It must be observed that

while reflex action is not conscious action, one

may be conscious of the act, and in many
cases conscious changes precede, accompany,

or occasion the reflex. The table given below

sufficiently illustrates the divei’sity in nature

and occasion.

Classification of reflexes (after Harris) :

L Periphero-motor.

1. Excito-motor. a. excito-muscular.

b. excito-glandular.

c. excito-vascular.

d. excito-inetabolic.

2. Algio-motor. a. algio-rmiscular.

b. algio-glandular.

c. algio-vascular.

d. algio-metabolic.

3. Sensori-motor. a. sensori-muscular.

b. sensori-glandular.

c. sensori-vascular.

d. sensori-metabolic.

II. Centro-motor.

4. Emotio-motor. a. emotio-muscular.

b. emotio-glandidar.

c. emotio-vascular.

d. emotio-metabolio.

5. Ideo-motor. a. ideo-muscular.

b. ideo-glandular.

c. id eo-vascular.

d. ideo-metabolio.
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Excito-motor reflexes have for their cause

some irritant, either mechanical or pliysio-

logical. Hiccough is excito-muscuhir in the in-

voluntary system, and the grinding of the teeth

in children afflicted with worms in the volun-

tary system. The secretion of digestive fluids

is excito-glandular. Excito-metabolic changes

are more rare and less clearly reflex, such as

the pigmentation of the skin in disease and

pregnancy. Algio-motor or pain reflexes are

illustrated by perspiration and lachrymation

from pain. Sensori-motor reflexes are seen

in the accommodation movements in sensory

organs, winking from foreign bodies in the eye,

&c., though often the transition to excito-motor

is complete. Einotio-motor reflexes are the

emotional ‘ expressions,’ such as syncope from

fear, sighing, cessation of salivation in fear,

lactation from joy, blushing, and even meta-

bolic changes like the whitening of the hair.

The reflexes of the ideo-motor group are

most difficult to construe, and it is probable

that most of the phenomena so classified

are really emotio-motor. Ideo-metaholic may
be tropho-neuroses or ‘ stigmata ’

;
hut the

blushing at a recollection, or salivation at the

mental presentation of food, or weeping at

an anticipation, differ in no way from the

same acts when the occasion is directly pre-

sented with the associated emotion.

The most important reflex of all is com-

monly ignored, viz. that which provides for

the constant readjustment of the parts of the

system to each other, by virtue of which the

entire mechanism is receptive even to minimal

stimuli. This may be termed the neuro-equi-

librium reflex. The ‘ tone ’ of the nervous

system is this wonderfully complex adjustment

of inhibition and stimulation. Every meta-

bolic process in all the nerve-cells exerts its

influence on the entire nervous tone, so that

the nervous system is an instrument strung so

tensely that its responses to outer irritations

are far from being passive outcomes of the

impacts.

One of the most remarkable reflex associa-

tions is that between vaso-motor alterations

and the seat of emotions
;
though beyond the

fact that the viscera and vessels are minutely

connected with the sympathetic system, we
know almost nothing of the physiological

basis for this association. Cf. Emotion, (h.h.)

Among the most important general ques-

tions arising about reflexes are
:

(a) their

mechanism in the centres (ganglia and lower

cerebral)
; (6) their relation to the higher

(conscious and voluntary) processes, by which

they are normally inhibited and in a measure
regulated

; (g) tlieir biological origin. Fur
topics which bear upm these questions see

Nebvous System, Automatic Action, Se-
coNDAEY Automatic, Conscious Reflex,
Living Matteb, Voluntabt Action, and
Heeedity’,

Literature : see the textbooks of physiology

and physiolog’cal psychology. (j.ji.b.)

Reformation [Lat. reformatio] : Ger. Re-

formation] Fr. Reformation] Ital. Riforma.
The great religious revolution of the i6th

century which resulted in the origin and
organization of Protestant Christianity.

For the distinctive principles of the Refor-

mation see Pbotestantism. Historically, the

three great branches of the Reformed Church
are the Lutheran, Calvinistic, and Anglican.

The disruption caused by the Reformation

has given rise to the problem of the reunifica-

tion of Christendom
;
the tendencies in that

direction have of late been gaining strength.

Literature : see references under Peotes-
tantism; also Dollingeb, Die Reformation,

&c. (1846—8); Ranke, Deutsche Gesch. im
Zeitalter d. Reform. (1869); d’Aubigne, Hist,

of the Reformation (Eng. trans.); Buenet,
Hist, of the Reformation of the Church of

England. (A.t.O.)

Refraction (in physics) [Lat refringere, to

break upj : Ger. BrecJiimg, Refraction', Fr.

refraction] Ital. ripazione. The change of

direction of rays of light, waves of sound, &c.,

which are obliquely incident to, and traverse

a smooth surface bounding two heterogeneous

media, or which traverse a medium of varying

density.

The fact of refraction is illustrated, e. g., in

the prismatic spectrum, different wave-lengths

being differently refracted, and so giving the

bands of colour. See Abebbation (chromatic),

and Diacoustics. (e.b.t.)

Refutation [Lat. refutare, to repel] : Ger.

Widerlegung
]

Fi'. refutation) Ital. confuta-

zione. Disproof by counter argument. Cf.

Pbooe, and Rfasoning. (j.m.b.)

Regeneration [Lat. regeneratio] : Ger.

Regeneration, Neubildung] Fr. regeneration)

Ital. rigenerazione. (i) In theology: see

CONVEESION (in theology).

(2) In biology : the process of new growth

by which a lost part is replaced.

All organisms possess the power of regenera-

tion, but it varies, generally speaking, in-

versely as the specialization or differentiation,

being least in the highest animals, greatest in

the lower animals and plants; in animals the
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regenerative power is also greatest in simple

tissues, less in the highly iliilerentiatecl

tissues, ami at tlie minimum in the brain.

Majiy of the facts of regeneration have long

been known, but of late years they have been

widely iliscussed in relation to Weismann’s
theoiies. It has generally been regarded as a

general and unexplained 2>ower of tlie organ-

ism to lesume its integiit}- after the loss of

a jiait. AVeismann regards it as a specially

developed adaptation to oft-recurring needs

under the influence of natural selection. He
seeks to prove that it occurs only in those

parts of animals which are speciallj' liable to

lots; and contends that sj)ecial germinal rudi-

ments are developed to meet the oft-recurring

need. On the other hand, it is held by certain

oi the experimental morphologist s(e.g.AAdlson)

that cases of regeneration, such as the re-

generation of the lens of the eye by injuries

uhich would not happen in actual life, render

this exi)lanation inatiec^uate.

Literature (to 2) : A. AA’^eismAnn, The
Germ-Plasm (1892-3); and ‘Regeneration’

in Xat. Sci. (Apiil, 1899 ;
and the literature

thi-re referred to)
;
E. R. AVilson, 't he Cell

in Devel. and Inheritance; T. H. Moegan,
Regeneration (1901). (c.Ll.m.-j.m.b.)

Ilegress : see Pbogeess.

Regression [Lat. regressus, a going back-

waidj: Ger. A'tic/i'/ie/w’; Fr. retour au type',

li-A. regressione. (i) In biology : the mainte-

nance in a group of animals of a certain type

or standard in any given character through

the intermingling and levelling effects of here-

dity, whereby extreme variations are not

])crpetuated. It should be carefully distin-

guished from Reversion or Atavism (q. v.).

(2) In sociology : sometimes erroneously

used for social retrogression and decay. See

Social Evolution.
(i) The principle was first given general

foimulation by F. Galton. It is important

as a conservative factor in evolution, since

through it progress, being made by change
in the average value of a charactej-, be-

comes continuous and steady. Sports of all

kinds have influence only as single indi-

viduals whose characters are balanced by
other variations according to the law of dis-

tribution about a mean. The influence of

a ‘ sport,’ therefore, would be greatest the

smaller the group in which he appears.

Altliough operating upon individuals, the net

result of natural selection appears in the

shifting of the mean value.

The principle was embodied in Gallon’s

law of the mid-parent (see Mid-), and assumes
more exact form in the same author’s ‘ law
of ancestral inheritance,’ known as Gal-
lon’s Law (q. V.). It has been worked out
mathematically on the basis of statistics

illustrating Gallon’s law by K. Pearson, who
establishes the relative stability of groups,
and introduces a ‘ coefficient of stability.’ Cf.

Panmixia.
The principle seems, however, to apply

mainly in cases of ‘ blended ’ inheritance (in

which the characters of the two parents blend),

and not in cases of ‘ mutually exclusive ’ in-

heiitance (cf. Galton, Nat. Inheritance, 12,
and Ewart, Pres. Address, Sect. Zook, Brit.

Assoc., 1901).

(2) The principle has been discussed in con-
nection with social evolution

;
but it evi-

dently does not apply, since its operation is

entirely through physical heredity (the mating
of variations of different value). In social

life a single individual mind, or a single

thought, may dominate and colour all sub-

sequent progiess, its propagation being by
imitation and ti aditiou. Such propagation is

inconsistent with the law of biological re-

gression. If such an analogy held, it would
indicate a law of regression (not of retrogres-

sion
;

cf. above, 2) in social evolution.

Literature: Gallon, Natural Inheritance;

and papers cited under Gallon’s Law, no-

tably Proc. Roy. Soc. Lond., xi. 401 ;
Peaeson,

ibid., meeting of Jan. 27, 1898 ;
Science,

Mar. II, 1898, 337 f.
;

and Grammar of

Science (2nd ed., 1900); Conn, Method
of Evolution (1900); Headley, Problems of

Evolution (1900); other expositions of Evo-
lution (q. V.). On the social application see

citations under Biological Analogy; also

Kidd, Social Evolution
;
Ll. Moegan, Habit

and Instinct; Baldwin, Social and Eth. In-

terpret., sect. 300 ff. (J.M.B., C.Ll.M., e.b.p.)

Regressive (in logic) : see Peogbessive

(2).

Regret: Ger. Be.dauern] Fr. regret] Ital.

rammarico. Emotion of sorrow attaching to

portions of the past into which one’s own
voluntary attitudes or acts have entered. Cf.

Remoese, and Repentance.
Regret attaches to things not done, to

attitudes of laisser-faire, and even of indiffe-

rence, as well as to positive acts. Some of the

keenest regrets attach to opportunities un-

improved, to attainments not won. ‘Nothing
but leaves ! The spirit grieves O’er years of

wasted life!’ (j.m.b.)

Regular [Lat. regula, a rule] : Ger. regel-
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mdssig, regular Yv.rigulier’, Tiel, regdlare.

Conforming to rule.

Regular proof : proof which has the ex-

ternal form considered appropriate to making
its cogency clear. The form of a regular

demonstration is as follows: first, the pro-

position to he stated is precisely stated in

general terms; second, the construction of

a diagram is described conforming to the

conditions of the proposition; third, the pro-

position is restated with reference to the

construction
;

fourth, by means of additions

to the diagram, parts of it are brought into

comparison; from which it is made evident

that the proposition is tiue of that construc-

tion. It is evident that to perfect the proof,

it ought then to be shown that what is true

of the particular construction will be true in

every case.

Regular syllogism : a syllogism which is

stated precisely in the standard form, the

major premise first, the minor premise next,

the conclusion last
;
and with these propo-

sitions in the peculiar language, or symbols,

of the system of formal logic used. (c.s.P.)

Regulative : see Constitution.

Reid, Thomas. (1710-96.) Born at

Strachan, Scotland, he was educated at home
and at Marischal College, Aberdeen. College

librarian and student of mathematics and

philosophj’', 1 726-37, when he became minister

at New Machar in Aberdeenshire. Professor

of philosophy in King’s College, Aberdeen,

1752; of moral philosophy in Glasgow, 1763;
resigned 1781, and devoted himself exclu-

sively to philosophy until his death. He was
the founder of Natubal Realism (q.v.) and

its leading figure.

Reify (-fication) [Lat. res, thing, +facere,

to make] : not in use in the other languages.

To change a mental attitude or abstraction

into a supposed real thing; to attribute

objective substantiality to an idea. It is

the practical equivalent to hypostatize
;

see

Hypostasis. (j.d.)

Reimarus, Hermann Samuel. (1694-

1768.) Born at Hamburg and educated at

Jena, he became Privat-docent in philosophy

at Wittenberg ;
travelled in Holland and Eng-

land; was professor of Hebrew in the Johan-

neum at Hamburg, 1728. He was one of the

figures of the Enlightenment (q. v.).

Reiubold, Carl Leonhard. (1758-1823.)
Born at Vienna

;
fled from a Jesuit college,

St. Barnahite order, 1783; professor in Jena,

1787-94; successor of Tetens as pi ofessor of

philosophy in Kiel, 1823, where he died. He

sought for the ultimate principle which would
resolve the Kantian dualism of sense and
understanding.

Reinhold, Rrnst. (1793-1856.) Son of
the preceding, he was born and educated in

Jena, and became professor of logic, philo-

sophy, and metaphysics in the university there.

Reintegration. Eepeated Integeation

(q.v.). See also Redintegeation. (j.m.b.)

Rejuvenation [Lat. reiuvenare, to make
young] : Ger. Verjungung

;
Fr. rajeunissement

;

Ital. ringiovanimenlo. The production of

young tissue or cells of the embryonic type,

capable of further growth and differentiation.

Embryonic cells are characterized by the

small amount of their protoplasm, and the

absence of differentiation in both the proto-

plasm and the nucleus. In the biological

sense old cells are those which are most
differentiated, and such old cells are

never rendered young
;

hence rejuvenation

in its popular meaning cannot he applied in

biology. (c.s.M.)

Literature : Minot, Senescence and Re-
juvenation, J. of Physiol., xii. 97 ;

and Biol.

Centralbl., xv. 571; Delage, Structure du
Protoplasma, and Ann6e Biol, (successive

issues)
;
works on biology. (C.S.M.-j.m.b.)

Relation [Lat. re + lutus, p. p. oi ferre, to

bear] : Ger. Beziehung, Verhindung, Ver-

kniipfung, Verhdltniss
;
Fr. relation, rapport

;

Ital. relazione, rapporto. See Relation
(consciousness of).

More specifically, (i) Practical. The bear-

ing or influence of one thing upon another

—

the way one thing ‘has to do’ with another;

for example, the testimony ofA has relation to

the guilt of R; the discovery of a new fact

has relation to the truth of some theoiy.

(2) Logical. The mutual dependence of

two or more subjects upon a common prin-

ciple, fact, or truth, of such a kind that any
assertion regarding one modifies the meaning
of the other. Aecordingly the predicate is

true or false of one taken not independently

or in isolation, but only in reference, regard,

or respect to the other.

Examples : the relation of father and son,

buyer and seller, of parasite and host. Many
qualities may pi’esumably be predicated of A
which have no bearing upon what is asserted

or believed of B, but in so far as A stands

in relation to B (as father to son, seller to

buyer, &c.), this indifference ceases, giving way
to complete (logical) reciprocity. This does

not mean that A and B are the common
subjects of the same predicate, or are taken
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conjuiKtively or collec'livcly. On tlie con-

trary, they may be afi'ected by quite different,

even opposite, predicates; or the predicate of

A may be clearly asserted, and that of B
remain quite undetermined. It means only

that every assertion regarding A carries with

it some further asseition regarding B; and,

conversely, tliat any assertion regarding A
is possible only because of some qualifica-

tion of B. Every jjiedicate of either term

both depends upon and influences the other.

This is possible, liowever, only if there is

some further predicate which is common to

both A and B, and which affords the basis

or foundation of the relation in wliich they

further stand to each otlier—the relationship

proper. This relationsliip is commonly also

called the relation
;

and theories as to its

nature bring us to the third type of meaning.

(3) Metajjhysical. How can a belief or

judgment regarding one fact affect the con-

tent of our judgment or belief of another

disjsarate fact ? What is the guarantee of the

assumption of validity attaching to such a

transfer! This is the question of the onto-

logical or real worth of the logical use of the

relation. The problem widens its significance

tremendously when it is seen that all judg-

ment and inference presuppose just such

extension. It is not merely a matter of the

possibility of judgment with I’eference to such

obvious correlates as father and son
;
science

rests on the postulate of some sort of relation

between any given fact and some other fact

—

a relation which is the real, even if concealed,

foundation of any scientific statement about

either one taken separately. Thus the ques-

tion of the truth conveying power of logical

procedure is hound up with the question of

the nature of relations. Various types of

answer are afforded to the question.

(i) It is asserted that relations have no
objective existence or counterpart. Rela-

tions are a purely mental pi’oduct, stating

something which emerges when facts having

really nothing to do with one another are

held before the same mental view, or are

compared. This theory is of course the

analogue of the older nominalism and con-

ceptualism, the modern relation being the

equivalent of the mediaeval universal. A
relation is like a rhetorical simile. To com-
pare a star and a tear institutes a relation

between them ac^ hoc for the mind that com-
pares

;
beyond that, nil. The same sort of

thing (and no more) is true of a relation of

cause and effect. Only sceptical philosophers

have, however, carried the theojy to this

logical result. Most of the empiricists (who are

characterized by their adherence to this view)
assume without questioning that they have
a right to the relation of resemblance

;
many

fall back upon succession in time and co-

existence in space, and (possibly) uniformity

in the repetition of these successions and
coexistences—an admission which the ration-

alists have seized upon to the undoing of this

subjective notion of relations.

(ii) Another view, the popular survival

of the realism of the middle ages, reinforced

by pre-evolutionary zoology and botany, is

that different things form natural classes,

families, or kinds, and that it is in virtue

of membership in the same sort or genus
that things stand related to one another.

The elbos, the form or species, is thus the

ontological counterpart of the logical rela-

tion. As long as this view prevailed, the

term relation was comparatively little used;

universal doing service on the ontological

side, and predication on the logical. With
the growth of nominalism

;
with the scientific

tendency to replace genera by laws
;
with the

development of the view (3, i), making re-

lations the products not the bases of classi-

fication, and classification a subjective instru-

ment, &noi\\Qrfundamentum relationis had to

be found.

We have (iii) the tendency to view relation

as equivalent with law. This is favoured by
the common tendency to confuse law and
force

;
the relation of gravitation, the law of

gravitation, the force of gravitation, are to

many minds practically synonymous. Or, if

the matter be pressed somewhat further,

it would probably be admitted that while

the relation is a way of viewing things,

and hence intellectual only, the related things

are somehow ‘connected’ by a law which

gives authority to the relation. It is clear,

however, that this is a purely popular solu-

tion, evading the issue by circular rea-

soning.

(iv) Modern idealistic metaphysic has re-

cognized witl> (3, i) that relations are con-

nected with the process of judgment, but has

attempted to invest relations with validity by
regarding the world as the content of a

single, permanent judgment, and hence made
up of a system of relations. To try to follow

the course of this argument would almost be

to wiite the history of metaphysical logic

since the time of Kant; but the following

points may be briefly indicated. The notion
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of a hierarchy of forms, genera, species, &c., is

wholly given up
;

it is recognized that the

problem is in reality that of the possibility of

a valid judgment. All real judgment is syn-

thetic—that is, involves the carrying over of

a predicate of one subject to affect the predicate

of another subject numerically distinct. Any
other form of proposition is tautological, and

hence no judgment at all. Judgment as

such is therefore hound up essentially, and
not merely by occasion, with the question of

the reality of relations. This positive con-

clusion is reinforced by noting that the denial

of reality to the relations instituted in judg-

ment leads to complete scepticism, and de-

stroys the whole fabric of science
;

and by
noting that even the more thorough -going

empiricists (or non-relationists) are obliged

to assume the relation of resemblance or

similarity in order to give mental viewing

together, or comparison, any basis. Sum-
marizing, we may say that, according to this

theory, a relation is a permaneiit and neces-

sary mode of judgment by wliich objects, and

the world as the object, of knowledge are

constituted.

(v) This view has to contend with three

inherent difficulties :

—

() In emphasizing relational knowledge,

it appears to make discursive or reflective

thought the type of all thought, and to have
no place for intuitive consciousness or imme-
diate identification of subject and object.

() It emphasizes the intellectualistic view
of the universal, reducing feeling and will to

forms of cognitive judgment.

(c) It presupposes qualities, or an unre-

lated manifold of some sort upon which the

relating activity is exercised. Hegel accord-

ingly gave relations a central position in the

logic of reflective cognition, and consequently

in the world of appearance and essence, but
regarded this realm as intermediate between
a sphere of immediate perceptive recognition

and a region of rational intuition apprehending
self-related wholes. Of Hegel it must be said

that he never made clear just the connection

between the self-related whole and the self-

contradictory scheme of relations which it

includes and supersedes. As Green {Prolego-

mena to Ethics) gives the most consistent

modern rendering of Kant, so Bradley, in his

Appearance and Reality, follows Hegel most
successfully in pointing out the phenomenal
character of any system of relations, and the

necessity of a more immediate and harmo-
nious whole in which relations as such cease.

(vi) There is a growing tendency to rerur

to the simple, practical statement of relation

as the ‘having to do’ of one tiling with

another in the way of effecting some result

in which one is interested, and to classify

and generalize this point of view into

a systematic philosophy. See Peagmatic.
[This is especially due to the recognition of

‘ forceful ’ or dynamic, and genetic, re-

lations.

—

J.M.B.]

According to both (iv)and (v), relations are

reducible to the identity-in-difference function

of judgment (the disagreement between them
being as to the absolute or merely phenomenal
significance of judgment), and are the various

modes in which this function progressively

manifests itself. According to the view
now stated, they are reducible to different

forms of the means-and-end function—that is,

while they develop out of judgment, judg-

ment itself is an attempt to state experience

with reference to discovering valuable ends

and appropriate means of realizing them.

The ‘relations’ are thus objective defini-

tions of the various influences which things

have upon one another practically, that is, in

the way of helping or hindering the attain-

ment of aims, or in suggesting desirable

modifications of these aims. The ultimate

worth of this objective or intellectual state-

ment of practical bearings is itself practical

—

that is, it facilitates the harmony and expan-

sion of experience. By bringing to clear con-

sciousness what the obstacles are, where they

lie, and where favouring influences are found,

it is itself an organic member of the practical

process of setting up and effecting ends. The
‘ relation ’ is thus a statement of how to

employ one part or phase of experience in

legard to another.

It is a matter of method of action, not of

structure of existence, ph} sical or meta-
physical.

Historical. As will be obvious from the

preceding statements, the essential philo-

sophical problem involved in the discussion

of ‘ relation ’ is the connection between the

logical process of knowledge (and knowledge
is knowledge only in so far as it is logical)

and the ontological order of reality. It thus

occupies the same position in modern thought

as was held by the mediaeval genus and
species as the successor of the Platonic iSf'a

and the Aristotelian fl8os. Locke was chiefly

instrumental in effecting the transition. He
defined knowledge as ‘nothing but the per-

ception of the connection of and agreement or
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disagreement of and npugiinnce of our ideas
’

(^Essay, Bk. IV. chap. i). Nominally, lie does

not deline this agreement or disagi'eement as

relation
;
but he expressly says that relation

is one form of knowledge, and that of the

three forms, two, vit. identity and coexistence,

are only peculiar forms of relation. The fourth

kind, ‘ knowledge of real existence,’ brings us

to such pi opositions as God is, and the exis-

tence of things. The former depends upon the

relation of causation, and the latter upon
some assurance or belief regarding the

relation of immediate sensation to some
object to which it corresponds, for practical

purposes at least. Hence relation is, directly

or indirectly, the central thing in knowledge.

Berkeley only needed to make explicit this

fact to make it evident that since one of

the terms could not by any possibility be an
idea, it was perfectly meaningless. Thus
the problem of ‘ knowledge of real existence

’

became a problem of some valid sort of

relationship between our ‘ ideas ’ or experi-

ences, not of an ‘ idea ’ to something beyond
all experience. Hume made explicit this pro-

blem, expressly sought for any relationship

which could assure valid reference of the

terms of experience to one another, and
distinctly criticized all candidates that offered

themselves. He showed that the worth, for

cognitive purposes, of all relations came
back to that of causality. He followed out

the logic of Locke’s statement that relation

is the result of comjoarison, of a mental

operation (Locke’s Easay, Bk. II. chap. xxv.

§ i), to prove that in itself every distinct

idea is a separate existence, and to show
that causality (or any relation) cannot affect

reality itself, and hence must have a purely

subjective origin—which he found in the

power of imagination to glide easily from one

idea to another frequently associated with it

(see Bk. I, Part III, of Treatise vpon Human
Nature). It is well known how this scepti-

cism ‘ awakened ’ Kant to a reconsideration of

relations and their place in knowledge, and
led him to redefine judgment as a necessary

synthesis of sensations through concepts of

the understanding, instead of as their casual

association. The relations termed Cate-
gories (q. V.) by Kant and his successors

are then the necessary, universal, and hence

a priori (inherent in thought itself) functions

of judgment in construing a world of experi-

ence (see the transcendental analytic in

Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason). The stoiie

which Hume rejected became the corner-stone

of modern epistemological idealism. Kant
derived his table of twelve categories from
a mere inventory of the forms of judgment
recognized in fm-mal logic. His successors

took the idea of their being necessary modes
of thought more seriously, and endeavoured
to show how thought inevitably shows itself

in such and such a system of relations.

Fichte’s Wissenschaftslehre and Hegel’s Logik
are the results. After Hegel’s time the

current divided into two streams : one the

logical proper, atteiiqiting a more empirical

and detached investigation of all the various

relations or categoi ies employed in judgment,
e. g. number, quality, thing and attribute,

&c., and the other the metaphysical, concern-

ing itself with the objective validity of

relation and hence of thought. (J.n.)

Belations considered as objective are

variously classified. Some of the principal

headings usually recognized are relations of

Dependence (logical, see Reasoning, and
Consequent

;
causal, see Cause and

Effect)
;
Whole and Part (q. v., see also

Quantity)
;

Quality (q. v., see also Con-
trast, various topics)

;
Temporal (see Time)

;

Special (see Space). Belations are also dis-

tinguished as ‘dynamic’ and ‘static,’ accord-

ing as they do or do not involve process and

change. For relation considered as Category
see that term, and also Predicament. Cf.

also Relativity (different topics), and
Relative and Absolute. (j.m.b.)

Literature

:

as will be inferred from this

summary sketch, the discussion of relation is

rather to be gathei’ed in tlie whole drift of

any modern writing upon metaphysics, than

located in any one passage
;
but the following

additional references may be of some value

:

Hamilton, Lects. on Met., ii. 535-8

;

Discussions, 603-8 ;
Reid, on Intellectual

Powers, Essay VI. chap, i
;

Mill, Logic,

Bk. I. chap. ii. § 7, and chap. iii. §§ 10 and

II
;

Lotze, Logic, § 337-8; Metaphysic,

§ 80-4 ;
Green, Prolegomena to Ethics,

Bk. I, and the whole course of his criticism

of Locke, Berkeley, and Hume (Works, i)

;

Bradley, Appearance and Reality, Bk. I,

especially chap, iii; Bosanquet, Knowledge

and Reality. Discussion upon the psychology

of relations is inadequate. The following may
be noted : Spencer, Priuc. of Psychol., § 65 ;

James, Psychology, i. chap, ix (especially

243-71) and ii. 663-75; Stout, Analytic

P.sychol., Bk. I. chap, iii; Lotze, Metaphysic,

Bk. III. chap. iii. The general tenor of the

moie recent discussion from the psychological
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side is distinctly ‘ piagmatic ’ in its direction

— to find the reality of relation in the inherent

‘ motor ’ tendency of any experience, and not

in the structure of the sensation, in its casual

associations, or in any separate ‘ relating
’

function. Cf. James, Will to Believe,

especially the Essay on The Sentiment of

Eationality. (J.D.)

Relation (consciousness or apprehension

of—which are better terms than ‘ sense,’ or

‘perception’ of). When an attribute of an

object a by its intrinsic nature also qualifies

another object h in such wise that it cannot

be conceived to exist apart from h, this attri-

bute is said to be a relation between a and 6;

for consciousness of relation it is necessary

not only that presented contents shall be re-

lated, but also that their relation shall itself

be an object of consciousness.

The problem which is of chief interest to

the psychologist is to assign the various

grades of distinctness in which relations are

apprehended. The mere union of parts in

a total object does not involve consciousness

of relation. The infant whose expeiience,

according to James, is one ‘ buzzing, blooming-

confusion,’ cannot be said to be aware of

relations. With a single glance of the eye

we may embrace in one field of view a vast

variety of details. But we may have exceed-

ingly little apprehension of interielation of

tliese details. To bring these relations to

consciousness we must exercise analytic and
synthetic attention. We must single out

successively the separate constituents of the

whole, and we must attend simultaneously to

discriminated items, coupling them now in

this way and now in that. Through processes

of this kind consciousness of relation comes
into being.

But the consciousness of relation thus

attained need not involve a distinction

between the relation as such and the things

related. For this, comparison of relations is

required and perhaps the use of language.

We may be aware of a as distant from h with-

out distinguishing the distance-relation as

such from its particular presentation in this

special case. It may merely form part of the

presentation of this a and this h under these

particular circumstances. If, however, we
compare the distance between a and h with
the distance between c and d, the concept of

distance becomes disengaged from its special

setting in particular instances, and appears as

a distinct object of attention.
.
Such relation-

concepts become fixed and receive further

development through the analytic-synthetic

function of language. (g.f.s.j

Relative (and Absolute) : Ger. relativ
;

Fr. relatif] Ital. relativo. For the foreign

equivalents for Absolute see that term.

I. llelative. The term ‘ relative ’ may be

applied either to words or to things.

A. A ‘relative’ word or term is one which
can be used as a predicate, to signify that

the subject has a certain kind of relation

to some other subject, which is not expressly

mentioned. A relative term is thus primarily

to be distinguished
:

(a) from words express-

ing relations, which can only be used as

copulas, where both subjects, between which
they express a relation, are mentioned

;

(b) fi om qualitative predicates, which express

the kind of entity which is related to some
subject, but not the kind of relation which it

has to it. But further, since the significance

of a relative term is not exhausted by the

relation which it expresses, but may also

give information with regard to the nature

of the subjects which it relates, it must also

be distinguished from (c) words expressing

a relation, which cannot be predicated of

either subject singly, but only of both con-

jointly.

When a relative term can be applied to

one subject, any term which can be applied to

the other, to express the fact that it has

to the first the converse relation to that ex-

ju’cssed by the relative term applied to the

first, is said to be correlative to the original

relative term.

B. As applied to things, ‘relative’ is

never merely synonymous with ‘ related ’
; it

is always distinguished therefrom by imply-

ing that the relation or relations to which it

refers are essential to the subject of which
it is predicated, i. e. that this subject is one

which can only be defined by some pi'operty

such as might be expressed by a relative

term.

To say that a thing is relative is, therefore,

always to contradict yourself, since it implies

that the relation of a whole to something

else is also identical with or a part of that

whole
;
and the fact that relativity is a self-

contradictory notion is sometimes expressly

recognized by those who use it, while, even

where this is not expressly recognized, it

seems to be the source of the dejjreciatory

significance usually attached to the term,

The only relation in virtue of which a thing

might, without contradiction, be called rela-

tive is that of a whole to its part; since to
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affirm or deny the whole is to affiim or deny

the part : but, in fact, a wliole teems never

to be called relative in virtue of this relation,

and tlie term relative seems generally to

imply that the relation itself, and not merely,

as in this case, that to which it is related,

is identical with or a part of that which is

said to be relative. Thus it is always a part

which is said to be relative, not to a pait of

itself but to another part of the same whole

or to that whole itself, in the sense that it

has thereto, or to the relation between them,

that analytic relation which really holds

between a whole and its partj and to say

this is always self-contradictory. A thing is,

however, generally said to be relative to

another thing only if it has certain kinds of

relation to that thing
;
and the term, there-

fore, perhaps generally signifies confusedly

that it has one or more of these, not only that

they are constituents of its essence. Hence
‘ relative ’ may be said to denote, not only

the self-contradictory proposition that a

thing ‘has no meaning ajiart from’ some
relation, or ‘ would not be what it is but for

’

its relations, but also that it has some one of

the relations which may be classed under the

two following heads ;

—

(i) That we can only describe or identify

it by mentioning its relation to something

else. This is not the case with qualia or

unique instances of qualia, but only with

particulai'S, of which there are several exactly

alike. In these cases, to say that a thing is

‘ relative ’ implies that it differs from some
other solely in respect of some relation,

i. e. where it really differs from it only

numerically this numerical difference is

denied
;

and, in this sense, ‘ relative ’ almost

always has a depreciatory significance,

i. e. implies that the thing in question is

IImeal. The following are the chief relations

which are thus used to identify particulars :

—

(a) The relation of a position in time to

the unique event by which its date is fixed.

This relation may be either that of the

position occupied by such event to the event,

or those of distance before or after such posi-

tion—a distance the length of which can again

only be specified by reference to the number of

certain events supposed to recur at equal dis-

tances. The same is true of positions in space

at any one moment, but more commonly

—

(i) Spatial positions are said to be relative,

ill virtue of the fact that we cannot identify

positions at two different times, except by
their relation to those occupied at both times

by some other things, which are assumed
either to occupy the same positions or to

have moved continuously. Thus the rela-

tivity of motion and position signify, not
merely, as with temporal position, that a
position can only be identified by its relation

to some unique thing, but that this unique
thing itself will not serve to identify a
position in every possible sense, since it must
be assumed either to have been at rest or to

have moved continuously, and we cannot tell

either which has been the case or what has
been the velocity of the movement, nor even
that either has occurred.

(c) Exact similars occupying space and
time may be said to be relative, in virtue

of the fact that they can only be identified

by reference to their occupation of positions

which are relative either in sense {a) or in

sense (6).

In view of the above facts, time and space

as wholes are often said to be relative. This

appears to be meant either (a) in the relative

sense, dealt with below
( 2 , a), namel}', that

they would be nothing apart from the things

that occupy them, or (|3) in the absolute sense,

tliat they are composed of parts which are all

relative and are therefore unreal
;
but it seems

to be commonly implied that these parts are all

relative to one another, and thus involve an
infinite regress, through confusion of the posi-

tion identified by its unique occupant with

that occupant. Similarly matter may be said

to be relative, because all its parts are relative

to positions
;
and the same accusation may be

extended to all that occupies space and time,

because it is always composed of relative parts

;

which latter usage not only, like the others,

involves neglect of the fact that the pai'ts are

relative not to one another, but to unique

wholes, but also of the fact that these wholes

are themselves occupants of space and time,

and yet are not relative in any sense, since

they can be identified without reference to

their external relations.

(
2
)
That a thing has some one of the follow-

ing relations. These relations may belong to

qualia or to unique instances of qualia] and

hence when things are said to be relative in

virtue of them, it is generally implied that

the part of their essence which has the relation

is distinguishable from the relation, but that

it would not be so if it had not the relation.

It is relations of this kind which are supposed

to bind together the paits of so-called ‘ organic

wholes,’ which are defined as wholes of which

the parts would not be what they are, but for
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their relation to one another and to the whole

:

hence ‘relative,’ in this sense, may be used as

a term of praise, implying that a thing involves

the kind of contradiction necessary to constitute

it a part of reality.

() All simple qualia may be said to be

relative, in the sense that they must have the

relation of difference to something else : a

doctrine which is sometimes expressed by the

formula ‘ No identity without difference.’ It

is thus supposed to be a contradiction that a

thing should be and yet be different from

nothing, on the ground that it is inconceiv-

able
;
by which is meant the supposed psycho-

logical laws (a) that it is impossible to think

of only one thing at a time, (/3) that it is

impossible to think that a thing should not be

different from something else, (y) that it is

impossible to identify a thing, without thinking

both of something different and that they are

different. In a similar confused sense it may
be said that all relations are inconceivable, on

the ground that they cannot be conceived apart

from some two things which they relate
;
and

hence that they are relative. So, too, space

and time may be said to be inconceivable apart

from some occupant.

() Two things may be said to be relative

to one another, if they are united by any of the

following necessary relations, viz. mathema-
tical and logical relations other than that of

whole to part, the relation of a class-concept

to a member of its class, and the relation of

cause to effect. It must be noted (a) that,

though a member of a class or particular

instance of such is always said to be relative

to its class-concept, the latter is not generally

said to be relative to all the members or to any
particular member, but only to some member

;

(/3) that the causal relation in virtue of which
relativity is most frequently asserted, is that of

agent and reagent, in which two things, per-

manent through time, and necessarily coexis-

tent, are said to be causes of one another.

(c) A thing may be said to be relative to

another, which is not relative to it, if it is

conceived to be related to it as attribute or

accident to Substance (q. v.), or as appear-

ance to reality (see Relativity of Know-
ledge, and Real). A suijstance would some-
times be said to he relative to all its attri-

butes, or to some accidents or attributes, but

never to any particular attribute or accident;

but sometimes it is conceived as absolute.

II. Absolute. A. All terms except (i) rela-

tive terms,
(
2 )Aerms which can only be used

as copulas to express a relation, may be said to

be absolute. Absolute is thus, with reference

to relative, a negative term, denying that a
term is of these two kinds.

B. Absolute may be used to deny that a
hing is relative in any of the senses above
defined. But the following are the commonest
distinct uses :

—

(1) It may be used of simple qualia to deny
that their identity can be affected by the

relations mentioned under I. B
(
2 ), as supposed

to affect them.

(
2

)
Absolute, as applied to position in space,

seems not merely to be the contradictory of

relativity, as defined in I. B (i, a and 6),

but to imply tlie possession of one or more
properties, which would render the identifica-

tion of positions by reference to their occupants

unnecessary. The properties that may be

thus implied are (a) that every position is

numerically different fi om every other, (6) that

each is qualitatively different from every other,

(c) that a position may have a unique p’ace

in some qualitatively unique spatial series,

in a sense in which this is iinpossihle in

Euclidean space, because such series are

infinite. In this last sense absolute is also

applied to magnitude, i. e. to signify a

magnitude which should be the first or last

in its series, and therefore need not be identi-

fied by reference to a unit, which in its turn
is only identified by reference to something
possessing the degree of magnitude intended.

By ‘ absolute space and time ’ is not meant a

space and time composed of absolute positions,

but a space and time which, though relative

in the senses given above, are either (a) not

mere relations between the things that occupy

them, or (6) not capable of accurate measure-

ment by us, but such as geometry deals with.

(3) absolute existent is meant one

whose existence does not depend upon that of

any otlier, i. e. which is incapable of being

produced or altered by any cause. But
‘ absolute ’ in this application seems generally

to retain something of its etymological mean-
ing = complete, i. e. what is logically incapable

of being altered by addition, since it possesses

every attribute of which it is capable. Hence,

by those who hold that all relations argue in-

completeness and dependence, ‘ the absolute ’ is

used to denote that which is the whole ofreality,

and is incapable of alteration, because there is

nothing external to it which could alter it.

History. The self-contradictory conception

of things which could be defined by their

relations, and even the recognition of this

contradiction, date from the beginning of
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philosopliy; e. g. both are implied in the

Platonic conception of yiyvofitva and the Aristo-

telian of potential existence
;
but the name

‘ relativity,’ as applied to this conception,

together with its extremely wide application

and the treatment of it as a fuudami ntal

principle, date only from the philosophy of

Kant. Absolute, on the other hand, is con-

nected with or used for the Aristotelian eWf-

which denotes what is complete and

independent in the peculiar Aristotelian sense

of what has no jmtentiality unrealized—whose

form is completely actualized
;
and this concep-

tion, applied to God in the middle ages as the

absolute or most perfect Being, and persisting

till Kant in this application, is thus directly

connected with the Hegelian term ‘ The

Absolute.’ Absolute and relative, as contra-

dictories, first became objects of controversy

at the beginning of modern philosophy, in

connection with the new science of dynamics

and as applied to motion and hence to space :

thus Newton and Clarke maintained that

space was absolute in the senses, (i) that each

p)osition was numerically different from every

other, (2) that it was not a mere adjective of

things, but might exist independently, and both

these propositions were denied by Leibnitz.

Kant’s philosophy was gi-eatly influenced by
his study of these questions concerning the

philosophy of mathematics
;
and he is perhaps

responsible for the vogue of the word ‘ relativ-

ity,’ by the cardinal position which he assigns

to the nature of space and time in this respect.

He does not, however, himself use the word as

a principal term
;
and those two conceptions

of his, which have had the widest influence in

obtaining recognition for relativity, have only

an indirect connection with the relativity of

space. These are (i) his doctrine that the

objects of experience are aU constituted such,

not by being given data between which rela-

tions hold, but by the fact that they are related

in certain definite ways, and (2) his doctrine

that these objects, therefore, form an infinite

series, to regard which as real would be self-

contradictory. Of the use of the word ‘relativ-

ity’ these doctrines seem to have been the

origin, chiefly through Sir William Hamilton,

who applies the word broadcast and with the

most extreme vagueness, so that it is impos-

sible to discovei’,in anyparticular case,whether
it has any or all of the meanings detailed above;

and this habit has been adopted, to a less degree,

by influential writers such as Bain and
Spencer. This use of the word has been no less

encouraged by the writers strongly influenced

by Hegel, who, though they do not use the
word much, emphasize the conception even
more

;
holding the doctrine that no relation is

purely ‘ external,’ i. e. fails to affect the essence
of the things related, and that the more nearly

it is external, the less real are the things it

relates—a doctrine which they connect with
the express contention that all the objects of

experience are more or less self-contradictory.

See Eelativity of Knowledge, and Re-
lation. (6.E.M.)

Relative (i) and (2) Absolute Ethics.
A moral code or system of moral rules which
(i) does or (2) does not vary with the different

conditions of human life or at the different

stages of its development. See Ethics, and
Ethical Systems.

The term absolute ethics was introduced

by Spencer to signify the ‘ final permanent
code ’ of conduct which describes the behaviour

of fully evolved man in a fully evolved society.

It implies, according to him, a condition in

which the indi\idual is perfectly adapted to

his environment, and it excludes all cogni-

zance of pain or of wrong. Absolute ethics

is distinguished by Spencer {Princ. of Eth.,

Part I, ‘Data,' chap, xv) from relative

ethics—the latter being regarded as an appli-

cation of the former to a particular stage of

development. The former might also be applied

to such systems of ethics as legard moral laws

as incapable of change or development

—

following eternally from the nature of God or of

ultimate reality. To a system of this latter

kind—called ‘ absolute ’ as opposed to ‘ rela-

tive’ or ‘conditional’ morality—the title of

Cudworth’s treatise, ‘ eternal and immutable

morality,’ is commonly applied. t'W.E.S.)

Relative Suggestion : not in use in the

other languages. Associative reproduction so

far as it is modified by the relatively new
connections into which the revived presenta-

tions enter as parts of a train of thought.

The term is used by Stout. Analytic Psychol.

The conception of associative reproduction

as a Redintegration (q. v.) throws light on

the meaning of relative suggestion. The term

redintegration stands for the tendency of a

presentation to reinstate the whole of which

it has previously formed part. But in order

to reconstitute the whole, not only the parts

but their characteristic form of combination

must be revived. If a is to reconstitute the

whole ab, of which it has previously formed

part, it is not enough for a to reproduce 6 ;

it must reproduce b in the same relation r

to itself, as on the occasion of the original
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experience. But the conditions operative at

the time of reproduction may be such as to

make unmodified reinstatement impossible.

They may be such that if the parts are revived

without alteration, their lelation cannot be

reinstated
;
or inversely, if the relation is re-

instated, the related presentations must be

modified. It may happen, and very commonly
does happen, that the presentation which

starts the reproductive process is not a mere
repetition of the coriespondiu”- constituent of

the original whole. It may vary considerably

from this original constituent without losing

its redintegiative tendency. Suppose the

original combination to be ah, where a stands

to 6 in a certain relation r. Suppose a to

recur in the modified form a. Inasmuch as a

partakes of the nature of a, it will tend as far

as may be to reconstitute the whole ah. But
the difference between a and a may lie such

as to require a corresponding differentiation of

h if the relation r is to be reinstated. It may
happen that h cannot assume the same relation

to a as that in which it stood to a. Thus the

revival of h will not be a reconstitution of

the original whole, because the relation r has

disappeared. On the other hand, if the relation

r is recalled, the other term of the relation

must be modified. For h there must be sub-

stituted /3, which is related to a as 6 was
related to a. This is relative suggestion.

What actually takes place ou any given

occasion depends on the special conditions

operative at the time. The more fully and
intensely we are interested in the whole as

such, the stronger will be the tei.deucy to

revive the relation r and to modify h so as

to transform it into /3. This tendency may
take effect at once, so that a immediately

calls up /3 without the previous intervention

of other mental processes. Thus in the very

act of making a pun or a rhyme we may alter

the pronunciation of a word. If we are looking

for a place on a map which we know by actual

travelling to be a certain distance from

London, we allow for the difference in scale

between the actual distance and that on the

map without express comparison or explicit

formulation. The imitative plays of children

are full of such mental accommodations, the

doll, for instance, being treated as a baby

mutatis mutandis.

In such cases relative suggestion operates

or may operate immediately, in others it does

not take effect without an intervening mental

operation involving express comparison be-

tween the present case and its analogue.

When this happens the process is one of

reasoning in the proper sense. Suppose we
have to throw a piece of paper upwards for

a considerable distance. We are used to

throwing stones as far or further
;

but a

piece of paper is different. If the problem
presented itself for the first time, it is very
unlikely that any one but a genius would
proceed immediately to wrap the paper round
a pebble and then throw. There would be a
previous comparison of the case of throwing
a stone and throwing a piece of paper, and
the relative suggestion would be brought to

birth by ti e help of this preliminary process.

It will he seen that relative suggestion

depends on the interest which a certain kind
of relation or form of combination possesses.

Itwould be possi!)le to classify different types of

mind from this point of view. In some minds
rhetorical antithesis, in others metaphor, in

others syllogistic form, in others a triple

dialectic movement preponderates and deter-

mines relative suggestion. (g.I’.s.)

Relatives (logic of): Ger. logische Bazieh-

ungxlehre
;

Fr. Ingique des relations (n.c.)

;

Ital. termini rela'ivi (relative terms). If

from any proposition having more than one

subject (used to include ‘objects’) we strike

out the indices of the subjects, as in ‘

praises to ‘ dat in matrimo-
nium ,’ what remains and requires at least

two insertions of subject-nouns to make a

proposition is a ‘ relative term,’ or ‘ relative

rhema,’ called briefly a ‘ relative.’ The relative

may be converted into a complete assertion

by filling up the blanks with proper names
or abstract nouns

;
this serves as a criterion.

But in such a relative there must be such an
idea of the difference between the subjects to

be ai>plied that ‘dat in matrimonium ’ shall

be different from ‘ datur in matrimonium.’ In

order to free oui selves from the accidents of

speech, we might represent the sentence by
the following diagram :

Cinna- dat in matrimonium —Cossutiam

Caesari

or, as follows :

dijk (Cinna = i, Cossutia = j, Caesar = ^).

Then the relative will appear as

or ftS

But in either case, in order to explain what

dat in matrimonium

dijk.
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is meant, it will l>e necessary to explain

how those three tails, or the three letters

i, j, k, ditler. The order shows which of

thiee indices is given, which giver, which
reci{)ient.

Relatives may be more or less general like

other terms, that is, one relative may be pre-

dicable of membei s of a set of which another

is not, while the latter is predicable only of

members of sets of which the former is pre-

dicable. By a set is meant an ordered system,

so that ABC and BOA, though the same
collection, are different sets. As any general

term is predicable of any one of an aggregate

of individuals, so a relative is predicable of

any one of an aggregate of sets
;
and each

such set may be regarded as an individual

r elative. By a system is meant an individual

of which if anything is true, the truth of it

consists in certain things being true of certain

other individuals, called its members, regardless

of the system. A system is either a sorite, heap,

or mere collection, or it is a set. A sorite is a

system of which, if anything is true, its truth

consists of the truth of one predicate for any
one of the members. A sei is a system of which
the truth of anything consists in the truth of

different predicates. Of course the idea of

relation is involved in the idea of a system.

As it is very important for the understanding

of relations that the conception of a system

should be perfectly clear, let us consider the

latter a moment in its simplest form, that

of a sorite or mere collection. ABO is a

sorite. Thus, it is true of it that it con-

tains the three first letters of the alphabet,

and the truth of that consists in A, B, and

C being each one of the first three letters

of the alphabet. It is true that it contains

nothing but the first letters of the alphabet,

because it is true of A, B, C severally that

each is nothing but one of the first three

letters of the alphabet. AR is a different

sorite, because something is true of it which
is not trueofAR(7. A maybe regarded as

a sorite provided we mean not A in its first

intention and being, but a something whose

being consists in A ’s being. The collection A
is not the letter A, but it contains A and

nothing else. it be said that there is no

such thing, the reply is that every collection,

every system may be said to be an ens rationis.

To this point we shall return. Even Nothing

may be said to be a collection. For when we
say that Nothing is less than i, we do not

mean that a self- subsisting individual is

so, but that an ens rationis whose mode of

being consists in the absence of everything
is less than i. The soiite ABC is oti er

than ARr. But should I say that ABC
contains two of the letters of Caesar’s first

name, and subsequently learn that that

was a mistake, the real name being Gains,

that would not make ABC a different

sorite.

Tliat in the reality which corresponds to

a proposition with a relative predicate is

called the fundamentum relutionis. A rela-

thmshi^) is a system of such fundamenta.
Relation is the relative character, conceived

as belonging in differe'nt ways to the different

relates, and (owing to the somewhat undue
prominence given by familiar languages to

one of these) especially to the relate which is

denoted by the noun which is the subject

nominative.

Relatives and relations are said to differ

in their orders, according to the numbers of

their relates. Dyadic or dual relations, or

relatives of two relates, of which the second

is called the correlate, differ somewhat widely

from plural, or polyadic, relations. Triadic

relations have all the principal characters of

tetradic and higher relations. In fact, a com-
pound of two triadic relatives may be a tetra-

dic relative
;
as ‘ praiser of to a maligner

of to .’

Relatives may be compounded in all the

ways in which other terms can be compounded
as well as in other ways closely related to

those. Thus, A may be said to be at once

a lover and a servant of R, .and it may be said

that there is something, X, such that A is

a lover of X, while X is a servant of R; so

that A is a lover of a servant of R. This

mode of composition is called relative multi-

plication. So, not only may it be said that A
is either a lover or a servant of R (not exclud-

ing both), but also that whatever X may be,

either A is a lover of X or X is a servant of

R
;
that is, A is a lover of everything there

is besides servants of R. (This wording, by

Schroder, slightly violates English idiom, but

is valuable as showing the ana’ogy to aggre-

gation.) This mode of composition is called

relative addition. So, again, it may not only

be said that A is if a lover then a servant of

R, but also that whatever X may be, if A is

a lover of X, then X is a servant of R
;
that

is, A is a lover only of servants of R. This

is called relative regressive involution. Or
it may be said that whatever X may be, A is

a lover of X, if X is a servant of R, or A is

a lover of whatever is a servant of R. This
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is called relative progressive involution. Poly-

adic lelatives are capable of other modes of

composition. Thus, it may be said that any-

thing whatever, X, being taken, something Y
exists, such that A praises X to 7 while X
maligns Y to B\ that is, A praises everybody

to somebody maligned by him to B. Or we
can say that there is something Y, such

that, whatever X may be, A praises X to 7
while X maligns 7 to R

;
or, A jrraises every-

body to somebody whom everybody maligns

to B.
Deductive logic can really not be under-

stood without the study of the logic of rela-

tives,which corrects innumerable serious errors

into which not merely logicians, but people

who never opened a logic-book, fall from con-

fining their attention to non-relative logic.

One such error is that demonstrative reason-

ing is something altogether unlike observation.

But the intricate forms of inference of relative

logic call for such studied scrutiny of the

representations of the facts, which represen-

tations are of an iconic kind, in that they

represent relations in the fact by analogous

relations in the representation, that we cannot

fail to remark that it is by observation of

diagi’ams that the reasoning proceeds in such

cases. We successively simjdify them and
are always able to remark that such observa-

tion is required, and that it is even thus, and

no otherwise, that the conclusion of a simple

syllogism is seen to follow from its premises.

Again, non-relative logic has given logicians

the idea that deductive inference was a fol-

lowing out of a rigid rule, so that machines
have been constructed to draw conclusions.

But this conception is not borne out by rela-

tive logic. People commonly talk of the con-

clusion from a pair of premises, as if there

were but one inference to be drawn. But
relative logic shows that from any proposition

whatever, without a second, an endless series

of necessary consequences can be deduced

;

and it very frequently happens that a number
of distinct lines of inference may be taken,

none leading into another. That this must
be the case is indeed evident without going
into the logic of relatives, from the vast

multitude of theorems deducible from the few
incomplex premises of the theory of numbers.
But ordinary logic has nothing but a barren
sorites to explain how this can be. Since

Kant, especially, it has been customary to

say that deduction only elicits what was im-
plicitly thought in the premises; and the

famous distinction of analytical and syn-

II. 4.

thetical judgments is based upon that notion.

But the logic of relatives shows that this is

not the case in any other sense than one
which reduces it to an empty form of words.

Matter entirely foreign to the prtmises may
appear in tlie conclusion. Moreover, so far

is it from being true, as Kant would have it,

that all reasoning is reasoning in Barbara,

that that inference itself is discovered by the

microscope of relatives to be resolvable into

more than half a dozen distinct steps. In
minor points the doctrines of ordinary logic

are so constantly modified or reversed that it

is no exaggeration to say that deductive logic

is completely metamorphosed by the study of

relatives.

One branch of deductive logic, of which from
the nature of things ordinary logic could give

no satisfiictory account, relates to the vitally

important matter of abstraction. Indeed, the

student of ordinary logic naturally regards

abstraction, or the passage from ‘the rose

smells sweet’ to ‘the rose has perfume,’ to be

a quasi-grammatical matter, calling for little

or no notice from the logician. The fact is,

however, that almost every great step in

mathematical reasoning derives its importance

from the fact that it involves an abstraction.

For by means of abstraction the transitory

elements of thought, the errea nTepoerra, are

made substantive elements, as James terms
them, eVea anrepoevra. It thus becomes possi-

ble to study their relations and to apply to

these relations discoveries already made re-

specting analogous relations. In this way,

for example, operations become themselves

the subjects of operations.

To take a most elementary example—from
the idea of a particle moving, we pass to the

idea of a particle describing a line. This line

is then thought as moving, and so as generating

a surface
;

and so the relations of surfaces

become the subject of thought. An abstrac-

tion is an ens rationis whose being consists

ill the truth of an ordinary predication. A
collection, or system, is an abstraction or

abstract ens
;
and thus the whole doctrine of

number is founded on the operation of ab-

straction. If we conceive an object to be

a collective whole, but to be so in such a way
that it has no part which is not itself a col-

lective whole in the same way, then, if the

collection is of the nature of a sorite, it is

a general, whose parts are distinguished merely

as having additional characters; but if the

collection is a set, whose members have other

relations to one another, it is a contirmum.
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The logic of continua is the most imiiortant

branch of the logic of relatives, and mathe-

matics, especially geometrical topic, or topical

geometry, ha^ its development retarded from

the lack of a developed logic of continua.

Literature

:

relatives have, since Aristotle,

been a recognized topic of logic. The first

germ of the modern doctrine appears in a

somewhat trivial remark of Robert Leslie
Ellis. De Morgan did the first systematic

work in his fourth memoir on the syllogism

in i860 (Cambridge Philos. Trans., x. 231-

358) ;
he here sketched out the theory of

dyadic relations. C. S. Peirce, in 1870,
extended Boole’s algebra so as to apply to

them, and after many attempts produced a

good general algebra of logic, together with

another algebra specially adapted to dyadic

relations (Studies in Logic, by members of

the Johns Hopkins PTniversity, 1883, Note B,

187-203). Schroder developed the last in

a systematic manner (which brought out its

glaring defect of involving hundreds of merely

formal theorems without any significance, and
some of them c[uite difficult) in the third

volume of his Exakte Logik (1895). Schro-
der’s work contains much else of great value.

Peirce has published only three papers since

1883, one of which appeared in the Amer. J.

of Math., vii. (1885) 180-202, and the other

two in the Monist, vii. (1896-7) 19-40, 161-

217. An important work in which relations

are treated graphically is A. B. Kempe’s
Theory of Mathematical Form, published in

the Philos. Trans, for 1890. Other workers

are Joseph John Murphy, Alexander Mac-
FARLANE, GlUSEPPE PeANO. GeORG CaNTOR,
Richard Dedekind, and others have treated

relations of quantity,and their writings—espe-

cially Dedekind’s book. Essays on the Theory

of Number (Eng. fcrans., 1901)—are particu-

larly recommended to students of philosophy.

Translations of parts of some of Cantor’s
memoirs into most puzzling French are given

in the Acta Mathematica, ii
;
the Math. An-

nalen (xlvi and xlix) contain others of great

importance; and Cantor especially addresses

students of philosojihy in his Zur Lehre vom
TransfinitenErste Abth.,(i 890). Thisbrochure

consists of papers originally printed in the

Zeitsch. f. Philos, u. philos. Krit. See also

V. B. Russell, Sur la logique des relations, in

Revue de Mathematiques, vii (1901) ;
White-

head, in recent numbers of the Amer. J. of

Math. (c.s.p.)

Relativity: Ger. Rdativitdt; Fr, rela-

tivity
;

Ital. relativitd. That element in the

determination of a thing or/ object which
arises from its Relation (q.v.) to other things
or objects. See the following topics, (j.m.b.)

Relativity (affective). The liability of

affective states to modification by other
affective states.

Applied (i) to pleasure and pain, which
are said to be relative to each other

;
an

extreme form, holding that pleasure is only

absence of pain (cf. the literature of Pain
AND Ple.vsure, the ‘relativity theory’); (2)
to emotions, considered as liable to modifica-

tion from one another. See Contrast (affec-

tive). (J.M.B.)

Relativity (in psychology, law of) : Ger.

Bezieliungggesetz, Geseiz der Rdativitdt', Fr.

loi de relativite) Ital. legge di relazione (or

relativitd). (i) The law that every phase of

experience is influenced by every other phase

of the experience of the moment, and also

by the whole past history of consciousness.

It is employed by Wundt to explain

Weber’s law, certain geometrical optical illu-

sions, visual contrast, temperature adapta-

tion, &c. Experimental psychology has, how-
ever, in general preferred to look to physio-

logy for the conditions of such mental facts

or laws (Wundt, Physiol. Psychol., 4th ed.,

i. 393, 397, 416, 591 ;
Human and Animal

Psychol., 62, 1 19, 264). In WMndt’s Grund-
riss (1896) [the law of relativity assumes

a threefold form : the law of psychical re-

sultants, the law of relations, and the law

of psychical contrasts. This theory is known
as that of the ‘ relativity of sense qualities.’

Cf. Contrast (various topics). (e.b.t.)

(2) The theory defined under Relativity
OF Knowledge (2).

Relativity of Knowledge : Ger. (i)

Relativismus, (2) Relativitdt der PrJcenntniss
;

Fr. relativite de la connaissance] Ital. relativitd

della conoscenza. (i) This term seems most

properly to denote the theory that all human
knowledge is relative to tlie human mind, in

the sense that we can only know, of things,

the effects which they produce upon our

minds, and not what they themselves are like.

Cf. Epistemology.
The theory is thus, as it stands, doubly

self-contradictory, since it combines the pro-

position (a) that each of us can know nothing

but what is in his own mind, whence it

follows that he cannot know that anytliing

but his own mind exists
;
with the proposi-

tions (6) that we do know that what is in our

minds is an effect of other things; and (c)that

this is true of us, i. e. that more than one
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human mind does exist. Moreover, proposition

() seems to be intended to assert tliat we do

know the states of our own minds absolutely,

i.e. that all the knowledge, which on this

theory we can have, is absolute
;
and hence,

on pain of a further contradiction, it would

seem that the relativity of all our knowledge

must be understood to mean merely that it is

limited to a certain class of objects. That

relativity should be understood in this sense

does not, however, seem to be the intention of

those who hold the theory; if it were so, the

inclusion in its definition of proposition

() would be a perfectly evident contradic-

tion. Their meaning seems rather to be that,

knowledge being a mere effect produced in

our minds by the things which are known, we
cannot tell whether it resembles them or not

;

and hence that, since knowledge of a thing is

always knowledge not of it, but of its effect on

us, all our knowledge may be not knowledge,

but false belief. They seem merely to have

overlooked the fact that this theory is openly

self-contradictory; and that, if it were true

that doubt must be cast on our knowledge of

things, on the ground that it is a mere effect,

the same doubt must also consistently be cast

on our knowledge of these effects, i. e. on our

knowledge of what is in our minds. Such
inconsistencies must follow from their funda-

mental false assumption that to be known is

to produce an effect upon the mind, i.e. that

the relation of knower to known is a causal

relation; for it immediately follows from this

that we never do know what we know, but

always something else, which is to be regarded

as a result of the interaction with our minds

of the object we alter by knowing it.

(2) The term has also been used to denote

a psychological theory that we can never have

knowledge of one thing only, but that when-
ever we are conscious of one thing we must
also simultaneously be conscious of another

differerit from and hence related to the first

[see Hobbes, Elem. Philos., iv. 25, 5 ;
Bain,

Ment. and Mor. Sci. (1868), 83; Ward,
Encyc. Brit., art. ‘ Psychology’

;
Hdffding, Out-

lines of Psychol. It is criticized in Baldwin,

Handh. of Psychol., i.

—

e.b.t.]. Cf. Rela-
tivity.

The term is now commonly applied to the

theory of Protagoras, expressed in the famous
saying, iravraiv ^rjuaTOiv jxeTpov av6p(07ros,

‘ man
is the measure of all things.’ This theory

seems to have been based on the obvious fact

that the same object may appear different to

different men at the same time, or to the same

man at different times. It is from this fact

that Protagoras appears to have drawn the

contradictory conclusion that all our beliefs

may be not paidially, but wholly untrue, as is

implied in his stating his theory with regard
to all things. Both he and the Sceptics, who
held a similar theory later, seem to have
differed from modern relativists, chiefly in

emphasizing the fact that some beliefs were
false owing to changes in our minds, as their

reason for holding that all might be false, and
in not insisting that any of our beliefs were
knowledge— a contradiction which they never-

theless implied. In modern philosophy de-

finition (i) will apply to the theory of Kant,
to which accordingly Mill applies the term,

although neither Kant himself nor most others

commonly so apply it. Kant held not only

that all our knowledge is due to the inter-

action of our minds with external objects, but
also that we can definitely trace what ele-

ments in it are due to each source. It was
from him that Hamilton largely derived the

theory to which he gave this name
;
a theory

which seems capable of being brought under
our definition, in spite of Mill’s opinion to

the contrary, if we understand him to have
used ‘object’ in the same twofold sense as

Kant, to denote (i) the thing-in-itself, (2)
the object extended in space, which, though
still relative to our minds, he holds to be an
object whose qualities are directly perceived,

whereas the secondary qualities are not in-

trinsic qualities of any object. Mill himself

seems to hold that the above is the proper

definition of the doctrine; but he fails to

distinguish the importance of the question

whether proposition (6) is or is not to be

regarded as forming part of the definition

along with (a) and (c), and accordingly he

himself seems inclined to hold (a) and (c)

alone, while still professing himself a believer

in the relativity of knowledge, which he has

defined as including (6). Bain uses the term
to denote the psychological theory. Spencer
upholds the ‘ relativity of knowledge ’ in

a very vague and wide sense, seeming to

identify Hamilton’s doctrine, first, with the

psychological theory (2), combined with a pro-

position contradictory of it, that we can only

know relations and not the things related
;
and

second, with the theory that everything we can

know has some kind of relation to everything

else. Ill similar vague senses the term may
be applied to so many theories that details

are unnecessary.

Literature ; SiE W. Hamilton, Discussions
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on Philos, and Lit.
;

J, S. Mill, Exam, of

Hamilton
; H. SrENCEE, First Priuc.

;
A.

Bain, Logic. See Eislee, Worterb. d. philos.

Begriffe, ‘Relativismus,’ ‘ Relativitat.' (g.b.m.)

Religion [Lat. religio, from religare, to

bind]: Ger. Religion', Fr. religion; Ital.

religions. Subjectively, the experience which
arises out of man’s conscious relation to some
ti'anscendent agent or agents, upon whose
attitude towards him his welfare is believed

in some measure to depend; objectively, the

bod}' of beliefs and practices Avhich arise in

connection with this experience, and which

are ordinarily associated with some form of

institutional life.

The above is a definition of the concrete

experience of religion rather than a theory

of it. Among the important questions that

arise concerning religions are those of origin,

development, and classification, the pioblems

arising out of the comparative study of re-

ligions, and the philosophical question as to

the ultimate nature and grounds of religion.

This last-named question belongs to the philo-

sophy of Religion (q.v.). The question of

the origin of religion has its psychological

aspect, in which the point in debate is whether

religion is to be regarded as a superinduction

or as being internally rooted in our nature

(see Religion, j^sychology of)
;
while objec-

tively the issue arises between supernaturalism

and naturalism, the latter presenting such

forms as the dream theory of Herbert Spencer,

the ghost theory of Tylor, or the view of Max
Muller to the effect that religion has its origin

in our sense of the indefinite. On the ques-

tion of the development of religion there is (i)

the problem as to the priority as between poly-

theistic forms of leligion and monotheism, or,

moi e strictly speahing, heuotheism
; (2) that

of the place of fetichism, whether it is to be

regarded with Tiele as a form of primitive

animism, or, with Muller and Spencer, as

a later and degraded form of religious belief.

A fundamental distinction in the sphere of

classification is that between the naturalistic

and the ethical, the latter including all the

higlier and more spiritual forms. Certain of

these problems a>'e treated under the topics

immediately following.

Literature : A. Revillb, Proldgom^nes de

I’Hist. des Religions (Paris, i88i); Tiele,
Outlines of the Hist, of Religion (London,

1877); Pfleideeer, Die Religion, ihr Wesen
u. ihre Gesch. (Berlin, 1869); H. Spencer,
Princ. of Socioh, i; Max Muller, Origin

and Growth of Religion (1878); Maetineau,

A Study of Religion (Oxford and N. T.,

1888); S. Kellogg, The Genesis and Growth
of Religion (N. Y., 1892). Of. the other
topics Religion. (a.t.o.)

Religion (evolution of), (i) The historical

stages of religion objectively considered in its

relation to all other factors of human evolu-

tion and in all its embodiments and mani-
festations. (2) The science which treats

of (l). (J.M.B.)

In the present state of knowledge, it is by
no means easy to speak either with definite-

ness or decision on this subject. Several

reasons may be assigned. (
i )

There can be
no competent treatment of evolution of

religion apart from a science of religions

;

and this science has come into being only

within the last fifty years. (2) The history of

religions has made such enormous progress

within living memory that the materials

garnered have not been mastei ed fully as yet.

(3) The fundamental principles, rational and
natural, to which evolution must be traced,

were not recognized as present in all religions

till within comparatively recent times. Vico

(1725), Voltaire (1756), and Lessing, in the

well-lviiown tractate on the Education of the

Human Race (1780), adumbrated tlie modern
standpoint. Nevertheless, till tliis time—and
till a much later date among the English-

speaking peoples (see BridgewaUr Treatises)

—

natural tlieology, with certain crass meta-

pliysi'-al implications, everywhere held the

field, making an application of the historical,

comparative, and genetic methods out of the

question. Herder (1784) first formulated

specifically something like the evolution pi'o-

blem
;
but it was reserved for Hegel (1829)

to give the requisite vitality to the new con-

ception of the unity of religions—to recognize

religion in them all. Indeed, systematic

treatment of the entire subject-matter, under-

taken with comjdete consciousness of aim,

was possible only so late as i860, and did not

make marked progress, nor attract general

attention, for another decade. (4) Evolution,

too, is a comparatively new discovery
;

for

although it was lield by men of culture as

early as the middle of the i8th century, and

by philosophers early in the 19th, its main

exploitation belongs to the biologists after the

middle of the latter. Naturally, then, many
problems still remain to be elucidated ere one

can declare precisely how a theory of the

transformation of organisms can be trans-

ferred, with sufficient justification, to material

so widely different as religion. It mav be
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well to remark, in passing, that notable suc-

cess in the accuiimlation of mere facts has

served to obscure this point hitherto, and to

an unfortunate degree. As in biology, so

here, discussion of certain aspects of the

means whereby evolution takes place has

often been mistaken for a controversy over

evolution itself—a totally different thing.

The principal difficulty in applying evolu-

tion to religion must be traced to tlie facts

that evolution is a complex conception, and
that we are as yet far from being masters of

the various implied elements. What are

they % The application of evolution to reli-

gion implies (i) the assembling or collection

of all accessible data regarding religions

;

that is, it cannot be accomplished without a

competent history of religions. (2) When the

data have been thus procured, it is necessai’y

to treat them scientifically. They must be

grouped
;
and here the methods of comparison,

with their ancillaries of likeness and difference,

have to be employed. On this basis alone can

inductions be made with safety. In other

words, application of evolution to religion

requires a science of religions. (3) Finally,

on the basis of the results obtained from this

history and science, deduction becomes pos-

sible, and then the sphere of philosophy of

religion is entered upon. Here, too, the

problem of evolution assumes its acutest form.

But it is highly undesirable, as past efforts

show, even if it were feasible, to separate

history and science of religions from philo-

sophy of religion in dealing with this subject.

For the most important aspects of the pro-

blem demand continuously the presence of all

these disciplines, especially of the science and
the philosophy. This becomes evident when
it is remembered that the conception of evolu-

tion contains two co-operating ideas, neither of

which can be torn from the other. These are

the ideas of change and of permanence.
Taking the changes incident to an evolution

of religion, we at once encounter problems
which, though trenching upon philosophy,

belong conspicuously to the sphere of science

of religions. For example : What are the

species of religions
;
that is, what stages can

be traced in the evolving series 1 Seeing that

all religion is teleological, are any marked
differences of aim to be found as between the

various species % What are the laws of the

evolution
;

or, do beginnings, growth, matu-
rity, and decay, in the various stages, follow

similar or identical courses? How do the

staees pass over into one another? In dealing

with such questions, the element of change
predominates. When the element of per-

manence attracts attention, philosophy of

religion comes to our aid. For such philo-

sophical questions as the following must be
asked. What is religion ? What is th«
origin of religion? What are the psycho-
logical factors in religion ? What is the

differentiating factor or factors in human
experience that make man a religious being,

as no other being is religious ? What is

God?
It is necessary to remember that, philo-

sopjhically speaking, evolution does not neces-

sarily imply progress. The problem is to

disengage a permanent element, common
to all the changes, by the presence of which
these changes, no matter what their differ-

ences, can be called religious. The permanent
is to be deduced from the passing, the con-

stitutive from the contingent. When this

has been accomplished, it may be possible to

display an evolution, in the sense that rational

(that is, explanatory or self-explanatory)

factors pertain to every stage. Then the

special or distinctive task of philosophy

begins to set forth an evolution, not as a time

series, but as a gradual expansion in adequacy
of explanation from type to type. Religion

evolves in the sense that, as it becomes more
and more sufficient to the conceptions of

deity, of the universe as God’s cosmos, and
of the measure of perfect manhood, it also

becomes more adequate to itself—that is,

shows forth its own nature in progressively

clarified shapes. Thus, at last, it becomes

possible to interpret all religions in the light

of religion (which is the highest religion), and
to elucidate the constituent factors necessarily

present in this last.

Numerous efforts towards this end have

been made during the past eighty years. But
we cannot anticipate an immediate or easy

solution of the problems involved. This

mainly because philosophy of religion is not

yet a century old, while history and science

of religions have been pursued for but two
generations. Cf. the other topics Religion.

Literature', this is very large, and may be

found at length in Db la Saussate, Lehrb.

d. Religioiisgesch. In the list which follows,

the Hibbert and Gifford Lectures more im-

portant for the present subject are italicized.

Hibbert Lectures {Max Muller, Eenouf,

Renan, Rhys Davids, Kuene/n, Beard, R^viUe,

Pfleiderer, Rhys, Sayce, Hatch, d'Alviella,

Montejiore, Upton, Drummond); Gifford
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Lectures {Max Miill&r, Wallace, J. Caird,

Bruce, Stirliiig, PjJeiderer, Fraser, Tiele,

E. Caird, A. Lang, L. Campbell, Ward, Tylor,

Eoyce)
;

d’Alviella, Contemporary Evolu-

tion of Religious Thought; E, v. Haetmann,
Das religiose Bewusstsein d. Meiischheit;

Jevons, liitrod, to the Hist, of Religion;

Rkvii.le, Prolegomena to the Hist, of Reli-

gions (Png. trans.); Les Religions des Peoples

non-civilises
;
Eenouviee, Introd. i la Philos,

analytique de I’Histoire
;

Max Mulleb,
Introd. to the Sci. of Religion

;
Tiele, Out-

line of Hist, of Ancient Religions (Eng. trans.);

Happel, Das Christenthum u. d. heutige ver-

gleichende Religionsgesch.
; Die Anlage d.

^Menschen z. Religion
;
Rauwenhoff, Wijs-

hegeerte v. d. Godsdienst; Schultze, Der
Fetischismus

;
Tiele, art. Religions, in Encyc.

Brit.
;
and many arts, in the Rev. de I’Hist.

des Religions
;
Theologische Tijdschrift; An-

nales du Mus6e Guimet
;
"Wiener Zeitsch. f. d.

Kunde d. Morgenlandes; Zeitsch. d. Deutschen
Morgenlandischen Gesell. (e.m.w.)

Religion (philoFophy of) : Ger. Religions-

phiJosojdiie; Fr.2>Mloso2>hiede la religion', Ital.

filosojia d"lla religione. The subject must be

distinguished (see below) on the one hand
from the science, history, or natural history

of religion, on the other hand from theology.

As a subject eo nomine it has a brief and
definite history (see below), and may be defined

as the study of the religious consciousness as

an expression of ultimate reality. Cf. Reli-
gion (preceding topics).

The history, science, or 'natural history

of religion ’ (Hume) professedly confines itself

to the comparative study of religions as pheno-

mena of human action, with reference to the

causes of their origin and the laws of their

growth. It supplies, however, an element of

breadth and continuity, in the absence of

which the philosophy of religion suffers loss.

Theology, on the other hand, professes to

deal with the ultimate real basis of religious

aspiration, but is usually in truth a formula-

tion of the postulates involved in some one of

the great histoi ical forms of ritual and belief,

so that we speak of Anglican and Catholic

theology
;

it fails, therefore, to deal with the

universal and necessary nature and founda-

tions of the religious attitude as such. Natural
theology, indeed, the idea of which comes to

us through St. Augustine from the Stoic

thinkers, and which ought not to be confined,

as in the i8th century physico-theology, to

the ‘argument from design,’ has tended from

on the world. The first definite attempt in

Western literature to lay down ‘canons of

theology’ was made by Plato, though what
he meant by this expression was rules for

imaginative art in its treatment of the divine

nature. These were to the effect that God is

not the author of evil, and is incapable of

change and deceit. It should also be noted
that the philosophy of religion, which is

universal in its scope, is yet indebted to the

Christian theology for very important ideas

and principles. See below on the Ontological

Proof.

Hume’s Natural History of Religion (1757),
superficial as it must appear from the stand-

point of later knowledge, yet served as a
protest against the narrower tendencies of the

natural theology of the day, and was a starting-

point both for the scientific history and for

the philosophy of religion, by its appeal to

inherent needs and tendencies of human
nature as the ineradicable germ ofthe religious

impulse. The Voltairean criticism, indeed, of

the same period probably did much to make
religion a generic name for one whole side of

human faith and feeling, and thereby to give

the subject a status among universal problems
which later received a more serious treatment.

The actual history of the term ‘ religion,’ and
of the time and context in which it or any
such word first became a term of general

application to the faiths and rituals of the

world, would be an interesting chapter in

the development of the human mind, Even
Herodotus has some such general notion

before him when he treats it as a proof of

insanity to insult the sacred ordinances {vofiaia)

of any people. Understanding that the sub-

stantive pi oblem of the philosophy of religion,

being inseparable from the general theory of

reality, had been more or less directly treated

by all great philosophers (notably by Plato

and Spinoza), we may nevertheless attribute

the distinctively modern preoccupation with

the philosophy of religion eo nomine to the

impulse communicated by Kant under the in-

fluence of Rousseau, and to the augmentation

of histoi'ical material which also stimulated

the science and history of religion. The out-

come of Kant’s critical researches, with their

appaiently negative result, in the whole

romantic and idealistic movement, is a well-

known chapter of the history of philosophy.

By showing that theie were certain greatest

matters of life which could not be found

among the objects of perceptive experience,

he put men upon thinking of them rather asthe beginning to keep open a larger outlook
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the law and unity of our whole world than

as certain phenomena among others that are

contained in it. In the generations that

followed him, these conceptions were fused

with a mass of archaeological and anthropo-

logical knowledge which had long been

gathering, and which historical circumstances

contributed to enlarge
;
and under the banner

of romanticism in literature and philosophy,

a new interest arose in plastic art, in poetry,

and in religion, as expressions of the spiritual

life of mankind. In the first place, it should

be noted that from this time forward, as the

sacred books of Tarious nations became acces-

sible and progress was made in the art of

personally investigating the religions of un-

developed races, the scientific history of

religion, with its kindred anthropological

inquiries, has been embodied in an increasing

literature, of which the most valuable part is

the most recent (see citations below). On
this ground of science and history, after many
aberrations, and as a result of immensely

intricate researches, a consensus appears to

be manifesting itself to the effect that from

the beginning religion displays itself as

a social phenomenon, depending on a sense

of union br communion between a group of

human beings and their god, cemented in

early times by a social meal in which the god,

himself a natural object, and yet regarded as

a member of the .group, is actually consumed

by the other members in order that entering

into their body and soul he may renew their

life, which is one with his own. It is held

that the other and vei’y complex forms of

sacrifice known to history are later develop-

ments of a primitive form such as this. Magic
thus appeal's as the anti- social form of re-

ligion; the setting up of a private relation to

powers other than, or in other ways than,

those known to and utilized by the com-

munity. It is on this question of the contiast

between magic and religion that the language

and perhaps the ideas of Hegel have proved

least in harmony with the researches of

science. Tims early religion is one with

social ritual, and pervades the whole of life.

‘Religion is intimately wrapped up with the

tillage of the fields, the pasture of the flocks,

the lules and modes of wedlock, the customs

of the market, with sanitary rules, with the

treatment of disease’ (W. Wallace, Lects.

and Essays, 162). Something oi this kind

appears to be the central result which the

scientific history of religion is tending to

establish. It should be noted that the worship

of deceased ancestors is not now held to have
the importance, in the development of reli-

gion, which Spencer’s theory assigned to it.

Necessarily, this mode of treatment has less

in proportion to say of the great religious

systems which have been the occasions of

a vast intellectual and imaginative activity,

though here, too, the ritual and the popular

faith remain, and demand investigation.

While the most valuable literature of the

scientific history of religion is the work of

the last thirty years, a substantially just

account of the philosophy of religion would
give primary rank to Plato, and include the

deepest speculations of the greatest philo-

sophers of the world. And even if we confine

our account to the philosophy of religion eo

nomine, which has flourished mainly since

Kant, the greatest names in our history would
be those of Kant himself, of Schelling, Hegel,

and Schleiermacher, who are not to be found
in the literature lists of the science and
history of religion. Such an account would
not be feasible within the limits of an article,

and would moreover have to explain away
a certain amount of historical misapprehen-
sion in the earlier thinkers due to the im-
perfection of the materials at their disposal.

It will be best to state briefly the more im-
portant points of view which appear to be
asserting themselves at the present day in

the idealistic philosophy of religion, for, as

distinct from the natural history of religion,

there can hardly be said to be any other.

(i) We ask, how much do we include under
the religious consciousness? Is it to be con-

fined to a consciousness of God, or of the

supernatural
;
or are the essentials of it to he

found in states of mind which bear no explicit

reference to what we should call God or to

a supernatural world ? Considering the variety

of contents and purposes which are covered

by the ideas in question, it seems impossible

to make their shadowy common element the

sole criterion of the religious consciousness,

when other contents and purposes are found

to play practically the same part in the actual

experience of the human mind. The love of

a person, or devotion to an idea, may appa-

rently produce the peculiar religious effect,

the effect of something which is at once an
overmastering law of life and a source of

strength outside our everyday being. This

sense ot loyal observance, of a rule in view of

which we are moved at once by admiration

and by fear, so that it has for us a value or

necessity exceeding all other elements of life
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put together, seems to coincide with the

traditional and philosophical idea of a religion,

no less than with the notions maintained, say,

hy David Hume, or by more modern writers

on the natural history of religion. We may
compare such expressions as these of Shake-

speare :

—

‘ Keep your promise with no less religion.’

As You Like It.

‘ When the devout religion of mine eye.’

Borneo and Juliet.

‘ How many a holy and obsequious tear

Hath dear religious love stolen from mine eye.’

Sonnets, 31.

‘A coward, a most devout coward, religious in it’

(1. e. devoted, vowed, persistent in it).

Twelfth Night.

A man’s real religion, it may he said, is

tliat set of objects, habits, and convictions,

whatever it might prove to he, whicli he

would die for rather than abandon, or at least

would feel himself excommunicated from
humanity if he did abandon. It would follow

from this that his actual religion may differ in

any degree from his nominal creed. On the

other hand, it might be contended by students

of the philosophy of l eligion that only those

convictions which are called religious par
excellence in the normal sense are capable of

affording in the fullest degi ee that support,

and that sense of triumphant unity, which
seem to be the central facts of religious

experience.

(2) The convictions which are called reli-

gious par excellence in the normal sense would
commonly he admitted to be faith in God and
in a future life, to which the Christian world

would add, in one form or another, the doc-

trine of the Incarnation with the idea of

triumph through sacrifice which attaches to it.

The fundamental meaning of these forms of

faith, that is to say, the answer which they

give when we ask what truth they tell us

about reality, is the central subject-matter of

the philosophy of religion. Religious faith

itself must of course he very clearly distin-

guished from the philosophical interpretation

of it; although, on the other hand, there is no
possible ground for denying religious value

to the gnosis, or philosophical insight, in its

genuine form as an endeavour to reirrforce

the unity of man as a perishing individual

existence with something greater than himself.

Eaith in the ordinary sense is a kind offeeling.
‘ The word for true religion in the Lutheran
language is Glauhe, and the essence of Glaube
is fiihlen. “Du musst hei dir selbstimGewissen

fuhlen Christum selhst, und unheweglich emp-
finden dass es Gottes Wort sei

”
’ (Wallace,

op. cit., 56). Because it is ‘ immediate’ it is

apt to he confused with credulity, and, when
including in its object an accretion of his-

torical matter, it may really assume an aspect

of credulity. But what it means is neither

credulity, nor yet a critical knowledge of fact

or of truth. It means (Schelling, ‘ Syst. d. ge-

sammten Philos.,’ 1804, Werke, Abth. i. Bd. vi.

558-9) ‘what is at once heroism, faith, fidelity

to yourself and to God—a trust and confidence

in the divine which excludes or abolishes all

choice.’ It is essentially the conviction of

a law in which the man is to live and act, and
that this law is the best, or, strictly speaking,

the only one possible for him. It would seem
that human lii'e can hardly he carried on

without the presence of some such conviction,

however fragmentary and however elementary.

A certain courage and a certain guidance are

needed for the mere conduct of existence from

day to day; and the particular human being,

if wholly deprived of the sense of unity with

society and with the world, which is at the

root of his reliance on his scheme of life,

seems to perish like a plant deprived of

warmth or nourishment.

The speculative interpretation and justifi-

cation of religious faith is quite another

matter than the apparently immediate feeling

itself, and the question whether speculation

does or does not constitute a form of religion

seems to depend on the question whether it

can be a mei’e j^iece of intellectualism, or

whether it is a deeper experience, including

the faith which it interprets.

The history of such speculation in the philow

Sophy of religion centres round the ‘ onto-j

logical proof of the existence of God.’ This\

argument is first explicitly known to history

in the form given it by Anselm (1033-1109
A.D.), archbishop of Canterbury, who argued

in substance that God as the greatest being

conceivable must possess real existence; for

if not, by conceiving of such a being as really

existent we could conceive ofsomething greater

than him. It is an obvious answer that we
cannot reason from essence to existence; we
cannot infer that an object really exists,

because real existence would enhance its per-

fection. This answer, made, as we are told,

in Anselm’s time, and repeated in substance

by Thomas Aquinas, is much the same as the

criticism offered by Kant. The discussion,

however, has been resumed by Hegel and later

writers with the view of showing that the
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verbal fallacy of the argument is no bar to its

containing substantial truth. It is urged that

the idea of God is not that of an object in the

world of objects, but rather that of an organic

or spiritual whole with reference to which

alone both self and the world are knowable.

It becomes, in fact, in accordance with the

) Kantian ciiticism, rather an idea through

I

which we know, than an idea of an object of

I knowledge. And therefore it is urged that

to reason from tlie idea of God to his reality

is merely to recognize the movement by which
the unity of things makes itself explicit alike

in the experience which we call ourselves

and in the experience which we call the

world.

Speculation of this type implies the prin-

ciple of ‘ immanence,’ that is to say, of the

divine being as present and revealed in the

life of nature and of mind. The Christian

doctrine of the Incarnation is inteipreted in

f

this sense, namely, that man, humanity, is an
essential embodiment of the divine, so that if

the humblest human being had not existed,

God would be other than he is. The idea of

love and self-sacrifice, of passing through the

finite, or dying to live, is thus taken to be

included in the essence of the divine nature.

The conception of a future life is understood

from this point of view to bear witness to the

conviction that the human spirit is continuous

with a unity whicli is not truly presented in

the perishing series of time, but in some way
realizes the conception of eternity, not as

endless duration, but as a perfect experience.

The danger of this line of speculation, and
a natural criticism of it, may be expressed by

the term Pantheism. It would be urged,

against the objection thus indicated, that the

term Pantheism properly applies, or would
apply, only to views in which the universe

was regarded at once as equally divine

throughout, and as truly and really consisting

in the congeries of contradictory appearances

—

the aggregate of objects and subjects—which

compose it as seen by the normal human
being. But the edge of the criticism is

turned if we understand that, as presented in

our experience, the world consists of appear-

ances of unequal value and possessing various

degrees of reality; degrees, that is, of the

character which any experience must possess

that is to be regarded as finally stable and
free from contradiction. For thus we are not

obliged to identify the divine nature equally

with the good and the bad, the great and the

trivial, which present themselves in the world

as we know it. And this identification is tlm

difficulty of Pantheism.

Recent speculation on the ultimate nature

of the absolute reality has followed the

geneial direction which has just been indi-

cated. It is held that in a certain sense we
are always experiencing reality, and that we
can know at least in what direction to look

for the better view of our experience which
would remove its contradictions and permit it

to be seen as part of an absolute whole.

(3) The different forms of creed and wor-

ship known to history are regarded from this

point of view as stages and phases in the

apprehension of the unity which includes

both man’s self and his world. Thus for the

lower natural religions, it is held, the sense of

social oneness and of alliance with the higher

powers may find expression in the deifica-

tion of some physical object; a relation of

kinship between this object and its worship-

pers will then be the natural mode under
which their common life will be realized. The
fact that any such object must stand for more
than it has power to express may help to

account for the higher sense of a divine

nature which sometimes comes to light among
the very rudest populations, and which has

recently been held to justify a revival of the

theory of a degeneration from purer beliefs.

The various phases of ‘objective’ religion,'!

which represents in general the earlier stage

of man’s outlook upon the world, in contrast

with the ‘subjective’ religions, such as

Buddhism, Stoicism, and the later Judaism,

when on the whole the mind has turned in

upon itself and ‘finds the voice of God mainly

in tlie inner shrine of the heart’ (E. Caird,

The Evolution of Religion), are the content

of such a philosophy of religion, in so far as

it deals with the history of the imperfect

religions.

(4) It follows from such a view that the

distinction sometimes insisted on between
ethical and non-ethical religions cannot really

be maintained. From the first there is a
tendency to rally some social group around

the god, and to sanctify in his name some
social ritual and observance; and wherever

there are the beginnings of social unity and
obligation there are also the beginnings of

ethics.

Literature : the above account of the philo-

sophy of religion follows chiefly the Gifford

Lectures of Wallace (Lects. and Essays on

Nat. Theol. and Eth., 1898) and The Evolu-

tion of Religion (by Edwaed Caied, 1893),
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together with a recent article, entitled ‘An-

selm’s Argument tor the Being of God—its

History and what it proves,’ by Caird in the

J. of Theol. Stud. Hegel’s Philos, of Religion

and Lects. on the Proof of the Existence of

God (1832; Eng. trans., 1S95) remain clas-

sical woi ks on the subject ; and especially the

latter set of lectures, which he partly prepared

for publication, represent in its earliest ex-

plicit form the view stated above as to

Anselm’s argument. Schelling’s work
above referred to (Syst. d. gesammten Philos.,

1804, Werke, Abth. i, vi. 546 If.) con-

tains a pregnant statement of his views.

Schleieemachee’s theological works and

Feuerbach’s Wesen des Christenthums are

highly valued. For Herbert Spencer’s

views see his First Princ., and Princ.of Socioh,

iii. But it is a peculiarity of this study that,

dealing with an experience which claims the

highest reality, it cannot, so to speak, be

properly puisued within its own limits. In

Hegel we must go to the Logik, as well as

to the Philos, of Religion
;
in Kant to the

three Critiques, as well as to the Religion

inneihalb d. Grenzen d. reinen Vernunft.

And this rule will lead us further. For the

wellsj)iing of genuine thought on religion

we must go to Plato (notably, for ins^tance,

to the account of the Form of the Good in

the Republic), to Spinoza, and in short to

the great metaphysicians generally. Among
recent works of this wider scope may be

mentioned Bradley, Appearance and Reality

(as also Ethical Studies by the same author)

;

Ward, Naturalism and Agnosticism; and
Royce, The World and the Individual; to-

gether with McTaggart’s criticisms and
explanations of the Hegelian Logic (Studies

in the Hegelian Dialectic, 1896, and more
recent articles in Mind). For the science and

history of religion, besides Hume’s Nat.

Hist, of Religion above referred to (a brief

woi’k dealing with generalities), one may avail

himself of Jevons, Introd. to the Hist, of

Religion; Lang, Making of Religion; and
Robertson Smith, Religion of the Semites,

which latter seems to be recognized as a

classical authority. From these, and from
Tiele’s art. Religion in the Encyc. Brit.,

and Frazer’s Golden Bough (2nd ed.), a

student may find his hearings in the immense
litex'iiture of the subject. (b.b.)

Other notable books are Peleideree,
Philos, of Religion (Eng. trans.)

;
M artineau,

The Study of Religion, and The Seat of

Authority in Religion; Lotze, Microcosmus

and Philos, of Religinn (Eng. ti-ans.). See
also Paulsen, Introd. to Philos. (Eng. trans.),

and the titles cited under the other topics

Religion. Down to date, but written from
a theological point of view, is Caldecott,
Philos, of Religion in Eng. and A'uer.

(1901). (J.MB.)

Iteligion (psychology of), (i) The psycho-

logical dispositions and processes which are

essential to religion.

(2) The theory of the psychological factors

in religious doctrines and constitutions.

The psychology of religion has not had due
attention. The views which make religion

essentially non-natural have either, on the

one hand, regarded man as natuially unre-

ligious or irreligious, or, on the other hand,

cut the psychological cloth to fit the theo-

logical pattern. Positive views on the subject

may be put under certain headings.

(1) The Religious Instinct (q.v.) view.

This finds in the religious motive an innate

impulse, predisposition, or propensity (any one
of these terms is better than ‘ instinct’). This,

like all theories which rest on native endow-
ment, closes the door to analysis, and, more-
over, finds justification for constructing the

so-called ‘ instinct ’ in the ways which reli-

gious or theological systems respectively

demand.

(2) The Intuition view and the Intellec-

tualists. The view that the idea of God is

an intuition is associated with the ‘instinct’

view in finding something native and irre-

ducible upon which to rest the justification

of positive religion
;

it differs, however, from

it in allowing an indefinite development of

argumentation in support of the intuition.

In this characteristic the intuition view lays

emphasis upon the theistic ‘proofs,’ and thus

the religious state of mind becomes largely
‘ belief,’ based upon argument, or ‘ faith,’ based

upon authority, in dogmatic formulations

concerning, or direct revelations issuing from,

the divine being. Natural religion, or theo-

logy, and Deistic teleology were developed

either in company with or independently of

certain sacred' books. This view, in which
intellectual factors predominated, character-

ized ecclesiastic, mediaeval, and pre-Kantian

thought generally. The completed intuition

position arose as a restatement of intellec-

tualism in view of the destructive criticism

of Kant—the intuition of God being Kant’s

idea of God, considered not as a formal prin-

ciple of theoretical reason, but, like the in-

tuitions generally, as an immediate deliver-
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ance of consciousness having objective validity.

The Scottish philosophers, who were in their

way psychologists first of all, attempted to

work out a psychology of the intuitions, and

in so doing led. up to a religious psychology,

properly speaking.

(3) The Analytic and ‘ Critical ’ point of

view. This consists in an analysis, or at

least an attempt at dii’ect examination, of

the developed religious sentiment. It is this

which yielded the best psychological results

till the beginning of the later psychological

movement called below ‘ genetic.’ It is here

that the classical views of Kant, Herder,

Schleiermacher, and Matthew Arnold, &c.,

belong—views which were permanent con-

tributions to the subject, because they

rested upon actual psj'chological facts. Kant
and Schleiermacher may be taken as repre-

sentative of Rational and Emotional views

respectively.

() With Kant the central fact of religion

is the idea of God, which is a regulative

principle of the practical reason. The reli-

gious and the moral life stand together upon
this postulate. Heligion is recognition of

God and reverence fir him. This places the

emphasis on reason, but reason as regulative

of the life of practice. And fui thermore,

reason (Vernunft) is not intelligence (Ver-

stand) ; and Kant’s view of religion is there-

fore rational, not intellectual. He refutes the

intellectual view by his famous criticism of

the arguments for the existence of God (see

Theism), and also by his failure to find that,

even as a principle of pure or theoretical

reason, the idea of God is ontologically valid.

Furthermore, with Kant religion is not an in-

dependent problem, and much less is the psy-

chology of it
;
it comes into the philosophical or

epistemological problem, inasmuch as the idea

of God claims for itself theoretical and prac-

tical universality, and so enters into the sphere

of pure and, in a different way, of practical

reason. Yet, as in all other problems into which
both psychological and epistemological factors

enter, Kant’s work is of the first importance,

both as leading to the intuition view in the

way mentioned above, and also—and more
especially—in making necessary a reconstruc-

tion in which psychological facts should lead

the way. This had not been possible so long

as dogmatic theology and the logical argu-

mentation crystallized in the ‘ proofs ’ re-

mained uncriticized.

() The school of Schleiermacher—the Emo-
tionalists so called—went further than Kant

in denying to religion any sphere having
separate intellectual content. The healing of

the breach between Verstand and Vernunft,

together with the reconciliation of pure and
practical reason in the post-Kantian identity

philosophy, left no dualism anywhere, no
chasm on the right bank of which religion

might perch and find its view directed back-

wards upon the secular, or experiential, fields

of knowledge and faith. This made it neces-

sary to find in religion some form of psycho-

logical reaction upon the one universal object

— the absolute. This reaction is emo-
tional, taking form in two phases of sen-

timent, which give character and furnish a
criterion to religious experience. These are
‘ feeling of dependence’ upon God, the object

of worship, and ‘ feeling of mystery,’ awe,

or reverence towards him.

The work of this school has the advantage,

from the psychological point of view, of

pointing out definite psychological experiences

as necessary to religion, a thing wliich the

intellectualists found impossible. For the

idea of God, whether content or intuition, is

universal and, in so far, undefinable—espe-

cially as being universal in all experience.

This led the way to the positive or scientific

investigation which is now of the first im-

portance, and which in its twofold form may
be called ‘ genetic ’

;
or, to say the least, it

was in no way inconsistent with such investi-

gation. Cf. Religion (evolution of).

(4) Genetic or Scientific. Research by the

historical and evolution methods has taken on

two great forms—anthropological and psycho-

logical, properly so named.

(a) The Anthropogenetic view : the treat-

ment of religion as a great field of historical

evolution. This is now yielding most im-

portant results. It is treated under Religion
(evolution of)

;
see also Religion (philosophy

of), where certain of its results are pointed out.

In addition, and as related to the psychological

problem, we may note (i)that this study, by
recognizing the essentially religious nature

of primitive rites and cults, confirms the view

that no one form of intellectual content—no

one ‘idea’ as such— is necessary to religion.

Rather what is common to low and high

religions alike is certain active and emotional

attitudes which ideas of various objects may
call forth. Yet oidy such objects as do call

these attitudes forth serve the religious mo-
tive, and this throws the actual ciiterion on

the side of emotion and action. Here anthro-

pology confirms the ‘ emotional ’ view (cf. h
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below). (2) The objects of religious venera-

tion, therefore, have a symbolic value. The
gods are not experienced objects; they are

objects fit for dependence, faith, reverence, and

awe. This fitness or value is pitched higher

asmandevelops andfindshisexperience reduced

to objects obeying law. The God is ever the

something beliind the cloud, some one behind

nature—the Great One who breaks law and

works his will for his own, for ours, for a

priest’s, for a Redeemer’s sake. And cults,

religious institutions, ceremonials, sacrifices,

&c., are attempts to cope with this un-
experienced higher something

;
to bring into

experience for satisfaction, help, salvation, that

which cannot be found by sense or grasped
in knowledge. (3) This, then, opens the

question which psychology alone can answer :

Why this constant drift, this groping beyond
sense and thought, this demand—recuning
in this form and that at every stage of more
culture and of less culture—for a more-than-I,

a being beyond, a God ? This is the question

of tlie impulse, propensity, spring of action

which religion involves
;
and we come back to

psychology and to the ‘ instinct ’ view in case

no further analysis be possible. (4) In these

investigations, moreover, the fact is constantly

recognized that religion is a social pheno-

menon
;

no man is religious by himself, nor

does he choose his god, nor devise his offer-

ing, nor enjoy his blessing alone, Tlie whole
is most intimately associated with social con-

vention, custom, law—nay, often it is these

things, and the whole of them. The priest is

ruler, lawgiver, medicine man, no less than

agent and embodiment of the divine eftlatus.

Religious sanctions often dictate social and

ethical sanctions, and this dependence, at

later stages of culture, is reversed. This

is recognized as a safe result by the writers

of both the articles Religion (philosophy of,

q. V.) and Theism (q. v.). (5) The object of

religion is in personal form, whatever that

may mean at the stage of evolution now
reached, or then. This is one of the facts

earliest observed, and perhaps the one most
universally admitted by anthropologists. The
theory of Animism (q.v.), the Ghost Theoky
(q.v.), that of Ancestor Worship (q. v.), of

religious Personification (q.v.), and of

Ejection (q. v.) all recognize and aim to

formulate this class of phenomena.
(h) The Psychogenetic view. Here finally

the appeal is made directly to psychological

investigation
;
and having taken account of

anthropological investigations as showing

actual religious products embodied in insti-

tutions, the psychologist comes to his investi-

gation with the checks and control afforded

by so much historical knowledge. This
naiTows his quest

;
for if religion is an active

and emotional experience, a social experience,

and an evolutional or genetic experience, here

are guiding threads of importance. Then, as

to the object, it follows from the historical

facts that the object of religion is a symbol,

a meaning or Intent (q. v.), not a content;

it may preserve its meaning while changing

its content. What genetic notion fulfils this

condition i Again, how can this object be
thrown into a series of quasi-personal forms,

which always involve—create or result from

—social relationships 1 This also restricts and
aids the psychological determination.

The strictly j^sychological problem con-

sidered as meeting these requirements divides

into two : we ask for an account (i) of the

unity of religions experience, and (2) of the

variety of religious experience. The question

of unity is that of the one religious spring of

action common to all religions and normal to

normal individuals. The second question asks

how this common impulse or motive takes

the forms shown in different religions (com-

parative religion), in the genetic stages in the

history of culture (evolution of religion), and

in religious individuals (the psychology of

prophets, religious seers, founders of sects, the

inspired, the genius, &c.). The last named
constitutes a variational psychology of religion,

and can proceed only on the basis of the

detei’mination of the normal religious impulse,

although by collecting data it may aid the

former, as do variational statistics in other

branches of inquiry. Very little has been

done under this latter head (cf., however,

James, The Varieties of Religious Experience,

1902, Gifford Lectures, published after this

was written).

As to the unity of religious experience,

the indications derived from anthropology

may serve to guide. They make it necessary

to say, first, that religious sentiment always

involves three factors; (i) the recognition

of other persons as standing in the same

relation to the object of woi’ship as myself,

i. e. religion is a public thing involving duties

and rights as between fellow men (the social

factor)
; (2) the recognition of the religious

object as also a person, of the same soi’t,

though of higher character than my fellow

man and myself (the personifying factor)

;

(3) the reinterpretatioi> of both the foregoing
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factors with the genetic development of the

thought of personality (the genetic personal

factor).

These factors, taken separately, present pro-

blems having certain analogies in the psycho-

logy of the active life. The social factor is

substantially the same problem as that of

sympathy, notably as involved in the ethical

:

how do I recognize another as standing in

the relation of duties and rights to myself,

both being under a common law ? Here the

newer theory of ‘ejection’ is available; ego

and alter are one thought through the reading

into what is not-I of experience analogous to

my own. The second or personifying factor

also involves ‘ ejection ’
;
yet here the reading-

in is of the higher self—the law-abiding

general or ethical self—which the private

self-thought does not exhaust. God is a

higher, a perfect self, having what the present

writer has called ‘ projective ’ elements. The
third problem is that of the genetic develop-

ment of the personal self-thought to ever

higher levels, from the organic to the impul-

sive, from impulse to intelligence, from intelli-

gence to rellection
;

a develoj^meut which

carries with it the necessary reconstruction

of the ‘other’ person, and also of the God-
person, since it gives them its own character

and content, by the fact of ‘ ejection. This,

then, makes religion a function of a personal

development which is also social
;
and an ade-

quate theory of the rise of 23ersonal self-

consciousness accounts ijpso facto also for the

religious life. The impulse to read self into

others, i. e. to recognize the experience of

being a self as more than individual, is all

that a genetic account of religion requires.

Religious sentiment, then, falls geneiically

in the class called jrei’sonal sentiments

—

emotional dispositions arising about the

thought of personality, ethical sentiment being

also in this class. It remains, then, to deter-

mine the specific character of this sentiment
-—the marks which distinguish it from others

of the class.

Here the determinations of the analytic

and ‘ emotional ’ schools are of extreme value.

The ‘feeling of dependence’ and the feeling

of ‘ awe or reverence ’ are alike the results of

analysis and the direct inference from religious

ceremonial and rite. The gods are propitiated

to secure their favour and to mitigate or

ajrpease their wrath—both motives of depen-

dence. They are served and worshqjped with

rites which are mystical, magical, and symbolic

—evidence in turn to the essential feeling of

mystic awe with which they are approached.

These two sentiments, therefore, stand out as

by general agreement common and universal.

They would seem, therefore, to give peculiar

quality and coefficient to the religious state

of mind
;
and they follow also from two other

lines of inquiry, both of which yield psycho-

logical confirmation of the main result so far

attained.

() The act of ejection whereby the seK is

read into another has a twofold significance

:

first, so far as it is of elements completely under-

stood and experienced, the ‘other’—in this case

God—is known to be of such and such attri-

butes and character. And these attributes,

belongiug to an infinite—or a very great—per-

sonality, may be gained for favour, or offended

with loss. Just as we ‘ depend ’ on other

persons who are situated to aid or damage us

—the parent, the patron, the great friend

—

so, though to a fuller degree, we feel depen-

dence on the Great Person of our faith.

But, second, ejection involves more. We find

that our personal growth is one not merely of

‘reading-in ’ into others, but of apirropriation,

of ‘ reading-in ’ into oneself. We constantly

grow by imitative interpretation of the acts,

habits, experience of others. There is thus a

give-and-take—a ‘dialectic’—of an ejective

kind going on. Not only are there elements

in the other person which we understand and
intelligently anticipate with our feeling of

dependence, but there grows up a habit of

mind which hesitates before the unknown, the

not-yet-learned elements of character of those

from whom we learn. This we are not able to

characterize in advance
;

it is mysterious, awe-

some. The sense of awe arises in the presence

of the greater personality
;
here is therefore

the origin of that aspect of religious emotion.

() The study of the actual rise of personal

self-consciousness in the child adds—in the

opinion of the writer—striking confirmation

of these determinations. The genetic stages of

the rel gious emotions are seen lising about

the consciousness of self. And the conscious-

ness of self grows up by the ‘ dialectic of

personal growth’ thus briefly indicated.

Self is a social outcome, and with it religion,

which is a function of this grosvth, is a social

phenomenon as well (cf. the writer’s Social

and Eih. Interpret., chaps, viii, x, which
the section on the unity of religious expe-

rience mainly follows).

As to the varieties of religious experience,

certain indications legitimately follow. The
unity of religious experience is the imity of
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normal self-consciousness
;

the varieties of

religious experience indicate or flow from

variations of self-consciousness. This point

might be carried out in great detail. The
alterations of self in the way of depression

show themselves in all sorts of religious

pessimism, melancholy, dejection, with corre-

sponding sense of depression, conviction of

sin, physical and moral laceration and asceti-

cism. The exaltation of self, on the other

hand, embodies itself in religious optimism,

forms of personal alliance with God, inspira-

tion, prophecy, visions, religious pride, and
sinlessness. These, without exact descrip-

tion, are the opposed categories. Only the

subtleties of change which personal self-

consciousness undergoes in its variations or

in normal temperamental varieties can serve

as bases for tracing the actual varieties of

religious experience. But the connection

between the two is beyond dispute. Witness
also the forms of so-called ‘ religious mania

’

and of other mental aberrations of which
striking religious experience is a main
symptom, and note the presence also of

marked alteration of self-consciousness. It

is a new religious personality which has the

new revelation, inspiration, commission of

vengeance, or other part to play, and it is in

the structure of this consciousness of self that

the reason of it is to be sought.

Literature : see the other topics Religion,

also Magic, Mysticism, Thf.ism, Sentiment,
and Sanction. The social factor is empha-
sized by Guyau, Non-religion of the Future
(Eng. trnns.); and Royce, Studies of Good
and Evil, and The World and the Indivi-

dual. Statistical studies are by Coe, The
Spiritual Life (1900); Staebuck, Studies in

Religion (based on slight and— scribendo

iudice—defective ‘ syllabus ’ returns). Many
anthropological treatises. See also under
Eject. (j.m.b., a.t.o., e.m.w).

Heligiou of Humanity: Gei-. Mensch-
heitsreligion

;
Fr. religion de Thumanite

;

Ital. religione dell' wmanith. The religious

system founded by Auguste Comte, in which
the Supreme Being is Humanity, whose
Avorship is to be maintained by a church

organization, a piiesthood, and an elaborate

ritual.

The religion of humanity, whieh Huxley
has characterized as ‘Catholicism minus
Christianity,’ was a dream of Comte, which
has never been fully realized. Outside of

France it has had few adherents. In England
the more intelligent advocates of Positivism

(q. v.) practically eliminate from it the hier-

archical elements as well as the elaborate

ritual, and tend to reduce it more and more
to a sort of propaganda of social ethics.

Literature : Comte, Works (Eng. trans.

by H. Martineau)
;
Congeeve, Catechism of

Positive Religion (1858) ;
Beidges, A General

view of Positivism (1865); Caied, The Social

Philos, and Religion of Comte
;
F. Haenack,

art. in Nineteenth Cent. (1884). (A.T.O.)

Heligions Consciousness (in psycho-

logy) : see Religion (psychology of).

Heligious Consciousness (in theology):

Ger. religiuses Bewusstsein ; Fr. conscience re-

ligieuse
;
Ital. coscienza religiosa. That aspect

of man’s consciousness by virtue of which he
is capable of religious ideas and motives, and
of volitional and emotional response to them.

The religious consciousness is sometimes

called, in view of its principal object, the God-
consciousness. In germ at least it is a possession

of all humanity
;

the religious eonsciousness

is sometimes regarded as the source of all

religious truth and the organ of a progressive

revelation. In this sense it stands ojiposed

to the claim of objective historic revela-

tion. (A.T.O.)

Religious Instinct : Ger. Religionsin-

stinkt; Fr. instinct religieux\ Ital. istinto

religiose. A spontaneous tendency in man’s

nature to respond to religious objects and

motives, the response arising from impulse

rather than elear cognition. ‘Religious im-

pulse ’ is the more proper term.

The existence of an impulse that may be

called religious is disputed by such writers as

Benjamin Kidd, who regards religion as super-

organic and imposed from without. On the

other hand, such writers as Henry Rutgers

Marshall and J. Mark Baldwin affirm a

native religious disposition as inherent in

man’s nature. (A.t.o.)

This use of the term ‘instinct’ is not

recommended
;

‘ impulse ’ is the proper word.

Of. the definitions (i) and (2) of Instinct, of

which (i) is preferred. The same is true

of many so-called ‘ human instincts ’
;

e. g. of

‘ humanity,’ of ‘ imitation,’ ‘ aesthetic,’ &c.

;

they are native impulses or predispositions,

not instincts. For further analysis of the

religious impulse see Religion (psychology

of)
j

cf. also the other topics Religion.

(J.M.B., G.E.S.)

Literature : B. Kjdd, Social Evolution ;
H.

Rutgees Mabshall, Instinct and Reason;

J. Maek Baldwin, Social and Eth. Interpret.,

chap, on ‘ Religious Sentiment.’ (A.T.O.)
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Remember [Lat. re+ memini, to be mind-

ful, through Fr.] : Ger. sich erinnern an
;

Fr. se rafpeler, se souvenir de
;

Ital. ricordarsi.

To exercise Memory (q. v.). (j.m.b.)

Remembrance. A term used in a very

loose way to cover Memory, Recollection,

and Ebtention (see those terms, also for

foreign equivalents), or the result of the

memory function generally. (j.m.b.)

Reminiscence : Ger. (i) Anamnese,

Wiedererinnerwng
;

Fr. rhniniscence
\

Ital.

reminiscenza. (i) Translation of Greek ava-

fivr]a-ts (Plato) : recovery in human experience

(memory) of knowledge, of which in a pre-

existent state the soul had direct intuition

;

hence the origin or appearance of the universal

rational principles contributed to experience

by the mind. Really a theory of the a priori.

See Plato, Phaedrus, 259 c
;
Pliaedo, 72 c, 75c;

cf. Eisler, Worterh. d. philos. Begriffe,
‘ Ana-

mnese ’ (also for later writers). Cf. SocRATic
Philosophy (d).

(2) Used loosely for memory which is

somewhat vague and inexact. (j.m.b.)

Remission (of sins, in theology) [Lat. re-

missio, from remitfere, to relax] ; Ger. Vergeh-

ung {der Siinderi)

;

Fr. remission {des 2)eches);

Ital. remissions (dei peccati). In the Christian

scheme of redemption, that act of divine grace

whereby the sinner is relieved from the penalty

of his sin after its guilt has been removed by
the atonement of Christ.

Pardon and remission are ordinarily used

as equivalents
;

pardon, however, refers to

the guilt of sin, while remission follows as

a removal of the penalty. (a.t.o.)

Remonstrants [Lat. remonstrare, to pro-

test] : Ger. Remonstranten
;
Fr. Remontrants

;

Ital. Rimostranti. The name given to the

Armiiiians of Holland on account of their

remonstrance against the sentence of the

Synod of Dort condemning them as heretics.

Their adversaries, the adherents of Gomarus,
replied with a counter remonstrance, and are

called Contra-Remonstrants. (a.t.o.)

Remorse [Lab remorsus, gnawed] : Ger.

Gewissenshiss; Fr. remords; Ital. rimorso.

Emotion of Regret (q.v.) in which the grounds

of sorrow include one’s own ethical attitudes

or acts
;
ethical regret.

The restriction to the ethical serves to give

remorse a certain positive colouring, in which

organic sensations, notably in the throat and
digestive tracts, are prominent. There is also

a certain setting of the muscles of throat

and brow. The ‘ gnawing ’ of remorse, by
which it occupies consciousness and torments,

seems to arise from these sensations. The
unethical forms of regret, on the contrary,

‘feel ’ more intellectual—in the head—and are

decidedly more contemplative, less couative.

Remorse as an ethical emotion involves—cer-

tainly in most cases—a social reference, and
is, therefore, largely confined to positive acts

of wrongdoing. We do not speak of remorse
for omissions of duty and neglect of oppor-

tunity—unless they lead to positive ethical

consequences—although we do feel regret

in these cases. Akin to remorse is Re-
pentance (q.v.), with contrition. (j.m.b.)

Remote [Lat. remotus, from re + movers, to

move]: Ger. zuriicJdiegend •, Fr.eloigne; Ital.

rimoto. The older word for which mediate
has of late been generally substituted. See
Immediate and Mediate. So in the phrases
‘ remote object,’ ‘ remote mark,’ ‘ remote
scibile,’ ‘ remote witness.’ The opposite of

remote \s proximate. (c.s.p.)

Remote cause ; that which produces an effect

(remote) through or with the production of

another effect (proximate). (j.m.b.)

In law, remote cause is an act of which the

agent is not responsible for the remote effects.

Remote matter, (i) In Aristotelian meta-

physics: matter relatively less prepared for the

recejition of a given form, by having received

accidents or by substantial forms. (2) In

logic : the matter of matter. Thus, terms are

the remote matter of syllogisms, being the

matter of propositions, which are the proxi-

mate matter. (3) In the doctrine of the

matter of propositions which we find in the

Summulae, remote matter consists of terms

of a proposition which, from the nature of

their significates, cannot either of them be

true of the other. (c.s.p.)

Remusat, Charles Fran9ois Marie,
Comte de. (1797-1875.) Born, and edu-

cated for the law, in Paris. IVhen in his

twenties he studied philosophy and the history

of literature. In 1836 he entered the Depart-

ment of the Interior, and in 1840, undei Thiers,

became Minister of the Interior. In 1842 he
was made a member of tbe Academy of Moral
and Political Sciences. Banished from Paris,

he was recalled in 1872 by Thiers.

Renaissance [Fr., from 'Lo.i. re+ nasci, to

be born] : Ger. Renaissance
;
Fr. renaissance

;

Ital. rinascimento. The period of revival of

learning, art, and culture in Europe in the

fourteenth (Italy) and fifteenth centuries. Cf.

Hhmanism, and Beformation. (j.m.b.)

Rent [OF. rente] : Ger. Rente', Fr. rente;

Ital. affitlo. (i) The price paid for tlie use
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of real estate. (2) That part of the return on

real estate which is due to the value of the

land as distinct from the improvements. (3')

Any excess of pi ice over cost
;

particularly

when such excess is due to the possession of

a differential advantage. Cf. ^Ionopoly.

Adam Smith used the word nearly in its

first, or commercial, sense. Ricardo separated

the return to capital from the return to land,

and developed the second sense of the term

(see Diminishing Eetuen), which is known
as economic or Picardian rent. Mangoldt,

AValker, Marshall, and others have shown that

many other agents of production are remu-

nerated under laws similar to those which

Eicardo developed with regard to land. These

returns are sometimes called quasi-rents',

sometimes the term rent is so extended as to

cover all these gains, as in definition (3). Even
the differential advantages of consumers, so

far as they are subject to similar laws, are

brought under the name Consumer’s Eext

(q. V.).
^

(A.T.H.)

nepeutauce (in theology) [Lat. repoeni-

tentia, through Fr.] : Ger.Aewe; Yt. repentance]

Ital. pentimento. That change ofmind in which

a sinner, realizing the true nature of his sin,

seeks divine forgiveness and purposes to live

a new life.

Repentance is more than sorrow for sin or

a sense of its guilt
;

it includes an active

seeking for divine forgiveness, and a purpose

to sin no more. According to the Roman
Catholic doctrine, repentance must be accom-

panied by penance, inasmuch as the temporal

effects of sin remain after its mortal guilt has

been removed. Protestants repudiate this

distinction, and hold that the divine grace

freely remits all the effects of sin, both eternal

and temporal, so far as these lie in the pro-

vince of grace and not of nature.

Literature : see Penance. (a.t.o.)

Repose [Lat. reponere, to lay or place

back]: Ger. Euhe; Fr. repos', Ital. riposo.

(i) Quiet, rest, calm; especially such com-
posure of soul as excludes all agitation by
passion or desire, and is suggestive of oider,

moderation, and often of dignity or latent

power. (2) Art: such disposition of masses

or pose of figure in stable equilibrium (in

architecture or sculpture), or such shaping of

features, or general simplicity, moderation,

and harmony (in sculpture or painting) as to

favour or express composure.
Repose was brought forward as an aesthetic

category by Winckelmann (1765), who made
it the distinctive characteristic of Greek art.

as the most important mark of ‘ beauty ’ ap

contrasted with ‘ expression.’

Literature'. Winckeemann, The Hist, of

Ancient Ait; Brown, The Pine Arts, 273.

(J.H.T.)

Represent [Lat. re -P pruesentare, to pre-

sent]; (iev . o'epriisentiren', Y v.reprecenter
]
Ital.

rappresentare. To stand for, that is, to be in

such a relation to another that for certain

purposes it is treated by some mind as if it

were that other.

Thus a spokesman, deinity, attorney, agent,

vicar, diagram, symptom, counter, description,

concept, premise, testimony, all represent

something else, in their several ways, to minds
who consider them in that way. See Sign.

When it is desired to distinguish between
that which represents and the act or relation

of representing, the former may be termed

the ‘ representamen,’ the latter the ‘ repre-

sentation.’ (C.S.P.)

Representamen : see Represent.
Representation; Ger. (i) VorsteUung,

Idee, (2) Reprdsentation, (reproducirte) Vor-

stellung; Yr. representation] Itol. rapjwesenta-

zione. ( i) A cognitive state considered as copy-

ing or in some sense representing its object.

(2) Recurrence of presentation,

(3) See Represent; see also Sign (in

logic), and Index (in logic).

The first is the old usage. Hamilton
{Lects. on Met.) classifies theories of know-
ledge as immediate and representative. The
theory goes back to the Greek doctrine of

61'SoiXa or images. Spencer {Princ. of Psychol.),

who adopts this usage, uses re-representative

for states which represent a representation

—

stand for somethingwhich stands for the object.

The second usage contrasts representation

with presentation, as idea is contrasted with

impression in the terminology of Hume (cf.

Baldwin, Elements of Psychol., ‘ Glossary ’).

This usage is current in the French (e. g.

Rabier, Lecons de Psychol.). The contrast

with presentation is difficult in view of the

use of presentation as translation of the Ger-

man VorsteUung (see Presentation); and
since we have the word idea in about the same
sense, representation is not likely to be much
used in the second sense. On the German
use of Reprasentation see Erdmann, Arch. f.

syst. Philos., vii. (1891) 446. (J.M.B., G.E.S.)

Representatiouism : Ger. Reprdsenta-

tionismus] Fr. representationisme] Ital. rap~

presentazionismo. The doctrine that percepts

stand for something behind them. See Cosmo-
THETic Idealism, and Idealism.
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In a certain sense it must be admitted,

even by presentationists, that percepts only

perform the function of conveying knowledge

of something else. That is to say, they have

to be combined and generalized to become

useful knowledge
;

so that they may be said

to represent their own generalizations. In

this, representationists and presentationists

may agree. But the dispute between them

consists in this, that the representationist

regards the percept in the light of testimony

or a picture, from which by inference, or a

mental act analogous to inference, the hidden

cause of the percept may become known

;

while the presentationist holds that percep-

tion is a two-sided consciousness in which the

percept appears as forcibly acting upon us,

so that in perception the consciousness of an

active object and of a subject acted on are as

indivisible as, in making a muscular effort, the

sense of exertion is one with and inseparable

from the sense of resistance. The represen-

tationist would not allow that there is any

bilateral consciousness even in the latter

sense, regarding the bilaterality as a quasi-

inference, or product of the mind’s action
;

while the presentationist insists that thei’e is

nothing intellectual or intelligible in this

duality. It is, he says, a hard fact experienced

but never understood. A representationist will

naturally regard the theory that everything

in the outward world is atoms, their masses,

motions, and energy, as a statement of the

real fact which percepts represent. The
presentationist, on the other hand, will more
naturally regard it as a formula wliich is

fitted to sum up and reconcile the percepts

as the only ultimate facts. These are, how-
ever, merely different points of view in which
neither ought to find anything absolutely

contrary to his own doctrine. (c.s.p.)

Representative Government : see

Goveknment, and State.

Reprobation (in theology) [Lat. repro-

hare, to disapprove, condemn] : Ger. Verdam-
mung, Verwerfimg

\
Fr. reprobation-, Ital.

riprovazione. The passing over, in the divine

decree of election, of a portion of the human
race, so that they are left to perish in their

sins.

In Roman Catholic theology the term is

also applied to the eternal condemnation of

the sinner who dies impenitent as dis-

tinguished from the condemnation of the

penitent sinner to purgatorial fire.

Literature : see Deckees, Pbedestination,
and PUEGATOBT. (A.T.O.)

Reproduction [forderiv.see PeoductioxJ :

Ger. Eeproduktion

]

Fr. reproduction-, Ital.

riproduzione. The recurrence of a content of

consciousness considered as dependent on its

previous occurrence. Cf. Memokt, Evoca-
tion, Recollection, and Revival.

Reproduction must be distinguished from
repeated production. If I look at a tree, then
look away, and then look at it again, the re-

currence of the visual experience is not a

reproduction
;

it is due to a repetition of the

stimulus, and is to that extent independent of

my having seen the tree before. But if after

I have gone out of sight of the tree a mental
image of it rises before consciousness, this is

a reproduction; for the mental image owes
its existence to the previous existence of the

percept. It is obvious that the possibility of

reproduction presupposes a persistent after-

effect left by the original experience
;
such an

aftei-effect is a trace or disposition.

Reproduction may be either free or deter-

mined by Association (q. v.). So far as it

is free, it seems to be mainly determined by
dispositional interest (see under Inteeest).

The thoughts of the lover tend to fix on his

mistress whenever he is not otherwise pre-

occupied. No associational cue seems neces-

sary to set them in this direction. The same
holds good of other absorbing interests. Any
unsatisfied conative disposition tends to be-

come conscious spontaneously, and the greater

its intensity and complexity the stronger is

the tendency. (g.f.s., j.m.b.)

Reproduction (experiments on, and
method of): see Memoey (experiments on).

Reproduction (in biology) : see Agajio-
genesis, Feetilization, Feetility, and
Sexual Refeoductton

;
and cf. Heeedity,

Physiological Selection, Repeoluctivb
Selection, and Steeility.

Reproductive (or Genetic) Selection

:

Qt^v.genetische Selektion-, Fr. selection genetigue-,

Ital. selezione genetica. The theory according

to which the most fertile individuals of one

generation produce a large proportion of the

next and, by the inheritance of fertility, also

of subsequent generations, and so establish

any characters which may be correlated with
their relatively great fertility.

The theory was propounded and worked
out by K. Pearson, and demonstrated for

certain statistical data. Its importance as

a factor in the theory of descent would seem
to depend on the presence and variety of

characters which are in uniform correlation

with, or in some degree vary with, variations
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in fertility. If largely eff. ctive it would in

part work the preponderance or ‘ survival ’ of

certain characters hitherto ascribed exclu-

sively to the struggle for Existence (q. v.)

with the elimination of the unfit. See

Fertility (also for literature), and Selection

(ill biology). (J.M.B., E.B.P.)

Republic: see Government, State, and

Democracy.
Repugnance [Lat. re +pugnare, to fight] :

Ger. Bepugnanz-, Fr. repugnance, iucompa-

tihilite
;

Ital. ripugnunza. The relation be-

tween two propositions which can neither be

true nor false together. (c.S.P.)

Repulsion : see Attraction.

Res [Lat.]. Thing (q. v.). In phrases

:

see In esse, &c. .
(j.m.b.)

Res (in law) [Lat. res, thing], (i) Property

which is the subject of a claim.

An estate in settlement before a cour^of

probate is viewed as property in its posses-

sion. ‘ That court has possession of the res,

and the proceedings before it are in the nature

of proceedings in rem’ (Rockwell v. Brad-

shaw, 67 Conn. Law Reports, 18). Res nul-

lius ; property claimed by the possessor, of

which there was before no owner, e. g. wild

animals, derelicts, or goods intentionally

abandoned.

(2) In expressions: a thing. Res gestae:

things done, including words said, in con-

nection with another act in such a way as to

throw light upon its character, and therefore

admissible in evidence for that purpose. Res

adiudicata

:

a matter settled by previous ad-

judication. Res Integra

:

a point of law not pre-

viously settled by adjudication. Res mancipi :

property translerable by mancipium under
the old Roman law. Res extra commercium :

things not the objects of private rights. By
the Romanlawthese comprised resdivini iuris,

res puhlicae, and res omnium communes.
Right in rem : a general or absolute right

to a thing availing against every one.

Action in rem : an action to enforce such a

right
;

also, in admiralty, an action against a

thing, e. g. a ship, not naming any persons as

defendants, to enforce a maritime lien, (s.e.b.)

Res de re praedicari non potest [Lat.].

Formula of Nominalism (q. v.), according to

which universals have no independent reality.

Of. Universal, (j.m.b.)

Resemblance [Lat. re-psimilis, like] : for

foreign equivalents see Likeness or Resem-
blance. The possession of an aspect or

feature by two or more objects, in respect to

which one of tiiem might betaken for anothei-,

constitutes a resemblance, likeness, or simi-

larity between or among these objects.

Objects are ‘ dissimilar’ in respects in which

Dieeerence (q. V.) characterizes them, and
‘ diverse ’ when these differences are qualita-

tive. Various connections in which resem-

blance plays part in ancient and modern
discussions are noted under Likeness or
Resemblance, Identity (various topics),

Individual, and Resemblance (consciousness

of). Cf. also Dieeerence.

Illustrations.

A. Amimetic Ttesemhlance.

I. Coincident Kesemblance

:

Fig. I.
«

c'

A NALOGT.

-*a

>a'

Pdifchological.

Like results from Darwin’s
‘ analogous feeling sti-

muli.’ Same movement,
both reflex and voluntary.

Biol'upceiland PTiygiolnqicil.

Analogous Organs, Momd-
PLAST, Convergence, Dar-
win’s ‘analogical’ or
‘ adaptive ’ resemblance,

syncryptic re.semblancc,

Coincident Variations.

II, Hecurrent Resemblance: Reduplication.

Fig. a. <5

Recurrent psycliic states Reduplicated organs, results

from same nervous sti- of Eeproduction, and
mnlation, ‘alternating’ Hereditt.

psychoses, ‘recurrent’ in-

sanity.

B. Mimetic Resemhlance : Mimetism.

III. Serial Kesemblance; ‘Circular’ functions.

Fig. 3. 0 a
c'

Results of pathological mime-
tism, Falling, Contagion
(psychological and social),

plastic imitation, psycho-
logical mimetism.

ClRCOLAB ReactioIT, Self-

repeating functions, re-

sults of biological Mimicry
(q. v.,4).

rV. Imitative Resemblance

:

Imitation.

c

Fig. 4.

Conscious

->a
c"

Results of conscious and Results of self-imitative

persistent imitation and psychophysical functions,

volition, self and inner

imitation, aesthetic Sym-
pathy.
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Kesemblance considered as a fact of obser-

vation enters into many current topics of

science. There are certain general headings

under which the various recognized forms of

it may be classified. The accompanying table

shows the results of such a clas-iification,

the principal headings of which are defined

below, and in which tlie small capitals indi-

cate topics treated separately sub verbis.

Amimetlc resemblance. Resemblance be-

tween two objects (a, a') pioduced quite

independently of each other, either by (i)

separate causes (c, c', Fig. i), or (ii) by the

same cause (c. Fig. 2). These two cases (of

wh'ch, as of those following, illustrations are

given in the columns to the right in the table)

may be called respectively ‘ coincident ' and
‘recurrent’ resemblance.

Mimetic resemblance or mimetism. Resem-
blance in which one of the objects(that which is

resembled) itself enters into tbe determination

of the other (that which resembles the formei
)

in the respect in which the resemblance holds

good. Here, again, we have two cases, in one

of which (iii) the copy, model, or object re-

sembled (a) is itself the sole or efficient cause

(c') of the other object {a')—its own cause (c)

not acting (Fig. 3)—and in the other of

which (iv) a second cause [c) enters with the

object a (considei’ed as cause c") into the pro-

duction of a' (Fig. 4). These two sorts of

resemblance we may call respectively ‘ serial
’

and ‘imitative’ resemblance—names, as before,

which the study of the illustrations given in

the table has suggested, (j.m.b., g.f.s., e.b.p.)

Reseiublauce (consciousness of): see

Likeness or Resemblance.
There has been much discussion on the dis-

tinction and interrelation of resemblance and
identity. The main question at issue is

whether all resemblance ought to be regarded

as a partial Identity (q. v.) (i. e. material as

distinguished from individual identity). It

has been recently maintained by certain

writers, in particular by James and Stumpf,

that this view is inapplicable to simple

sensible qualities. When we say that purple

resembles blue on the one hand and red on the

other, according to them this cannot mean
that purple is partially identical with blue

and also jiartially identical with red
;

for

purple is a simple quality, not a mixture.

J.ogically, this position does not seem tenable.

For how can the same quality have two dis-

tinct relations grounded on its own intrinsic

nature if it contains no complexity ? Prac-

tically, the question only becomes important

when assumed complexity or simplicity forms
the starting-point for theoretical reasoning or

practical adjustment. If the adherents of

the simplicity view affirmed that a very blue

purple cannot reproduce an idea by associa-

tion which a pure blue could reproduce, they

would be bringing the problem to a definite

issue. ' If blue purple can function in menial
process instead of blue, an element of blue-

ness must belong to it, because this element is

operative. (g.f.s.)

Resemblance (law of). A principle of

the Association (q. v.) of ideas, according

to which Resemblance (q. v.) between two
mental objects of any kind is the reason of

the recall of the one on the presence of the

other.

This law, called also the ‘law of similarity,’

is commonly reduced to that of Contiguity

(q. V.)—a reduction dating back at least to

Th. Brown—the elements, in each of the

objects, wliich constitute them similar being

identical and contiguous in each with the

remainder of the object respectively, (j.m.b.)

Resentment : Ger. Verdruss, Misshilliy-

ung\ Fv. ressentiment) lisX. risi-ntimento. An
emotion of displeasure arising from a sense of

injury to oneself or another, and prompting to

the resistance of such injury. Cf. Angee,
Hate, Malevolence, and Revenge.

Butler uses the term to designate the prin-

ciple in human nature ‘which aj)p)ears the

direct contrary to benevolence.’ As the latter

principle is a desire for the good of others,

the former is a desire for their hurt or evil.

‘ Resentment is of two kinds : hasty and
sudden, or settled and deliberate. The former

is calleil aucer, and often passion
;

’ its evil

consists in the unreasonableness of its occa-

sion or the immoderateness of its degree or

durat on, not in its intrinsic nature. Deli-

berate resentment, on the other hand, ‘ seems

in us plainly connected with a sense of virtue

and vice, of moral good and evil.’ Such resent-

ment is not to be confuseil with malice. ‘It

is resentment against vice and wickedness : it

is one of the common bonds by which society

is held together; a fellow-feeling, which each

individual has in behalf of the whole species,

as well as of himself’ {Sermons, viii. §§ 5,

8). (J.s.)

Reservation (mental) : see Equivoca-
TIC’N.

Residual : see Eeeoes of Observation.
Residues (method of) [Lat. residere, to

remain]; Ger. Restmethode
\

Fr. methode

des residue

;

Ital. melodo dei residui. A
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method by which complicated plieiiomeiia are

accounted for when oue feature modifies

another.

Tims, in the case of the motion of a planet,

we first observe that it makes the circuit

of the heavens from east to west once in

twenty four hours. But this is not exact

;

and if we note its place among the fixed stars

at successive oppositions, we find that it

moves, in a nearly uniform manner, from

west to east. But this is not exact, for at

one part of the heavens it always moves faster

than at the opposite part, according to

Kepler’s laws. But this is not exact, for

the part at which it moves fastest itself

revolves very slowly, &c. Then going back

to more obvious motions, when it is not in

opposition it describes loops, of which one

feature after another has to be taken account

of. This is the general procedure of the

method.

Literature'. Sir J. E. W. Heeschel, On
the Study of Nat. Philos.

;
Jevons, Princ.

of Science
;
Masci, Logica, 417. (c.s.p.)

Residuum : see Teace.

Resignation [Lat. resignnre, to resign] ;

Ger. Entsagung
\

Fr. resignation', Ital.

rassegnazione. (i) Emotional disposition of

calm accejrtance of the fortune, and of renun-

ciation of craving and desire. Not an exact

term. Cf. Asceticism.

(2) A term in the ethics of the ‘ Stoic

School ’
;

see Schools oe Geeecb, and cf.

Apathy. (j.m.b.)

Resistance [Lat. resistere, to withstand] :

Ger. Widerstand^-sfahigkeAt)', Fr. resistance]

Ital. resistenza. That which withstands, op-

poses, or acts against a physical force.

Electrical resistance : property of a conduc-

tor which opposes the jrassage of an electric

current. It is measured in ohms; the unit,

or ohm, being the resistance offered by a

column of pure mercury 104-81 cm. long,

1 mm. square, in section at o°C.

Resistance coil: a coil of wire of known
resistance.

Resistance box

:

a number of such coils

ari'anged in a box
;

for use in 1 egulating

strength of electric potentials. (c.f.h.)

Resistance (censation of) : Ger. Wider-

standsemp/indung (or -gefUhl
) ;

Fr. sensation

de resistance
;

Ital. sensuzione di resistenza.

The sensation of opposition to muscular move-
ment or obstraction of it. (j.m.b.)

The sensation of articular pressure is some-

times considered the ‘ sensation of resistance
’

(see Sensation), which is reported by the

organs of touch and movement (skin, tendon,

muscle, and joint). Among the sensations

furnished by these latter, the sensation of

Tendinous Steain (q. v.) perhaps ranks next

in importance after the articular sensation.

Literature : Kulpb, Outlines of Psychol.,

145; Bastian, Brain as Organ of Mind, 695.
See also Aeticulae Sensation, Musculae
Sensation, and Effoet (bodily). (e.b.t.)

Resolution [Lat. re -)- solvere, to loose] :

Ger. Entscheidung (Judd); Fr. resolution',

Ital. risoluzione. The mental deteimination

of a purpose
;
the act by which a Peoject

(q. V.) passes into a Pueposb (q. v.).

Wundt makes the distinction between
resolution and Decision (q. v.) embodied in

the definitions, (j.m.b.)

Respect [Lat. respecfare, to look again] :

Ger. Achtung, Respeld', Fr. respect] Ital.

rispetto. Sentiment accompanying the recog-

nition of what is excellent or even normally

good in a person.

Respect is a term of less positive meaning
than Honoue (q. v., meaning i). We retain

respect for a person when he fulfils normal or

average expectations
;
we honour him when

he surpasses them. Yet respect attaches more
intimately to personality: we may honour a

man for his gifts, attainments, &c., after we
lose respect for his character as a whole. Re-

spect is essential to the higher sentiment,

Reveebnce (q. v.). (j.m.b.)

Responsibility (consciousness of) [Lat.

respondere, to respond] : Ger. Verantwortlich-

keit] Fr. responsahilite
]

Ital. responsabililh.

The consciousness of obligation attaching to

the knowledge that one’s acts of voluntary

conation have been or may be effective in the

deteimination or conditioning of subsequent

events
;

for these events the actor calls him-

self, and others call him, in so far responsible.

This maybe called psychic responsibility if

we make a distinction between Psychic and
Psychological (q. v.). Psychological or real

responsibility, including moral and legal Re-
sponsibility (q. V.), covers the case of effec-

tive determination of a stream of events by
voluntary conation, whether the actor is con-

scious that this is the case or not. The diffi-

cul ies gathering about the subject seem to be

due (i) to tlie singular fact that the indi-

vidual’s psychic responsibility is often an ex

post facto thing, attaching ‘after the event’

to many items which he did not consciously

intend or foresee. The man who shoots his

friend in mi.stake for a burglar, feels a certain

responsibility for his friend’s orphaned chil-
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dren. The man who competes successfully

feels a certain responsibility for his ruined

commercial rival. This makes it impossible

to measure even psychic responsibility in terms

of end or intent. And (2) ethical and legal

responsibility are still wider; they are not

coterminous either with the responsible actor’s

end or with his consciousness of respon-

sibility. It is, therefore, of the greatest im-

portance that the distinction between psychic

and psychological be here observed. (3) The
matter is still further complicated by the

psychological fact that psychic responsibility

is not limited to the immediate nor yet to the

remote consequences of volitional acts, but

extends to all voluntary acts, whether positive

or negative, and even to some which are only

potentially or possibly volitional. Iii short, it

is only those actions which are aconative (non-

voluntary) or contra-conative (compelling) for

which we feel no responsibility. This is

reflected in the theory of Intention (q- v.) in

law, and in the definitions of responsibility in

criminal law—intention including permitted

and omitted no less than committed acts, and

being ‘ imputed ’ whether existing ps3 chically

or not. For the still further extension of the

conception in law see Eesponsibiijty (in

law). Cf. also Sanction (the various usages).

Literature : see the sections on Freedom
and Responsibility in the textbooks of psy-

chology and psychological medicine. (j.m.b.)

Responsibility (in law). The obligation

to answer for an act done, to the extent of the

sanction provided by law.

It does not necessarily presuppose any
wrongdoing on the part of the person so held

responsible. The law may make a railroad

company responsible for fires set by its loco-

motives, though every care was taken to pre-

vent the escape of sparks. A master may be

held for an act of his servant done contrary

to his orders. Responsibility for an act ex-

tends to all its natural and direct consequences.

In ci’iminal cases, responsiliility is generally

dependent on a wrongful intent, but such an

intent is ordinarily inferred from the act.

Insanity or mental incapacity may rebut or

exclude such an inference. A statute may
also impose a penalty, without regard to the

defendant’s intent, as by holding him crimi-

nally responsible for the act of his servant.

Literature: Iheking, Zvveck im Piecht, and
Geist des romischen Rechts auf den ver-

schiedenen Stufen seiner Entwicklung
;
Sohm,

lust, of Roman Law, chap. ii. (s.e.b.)

Responsibility (moral and social). Obli-

gation attaching to acts of voluntary conation

to the extent to which they are considered as

determining or conditioning ethical or social

relationships.

This falls under psychological or real re-

sponsibility as contrasted with psychical (see

Responsibility, consciousness of). We say a

man ‘ does not realize his responsibilities ’

;

yet he is held to them, nevertheless. The
term moi al responsibility is often used to in-

clude both ethical and social situations, and is

contrasted with Responsibility in law (q.v.);

as in cases of social ostracism or condemna-
tion for actions not legally forbidden, (j.m.b.)

Responsibility is a favourite idea of the

intuitional school, who deduce from this essen-

tial property of a moral being the freedom of

the human will. Mill and others, on the con-

trary, argue that responsibility means simply

liability to punishment, and that, since the

will is detei mined by the strongest motive,

punishment is justifiable as an influence neces-

sary to strengthen the w'eak will of the

w’rongdoer. Responsibility has often been

interpreted theologically, though Irequently

also it has been undei stood as re.sponsibility

to one’s own rational nature or co.iscience.

Butler distinguishes the responsibilit}^ of man
as a moral agent from the irresponsibility of

things. ‘A machine is inanimate and passive:

but w'e are agents. Our constitution is put

in our ow’n power. We are charged with it

;

and therefore are accountable for any disorder

or violation of it ’ (Preface to Sermons,

§ 13)- (J-S-)

Rest : see Motion and Rest.

Rest (organic) [AS. raest\ : Ger. Last,

Ruhe\ Fr. rej)os', Ital. riposo. Cessation of

active work to promote the building up in an

organ or organism of compounds of higher

potential energy and the elimination of waste

‘fatigue’ substances. Cf. Anabolism, and

Sleep. (c.e.h.)

Restraint (i) and (2) Constraint [Lat. re

and con -f- stringere, to check] : Ger. {i)Selbst-

hezwingung, (2) Zwang ;
Fr. {i)frein, (2) con-

trainte] Ital. (i) raffrenamento, (2) costrizione

{morale). The essential and common meaning
of these terms is complete or partial arrest

;

yet what difierence there is between them sug-

gests a distinction betw'een (i) self-arrest, as

in the phrase ‘self-restraint,’ for which we
never use the other term, and (2) arrest by
some cause, reason, or principle foreign to

the self, as in the phrases ‘ e.xternal con-

straint,’ ‘ I am constrained to do this.’ This

distinction might well be made more general.
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It would make all self-control, all ordering ol

the intellectual and moral life, restraint, not

constraint, so far as we find it to be self-

regulative.

Anotlier distinction sometimes made, i. e.

that restraint is negative or arresting and

constraint positive or furthering, can liardly

be maintained. Of. Consteaimt (social), and

Saxctioa'. (j.m.b.)

Restraint (ethical) ; see Conscience,
Imperative (categorieal), and Sanction.

Result [Lat. resultare, to spring back]

:

Gqv. Ergebniss, Jiesultat
;

Pr. ret>ultat\ Ital

risultato. Any determination considered as

following upon the forces or conditions which

enter into it. Cf. Force and Condition.

Used priiicipally for effect (see Cause and
Effect)

;
but also i'or Consequence, Conse-

quent, logical Conclusion, Action (as fol-

lowing upon will), ‘ solution’ in mathematics,

&c. Cf. the topics in small capitals, (j.m.b.)

Resultant [Lat. re + salire, to jump,

spruig] : Ger. Resultante, mitilere Kraft,

Diagonalliraft] Fr. remltante', Ital. risul-

tante. The simjilest force, or system of

forces, which is the equivalent of several

given forces.

If the forces act on a point, or pass through

a common point, the resultant is a single force

acting on that point with an intensity and
direction determined by the law of Composi-

tion OF Forces (q.v.). (s n )

Resultant Tone: Ger. remltirender Ton)
Fr. son resultant (l.m.)

;
Ital. suono risultante.

(i) Tyndall’s name for Combination Tone
(q.v., also for foreign equivalents).

(2) Melde’s name for the intermediate tone

that canies the Beats (<pv.) when the pitch

of the two primaries is separated by an interval

less than the musical semitone. See Pdiigers

Arch., lx. (1895) ^23. (E.B.T.)

Resurrection [Lat. resurreefio. from re-

surgere, to rise again]: Ger. Avferstehung

)

Fr. resurrection) Ital. risurrezione. 'I’he doc-

trine that the bodies of the dead shall be

restored to life and reunited to their souls in

such manner that continuous personal identity

will be maintained.

The doctrine of the resun ection is not to

be confounded with that of the immortality

of the soul. A form of bodily renewal is

involved in the transmigration doctrine of

the Orientals and of Platonism. The resur-

rection is dimly foreshadowed also in the Old
Testament. But it is i-aised to a dogma only

in Christianity, where the resurrection of

Christ is made a pledge of the resurrection of

the saints. The last judgment is to be pre-

ceded by a general resurrection.

Literature : Alger, Doctrine of Future
Life

;
Burnet, State of the Dead (London,

1835); Zehrt, liber die Auferstehung; Hodg-
son, Resurrection of Human Body (1853).

(A.T.O.)

Retention [Lat. re A- tenere, to hold]:

Ger. Aufbewahrung
)

Fr. conservation, reten-

tion) Ital. ritenzione, iil) ritenere. (i) The
persistence of after-effects of mental process

considered as conditioning or determining

Reproduction (q.v.). (g.f.s.-j.m.b.)

(2) The persistence of the mental Dis-

position (q.v.). (G.F.S.)

(1) An after-effect of previous experience

is necessary to reproduction—to the partial

repetition of the original experience without

repetition of the original conditions of its

occurrence. This usage is recommended.
(G.F.S.-J.M.B.)

(2) If a process has continuity of interest,

each phase of its development must be deter-

mined by the persistent after-effect of pre-

vious phases. When we heai- one sound after

another, and immediately judge that the second

is louder than the first, it is by no means
necessary that in framing the judgment the

first sound should be present to consciousness

as a mental image at the same time with the

second. But the first must leave behind it

soine after-effect which so modifies the secoi.d

as to determine the judgment. This may also

be called retention. (g.f.s.)

Reteutiveness. The power of Retention

(q. V.). (J.M.B.)

Retina [Lat. rete, a net] : Ger. Netzhaut
;

Fr. retine.
;

Ital. retina. The innermost coat

of the eyeball, consisting of a screen of nei ve

elements, some of them especially modified,

upon which the image is normally focussed,

and which act as the optical nervous mechan-

ism for visual sensations. See Eye under

Vision. (c.f.h.)

Retinal Light : see Tdio-eetinal Light.

Retinal Oscillation : Ger. osciVirende

Netzhauterregung
)

Fi'. reaction oscHlutoire de

la retine
;

Ital. reuzione oscillatoria della

retina. See Hecurrent Vision.

Retinal Rivalry: Ger. Wettstreit der

Sehfelder
;
F r. antagonisms (or lutte) des cham^ps

visuels : Ital. untugonismo (or contrasto) dei

due campi visivi. When the two retinas are

stimulated simultaneously by strong lights of

different colour (rivalry oi colours), or are

confronted with fields that cannot be given

a unitary inter])retation (rivalry of contours).
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there results a peculiar instability of impres-

sion, an irregular alternation of colours or

figures in the combined field, which is known
as ‘ retinal rivalry.’ Cf. Colour Mixture
(binocular). The phenomenon has been ex-

plained in terms of attention (Helmholtz)

and in purely physiological terms (Hering).

Literature : Helmholtz, Physiol. Optik

(2nd ed.), 916, 924; Hering, in Hermann’s
Haudb. d. Physiol., III. i. 380-5 ;

Beitr. z.

Physiol., 308 ff.
; H. Parinaud, in Ann.

d’Ocul., cxix (1897). (e.b.t.)

Itetrihutiou [Lat. relrihutio, from retri-

huere, to repay] ; Ger. Vergeliung
;

Fr. rHri

hution
;

Ital. retrihuzione. The reward or

jiuiiishment which awaits the soul in the

iuture state of existence on account of the

merit or demerit of the present life. In

Christian theology, the future punishment of

those who reject the offer of salvation and
die impenitent.

Tlie notion of retribution in the general

sense is prominent in the religious thought

of both East and West. The idea is usually

associated with the process of transmigration

through which the soul works out its destiny.

The principle of retribution in Hindu thought

is Karma, which is the very soul of trans-

migration itself. The Chri.-tian scheme is

unfavourjible to the notion of transmigration,

and the tendency is to regard retribution in

the light of finality. There are bodies of

Christians, however, who hold to limited

retribution and the final salvation of all men.

Literature : see Karma, Punishment,
Transmigration, and Universalism. (a.t.o.)

Bietrospectiou and Retrospective Re-
ference: see Origin versus Nature.
Return (economic) [Lat. re -I tornare, to

turn]: Gev. Ertrag
]
Yr.jproduit) \iaA.risul-

tato, prodotto. Price considered as a function

of the form : cost + net profit.

Return would ordinarily be measured in

the form of total price received, rather than

of price per unit of product.

Any productive process begins with the

consumption in one form or another of a

certain amount of capital, and ends with the

production of an uncertain amount of new
wealth. From the private standpoint, the

capital consumed or invested represents an

expense, and the resulting wealth sold takes

the form of a money return. From the public

standpoint, the amount of capital consumed is

properly measured as waste, and the wealth

produced takes the form of a return in means

of public enjoyment which may more than

replace the original amount wasted or sunk
in the process. (A.T.H.)

Reuchliu, Johann. (1455-1522.) Edu-
cated in the chapel of the margi’ave of Baden,
and at Paris and Orleans (law). Lectured on
jurisprudence and belles-lettres at Tubingen,

1481, receiving the title of imperial councillor

from the emperor
;

lived at the court of the

elector palatine of Heidelberg, 1492-6; went
to Rome, 1498, and became president of the

Swabian confederate tribunal upon his return;

professor at Ingolstadt, 1520.

Revelation (in theology) [Lat. revelatio,

from reveJare, to reveal] : Ger. Offenharung ;

Fr. revUatlon', Ital. rivelazione. Any self-

manifestation of the deity through natural or

supernatural agencies. Especially ; the com-
munication of the divine thought or will

thi'ough inspired human agencies
;

also the

subject-matter thus communicated.
All religions presuppose some method of

communicating the divine will to man. The
term revelation acquires a specific import,

however, in connection with the documents
of religion. The sacred scriptures of any
religion are the inspired basis of its doctrine

and claims, and the question of the nature

and import- of revelation becomes one of great

moment. In general it may be said that our
estimate of revelation will depend upon our
theory of inspiration.

Literature : see Inspiration
;

Lucke,
Versuch einer vollstiindigen Einleitung in die

Offeiibarung (2nd ed., 1852); also the various

New Testament Introductions. (A.T.O.)

Revenge [Lat. re -f- vindicare, to claim,

through Fr.] : Ger. Rache) Yv. vengeance]

Ital. vendetta. The emotion whose impulse

prompts to return ill for ill : applied also to

the ill which is returned.

Revenge has close affiliation with the other

destructive emotions—anger, hate, malice.

Its differentia seems to be the sense of owed
and deserved ill to which the wrongdoer has

made himself liable. It has a more organic

instinctive form in the animals. In primitive

societies it is not only measure for measure,

but kind for kind— ‘ an eye for an eye and a

tooth for a tooth,’ as well as ‘ a life for a life.’

It is often made the germ from which social

and statutory Justice (q. v.) develops. The
returning of good for good has no corre-

spondingly urgent emotion, the feeling of

gratitude being a tame and colourless affair

compared with that of revenge. It illustrates

—what is to be noted in other instances

—

that the unpleasant emotional states and
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I'eactions are more developed, both as specific

qualities and as having names, thaiithe pleasant

emotional states; e. g, there is no word for the

opjiosite of jealous}", and no well-marked

emotion of pleasure of such a type.

Literature: Eevenge has had little special

treatment
;

it is spoken of in passing in many
of the treatises on Emotion (q. v.). See also

under Justice. (j.m.b.)

Reverence [Lat. revereri, to he in awe,

through Fr.] ; Ger. Achtung (respect), Ehr-

jurclit', Yx. respect (respect), reference; Ital.

riverenza. (i) ‘The feeling which accompa-

nies the recognition of superiority or worth

in others ’ (Sidgwick)
;
disinterested Kespect

(q. V.) directed towards what is spiritually

elevated and ideal.

Thee I revere for what thou art,

Nor fear for what tliou hast,

Still undiscovered by me, in heart
And will. Reveal thy cast

Of soul more fully—still ’tis fast

I feel but reverence.

Thee I revere, unseen the fact

That moves thee for the day

—

Unknown the motive to the act

That helps or hurts ! But stay,

But go, oui- friendship by the way

—

Still thee' I reverence!

(J.M.B.)

(2) Kant SO denominates the feeling which
is aroused in a rational being by the contempla-

tion of the moral law in its purity, or apart

from inclination and self-interest.

As it is ‘ self-wrought by a rational con-

cept,’ this feeling is specifically different from
all other feelings which arise fiom inclination

and fear : it ‘ merely signifies the conscious-

ness that my will is subordinate to a law.’

‘ Eesjiect is properly the conception of a

worth which thwarts my self-love.’ See Kant,
Gruvdlei^ung z. Met. d. Sitten, 22, note; Eng.
trans. (Al)bott), 17, note. Of. Eeligion
(psychology of).

_

(J.S.)

Reversion (in biology) [Lat. revertere, to

tui n l)acli] : Ger. Riickscldag
,

Reversion
;

Fr. reversion
;

Ital. soggravvivenza, reversions.

Atavism (q. v.).

Literature: see Atavism. Important late

titles are Pe.^^eson, Grammar of Science (2nd
e.l.), and Proc. Eoy. Soc. London, Ixvi. (1900)
140- (J.M.B.)

Revery [Fr. rever, to dream] : Ger. Reverie,

Trdumerti', Yv. reverie', YisA. reverie. Some-
what continued dwelling upon a train of recol-

lections, usually from an emotional motive.

Eevery diffcis fi-om day-dreaming in that

the latter constructs situations of an agreeable

47

and extravagant kind— ‘ castles in Spain '

—

while revery selects trains of agreeable or

emotionally toned recollections of real situa-

tions. (J.M.B.)

Revival (or Recall) (psychic or mental)

[Lat. re -f vivere, to live] : Ger. Wiederauf-

lehen {in der Erinnerung')
;

Fr. reveil, rappel
;

Ital. reviviscenza. The recurrence of a psychic

state together with the identification of it as

belonging to earlier experience.

The term iucludesthe phenomenaofMemoev
( q. V.), both voluntary (recollection) and
spontaneous, and also those of Evocation

(q. V.), i. e. the bringing up of images by sug-

gestion
;
but it is narrower than mere Ebpeo-

DUCTiON (q. V.), since it involves the identifi-

cation or Recognition (q. v.) of the state

revived. The noun recall is little used and
is not needed

;
the use of recall as a verb is

for a voluntary act of recollection.

This definition is made broad in order to

allow for the differences of theory as to the

nature of revival. The older and still very

current theory holds that only images, cog-

nitive states, are capable of revival, affective

and conative experiences being revivable only

as tliey are themselves first made objects of

cognition. On this view only a certain kind

of mental states, i. e. images, would fall under

the definition. The opposed theory, of which

that of ‘ affective memory ’ is the principal

form, holds that this reduction of other states

to cognitions is not necessary, since they can

be directly revived as such. Upon this latter

position depends the possibility of an ‘ emo-
tional or affective logic,’ which proceeds upon
the abstraction and generalization of affective

states together with certain aesthetic theories

(cf. Sentiment, aesthetic). The definition

leaves open this possibility.

Literature

:

that of Memoet (q.v.) generally;

see also the other topics referred to. On the re-

vival of affective states see Kibot, L’lmagination

cieatrice (with references to earlier papei s hy

the same writer); Pillon, Eev. Pliilos., Feb.

1901 ;
Mauxion, ibid., Feb. 1901 ;

Witasek,
Zeitsch. f. Psychol., xxv

;
Urban, Psychol.

Eev., May, 1901, 262; July (especially), 1901,

360, 432 (critical articles with citations).

(j.m.b., g.f.s.)

Reward : Ger. Belohnung
;

Fr. recom-

pense
;

\ia\. cornpenso. See Sanction, and cf.

Punishment.

Reward (in theology) [OF. rewarder, an

older form of regarder, to notice or heed]

:

Gei'. Vergeltung
;

Fr. rUribution
;

Ital. ricom-

pensa. The award of good or evil which the
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soul receives after death on account of the

deeds of the present life.

In the Hindu religion the reward is involved

in Kanna and the process of transmigration,

and is evil rather than good. In Judaism and
Mohammedanism the reward is good or evil

as the divine grace may determine in view of

the deeds of the present life. In Christianity

the atonement of Christ makes it possible for

every soul to escape Karma and attain the

reward of good, evil being the lot of the finally

impenitent only. (a.t.o.)

Rhetoric [Gr. prjTopiKf], from p^ratp, public

speaker]: Ger. lihetorik, Redekunst; Fr.

rhetorique; Ital. rettorica. The art of correct

and effective discourse.

The Greeks, who more than any other

people conceived of language as a plastic

material of art, developed this art under an
aesthetic instinct, though with a practical pui’-

pose. The purpose was to persuade, but to

persuade through satisfaction of the sense for

harmony in language as the direct exponent

of life and personality. (b.i.w.)

Rhythm [Gr. pvdfios, measured motion]

:

Ger. Rhythmus’, Fr. rhythme; \isl.ritmo. A
repeating series of time intervals; events

which occur in such a series are said to have

rhythm. (j.m.b.)

Its stimulus is a succession of impressions

(tactual and auditory are most favourable)

which either vary regularly in objective inten-

sity or are variously emphasized at recurrent

intervals by the perceiving subject (‘ sub-

jective accentuation ’). The limits of the

rhythmical ‘ unit ’ and the most favourable

intervals between impression and impression

(or maximal intensity and maximal intensity)

have been made out. No general theory has

as yet been proposed
;

but the available

material has been collected in a monograph
by E. Meumann, ‘ Untersuch. z. Psychol, u.

Aesth. d. Rhythmus,’ Philos. Stud., x. 249 ff.,

393
. .

(E.B.T.)

Literature: the citations above; see also

the Psychol. Index, i. ff. ‘ Movement,’ and the

next topic.

Rhythm (aesthetic), (i) Primarily, the

periodic recurrence of stress, emphasis, or

accent in the movements of dancing, the

sounds of music, and the language of poetry.

Applied also, in music and poetry (both in-

clusive and exclusive of the previous usage), to

the relations of time and quantity, represented

by measure and metre. The term is loosely

em])loyed in connection with prose.

(2) Applied secondarilyand somewhat meta-

phorically to the relatively regular recur-

rence of the same or similar features in

architecture, di’awiug, and painting. In this

sense closely related to Sxmmetbt, and Pbo-
POBTION (q. V.).

Rhythm is historically one of the earliest

factors employed in the production of aesthetic

effects. It appears as fundamental in the

primitive development of dancing, music, and
poetry. The evolution of poetry and music
into independent arts has been accompanied

by a distinct deciease in the relati\e im-
portance attaching to rhythm, as compared
with the other elements from which these

arts derive their aesthetic values. In aesthetic

theory, rhythm has played an equally' con-

spicuous part, and has, with its related cate-

gories, harmony’, proportion, and symmetry,

been universally r-ecognized by aestheticiai.s

who deal at all with the formal elements of

beauty. Its agreeable effect has been ex-

plained, in part at least, by reference (i) to its

physiological basis (Marshall) as involving

r-ecurrent activities of organs refreshed by
immediately preceding periods of repose (after

the analogy of muscular fatigue and recupera-

tion), organic activities under such conditions

beirrg highly efficient and pleasurable; also

by reference to the heightened sense of ex-

pansion and life, which connects itself with

the augmentation of muscular movements,

induced by the more extensive nervous dis-

charges following rhythmic stimulation (thus

Gurney’, who also recognizes the other phy’sio-

logical and psy’chological explanations here

mentioned)
; (2) by reference to its psycho-

logical basis, as involving the arousal and sub-

secyuent satisfaction of expectation (Allen);

and (3) by reference to its cosmological basis,

as representing, like harmony, symmetry, and
proportion, the definite order to which the

cosmos is attuned, and in which, therefore, the

organism, like all other cosmic elements, finds

its own, and to which in consequence it most
naturally and effectively I’esponds (Aristotle).

Literature: Kostlin, Aesth. (1869); Gue-
NEY, Power of Sound (1880); Wallaschek,
Primitive Music (1893); Geosse, Begin-

nings of Art (1897). On wider sociological

phases of rhythm and their connection Avith

aesthetic processes see Buchee, Arbeit und
Rhythmus (1896); Saueiatj, L’Esthetique de

Mouvement (1889). (j e.a.)

Richardof St. Victor. Died 1173. Edu-
catedby Hugo of St. Victor, and became an inti-

mate friend of St. Bernard. Sub-prior of the

convent of St. Victor, 1159; prior, 1162-73
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Right [AS. riht, Lat. rcciws] : Ger. Eecht;

Fr. droit: Ital. dritto, diritto (a right), (i)

A light action, iiiteutiou, motive, or attitude

is one which fultils or contorms to Duty
(q. V.). (J.S.-J.M.B.)

The iiituitionists liave regarded the ‘right’

as an ultimate ethical category, while the

hedonists have exjilained it as simi)ly the means
to the ‘good.’ The Greek moralists generally

followed the latter course, if they did not

substitute the notion of ‘ good ’ for that of

‘right.’

(2) A ‘right’ is the correlate of a duty; e.g. it

is the duty of a child to obey his parents, and his

parents have a right to his obedience. Besides

moral and ‘natural’ lights, there are legal

rights
;
and the relation of the latter to the

foi’mer has been a subject of much controversy

in both moral and political science. Cf.

Eight (in law), State (philosophy of), and

Natukal Eights.

(3) The terra is used in German to denote

the general system of rights and obligations,

especially as capable of being enforced by law.

Eight in this juridical sense is called by Hegel
‘ abstract right,’ and is for him the first and
most external stage of the ethical process

which, as a whole, is the subject-matter of

Eechtsphilosophie. Cf. State (philosophy of).

Eightness is the quality by virtue of which

anything is right (in any of the senses given).

For the distinction between material and
Formal Eightness, see the latter topic.

Literature : works on ethics
;

Eitchie,

Natural B-ights. See also the topics men-
tioned. (j.s.)

RigEt (in law), (i) A legal pow'er of one

person over another
;

‘ a caiiacity residing in

one man of controlling, with the assent and
assistance of the state, the actions of others

’

(Holland, Jurisprudence, chap. vii. 71).

(2) The aggregate of the principles by
which rights (sense i) are determined; the

science of rights (Smith, Right and Law,
§§228,244).
No right can exist in one person without a

correlative duty on the part of another or

others. Relative rights are those involving

duties of particular persons
;

absolute rights,

those involving duties on the part of all other

persons, as the right to life, liberty, and
j)i’operty. My right to my house in my posses-

sion is a real right : it attaches to the thing

(res) against all the world. If I am w) ongfully

dispossessed, I have a. personal right to recover

possession from the wrongdoer in a real

action. Vested rights ; those already existing

in a certain person, as owner, whether absolute

or defeasible.

lus, Eecht, droit, diritto may signify either

right or a right. ‘ To express the distinction

between “law” and “a light,” the Germans are

therefore obliged to resort to such phrases as
‘' objectives” and“subjectives liecht”; meaning
by the former, law in the abstract, and by the

latter, a concrete right ’ (Holland, Juris-

l-rud<nce, chap. vii. 72).
‘ Eight ’ or abstract law, in the views of

the historical school of jurisprudence, as ex-

pounded by Savigijy, is no absolute, universal,

and immutable rule, but one of the forces of

society with which it changes, in accordance

with fixed laws of development. Cf. State

(
philosophy of).

Literature : for an exposition of the moral

theory of legal rights, see Smith, Grit. Hist,

of Mod. Eng. Jurisprudence, chap, viii
;
and

for an elaborate discussion of civil rights,

WooLSET, Edit. Sci., i. Pt. I; Bosanquet,
Philos. Theory of the State

;
Ratto, Socio-

logia e Filosofia del Diritto, chap, v ff.

(1894); Filomusi-Guelfi, Del Concetto del

Diritto, &c. (1874); Mieaglio, Filosofia del

Diritto. (S.B.B.)

Right and Wrong Cases (method of) : see

Psychophysical Methods.
Righteousness [Gr. biKaiocrivrf\ : Ger.

Rechtlichkeit, GerechtigJceit
;
Fr. justice

;
Ital.

giustizia. (i) Disposition to observe law and

to aid its enforcement.

Righteousness becomes legalism when it

attaches importance to the letter and form of

law as positively enacted. Cf. Justice.

(J.M.B.)

(2) Plato’s term for the most fundamental

of the four cardinal virtues, the presupposition

of all the others. It is sometimes translated

‘justice.’ He defines it as the doing of its

own proper work by each part of the soul,

and by each class in the state. I’he state is

righteous when the legislators legislate wisely,

when the auxiliaries enforce this legislation,

and when the subject class obeys; the soul is

righteous when reason plans its good, when
‘ spirit ’ {dugos) keeps the appetitive element

{to emOvfirjTiKov) in subjection to reason’s law,

and when appetite obeys {Republic, iv. 433-

43). Aristotle distinguishes two main senses

of the term, a wider and a narrower
:

(i)

obedience to law, synonymous with complete

virtue; (2) fairness or equality {Eth. JVic.,

V. i).
^

(J.s.)

Righteousness (in theology) [AS.

rihtwisnes, righteousness] : Ger. Gerech-
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tigheit) Yt. justice) Ital. giustijicazione. (i)

The righteousness of Christ, the merit pur-

chased by Christ’s obedience which may be

imputed to the sinner as the ground of his

justification. (2) Eighteousness of the crea-

ture, the state of conformity to the divine

law and of acceptance with God : more
specially, the state of the sinner to whom the

merit of Christ’s obedience has been imputed

and appropriated through repentance and

faith.

Literature : A. Eitschl, Die christliche

Lehre v. Eeclitfertigung, &c. (1870-4; Eng.

trans. of vol. i, Edinburgh, 1872) ;
theo-

logies of Hodge, Shedd, Van Osteezee,
Doenee. (a.t.o.)

Kigh.t-h.andedness : Ger. Rechtshandig-

keit) Er. dextralite) Ital. destrisnio: see

Dexteality.
Kightness ; see Eight (ad fin.).

Blight Beason : trans. of the Gr. 6p66s

Xdyoy (Lat. recta ratio). Used by Aristotle

{Eth. Eie., vi. 13, 1144 b 23) for moral or

Peactical Eeason (q. V.). For other usages

see Eisler, Worterh. d. pJdlos. Begriffe, ‘ Orthos

Logos.’ Cf. Logos under Eeason. (j.m.b.)

Bights (philosophy of) ; see State (philo-

sophy of).

Bigorists (-ism) : Ger. Rigoristen {-ismus)

;

Fr. rigoristes (-fswze); Ital. rigoristi {-isnio).

Eigorisni is a term used by Kant in a special

sense—and sometimes used by later writers

in a wider sense—to signify an ascetic or

anti-hedonistic point of view in ethics.

In the wider sense, Kant himself would be

included, with the Stoics, in the school of

rigorists.

‘ It is in general important for ethics,’

says Kant, ‘ to admit, as far as possible,

no intermediates, either in actions (adiaphora)

or in human characters. . . . Those who are

attached to this strict view are commonly-

called rigorists (a name that is meant as

a reproach, hut which is really praise)
;
and

their antipodes may he called latitudinalfans.

The latter are either latitudinal ians of

iieuirahty, who may be called indifferentists,

or of compromise, who may he called syiicre-

tists ’ [Die Religion innerhulh d. Grenzen d.

blos.^en Vernu7ift, 23, 24 ;
Eng. trans. (Abbott),

329).
_

(j.s.)

Bigour [Lat. rigor, stiffness]: Ger. Stai-r-

heit, Totenstarre (rigor mortis); Fr. rigidite
;

Ital. rigiditd. A stiffening of the tissues

(generally a2iplied to muscles) due to coagu-

lation of their fluid or semi-fluid protoplasms,

which occurs alter death [rigor mortis, or
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cadaveric rigidity) or upon heating [rigor

caloris, or heat stiffening).

Eigormortis occurs in warm-bloodedanimals
and in man in from ten minutes to seven hours

after death, and may last from one to six days.

Heat is given off in the process; and since

different muscles contract atsomewhat different

periods, movements may occur which give rise

to the notion that the body may have moved,
or is still alive. Under exhausting disease,

especially of tlie brain and spinal cord, in con-

ditions of extreme fatigue, rigor mortis may
occur so quickly as to catch the body in its

last living attitude. This is known as ‘ cata-

leptic rigour.’ (c.f.h.)

Bitschl, Albrecht. (1822-89.) Studied

at Bonn and at Halle. Became Piivatdocent,

and later professor of theology, at Bonn,

1846-64; at Gottingen, 1864—89. He ad-

hei-ed to the Tiihingeu school until 1857,
when he left it. Cf. Eitschlianism.

Bitschlianism : Ger. LeJire von Ritschl

;

Fr. doctrine de Ritschl, Ritschlianisme

)

Ital.

dottrina di Ritschl. The princi^Dles of the

school of Eitschl, which represents, negatively,

op|josition to dogmatism and rationalism in

religion, while positively it builds on the

personal experience and person of the historic

Christ as the subjective and objective sources

of religious trutli.

The Eitschlians seek to divorce theology

from speculation hy denying the validity of

all judgments in the religious sphere except

judgments of value. They also reject dogmatic

Christianity with its presupposition of the

supernatural, and seek in the person of Christ

as an historic phenomenon the source of

objective revelatory truth. The words and
deeds of Christ and dogmatic statements

about them are of secondary importance.

The person of Christ as a persistent objective

fact, in articulate union with the subjective

religious consciousness, is the fountain of all

religious truth and knowledge.

Literature : Eitschl, Bechtfertigung u.

Versohnung (3rd ed., 1888), and Theol. u.

ilet. (2nd ed., 1887); Heemann, The Com-
munion of the Chiistian with God; Stahlin,
Kant, Lotze u. Eitsi hl. (a.t.o.)

Bitter, Heinrich. (1791-1869.) Edu-
cated in theology and philosophy at Halle,

Gottingen, and P<erlin. Professor of pljilo-

sojjhy at Beilin, 1824 ;
at Kiel. 1833 ;

and in

Gottingen, 1837-69. His History of Philo-

sophy, in twelve volumes, is his greatest

work.

Bitual [Lat. rituaUs, from ritus, a rite]

:
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Ger. Ritual’, Fr. rihtel; Ital. rituale. A
Lody of prescribed forms for coiiductiiig

religious rites, ceremonies, and worship.

In the broad sense ritual includes any
prescribed form, whether the words be dictated

or not. Strictly, ritual and liturgy are em
ployed as equivalent terms. The Protestant

churches have tended as a rule to simplicity

of ritual in contrast to the elaborate forms of

the Koman Catholic communion. There sprang

up towards tlie end of the 19th century,

however, an important movement in the

Anglican communion in the direction of a

more elaborate ritual.

Literature : see Teactaeianism. (a.t.o.)

Rivalry [Lat. rivalis, pertaiiring to a

river]: Ger. Wettstreit-, Fr. rivalite; Ital.

rivalitd,. Of the three forms of rivalry dis-

tinguished below. Competition (q. v.) and
struggle for Existence (q. v.) are defined

under those topics. The third, personal

rivalry, is the relation between two persons,

or more, which arises from their mutual in-

tention or effort to excel each other in attain-

ing an end which they have in common.
There are three great cases of rivalry which

it is essential to distinguish, especially in view

of cuirent confusions aiising frt;m lack of dis-

crimination
:
(i) biological rivalry, or struggle

for existence
; (2) personal or conscious

livalry or emulation, to which the term

rivalry is more generally restricted
;
and (3)

commercial and industrial rivalry, or competi-

tion.

(1) The forms of struggle for existence are

l)cinted out under that teim: the essentials

of biological rivalry are survival, with subse-

quent production of offspring by and with

physical heredity. No use of this form of

livalry by analogy to or from other forms is

legitimate which does not recognize this fact

of physical reproduction. Without this there

is no effective bioh gical rivalry.

(2) In personal rivalry we have all forms

of i n d i V idual competition for personal pleasure,

jirofit, gain, victory, &c. It is, so far as the

actual contest goes, the same as the second

form of struggle for Existence (q. v., 2);

Lut it is narrower, since it includes only those

cases in which the individuals are. directly

Mid consciously exerting themselves against

each other. It is a psychological fact, never

a
]
urely biological one. Cf. Emulation.
The psychological factors involved include :

(a) the particular impulse appealed to in

ex it ing the effi.rt : whether ‘ desire of being

a cause’ (Groo.s), called in the older English

literature ‘ love of power ’
;

desire to gain

advantage—pleasure, reward, gratified pride,

&c.—the older ‘ love of gain ’

;
intellectual

exercise

—

Plat (q. v.) of the faculties
;

or

other. All of these enter in cases of per-

sonal rivalry; and in adult life probably

also in many instances reflective motives,

such as pure love of success, love of the game
as such, and malice towards and jealousy of

competitors. (6) The psychological lequisites

of the personal-rivalry-situation as a whole.

These are those of the social bond, in which
the scdf and the other (ego and alter) are held

in a common network of social relationships

within which the contest takes place, and by
which its rules and conditions are prescribed.

This, it is well to note, involves as much co-

operation as competition. The rivalry is

never entirely rivalry, and it could not be

rivalry at all but for the great mass of co-

operative thinking, feeling, and action which
precedes and conditions it. In short, per-

sonal rivalry is an essentially co-operative

thing : it is a social situation in which, it is

true, the pole of self-emphasis, assertion, and
even aggression is very prominent,but in which,

nevertheless, it is only one pole of the play of

elements which constitute the thought of self

as a ‘ socius ’ or personal companion to others.

It is, therefore, sharply distinguished from
biological struggle for existence. The latter

is operative under the law of physical rejiro-

duction, guided by natural selection with

reference to utility in a biological environ-

ment. This, on the contrary, is operative in

a social environment where social tradition

through imitation and invention are the con-

serving and ordering factors, where the en-

vironment’ is psychological and moral, and
where the criterion of utility yields to that of

individual choice, selection, reflection, and, it

may be, caprice.

This is not to say, however, that personal

rivalry may not be involved in biological

survival. It is evident that the capacity for

personal psychologically motived struggle

may be of critical utility to a species, and so

its possessors may be ‘naturally’ selected.

But true as that is, it still remains a case of

biological rivalry, and is subject to its laws.

The purely social rivalry, as such, remains a

different phenomenon, and cannot be subsumed

under the biological.

(3) Industrial and commercial Competition
is treated under that topic. Its relation to

the two preceding forms of rivalry may, how-

ever, be briefly indicated.
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Two typical forms of it should be dis-

tinguished
:

(a) competition of individuals,

which we may call ‘ free ’ competition
;
and

(2) competition of agencies eitlier individuals

or organizations, which we may call ‘re-

stricted’ competition. This dist'nction is

essential, for it indicates two types of com-

petitive activity analogous respectively to

‘ personal ’ and ‘ biological ’ rivalry.

(a) Free competition, considered as a type

operative in industrial and commercial affairs,

leaves to the individual freedom of enter-

prise, initiative, and method of operation in

his attempt to succeed. It is, therefoi’e,

psychologically motived, and rests directly

upon the individual’s capacity, temperament,

and social feeling. The economic motive is

tempered and modified by the individual’s

character, and varies all the way from pure

egoism or love of gain to the most humane
and social concern for others’ welfare and

success. It appears, therefore, that in free

competition we have in operation the factors

involved in personal rivalry, but directed to

an economic end. This end or view gives

to the agencies of production, trade, &c., a

certain real disinterestedness which appears

inhuman, and is often made the excuse for

what is really so
;
but yet industrial organi-

zation in which free competition is the domi-

nant form is a mode of social organization in

which the factors involved are those essential

to the maintenance of social life, and consistent

with its other and more altruistic modes.

Hence the growth, within the ordinary

machinery of industrial economics, of various

purely social and ethical features : humane
labour laws, hygienic surroundings, lihrai’ies

and reading-rooms, baths, lecture courses,

lyceums, &c., not only permitted hut provided

by employers, together with such more in-

trinsic arrangements as profit-sharing, increas-

ing wage, pensions, labour insurance, &c. In

essentials, therefore, this form of competition

is (not merely represents) personal rivalry

inside the industrial world. It is not, nor is

it analogous to, biological struggle for exis-

tence.

In another point commercial competition

involves psychological factors; appeal is

made to the desire and choice of the con-

sumer—what is known as demand. This

demand may be reached either by direct

rivalry for the consumer’s patronage, or in-

directly through means which increase the

use of certain articles, set the style, limit

variety, &c. In these ways of directin

stimulating, and controlling demand, all the

competitors may be alike benefited l)y the

success of one. This is different from the use

of brute force, and also fiom the division ot

a fixed amount of patronage or gain : these

latter bring the usual methods of biological

rivalry. Cf Social Oeganizateon,

ip) The second form of economic rivalry

—

‘restricted’ competition— is a different matter.

It arises when individuals band together, either

voluntarily or under social compulsion or per-

suasion, to pursue common economic ends in

association. This gives to the group economic

standing as an agency
;

and the members
cease to act as individuals. The result is the

formulation of purely economic rules of pro-

cedure—of defence and offence—and the elimi-

nation of individual temper, judgment, and
sense of personal and social responsibility.

The direct result is that such a society

becomes a group, and when engaged in com-
petition with other gi’oups, gives the pheno-

menon of Geoup Selection (q. v.)
;
yet it is

group selection, in the strict biological sense,

only in part. As to the struggle, strictly

speaking, of group with group, it is struggle

for existence in so far as it means elimination

of some groups and survival of others. But
its results are socially conserved and handed
down, not passed on by physical reproduction

and heredity. So the resemblance is still partly

analogy. Even restricted competition is not

a biological fact. Even its most iron-clad

and ‘ inhuman ’ forms are intelligent; intel-

ligence unmoved by teeling is its watchword.

And its forms of rival 1 y are very largely those

of one master intelligence pitted against

another.

Yet in this phenomenon of restricted com-
petition we have the nearest social approach

to biological livalry as such, and that in cer-

tain unaesthetic features in which economic

utility is the controlling end, if not the only one.

First among these is the opportunity it affords

of subordinating and destroying normal per-

sonal competition with its natural control by
social and moral sentiment. Second, follows,

to take the place of these controls, the

need of state control : there would seem to

be no other alternative. Third, we find not

only group competing with group, but class

organizations arrayed against each other, when
the closest co-operation is essential even for

the purest economical utilities
; as 01 labour

organizations against capital, employed against

employer. And fourth, all are contributory

to the great damage done to society by the01
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interference with personal liberty of contract

and choice of work under the oppressive

sanctions of the organization, which claim to

regulate economic conditions. In all these

respects the industrial environmeiit in which

modern coi porate agencies operate is analogous

to the biological : for utility is the criterion

of survival, and economic utility is in many
resjiects analogous to biological. See Utility.

The contrasts pieseiited by these three

sorts of rivalry are sharply hi ought out when
we ask what forms of co-operation of indi-

viduals they severally involve. So far as co-

operation enters into biological struggle for

existence, it is instinctive and unretlective

:

as the gregarious and mass actions of

herds or other companies of animals. It

is a phenomenon of a biological sort pro-

duced by the operation of natural selection.

Intelligent co-operation, to be available in the

struggle, must be not for its direct results, but

as representing a type of individual which it

is of utility to |)i eserve by the laws of heredity.

In personal l ivalry, and with it free economic

competition, we have the intelligent and re-

flective co-operation wliich illustrates the

presence of a social and moral self in some
degree of development.

in ‘ resti'icted ’ competition we revert to

the formula which makes economic utility

paramount, and only that form of co-operation

possible which subserves it. This may arise

among individuals within the group so far as

it renders the group as such more efficient as

against others, and also as between different

groups or agencies for the ends of common
utility.

Literature : see Existence (struggle for),

and Competition (esjjecially title by Eifeez;
;

also Ely, Competition, Pres. Addr. Amer.
Econ. Assoc., December, 1900. Cf. SociAi,

OeGANIZATION. (J.M.B., F.H.G., A.T.H.)

Rochow, Friedrich Eberhard von.

(1734-1805.) Feudal superior cf llekahn,

patron of the bishopric of Halberstadt.

Roman Law: Ger. romisches liecht] Fr.

droit romain
;

Ital. diritto romano. (i) The
law of Rome as it existed from time to time,

throughout its history, until the fall of the

Eastern empire.

(2) The law of Rome as codified under
Justinian. See Code.

The gradual growth and development of

Roman law is sketched in the Digest, i. 2, de

origins iuris. See. It found its first definite

written expression in the Twelve Tables

(• XII ’), promulgated in the 5th century

B. c. Upon these a system of jurispru-

dence was built up, mainly by the efforts

of private jurisconsults, whose opinions and
tieatises were from time to time adopted as

lules of decision by the praetors in tlieir

annual edicts. This praetorian law was in

the early empire put into the f i m of a

perpetual edict. It was the principal part

of tbe ius honorarium, which apjrlied the

principles of equity and natural justice in

softening tlie rigour and formality of the

earlier law (ius civile). It was largely in

the form of a law regulating civil actions,

the natuie of the remedy really defining or

dealing the legal right. Then came the

Theodo.'ian Code (5th centui y of our era), and
the Corpus Juris Civilis of Justinian in the

folh)wing century, the latter putting Roman
law into a shape convenient both for students

and practitioners. After the division of the

empire, the Roman law long remained in the

West the personal law for the Romans, even
when the barhai ians held rule. In the East

(where Justinian reigned) it became overlaid

by new imperial constitutions, and obscured

by Greek commentaries, but was partly

restored by an official code known as the

Basilica, promulgated in A. d. 887. No trace

of it remains in Turkey, but the Basilica have

had great influence in shaping the legal con-

ceptions of modern Greece. Roman law is

the foundation of the jurisprudence of Central

and Southern Euiope, England and Ireland

excepted.

Literature : Savigny, Gesch. d. rbmischen

Rechts im Mittelalter, and Syst. < 1 . heutigen

rdmischen Rechts
;
Gibbon, Decline and Fall

of the Roman Empire, chap, xliv; Hugo,
Hist, de Droit romain

;
Iheking, Geist d.

riimischen Rechts
;
CuQ, Inst, juridiques des

Romains; Sohm, Inst, of Roman Law. (s.e.b.)

Romanes, George John. (1848-94.)
Educated at Cambridge, England

;
fellow of

the Koyal Society, 1879 ;
became an intimate

friend of Charles Dai win; Fulleiian professor

of physioloiiy. Royal Ii.stitute of London;
Rosebeiy lecturer on natural liistoiy in the

Univi-rsity of Edinburgh. He founded the

Romanes Lecture at Ox ord. He wrote chiefly

in general biology and genetic psychology.

Romanism and Roman Catholic

Church : Ger. Dogmen der lcath( li.irhen

Kirche', Fr. Rom nisme, Fglise (ulholique

romuine

;

Ital. religione cattolica apvslolica

romana. The system of doctiines and polity

of the Roman Catholic Church. The Roman
Catholic Chuich is that ecclesiastical body
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which has its historic centre in Rome and its

supieme power vested in a Sovereign Pontiff,

who claims to derive his authority directly

from St. Peter
;

as such it is called ‘the

Papacy.’

The most distinctive features are the

papacy pioper and the degiee to which the

individual is subordinated to the organic will

of the Chinch in matters of belief and judg-

ment. Reformed Christ'anity rejects the

Roman hierarchy and recognizes a larger

sphere of freedom for individual belief and

judgment. See Eoman Catholic Chui ch Philo-

sophy, under St. Thomas (philosophy ot).

Literature'. C. F. B. Allnutt, Cathedra

Petri (2nd ed., 1878); A. Haknack, Dograen-

geschichte (2nd ed., 1888); Rudolph Sohm,
Kirchenrecht (Leipzig, 1892), i. (a.t.o.)

Somantic [Fr. romantique, from romaunt,

a romance, so named because early romances

were written in the Romance dialect] : Ger.

romantisch] Fr. romantique •, Ital. roman-
tico. (i) Having the characteristics of a

mediaeval I'omance, i. e. marked by freedom

of fancy in conception and form, and having

for content deeds of adventure, or the expres-

sion of love or religious devotion.

(2) As given a more general application,

and related to Fichte’s doctrine of the Ego
as supreme principle, romantic was set over

against classic by the Schlegels and others,

(a) Classic stands for the objective, for con-

formity to such laws as clearness, truth, unity.

Romantic is subjective, ‘the will or caprice

of the poet admits no law above itself’

(F. Schlegel). Fancy is unrestrained. (6)

Classic emphasizes the Typh (q. v.) ;
romantic

the individual and Chaeacteristic (q. v.).

(c) Classic prefers Repose (q. v.)
;
romantic

makes feeling and passion primary, prefers

the vague, mystical, and obscure to the clear

and distinct, and is opposed to any laws,

social, political, or moral, which would limit

feeling or its full enjoyment.

(3) With Hegel the terms classic and

romantic were used in a sense similar to (2),

but with less emphasis on the capricious

element of feeling. Classic art is that in

which the idea is embodied in exactly adequate

form, giving the ideal; romantic art has a

more inward content, and so transcends any

effort to embody it completely in sensible

form. The term is applied by Hegel to

modern art in general. Painting, music, and

poetry are the romantic art forms.

(4) Present usage makes the characteristic

of the romantic, subjectivism, the embodiment

of feeling, with more or less of the vaiious

sub-charactei’istics indicated under (2) above.

‘Romanticism’ is applied to varieties of th's

tendency, and to the Romantic movement and
school (below).

Romantic movement. The movement of

revolt against the modern classic (e. g. Pope
in England, the French 17th and i8th century

drama. See.), beginni.ig about the middle of the

i8th century (Rousseau, Goethe, Byron, &c.),

and including as later representatives Victor

Hugo and Wagner.
Romantic school. A group of writers in

Gei-many advocating the views of art and life

indicated under (2). It included A. W. and
F. Schlegel, Tieck, Novalis, Schleiermacher,

and others.

Literature : J. H. Schlegel, Ueber den
Begriff des Romantischen (Wertheim, 1878 ;

Programm); Zimmermann, Aesth., ii. 89-
loi; ScHASLER, Gesch. d. Aesth., 777-826;
Hegel, Aesth., ii.Th., 3. Absch.; Wallaschbk,
Aesth. d. Tonkunst, 282-9 J

Van Dyke, Princ.

of Art, chap, v ;
Roycb, Spirit of Mod.

Philos., chap, vi; Carrierb, Die Kunst in d.

Kulturentwickelung, v
;
Brandes, Die Haupt-

strdmungen in d. Litteratur (1892); Phelps,
The Beginnings of the Romantic Movement

(1893); KbSTLiN, Aesth., 170 f.; Beers,
English Romanticism in the i8th Century

(1899); T. Gautier, Hist, du Romantisme
(3rded., 1877); Herford, The Age ofWords-
worth(i 897 ); 0MOND,The Romantic Triumph

(1900); A. Biese, Die Entwickelung des

Naturgefiihls im Mittelalter u. i. d. Neuzeit

(2nd ed., 1892); J. E. Spingarn, Hist, of

Lit. Criticism in the Renaissance (1899);
K. Francke, Social Forces in German Lit.

(2nd ed., 1897). (j.H.T.)

Komanticism : see Romantic (2, and
Romantic School).

Root (linguistic) [Tcel. rot]: Ger. Wurzel
;

Fr. racine', liol.radice. That part of a word
which remains after all the formative elements

recognizable by grammatical analysis have
been removed.

Such formative elements are prefixes, suf-

fixes, and inflectional endings. This analysis

is purely formal, serving meiely the purposes

of scientific convenience, and asseits nothing

concerning the original independent identity

of these elements. In the earlier history of

Indo-European comparative grammar the

dogma of original monosyllabic root-words

was generally accepted, but the present

tendency of the science is to see in the steins,

rather than in the roots, the type of the
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primitive word. The nomenclature ‘root,’

‘stem.' representing originally a crude trans-

lation from the German Wurzel, ‘root of a

tree,’ Stamm, ‘trunk of a tree,’ has now lost

its force even in German. (b.i.'W.)

Koscelin (Roscellinus, Bousselin,
Rucelinus). Born in Lower Brittany about

the middle of tlie nth century. Studied at

Soissons and Rheiins; attached to the cathedral

of Chartres ;
canon of Comiii^gne, He is

called the founder of nominalism, because of

his lifelong defence of a tri-individual doctrine

of the Trinity. He was opimsed by Anselm.

He recanted in 1092, but continued his teach

ing. A second council condemned his opinions

(1094), and he fled to England. Forced to

return to France later, he taught at Tours and

Locmenach (where Abelard was his pupil).

Lived as late as 1121. See Scholasticism.

Boeenkranz, Johann Bari Friedrich.

(1805-79.) Studied philosophy in Berlin

and in Halle. Professor of philosophy at

Konigsberg, 1833—79. The ‘ best representa-

tive ’ of the Hegelian centre.

Rotation (sensation of) : Ger. Drehungs-

empjindung
\
Yi\ sensation de rotation) Ital.

sensazione (or percezione) di rotazione.

Sensation from the rotation of the body.

Rotation may be perceived by the eye, or

if the movement be fast enough, by the organ

of the Static Sense (q. v.). Function-

ally regarded, the sensation of Dizziness

(q. V.) may be termed the ‘sensation of rota-

tion ’ (see Sensation). A common illusion

of lotation, known as Purkinje’s dizziness, is

due to involuntary movements of the eyes.

See Illusions of Motion and Movement.
Literature : Sanfoed, Course in Exper.

Psychol., expjts. 47-50. (e.b.t.)

Rotation and Rotation Table : see La-

BORATOET AND AePAEATUS, III. B, (c), (3).

Rothe, Richard. (1799-1867.) Studied

theology and philof-ophy at Heidelberg and

Berlin; preacher to the Prussian Embassy at

Rome, 1823; professor at Wittenberg, 1828;

at Heidelberg, 1837; at Bonn, 1849; again

at Heidelberg, 1854, where he died. A
follower of Hegel.

Roughness and Smoothness: Ger. (i)

Rauhempjindung (and Eauhigkeit), Glatlerap-

findung (and Gldlte)) Fr. {sensation de) (i)

ruguevx and (— de) lisse, uni, ( 2 )
rvde, inxgal

zxidegal) YXoX. (sensazione di)ruvidiid, (

—

di)

liscio. (1) Sensations of: the quality of

Contact Sensation (q. v.) arising from inter-

mittent stimulation of the same skin-area, as

from the unevennesses of an ex^ilored surface.

is roughness
;
continuous contact with move-

ment of stimulus, of skin, or of both, has the

quality of smoothness.

The surface is the usual case, and so

customary that other intermittent contacts

which fulfil the conditions, and are not appre-

hended in other ways, create the illusion of

an uneven, or even, surface.

(2) Of tones: when tones sounded to-

gether produce Beats (q. v.) not sufficiently

rapid in succession to give a Beat Tone

(q. V.), and not sufficiently slow to be sepa-

rately heard, they are heard as ‘roughness.’

See Sanford, Course in Exper. Psychol., 79 a.

Tones from which beats are absent are some
times called ‘ smooth.’ ‘ (j.m.b., h.c.w.)

Rousseau, Jean Jacques. (1712-78.)
Born at Geneva, he was placed about 1722 in

the family of a clergyman, sent 1723 to a

notary, and afterwards to an engraver. Sent by
a Roman Catholic priest to Madame de Warens
at Annecy, she became the important factor

in his life, 1729-38. During this time he

studied for the priesthood, tried to teach

music, wandered about much, but always

failed. Went to Paris, 1741; secretary of

the Fieueh ambassador to Venice, 1743;
quarrelled with him and returned to Paris,

where he devoted himself to literature. In

1765 his limile necessitated his flight to

llnglaud. His mind seemed affected, and

he fled back to France and wandered from

place to place, thinking he was pursued. In

1770 he returned to Paris, earning a liveli-

hood by copying music, as he had done in

youth
;
moved to the estate of a friend near

Paris, 1777, where he died. His Contrat

Social siqiplied the positive tenets of the

French Revolution. He has been a principal

figure in social evolution, as well as in the

[ihilosnphy of the State (q. v.) and of society.

Royalty (in economics) [Med. Lat.

regalifas, an attribute of the crown] : Ger.

Urheherrecht

;

Fr. droit de copie
;

Ital. ^n-e-

rogativa reale. A charge authorized by the

sovei eign for the right to reproduce an idea,

whether embodied in a mechanical invention

(patent right) or in a work of literature or

art (copyright).

No man will take the lead in a hazardous

experiment when those who follow him have

practically equal gain in case it proves

successful, while avoiding the chance of loss in

case of failure. The patent right, by making

the gain a permanent one, makes it worth

while for the capitalist to develop a new
process which would otherwise go untried.
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Tlie monopoly conferred by copyright is

justified on similar grounds. The royalty is

not intended to reward the inventor as an
inventor, but to make it worth while to risk

capital, or to spend time and thought, in order

to render the invention or production avail-

able for the public. (a.t.h.)

Rudiger, Andreas. (1673-1731.) Born
at Rochlitz in Saxony, he studied theology and
jurisprudence at Halle, where Thomasius influ-

enced him. He practised medicine and held

positions as professor of philosophy alternately

at Halle and at Leipzig.

Rudiment [Lat. rudimentwni] : Ger. (i)

Anlage, (2) Rudiment, Spur (see Vestige);
Fr. (i) rudiment (cf. Anlage), ebauche, (2) see

Vestige; Ital. (i) rudimento (cf. Anlage),
abhozzo, (2) see Vestige, (i) In embryology :

the first accumulation of cells in the embryo
recognizable as the commencement of a struc-

ture, organ, or part.

(2)

In anatomy and pliylogeny : an incom-
pletely developed jiart, as regards usually both

size and structure.

There has been much discussion on the use

of rudiment in embryology. Three other

equivalents of Anlage (q. v.) have been pro-

posed, ‘fundament’ by E. L. Mark, ‘proton’

by B. G. Wilder, ‘ primordium ’ by A. Willey.

Of these none has been commonly used. The
word Anlage is now generally used by
American embryologists, and is also met with

in British authors. (c.s.m.)

As rudiment seems the best rendering for

Anlage (a term upon which all the authorities

of this work agree—except C.S.M., who
prefers to use the German term—and which
the French and Italian correspondents also

recommend in their respective languages) it

would seem best to adopt some other term (see

Vestige) for the anatomical meaning (2). Cf.

Teeminologt, German, ‘ Anlage.’ (j.m.b.)

Rudimentary (organs, &c.) : see Ves-
tigial, and cf. Rudiment (2).

Ruin [Lat. ruina, from mere, to tumble

down]: Ger. Verfall] Yv. ruine] \idl. ruina.

(i) Applied in theology to reprobation,

damnation, punishment, &c., in the future

life, whatever doctrinal form this may take

on.

(2) In ethics it means confirmed moral

disintegration and decay. Its connotation is

not exact. (j.m.b.)

Rule [ME. reule, rule] : Ger. Regel
;

Fr.

regie
;

Ital. regola. (i) A formula expressive

ofanapproved mode ofprocedure. (c.s.p.-j.m.b.)

(2) A law pertaining to matters of detail,

II. 4<

especially the conduct of business or of a

game.

(3) A formula exjnessing what is permis-
sible, and how it should he done, as the rules

of algebra.

(4) Any universal proposition, especially

the major premise of a direct syllogism.

Antepredicamental rule. One of two rules

in the prefatory pai t of Aristotle’s Praedica-

menta. The first is in substance the dictum
de Omni, namely :

‘ When one thing is predi-

cated of another as its subject, whatever is said

of the predicate may also be said of the sub-

ject.’ The other rule is :
‘ The differences of

diffei-ent genera and of things not subordinate

one to another are different.’

Rule of philosophizing. One of four rules

laid down by Sir Isaac Newton in the begin-

ning of the third book of his Philosophiae

Naturalis Principia Mathematica.

They are as follows :
—

Rule I. As causes of natural phenomena
{rerum) not more ought to be admitted than
such as are at once true [whence the common
phrase vera causa~\ and suffice to explain the

cbservations.

Rule II. And therefore, for natural effects

of the same class, the same causes are to be
assigned, as far as may be.

Rule III. Pli}^sical characters which can-

not be increased or diminished, and which
belong to all bodies which it is possible to

subject to expeiiment, should be held to be

characters of all bodies.

Rule IV. In experimental science, proposi-

tions inferred by induction from observation

ought to be held as true, whether exactly or

appi'oximately, without regard to contrary

hypotheses, until new observations maj' correct

them or establish exceptions to them.

The logical accuracy of these ) ules, especially

of the last, is in contrast with the statements

of many modern logicians. (c.s.p.)

Rule (ethical) : Ger. Regel, Norm
;
F r.

regie, norme\ Ital. regola, norma. (i) A
specific practical precept, or maxim of con-

duct.

The mediaeval casuists tried to provide

such specific rules for the direction of the

individual conscience. Modern intuitionists

have contented themselves with the discovery

of general principles, leaving to the individual

judgment the determination of their parti-

cular application. A recent classification

and discussion of ‘Rules of Conduct’ is by
Baldwin, Social and Eth. Interpret., chap,

xiv.
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(2) Some of the earlier British moralists

use the term as synonymous with Standakd

(q. V.), criterion, or norm. Butler says of

man ;
‘ He hath the rule of right within

;

what is wanting is only that he honestly

attend to it’ {Serrncms, iii. § 3). Cf.

Casuistry. (j.s.)

Rule (legal) : see Law.
Rule of Faith (in theology) [Lat. regula

fidei]: Ger. Glauhensverordnung
]

Fr. regie

de foi ;
Ital. regola, norma di fede. The

sufiicient and final standard for the deter-

mination of trutli in matters of religious

faith and doctrine.

A conflict arose in Judaism as to the rule of

faith
;
one party ascribing absolute authority

to the written Scripture alone, while the other

admitted oral ti’adition to equal standing

with the written word. The same issue

has arisen in Christianity between the Re-

formed and the Roman Catholic churches;

the former adhering to the Bible as the only

standard, while the latter includes authorized

tradition. (a.t.o.)

Ruskiu, John. (1819-1900.) An English

essayist and critic, horn at London. Receiving

his early education from private tutors, in

1836 he entered Christ Cliurch, Oxford. The
first volume of his Modem Painters appeared

in 1843, and effective in influenc-

ing English art and art criticism. Professor

in the Cambridge School of Art in 1858;
Rede lecturer at Cambridge, 1867; Slade

professor of fine art at Oxford, 1869-79, and
again, 1883—5. established St. George's

Gild in 1871. Died at his home, Brantwood,

on Coniston Lake, in the Lake Country.

Ruyshroek, Johannes (also Rus'brock,

Rus'broch, &c.). (1293-1381.) So called

from the name of his native village Ruyshroek,

near Brussels, he was (1317) priest and vicar

of St. Gudule, Brussels. Retired to the

Augustine monastery at Griinthal, 1353,
where he became prior and died.



S — SACRAMENT

S (in logic), (i) In the mnemonic names of

moods, s signifies that the proposition denoted

by the preceding vowel is to be converted

simply in reduction. See Conveesion (in

logic).

(2) Used for the subject of a proposition or

the minor term of a syllogism. (c.s.p.)

<r [Gr. letter, sigma]. Symbol for -ooi sec.

in experimental psychology. See Reaction
Time. (j.m.b.)

Sabbatarianism [Lat. sahhatarius, per-

taining to the Sabbath] ; Ger. die LeJire der

strengen Sabbaths-Beobachter
;
Fr. sabbatisme

;

Ital. sabatismo. The doctrine that the obli-

gation to observe the Christian Sabbath rests

on the divine injunction as expressed in the

fourth coinmandment.
The Sabbatarian rejects the view which

would rest the obligation of the Sabbath on

relative grounds and claims for it the absolute

divine command. Associated with Sabbata-

rianism, but not necessarily involved in it, is

the tendency to overstrictness in its observ-

ance. On the other hand, the rejection of

Sabbatarian views is often accompanied with

a tendency to extreme laxity in the observance

of the day. (A.T.O.)

Sabelliauism : Ger. Sabellianismus
;
Fr.

Sabellianisme; Ital. Sabellianismo. A theory

of the Godhead, named after its founder Sabel-

lius, in which the divine nature is conceived

to be unitary both in substance and person-

ality, the Trinity arising as a threefold but

temporary manifestation of God in his rela-

tion to creation and the redemption and
sanctification of man.

Sabellianism arose as a reaction against

polytheistic tendencies and moved in the

direction of extreme Jewish monotheism. It

asserts the essential oneness of the divine

nature and person. The distinction into the

trinadic manifestation is one of mode and not

of nature. The Trinity is, therefore, a purely

temporary manifestation, and disappears with

the temporal death of Christ. The doctrine

was condemned as a heresy at Alexandria in

261 A.D., but still survives as a tendency.

Literature : Schaff - Herzog’s Cyc., art.

Anti-Trinitarianism
;
M. J. Eouth, Reliquiae

Sacrae
;

Schaff, Hist, of the Christ.

Church, ii. 580 f.; Church Hist., by Milman,
Mosheim, &c. (A.T.O.)

Saccns ; see Ammonihs Saccus, and
Axexandbian School.

Sacerdotalism [Lat. saeerdotalis, per-

taining to the priest] : Ger. Priesterweaen
;
Fr.

sacerdotalisme', li&l.sacerdotalismo. The theory

that the characteristic functions of the minister

of religion are sacrificial and priestly.

The sacerdotal character has been pro-

minent in most religions in connection with

the demand for propitiatory or expiatory

sacrifice. In Christianity the great expiatory

sacrifice has been made once for all by its

Founder and great High Priest. The sacer-

dotal feature survives, especially in the Romish
Church, in connection with the conception of

the sacrament of the Eucharist as essentially

a sacrifice requiring priestly mediation. Re-
formed Christianity rejects this sacrificial

conception, and with it, to a great degree, the

priestly conception of the minister of reli-

gion. (A.T.O.)

Sacrament [Lat. sacramenta, from sacrare,

to dedicate] : Ger. Sacrament ;
Fr. sacre-

ment\ Ital. sacramenta. A solemn rite of

religion administered according to prescribed

forms, which is supposed to carry with it the
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divine sanction and to coiniminicate needed

grace to tlie believing recipient.

The sacrament is an incident of tlie sacrificial

feature of i-eligious worship, and varies with It.

In Christianity it attains its maximum of im-

jiortauce and meaning in the Eoman Catholic

communion. Keformed Christianity tends to

reduce the number as well as the importance

of the sacraments relative to other features of

worship.

Literature

:

Canons and Decrees of the

Council of Trent
;

J. Ch. Augusti, Denk-
witrdigkeiten aus d. christl. Archaeologie

(1827-31); Cheatham, Diet. Christ. Antiq.

(1875-80). (A.T.O.)

Sacred Books ; Ger. heilige Schriften ;

Fr. livres saints
;

Ital. sacre scritture. See
SCKIPTUEES.

Sacrifice [Lat. sacrijicium, an offering]

:

Ger. Op/er; Yv. sacrifice] Wsl. sacrificio. An
offering, consecrated and set apart for a reli-

gious purpose, which is solemnly offered

according to prescribed forms to some object

of worship as an act of propitiation, conse-

cration, reconciliation, penitence, or thanks-

giving.

For the sacrificial idea of Saceambnt see

that term; see also Atonement. Sacrifice

is employed to designate any expiatoi-y act or

suffering, as the sacrifice of Christ. But it

also includes acts of religious service and
devotion, as the giving of alms and the sacrifice

of a broken and contrite heart. In general,

however, sacrifice in the religious sense is

associated with solemn and ceremonial

forms. (A.T.O.)

Sacrifice of Christ : see Atonement.
Sadduceeism [Heb. Tsadoh, the Just

One] : Ger. die Lehre der Saddueder
]

Fr.

saduceisme] Ital. sadduceismo. The doctrine

of a school of Judaism (known as Sadducees) in

the time of Christ who oppo.sed the Pharisees

in both religion and politics, rejecting the

authority of the oi-al tradition and the ascetic

formalism of the Pharisees, and favouring the

introduction of foreign infiuences and ideas.

In modern times Sadduceeism has come to

be a synonym for indifference in religion and
the spirit of Avoildlv compromise. The school

or jiarty no doubt originated among the Jews
as a protest against the extreme rigidity of

the Pharisees. It was at first distinctly reli-

gious, but in time was led to take a political

attitude in opposition to the extreme conser-

vatism of the Pharisees. In the time of

Christ the dominating interests of the party

were political rather than religious.

Literature: Wellhausen, Die Pharisaei

und die Saducaei (1874). (A.T.O.)

Saisset, ^inile Bdmond. (1814-63.)
Born at Montpellier, and educated in Paris

under Cousin and Joufiroy, he taught philo-

sophy at Cahors, Caen, and Paris. In 1856
he succeeded Damiron at Paris, and retained

the chair until his own death. He belonged,

with Cousin, to the French Eclectic school.

Salisbury, John of (Joannes Parvus,)
also John of Chartres, (cir. 1 110-80).

Named from his birthplace, Salisbury, Eng-
land, he was educated in France, where he

became the zealous pupil of Abelard. Ee-
turned to England, his native land, 1148, and
became intimate with Theobald and Thomas a

Becket. Bishop of Charti'es, 1176-80.

Saltation (in biology) [Lat. saltare, to

jump] : Ger. sjprungJiafte Entwickelung (k.g.)
;

Fr. discordinuite, saccade, saut
;
Ital. evoluzione

saltvariaior a salti).
‘ The phrase “evolution

by saltation” has been used for the sudden ap-

pearance of divergent types, first used by AV. H.
Dali’ (Hyatt, Science, Jan. 29, 1897, 170).

Similar conceptions are covered by the

terms ‘ transilient
’

(Galton) and ‘discon-

tinuous’ variation (Pateson), and Muta-
tion (q. V.). (J.M.B.)

Saltus [Lat., a jump]: Ger. Sprung] Fr.

saut
]

Ital. salto. (i) Saltus in concludendo :

a paralogism which consists in proving

something as an aid in proving something
else and then supposing that something
different has been proved. But by some
writers a mere omission of an obvious step in

a proof is called a saltus.

(2) A ‘saltus in change’ is defined by Kant
as a passage from one state to another with-

out passing through a continuous line of

intermediate changes. (c.s.p.)

Salvation [Lat. salvatio, from salvare,

to deliver]: Ger. Erlusung] Fr. sulut] Ital.

salvazione, salute {dell’ anima). The deliver-

ance which religion promises from the sins

and sufferings and imperfections of the present

life. See Soteeiology.

In Christianity it is provided in the Christian

scheme of redemption, and to a less degree

in Buddhism in the ascetic discipline and
the attainment of Nirvana.

Literature: see Soteeiology, Buddhism,
Nirvana, and Oriental Philosophy
(India). (A.T.O.)

Same (the) and (the) Other : Ger. {das')

Gteiche und {das) Andere] Fr. (Z^-) mem^ et {le)

different ;
Ital. {il) medesimo e {I') altro. These

tei ms, with sameness and otherness, are corre-
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lates which have their technical meaning as

translations of certain terms in the Platonic

philosophy—being otherwise equivalent to the

terms Identity and Difeeebnce, Peema-
NENCB and Change (q. v.). Plato used the

term TavTOTrjs (ravTov) for sameness.

Self-sameness is the characteristic sign of

the Idea, the essential Being
;

while the

material, having movement as its defining

feature, is in continual change or process, a

fact which is exjjressed hy calling it the Other
(to €Tepov=. 6aT€pov). The Sophist(254—6o) aims

to show that logically the Same and the Other

require each other; and tlius to refute the

Eleatic coneeption of pure Being. According to

Timaeus (35-8, and 44), God made the soul

(the Woild soul primarily) by taking the Same
(which is indivisible and unchangeable) and
mixing it with the Other (which is divisible

and has to do with material things), and then

mixing them both with existence. This

mixtui’e was then subdivided according to

complicated mathematical principles
;

the

various proportions and positions of the Same
and the Other account for the peculiarities of

the universe (e. g. the uniformity of the stellar

heavens, and the regular irregularity of the

planetary), and also for the possihilities of

true knowledge and of certain belief. This

identification of the logical principles of identity

and difference with the cosmic principles of

permanence and change, reinforced by mathe-

matic speculation upon the One and the
Many (q. v.), had great influence upon the

later Neo-Platonic theories of the constitution

of the world. Hegel revived the conception of

the Other (das Andere) as expressing the Non-
Beinir, involved in every Somewhat (Etwas)

or defined Being (Casein), constituting its

finitude and its intrinsic tendency to change

(Veranderung). Thus nature is the other of

spirit, and as such is otherness in itself and
to itself, and thus a world of space and time

(Hegel, Werke, iii. 115-8). (j.d.)

Sameness (consciousness of) : see Iden-
tity.

Sanchez, Francis. (1562-1632.) A
Portuguese, educated at Bordeaux. Professor

of medicine in Montpellier, 1584 ;
of medicine

and philosophy in Toulouse until his death.

Like Montaigne and Charron he was a

sceptic.

Sanctification [Lat. sanctijlcatio, from

sanctus, holy, and facere, to make] : Ger.

Heiligung
\

Fr. sanctification] Ital. santifi-

eazione. In Christian theology, the process

by which the sinner who has repented and

been justified through faith, is gradually

purified from the corruption of sin and made
holy.

Sanctification presupposes the atonement,

and the repentance, faith, and justification of

the sinner. It stands correlated with con-

version, which is grace begun in the human
heart

;
whereas sanctification is the pi’ocess hy

which the woi'k of grace is completed The
nature of sanctification is somewhat difiereutly

conceived hy Protestants and Koman Catholics;

the former distinguishing it more specifically

from justification, and laying the greater

emphasis on the agency of sovereign grace

;

the latter practically identifying justification

and sanctification, and emphasizing more the

penance and good works of the believer.

Literature : see Theology. (A.T.o.j

Sanction (ethical) [Lat. sanctus, sacred] ;

Ger. Sanktion, Handlungsbegriindung {-psychu-

logical— Barth); Yr. sanction
]

Ital. sanzione.

Any influence, whether negative or positive,

whether of the nature of punishment or of

reward, which enforces the ohservance of the

moral law, or stimulates to such observance.

In general, however, as a result of juristic

influence, the term has been largely lestiicted

to its negative sense of punishment. Cf. Duty.
The doctrine of moral sanctions is specially

prominent in the Utilitarian school. Bentham
regards pleasure and pain as not only final,

but efficient causes. As efficient causes, or as

capable of giving a binding force to any law

or rule of conduct, pleasure and pain are

termed sanctions. Bentham distinguishes

four such sanctions: the physical, the political,

the moral or popular, and the I’eligious.

According to J. S. Mill :
‘ The question is

often asked, and pioperly so, in regard to

any supposed moral standard : What is its

sanction '? What are the motives to obey it 1

Or more specifically : What is the source of

its obligation I Whence does it derive its

binding force!’ Mill distinguishes the internal

from the external sanctions. The latter are

—

‘ the hope of favour and the fear of displeasure

from our fellow creatui es or from the Kuh r

of the Universe, along with whatever we may
have of sympathy or affection for them or of

love and awe of him, inclining us to do his

will independently of selfish consequences.’
‘ The internal sanction of duty, whatever our

standard of duty may be, is one and the same

—

a feeling in our own mind, a pain, more or

less intense, attendant on violation of duty,

which, in pioperly cultivated moral natuies,

rises, in the more serious cases, into shrinking
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from it as au impossibility: this feeling, when
disinterested, and connecting itself with the

pui e idea of duty, ... is the essence of Con-

science. . . . Its binding force consists in the

existence of a mass of feeling which must be

broken through in order to do what violates

our standard of right, and which, if we do

nevertheless violate that standard, will prob-

ably have to be encountered afterwards in the

form of remorse.’ ‘ This basis of powerful

natural sentiment' constitutes ‘the strength

of the Utilitai'ian morality. This firm i'ounda-

tion is that of the social feelings of mankind,

the desire to be in unity with our fellow

creatures.’ Spencer follows Mill in differ-

entiating the internal or properly moral

control from the external or pre-moral

controls which are preparatory to the moral,

and from which the latter gradually frees

itself. The moral control consists in the

insight into the intrinsic superiority, as

princiifies of conduct, of the more complex,

rejjresentative, and later-evolved feelings to

the simpler, presentative, and earlier-evolved.

The sense of dut}% so far as coercive, is the

product of the pre-moral controls, and de-

creases with the increasing moralization of

conduct.

Literature : Bentham. Introd. to Mor. and
Legisl., chap, iii

;
Mill, Utilitarianism, chap,

iii
;

Spencee, Princ. of Eth., Pt. I. chap.

vii. (j.s.)

Sanction (legal). That by which a law
is enforceable.

‘ The real meaning of all law is that, unless

things proceed in the manner prescribed by
it, the state will, either of its own accord or

if called upon, intervene. The intervention

of the state is what is called the “ sanction
”

of law ’ (Holland on Jurisjyrudence, chap.

viii. 76). Civil sanctions are for the redress of

civil injuries
; 'penal sanctions are for punish-

ing crime. A law without a sanction is

imperfect (see Markby’s Elements of Law,
chap.xix). Pragmatic sanctions: inlatelloman

law, an imperial decree relating to the affairs

of a community {Cod. Theodos., xvi. 5, de

Haereticis, 52); in modern law an ordinance

by the so\ereigu authority concerning objects

of the first importance as to the civil or

ecclesiastical administration, especially that

of Charles VII ofFranee touching the liberties

of tlie Gallican Church.
In early societies sanctions are of a moral

character, coming from reverence for the

gods, custom, and puldic opinion
;

or else

arbitraiy, c ming iiom private vengeance

or royal will (see Maine’s Early Hist, of
Inst., lect. ii. 30). The idea of law probably

precedes that of sanction. ‘ Law is enforced

by the state because it is law : it is not law
merely because the state enforces it ’ (Pollock

on Jurisprudence, chap. i. 27). ‘ Sanctao

quoque res, veluti muri et portae civitatis,

quodammodo divini iuris sunt
;
et ideo nullius

in bonis sunt. Ideo autem murOs sanctos

dicimus, quia poena capitis constituta est in

eos qui aliquid in muros deliquerint. Ideo et

legum eas partes, quibus poenas constituimus

adversus eos qui contra leges fecerint,

sanctiones vocamus’
(7«s<. of Just., ii. i, de

Rerum Divisione, &c., 10). Yet there is

difference of opinion as to this relation. See
Punishment, and Justice. (s.b.b.)

Sanction (in psychology). Any ground
or reason for action, whether or not the

individual is conscious that this is his ground
or reason. Cf. Sanction (ethical, legal,

social).

It seems to be impossible in the present

state of discussion to confine this term to

negative reasons, in accoi'dance with the legal

usage whereby sanctions are mainly penalties

and not rewards. Both psychologically and
philosophically these two classes stand on the

same plane with reference to the individual’s

action : both enter to influence him from the

point of view of consequences. In law the

distinction is of more or less importance, since

by penalties more enforcement can be given

to a command than by rewards; but when
we consider that both enter as preliminary

data, deterrents or inducements, into the

actor’s mental life, this difference is seen to

be piincipally, if not only, one of degree.

As a matter of fact, law has actually developed

a system of punishments rather than one of

rewards, probably under the necessities ofcom-
pulsion, such as imprisonment, &c.

From the psychological point of view the

important distinction is not that between

dcterient and inducing sanctions, but between

conscious and non-conscious sanctions; which

means between the sanction as end, on the one

hand, and as a lower form of motive on the

other, the latter being, perhaps, an influence

of the affective or suggestive order which the

individual does not apprehend at all. Many
of the most important of the social sanctions

are of the last-named sort ; e. g. public

opinion, custom, style, crowd action, &c. The
following classification of sanctions, mainly

with i-efei ence to this type of social influences,

has been drawn up by the present wr iter with
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Sanctions

-

, Personal

(psychic)

3. Social

k(psychological)

greater detail elsewhere (^Social and Eth.

Interj^et., chaps, ix, x) :

—

I

S. of impulse.

Lower hedonic S.

S. of desire.

Higher hedonic S.

S. of right.

/Natural S.

I Pedagogical and conven-
tional S.

Civil S.

I Ethical and religious S.

Following the distinction recommended
elsewhere (see Psychic oe Mental and
Psychological), group (i) of the table above

may be called psychic, or mental, in so far as

the sanction as such enters into the mental

state of the actor. In so far as not entering

into the actor’s mental state as conscious

reasons or motives for action, but still being

reasons for his action, the sanctions of group

(2) are psychological, but not psychic. The jiar-

ticular cases may work from one group to the

other, notably from group (2) to group (i).

Literature : titles given under the other

topics Sanction; Austin, Province of Juris-

prudence. More psychological are Stephen,
Sci. of Eth., chap, iii

;
Bain, Mor. Sci., chap,

ii
;
Baldwin (as cited above), (j.m.e., g.f.s.)

Sanction (social). Any means by which

society induces the individual to act in

accordance with the general will of the

community.
Originally sanction was the act of making

sacred
;
hence later, making sacred by binding,

as by an oath; still later, making solemnly

authoritative, as by a decree
;
and finally, the

penalty attached by law to an illegal act.

Fi'om this last conception we have the notion

of the social sanction, i. e. any penalty which
society attaches to conduct that public opinion

or common sentiment condemns, or any reward
or distinction that society confers for conduct

generally approved. Strictly speaking, all

legal sanctions are included in social sanctions,

which comprehend not only ridicule, public

blame and praise, socially conferred distinction

or office, boycotting, but also such penalties

as fines, imprisonment, and death inflicted by

common consent and by concerted action,

whether legally or illegally. Cf. the other

topics Sanction. (f.h.g.)

Sanguine [Med. Lat. sanguinitas, blood-

relationsliip] : Ger. sanguinisch
;
Fr. sanguin]

Ital. sanquiqno. Of a hopeful Tempeeament

(q. V.) (j.j.)

Sanity (and Sane) [Lat. sanitas^ : Ger.

Gesundheit (gesund)

;

Fr. sante (sain)

;

Ital.

sanitd, salute {sano). Soundness of mind

;

the possession and control of normal mental
faculties. Cf. Insanity. (j.j.)

Sankhya Philosophy : see Oeibntal
Philosophy (India).

Satan [Heb. Satan, an enemy] : Ger.

Satan
;

Fr. Satan
;

Ital. Satana. A name
used in the Hebrew and Christian Scriptui’es

for the great adversary who is represented

as a fallen Archangel. See Devil.

Literature", Caeus, Hist, of the Devil

(1901). See also Deahl. (a.t.o.)

Satisfaction [Lat. satis, enough, -f facere,

to make] : Ger. Befriedigung ;
Fr. satisfaction

;

Ital. soddisfazione. Happiness arising from
a conscious condition of wellbeing usually

connected with the gratification of (i. e. the

attainment of the end of) some particular

sentiment.

So far as satisfaction is contrasted with
happiness, it is (i) by limitation to the more
settled or dispositional sources of pleasure.

We get happiness from the gratification of

lesser desires, but satisfaction from the con-

sciousness of well-directed sentiments, such

as friendship, intellectual endeavour, the

successful issue of a thought-out plan, &c.

We speak of ethical and aesthetic satisfac-

tions where the term happiness would not

be appropriate. (2) By the relative degree

of conscious reflection or contemplation which
is given to the pleasurable state and its object.

A hajipiness may become a satisfaction or

a gratification when we think upon it and
remark its value to us. We take satisfaction

in thinking upon situations which at the first

gave us happiness. Gratification, as a term,

is closely akin to satisfaction, having in it

rather more emphasis on the first distin-

guishing mark noted above, and also more
emphasis on the thought of self. This latter

appears in the gratification of such emotions

as pride, vanity, ambition, &c. (j.m.b.)

Butler speaks of ‘ happiness or satisfaction
’

{^Sermon, xi. § 6 ). Hobbes, on the contrary,

opposes happiness and satisfaction. ‘ The
felicity of this life consisteth not in the repose

of a mind satisfied. For there is no such

finis ultimus, utmost aim, nor summum
honum, greatest good, as is spoken of in the

books of the old moral philosophers. Nor
can a man any more live, whose desii’es are at

an end, than he whose senses and imagina-

tions are at a stand. Felicity is a continual

progress of the desire, Iroin one object to

another, the attaining of the former being
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still but tlie way to the latter. The cause

whei eof is that the object of man’s desire is

not to enjoy once only and for one instant

of time, but to assure for ever the way
of his future desire ’ {Leviathan, chap. xi).

Cf. Mill’s distinction between happiness and

contentment {Utilitarianiim, chap. ii). The
term is also sometimes used as equivalent to

pleasure, or the constituent element of happi-

ness. Shaftesbui y, e. g., speaks of ‘ pleasures

or satisfactions’ {Inquiry concerning Virtue,

Bk. II. Pt. II. § i). Green and other Neo-

Hegelians use the term ‘ self-satisfaction,’

as well as ‘ self-realization,’ to characterize

the good—holding that the self is satisfied

only by being realized. Cf. Green, Prole-

gomena to Ethics, Bk. III. chap, i, and

Spinoza, Ethica, Pt. IV. prop. 52. (J.s.)

Satisfaction (aesthetic), (i) Satisfac-

tion (q.v.) in what is aesthetic.

(2) The term is specially connected with

the principle of the ‘ satisfaction of expectan-

cies,’ in accordance with which an aesthetic

content will be so constituted that its various

parts lead naturally up to one another, as if in

response to a definitely formulated expecta-

tion.

This phrase is Marshall’s, who follows

closely after Bergmann in his development of

the idea borrowed from Schiller in connection

with beauty of form.

Literature

:

Beegmann, Ueber das Schone

(1887); Maeshall, Aesth. Piinc. (1895).
(J.E.A.)

Saturation [Lat. saturare, to fill] : Ger.

Sutligung Fr. saturation] liEi. saturazione.

The correlative term to purity of colour
;
the

relative deficiency in black-white admixture
in any colour sensation. (c.l.e.)

It is the third deteimiiiant of the total

colour impression, besides colour tone and
brightness. It is sometimes spoken of as the

colour intensity of the ‘ colour.’ Cf. Visual

Sensation under Vision, and Beigiitness.

(E.B.T.)

Satyriasis: see Nymphojiania.
Savage [Lat. silvatiens, belonging to a

wood, through Fr.]: Ger. {der) Wilde] Fr.

sauvage
;

Ital. selvaggio (man), selvatico (ani-

mals)— (e.m.) Pei Gaining to the lowest condi-

tion of normal human development.

Owing to the various connotations of a

derogatory character which attach to the

word savage, the term ‘primitive man’ is

preferred by many writers
;

this includes as

well the prehistoric races whose status must
be inferred from their relics, as well as the

crudely organized tribes visited by modern
travellers.

Owing to the essential differences of

habitat, race, endowment, &c., it is impos-
sible to describe any group of mental qualities

or of industrial and social status as character-

istic of savages; but it may be said that

their implements and industries are simple

adaptations of natural materials
;

that the

search for food, or the warfare with neigh-

bouring tribes, occupies a prominent part of

their occupation
;
that their moral and reli-

gious life is largely built up on animistic con-

ceptions of the forces of nature; that their

mental life is limited and monotonous, and
their social organization crude and often

conditioned by nomadic habits. It has been
customary in comparative psychology to com-
pare mental characteristics in the child with
those of savages

;
the analogy is suggestive,

but the difference in physical development
between the two must not be lost sight of.

It has been customary to contrast savagery

with barbaiism, and these with civilization.

However useful in current speech, these

distinctions of large and variable culture

stages are too indefinite to be scientifically

precise. Of. Cultuee, Race, and Antheopo-
LOGY. (J.J.)

Savart’s Wheel : see Laboeatoet and
Appaeatus, III, B, ip ), (4).

Saving Faith ; see Faith for equivalents

of that term. In Clu’istian theology, that

act on the part of the repentant sinner

by means of which or in which the atoning

grace of Jesus Christ is secured and appro-

priated and the sinner justified before God.

Cf. Faith. (a.t.o.)

Saviour [Lat. salvator, from salvare, to

deliver]: Ger. Heiland] Fr. Sauveur] Ital.

Salvatore. One who delivers or provides

a way of deliverance from the evils and
imperfections of the present existence.

In the broad sense, Zoroaster, Buddha,

Mohammed were saviours, inasmuch as tliey

were the authors of schemes of deliverance

from the evils of life. But none of these

claim to save by his own power. They
either profess to be prophets of God, like

Mohammed, or, like Buddha, point out the

way wliich men must realize in their own
strength. In Christianity, on the contrary, the

Saviour also professes to be divine and to save

by his own power; the Christ of Christianity

not only points out the way, but promises

divine help and grace in its realization, (a.t.o.)

Scent (or Odour) [Lat. sentire, to per-
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ceive]: Ger. Geruch; Fr. odeur; Ital. odore.

A specific sort or quality of Smell Sensation
(q.v.), (J.M.B.)

Scepticism [Gr. cTKi-^is, doubt, hesitation,

from aKenreadaL, to look at carefully, to scru-

tinize] ; Ger. Skepticismus
\

Fr. scepticisme
]

Wal. scetticismo. (i) The theory that positive

and certain truth is not attainable by the

human intellect; or (2) the theory that it is

necessary to doubt before reaching truth.

As scepticism denotes a certain mental
attitude or temper, or method of attacking

philosophical problems, the purely formal de-

finition is worth even less than are most terms
which characterize philosophical systems.

It varies from dogmatic assertion of un-
belief, uncertainty, and the impossibility of

attaining truth, to the most nicely balanced

doubt which will not even assert that all is

doubtful, into thoroughgoing subjection of

all philosophical concepts to disbelief until

rational grounds can be found for them. In
this last sense it is opposed to dogmatism,

rather than to theories of the impossibility

of true knowledge. In this sense scepticism

has been at least an implicit factor in all

independent philosophy
;

it has been asserted

by some (Descartes) to be the necessary pre-

liminary to all philosophic belief, and by
others (Hegel) to be a necessary moment in

the complete self-evolution of every philo-

sophic idea and system.

Very different motives have also contri-

buted to the development of the sceptical atti-

tude. Thei’e is (i) the philosojphical.

This is generally evoked as reaction from
highly dogmatic systems

;
and it endeavours,

by criticizing their premises and methods, to

show their entire uutenability. This motif is

reinforced, as a rule, by the fact that diffeient

dogmatic systems hold quite contraiy views,

and the arguments of one may he turned

against those of another until they mutually

demolish one another. Thus the opposition

of the schools of Heraclitus and Parmenides
was a great factor in calling out the scepti-

cism of the Sophists (q. v.). Moreover, the

rapid appearance of diverse and incompatible

systems produces a psychological condition of

unrest and satiety of system which is highly

favourable to scepticism.

(2)

The ethical. A dogmatic system of

thought tends to develop an over-positive

and strenuous disposition in action, a temper
which insists upon carrying its universals

into all the details of conduct, and of imposing

them upon others. It is the basis of political

and tlieological exclusiveness and perse-

cution. This is met by pointing out the

fallibility and relativity of all such principles,

leading to the consequent position that ‘ pro-

bability is tlie guide of life.’ Hence the

necessity of tem|iering even the most general

principles in action by adaptation to circum-

stances, a moral opportunism; and as regards

the conduct of others, of pursuing a policy of

toleration. This motive, while not often ex-

plicitly stated, has perhaps been the animating
spark of the most influential scepticism. It

is certainly the chief motive of the scepticism

of the middle Academy. It influenced also

the school of sceptics headed by Pyridio, but

was overshadowed in him by another ethical

motive — that imperturbability (complete

balance, to give a somewhat too positive inter-

pi’etation) is attainable only as the outcome of

complete doubt, and this is the pre-condition

of complete and undisturbed happiness. Cf.

Schools of Greece, and Pyrrhonism.

(3) The religious. To do away with the

capacity of reason for attaining substantial

spiritual truth has been a favourite way of

proving the necessity of a revelation of such

truth, and establishing the incapacity of

reason to impeach this truth when revealed.

This motive influenced the Latin fathers of

the Church, was active in mediaeval thought,

the nominalistic theory of twofold truth (see

Scholasticism) being only the explicit state-

ment of what after all was a logical presup-

position of the orthodox philosophy. Its

most celebrated modern adherent is Pascal

;

but the point of view appears in another

foim in Mansel’s Limits of Religious Thought,

and, combined with other motifs, is contained

in Balfour’s Foundations of Belief

.

(4) The culture point of view. This is

generally united with the first and second

tendencies, and arises from the feeling that

dogmatism of thought is not compatible with

wide learning and with the polite and urbane

temper. It made itself felt in the Academics,

p irticularly in Cicero. Montaigne is its con-

sistent and delightful repi’esentative in modern
thought; Hume is touched by it; while

secondary philosophic writers, like Matthew
Arnold, are quite sure to be permeated
with it.

The arguments adduced in ancient thought

for scepticism may be summed up as follows

:

(i) The relativity of the senses; in man and
animals

;
in different men

;
in the same man

in different conditions
;
among the diffi rent

senses at the same time. (2) The relativity
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of objects : dependent npon the medium
;
upon

posdion and distance; and manifest in their

constant change and dissolution. (3) The rela-

tivity of belief and opinion: customs, manners,

fundamental moral and religious beliefs differ

radically iu different peoples. (4) The rea-

soning process itself is intrinsically inade-

quate, because all demonstration depends on

prior assumptions or premises, and so on ad

injinitum—the exact converse of the reason-

ing which made Aristotle assume ultimate un-

proved or self-evident premises—the axioms.

The writings of Sextus Empiricus (about 200

A.D.) were a summaiy of all ancient arguments,

and exercised great influence upon thought

after the revival of learning.

iModern scepticism, as in Hume, draws

freely upon the ancient arguments, and yet

has a distinct colouring of its own. It con-

sists largely in turning the senses and I’eason,

as the two supposed sources of knowledge,

against each other, as with Hume
;

and
attempts by an analysis of the process and
elements- of (supposed) knowledge as such,

rather than by accumulating particulars, to

show its inherent incapacity to reach valid

conclusions. It has thus been an indispensable

factor iu the evolution of the modern theory

of knowledge. Indeed, the chief diffeience

appears just here. Ancient scepticism acted

simply as a check, or as resource to minds
that could not accept the dogmatic systems.

It reacted from them, but not into them

;

thej" continued practically unaffected, save in

details. kloderu scepticism has been an

integral factor in constituting not merely the

form, but the content of modern thought.

In this general sense, at least, Kant’s asser-

tion that Ceiticism (q.v.) unites dogmatism
and scepticism, and Hegel’s contention that

sceptical doubt is an immanent factor in all

philosophizing, must be accepted.

Literature-. Seth, art. Scepticism, Encyc.
Brit. (9th ed.), xxi. 395-401 ;

Zimmeemann,
Darstellung d. Pyrrhonischen Philos.

;
Seep,

Pyrrhonische Studien
;

MacColl, Greek
Sceptics from Pyrrho to Sextus; Beochaed,
Les Sceptiejues grecs

;
Tafel, Gesch. u.

Krit. des Skepticismus u. Irrationalismus;

S.ussET, Le Sceptlcisme
;

Zellee, Stoics,

Epicureans, and Sceptics
;
Stahdlin, Gesch.

u. Geist des Skepticismus; Owen, Evenings
with the Sceptics. (j.n.)

Scheiner’s Experiment : Ger. Schemer

-

seller Versuch
; Fr. experience de Scheiner

;

Ital. esperienza dello Scheiner. An experi-

ment in ocular accommodation, illustrating

the formation of double images in (he single

eye. A needle is observed mom cularly through

two piidioles in a card, separated by a less

distance than the diameter of the pupil. The
arrangement has been employed iu optometry
(Helmholtz, Physiol. OptiJc, 2nd ed., 128),

and, by Czermak, for colour mixture (ibid.,

350 -

Literature-. Scheinee, Oculus, 1619; San-
POED, Course in Exper. Psychol., expt. 106;
"Wallee, Human Physiol. (1891), 420. (e.b.t.)

Schelling, Fi’iedrich. Wilhelm Joseph
von. (1775-1854.) Educated at Tubingen
in theology, philosophy, and philology. Went
to Leipzig (1796) and studied mathematics,

natural science, and medicine for two years.

Began lecturing in Jena as a colleague of

Fichte. Became editor of the Zeilschrift fur

speculative Physik, 1800

;

professor in Wiirz-

burg, 1 804 ;
secretary of the Academy of Arts

and Design m Munich, 1808; lecturer in

Erlangen, 1820-6; professor of philosophy

in the University of Landshut, 1826; called

to Berlin, 1841. See Idealism.

Schema [Gr. o-xrjiJ.a, a diagram] : Ger.

Schema-., Fr. scheme-, Ital. schema, (i) The
product, in the Kantian philosophy, of the

exercise of the transcendental imagination iu

giving generality to sense and particularity

to thought. See Schematism.
' (2) A mode of construction

;
a formula for

synthesis which as formula or method is

general, but as embodied or acted upon is

particular. Thus the triangle, or circle, to

the geometer, is schematic. An image which
illustrates a method of space construction

(Kant, Krit. d. reinen Vernunft, 126-30 of

Muller’s translation).

The schema of quantity is number; of a
reality is the continuous and uniform pro-

duction of degrees of sensation
;

of sub-

stance is permanence in time; of causality,

succession of manifold in time so far as subject

to rule
;

of reciprocity, coexistence of the

manifold in time so far as subject to rule.

Democritus used the term schemata,

to denote the characteristic forms of his

atoms. It was also employed to designate

the figures of the Aristotelian syllogism, (j.d.)

Schematism : Ger. Schematismus
;

Fr.

schematisme
-,
lta\. schematismo. The theory, in

the Kantian analysis of knowledge, of the use

of the transcendental imagination as mediating

between sense and understanding.

Kant pushed his dualism between sense

and understanding, or more strictly between

the matter of intuition and the concepts or
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functions of discursive thought, to such an
extreme as to require a connecting bit. The
fonner is immediately given, or received, in

sensibility
;
it constitutes the material of know-

ledge, is manifold, and in itself is blind and
unordered. The latter has only mediate refer-

ence, is an active and unifying process, and
in itself is empty, i. e. is lacking in objective

content and validity. Kant seems to have
thought at first that the a jpriori forms of

perception, space, and time would suffice to

order the otherwise chaotic material of sense.

At least, they are treated in the aesthetic

as given and complete in themselves. But
in the analytic it became apparent that

space and time forms themselves had to be

construed by means of the synthetic func-

tions of thought. It also became obvious

that tlie concepts needed to be imaged in order

to exist even as definite subjective thoughts,

to say notliing of acquiring valid objective

reference. Hence the need of a go-between

to ovei'come the heterogeneity of the two
factors in all knowledge, a go-between, more-
over, which is necessary even for tlie formally

distinct existence of each factor. This was
found in the pure or transcendental imagina-

tion which constructs the pure logical con-

cepts in I’elation to the function which they

perform in ordering time elements (the moment,
duration, and succession). Time is like thought,

as aimori) like sensibility as a manifold; and
thus it possesses characteristics which render

it homogeneous with both, and which fit it for

occupying an intermediate position. Thus the

schematism of the pure understanding ‘ treats

of the sensuous conditions under which alone

pure concepts of the understanding can be

used ’ (Kant, Critic of Pure Reason, Ft, II.

Bk. ll. chap, i; see 119-24 of Muller’s

translation). (j.d.)

Schiller, Johann Christoph Friedrich
von. (1759-1805.) German poet and critic.

Educated in law and medicine in the new
Caidsschule at Stuttgart. Appointed mili-

tary surgeon to a regiment in that city, he

ran away when ordered to desist from writing

poetry, concealing himself for a year near

Meiningen. He became dramatic poet for the

Mannheim theatre
;

went to Leipzig and
Dresden with Korner, 1785 ;

visited Weimar
and met Goethe, 1787 ;

professor of history at

Jena, 1789; formed Goethe’s friendship about

1794; moved toWeimar, 1800; was ennobled,

1802, by Emperor Francis II.

SchilUng, Gustav. (1815-72.) Born
and educated in part at Kothen, he began

the study of medicine in the Nikolaischule at

Leipzig, but was won over to the study of

Herbartian philosophy by Drobisch and
Hartenstein. In 1840 he became Privat-

rlocent at Giessen
;

professor extraordinary

in 1846; and professor ordinary in 1851.

He died at Giessen.

Schism [Gr. o-xiV/ia, a cleft] : Ger.

Schisma; Fr. scMsme; Ital. scisma. A breach

within an ecclesiastical organization, caused by
differences regarding doctrine or discipline,

which leads to the formation of the dissenting

party into a separate body.

The term schism, which etymologically

signifies a split within a body, according to

current usage is ajrplied only when the lueach

has resulted in secession and separate organi-

zation. A schismatic is an}- one who promotes

divisions which threaten secessions. (A.T.O.)

Schlegel, Friedrich. (1772-1829.) Edu-
cated at Gottingen and Leipzig

;
lectured

(1801) in Jena, and (1802) in Paris; studied

oriental languages in Paris; joined the Roman
Catholic Church, 1808; settled in Vienna,

where he lectured and wrote until his death.

A native of Hanover', he was a historian of

art, aesthetics, and philology.

Schleiermacher, Friedrich Ernst
Daniel. (1768-1834.) Born at Breslau, he
attended the Pedagogium of Niesky and the

Barby seminary of the United Brethren; studied

theology at Halle
;

jurvate tutor and assistant

preacher before 1796; after 1796 preacher

for the Churite in Berlin
;
court chaplain at

Stolpe, 1802 ;
assistant professor of tlieology

in Halle, 1804; preacher in the church of

the Trinity, Berlin, 1809 ;
professor at Berlin,

1810; secretary of the Academy, 1814. Cf.

Religion (philosophy of, and psychology

of).

Schmid, Leopold. (1808-69.) Born at

Ziirich
;

studied at Tubingen and Munich

;

professor of theolog}" in the seminary at Lim-
burg, 1831 ;

at Giessen, 1839 ;
elected bishop

of IMainz, but Pope Pius IX refused to con-

firm him on account of his liberal views;

left the theological, and entered the philo-

sophical faculty at Giessen, 1867.

Scholastic : see Latin and Scholastic
Teeminologt, Scholasticism, and Patkistic

Philosophy, and cf. Veebal.
Scholasticism (the Schoolmen) [Lat.

scholasticus, trans. of Gr. axoXaaTiKos, from

to lecture, to be master of a

school] : Ger. Scho’astik, scholastische Philo-

sojphie; Yv. j^hiloiophie scolasiique, or simply

scojastique; Ital. (Ja) scolastica. (i) The
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luime of the period of meditaeval thought in

which philosophy was pursued under the

domination of tlieology, having for its aim
the exposition of Christian dogma in its

relations to reason. See Histoky of Philo-
sophy, and Latin and Scholastic Termino-
logy.

(2) Any mode of thought chai’acteiized by
excessive refinement and subtlety; the making
of formal distinctions without end and without

special point.

Scholasticism is distinguished, on one

hand, from Arabian philoso})hy (see, however,
lower down) carried on outside the pale of

the Church
;
and from Mysticism (q.v.), which

is found within the Church paralleling Scho-

lasticism. The latter emphasizes logical and
formal processes

;
as the former, feeling and

inner experience.
)

Charlemagne founded

schools of learning all over France, which
was, thereafter, the special home of learning

and of science. The teachers were termed
doctores scliolastici (Ueberweg, Hist, of
Philos., i, according to whom the use of the

teim may be traced back to Theo2ihrastus),

while the wandering scholar-teachers from
the mission schools of the Church were termed
scholastici (Erdmann, Hist, of Philos., i. 288).

They were ecclesiastics, so it is not a matter

of surprise that they philosophize wholly in

the ii.terests of the Church. The language

is Latin. The method is comment upon and
exposition of selected passages of Scripture

and the early logicians, and finally of the

Church fathers and Aristotle. They com-
bined with their strictly philosoiihic jiursuils

all the science and culture of their age (in the

Trivium and Quadrivium). Cf. Patristic
Philosophy.
/' The schools were founded in the 8th

century, but it is not till the 9th that

specifically philosojihic thought apjrears.

While in one sense scholasticism still con-

tinues as the official teaching of the Homan
Catholic Church, its dominance and its

independent career ceased with the Eenais-

sance and the 15th century. The intervening

five centuries are conveniently divided into

three sub-pei iods
:

(
i )

the formation of

scholasticism, formulation of its problems

;

(2) its systematization; (3) its decline. The
three periods may also be characterized by their

reference to antiquity. The first was based
ujion fragments of Aristotle’s logical writings

and Neo-Platonic commentaries; the second is

due to systematic acquaintance with Aristotle;

the third to the humanistic revival of all

ancient learning, which, even when honouring
Aristotle, gave him a freer interpretation.

I. In the first period, Scotus Erigena
is in many respects nearer to the mystics

than to the scholastics jiroper, and is pan-
theistic in his theology. He is influenced

chiefiy by the Neo-Platonists rather than by
.•\ristoile. But in two respects he is ex-

tremely important for scholasticism in the

narrower sense, (a) He asserts the essential

identity of the content of faith and reason,

and in the most immediate way. Any dictum
of authority is reasonable, and every rational

principle may be considered as dogma
;
true

religion is true philosoidiy, and vice versa.

The problem thus raised of the relation

between the two is of determining importance

for the entire period. (6) He assumes a

complete parallelism of the hierarchy of

being on one side, and thought on the other,

proceeding from the most universal to the

most particular
;

the former comprehends
and produces the latter. Creation is equiva-

lent to the logical unfolding or making
explicit of the sujrreme universal, from God
down, in a graded scale of beings, to the

individual things of sense—the lowest form

of reality. This might be termed the deduc-

tive process. On the other hand is the

eternal return to God— i. e. the logical in-

clusion of the particulars again in the

universal, the inductive movement. This

involves, as ajipli'-d to man, the theory of

redemption, immortality, &c. Now the signifi-

cance of this is not only in its frankly stated

PiEALiSM (q.v., i), but in the use of this

realism to state and exirlain the fundamental

doctiines of the Church— those of creation,

the Trinity, sin, and redemption.

In this connection the discussion becomes

one of tremendous import—of the relation of

God as the universal to the individual, to

man. When separated from this relationship,

the whole realistic-nominalistic discussion

degenerates into formal subtleties and re-

finements. It is Anselm who carries out in

a systematic and reflective way the j)hilo-

sophical statement of all the dogmas of the

Chinch, and who secs in realism the only

justification of the supivme authority of God,

of the doctrine of the 'I'linity, and asserts

that nominalism is only the deification of

sensible things. It also leads him to the

Ontological Argument (q.v.). Pioscelin,

as a nominalist, had shown that its effect

on theology is to substitute a doctrine of

tritheism for the Trinity, while Berengar
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had used it to attack the doctrine of tran-

substantiation. Thus the doctrine was
brought under the ban of the Church. But
the statement of realism as a theory of tlie

divine nature and of creation revealed the

essential difficulties in it. Admitting that

the universals are the real in the mind of

God, and the archetypes of all created things,

the jjroblem arises as to just how these are

related to the things of the sensible world.

The doctrine easily lent itself to a pantheistic

interpretation or absorption of individuals in

God. This tendency was evident in \^'illiam

of Champeaux and also in Bernard of Chartres.

It also led to the conclusion that since the

class as substance is in all the individuals it

includes (these being indeed only its accidents),

one and tlie same substance must have
mutually contradictory ’ attributes. Hence
Abelard attempts a mediation of these extreme
views ill a realistically tempered conceplu-

a'lism. This theory was long completely

victorious, and put to rest this strife, ajr-

pearing satisfactory both theologically and
logically.

But as to the other problem raised by
Erigena, Alielard leaned decidedly to the side

of reason
;
he attributes to it a decisive, not

merely a formalizing power, and criticizes

the fathers freely, bringing out their contra-

dictions not to show how they may be

nullified, but in order that reason may get at

the truth of the matter— the real content of

faith. So far as the logical movement is

concerned, we find it after this time carried

on ill a highly rationalistic theology, as in

Gilbert of Poitiers, and in the development

of that system 'of argumentative distinctions

which is still to some minds the chief char-

acteristic of scholasticism. This brought out

a reaction—a condemnation of all dialectic;

and the assertion of the content of faith as

supreme above all reason, as in Hugo, and

still more the Victoeines (q. v.)—following a

more or less mystic path and occupied mainly

with the anthropology of the inner religious

life. John of Salisbury reacts in another

direction, and occupies himself with a psycho-

logical examination of the questions which, on

their logical side, had gone to seed in empty
formalism—questions of the relation of sensa-

tion, perception, and understan ling in arriv-

ing at concepts, and the psychical relations of

faith, opinion, and knowledge
;
and also with

scholarly synopses of previous thought.

II. The seeond period is not only richer in

content, but much clearer in its main features.

The struggle with oriental Mohammedanism
and the outcome of the crusades resulted in

opening Europe not only to Arabian philo-

sophy with its interpretation of Aristotle, but
also to Arabian and Jewish science, much
wider and more exact than was occidental,

and systematized, after the Aristotelian

fashion, by relation to metaphysical princi-

ples. The period commences accordingly in

the 1 3th century
;
and while in the early part

of this century the writings of Aristotle are

condemned by the Church, in the next century

Aristotle stands on practically the same level

with Augustine, the greatest of the fathers,

and is officially declared to be the forerunner

of Christ in natural matters, as John the

Baptist was in matters of grace, and is known,
briefly, as Tlie philosopher. The writings of

Aristotle were made known in their complete-

ness
;

not simply the logical treatises—in

fragmentary form at best. The scholastic

method gets shape, consisting first in the

breaking up of tbe text discussed into a

number of projiositions
;
secondly, questions

are raised, and the variety of possible answers

set forth
;

thirdly, arguments, pro and con.,

are adduced in a syllogistic chain, leading to

a conclusiou. The logical distinguishing or

dialectic, so developed in the previous period,

and yet having little or no aim outside itself,

now becomes a useful instrument, and 'is

handled with great power, being reinl'orced by

the more substantial parts of the Aristotelian

logic. When we apply this apjraratus, both

of the substance—metajihysics, physics, psy-

chology, and ethics—and form—the modified

logic, or dialectic of thought —to the service

of the doctiines of the Church (themselves

the richest summary in existence of spiritual

and ethical experience), we have the scholastic

philosophy of this period, of which Windel-

band [Hist, of Philos., 31 1) says it was ‘an

adjustment and arrangement of world-moving

thoughts upon the largest and most imposing

scale history has known.’

Alexander of Hales, Alhertus Magnus, and

St. Thomas Aquinas are the greatest of

many names here. The first develops the

method in a practical way, as a help to

the orderly exposition and demonstration of

dogma
;
the second develops it in a theoretical

way, and as applied to the entire philosophy

of Aristotle as well as to the dogma of the

Church
;
while the third makes an oi-gaiiic

fusion of the two factors, and thus brings the

movement to its culmination. As to the

content of their philosophy, it must be borne
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iu niiud that Arabian Aristotelianism was

conceived in a Neo-Platonic sense. It was
pantheistic in tendency, denying the tran-

scendence of the absolute reason or God;
holding to the eternity of matter, ‘ ci’eation

’

being the realization of potentiality, not a

distinct act of effecting the world out of

nothing; and denying the individual immor-

tality of the soul. Hence Albertus and St.

Thomas must, while adhering to Aristotle,

justify the doctrines of the transcendent and

creating God, and the immortal individuality

of the soul, as distinct from its realistic absorp-

tion in deity. Cf. St. Thomas (philosophy of).

The Aristotelianism of these men produced

a reaction, of which Duns Scotus is the leader

:

Bonaventura and Eckhart are classed among
the mystics. Their controversy concerned

three points in particular: (i) the relation

of faith to reason; (2) the relation of intellect

and will
; (3) the nature of individuality.

(i) In spite of (or, better, because of) the

conviction of Albertus and St. Thomas as to

the relation of Aristotle to Church dogma, they

are compelled to set aside certain doctrines

as simply the products of revelation, uttei ly

inaccessible to the natural mind—it being clear

that Aristotle had not taught the doctrine of

the Trinity or the Incarnation, &c. (In this

period, as in the earlier one, it was the

mystics who, drawing on Neo-Platonism,

attempted a speculative construction of these

doctrines.) They are above reason, but not

contrary to it. The natural light can lead to

certain truths, the content of natural religion

and morality
; but above this is supernatural

religious and ethical truth, which is ‘of

grace,’ not of nature, and is revealed, not

discoveied. This, the so-called doctrine of

the twofold truth, is the basis of the teach-

ings of Albert and St. Thomas. But having
gone so far, it is difficult not to go further;

and here is the rift in the lute which finally

destroys the unity of scholasticism. Duns
Scotus (generally regarded as the most acute

philosophical mind of the period) held that

theology was only a practical matter, aiming
at salvation from sin, having to do with the

will, not the intellect, while philosophy is

pui’e theory. Each is right in its own sphere.

The doctrine was conceived in good faith in

order to give to dogma a claim untouched by
reason

;
for Scotus was acute enough to see

that if reason can assist or confirm theology,

it can also attack or criticize it. But its

actual effect was in the 0 her direction.

Reason was given greater scope and stringency;

all sorts of propositions, theologically here-

tical, were proved, with the pious clause

(sometimes in good faith, sometimes not) that

though this was so according to reason, the

opposite w'as true accoi’ding to faith.

(2) The same insistence upon the practical

side is found in the psychology and ethics of

Scotus. While St. Thomas followed the Greek
position which uniformly made knowledge, con-

templation, identity of subject and object in

rational intuition, higher than the will, Scotus

followed Latin thought, which had found its

religious expression in St. Augustine. The will,

according to the Thomists, is determined by
the good, which is discerned, both in general

and in particular cases, by the reason (see

Peksbity)
;
moreover, reason has an objective

metaphysical significance, an intrinsic relation

to truth. But Scotus gives a psychological,

or historical, account of knowledge; it is a

natural process, and hence, if the will is

dependent upon it, it in turn is really

determined by nature with its necessity.

Hence the will, as self-included power of

choice, is really fundamental. God is free,

because of the radical primacy of the will.

He created the world out of his sheer will,

not in conformity to prescriptions of reason

—

a position which, of course, dovetailed excel-

lently into the separation of theology from

philosophy. Moreover, salvation is not the

eternal vision or contemplation of God, but

a state of wiU—love—superior to contempla-

tion.

(3) The emphasis upon reason tends to

leave the individual in a precarious condition,

for it is connected with the Greek realism,

the assertion of the higher reality of uni-

versals. While Aristotle had held to God as

a transcendent individual, as pure form,

Averroes had insisted that there is no form

without matter, and thus developed a pan-

theistic theory. St. Thomas here, as in his

theory of the sphere of grace and of nature,^

attempted to establish an equilibrium. In the

immaterial world, pure and suhsistent forms

are real and active without any attachment

to matter; while in the material, forms are

realized only in matter (are inherent). Now
man belongs to both worlds : as rational soul,

he is the lowest of pure immaterial forms; as

animal soul (having body), he is the highest of

the other type. And in man both of these are

bound together into a single unity—the only

form which is both subsistent and inherent.

But St. Thomas had also to deal with differ-

ences of personality— the so-called
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individuationis. God is absolute genus and
individual at the same time, and uniquely so.

Each angel is relative genus and individual

in one. But different human individualities

have but one genus. Their diffei entiation is

due to the determination of matter, to dis-

tinctions of time and place
;
hence they are

substantialized only through their relations

to definite bodies. Against this view,

which seemed to them to deny spiritual

and ethical individuality, the Scotists pro-

tested. According to them, the individual

soul, qua individual or differentiated, is a

self-subsistent reality, and is not a mere

determination of a genus (see Eealism, i).

III. There are both intrinsic and, relatively

speaking, extrinsic reasons for the break-up

of scholasticism. Intrinsically, in Thomism
it reached its culmination. After reason and
faith had each received its exact position, and

reason had been used wherever possible to

demonstrate faith, and when this was not

possible, to show that, at least, the dogma
was not contrary to I’eason, the scheme was
virtually complete. To develop it was to

transform it. And the Scotist teachings

threatened in a more active way the unity of

the system. This happened not only by
emphasizing the rights of reason within the

theoretical world, but by its assertion of the

reality of the individual soul, which easily

developed—as in William of Occam— into

extreme nominalism, the doctrine that only-

individuals are anywhere real. Moreover,

this led to empiricism, for while the uni-

versal can be apprehended in thought, the

individual (as even Scotus had taught) must
be met with in experience to be known.
Moreover, Scotism had everywhere a more
psychological colouring than Thomism, and
by furthering reflection in empirical psycho-

logy, went far to usher in a new way of

thinking. The external causes (stimulated,

however, by these intrinsic ones) were
Humanism (q. v.), the revival of learning,

and the newly awakened interest in nature,

with its daughter, mathematical and physical

science. The latter finds its forerunner in

Roger Bacon and its expression in Copernicus

and Galileo. With them, the natural world

of the scholastics, so intimately bound up with
their metaphysics and theology, is destroyed,

and a new order of conception ushered in.

Literature', of the histories of philosophy,

Eedmann is unusually full in this period

;

and WiNDELBAND (who has been largely

followed) is noteworthy in his seizing upon

main problems and streams amid all the

diversity of writings—a thing more difficult

in Scholasticism than elsewhere. Peaktl's
Gesch. d. Logik is the authority on the logical

side. The art. ‘ Scholasticism ’ in the Encyc.

Brit, is an excellent summary. As general

histories,we have Haueeau, Hist, de la philos.

scol.
;
Kaulich, Gesch. d. skol. Philos.

;
and

Stockl, Gesch. d. Philos, d. Mittelalters. See

also St. Thomas (philosophy of). (j.d.)

Schoolmen (theology of the) : Ger. Lelire

der Scliolastiker Fr.theoloyie scolaslique; Ital.

teologia degli scolastici. The religious system

developed by the Schoolmen of the middle

ages, having for its characteiistic aim the

translation of the dogmas of the Christian

faith derived fiom Scripture and tradition

into a body of organized scientific knowledge

by means of the application to them of the

concepts and processes of philosophical

reflection. See Pateistic Philosophy,
Scholasticism, and St. Thomas (philo-

sophy of).

The scholastic movement begins properly

with the nth century and extends on to

the Reformation. Its differentiating charac-

teristics as a theological movement are (i) its

assumption of the Church dogmas as absolute

and indisputable truth; (2) its introduction of

philosophy, principally the dialectical system

of Aristotle as an instrument for the transla-

tion of the proposition of faith into one of

rational knowledge. Beginning pi'actically

with Anselm, the great Schoolmen include

the names of Roscellinus, William of Cham-
peaux, Abelard, Bernard of Clairvaux, Peter

Lombard, John of Salisbury, Alexander of

Hales,Bonaventura, Albertus Magnus, Thomas
Aquinas, Duns Scotus, Roger Bacon, William

of Occam, Raymond of Sabunde, and Nicholas

of Cusa. The scholastic movement is divisible

into two great periods, separated by the

Arabian revolution of the 12th century,

which placed a fuller knowledge of Aristotle

at the disposal of European scholars.

Literature-. Hampden, The Schol. Philos,

considered in its Relation to Christ. Theol.

(London, 1838); Thomasius, Dogmenge-
Echichte des Alittelalters (Erlangen, 1870);
Townsend, The Great Schoolmen of the Middle

Ages (London, 1882); histories of philosophy,

Uebeeweg and Eedmann. See also Scho-
lasticism. (A.T.O.)

Schools of Greece : Ger. Phtlosophen-

schulen der Chiechen
;
Fr. ecoles philosophiques

de la Grece
;

Ital. scuole Jilosofiche dei Greet.

(i) In a looser sense, the various groups of
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Greek thinkers, allied by race, locality, or

opinion, e. g. Ionics, Sceptics.

(2) In a stricter sense, the more or less

definitely organized groups which had per-

sonal relationship as a more or less funda-

mental element, and carried on joint labours

under a recognized head or ‘ scholarch.’ The

ideas of some founder, such as Plato or

Epicurus, were thus defended and elaborated

by successive generations of the school.

I. The more important schools in the

narrower sense may he grouped under three

periods, Pre-Socratic, Socratic, and Post-So-

cratic. To the first belong (i) the Milesians,

located at Miletus, comprising Thales, Anaxi-

mander, and Anaximenes, of tlie 6th century

B.c. Heraclitus ofEphesus (about 536-470 B.c.)

is often grouped with them under the general

term Ionic school. (2) The Pythagoreans, of

Crotona in Italy, founded by Pythagoras of

Samos (horn about 580 b.c.), and having Philo-

laus of the next century as the most prominent
philosopher. (3) The Eleatics, of Elea in

Italy, together with Xenophanes (of Colo-

phon, born about 570 b.c.
;
his connection with

Elea is doubtful), Parmenides (who wiote

about 470 B.c.),and Zeno (about 490-430B.C.)

;

Melissus of Samos shared Eleatic views. (4)
The Atomists, of Abdera in Thrace, of which

Leucippusand Democi’itus (about 460—360B.C.)
are the leading members, although Protagoras

(about 460—410 B.c.) went out from this city

also. All the above, as well as Anaxagoras of

Clazomenae (about 500—430 b.c.), who founded

a school at Lampsacus, were lonians. For
tlieir theories see Pee-Soceatic Philosophy.
In the second half of the 5th century b.c. the

schools or philosoiEical societies, with the

exception of the Pythagoreans and the school

of Abdera, gave place to the freer and more
public discussion which characterized the

teaching of the Sophists (q.v.) and of

Socrates.

II. The second period is that of Socrates

(469-399 B.c.) and the Socratic schools.

Socrates himself conducted his discussions in

so public a manner that he could hardly be said

to have a school. But his disciples founded

several, each claiming to represent the teach-

ing of the master. For Plato and his school,

the Academy, as well as Socrates, see Socea-
Tic Philosophy, and below.

The other Socratic schools were: (i)

the school of Megara (the Megarians or

Eristics), founded by Euclid, which applied

the Eleatic metaphysics to the Socratic

principles, maintaining the good to be the

only being, and asserting that the actual and
the possible are one. Eubulides, Alexinus,

Diodorus Cronus, and Stilpo were members of

the school, which was famous for its skill in

‘eristic’ or polemic, with a use of catch-

questions and logical subtleties. Little is

known of (2) the Ehnn-Eretrian school

founded by Phaedo of Elis, which lasted but

a short time, and had Mcuedemus as another

member. (3) The Cynic school (named from

the gymnasium Cynosarges, in which it was
conducted) was founded by Antisthenes.

Starting from the principle that virtue is the

only good, the school argued that viitue

must therefore make man indejjendent of

fate and fortune. It must then coiisist in

freedom from wants—in living in a ‘ state of

nature.’ Diogenes is the famous representa-

tive of this. (4) The Cyrenaic school, founded

by Aristippus of Gyrene, maintained that the

good is to be found iii pleasure. The Socratic

element manifests itself in the doctrine that

the completest pleasure can be gained only by
intelligent insight and appraisal. This led

to a preference of mental over bodily pleasure

bj^ later members of the school (Anniceris).

Hegesias drew a pessimistic conclusion. The
Epicureans were the heirs of the Cyrenaic

teaching. See Hedonism.
III. In the thiid period are included the

most celebrated schools; (i) Tlje Academy
(from a grove and gymnasium named from

the hero Academos), at first, as (a) the ‘Older

Academy,’ developed Plato’s teaching, especi-

ally on the ethical side, and combined with it

the Pythagorean number theory; then, as (6)

the Middle Academy, under Arcesilaus (about

3 1
5-2 4 1 B.c.) andCarneades (214-129 B.C.),was

an exponent of Scepticism (q v.); and finally,

in (c) the New Academy, under Philo of Larissa

(about 100 B.c.) and Antiochus, turned to dog-

matism and eclecticism. Plato’s doctrines

were later studied and developed in the form

known as Neo-Platoni.sm (q. v.) at Alex-

andria by Ammonius (175-250 A. d.) and

Plothms (204-69 A. D.), and also in a Syrian

school founded by lamblicus (died about

330 A. D.). Neo-PJatonism at Athens was
represented by Plutarcli (died about 120 a.d.)

and Proclus (41 1—85 a.d.). Damascius was
head of the Academy when it was closed

by the Emperor Justinian in 529 A.D.

(2) The Peripatetic school, founded by
Aristotle (384-322 B.c.) was located in the

Lyceum, a gymnasium sacred to Lycaean
Apollo (Lycaeus, a mountain in Arcadia).

The school was named from the shady walks
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(neptnaroi) in whicE Aristotle talked -with his

disciples. Theophrastus (370-287 b.c.) and

Strato, his successor, as head of the school,

maintained and developed Aristotle’s theories,

but the school was especially active in literary,

historical, and scientific studies. In ethics

the school maintained a less extreme view

than either Stoics or Epicureans, holding that

external goods are necessary for the attain-

ment of complete wellbeing, although, on the

other hand, virtue is worthy to be sought for

its own sake, and other goods without virtue

are valueless.

(3 )
The Stoic school,founded at Athensby Zeno

of Cyprus (about 340-265 B.c.), was so named
fromthe porch (Sroa rro«iXi?) where Zeno taught.

Of Zeno’s successors, Cleanthes is known as

the author of a hymn to Zeus, and Chrysippus

(died 206 B. c.) for his extraordinary produc-

tiveness, and for the ability with which he

systematized and defended the Stoic principles.

The Stoic principles proved especiallycongenial

to Roman thinkers, to whom they were pre-

sented especially by Panaetius (cir. 1 80-1 11

B. c ), with more or less of an eclectic adoption

of ideas from other schools. Seneca (4-65
A. D.), Epictetus (cir. 100 A. d.), and Marcus

Aurelius Antoninus (Emperor 161—180 A. d.)

represent a Stoicism modified by religion. The
doctrines of the school will be treated below
in connection with those of the Epicureans.

(4) The Epicurean school was founded by
Epicurus (341—270 B.c.) and conducted in

the gardens of the master. Many works of

Pbilodemus, a contemporary of Cicero, were
found at Herculaneum, but the best known
literary representative of the school is the

Roman poet Lucretius (98-54 b. c.). The
school was noted for the personal friendships

which it fostered, and for the strictness with

which it adhered to the founder’s doctrines.

It continued as late as the 4th century, and
its principles were taken up and reproduced for

the modern world by Gassendi (1592-1655).
The Socratic philosophy had (a) grown

out of an attempt to interpret the life of Greek
culture at its height. (6) It was given a

dualistic development by Plato under the in-

fluence of the cult of Dionysus. It was
partially restored to a philosophy of ‘ this

world ’ by Aristotle, but the Platonic influence

remained manifest in the very conceptions

through which reality was conceived. (c)

In this ilevelopment the theoretical interest

was always present, and in Aristotle assumed
the commanding position. The Stoic and
Epicurean schools represented a different
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attitude in each of these three respects. (i)

Greek civic life had disintegi’ated. The rich

artistic and political activity of the citizen

had given place to the quest for a measure of

happiness for the individual, (ii) The Stoic

harked back to the more primitive animistic

view of the world, especially in the fonn in

which this was presented by Heraclitus (see

Pee-Soceatic Philosophy), and the Ejucu-
reans took up a negative attitude towards
all religious conceptions, (iii) The dominant
aim in both Stoic and Epicurean schools was
practical. Theoretical interests were kept
entirely subordinate.

() The common problem of both schools

was—How can the individual lead a happy
life 1 The Greek demand for intelligence,

especially as formulated in the philosophy of

Socrates, led both schools to give a common
formal answer to their problem in their ideal

of the sage—the wise man who knows the

true good. Further, the political uncer-

tainties, and the change from an attitude of

boundless hope and thirst for achievement to

an attitude of accepting certain limitations

as inevitable, found exjaression in both systems

in certain qualities of the ideal sage. He
must above all be independent of the world’s

fortunes. This meant that he must be master
of his own emotional life, for it is only through
the feelings that we are at the mercy of events.

Repose, imperturbability, apathy are the con-

ditions most prized. But in defining how
this shall be attained, the ways part. The
Epicureans, following the Cyrenaics, seek

this peace by a choice of the calmer pleasures,

especially those of friendship and culture, by
avoiding political or other responsibilities,

and by freeing the mind from superstitious

fears of the gods and the future. Far from
teaching a coarse sensualism, Epicurus main-
tained that a wise man would not allow him-
self to become the slave of violent desires or

passions; he will remain master of himself.

The Stoics, on the other hand, maintained that

the sage shows his wisdom, not in distin-

guishing between pleasures—as if feeling were

after all the only good—but in maintaining

the supremacy of reason as against feeling.

The controlling or ruling faculty is the most
important part of man. To obey reason is to
‘ follow nature ’

; to keep reason ever supreme
is the chief excellence or virtue, and virtue is

the only good
;

to overcome the world means
to be completely free from passions or emo-
tions. This is ‘ apathy.’

() The Stoic and Epicurean views of nature
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stood iu close connection with tlieir ethical

ideas. Epicurus found in the atomic theory

of Democritus a view of the cosmos which

offered a purely mechanical theory, and was

hence adapted to banish superstitious dread

of the unseen. The only important deviation

from the earliest atomism was the assumption

that to form the first complexes, the atoms

deviated voluntarily from a straight line of

fall. ‘ Voluntarily ’ here means ‘ without

cause,’ and the same conception of uncaused

action was applied by Epicurus to the choice

of the will (see Feeedom). The Stoics, on

the other hand, developed the primitive ani-

mistic theory of the cosmos in such a way as

to make their conception capable of being

characterized at once as pantheism and as

materialism. This was effected through the

conception of the Pneuma (q. v., see also

Psyche), which was on the one hand the all-

pervading and animating spirit or life of the

universe, and on the other was still a material

substance, a finer air or fiery breath. In

this pneuma each individual shares. Accord-

ingly, to follow nature means not merely to

follow human nature's highest principle of

reason, but to conform to the all-pervading

und controlling principle of the world, to the

divine law or Logos (q. v.) which characterizes

the pneuma in this its rational aspect.

Resignation to destiny, voluntary con-

formity to the on-going of the world, was thus

given a rational motive, and with many took

on the distinctly religious aspect of submis-

sion to the divine ordering of events.

The early emphasis upon the control over

the individual by some system or authoiity

had retieated into the background in the

presence of the search for a principle which
should be first good and therefore binding.

In the Stoic system this emphasis is restored

in the conce](tion of ‘duty.’ Further, this

conception of participation in a common
world-reason favoured the concejition of man
as a social being and a citizen of a world-

state—a philosophic ideal which Cicero and
later Roman thinliers applied to the Roman
Empire. The law of this univeisal state is

the ‘ law of nature,’ i. e. of tlie universal

reason. The Epicureans consistentlj’ held an

individualistic view of the state, regarding it

as formed by a ‘compact’ to su])ply human
wants. Finally, in defending their view of

the world as controlled by reason, the Stoics

developed the leading aignments of Teleo-
logy (cj. V.), while the Epicureans refused to

admit their validity.

(c) As respects the problems of logic and
epistemology, the Stoics and Epicureans were
forced to assert some criterion as against the

Sceptics (q. v.). Both schools assume that

all knowledge comes from sense-perceptions.

The Epicureans made the clearness or vivid-

ness of these the test. The Stoics found a
further basis for the value of certain general

conceptions in their metaphysical theory that

the various human spirits or pneumata are

emanations from the one world-pneuma. Ideas

common to all men—communes notiones—
may be presumed to be true. This theory as

transformed into the doctrine of ‘ innate

ideas ’ long remained influential. The Stoics

also asserted the distinction between ideation

and Judgment (q. v.), and recognized in this

latter a volitional element.

Literature : H. Diels, Ueber die Philo-

sophenschulen d. Griechen, in Zeller-Aufsatze

(1887) ;
UsENEE, Organisation d. wiss. Arbeit,

Preuss. Jahrb., liii. i ff. ; V. Wilamowitz-
MOllendokp, Antigonos von Karystos, Philol.

Stud., iv. (1881) 269 ff
. ;

E. Heitz, Die

Philosophenschulen Athens, Deutsche Rev.,
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schools see under Pke-Soceatio Philo-
sophy
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for the Socratic schools see Zellee,

Socrates and the Socratic Schools (trans. by
Reichel, 1885), and the histories of philosophy

by Uebeeweg and Windelband; for the

later period, in addition to the above, Zeller,

Plato and the Older Academy
;
Aristotle and

the Earlier Peripatetics
;
and Stoics, Epicu-

reans, and Sceptics; Weygoldt, Die Philos,

d. Stoa (1883); Ogeeeau, Essai sur le Syst.
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under the titles Hedonism, Pyeehonism,
Neo-Platonism, Soceatic Philosophy; and

reports ofrecent literature on the earlier period

by Diels and Wellmann, and on the later
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Schopenhauer, Arthur. (1788-1860.)

Born at Danzig, his father a banker, he

studied at Gottingen, under the sceptic

Schulze, being specially interested in Kant
and Plato; heard Fichte in Berlin, 1811.

Received the doctorate, 1813. Moved from

Weimar to Dresden (1814-8), where he

wrote his most important works. He niade
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two journeys into Italy, and two ul successful

attempts (1820 and 1825) to lecture on philo-

sophy at Berlin. After 1831 he lived in retire-

ment at Frankfort-on-the-Main. See Volun-
tarism, and Optimism and Pessimism.

Schopenliauerism (or -eauisml : Ger.

die Schopenhauer’sche Philosophic’, Fr. Scho-

penhauerisme
]

Ital. Schopenhauerismo. (i)

The philosophy of Schopenhauer. (2) Volun-
tarism (q. V.). (J.D.)

Schubert, Gotthilf Heinrich. (1780-

1860.) Natumlist and philosopher, educated

at Jena and Leipzig. He became professor

of natural science at Erlangen.

Schulze, Gottlob Ernst. (1761-1833.)
An opponent of Kant. Born at Heldrungen in

Thiiringen. Professor at Gottingen after 1810.

Science [Lat. scientia, knowledge] :

Ger. (i) Wissenschaft, (2) Naturwissenschaft,

exakte Wissmsehaft Pr. science] \ta\. sciema.

(
I )

Knowledge
;

in particular, knowledge in

the eminent sense as the outcome of the

systematic and trustworthy functioning of

the cognitive processes. Systematic co-ordina-

tion and certainty have, therefore, often been

specified as the notes of science.

Ill this sense the term may he used of

knowledge as a whole, or of any branch or

department of knowledge which is so far

ordered and reliable that it is entitled to the

name. Distributively (or in contrast to

philosophy, see below), the various subordinate

branches of knowledge are known as the

sciences, the particular sciences, the special

sciences, &c.
;
and various distinctions are

drawn iu definition of the differences among
them. The formal sciences are contrasted with

the sciences of content, and pure science with

applied science. The exact sciences are those

which admit of precise quantitative treatment.

Physical science or the physical sciences,

material science or the material sciences, deal

with the facts and laws of the physical world ;

the terms natural science and the natural

sciences have an equivalent meaning, except

when they are employed, as becomes increas-

ingly the case, to cover the knowledge of the

psychical as well as of physical nature (cf.

Natural, and see Naturalism, 3).

Mental science is generally used as a

synonym for psychology, and, especially since

the difFerentiation of psychology from philo-

sophy, for empirical, in distinction from

rational, psychology
;

it is also employed, but

the practice is obsolescent and of doubtful

propriety, in designation of philosophy. In
a similar way, moral science may denote

empirical and speculative ethics, sometimes

practical science or practical philosophy in

all their several divisions. Philological

science, historical, political, or social science,

metaphysical science, theological science, &c.,

are further illustrations of the compi ehensive

significance of the term according to its

etymology and historical usage.

(2) In a more limited sense, empirical

science or the empirical sciences, positive

science or the positive sciences, or science

without qualification, signify that form of

investigation which confines itself to pheno-

mena and the laws of phenomenal reality,

together with the results of such investigation.

This type of thought is also called inductive

science, experimental science, &c. ;
while, in

a looser way, physical science, natural science,

&c., have been used to designate it in con-

sequence of the prominence of the sciences of

material fact in the historical development

of empirical inquiry.

Various accounts have been given of the

relation of philosophy to the particular

sciences, and to science in the restricted

sense. The distinction between them has

been made to depend on the partial and more

concrete character of the special sciences, in

contrast to philosophy as general and uni-

versal science
;
on the functions of philosophy

in determining the boundaries of the particular

sciences, in discussing the logical and epi-

stemological principles which they imply, and,

especially, in framing a critical synthesis

of their results
; on the fact that science

abstracts from the relation to the knowing
subject as well as from the ideal aspects of

thought and being
;

on the ‘ merely hypo-

thetical validity’ of science, whereas philo-

sophy has to do with ‘ ultimate reality ’
;

011

the limitation of science to phenomena over

against the relation of philosophy to ultimate

and to transcendent problems, &c. But what-

ever view is adopted, there is now a much
larger measure of agreement than in previous

times in recognizing the intimate and vital

connection of the two forms of knowledge.

See Philosophy, Classification of the
Sciences, Biological Sciences, Mental
AND Moral Sciences, Physical Science,

Mathematics, Ethics, Psychology, and
Social Science. (A.c.A.jr.)

The characteristics of exact or experimental

science—apart from its inductive procedure

— ai’e (i) the use of measurement, giving

quantitative statements of results, and (2)

the reduction of more complex to more simple
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groups of phenomena, the latter being

accompli'hecl mainly by experimentation.

These characteristics are realized in the

pliysical sciences, where the conservation

and transforniation of energy permit the use

of exact units of measurement. Here tlie

mathematical principles of substitution, con-

tinurus change, and deduction apply. So
soon, however, as we come to the natural or

biological sciences, the use of measiu’emeut

is subject to a remai’hable limitation. Trans-

formation of energy has not been made out

and no exact units of quantity have been

determined. The fact of growth presents

dithculties to the theory of change, because

organic groupings seem to have inherent

])iinciples of development. So far as natural

science has gone in being quantitative, it is

mainly for purposes of classification. The
difficulty is in part surmounted by the resort

to the theory of probability, vital phenomena
in many cases being treated as variations, and
their laws of distribution, relative frequency,

&c., investigated by the theory of Eeeoes
(q. V.). Cf. Vaeiation (statistical treat-

ment of).

This difficulty goes deeper also
;

it affects

the results of experimentation. The analysis

which it is the main utility of experiment to

afford cannot be adequate or really explana-

tory without units of exact statement
;

that

is, the analysis of a more complex group into

a more simple group of phenomena must
show that all the elements of the former are

statable in certain units of the latter. But
without vital units of measurement this

cannot be done. No stage of subsequent

growth is adequately stated in terms of

earlier growth. The best that can be done

is to get a series of curves of variation for

the different stages (say the height of children

of 8, 9, &c., years) and investigate the rela-

tion of these curves to one another. When
that is done, the results are, or may be, laws

of growth, but they do not state the analysis

of the higher stages in terms of the lower,

nor of either in terms of elementary units.

In view of these limitations of quantitative

measm-ement and of experimental analysis,

the biological sciences may be described as

evolutional or genetic. Genetic statements

largely take the place of quantitative state-

ments. The attempt to reduce vital changes

to redistribution of matter in motion under
mechanical principles has been made in a

schematic but altogether hypotlietical way.

If it be ever done it will be an achievement

of chemistry
;

but when we remember that

not only the cycle of the individual life with
its infinite chemical compositions and de-

compositions must be accounted for as occur-

ring in a single system, but with it occur

the combinations of systems in reproduction,

and the projection of new vital systems in

heredity—a sort of returning upon itself of life

at birth-nodes—we find an undertaking before

which even the investigation of the celestial

system pales into insignificance. When we
talk of a chemical or mechanical explanation

of life, we forget that life is a system, and
that to explain it we must have a principle

by which we can not only account for all its

minute phenomena, but predict them .all as

well. Cf. Biological Sciences.

In much the same sense Psychologt (q. v.)

and Ethics (q. v.) are genetic
;
they present

certain peculiar features which remove them
even more widely from the quantitative

sciences. Cf. Moeal Sciences. (j.m.b.)

Literature : J. T. Meez, Hist, of European
Thought in the Nineteenth Century, 1-30 1 ;

A. CoJiTE, Conrs de Philos. Positive, i. i
;

H. Spencee, First Princ., §§ 35-8 ;
W.

Wundt, Syst. d. Philos., 10-37 >
Paulsen,

Eiuleitung in die Philos., Einl., § 2 ;
G. T.

Ladd, Introd. to Philos., i, iii, iv
;

J. H. W.
Stuckenbeeg, Introd. to the Study of Philos.,

iii, iv. Also W’^hewell, Hist, of the Inductive

Sci.
;
Venn, Princ. of Sci.

;
Sigwaet, Logic;

Peaeson, Grammar of Sci. (2nd ed., 1899);
Du Bois-Reymond, Natur u. Grenzen d.

Naturwiss.
;
Stallo, The Concepts of Mod.

Physics. (A.o.A. jr.-j.M.B.)

Scientific Method ; Ger. wissenschaft-

liche Methode; Fr. methode scientifique
\

Ital.

metodo scientijico. The general method of

successful scientific rese<arch. The following

are some of its characteristics. Cf. Science.

(i) The student’s first step is to form a

perfectly definite and consistent idea of what
the problem really is; then he ought to develop

the mathematics of the subject in hand as far

as possible
;
and to establish a mathematical

method appropriate to the particular problem,

if it be one which allows exact treatment.

As examples and models of what is meant,

may be mentioned Maxwell’s researches on

colour sensation in the Philos. Trans, for i860.

Flinders Petrie’s book Inductive Metrology,

the last chapters of Pearson’s Grammar of

Science. Of coui’se, as the student’s under-

standing of the matter advances, he will return

to this first task, and continually improve

upon his first essays.
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The second step will be to consider the

logic and methodeutic of the research in hand,

unless it is itself a question of pure mathe-

matics, where the logic is insepai’able from the

mathematics. He will do well to study the

manner in which questions somewhat ana-

logous to his own have been successfully re-

solved inwidely different fields
;
for the greatest

advantage has accrued from the extension of

methods from one subject to a widely different

one, especially from simple to intricate matters.

The third step should be to leform his

metaphysics, if the question is a broad one.

Perhaps he thinks he has no metaphysics, and

does not wish to have any. That muU be a

sure sign that he is badly handicapped with

metaphysics of the crudest quality. The 011I3'

way to disburden himself of it is to direct his

attention to it. But he cannot reduce him-

self to anything like absolute scepticism in

metaphysics without arresting his work. [This

is especially true and important for psycho-

logists.

—

J.M.B.]

The fourth step will be to study the laws

of the phenomena dealt with, so far as they

can be made out at this stage. The general

order of discovery in the nomological sciences

is first to pick up the phenomena by excur-

sions in those fields in which they are to be

found, with alertness of observation, with

those clear ideas that makes the new fact

instantly recognizable as new, and with the

energy that seizes upon the faint trace and
follows it up. Witness the manner in which

all the new phenomena of radiation have been

brought to light during the last generation

:

cathode rays, X rays, Becquerel rays, etc.

After making some acquaintance with the

phenomena, the next discover;," is of their laws

[nomological). In the light of one’s meta-

physics and general conception of the depart-

ment of truth dealt with, one considers what
different hypotheses have any claims to inves-

tigation. The leading considerations here will

be those of the ‘ economics ’ of research. If,

for example, a hypothesis would necessitate

an experimental result that can be cheajilj’

refuted if it is not true, or would be greatly

at variance with preconceived ideas, that hypo-

thesis has a strong claim to early examina-

tion. But one must not give up a hypo-

thesis too readily. Many a discover}" has been

missed by that fault. Gravitation would have

been known a decade earlier if Newton had

not hastily thought it refuted, and so set back

all the subsequent history of physics by some-

thing like that amount of time lost. It is

likely that thousands of persons more will die

of consumption—as remote as that may seem
—than would have died if he had not made
that error. The testing of the hypothesis

proceeds by deducing from it experimental

consequences almost incredible, and finding

that they really happen, or that some modi-

fication of the theory is required, or else that

it must be entirely abandoned. The law of the

phenomena once made out, it only remains to

measure with precision the values of the co-

ef&cients in the equation which expresses it.

The problem under investigation may not

be of a nomological kind. Not that the phe-

nomena are not conceivably subject to law,

so that the subject maj" ultimately be received

into the nomological sciences,-^as chemistry,

for example, promises some day to mature into

a nomological science
;

but in the present

state of knowledge the question, we will

su2ipose, cannot be so studied. Still, a certain

amount of nomological study is a necessary

preliminary to engaging with the problem

itself. Biology calls for aid fx’om jfiiysiology.

The student who is studying the growth of

languages must avail himself of all the know-
ledge that there is about the physics of speech

sounds. In case, then, the question has not

\ et reached the nomological stage, the sixth

steji in the V'ork will be of a classificatory

nature. Such order, of a more or less imjaerfect

kind, as can be traced in the phenomena must
be made out. Students of the classificatory

sciences like to call such regularities laws.

The tendency is a synijitom of health; because

it shows that law is their ideal, and that they

are striving to bring their sciences to the

nomological stage. But such orderlinesses

as ‘Grimm’s Law’ (see Gender) and ‘Meii-

deleefs Law ’ are not laws in the sense in

which the association of ideas and the three

laws of motion are laws. They are not satis-

factory for a minute. They are nothing that

can blend with our metaj^hysics
;
they are not

of a uni\ ersal kind
;
and they are not precise.

You may imagine that there might be a chain

of more and more universal, precise, and
reasonable regularities leading from these to

those. But there is, in fact, a great gap,

which has to be acknowledged. A hypothesis

may be made about the cause of the three

laws of motion
;
but we can have no present

hopes of satisfactorily proving the truth of

such a thing; while we at once set to work
with great hopes of making considerable stej:»s

towards explaining Mendeleef’s Law and
Giimm’s Law. But the most imjxortant dis-
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tiiictiou between true laws and such regulaii-

ties lies in the very different way in which
we proceed to the discovery of the one and of

the otlier. The whole attitude of mind is

so different that it is difficult to believe that

tlie same man would have great success in

the two tasks. We have seen in our day the

establishment of a grand example of each

kind, the Law of the Conservation op
Energy (q. v.) and the Periodic Law. The
one ilealt with a small number of observations.

Exactitude was the main thing. The hypo-

thesis itself sprang almost immediately from

the natural light of reason. In tlie other case,

it was necessary with a positive effort to put

ideas of exactitude aside and to find order in

a great tangle of facts.

Perhaps the problem in hand relates to one

of those sciences basely called descriptive,

that is, sciences which study, not classes of

facts, but individual facts, such as history,

descriptive astronomy, geography. No science

is merely descrijitive. These sciences are in-

vestigations of causes. The historian’s facts

of observation are not those contained in his

text, but those mentioned in the foot-notes

—the documents and monuments. It is the

supposed causes of these which make the text.

Nor is he contented with a mere chronicle of

striking public events
;
he endeavours to show

what the hidden causes of them were. So the

astronomer’s real business is to prove the

Neeulab Hypothesis (q. v.) or whatever

ought to replace it. The geologist does not

merely make a geological map, but shows

how the existing state of things must have

come to pass. To do this the historian has

to be a profound psychologist, the geologist a

master of physics and dynamics. Just as the

classificatory sciences tend to become nomo-
logical, so the descriptive, or explanatory,

sciences tend to become classificatory. The
astronomer finds so many examples of sys-

tems in formation, that he can formulate the

cycle of events through which they generally

pass
;

as the historian formulates cycles

through which communities usually pass, and

the geologist formulates cycles through which

continents commonly pass. These are analo-

gous to the cyclical laws of the classificatory

sciences.

But perhaps the problem before the student

is not one of theoretical physics or of theore-

tical psychics, but a practical problem. He
wishes to invent. In that case he ought to

have a great knowledge both of facts about

men's minds and of facts about matter
;

foi

he has to adapt the one to the other. He
ought to know more than any pure scientist

can be expected to know. Of course, as the

world goes, he does not.

(2) The most vital factors in the method of

modern science have not been the following

of this or that logical prescription—although

these have had their value too—but they

have been the moral factors. First of these

has been the genuine love of truth and con-

viction that nothing else could long endure.

Given that men strive after the truth, and,

in the nature of things, they will get it in a

measure. The greatest difference between
the scientific state of the modern scientific

era from Copernicus and the middle ages, is

that now the whole concern of students is to

find out the truth
;
while then it was to put

into a rational light the faith of which they

were already possessed. The chief obstacle

to the advance of science among students of
science in the modern era has been that they

were teachers, and feared the effect of this or

that theory. But the salvation from this

danger has been the fact that there was no
vast institution which anybody for a moment
hoped could withstand the mighty tide

of fact. The next most vital factor of the

metliod of modern science is that it has been

made social. On the one hand, what a scien-

tific man recognizes as a fact of science must be

something open to anybody to observe, provided

he fulfils the necessary conditions, external and
internal. As long as only one man has been

able to see a marking upon the planet Venus,

it is not an established fact. Ghost stories

and all that cannot become the subject of

genuine science until they can in some way be

welded to ordinary experience. On the other

hand, the method of modern science is social

in respect to the solidarity of its efforts. The
scientific world is like a colony of insects, in

that the individual strives to produce that

which he himself cannot hope to enjoy. One
generation collects premises in order that a

distant generation may discover what they

mean. When a problem comes before the

scientific world, a hundred men immediately

set all their energies to work upon it. One
contributes this, another that. Another com-

pany, standing upon the shoulders of the first,

strike a little higher, until at last the para-

pet is attained. Still another moral factor

of the method of science, perhaps even more
vital than the last, is the self-confidence of it.

In order to appreciate this, it is to be remem-
bered that the entire fabric of science has to
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be built up out of surmises at truth. All

that experiment can do is to tell us when we
have surmised wrong. The right surmise is

left for us to produce. The ancient world

under these circumstances, with the exception

of a few men born out of their time, looked,

upon physics as something about which only

vague surmises could he made, and upon which

close study would he thrown away. So,

venturing nothing, they naturally could gain

nothing. But modern science has never

faltered in its confidence that it would ulti-

mately find out the truth concerning any
question in which it could apply the check

of experiment.

These are some of the more vital factors of

the method of modern science. For the purely

logical elements the reader should consult

special topics, e.g. Reasoning, Peobablb In-

PEEENCB, Psychophysical Methods, Eeeoes
OP Obseevation, Empieical Logic, Vaeia-
TION, &C. (C.S.P., J.M.B.)

Sclerosis [Gr. <TK\r]pog, hard] : Ger. Sklerose;

Fr. sclerose
;

Ital. sclerosi. Induration of the

substance of the central nervous tissue, usually

by the increase of fibrillary connective tissue.

The medullary sheaths are destroyed, hut

the axis cylinder often persists for a long time

thereafter. The blood-vessels show an increase

in their nuclei and a thickening of the walls.

Multiple sclerosis

:

a diffuse sclerosis

where foci of hardening are scattered through-

out the central nervous system, especially in

the white matter. The cause of the disease

is obscure, and' its symptoms vary by reason

of the diverse sites of the lesions.

Amyotrophic {myoatrophic) lateral sole-

rosis : an affection of the cortico-muscular

tract of the cord, appearing as a degenerative

atrophy in the lumbar region. Atrophy of

the muscles soon supervenes. The harden-

ing of the interstitial tissue goes hand in

hand with the swelling of the axis cylinders

and atrophy of the motor neurones. The
cause of the disease is unknown.
Primary lateral sclerosis (spastic spinal

paralysis) : this disease is characterized by
exaggerated tendon reflexes and paralysis of

the limbs.

Combined lateral and dorsal (posterior)

sclerosis resembles Tabes (q. v.). (h.h.)

Scope (in logic) : Ger. Urofang

;

Fr.

etendue, portee

;

Ital. estensione. The aggre-

gate of subjects to which a term, proposi-

tion, reasoning, inquiry, treatise, &c., refers

or is intended to refer
; the logical breadth.

Cf. Extension (in logic).

Whether it embraces real individual things

external to the mind, or individual percepts,

or general terms, is a question upon which
there is no agreement among logicians. We
may accept the statement of B. Erdmann
that the aggregate of species constitutes the

scope (Umfang) in the proper sense of the

term, while in a broader sense it comprises

the collection of single objects. (c.s.p.)

Scotism: Ger. Scotismus; Fr. Scotisme;

Ital. Scotismo. The philosophic system and
tendencies of Joannes Duns Scotus; opposed

to Thomism, the system of St. Thomas (q. v.,

philosophy of). It is characterized by its

tendency to separate philosophy from theology

(see Twofold Tenth)
;

its indeterminism,

and emphasis upon will (see Yoluntakism)
;

and by a movement in the direction of nomi-
nalism, although Scotus himself remained a

realist. See Teeminism, Occamism, and
Realism (i). (j.d.)

Scottish. Philosophy : see Natueal
Realism, and Realism.

Scotus Erigena ; see Eeigena, Scotus,
and Scholasticism, I.

Scotus, Joannes Duns : see Duns
Scotus, Joannes, and Scholasticism, II.

Scriptures [Lat. scripturae, from scribere,

to write] : Ger. heilige Schrift ;
Fr. Ecri-

tures
;

Ital. Sacre Scritture. The sacred

writings or hooks of any religion containing

inspired and authoritative enunciations re-

garding doctrine, worship, or the conduct of

life. In particular, the sacred writings of

Judaism and Christianity as contained in the

Bible (q. v.).

Literature : see Bible, and Koean. (a.t.o.)

Scruple [Lat. scrupulus, a small sharp

stone]: Ger. Shru2)el •, Fr. scrupule; Ital.

scrupolo. Less important ground of moral

hesitation
;
applied also to moral hesitation

without ground. (j.m.b.)

Secondary (or -darily) Automatic : see

Automatic Action.

Secondary Quality: see Quality and
Quale.

Secretan, Charles. (1818-95.) Educated
at Lausanne, and studied at Munich under
Schelling. After some years as lawyer and
editor of the Eevue Suisse, he became professor

of philosophy at Lausanne (1841), NeuchMel

(1850), and Lausanne again (1866). Besides

his work in general philosophy, he was a

strong factor in French Protestant theology,

and took a prominent part in the social

movements of Latin Switzerland.

Secretion [Lat. secretio, a dividing] ; Ger,
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Altfondeynmj • Yi\ secrefion; lta\. secrezio)ie.

(i) The elaboration and separation of sub-

stances by glandular cells. See Gland.

(2) Substance thus elaborated or separated.

The terra was early applied to the original

coiicejition, viz. that a gland simply separated

out difterent constituents already existing in

the blood and lymph. More careful analysis

soon demonstrated that the characteristic

substances of many secretions were not pre-

sent in the blood, hence more and more im-

portance has come to attach to the work of

secreting cells in transforming and elaborating

their special products. The secreting cells

must be supposed to have the power of causing

their secretions to flow in a definite direction,

genera llj'- towards the duct of the gland or

towards a free surface, while other products

of their activity are turned back towards the

basement membrane and enter the Ij^mph and
blood stream. The entire secretion of certain

ductless glands, such as the glandular portion

of the pituitary body, thymus, and advenal

body, as well as an important part of the

secretions of other glands, come into this

relation with the blood. These are called

internal secretions. Substances secreted

that are of use to the body are sometimes
designated as true secretions

;
while those

that are injurious and must be removed from
the body are termed excretions. (c.p.h.)

The importance of certain of the internal

secretions has recently been shown both in

the economy of organic life and growth and
as of developmental significance

;
especially

in two ways: (i) as being necessary to the

health and normal function of organs seem-
ingly very remote, and (2) as showing utility

in organs having apparent function, (j.m.b.)

Sect [Lat. secta, from secure, to cut] : Ger.

Reliyionspartei, Sekle\ Fr. secte] Ital. setta.

A body within a larger organization, whose
members are bound together, and to a greater

or less degi’ce differentiated from the remain-

ing members, by certain distinctive doctrines

or practices.

A sect may exist without organization or

it may organize and reach the stage of a

fchism. The Reformation created a schism in

the Romish Church, and many of the sects of

Protestantism have led to schisms.

The topic and the term have become im-

portant in recent sociological discussion (cf.

Simmel, ‘ The Persistence of S(.cial Groujis,’

Annee Social., i); see (for literature) Socio-

logy, and Social Psychology, and cf

Group (social). (a.t.o.)

Secundum quid [Lat.] : relatively; under
limitations in certain respects. See Peeseity,
passim. (c.s.p.)

Segmentation [Lat. segmentum, a seg-

ment] ; Ger. Segmentation (cf. Cleavage)
;

Fr. segmentation] Ital. segmentazione. (i)

The division of the developing ovum into

several cells. See Cleavage.

(2) The division of the body of an animal
into a series of segments, or metameres, of

more or less similar structure.

Amongst animals, especially those of elon-

gated shape, there is almost always a tendency,

so to speak, towards a reduplication of parts,

which may lead to the formation of a series of

very similar segments, as in worms and arthro-

pods. Segmentation usually takes its origin

in the mid-layer, mesoderm, the coelom being

formed as a seiies of cavities in the embryo.
In higher forms this metameric segmenta-
tion may again become obscured by the fusion

and modification of a number of segments, as

for instance in the formation of the vertebrate

head. See Embryology, and Coelom.
(C.Ll.M.-E.S.G.)

Segregation ; see Isolation.

Selection (in biology) [Lat. selectus,

chosen] : Ger. (i) Auswahl, (2) Auslese, Selek-

tion; ¥r. selection] selezione, scelta. The
process by which preferential survival is

effected in the struggle for Existence (q. v.).

Selection in this sense may be (a) conscious

and purposive, i. e. with the improvement of

the race as a definite end in view, e. g. man’s

selection in many of its phases
; (

6
)
conscious

but not purposive, e. g. sexual selection

(selective mating) among animals
;

or (c)

unconscious, as in natural selection, when, for

example, hardy birds survive through a severe

winter.

Thus (cf. Selection, in psychology)

:

(1) Conscious selection

—

(a) Purposive (artificial, social).

{b) Non-purposive, e. g. sexual.

(2) Unconscious selection (natural selection).

Under conscious selection we have

:

(a) Purgmsive selection. Darwin used the

phrase Artificial Selection (q. v.) for the

purposive improvement by man of animals

or plants by breeding. One of two broadly

contrasted methods may be employed in

accoi’dance with circumstances: (i) the best

animals or plants may be chosen out for the

propagation of the race
; (2) the weakly, or

those which depart in some way from the

desired type, may be eliminated or excluded

from such propagation. The net result, so
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iar as the coutinuance of the race is concerned,

is much the same in either case
;

but the

method by which it is reached differs accord-

ing as we begin with the best (chosen for

propagation) and work downwards, or begin

with the worst (chosen for destruction) and

work upwards.

We may use the phrase Social Selection

(q. V., Baldwin) for purposive selection in

and by mankind under social conditions.

Here the reference to the impiovement of the

race and the propagation of the best is largely

indirect; but the selection is in conformity

with some ideal. And by choosing out the

best, morally and intellectually, for positions

of trust and emolument, and by hanging

or imprisoning the worst— ' social suppres

sion ’—an influence on the race of the future

is produced.

(b) Non-purposive selection. This
.
closely

coiresponds with James Ward’s Subjective
Selection (see Encijc. Brit., 9th ed., art.

Psychology). Here the effects are wrought
through an appeal to the consciousness of the

organism—though there is no purposive end in

view beyond, at most, immediate gratification.

Darwin used the jihiase Sexual Selection
(q.v.)to include (i) selective mating, (2) elimi-

nation through combat at the sexual period.

The two are no doubt closely connected
;
but

the appeal to consciousness is more direct in the

former. In selective mating, that individual

is chosen as mate which most strongly stirs

the sexual impulse. Selection is from above
downwards. In the contests of males the

weakest are killed or maimed. Elimination is

from below upwards. Apai't from sexual selec-

tion, consciousness plays its part in the

struggle for existence among all the higher

animals, though its effects are difficult to dis-

entangle from those of unconscious selection.

Where animals, for example, prey upon each

other, consciousness as a factor cannot be

excluded.

(c) Unconscious selection. In very much
of what Darwin termed Natueal Selection

(q. V.), consciousness plays no part through-

out the vegetable kingdom, for example. Here
the method is entirely that of elimination from
below upwards. The weakest go first; only

the ultimate survivors reach maturity and
mate. In what Weismann has termed
personelle Selektion (in English individual

selection), individuals survive in virtue of

the possession of adaptations sufficiently

marked to enable them to escape elimination.

In Geoup Selection (q. v.) survival is largely

determined not by individual adaptation

per se, but by the co-ordinated relationships

within the group. The survival of certain

groups of insects, for example, may have been

determined by the production of imperfect

females or neuters, and by the division of

labour thus rendered possible. In what
Karl Pearson has termed Ebpeoductive oe
Genetic Selection (q-v.), when the variation

of an oigan or character is correlated with
greater fertility, there is under heredity a vera

causa of progressive evolution of this organ
or character

;
since an increasing number

of individuals will be born with the organ
in excess (or defect), and consequently the

mean of the general population will be progres-

sively modified. The term Inteaselection

(q. v., Eoux) has been applied to the results

of a competition between the cells, tissues, or

organs for the necessary nutriment in the
‘ struggle of parts.’ It would seem to be

a factor in the modifications of individual life

rather than in the genesis of hereditary

variations. Weismann has suggested that

there is a similar process in the germinal

substance (Geeminal Sei ection, q. v.) where-

by the ‘ determinants ’ of certain characters

absorb nutriment more rapidly or efi'ectually

than those of other characters, and thus

produce stronger descendants. Mark Bald-

win has suggested that the phrase Oeganio
Setection (q. V.), or indirect selection, be

applied to the process by which Coincident
Vaeiations (q. V., LI. Morgan) are favoured

and nursed in individuals which survive

through accommodation to the environment,

reached by tissue modifications. Bomanes
applied the phrase Physiological Selection

(q. V.) to the race survival of those organisms

which are sexually cor— ’tible, or of those

intergenerants whose sexual products ripen at

the same period, the sexually incompatible and
those intergenerants whose sexual products

ripen at different times being eliminated from

race-propagation.

Mark Baldwin employs the term Func-
tional Selection (q. v.) to the conscious

selection by the individual through a process

of trial and error of those movements by which
satisfactory results are attained (cf. Ex;peei-

MENTATiON, as a mental process). This, like

intraselection, is a factor in the modification

of individual life, but through ‘ organic selec-

tion may take effect in the race.

The phrase ‘ selective agents ’ is applied

to those environmental forces or groups of

forces through which selection in any of its
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]>lmses is effected. Romanes sucfprested that

the term ‘selection value’ be ajiplied to that

amount of utility which suffices to determine

survival. It is beginning to be recognized

that the statistical method must be rigorously

applied so as to enable biologists to formulate

in definite numerical terms the results of

selective processes. (C.ll.m.)

Tlie following table, first printed by the

writer in Science(No\\ 19, 1897), and revised

to include suggestions made by Osborn,

Poulton, and LI. Morgan, classifies the dif-

feient sorts of selection in a way to distin-

guish the means in each case from the result.

The phrase ‘ utility selection ’ is current for

as cited
;
Geoos, The Play of Animals (Eng.

trails.), and The Play of Man (Eng. trans.)

;

Morselli, Antropol. gen.; Geosse, Selezione

fen. psich.
;
the topics referred to. (c.Ll.m.)

Selection (method of) ; see Memory (ex-

periments on).

Selection (in psychology
; and Selective

Synthesis) : Ger. Wahlvorgang (selective

process); Fr. selection; Ital. selezione. The
ju’inciple of selection is that out of all the

manifold changes of sensory presentation

which a given individual experiences, only a

few are so related to pre-existing subjective

tendencies as to secure lodgment in con-

sciousness.

Sort.

I, a. Natural Selection.

3. Germinal Selection.

4. Intraselection.

5. Functional Selection.

6. Organic Selection.

7. Artificial Selection.

8. Personal Selection.

9. Sexual Selection.

10.

Social Selection.

Ti. Social Suppression.

I a. Imitative Selection, Social

Generalization.

13. Physiologicai Selection.

14. Reproductive or Genetic Selec-

tion.

Means.

I . Struggle for Existence.

2. Inherent Weakness; without
Struggle.

3. Struggle ofGerminal Elements.

4. Struggle of Parts.

5. Overproduction of Movements.
6. Accommodation, Individual

Adaptation, Modification.

7. Choice for Planting and for

Mating together.

8. Choice.

9.

Conscious Selection by Court-

ing, &o.

10. Soci.-il Competition of Indi-

viduals and Groups with
Natural Selection.

11. Suppre.'sionof SociallyUnfittest

(by Law, Custom, &c.).

12. Imitative Propagation from
Mind to Mind with Social

Heredity.

13. Infertility.

14. Enhanced Fertility.

Result.

1. ‘Survival of the Fittest’ Indi-

viduals.

2. Destruction of Unfit Indi-

viduals.

3. Survival of Fittest Germinal
Elements.

4. Survival of Fittest Organs.

5. Survival of Fittest Functions.

6. Survival of Accommodating
Individuals.

7. Reproduction of Desirable In-

dividuals.

8. Employment and Survival oi

Socially Available Indivi-

duals.

9. Reproduction of Attractive

Individuals.

10. Survival of Socially Fittest In-

dividuals and Groups.

11. Survival of the Socially Fit.

1 2. Survival of Ideas, Customs, &a

13. Survival of the Divergent.

14. Survival of the most Fertile.

biological selection, since the reason of sur-

vival is some degree of utility. (j.m.b.)

Literature: C. Darwin, Origin of Species;

and Animals and Plants under Domestication
;

A. R. Wallace, Darwinism
;

J. G. Romanes,
Darwin and after Darwin

;
Poulton, Charles

Darwin
;

J. Mark Baldwin, Ment. Devel. in

the Child and the Race
;

Social and Eth.

Inteipret. ;
and Development and Evolution

(1902); C. Lloyd Morgan, Animal Life and
Intelligence; Habit and Instinct; and Animal
Behaviour

;
A. Weismann, Germinal Selec-

tion; K. Pearson, Chances of Death
;
and

Grammar of Sci. (2nd ed., 1900); J. Ward,

The objects which are thus selected must be

such as can be connected with each other in

the mind of the subject. This connection is

called ‘ selective synthesis.’ Hence selection

in general involves selective synthesis, which
is also variously called ‘ selective thinking,’
‘ mental deter mination,’ &c.

The terrier pays no attention to a daisy,

but it is keenly aware of the presence of

a rat, and of all that belongs to the pursuit

and killing of a rat. The timber merchant as

such and the artist as such do not perceive

the same features in a wooded landscape.

In general, the world as it appears to the
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individual subject is relative to his interest.

Only those items in it Avhich appeal to his

interest are discriminated and related.

(G.F.S.-J.M.B.)

Theories of selection are: (i) that there is

immediate fusion or union between new and

old elements of experience by immanent laws

of ‘ assimilation,’ ‘ association,’ &c., such as

resemblance, non-contradiction
; (2) that there

is actual testing of all new items of experi-

ence, those being selected which are found to

work; (3) that there is Syneegt (q. v.) of

motor processes which precedes and explains

the assimilation of sensory content
; (4) that

there is a mass of dispositional tendencies

—

attention, interest, &c.—to which new items

must in some way conform. These theories

are not mutually exclusive
;
indeed, the last

three are readily united into one— the motor
or synergy theory—as against the first, which
is the sensory or presentation theory. Cf.

Selection (in biology). Selective Thinking,
and Eelatite Suggestion, and cf. Peagma-
TISM.

In the higher grades of mind the attention

is the selecting function, but in lower forms

we still find objective signs of selection. So
evident is this that it is currently held

(Eomanes, Ment. Evolution', LI. Morgan,

Habit and Instinct
;
Baldwin, Ment. Bevel,

in the Child and the Race) that this is the

best criterion or test of the presence or con-

sciousness in an organism—its ‘ selective ’ re-

sponse to stimulation.

The principle of selective synthesis, or

synthesis under the leading of selection, has

been used to disprove associationism (James,

Ward)
;

it has also been invoked as evidence

of a purely mental ‘ activity,’ and again, of

a mental substance or soul, of which this is

the function of self-activity. Further, under
the term Subjective Selection (q. v.,

and cf. Okganic Selection), it has been

made a philosophical principle (Ward, Natu-
ralism and Agnoslicism) and applied as well

to the function of the organism in selecting

its living environment, and so securing its

own survival. The same process, looked at

from an objective point of view, is teimed
‘ conscious,’ as opposed to ‘ unconscious

’

Selection (q. v., in biology).

Literature : see this topic, also the topics

‘ Consciousness,’ and ‘ Apperce^ tion,’ in the

Psychologies. Of. Bibliog. G, i, /, and G,

2, C. (J.M.B., G.F.S.)

Selection (social): see Selection, and
Social Selection.

Selection (or Selective) Value : see

Utility (in biology), and cf. Selection (in

biology).

Selective Agents ; see Selection (in

biology).

Selective Synthesis : see Selection (in

psychology).

Selective Thinking: Ger. {das) ausle-

sende Benken\ Fr. (Za) 'pensee selective', Ital.

(t'Z) pensiero selettivo. Used by the present

writer {Social and Eth. Interpret., and ‘ Pres.

Address,’ in Development and Evolution), for

the ‘systematic’ or progressive and continuous

determination of the stream of thought in the

individual’s mind.

For theories see Selection (in psycho-

logy), and Pbagmatism, which latter includes

the theoiy of selective thinking by the cri-

terion of ‘ workability ’ or utility of the

elements selected.

Literature: Simmel, Arch. f. system. Philos.,

i. 34 ;
Dewet, The Significance of the Pro-

blem of Knowledge, in Univ. of Chicago
Contrib. to Philos., i; and Ped. Sem., v. 3
(Jan. 1898); Baldwin, as cited; Ueban,
Psychol. Rev., July, 1897, vi. 361. (j.m.b.)

Self [Lat. se] : Ger. Selhst', Fr. (i) soi~

meme, (2) le moi
;

Ital. (i) V io, (2) U me. (i)

The subject of the individual’s consciousness

or self-consciousness, .and (2) the object of

the individual’s self-consciousness.
‘ That subject whose activity is the sub-

ject’s object ’ (Volkmann, Lehrh. d. Psychol.,

4th ed., ii. 217).

Considered simply as subject of experience,

whether simply the system of experience

itself (Stout) or that to which experience is

presented, the self is called the unreflective

or primary self as opposed to the subject-self

of self-consciousness.

In reflective consciousness the self is

not only subject—the subject-self—but it is

also object of its own reflection—object-self.

The object-self, however, when thus made
object, is at the same time identified with the

subject-self, which is said to reflect. This

peculiar fact, that the subject that reflects

is at once also its own object of reflection,

is the great mystery of philosi phy and the

basis of systems of speculative thought.

Lotze sees in the fact of self-consciousness

a case of identity in chaiige which fulfils the

demands of philosopE^ for an explaining

pi'inciple of the world order. Kant and
Herbart distinguished clearly the so-called

empirical and rational selves, and based upon
the distinction that between the noumeual or
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real and the phenomenal ego. Eecent analyses

have held that the self-content is complex,

and that the suhject-self is in some way a

fuller statement of the elements which at the

same time go to make up the lesser content

presented as the object-self (Bradley), or that

the subject-self is an active attitude or

tendency reacting upon the partial content

of self which at the time arouses it (Bald-

win). Herbart [Lelirb. d. Psychol.) has a

classical analysis of the nature and growth of

the concept of self. Other important state-

ments are by James Mill and James Ward.
Apart from the interpretation of reflective

self-consciousness, the empirical or object-

self—cnlled by James the ‘me ’—as opposed to

the rational or subject-self—called the ‘T--’

—

has had full treatment by the psychologists,

both as to its elements and to its genesis.

Contemporary psychology has accepted the

fact that the self- content is complex. The
assertion of an absolutely simple and unde-

composable self, revealed by intuition and
juade the object of knowledge, is now seldom

heaid, and when it is heard it is usually

based upon a failure to distinguish between

the ‘ me ’ and the ‘ I ’
;

or, if not that, the

reference is to the continuous subject which,

b}’ the terms of the distinction, can only be

analysed by fii st converting it into an object,

and the' elw setting up another subject—whicli

again defeats analysis.

Recently much has been made of the social

factor in the development of the concept of

self (especially by Eoyce and the present

writers). It has been shown that the self-

thought glows by imitation and suggestion,

b.ing gradually built up under the stimulus

of the social lil'e correlatively with the notion

of the jiersonal other-self or ‘ alter.’ Cf. Ego.
Altee Socius, E.jection, and Inteojection.

Literature : the histories of philosophy

(their treatment of Descartes), and the great

])hiloso])hers, notably Kant, Beekeley,
Fichte

;
Heebaet, iletaphysik, ‘ Ontologie ’

;

Hume, Treat, on Human Nature, Ft. IV

;

Lotze, iMeta physics, Bk. I. chap, vii, and
Bk. III. chap. i. On the psychology: James,
Princ. of Psychol., i. chap, x

;
Boyce, Spirit of

Mod. Philos.
;
and Stud, iu Good and Evil

;

Aeiugo. Lunitii della Coscienza, Op. Filo-

sofiche, vii (1898) ;
Beadeey, Appearance and

Reality, chaps, ix, x; Stout, Manual of

Psychol.; Baldwin, Social and Eth. Interpret.;

Mezes, Ethics Descrip, and Explan., chap. vii.

For disturbances of self-consciousness, see

Peesonai.ity (disordeis of). (j.m.b.-g.e.s.)

Self (feeling or emotion of) : Ger. Selbst-

gefuhl; Fr. sentiment du moi, sentiment ego-

tists ou personnel (see Ribot, Psychol, des

Sentiments, 236—Th.f.)
;

Ital. sentimento di

se. Feeling excited by the thought of self. Cf.

Humility, Peide, and Shame. (j.m.b.)

Self (pathology of, alterations of, per-

versions of, &c.) : see Peesonality (dis-

orders of).

Self-activity : Ger. SelbstthdtigJceit; Fr.

propre activite
;

Ital. attivitd propria (or auto-

noma). (i) Change determined within a being

without other conditioning factoi's, and with-

out destroying the identity of the being;

entirely immanent change.

(2) Such change within the psychic self.

The conception of self-activity is subject

to all the embarrassments of those of cause

and change. The term causa sui is the older

way of designating it in its application to any
sort of reality.

As used in current thought it is applied

mainly to the mental self (2), and varies from

pui’e accidentalism to a theory of relative

Spontaneity (q. v.) in its interpretation

of the activity involved, and from pure

transcendentalism to sensational empiricism

in its interpretation of the self involved.

The definition given is the least that the

term can mean; it leaves open the further

questions as to what besides change activity

may mean, and what besides an immanent
principle of organization the psychic self

may mean. Those who cannot allow even

this may argue that there is no self-activity.

The identity of the self having the activity

must be preserved in a case of self-acti-

vity. Yet it may well be a point of subtle

discussion w’hether a self-active being can

commit suicide. AVe might say in regard to

the matter of predication that it is made on

the strength of earlier exercises of this

activity
;
but they would be cases, indeed, in

which the being remained ;jfter the activity.

We might say such an activity may be

a development which spends itself, reaching

an end-state at which it stops; but that

would mean that such a development must
have started; and how could self-activity

start ] Its first action would be due to

something not itself
;
and if the first act was

not self-activity, neither would the second be

in which the first issued, nor the third, &c.

Furthermore, it is difficult to see what

a psychic principle of self-activity could be.

It could not be knowledge, since knowledge

is in some degree conditioned upon its object

;
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nor volition, since volition involves ends

which are, as knowledge, also objects; nor

feeling, since feeling seems most of all under

organic conditions. Probably a self- active

mind could only be an absolute mind
;
and

with it the question of its mode of self-

determination would be open for discussion.

Literature : Lotze, Metajjhysics
;
Haeeis,

The Logic of Hegel, and Psychol. Foundations

of Education
;
Oemond, Basal Concepts in

Philos.
;

Howison, in Boyce’s Conception

of God. (J.M.B.)

Self-consciousness ; Ger. Selbstbewusst-

sein] Fr. conscience de soi-mcme; Ital. co-

scienza di se. (i) The process or state of

reflection on the self. See Self, Peesonality
(disorders of), and Keflection.

(2) Used popularly for tlie ‘nervousness’

or ‘flurry’ which comes from directing atten-

tion to one’s own person or performances.

In this sense it is a manifestation of Shy-
ness (q. V.). (J.M.B., g.f.s.)

Self-control : Ger. Selbsibelierrschung
;

Fr. maitrise de soi-meme
;

Ital. dominio di se

stesso. CoNTEOL (q. V.) exercised in social and
moral relationships

;
it concerns not only the

efficiency of volitions when formed, but also

the process of forming them.

The volitions of the man who possesses

self-control flow from full deliberation and
express personal character as a unified system.

Absence of self-control is marked by volitions

flowing from detached and momentary im-

pulses. (G.F.S.-J.M.B.)

Self-denial or Self-sacrifice ; Ger.Selbst-

verleuynung; Fr. sacrifice de soi-meme-, Ital.

abnegazione, sacrificio di se. Voluntary re-

linquishment of something desirable which is

within one’s reach or which is thought to be

one’s right.

This is a fundamental conception of Christian

ethics. It has two great illustrations: (i)the

sacriflce of the lower to the higher self
; (2)

the sacrifice of self for otliers. In the former

aspect it has sometimes been so exaggerated

(by the Cynics and Stoics, and in mediaeval

monasticism) as to make morality largely

negative. Cf. Asceticism. On the other

hand, the idea of Self-eealization (q. v.)

gives a positive interpretation of self-sacrifice.

In its second aspect, self-sacrifice is the pre-

supposition of a genuine altruism or disin-

terested service of others, and in this sense it

must be regarded as a distinctive and original

principle of Christian ethics. Even here,

however, as Mill points out {Utilitarianism,

chap, ii), self-sacrifice is a means rather than

an end-in-itself. Cf. Lecky, Hist, ofEuropean
Mor., chap. iv. (j.s.)

Self-determination : Ger. Selbstbestimm-

ung
;
Fr. determination far soi-meme

; Ital.

determinazione per se (or interna). The de-

termination of volition by psychic elements

alone.

Held by the theory of ‘ inner determinism,’

which opposes the view of ‘external deter-

minism,’ that elements of an extra-psychic

kind enter into voluntary action. It holds

that volition is always conditioned upon
motives, dispositions, and other psychic

events only, thus being opposed on the other

side to Indeteeminism or Accidentalism.
See these terms, and Will (also for litera-

ture). (J.M.B.)

Self-estrangement : Ger. Selbstvergessen-

heit, Verliefung-, Fr. (net in use); Ital. {lo)

straniarsi. The process of sinking the mind
in what is foreign or alien to its customary
habit of thought, in order the more fully to

absorb and assimilate the new experience.

Self-estrangement and its removal is the

twofold process of culture. The common-
place soon fails as a stimulus to growth

;
the

novel, the wonderful, the strange is demanded.
As soon as any one of these appears, conscious-

ness departs from its customary mode of

activity, and sinks itself in contemplation of

the new experience. The self is, in other

words, estranged from its ordinary course of

thought, only in the end to return to its

normal state enriched by the treasures it has

seized in its momentary departure from
habitual modes of thinking. The estrange-

ment may be the matter of an hour, a day,

a year, or a college course. It has been held

that the greater the self-estrangement and
the longer its continuance, provided it is in

the end fully overcome, the greater tlie cul-

ture. Thus a college student may spend
years in the study of ancient languages and
systems of thought, and yet be the stronger

thereby, provided he fully assimilates what
he learns, and is able to see its significance in

modern life. Herbart appears to limit the

process to the absorption and the reflection

that are involved in actual instruction from
day to day. See Absoeption, and Eeflec-
TION (in education).

Literature : Eosenkeanz, Philos, of Educ.,

27 ;
Haeeis, Psychol. Foundations of Educ.,

240-7 ;
Heebaet, Sci. of Educ. (trans. by

Felkin), 123. (c.neG.)

Self-evident: see Evidence and Evi-
dent, Self-evidence under Tests of Teuth,
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and Ci.EAK AND Distinct
;
and cf. Immediate

AND Mediate (3),

Self-exhibition : Ger. Selhstdarstdlung
;

Yv. p(trade, Ualagt de soi
;

Ital. {fare) moslra

di se, pom^eggiorsi (vb.). The disjilay of

one’s own qualities or capacities before

spectators, or as if before them.

Self-exhibition has been recognized in

recent literature as a natural impulse, both

spontaneous and reflective. In its sj^ontaneous

form it has been connected with the display

of the animals—notabl)' for sexual attraction,

e. g. the male among birds (cf. Sexual Se-

lection)

—

and with native baslifulness 5,nd

Coyness (q. v.) in the ojjposite sex (see also

Timidity).

Its value in the social life is very great, since

it brings the characters of the individual to

the attention of his fellows, and thus secures

social recognition and response. In its higher

forms—in which the actual audience is no

longer necessary, but the self-exhibition is ‘ as

if’ before spectators—it has been considered

one of the fundamental elements of the art-

impulse (see Aet and Aet Theoeies).

It would be well to designate the purely

impulsive and instinctive forms of self-

exhibition associated with mating by the

term ‘ display,’ which is already in use by
the biologists (cf. Recognition Maeks)

;

reserving ‘ self-exhibition ’ for cases in which

there is a more or less developed conscious-

ness of self. The English term was suggested

by the present writer {^Psychol. Rev., i, Nov.

1894, 620).

Literature : Maeshall, Pain, Pleasure, and
Aesthetics; and Aesthetic Principles

;
Geoos,

Play of Animals, and Play of Man (Eng.

trans. of each)
;
Hien, The Origins of Art,

chap, xiv; Baldwin, Social and Eth. In-

terpret.
;
the literature of Sexual Selection

(notably Daewin and Wallace). (j.m.b.)

Self-interest: Eigennutz
]
Yv.interH

personnel
;

Ital. interesse proprio. That
which is conceivedto be in some respect advan-
tageous for self. Cf. Inteeest (2). (j.m.b.)

Selfishness : Ger. Selhsteucht
;
Fr. egdisme;

Ital. egoismo. Regard for one’s own interests

to a degree which prevents full recognition of

the interests of others. Cf. Self-inteeest.

(j.s.-j.m.b.)

As contrasted with egoism, selfishness re-

lates to the practical evident utRities or gains

accruing to tlie self through action. A man
may be an egoist from absorption in self and
in exclusive interests, to whom the term
selfishnets would not commonly be applied.

The reference to others is either positive or

negative. Selfishness may show itself either

in actual conduct or only in the omission of
something which bears upon the inteiests of

others. (j.m.b.)

Butler distinguishes ‘ cool or settled selfish-

ness ’ from ‘ passionate or sensual selfishness.’

His usual term for the former is Self-love

(q. V.). ‘ But the most natural way of speaking
plainly is to call the first only, self-love, and
the actions proceeding from it, interested

:

and to say of the latter, that they are not love

to ourselves, but movements towards some-
what external : honour, power, the harm or

good of another; and that the pursuit of

these external objects, so far as it proceeds

from these movements (for it may proceed

from self-love), is no otherwise interested

than as every action of every creature must
from the nature of the thing be : for no one

can act but from a desire, or choice, or pre-.

ference of his own’ (Pref. to Sermons,^ 29).

For literature see Self-love. (j.s.)

Self-knowledge : Ger. SelhsterJcenntniss
;

Fr. connaissance de soi

;

Ital. conoscenza di se.

Loosely used— as in the aeavrov of the

oracle—for a more or less adequate ap2^rehen-

sion of one's own caj^abilities. No technical

use of the term is recommended. (j.m.b.)

Self-love : Ger. Selbstliebe, Eigenliehe
;

Fr. {V)amour de soi, Egoisms

]

Ital. (i) amordi
se, (2) amor proprio. (i) The im^mlses to

Self-peeseevation (q.v.).

(2) Disjiosition to pursue the interests of

self
;
the motive to Egoism (q. v.).

In the first sense the term covers both the

organic and the mental attitudes of an impul-

sive sort, prompting to self-preservation, called

variously ‘ love of life,’ impulse to ‘ self-

defence,’ ‘conatus’ (Spinoza), &c. It is only

in the latter of the two senses given that

self-love is a matter of ethical or religious

sanction, although the distinction has not

always been made in the history. (j.m.b.)

(2) Self-love is a sentiment having for its

object the good of the self as dislii.guished

from the good of others, leading to action

intended to promote this good or to defend

it, and to various emotions which are pleasur-

able in so far as the private advantage of the

self is believed to be advanced, and unjvleasant

in the reverse case. (g.f.s.)

The Christian principle of self-sacrifice has

often heen so interivreted as to negate and
condemn the principle of self-love or self-

interest, as its op2)osite, and the root of all

moral evil. The leading Christian moralists,
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however, have distinguished between excessive

and legitimate self-love, as Thomas Aquinas,

who says :
‘ Every act of sin proceeds from an

inordinate craving after some temporal good.

This, again, proceeds from an inordinate love of

self
;

for to love any one is to wish him good.

Therefore inordinate love of self is the cause

of all sin.’ He quotes St. Augustine’s saying

that ‘ self-love, reaching to contempt of God,

makes the city of Balylou’ {Summa, I.

ii- Q- 11 ,
art. 4, Eng. trans. by Rickaby;

Aquinas Eiliicus, 240-1). On the other

hand, ‘ There is a well-ordered self-love, due

and natural, whereby a man wishes for him-

self the good that befits him; but the love

that is set down as a cause of sin is an inor-

dinate self-love, leading to a contempt of God
’

(loc. cit.). ‘ A man ought to love himself,

after God, more than any other person ’ (ibid,

n. ii. Q. 26, art. 4). It is only the good who
can thus truly love themselves, for they alone

truly know themselves, i.e. as rational beings,

and they alone are worthy of love, i. e. as

good, or partakers in the divine goodness

(ibid. II. ii. § 25, art. 7). This true self-love,

so far from contradicting the love of others,

is its presupposition. ‘ As unity is the prin-

ciple of union, so the love wherewith one

loves oneself is the form and root of friend-

ship: for our friendship for others consists in

bearing them that regard which we bear our-

selves’ (ibid. II. ii. Q. 25, art. 4).

Butler similarly distinguishes rational, or

reflective, from passionate self-love. Regard
for our own interest or happiness is a no less

rational principle of action, he holds, than

regard for the interest or happiness of others

(benevolence). Both principles are approved

by conscience, since both are, like conscience

itself, reflective principles. Butler also in-

sists strongly upon the harmony of self-love

and benevolence as moral principles, and upon
the suicidal character of a self-love which

should exclude the disinterested love of

objects and of other persons. The true self-

love sees in the satisfaction of the particular

‘propensions’ the only means of its own ful-

filment, the only possibility of happiness.

For Kant, self-love or self-interest is the

radical principle of evil, summing up as it

does that life of natural inclination which

opposes the life of duty. ‘ All the inclinations

together (which can be reduced to a tolerable

system, in which case their satisfaction is

called happiness) constitute self-regard (Sol-

ipsismus) ’ {Critique of Tract. Reason, chap,

iii. 197 ;
Abbott’s trans., 165). In a different

5

and somewhat strained sense, Kant admits

the possibility of a rational self-love. ‘ Pure

practical reason only checks selfishness, looking

on it as natural and active in us even prior to

the moral law, so far as to limit it to the con-

dition of agreement wuth this law, and then

it is called rational self-love ’ (loc. cit.).

Spinoza defines self-love as ‘ the joy which

arises from contemplating ourselves ’ {Ethica,

Pt. III. Prop. 55, Schol.).

Literature : Aquinas, Spinoza, Butlee,
Kant, as cited; Spencer, Data of Eth.

;
Sidg-

wiCK, Pract. Eth.
;
Paulsen, Syst. of Eth.

(Eng. trans.), 179 ff., 244 ff.; Wundt, Ethics,!;

Baldwin, Social and Eth. Interpret., 20, 266,

286. (J.s.)

Self-preservation (impulses of) : Ger.

Selhsterhaltungstrieb

)

Fr. conservation jperson-

nelle
;

Ital. conservazione jproqyria (or indi-

viduale). The group of feelings and disposi-

tions connected with the maintenance and

development of life.

The term instinct, often used, is less exact

than impulse, for reasons given under Play,

which presents analogous conditions. Appa-
ratus and tendencies for self-preservation aie

recognized both in biology and in genetic

psychology as fundamental natural facts. In

biology it appears in rejuvenation and re-

generation, in defensive reflexes, in special

instincts, &c. ;
in psychology, in various

emotional conditions such as anger, revenge,

and the corresponding active tendencies.

Important special constructions using this

principle are those of Herbart (‘ Selbst-

erhaltung der Realen ’) and Avenarius (theory

of the ‘vital series’ and its ‘Erbaltung ’).

Vitalistic writers carry the principle over to

the inorganic world (Paulsen), and philo-

sophers bring under the general concept of

conservation (Erlialtung, Conatus, Trieb) such

different piinciples as heredity, conservation

of energy, and inertia. (J.M.B.)

SelLpreservation has been accepted as a

fundamental ethical principle by Si)inoza and
Hobbes, while its importance is also recog-

nized by Shaftesbury, Clarke, and Adam
Smith. Spinoza sees in the ferseverare in esse

suo the universal conatus of existence, and
finds in this principle the clue to virtue.

Since reason demands nothing which is

opposed to nature, it demands, therefore, that

every person should love himself, should seek

his own profit—what is truly profitable to

him—should desire everything that really

leads man to greater perfection, and abso-

lutely that every one should endeavour, as far
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as in liim lies, to preserve his own being. . . .

Again, since virtue means nothing hut acting

according to the laws of our own nature, and
since no one endeavours to preserve his being

except in accordance with the laws of his own
nature, it follows that the foundation of virtue

is that endeavour itself to preserve our own
being, and that happiness consists in this

—

tliat a man can preserve his own being’

{Ethica. Pt. IV. Prop. i8, Schol.).

Hobbes gives the principle an absolutely

egoistic interpretation, and sees in it the

fundamental ‘ natural right.’ ‘ The I’ight of

nature, which writers commonly call zus

naturale, is the liberty each man hath to use

his own power, as he will himself, for the

preservation of his own nature, that is to

say, of his own life
;

and consequently

of doing anything which, in his own judg-

ment and reason, he shall conceive to be the

aptest means thereunto ’ {^Leviathan, Pt. I.

chap. xiv). ‘ Every man, not only by right,

but also by necessity of nature, is supposed

to endeavour all he can to obtain that

which is necessary for his conservation.’

‘ The final cause, end, or design of men who
naturally love liberty and dominion over

others, in the introduction of that restraint

upon themselves, in which we see them live

in commonwealths, is the foresight of their

own preservation, and of a more contented

life thereby’ (ibid., Pt. II. chap. xvii). All tfe
‘ laws of nature ’ are derived from ‘ the single

dictate of reason advising us to look to the

preservation and safeguard of ourselves.’

Sliaftesbury distinguishes ‘selfishness’ or

immodei’ate regard for private good, which is

‘ inconsistent with the interest of the species

or public,’ from such an ‘ affection towards
private or self-good’ as, ‘however selfish it

may be esteemed, is in reality not only con-

sistent with public good, but in some measure
conti'ibuting to it; if it be such, perhaps, as

for the good of the species in general, every

individual ought to sliare; ’tis so far from
being ill, or blameable in any sense, that it

must be acknowledged absolutely necessary to

constitute a creature good. For if the want
of such an affection as that towards self-

preservation be injurious to the species, a

creature is ill and unnatural as well through
this defect as through the want of any other

natural affection ’ (Inquiry concerninq Virtue,

Bk. I. Pt. II. § 2).

For Clarke, the principle represents the

egoistic side of ‘ the rule of righteousness ’

:

‘With respect to ourselves, the rule of

righteousness is, that every man preserve his

own being as long as he is able, and take care to

keep himself at all times in such temper and
disposition both of body and mind as may
best fit and enable him to perform his duty
in all other instances. . . . That every man
ought to preserve his own being as long as he
is able, is evident; because what he is not

himself the author and giver of, he can never
of himself have just power or authority to

take away’ (fin Natural Religion, Prop. i).

According to Adam Smith :
‘ Self-preserva-

tion and the propagation of the species are

the great ends which nature seems to have
proposed in the formation of all animals.’

Accordingly, man is endowed not only with
‘ a desire of those ends and an aversion to the

contrary,’ but also Avith an instinctive appre-

hension of the means necessary to their

attainment {Theory of the Mor. Sent., Pt. II.

§ I, chap. V, note).

Spencer regards self- and race-preservation

as the ends of conduct, viewed from the

standpoint of evolution (Prmc. of Eth., Pt. I.

chap. ii). (J.s.)

Literature : besides the writers cited above,

see Wundt, Logik, ii. 258 ;
Heebaet, Haupt-

punkte d. Met., 42 ;
Avenaeius, Krit.d. reinen

Eifahrung, i. 62 if.
;
and tlie citations made

under Self-love, and in Eislee, Wbrterb.

d. philos. Begriffe, ‘ Erhaltung.’ (j.m.b.)

Self-realization : Ger. Selbstverwirklich-

ung] Yv. jgrojyre realisation) svolgimento

della ivrojgria personalitcl. The fulfilment

of the possibilities of development of the

self. (J.M.B.)

The doctrine that the supreme end of

conduct is self-realization or self-fulfilment

is to be traced throughout the course of

ancient and modern ethical thought. Its

earliest and most important repi’esentative is

Aristotle, for whom the good is the actualiza-

tion of the human or rational soul. The Neo-

Hegelians have brought the term ‘ self-realiza-

tion ’ into prominence.

Literature: Geeen, Prolegomena to Eth.,

Bk. III. chap, ii
;
Dewey, Outlines of Eth.,

Pt. I. chap, i
;
Mackenzie, Manual of Eth.

;

Muiehead, Elements of Eth. (j.s.)

Self-righteousness ; Ger. Selhstgerechtig-

keit) Fr. i)rojire justice) Ital. giustificazione

di sS. The attribution of Righteousness

(q.
V.) to oneself.

Used in a derogatory sense, generally, for

moral and religious pride. It is often made to

include also an element of hypocrisj% as in

the case of the Pharisee. (j.m.b.)
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Semantics (or Semasiology) [Gr.

a sign, + Xd-yoy, discourse] : Ger. Semantik;

Fr. semantique Ital. semantica. The doctrine

of historical word-meanings
;
the systematic

discussion of the history and development

of changes in the meanings of words. Cf.

Signification, Significs, and Meaning.
The value of a word at any time is deter-

mined solely by its power to convey mean-

ing in a speech-community. What is called

the etymology of a word serves only to

help explain how a present meaning came to

be what it is. Changes of meaning are in

general brought about through the inteiplay

of the normal and the occasional or special

uses of a word. When the occasional entirely

displaces the normal then the change is com-

plete. Thus head once meant ‘p^’^iy^r’; it

might also be applied to a ball of the rosary.

This latter special meaning ultimately dis-

places the normal. The range of the occa-

sional values of a word differs greatly vith

different individuals and in different commu-
nities. The commonly accepted range is a

resultant of compromises dictated by the

necessities of intelligibility, and constitutes

the meaning of the word. Words empty or

uncertain of meaning to the ears of one or

more individual speakers may assume for

them a meaning suggested by something in

their forms or connections; thus parboil, whose
prefix {per-') originally meant ‘ much,’ ‘ very,’

came through false suggestion of joart to its

present value. See Phonetics, and cf. Lan-
guage, (B.I.W.)

Locke {Ussay, iv. chap. xxi. § 4) uses the

term ‘ semiotic ’ in the somewhat
broader sense of science of the use and mean-
ing of words and signs in general. Further,

the term ‘ semeiology ’ (also spelt ‘ semiology’),

with ‘ semeiotic ’ (adj.), is used in medicine

for the science of the signs or symptoms of

disease. (j.m.b.)

Literature : Paul, Pj incipien der Sprach-

geschichte (4th ed., 1899); Daemestetee,
The Life of AYords (1886); Teench, Study
of Words (20th ed., 1888); Beeal, Essai

de Simantique (Eng. trans., 1901); Oeetel,
The Scient. Study ofLang., 70 ff., 278 fif. (b.i.w.)

Semasiology : see Semantics.

Semblance [Lat. similis, like, through

Fr.] : Ger. Schein (and in compounds, Schein-

thdtigkeit, See.)
;
Fr. semblant

;

Ital. semhianza.

A general term for those mental contents

which simulate the real, but do not prove to

be it.

Under this heading we have the class of facts

u. 5

covered by the imaginative faculty when work-
ing under claim to cognitive validity, whether

or not its claim be recognized as aitificial and
false by the subject. It has been called an
‘inner imitation’ of reality, in that it is

—

especially when its false claim is detected

—

a simulation of the marks of reality. This

character is essential, and its nature appears

more clearly in the cases distinguished below.

(1) The case of one extreme, ‘ conscious self-

illusion’ (bewuEste Selbsttauschung,K. Lange;
illusion volontaire, Souriau); the indulgence

in the temporary acceptance of a mental
construction as real, with the knowledge,

at the same time, that it is not. This is

characteristic of much play and art enjoy-

ment
; one feature of which is that it throws

the observer into a voluntary ti’eatment of

an artificial situation as real. Cf. Sympathy
(aesthetic).

(2) The case of simple or actual Illusion

( q. V.), in which the subject fails to detect

the artificiality of the construction.

(3) The case of .Make-believe (q. v.,

sense i). In this, the construction has a

social reference
;
the acceptance of it as real

to another—an observer—is more or less

clearly had in mind or intended, while the

subject himself does not accept it as real.

This distinction is important enough to be

marked by a difference of terms
;
for while

in the earlier cases—(i) and (2)—the accept-

ance of the construction by the subject carries

with it usually also its validity to others as

well— as notably in art—yet in them it is the

self-illusion which constitutes the essential

meaning of the experience.

(4) 'The other extreme case : feigning

(cf. Make-believe, 3) without conscious-

ness of causing illusion or misleading to

another. This is the extreme or limiting

case from the point of view of the mental

life, because while it is semblance to the ob-

server, it is not consciously so to the producer.

Yet there is probably a colouring in conscious-

ness corresponding to the quasi-social charac-

ter of the state—as of lying in wait for, or of

being gazed at by another—which is suffi-

cient to allow its inclusion under the definition

of semblance. The semblance here seems to

be of biological utility, and to have arisen by
natural selection.

The two extremes given in (i) and (4)
represent an antithesis of points of view,

as betM'een psychology and biology, which
is embarrassing in cases of other func-

tions as well (e. g. imitation). IVhat is
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semlilance to the ol)server may hick that

character to the producer
;

this comes out

notably in the cases of play and art (for note

of it in the former case, see Plat). Cf. Groos,

PJay of Man (Eng. trans.), Tntrod., and espe-

cially 325, and Play of Animals (Eng. trans.)

in loc. and in the Preface by Baldwin, ix.

The terms semblance and appearance

(Schein and Ersclieinung) are also used in

ej'istemology for that wliich seems or appears

oidy, in contrast to that which also satisfies

the demands of thought or real existence : a

distinction covered by the terms Phenomenon
(q. V.) and Noumenon (q. v.). On this mean-
ing see the citations in Eisler, lYorterh. d.

philos. Beyriffe, ‘ Schein.’ See also Kantian
Tekminologt, Glossary, ‘ Schein,’ and
‘Ersclieinung.’

Literature: citations given under Play,
.Aet Impulse, and Aet, notably the works of

K. Lange, v. Haetmann, and Geoos. See

also SouEiAu, La Suggestion dans I’Art

(1893) ;
Hien, The Origins of Art, 118 (with

citation from Jouffroy, 80). (j.M.B., G.P.s.)

Semeiology and Semeiotic : see Seman-
tics.

Semi- or Half-conscious : see Subcon-
scious.

Seminal Heasons [Lat. rationes semi-

naleS) trans. of Gr. Xd-yos cnrepyaTiKus^. The
forces, lodged in matter, by which natural

effects result; active powers of nature, like

heat and cold.

It is in virtue of them that the indefinite

series of changes take place
;
they are, after

being implanted in nature by God in the

original act of creation, the causes of all

subsequent combination and differentiation.

They find their highest foim of expression

in the sex-process. As intermediary in the

process of natural change and evolution,

they are the media by which a universal is

differentiated into individuals; these, how-
ever, in their specific nature, remain true to

their genus. A scholastic term and concept.

Cf. Harper, The Philos, of the School, ii.

731-2, iii. 412-13. See Logos, and Eealism.
The theoi’y of Xdyoj aireppaTiKos found its

way into Augustine under the form of the ratio

seminalis
;

it was chen taken up into the

theory of creation by St. Thomas Aquinas,
from whom the definition given is derived.

The immediate creation had its cause in

God, and had accordingly imparted to it

the power of continuing tlie process of crea-

tion into the multiplicity of orders, genera,

and species (and in the sex-pi’ocesses) of
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individuals. See references to St. Thomas in

the passages of Harper referred to. (J.D.)

Semiology and Semiotic: see Seman-
tics.

Semi-Pelagianism : Ger. Semi Pelagi-

anismus
)

¥r. semi-pUagianisme] Ital. semi-

pelagianismo. A proposed compromise be-

tween the opposing systems of Pelagianism

and Augustinianism, in which the freedom of

the human will is maintained in connection

with a modified doctrine of human ability, by
virtue of which the necessity of co-operant

grace is admitted as a condition of man’s
salvation. See Pelagianism.

In spite of the great part which Serai-

Pelagianisra has played in the doctrinal

history of the Christian Church, it neverthe-

less seems to be infected with the inherent

weakness of compromises in general. As a

doctrinal position, it embodies no new spiritual

insight. It would seem necessary, in order

to attain a real ground of unity between the

opposing views, to reach some conception of

the relation between the divine and human
agencies which would harmonize them without

involving the virtual suppression of either.

Literature: see Augustinianism, Pelagian-
ism, Aeminianism, and Jansenism, (a.t.o.)

Seneca, Iiucins Annaeus, (cir. 4 b.o.-

65 A.D.). Born at Corduba, Spain, he was
educated at Rome, his father being a man of

literary tastes, wealth, and influence. Trained

especially in rhetoric. Travelled in Greece.

Practised oratory in Rome with great success.

Banished to Corsica, 41-9 A.D. Became tutor,

49 A.D., to Domitius (afterwards Emperor
Nero), the son of Claudius. Most of his

literary activity belongs to this period. Consul

in 56 A. D. Committed suicide at Nero’s

order, 65 a.d. See ‘ Stoics’ under Schools
OF Geeece, III.

Senescence [Lat. senescere, to grow old]

:

Ger. Greisenhaftigkeit, Senescenz] Fr. senes-

cence; Ital. senescenza, senilith. The physical

and mental changes attendant upon old age.

No definite age can be set for the beginning

of senescence, but it may be said in ordinary

cases to begin between fifty-five and sixty years

for women, and between sixty and sixty-five

for men, such years being fixed relatively to

the termination of full sexual vigour. The
physical symptoms of old age are many and
characteristic

;
a general tendency to atrophy

is observable and the diminution of elasticity

of the blood-vessels (termed arterio-sclerosis)

is a most important cliange. On the mental

side the senses lose their delicacy, sight and
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hearing being particularly affected. The
memory becomes weaker, especially for recent

events; apathy and weakness of will, lack of

originality and receptiveness are apparent.
‘ Physiological senility typically means no re-

productive power, greatly lessened affective

faculty, diminished power of attention and

memory, diminished desire and power to

energize mentally and bodily, lower imagina-

tion and enthusiasm, lessened adaptability to

change, greater slowness of mental action,

slower and less vigorous speech as well as

ideation’ (Clouston). Apart from these normal

changes there are psychoses especially charac-

teristic of old age. The organic rather than

the functional psychoses are typical of this

period. In senile insanity heredity is a rela-

tively small factor; for those with marked
hereditary neurosis are apt to exhibit mental

abnormality in earlier periods of life. An
early senility is itself frequently a mark of

a neurotic diathesis.

In senescence there is a strong tendency to

chronic, progressive decline, and the insanities

of old age approximate to the dementia type.

The term ‘senile dementia’ refersto the typical

psychosis of this form (see Dementia).
Insanities with a marked sexual aspect, delu-

sions of suspicions concerning property, tran-

sitory deliria, and progressive mental deterio-

ration, are typical characteristics in senile

insanity. Cases of senile insanity, however,

vary considerably in their symptoms; some
are depressed and melancholic, the grief being

often of an automatic type and not deeply felt

inwardly
;
others are maniacal and subject to

sudden outbursts of homicidal or destructive

tendencies
;
while motor restlessness, constant

motion with little rest or sleep, is a very

typical symptom. Throughout, a forgetfulness,

lack of appreciation of one’s surroundings,

degradation of habits, accompany the pro-

gressive dementia of the insane dotard.

Literature : Nothli, Ueber die Dementia
senilis (1895.). (J.J.)

Seusal [Lat. sensus, a sense], (i) Senstj-

OTTS (q. V., also for foreign equivalents); be-

longing to or derived from sense.

J. Grote speaks [Explor. Philosophica, ii.

156, 158) of ‘ sensaT intuition and knowledge;

he used also the term sensive.

(2) Concerned, not with the sound or form,

i. e. the strictly verbal character of a word,

sentence, or question, but with its import or

purport.

Aristotle’s division of definitions into ‘verbal’

and ‘ real ’ might be more properly translated

‘ sensal ’ and ‘ real.’ So in J. S. Mill’s conten-

tion (System of Logic, chap. vi. § 4) that ‘ an
essential proposition ... is one which is purely

verbal,’ i. e. concerned merely with the sense

in which it is used, ‘ verbal ’ would become
‘ sensal.’ This meaning is suggested by the

present writer. Cf. Veebal (also for foreign

equivalents for meaning 2). (‘V.w., g.f.s.)

Sensation (i) and (2) Sense [Lat. smsns,

a sense]: Ger. (i) Empjindung, (2) Sinn]
Fr. (i) sensation, (2) sens

]
Ital. (i) sensazione,

(2) senso. (i) That mode of consciousness

which can only be accounted for by the present

operation of an external stimulus upon the

nervous system, or some equivalent condition.

(2) The specialized nervous apparatus and
psychological process by the stimulation of

which qualitatively distinct sensations are

produced. Cf. Sense Oegan.
The verb form ‘ to sense ’ is sometimes used

with the meaning to apprehend by sensation.

The term ‘ sense process ’ is applied to the

psychophysical function involved.

The word equivalent in the definition of

sensation keeps the definition to those psycho-

physical processes which are normally due to

actual stimulation, though in certain cases,

such as sense illusions, delirium, &c., the

stimulus may not be present. It excludes

the cerebral processes belonging to reproduc-

tions, images, &c., aroused normally in the

absence of peripheral stimulation. To call the

mental states associated with these latter

processes ‘ cerebrally initiated sensations,’ as

is done by certain recent winters (Kiilpe), is to

destroy a valuable historical distinction which

has been maintained with fair consistency

from the beginning of psychological inquiry.

The use of the term sense as equivalent to

consciousness, as in the phrases ‘ time-sense,’

‘ sense of responsibility,’ &c., is confusing and
inaccurate.

The purely psychical characters ofsensation,

considered without reference to the conditions

of its production, are treated under the topics

Peeception, Image, and Sbnsoet Elements.
The definition here given, though it is not

strictly psychological, forms a good starting-

point for further discussion. Cf. Quality,
Vividness, Psychophysics, and the different

sense topics, Heaeing, Vision, &c.

(g.f.s.-j.m.b.)

Sensationalism [Lat. sensus, a sense]

:

Ger. Sensualismus
;
Fr. sensaiianisme (sensua-

lisme is often used, as is its English equivalent

—J.M.B.); Ital. senszswiO. Thetheory that all

knowledge originates in sensations
;
that all
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cognitions, even reflective ideas and so-called

intuitions, can be traced back to elementary

sensations.

Historically, it is generally combined witb

Associationalism (q. v.). In an ethical sense

(for which, however, in English the term sen-

sualism is more often used) it means that all

moi'al values, or goods, are ultimately redu-

cihle to states of feeling which, psychologically,

determine the will : Epicureanism.

In the first place it is a theory of the origin

of knowledge, yet since questions arise (a) as

to whether truth and certainty exist beyond
fiensation (in the derived forms), or are re-

stricted to sensation, and (6) whether any
truth can be found in purely immediate sensa-

tion, it comes to be also a theory regarding

the validity of knowledge-forms, and as such

is often used as synonymous with Em-
PIEICISM (q. V.).

Rome of the Sophists (Protagoras, in parti-

cular, to all apj>earance) ajiplied the conception

of Heraclitus, that all is bee oining, in such away
as to give validity, on the side of the laiowing

process, only to that which is in itself changii g
and partakes of motion, viz. sense. (But this

may be merely the Platonic iuteipictation

in ThoaeUtns.) Aristippus, the founder of the

Cyi’enaic school, taught most definitely that

our knowledge is restricted to sensations.

The Stoics asserted the idea of the origin of

knowledge in sensations, hut not its restric-

tion to them. With them originated the

famous simile that the soul is at first a

blank tablet (see Tabula Rasa) on which

the outer world imprints its signs (Windel-

band. Hist, of PJdlos., 203).

While the Stoics gave validity to the

general ideas which result from perceptions,

especially to those ideas which develop in all

men alike, the Epicureans held that certainty

is found conjoined with the necessity and

clearness with which sensations force them-
selv( s upon us.

Some of the Latin fathers adopted this

sensationalism as a basis for dogmatic ortho-

doxy. Since the soul in itself is limited to

sensations, it cannot acquire the idea of God,
salvation, or immortality. Hence the need of

revelation to make known and valid these

ideas. The Neo-Platonic and Scholastic philo-

sophy universally admits a rational know-
ledge over and above sensation (in some
Nominalists, however, the individual or real

appears to have been identified with the indi-

vidual pi’esented to sense; but this doctrine

left next to no impress). Hobbes is the founder

5

of modern sensationalism, which he conjoined

to his theory of moving body as the seat and
the source of all sensation. (Locke holds to

reflection, besides sensation; the former gives

us knowledge of our own or inner powers,
like memory, judging, &c.

;
but sensation is

the sole source of knowledge of the external

world. In three ways Locke’s sensationalism

was highly influential in settling the problems
of later epistemology, (a) He taught the

doctrine of ‘ simple ideas,’ or elementary sen-

sations. While he himself attributed positive

value to relations, and to general ideas (at

least in mathematics), his standpoint raised

the question of the possibility and value

of relations, and led Hume to his scepticism

—to his sul)stitution of the subjective prin-

ciple of habit for the objective principle of

causality. (6) He assumed (after the manner
of Hobbes, but with less emplnisis upon motion)

atoms as the real ground and cause of sensa-

tions; but was logical enough to see that if

our knowledge is limited to seufation, their

existence can he asserted only hypothetically

—

though it was rather substance or substrate

(whose relationship to physical atoms he

seems never to have fairly laced) the existence

of which is inferential, as the unknown cause.

Hence the problem of reconciling physical

science and sensationalism, (c) He defined

knowledge as agreement (relationship) of

ideas, and yet, in places, limited certain

knowledge to the immediately experienced

sensation. Hence the pi’ohlem of knowledge
as judgment, and the relation of this to sensa-

tion. While the French school, through the

influence of Voltaire and Condillac, trans-

lated Locke’s wavering sensationalism into

a thoroughgoing system, and made it the

fashionable philosophy of the Enlighten-
ment (q. V.), it is Hume who, realizing

the epistemological and metaphysical conse-

quences of it, continues the main line of

thought. Kant, stirred directly by Hume,
revises the empiricism of one period of his

thought, gives up his naive assumption that

the object as such can be given in sense, and
reduces sense to one co-ordinate factor in

knowledge, that which gives its matter, which,

however, is chaotic and disconnected till acted

upon by the forms of sense and the categories

of the understanding. While it is perhaps too

much to say that, since his time, sensationalism

is a historic anachronism (since, for example,

Spencer holds it and even tries to combine it

with the results of physical science), yet it is

certain that he weakened greatly the concep-
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tion of the origin of knowledge through atomic,

disconnected sensations; and, for the most

part, 19th-century sensationalism is simply

a popular survival of the philosophy of the

Enlightenment. ’ (J.D.)

Sense : see Sensation, and Signification ;

and cf. SiGNiFics (i, a).

Sense (spiritual) : Ger. geistiger Sinn
;
Fr.

sms sjpiritue'

]

Ital. senso spirituale. A func-

tion thought to be analogous to ordinary sen-

sation, by which the soul is alleged to appre-

hend spiritual truth immediately.

The existence of a spiritual sense, different

from the ordinary forms of cognition, is held

by religionists of the mystical school generally,

and as uniformly denied by those of scholastic

and naturalistic tendencies. In one form it

seems to be involved in the Christian doctrine

of the new birth. Jonathan Edwards, in his

sermon on Spiritual Light and in other

places, calls it a ‘sense of the heart,’ and

asci’ibes to it the perception of spiritual

beauty or excellence. (a.t.o.)

Sense Discrimination : Ger. Unterschieds-

emjyjindlichkeit
;
Fr. discrimination, sensibilite

aux differences
]

Ital. sensibilitct di differenza

(or distintiva—e.m.). A term used by Fechner
to cover the introspection of different sense-

experiences and the apprehension of their

difference.

We speak of a qualitative, intensive, exten-

sive, and temporal sense discrimination, as

we speak of a qualitative, &c., Sensibility

(q. v.). The aim of all measurements of it is

the ascertainment of the difference threshold,

or the apparent equality of two stimulus

differences, just as the aim of all measure-

ments of Sensibility (q. v.) is the ascertain-

ment of the stimulus threshold, or the apparent
equality of two stimuli. Cf. Diffebence
(method of least noticeable).

Literature : Fechnee, Elem. d. Psychophy-
sik, 1.(1889) 47 ;

G. E. Mulleb, Zur Grundl.
d. Psychophysik (1878), i; KtixPE, Outlines

of Ps} chol.,3 1, 48 f.
;
Wundt, Physiol. Psychol.,

i- ( 1 893) 336 ;
Fulleeton and Cattell, The

Perception of Small Differences. Cf Psycho-
physical Measueement Methods. (E.b.T.)

The form ‘ sensible discrimination ’ is used
by E.B.T., who however personally prefers
‘ differential Sensitivity ’ (q. v.), but it is not
endorsed by the other authorities of this work.
It is recommended that ‘ sense ’ be used gen-
erallyinstead of‘sensible’—meaning pertaining
or belonging to the senses—as in the terms
‘ sense experience,’ ‘ sense perception,’ &c.

(J.M.B., G.F.S., H.C.W.)

Sense lUnsion : Ger. Sinnestduschung
;

Fr. illusion des sens] Ital. illusione dei sensi.

Constant errors of sense perception.

Such illusions frequently arise from the

nature of the sense apparatus, and are thus

distinguished as a class from Illusion (q. v.)

in general, which is a mistaken mental con-

struction. They are also normal and regular,

and thus common to different individuals,

though not always of the same magnitude
nor invariably pi t sent. Certain great cases,

such as Optical Illusions (q. v.) of form.

Illusions of Motion and Movement (q.v.),

illusions of colour Conteast (q.v.), &c., lie

on the borderland, and theories assign them
variously to one class or the other. In case

sense illusions are included in the larger

category, it will still remain true that they

are distinguished as phenomena of common
and constant character, largely independent

of mental context.

Literature: as given under Hallucination,
and under the topics cited

;
also Tanzi, Riv.

di Patol. Nerv. e Ment., 1901. (j.m.b., h.c.w.)

Sense Intuition : see Intuition (i).

Sense Organs: Ger. Sinnesorgane

;

Fr.

organes des sens
;

Ital. organi dei sensi.

Mechanisms specialized for the reception of

the different stimulations of sense, called also

peripheral End-oegans (q. v.). (c.f.h.)

Sense Process ; see ^Sensation (2).

Sensibility: Ger. (i) EmpJindlichTceit,

Sensihilitat, (2) EmpjindsamJceit
;

Fr. sensi-

hilite] Wa\. sensihilitd. (i) The abstract term

corresponding to the more concrete name
sensation, and properly signifying the capacity

of experiencing sensations.

(2) Used also in a more popular sense

for susceptihility to pleasure, pain, and emo-

tion, with special reference to the comparative

readiness with which these states are induced

and the intensity which they assume in

different individuals.

(3) Equivalent to Affection (q. v.).

The usage given first is recommended : see,

however, under Sensitivity, (j.m.b., g.f.s.)

Sensibility (disorders of) : Ger. {Stbrungen

der) Empjlndliclikeit

;

Fr. (troubles de la)

sensibilite
;

Ital. (disturhi della) sensibilitd.

For definition see Sensibility (i).

Disorders in the field of sensibility are

generally described according to the special

sense affected: see Heaeing (defects of).

Vision (defects of). Of these sight and hearing

offer the most variable as well as the most

usual instances. Absence of smell or of taste,

or a limited range or perverted action of smell
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or taste is relatively infrequent. Abnormal con-

ditions of the skin and the tissues concerned

in yielding sensations of movement are often

called disturbances of Sensibility, Anaes-
thesias, and PABAESTHESiAs(see tliose terms);

while disturbances of general sensibility refer

more particularly to unusual sensations from

the viscera and the complex of subconscious

impressions which influence the sense of well-

or ill-being. Painful and unpleasant feelings

are particularly to be considered in this group.

Eegarding abnormalities of sensibility com-

mon to all senses it may be noted that they

fall into (a) cases of increased excitability or

hyperaesthesia, a condition in -which a stimulus

much slighter than would ordinarily arouse

consciousness is perceived, or in which ordi-

nary stimuli are perceived with unusual vivid-

ness, and degrees of stimulation, ordinarily

not unpleasant, become painful
;

(b) cases of

more or less marked dulling of sensibility, or,

when partial, hyperaesthesia
;
when complete

(or not rigidly specified), anaesthesia, a condi-

tion the reverse of the former
;

(c) cases of

disturbed or perverted sensibility or paraes-

thesia, a condition in which stimuli produce

an unusual or morbid effect, or in which sub-

jective or false sensations arise. Stnaes-
THESIA (q.v.) is a name given to unusual

associations between sense impressions where-

by, e. g., the sound of a fife when heard will

arouse the appearance of a blue colour. The
typical abnormalities of sensibility may be of

a permanent character and be due to organic

causes, but functional and temporary dis-

orders of sensibility form a very numerous
class.

Organic defects may depend upon disease

or injury or faulty development of (portions

of) the terminal sense organ or their accessory

parts
;
upon interrujition to the normal con-

ductivity of the sensory nerve
;

or upon
disorders of the centres

;
while in functional

disorders the action of one or other of these

elements is interfered with either by specific

nervous disturbance or indirectly by a defect

in the quality oi- quantity of nutritional blood-

tupply. Bliiidness may he due to opacity of

the Cornea, to a destruction or alteration of

the rod and cone layer of the retina, to a de-

generation of the optic nerve, or to injury to

the central neivous system; and a similar

range of causes of deafness or ol' tactile anaes-
thesia may be demonstrated. Colour-blind-

ness is a good ii stance of a more special

defeet due to some unknown modification of

tmminal (or cential) elements, -w'hile He.mi-

5

ANOPSIA (q. V.), deafness for low or high tones

only, and anaesthesias in limited skin areas,

illustrate partial sense defects. Disturbances
of sensibility must be distinguished from
erroneous inferences based upon them; i.e.

from illusions and hallucinations
;
although

the distinction is not always easy to draw and
many forms of illusions involve and depend
upon a sensory factor. The apparent bend-
ing of a spoon, half immersed in water, the

doubling of a pea rolled between the crossed

fingers, involve no disturbance of sensibility

;

but this can hardly be said of negative after-

images, of the apparent coldness of lukewarm
water to the hand that has just been in hot

water, and so on. These normal variations

of sensibility in the same individual are well

recognized. The variations between indi-

viduals are no less so, and appear in the results

of tests made upon any considerable number
of individuals. Subnormal and supernormal
efficiency, with regard to any sense, may thus

be readily established. It is also essential to

distinguish between abnormal and disordered

power to respond to a stimulus, and a
similar incapacity or difficulty in distin-

guishing between slightly different stimuli.

See Tests (psychophysical).

Among disorders of sensibility, not affecting

the more usually recognized special senses,

may be mentioned disorders of the muscular

sense, or muscular anaesthesia (see Ataxia),

whereby the ordinary sensations which direct

movement are interfered with, or whereby
a movement when made gives no report of

itself (except through the eye)
;
and disorders

of the sense of equilibrium producing various

forms of dizziness. The various pains accom-

panying illness, such as intestinal pressure,

heartburn, headache, pains of inflammation,

bruises, swellings, ulcerations, &c., contribute

more or less unusual forms of sensation. The
sensations of cold perspiration, of blushing, of

shivering or creeping of the skin, of chill and

fever, of thirst and hunger, suggest other

forms of general sensibility, which may present

abnormal conditions in disease. The role of

such sensations, when subjectively aroused in

shaping illusions or Hallucinations (q. v.) in

insa:.ity, is an important one. (j.j.)

Sensible ; see Sense Disceimination, ad
fin.

Sensible Discrimination : see Sense
Disceimination.

Sensilla : see Antenna.
Sensitive : see Medium

;
and cf. Psychic

Eesearch.
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Sensitiveness [Lat. sensus]: Ger. (i)

Reizharkeit, (2) Erregharkeit •, Fr. nature

sensitive] Ital. natura sensitiva, eccitabilitd,.

(1) Excitability, nervous or mental.

The term is more properly limited to

mental responsiveness to stimulations, especi-

ally to those of the affective order; the term
irritability is better for nervous excitability.

(2) Delicacy of appreciation and response

to situations, statements, &c., having a pos-

sible personal reference, covering Sensibility

(2)

. (J.M.B.)

Sensitivity [Lat. sentire, to know, per-

ceive] ; Ger. Empfindlichkeit ; Fr. sensihilite
;

Ital. sensihilith, sensitivitct. The capacity of

experiencing and communicating sensations.

The writer suggests ‘liminal sensitivity’ as

contrasted with ‘ differential sensitivity
’

[which he suggests for Sense Disceimination
(q.v.) J.M.B.].

It may be subdivided into (a) modal sensi-

tivity, which is measured by the number of

sensations given with (or possible to) a parti-

cular sense, and (6) sensibility, which is

measured in terms of the attribute predicable

of the separate sensations.

Thus the modal sensitivity of the skin is

determined when we have discovered and
tabulated all the simple sense-qualities that

can arise from cutaneous stimulation (pressure,

warmth, cold, pain). Where there are a large

number of such qualities, forming a sense-

series (as in the cases of sight and hearing),

we must determine further the limits of

sensation-arousal (liminal and terminal sensi-

tivity). Sensibility is divided into qualita-

tive, intensive, extensive, and temporal sensi-

bility. Thus it would be a test ot qualitative

sensibility to ask how many air-vibrations

are necessary to the qualitative identification

of the tone to which their period corresponds.

If the test is one of discrimination of sensa-

tions within the limits of modal sensitivity,

we speak of the Sense (or ‘ sensible
’—e.b.t.)

Disceimination (q.v.) of qualities, intensities,

&c. See also Theeshold, Limbn, and Psycho-
physical Measuebment Methods.

Literature : Kulpe, Outlines of Psychol.,

33 ff.
;

Galton, Inquiries into Human
Faculty (1883), 30. (e.b.t.)

It would seem to be impossible, as well as

inadvisable, to change the meaning of the

term Sensibility (q.v., i). It is not only

historically fixed in English (it is universal

in pathological treatises), but it is the recog-

nized translation of Empfindlichkeit. It would
accordingly be preferable to make sensibility

the broader and ‘ sensitivity ’ the narrower
term, if it be deemed advisable to fix the nar-

rower meaning by a special word. The present

writers do not see the need of the two terms,

as distinction of ‘ quality ’—as well within

the same as between the different senses—^is

both adequate and true to the facts.

(J.M.B., G.F.S., H.C.W.)

Seusori-motor : Ger. sensorimotonsch
;

Fr. sensori-moteur
I

Ital. senso-motorio. Ap-
plied to action considered as following upon
sensation. Cf. Ideo-motoe. (j.m.b.)

Sensorium [Lat. sensus, sense] : Ger.

Sensorivm', Fr. sensorium; Ital. (i) sensorio

comune, (2) sensorio. (i) The grey matter

of the cerebral cortex, the supposed physical

seat of mental processes.

(2) In general, the whole sense-mechanism

of the organism
;
the nervous system with its

sensory attachments. (e.b.t.)

The use of this term is not recom-

mended. (C.L.E., J.M.B.)

Literature : for the word see Daewin,
Expression of Emotions (ed. 1890), 69;
Caepentee, Meiit. Physiol. (1888), 109 ff.

;

Lewes, Physiol, of Common Life (i860), chap,

viii. On the seat of consciousness see Wallee,
Human Physiol., 503; Fostee, Textbook of

Physiol., Pt. III. 1117, 1118; Bastian, Brain
as Organ of Mind, 589 ff.

;
Spencee, Princ.

of Psychol., esp. i. chap, vi; Sully, The Human
Mind, i. 48 ff.

;
Flechsig, Gehirn u. Seele

(1894 and 1896); Wundt, Physiol. Psychol.

(4th ed.), i. 213 ff.
;
Ebbinghaus, Psychologic,

i. 23 ff., 150 ff. (E.B.T.)

Sensory : Ger. sensorisch
;

Fr. sensitif,

sensoriel; Ital. sensoriale. See Motoe, and
Sensoey and Motoe Elements.
Sensory Circle : Ger. Empjindungskreis

;

Fr. cercle de sensation; Ital. circolo sensitivo.

The area within which it is impossible to

distinguish two aesthesiometric compass-points

as two. (E.c.s.)

This cutaneous area, it was supposed, con-

tained the ramifications of a single nerve-

fibre. The concept was used by E. H. Weber
to explain his aesthesiometric results. See his

‘ Tastsinn u. Gemeingef.,’ in Wagners Hand-
worterh. d. Physiol., III. ii. (1846) 527 ;

San-
ford, Course in Exj)er. Psychol., expt. 7

;

Wundt, Physiol. Psychol. (4th ed.), ii. 13.

It was also supposed to give the unit of

local signature upon the skin; seeLocALSiGN.
Cf. Wundt, Physiol. Psychol. (4th ed.), ii.

36, 39 -

The term is also used of the retina. Cf. C. du
Bois-Reymond, Ueber d, ZaM d. Emgrfindungs-
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kreise m d. Netzhuut, Diss. (Berlin, i88i),

and Wundt, Physiol. Psychol. (4th ed.), ii.

loi, 105. (e.b.t.)

Eecent investigations, however, which show

the extreme relativity of the area as thus

detenniued, have tended to discredit both of

the suppositions mentioned above. See

Tawney, iY»7os. Stud. (1897), xiii. 1631?., also

in Pnnceton Contrib. to Psychol. (1897), ii.

1 fif., and Amer. Natural. (1897), xxxi. 820 tf.

;

Tawney and Hodge, Psychol. Rev. (1897), iv.

591 ff.
;

Henri, Rev. Philos. (1897), xliii.

333 ff- (J.M.B.)

Sensory (i) and (2) Motor Elements

:

Ger. sensorische und motorische Elemente
;
Fr.

Elements sensoriels et moteurs
;

Ital. elementi

sensoriali e motori. (i) Those qualities of

presentation which can only be accounted for

by tracing them to the present or previous

operation of an external stimulus. A mental

image is composed of sensory elements, al-

though it arises independently of the present

operation of an external stimulus.

Both the percept as such and the image con-

tain sensorj- elements. In the case ofthe percept

the sensory elements are present in the form of

actual sensations, involving the present opera-

tion of an external stimulus or some equiva-

lent condition. In the case of the image the

sensory elements are the reproduced qualities

of previous sensational experience. Wlien I

look at a red cloth with my bodily eye, I have

an actual sensation of ) edness. When I after-

wards mentally call up the image of the red

cloth, the jedness is again present to con-

sciousness in its peculiar and distinctive

quality. It is a sensory element, though not

an actual sensation. It should he noted that

thinking of a sensation or sensible quality liy

no means im2)lies the presence in conscious-

ness of a corresponding sensory element.

People can think of red or blue who have
no power of visualizing these colours. They
can attach distinctive meanings to the words
red or blue without imaging these sensible

qualities as such. (g.f.s., j.m.b.)

(2) Sensory elements which arise from the

function of the iMoTOK (q. v.) apparatus.

It is convenient to preserve the distinction

between sensory and motor elements; but
their essential nature— that of being sensa-

tional—is the same. The sensations coining

from movement may thus be separated off.

(J.M.B., G.F.S.)

Sensual ; see Sensuous and Sensual.
Sensualism : Ger. Sensualismus; Fr. sen-

sualisme] Ital. sensualismo. Any form, theory,

5:

or practice which sets high value upon, or
issues in, (i) the sensual, (2) the Sensuous

The first is the legitimate meaning; the
proper designation for the second is Sensa-
tionalism (q. V.), which has largely replaced

sensualism in English
;

Sensualismus still

appears more regularly in German, how-
ever. (j.m.b.)

Sensualism (in aesthetics). Emphasis
upon the sensuous element in the aesthetic

object, and the derivation of aesthetic value

principally from this element (e. g. colour,

tone, &c.).

It is contrasted, from different points of

view, with Foemalism, Intellectualism,
and Idealism (see those terms). The term

may be applied to the view of Allen {Physiol.

Aesth., 1877).
Literature : see under the topics cited

above. (j.h.t.)

Sensualism (in ethics). The popular use

of the term is to denote a low or depraved

form of moral theory, according to which
indulgence in the more gross forms of plea-

sure is made the chief end of life. (j.d.)

Sensuous (i) and (2) Sensual [Lat.

sensus, sense] : Ger. (i) sinnlich, (2) jldscli-

lich; Fr. (i) no single term, (2) sensuel]

Ital. (i) no single terra, (2) sensnale. (i)

Peitaining, belonging, or appealing to the

.senses; often equivalent to sense- (in com-
pounds) and to Sensory (q. v.).

(2) Pertaining, appealing, or ministering

to what is fleshly and unchaste, especially to

the sexual.

These words are often confused, sensual

being misused for sensuous
;

e. g. by Dabney,

Sensualistic Philos, in the igth Century, and

by the translator of Ziehen, Introd. to Physiol.

Psychol, (ist ed.). (j.m.b.)

Sentence Method: see Word Method,
and Alphabet Method.

Sentience [Lat. sentiens, from sentire, to

feel]: no single foreign terms. (i) The

reverse of the meaning below, sentience being

elementary consciousness, and sensibility the

correlative nervous process.

(2) The nervous function which attaches

peculiarly to consciousness; the physical basis

of sensibility; the central nervous process

supposed to be due to an activity of the cells

of the grey matter of the brain.

The first usage is that of Lewes {^Physical

Basis of Mind, 222 ;
cf. also Sergi, Psychol,

physiol., 12); the second was suggested by

tlie present writer {Handh. of Psychol., Feeling

:0
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and Will, chap. ii). It seems, however,

somewhat strained to use either term, sentience

or sensibility, of nervous action. Neueosis

(q. V.) is being used, but generally in too

restricted a sense. If both sentience and
sensibility be preserved, the former should in

all cases be carefully defined
:
possibly it were

better to drop it as a technical term, (j.m.b.)

Sentiment [Lat. sentire, to feel] : Ger.

hoheres Gefuhl', Yt. sentiment {esthHique, &c.);

Ital. sentimentalith. An emotional disposition

having reference to an object or class of

objects represented by a more or less complex

system of ideas. See Disposition, and cf.

Passion.

A sentiment cannot be felt all at once. It

is a general susceptibility to manifold kinds

of emotion varying with circumstances. Thus
friendship is a sentiment, and is manifested in

the sorrow of parting with one’s friend. The
joy of meeting him after prolonged separation,

jealousy of those who engross bis interest so

as to exclude us from it, hope for bis success,

fear when be is in danger, anger against his

enemies—all these emotions belong to the

sentiment of friendship. But they cannot all

be felt at once. On the other band, not

all emotional dispositions are sentiment, but

only those which have a complexity due to

the development of ideational consciousness.

Sentiment and desire, in the strict sense of

the word, arise at about the same level of

psychical development. We might say that

a cat has a malevolent sentiment, because it

shows signs of anger whenever it sees the

child who is in the habit of teasing it
;
yet it

would he the extreme case. (g.f.s., j.m.b.)

The sentiments usually distinguished as

notable and representing important movements
in mental history are the Aesthetic (q. v.

;

cf. Beauty, Aet, and Sympathy, aesthetic

—

under which the recent theory, which, under the

term Einfiihlung, requires the revival of affec-

tive states as such, is noticed)
;
the Eeligious

(see the various topics Eeligion, especially

psychology of), the Ethical (see Ethics, Ethi-
cal Theoeies, and the various topics Mobae).

A less exactly defined sphere of sentiment is

the social, in which we have a sentiment or

disposition for social inteicourse in general

(see especially Social Psychology, Social

Oeganization, Solidaeity, and Socius).

The adjective ‘ sentimental,’—and especially

the verbal noun ‘ sentimentality ’—carries the

slightly derogatory meaning of over-emphasis

upon sentiment or over-susceptibility to it.

(J.M.B.)
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Sentiment (aesthetic) : Ger. asthetisches

Gefahl] Fr. sentiment entlietique] Ital. senti-

mento estetico. (i) Sentiment (q.v.) directed

towards what is aesthetic. Cf. Aesthetic
(with topics cited there). Beauty, and
Sympathy (aesthetic). (j.m.b.)

(2) Occasionally used in an objective sense

closely equivalent to ‘ aesthetic expression,’

as in ‘ the grace and sentiment of French
architecture.’

Literature ; Eibot, Psychol, of the Emo-
tions (1897); Ladd, Psychol., Desciip. and
Explan. (1894), and other textbooks of

psychology. See also the citations under Aes-
thetics. (J E.A.)

Sentimental (and -ity) : see Sentiment,
ad fin.

Sentimental (in aesthetics) : see Naive.
Separation (in biology) : see Isolation.

Septuagint [Lat. septuaginta, seventy] :

Ger. Septuaginta
;
Fr. version des Septante

;

Ital. versions dei Settanta. A Greek version

of the Hebrew Scriptures, in the Alexar.drian

dialect, said to have been produced at different

times and by different translators during the

3rd century B. c., and embracing in order

the Pentateuch, the Prophets, and the Hagio-

grapha.

The Septuagint derives its name from the

tradition, now discredited, that it was the

work of seventy scholars working under

the direction of Ptolemy Pbiladelphus, king

of Egypt. It contains not only the Scriptures

of the accepted canon, but a number of Apocry-

phal books. It is the source of the quotations

in the New Testament, and had an important

influence on the diction of the lattei’. It

was the chief authoritative version of the early

church till the appearance of the Latin Vulgate

of St. Jerome.

Literature : Hoen, Introd. (London, 1877)

;

A. Geiger, Urscbrift u. Ubersetzungen d.

Bibel (Breslau, 1857) ;
Schieeee, Jewish

People in the Time of Jesus Chidst (Eng.

trans.), ii. 159-68. (a.t.o.)

Sequence : see Consequence.
Serf and Serfdom : see Seevitude.

Serial Kesemblance ; see Eesemblance
(table, III).

Series [Lat. series, succession] : Ger. Serie;

Fr. serie
;

Ital. serie. A group of objects

linearly related. (c.s.p.)

Used in psychology for a succession of

associated or successive elements of content

;

cf. Handweiting, and Movement, for in-

stances. (J.M.B.)

Services [Lat. servitium, also Med. Lat.
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servicium^: Ger. {Dienst-)Leistimgen; Fr.

services economiques] Ital. scrvigi. Means of

enjoyment wlieu the processes of production

and consumption are indistinguishable in

time.

There has been a long aud rather profitless

discussion of the question whether services

should be included in wealth. The answer,

indicated by the analyses of Newcomb and
Fisher, is that in measurements of wealth as

a flow services should be included; but that

in measurements of wealth as a fund, they

should not be included. (a.t.h.)

Servitude [Lat. servitude, slavery] : Ger.

Sklaverei; Fr. servitude
;
Ital. schiavitU. The

state of a slave
;
the state in which a human

being is an object of property, a chattel.

Slavery is one of the oldest and most
widely diffused of social phenomena. There
may have been a period antecedent to the rise

of slavery in which the enemy or stranger

(once almost similar characters) was invari-

ably killed and perhajjs eaten. But when
this first stage of savage life had been sur-

mounted, slavery seems to have been univer-

sally recognized. At first the recognition of

mutual rights and duties was confined to the

small group of persons united by some real or

fictitious kinship. As the primitive com-
munity enlarged itself, the moral sj)here was
enlarged also. Men acknowledged the claims

of members of the same tribe or city, and even
of the same nation, but very faintly recognized

those of other aliens. Even Christians, until

comjiaratively recent times, scarcely recog-

nized any duty towards Moslems or heathens

beyond that of converting them when possible.

Thus until the i8th century most civilized

men considered that a great part of the

human race might lawfully be held in slavery

and treated as articles of property. Aristotle

defended slavery under certain circumstances,

and the C'hi istian Church did not condemn it.

In the most logical form of slavei'y tlie slave

is simply an object of property, and as such
may be used or destroyed at the pleasure of

his ow'ner. Such was the position of the

slave in the primitive Roman law. But as

such a relation between human beings is re-

pugnant to the better feelings of civilized

people, religion and morals tended to mitigate

the position of the slave. In Greece aud
Rome the slave was regarded as a member of

tlie tamily, and might by emancipation acquire

civil and even piditical rights. The Athenian
law and the later lioinan law protected him
from extreme brutality on the part of his

master, but without recog.. izing him as a

legal person or empowmriug him to defend

his own cause. In Greek and Roman society

many slaves were highly educated, and were
employed in what we should term the liberal

professions. Thus they were often the equals

of their masters, and the relations between

master aud slave were often friendly and con-

fidential. But slaves employed in agriculture

on large estates were frequently victims of

atrocious cruelty. Such slaves took the chief

part in the servile wars which mark the last

age of the Roman republic. Under the em-
perors rural slavery was very generally trans-

formed into serfdom. Without ceasing to be

a slave, the cultivator acquired a holding and

a separate abode. Although still legally at

the discretion of his master, he had a freer

and more human life than a plantation slave

working in a gang and shut up at night in a

prison. When the empire became Christian,

the slave’s family ties, which the law had
ignored, were recognized by religion. Serf-

dom survived the fall of the Roman empire.

In Western Europe the bulk of the cultivators

were serfs until the 13th century, when various

causes produced a rapid diminution of serf-

dom. In Central Europe serfdom was common
down to the French Revolution. In Russia

it was only abolished by the Czar Alexander II

in the year 1861. The distinguishing charac-

teristic of serfdom as opposed to slavery is

found ijr the customary rights of the serf.

Although the serf and his tenement were re-

garded both by Roman and mediaeval lawyers

as the property of the lord, he gradually

acquired a customary right not to be disturbed

in his holding so long as he rendered the

customary payments and services. Thus the

serf became a proprietor, although of a de-

graded kind. Mediaeval and modern law

recognized his family relations, regarded him
as responsible for crimes, and in relation to all

men except his master treated him as virtually

a free man. Thus the condition of the serf

admitted of a certain degree of wellljeing.

Slavery, in the strict sense of the term, was
common in the Iloman empir-e dowrr to its

fall, and mediaeval and modern Christians felt

no scruple about errslaving persons who were

not Christian. In the interminable wars

between Christians and Moslems the captives

were frequently reduced to slavery, some-

times of the most cruel kind, such as slavery

in the galleys. The discovery of the New
World gave a ijowerful impulse to the use of

slave labour in working mines ai.d plantations.
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All the colonizing peoples and their colonists

have been equally guilty in this respect. All

the brutalities of ancient slavery have been

equalled in the history of the New World.

The philanthropic movement of the i8th cen-

tury led to the suppression first of the slave

trade and then of slavery. Both were abolished

in the French dominions at the time of the

Revolution, although slavery was restored in

the French colonies for a short time. In the

British dominions the slave tradewas abolished

in 1807 and slavery in 1833. In the United

States slavery was abolished in consequence

of the Civil War of 1861-5. Slavery is no
longer legal in the territory of any Christian

state, although it constantly tends to reappear

whenever a barbarous country is entered by
white adventurers. Oriental slavery, not yet

wholly suppressed in Mohammedan countries,

has many peculiar features and a history of

its own.

Literature : the classical literatui'e of Greece

and Rome abounds in passages illustrative of

the position of slaves. Many are collected in

the article ‘ Servus ’ in Smith’s Diet, of Greek

and Roman Antiquities. The legal position

of the Roman slave is set forth in the

Institutes of Gatus and Jtjstiniaij, and the

effect of slavery upon Roman society and poli-

tics has been strongly depicted by Mommsen
in his Hist, of Rome. Concerning mediaeval

serfdom much will be found in Fustel
DE CoTJLANGEs’ great work Les Origines des

Inst, de I’ancienne France
;

in Vinogea-
dofe’s Villenage in England; in Pollock
and Maitland’s Hist, of English Law

;
and

in economic histories of the mediaeval period.

The standard histories of the Spanish and
English colonies in the New World, and books

of travel in America in the 17th and i8th

centuries, contain many facts about modern
slavery. The Abolitionist movement in

England and America produced a bulky

literature of books, pamphlets, and official and
parliamentary papers relating to slavery.

(P.C.M.)

Servitude (in law): Ger. Dienstbarkeit

;

Fr. servitude] Ital. servitU. A condition of

service imposed upon a corporeal thing, in

favour of one not its owner, whereby the thing

is made liable to suffer something, or its owner
is restrained from doing something.

Slavery in this sense is not a servitude

;

but if the owner of a slave grants a usufruct

in him to another, such usufruct is a servi-

tude. Positive servitude : one which involves

a suffering something to be done. Negative

servitude : one which involves not doing some-
thing, which an owner otherwise could da
Personal servitude: one belonging to a certain

person, without reference to his ownership of

other property. Praed,ial or real servitude:

one affecting a corporeal thing, and belonging

to the owner of other property, as such owner.

This is a copious title in Roman law (see

Dig., viii. i, de Servitutibus). The popular

meaning of servitude as a status of personal

subjection also often attaches to the term as

used in law, e. g. in the Thirteenth Amend-
ment to the Constitution of the United States.

Literature: Maekbt, Elements of Law,
chap, x; Holland, .Jurisprudence, chap. xi.

188; Smith’s Diet, of Greek and Roman
Antiq., ‘ Servitude ’

;
French Code Civil,

Liv. II. tit. 3 and 4. (s.e.b.)

Sex [Lat. sexus, from seeare, to cut] : Ger.

Geschlecht] Yv. sexe\ Ital. smo. The condi-

tion or quality of producing germ cells of one

kind, either male or female. (c.s.M.)

Those organisms which produce ova (called

oospheres in plants) are said to be of the

female sex
;
those which produce spermatozoa

(spermatozoids in plants), of the male sex

;

those which produce both ova and spermatozoa
are Heem’APHKODite (q. v.). In sexual repro-

duction the spermatozoon enters and fuses with

the ovum (see Feetilization)
;
the sperma-

tozoon is the active element in this process,

the ovum being relatively passive or quiescent,

and providing nutriment for the development
of the resulting embryo. The characters of the

reproductive cells themselves, and of the male

and female organisms which hear them, are

correlated with this division of labour between
the two sexes. In the lower organisms such

a differentiation may be little or not at all

expressed
;
as for instance in the Protozoa and

lower Algae, where the two cells which fuse

in the fertilizing process may be quite similar.

Whilst Butschli and Minot believe that the

primary function of the sexual fusion is the
‘ rejuvenescence ’ of the reproductive cell,

Weismann holds that the essential purpose of

the process is the mingling of hereditary

tendencies derived from each parent. Maupas’
observations on Protozoa support the theory

of ‘rejuvenescence.’ See Amphimixis, Ovum,
and Speematozoon. For bodily and mental
sexual differences see Sexual Chaeactees.

Literature : Y. Delage, Structure du Proto-

plasma et Biol. G6n. (1895) ;
E. B. Wilson,

The Cell (1896, 2nd cd. 1900); O. Heetwig,
Die Zelle (1893 ; A. Weismann, Amphimixis,
&c., trails, in Essays upon Heredity (1892);
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SEXES — SEXUAL CHAEACTERS

M. Maupas, RecherclieB exp6rimentales sur

la Reproduction des Infusoires, Arch. Zool.

Exptr., V. 6 (iS88); GryjDES and Thompson,
The Evolution of Sex (1889). (E.S.G.)

Sexes (psychology of) : see Sexual Char-
ACTERS.

Sextus Empiricus. Lived about the

latter half of the second century in Greece.

He revived the scepticism of Pyrrho.

Sexual Characters : Ger. Gesclilechts-

charaklere; Fr. caracteres sexuels {primaires

et secondaires)
;

Ital. caratteri sessuali. The

physical and mental peculiarities which

difl'ereutiate the sexes. (j.m.b.)

The physiological interest in sexual charac-

teristics arises from the unlimited mental and

emotional concomitants which differentiate

the sexes. In the strictest sense, the organs

concerned in reproduction, and their functional

characteristics, constitute the ‘primary’ sexual

characters; with these may he included— or

assigned a special position—the organs of

gestation and lactation in woman. All further

differences of function and structure constitute

‘ secondary ’ sexual characters (a term first

used hy Hunter, 1728-93); while differences

which are still further removed, and which are

apparently derived or incidental concomitants

of specifically secondary sexual characters,

may properly be termed tertiary sexual char-

acters (Ellisy The beard and the distribution

of the hair, differences of larynx and voice,

the rounding of outline due to the deposit of

adipose tissue in the female, the larger muscular

system and skeleton of the male, are examjrles

of secondary sexual characters. The greater-

precocity of the girl, the greater emotional

afl'ectability of woman, the love of adornment,

the greater dependence upon unanalysed im-

pulses, in contrast to conscious logical irrotives,

may be cited as instances of tertiary sexual

characters.

The origin of secondary and tertiary sexual

characters cannot be determined in all cases;

many of them are such as were developed, or

may readily be conceived to have been de-

veloped, by sexual selection, and result in

making the sexes more attractive to each

other; the woman more womanly, the man
more maidy. The personal, social, and in-

dustrial division of duties, both in primitive

and in more developed forms of life, doubtless

en.phasized incipient masculine and feminine

tendencies and inti'oduced additional ones.

Upon this basis are grafted the results of con-

ventional differences of training, of social

envir onment, and of racial and national ideals

;

so that it is frequently difficult to determine
how far tertiary sexual characters represent

differences of original nature or of acquired
nurture. Such difl'er-ences are frequently deter-

rrtinable only on the basis of complex statistical

data difficult to secure and to interpret.

Certain prominent or interesting differences

may be enumerated as follows: the male is

larger, his muscles arrd bony prominences are

rnor-e cb fined
;

the female has a relatively

long trunk and short limbs
;
in body-growth

there is a period duritrg puberty (i2|-i4^ in

Great Britain) wherr girls are talk. , and
heavier than boys; the boy’s year of most
active growth is the sixteenth, the girl’s the

thirteenth or fourteenth; the woman reaches

maturity at twenty years, the man, not until

somewhat later; the greater hrain-weight and
cr-anial capacity of man, while obvious, are

difficult to determine in independence of body-

weight and size
;
the female pelvis preseirts dis-

tinctive features not found in the male; that

the female body in many respects is more like

that of the child (infantilism), and tliat it

presents a lesser degree of variability (i. e. it

presents greatei- organic conservatism), seems

well established
;

woman shows a greater

immunity from gross lesions of the nervous

system than man
;
woman piresents a greater

power of resistance to disease and death, and
thus has a greater longevity; the red cor-

puscles of the blood are more numerous in the

male ; his lung capacity is greater, but the

costal breathing of woman, as opposed to

the abdominal breathing of man, is generally

regarded as an artificial effect of constricting

dress. In pathological respects masculine and
feminine susceptibility are measurably dif-

ferent
;
general paraly sis is a typical nervous

disorder of men, hysteria of women
;

differ-

ences in sense-endowment are difficult to

substantiate, the marked prevalence of colour-

blindness in men constituting an exception

;

the emotional susceptibility and variability

of woman are greater, and appear in abnormal

(mania, melancholia, violent outbursts, &c.)

as well as in normal manifestations; the

more sympathetic, less egoistical nature of

woman and greater craving for regard as well

as greater patience and sacrifice in devotion

may also be noted
;
differences of intellectual

endowment and tendencies doubtless exist,

but are not readily summarized, and form

part of the group in which it is particularly

difficult to allow for the effects of education

and convention. While such' an eclectic

summaiy does not convey an e.xact notion of
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SEXUAL FEELING — SHAME

the relative importance of sex differentia, it

may serve to indicate some of the rubrics

which command present investigation. The
general principles under which sex differences

are viewed are everywhere important, and

find a suitable representation in the best

discussions. Another phase of the literature,

which cannot be further referred to, is con-

cerned with the social and industrial aspect

of the occupations of the sexes and their

adaptation to the conditions of modern society.

The educational aspect of this general problem

has for decades been prominent, and forms

one of the several practical questions upon
which the determination of derived characters

has an important bearing.

Literature : Havelock Ellis, Man and

Woman (1895), and Studies in the Psychol, of

Sex, i (1898); H. Campbell, Differences in

the Nervous Organization of Man and Woman
(1891); Thomas, Metabolism of the Sexes,

Amer. J. of Sociol., iii. 31, and 754;
Eomanbs, Nineteenth Cent. (May, 1887);
Floss and Baetbls, Das "Weili in der Natur-

u. ’\'^olkerkuude (3rd ed., 1891); Mason,
AVoman’s Share in Primitive Cultui’e (1894);
Higginson, Common Sense about Woman
(1891); Lombeoso and Fbueebo, La Donna
(1891); Baldwin, art. Woman, in Johnson’s

Uuivl. Cyc., suppl. vol. (1899). (J.J.)

Sexual Feeling : Ger. geschlechtliches

Gefiihl; Fr. sentiment sexuel] Ital. senti-

mento sessuale. A whole sj'stem of emotions

and feelings which arise and develop in con-

nection with the organic craving dependent
on sexual relations. Cf. Sexual Sensation,
and Sexual Chaeactees. (g.e.s.)

Sexual Reproduction: Ger. geschlec''it-

liche Fort2>Jlanzung

;

Fr. reproduction sexuelle

;

Ital. riproduzione sessuale. The multiplica-

tion of individuals of the same species by
means of gonads (fertilized germ-cells, ova,

and spermatozoa).

Synonymous with Gamogenesis (q. v.).

See also Feetilization, and Sex. (c.s.m.)

Sexual Selection : Ger. sexuelle Auslese

(Selektion), geschlechtliche Zuchtiouhl; Fr.

selection sexuelle
; Ital. selezione sessuale. The

more or less conscious selection of one mate
by another, and its influence on subsequent
evolution. See Selection (in biology, h),

and Factoes of Evolution.
Suggested and expounded by Charles

Darwin as supplementary to natural selection,

it has held its place in the theory of evolution.

It is now generally held, however, that Darwin
laid too much stress on the conscious prefer-

5:

ence of the female for the male which she

selects over others, as if she compared them
before choosing. The theory, as at present

held, makes the selection a simple response,

largely of organic kind, to the increased sexual

stimulation experienced by the female in the

presence of the more attractive male. As
pointed out by Him (as cited below, 201),

this is not an essential difference for biology,

but it is for the theory which finds the origin

of art in this relation of the sexes. It has been

argued by Him and Groos (and suggested by
Guj^an) that the native coyness of the female

is correlative to the attractiveness of the male,

and sexual selection operates largely by the

overcoming of this native coyness.

Literature

:

that of Evolution (q. v.),

notatdy Daewin, AVallace, and the general

expositions of Conn and Headley. See
also Geoos, Play of Animals (Eng. trans.)

;

Hien, Origins of Art, chap, xiv (reproducing

an earlier Swedish work). (j.m.b., e.b.p.)

Sexual Sensation : Ger. Sexualempjind-

ung
]

Fr. sensation sexuelle', It. sensazione

sessuale. The Oeganic Sensation (q. v.) of

SEx(q. V.). (J.M.B.)

Shaftesbury, Anthony Ashley-Cooper,
third Earl of. (1671-1713.) Born in

London, and educated under the supervision

of Locke. He entered Parliament, 1693;
lived in Holland, 1698-9; succeeded to the

peerage, 1699 ;
retired from public life upon

the death of AAblliam III. He was one of

the group of ‘ English moral philosophers ’

;

see Ethical Theoeibs (i), (c).

Shamanism [Pers. and Hindu Shaman,
idolater]: Ger. Schamanismus Fr. cha-

munisme
;

Ital. sciamanismo. The belief en-

tertained by some North Asiatic and American
tribes that the fortunes of life are chiefly deter-

mined by a group of inferior deities or spirits,

who are for the most part evilly disposed, and

whose worship is incantation.

The tribes in question believe in a supreme
deity who is good. But they believe also that

a class of inferior and malevolent sjiirits so

dominate the lower world that man is largely

at their mercy. The religious worship is

therefore devised with reference to these evil

spirits or devils, and consists in attempts to

appease and propitiate them by means of

spells and incantations.

Literature-. Tyloe, Primitive Culture

(1877); Gaednee, Faiths of the AA^orld

;

Sommiee-Stephen, In Siberia. (A. t o.)

Shame [ME. shamen\ : Ger. Scham

;

Fr.

houte, pudeur (physical); Ital. vergogna,
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SHAMMING — SHYNESS

Lowered self-esteem felt with reference to

something positive pertaining to self, and

open to tlie knowledge or opinion of others.

The demarcation of shame off from tlie forms

of sliyness (Modesty, Coyness, and Bash-
KUi-NESS

;
see these terms) proceeds upon the

positive and strong self-abasement which it

involves, as contrasted with the hesitation,

caution, and inhibition of those states of

mind. While they seem to require only the

consciousness of exposure to otliers, and, in

the higher states (modesty), reflection upon

this relation, shame includes a further sense of

self-condemnation or conscious ill-desert. In

general, shame arises when modesty and other

sentiments of self-respect are violated. On
the organic side, it is mainly revealed by the

blush, which seems to connect it with bash-

fulness and coyness, for they also involve

vaso-motor changes. The two classes of

causes of shame are: (i) exposure in situa-

tions involving physical indelicacy, notably

in matters concerning those bodily functions

which are considered private. It is in this

regard that shame approaches coyness, since

the privacy of the physical functions centres

about the privacy of sex. It is not coyness

entirely, however, since the sense of self, in-

volving responsibility and personal disgrace,

enters into shame. (2) Exposure in situa-

tions of an intellectual and moral sort, in

which (a) the simple weakness of the person

is revealed, as in physical or moral cowardice
;

in which (6) there is disappointment of ex-

pectation
;

or in which (c) there is actual

bleach of social or moral prescription.

Literatwre : see under Shyness
;
a recent

anthropological paper is Ellis, The Evolu-

tion of Modesty, Psychol. Piev. (1899), vi.

134 ff. (J.M.B.)

Shamming: see Make-believe (i).

Shock (in medicine) [AS. shalan, to

shake]: Ger. Schock; Fr. choc, thork; Ital.

colpo, ‘shock.’ A condition of sudden dis-

tuibance, mainly of an inhibitory chai'acter,

affecting almost all the vital and nervous

functions, following upon bodily injury or

intense emotion.

The typical symptoms of shock, whether of

jihysical or of mental origin, are in the nature

of a profound interference with the func-

tional activities of body and mind. The
pulse and respiration are markedly lowered

;

the body temperature falls, and a cold per-

spiration ensues
;
the subject feels faint and

sick
;
maybe unconscious or but dimly realize

his position; is apt to be anxious and appre-

hensive, and may be much excited. The
psychological interest in this condition arises

I'rom the fact that purely or largely emotional

causes may produce the same or nearly the

same results as actual physical injury. In
railway disasters or other conditions of great

danger or fright, persons who have escaped

without bodily injury often suffer severely

from shock; while in surgical operations, in

accidents, in battle, the emotional comidica-

tions are admitted by all to be a most im-

portant factor in the resulting disabilities.

Even death itself may result from purely

emotional causes. Shock with excitement is

often termed eristhenic shock. The mode of

action of shock is not clearly determined, but
its connection with an interference with the

normal relations of inhibition, particularly as

affecting the circulation, seems to be borne

out by clinical and experimental evidence.

The dazed condition at times observable in

cases of shock has been regarded as akin to

the state of hypnosis.

Literature : art. Shock from Fright, in

Tuke’s Diet, of Psychol. Med.
;

Geoenigen,
Uber den Schock (1885). (J.J.)

Short Cut (in neurology and biology): Ger.

Ahkiirzung-, Fr. condensation, de Vontogenese

(Y.D.)
;

Ital. abhreviamento ontogenico. Ab-
breviation of ontogenetic development by the

omission of some of the stages required by
the law of Recapitulation (q.v.). See also

Ontogeny, and cf. v. Babe’s Law.
The term is used informally by Foster for

the shorter of two alternative brain paths,

and made a technical one in the above sense

by the present wi iter.

Literature : Fostee, Textbook of Physiol.

(5th ed.), iii. 1062
;
Baldwin, Ment. Devel.

ill the Child and the Race, chap. i. 74 ;
Bosan-

quet. Social Automatism, Mii.d, N.S., viii.

(1899) 167 (who makes a social applica-

tion). (J.M.B.)

Shyness or Timidity [ME. shey, timid
;

Lat. timidus, fearful] : Ger. Fichamhaftigkeit,

Verschamtheit ('K.G.)
]

. timidite
\

Ital.

dith. A state of more or less apprehension

and caution in the presence of otliers, taking

on various special forms, with special physical

attitudes, according to the circumstances.

It is recommended that these terms denote

the general condition and reaction of which

Ba^heulness, Coyness, and Modesty are

special cases (see those terms). The physical

reactions may well lie known as shyness-

reactions. Between shyness and timidity no

distinction is attempted
;
yet the term shyness
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SIBILANTS — SIGN

is perhaps preferable, since timidity and

timid are used sometimes for ‘ fear.’

Literature: Dahwin, Expression of the

Emotions
;
Mosso, Fear

;
Gnoos, The Play of

Animals, 243 f., 283 f.
;
Dugas, La Timidite;

H. Campbell, Brit. Med. J., Sept. 26, 1896 ;

Baldwin, Ment. Devel. in the Child and the

Kace, chap. vi. § 5 ;
Social and Eth. Inter-

pret., chap vi; Habtenberg, Les timides et

la timidite (1901). (j.m.b.)

Sibilants : see Phonetics.

Sibylline Books [Lat. sihyllinus, per-

taining to a sibyl] : Ger. die Sihyllinischen

Bucher] Fr. les livres sibyllins] Ital. i lihri

sihiUini. The hooks of prophecy which Hero-

phile, the most famous of the ancient sibyls, is

said to have sold to Tarquinius Superbus, and
•which were preserved by the Eomans and
consulted in urgent matters.

The Sibylline books were lost in the de-

struction of the temple of Jupiter by fire in

83 B.c. A new collection was made, which

has also heen lost. The extant twelve books

of so-called Sibylline prophecies are of later

and mostly spurious origin. (a.t.o.)

Side Windo'w Experiment: Ger. seit-

licher Fensterversueh
;
Fr. (not in use

—

l.m.)
;

Ital. esperimento della Jinestra laterale. An
experiment in binocular contrast : standing

unsymmetrically with respect to a window,
obtain double images of a white surface on a

dark ground
;
the single image appears faintly

hlue (blue-green) on the window side, and
faintly red (orange) on the other side.

Literature: Fechnee, Binoc. Sehen, 51 1 £f.;

Sanfoed, Course in Exper. Psychol., expt.

168. (E.B.T.-C.L.F.)

Sidgwick, Henry. (1838-1900.) Born
in Yorkshire, England, educated at Rugby
School and Trinity College, Cambridge, he
became a fellow and lecturer at Trinity

College in 1859, reader in moral science in

1875, professor of moral philosophy in Cam-
bridge University, 1883. He was identified

with the movement in England for the higher

education of women, and especially with the

interests of Newnham College for women, at

Cambridge. His principal works are in

Ethics (q. v.) and politics, his position in

ethics being that of a ‘ modified ’ utilitarian.

Cf. Utilitaeianism. He was one of the

‘Consulting Editors’ of this Dictionaet.
See an ‘ auto-historical ’ note in his Methods

of Ethics (6th ed.)
; Hayward, The Ethical

Philosophy o/Nfrfyin7ci( 1901), and L. Stephen,

in Diet, ofNI i. Biog., Sup. iii, sub verbo.

Sighting Line : Ger. Visirlinie; Yi.ligne

5

de visee
;

Ital. linea di sguardo. The straight

line connecting two luminous points which

appear to he in exactly the same direction

from the observer.

The sighting lines intersect at the centre

of the image of the pupil made by the cornea

(which is only o-6 mm. in front of the true

position of the pupil). The principal sighting

line is practically identical with the principal

ray of direction (line of sight).

Literature

:

Helmholtz, Physiol. Optik
(2nd ed.), 115, 12 7, 61 7, 672; Sanfoed, Course
in Exper. Psychol., 187; M'undt, Physiol.

Psychol. (4th ed.), ii. 106. (e.b.t.)

Sign [Lat. signum, a mark, a token] : Ger.

Zeichen] Fr. signe] Ital. segno, (i) Any-
thing which determines something else (its

interpretani) to refer to an object to which
itself refers (its object) in the same way, the

inteipretant becoming in turn a sign, and
so on ad infinitum.

No doubt, intelligent consciousness must
enter into the series. If the series of successive

interpretants comes to an end, the sign is

thereby rendered imperfect, at least. If, an
interpretant idea having been determined in

an individual consciousness, it determines no
outward sign, but that consciousness becomes
annihilated, or otherwise loses all memory
or other significant effect of the sign, it be-

comes absolutely undiscoverable that there

ever was such an idea in that consciousness

;

and in that case it is difficult to see how it

could have any meaning to say that that con-

sciousness ever had that idea, since the saying

so would be an interpretant of that idea.

A sign is either an icon, an index, or a

symbol. An icon is a sign which would
possess the character which renders it signifi-

cant, even though its object had no existence

;

such as a lead-pencil streak as representing

a geometrical line. An index is a sign which
would, at once, lose the character which
makes it a sign if its object were removed,
but would not lose that chaiacter if there

were no interpretant. Such, for instance, is

a piece of mould with a bullet-hole in it as

sign of a shot
;

for without the shot there

would have been no hole
;
but there is a hole

there, whether anybody has the sense to at-

tribute it to a shot or not. A symbol is

a sign which would lose the character which
rendei s it a sign if there were no interpretant.

Such is any utterance of speech which signifies

what it does only by virtue of its being
understood to have that signification.

(2) Used for Coefficiekt (<p v.) or Maek
1



SIGN — SIGNIFICATION

(q. V.). Cf. LooaIi Sign, and Tempoeal
Sign. (c.s.p.)

This division of signs, suggested by c.s.p.,

may be compared with tlie more generally

recognized classification given under Sign-

making Function
;

they serve different

purposes, and do not seem to be inconsis-

tent. (J.M.B.)

Sign (and Signature, in psychology),

(i) See Sign (i), and cf. Local Sign, Tem-
poral Sign, Symbol, and Symptom.

(2) Used also for the various symbols

—

written, spoken, &c.—of the Language
Function (q. v.), such as vocal sign, gesture

sign, graphic sign, &c. (j.m.b.)

Sign (logical). Any symbol employed

in logical writing. Cf. Logical Diagram,
Symbol, and see the signs employed in the

longer logical articles, e. g. Logic, Logic
(exact). Teem, and Symbolic Logic.

In regard to the use of signs for logical

aggregation and multiplication, it is recom-

mended that the traditional symbols be

adhered to as follows :

( 1 )
For aggregation, the plus sign + : some-

thing which is either a or h.

(2) For multiplication, the form ah : some-

thing which is at once a and h. (c.l.e., j.m.b.)

Signal (of Deprez) : see Laboratory and
Apparatus, II (general).

Significance: see Significs (i, c).

Signification (and Application, in logic)

:

Gev . Bedeutung Yv. signijlcation
]
\i&\.signi-

JicatO. See CONNOTATION(2),andDBNOTATION,
and cf. Meaning, Significs, and Semantics.

These are substitute terms for what are

called by Mill and others connotation and
denotation

;
for (i) the previously well-estab-

lished use of connote was somewhat warped by
Mill and his followeis, and (2) these words

may be applied to the correspnnding pro-

perties of projiositions as vnll as terms. The
application of a term is the collection of

objects which it refers to; of a proposition

it is the instances of its holding good. The
‘signification’ of a term is all tlie equalities

which are indicated by it; of a proposition it

is all its different implications.

Great confusion has arisen in logic from
failing to distinguisii between the different

sorts of signification, or connotation, of a term

:

thus to the question. Are proper names con-

notative? ‘contradictory answers are given
by ordinarily clear thinkers as being obviously

coi rect,’ for the reason that they have not the

same thing in mind under the term connota-

tion. It is necessary to distinguish between

(i) the indispensable signification; (2) the

banal signification; (3) the informational

signification; and (4) the complete significa-

tion. (i) is so much as is contained in what-

ever may be fixed upon as the definition of

the term—all those elements of the meaning
in the absence of any one of which the name
would not be applied; (2) is what ‘goes

without saying,’ what is known to every one,

and (3) is what there is occasion to give

utterance to : these of course vary with the

different individuals to whom the proposition

is given out—that oxygen is exhilarating is

informational to the student of chemistry,

and banal to the teacher of chemistry (but

false to those who are familiar with the latest

results of the science)
; (4) consists of all the

valid predicates of the term in question.

When I say, ‘ The one I saw yesterday was
John Peter,’ the indispensable signification of

John Peter is simply an individual object of

consciousness (usually a man, though it may
be a dog, or a doll) whom it has been agreed

to designate by that name; but the banal

signification, to one who knows John Peter

well, is very extensive.

The same characteristics apply to proposi-

tions as well as to terms : thus the complete

signification (or imqilieation) oi All x is y is

all its valid consequences, and its complete

apqilieation (or range) is all those descrip-

tions of circumstances under which it holds

good—that is to say, all its sufficient ante-

cedents. (C.L.P., c.s.p.)

A general term denotes whatever there may
be which qiossesses the characters which it

signifies
;

J. S. Mill uses, in qilace of signi-

fies, the term connotes, a word which he

or his father picked up in Ockham. But
signify has been in uninterrupted use in this

sense since the 12th century, when John of

Salisbury spoke of ‘ quod fere in omnium ore

celebre est, aliud scilicet esse appellativa

significant, et aliud esse quod nominant.

Nominantur singularia; sed universalia

significant ur.’ Nothing can be clearer. There

is no known occurieiice of connote as early

as this. Alexander of Ha'es [Summa Theol.,

I. liii) makes women connotans the equivalent

of appellatio relativa, and takes the relation

itself as the accusative object of connotare,

speaking of ‘creator’ as connoting the rela-

tion of creator to creature. So Aquinas, In
sentent., I. dist. viii. q. r, Art. i. Sub-

sequently, because adjectives were looked

upon as relative terms, while being defined

as ‘having whiteness,’ &c., the adjective was
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SIGNIFICS — SIGN-MAKING FUNCTION

looked upon as connoting the abstraction, but

never unless its supposed relative character

was under consideration. Tataretus, for

example, who wrote when the usage was fully

established, will be found using such phraseo-

logy as the following :
‘ Nulla relativa

secundum se habent contrarium, cum non
sint qualitates primae, sed solum relativa

secundum dici, et hoc secundum esse abso-

lutum et significatum principale eorum et

non secundum esse respectivum et connota-

tivum.’ Chauvin (ist ed.) says: ‘ Comiota-

tivum illud est cuius significatum non sistit

in se, sed necessario ad aliud refertur, vel

aliud connotat. V.g. Rex, magister, primus’
It unfortunately happened, as the above

quotations show, that the precise meaning
recognized as proper to the word ‘ signify’ at

the time of John of Salisbury (a younger con-

temporary of Abelard) was never strictly

observed, either before or since; and, on the

contrary, the meaning tended to slip towaids

that of ‘ denote.’ Yet even now the [iropriety

of John’s remark must be l ecognized.

A number of works were written in the

middle ages De modis signijicandi. based upon
Priscian (a contemporary of Boethius), who
in turn followed Apollonius the bad-tempered,

‘ grammaticorum princeps,’ who lived in the

time of Hadrian and Antoninus Pius. Cf. also

Thurot, Notices et Extraits des MSS., xxii. Pt.

II, and Duns Scotus, Works, Lyons ed.,i. (c.s.P.)

Signifies: (jQy.BedeutU 7\gslplire\ Fv.theorie

des stgnijications; Itail. teona dellesignijicazioni

(the foreign equivalents are suggested), (i)

Signifies implies a careful distinction between

(a) sense or Signification (q. v.), (6) mean-
ing or Intention (q. v.), and (c) significance

or ideal Woeth (q. v.). It will be seen that

the reference of the first is mainly verbal (or

rather Sensal, q. v.), of the second volitional,

and of the third moral (e. g. we speak of some
event ‘ the significance of which cannot be

overrated ’

;
it would be impossible in such

a case to substitute the ‘ sense ’ or the ‘ mean-
ing’ of such event, without serious loss).

Signifies treats of the relation of the sign in

the widest sense to each of these.

(2) A proposed method of mental training,

aiming at the concentration of intellectual

activities on that which is implicitly assumed
to constitute the primary and ultimate value

of every form of study : i. e. what is at

present indifferently called its meaning or

sense, its import or significance.

Signifies affords also a means of calling

attention to the backwardness of language in

II. K

comparison with other modes of human com-
munication, and to the urgent need of stimu-

lating thought by the creation of a general

interest in the logical and practical as well

as the aesthetical value of all forms of ex-

pression. And it provides a convenient

general term under which to work perhaps

for an international consensus, and for a

natural check upon wilful waste or misuse of

the existing resources of language, by bring-

ing to bear upon it a certain deterrent of

social and academic ‘ constraint ’ (cf. the

Editor’s Preface, viii).

Signifies make practically for the detection

of lurking confusion or specious assertion in

directions where the discipline of formal

logic would help less directly and simply.

But it is suggested that this study, so lar

from superseding or displacing or even dis-

tracting attention from the disciplines already

recognized, would rather render them more
effectual because more vitally significant

:

more obviously related to 01 dinary experience

and interests. It would also bi ing out the

moral value of a greater respect for the tradi-

tions and the future of language, and would
in fact, while preparing the ground for an
expansion of the limits of articulate expres-

sion, tend to create a linguistic conscience

which must beneficially react upon thought,

thus bringing about gradually and naturally

a spontaneous consensus in definition.

Much work is already being done in this

direction. Signifies as a science would
centralize and co-ordinate, interpret, inter-

relate, and concentrate the efforts to bring

out meanings in every form, and in so doing

to classify the various applications of the

signifying property clearly and distinctly.

Literature: A. Sidgwick, Distinction and
Criticism of Beliefs

;
Kakl Peaeson, Gram-

mar of Science
;
Mahaffy, Modern Babel, in

Nineteenth Cent., November, 1896; Eucken,
Gesch. d. philos. Terminologie (1879); and
Monist, July, 1896; Beeal, Essai de

Semantique
;

Jespeesen, Progress in Lan-
guage

;
F. TOnnies, Welby Prize Essay,

Mind, January and April, 1899; Bacon,
Hobbes, and later Whatelet, G. Coene-
WAEL Lewis, and J. S. Mill are among those

who have discussed the general subject. See

also E. Maetinak, Psychol. Untersuch. z.

Bedeutungslehre(i9oi). (v.w., g.f.s., j.m.b.)

Sign-making Function : (not in use in

the other languages). The selection or con-

struction of certain objects—the signs—in

order that by mentally operating with these,
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results may be obtained applying to other

objects— the things signified. It is also called

(McCosh) the symbolic function.

The possibility of this pi ocedure depends

upon the existence of an appropriate con-

nection between the signs and what they

signify. But the nature of the connection

may vary so as to constitute different kinds

of signs. We may distinguish (i) the demon-

strative sign, (2) the discriminative sign, (3)
the mnemonic sign, (4) the expressive sign,

(5) the substitute or symbolic sign. Cf. Sign.

(1) The demonstrative sign is the simplest

and most primitive. It is used by animals as

well as by men. It consists in some act by
which one individual, who is interested in an

object present to the senses, draws the atten-

tion of another individual to that object.

The second individual attends primarily to

the action of the first, and is thus indirectly

led to attend to something else. Pointing

with the finger is a typical illustration.

(2)

. The discriminative sign consists in

some modification of an object or addition to

it, made with the view of enabling us to iden-

tify and distinguish it in the future. Thus
the robber who made a chalk-mark on Ali

Baba’s door used a discriminative sign. The
house he desired to identify in the future was
so like others in the neighbourhood that he

feared it would be indistinguishable. But he

was convinced that he could always distin-

guish a door with a chalk-mark on it from a

door with no chalk-mark. He accordingly

made a chalk-mark on Ali Baba’s door.

Morgiana destroyed its discriminative value

by making similar marks on the neighbouring

doors.

(3) The mnemonic sign is simply an aid to

memoiy. A is so connected with B that when
we think of A we shall probably or certainly

think of B. Now, if B is something which
we are in danger of forgetting, and if we
attempt to obviate this risk by arranging so

that the recall of A shall be practically certain

at the proper moment, and thus call up the idea

of B when we want it, we are using A as a
mnemonic sign. Some people, for instance,

tie a string round one of the fingers to pre-

vent their forgetting something which they

have to do. 'I'he assumjitiou is that they will

frequently notice the string round the finger,

and be thereby reminded of the business which
they wish to remember. The device may fail,

either because they are oblivious of the string

at the critical time, or because, when they do
notice it, it fails to yield the required reminder.

(4) 'I'he expressive sign is not merely, like

the mnemonic, a means of calling up the idea

of an object. It is a means of attending to

the object while it is present to consciousness.

When the mnemonic sign has reminded us of

that which it signifies, it has no longer any
function to discharge, and may be dismissed.

But words and the gestures composing the

language of natural signs are constituent

factors of the very act of thinking of the

objects which they signify. They are means
of thinking of the object, as the handle of a

box is a means of lifting it
;
and just as some

things cannot be lifted without a handle, so

some objects—concepts—cannot be thought

of without words, or other expressive signs.

See Language Function, and cf. Speech.

(5) The substitute or symbolic sign is anti-

thetically opposed in its nature to the expres-

sive sign. The expressive sign is a means of

attending to the object signified; the substi-

tute sign is a means of dispensing with atten-

tion to the object signified. Thus in cribbage

the relative position of the pegs in the crib-

bage board is substituted for the relative

number of points won by the players. In

solving a problem by algebraical methods,

when we have once assigned suitable symbols

to the several quantities, we need not in the

actual process think of anything but these

symbols, and the rules of operation applying

to them, 'fhe equation might he solved by

some one who did not know what problem it

represented. It is only when the solution of

the equation is obtained that the need arises

to retranslate our symbols in terms of that

which they signify. Working with logarithms

is another example. (g.p.s.)

Sigwart, Heinrich. Christoph Wil-

helm. (1789-1844.) Born and brought up

at Remmingsheim in Wiirtemberg, he became

Privatdocent in philosophy at Tiibingen in

1813; professor extraordinary in 1816; and

ordinary in 1818. He died at Stuttgait.

Similar (witli Similarity, Similitude)

[Lat. similis, like] : Ger. dhnlich, gldchartig
;

Fr. semhlahle] Ital. similare. See Resem-
blance.

Similar (in exact logic) : having a common
predicate of some considerable logical depth.

Similar whole : a whole of similar parts.

Term of similitude : a general name, (c.s.p.)

Similarity (consciousness of, law of) : see

Likeness (consciousness of, and law of), and
Resemblance.

Similia similibus percipiuutur [Lat.]

:

see Perception, ad fin.
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Simple [Pat. simplex, from sim, same, one,

+ plicare, \o \o\A\. Ger. einfach; Yr. simple;

Ital. semplice. Original or first in its nature
;

elementary
;

without parts or complication :

opposed to Complex (q.v.), Compound (q.v.),

and derived. (C.S.P.—j.m.b.)

Simple acceptation', the acceptation of a term

to signify a nature abstracted from existence,

as ‘ animal is the genus of man ’ {Century

Diet.). (c.s.p.)

Simple agreement : the agreement of one

thing with another; opposed to analogy or

the agreement of many things with n)any.

Simple agreement is either essential (which is

identity in the sense of unity of essence) or

accidental. Accidental simple agreement is

either internal or external
;
the former being

either equality or likeness, the latter co-

relationship to thirds which agree.

Simple apprehension: (i) the faculty or

act of apprehending without forming judg-

ments. See Apprehension (2). (2) Intui-

tion (q.v., in philosophy).

Simple Comparison (q. v.) ; the faculty or

act by which the subject and predicate of a

judgment are compared (cf. Century Diet).

(C.S.P.-J.M.B.)

Simple concept: a concept of which no

other definite concept (at any rate, no first-

intentional concept) can be predicated.

Simple consequence: (i) an inference

drawn from a single premise. This was the

standard form of setting forth arguments in

the scholastic writings of the middle ages.

The suppressed major premise was called the

consequentia. (2) An inference drawn from

a single premise, from which the conclusion

follows by virtue of the meaning of the middle

term.

Simple Conversion (q. v.) : the immediate

inference from a proposition to another pro-

position differing from the former only by the

interchange of subject-teim and predicate-

term.

Simple enumeration: a term of Francis

Bacon’s, by which he means mentioning a

number of instances of a’s which are 6’s,

and thence concluding that every single a
is a 6, of which he well says :

‘ Inductio

quae procedit per enumerationem sim-

plicem res puerilis est, et precario concludit,

et periculo exponitur ah instantia contra-

dictoria, et plerumque secundum pauciora

quam par est, et ex his tantummodo quae
praesto sunt, pronunciat.’ It is not in

truth induction, but a singularly futile sort

of presumption.

Simple enunciation: a proposition which is

not resolvable into copulative or disjunctive

parts. Thus, ‘ All men are all rational animals’

is resolvable into ‘ Every man is a rational

animal, and every rational animal is a man.’

So ‘ Every man is a rational animal ’ is resolv-

able into ‘Every man is rational, and every man
is an animal.’ But though perhaps every pro-

position of the form ‘ Every S is P’ is com-
posite, yet the form itself may be regarded as

simple.

Simple interpretation. In this phrase, inter-

pretation means the subject of Aristotle’s

Peri hermeneias, that is to say, a Symbol

(q. V.). A simple interpretation is one which
does not have (either expressed in words or

in circumstances) one part to show what it

denotes and another to show what it signifies

;

that is to say, it is a term or rhema (Predi-

cate, q. V., 2).

Simple Mode (q. v., ad fin.) : a term of

Locke’s {Essay, H. xii. 5); a variation of one

simple idea.

Simple necessity

:

the necessity of that

whose contradictory involves contradiction

(Scotus, Opus Oxon., IV. xii. 7).

Simple part

:

a part which has no parts in

the sense in which it is itself a part.

Simple power : the same as pure power, or

tiiat passive power which belongs to ‘first’

Matter (q. v., Aristotle’s use).

Simple probation

:

a proof consisting of a
single syllogism.

Simple proposition : simple enunciation

(q. V. above). Yet all categorical propositions

are sometimes so called.

Simple question

:

a question which asks

either whether or what anything is, as contra-

distinguished from a complex question which
asks of a thing whether or why it has a

certain character.

Simple suppiositwn : simple acceptation

(q.v. above). Petrus Hispanus says :
‘ Acci-

dentalium suppositionum alia simplex; alia

personalis. Suppositio accidentalis simplex

est acceptio termini communis pro re uni-

versali significata per ipsum terminum : ut

cum dicitur, homo est species, animal est

genus.’ Ockham {Logica, I. Ixiv) says :
‘ Est

autem primo sciendum quod suppositio prime
dividitur in suppositionem siniplicem, per-

sonalem, et matei’ialem. . . . Suppositio sim-

plex est quando terminus supponit pro
iutentione animae sed non tenetur significa-

tive. Verbi gratia, dicendo sic, homo est

species, ille terminus homo supponit pro in-

tentione animae, quia ilia intentio est species,
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et tiuueu proprie loquendo ille termiims homo
non significat illam intentionem

;
sed ilia vox

et ilia intentio animae sunt tantum signa sub-

ordinata in significando.’

Si)»2^Ie syllogism : a Syllogism (q. v.)

which cannot be resolved into several syllo-

gisms, nor contains any composite proposi-

tions.

Ni/npZe truth: that trutli which pertains

to the thing itself; otherwise called ‘tran-

scendental truth.’ (C.S.P.)

Simplicity (in aesthetics) [Lat. simplex,

from sine -f plico, without fold] : Ger. Ein-

faclheit; Tr. simplicite
;

Ita]. se7nplicita. As
aestlietic quality, the restiiction of the number
and variety of parts in an aesthetic whole, in

the interest of unity and of ease of compre-

hension. Vi,

It excludes not only whs^^ superfluous or

exaggerated, but even el€inents that might
have value by adding to the richness of the

unity. It represents one pole (becoming in

extreme form bareness or meagreness) of

aesthetically pleasing form, as variety repre-

sents the other.

Literature: KOstlin, Aesthetik, 94 f.
;

see

also Unity in Variety. (j.h.t.)

Simplicius. Lived in the first half of

the 6th century A. d. Taught by Ammonius
Saccus. He himself taught at Atliens,

and in 529 A.D., following the edict of

Justinian closing the schools of philosophy at

Atliens, emigrated into Persia, but returned

disappointed. A Neo-Platonic thinker, and
commentator on Aristotle’s works.

Simulation [Lat. simulatio, a feigning] :

Ger. Simulation) Fr. simulation', Ital. simu-

lazione. (i) Make-believe (q. v.)
;
see also

Semblance.

(2) Conscious perception, including Equi-
vocation (q. V.) and Lie (q. v.).

(3) In medicine : the feigning or counter-

feiting of the symptoms of a disease; also

called malingering.

Mental symptoms, as well as such sensory

defects as colour-blindness and deafness, seem
especially liable to simulation, and are often

counterfeited witb the object of escape from
military duty, or the consequences of a crime,

or again for no Tery obvious intent (see

below). Simulation is generally detected by
the overacting of the symptoms, the absence
of slight accessory characteristics, and the
results of special tests. Of the various

insanities, mania, melancholia, and delusional

in.saiiity (paranoia) are perhaps the most sus-

ceptible to simulation, but the number of cases

of successful simulation is probably extremely

small. It should be noted, however, that in

many cases a true abnormal condition is

present (of which, indeed, the tendency to

simulate or assume the symptoms is an ex-

jjression), although not the specific disease

which is simulated. Cases of moral insanity,

and many of the borderland cases of mental

abnormality^ often exhibit a tendency to

assume mental disorders which are not real.

In hysteria this quasi-simulation is of an

allied ty pe. Hysterical symptoms are in a

literal sense real and not simulated. But,

on the one hand, while they are subject to

a variety of psymhical influences, and thus

may be said to present a form of simulation

sui generis (see Hysteria), on the other

hand, medical writers note that many of the

symptoms exhibited in hysteria are often pro-

duced by other and tiue organic disturbances.

Literature : art. Siinnlation of Hysteria,

in Tube’s Diet, of Psychol. Med.
;
Tomel-

LiNi, Delle Malattie simulate
(

1 877). (J.J.)

Sin (in ethics and theology) [AS. syn, mis-

chief, harm]: Ger. Sunde; ¥r. geeche; Ital.

peccato. Conscious nonconformity to or trans-

gression of an ideal standard of right or duty

as revealed in conscience or the divine law,

together with the tendency or disposition to

such nonconformity or transgression.

Sin is to be distinguished from crime, which

is a breach of civil law, and vice, which is a

breach of a social requirement, the standards

of which are relative. Sin can arise only in

view of an ideal requirement. Therefore

only^ God can forgive sin. In Christian theo-

logy there are the two profoundly different

views of sin and its relation to the nature of

man, represented by Augustinianism (q. v.)

and Pelagianism (q. v.)
;
the one finding sin

deeply rooted in man’s nature and rendering

him helpless for good, and therefore a subject

of sovereign grace, the other treating it as a

disturbance which does not profoundly affect

man’s nature or his ability to do good.

Literature : besides the works of Augus-
tine and the Pelagians, see Julius Mullee,
Die chiistl. Lehre v. d. Siinde (Eng. trans.)

;

Jonathan Edwards, The Great Doctrine of

Original Sin defended; A. Brown, The Doc-

trine of Sin (1881). (A.T.O.)

Sincerity [Lat. sincerus, from sine, with-

out, + cera, wax]: Ger. Aufrichtigkeit ;
Fr.

sinrerite; Ital. sinceritci. Disposition not to

mislead others either positively or negatively.

Sincerity is thus wider than veracity. The
sincere man aims to be truthfully understood.
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whether he make positive lepresentations or

not. Honesty is often used for sincerity in

this sense. Of. Vbkacitt, and Lie. (j.m.b.)

Sine qua non [Lat.]. Abbreviation of

conditio sine qua non ; necessary condition.

See Necessaby and Supeicient Condi-
tion. (J.M.B.)

Single : see Individuae (different topics).

Singular [Lat. singulus, separate
;
trans-

lates Gr. Kaff trao-TO!/] : Ger. (i) einzeln,

(i, 2) individuell] Fr. (i) individuel, (i, 2)

singulier; Itail. {i) singolo, {2) singolare. (i)

Applicable, as a sign, to a single individual.

(2) In matbematics : a singular place upon

a continuum is a place whose properties differ

from those of all other places in the vicinity,

so as to constitute in one aspect a dis-

continuity. (C.S.P.)

Singular or Individual ( i n 1 ogi c) . A term

which, during a given discussion, is not to be

treated of in separate parts is a singular or

individual term.

Like many expressions in logic, the sig-

nification is not absolute, but relative to the

discussion in hand. Thus ‘ my palette ’ may
be, upon one occasion, an indivisible object,

and upon another it may be thought of as tlie

field for many different colours. The tech-

nical definition is this: A is singular or

individual if for every term whatever, x,

either no A is £c or else no A is non-x; in

other words, there is nothing, x, such that A
can be partly x and partly non-x. A pro-

position containing a singular term is called

a ‘ singular proposition.’ (c.l.p.)

Singularism : Ger. Singularismus

;

Fr.

singularisme (suggested)
;

Ital. singolarismo

(suggested). A term used (cf. Kulpe, Introd. to

Philos., § 14) to characterize philosophic schools
‘ explaining or deducing all the phenomena
of the universe from one principle ’

;
opposed

to pluralism. See Monism. (j.d.)

Sinistrality ; see Dextealitt.
Sinking Fund : see Amoetization.
Situation (social) : see Social Status.

Skin ; see Cutaneous Sensation, passim.

Skin Sensation : Ger. Hautempfindung
;

Fr. sensation de la peau, sensation cutanee
;

Ital. sensazione cutanea. See Cutaneous
Sensation, Pain,Peessuee Sensation, Tbm-
PEEATUEE Sensation, Touch, and Haptics.

Slavery ; see Seevitude.
Sleep [AS. sZxp] : Ger. Schlaf; Fr. som-

meil-, Ital. sonno. A normally periodic sus-

pension, more or less complete, of conscious

processes, due to organic conditions. Cf.

DeEAM. (J.M.B.)

The depth of sleep was measured by Kohl-
schiitter {Fesligkeit des Schlafes, 1862), who
found that it increased rapidly for the first

hour, then became rapidly lighter, and con-

tinued light until waking. Monninghoff and
Yieshevgen {Zeitsch. f. Biol., 1883, 1 14) found

a similar cmwe, with indication of a much
shallower deepening of sleep between the fifth

and sixth hours. See also Howell, ‘ Physiology

of Sleep,’ A. of Exper. Med., ii. 313.

The chief cause of sleep is probably the

using up of the high]}" organized protoplasm

in the cells of the brain
;
during sleep this

loss is made good. A secondary cause

is generally stated to be accumulation of

waste matter (fatigue products) in the blood.

Mosso caused appearances of fatigue in a rested

dog by transfusing the blood of a tired dog
into its veins, but he fails to tell us whether
sleep was required for recovery. Yet fatigue

of the central nervous system is certainly

a predisposing condition. But wakefulness

sometimes persists even in conditions of ex-

treme exhaustion, and on the other hand
the mere slackening of mental activity is

often sufficient to induce sleep without pre-

vious fatigue. Animals almost invariably go

to sleep when accustomed sensory stimuli are

withdrawn. There seems to be no doubt that

sleep is essentially connected with alteration

in the conditions of the blood supply of the

brain. (c.p.h.-j.m.b.)

Abnormalities of sleep may occur as

deficiency in amount or nature of sleep (see

Insomnia); or as excessive tendency to sleep,

known as sleep disease or narcolepsy; or as

specially prolonged sleep, of which several

cases are on record (see Teance)
;

or, again,

as Somnambulism (q. v.) or active sleep
;
or

as artificially induced sleep (see Hypnotism,
and Psychic Eppect op Deugs). The
abnormal mental symptoms of sleep are con-

sidered under Deeams (q. v.). It may be

noted that mental disturbances, such as

attacks of epileptic or acute frenzy, have been
known to occur in sleep. (j.j.)

Experiments on the effects of artificially

induced loss of sleep have been made by
Patrick and Gibert on man {Psychol. Rev.,

iii. 469), in which determinations are made of

the possible length of the waking period, the

organic variations induced, and the mental
effects (hallucinations, &c.).

Literature : besides the papers cited, see a

general resumd of theories by db Manaceine,
Sleep; its Physiol., Hygiene, and Psychol

DE Sanctis, I Sogni (1899); and(1897);
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tl;e cilatioiis under Insomnia
;

see also the

Psychol. Index, v. 6 (successive issues, litera-

ture o 1
'

1894 ff.). (J.M.B.)

Sleeplessness : Ger. Schlaflosiijkeil
;

Fr.

insomniu
;

Ital. inscmnia. See Insomnia, and

Slkep.

Smart, Benjamin Humphrey. (1785-

1872.) An Euglisli grammarian and writer

in metaphysics. He claimed to be a follow^er

of Locke.

Smell (sensations of); see Olfactoky
Sensations. An extended bibliography is

by Bawden, J. of Compar. Neurol., AjDril,

1901. (J.M.B.)

Smith, Adam. (1723-90.) Born at

Kii’kcaldy, Scotland, he was educated there,

at Glasgow University, and at Balliol

College, Oxford, for the Church of England.

He gave up the clerical profession, and

moved in 1748 to Edinburgh, where, with

Lord Kames as patron, he lectured in

rhetoric and belles-lettres. Professor of logic

at Glasgow, 1751; and of moral philosophy

there, 1752. He accompanied the duke of

Buccleuch on his travels, and studieil political

institutions in difi'erent countries. Lived

(1766-76) in partial retirement with his

mother, and wrote his great work, The
Wealth of Nations. He was Lord Sector of

Glasgow University, 1787. His contribu-

tion to Ethical Theoeies (q. v.) is con-

tained in his Theory of the Moral Sentiments.

Smoothness : see Roughness.
Social Accommodation or Adaptation :

see Social Dynamics, and cf. Accommoda-
tion (in biology).

Social Compact ; see Social Conteact.
Social Consciousness : Ger. soziales

Bewusstsein •, Fr. conscience sociale; Ital.

coscienza sociale. (i) The individual mind
so far as it is conscious of referring to or

meaning others.

The different ways in which the individual

mind may refer to or mean others is one of

the important problems of Social Psycho-
logy (q. V.). Social consciousness, however,
is a more restricted thing, since it is the con-

sciousness of meaning others. Social psycho-
logy takes cognizance of the implication of

others, whether the individual is conscious of

it or not. That is, there may be elements in

the individual’s state and in his development
which are psychically immediate to him, i. e.

not recognized as having social value, although

to social psychology they really have. This

distinction leads to the more extended meaning
that follows.

(2) General or collective consciousness

:

consciousness so far as it has elements, dispo-

sitions, meanings, &c., common to two or
more individuals. Cf. Geneeal Will.
The first meaning is to be preferred,

‘general consciousness’ being available for the

second.

Literature : see GeneealWill, and Social
Psychology. (j.m.b.)

Social Contract : Ger. Staatsvertrag,

sozialer Contract’, Fr. contrat social', Ital.

contratto sociale. A supposed agreement
entered into by men dwelling together in one

place or country to oi-ganize a state or political

constitution, establish a government, submit
to its authority, and obey its laws.

The theory that political society originated

in a voluntary compact, or that, at least, it is

maintained by agreement, and rests on the

consent of the governed, is as old as the

Greeks. It was taught by Epicurus (see

Fouillee’s review of this subject, La Sci. Sociale

Contemp., chap. i). In modern times we owe
its elaboration chiefly to Hobbes {Elementa

Philos, de Give, 1642; De Gorpore Politico,

1650; and Leviathan, 1651) and to Rous-

seau (Ae Contrat Social, 1762). Historical

students of political science, like Bluntschli

and Sir Henry Sumner Maine, have been at

much unnecessary pains to prove that in fact

the state developed imperceptibly out of tribal

life, and is at present maintained largely by
force, and have assumed that history therefore

discredits the social contract philosophy.

This is a criticism which Rousseau in part

anticipated. A patriarchal group, or a group

held together by force, he said [Le Contrat

Social, chap, i), is, if you please, an aggrega-

tion, but not an association. That is to say,

Rousseau taught that a mere population is

not necessarily a society, and that society

comes into existence only when men begin to

make voluntary agreements. This thought

has been elaborated by de Greef (Introd. b, la

Social.), who makes contract the d istinctive phe-

nomenon of society. Spencer
(
The Man versus

the State) strongly maintains not only that the

doctrine of tlie social contract is consistent

with the theory of evolution, but also that the

opposite political doctrines are inconsistent

with it. Cf. Social Oeganization. (p.h.g.)

Social Dynamics : Ger. soziale Dynamik
;

Fr. dynamique sociale
;

Ital. dinamica sociale.

That division of sociology or the study of that

group of social problems which deals with any
break up and reconstruction of the social

order, with any disturbance and re-establish-
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ment of the social equilibrium, or with

any change in the rate or direction of social

evolution
;

the theory of social accommoda-
tion. (F.H.G.-J.M.B.)

This term was invented by Comte {Cours de

Philos. Positive, 1830-42) to designate that

division of his sociology which treated of the

historical progress of mankind. Spencer {^Social

Statics, 1848) used it, in closer analogy to the

language of mechanical physics, as a name for

the study of the gradual adaptation of society

and social man to their physical and organic

environment. Lester F. Ward {Dynamic
Social., 1883) employed it to denote the study

of those highest social processes in which
intelligence and purpose intervene to supple-

ment and complicate the unconscious processes

ofcosmic evolution. Cf. Socionomics, Social

Oeganization, Social Evolution, and
Social Sciences.

Literature : the writers cited
;
Tarde, Social

Laws (Eng. trans.); Baldwin, Social and Eth.

Interpret., §§ 117, 315; see also Sociology,

and Social Psychology. (e.h.g.)

Social Ethics: Ger. sozidle Ethik; Fr.

morale sociale; Ital. etica sociale. (i) Moral
principles in their application to social rela-

tions and situations. In this meaning, social

ethics is a department of what is called applied

ethics, which deals with the application of

ethical rules to actual matters of conduct in

all the spheres of practice.

(2) The type of ethical theory which founds

morality genetically (a) upon the social life of

the individual, (6) upon that of mankind, or

(c) upon both.

Tlie theories of Adam Smith and Hume
illustrate (2 cl), which was the main resource

of empiricism in ethics before the rise of the

evolution theory. The transition from this

view which emphasized sympathy and custom

is seen in the work of Leslie Stephen, whose
‘ social tissue

’

is a more permanent and racial

thing. The evolution ethics as ex2)ouuded by

Spencer brought in theories of the type (26)
based on ‘ race-experience.’ Current empirical

genetic views in ethics belong to (2 c), a cer-

tain coincidence being supposed between the

course of the individual’s progress under
the sanctions of his social education and the

evolution of mankind in morality. It is,

however, not empiricism alone which may
profit by the investigations of social ethics,

since it may be held that evolution in the con-

tent of morality, both in the individual and in

the race, is consistent with nativism of the

forms of practical reason, or that the new

stages of ethical development are distinct and
analysable each for itself— not reducible to,

though arising out of, earlier stages. In
these ways an ethical idealism may arise on
the basis of a science of social ethics.

Literature : see the section (and citations)

devoted to evolution theories undej- Ethics,

and Ethical Theories
;

also Bibliog. F,

2, n. (j.M.B.)

Social Evolution (i) and (2) Social
Progress : Ger. soziale Entwicklung und
soziuler Fortschritt] Fr. evolution sociale et

jifogres social] Ital. evoluzione e 2^‘>'ogresso

sociali. (i) Social change in so far as it de-

pends u^ion the continuous operation of the

princi^des which constitute and condition

Social Organization (q. v.). Cf. Social
Forces and Conditions. (2) Social evolu-

tion considered as determined towards some
desirable goal

;
contrasted witli social ‘ retro-

gression ’ and ‘ decay.’

(i) These definitions make social evolution

the wider term
;

it includes any continuous

movement in the social whole in which pre-

vious change persists and enters into the

determination of subsequent change, apart

from what is called its direction—which is

jDredictable only in its character, as intel-

lectual, ethical, or other, not in its social

form (so Lacombe)—and from the apprecia-

tion of it from the jioint of view of worth.

The definition of social evolution, there-

fore—like that of all evolution—requires

change determined by inner forces and outer

conditions, and the continuation, for a longer

or shorter period, of the same sort of de-

termination. That is, the antecedents of the

change must be generalizabla,aud reap>plicable

in diffei'ent cases of change. The further

requisite is that the sphere in which the

change occurs shall be adequately marked
off—the problem of the definition of what is

social.

Within these requirements there are certain

theories of social evolution
;
theie are also

many more which call themselves theories that

do not fulfil these conditions.

(a) Physical theories, which hold that

geographical and other physical conditions

are the solo or principal determining factors

in social change. (6) Biological theories,

which find in society an organism subject to

the laws of biological evolution: variation,

natural selection, heredity, &c. These two
theories are ‘ socionomic.’ See SociONOMiC
Forces, (c) Psychological theories, which
consider the determination of social change
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to be iu some foi'm mainly psychological, le-

flecting changes in the minds of the persons

organized in society, (d) Sui generis theories,

which hold that there are in social organiza-

tion certain immanent and peculiar principles

of determination in accordance with which all

its continuous changes occur; such theories

we may call ‘ autonomic ’ (see History).

The problem is extraordinarily compli-

cated, seeing that social evolution carries with

it both biological and mental evolution, and

the question is mainly the demarcation of a

smaller group of changes within these larger

groups. The distinction between ‘ social forces,’

on the one hand, and ‘ extra-social conditions,’

on the other hand, has been suggested in

the interests of a solution (see Force and
Condition). The ‘ social forces ’ proper are

intrinsic sources of change—within the order

of phenomena itself—changes which precede

other social changes and so determine the

latter; ‘extra-social conditions ’ are the pheno-

mena in the larger spheres, physical, bio-

logical, psychological, which condition the

special social changes as such. The same
distinction is required in other departments

of science; for example, the chemical changes

occurring in living tissues, while not them-

selves considered vital, are nevertheless
‘ extra-vital conditions,’ so to speak, of the

determination of vital change and function.

So geographical separation or ‘isolation’ con-

ditions biological change by limiting mating,

but it cannot itself be called a biological

principle. See Socionomic Forces.
The general principle of Recapitulation

(q. V.) has been borrowed from biology and ap-

plied analogically by Lilienfeld
;
and Baldwin

has used the corresponding principle of psycho-

logical recapitulation. Others have pointed

out the profound significance of social life as a
determining or orthoplastic factor in biological

evolution. Of. Organic Selection (5, 6).

(2) Besides the distinction made in the
definitions given above, social progress differs

from social evolution in a way which the

distinction between social forces and extra-

social conditions serves to make more plain.

Social progress is not only in a desirable

direction, whatever ‘desirable’ in a particular

case may mean, but it is necessarily always
the same—once fully described, always de-

scribed— inasmuch as it states the essential

action of forces intrinsically and immanently
social. But social evolution is liable to many
different statements, in different social groups,

in succession or simultaneously; that is, it

includes tlie extra-social conditions, with the

limitations, intrusions, hinderings, helpings,

&c., which they bring, to the working out of

the social forces properly so called. We
accordingly find here, as in biology, a distinc-

tion between what Romanes calls the ‘ mono-
typic ’ and the ‘ poly typic.’ Social progress

is monotypic
;

it depends upon the strictly

social, and is in one direction always. Social

evolution is polytypic; it expresses the social

growth when hemmed and conditioned by
physical, biological, and psychological situa-

tions and events, and is in many diverging

directions. (j.m.b., g.f.s.)

Various theories as to what constitutes

social progress are current
:
physical comfort,

material wellbeing, intellectual and moral

culture, psychological integration in a recog-

nized whole of rights and duties, civilization

(itself liable to equal variations of defini-

tion)—all these are advocated. The early

socialistic leaders, Saint-Simon and Fourier,

and the Radical pamphleteers like William
Godwin, conceived of progress as a move-
ment that could not stop) short of the perfect

political and economic emancipation of the

working classes and their intellectual en-

lightenment. Comte’s conception of pro-

gress included the growth of positive know-
ledge and of altruism, but placed the emphasis

on the substitution of positivism for theology

and metaphysics, resting this on the view

that ‘ society progresses only by ideas ’ (Barth,

as below, i. 30). According to Lacombe the

goal is intellectual accumulation and moral
‘ conciliation.’

Herbert Spencer places emphasis on

sympathy and altruism, the social nature,

rather than on increasing knowledge, and
upon the decay of militarism as an essential

condition. Mackenzie [An Introd. to Social

Philos.) lays stress on (i) material wellbeing,

(2) improvement in social organization, (3)
improvement in the mental and moral nature

of man. (j.m.b.-f.h.g.)

The concept of Social Retrogression and
Decay (q. v.) goes with that of social progi-ess,

and is liable to the same alternatives of

definition.

Literature (in which social evolution and

social progress are usually used interchange-

al)ly) : besides the discussions given in the

works cited under Sociology and Social

Psychology, see Stephen, Sci. of Eth.;

Alexander, Moral Order and Progress
;
Mal-

LOCK, Aristocracy and Evolution
;
Novicow,

Conscience et Volont6 sociales; Tarde, La
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Logique tociiile ; Le Bon, The Psychol, of

Peeples (Eng. trans.); MacKenzie, Introd.

to Social Philos.
;

Fedeeici, Le leggi del

progresso (1885); Baeth, Geschichtsphilos.

als Soziol., i
;
Lacombe, La Sci. de I’Hist.

;

Baldwin, Social and Eth. Interpret. (3rd

ed.). See also Biological Analogy, and
Imitation. (j.m.b.-e.m.)

Social Force; Ger. soziale Kraft] Fr.

force sociale
;

Ital. forza sociale. The ground
of social change so far as it is internal or

intrinsic to the social organization in which
the change occurs. Cf. Foece (various topics).

The common confusion between force and
energy should be avoided here. In the words
of the autlior of the article on another topic—
Eneegy (q. V.)

—

‘ Spencer’s exposition of the

subject is defective through trying to extend

the conception of energy into tields where no
transformation of mechanical energy into the

concepts of the field is possible.’ Energy is

amount of change produced measured in terms

of exact units. For social change tliere are

no exact units of measurement, and it is

impossible to biing over physical units into

this field. To illustrate what social energy

would be, suppose we assume that one act of

imitation by one individual of another is the

unit of quantity or mass (m), then in a given

case of propagation of an idea in society we
would have the hinetic social energy of a series

of changes KE = where m is one imita-

tion and V is the rapidity with which such

imitations occur—a grotesque aping of phy-
sics. (J.M.B., G.F.S.)

A point of great importance in the history

of the term is the difi'erentiation of the con-

ception of social force from that of forces that

create society. The term has long been in-

accurately used to designate the latter. Comte
so used it, and the usage was followed by
Spencer, Ward, de Greef, Patten, and others.

Cf. Foece and Condition, and Socionomic
FoECES. (F.H.G., J.M.B.)

Social Heredity ; see Heeedity (2), and
Teadition (in biology).

Social Logic ; Ger. soziale Logik
]

Fr.

logique sociale
]

Ital. loyica sociale. The form
of Social Peocess (q. v.) considered as

analogous to the form of union of premises

in a logical conclusion.

The terms social logic (Tarde, La
Logique sociale) and ‘mental energy’ (Wundt)
are used in connection with ways of looking
at social evolution more or less analogically.

The former considers social organization as

analogous with the form of syllogistic reason-

ing
;

the latter considers it under analogy

with physical energy—a so-called ‘ law of

increase of mental energy ’ being true of social

evolution, while in physics there is conserva-

tion of energy. As to the latter view, the

remarks made under Social Foece would
seem to be applicable; the conception of energy

has no legitimate application. (j.m.b.)

Social Opposition : Ger. soziale Oirpo-

sition (or Streit)
;
Fr. ojpq^osition sociale] Ital.

opposizione sociale. Intel ference or conflict

in the operation of Social Foeces (q. v.) : as

in Competition, Rivalry (q. v.), oppression,

revolt, &c., considered as involving stcial forces

(cf. Tarde, Social Laics, Eng. trans., Opposi-

tion universelle, and Psychologie economique,

1901). (J.M.B.)

Social Organism ; Ger. sozialer Organ-
ismus

]
Fr. organisme social] Ital. orgnnismo

sociale. The organized body of society con-

sidered under the analogy of the physiological

or biological organism. See Biological
Analogy.

Both the utility and the exact meaning of

this analogy are much discussed. Tlie tendency

of those who con-ider society an organism is to

depart from the strict biological conception

of organism and to give the teim a larger

meaning. Cf. Oeganism, and Oeganization.
Literature : see the refirenecs under Socio-

logy, and Biological Analogy. (j.m.b.)

Social Organization: Ger. soziale Organi-

sation
]
Fr. organisation sociale] Ital. oryaniz-

zazione sociale. That relation among indi-

viduals established, at least in part, by their

use of their minds and thiough iheir inter-

course, and sutficiently stable and progressive

to be called an Oeganization (q.v.); also

the process of the rise of such relationships.

The problem of social organization as a

genetic and comparative question belongs to

general Sociology (q. v.) ;
its investigation

under various phases and by different methods

belongs to the special Social Sciences

(q. V.). As a matter belonging to sociology,

two great questions may be separately treated,

although it is only by abstraction that this

separation is effected: (i) the problem of

social matter—what is the matter organized ?

—and (2) how is this matter organized ?

—

by what method or process 1

In answer to the first of these questions,

various sorts of matter are held to be intrinsic

to social organization: individuals, as such,

minds and bodies
;
minds of any' order

;
minds

of a relatively high order
;
thoughts; beliefs;
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desires; volitions; feelings; the social self or

socius
;
whatever is imitable

;
various com-

binations of these.

In answer to the question of social method
or process, we are told : natural selection

;
laws

of physiological organization and growth

;

social contract; personal growth as implicat-

ing a social group; imitation
;
constraint and

obedience. These are also variously combined.

The philosophy of social organization re-

quires the solutions of tliese two questions com-

bined in one general principle. The matter

which enters into the organization must
assume the form of the organization by itself

exhibiting the process or method. In other

words, it is not possible—as was said above

—

except by abstraction, to conceive a sort of

matter brought into organization by laws or

processes which are not its processes. The
true social forces of change are intrinsic and

not imposed. See Socionomic Foeces, and
cf. Foece and Condition. It is necessai y to

emphasize this
;

for when we come to put the

test upon various social theories in which

answers to the two questions are more or less

confusedly given, it is found that matter and

process have determinations which forbid their

union save in a logical or in a mechanical way.

There is a distinct tendency to accept the

view that the matter is psychological—whether
thought (Comte, Hegel, Lacombe, Fouill6e,

Baldwin) in whole or in large part, beliefs

and desires (Tarde), or feelings and actions.

This has the advantage of allowing the prin-

ciple of imitation to play as the method or

process involved— the questions remaining

over (i) as to whether imitation is the whole

of the method (Tarde), or an incident of a

larger process, such as personal growth
(Baldwin); and (2) as to the mental content

of the development of which imitation is an
intrinsic mode.

Social organization is progressive (cf.SociAD

Evolution and Social Peogeess), and the

principles established in the theory must
have here their further play. It is generally

recognized that what is called invention sup-

plies the new elements incorporated in social

growth
;
these taken up by imitation become

available as social material (so with various
modifications, Taine, Lacombe, Tarde, LI. Mor-
gan, and the present writer).

Literature : that of Sociology, Socius, and
State (philosophy of); an expository work
arranged by schools and individuals is Baeth,
Cc.^'chichtsphilos. als Sozioh, i; see also the

vario us topics Social. (j.m.b., e.h.g.)

Social Philosophy : Ger. soziale Fhilo-

so2>hie

;

Fr. philosophie sociale
;

Ital. Jilosofia

sociale. Study of the social sciences con-

sidered as a department of philosophy
;
that is,

as contributing data to the synthesis of know-
ledge which philosophy attempts to make.
Cf. Philosophy, Sociology, State (philo-

sophy of), and Social Sciencks. (j.m.b.)

Social Process; Ger. sozialer Prozess

;

Fr.

processus social) Ital. processo sociale. The
form of continuous change which the material

of social organization undergoes
;
that process

which, when true of a peculiar sort of facts,

constitutes social phenomena. Cf. Social
Oeganization. (j.m.b., e.h.g.)

Social Progress : see Social Evolution.
Social Psychology: Ger. soziale Psi/cho-

logie\ Yr. psychologie sociale) psicologia

sociale. That department of p.sychology

which treats of the individual mind with
reference to the implication of other minds
in its functions and development.

Social psychology is, on this definition, a.

more or less arbitrary division of general

jisychology; its material being taken from
the larger body of data, and its problem being

to find what is capable, on adequate analysis,

of being so treated. This is, however, only

one of the current definitions
;

the scope of

social psychology is much discussed in relation

to Sociology (q. v.) and Ethics (q. v.).

Literature

:

works on Sociology (q. v.)

;

G. Tosti, Social Psychol, and Sociol., in

Psychol. Rev., v. (1898) 347 ff.; Woems,
Psychologic individuelle et collective. Rev.

Int. de Sociol. (Jan., 1899); Baldwin, Social

and Eth. Interpret. (3rd ed., 1902); Taede,
Itltudes de Psychol, sociale

;
L’Opinion et la

Foule (1901); and La Psychol. 4conomique

(1901); Sighele, La Foule criminelle (Fr.

trails., 2nd ed., 1900); P. Rossi, Psicol.

collettiva (1901). (j.m.b., g.p.s.)

Social Betrogressiou (and Decay)

:

Ger. sozialer Riickschritt {und Verfall)) Fr.

retrogression (et decadence) sociale
;

Ital. re-

gresso (e decadenza) sociale. The undoing of

the results of social evolution.

It seems to involve (i) a diminution of

social welfare (see Sociology); (2) a return

from liberal to absolute forms of social organi-

zation
; (3) a breaking up of compound nations

into their component societies
; (4) a degenera-

tion of the social nature of individuals; and

(5) a dispersion of population.

Social retrogression may begin at any stage

in social evolution, in tribal society, or in

civilization. The ancients recognized the
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facts of social retrogression, and the pheno-

mena have never since been more vividly and
accurately described than by the Old Testa-

ment Prophets. (f.h.g.)

It is often held, and there is much to be

said for it, that social retrogression and de-

cay involve, as does social evolution, ethical

disintegration, and, further, that this is the

essential fact. Whether this latter statement

is true would seem to depend upon what is

held as to the nature of social pi ogress. If we
find that the fundamental fact, the sine, qua
non of social organization and advance—that

which is common to all special forms of social

wellbeing and of institutional life—is ethical,

then social retrogression is not present unless

there be ethical degeneration in individuals.

Such a fundamental thing as justice may he
interpreted ethically. This question is, how-
ever, left open in the point indicated above

(4 ).

The word decay is stronger than retro-

gression, and seems to apply primarily to the

disintegrating process in individuals.

Literature'. Schaffle, Struct, u. Bau des

sozial. Lehens
;

Bajrth, Philos, d. Gesch.

als SozioL, i, in loc. (j.m.b.)

Social Sciences : Ger. soziale Wissen-

schafteii', Fr. sciences sociales

;

Ital. scieme

sociali. The group of sciences which deal

with social Aggregation (q. v.).

The following table presents the main
sciences of society, Sociology (q. v.) proper

being contrasted as general with the special

departments of research, after a somewhat ana-

logous development to that which the Biolo-
gical Sciences (q. v.) have pursued. Cf. also

SociONOMic Forces, Social Ethics, Social
Organization, and Social Psychology.

Giddings (^Princ, of Social.) puts the

analytic and descriptive problems first and
the historical second, and includes both under
‘ General Sociology ’ (q. v., from which certain

of the headings are taken).

Sociology; i. Genetic

—

i. Evolution J

L GENERAL. [a. Origin and Descent-
Aggregation.
Social V^ariations.

Social Transmission.

Social Forces.

Social Stages, Epochs, Types.
Group Selection.

h, Socionomics (inter-relations inter se and to environment)—
Intergroup Intercourse (in culture, religion, arts, politics).

Socionomic Conditions.

Migration.

Geographical Distribution.

Rivalry (commercial, hostile : war).
Social Accommodation.

H. Theory of the Social

—

Philosophy of Social Organization.

Philosophy of the State, or of Right.
Ethics of Social Relationships,

iii. Mental Evolution and Development, as Social-
Folk Psychology.
Social Psychology (genetic),

a. Comparative

—

History

Customs Cults &c of the special social sciences (II, below).

(Ethnology) ^

heir

II. SPECIAL.

{

Analytic, descriptive,

and quantitative j
(statistical) Social \

Sciences

^i. Social Composition

—

Unit, Tissue, Social Matter.
2. Social Mind

—

Social Psychology (collective).

Social Process or Function.

3. Social Institutions

—

State.

Politics.

Law and Jurisprudence.

Education.
Religion.

4. Social Welfare and Progress-
Political Economy.
Ethic.s.

Criminology.

Penology.
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Social (i) Selection and (2) Suppres-
sion : Cer. soziale Aum-ahl vnd i ntr-

driickiing; Fr. selection et sociales',

Ital. selezione ed eliminazione sociali. (i) Con-

scious selection of one individual by another

considered as a factor in social or biological

evolution. Cf. Selection (in biology, and

in psychology).

(2) The social selection of an individual

for exclusion from social life : social elimina-

tion.

Social selection is illustrated well in

matrimony—say, the marriage of a white man
to a negio woman in New York—since the

result is influential biologically as well as

socially : socially, because the children are

trained by a woman of low culture and are

socially ostracized (social heredity); and
biologically, because their strain of negro

blood, by shutting them up to negro marriages

(except in very rare instances), is continued

and strengthened in later generations (physi-

cal heredity). This latter point is referred to

(Iscwbere (see Socionomic Foeces, 3).

The influence of social selection on bio-

logical evolution has been recognized in many
ways in recent discussion. Wallace calls it

‘selective association’ in cases in which it

brbiLS together groups of animals and prac-

ticall}’^ isolates them for interbreeding (cf.

Gulick, Nature, Ajrril i, 1897). See Isola-
tion. Wallace’s Recognition Maeks (q. v.)

are also a means of tliis sort of selection.

Social sujipression is illustrated in all

measures, either conventional and purely

voluntary, as in the isolation of a person

shunned by others, or legal and compulsory,

as in the imprisonment or hanging of a

criminal. Such persons are also physically

eliminated, since they are not allowed to have
offspring. (.j.m.b., c.ll.m., f.h.g.)

Among animals social selection, though
influential in determining the course of evo-

lution, is not purposeful
;
that is to say, the

animal does not select with the aim of deter-

mining the course of evolution in some specific

way. In man social selection may rise to this

higher level; and clioice may be exercised

with the distinctly conceived object of attain-

ing a giv’en social end.

Literature : see Sei.ection (in biology), and
Social I’sychology. (c.ll.m., j.m.b.)

Social Statics : Ger. soziale Statik
;
Fr.

statique eociale

;

Ital. statica sociale. That
division of sociology, or the study of that

gi'onp of social problems, wliich deal with a

stable social order, with social forces in equi-

librium. with social evolution tliat does not

change in rate, form, or direction.

This term, like Social Dynamics (q. v.),

was invented by Comte to designate that

division of his sociology which treated of a

stable social order and of coexistent social

phenomena in distinction from all pheno-

mena of sequence. Spencer, in Social Statics,

used it to denote a study of social equi-

libi'ium, which, according to his reasoning,

exists when the interests, motives, and activi-

ties of the individual members of society are

in balance. This, he held, is attained when
every man has perfect liberty to do all that

he wills so long as he does not trench on
the equal liberty of any other. Cf. Social
Sciences. (f.h.g.)

Social Status : for foreign equivalents

of Status, see that term. The position in

society which an individual member, family,

community, or class occupies by reason of

birth, social tradition, or achievements.

An individual may improve his social

status, but only by influencing the minds of

his fellow men. The final determination of

his social rank, position, or reputation is by a

combination of historical and psychological

factors objective to himself.

The conception is older than recorded

history. In primitive as in the most ad-

vanced societies the community recognizes

that the individual is for all practical purposes

only what his position in the community
allows of his being. Cf. Caste. (f.h.g.)

The idea of social status has been recast in

recent discussion, in which social organization

has been inteipreted as being, in any case,

a ‘situation’ in which the status of each

member is reflected more or less adequately

in the individual’s consciousness of the situa-

tion as a whole including himself. Bosanquet

{^Philos. Theory of the State) interprets the

fundamental conceptions of social philosophy

as relative functions of such a psychological

status
;

e. g. the individual’s consciousness of

justice and right is a function of his thought

of the social situation as involving a series of

individuals, each, including himself, having a

relative status. The present writer {Social

and Eth. Interpret.) reaches what he calls a

‘self-thought situation,’ meaning the indi-

vidual’s thought of the actual social situation

as an organization of selves, including him-

self, having status I'elatively to one another.

(J.M.B.)

Social Suppression or Elimination

:

see Social Selection and Suppeession.
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Social Theory; see Social Sciences,

and Sociology.

Social Tissue : Ger. soziales Gewehe
;
Fr.

tissu social (not used

—

l.m.); Itnl. tessuto

sociale. (i) Those individual members of

society who, collectively regarded, are fitted

by heredity and habit for normal social life.

More specifically, individual members of society

who by heredity and habit (mental and moral)

are adapted to a particular situation, station,

or function in normal society.

The term is employed in the meanings

given in the foregoing definitions by Leslie

Stephen [Set. of Ethi), but the conception

is Platonic, being fully worked out in Plato’s

Republic. (k.h.g.)

(2) Used in connection with the analogy

between society and a biological organism to

indicate the particular ‘ tissue ’—bone, muscle,

&c.—to which this or that group of social

phenomena corresponds (Schaffle).

Simiand playfully suggests that the rich

are society’s ‘ adipose tissue,’ and that the

‘ ptiests also represent fat.’ (j.m.b.)

Social Unit : Ger. soziale Einheit
;

Fr.

unite sociale', Ital. unita sociale. The irre-

ducible element of social organization
;

that

which includes what is essential to the social

as such, and nothing more.

Attempts to determine the social unit have

been embarrassed by the vai'ying conceptions

of social organization and of social evolution.

Atomistic theoiies of society find a unit which

by compounding produces the varied pheno-

mena of social life. So the individual has

been treated as the unit, which is in some way
brought into combination witli others. It is

true that the individual is the unit of the

social Group (q. v.); but he is not the social

unit, since the social is a relation of indi-

viduals. So others say the social group as

such is the unit (see Gumplowicz, Social, und
Polifik, 37, 53).

The biological theorists look for a unit

analogous to the physiological cell, and at-

tribute to it various ‘ functions ’ in the

economy of the social organism. The psycho-

logical school find the unit in the psycho-

logical state which is in some way both

individual and common to two or more indi-

viduals, so that by its possession a social

relation is constituted between or among the

individuals. Various constructions have been

put upon this, the least requisite psycho-

logical state considered as, wherever present,

ipso facto constituting a social situation.

The questions of its origin, development.

embrdiment, variations. See ., are problems of

the diffei-ent Social Sciences (q. v.).

The conception of unit here, as in psycho-

logy, is very misleading, since it is only by
au abstraction that any social phenomenon
can be considei ed a unit of quantity for treat-

ment. In all such cases the unit is an

arbitrary determination. In Moral Statis-

tics (q. V.) the unit is one case of the

phenomenon in question (suicide, theft, &c.).

There is no general social unit, and it is

doubtful whether in the social sciences any
final unit of analysis will ever be discovered

ill terms of which all plienomena of the class

can be quantitatively expressed. The attempt

to treat psychology by the theory of Compo-
sition (q. V.) of units has not succeeded. The
phrase ‘ fundamental social fact ’ used in recent

literature better expresses the scope of the

inquiry in this field.

Literature : see Sociology, and Social
Psychology. (j.m b.)

Socialism: Ger. Sozialismns; Fr. social-

isme
;

Ital. socialismo. (i) The disposition

to rely on political activity, rather than on

individual liberty, as a means of securing the

people’s material welfare.

(2) Specifically applied to certain historic

manifestations of this disposition—literary,

administrative, or revolutionary.

The word socialism dates from about 1835,
and seems to have originated in several

quarters simultaneously. Leroux claims to

have invented it as an antithesis to indi-

vidualism. The development of the doctrines

of political economy and of civil liberty had
led many people to see in enlightened self-

interest a panacea for social ills. Socialism

was a protest against this view.

Now individualism is not a creed or a
platform, but a way of looking at things

; and
the same thing may be said of socialism, in

the first and broader sense. Under these

circumstances we cannot expect to find, and
do not find, a coherent statement of socialistic

doctrine, generally accepted by socialists as

a body. A man may easily be a socialist in

some senses and an individualist in others.

The individualist is the man who in a number
of debatable cases believes that the good from

freedom outweighs the evil. The socialist

is the man who in these same cases be-

lieves that the evil outweighs the good. The
difference between the two is in many cases a

matter of temperament. The man who reasons

more acutely than he feels is pretty certain

to be an individualist; the man who feels
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more acutely tlian he reasons is likely

to be a socialist. For the good of freedom

is essentially an indirect one, only to be

fully understood by those who are capable

of abstract reasoning, and likely to be

exaggerated by those who overvalue such

reasoning.

But most of the men who are inclined

towards socialistic views fall into certain

pretty well defined groups; and the name
socialism is applied by turns to the creed and

jdatform of each of these groups. It thus

acquires in practice a number of specific

senses in place of one general sense. The
three main groups of socialists are the

administrative, the idealistic, and the revolu-

tionary.

The administrative socialist is the man
who believes in extending the authority of

the existing state, with such modifications

as may fit it to its wider sphere of activity.

He would give more rights to the officials and

less freedom to the individual property-owner.

He would regulate the hours and conditions

of labour
;
would provide for factory inspec-

tion
;
would substitute comjDulsory saving in

its various forms (pensions) for voluntary

saving
;

would have state management of

means of transportation and other industrial

monopolies
;
would generally favour progres-

sive taxation, inheritance taxes, and other

measures designed to put larger proportionate

burdens on the rich
;

and would in many
cases look favourably upon strict regulation,

if not actual nationalization, of landed

jiroperty. The administrative socialists are

sometimes divided into two sub-heads : the

state socialists proper, who go into these

!

measures as a matter of practical politics,

and the professorial socialists (Katheder-

Sozialisten, Socialistes en chaire), who adopt

them as a result of disinterested study. The
most advanced form of administrative as

distinct from revolutionary socialism is

perhaps represented by the English ‘ Fabian
Society.’

The idealistic socialist is apt to be by
temperament an artist— a man who feels so

keenly the evils of the present system that he

is blind to the impiacticability of his projiosals.

He may occupy himself with devising Utopias,

like Plato, or More, or Bellamy
;
or he may

appear to stand on more solid ground, like

Carlyle or George, and achieve great literary

success by that combination of keen perception

of present evils with inadequate analysis of

the difficulties in the way of reform which

appeals so strongly to the sentiment of the

reader. Or he may use similar appeals as

a means of strengthening the religious feel-

ing and religious organization of the commu-
nity—a thing often attempted, and sometimes
suci esbfully, by Christian socialists, both
Catholic and Protestant The sentiments

thus awakened, whether aesthetic or reli-

gious, may result in the establishment of

socialistic experiments like those of the dis-

ciples of Bobert Owen, the Brook Farm, or

the religious co-operative societies like the
‘ Shakers’—communistic organizations in the

strictest sense of the word, yet absolutely

foreign, in their purposes and methods, to the

ideas of the Communist League. It is in the

nature of things impossible to formulate or

classify the proposals of idealistic socialism

:

its advocates unite only in their condemnation
of the present economic organization of human
society and their belief in the automatic im-
provement of human nature when this weight

is removed.

The revolutionary socialist feels the evils

suggested by the idealist, but does not share

his sanguine hopes. He agrees, in general,

that the practical reforms suggested by the

administrative socialist are desirable, but he

thinks that such reforms, if carried out by the

officials of governments as they now exist,

Avould only substitute one form of tyranny

for another. He overestimates the power of the

machinery of government, and believes that if

this machinery can really be brought into the

hands of the masses all will go well. This

idea, well expressed by Rousseau, is the

central article in the revolutionary socialist’s

creed. He is a social democrat—democrat

first and socialist afterwards. He is occupied

at once with attacking the power of capital

(which he thinks Marx has proved to be

wholly unnecessary) and the power of govern-

mental aristocracy. For this end he is

ready to adopt either constitutional or extra-

constitutional means; to join hands with the

Fabian or witli the Nihilist, as may suit his

jjurpose; to take part with equal readiness in

the trades union congress, the parliamentary

debate, or the appeal to force. His economic

proposals as emltodied in the manifestoes of

the Communist League or the International

have a superficial resemblance to those of the

administrative socialists. But fundamentally

they are based upon a different idea— the idea

that capital is not a power whose abuses are

to be checked, hut a usurper which consists

of nothing but abuses. Considering all value
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to be based on labour, he regards capital

as being in its origin property withheld

fiom the labourer, and in its continuance

a means of withholding further property

every year. Constitutional law, as at pre-

sent administered, he thinks to be nothing

better than a means of using the organized

forces of society to perpetuate this species

of robbery.

It should be said in justice to the great

body of revolutionary socialists that these

extreme positions have been in a measure

forced upon them by the continental govern-

ments, whose policy of repression has made
it impossible for the moderate socialists

among tlie labouring classes to have a

fair chance either outside of Parliament or

within it.

Literature: perhaps the best general work
on socialism for the English reader is Ead,

Conterap. Socialism (2nd ed., 1891). See

also Mabx, Das Kapital (3 vols., 1867, 1885,

1894); ScHAFFLE, Die Quintessenz des

Socialism us (1875); Lbeot BEAtrLiEir, Le
Collectivisme (1884); and Fabian Essays in

Socialism (ed. by Shaw, 1890); Etjssell,

German Social Democracy (1896). (a.t.h.)

Sociality or Sociability: Ger. Gesellig-

keit, Gesellschaftlichkeit; Fr. socidbilite

;

Ital.

socialitct (or sociabilitcl). Disposition towards

intercourse with one’s fellows. Cf. Disposi-

tion. Not a technical word. (j.m.b.)

Socialization: Ger. Socialisierung

;

Fr.

croissance de sociability, socialisation
;

Ital.

svilufpo della socialitct. The accommodation
of individuals to one another and to a social

life. See Consciousness of Kind, Socius,

Sociology, Social Conteact, and State of
Natuee.

Socialization is accomplished through mi-

gration, communication, acquaintance, imi-

tation, the formation of common judgments,

co-operation, and common pleasures
;

the

question being left open as to the psycho-

logical fact or process which makes them
effective. (f.h.g.-j.m.b )

In the savage state, socialization is almost

wholly bounded by kinship, and it is a product

chiefly of common pleasures of a rude kind,

e. g. the Australian corroboree. In the

barbarism of pastoral and nomadic life,

socialization is intensified rather than ex-

tended. Only when a settled agiiculture,

and the beginnings of trade, bring together in

one community men of varied ance.stral experi-

ences, of different tribal origins, does sociali-

zation begin on a large scale through a wide

extension of acquaintance. It is then, too,

that the subordination of rank to rank, of

class to class, begins, a process which Simmei
and Gurnplowicz have regarded as practically

identical with socialization—a view which,

however, can hardly be defended. Cf. the

literature of Sociology. (f.h.g.)

Societas leoniua [Lat.]. A pai-tnership

in which it is agreed that one of the partners

shall have all the gains, while the others are

liable for the losses.

This term is that used by the Eomans, by
whose law such a partnership was prohibited.
‘ Iniquissimum enim genus societatis est, ex
qua quis damnum, non etiam lucrum spectet'

(Dig., xvii. 2. 2>to Socio, 29, § 2). The French
Code Civil also forbids such a contract (art.

1855). It would probably be legal by Anglo-
American law, the policy of which is to

promote freedom of contract (see Parsons,

Princ. of Partnership, § 48). (s.E.B.)

Society [Lat. societas']
: Ger. (5) Gesell-

schaft; Fr.{^) societe; Ital. (5) socfeid. (i) A
biological Colony (q. v., meaning 2), for

which this latter term is preferable.

(2) Any social Geoup (q. v.), for which this

latter term is preferable.

(3) A commercial, scientific, or other organi-

zation for a special purpose. Cf. Company

(
meaning 2).

(4) The public, others; as in the expres-

sions ‘ the opinion of society,’ ‘ to be in

society.’ Not technical. (j.m.b.)

(5) A social group characterized by some
degree of reflective and voluntary Co-opeea-
tion (q.v.). ‘ A number of like-minded indi-

viduals who know and enjoy their like-minded-

ness and are therefore able to work together

for common ends’ (Giddings, Elements oj

Sociol.). (J.M.B.-F.H.G.)

(6) A naturally formed population occupy-

ing a defined territory (e. g. England, France,

or the United States), of which, on the whole,

definition (5) is true.

In the history of the concept of society,

three questions of philosophical importance

have arisen, namely :

—

(i) That of the essential nature of society

(for the history of this question see Socio-

logy)
; (2) that of the distinction between

natural and political society; and (3) that of

the inclusion of animal groups under the term
societies. The distinction between natural

and political societies was imperfectly made
by Hobbes and Locke, and precisely made by
Bentham (Fragment on Government, chap. i).

Cf. State (philosophy of).
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Evolutionaiy stiulies have carried the investi-

gation of social origins hack to animal life,

e. g. the writings of Espinas (Z)cs societes

cniiuiales). Baldwin [Social and Eth. Int<>r2>reL)

proposed the resti iction of the word society

as in definition (5), and the use of Company
(q. V.) for animal and human groujiings and

activities that are instinctive, unreflective, and
unprogressive (sn also in substance Comte

;

cf. Barth, Gescldchlsphilos. als Soziol., i. 32).

(r.H.G.)

Socinians : Ger. Socinianer; Fr. Soci-

7iiens; lta\. Sociniani. The historical designa-

tion of the followers of Laelius and Faustus

Socinus, who in their doctrinal beliefs combine

a Unitarian conception of the divine nature

with what is known as the moral theory of

the Atonement and the assertion of man’s

power and free initiative in the matter of his

own salvation.

Sociniauism originated in Italy in the 1 6th

century, and is the forerunner of modern
unitarianism. It differs from Arminianism
in its tlieory of the Atonement and in its

denial of the divinity of Christ. It is not,

however, to be identified with a purely human-
istic view of Christ, inasmuch as it ascribes to

him quasi-divine attributes and regards him
as a legitimate object of worship. The term,

however, covers considerable variation of

opinion.

Literature'. Toulman, Life of Socinus;

Haenbeck, Socinianismi Confutatio (1G64)
;

Doknee, Hist, of the Person of Christ,

II. ii
;

Cunningham, Hist, of Theol., ii

;

Tocco, L’Eresia nel Medio Evo. (a.t.o.)

Sociology [Lat. socius, a companion, -fi

Gr. Xdyos, science] : Ger. Sociologie
;

Fr.

sociologie
;

Ital. sociologia. (i) The genetic

and comparative study of social groups
;
that

is, the study of the origin and relationships of

social groups as such.

Sociology is thus a general social science, as

contrasted with the special social sciences,

which deal with the composition, elements,

and internal organization of social groups.
Cf. Social Sciences, and State (philosophy

(2) The scientific study of society, including
all the special Social Sciences (q. v.)

(J.M.B., G.T., F.H.G.)

Cemte, in 1838, first used the word ‘ sccio-

logic ’ as a name for a division 0'' the fours
de Philosojihie positive, and, notwilhstanding
many prolest.s against it as a baibarism, it

has held its own in both scientific and populai-

usage. Komoh'gy (from a community,

a throng, a rout) would have been a better

term lor the scientific description of organized
communities (cf Barth, Geschiclitsphilos. als

Soziol., i. 28). Tlie publication in 1873 of

Spencer’s Study of Sociology established both
the word and the study in popular favour,

and within the next fifteen years no less

than four gieat expositions of sociological

knowledge were before the public, namely,

Spencer’s Descriptive Sociology and Principles

of Sociology, Scluiffle’s Buu und Lehen
des socialen Kmpers, Ward’s Dynamic Socio-

logy, and de Greef’s Introduction ct la

Sociologie.

Comte and Spencer both worked out their

systems of sociology as divisions of a cosmic

philosophy, rather than as special fields of

investigation. Comte’s chief purpose was to

demonstrate that society could be studied by
positive methods, from which theological

dogmas, metaphysical assumptions, and revo-

lutionary purposes should all be eliminated.

Incomplete as his work was, Comte undoubt-

edly prepared the minds of educated men for

a different way of looking at social order and

progress from that which had before prevailed.

Actually the scientific study of society by
both inductive and deductive methods had
been soundly established by Aristotle in the

Ethics, the monographs on Greek constitu-

tions, and the Politics
;
byMachiavelli, Hobbes,

and Locke, in their analyses of political

motives; by Grotius and Montesquieu, in the

historical study of law and civilization; and

by Adam Smith, by both deductive and
historical methods, in The Moral Sentiments

and The Wealth of Nations. In none of

these works, however, save Aristotle’s, were

social phenomena dealt with in their complete-

ness, and in none, not even in Aristotle’s,

was social science clearly discriminated from

politics. Comte first pointed out these limi-

tations, and aimed to show what field sociology

must cover and to what scientific requirements

its methods must conform.

Spencer gave an entirely new and modern
character to social philosophy by arguing that

all social changes, like all changes in organic

nature, must be interpreted in terms of the

universal processes of evolution. Social organi-

zation, like the organization of cells in the

plant or animal body, exhibits the stages of

integration and diff rentiation, and all its

plienomena are conditioned by the equilibra-

tion of energy between the organized group

and its surroundings or environment. The

adaptation of the social system and of the
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individual units that compose it to their

environment is, according to Spencer’s views,

just as certainly the determining factor in all

lesser social changes as is the adjustment of

the organism to its environment in all minor
physiological changes. In society, however,

the important phenomena are psychological

rather than physiological, and Spencer em-

phasizes two psychological principles (both

regarded by him as phases of the adaptation

of mankind to the conditions of life) as of

chief importance in the history of civilization.

One of these is, that while fear of the living

becomes the root of all political control, fear

of the dead becomes the root of all ecclesias-

tical control. The other is, that habitual

militarism and habitual industrialism give

rise to opposite types of character, morality,

law, government, and social organization. In

working out the details of this system,

Spencer made extensive use of anthropo-

logical and ethnological data. His scheme
thus presents three of the four or more
possible modes of investigation of soeial

phenomena, namely, the biological or organic,

the psychological, and the ethnological. The
statistical, first exploited by Quetelet (Z)m

Systeme social et des Lois qui le regissent,

1848), is not much emploj’ed by Spencer.

Later work in sociology has emphasized

one or other of these methods, and a ten-

dency has appeared among sociologists to

group themselves in schools. One of these,

starting from such parts of Spencer’s work as

his essay on ‘The Social Organism’ {Westm.

Rev., i860), and following the example

eet by Schaffle in the Bau und Leben, is

strongly represented at the present time in

France, and especially in the writings of

Eene Worms. It holds that society is in

reality, and not merely in analogy or figura-

tively, an organism, and that practical social

reform awaits the development of a social

pathology founded upon a sound knowledge of

social anatomy and physiology. By socio-

logists of other schools all this is regarded as

fanciful and of little scientific or practical

value. The ethnological school is represented

in France by Letourneau, whose ten or more
bulky volumes on Social Evolution are the

most comprehensive survey of the historical

development of mankind yet made by any one

writer
;

in Austria by Gumplowicz, whose
Ber Rassenhampf and Grundriss der Socio-

logie are works of keen insight and great

suggestiveness
;

in Germany by Bachofen,

Lilieiifeld, Poste, Dargun, Bastian, Ratzell,

n. K.

and Waitz; in England by the two McLen-
nans, Tylor, Frazer, and Karl Pearson

;
in the

United States by Lewis H. Morgan, Franz
Boas, and the Bureau of Ethnology; [in Italy,

by de Bella, de Marinis, and Mazzarella

—

e.m.].

All of these have made important contribu-

tions to our knowledge of the structure of

primitive and of tribal society, including

the evolution of the family, clan, and tribe.

While ethnological methods have given us
our only exact knowledge of the origin and
historical development of society, statistical

methods give us our only accurate knowledge
of the social phenomena of modern popula-

tions : the facts of the distribution of races

and nationalities, of emigration and immigra-
tion, of birth-rates and death-rates, of marriage

and divorce, of partnerships, corporations,

and other forms of co-operation, of travel and
communication, of pauperism, crime, philan-

thropy, and religion. Statistical methods
have been refined and extended since Quete-

let’s day, and in every country men of great

ability have devoted their best energies to

statistical investigation—men like Engel and
Meitzen in Germany, Bodio and Morselli in

Italy, Levasseur in France, Longstaff, Gallon,

and Pearson in England, Walker, Wiight,

Adams, and Mayo-Smith in the United
States.

It is, however, only through psychological

analysis that the real nature of society and of

social processes can be understood, and recent

work in sociology has more and more strongly

emphasized the psychological factors and con-

ceptions. The psychologists themselves, nota-

bly Baldwin and Boyce in the United States,

have made most important contributions to

social psychology in their investigations of

the part played by social relations in the

evolution of the individual mind. Imitation,

invention, and the social judgment have been

subjected to thorough examination in their

works. Among strictly sociological writings,

Bagehot’s illuminating book on Physics and
Politics (1872) broke ground in many new
directions, and especially by the importance

it attached to imitation and to natural selec-

tion as processes of the first importance in

social evolution. It was, however, the epoch-

marking work of Tarde, Les Lois de V Imitation,

which elaborated and firmly established the

psychological sociology. Other works by the

same author (especially La Logique sociale);

by Sighele and Le Bon (who have paid especial

attention to the psychology of crowds) ; by
Durkheim and Novicow, have traversed large
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poi tioiiB of tliis field. As psychological socio-

logy must also be classed the work of de

Gieef in Belgium, who has elaborated the

idea of the Social Contract (q. v.), and of

Giddings in the United States.

\\'hate\ ermethod orcombiiiationof methods

shall ultimately be found most satisfactory, a

complete scheme of sociological investigation

must include a study of (a) the elements or

factors that combine in social phenomena

;

{b: the mental activity of masses or commu-
nities of men, as distinguished from that of

individuals, as such
;

(c) the various forms

of social organization
; (</) the material and

moral results of social oiganizatiou
;
and (e)

the historical evolution of society and of

social groups and types. Tlie problems of

sociology (f.h.g.) or of the Social Sciences

( q. V., 2 above, j.m.b.), thus fall naturally into

the two groups—problems of historical

development (comparative and genetic) and
problems of contemporaneous phenomena
(analytic and quantitative). Those of the

second group (put first by f.h.g.) are naturally

subdivided into (a)* problems of the social

population, (b) of the social mind, (c) of the

social organization, (d) of the social welfare.

The problems of (i) sociology proper (.j.m.b.)

or the historical development of social asso-

ciation (F.H.G.) or Aggregation (q. v., j.m.b.)

in like manner fall naturally into the sub-

groups (i) genetic and (ii) comparative.

Under (i) we have (i) zoogeiiic association

(those social habits of animals which were
antecedent to human society)

; (2) anthropo-

genic association (the beginnings of human
society)

; (3) ethnogenic association (the de-

velopment of tribal society); and (4) demo-
genic association (the evolution of civil

society)
;

and under (ii), the relations of

these forms to one another, with the laws

of the evolution of the higher from the lower

forms. Cf. the table given under Social
Sciences. (f.h.g., j.m.b.)

Literature

:

Comte, Cours de Philos, positive

(1830-42); Spencer, Social Statics (1850),
The Study of Sociol. (1873), Descrip. Sociol.

(1874-81), and Princ. of Sociol. (1876-96);
Bagehot, Physics and Politics (1872);
Lilienfei.d, Gedanken ii. die Socialwissen-

Bchaft cl. Zukunft (1873-5); Schaffle, Bau
und Leben des socialen Kbrpers (1875-81);
Letourneau, La Sociol. d’a pres rEtlinographie

(1880); DE Robertt, La Sociol. (1880);
L. Ward, Dynamic Sociol. (1883), Psychic

Factors of Civilization (1893), Outlines

of Sociol. (1898); Gumplowicz, Der Eassen-

kauipf ( 1 883), and Grundiisa d. Sociol. (1885);
Fouilleb, La Sci. sociale contemp. (1885)

;

DE Greef, Introd. k la Sociol. (1886-9);
Vanni, Prime Linee di un Programma critico

di Sociol. (1888); Lastrade, Elements de
Sociol. (1889); Tarde, Les Lois de ITmita-

tion (1890-5), La Logique sociale (1895),
L’Opposition universelle (1897), and Les Lois

sociales (Eng. trans., 1900); Simmel, Uber
sociale Differenzierung (1890); Mackenzie,
An Introd. to Social Philos. (1890) ;

Durkheim, De la Division du Travail social

(1893); Les Keglesde la Methode sociologique

(1895); Small and Vincent, An Introd. to

the Study of Society (1894) ;
Giddings, The

Theory of Sociol. (1894), The Princ. of

Sociol. (1896), The Theory of Socialization

(1897), The Elements of Sociol. (1898), and
Inductive Sociol. (1901); Sales t Ferre,
Tratado de Sociol. (1894) ;

Baldwin, Social

and Eth. Interpret. (1895, 3rd ed. 1902).

Consult also Ann. de iTnstit. Int. de Sociol.

(from 1895, ed. by Worms), L’Annde sociol.

(ed. by Durkheim), and the Amer. J. of

Sociol. (ed. by Small). (f.h.g.)

See also under Eight (philosophy of),

especially the titles by Hegel, Eousseah,
V. Ihering, Barth, and Bosanqhet. (j.m.b.)

Socionomic Forces. Forces, themselves

not social, which condition or direct the opera-

tion of Social Forces (q. v.) and so enter

into the determination of social organization

and progress. Cf. Socionomics (also for deri-

vation and equivalents), and Force and Con-
dition.

The relation of these to the social forces

properly so called is similar to that which the

psychologists recognize between the strictly

psychological and the physiological. The
various states of the body, such as intoxica-

tion, fatigue, starvation, and over-nourish-

ment, affect the mind, and so influence the

individual’s mental development; but we do

not call these psychological forces. They are

of psychological value only because, through

the sorts of stimulation and limitation which

they afford, they condition certain uniform

results in the psychological organization it-

self. The analogy thus cited—lietween the

extra-social influences with the effects they

bring about in the social whole, and the

extra-mental or physiological influences with

their influence upon the individual’s mental

life—is indeed more than an analogy. When
we reflect, we find that it is through the con-

nection of mind and body—one term of the

analogy—that the extra-social forces—the
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other terra of the analogy— get their value.

It becomes, therefore, still more apparent

that we cannot call the influences enumerated

below social forces
;

for so far are they from

showing direct value in the organization of

society, that they become factors in that or-

ganization only by the indirect road of stimu-

lation to the nervous system of individuals.

It would be just as appropriate to call blood-

changes psychological facts, as to call physical

changes, such as the cutting of the Suez

Canal, social facts
;

yet both undoubtedly

deserve recognition in a philosophical state-

ment of all the determining conditions in

these two branches of knowledge.

Cf. the present writer, Soc. and Eth. Interp.

(3rd ed.), sect. 313 a—a passage of which this

article is in part a reproduction. It seems that

Comte made essentially the same point in dis-

tinguishing between what he called ‘ secondary

conditions’—in which he included not only

the physical (4, below), but also competition

(i and 2, below)—on the one hand and

true ‘causes’—the mental factors— on the

other hand (see Barth, Philos, der Geschichie

als Soziol., i. 33 fiP.).

The most important of these conditions are

the following :

—

(i) Geoup-selection (q. v.). In group-

selection we have a condition of enormous im-

portance in the development of social aggre-

gations, especially in the instinctive and
spontaneous periods

;
that is, so-called ‘ com-

panies.’ It holds, however, for all societies

when the conditions are such that groups as

groups come into competition. Not only

real war, but commercial and social wars
of all kinds, illustrate group-selection. Cf.

Rivalry ( 3 ).

The working of the principle is analogous,

indeed identical, with that of natural selection

in biology—a point excellently worked out by
Bagehot in his remarkable work Physics and
Politics. It is one of the foundation stones

also of S. Alexander’s work Moral Order and
Progress. Bagehot acutely recognizes the

distinction, without explicitly drawing it, be-

tween group- selection as a condition of evolu-

tion in the earliest stages of human aggrega-

tion, and the operation of the real social force

of ‘discussion’ (‘social generalization’) in the

highei’. It is, moreover, an additional proof

that group-selection is a condition, and not a

social force, that there is such a diflerence be-

tween the lower and the higher; for the lower

are determined, as is said above, very largely

by biological principles, such as instinct and

physical heredity, and do not involve the

sociiil progress which later on the operation

of the psychological forces brings in. Yet

it is in the lower that group-selection is all-

important.

(2) Individttal Selection (q.v.), which 13

natural selection working upon individualswho
are brought into competition for life and death

with one another. For instance, let us suppose

that a man of genius who has not yet given to

the world his invention—the macliine which, if

produced by him, would have great influence

upon the condition of the working classes

—

that this man meets a burglar in his library

and is shot dead. Here is a case of natui’al

selection which determines the course of social

evolution in a nation or in the world by the

elimination of an individual. Such a case

shows that the natural selection of individuals

is a condition of importance—when the indi-

viduals are important—in social development.

But it is not a force even in biology. It is

a negative condition; a statement—in socio-

logj' as in biology—of evolution as it is, the

conditions being what they were. This again

is of especial importance in those stages of

sociality in which the direct competition of

individuals by physical strength or mental

acuteness is in full operation.

(3) The intrusion of the ‘physiological

cycle! The ‘cycle of causation’ which psycho-

logical and sociological facts, such as beliefs,

desues, &c., represent, often intrudes upon
the operation of the ‘ physiological cycle ’ by
the personal selection of individuals in mar-
riage. The physical heredity of the indi-

viduals is due to the mixed strains of the

parents, and hence is in pai't determined by
their mutual choice of each other. The con-

verse is also true : the physiological intrudes

upon the sociological, and thus becomes an
‘ extra-social condition’ in its deteimination.

This is seen in all cases in which physical

heredity works results in individuals or groups

which incapacitate them, especially endow
them, or modify in any way their social fit-

ness. A taU manly race of men would have
social advantages in winning wives from a
higher group, and such marriages would tell

at once inside their own group. Where social

preferment depended upon physical prowess,

the inherited club-foot would be an element

of social unfitness. In the fact 01 what is

called pliysical ‘ presence,’ probably largely a

matter of posture and vitality, we all recog-

nize an easy substitute in many social posi-

tions for brains, culture, or oratorical gifts.
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A’et these things aie not in tlieinsclves social

;

nor can they hy 'any manipulation become
social. The influence they have is entirely

through the psychological states of wliirli

they are the conditions. A man with the

illusion of a cluh-foot would he as helpless as

if it were real. And where is the hero so

commonplace that his ‘ presence ’ is not lordly

to some love-sick maid ?

(4) Physical conditions :

‘ the broken earth

and the vaulted sky,’ the canal and the

rivcr-course, the mountain and the meadow.
These, we are told, detejiniue social de-

velopment. They do; hut by conditioning

it, hy intrusion upon it, by limiting it,

not by being themselves social. That they

are never. Let a race of animals that cannot

think, nor recognize a social situation, nor

know one another as reciprocating and fulfil-

ling social give-and-take, run overthe meadows
and swim in the rivers, under a sky never so

blue—and what effect of a social kind would
these physical things have upon them 1 But
given the psychological traits, make them
men—and then what would not the human
r-ace do even on the loveliest plain 1 Here
again we have extra-social conditions. The
land and water condition separation and segre-

gation, competition and mutual defence, tolera-

tion and alliance, commerce and confedera-

tion
;
but the essentials of social matter and

process must be there, and it is they that work
under these conditions or those. Again an
illustration from recent biological theory—

a

case which often turns upon the effects of such

physical differences ; the facts of Isolation
(q.v.) have been said to represent a biological

force, since, when animals are isolated from

each otlier, the race is prevented from having
the in-mixture of their hei’editary strains, and
so the heredity of the race is prelimited.

True, as a fact; but why make an abstraction

do duty for a force! Isolation is always

accomplished by some real force—say a whiid-

wind which blows avay the isolated indi-

viduals; but the biological forces are the life

processes in those which are left. The whirl-

wind is the condition by wliich the result has

been in a measure negatively determined;
but who would say that the whirlwind is a

biological force 1 At the niost it is an intrusion

of pliysics into the biological cycle. Just so

with all the physical changes considered as

influencing social life and development : they

are conditions, intrusions from physics; not

social forces. (j.m.b.)

Socionomics [Lat.sociMS,companion, + Gr.

viifios, law]: Ger. Sozionomik Fr. socionomi-

qw] Ital. soefonornm (E.M.). A term suggested
to designate the science of the relation of social

groups to their environment, including other
social groups

;
analogous to Bionomics, and

PsYCHONOMics(seethoseterms). Itisthetheory

of SOCIONOMIC FoeCES (q. V.). (J.M.B.
,
F.H.G.)

Socius [Lat. term for companion] : Ger.

Socius, Genoss, Gesell; Fr. socius. compagnon’,
Ital. individuo socials. The self of the indi-

vidual’s consciousness in so far as it impli-

cates another self or Alter (q.v.) in a social

situation
;
called also ‘ social self.’

The conception of the social self is some-
times made to mean a collective self-con-

sciousness common to a group (Espinas, Les
Societes animales)

;
this is argued against by

many (see Fouillee, La science socials contem-

poraine
;
and Barth, Philos, der Geschichte als

Social., i. 150 ff.
;

cf. also Barth’s own view,

153 ff-)-

That the socius is, in fact, the normal self,

and that the self apart from recognition

of social relationships (see Individualism)
is an abstraction, was held by Comte (see also

Barth, loc. cit., 55, and his preface to Bald-

win’s Social and Pth. Interpret., Ger. trans.).

Suggested by the present writer {Social and
Eth. Interpret.) in this general sense, the

determination of the content of the socius

and its social meaning being different at

different stages of growth. See also Ormond,
Psychol. Rev., Jan., 1901. (j.m.b.-g.f.s.)

Socrates. (469-399 B-C.) Born and
educated at Athens. Took part in three

military campaigns, in 432, 434, and 422 B.c.

He spent his life teaching the people of

Athens, by a dialectic, conversational method
peculiar to himself, ideas which he believed

necessary to the salvation of the national life

of Greece. Condemned to drink the cup of

hemlock, technically for ‘ corrupting the youth

and introducing strange deities,’ but really

because his teachings and method had placed

him out of harmony with bis judges. He was
the teacher of Plato. See Socratic Philo-

sophy, and Socratic Method.
Socratic Method : Ger. Sokratische Me-

thode; Fr. mithode socratique] Ital. metodo

socratico. The procedure of inductive approach

to generalizations by question and answer;

called also the ‘dialogic method.'

The Dialogues ofPlato represent the Socratic

method as having two distinct parts; first the

Socratic irony, and second the inductive

approach to generalizations by means of ques-

tion and answer. Many of his hearers were
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Sophists, who made great pretensions to

wisilom. It was often necessary to refute

them by showing the absurdity of the positions

they attempted to maintain. For this purpose

the Socratic irony was employed. When a

teachable frame of mind was secured, a serious

attempt was made to discover fundamental

definitions, especially of ethical notions, by
means of inductive questioning. The Socratic

method is rightly honoured to this day, and
must indeed be reckoned as an important

element in any perfected procedure in instruc-

tion. See Method (in education).

Literature: Xenophon, Memorabilia, Bk.

IV. chap, ii
;
much of the literature of Peda-

gogics (q. V.). (c.De G.)

Socratic Philosophy: Ger. Sohratisehe

PhiloSophie
;
Fr. philosophie socratique

;
Ital.

filosojia Socratica. The philosophy which was
determined as to its method, and in part as

to its aims, by Socrates. In the broadest

sense this would include the so-called

‘Socratic Schools’ (see Schools op Gueece)
and their successors. The Stoic Epictetus,

for example, constantly appeals to Socrates.

In this article the term will be restricted to

the philosophy of Socrates and his two most
distinguished and all-sided followers, Plato

and Aristotle.

In these three we may distinguish (i)

a thorough appreciation of the social,

political, and moral life of the Greek city,

and an increasingly successful effort to

analyse this and give its theoretical state-

ment. (2) Springing out of this and develop-

ing in connection with it, a growing con-

sciousness of the necessary method to be

pursued—at first in the discovery of ethical

principles, then, more generally, in any
scientific investigation. The way here lies

from the discussions of Socrates with his

teachers and the man on the street, through

the more comprehensive and subtle divisions

and dialectic of Plato, to the clear conscious-

ness of method formulated in the systematic

f logic of Aristotle. (3) In Plato and Aristotle

1 the construction of a theory of reality, based,

J in Plato’s case, jointly upon his ethical and

j

methodological views, and, in the thought of

I
Aristotle, upon methodological and physical

I considerations. (4) An analysis of the

aesthetic life in its appreciations and
creations. (For this see Art Theories, and
Beauty.)

The thought of Socrates has been pre-

served mainly iir the writings of his two
disciples, Xenophon and Plato. In the latter’s

Dialogues it is sometimes difficult to say what
is purely Socratic and what is Plato’s own,
but in general it is considered that the more
distinctly metaphysical discussions, the more
elaborate dialectical investigations, and the

doctrines connected with the belief in the pre-

existence and immortality of the soul (see

Psyche) fall under the latter class. The
problem of Socrates was set by his conviction,

on the one hand, that a merely habitual and
conventional morality no longer sufficed

—
‘ an

unexamined life is not worthy of man ’—and,

on the other, that underneath moral codes

and political laws lay a basis for a theory

which could justify itself fully to the reason.

In the first of these convictions he shared the

free thought of the Sophists (see Pre-Socratig
Philosophy), and was accordingly classed

with them by the popular mind and by the

conservative Aristophanes, who represented

Socrates as the arch-Sophist, teaching

irreverence, substituting natural agencies for

the ancient gods, and training his disciples
‘ to make the worse appear the better reason.’

But whereas the Sophists either did not seek

or did not find a new authority to replace the

old, an inner law to replace the external

code, Socrates both sought and found such a

new standard. The Sophists were mainly
wandering teachers, with the freedom of life

and thought frequently found in the man who
has no civic or family resposibilities. For
such a life individualism is a natural position.

Socrates was above all the citizen of Athens,

whose conception of life meant life as a

member of a city-state. In seeking to dis-

cover what is ‘good,’ the younger Sophists

particularly meant ‘ good for the individual,’

and found as their answer ‘ the full, un-
cramped development of the impulses and
desires.’ Socrates sought ‘the good,’ which
must commend itself as such to the public-

spirited citizen, and which had found expres-

sion in laws and institutions. True to the

genius of Greek life, he found it in knowledge,
in insight. Excellence (dperij), which in

Homer’s day had been manly valour, is now
declared to be knowledge; and since it is

not to be supposed that a man will inten-

tionally injure himself, as he must do if he
misses the good, no one can be regarded as

doing wrong (i.e. as pursuing evil) voluntarily.

All wrong-doing is due to ignorance. Many,
if not most, are ignorant of the true good,

and need to be stung into a consciousness of

their ignorance. Socrates conceived it to be
his duty to enlighten his fellow citizens, to
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convince them of tlieir igiiorance, and in the

fulfilment of this task he incuiTed that

personal resentment which combined with

the more general grounds noted above in

causing his trial and conviction on the charge

of ‘ corrupting the youth and introducing

strange deities.’

It was in the effort to discover the good
which is not determined by individual desire,

but is universally valid, that Socrates de-

veloped his method. Assuming that there is

such a general good, it ought to be discovered

as the common element in all particular

instances, and in the ideas of different men.
Socrates therefore endeavoured to elicit the

opinions of all whom he met, to criticize

and compare the views presented, and finally

to gain a definition, a general concept. The
method of delivering others of their opinions

Socrates called his art of ‘maieutic’ or mental
midwifery, and the accompanying profession

of his own ignorance was made with a some-
times playful, sometimes satirical ‘irony’

(see Plato’s Theaetetus and Gorgias). This

confidence in the objectivity of the general

conception is an illustration of the general

Greek position that the mind can appre-
hend only what already exists objectively

—

a position which found further illustrations

in Plato’s dgftrlne of ideas (below). The
method, however, contained tlie fundamental
principle of all scientific inquiry in so far as

this analyses facts to find laws or general

concepts.

In the Dialogues of Plato we have religious,

ethical, theoretical, and artistic interests

combining to give a view of the world and of

life which has exercised permanent mastery
in the world of thought, and furnished ap-

parently inexhaustible suggestion, largely

because of this comprehensive inclusion and
interpretation of human experience. The
ethical, logical, and aesthetic jmoblems de-

velop side by side. The religious concep-

tion of immortality and the ‘ other world ’

comes in to give definite imagery to the de-

mand for a distinction between the relative

and the absolute, between the changing and
the permanent, and a metaphysics frames

a theory of reality embodying all these ele-

ments.

—

Plato’s early ethical inquiries raise the

question whether there can be a science of

conduct. If all the various virtues may be
reduced to one, and this one wisdom, it is

apparent that some single principle underlies

all the recognized ‘goods.’ The next question

is, What content is to be assigned to the good
thus analysed 1 The Cyrenaics (see Schools
OF Gkeece) had suggested ‘ pleasure.’ If

this be accepted (cf. the Protagoras), wisdom
will find its part simply in measuring the

more and the less. But there are several

reasons why this identification of the good
with pleasure cannot be admitted, (a) Plea-

sures cannot be weighed objectively. Their

respective values will depend upon who is

judge. It is therefore the character or

wisdom of the man which determines the

value of the pleasure, and not the quantity

of pleasure which determines the good. Edu-
cation aims to teach the young to find

pleasure in the right objects—not to find the

greatest quantity of pleasure, no matter how
or where. (6) Knowledge is not merely an

agency for measuring values
;

it is itself a

value, an element in the perfect life, (c) The
aesthetic demand for a complete, harmonious

life requires a normal fulfilment of functions,

not an intemperate intensification of desires

and their gratifications, (d) ‘ The good ’ is

a social category. If it is absurd to call a

man good because he is experiencing pleasure,

it is because the true good for man is dis-

covered to lie only in the fulfilment of his

function in the state, (e) Finally—and here

the religious conception of the Psyche (q.v.)

enters to give a new turn—the immortal life

of the soul introduces quite another set of

values, which are not relative, like the

exchange of one pleasure for another, but

absolute. Union with God, assimilation in

cliaracter to God—this is the absolute

good.

Plato’s logical discussions led to the same
culmination. The Relativism (q. v.) of

Protagoras (see Pee-Soceatic Philosophy)

was admitted to apply to perception by the

senses, but declared suicidal if applied to reflec-

tive thought (cf. the Theaetetus). Knowledge is

impossible without the use of such conceptions

as those of likeness, difference, and equality.

These cannot be discovered by peixeption.

‘ The soul discovers the universals of things

by herself.’ But the soul cannot discover

these universals in the particulars of experi-

ence. It cannot find a ‘one’ in the ‘many.’

Thei'e is no absolute equality or absolute good-

ness in this world. Whence then does the

soul obtain such universals 1 The Greeks did

not recognize a creative activity of thought,

but the religious dualism already noted

afforded an answer. The psyche has seen

these universals in its previous existence,
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where it has beheld truth, beauty, and good-

ness absolute—separate from any particulars.

The experiences of this world suggest, but do

not contain universals. They remind the

soul of its former vision (cf. the Meno,
Phaedrus, Phaedd). Some of the difficulties

implied in this theory, according to which

particulars which contain no true universal

are yet to be known by an external universal,

were recognized by Plato (in the Parmenides,

if this is Plato’s) and further developed by
Aristotle. The doctrine of ‘ recollection ' or
‘ reminiscence ’ is not always emphasized or

even mentioned, and may not have been

regarded by Plato at all periods of his

thought as a necessary element in the system.

But the distinction between two kinds of

knowledge was fundamental. Perception can

give only opinion
;
reason or reflective thought

may give scientific knowledge.

To these two kinds of knowledge correspond

two spheres or worlds of reality. The object

apprehended through perception is a world

of change, of generation and corruption.

The reality apprehended through rational

thought is the world of true being (ovaia).

This world of true being has its charac-

teristics determined by all the motifs stated

above. As the true home of the soul it has

the qualities which Orphic and Pythagorean

had embodied in their ideal of the ‘ other

world.’ As the world of absolute knowledge
it must be the world of universals, separate

from particulars of sense, of the changeless
‘ Ideas ’ (q. v.). As the world which is of

supreme value, it must be a world in which

that intelligence and measure are expressed

which belong above all to tlie good. The
‘ Idea of the Good ’ is of controlling signifi-

cance {Pe^public, Philebus), and even in the

world of change it finds some manifestation

(fPimaeus). For the maker or Demiurge
(prjuiovpyos) of this world looked to the eternal

pattern and made the world good and fair.

The good,' through this mediating conception

of a Demiurge or Deity, becomes not merely

a static universal, but a dynamic agent, i. e.

a causal as well as a conceptual relation is

sought. Cf. also WoELD-SouL, which is

another mediating conception. The things

of this world are also sometimes regarded as

‘ participating ’ in the Ideas, or as copying

them as ectypes copy archetypes.

It follows therefore that he who would know
the true good, even for human life, must lift

his consideration beyond the particulars of

sense and study the ultimate good. The ideal

state will be governed by the ‘ philoso-

phers ’ who seek the absolute good, and
their education will be directed to this end
(^Republic).

What Plato had thus sharply contrasted in

the two worlds of ‘ becoming ’ and ‘ being
’

Aristotle attempted to bring together. But
he aimed to preserve the values of the uni-

versal, and of that other world which Plato

had separated from the particulars of ex-

perience in his effort to bring out its values.

That knowledge involves the reference of

every particular to some universal, a deduc-

tion from some general, Aristotle asserts in

his Logic (q. v.). His doctrine of the Syllo-
gism (q. V.) exhibits one form of such a use

of the universal to explain a particular

brought under it by some middle term. But
he insists that the general which is to explain

the particular cannot be a separate, abstract

universal. For in that case the particulars

would still remain particulars, unrelated to

it or to each other. And so in conceiving

reality, instead of the two unrelated or

scarcely related worlds—the one of particulars,

the other of universals, the one of changing

process, the other of changeless substances

—

Aristotle substitutes one world of individuals,

each of which is neither mere particular nor

yet abstract Idea,— neither wholly unrelated

to its preceding state, nor yet a static, change-

less entity. Heality is conceived as Dynamic

(q. V.). Aristotle’s terminology for this con-

ception (see Gebek Teeminology) is that

everything in nature is both Foem (q. v.)

and Mattee (q.v.), both Actuality (q.v.) and
Potentiality (q. v.). Motion is the transi-

tion from the potential to the actual. The
true substance is the individual as thus con-

stituted, and is at once a realization of one

form and a potentiality of another. The seed

is an actual organization of its material up
to a certain stage; at the same time it is

potentially a plant. Another analysis or

explanation of the individual is that by the

four causes (see Cause) : material, formal,

final, and efficient. These four may be dis-

tinguished in the case of a work of art. In
an organic product of nature the last three

are not distinct. One qualification must be

added to the above statements. While there

can be no matter without form—nothing

merely potential with no actuality—there

may be Pure Form, complete actuality or

energizing. This Pure Form corresponds to

Plato’s ‘ Idea of the Good.’ Its activity is to

be conceived as rdijais vofja€a>s, self-conscious
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retleitiou. This corresponds to the religious

ideal, the deity. This Pui'e Form is the prime

mover, the first cause of all motion, but it

operates as a final cause, through the intrinsic

longing of matter to take on form. In

other words, while the transcendence of the

Pure Form is asserted, Aristotle seeks also

to avoid I’educing the world to the ab-

stract matter of the materialists. It should

further be noted that in addition to the con-

ception of matter (hyle, vXrj) as the poten-

tial and as the correlate of ‘ form,’ Aristotle

employs the term with a more positive con-

notation. It is the substratum, the subject

of growth and decay, the source of inherent

qualities. It is an accessory cause (see

Idealism).

Aristotle’s conception of reality as organized

or formed matter found illustration in his

view of the soul as the entelechy of the body
(see Psyche). His aim to unite the elements

which Plato sejiarated is well shown in his

EOiics. The good of man cannot be deter-

mined by any ‘ absolute ’ idea of good
;

it

must be sought rather in human well-being

(eudaimonia). But on the other hand this

well-being is to be sought in the complete

development or realization of the part of man
which is most peculiaily human, to wit, the

rational nature. The ‘ practical ’ virtues

involve a rational control of habit or im-

pulse— the fundamental Greek principle of

‘measure’ or ‘ limit’ here finds its irlace—and
may be regarded as each a ‘ mean ’ between
extremes

;
but still higher than the practical

virtues stand the intellectual. The highest

ideal is found in contemplation of the truth.

The general change in emphasis towards

a more completely intellectual conce])tion of

the meaning of wisdom, which is disclosed in

the development from Socrates to Aristotle,

finds expression not only in this ethical ideal,

but in the whole scope of Aristotle’s investiga-

tions. The whole field of existing: knowledge
was surveyed ; new investigations were under-
taken in such widely diverse provinces as

those of comj)arative politics, literary criticism,

psychology, and compaiative anatomy
;
many

sciences were practically organized de novo.

Finally, the increasingly theoretical trend

from Socrates is illustrated in the resjiective

attitudes towards the state. Socrates was
eminently a citizen of Athens, caring not to

live unless he could live in Athens and in-

fluence its life by his teaching. Plato, in

disgust with the actual city which could put
to death its teacher, constructed in the

Republic an ideal state whose pattern was
‘ laid up in heaven.’ The philosopher’s

citizenship is in this better city. ^ Aristotle

is at one with Socrates and Plato in recog-

nizing the social and political nature of man,
but the changed political situation which had
one type of expression in the individualism

of the Stoics, Epicui'eans, and Sceptics,

favoured in Aristotle a scientific and theo-

retical rather than a reforming or idealizing

temper. His work on Politics is largely

an historical and comparative study of the

various forms of polity. Plato’s Republic has

been the inspiration of religious and social

ideals. Aristotle’s Politics furnished concep-

tions for secular theories of the basis of

institutions.

Literature : Plato, Dialogues, trans., with
introds,, &c., by Jowett (3rd ed., vols.,

1893); Aeistotle, Psychology, ed. by
Wallace (1882), excellent French ed. by
Rodier (1900); Ethics, trans. by Hatch

(1879), Peters (1887), Welldon (1892), and
others

;
Politics, trans. by Welldon (1888), and

by Jowett (1885-8) ;
Rhetoric, trans. by

Welldon (1886) ;
Poetics, trans. by Wharton

(1883), trans. and ed. by Butcher as Ari-

stotle’s Theory of Fine Art (1895) ;
On Parts

of Animals, and Youth and Old Age, &c., by
Ogle (1897); ed. and trans. of the Meta-

physics by Bonitz
;

ed. of Ethics by
A.Grant; Kealik, Sokrates (1899); Zellee,

Socrates and the Socratic Schools (1885);
Plato and the Older Academy, Aristotle and
the Elder Perqmtetics (1897); Gompeez,
Greek Thinkers (1900); Joel, Der echte

u. d. Xenophontische Sokrates (1893-1901);
Geote, Plato and the other Companions of

Socrates (1865); Eucken, Die Lebensan-

schauungen d. grossen Denker (2nd ed

,

1898) ;
H. v. Stein, Sieben Bucher z. Gesch.

d. Platonismus (1861 ff.); Meiee, Syllogistik

des Aristoteles (1896-1901); Geote, Ari-

stotle (1872); Nettleship, Philos. Lects. and
Remains (1897), and Essay on Plato’s Theory

of Education, in Helleuica
;
Geeen, Aristotle

(in Works, iii, 1889); Beadley, A.’s Theory

of the State, in Hellenica; Histories of

Philosophy by Uebkeweg-Heinzb, Windel-
BAND, Eedmann; Benn, The Greek Philo-

sophers (1883). For accounts of recent

literature see reports by Zellee in Arch,

f. Gesch. d. Philos. See also Psyche, and

Pee-Soceatic Philosophy. (j.h.t.)

Solger, Carl Wilhelm Ferdinand.
(1780—1819.) Born at Schwedt in Uckei’-

mark, he was educated at Berlin, Halle, and
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Jena Universities in philology, jurisprudence,

and philosophy. In Jena he heard Schelling,

and later, in Berlin, Fichte. Owing chiefly

to the influence of the latter he gave up the

practical pui suits which had before occupied

his attention, and in 1804 devoted himself to

learning. He became Privatducent in Berlin,

and studied Spinoza as well as Fichte and

Schelling; habilitated (1809) in Frankfurt

a. d. Oder, and lectured in philology and
philosophy. In 18 ii he moved to Berlin as

professor of philosophy. There he died.

Solidarity (social) [Lat. solidus, firm]

:

Ger. Solidaritdt (cf. Sentiment, social); Fr.

solidarite-, Ital. solidarietob. The union of

individuals in a social whole, together with

the social .sentiment which characterizes each

of the individuals (see Barth, Philos, der

Geschichte als Sociol., i. 27, with exposition of

Comte’s view). Cf. Social Oeganization,
Social Tissue, and Socius. (j.m.b., f.h.g.)

Solidity ; see Impenetkability, and
Mattbe.

Solipsism [Lat. solus, alone, + ipse, self] :

(j&v. Solipsismus •, Pv. solij)sisme] Jisl. solip-

eismo. Subjective Idealism (q. v.) as follows

in (i) to (3):

(1) As theory of knowledge: the doctrine

that since knowing is a subjective process in

the mind of an individual, what is known
must always be either the self or some modi-

fication of the self. Or, stated negatively, the

doctrine that nothing can be known except

the self and its modifications or states.

(2) As metaphysics or theory of reality

:

the doctrine that nothing but the self exists.

(3) Subjective idealism as metaphysics is

often used to cover theories, like that of

Berkeley, which deny the independent exis-

tence of an external material world, although

such theories do not usually deny that some
reality in addition to the individual subject

exists, and hence cannot be properly called

Bolipsism.

(4) Kant uses the word as an ethical term

{J^’erke, ed. Hartenstein, v. 77) in the sense

of self-seeking, practical egoism, but this has

not been followed by English writers. Cf.

Sele-love, ad fin.

The argument for solipsism is thus stated

by Bradley :
‘ I cannot transcend experience,

and experience must be my exiierience. From
this it follows that nothing beyond my self

exists, for what is experience is its (the self’s)

states’ {^Appearance and Reality, 248).

If the attitude of solipsism is defined

rigorously, it would be difficult to name

histoiic repi esentatives of the theoiy. It

may, however, be taken as the limit towards
which certain theories logically tend, if con-

sistently pursued, and hence in the following,

the tendencies coming under (3) above will

be noted as well as the more rigorously

defined solipsism.

Speaking generally, modern philosophy

from the time of Descartes, as contrasted

with ancient philosophy, has found its starting-

point in self-consciousness, and has viewed
the existence of other reality than itself as

a matter of inference rather than of immediate

certainty. Ambiguities in the conception of

the ‘seif’ have led to a confusion of the

position that all experience and all objects of

experience must be within consciousness, and
the metaphysical position, on the other hand,

that the consciousness, or the ‘self’ just

referred to, must be regarded as an exclusive

subjective process. The subjective direction

was given to modein philosophy by the

position of Descartes, that knowledge of

the self is the primary certainty, whereas the

existence of God and of an external world

may be doubted, until these are seen to be

necessary grounds of ceitain ideas found

within the self. This view, that the existence

of all except the self and its ideas is a matter

of -doubt or inference rather than of im-

mediate knowledge, is called by Kant ‘pio-

blematic idealism.’ Locke takes a similar

attitude, maintaining that ‘ since the mind
hath no other immediate object but its own
ideas, which it alone does or can contemplate,

it is evident that our knowledge is only con-

versant about them’ {Essay, IV. i. i). He,

however, holds that we have an ‘ intuitive

knowledge of our own existence, a demonstra-

tive knowledge of the existence of a God,

a sensitive knowledge of some few other

things.’ Metaphysically, Locke has no doubt

of the existence of a world of things corre-

sponding to our ideas—except as regards the

secondary qualities of colour, sound, &c.—but

he admits that its existence cannot be de-

monstrated. Berkeley, agreeing with Locke
that immediate knowledge is only of the self

and its ideas, and that the existence of God
is demonstrable, denies the existence of an

independent material world, on the ground

that to suppose such an existence would

commit the absurdity either of supposing

that conscious sensations or ideas could exist

apart from consciousness, or of supposing that

some entity, which is not itself an idea,

could be like an idea. A similar position as
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regards the existence of a material world was

reached by Arthur Collier {Clavis Universalis),

but, like Berkeley, he did not question the

independent existence of God and other

spirits.

Descartes, Locke, and Berkeley had all

assumed the self to be an independent sub-

stance, or self-existing entity, and had relied

upon the principle of causality to demonstrate

the existence of God as a distinct entity.

Hume assailed both these positions. He ac-

cepts unreservedly the doctrine that all the

contents of experience must be some aspect or

mode of ‘ consciousness.’ Our world is the

‘ world of the imagination,’ and we ean never

transcend this. But the concept of cause

cannot be relied upon to carry us beyond our

own perceptions. The existence of any ex-

ternal cause for our impressions is a matter

concerning which we can make absolutely no

affirmations. The impressions may be pro-

duced by God, by external objects, or by the

mind. Belief in the existence of an external

world is due to a propensity to feign a

separate and continued existence for our per-

ceptions. While, therefore, Hume did not

dogmatically assert the sole existence of the

self, he had reached the position which Kant
characterized as ‘ a scandal to phil- sopliy and

to human reason in general,’ that we should

have to accept the existence of things without

us (from which we derive the whole material

of knowledge for our own internal sense) on

faith only, unable to meet with any satis-

factory proof an opponent who is pleased to

doubt it.

Kant sought to meet this position of sol-

ipsism by better analysis of the meaning of self-

consciousness. He maintains that while all

objects of knowledge are necessarily objects of

consciousness, the distinction between subject

and object, or between the empirical ‘ self’

and the outer world, is a distinction witliin

consciousness, and not a distinction between

consciousness and something outside of con-

sciousness. In fact, the external is logically

prior to the internal, since it is only as con-

trasted with the external that the internal

self, as existing in time, is definitely conscious

of itself as such. Kant, however, was not

entirely consistent in his expressions upon
this point, and as certain of his later frag-

ments show, he connected the proof for the

existence of objects within consciousness with

the proof of the existence of things by them-
selves., since an appearance without something

that appears would be a logical absurdity.

Fichte, though making the ‘I’ the central

principle of his system, was not a solipsist, for

tlie ‘ I ’ of his science of knowledge was not

the individual. His problem was rather the

analysis of the genei al conditions of conscious-

ness. Mill, in his definition of the external

world as permanent possibilities of sensation,

repeated the Berkeleian analysis. Decent dis-

cussions between Neo-Kantians and Eealists

(see Realism) have turned very largely upon
ambiguities above referred to.

Literature'. KuLPE,Introd. to Philos., 194 f.;

Beadley, Appearance and Reality, chap,

xxi
;
Ladd, Piiilos. of Knowledge, chap, vii;

Erhaedt, Metaphysik, chap, x
;
Schubeet-

SoLDEEN,Grimdlageneinei'Erkenntnisstheorie,

chap, iii; Leclaie, Beitr. z. einer monistischen

Erkenutnisstheorie, 1 1 3 ff.
;
Hamilton, Notes

B and C in ed. of Reid
;

Mill, Exam, of

Hamilton, chaps, x f.
;
von HaetmAnn, Neu-

Kantianismus u. Schopenhauerismus
;

VoL-
KELT, Erfahrung u. Denken

;
Beegmann, in

Zeitsch. f. Philos., cx; Konig and Hartmann,
ibid., xeix, ciii f., cviii f.

;
Seth, Ritchie,

Tufts, in Philos. Rev., 1893-6; Zeller,
Vortrage u. Abhandb, iii. 225 ff. (j.h.t.)

Solon, (cir. 638-cir. 558 b.c.) A native

of Salamis, and a merchant by education and
profession, he travelled much in Greece,

Westem Asia, and Egypt, acquiring the know-
ledge which made him the statesman and
lawgiver of his native city. He was the first

archon of Athens, and gave to the city the

democratic organization which led to its

greatness. He died during the war against

Pisistratus. He was one of the greatest of

‘ law-givers ’ and was one of the ‘ seven wise

men’ of ancient Greece. See Code (in law).

Solution [Lat. solutio, fiom solvere, to

melt] : Ger. Losung
;

Fr. solution
;

Ital.

soluzione. (i) The solution of a geometrical

problem consists in
:

(o) describing a con-

struction; (6) proving that that consti’uction

would satisfy the requisita of the problem

;

(c) proving that the construction is possible

when the problem has any solution.

(2) The solution of an equation or system

of equations has various meanings in different

branches of analysis. Only in elementary

algebra does it mean giving an algebraical

equation of which the unknown forms one

member while no unknown enters upon the

other side.

(3) The answer to a general speculative pro-

blem of pure deductive logic : how can a given

form of lelationship hold goodl (c.S.P.)

Soma [Gr. o-m/xo, bodyj ; same in other
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languages. The mortal portion of the body in

opposition to the sexual elements, which con-

tinue the life in the next generation. Of.

Gebm-cells.
In this sense the term has been used only

since the publication of Weismann’s theories

(see his Germ-Flasrn). (C.S.M.)

Following Weismann, somaplasm is used

for the substance and tissues of the body con-

stituting the soma in contrast with the germ-
plasm of the germ-cells. Only the latter, on

Weismann’s view, are the bearers of heredity,

modifications of the somaplasm having no
effect on the next generation. Cf. Weis-
mannism, (J.M.B.)

Somaplasm : see Soma.
Somatology [Or. (rS>na, body, + \6yos,

discourse] : Ger. bumatoJogie
;

Fr. somato-

logie; Ital. somatologia. (i) A synonym for

physical anthropolcgy, or the study of the

physical part of man.
The use of this term would avoid the con-

fusion between the several meanings attached

to anthropology, as well as meeting the need

for descri2)tive adjectives in connection with it.

Somatology as a division of anthropology in-

cludes an account of the structure of the

human body, the skeleton, and internal organs;

the proportions of the parts of the body

(Antheopometbt, q. v.) and the special study

of the brain; the developmental and compara-

tive facts in regard to the body and body-

growth; and throughout, the utilization of all

these facts for the diffei entiation of man from
his nearest animal kin, as well as the differen-

tiation of human races, tribes, peoples, nations,

or special classes (men of genius, criminals,

&c.). It would thus constitute, in tlie most
comprehensive sense, tlie description and
systematic exposition of our entire knowledge
regarding the body, with special reference to

the application of such knowledge to the pro-

blems of anthropology. See for further de-

tails and for literature Antheopologt, and
Antheopometry.

(2) In theology : see Psychology (empirical

and rational). (j.j.)

Somatoplenre (in embryology) [Gr. (raga,

body, -f TrXeapd, Wall] : Ger. Somato2ilev/ra) Fr.

somatopleure
;

Ital. somatopUmra. The primi-

tive wall of the body formed by the union of

the ectoderm and outer or somatic leaf of the

mesoderm.
The term was introduced by Michael

Foster in 1875. It is often used incor-

rectly in Germany to designate the somatic

mesoderm.

Literature: Foster and Balfoue, Embryo-
logy

;
F. M. Balfour, Compar. Emhryol.

(i 88 i); Minot, Human Embiyol. (c.s.M.)

Some (in logic) : Ger. dnige

;

Fr. des,

qtielques] lisl. alcuno, qualche. (i) The mark
of a ‘ 2)articular ’ proposition, i. e. of that

modification of the subject of a proposition

which limits the pi’edication to an indefinite

part of the subject class. See Proposi-

tion, IV.

It is thus equivalent to ‘at least some’ and
does not assert or deny concerning all

;
i. e.

it is not equivalent to ‘ only some ’ (see defini-

tion 2). (J.M.B.)

(2) A mark which fits a proposition to be
the precise denial of a universal proposition.

Cf. All (2). (C.S.P., c.l.f.)

The latter definition is held by those who
hold that the particular asserts the existence

of the subject while the universal does not.

This is, however, a matter for difference of

opinion. Definition (i) is the commonly
accepted one. (j.m.b.)

No practical difficulty need arise from this

difference of opinion: it is only necessary

to add statements of such existences as the

parties to the discussion believe to be
involved. (C.L.F.)

Somnambulism [Lat. somnus, sleep, +
ambulare, walk] : Ger. Schlafwandeln, Som-
nambuUsmus

)
somnamhulisme] Ital. sojr-

namhuHsmo. Literally, walking in one’s sleep

;

more generally, a mental condition of partial

sleep, or intermediate between sleep and
waking, in which purposive acts are per-

formed.

Talking, singing, writing, answering ques-

tions in sleep without awaking, may thus

properly be regarded as instances of somnam-
bulism. The presence of a sleep condition is

shown by the limitation of sensibility, fre-

quently by the closure of the eyes, by the

unimpressiveness to ordinary stimuli, and by
the complete foigetfulness of what was done

during the somnambulic state. Some of the

senses are automatically alert, particularly

the muscle sense: thus somnambulists rise

from their beds, properly direct their steps,

avoid obstacles, and walk along dangerous

places, such as the parapet of a roof, with

safety and freedom from fear. In other cases

hearing is responsive to suggestions made by
bystanders. In many cases the train of thought

carried out is a continuation of that with

which the mind was occupied during the day.

The oft-quoted instance of the mathematician

who was surprised to find written out at his
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bedside the solution of a problem wliich

he had vainly attempted during the day,

illustrates the automatic continuation ofmental

activity and the presence of a delicate muscle

sense in the guidance of the hand in writing

(provided it happened !).

The case of a girl who found in a later

somnambulistic condition the locket which she

had bidden in a former (but the whereabouts

of which she could not recollect inher\vaking

state) illustrates the connection of one som-

nambulistic state with the others. For these

and other reasons the state is allied to Hyp-
nosis (q. V.) and other forms of automatism,

M'liich by reason of this analogy first received

the name of artificial somnambulism. In a few

cases (mostly hysterical women) the somnam-
bulism occui's sjiontaneously, apart from the

nocturnal sleep, and corresponds most closely

to the hypnotic condition. States of religious

ecstasy are often of this nature, and were
termed by the older writers ‘ ecstatic somnam-
bulism.’ AVlien the plastic rigidity of the

limbs was present (see Catalepsy) the con-

dition was termed ‘ cataleptic somnambu-
lism.’

The tendency to somnambulism, i. e. simple

nocturnal walking, talking, &c., is an index of

nervousness, and is a symptom often met with

in the life-history of nervous disorders. It is

often, also, merely an incident of rapid growth,

or of temporary conditions such as indigestion.

The more developed forms of somnambulism
are almost invariably associated with abnormal
functional conditions of the nervous system.

Cf. Hvsteeia.
Literature

:

Caepentek, Ment. Physiol.

;

Tuke, Sleep-walking and Hypnot.(i884). (j.j.)

Son of God : Ger. Gottessohn
;
Fr. Fils de

Dieu
;

Ital. Fiylio di Dio. The name of Jesus

Christ which indicates his divine as distin-

guished from his human nature and origin,

and also his relation to the Father in the

Trinitarian conception of the Godhead. See
Cheist.

Literature : see Cheist, and Cheisto-
l-OGY. (A.T.O.)

Sonant : see Phonetics.
Sonometer : seo Laboeatoey anb Appa-

EATUS, III, B, (6), (3).

Sopater : see Alexandeian School.
Sophism [Gr. aocpos, wise] : Ger. SopMsma,

Truyschluss

]

Fr. \ts\. sojisma. (i)

The best authorities, as Ti( ndelenlmrg
{Elementa L^oyices Aristotelis, 5th ed., §33),
define a soiihism as an intentionally deceptive

syllogism.

It is evident that, so defined, the science of

logic cannot concern itself with them
;
and

accordingly some logicians have maintained
that this was not the proper definition, a con-

tention in which they were aided by the

circumstance that Aristotle in his book of

Sophistici Elenchi omits entirely the class of

fallacies which a writer upon the subject would
naturally think of first.

(2) A false argument which, without deceiv-

ing, is difficult to refute logically.

Although logic cannot concern itself with
reasonings intended to deceive, as such, yet

it has the nearest interests with pretended
arguments intended to ‘wind up’ an antago-

nist, so that he does not know how to reply to

them, and in the eai'ly days of the science they,

no doubt, contributed much to the develop-

ment of it. They are occasionally useful still.

To be so, the less they deceive, while the more
unanswerable they seem, the better. (c.S.P.)

Celebrated sophisms or paradoxes (for

which the logics—Prantl, Gesch. d. Luoytk,

Eisler, Wdrterh.d.pMlos. Beyriffe, &c.—should
be consulted) are the ‘ Achilles,’ the ‘ arrow,’

the ‘ heap,’ the ‘ ignava ratio ’ arguments, and
in connection with the theory of Peobability

(q. V.), the ‘ Petersburg problem.’ (j.m.b.)

Sophistry (i) and (2) Sophists [Gr.

(TocpiaTTjs, a Sophist, in general a clever or wise

man, from o-ot^df, wise
;
more specifically, a

teacher or philosopher]: Ger. (i) Sophistik,

(2) SophisUn', Fr. {i) sophistique, {2) 8ophistes\

Ital. (i) sofistica, (2) Sqfisti. (i) Fallacious

reasoning intentionally employed, from the

alleged practice of the Soiihists, who were
chai’ged by their critics, Plato, Aristophanes,

and others, with an unscrupulous use of

quibbles, ambiguities in terms, and other

fallacies, by which they made the worse

appear the better reason.

(2) Teachers of various subjects, especially

rhetoric and oratory, who came into promi-

nence in the second half of the 5th century

B.c. Socrates was popularly identified with

them (see Soceatic Philosophy). The more
important Sophists were Protagoras of Abdera
(about 480-410 B.C.), Gorgias of Leontini

(483—375 B.C.), Hij)pias of Elis, Prodicus of

Ceos. The chief souices are from their oppo-

nents, e. g. Aristophanes in the Clouds, Plato

in the Dialogues, Protayoras, Goryias, Theae-

tetus, Crutylus, Evthydemus, and Soqjhist.

Cf. also Xenophon’s Memorabilia, II. i. 21,

for Hippias. For their position and teaching

see Pee-Soceatic Pbiiosophy.

Literature

:

M. Schanz, Die Sophisten
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(1867), and tlie literature under Fbe-So-
CEATic Philosophy. (j.h.t.)

Sophists : see Sophistry anh Sophists,

and Pee-Socbatic Philosophy.

Sorcery and Soothsaying : Ger. Magie

;

Fr. sorcellerie, magie
;

Ital. magia, stregoneria.

An art founded on the belief or pretence

that the powers supposed to preside over

nature can by the performance of certain

spells or incantations be controlled for the

production of phenomena beyond the ordinary

powers of man or nature. See Magic.
Sorcery and soothsaying liave been asso-

ciated mainly with the spirits of evil. But
their secret, so far as they have any, seems to

be identical with that of magic in general.

The role played by magic in ancient and
mediaeval life constitutes an important chapter

in human history. The mediaeval art of whicli

Paracelsus was one of the most famous practi-

tioners, but which numbered among its adhe-

rents some of the most distinguished names
in science and philosophy, rested on a theo-

sophic basis, and grew out of the sciences, if

such they may be called, of alchemy and
astrology. As a matter of fact the art, in so

far as it had any real basis, rested on a know-
ledge of nature which was as yet a mystery
to the public.

Literature : Howitt, Hist, of the Super-

natural (1863); Fabart, Hist, philos. de

rOcculte, Magie, &c. (1885) ;
Frost, The Ma-

gicians. See Magic. (a.t.o.)

Sorites [Gr. aapeLrrjs, a heap] : Ger. Ketten-

s Muss
I
Fr. sorite] Ital. sorite. (i) A name

(Valla) for a chain of syllogisms, the conclu-

sion of each forming a premise of the next.

Only one kind of sorites is commonly recog-

nized in logic, but according to the way of

arranging the premises it is called Gocle-

nian or (without reason) Aristotelian. The
latter brings into juxtaposition the two occur-

rences of each middle term. (c.s.p.)

(2) Applied to a Megarian sophism of the
‘ heap.’ Cf Sophism. (j m.b.)

Sorrow [A.S. sory] : Ger. Trauer
]

Fr.

tristesse

;

Ital. tristezza. Synonymous with

(i) Grief (q. v.) and (2) Eegeet (q. v.).

Soteriology [Gr. o-MTqp, deliverer] : Ger.

Lrldsungslehre

;

Fr. soteriologie
;

Ital. soterio-

logia. That branch of Christian theology

which treats of the salvation of man through

the atoning and redemptive work of Jesus

Christ.

The current statement that the early

Christian thinkers developed the theological

and anthropological departments of general

theology, while its soteriology was left largely

to post-Eeformation thinkers, contains a mea-
sure of truth. A more accurate conception,

however, will be obtained by distinguishing

between the theological and anthropological

aspects of Christology, and bearing in mind
that while the early thinkers were chiefly

interested in determining the doctrine of

Christ’s nature and relation to the Godhead,
later thought has been chiefly concerned witli

the human side of Christ’s work and the

scheme of salvation growing out of it.

Literature

:

Baher, Die christl. Lehre v.

d. Yersbhnung (1838); Eitschl, Die christl.

Lehre, &c. (1870); Edwards, Justification

and Wisdom in Eegeneration
; A. A. Hodge,

Theology, ii
;

Shedd, Hist, of Doctrine, i.

201—386 (A.T.O.)

Soul (i) and (2) Soul Theory: Ger. (i)

Seele, (2) Theorie der Seelensuhstanz (see

Terminology, German, ‘Seele’); Fr. (i)

Arne, (2) theorie sgoiritualiste
;

Ital. (i)

anima, (2) teoria dello spiritualismo. (i) The
mental principle considered as a substance

separate from the body, having personal

individuality and identity, of which the

individual mental life and development are

manifestations. Cf. Mind, Spirit, Nous,
Psyche, and Pneuma.
On the historical development of the con-

cepts soul and mind, see the extensive cita-

tions given under the topics ‘ Seele ’ and ‘ Geist
’

in Eisler, Worterh. d. philos. Begriffe. The
Greek usage divided the meaning between
vovs and 'I'oxp, seeing that the conception had
a later development in the scholastic and
patristic literature, in which the Latin term
is anima. See the lexicons of Biblical Greek
(especially Hastings and Cheyne, Diets, of the

Bible), and Hebrew (especially New Heh.

Lexicon, B. D. B.). (j.m.b.)

(2) The theory that there is a substantial

human soul, independent of the body, of

which the individual mental life and develop-

ment are manifestations.

The soul theory is part of the substance

theory, which recognized a dualism between
mind and body. Its more recent rivals are

phenomenalism, actuality theory, and the

various forms of quasi-materialism and auto-

matism, to which the phrase ‘ psychology

without a soul ’ has been applied.

Literature-, recent discussions areLoTZB,Mi-
crocosmus; James, Princ. of Psychol., i. i8off.,

343 ff., and index, ‘Soul Theory’; S. Hodgson,
Met. of Eeflection

;
Ladd, Theory of Eeality,

chap. XV
;
Eoyce, The World and the Indi-
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viilual, sect, ii
;
Montague, A Plea for Soul

Substance, 2 arts., Psychol. Rev. (1899); dk
Saui.o, II coucetto dell’ aiiiina uella jisicologia

contenip. (1900). See also the literature of

SriRiTUAi.isM, aud of Immortality, (j.m.b.)

Soul (iu theology). The non-corporeal and

spiiitual individuality of man. That which

thinks, wills, aud feels, conceived as a per-

durable entity and a subject of conscious

spiritual experience; the spiritual principle

iu man. Cf. Soul and Soul Theory.
Theologically, the soul must be distinguished

from the body, inasmuch as immortality is

predicated of the soul. A threefold distinction

(called Trichotomy, q.v.) is sometimes made
between body, soul, and spirit, iu which case

soul is conceived as a middle term between

the bodily organism and the spirit. In general,

when soul and spirit are not used synony-

mously, soul represents spirit in potentia,

while spirit is the developed energy of the

soul in the sphere of moral and religious

experience.

Literature: see Theology, and Immor-
tality. (A.T.O.)

Sound : see Hearing, IT, and Tone.

Sounds (vocal) ; see Phonetics, and cf.

Speech.

Sovereignty [L. Lat. superanus, supreme,

through Fr.]: Qev. Souvercinitat; Fv. souve-

raineie', Ital. sovranita. Sovereign power;
the power of the person or persons supreme
in a political community and not subject to

any other person or persons. Cf. State
(philosophy of).

I he term sovereign is correlative to the

term subjection, aud both are implied in the

term ‘ political community ’ (see State or
Community). According to Austin, where
the bulk of the members of a society are

habitually obedient to a given person or body
of persons, and that person or body of per-

sons is not habitually obedient to any other

person or body of persons, that society is

an independent political community, and
that person or body of persons is sovereign,

the other members of the community being
in a state of subjection. Austin speaks
of obedience on the part of the bulk of

the society in question, because in every
society there is a criminal class which is

not in habitual obedience; and of habitual

obedience, because a great many persons occa-

sionally disobey the sovereign. Again, he
speaks of the political superior as not being
in habitual obedience to any other person or

body of peiBons, because almost all political

superiors have occasionally been obliged to

obey the orders of other potentates. Accoi’ding

to Austin’s description of sovereignty, sove-

reignty is a matter of fact, not of law or
courtesy, and the sovereign, in his sense of the
term, is often quite distinct from the person
or persons so entitled. According to Austin,
sovereignty is incapable of legal limitation,

since the political superior who could be
bound by law would be the subject of a higher
authority. He would of course admit the

reality of moral and physical limitation.

Further, according to Austin, all law is the

command of the sovereign, for unless he
enforces obedience, a rule is destitute of that

sanction which distinguishes legal from moral
rules.

This description of sovereignty is very

useful as giving us an abstract conception

which may help us in classifying and describing

actual sovereigns. But there are few cases

in which it tallies with all the facts of political

association. Austin was unduly influenced by
consideration of the most civilized societies,

especially of the Roman empire and the

United Kingdom. The historical development

of sovereignty, like the historical develop-

ment of the political community, has been

slow. The ruling authorities of the family,

the village, and the city have merged only by
degrees in the ruling authority of the state.

Ecclesiastical authorities have divided sove-

reignty with political authorities. In modern
times the desire to divide iioweis and balance

authorities so as to hinder opj>ression has

produced constitutions (notably that of the

United States) in which it is hard to discover

any sovereign such as Austin describes.

Austin considei’s legislative power the distin-

guishing attribute of sovereignty, but except

in the most civilized communities direct legis-

lation is rare, and the ruling authority is

chiehy concerned with the interpretation and
enforcement of law. The only authority whose

power is always free from legal restraint is the

public opinion, not necessarily of the whole

community, but at all events of the effective

portion of it, whether priests or warriors or

nobles or rich or educated, or however else

determined.

Literature : Hobbes, Leviathan ; Locke,
Civil Government ;

Rousseau, Contrat So-

cial; Bentham, Fragment on Government;
Austin, Jurisprudence; Maine, Early Hist,

ofinstit.; Holland, Jurisprudence. (p.c.m.)

Sovereignty (of God) : Ger. Unum-
schrdnktheit (Gotlea)

;
Fr. souverainete {de
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Dieu)
;

Ital. sovranitd, {di Bio). That un-

conditional control which God by inherent

right of his nature is supposed to exercise over

the world, and especially over man and his

spiritual destiny.

The great issue which arises in this con-

nection is that between God’s sovereignty and

man’s free and responsible agency. This issue

ccnstitutes the great watershed of theology,

and Christian thinkers have been Augustinians

or Pelagians according as the supreme emphasis

was placed on one side or the other. The
ancient issue has been fought out in modern
limes between Calvinism and Arminiauism.

The classical utterance in behalf of the divine

sovereignty in modern thought is that of

Jonathan Edwards, who asserts God’s in-

herent right to the absolute disposal of his

creatures.

Literature: Augustine, Anti-Pelagian Trea-

tises (ed. Bright)
;
cf. Mozley, The Augustinian

Doctrine of Predestination; Anselm, Con-
cordia praescientiae et praedestinationis

;

Calvin, Institutes, I. xvi £F., III. xxi ff.
;

cf.

iScHEiBE, Calvin’s Pradestinatiouslehre
;
Jan-

SEN, Augustinus
;

Zanchius, De Praedest.

(trans. by Toplady)
;
Tukeetin, Inst. Theol.,

Loc. iv
;
Edwaeds, The Will, and The Di-

vine Decrees
;

Cunningham, Hist. Theol.,

chap. XXV
;
Kuypee, Calvinism. A very full

bibliography is given by Copingee, A Treatise

on Predestination. The relevant sections in

the best Biblical theologies should be con-

sulted, especially Dillmann on O. T. and
Holtzmann on N. T. (a.t.o.)

Space [Lat. S2)atmm] : Ger. Raum

;

Fr.

espace
;

Ital. spazio. The abstraction of the

mutual externality of objects actually per-

ceived or thought as coexisting in possible

experience, and represented as a continuous

homogeneous magnitude of three dimensions,

infinitely divisible and limitless in extent.

The philosophy of space treats of the logical

and real nature of that which is so represented.

The first Greek thinker to attempt a defini-

tion of the nature of space was, as Aristotle

tells us {Phys., iv. 2, 209 b 17), Plato;

Aristotle himself was the first to elaborate the

problems and investigate them systematically.

The way for these inquiries, however, had
been prepared. Anaximander’s qualitatively
‘ unlimited ’ substance was also boundless in

extent
;

it gives birth to innumerable worlds,

and still, as Hippolytus reports {Ref. Haer.,

i. 6), encompasses them all. Similarly of

Anaximenes’ ‘ air.’ Among the Pythagoreans
‘ the unlimited ’ appears to be identified with

pure space. All things are ‘ number ’ which,

in reference to physical things at least, is

conceived geometrically. The ultimate units

are points. Bodies are geometiical solids

(Pint., Plac., ii. 6, 5). The world is formed

from a fixed centre by successive determina-

tions of adjacent portions of ‘the unlimited’

(Arist., 3Iet., xiv. 3, 1091 a 17), the cohering

portions being separated from one another by
intervals of ‘ the void.’ Outside the boundary
of the world is an infinite, also conceived,

apparently, as empty space (Arist., Phys., iii.

4, 203 a i). Yet it would be a mistake to

suppose that the Pythagoreans thought of

‘ the unlimited,’ ‘ the void,’ and solid bodies

as pure abstract space or determinations of

pure space, for of the infinite beyond the

stars they thought, as Aristotle tells us (ibid,

iv. 6, 213 b 22), as ‘infinite breath’ which the

world inhaled. Space is conceived realistically

and with only partial abstraction from its

content. ‘ The unlimited ’ is at once infinite

space and infinite stufP, and in general it

seems truer to say that sjiace is thought of as

a material substance than to say that matter

is thought of as pure space.

Till the time of Plato the question with

regard to space which then interested philo-

sophers was primarily the question as to the

existence or the non-existence of empty space.

The Eleatics, Empedocles, and Anaxagoras

denied its existence. Zeno, indeed, is generally

thought to have gone still further and to have

denied the existence of any space whatever

;

but this is probably a mistake. His argument,

as reported by Simplicius {Phys., iv. 562,

3—6), runs thus :
‘ If space (or place, 6 tottos)

is, it must be in something
;

for everything

that is is in something, and so in space.

Space then will be in space, and so ad in-

finitum. Therefore space is not.’ But the

major premise, ‘ ever3'thing that is is in some-

thing,’ cannot possibly have been held true by
Zeno, for it is completely at variance with the

Eleatic conception of Being. But it may very

well have been urged against the Parmeniclean

doctrine of the One Being, considered as a

physical plenum ‘ equal in all directions ’ and
‘ equally contained within limits,’ that such a

being must exist somewhere, and that there-

fore there must also ‘ be ’ empty space sur-

I’ounding it. It is altogether probable that

it is this objection which Zeno here meets,

exposing, on the objector’s own assumptions,

the inconveniences for thought which arise

when space is thus abstracted from body and

regarded as a thing apart. If this interpreta-
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tion is correct, the ar"iinient is directed not

against the existence of sjjace absolutely, but

against the existence of empty space The
Atomists, on the other hand, believed that

empty space was necessary to explain motion.

It is the metaidiysically more fundamental

idea implicit in the Pythagorean theory, the

idea of the identity of space with matter,

which Plato takes up and which he first

explicitly formulates, setting it forth from

the point of view of his own more developed

philosophy in a new light. He distinguishes

space {Tim., 49 ff.) both from ideas and from

sensible things which are their copies. It is

a third class of being, resembling ideas in

that it is eternal, indestructible, and ever the

same, but differing from them in that it is,

in itself considered, utterly formless and void.

It dift’ers, moreover, from both ideas and
things in being apprehended neither by reason

nor by sense, but by a sort of ‘ bastard

reasoning’ (Xoyio-juu nvl vodcp), a phrase indi-

cating perhaps that, while abstract space can

be thought ‘pure,’ it is not, like the proper

objects of intelligence, metaphysically real.

It is, however, the substrate {vnoSoxr]) which
‘ receives’ all things and so takes on different

appearances according to the character of that

by which it is informed. Plato likens it to the

mother, the father being the idea, the child

the sensible thing, its image. How space

becomes impregnated by the idea, and how
sensible things are generated in it, he does

not explain
;
on the contrary, he fully recog-

nizes the mysteriousness of the relations thus

metaphorically referred to. He speaks of

space as a thing fairly incredible, difficult of

explanation, most difficult to comprehend.
The more precise interpretation of his thought
will depend on the view taken of his philo-

sophy as a whole. Viewed as a consistent

system of absolute idealism, in which is merged
a subjective idealism as regards the relation

of the material world to finite percipients,

space, one aspect of the ‘other’ present along

with true ‘ substance ’ in the world-soul, will

appear perhaps as the immutable and eternal

law of finite perception, the form in which
finite intelligence apprehends the ideas existing

in infinite intelligence. And this will then be

* See Baumker, Problem d. Materie in d, griech.
Philos., 61. Cf. Burnet, Early Greek Philos., 330.
Zeno’s arguments against multiplicity and motion,
framed, apparently, with reference to the Pytha-
gorean doctrine of the composition of space-things
out of separate space-units, do indeed prove indirectly,

by reference to the infinite divisibility of space, the
absurdity of regarding space as indeijenJently real.

Plato’s meaning : space is just a form of sense-

perception. But though there is much,
especially in the Timaeus, to suggest this in-

terpretation, most commentators think that

Plato is less explicit than this, and the sub-

ject is too complicated to be discussed here k

In striking contrast with Plato’s specu-

lative treatment of the subject is the abstractly

logical discussion of Aristotle in the foiuth

book of the Physics. The discussion here

takes the definite form of an inquiry con-

cerning the si^ace (6 tottos) in which any object

is situate. That such space exists distinct

from body is proved by the fact that different

bodies successively occupy the same space.

Moreover, it has its own positive character,

for the relations in it of up and down, &c.,

are fixed in nature and are not relative to us

or like mathematical magnitudes, whose posi-

tions are determined by thought. But what
is it? What is its ‘genus’? It cannot be

a body, for then two bodies would be in the

same place. But neither can it be a pure

object of thought, for such objects have no

magnitude. Nor is it, again, any of the four
‘ causes ’

: it is neither the matter of which
anything is composed, nor its determining

foi’m, nor its efficient cause, nor its end.

Again, if it exists, where is it ? as Zeno so

effectively asked. And if it coincides in size

with the body it holds, when the latter grows,

must not it grow with it ? These perplexities,

which Aristotle presents in his usual ‘ apo-

retic ’ fashion, show clearly enough the diffi-

culty of regarding space as a really existent

‘thing.’ Proceeding to the development of his

own views, Aristotle examines at some length

Plato’s identification of space and matter.

His main argument equally applies against

its identification with form
;

it is that matter

and form are inseparable from things, whereas

space is separable and contains things *. His

* The view referred to is ably maintained by
R. Archer-Hind in his edition of Plato’s Timaeus
(London, 1888).

“ Aristotle’s criticism of Plato is unsympathetic as

usual. He sees no difference between their respective

problems. He misrepresents Plato in making him
say only that space is matter, his real doctrine being

rather that matter is space. This he conceives as

wholly homogeneous and immovable. Sensible things

are modes of its manifestation. Change of place

would be, therefore, metaphysically speaking, not at

all a translation of matter, but a readjustment in the

relations of the sensible appearances, generated by
ideas, in the one unchangeable space. Of course

there is the difficulty, which Aristotle does not fail to

notice, as to the participation in space of unspatial

ideas
;

but the objection tells equally against Ari-

totle’s own doctrine of ‘ form.’
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reply to Zeno is, that there are other ways in

which a thing may be ‘ in something’ than by
being in it as a place

;
it may he in it, e. g., as

a e|is or a nddos', we are not, therefore, neces-

sarily involved in the infinite regress. But if

the space is neither matter nor form of the

body, it is either the interval between its

boundaries (SidoTTjjaa rt rd rav eo-ydro)!')

or the boundaries tliemselves. Ai’istotle rejects

the former of these hypotlieses on the ground,

ai)parently, that it implies the separability in

nature of the interval or body’s extent, with

the consequence that every space must both

contain an infinite number of spaces and must
itself be in a space. He adopts, therefore, the

remaining hypothesis and defines the space of

a body as the limit, more particularly as ‘ the

first unmoved limit of the containing body’
{to too irepLf^ovros nepas dKivrjrov irpmTov, loc. cit.,

212 a 20).

With this definition Aristotle believes that

he meets all the difficulties, for it explains

space not as a thing in space, but as a stable

relation between bodies. And it has this as

a consequence, that it gets rid at a stroke of

empty space as an entity existing either

within the world or without it. ‘ Heaven,’

the world’s outermost boundary, and accord-

ingly the world itself taken as a whole, is for

Aristotle not in any place, for no body exists

beyond it to limit it. But the definition,

valuable as it is as the first suggestion of the

relational idea of space, is manifestly faulty.

Granting that space is but the abstraction of

corporeal relations, and that, apart from such
relations, it has neither existence nor signi-

ficance
;
granting even the finiteness of the

material world, despite the representation

which necessarily makes every boundary re-

lated to space beyond as well as to space

within, still it cannot properly be said that

either space in general or the space occupied

by a body capable of moving out of it is

merely a boundary or limit. A spatial limit

is itself a determination of space which serves

to determine a space, but is not a part of the

space included within it. And the attempt
to determine that in turn by limits would
seem to be frustrated by the infinite divisi-

bility of space. Aristotle’s definition is, in

fact, not a definition of space, as such, at all

;

it is merely a statement of the way in which
the place of a physical body in space is to be

determined. And even so it shows little

appreciation of the subtleties connected with

the idea of spatial limit or boundary. What,
for example, becomes of the unmoved limit

II. K

when the enclosing body moves 1 In view of

these difficulties, and in view of the ambiguities

in the statement itself, it is not surprising to

find that the definition was rejected not only

by the Platonizing Simplicius, who criticizes

it severely in a lengthy excursus in his com-
mentary on the Physics, but also by Aristotle’s

own disciple and successor, Theophrastus.

Theophrastus inclined to the view that a space

consisted in the arrangement and position of

bodies k
After Aristotle the discussion was again

taken up concerning the existence of the void,

the Epicureans maintaining its existence both

within the world and outside it, the Stoics

denying its existence within, but holding that

it extended infinitely beyond^, while Strato

conversely denied it for the outside, but, to

account for the interpenetration of bodies by
lighth and warmth, assumed it for within^.

With the Stoics, again, matter, and hence

space, is infinitely divisible; with the atom-
istic Epicureans not even space is infinitely

divisible *. In these discussions the realism in

the conception of space is full-blown. Nothing
of any value is contributed to the elucidation

of the conception, unless we except the purely

formal distinction of the Stoics between the

space filled by a body {ronos), the void {k(v6v),

and space (x"pn) which includes both (Stob.,

Eel., i. 382). With the Neo-Platonists, on the

other hand, space must be an expression of,

or an element in, the world-soul, and, in

a sense, ideal; but a modern reader can find

little that is clear in their confused and con-

tradictory accounts of it. Plotinus says, in

apparent disagreement with Plato, that the

space a body fills is not matter, since bodies

must first have matter before they can be in

space {Ennead., ii. 4, 12). Tamblichus, who
makes space a genus including both the cor-

poreal and the incorporeal, and the deity the

ultimate place of all things, says that perhaps

bodies occupy space only Kara (rvfi^f^rjKos, and
that a space, a surface, and ‘ the substrate ’ are

the same thing; he defines their place physic-

ally now as the surface of the surrounding,

now as that of the surrounded body, and
again as the force which holds them together

^ Ft. ai, aa, Zeller, Philos, d. Griechen, II. iik

831 f. For Simplicius see Zahlfleisch, ‘ Die Polemik
lies Simplicios (Oorollarium, 601-45, des Commentars
ed. Diels) gegen Aristoteles’ Physik, 1-5, iiber den
Raum,’ Arch.f. Qesch. d, Philos., 85-109.

“ This was the common view
;
Posidonius, however,

considered it finite.

“ Zeller, op. cit., II. iP. 909.
* See Baumker, op. cit., 309.
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;ind makes tlieir extension Proelus regarded

hpace as the purest light, eorjioreal hut

immaterial (Simpl., Coroll, de loco, ed. Diels,

6 1 2).

From the foregoing brief survey of ojjinion

among the Greeks it appears that there was

a general agreement among all schools that

space was something objectively I’eal and not

meiely relative to us. The opposite view

was implied perhaps in the empiricism of

J’rotagoras and other foims of Greek scep-

ticism, but it does not seem to have been

developed to a positive doctrine. Even the

Eleatics probably formed no exception, in

spite of the logic which, strictly taken, would

make not only space but everything thinkable

an illusion h And although the idealistic

systems did not regard it as absolutely real,

as did the materialistic systems with their

doctrine of the void, but rather as an element

in a woild constituted of mind, yet they too

would seem not to have considered it as a

mere mode ol representation in finite souls

apart from their participation in the universal

world-soul. But there was the greatest

diversity of opinion with regard to the nature

of its reality. With some (materialists) it is

a sort of second entity along with body
;
with

others (Pythagoieans, Plato) it is the matter

which is determined to body by the action of

some higher principle
;
then, again, it is an

internal eneigy which gives extension to

bodies (lamblichus) or a quasi-immaterial

body (Proclus). AVith Aristotle, on the other

hand, taking it in its determinate character

as the ])lace oi body, it is regarded attributively

as a relation. Then, again, there was a
'1 ifierei.ce of opinion as to its extent. Ari-

stotle, bePeving the woild to be finite, was
bound to assert the fiiiiteness of space, thus

intrcducing a contradiction betueen real and
mathematical space. Parmenides held a similar

opinion. The general ojiinion was that it was
infinite. This involved the coutiadiction of

the completed infinite. The same contradic-

tion was involved, relatively to the infinite

divisibility of space, in the Pythagorean
doctrine of the unit. Tlie diab etic of Zeno
developed these conti adictions. Thus already

in Greek philosi piiy are represented all, or

nearly all, of tlie fundamental 'differences of

view possilde regaiding the nature of space;

space is eitlier objective or subjective, either

real or ideal, either a thing or an attribute

* Zeller, op. cit.. III. ii®. 706.
* 8ee in proof the Farmenidea of Plato.

or a relation, either finite or infinite, either

composed of ultimate units or infinitely

divisible. Many of the difficulties connected

with these various views are also more or less

clearly indicated.

The great schoolmen—Albertus Magnus,
Thomas Aquinas, and Duns Scotus—com-
mented subtly on the fourth book of Aristotle’s

Physics, but the characteristic mediaeval in-

terest in the question of space is theological.

Space is a creation. Intelligible space,

therefore, precedes real space. Beyond the

confines of the material universe, ‘ imaginary
’

space stretches in infinitum. The question

then was, how can God, a pure spirit, be omni-

present in the immensity of real space without

being extended or localized!' Aquinas
answered, by his power, essence, and omni-

science {Sentent., i, 37, i, 2 ; aS. T., i, 8, 3).

But even so the contradiction remains of a real

infinite and infinitely divisible whole summed
up in a single act, or else the idea of real

space as such a created whole, and conse-

quently the idea of intelligible space also,

would seem to be an illusion. Later, when
Copernican astronomy suggested the illimit-

ableness of the material universe, men like

Nicholas of Cues and Giordano Bruno ex-

pressed the logic of the contradictions involved

in real infinity in the doctrines of the coinci-

dentia opfositorum and the identity of maxima
and minima b On the formal side, the state-

ments in the old philosophical lexicon of

Goclenius may fairly be taken as representing

the pi’evailing opinions :
‘ Spatium est aliis

iutervallum finitum, in quo aliquid est vel

esse potest. . . . Aliis spatium est capedo, seu

intervallum vel finitum vel infinitum’ {Lex.

pliilos., I 067).

The charactei’istic advance made by modern
philosophy lies in the development of the

subjectivistic view of space. The opposite

doctrine, however, was long the prevailing

one. Descaites made extension the essence

of corporeal substance {Med., vi
;
Pr. Philos.,

ii. 10-8), believing not only in its reality,

but in the infinite divisibility of its parts

{Letters to Mersenne, 115, 119). Spinoza

made it one of the attributes of God {Eth. i,

Prop. XV, Sell.). Locke, wliile rejecting the

Cartesian identification of space with body,

lield no less strongly to its objective reality,

though, professing to have no clear idea of

substance, he refused to express any opinion

* Cf. Renouvier, La Critique pMlosophique, Suppl.

5 (1882), 281 h
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as to whether it was a substance or an acci-

dent (Essay, ii. 13). Newton taught the

reality of absolute space (Princ., 6, ed. 1726),

regarding it as the sensorium, as it were, in

which God had immediate perception of the

material universe (Optics, App.). The New-
tonian doctrine was upheld by Samuel Clarke

in his famous coutros ersy with Leibnitz *, in

which he declared space to be an immediate

and necessary consequence of the existence of

God, the property of an incorporeal substance,

andtheplace not onlyof bodies, but also of ideas

(Fourth and Fifth Pieplies). Leibnitz, on the

otherhand,coutended that space wasnothing but

an order of coexistences, as which it continued

to be defined in the Leibnitziau school.

Strictly interpreted, the Leibnitzian doctrine

makes space a subjective phenomenon, bodily

extension being but the representation ,in

unspatial monads of their mutual exclusive-

ness, their • passive force’
;
but the laxer inter-

pretation, according to which space, as such,

and not meiely its analogon, is objectively

and metaphj’sically real, was the commoner®.

The subjectivistic trend is characteristic of

British j^hilosophy. After Hobbes, contra-

dicting other parts of his system, had defined

space as ‘ phantasma rei existentis, quatenus

existentis,’ and had declared it to be ‘ imagi-

narium quidem, quia merum phantasma’ (He

Corp., vii. 2), and after Locke had opened up
that pathway of ideas fi om which no pathway
of philosophy appeared to lead back to the

common-sense assumptions of existence he had

started from, the decisive step was taken by
Berkeley of asserting absolute space to be

a phantom (Sir., 271), pure space the mere
possibility of bodily motion (Pr., 116), and
extension in general, along with the other

sensible attributes of matter, merely ideas in

us. The most effective of his ai’guments is

derived from the perception of magnitude : as

eveiy assignable magnitude of a body depends

on subjective conditions, it is vain to suppose

tlie existence of an absolute magnitude (/'tVsi

Dialogue hdwe.tn Hylas and Philonous).

Flume’s scepticism will not allow him to say

aii} thing legarding existence absolutely, but

his analysis of the space element in our

experience is similar. Attacking the assump-

^ The writer calls attention to the note in Kiino
Fischer’s Gesch. d. n. Phil, ii, 2. Anfi., 42: ‘ Wir
sclireiben clen Namen “ Leibniz,” nachdem festgestellt

worden, dass der Philosoph selbst sich nie anders
geschrieben.’ [Both spellings are allowed to stand in

this work

—

j.m.b.]
’ See Vaihinger, Commentar zu Kant’t Krit. d.

reinen Vernuuft, ii. 147, 416 £Ei

tions of the infinite divisibility of space and
the exactitude of mathematics, he affirms

that ‘the idea of space or extension is nothing

but the idea of visible or tangible points

distributed in a certain order’ (Treatise,

Ft. II. § 5 ).
.

But the doctrine of the subjectivity of space

which stands prominent above all the doc-

trines of space in modern philosophy is the

Kantian. It is the moilern doctrine par
excellence, representative in the same sense in

which Aristotle’s doctrine was representative

of Greek philosophy. Kant's views, as set

forth in the Critique of Pure Reason, are in

substance as follows: (i) the idea of space is

not empirical in its origin, since in referring

a sensation to a place in space, it is already

presupposed
; (2) it is a priori necessary, since

we cannot think it non-existent, though we
can well think everything contained in it

non-existent
; (3) it is not a general concep-

tion under which species or individuals are

subsumed, but an intuition in which all

particular spaces are contained
; (4) it is

represented as an infinite given magnitude;

(5) the apodictic certainty of geometry, an

a priori science of space determinations, can

be explained only on the theory that space is

merely the form of external perception. He
concludes that space is nothing inhering

in the nature of things per se, but is merely

the subjective condition of sensibility, under

which alone external perception is possible to

us. In the antinomies which result from

taking the extended sensible woild as ii.de-

pendeiitly real, he found a striking confirma-

tion of this theory. The uniqueness of the

theory becomes evident when we compare it

with the views of previous thinkers. The
leading opinions in modern times have been

:

(i) that space was something real, inde-

pendent of the human subject, either the

essence of corporeal substance (Descartes) or

the property of a substance (Spinoza), con-

taining all bodies or even all things (Newton,

Clarke); (2) that it was purely subjective,

being given in and with particular impres-

sions of sight and touch (Berkeley); (3) that

it was subjective as repi’esentation, but also

objective, so far as the perceptions of sense

represented an analogous order of relations in

things themselves (Leibnitz). Kant’s doctrine

is opposed to, and at the same time mediates

between, all three. It holds with the first

that space is an all-embracing something, so

far as concerns the things in space, but this

something is our form of intuition
;

it holds
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with the second that space is subjective, but

distinguishing between the general form and

the particular content of experience, denies

that it is empirically given
;
and it holds

with the third in opposing a world of things

per se to the world of our sense-perceptions,

but making the opposition still shar^Der, finds

no ground for applying the conception of

space as extensive magnitude to anything but

the latter.

A full account of the discussions growing

out of Kant's doctrine would fill volumes

:

every point has been attacked and defended

over and over again. Tlie more important

criticisms relate to (i) the alleged subjective

source of the idea; (2) the doctrine that

space is mereh/ subjective; (3) the proof of

this from geometry; (4) the proof from the

antinomies. The doctrine in (i) is rejected,

of course, by all empiricists. Others find the

argument vitiated by psychological assump-

tions concerning the origin of ideas
;

they

deny that the elements in experience can be

separated, in the way Kant tries to separate

them, into those which have their source in

the subject and into tliose which do not

;

thej"^ hold that experience is both subjective

and objective throughout, and see in Kant’s

formulation of his doctrine a faulty expres-

sion of the truth that, reflecting on the con-

stitution of its experience, the mind discovers

that space is logically presupposed as a condi-

tion of its possibility, and is in this sense

a priori, but only in this sense. As regards

(2), it was early contended, and later notably

by Trendelenburg in his controversy with

Kuno Fischer
',
that Kant’s arguments, even

granting that they suffice to prove the sub-

jectivity of space, fail to prove that it is not

also objective, and that Kant, in drawing his

conclusions (ist ed., 26), overlooked the

possibility that it might be both. The
objections rest, partly at least, on confusion.

For if ‘ objective ’ means valid of objects, this

is precisely what Kant asserted w'as true of

space relative to the objects of possible

experience. If, on the other hand, ‘objective
’

means having an existence per se apart from
relation to possible experience, Kant cannot be
said to have overlooked this possibility, since

his argument was expressly designed to refute

it. If space were a property of things-in-

themselves, be says, we could not determine
its nature a priori,

‘
for no detennination of

' For a full account of this dispute see Vaihinger,
o[). cii., ii. 290-326.

objects . . . can enter into our intuition before

the actual existence of the objects themselves.’

Such knowledge, he says elsewhere {Proleg.,

§ 9), would be unintelligible—it could only
rest on inspiration

;
the doctrine in this

rel'erence of pre-established harmony seemed
to him fantastic. Nevertheless, there is force

in the contention that Kant’s argument does
not disprove the possibility of a natural con-
formity of the constitution of our minds to
the constitution of things, and it is plausible

to assume this conformity, assuming that our
knowledge is real. This assumption again
may be carried out in many ways, leading to

many different theories of space. (3) Kant
assumes as the foundation of his theory the
apodictic certainty of Euclidean geometry.
This assumption eminent mathematicians have
since contested, chiefly on the ground that
Euclidean geometry rests on an indemon-
strable hypothesis concerning parallel lines.

Other hypotheses are therefore equally pos-

sible
;
and on them accordingly other systems

of geometry, containing notions of the consti-

tution of space widely divergent from the

Euclidean, may be, and indeed have been,

constructed. The necessity, therelbre, which
Kant’s theory was intended to explain dees

not exist. It is admitted that non -Euclidean
space cannot be separately intuited, and this

agrees with the Kantian doctrine of the I'ela-

tive subjectivity of space as we actually

intuite it : other forms of space are possible
;

but, on the other hand, this very possibility

shows the merelyfactual or empii ical character

of at least all that in our intuition in which

Euclidean differs from non-Euclidean space.

At best, therefore, it is not our form, but only

some form, of space which can be regarded as

a priori,\.e. as the indispensable prerequisite

of a possible experience Finally, as regards

(4) Kant’s proof frop the antinomies, its

value is denied by all who, like Wundt {Syst.

d. Philos.,“^$2 £f.), resolve the apparent conflict

into a mere ‘ Scheingefecht,’ or who, like

Lotze {Met, §§ 106 £f.), find the same or

similar contradictions in Kant’s own theory.

Others, without following Kant closely, admit

the general principle involved
;

Eenouvier,

for example, concluding from the contradiction

in the conception of the actual infinite that

space is a pure intuition and its infinity

merely potential {Traiti de logique gen., i. 50),

’ So e. g. B. A. W. Russell, The Foimdations of
Geometry (Cambridge, 1897) ; F. Medicus, ‘ Kant’s tr.

Aesth. u. d. nicht-eukl. Geometric,’ Kanletudien, iii.

261.
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while Bradley makes space 'mere appearance’

on the ground that it is dialectical and con-

tradictory through and through {Af^earance

and Reality, Bk. I. chap. iv).

The general result of the discussion of Kant’s

doctrine has been to produce a widespread con-

viction that space is nothing absolutely real,

either as a thing or as a determination of

things; butalso,onthe other hand, that it either

is or represents more than a mere form with

which we invest the objects of our perception,

but which, apart from our perception, has no

sort of reality in the nature of things. For

even if the general representation of objects

as external in space he regarded as due to the

subjective conditions of our sensibility, the

compulsion we are under to represent their

space relations in a definite order affords the

strongest motive for regarding those relations

at least as objectively determined. Accord-

ingly, in the great sy stems of idealistic philo-

sophy which succeeded the Kantian criticism,

we find, even with Fichte in his later period,

that the externality of phenomena in space is

represented as due not specially to the subject

as opposed to the object, but to the activity

of a principle identical in the subject and the

object (Fichte, Werke, i. 190; cf. 343, viii.

415; Schelling, Werke, i. 3, 22 ff.; Hegel,

Werke, vii. 44 ff.
;

Logik, i. 279, iii. 353;
JEncyc., § 244). The realistic Herbert, with the

principle, ‘ wie viel Schein, so viel Hindeutung
auf Sein,’ opposes to phenomenal an ‘ intelli-

gible ’ spaee [Met., ii. 200 ff.), as denoting the

fact of a real order of coexistence in the mul-

tiplicity of elements posited as absolutely real,

although, as Trendelenburg justly observes

{Log. Untersuch., i. 1 90), the latter is modelled

entirely on the former. Trendelenburg him-

self holds that space is not the presupposition,

but the product, of motion (ibid., 215 ff.).

Other systems tend to a revival of the view

of space implied in theLeibnitzian spiritualism

(Lotze :
‘ every particular feature of our spatial

intuition corresponds to a ground in the world

of things,’ Met., § 113. Wundt: objective

space, after elimination of subjective elements,

is ‘the regular order of a manifold consisting

of particular independently given real objects,’

Logik, i. 463). Among original thinkers of

the first rank, Schopenhauer alone accepts

the Kantian doctrine without reserve. Amid
this conflict of opinion, the Kantian criticism

and the whole subjective trend of modern
philosophy seems to have made one thing clear,

and that is that space is a category which has

neither meaning nor validity beyond the

bounds of possible experience. If, therefore,

we refuse to accept the naive conception that

the object is one thing and its idea in the

mind a mere counterpart and cojDy, we must
admit that there are not two spaces, one real

for things and one ideal for minds, but that

ideal space is only the abstraction of real

space, and real space only the realization

of the ideal. Whatever reality, therefore,

and whatever ideality belong to objects

in space belong to space also. Hence
everything depends on the interpi etation

of experience. Cf. Space-peeception, and
Extension. (h.n.g.)

Literature : besides the citations made
above, see Bibliog. B, 2. j, and G. 2, v, see

aho Extension, and the numerous quota-

tions in Eislee, Wdrterb. d. pliilos. Begriffe,
‘ Baum.’ (j.M.B.)

Space (in mathematics). The totality of

all the positions into whicli a body could

possibly be moved, were no impediment to

motion in existence.

This totality forms a continuum (see Con-
tinuity, in mathematics), the conception of

which is so elementary and fundamental that

no definition can materially aid in its forma-

tion. For us the parts of space are all those

places, infinite in number, to which or in

which a body can be conceived to move or

exist, and, vice versa, we can conceive any
body to move into a part of tlie infinite

continuum which is formed by the totality of

those places. Space is continuous not only in

the sense that every pait joins to the parts

around it, but that every part is susceptible

of indefinite subdivision.

Our fundamental conception of space assigns

to it these properties :

—

(1) It is the same for all bodies. Wherever
one body could move, thither could any other

body move.

(2) It is triply infinite. A point may move
independently in three independent directions,

all perpendicular to one another, called

dimensions, to an infinite distance.

(3) It has no qualities or differentia de-

pendent either on position or direction.

Wherever a body may be situated, its capacity

of movement is the same for all positions and
for all directions.

(4) It is homoloidal. Two parallel straight

lines may be produced indefinitely without

either converging towards or diverging from

each other.

On these properties is based the science of

geometiy. Mathematicians have, however,
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posited spaces in which the second and fourth

properties are modified in various ways.

Such lij'jDothetical space is called Jii/pert>pace.

The principal forms of hyperspace are

these :
—

(1) Space more than trijiln injimte, or, in

familiar language, liaving more than three

dimensions. In such a sjr. ce four or more
lines, each perpendicular to all the others,

could ]>ass through a point. Of course this is

inconceivahle, hut quite self-consistent.

(2) Curved or non-homoloidul tspace, which

may be elliptic or hyperholic :

{a) Ellip>tic space : that in which two
IJarallel straight lines intersect when produced

to a certain distance.

(6) Hyperholic space: that in which two
such lines diverge fiom each other. (s.n.)

Space - perception : Ger. llanmwahr-
nehmimyi Pr. pjercej)tion de Vespace] Ital.

perceiiune di spazio. Cognition of exten-

sion so far as it does not involve conceptual

process. ‘Cognition of space’ is a better

term than ‘space-perception.’ See Extension,

and cf. Space.

Properly speaking, there is no perception

of space considered as an individual unity

boundless in extent and comprehending within

it all the places and distances of the contents

of the physical universe. This is a conce[)t,

not a percept. The same is true of the

sjiace of the Euclidean geometry and of the

various kinds of space treated of in meta-

geometry. (g.p.s., j.m.b.)

Many experiments have been performed

upon various aspects of the problem, par-

ticularly the cognition of visual and tactual

extent. See Depth (visual perception of),

and Indieect Vision
;
and cf. Static Sense,

Equilieeium, Illusions of Motion, I, and
Laboeaioey and Appaeatus, III, B, (a),

(c). Pathological cases, of impaired or un-

developed cognition (notably cases of restora-

tion to sight of those born blind), are also

instructive.

Literatv/re : see Extension (and . other

topics cited)
;
also Bibliog. G, 2 ,v. (.i.m.b.)

Space Sense : see Extension, and Space
;

and cf. Sensation and Sense (2).

Spacialization : Ger. Raumlokalisa-
tion

;
Fr. spacialisation

;

Ital. spjazializza-

zione. Suggested for the external Locali-
zation (q. V.) in space which is contrasted

under that topic with the reference of a

stimulation to a position on the perijjhery of

ihe body. The teim localization would then

be restricted to this latter. (The French and

Italian equivalents are also suggested—with
approval of th.f. and e.m.) (c.l.f.-j.m.b.)

Span of Consciousness : see Field op
Consciousness.

Spasm [Gr. aTrna-^os, cramp] ; Ger. Spas-

mus, spaslischer Erampf; Fr. spasme] Ital.

spasmo. A convulsive, involuntary contrac-

tion of a muscle or set of muscles. A tonic

spasm causes a moi’e or less persistent con-

Iraetion of the muscle, while if the contraction

is iiitermiltent it is termed clonic
;
the i'ornier

are termed cramps, the lattei' convulsions.

Facial spasm (‘tic convulsif’) is due to

lesions in the cortex or root-nucleus of the

facial nerve, or in the fibres of the nerve itself.

Spasmus nictitans or spasmodic blinking and
blepliaro-spasm affect the eyelids and face ad-

jacent. Bronchial spasm is apparently a vagus
neurosis. Spasms of other muscles occur as

symptoms of a large range of nervous diseases.

Hemispasm is an epileptiform seizure con-

fined to one side of the body.

Monospasm is a convulsive contraction of a

single group of muscles resulting probably

fiom a focal point of irritation in the central

nervous system.

As examples of spasms may be mentioned
the s])asm of the pharynx in hydrophobia, of

the diaphragm in hiccup, the various convul-

sions of an epileptic seizure, the paroxysms

of hysteria, the inco-ordinated movements of

chorea, tremors, and the like. See Epilepsy,

Hysteria, Teemoe, Movement (disorders of),

and Ataxia. (h.h.-j.j.)

Special Creation Theory or Crea-
tionism (q. V. for foreign equivalents). The

theory that biological species were created

each ‘ after its kind ’ by a direct act of God,

and not by a process of evolution or genetic

Descent (q. v., doctrine of). (j.m.b., e.b.p.)

Special Terms (in logic) ; see Symbolic

Logic, ad fin.

Species (in biology) [Lat. species, kind]

:

Ger. zlri; Fr. es^;ece; li&i. specie. A group

of genetically related individuals, presenting

fairly constant and distinctive heredity, and

sufficiently alike to be included under one

name. The adjective specific—belonging to

a species—occurs in phrases such as specific

characters, interspecific sterility, &c.

The conception of ‘species’ has been so

revolutionized since the publication of Dar-

wun’s famous book on their origin, that it

now heais little resemblance to the ideas

about species prevalent before 1859. It is,

indeed, scarcely possible in a few words to

give a satisfactory definition of what is now
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meant by tne word species, since it involves

our whole conception of the process of organic

evolution. Whilst species were formerly held

to be of fixed, if slightly modifiable, character,

to be incapable of fertile intercrossing, and
to have been sepai ately created, they are now
considered to have been evolved from pre-

existing species by gradual modification, to

have no absolutely fixed character, and to be

by no means always sterile when crossed with

each other. Organisms need not necessarily

be alike to be of the same species
;

as, for

instance, in the case of the alternation of

unlike generations, or of sexual differences.

Similarity (of the individuals of one sex) at

some stage of their life-history, and ‘ blood

relationship,’ are the only essential common
characters of the individuals of a species.

Each of the characters of the individuals of

a s[ ecies may vary about a mean, no two
individuals being exactly alike. The specific-

characters of an assemblage of individuals

(species) are those which are most developed

in the largest number of individuals. By
these the species may be defined. (e.s.g.)

Linnaeus defined species hi terms of crea-

tion :
‘ Species tot sunt divei sae, quot diversae

formae ab initio sunt creatae.’ Cuvier

accepted and widely promulgated this ortlio-

dox doctrine. Buffon and Lamarck contended

for the transmutation of species, whereby the

accepted dogma was rendered nugatory. The
number of German speeies of hawkweed,
according to one botanist, is some 300,
according to another less than twenty. The
terra ‘ species ’ was introduced by Bay, and
the binomial system of nomenclature now
universally adopted is due to Linnaeus. See

Classification (in biology). Variety,Vaeia-
TioN, Heeeditt, and Evolution.

Literature: Linnaeus, Philosophia Bota-

nica; Darwin, Origin of Species; Keenee,
Gute u. schlechte Arten; Romanes, Darwin
and after Darwin, ii

; A. R. Wallace,
Darwinism

;
K. Pearson, Grammar of Sci.

(2nd ed., 1900). (C.LL.M., e.s.g.)

Species (and Specific Marks, in logic).

A relatively narrow class and the marks
which belong to it. See Latin and Scho-
lastic Terminology, 4, 14, and cf. Defini-
tion. (C.S.P.-J.M.B.)

Species considered as disjunctively co-ordi-

nated under a genus are called ‘disjunct.’

See Disjunctive. (j.m.b.)

Specific : see Species (in biology, and in

logic).-

Specific Energy of Nerves ; Ger. speci-

fiscTie Sinnesenergie, speeijisrhe Energie det

Eerven', Yv. energie specijtque des nerfs', Ital,

energia specijica dei nervi. (i) The theory

that each sensory nerve and nerve-fibre,

in whatever manner stimulated, gives rise in

consciousness to a specific sensation, different

from that produced by stimulation of any
other. ‘This furretion of the individual

nerves, determined by their anatomical con-

nections, is called their “ specific energy
’’ ’

(Landois and Stirling, Human Ehysiol., 1891,

714). (E.B.T.)

(2) Specific energy, it is now thought, de-

pends on the end-organ, together with (espe-

cially) the central connections in the cerebral

cortex.

The doctrine of specific energy of nerves

was enunciated by E. H. Weber, and especially

elaborated by Johannes Muller (^Ehysiol.,

ii. 250, 1840). The doctrine in the form (2)

can be easily demonstrated with the sensory

nerves of sight, hearing, and touch, including

temperature and pos.sii)ly pain. Taste and
smell present extreme mechanical difficulties

to experimental demonstration of the law.

Oelirwall’s recent experiments on taste {Shand.

Arch. f. Pitysiol., 1890, ii. i) point strongly to

its application to this sense. (c.f.h.)

Literature : a full discussion is given by
Wundt, Physiol. Psychol. (4th ed.), i. 285,

323-32; Ebbinghaus, Psychol., 144 ff., and
references; Lewes, Physiol, of Common
Life (i860), chap, viii

;
and Problems of Life

and Mind, i. 135 (1874); Hoewicz, Psychol.

Analyse (1872), i. 108. (e.b.t.)

Specific Gravity: Ger. specifische Schwere

(or Gewicht), LHchligkeit
]

Fr. poids (or

gravite) specifique; Ital. gravitd specifica.

The ratio of the weight -of a body to the

weight of an equal volume of water; now
replaced by the word Density (q. v.). (S.N.)

Specification [Lat. species, kind] : Ger.

Spezification (Fries); Fr. specification', Ital.

speHficazione. The act of making specific (i)

by a new determination of a mental content

or object, or (2) by the determination of

a notion in a less general class or in an in-

dividual.

The first meaning is useful in connection

with the growth and successive modifications

of a mental content, each reappearance of the

content being a new specification of it. This

usage is due to Stout. Cf. Determination.
The second is the more popular, and the mean-
ing in logic. (J.M.B., G.F.s.)

Spectator : see Production, and Pro-
ducer.
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Spectre [Lnt. sjoecti-um, a vision] : Ger.

GeSjpen.'^t; Fr. spectre', lial, spettro. A ghostly

apparition.

As a factor in popular belief (folk-lore),

sj'ectres play an important part and are con-

ceived as disenihodiod human spirits revisiting

the scenes of their former existence, with

kindly or malicious motives, or as impelled

by some mysterious necessity. At times they

are represented as speaking, more usually

as indicating their withes by gestures. See

Phantasm, and Hallucinations, and cf.

Telepathy. (j.j.)

Spectro-plxotoiiietry : see Photometry.
Spectroscope : see Laboratory and

Apparatus, III, B, (a), (3).

Spectrum : Ger. Spjectrum
;

Pr. spectre

;

Ital. speltro. The hand of prismatic colours,

or isolated hands of colour, observed when the

radiation from a source of light (sun, arc

light, ignited vapour in a gas flame, &c.)

is passed through a pri, m or reflected from

a diffraction grating. See Colour Mix-
ture, Colour-blindness, and Fraunhofer
Lines. (e.b.t.)

'I'he ‘ emission ’ spectrum of a source

radiating trains of waves of different periods

is the name given the collection of waves
Avhen separated into trains, each of a definite

period, in such a manner that each train is

proceeding in a direction different fi’om

that of the othei'S. If the radiation from
a body emitting waves of all possible periods

is allowed to fall upon a substance, part will

in general be transmitted or reflected, and
p.rt absorbed. If the transmitted and
reflected x’adiation is dispersed in the above
manner, the name ‘ absorption ’ spectrum is

applied to the trains of waves which are not

transmitted or reflected
;

that is, to the

radiation which is absorbed.

Spectrum analysis is the study of both the

methods for the production of spectra and the

results of the comparison of emission as well

as absorption spectra.

Spectra are produced by prisms and
gratings owing to the dispersion of waves of

different periods; and the radiation is detected

by variousmeans—photographic, instiumental,

visual, &c.—depending upon the period of the

waves. It is found that solids emit continuous

spectra, i. e. there are present .in their radia-

tion waves of all periods between certain

limits
;

that gases when luminescent emit
discontinuous spectra, i. e. there are

j
resent

in their radiation only isolated tiains of

waves, thus giving bright ‘ lines ’
;

that at

any defiintc temperature the emission and
absorption spectia of any substance are iden-

tical in all respects, provided that the state

of the body is dependent on its tempera-

ture alone, not on electrical or other condi-

tions.

Literature : H. Kayser, Spectralanalyse,

in Winkelmann’s Handb. d. Physilv,ii. i; Lan-
DAUER, Sjiectral Analysis (Eng. trans.).

(J.S.A., C.L.E.)

Speculation [Lat. speculari, to view, con-

template] ; S2>ekulation\ Fv. speculation',

Ital. speculazione. (i) Meditation or reflec-

tion of the mind upon itself, or upon spiritual

things.

The Greek 6ewpla meant direct intuition

(Schauen) of transcendent, which is not dis-

cursive
;
thus opposed to dialectic, (j.d.-k.g.)

(2) A form of theorizing which goes beyond

verifiable observation and reflection, charac-

terized by loose and venturesome hypotheses

(popular use).

(3) The conclusion and completion of the

movement of thought which apprehends the

unity of categories in and through their

opposition. It has this last and technical

sense in the Hegelian philosophy. The un-

derstanding lays down propositions in an
uncritical and dogmatic form : unaware of any
relation between its propositions, it asserts

each as ultimate in its isolation. The nega-

tive reason, or dialectic, reveals the essential

self-contradiction and self-transcendence, the

fluidity of all these fixed concepts. When
made ultimate it leads to scepticism

;
but when

used as a factor in developing a more compre-

hensive point of view and a conception from

and within which both the previous isolated

notions and their opposition can be explained,

it passes into speculative reason. This, like

the understanding, is positive, but it is a posi-

tive which manifests itself through a process

of development, instead of being assumed as

fixed (Hegel, Logic, § 82). See Understand-
ing, and Reason. Cf. Eisler, Worterh. d.

philos. Begriffe, ‘ Speculation,’ for citations,

meanings (i) and (3). (J.D.)

Speculation (commercial). The attempt

to make money by foreseeing changes in the

pi ice of goods and securities
;
buying them,

or the means of producing them, when they

are cheap
;

selling them, or selling rights to

have them delivered, when they are dear.

When the speculator really foresees the

movements of the market he renders great

public service. By withdrawing goods from

the market when they are overabundant he
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prevents waste
;

by placing them on the

market when they are scarce he prevents

famine. His personal profit represents but

a small fraction of the gain to society.

Similarly in the case of the speculator who
buys labour, and sells the products of that

labour.

If the speculator does not foresee the

movements of the market, but takes random
chances of gain or loss, speculation is pure

gambling; and if he attempts to manipulate

demand instead of anticipating it, the case is

still worse. (a.t.h.)

A form of stock-gambling, which is also

called speculation, is dealing in ‘margins’ : the

buying and selling of goods beyond the buyer’s

power to pay, without demanding the actual

delivery of the goods (which indeed may
not exist—as in the case of unripe crops), and
with the expectation of selling the purchase

at a higher price before the demand for pay-

ment is made. The pi’ofit is the ‘ margin ’

between the buying and the selling price.

(J.M.B., A.T.H.)

Literature

:

Hadlet, Economics, chap, iv

;

see Economic Science. (a.t.h.)

Speech, (and its Defects) [AS. s^cecan] :

Ger. (die verbale) Sprache
;

Fr. (Jo) i)arole

;

Ital. (Za) parola. That exercise of the Lan-
guage Function (q. v.) which employs the

Vocal Oegans (q. v. for their anatomy and
physiology). (j.m.b.)

I. The factors ofspeech. The processes con-

cerned in normal speech are primarily of three

types; (A) sensory, (B) motor, ((7) intellectual

or (mainly) associational.

(A) Speech involves the use of a sensory

organ, by the stimulation of which an impres-

sion is carried to the mind of the person

addressed. Normally, the eye and the ear are

the senses thus used, but in blind deaf-mutes

touch becomes the sole receptive speech pro-

cess; while in the deaf the eye becomes the

medium of other speech types than the usual

ones of reading printed or written characters.

The other senses do not present the easily

recognizable variety of impressions, nor does

our motor endowment contain the means of

rapidly producing impressions capable of

afi'ecting them, both of which are requisite for

a convenient mode of expression. While the

mere existence of speech is conditioned upon
the possibility of some form of sensory or

receptive function, it involves as well a

second element of interpretation : only when
the sense impression which has first been
seen or heard is interpreted, does it represent

a complete receptive factor of speech. We
hear the sounds of a strange language, we see

the printed characters of a Chinese hook
;
but

these sensory processes are not speech pro-

cesses until we interpret what is spoken or

written.

(B) On the motor or expressive side speech

again involves a double process: (i) the

ability to contract in regular co-ordination

certain groups of muscles, for
(
2
)

the pro-

duction of significant sounds.

[The nerve-fibre bundles pass down in

the internal capsule from Broca’s centre to

nuclei of origin in the medulla and spinal

cord for the motor nerves of the tongue,

larynx, jaws, and hps, and muscles of respira-

tion. (C.F.H.)]

The selection of the movements available

for speech was determined by utility, i. e.

variety, quickness and ease of production,

and especially the readiness with which the

resulting changes of position (articulation)

may be perceived and distinguished, although

these utilities are not consciously subserved

in the evolution of speech. Among motor
mechanisms the lips, tongue, and vocal cords

are pre-eminent. In contrast with movements
addressed to the eye, as in sign language,

these are more fundamental and natural; they

are always available by day and night, and
whether the communicants are within sight of

one another or not
; the mechanism is capable

of producing an endless vaiietyof sounds, with

which the analytic power of the ear keeps

pace
;
and sounds pass readily from an imme-

diate natural to an indirect symbolical

meaning. The correlation with a sensory

function, which guides and directs the results

of muscular co-ordinations, is of fundamental

importance alike for the comprehension of the

nature and growth of normal speech and for

that of speech defects.

(C) The importance of the associative

factors arises primarily from the interpre-

tative element iu both receptive and expres-

sive speech processes; but it acquires addi-

tional complication from the existence of

severalforms of the language function—reading

and understanding, speaking, and writing

—

and the consequent association of each with
the others. We may write by dictation what
is addressed to the ear, or read aloud from
the page as well as repeat vocally what we
hear, or reproduce manually a set copy.

These processes proceed respectively from ear

to hand, from eye to voice, from ear to voice,

and from eye to hand. The latter pair are
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relatively simple, aud form an important

tactor in learning to speak and write
;

tlie

former pair represent facilities which almost

inevitably result from the associations built

uj) in the acquisition of the four fundamental

speech processes, but none the less represent

additional association groups. Still turther

complications arise when the speech processes

are carried on in several languages, with

various degT’ees of fluency, i. e. of intimacy <jf

association, between the sensory aud motor
processes involved.

The specific nature of these, associations

must be carefully noted. In the receptive

processes it is the centring of a cluster of

memory-images or dispositions about a j)urti-

cular sound .addressed to the ear, or a com-
bination of characters addressed to the eye

;

these may vary indefinitely in character, but

they retain a sufficient nucleus of similarity

in different individuals, and fi om time to time,

to serve as a basis of connection between word
and the object or idea named. The same idea

may be aroused by hearing the woi d ‘ blue
’

spoken, by seeing it in print, or again, to one

acquainted with German or French, by hearing

or reading ‘blau’ or ‘bleu’; and also by seeing

the blue sk}”^ or a blue flag. That associations

of a useful and complicated kind may occur

without the medium of speech can hardly be

doubted
;
and the existence of such non-verbal

associations is significant in the analysis of

speech defects. On the motor side the associa-

tion is that between the idea and the motor
images or dispositions accompanying the pro-

duction of the sound in speaking, or of the

manual movements in writing. T’hese kinaes-

thetic associations are more difficult to realize

independently
;

for the execution follows

immediately upon the innervation, and the

innervation upon the intention to speak.

And yet movements here as elsewhere are

guided by com2>licated sensations of position

and contraction, in the absence of which the

bond between the intention to speak, accom-
panied by a clear knowledge of what one
wishes to say, and the placing of the vocal

organs in the proper position to say it, is

broken, and that 'vithout any paralysis or

other impairment of the muscles involved.

We remember how to speak, just as we re-

member how to walk, or to skate, or to perform
an act of skill

; when we forget these the

proper association of sensory with motor
elements fails. We may realize what we
wish to do and what the result would be if

accomplished, but fail to set the muscular

co-ordinations accurately enough to produce
what is intended.

Together with the other language func-

tions the speech jmocesses may be conveniently

firesented in the following arrangement :

—

Lang. Fonc. Receptive. Expressive.

Primary

Secondary

Understanding

(by the ear)

'

Intelligent

Reading

Speaking

Writing

In this scheme the following relations ai’e

important
;

(
i )

each exj^ressive function de-

jiends upon and is closely related to a receptive

function. The ear and the voice, the eye and
the hand operate together. In this combina-

tion the rece2)tive is earlier and conditions

the ex^U’essive. The child learns to undei stand

before he learns to speak, and he normally

learns to speak because and so far as he

learns to understand. Nature furnishes a

convincing illustration of this genetic relation

in the fact that deafness leads to dumbness (cf.

Deaf-mutism). The higher animals acquiie

considerable facility in interpreting our speech

sounds, but they do not speak. One may
learn to read without knowing how to wiite,

but one cannot normally learn to write with-

out being able to read, i. e. to recognize aud

interpret what one writes. (2) The receptive

functions cover a wider scope than the expres-

sive ones. We understand many more words
than we use

;
we recognize faults in pronun-

ciation which we cannot correct, and so on.'

(3) The ear-voice mechanism is an earlier

and simpler development than the eye-hand

mechanism. All children by simple imitation

learn to understand and speak, but it requires

a special and somewhat elaborate training to

acquu’e reading, and, in obedience to the

former principles, a still more protracted

training to learn to write.

The relations thus noted condition the

extent and nature of the associations which

for each individual represent his language

functions. Whether impairment of one asso-

ciation group will bring with it impairment of

another will depend upon the relative indepen-

dence of organization of the two
;
such inde-

pendence being a factor of the inherent rela-

tions betw'een the language processes and also

‘ While three of these processes have received
distinctive names, the most fundamental of all, by
its very obviousness, has failed to be described by any
other word than that which l efei's to the interpretation

of a form of sense impression.
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of individual training. A man of culture and

large liteiary training may read and write as

easily and as fluently as he understands and

speaks, and with no I’eference to spoken lan-

guage; hut for a poorly educated person

reading is a distinct translation into auditory

symbols, while writing is hardly more than

drawing
;
and such differences will be reflected

in speech defects. Along with these differences

should also be noted the varying prominence

which visual and auditory and muscular pro-

cesses occupy in different minds—eye-minded-

ness, ear-miudedness, motor-mindeduess, &c.

Cf. Type (mental).

It is also to be noted that the langniage

processes in which there is no outward

expression, or only a very suppressed expres-

sion, are significant in the conception of the

factors involved. The name Inteenal Speech

(q. V.) is given to these, and they consist of

leading to oneself and in formulating

words for speech or thinking in veibal terms.

Such processes are often hut vaguely realized,

and evade close examination, but their integ-

rity is essential to a complete speech develop-

ment, and their preservation in speech defects

is oft»i.!i significant.

II. Disorders of speech. The complete act

of speaking involves (a) the capacity to think

or formulate ideas; (6) the ability to recall

and construct the words which express the

ideas; and (c) the actual articulation of con-

ventional sounds. Receptive speech involves

an impressibility of the ear or eye, a recogni-

tion of the particular sounds or symbols used,

and an intelligence and traiuing^sufficient to

appreciate their significance. If there is a

defect in hearing or seeing, it may modify

or interfeie with noimal speech processes,

but it does so only secondarily, such defects

being primarily of the ear and eye. If

there is a defect in articulation due to

partial paralysis or faulty structure of

portions of the vocal meclianism, such defect

interferes with pei feet speech, but is not a ti ue

aphasia or disorder of speech, but a disordei-

of articulation. Again, any disorder of the

intellect which makes spei ch impossible or

incoherent is primarilymentaland notspecific-

ally aphasic
;
the defective speech, or inability

to speak, of an idiot or of a demented person is

a part of his general mental deficiency. There

are, however, certain nervous difficulties

which affect speech, and certain faults of arti-

culation, some of them of a composite character,

which it is customary to consider in connection

with true disoiders of speech. We may thus

(following Seglas) distinguish (a) the dyslogias

or disorders of intelligence which affect speech,

(6) the dysphasias or true disorders of speech,

and (c) the dyslalias or dysarthrias, i. e. diffi-

culties of aiticulation.

[These three types of defect correspond to

the three ‘levels’ of nervous process usu-

ally distinguished as ‘ first,’ ‘ second,’ and
‘ third ’ level. The lowest, or third, is purely

sensori-motor, hut its impairment may be

sensory or central as well as purely articu-

latory—as is seen in verbal Amijiia (q. v.) of

central origin. (j.m.b.)]

() Dyslogia. There is a form of defect in

childi’en in which, without deafness and with-

out paralysis, speech fails to appear; this is

sometimes termed congenital aphasia. There
is usually a good understanding for words, but

the impulse to speak or the power to develop

the motor speech centre is abnormally weak.

Such cases often develop speech very late, and
may retain marked articulatory defects.

Apart from dementia and idiocy and genet al

mental disorganization, there are several

functional disorders characterized by absence

of speech or defective speech which are partly

of mental origin; these will be considered

under functional ajthasia. Cf. Alogia, Apha-
sia, Cataphasia, Echolalia.

() Dysphasia is more commonly termed
aphasia in the general sense of impairment of

some one or more of the factors of speech, not

due to intellectual defect nor to defect of the

articulation or extern alization of words. Such
defects fwrin the main subject of this article.

Cf. Aphasia.
(c) Dyslalia or dysarthria, or defects in

articulation, are of various kinds and affect

difl'erent portions of the composite result.

As the result of articulation is guided and
corrected by the ear, any serious defect in

hearing will affect articulation. The clearest

example of this appears in the mutism that

results from congenital or early deafness (cf.

Deae-mutism), and also in the faulty articu-

lation and modulation of deaf pe}'sons who
have been taught to speak by the guidance of

kinaesthetic muscle sensations alone. Of
defects of articulation due to specific motot

disorders may be mentioned Stl'tteeing

(q. V.), Lalling (q. v.), the characteristic de-

fects of young children, Aphoxia (q. v.) or

difficulty in voicing the articulation, and
various forms of special difficulties in con-

nection with specific letters and sounds (cf.

Anaktheia). See also Amimia.
III. Aphasia : i/istory. The modern study
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of aphasia—understood to comprise defects

of tlie language functions as a wliole, not

merely verbal speech—began in i86i with

the memoir of Broca, which located the seat

of the disorder in the third frontal con-

volution of the left hemisphere. There

were earlier and disconnected attempts to

study the pathology of speech by Bouilland

(1825), Jackson (1829), Dax (1836), Lordat

(1843); the si^eculatious of Gall (died 1828)

and others were also influential. To the

motor aphasia of Broca (also termed aphemia),

the conception of sensory aphasia was added

by Wernicke in 1874; and the first compre-

hensive work on disorders of speech was that

by Kussmaul (1877), in which the terms

word-deafness, word-blindness, and other dis-

tinctions were first introduced. Following

this tame the remarkable researches of Charcot

and his school. Since then the literature of

ajfliasia has grown to unusual proportions,

and a great variety of interpietations and
classifications of aphasic defects has been

introduced. Hypothetical diagrams to illus-

trate the relations of speech centres and their

connections have been extensively employed

by Wyllie, Elder, Licbtheim, Bernard, and
Baldwin. Amongst the recent contributions

have been the differentiation of cortical and
subcortical ajihasia, the controversies in regard

to the existence and nature of transcortical

or asEOciational apluuia, in regard to the

existence of a separate gi aphic centre, and in

legal d to the precise cortical localization of

the auditory, visual, and motor speech areas.

In the following exposition an attempt will

be made to present the results which command
general assent. (On the liistory see especially

Collins, chap, ii, and Elder, Introduction,

both as cited below.)

IV. Clasbijication cmd Analyses. As
aphasia appears as a symptom in various

disorders, it becomes of the first impor-

tance to difi'erentiate aphasic symptoms.
The first step is readily taken by noting

whetlier the defect consists in the impair-

ment of the power to speak, to comprehend
spoken language, to read, or to write.

But this external distinction must be sup-

plemented by a determination of the cause

of tlie symptom. Such cause may be ex-

jnefsed in anatomical terms as due to the

injury of a certain portion of the brain, or in

psycliological terms as due to the interference

with the luriction of some one of the pro-

cesses involved in speech. In the preient

state of knowledge it is necessary to supple-

ment each of these sources by constant
reference to the other

; and both must be
interpreted in accordance with the facts of the
normal development of speech. The distinc-

tion between motor and sensory aphasia is

a fundamental one
; the further division of

these disorders is discussed below. Anatomic-
ally, aphasias may be classed as cortical

when there is a lesion in the speech centres

;

as subcortical when there is a lesion in the

lower centres or their connections; and as

transcortical when there is a lesion in some
of the associational fibre systems connecting
cortical speech centres with one another. Such
a classification is dependent upon clinical ex-
perience; it assumes a knowledge of what
centres are involved in speech, their location,

and that of the fibre-systems connecting them.
While the knowledge thus required is only
partially available, the definiteness of the re-

sulting conception of aphasic disorders renders
it a most serviceable classification.

[Transcortical, cortical, and subcortical

corresi^ond in order to dyslogia, dysphasia,

and dysbdia, as given above. ‘Cortical’ is

often used, however, to cover all cases except
the ‘ subcortical.’ (j.m.b.)]

The speech centres. The fundamental associa-

tion of defects of speech is with lesions in

the left hemisphere. The general sensory

and motor areas of which the speech centres

present specialized functions are present in

both hemispheres, and it is with reference to

these that the speech centres must he inter-

preted. There is thus a general centre for

the visual interpretation of objects (occipital

lobe, probably including internal surface near
calcarine fissure)

; a special centre for the

interpretation of words as read (that part of

the inferior parietal convolution known as

the angular gyrus)
;
a general auditory centre

for the interpretation of sounds (first and
second temporal convolutions); a special

centre for the understanding of spoken
words (middle portion of first temporal
convolution); a general psychomotor ai'ea

for the expression of thought by movement
(the Rolandic region, ascending frontal and
ascending parietal convolutions); a special

motor or kinaestlietic-motor speech centre

(Broca’s convolution, foot of the third frontal

convolution); finally, a centre for the direction

of hand-movements (a portion of the middle
Rolandic area) and (admitted by some but
denied by others) a special graphic centre (for

writing, foot of second frontal convolution).

See Fig. i.
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[The entire Holandic region, called above

the • general psychomotor area,’ is hy many,

following Bastian, held to he the centre for

kinaesthetic sensations and ideas, the true

motor or ‘ discharge ’ centres being considered

subcortical. (j.m.b.)]

The location of the special speech centres

in the left hemisphere is connected with tlie

prevalence of right-handedness. In left-

handed persons these centres are situated in

the right hemisphere. The left hemisphere

is regarded as containing the centres for the

more highly specialized functions
;

among
them, manual dexterity and articulation. The

Fig. I. Diagram of speech centres (Elrier). The
circles indicate higher speech centres ; the crosses

indicate the higher auditory and visual sensory

centres and the motor areas most closely connected
with the movements involved in speech. A, auditory
centre

; B, psychomotor speech centre : 0, visual

centre
; J), supposed psychomntor graphic centre

;

a', auditory nerve; b', nerve-fibres to muscles con-

cerned in articulation; c, optic nerves; d’, nerve-fibres

to hand. [For other diagrams representing different

views as to the exact localizations, the most recent
literature should be consulted.—J.M.B.]

cortical centres for sight and hearing are con-

cerned only with the interpretation of optical

and auditory impressions, and their destruction

produces neither blindness nor deafness

(which are due to lesions in the subcortical

centres or in the connections of the latter

with their sense-organs), but a peculiar defect

known as Mental Blindness (q. v.) and
Mental Deaeness (q. v.), in which, with
vision and hearing intact, the sight or sound

conveys no meaning. Word-blindness and
word-deafness are similar but more limited

defects of the visual and auditory word-centres

(see below). A differentiation in regard to

the motor centres is less clear. By some the

motor speech centre is regarded as specifically

motor, i.e. as serving for the emission of the

movements of articulation
;
while by others

its function is regarded as more truly sensory

(kinaesthetic), i. e. a centre for the storing

of the sensations and images accompanying

and guiding articulation. Both this and the

supposed graphic centre form portions of the

general motor area, the functions of which are

subdivided into specialized regions in control

of the movements of the hand, of the lips and
tongue, &c. These several centres must not

be considered as independent or autonomous ;

their intimate relations to one another must

be clearly realized, and particularly the close

association of all in vocalized speech. The
special relation which obtains between hearing

and speaking—and again between writing and
reading—is of co-ordinate importance (cf.

Figs. 2, 3, 4).

V. Motor Aphasia, (a) Cortical : the funda-

mental symptom is lesion in Broca’s convolu-

tion
;

aphasia due to inability to articu-

late. This is not the result of any paralysis

(although with a lesion in this area, owing to

its proximity to the motor centres, some
degree of paresis, hemiplegia, is frequently

present), but is best interpreted as due to the

loss of the kinaesthetic motor images which
direct articulation. Along with this loss there

is a loss of all speech-processes which require

the integrity of these kinaesthetic memories.

Hence the motor aphasic is often unable to

repeat words which he hears and under-

stands, and is unable to read aloud the words
which his eyes see. [He may, however, retain

the purely imitative performance of both

functions.

—

j.m.b.]

Moreover he is unable to write, because

as a rule in writing there precedes and accom-

panies the actual manual execution certain

articulatory images following upon the visual

images of the letters formed, or, in case of

writing from dictation, of the sounds heard

(see Figs. 3 and 4). Even the power of un-

derstanding written and printed characters is

likely to be interfered with because and in

so far as these visual symbols achieve their

interpretation by arousing, though inaudibly,

the corresponding utterances. In brief, the

analysis of speech factors (see above) indicates

the two primary factors to be understanding

of spoken words and their articulation, on the

basis of directive kinaesthetic sensations.

When the latter capacity is lost the former

remains unaffected, but the secondary speech

processes are affected in so far as they are

dependent upon the diiective sensations just
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In Figs. 2, 3, 4, the aiTows show direction of

impulses
;
M is the motor, A the auditory, F the

visual speech centre
;

I, I', I", the ideational centres

;

G, the graphic centre ; a indicates fibres from the ear

to the auditory centre, v from the eye to the visual

centre, m fibres to the organs of articulation, and

g to the hand. Fig. a represents the utterance
of a word corresponding to a visual idea

; the im-
pression reaches the visual centre, and from there,

directly and by way of the auditoiy centre, the
motor centre is incited to send out articulatory

impulses. Fig. 3 illustrates reading aloud with
understanding of what is said. The visual im-
pressions reach the centre V ; and the reader hears
what he reads by way of the ear and the auditory
centre; both centres are connected with the centres
I, I', by means of which comprehension takes
place ; the constant direction of articulation in
accordance with what is seen is also important. In
silent reading the tracts M m and a A are not
used, but the auditory centre is reinforced by the
reflex impulses M A. Fig. 4 illustrates the

process of writing. The centres for ideas 7 (repre-

sented as single for the sake of simphcity) send
inipnl-es to A and to M, reviving memory of sound
and utterance; A sends impulses to jlJ, ensuring
correct memory of utterance

;
JI7sends empulses to F,

n;caUing the appearance of the words, and F to &,
recalling memory' of the hand movements. (?, g, the
outgoing impulses to the hand ; M G, short cut for

words written automatically when F and its con-

necting tracts are not used. In writing from copy
the impressions enter directly at the centre F, and in

writing to dictation at the centre A.
[Most of the diagrams, of which these may be

taken as e.vamples, are variations upon those of
Lichtheim (work cited below).—J.U.B.]

mentioned. The determination of these direc-

tive sensations, and of their loss in cortical

motor aplmsia, thus becomes of great im-

portance. The best test is the integrity of

Inteenal Speech (q.v.), of thinking in words.

According to the analysis here followed, this

power sliould he completely lost in complete

cortical motor aphasia, and because of its loss

the patient cannot speak, and concomitantly

cannot write or even read. If he retained

the internal motor images of spoken words,

he should he able to indicate, e. g. by holding

up the proper number of fingers, the number
of syllables contained in a word which he

understands when lie heai’s it but cannot pro-

nounce
;

this test (known as the Proust-

Lichtheim test) in cases of true cortical motor
aphasia cannot he met. Many writers regard

this inability as the distinctive criterion of

cortical motor aphasia, and the ability to

meet this test as indicative of subcortical

motor aphasia.

[This test should, however, be followed by
the imitation test, the patient being instructed

to repeat exactly questions addressed to him.

The retention of this power shows the lesion

to be restricted to the cortical area. This

test is suggested by the fact that patients

of this sort often spontaneously repeat ques-

tions addressed to them instead of answering
them. (j.M.B.)]

It happens not infrequently that the motor
aphasic retains the power of saying a few
words or phrases of a reflex or of an emo-
tional type. These he uses repeatedly and

often inappropriately. He may say ‘ yes ’ or
‘ no,’ ‘ good-morning’ or ‘ how are you ?

’ or

utter meaningless sound or a conventional

oath. This may be regarded as an indication

that the cortical centre is not completely

destroyed, or may be interpreted as a purely

emotional expression, the use of which, like

scowling or making a fist, this class of

aphasics retain. In regard to writing, the
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Hbility to sign one’s name is oftenest retained,

and this because the signature, unlike words

in general, is a mere b t of manual execution,

and does not tend to be mentally pronounced

as do other written words. But the capacity

to write from copy is present and such copy-

ing is done in obedience to the establislied

habit
;

])rint as well as script is copied as

script. The copying process thus does not in-

volve the kinaesthetic articulatory memories
;

it is called into action sufficiently by the

visual stimuli [being a purely imitative

sensori- motor process

—

j.m.b.].

It is, moreover, to be noted also that

this form of coitical aphasia is often accom-

panied by a dyslexia (or difficulty in reading),

which may be indicative of a partial involve-

ment of the visual word-centi es ;
and this

condition when present will likewise affect

the power to write. While the mental facul-

ties are not obviously impaired, there is an
indisposition to mental application

;
there

may be a considerable amnesia and a dimin-

ished grasp of facts communicated during

the aphasic condition. In recovery, or par-

tial recovery from complete cortical motor
aphasia, interesting symptoms are often ob-

served; of these, paraphasia, or the wrong
use of words, is characteristic. The most
absurd substitutions of unrelated words may
occur (‘ kittens ’ for ‘ stockings,’ ‘ chickens

’

for ‘ sponge,’ &c.) : and the result of reading

aloud is a confused mixture of coirect and irre-

levantwords (see Collins, ascited below, iSsff.).

There are many other symptoms of this form

of aphasia which are of variable occurrence

and of doubtful interpretation, and which
require the detailed description afforded them
in medical literature.

(6) Subcortical motor ajohasia is dependent

upon a lesion in the fibre-system that leads

from Broca’s convolution to the subcoitical

centres and ganglia. Its characteristic is

the inability to externalize speech, along with

the integrity of the power to form words
properly as a factor of internal language.

The symptoms of this type of aphasia closely

approximate to those of the cortical type;

and until recent exact differentiations were
introduced, the two forms were doubtless

frequently confused. The main differentia

are the retention of the abilitj- to write, and
the retention of the idea of the word (Proust-

Lichtheim test as above described), both of

which point to an integrity of the kinaesthetic

memory images. In typical cases none of

the other speech factors is affected, but the

loss of speech (and with it the inability to

repeat from dictation, or to read aloud, both
of which involve externalized speech) remains

the sole difficulty. The interpret, tion of

cases presenting more complex symptoms
forms a significant portion of cuirent dis-

cussi'Uis. The ]n-esence of some degree of

par.ilysis ami the more raj id assumption of

spoken speech up.m lecovery are character-

istics of the sul)Cortical type of motor
aphafcia. [The imitafion lest ]s the proper-

one here, since this form of aphasia involves

verbal amnesia.— j.m.b.]

VI. Sensory Aphasia. The characteristic

loss in sensory apl asia is that of the compre-
hension of worrls heard or read; the most
frequent concomiiant symptoms are para-

phasia and agraphia. It presents two varieties,

according as the auditoiy or the visual centre

is involved; these centres are independent,

and the one may be affected with complete

integrity of the other. So far as the memor-y
images connected with these centres are

utilized in other speech processes will such

other processes be affected by injury to tbe

sensory centre
;

internal language is more
affected by loss of auditory than of visual

word memories, because the primary revival

of words is closely related to the fundamental
auditory associations. Although many cases

exhibit both auditory and visual defects, it

seems best to consider the two classes separ-

ately.

(a) Auditory Aphasia. The characteristic

symptom of cortical auditory aphasia is termed

word-deafness, and consists in an inability to

interpret words which are, however, distinctly

heard. The ability to comprehend the mean-
ing of other sounds than words may remain
intact. Such casts of pure auditory word
defect are uncomuion, but they do occur, and
their cortical localization is known (see above).

The word-deafness may be incomplete; the

patient may understand his own name or

other familiar names, or again, he may recog-

nize a few common words in simple sentences,

and guess the meaning of the rest
;
he may

retain the power to interpret one language,

but not others, and so on. One who is word-

deaf can obviously not write from dictation.

Beading to one’s self (internal reading) is

apt to he disordered because and in so far as

leading involves the transmission of impulses

from the visual to or through the auditory

area, in the revival of word-memories which
is a pait of such reading. Paralexia is thus

a frequent symptom. As in speaking one
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liears and understands the words he speaks,

and thereby corrects any accidental lapsus

lingttae, the inability to understand words

renders such directive and corrective aid

im|iossible, and the result is a constant suc-

cession of lapsus linguae or paraphasia, which

is the more marked on account of tlie loqua-

city often cliaracteristic of this type of speech

defect. If the recall of words is almost

exclusively in auditory terms with the visual

word memory weak, e. g. for illiterate persons,

word-deafness may profoundly affect S23eech
;

other such patients prefer to answer in

writing because of their more certain control

over visual word memories. A defect of

special interest in connection with word-
deafness is musical deafness, tone-deafness,

or amusia; this rarely occui’s as a separate

defect but often as a concomitant of word-
deafness. The power to interpret and recog-

nize tones and arias is lost in a way analogous

to word-deafness. Some writers regard the

evidence of such cases as indicative of a

special musical centre (see Elder, as cited

below, chap, x, and Baldwin, Merit. Devel. in

the Child and the Race, chap» xiv. § 2, and
citation from Starr on p. 71).

Another interesting symptom is verbal

amnesia, or the inability to recall the sound
of a word although the idea is in the mind.

It is thus the converse of word-deafness
;
in

the latter the sound does not arouse the idea,

in the former the idea does not suggest the

sound. Disorder of the auditory centre may
involve both forms; and amnesias are charac-

teristic of sensory as o^jposed to motor
aphasias.

It should be emphasized that, clinically,

auditory aphasia is a factor in a complex
aphatic disturbance rather than an indepen-
dent disorder; typical cases cited as auditory
aphasia almost invariably involve disturb-

ances in other sensory or motor speech

processes.

(h) Visual Aphasia. The characteristic

symptom of cortical visual aphasia is termed
word-blindness or alexia, and consists in an
inability to interpret written or printed
symbols, which, however, the eyes distinctly

see. Pure cases of this defect are rare (by
some denied altogether), but its association

with disease in the angular gyrus is well
established. Its most frequent concomitant
symptom is agraphia

;
while some degree of

aphasia and word-deafness may be present.

Its anatomical relations may bring about a
right homonymous Hemianopsia (q. v.), or

inability to see objects in the light halves of

the visual fields. This is explained by the

fact that the fibres near and subjacent to the

left angular gyrus are connected with the left

half of the retina in the right visual field. See
LocAiizATiON (cerebral), and Vision (Fig. ’7).

When the lesion is strictly limited to the

visual word-centre, hemianopsia is not present;

but it is a frequent symjDlom because of the

frequent involvement of fibres to the true

visual area (half- vision centres). In the most
typical cases of visual aphasia the interpre-

tation of visual signs other than words—
money, cards, chess, figures, &c.—is intact.

Objects are recognized, and their uses indi-

cated; such indication being obtainable by
indirect means when speech is affected.

Sometimes letters or even syllables may be

recognized individually, but words remain

unreadable. Such variations represent differ-

ences in degree of the defect and may reflect

the mode of acquisition of verbal memories.

Similarly cases of blindness to words in one lan-

guage but not another (sometimes) occur, and
some degree of object-blindness (see AseMia,

also Mind-blindness) may be present vrith

it
;

i. e. the memory for form and colour, for

faces and distinctive features of persons and
things, may also be affected. The common
retention of the power to read one’s name has

already been noted; and in cases of partial

visual ajihasia portions of sentences may be

read and the remainder guessed from the

context, but always with hesitation and un-

certainty. The ability to read numbers is

quite commonly retained.

In complete visual aphasia the power to

write is lost because that power is so largely

dependent on visual factors
;

and of course

such patients could not read what they have

written if they could write. Writing ig

possible in dependence upon the kinaesthetic

sensations accompanying the movements of

the fingers in guiding the pen
;
hence if the

^latient’s hand be slowly guided and the letters

formed for him he may be taught to write, as

the blind write, by dependence upon motor

memories. On the other hand, writing or

print may be copied, but the process is a

purely imitative one
;

print is copied as

print, and the handwriting is reproduced

much as a forger would do it.

A related symptom to word-blindness, and
one which frequently accomptinies it, is in-

ability to name an object when seen; e. g. a

knife when seen cannot be called by its name,

although the patient may say it is ‘ something
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to cut with.’ On the other hand, objects

which appeal strongly to other senses as well

as to sight, are more apt to be named readily;

while names appealing directly to auditory

or kinaesthetic sensations remain unaffected.

This symptom has been termed optic aphasia

(Freund), and has been regarded as indicative

of a special naming centre (Broadbent, Mills).

There is also an amnesic defect, a psychic

blindness for words, in which the patient is

able to read letters and words, but does not

understand them when read
;

he hears and
understands spoken words, but does not realize

that the words he hears are the same as those

he reads or copies.

Suhcortical forms of auditory and 'visual

aphasia have been described, although pure

and definite cases and cases connected with

consistent pathological findings are very un-

common. In the visual subcortical form an
important characteristic is the retention of

spontaneous 'writing and of writing from dic-

tation. The main loss is that of the power
to read because the impressions do not reach

the visual word-interpreting centre. That
this centre is intact may be indicated by the

ability to trace letters with the fingers, and
again by the power to spell. Copying is

done literally, as in drawing, and not in free

handwriting. Hemianopsia is generally pre-

sent. More complex cases, in which the

lesion encroaches upon the angular gyrus, or

is accompanied by irregularities in other

speech processes, are described in the litera-

ture. Still less frequent are pure cases of

suhcortical auditory aplmsia. Its differentia

from the cortical defect are the preservation

of spontaneous speech, the absence of any
verbal amnesia, and the patient’s ability to

read aloud, to write, to copy, and to read

what he and others have written (cf. the

diagrams).

VII. Other disorders of speech and kindred

defects. It remains to consider (a) trans-

cortical forms of aphasia, (b) functional

aphasia, (c) complex forms, and (fi) related

disorders.

(a) The conception of a transcortical

aphasia (also termed associative and con-

duction aphasia—Leitungsaphasie of Wer-
nicke, and interpictorial of Wyllie) arises

from the consideration of the results of a
lesion in the associative fibre-systems con-

necting the speech centres with one another.

The clinical existence of such cases, the deter-

mination of the symptoms in diffei’entiation

from those of other speech defects, and the

II. K

localization of a limited injury (not involving

the speech centres) in post-mortem examina-
tion, are all matters of doubt and of difference

of opinion. The clearest case seems to be
that of a lesion between the auditory and the

motor speech centre, such lesion affecting the

fibres passing under the Sylvian fissure, or

in the island of Beil
;

the symptoms are

the inability to talk correctly, paraphasia,

but without word-deafness, or deficiency in

speech, and indeed without eomplete incapacity

of any speech process. The auditory and
motor centres are intact, but the destruction

of the bond between them introduces de-

fective performance of speaking and possibly

of writing. It is possible to deduce the effects

of a loss of connection between visual and
auditory, between visual and motor centres,

and so on
;
but it is rarely, if at all, possible

to substantiate such defects along witli the

functional integrity of the centres concerned.

In many diagrams a separate ideational or

apperceptive centre is posited which is in

connection with the several speech centres.

An interference with the connection of the

auditory and ideational centre would produce

a condition termed suprapictorial auditory

aphasia by Wyllie and Elder
;
the symptoms

of such defect are the inability to understand

what is heard (and secondarily what is read
;

Wernicke and Lichtheim), but the retention

of the ability to repeat what is heard, and to

read aloud, though both without understand-

ing
;

likewise, the ability to write, though
mechanically, and a certain degree of error in

all these processes. [That is, the mimetic, imi-

tative, or ‘ third level sensori-motor ’ speech

processes remain intact.

—

j.m.b.] Similar

defects traceable to interference between the

visual or the motor and the ideational centre

have been described, but their differentiation

from other forms of aphasia is difficult.

(b) There are many functional disturbances

of speech presenting symptoms analogous to

those described, differing only in their eva-

nescent character, and having interesting

stages of progress in recovery. A temporary

inflammation, compression, or congestion (see

aetiology below) may produce evanescent

symptoms of organic aphasia. Aphasic dis-

turbances due to poisoning (toxaemia) or in-

fectious fevers present differences of origin and
progress, but require no separate description.

Among functional nervous disorders, Hys-
teria (q. V.) presents peculiar speech defects.

Hysterical aphonia is the most common of

these, and consists in inability to approximate
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tlie vociil clionls nml honce to speak loudly,

liysteiical mutism, unlike the former, is a

true spt ech disorder which renders the patient

ahsolutely mute, although its hysterical nature

is revealed by the anxiety to speak, fluency

in writing, and the presence of h3'sterical

stigmata. Stuttering and stammering, a

defective memory for words, confusion in

pronunciation and writing, are examples of

speech defects, characteristic of periodic ner-

vous afl'ections, such as migraine, and of

weakened conditions of the nervous system,

such as neurasthenia, exhaustion, &c. Apha-
sic symptoms are apt to appear in epilepsy

and in various forms of insanity (see Wyllie,

as below, chap. xiv).

(c) It has been repeatedly implied that

a compound injury to several speech centres

is a common occurrence. Such cases may be

termed complex aphasia
;

a very frequent

form is a compound sensory aphasia involving

the auditory and visual speech centres. Those

who hold to a special graphic centre must
admit its frequent involvement in connection

with articulatory motor aphasia. In such

cases the symptoms include the combination

of symptoms of both disorders and occasionally

additional difficulties. Cases of total aphasia

are those involving all the speech centres,

although not necessarily a complete loss of

the several functions (a good case is given

by Collins, as below, chap. vii). Many cases

of compound aphasia are due to interference

with the function of the Sylvian artery which
supplies the speech areas with blood.

id) The existence and nature of graphic-

motor aphasia or agiaphia demand special

notice. The relations of writing to, and in

part its dependence upon, the other speech

factors, particularly articulation, the guidance

of writing by vision, the tendency of words
to be internally perceived in auditory terms,

have been noticed above
;
these relations help

to explain wh} agraphia is a common symptom
in visual and auditory defects, and an almost

constant one in cortical motor aphasia.

Agraphia as an induced or concomitant

symptom of speech defects is thus fully

recognized. Does it, however, occur as a

result of injury to a specific graphic centre ?

If so, how can such agraphia (which may be
termed cortical graphomotor aphasia) be
differentiated from other forms of agraphia ?

And what theoretical considerations favour

the existence of such a centre! In reply it

must be noted that unambiguous cases of

letention of power to p.rfoim other move-
ments, and with no other speech defect, and
in turn associated with a sharply localized

pathological finding, do not exist. The exis-

tence of cortical motor aphasia, even when
strictly confined to the convolution of Broca,

without agraphia, is disputed
;
but the fact

that in recovery from such aphasia, agraphia

may persist after the aphasia disappears is

admitted. This may be interpreted as due to

lesion in the association-fibre system between
the motor articulatory and the graphomotor
centre, but, like all such evidence, has been
diff’en ntly construed. That the graphic centre

is not patliologically separable from the centres

for the hand seems established. As to

symptoms, the chief point to be noted relates

to tlie eharacteristics of the writing, whether

lost to the right hand only, whether the

left hand in writing reproduces the character-

istic handwriting or simply writes under

purely visual guidance, and whether there are

errors of writing, and of what character. On
the basis of such distinctions attempts have

been made to differentiate a true graphic-

motor aphasia. There seems considerable

reason to suppose, in the left hemisphere, a

function connected with writing which is not

present in the right hemisphere. For while

writing, like drawing, is closely dependent upon
visual images, the fluency and characteristic

appearance of one’s handwriting involves an
additional kina^esthetic factor. Ordinarily

these two factors are inseparable, and the

dominance of the visual fiictor may obscure

the other. The writing of the congenitally

blind is in terms of the kinaesthetic factor,

and a case of agraphia in such a person might

be instructive. The differences and resem-

blances between writing with the right hand

and with the left have also been regarded as

significant in this respect; the similarity for

those who can write with both hands is

regarded as due not to visual control, but to

the single gi’aphic centre. The tendency for

some persons, when writing with the left hand,

to produce Mireok-weiting (q. v.) has also

been interpreted as the result of the kinaes-

thetic impulse originating in the graphic

centre (see Elder, as below, chap. ix). Of. Hand-
writing.

A peculiar speech defect has been described

under the term dyslexia, which is akin to

word-blindness, but differs from it in that

the patient can read and understand, but for

a brief period only, he quickly loses the

power, but after a rest regains it. The defectinability to write with the right hand, with
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may extend to the interpretation of othcrvisual

symbols, being a form of mental blindness,

and mav be interpreted without regarding it

as a distinctive disorder of speech.

The close relation of the specific speech

centres to the more general sensory and motor

centres results in the occurrence of many
general defects along with aphasic disorders

;

and as a rule such occurrence is a mark of

more extended and serious injury, and may
affect the general intelligence. A more
general auditory defect than word-deafness

may extend to music, and to the interpretation

of ordinary sounds, and thus constitute men-

tal Deafness (q.v.). The fact that so large

a portion of perception is in visual terms gives

unusual prominence to mental Blindness
(q.v.). It is important to test whether the

blindness extends to the perception of numbers,

of the meaning of cards and other objects used

in games, to the recognition of the common
olijects on the table and about the room, to

the signs whereby one finds one’s way, and so

on. There is often a partial and curiously

limited object blindness, which requires for

its interpretation a knowledge of the pa-

tient’s normal habits of acquisition. When
the defect is a ver^’^ general one, so that no

signs, conventional and others, are interpreted,

the defect is termed Asemia (q. v.) or asym-

bolia. On the motor side the loss of articu-

late speech usually leaves the patient his

command over gestures and other signs;

when this is lost the condition is termed
amimia

;
or when such gestures are confused,

paramimia. The inability to handle familiar

objects properly is similarly termed Apraxia
(q.v.). It is by some regarded as a general

motor and sensory defect, of which similar

defects just noted are special instances; i. e.

it involves an inability to recognize objects, to

whatever senses they present themselves, and
to use them under guidance of the sensations

Avhich their manipulation would ordinarily

arouse.

Throughout this presentation the speech

defects of normal persons have alone been

considered. It is obvious that the speech

processes of a deaf-mute present important

variations from the normal type. Carefully

devised tests of their speech processes and the

study of speech defects in such persons may
contribute considerably to the illumination of

doubtful points in this field. A case of

aphasia in a deaf-mute is cited by Elder,

as below, 233.

VIII. Aetiology arid diagnosis. The organic

5

and the functional or dynamic aphasias are

connected with quite distinct disorders. The
latter occur in connection with such neuroses as

epilepsy, neurasthenia, hysteria, and migi aine;

and again with toxic disturbances, such as

uraemia, diabetes, and gout, and in poisoning

by alcohol, santonin, tobacco, and other sub-

stances. The inability to name objects, the

frequent speaking of wrong words, paraphasia,

characteristic of migraine, and indeed of other

neivous conditions and states of exhaustion,

may sei ve to illustrate the slighter forms of

functional aphasic defect.

The most frequent cause of aphasic symptoms
is cerebral ajioplexy, which occurs usually

in maturity and advanced age. Any condi-

tion which produces pressure or irritation of

the speech areas, such as abscess, tumour, and
direct injury, may induce apliasia. The patho-

logical gi'owth is often confined to a sharply

localized area, and gives rise to precise aphasic

symptoms; the sudden onset of the attack,

the nature of the partial recovery as the clot

is absorbed, the interruption of blood supply

to certain centres, may be definitely reflected

in the combination of resulting aphasic symp-
toms. The fact that nearly all the convolu-

tions connected with special functions receive

their blood supply from the middle cerebral

or Sylvian artery accounts in part for the

frequency with which various forms of aphasia

concur in the same patient.

It is evident that a careful differential dia-

gnosis is often imperative to determine the

nature and seat of aphasic disorders. A
typical enumeration of tests for tliis purpose is

given by Elder as follows : Can the patient

hear (i) sounds of any kind, (2) words spoken

;

(3) can he understand spoken words
;
can he

see (4) objects, (5) printed or written words

;

(6) can he understand them
; (7) can he speak

voluntarily; (8) can he repeat words; (9) can

he read aloud; can he write (10) voluntarily,

and (ii) from dictation; (12) can he copy,

and how? Subsidiary tests are the ability to

read silently and to indicate the number of

syllables contained in a word. As types of

such diagnosis, may be mentioned that affir-

mative answers to 2, 3, 5, and 6, and negative

answers to 7, 8, 9, 10, il, 12, indicates cor-

tical motor aphasia; affirmative answers to

3> 5) 6j lOj 12, and negative answers

to 7, 8, 9, subcortical motor aphasia; affirma-

tive answers to 5, 7, 10, and negative answers

to 2, 3, 6, 8, 9, II, 12, auditory cortical

aphasia; affirmative answers to 2, 3, 7, 8, and
negative answers to 5, 6, 9, 10, li, 12, cortical
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sensory aphasia, and so on. The trans-

cortical varieties and other forms not clearly

represented in clinical exjjerience may he

reatlily illustrated by the replies to these

questions and by coires2:)onding diagrams.-

Thus transcortical motor ajihasia involves

affirmative answers to 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, ii, and
negative answers to 7, 10, 12. It must be

added, however, that not all of these differentia

command equal importance or receive common
interpretation at the hands of differ’ent

writers.
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LiNGS Jackson, On Affections of Speech,

Brain (1879-80), 203-323; Broadbent,
Cerebral Mechanism of Thought and Speech,

Med. Chir. Trans. (1872, 1878, 1884), and
Brain (1879); Mills, Nerv. Dis. by Amer.
Authors (Dercum), 1895 ;

Banti, Afasia e sue

fonne, Lo Sperimentale (1886); Mirailie,
Les Aphasies sensorielles (1896); D£.ierine,

C. E. Soc. de Biol. (1891-2); Serieux,
ibid.; Ogle, Aphasia and Agraphia, St.

George’s Hosp. Pep., ii. 83-121; Bald-
win, Ment. Devel. in the Child and the

Eace, chap, xiv
;

Seglas, Les Troubles du
Langage chez les AliOi^s (1892); Liebmann,
Vorlesungen iiber Sprachstbiungen (1895);
Pitres, L’Aphasie amndsique, Progrfes Med.

(1898); Eerrand, Le Langage, la Parole et les

Aphasies (1894); Morselli, Semej. malat.

merit., ii; Eichet, Dict.de Physiol., sub verbo;

Starr, Familiar Foi-ms of Nervous Disease

(1891), chap, vii; A. Pick, Proc. Int. Med.
Cong., Paris (1900). See also much of the

literature of Internal Speech. (j.j.)

Speucerianism. 'I’he ‘ synthetic philo-

•ojihy ’ of Herbert Spencer. Various asjrects

of Spencer’s views are pi-esented under

Nativism and Empiricism, Psychology,
Sociology, Universal Postuiate, Evolu-
tion, and Unknowable. See also Ghost
Theory, Play, and Art. An epitome of the
synthetic philosophy has been published by
Collins. (j.M.B.)

Speuer : see Pietism.

Sperm [Gr. ampua, seed] : Ger. Samen
;

Pr. S2mme
;

Ital. sperma. Seminal fluid
;
the

liquid secreted by the male genital apparatus.

In man it consists of spermatozoa from the

testes, and secretions from accessory parts,

chiefly the seminal vesicles and prostate

gland. (C.S.M.)

Spermatogenesis [Gr. anippa, seed, -p

ye'veais, origin] : Ger. Samenhildung
;

Fr.

spermatogenese
;

Ital. ^ermatogenesi. The
production or development of male elements

or spermatozoa.

The pr< cess comprises three stages : (i) the
multiplication by ordinary Cell-division

(q. V.) of the cell parents of the spermatozoa
;

the parent or mother-cells are also called

spermatogonia (Ursamenzellen)
; (2) the Ee-

duction Division (q. v.) of a parent-cell, so

as to form by two divisions four daughter-

cells (spermatoblasts or spermatids), each

with half the number of chromosomes, charac-

teristic of the parent-cells of the species;

(3) the gradual differentiation of the daughter-

cells into spermatozoa by progressive changes

in form or structure. See also Spermatozoon.
That there are always four daughter-cells is

jirobable, but the generalization has not yet

sufficient observational basis. Cf. Embryo-
logy.

Literature: E. B. Wilson, The Cell (2nd

ed.)
;
Minot, Human Embryol. (presents many

details, but was written before the nature of

reduction division was understood); Embryo-
logies of recent date. (c.s.m.)

Spermatozoon : see Sperm-cell, and cf.

Fertilization, and Eeproduction.

Sperm-cell ; Ger. Spermzelle
;
Fr. cellule

spermatique; Ital. cellula spermatica. A cell,

out of which a sjiermatozoon is to be developed

;

an immature spermatozoon, or male reproduc-

tive cell. See Germ-cell, and Fertiliza-

tion.

Literature

:

E. B. Wilson, The Cell in

Devel. and Inheritance (2nd ed., 1900); Hert-
wiG, Die Zelle (1893). (c.s.m.)

Speusippus. (395 I-339 B. c.) Nephew of

Plato, who instructed him in philosophy. He
accompanied Plato to Syracuse, and succeeded

him as leader of the Academy. His writing*

are lost.
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Plate A (Spinal Cord)

FIk- 1.— Ideal seetioii of tlie cord, showiiiK the ijosition of (lu^ eorruia, dorsal and ventral commissures,

eohmins of white matter, and the eourst' of the nerve root, fihre.s. From Edinger.

I-'ig. 2.— A traii.section of th(! .sihnal eoid of Myxine. d.nr., dorsal nerve root; gc., nerve cell; np,

neurite
;

/u/r., nenrrjglia cell
;
den., deielritc?

; ep., ependyma cell. From C. L. Herrick.

Fig. 2.
—

'rran.':er:tion of the si)inal coni of Amphioxus. After Rhode.

Fig. 4. - Horizontal longitudinal section of tlu; spinal cord of a tailed amphibian at the exit of a nerve.

Fig. '). — Ependyma cells in the siiinal cord (jf a seven days’ chick, treated by the Golgi method (Kblliker).



SPHYGMOGRAPH — SPINAL CORD

Sphygmograph : see Labobatobt akd
Apparatus, III, B.

Spinal Cord: Ger. Riickemmark’, Fr.

moelleepiniere\ Ital. midolla, midolla spinale.

The least altered portion of the medullary tube,

extending throughout almost the entire length

of the trunk to the lower limit of the medulla

oblongata, a point usually coinciding with the

lower opening of the cranium.

The cord is usually enclosed in the vertebral

canal of the backbone. The spinal cord com-

municates with the body at large by means of

nerves, whose roots form a dorsal and a ventral

series. The ventral nerve-roots are composed

of fibres, which arise as neurites of cells in the

ventral cornua and pass continuously to the

muscles or other kinesodic structures. The
fibres of the dorsal roots nearly all arise in

the nerve-cells of the spinal ganglia and send

their neurites centrally into the spinal cord,

while their dendiites are produced as sensory

nerve-fibres. Cf. Waller’s Law. The dis-

tinction between the dorsal nerves as sensory

and the ventral as motor constitutes Bell’s

Law (i8ii). See Nervous System (Nerves),

and Degeneration (nervous).

On account of the greater nervous supjily

required by the segments of the cord inner -

vating the limbs, these portions (intumescentia

cervicalis et lumbalis) are greatly enlarged.

To how great an extent the segmentation of

the cord is due to the vertebral arrangement

is uncertain. The spinal nerve-roots are

plainly seginentally arranged; their central

connections within the spinal cord are more
obscurely so

;
and the cutaneous areas corre-

sponding to these medullary segments do not

agree with those of the root segments.

The original tubular character of the cord

is maintained during life, the original cavity

persisting as the canalis centralis. See

Nervous System (Histology). The topo-

graphy of the cord may be gathered from

Plate A (Spinal Cord), Fig. i.

It should be added that the grey matter

between the dorsal and ventral horns con-

tains the centres for visceral reflexes con-

nected with the sympathetic system. Affe-

rent visceral impulses probably terminate in

Clarke’s column, while efferent impulses arise

from cells of the lateral horn, paracentral

nucleus, and intermediate zone (Onuf and
Collins).

The longitudinal tracts which clothe the

grey matter are massed, according to function

and source, into columns or fasciculi, while the

grey matter is aggregated into cornua con-

nected by the dorsal and ventral commissures
respectively.

Upon the relations of the spinal nerves,

cf. Nervous System (Spinal Nerves), The
dorsal root-fibres divide, after entering the

cord, into ascending and descending branches,

from each of which collaterals arise and pass

to various regions of the cord. The best known
I’elations are represented in Plate A, Fig. i.

Cf. also the accompanying figure from Kol-
liker. The sensory fibres traverse the cord

for a longer or shorter distance, and then in

many cases communicate with dendrites of

cells whose neurites pass towards the brain as

Fig, I. Direct reflex path, sy, spinal ganglion ;

sa and sa', ascending and descending branches of

root-fibres; sc, collateral; m, motor neuron; mw,
motor root-fibre.

B, Indirect reflex path, sa, intercalary, or column
cell

; vsf, neurite of sz ; c, collateral from vsf.

secondary sensory tracts. Others send col-

laterals directly to the ventral cornu cells,

thus fonning the direct reflex arc. The direct

reflex arc is illustrated by Figs. 2 and 3 (after

Cajal). The indirect reflex path is illustrated

in Fig. I, B.

Impulses entering the dorsal roots reach

the cortex mainly in two ways: (i) by means
of collaterals, which communicate with ascend-

ing fibres of the lateral columns of the oppo-

site side; (2) by direct prolongations of the

root-fibres, which enter the columns of Burdach
and Goll. The latter terminate in the nuclei

of the funiculus gracilis and cuneatus of the

medulla, and here enter into relation with a

secondary system, the lemniscus. These fibres

cross in the medulla, and, like the others, reach

the cortex of the opposite side.

The fibres of the motor columns, on the

other hand, originate in cells of the cortex in

the motor areas. In part they cross in the de-

cussation of the pyramids in the medulla and

I
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enter the opposite lateral pyramids. Others

descend uncrossed in the ventral pyramids.

The dendrites of the motor cells in the ventral

cornua are associated with the arborizations

of the fibres from the pyramidal columns. In

the case of the lateral pyi'amids the associa-

tion is with the cells of the same side, while

the ventral pyramidal fibres cross in the

ventral commissure. Thus we see that, as all

sensory impressions cross before reaching the

brain, and there excite the coi'tex of the oppo-

site side, so all motor stimuli originating in

tlie cortex emerge from the ventral roots of

the spinal cord on the opposite side.

The fibres which collect in Clarke’s columns

and subsequently enter the lateral cerebellar

columns seem to have a relation to the func-

tion of co-ordination of motion.

The columns of white matter undoubtedly

constitute the main paths of conduction in the

cord, but the grey matter is coming to be re-

garded as also playing a very important part.

It contains, besides the nerve-cells, a dense

mesh of finest fibrils derived from collaterals

from both ascending and descending fibres.

These, besides providing for the spinal re-

flexes, undoubtedly play some part in the

transference of stimuli. See Summation.
The accompanying diagram (Fig. 4) re-

presents the course pursued by the sensory

and motor stimuli to and from the cortex, as

well as the associational and commissural fibres

of the latter. See Association Fibees.

The various tracts of the cord are intimately

hound together by innumerable collaterals,

and their analysis is a matter of extreme

difficulty. An important aid in this analysis

is the fact that in foetal life the fibres of the

sensory columns beconre medullated before

the motor, so tliat at this stage their separation

is easy. Our most exact knowledge, however,

has been obtained by the methods of degenera-

tion. See Neueology (Technology).

Hemisection of the cord destroys the skin

Fig. a. Diagrammatic tran.section of the spinal cord. Arrows represent the course of

the stimulus from the sensory areas of the skin to the dorsal cornua via the spinal ganglion

(jjg), and by way of the motor root to the muscle plates (m.p.).

Fig. 3. Transection of the spinal cord of the chick, illustrating the relations of the spinal nerv^
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sensation of the opposite half of the body as

a result of the decussation of the secondary

tract fibres in the ventral commissure of the

cord and the raphe of the medulla. Disease

of the pyramidal tracts disturbs voluntary

motion and produces tonic contractions.

Injury to the dorsal root-fibres interferes

with skin sensation, while disease of the

secondary sensory tracts may leave the skin

sensation nearly intact, but impairs the

muscular sense.

Respecting the conductivity and other

properties of the cord, as investigated by the

electrical method, it is found that cortical

excitation produces galvanic excitation in the

cord, and such excitation is to a certain extent

localizable. The electrical effects following

corona radiata excitation are only half those

following cortical stimulation. The normal
discharge is unilateral, and the limitation to

one side is more perfect when the corona is

stimulated than when the stimulus is cortical.

The spread of impulses from path to path is

greater in the dorsal columns in the ascending

direction, and in the lateral column in the

descending. The direct path of afferent im-

pulses is localized in the dorsal column of the

same side. The indirect paths are in the

dorsal columns of the opposite side and in

the lateral column of the same side as the

excited nerve.

The histogenesis of the cord is essentially

the same as that of the brain
;
the neuroblasts

arise as free cells among the spongioblasts of

the medullary epithelium and developprocesses

from either pole. The neurites of the ventral

cornu cells emerge to form the ventral root-

fibres.

Among lower animals the spinal cord

of Amphioxus presents an exception, in

that the cavity remains a vertical slit : see

Fig. 3, Plate A (Spinal Cord). The sup-

porting material is not differentiated beyond
the development of the original endyma. The
nerve-cells retain their position near the

ventricle. It is supposed that the homologues
of the spinal ganglia remain unseparated from
the cord. Remarkable colossal cells, the
significance of which is doubtful, also occur.

In most aquatic vertebrates a set of large

fibres (Mauthner’s or Muller’s fibres) run the

entire length of the spinal cord, and are

associated in the medulla with the acoustic

tracts. They seem to be concerned with
equilibrium in a fluid medium. In all verte-

biates (but more highly developed in lower
forms) there is a peculiar rod-like fibre

running through the ventricular cavity of the

brain and spinal cord from the roof of the

mid-brain to the lower end of the caualis

spinalis, known as Reissner’s fibre. It is

formed by the fusion of axis cylinders from
very large cells in the roof of the mesence-

phalon and also in the caudal end of the

spinal cord (Sargent), and it gives off fibrils

to the grey matter of the spinal cord. Its

function seems to be to provide a direct con-

nection between the visual reflex centres and
the body musculature. In the electrical

fishes specially modified cells occur in the

dorsal regions which supply the electric

nerves. See Electeic Obgans.
In embryos and lowest vertebrates the

support of the myelonic tissue is entirely

afforded by the epithelial layer of the

ventricle (spongioblasts). It is still uncertain

whether the neuroglia of the adult cord is

derived solely from this source. In disease

the neuroglia increases in much the same
way as in the brain.

Literature

:

Bechteeew, Ueber die Be-
standtlieile der Hinterstrauge des Riicken-

marks, Neurol. Centralbl. (1885); Arch. f.

Anatomic u. Physiologic, Anat. Abth. (1886)

;
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ibid. ^^1887); Ueber die verschiedenen Lagen
uiid Dimensioiien der Pyraniidenbahnen,

Neurol. Ceiitralbl., ii (1890), x (1891);
Ramon t Cajal, L’anatomie fine de la

moelle t'piuifere, Atlas der patbologischen

Histologic des Nervensystems, redigiit von

Y. Babes, iv. Lieferuug (Berlin, 1895);
EriNGEK, Einiges vom Verlauf der Gefiilils-

balmen im centralen Nervensystem, Deutsche

niedicinische Wochenschr. (1890); Gotch
and Hoeslev, On the Mammalian Nervous

System, its Functions and their Localiza-

tion detennined by an Electrical Method,

Philosophical Trans., clxxxii. B (1891) ;

W. R. Gowees, Neurol. Centralbl., v(i886)
;

VON Kollikee, Zur feineren Anatomie des

Riickenmarhs, Zeitsch. f. wiss. Zoologie, li

(1890) ;
J. N. Langley, Recent Observations

on Degenei'ation, a Critical Account, Brain, ix

(1886 ;
refers to most of the important papers

up to date)
;

M. von LENHOSsix, Ueber
den Verlauf der Hinterwurzeln im Riicken-

mark. Arch. f. mikr. Anatomie, xxxiv(i889);

Anat. Anzeiger (1896); V. Maechi, Rivista

sperim. di Fieuiatria, xiii (1888); Maechi
and Algeei, Sulle degenerazioni consecutive,

ibid. (1887); E. S. Reynolds, On Changes
in the Nervous System after Amputation of

Limbs, Brain, ix (1887 ;
with bibliography);

K. ScHAEFEE, Vergleichend - anatomische

Untersuchungen iiher Riickenmarksfaserung,

Arch. f. mikr. Anatomie, xxxviii (1891) ;

C. S. Sheeeington, On Secondary and Ter-

tiary Degeneration in the Spinal Cord of the

Dog, J. of Physiol. (1885); ibid., x(i889);
and Brit. Jled. J. (1890); E. C. Spitzka,

J. of Compar. Med. and Surg. (1886);
W. Waldeyee, LTeber den Verlauf der

hinteren Nervenwurzeln, Sitzher. d. Ges.

naturf. Freunde (Beilin, 1889); Onuf and

Collins, Archives of Neurol, and Psychol.,

iii (1900); P. E. Saegent, Anat. Anz., xvii

(1900). See also the literature lists under
Beain, Degeneeation (nervous), and Nee-
vous System, and other neurological

topics. (h.h.)

Spinoza, Baruch (or Benedict) de.

(1632-77.) Born at Amsterdam, of Jewish
parents, he received a good education, with a

view to becoming a Jewish rabbi, ending with
the Old Testament, the Talmud and com-
mentaries, and the scholastic philosophers;

became sceptical of the past, and stiongly

inclined towards the Cartesian philosophy.

Discarded both Judaism and Christianity, and

embraced a pantheistic conception of the

world. Expelled from the synagogue at

Amsterdam, he wrote a protest against his

anathema, and changed his name to Benedict,

Secluded himself, to avoid persecution, near

Amsterdam, 1656-61. Resided in Rynsburg
until 1664, in Voorberg until 1669, in

Scheveiiingen 1671, until his death. He
was never married. See topics cited under
Spinozism.

Spinozism : Ger. Spinozismus
;
Fr. Spino-

zisme
;

Ital. Spinozismo. The philosophy of

Spinoza, also philosophy of the type of

Spinoza's. A notable exposition is Pollock,

Spinoza, his Life and Philosophy (2nd ed.,

1899). See Metaphysics, Philosophy,
Idealism, and Pantheism. (j.m.b.)

Spirit (and Spiritualism) [Lat. sjnritus,

from spirare, to breathe]; Ger. Geist; Fr.

esprit
;
Ital. spirito. I. Common to all mean-

ings of ‘spirit’ is the conception of that which

is conscious. Consciousness itself is not con-

ceived as being spirit, but as being an attribute

of it; so that spirit is conceived as something

capable of existing, even when it is not con-

scious. On the other hand, there is no

positive conception of wliat this permanent
element in spirit is

;
it is only conceived

abstractly as that (whatever it may be) which

is the substance or subject of consciousness,

and negatively as not identical with any

known quale ; e. g. even those who hold that

consciousness is an attribute of material sub-

stance would not therefore say that matter

was spirit, but only that there was no such

thing as s})irit. Hence :

(i) ‘Spirit’ and ‘mind’ may be used

synonymously to denote merely this concep-

tion, without any implication as to the kind

of consciousness, if any, possessed by the

subject in question. It is mainly in this

sense that all existents are commonly divided

into ‘spiritual’ or ‘mental’ on the one hand,

and ‘ material ’ on the other.

But (2) by ‘a spirit’ or ‘mind’ is meant

any collection of spiritual existents which are

bound together by the relations constituting

personal identity. Hence ‘spirit’ and ‘mind’

themselves sometimes imply personal identity,

i. e. exclude any subject of consciousness

which is not either a spirit or part of a

spirit. ‘ Soul ’ always thus implies personal

identity.

(3) ‘Spirit’ may be used, in distinction

from ‘mind,’ to denote exclusively the subject

of some particular form of consciousness, with

an implication that such form is ‘higher’ or

better than others. Thus :

(a) A mind may deserve to be called
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a spirit only if, either with or without other

forms of consciousness, it possesses ‘reason’

and deliberate choice. ‘ Reason,’ as thus de-

fining spirit, is never understood in a purely

psychological sense, but always as implying

that some at least of the objects cognized by

it are tiue.

(6)
‘ Spirit ’ may denote a subject, whose

only cognitive foi’m of consciousness is ‘ reason,’

in that sense in which ‘ reason ’ is incapable

of error. It may be used in this sense either

with or without the implication of personal

identity.

(c) It may denote a subject capable only

of some form or forms of consciousness, con-

ceived to be perfect, and hence different from

and better than any known to us.

Cf. Mind, Soul, Nous, Psyche, and

Pneuma.
II. (a) ‘ Spiritualism ’ is a less common

synonym for Idealism, in the sense in which

that word denotes the metajihysical doctrine

that nothing but spiidt exists. It generally

implies both :

(1) That spirit exists only in the form

of one or more spirits, i. e. involves personal

identity; and

(2) That all spirit is perfect, and hence

is of the nature specified above either under

(6) or (c).

(6) Spieitism (q. v.).

In Plato and Aristotle the equivalents of

‘ spirit ’ are vovs and NoCr denotes

reason, or its subject, conceived as incapable

of error, and does not imply personal identity.

in Plato denotes the subject of conscious-

ness, in the widest sense; hut is conceived,

when free from the body, to possess no faculty

but voiis. Aristotle appears to include under

the word the lower forms of life also, with-

out definitely implying that consciousness is

necessary to them. generally involves

personal identity. The first appearance of

TTvevfia (of which the Latin translation sinritus

gives us our word) as a regular equivalent of

spirit seems to be due to the Stoics. Through
their curious identification of every kind of

spiritual with some kind of material pheno-

menon, nvevfxa, which properly means ‘ wind,’

came to stand for the vehicle of spiritual

activities
;
and since, among the early Stoics,

the active principle, whatever form it might
take, was regarded as always really reason

(Xdyof or vovs), the special association of irvevfm

with reason naturally followed. Thus in Philo

it definitely stands for vovs, as opposed to the

lower psychical functions, although among

some of the later Stoics nvei/ia denotes these

lower functions as opposed to vovs. The
former usage prevailed, through its adoption

in Christian terminology; and to Christianity,

through the emphasis it threw on personal

responsibility and immortality, is also due

both the gradual inclusion of personal identity

in the connotation of spirit, and the final

reception of free will and some forms of

emotion (as distinguished from the purely

cognitive significance of vnvs) among the

higher or ‘ spiritual ’ forms of consciousness.

In the last century there has been a tendency

to revert to an impersonal conception of

spirit, owing to the Kantian theory of a

uniform conti'ibution made by the mind to

every object of knowledge. To make or to be

this contribution seems to be very generally

regai’ded as constituting the essence of spirit,

its special relation to the subject of con-

sciousness being very vaguely conceived.

Spiritualism, which has come into use only

in connection with the vogue given by the

Kantian theory to the doctrine that every-

thing is spiritual, frequently conveys this

impersonal implication as to the nature of

spirit. (g.e.m.)

Cf. also Terminology, German, ‘ Seele and
Geist,’ and French, ‘ ame and esprit.’

In theology : the highest energy of a self-

conscious being in the sphere of moral and
religious knowledge and experience.

Spirit is conceived as an entity in religious

thought, only when it is identified with the

highest activity of self-conscious personality.

In this sense perdurable individuality is pre-

dicated of it. The definition distinguishes

spirit from soul, the highest activity of which
is in the moral and religious sphere. Spirit is

essentially a term of energy, and when applied

to God involves the idea of divine energizing

in the work of organizing and sustaining the

higher manifestations of life. (a.t.o.)

Spiritism : Ger. Spiritismut
;

Fr. spiri-

tisme
;

Ital. spiritismo. Belief that disem-

bodied spirits exist and manifest themselves

to men. Popularly called spiritualism.

The belief in the existence of miracles per-

formed by unseen agencies is an ancient one,

but the term spiritualism in its modern usage

derives its importance from the manifesta-

tions which began in 1848 in the family of a
Mrs. Fox, at Hydeville, N. Y., and from there

quickly spread over the civilized world.

Within a remarkably brief period spirit

circles were established
;
journals and books

on spiritualism were written and read; the
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phenomena were enlarged and elaborated

;

investigations were instituted by scientific

men
;
and the movement as a whole influenced,

in an important way, the popular interest in

and the conception of psychological topics.

America and England remain the chief centres

of spiritistic interest, although in France and

Germany many believers in the doctrines of

spiritism are to be found.

The earliest phenomena of spiritism assumed
the form of raps or knockings, apparently of

mysterious origin, but occurring only in the

presence of the ‘medium’; one knock was

agreed to mean ‘ no,’ and three knocks ‘ yes.’

Questions could thus be asked and communi-
cations be established between the spirits and
the living, through the ‘medium.’ Spiiit

circles consisted of gatherings of enthusiasts,

often about a table, to whom, amid dim
illumination and anxious expectation, such

messages were revealed. The j aps for ‘ yes
’

and ‘ no ’ were supplemented by using an
alphabet and designating the letters

;
where-

upon raps would occur at the desired letters,

and more elaborate messages were spelt

out. At this stage the influence of the

studies of Animal Magnetism (q. v.) and
Hypnosis (q. v.) reacted upon spiidtualism,

and developed a class of mediums who were
put or put themselves into a Tbance (q. v.)

or sleep-waking state, in which they professed

to be inspired by spirits and higher intelli-

gences, and while thus inspired gave elaborate

accounts of the spirit world. Entire volumes
have been published purporting to be of such

supernatural origin. (See Psychic Reseaech.)
Thei'e came from ‘ animal magnetism ’ the con-

ce|)tion of ‘ clairvoyance ’—the power to see at

great distan cesand in spite of ordinaryobstacles.

Mediums went into a clairvoyant trance and
reported upon doings at I'emote places as well

as from beyond this sphere. In the hands of

professional mediums the phenomenaincreased
in number and complexity. Spirit lights

were seen
;
quasi-human voices were heard

;

writing was produced without human inter-

vention; spirit photography showed the
spirit-forms hovering about their living

relatives
;

in materialization stances ghostly
forms appeal ed with the features of departed
fi'iends

;
some mediums weie lifted or ‘ levi-

tated’ in air; solids were passed through
solids; cords and bands were unfastened by
unseen hands

;
messages were written upon

slates carefully tied together and removed
from human interference

;
tables were tilted

;

mysterious messages were written by the

planchette
;

one’s private and secret affairs

wei-e revealed by ‘ medlumistic ’ knowledge,
and so on.

From a psychological point of view the

phenomena fall into two classes. The one
includes those which ai-e mainly of physical

origin, the alleged violation of physical laws.

Essentially all of these phenomena have been
reproduced by prol'essional conjurers, while

mediums have I'epeatedly been discovered in

fiaud in the production of their seances. Such
phenomena illustiate the credulity of man-
kind, the absence of the critical faculty when
the emotions and expectancy ai'e involved,

and emphasize the technical I'equirements

necessary to discover such deception. The
other group of phenomena involves some sub-

conscious or automatic co-operation on the

part of the subject. As in Muscle Reading

(
q. V.) and Automatic Weiting (q. v.), so also

in table turnings, in the use of the planchette,

and in the production of the sympathetic

atmosphere of the seance chamber, there is

considerable unconscious co-operation and
suggestion on the part of the subject, the

precise nature of which has been more fully

revealed by the experimental studies in

hypnosis and Hysteria (q. v.).

So far as scientific investigations are con-

cerned, it may be said that those which have

been carefully conducted have served to indi-

cate fraud, unconscious sugge,':tion, and co-

operation as sufiicient explanations of what
was presented

;
while the reported and more

unusual phenomena failed to appear when
rigid conditions were insisted upon. Although

the philosophical doctrines connected with

spiritualism occupy a secondary place in much
of the literature of the subject, yet the

anxiety to believe in and have evidence of

an existence in a future life has been very

influential in the pi opagation of the doctrine.

To some, spiritism becomes a religious belief,

and the material phenomena are of secondary

importance.

Literatwre : Capeon, Mod. Spiritualism

(*855); R. Haee, Exper. Investigations of

Spiritualistic Manifestations (1856); Binbt,

Alterations of Personality (Eng. trans.)
;
A. R

Wadlace, Miracles and Mod. Spiritualism

(1876); D. D. Home, Lights and Shadows
of Spiritualism (1877-8); Jastrow, Fact and

Fable in Psychology (1900); Encyc. Brit.

(9th ed.), Spirituahsm
;
Rep. of the Seybert

Comm, on Spiritualism
;
Morselli, Nuovo

Misticismo in Psicologia (1896) ;
Wundt, Der

Spiritismus. (J.J.)
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Spirits (in theology). The teim in the

plural is used either for disembodied souls

or for beings like the angels, who are

self-conscious personal beings without cor-

poreality.

The belief in spirits is all but universal,

and has been a feature of all but the most

undeveloped religions. In Judaism and
Christianity the spiritual world includes the

Infinite Spirit of God and finite created

spirits. This latter class is distinguishable

into human and superhuman. The latter are

good or bad spirits, angels or devils. All

spirits are conceived to be immortal. (A.T.O.)

Spiritual (and Carnal) [Lat. carndlis,

fleshly] : Ger. geisllich und jieischlich
;

Fr.

spirituel et charnel
;

Ital. spiriiuale e carnale.

To be spiritual is to have a consciousness

that is active and responsive in the sphere of

the higher moral and religious ideas and

motives, while to be carnal is to lack insight

and responsiveness in this sphere and to react

only to ideas and motives of sense and
materiality.

This being true, it is intelligible that the

Scriptures should identify the carnal mind
with death, the spiritual with true life. To
the only life that is of worth in the spiritual

world the carnal mind is without response and
practically dead. (a.t.o.)

Spirituality: Ger. Geistlichkeit
\
~Sr.spiri-

tualite
;
Ital. spiritualitci,. A quality called also

spiritual-mindedness, by virtue of whicli its

possessor is delicately responsive to spiritual

ideas and relations and finds the things of the

spirit the things of supreme value. (A.t.o.)

Spirometer [Lat. spirare, to breathe, +
Gr. /rerpoK, a measure] : QeT.Athemmesser

]
Fr.

spirometre; Ital. spirometro. An apparatus

used to measure lung capacity in terms of the

amount of air expelled from the lungs after

the utmost inhalation. (j.m.b.)

Splauchuopleure (in embryology) [Gr.

cnrXayxva, viscera, -j- jrXfvpd, wall] : Ger.

Splanchnopleurai ^lanchnopdeilre Ital.

splancnopleura. The primitive wall of the

digestive canal formed by the union of tlie

endoderm with the inner or splanchnic leaf of

the mesoderm.
The term was introduced by Michael Foster

in 1875. It is often used incorrectly in

Germany to designate the splanchnic meso-
derm.

Literature: Fostee and Balfoue, Ele-
ments of Embryol.

;
F. M. Balfoue, Compar.

Embryol. (i88i); MnroT, Human Embryol.;
Haeckel, Anthiopogenie, 5th ed. (c.s.m.)

Spongioblast [Gr. a-rroyyluv, a little sponge,

+ iSXao-rdf, a germ] : Ger. Spongioblast
;

Fr.

spongiohlaste •, Ital. spongiollasto. An un-
differentiated cell of the framework of the

central nervous system; an immature spongio-

cyte. Cf. Neueoglia, and Neevous System
(Histology)._

Most writers agree with His that the

spongioblasts and the neurohlasts can be
distinguished from each other ftom a very

early period, perhaps even before the com-
pletion of the medullary tube. The most
recent writers, however, assign the differen-

tiation of the spongioblasts and neurohlasts

to a later period of development, aflSrming

that both may be derived from an indifferent

type of cell.

Literature : W. His, Abhandl. d. k. sachs.

Gesell. d. Wiss., xv (1889); and Arch. f.

Anat. u. Physiol., Suppl. (1890); A. Schapee,
Arch. f. Entwicklungsmech., v. H. i

;
and

Morphol. Jahrb., xxi (1897); S. Paton, Johns
Hojjkins Hosp. Rep., ix (1900); S. Hatai,
J. of Compar. Neurol., xi (1901). (h.h.)

Spontaneity [Lat. sponte, voluntarily]

;

Ger. Spontaneitat

;

Fr. spontaneite Ital.

spontaneitdt, (i) A type of activity in which
inner or immanent elements predominate.

Spontaneity is a conception relative to

transeunt or mechanical causation, on the

one side, and Self-activity (q. v.) on the

other. The adjective spontaneous is applied

to functions which are relatively independent
of external stimulation or causation, as
‘ spontaneous sympathy,’ and yet are not

Eeflective (q.v.). Cf. also Oeganic (in

p-iychology).

(2) In Kant : see Ebceptivity.

(3) Cf. Eisler, Worterb. d. pliilos. Begriffe,

‘Spontaneitat.’ (j.m.b.)

Spontaneous : see Spontaneity, and
Oeganic (in psychology).

Spontaneous Generation: Ger. Urzeug-
ung

;
Fr. gerieration spemtanee

;
Ital. genera-

zione spontanea. Abiogenesis (q. v.) : the

production of living beings, not springing

from pre-existing living beings.

The occurrence of spontaneous generation

under any known circumstances is now almost

universally denied. The belief in it, founded

chiefly on the appearance of moulds and
putrefying organisms in apparently well-

closed vessels, was once widespi ead, and even

as late as 1870—80 had defenders among
scientific men. It is now demonstrated that

the experiments, upon which the belief was
based, did not exclude sources of error, and
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that when these sources of error have been

excluded, no evidence in favour of abiogenesis

can be obtained. Under the old form of

experiments, germs were not shut off from

entering; when the entry from outside is

prevented, no life appears in any medium
heretofore exjjerimented with. (c.s.m.)

Spontaneous (or Fortuitous, or Acci-
dental) Variation : see Variation (in

hi. 'logy).

Spore [Gr. anopa, seed, offspring] : Ger.

Sp'>re, Keim, Keimspore , Fr. spwei Ital.

sp>ora. Small cells, usually produced in con-

siderable numbers by fission of a single cell,

each small cell to serve for development into

a new individual.

Spores are of frequent occurrence among
flowerless plants, but among animals are to

be found only in a few Protozoa, e. g. sporo-

zoas. Cf. Agamogenesis. (c.s.m.)

Sport (in biology) [prob. abbrev. ofdisport\
:

the English term is in use in the other lan-

guages. A variation departing widely in

any direction from the average, but still fol-

lowing the principles of heredity and classi-

fication.

The term is due to Francis Gallon. Terms
of similar connotation are freak, which
applies to variations out of the range of classi-

fication with other variations, yet not ab-

normalfromdefect
;
Monster (q. v.), variation

which is abnormal, or much malformed. A
man seven feet tall is a sport; a man with

eyes of different colours would be a freak

;

the Siamese twins were monsters. Further,

a prodigy is a variation in the direction of

the exaggeration of some one character or

faculty, lesulting in great excellence, (j.m.b.)

Spurious Proposition : foreign equiva-

lents are not in use. (i) A propositiun

which from the constitution of the universe

must be true (De Morgan, Syllabus of Logic,

§ 76).

(2) B. I. Gilman {Johns Hopldns Univ.

Circ., August, 1882) calls tlie conclusion from
two particular premises spurious in the first

degree. Thus,

Some A is B,

Some C is not B,
Some A is not some C.

This asserts the existence of an A and of a

C, and further, that the number of the aggre-

gate of the A’s and C’s is at least two. The
conclusion from two premises, of which one
is particular and the other spurious in the

first degree, gives a coiiclusion sjjurious in

the second degree. There are also anti-

spurious propositions, which are the precise

denials of spurious propositions of the same
degree. (c.s.p.)

Square (of opposition) : see Opposition
(in logic).

St. Augustine: see Augustine, Saint,

Augustinianism, and Patristic Philosophy

(6, b).

St. Thomas (philosophy of) (i) and (2)

Bioman Catholic Theology.
I. St. Thomas, (i) The puipose of the

philosophy of St. Thomas, called the ‘Angelic

Doctor,’ and ‘ Angel of the Schools,’ as indeed

of all mediaeval endeavour, was to effect

a conciliatory union between the truths of

reason and the doctrines of Christian faith.

This purpose, more or less explicit in Christian

thinking from the days of the Alexandrian

school of Origen and Clement, became a

matter of prime necessity and interest in the

complex thought-conditions of the 13th cen-

tury, of which St. Thomas is so largely a

product. The introduction of the complete

works of Aristotle into Latin Europe, through

the instrumentality of the Arabs, about the

year 1200, and the direct Graeco-Latin ver-

sions of the Aristotelic writings subsequently

made, with a view to discover what warrant

there was for the extravagant interpretations

put upon the Stagyrite by the Arabs, broad-

ened the Latin mind considerably and placed

Aristotle in the foreground as a source of

knowledge. Upon oneof thesedirect versions

—

that of William of Moerbeke, which appeared

in 1263— St. Thomas based his commentary
of Aristotle. Although in the nature of events

Aristotle thus entered largely as an instru-

mental factor in the organic body of knowledge

whicli St. Thomas reconstructed, the attitude

of the latter towards the former, while sym-

pathetic throughout with the method, and for

the most part also with the views of the

Stagyrite, was the attitude of a critic, not

that of q slavish copyist, as an examination

of the texts or a perusal of the list of Aristo-

telic errors abundantly discloses (Talamo,

L’Aristotelisrno della Scolastica, Pt. II. chap,

ii-v. 151-206, 3rd ed., Siena, 1881). Plato

and the Neo-Platonists, especially Dionysius

Areopagita, were less extensively represented

in the Thomistic synthesis, their rejnesentation

being confined to a few points in theodicy

and aesthetics. The Fathers, both Latin and

Greek, notably St. Augustine, and the Arabs

and Jews of the middle ages, notably Averroes

and Maimonides, were drawn upon as philo-

sophical sources, while the Scriptures, together
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with the writings of the same fathers and

the conciliary teachings of the Church, fur-

nished the theological matter for elaboration.

Thus, on its material side, the philosophy of

St. Thomas represents the absorption of the

materials of ancient and contemporary culture

into tlie body of a new scientific life.

(2)

The rational side of the Thomistic syn-

thesis was devoted to the pi’ohlem of the

dividing lines between philosophy and theo-

logy, which had to be determined with theore-

tical and practical precision. The distinctive

dogmas of Christianity, such as the Trinity,

Incarnation, and Sacraments, were carried

over into the domain of purely revealed theo-

logj', the truth of which reason could not

demonstrate scientifically, but only support

by analogies and hypothetic arguments of

fitness drawn from nature. The office of the

theologian, therefore, is simply to show that

reasons adduced against these higher dogmatic

truths are either fiilse or inconclusive. The
immortality of the soul, the existence and

attributes of God, were retained within the

sphere of rational demonstration, which was
akin with the natural theology of Aiistotle.

The criterion of philosophy was evidence, that

of revealed tlieology was authority; which is

accordingly the weakest source for reason, but

the strongest one for faith. Philosophy and
theology ai e distinct in object, principles, and

mode of procedure [Siimma c. Gent., Lib. II.

cap. 4), hut yet related as completive parts

each to the other.

The Latin Averroism of Siger of Brabant,

who introduced the Arabic idea of the twofold

nature of truth about 1266—namely, that a

proposition demonstrably true for reason, such

as the oneness of the intellect and the eternity

of the world, might be equa’l^' false for faith

—

must be reckoned an indirect factor in the

development of the rational side of the Tho-

mistic synthesis. Against it St. Tliomas ui ged

the essential harmony of all truth, whether

natural or revealed, conceiving the respective

spheres of faith and reason, grace and nature,

miracle and natural law. Church and state, as

additions to, and complements of, each other,

not contradictions. These respective spheres

are but different stages in the realization of

a single divine purpose. They but indicate

the self-existent acting on a higher plane and
working out one and the same eternal world-
plan by means of a superior parallel order of

phenomena. Gratia non tollit, sed ^erjicit

naturam. The supernatural does not destroy,

it completes the natural. In carrying out

this idea, which is the soul of all his endeavour,

he united the teleology of history developed

by the Fathers with the teleology of nature

developed by the Greeks, and tims completed,

as Windelband says {Hist, of Philos., Pt. II.

chap. ii. 327, Eng. trans., 1895), ‘the most
deeply and widely reaching union of the

ancient and Christian conceptions of the world

that has ever been attempted.’ The following

paragraphs present some of the details inter-

woven in this synthetic scheme. (The best

complete edition of his works is the Parma
edition, 1852 ff. Werner, Der heilige Thomas
von Aquino, 3 vols., Regensburg, 1859, is ex-

haustive. On Averroism, see Eenan, Averroes

et VAverrdisme, Paris, 1862—5; also Man-
donnet, Siger de Brabant et VAverrdisme latin

au xiii™^ siecle. 1899. Das Verhdltniss des

Th. V. Aquino zum Judenthum und zur jiidi-

schen Litteratur, by Guttmann, is a study of

Thomistic sources. C. Jourdain, La philos.

de St. Thomas d’A quin, Paris, 1858, gives

an excellent account of the Thomistic philo-

sophy, its source and method.)

(3) All knowledge starts with sensation

:

there are no innate ideas. The singular object

is apprehended as such through sense; while

the intellect, abstracting from all singularity,

grasps it as a nature or essence. The result

of this first abstraction is a direct universal.

Bycomparison of several objects thus abstractly

apprehended, the intellect detects the recur-

rence of a common element in all, and pro-

ceeds to rethink this common element accord-

ing to the relation of universality disclosed to

reflex thought. The result is a reflex universal,

a seeunda intentio, which as such is a pure

creature of the mind, yet not without founda-

tion in, and objective reference to, the indi-

vidual objects from which it is drawn. The
individual alone exists as a complete thing,

and the real similarity of individual things is

the ground of the universal. Considered with

regard to God, who is essential thought-lite,

the universal is real with the reality of the

divine ideas which are the causative proto-

types of things. He thus placed the solution

of the universals on an empirical basis,

although adopting the threefold existence of

the universal excogitated by Averroes (De
Universal., opusc. 50, tom. 28, Parma ed.,

1875; Summa contra Gent., Lib. I. cap. 65;
Talamo, op. cit., 393, 398 ; Janet et Seailles,

Hist, de la Philos., 510-2).

(4) Metaphysics is the science of real being

as such. Being is either real or mental,

according as it signifies one of the ten cate-
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pories. or tlie mere truth of a proposition

(negatious, privations, &c., whicli liave no

essence). Heal being is composed of essence

(wliat is contained in the definition, i. e. specific

ceiistitnents. or real capacity to exist) and

existence (act of essence, fulfilment of the

capacity to e.xist). Essence and existence

(esse) bear to each other the relation of

capacity (jyotentia) to fulfilment (actus), and

are thus really, though inadequately, distinct.

Existence (esse, existentia), which also signifies

the copula of a proposition [ens rationis) and

an essence {ens possibile), is in its real accepta-

tion the act of essence, viz. that by which

a thing is posited outside its causes in the

field of nature. Being (ens, the complete

subject which is) is resolvable therefore into

the two incomplete concepts of essence and
existence. And hence real being may be
described as ‘ that which has (ens actuals), or

may have {ens possihile), existence.’

The transcendental notions (one, true, good)

are only the relations of undividedness {unum),
desii’ability (&onwm), and conformity with some
intelligence {vervm) added to being. Tran-

scendental truth is the very entity of a thing,

viewed primarily as in actual conformity with

its prototype in the divine creative mind, and
secondarily as capable of effecting a conformity

between the human mind and itself.

As the notion of being is the product of

the highest analytic abstraction, it represents

objectively a minimum content and a maxi-
mum extent. It is an indeterminate concept

expressive of all things implicitly and of

i.oiliiiig explicitly, neither God nor thing,

neither substance nor accident. To being as

such no real object corresponded, since nothing

can merely be, without being determinate,

C[u;dified, individual. Being, therefore, does

not signify an objective content either wholly

the same (univocum) in all of which it is pre-

dicated, or wholly divergent {aequivocumi) •,

neither does it point to universal identity

{identicvm)] it merely expresses the propor-

tional agreement {analogum) of all things,

including God, in the fact that all really are

subjects existing, howsoever divergent, even
infiu'tely, such subjects may chance to be.

The objective content of being is invariable

in expressing this fact: it varies in each case

in accotd with the nature of. the subject

that is said to be. To view being therefore

as the concept of the infinite, is to confound

<he abstiact order with the concrete, as the

.N'eo-Platonists did, or to fall into the error of

I’antheism. This theory of being, supple-

mented by the Aristotelic division of causes

and the idea of ‘ matter and form,’ was his

point of leverage against Pantheism and the

constructive basis for his conception of God
(St. Thomas, Opusc. de ente et essentia, cap. i,

6 ;
Metaphys., Lib. IV. lect. i

;
Contra Gent.,

Lib. I. cap. 31—4; Snmma Theol., Pt. I.

quaest. 13, art. 5, 6 ;
Quaest. Disq). de Potentia,

quaest. 7, art. 7 ;
Quodlibet, 9, art. 3. Cf.

also Prisco, ‘ La Metafisica di San Tommaso,’
in L’Accademia Romana, iii. 451—75, 1883;
iv. 191-245, 1884).

(5) Cognition was explained as the repre-

sentative presence {species intentionalis) of

the thing known within the knower. This

theory of the ‘ species ’ was not that of an
efflux from objects, as Haur6au wrongly states

and as St. Thomas himself distinctly repu-

diates {Quaest. Disp. de Verit., quaest. 2,

art. 5, ad. 1 5). The ‘ species ’ was the result

of the action of the object {species sensibilis

impressa) and the reaction of the subject

{species sensibilis expressa)
;
and the conscious

state aroused by this representation of the

object was called a ‘ species intentionalis,’ to

show that there was a genuine relation of

similarity between the mental reproductions

and the extra-mental objects, although both

diffei ed toto coelo in nature. The ‘ species
’

was therefore no fictitious entity midway
between subject knowing and object known.

The keynote to Thomistic metaphysical

psychology is the essential distinction between

a lower or sensuous, and a higher or rational, -7

grade of consciousness. The essential irre-

ducibilityof attention, abstraction, comparison,

reasoning, self-consciousness, and free will to

organic processes, such as those of the external

senses, the imagination and the sensuous

memory, is the ground of spirituality and

immortality. The latter phenomena are ac-

counted for by admitting the co-operation of

the soul or vital principle with the organic

co-factor; the former demand intrinsic inde-

pendence of the organism for their display,

and hence point to an inorganic principle as

their exclusive subject. Thought is not a pas-

sive transformation of sensations; an inner

attentive energy of the mind {intellectus agens)

disengages at first the essentials of the sensu-

ous presentation (abstrahit essentiam), and then

the mind itself {intellectus passivus), out of

this prepared datum, proceeds to generate

the pure forms of thought {exprimere intelli-

gendo). This was an application of the

Aristotelic theory of the ‘ active and passive

intellect’ to the problem of the bridge betw'een
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seusatiou and conception. The intellect is

acknowledged to be objectively dependent on

y
sense for the acquisition of the materials of

its knowledge : it is subjectively independent

of the organism, however, in the display of its

irreducible activities of thought and volition.

This intrinsic independence of the organism

which the soul shows (even while united with

the body and conditioned by the health or

disease of the imagination and memory) by
the very fact of its being the exclusive subject

of its own higher functions, is the proof of

spirituality and the pledge of immortality.

This view of St. Thomas does not imply an
‘ anima separata,’ but an ‘ anima separabilis.’

There is only one specific substance in man

—

' the compound self or ego. The soul was not

a mere thinking machine, but the life-giving

principle of the body as well, discharging the

several functions of thought, feeling, and
volition, either by itself or conjointly with

the organism, as above stated (St. Thomas,

Summa Theol., Pt. I. quaest. 75-90, especially

79; Quaest. Disp. de Anima, I. art. i, 2, 4,

10; De Anima, Lib. III. lect. 7; Opusc. de

natura verhi intellectus. Cf. also Werner, Der
heilige Thomas von Aquino, ii. 432-58, Regens-

burg, 1859; J-iihBv&tove, Die Erkenntnisslehre

des heiligen Thomas von Aquino, tibersetzt von
E. Franz, Mainz, 1861).

(6) The idea of God is not innate, but the

\4 result of demonstration, the proofs being

reduced to five in the second question of the

Summa (art. 2). The burden of these proofs

is to show that the idea of God is to be

framed by the elimination of all capacity for

development(y)o<en<f«Ktas), which is the essen-

tial feature of created reality, and by the

conception of a pure actuality, essentially

undevelopable, possessing all perfection, and

subject to none of the existential, spatial,

temporal, or causal limitations proper to the

finite. The methods which he employs are

two : analogy and negation. On the principle

of analogy, i.e. the proportional similarity be-

tween the being of creatures and the being of

God (see above, 4), the perfections discovered

in things are afiSrmed of God, the prime source

of all reality. The method of negation acts

as a corrective. As God is self-existent Being

{ens per essemtiam) and creatures derivative

being [ens ah alio), the imperfections of the

latter, both as to substance and mode, must
be denied of God, whatever perfection is

afiirmed being affirmed in an eminent way.

Thus inquiry into things gives us the idea

that they are causally derived, and further

inquiry into the nature of this causality abuts

on the idea of an uncaused first cause. The

nature of this first cau.se is set forth by
means of the comparative analysis, just in-

dicated, of essential and derivative being.

God is simple, infinite, omnipresent, immut-
able, eternal, one : he is infinite knowledge,

power, and will, creator, upholder, and pro-

vider, the efficient source of all being and the

final destiny of man. Creation is the pro-

duction of a thing in its entirety out of no

pre-existent material by the sole power of the

Self-existent acting according to a plan. The
possibility of an eternal creation is an open

question: the fact of the world’s creation in

time a matter of faith. God is in the world,

though not of it, creating each human soul

according as conditions demand, and woi’king

in all men and things as the purposeful and
efficient universal cause. In this wise the

Aristotelic, Platonic, Neo-Platonic, Patristic,

and scriptural elements were interwoven in his

synthetic conception of the Deity (St. Thomas,
Summa Theol., Pt. I. quaest. 1-26; Contra

Gent., Lib. I, II. On question of eternal

creation see Opusc. de aeternitate mundi
contra murmurantes

;
also, in Lib. II, Sentent.,

dist. I, quaest. i, art. 5 ;
Summa Theol.,

Pt. I. quaest. 46, art. X, 2 ;
Talamo, op. cit.,

151-60).

(7) The ethical view of St. Thomas, grounded
on the idea of God as the final destiny of

man and the true end of deliberative human
conduct, is nought else than the morals of

mankind in history chastened and systematized

in the light of Christian principles. His
synthesis avoids the extremes of idealism and
utilitarianism, and is accompanied by minute

analyses of the passions, the proposal of counter

virtues, and the detailing of the duties of

bishops, citizens, rulers, and individuals. With
him, ethics is the science of the means which

lead to the end of human conduct. Moial
welfare is not measured by any temporal

good, but by the final possession of tlie essen-

tial good, God. The objective spring of action

is disinterested love of the good and hatred

of evil; the subjective spiings are hope of

reward and fear of punishment. Tlie moi-al

goodness of human action is determined by
the conformity of the latter with right reason

;

conscience being the expression and a})plica-

tion of this conformity. This proximate sub-

jective criterion of morality is lefer-red to an

objective ultimate criterion, viz. the divine

reason, or eternal law, which is the real

ground of all morality and the source of all
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i.'.w, natural aud positive. Morality, with

St. Thomas, was not the result merely of a

commanding will, as with Scotus ;
it con-

sisted in the intrinsic relations which the

objects ofman’s choice bear to the all-ordaining

intelligence of God. The human will is there-

fore to some extent determined by the intellect,

and freedom of choice is limited to various

possibilities as means to an end, but does not

extend to the end in itself, which is the good.

The primary precept of the natural law is

that good should be done and evil avoided.

The state is rooted in man’s nature. Social

authority exists by natural right, and is to

be employed for the common weal. The state

is not an end in itself, but only a means to pro-

cure the temporal welfare of its citizens. The
best form of government, theoretically, is the

monarchical, tempered by an aristocracy and

a democratic electorate (Summa Theol., Pt. I.

quaest. 105, art. i). The Church has as its

end the eternal destiny of the individual, and
is therefore independent of, and superior to,

the state, while both are but preparatory

schools for the heavenly society of the blessed

{Summa Theol., 2“®, quaest. 91, art. i
;

93, art. 1,2; 94, art. 2, 4 ; 105, art. i
;
De

regimine princijpum, Lib. I. caj). 15; Talamo,

op. cit., 433-57 ;
Contzen, Zur Wurdigung

des Mittelalters, &c., 24, Cassel, 1870; Bau-

mann, Die Staatslehre des heiligen Thomas,

&c., 7, Leipzig, 1873).
II. Relation of the idiiloso'phy of St. Thomas

to Catholic theology. The vital principles of

the Thomistic philosophy are still fundamental

to Roman Catholic theology, such as the ob-

jectivity of thought, the essential distinction

between sense and intellect, with its double

consequence of a substantial spiritual principle

or soul in man, and the immediate creation

of each individual soul by the Omnipresent
Infinite

;
the analogousness of being as

opposed to Pantheistic identity; matter and
form, at least as an ultimate metaphysical

theory; the concejition of God the Creator

as in the world, though not of it, and the

dependence of ethics on dogma. The synthetic

view of St. Thomas, based upon the essential

harmony and unity of the world-ground or

God, and representing the supernatural order

(faith, grace, Church, miracle) together with
the natural (reason, nature, state, cosmic law)

as a twofold realization of a single divine

purpose, to be completed in the after-life for

the spiiitually fittest, is ever the ideal of

Catholic theology. The Thomistic conception

of the respective provinces and relations of

philosophy and theology (see 2, above), as

well as the Thomistic order of presenting

the revealed truths,"remain as a framework,
although filled in more substantially. The
encyclical Aeterni Patris on the restoration

of Thomistic studies, while commending the

analytico-synthetic spirit {sapientia) of St.

Thomas, discountenances a return to subtle

or unsubstantial scholastic views, and suggests

the incorporation of the results of modern
research into the Thomistic synthesis {Encyc.,

paragraph 4 from end). For the Catholic

who, through the Church, accepts the Scrip-

tures as the inspii’ed Word of God, the essential

Euboi'dination of the finite to the infinite

reason is a rational consequence following on

the admission of the historical fact of revela-

tion. In framing his scientific conception of

the world, such a one must needs make room
for supernature in his universal scheme, and
look upon reason and the panorama of the

visible as only a part, not the whole, of the

divine economy. Of such a world-view,

St. Thomas Aquinas is the type par excellence,

and he has left a good transcript of himself

as such in the Summa Theologiae (Pt. I.

quaest. i, art. 8, ad. 2). ‘ Thomism,’ there-

fore, is not St. Thomas stereotyped in minutest

detail : it is the acceptance of a definite

world-view with the principles and methods
that give it articulate and rejuvenescent

expression. Thomism, however, must be dis-

associated from the respective theories of de-

terminism and indifferentism which have

mutually claimed the patronage of St. Thomas
in the course of the Bannezian and Molinistic

controversies on grace and predestination.

Critical reconstruction (Pecci, Accademia
Romana di San Tommaso, v. 99-145, 1885)
has abundantly disestablished both these views

attributed, without objective warrant, to the

Angel of the Schools (Lesserteur,AS'afni Thomas
et le Thomisme, Paris, 1883; Joui’dain, op.

cit., ii. 237 £f.). (b.t.s.)

Literature ; see citations in the various

sections above, also under Scholasticism, and
Pateistic Philosophy.

Stability (economic) [Lat. stahilitas, firm-

ness] : Ger. Stabilitdt
;

Fr. stabilite
;

Ital.

stabilith. (i) A condition of economic equi-

librium, such that any disturbance produces

a reaction that tends to bring matters back to

the old adjustment. Of. Supply and Demand,
and Unstable Eqdilibkium.

( 2 )
A conti iiued absence ofmarked economic

change, to whatever cause it may be due.

(3) A set of social conditions favourable to
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survival in the competition between different

institutions.

The first use is the distinctively modern
one, but all are equally accredited in scientific

as well as in popular usage. (a.t.h.)

Stage (in mental evolution): see Geadb,
and cf. Subconscious.

Stammering [AS. stamv/r\’. QeT.Stammeln]
Fr. hegaiement

;
Ital. balhuzie. An impedi-

ment of speech-utterance which causes the

speaker to hesitate, stop, drawl, or rapidly

repeat a sound, usually an explosive conso-

nant, at which the stoppage occurred; thus

inclusive of Stuttbeing (q.v.).

It includes, in a wider sense, difficulties

in pronouncing certain letters, hesitating or

stumbling utterance, the transposition of

letters or syllables, utterance of meaningless

interjections, &c., all of which interrupt the

flow of speech.

Stammering (with stuttering in the special

sense) generally appears in childhood (four or

five to thirteen or fifteen years), and often

undergoes a spontaneous improvement with

advancing age. It is apt to occur in children

of weak, nervous temperament. It varies in

degree from a slight repetition of sounds to

an intense paroxysm not only of the vocal

mechanism, but of the entire body. It occurs

much more frequently in men than in women.
It is markedly subject to emotional influences.

Worry, excitement, ill health aggravate it;

while careful preparation, as in public utter-

ance or the abandonment of alcoholic stimu-

lation, may remove it. It is a notable fact

that stuttering disappears in singing. The
defect is a functional interference with the

com])licated mechanism of articulation, and
consists particularly in a faulty co-ordination

between the voice-producing and the sound-

forming factors of utterance. See the refer-

ences noted under Stutteeing. (j.j.)

Standard: see Noem.
Standard Stimulus : see Nobmai, Stimu-

lus.

State (and Condition) [Lat. status, from
stare, to stand] ; Ger. Zustand, Verhdltniss

;

Fr. itat, condition] Ital. stato, condizione.

Terms used loosely for quality, property,

aspect, relationship, &c. Any descriptive

predicate may indicate a thing’s state or

condition, e. g. from State oe Conscious-

ness (q. v.) to State of Natuee (q. v.).

(j.M.B.)

State is a term used in such very different

senses by different writers that it can hardly

be said to have a generally acknowledged

meaning. Some understand it properly to

apply to an unalterable determination or

property; hut the majority, in accordance

with its original meaning—a posture in stand-

ing—take it rather to imply, on the contrary,

a temporary condition, although no doubt in

some cases it refers to an enduring condition.

It is usually understood to imply passivity,

yet in some expressions its implication is the

reverse. (c.s.p.)

State orCommunity
(
politi cal) : Ger. Staat,

Burgerschaft
]
Yv.etat] Ital. A society,

the members of which render habitual obedi-

ence to an authority within that society which
does not render habitual obedience to any
external authority.

Every permanent association must possess

some organ of government to which its mem-
bers render habitual obedience, at least, in

matters coming within the scope of the asso-

ciation. Without such an organ of government
the association would he impotent. This organ

of government, again, must have a certain

sphere of action within which it is free, other-

wise it would be useless. Thus the existence

of the family implies obedience of the children

to tlie parents and a certain discretion left to

the parents by society. What distinguishes a
political community from other forms of asso-

ciation seems to be this, that the obedience

which the ruler claims is indefinite in extent,

and that the independence of the ruler ia

similarly indefinite. Thus a shareholder in

a company is only bound to submit to the

resolutions of the company in matters affecting

his shares in its stock. The resolutions of

the company are binding only in those matters

with regard to which they have been author-

ized by law. It is true that the distinction

is only one of degree. In some religious

associations, e.g. the Catholic Church in the

middle ages, the sphere of authority claimed

by the ruling power has been at least as

wide as that pertaining to the sovereign of

a political community. The ruling power
was at least as independent in the exercise

of authority as any contemporary sovereign.

In fact, an Englishman or Frenchman of the

1 2th century might be said to be a member of

two distinct political communities—his native

kingdom and the Catholic Church. Trading
associations, again, have sometimes acquired

powers which were strictly political, and have

become imjperia in imperio. On the other

hand, political communities have differed very

widely both as regards the scope of the ruler’s

authority and the degree of the ruler’s inde-
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[leudeiice. The scope of the ruler’s authority

was one tiling in a Greek city, another in a

mediaeval kingdom, another in a centralized

tnodern state. Similarly, the inde|)endeuce

of the ruler varies indefinitely with circum-

stances. It is one thing in a fully sovereign

state, another in a state which acknowledges

a suzerain, another in a state which is a

memher of a fedeiation, and so foith. But, on

the whole, the political community is distin-

guished from other associations chiefly by

(i) the indefinite extent of the obedience

which the governing power may claim; (2)

the indefinite extent of the independence

which the governing power may enjoy.

Literature: Akistotle, Politics; Hobbes,

Leviathan
;
Locee, Civil Government; Ben-

THAM, Fiagment on Government; Austin,

Jurisprudence
;
Maine, Hist, of Inst., Lects.

xii and xiii; Bluntschli. 'theory of the State
;

SiDGWiCK, Elements of Politics
;
Bosanquet,

Philos. Theory of the State. See also under

State (philosophy of). (e.c.m.).

State (philosophy of); Ger. Staatswissen-

schaft, Lech^slehre, Rechtsphilosoiihie (see

below); Fr. philosophie sociule {de I’Hat, du
droit, de I hisloire)

;
Ital. JilosoJia del diritto

(or politico). The philosopliy of the state

treats of the life of man so far as it is a life

in community. (b.b.-j.m.b.)

The Republic of Plato and the Ethics and
Politics of Aristotle are the earliest examples.

To this study, which he conceived as an

inquiry into the good for man with a view
to practice, Aristotle gave the name of

‘politic’ (noXiTiKT]), a substantive in adjectival

form analogous to those from which we derive

such terms as music and dialectic, and capable

of being understood as the name either of an

art (r()(pri), or of a science or of

any kind of methodic study or pursuit {irpay-

fjLiiT€ta or /redo6f/s'). The meaning of the name
‘ politic ’ as the study of the good for man
must not be narrowed by the contrast implied

in the names of those of Aristotle’s writings

which are known as the Kicowachean Ethics

and the Politics. ‘Politic’ is the object-matter

of the Ethics no less than of the Politics,

while the woi’d ethic (rjdiKrj), like the word
logic, is not to be found in Aristotle as a

substantive, i.e. as the name of a distinct

study (Burnet, The Ethics of Aristotle,

xxvii).

In other words, Aristotle, like Plato, re-

garded the good for man as, in its nature,

capable of realization only in a community
of souls or selves, and did not think of

separating the study of the good of the indi-

vidual irom the study of the good of the com-
munity. 'i'he Ethics and Politics treat respec-

tively of the nature of this good and of the

means of realizing it by legislation, but it is

the same good, that of the social creature man,
with which both treatises are dealing. The
name ‘ politic,’ due to the Greek ttoKis or city

being accepted as the ideal and therefore

typical human society, may be objected to,

it appears to Aristotle, because it does not

sharply bring out the sameness of individual

and social good. He does not suppose that

it could be objected to for assuming such

a sameness (Burnet, op. cit., Introd., § 14).

Aristotle’s ‘politic’ must have been rendered

‘moral philosophy’ in the source from which
Shakespeare drew in Troilus and Cressida—
‘Not much Unlike young men, whom Aristotle

thought Unfit to hear moral philosophy’

(Sio rrjs ndXiTiKrjs ovk itrr'iv oIkhos dKpoarrjt 6 reoy,

Eth. Nic., iii. 4, 5).

Turning to modern thought, it is natural

to reserve the title ‘ philosophy of the state
’

for those forms of theoiy, whatever name they

may adopt, which approach the phenomena
of social life from the ‘ philosophical ’ point

of view. "We may say, i)erhaps, that philo-

sophy is an attempt to see things in their

relation to completeness or perfection
;
and

the philosophical point of view, in considering

the phenomena of the state, would then appear,

in accordance with the example of Plato and
Aristotle, to be concerned with the relation

of the state, as a community of souls or selves,

to the completeness or perfection of life.

Owing to historical causes, much speculation

that is substantially of this type has appeared

in connection with the idea of social contract

or of natural right. The political philosophy

of Hobbes, Spinoza, Locke, and Eousseau

might l)e ranked under the heading of Eechts-

lehre (theory of right) or Naturrecht (natural

I'ight), which is explicitly adopted by Kant
and Fichte, and a multitude of minor writers,

in Germany. The full title of Hegel’s great

work on the subject runs

—

Grundlinien der

Philosophie des Rechts, oder Naturrecht und
Staatswissenschaft im Grundrisse (Outlines

of the Philosophy of Eight, or Natural Eight
and the Science of the State in Outline). 'The

German ‘theory’ or ‘philosophy of right’

corresponds to what an English thinker might
describe as the theory or philosophy of law.

But the former has a wider meaning, suggest-

ing a science in which all forms of recognition

of what ought to be, within a human society.
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are brought into connection, and considera-

tion is not restricted to the phenomena of

positive law. It implies, therefore, a wider

treatment than that of which Austin’s Juria-

jprvdence is an example. When J. S. Mill's

System of Political Economy professes on its

title-page to include ‘applications to social

philosophy,’ we are probably to understand

that it does not leave out of account the

bearing of economic facts upon the complete-

ness of human life. There are, however, two
distinctions between Aristotle’s ‘ politic ’ and
the modern philosophy of the state.

(1) The practical aim which Aristotle

claimed for his ‘ politic ’ is usually repudiated

by modern political philosophy. Not that it

holds theory to be idle or devoid of reaction

upon human conduct, but that it conceives of

philosophy mainly as an attempt to understand
the forms of life

;
and these, before they can

be completely understood, must be themselves

fairly complete, and no longer ‘ in the making.’

Aristotle’s own relation to the Greek city

might even be cited as a striking confirmation

of this modern point of view.

(2) In face of the literatui-e of ethical

science in modern times it would be a paradox
to maintain that the philosophy of the state,

like Aristotle’s ‘ politic,’ is identical with, or

even includes the science of ethics or moral
philosophy. Nevertheless, its tendency to do

so is plainly traceable, for example, in Hegel,

who has no specific treatment of ethics outside

the philosophy of the state. And the emphatic-

ally isolated treatment of moral philosophy,

as inherited by the modern ^world from the

Stoics, and pursued by the English schools

and by Kant, will be found as a rule to indi-

cate a fundamental difference of philosophical

principles as against that phase of idealism

which has laid most stress on the philosophy

of the state.

A modern form of thought (though antici-

pated by Books VIII and IX of Plato’s Re-
public), which is, in fact, an application of the

philosophy of the state as here understood, is

the philosophy of history (Philosophie der

Geschichte). It endeavours to see, in the

succession of social forms in time, that relation

to completeness of life which the philosophy of

the state attempts to analyse in its geneial

principles and in typical examples. Kant
has thus summarized its conception in a single

sentence :
‘ We may legard the history of

the human race on the large scale as the

accomplishment of a latent plan of nature,

to bring to pass a political constitution which

is inwardly, and to this end also outwardly,

peifect, as being the only coadition in which
she can fully develop all the capabiliiif-s

which she has implanted in humanity ’

(Kant, Werke, vii. 329. Rosenkranz, Idee zu
einer allyemeinen Geschichte in wellbUryerlicher

Absicht, which is included under the general

heading Zur Philosophie der Geschichte). It

therefore aims at a combination of the rational

and historical, which, as Kant says (ibid., 332),
sounds more likely to produce a fiction than
a history (Aristotle, we remember, has said

that poetry is morephilosoifiiical than history).

Thus Schelling at one time held that a philo-

sophy of history was a contradiction in terms

(JFerke, i. 466). If, however, the possibility

of a philosophy of the state is admitted, the

possibility of a philosophy of history can

hardly be denied.

The philosophy of the state has further to

define its position in regard to (i) its differ-

ence from, and (2) its affinity with, modern
Sociology (q. v.). This name is due to Comte,
and is employed to-day by writers in all the

great European languages. For Comte it was
equivalent to social jihysics, a significant

term; and the moi’e general expression social

science (science sociale), originated, it would

seem, by the French economists of the latei-

18th century, is widely used to much the

same effect (J. D. Itogers, in Eict. of Polit.

Econ., ‘ Social Science,’ who points out that,

as in Vico's Scienza Nuova and Comte’s

Sociologie, the conception of a science of

society has repeatedly been claimed as a new
departure in modern Europe), (i) Its differ-

ence from the philosophy of the state consists

in this, that sociology has been faithful to the

‘ positive ’ point of view from which Comte
initiated it. It has been conceived as a dis-

tinctively modern science, on the analogy of

the natural sciences, and greatly influenced

by biological analogies and considerations,

especially, of course, by the ideas which pass

under the name of Darwinism. Sociology,

then, in its inception and intention, is a natural

science. ‘ It is an interpretation of human
society in terms of natural causation, . . .

(it) is an attempt to account for the origin,

growth, structure, and activities of society by
the operation of physical, vital, and psychical

causes, working togetlier in a process of

evolution’ (Giddings, Princ. of Sociol., 1896,

7 .
8 ).

So far, sociology seems to begin at the other

end from the philosophy of the state. The
philosophy of the state is ‘ critical ’ through-
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out, iu the sense in which philosophy makes
Tise of that term. Its leading idea is the

estimate of degrees of completeness, degrees

of self-expression, degrees of harmonious life.

Historical and economic explanations, laws

and causes of progress and decadence, ai’e not

as such its primary problems. It asks about

the state what other forms of philosophy

would ask about science or fine art or religion,

viz. how far are they respectively examjdes

of a perfect or harmonious experience, and if

not themselves examples of it, how far they

throw light on what such an experience would

he 1 Nevertheless, it is plainly impossible to

judge of the completeness of any form of life

without understanding what it is and how it

works
;

and therefore there is probably no

province or result of sociological research

which does not aid in vitalizing and enriching

the philosophy of the state.

And (2) in recent years a closer affinity

between the two has revealed itself. Even
when sociology was mainly guided by bio-

logical analogies, a curious double tendency

was noticeable in their bearing (see H. Spencer,

Sociology, i. 586). If the theory of the

struggle for life between individuals pointed

to an atomism in a flat contradiction with

philosojjhical conceptions of the state, yet, on

the other hand, the analogy of an individual

living body, which had attracted the attention

of ancient thinkers, was still influential in

pointing to a unity which should be more than

mechanical. And when, by the mere force of

facts, sociology repudiated its founder Comte’s

rejection of psychology, and was compelled to

postulate some kind of mental unity as the

focus of social phenomena, the difference which
held it apart from the philosophy of the state

bade fair to be done away. When we find

the sociologist basing his science on such

conceptions as the mind of a crowd (Le Bon),

‘imitation’ and ‘social logic’ (Tarde), or

‘the consciousness of kind’ (Gicldings), we
are inclined to conclude that no difference

remains between sociology and the jjhilosophy

of the state. Tlie mind or the self (Baldwin)
has become for both alike the centre in which
alone the facts of social life can attain to full

intelligibility. (Notably this point has been
brought out by M. Tarde with reference to

social statistics, Les Lois de VImitation, 115.)
In becoming a science of mind, then, socio-

logy seems to have blended with the philosophy

of the state. But yet a difference remains.

Sociology has still before it the ideal, not

indeed of a physical, hut of a natural science;

and it joins hands with psychology in the
sense in which psychology shares this ideal

—

as an impartial science, whose watchwords
are law, process, and genesis, and which is

indifferent to the distinction between higher
and lower forms of life (see Stout, Analytic
Psychol., Introd.).

The modern philosophy of the state, as we
found it, for example, in Hegel’s Philosophy

of Right, may best be understood by re-

garding it as the theory of Plato’s Republic
expanded and differentiated in accordance
with the deeper individuation and fuller in-

tegration of a modern community.
Plato’s state, as outlined in the Republic,

presents to a modern eye the appearance of

what he calls, in another sense, a ‘ minimum
community ’ (avayKaioTarr) irokis)—a Community
reduced to bare essentials. For this there

are many reasons, which cannot be entered

upon here. But, whatever Plato’s intention

may have been, for us his work serves the

purpose of a diagrammatic representation of

a state. A true community, he seems to tell

us, must be above all things a single spiritual

system, and further, a single system present-

ing three aspects at the least, viz. intelligence

to guide itself, resolution to defend itself, and
tlie desires and capacities which underlie all

bodily living, to maintain itself. Pressing

home the inquiry into these indispensable

attributes, he shows us that in every soul or

self there is some spark of all of them, but

that in the community as a working system

they are represented by great organs or insti-

tutions, the ‘classes,’ as he calls them, in

wliich the several souls combine according to

the predominant gifts of each—the states-

man, the knight, and the trader or man of

industry—to render their specific service to

the whole. And as all action springs from

the mind, while the mind becomes a definite

system only in action, it follows that every

soul or self in the community is a microcosm

of which the state or community is the macro-

cosm, or that the whole visible community
is the body of which a whole connected system

of spiritual qualities is the soul. Thus the

organization and harmony of the state at once

expresses, and guarantees by expressing, the

orgcUiization and harmony of the soul, for

unfulfilled or undisciplined capacities in the

latter imply waste and friction in the former.

And, therefore, the order of the state may be
portrayed as a system of moral excellences,

wisdom, courage, temperance, and justice,

which must all (if we press the matter home)
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be in some degree present in the inmost

structure of every self, as a unity of reason,

spiritedness, and desire; but each of which

will be more especially the predominant

characteristic of a certain class or organ of

the commonwealth—wisdom of the statesman,

disciplined courage of the knights, temperance

as a right relation between rulers and ruled,

and, we must suppose, as an attribute of the

traders and the workmen, being a right

activity with regard to bodily necessaries.

And the unity and harmony of the whole

community, and that inner unity and harmony
of the individual mind which is at once its

reality and its reflection, may be doubly

described as justice, or an autonomous dis-

charge of duty by every member, and as love,

or the sentiment of a natural kinship; the

feeling, as it were, of a single enormous
family.

In this diagrammatic representation, sim-

plified to the very minimum conceivable as a

society, or perhaps beyond it, we miss nearly

all of the elements which form the interest

and difficulty of a modern state. The vast

complex of institutions and corporations which

now seem to stand between the individual

and the state, each in itself a whole world of

feeling and tradition, such as the churclies,

the universities, the great organized profes-

sions, and the machinery of representative

government, and, again, the family and the

world of private enterprise and commerce and
industry, Plato in part had never met with,

and in part had struck out of his diagram,

Hegel has boldly included the family and
the world of economic competition as natural

and necessary institutions, resting on natural

and necessary aspects of mind, within the

great totality or ruling idea of the state.

The differentiation is immeasurably more
subtle, and the opening for self-contradiction

within the system is wider, than Plato’s dia-

gram admitted
; but the principle is the same

as that according to which, for example, Plato

found the true characteristic development of

individual spiritedness in the courage which

is the knightly temper of a disciplined patriot

soldiery. Just so, the natural affections, for

Hegel, find their proper outlet in the family,

and at the same time are tamed within it

into certain necessary phases of the true

citizen temper, and spread a spirit of kinship

throughout the entire community.
And in the same way the ‘ bourgeois society

’

(biirgerliche Gesellschaft), which is his name
for the community when regarded from the

point of view of the classical political economy,

stands for a necessary aspect of the complex

modern spirit, the aspect in which the par-

ticular self takes shape under the severe

discipline of the competitive world, operating

through its private interests, and not by
external despotism, as a unique service-i ender-

ing individual member of the universal social

mind. Thus the complexity and expansion

of modern institutions involves a correlative

complexity and intension of the individual

consciousness, which for the modern theorist,

as for Plato, is a focus or mirror of the whole
as it were fiom a particular angle and in

a particular perspective. Every institution

or social organ may thus be regarded as an
ethical idea, and the state, or the working
adjustment and supreme criticism of them all,

as the system or totality implied, however
inadequately realized, in the relative unity

of every individual consciousness. The philo-

sophy of the state is I'or Hegel a chapter in

the philosophy of mind.

This is the key to the meaning of such

phrases as the social self, or the real or

general will, made current by Eousseau and
his descendants on the German side. It is

in the development and organization of capaci-

ties which come through the S( cial order that

the particular human being finds a clue to

the way in which he can make the most of

himself. The mind present in society, in its

relation with a given undeveloped self, may
be compared to a far-reaching theory in its

relation with an isolated sense-perception

about the same subject-matter. The self finds

its real meaning in the social mind, as the

sense-perception finds its real meaning in the

completed theory. In both cases the absorp-

tion involves a transformation. That which
we now really aim at, and are demanding to

become, is something which we should not

recognize if we now saw it in a completed

form. Just so, to use a hackneyed illustration,

the sense-perception that this apple falls to

the ground is not recognized by the untrained

mind when transformed into the Newtonian
theory of gravitation. The social self, then,

or real or general will, is that which, if we
completely had it, would be a satisfactory

development of our nature. Any approach

to it, therefoi'e, such as the relative expansion

and organization which an actual society

secures for our self, is so far a categorical

imperative as against our half-developed per-

sonality.

Here, then, is the inherent principle and
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limit of state coercion. In essence, such coer-

cion is the reaction of the awakened on the un-
awakened self through the only means which
are palpable to the latter. Its limit arises

necessarily from the fact that the direct

appeal to the unawakened self, or the self

which falls asleep in a routine—an appeal not

only through the menace of force, but tliiough

very various forms of custom, tradition, and
the influence of prestige—may readily have the

eflect of throwing into the sphere of automatic

habit or mere submissiveness concerns which
demand the best energies of the awakened
mind. The aim, therefoie, is plainly to effect

the right demarcation between the sphere of

the fully awakened and that of the drowsy
or routine-loving, or even incompetent and
potentially I'ebellious, self.

The sphere of the latter will always be by
far the larger in magnitude; for loutine is

the very machinery of existence. The woik
of social skill is to shape the submissive auto-

matic life so that it may sustain, without

encroaching upon, the energies of the fully

awakened and progressive intelligence and
affections.

It should be borne in mind that all fii st-

rate work in archaeology, the theoryof religion,

political economy, and other definite branches

of social research (e.g. the history and theory

of charity), not to mention that mixture of

narrative and judgment which is called

‘histoi-y ’ par eaJceZZence, treats in a profound

sense of human life in communities, and very

often with a far more direct insight and more
thorough and successful grasp than abstract

social theory, which is plagued with general

analogies and attention to prehistoric pi’o-

blems. A people, ancient or modern, should

be studied as a whole like a living creature,

from its food and habitat up to its instincts

and ideas, as, for example, ancient Greece has

been studied. From this point of view the

methods of Le Play have tyj)ical importance.

Literature-, an important source of the

philosophy of the state must always be the

llepublic of Plato, and the Nicomachean
Ethics, with the Politics, of Aejstotle. The
earlier modern history of the subject is closely

bound up with the theory of the Law of

Nature, Natural flight, and the Social Con-
tract as treated by Spinoza, Hobbes, Locke,
and PiOUSSEAu; for the reason and nature of

this connection see Maine, Ancient Law

;

IliTCHiE, Natural Itiglits
;
and T. H. Geeen,

Piinc. of Polit. Obligation. From Kousseau
the tradition passes, gathering up elements

drawn from Vico and Montesquieu’s con-
ception of the spirit of a people, to Heedee,
Kant, and their successors

;
see Levy-Beuhl,

De ITnfluence de J.-J. Eousseau en Alle-

magne, Ann. de I’Ecole libre des Sciences
Politiques, Juillet, 1897. For Kants views,

see his Werke (Rosenkranz), vii. 315, Zur
Philos, d. Gesch., including a criticism of

Herder’s ideas, andix. i,Reclitslchre. Fichte’s
main writings on the subject are Werke, iii. r,

Grundlage des Naturrechts (1796, earlier than
Kant’s Eechtslehre), and ibid. 389, Her
geschlossene Handelsstaat (1800), perhaps
the first document of definite Socialism in

Germany, ami Nachgelassene "Werke, ii. 495,
Syst. d. Eechtslehre (delivered as lectures at

Berlin in 1812). For Schelling, see his Neue
Deduction d. Naturiechts, Werke, Abth. i, i

245, and Abhandl. ii. d. Frage ob eine Philos,

d. Gesch. mdglich sei, ibid. 461. Hegel’s
Eechtsphilosophie(published i82o)and Philos,

d. Gesch., delivered as lectures, 1822 and
later, should be compared with Philos, des

Geistes (part of the Encyclopedia), published

181 7 (trans. Wallace, 1894, with Introduction),

wliere a sketch of the Philosophy of E'ght

appears as the chapter on ‘ Objective Mind.’

Note also Hegel’s Krit. d. deutschen Verfas-

sungand Syst. d. Sittlichkeit, written 1802 (see

Wallace, op. cit., clxxx). In recent literature

have appeared T. H. Geeen, Princ. of Polit.

Obligation; Eitchie, Nat. Eights; Macken-
zie, Introd. to Social Philos.; Bosanquet,
Philos, of the State; Newman, Politics of

Aristotle, i. Introd. Note also Wat lace,

Introduction to his translation of Hegel’s

Philosophy of Mind (see above), and the same
author’s posthumous Lectures and Essays on

Nat. Theol. and Ethics, containing important

studies of Rousseau (‘Our Natural Eights’),

Fichte, Hegel, and Nietzsche.

Between sociology and the philosophy of

the state lies the study of politics in the

modern sense
;
the phenomena of-communities

under government considered with refeience

to the way in which they are governed—

a

positive study, which its subject-matter makes

essentially teleological. Of such a nature are

Feeeman, Compar. Politics; Seeley, Introd.

to Politics; Mill, Representative Govern-

ment; Bagehot, Physics and Politics; Sidg-

wiCK, Elements of Politics. See also the

citations given under Sociology, and Social

Psychology. (b.b.)

State of Consciousness (or Conscious
State): Ger. Bewusstseinszustand] Fr. etat

de conscience
;

Ital. stato di coscienza. Con-
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sciousNESS (q. V.) ‘ now ’ or ‘ at present,’ with

all that is in it.

So when we speak of past states of conscious-

ness, we mean consciousness as it was ‘ then,’

i. e. in an eai-lier ‘now ’
;
and a future state of

consciousness is consciousness ‘ then,’ i. e. a

future ‘ now.’ (J.M.B., G.E.s.)

State of Nature: Ger. Naturzustand-,

Fr. Hat de nature-, Ital. stuto di natura.

(1) That moral and social condition in which

mankind would he in the absence of political

organization, civil law, and goveniment. ‘ A
state of pei fect freedom to order their actions

and dispose of their possessions and persons

as they tliink fit, within the hounds of the

law of nature, without asking leave, or depend-

ing upon tlie will of any other men’ (Locke,

Civil Government, chap. ii).

(2) More specifically, the state of nature

is the condition of things (a) in which men
louiid themselves before the existence of a

common government and legislation; there

was then no law but the law of Natuee (q. v.)

;

{})) in which nations stand towards each other

now, there being no common government.

The expression occurs in Grotius in both

senses. The state before government has

h. en variously conceived as (by Hobbes) a

war of all against all, or (by Locke and

liousseau) a state of disorder, but possibly

peace ul. (f.h.g —j.b.)

Tlje distinction of state of nature from that

of culture appears fiist in the Comics (the

conception, e. g., that Prometheus, the cullure-

bringer, was rightly pun'shed). (k.G.)

The chief controversies of political science

have raged around the concept of ‘ a state of

nature.’ To understand these it is necessary

to subdivide the toi3ic as follows: (i) Does

the term mean a state in which mankind
actually was before governments existed 1

(2) In a state of nature are men equal or

unequal! (3) In a state of nature are men
alike or unlike? (4) In a state of nature are

men sympathetic, affectionate, tolerant, and

just, or are they quarrelsome, treacherous,

and merciless ! By systematically finding the

answers that the great political writers have

given, explicitly or by implication, to these

questions, we can see exactly wherein their

theories differed or agreed
;

otherwise they

are a hopeless confusion, (i) No writer of

consequence has seriously regarded the actual

state of man before governments arose as

of any real importance for political theory

now. The language used by Hobbes, Locke,

and others has continually referred to an

imaginary pre-political man, but the real

question under discussion has always been,

given human nature as we know it, what
would men do, and how would they live, if

they were not subject to goveinment? (2, 3
and 4) Plato, Aristotle, and all political

writers to and including Maehiavelli, assumed
that men are by nature unequal (even though
kindred), and that therefore governments
inevitably arise and have their justification

in the natural supremacy of the strong over

the weak, of the wise over the foolish. In

Hooker, Ecclesiastic(d Polity, Bk. I (1594),
we have a totally dift'ereirt conception. The
men who dwell together in one place are not

only substantially of one kin, but are also

substantially equal. They are endowed with

natural affection and desire one another's

good will. ‘ My desire, therefore, to be loved

of my equals in nature, as much as possibly

may be, imposcth iqron me a natural duty of

bearing to themward fully the like affection;

from which relation of equality between our-

selves and them that are as ourselves, what
sevei’al rules and canons natural reason hath

drawn for direction of life, no man is ignorant’

{Eccl. Pol., Lib. I). Government therefore,

according to Hooker, is a convenience rather

than an imperative necessity
;

it may be modi-

fied or reformed
;
and it may be held to

a strict conformity to that natural justice

which is anterior to it. Hobbes, like Hooker,
regards men as substantially equal, but, un-

like Hooker, he conceives of them as being of

widely different minds, and as moved by con-

Hictiug interests. Consequently, ‘men liave

no pleasure (but, on the contrary, a great deal

of grief) in keeping company, where theie is

no power able to overawe them all ’ {^Leviathan,

chap. xiii). Accordingly, a state of nature is

a state of war, of every man against every

man. Government therefore is instituted to

stop extermination, and the compact between

subjects and sovereign is inviolable. The
subjects, in surrendering their natural free-

dom, have surrendered their power to amend,

and they cannot require the sovereign to

conform to the principles of an antecedent

natural justice, because there never were any.

The sovereign originates justice and is not

conditioned by it. Locke gets back to the

conceptions of Hooker, and develujis them.

The state of nature he conceives as ‘ a state

also- of equality, wherein all the power and
jurisdiction is reciprocal, no one having more
than another; there being notlu’ng more evident

than that creatures of the same species and
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rank, promiscuously born to all the same

adviuitages of nature, and the use of the

same faculties, should also be equal one

amongst others without suboidi nation or sub-

jection ' (Civil Government, chap. ii). Such a

state of nature ‘ has a law of nature to govern

it, which obliges every one
;
and reason, which

is that law, teaches all mankind, who will but

consult it, that, being all equal and independent,

no one ought to harm another in his life,

health, liberty, or possessions’ (ibid.). Govern-

ments therefore are instituted not to create

justice, but only to formulate and administer

it
;
and they must themselves conform to the

natural justice of a state of nature. Subjects

may always appeal from civil government to

natural justice, and therefore may amend,

reform, or overthrow their governments.

In the light of modern sociology the recon-

ciliation of these conflicting views is not diffi-

cult. In the most homogeneous populations

there are enough inequalities of strength and
wisdom to establish relations of supremacy
and subordination, and to ensure the evolution

of government. If the population is exceed-

ingly hetei’ogeneous the natural relations of

men tend towards the type described by
Hobbes, and government approaches abso-

lutism. This is as true of majority rule in

a nominal democi acy as of personal rule in a

monarchy. If the population becomes highly

homogeneous, above all in thought, sympa-
thies, and purposes, and if a relative equality

prevails, spontaneous social relations ai’e on
the whole friendly, tolerant, and just. It is

recognized that positive law must conform to

ethical standards, and governments are made
liberal and constitutional. Hooker and Locke
have never received due credit for their pene-

tration in perceiving that natural society and
natural justice presuppose equality and homo-
geneity in the population, and above all, like-

mindedness.

Literature ; Plato, The Eepublic, and
The Laws

;
Aeistotle, The Politics

;

MachiAtelli. II Principe (1532); HOOKEE,
Eccles. Polity (1594); Geotius, De Jure
Belli et Pads (1625); Hobbes, De Corpore
Politico (1650), and The Leviatlian (1651);
Locke, Civil Government (1690); Eous.seatj,

Du Contrat Social (1762). (f.h.g.)

Static Economics [Gr. orartKor, standing,

causing to stand] ; Ger. statische Oelconomie
;

Fr. economie slatique’, Ital. economia statica.

(i) In the strict sense, that part of economic
science which deals with quantities, and not

with rates per unit of time.

(.

(2) In the popular but less correct sense,

all economic analysis which assumes a station-

ary social structure, so that we can assume
small variations of single elements, and trace

a readjustment of the disturbed equilibrium.

Cf. Sociology.
There is a tendency among the followers

of the Austrian school, and in fact among
all those who use modern mathematical me-
thods in economics, to treat kinetic problems
by methods of statical analysis— to assume
that an equilibrium expressed in terms of

rates of income, supply, or demand, is synony-

mous with an equilibiiuin of pure quantities

in the same ratios, and that a discussion of

the effect of a small variation in one of these

quantities in producing a new equilibrium

can be canied over into terms of rates by a

simple reintroduction of the time factor. By
this method problems of Distribution (q. v.)

are artificially simplified and incorrectly

solved. (A T.H.)

Static Sensation: Ger. statische Empjind-

ung] Fr. sensation statique; Ital. sensazione

statica. Sensation arising in connection with

bodily position. (j.m.b.)

Although such knowledge may arise from

the visual and ‘tactual’ end-organs, it is prob-

able that the semicircular canals and vesti-

bule of the internal ear (the end-organs of the

vestibular branch of the n. acusticus) consti-

tute an organ of reflex orientation, regulating

the posture and movements of the body, and

especially of the head. There seems to be

no doubt, further, that the sensation quality

of dizziness or giddiness (not to be confused

with nausea or sickness) is furnished by

some part of this organ ; for the rest, its

sense functions are still a matter of dispute.

Nor are the mechanics of the organ, and the

functional interrelation of its two main divi-

sions, as yet fully made out.

The best hypothesis, at the present time,

is probably that which separates the func-

tions of vestibule and canals. The otoliths

of the vestibule may be supposed, by exerting

different pressures in different directions, to

inform us of progressive movement in a

right line. The ‘ information ’ may be con-

veyed reflexly, or by way of a ‘ pressure
’

sensation : the latter theory is in accord with

the original function of the otolith sac as an

organ for the apprehension of jar or shake,

a ‘ preaural ear.’ The canals and ampullae

would then be the organ of orientation, and

especially of orientation after rotation. The
giddiness sensation may be mediated by
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ciliary movements of the hairs of the hair-

cells, such movements naturally varying with

change of the pressure of the endolymph.

Cf. Dizziness, Equilibeium, Kinaesthetic
Sensation, Oeientation, Position, Rota-
tion Sensation, and Illusions op Motion
AND Movement,

Literature: KUlpe, Outlines of Psychol.,

§23; Wundt, Physiol. Psychol. (4th ed.), ii.

27; Saneobd, Course in Exper. Psychol.,

expts. 45—51 ;
Y. Delage, Etudes exp6rimen-

tales sur les illusions statiques et dynamiques
de direction. Arch, de Zool. Exp6r., iv. (2) 525
ff.

;
Waeeen, Sensations of Potation, Psychol.

Eev., ii. 273 ff.
;
E. Mach, On Sensations of

Orientation, Monist (1897) ;
and Bewegungs-

empfindungen (1875) ; C. KOxiG, Etude ex-

pn’imentale descanauxsemi-circulaires (i 89 7)

;

Keeidl, Pfliiger’s Archiv, li
;
Loeb, ibid.,

1891 ;
Beeuee, K. k. Ges. d. Aerzte in Wien,

Nov. 14, 1873; Cton, Recherches sur les

fonctions des canaux semi-circulaires, 1878;
Ceum-Beown, J. of Anat. and Physiol.,

viii; Geasset, Malad. de I’equilihre (1901).
(E.B.T.)

Statics: QeT. Staiik] Yr. statique] Ital.

statica. The science which treats of the

conditions of physical equilibrium, including

the laws of action of forces so related as to

produce equilibrium. (s.n.)

Statistics [Lat. status, state] : Ger. Sta-

tistik] Fr. statistique
]

Ital. statistica. The
systematic observation and treatment of facts

on the basis of their relative numbers, (j.m.b.)

The study of statistics as a whole is usually

divided into two branches : theoretical and
practical statistics. Theoretical statistics are

concerned with the domain of statistics in

general, and with the principles, methods, and

technique of statistical inquiry. Practical

statistics deal with the statistical material

which is presented to us in the various de-

partments of fact, social life, &c.; such, for

instance, as the statistics of population or

demography, the statistics of trade, the sta-

tistics of pauperism, educational statistics,

political statistics, judicial statistics, &c.

For illustrations see Vaeiation (statistical

treatment of), and Moeal Statistics (also

for literature). (w.d.m.)

Statue of Condillac. Condillac, in his

Traite des Sensations (1754), popularized

Locke’s theory of the origin of knowledge
from ‘sensation,’ eliminating Locke’s ‘reflec-

tion.’ In illustration of the process, he em-
ployed the fiction of a statue, at first without

mind, which receives the gift of the senses one

after the other, beginning with smell; and
attempted to show how the mere presence of

these sensations would generate all mental

processes and products. The presence of the

sensation equals perception
;

the stronger one

gives attention
;
recurrence of a former one,

memory; the practically simultaneous presence

of an old and new one, judgment (comparison),

&c.
;
while the sense of touch' carries with it

the consciousness of objectivity. This allegory

of the statue became a favourite literary device

of the sensationalists. (j.d.)

It may be said that the one thing which

would be true of such a statue—that it would
move if endowed with sensation !—was not

asserted of it by Condillac. (j.m.b., j.d.)

Status [Lat.]: Gev. Ziistand', Fr. Hat]

Ital. stato. The class relation in which a

person stands before the law to others or to

the state
;
the aggregate of rights and duties

attached by law to a person as one of a certain

class (Markby’s Elements of Law, chap. iv.

§ 177 ;
Austin on Jurisqnudence, Lect. xl;

Anson’s Principles of Contract, 328). This

person cannot by contract vary these legal

rights and duties. ‘If he could, his private

agreements would outweigh the law of the

land ’ (Freeman’s Appeal, 68 Conn. Law Re-

ports, 539; Mitchell V. First National Bank,

180 United States Reports, 476).
Status is one of the first things recognized

or defined by law. The relations of men to each

other are determined by status before they

are determined by contract.

See Dig., i. 5, De statu hominum] 6, De
his qui sui vd alieni iuris sunt] 7, De adop~

tionibus, &c.

Literature : Bufeendoef, De Officio Ho-
minis et Givis, ii. chap, i, ‘ De Statu Hominum
naturali’; Heineccius, Elementa Iuris Na-
turae et Gentium, Lib. II. chap. i.

;
Fioee,

Brivate Int. Law, i. § 41 ff‘.
;

von Bae,

Theorie u. Braxis des internationalen Brivat-

rechts, i. § 133 ff., ii. § 421. (s.e.b.)

Status (social) : see Social Status.

Statute [Lat. statuturn\ : Ger. (i) Statut,

2) Verordnung, (3) Gesetz] Fr. (i) statut,

2, 3) loi

;

Ital. (i) legge scritta, atto del parla-

mento, (2, 3) legge, statute, (i) A law ex-

pressed in writing, enacted by the sovereign

legislative authority of a state.

(2) One of the permanent rules prescribed

by the proper authority for the government
of a corporation of a charitable or quasi-

public character.

(3) As used by civilians : any kind of law
or governmental regulation, and each of its
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conmuuKls or prohibitions (Merlin,

de JurispivAence, ‘Statut’). Real statute : one

which concerns property, and persons only as

related to property. Personal statute: one

which concerns persons, and jn’operty only as

coii.cident, e.g. one dealing with questions of

status. Declaratory statute : one declaring what

the law on some point previously was. Re-

nudial statute > one giving a remedy. Penal

statute: one directing or forbidding certain

acts under a penalty. Statute law: law

created by statute, as distinguished from

natrral, customaiy, or unwritten law.

Literature : Maine, Ancient Law, and Early

Hi^t. of Inst.; Foelix, Traite du Droit

International Prive, i. chap. iv. (s.e.b.)

Steffens, Henrik. (1773-1845.) Born
in Norway, and educated in Denmark and at

Copenhagen in theology and science, he be-

came intimately acquainted (1794) wjth Schel-

ling and his philosophy of nature. Returned

to Denmark, 1802, and began his work as an

author. Piofessor of natural science at Halle,

1804 ;
at Breslau, 1811 ;

and at Berlin, 1831,

u)itil his death. He was first a Spenerian

pietist, then an Old Lutheran, and finally an

advocate of Schleiermacher’s philosophy.

Stereoscope [Gr. arepeos, solid, + uKondv,

to see] : see Stereoscopic Vision.

Stereoscopic Vision : Ger. stereoskopi-

sches Sehen’, Fr. vision stereoscopique; Ital.

visions stereoscnpica. Vision with a stereo-

scope
;
a hinocular instrument which presents

to each eye its own plane picture of a tridi-

mensional object. The conditions of the depth

perception can, evidently, he exaggerated in

it, since two pictures may be made of the

same object from two points which ai’e much
further apai’t than are the two eyes, (e.b.t.)

A pair of images of this sort gives the per-

fect impression of solidity when momentarily
illuminated by the electric S]iark

;
in free

stereoscopy (where diagrams are combined by
fixating a near or a far point and detaching
the accommodation of the eyes from its ordi-

nary close association with convergence) the
relief may be reversed according as the point
of fixation is in front of or behind the plane
of the paper; it has been shown by Schbn
{Arch. f. Opdithal., xxii, xxiv) that an object

seen by double images may be transferred

from within to without the horopter circle,

and reversely, by altering the relative bright-

ness of its nasal and temporal half-images.

From all this it follows (and most conclu-

sively from the last consideration) that dilfer-

ences in retinal images are sufficient of them-

selves to mediate the perception of solidity

(Wundt, Physiol. Psychol., 4th ed., ii. 227).

There are other methods by which pictures

in two dimensions can be represented to tl e

eye in relief, (i) If a light-hand view in i-ed

is superimposed in the printing upon a left-

hand view in blue, and if the eyes are fur-

nished with spectacles consisting of blue glass

for the right eye and red glass for the left

eye, two black images are produced wddeh
are suitable for binocular fusion into a single

three-dimensional impression (method in-

vented by L. D. du Hauron of Algiers
;
mate-

rials and slides sold by the Comptoir Suisse

de Photographic, Geneva, and by Williams,

Brown, & Earle, Philadelphia). (2) Polar-

ized light also furnishes a method of giving

different appropriate images to the two eyes,

and, like the last-mentioned, it is adapted to

representation in the lecture 100m. By means
of a double lantern, two pictures are throwm
together upon a screen by two beams of white

light polarized in planes at right angles to

each other, and each pei’son in the audience

is furnished with eye-glasses consisting of a

pair of analysers. (This apparatus was in-

vented by, and may be obtained from, John
Auderton, of Birmingham, England.) (C.L.r.)

The reflecting stei'eoscope was invented by
Wheatstone (described 1833 1838); the

current form of the refracting stereoscope

(also first described by Wheatstone) is due to

Brewster (1843).

Literature : Helmholtz, Physiol. Optik

(2nd ed.), 782 ff., &c.
;

E. B. Titchenee,

Exper. Psychol., I. ii. (1901) 257 ft'. On free

stereoscopy see Sanford, Course in Exper.

Psychol., expt. 212 ;
on stereoscopy by differ-

ence in colour, ibid., expt. 221. (e.b.t.)

Sterility [Lat. sterilis, barren] : Ger.

Unfruchlbarlceit
i

Fr. sterilite; Ital. sterilitd,,

infeconditd. The condition of not producing

young
;

infertility.

In botany, male flowers (having stamens

only) are termed sterile. In female animals

sterility may be due to inability to produce ova,

or in the higher forms to inability to sustain

the ova until birth, or to some obstruction to

the actual impregnation of the ova. (c.s.M.)

The principal biological question in con-

nection with sterility is that of the mutual

infertility of species with one another. Dar-

win su2iposed this steiility of species inter se

to be a result of divergei.t evolution produced

by other causes
;
Romanes reverses the case,

and in his hypothesis of Physiological

Selection (q. v.) makes variations towards
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sterility (i. e. relative infertility) the begin-

ning of divergent lines of evolution, which

issue in new species. Pearson has utilized

the opposite sort of variation, i. e. towards

increased Feetilitx (q. v.), in his theory

of Reproductive Selection (q. v.). Cf.

Natural Selection, ad fin. (j.m.b.)

Stewart, Dugald. (1753-1828.) Born at

Edinhurgh, he studied there and at Glasgow.

Assistant professor in mathematics at Edin-

burgh, 1774; succeeded his father in that

chair, 1785, and was the same year trans-

ferred to the cliair of moral philosojihy

;

resigned his chair in 1810 on account of ill

health, and retired to his seat on the Firth of

Forth, where he devoted himself to liteiature

until his death. See Scottish Philosophy,
and Realism (natural).

Sthenic [Gr. adevus, strength] : Ger. sthe-

nisch; Fr. sthenique; Ital. stenico. (i)

Energetic
;
characterized by vigour of func-

tion. Also used as synonym of stimulating.

Asthenic is equivalent to weak, feeble.

(2) Stlienic diseases are those attended witli

a morbid increase of vital action, and are thus

opposed to states of debility. (j.j.)

Stigma [Gr. CTTty/ia, brand or mark] : Ger.

Stigma', Fr. stiginate; Itid. stimate. (i) In
mental pathology : a mark of degeneration or

neurotic diathesis.

Anatomical or teratological stigmata (stunt-

edness, malformations, asymmetries of body,

peculiarities of hair, of tlie ear, of the

limbs, feminism, persistence of infantile

characteristics, &c.) are distinguished from
functional stigmata (backward development
of speech or locomotion, anomalies of voice,

of movements, absence of reflexes, sexual

perversions, optical anomalies such as stra-

bismus, colour blindness, &c.). See Degenera-
tion and literature there cited.

(2) Patches on the skin in the form of

inflammation or drops of blood produced by
suggestion. Such phenomena are observed

in extreme cases of Hypnosis (q. v.) and
Hysteria (q. v.) and in religious ecstasy.

One of the best known cases is that of Louise

Lateau.

Literature: D. Hack Tuke, Influence of

the Mind on the Body (2nd ed., 1884), i. 119-
26, and references there given ; the literature,

of Hypnosis. (j.j.)

Stimulant [Lat. stimulare, to prick] : Ger.
JReizmiltel

;
Fr. stimulant

;
Ital. stimolante.

Any condition or substance that temporarily

quickens the natural function of a part or

organ.

In addition to this general sense of the term
(including physical agencies, such as warmth,
cold, electricity, and mental excitement, such as

joy, hope), stimulant is used in a special sense

to refer particularly to the action of drugs on
the nervous system. Such action may in turn
be local or general and may affect one group

of functions more than another. Among such

stimulants alcohol is practically the most
important. See Alcoholism, Intoxication,
and Psychic Efeect of Drugs. (j.j.)

Stimulation (i) and (2) Stimulus [Lat.

stimulus, a goad]: Ger. (i) lieizung, (2)
Reiz] Fr. (i) excitation, (2) stimulus, excitant

;

Ital. (i) eccitameuto, (2) stimolo. The cause

of a neivous excitation which is attended (or

followed) by a change in consciousness is a

stimulus, and the piocess set up in a terminal

organ by tlie action of a stimulus is the

stimulation. The stimulus may be physical

or physiological; the stimulation is always

physiological. Cf. Organic Sensation, and
Nerve Stimulation and Conduction.

The psychological stimulus is evidently a

subform of the physiological, standing to the

latter as the psychophysical bodily pi’ocess

stands to the group of bodily processes at

large. Stimuli have been classified as internal

and external, mechanical and chemical, ade-

quate and inadequate, &c. (e.r.t.)

Weber’s Law (q. v.) is an exact formula-

tion of the relation of stimulus to sensation,

and is sometimes called ‘ law of stimulus ’ or

of ‘ stimulus intensity.’ (j.m.b.)

Stimulus : see Stimulation.

Stirp [Lat. stirgys, root, race, stock] : Ger.

Stamm (in use, but not exact), Rassenanluge

(Barth)
;
Fr. same as Eng. (used by Delage)

;

Ital. stir2)e (in use, but not exact

—

e.m.). A
term suggested by Francis Galton ‘to express

the sum-total of the germs, gemmules, or

whatever they may be called, which are to

be found in the newly fertilized ovum.’

The term was suggested in the paper cited

below. Although a modified Bangenesis

( q. V.) is allowed to play some part in heredity,

the main stress is laid on the handing on of

‘ stirp,’ and much of the argument is on the

lines since developed by Weismann. The
conception is practically that of ‘ stock ’ as

popularly used. Cf. Weismannism.
Literature : F. Galton, A Theory of Here-

ditj'^, J. Anthropol. Inst. (1876); Delage,
Protoplasma et l’Heredit4, 560 ff.; Brooks,
The Foundations of Zoology (1899). (c.Li.M.)

Stoa [Gr. aroa, a porch] : see Stoics,

under Schools of Greece, III.
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Stock : see Stikp.

Stoicism : Gcr. Stoicismvs
;
Fr. stoicisme

;

Ital. sloidumo. Tlie world-view, and the

practical attitude towards life, belonging to, or

s-iinilar to tliat of, the Stoics. In its practical

hearing it is popularly no less than philo-

sophically contrasted with Epicureanism

(q.v.). See Schools of Greece, III. (j.m.b.)

Stoics : see Schools of Greece, III.

Strabismus [Gr. a-Tpa^ia-iJLus, a squinting] :

Ger. kStrabismus, Schielen; Fr. sirabisme]

Ital. strabismo. Squinting; a condition in

which the visual axes fail to be directed to

the same point owing to the inco-ordinate

action of certain of the muscles of the eyes.

Also termed heterotropia.

It may he due to over-action, weakness, or

paralysis of one or more of the ocular muscles.

It may he distinguished as (i) convergent,

(2) divergent, or (3) complex. In the first

case the squinting eye is tui’ned to the nasal

side, and its visual axis crosses that of the

other eye at a point nearer than the object

looked at. Such a condition may result from

a paralysis or paresis of one of the external

recti muscles, or from excessive development
of both internal muscles, the latter being

quite commonly associated with hypermetropia.

In divergent strabismus (less common) the

squinting eye is turned to the temporal side,

and its visual axis crosses that of the other

eye beyond the object looked at. This is

seen in high grades of myopia. In complex
cases there may be upward or downward
diveigences, with or without other inco-

ordinations. Various kinds of strabismus

are further distinguished according as the

affection is constantly resident in one eye or

alternates, the eyes having full range of move-
ment, &c.

Literature'. Halthousb, Strabismus; Nor-
ris and Oliver’s Syst. of Diseases of the

Eye. (j.j.)

Strain Sensation: Ger. Sparmungsem.]}-

findung] Fr. sensation de tension musculaire,

sensation des tendons
;

Ital. sensazione musco-

lare di tensione. See Tendon Sensation, and
of. Effort, Muscular Sensation, and Re-
sistance Sensation. (e.b.t.)

Strato. Born at Lampsacus and died at

Athens (cir. 270 b.c.). He was a pupil of

Theophrastus and a prominent member of the

Peripatetic School. See Peripatetics.

Strauss, David Friedrich. (1808-

74.) Born in Wiirtemberg, he studied at

Blaubeuren and Tubingen, having Baur for

a teacher in both places. Repelled by Kant,

and attracted by the mystics and faith

philofophers, such as Jacobi, Schelling, Jacob
Bdhme, and (later) Schleiermacber, he became
a devoted disciple of Hegel, joining the radical

wing of the Hegelian school, but later showed
a tendency to naturalism and materialism.

Stream of Thought : Ger. and Fr. not
in use

;
Ital. correnle del pensiero (Ferrari).

The conscious life of an individual considered

as a series of states continuous in time.

(G.F.S., J.M.B.)

The unity of a thought-process is constituted

by the common reference of all its phases to

a single object or topic, and on the subjective

side by unity and continuity. The stream of

consciousness is a stream of thought, so far

as it consists of a succession of such processes

each having its own unity of object and
interest. In the fully developed personal

consciousness these successive processes have
also more or less thought continuity with
each other, inasmuch as their several objects

are all parts or aspects of one object—the

universe of the world and of the self in its

systematic unity. (G.F.S.)

The phrase has been made current by
James {Princ. of Psychol.), who uses the term
for the stream of conscious content in general,

to which he applies indifferently the terms
‘ thought ’ and ‘ feeling.' (j.m.b.)

Strength. [AS. streng, strong] : Ger.

Starke, Kraft ;
¥r.fmxe,forces (physiological)

;

Ital. forza. Capacity in general. Usually

applied in physiology (i) to the capacity for

doing muscular work, measured in lifting,

grasping, endurance, &c., and (2) to physical

vigour or tone, the opposite of Asthenia

(q. V.). Cf. Tests (psychophysical). Work and
Laboratory and Apparatus, HI, A. (j.m.b.)

Strengpbli (in logic) : see Validity, passim.

Stroboscope : see Laboratory and Ap-
paratus, III, B, (a), (9), and Illusions of
Motion and Movement, I.

Stroke [AS. strican, to go] : Ger. Schlag-

anfall; Fr. attaque, ictus', Ital. colpo, ictus.

A sudden attack
;
most frequently used for

a stroke of Paralysis (q. v.). (J.J.)

Structure (oiganic) [Lat. structura, a

building] : Ger. Struktur, Bau, A ufbau ;

Fr. structv/re", Ital. struttura. A definite

arrangement and connection of parts, with

view to a definite function. (C.S.M.)

Struggle for Existence : see Existence

(
struggle for), and Rivalry.

Struggle of the Farts : translation of

Roux’s Kampf der Theile. See Intrasblec-

TiON. (j.m.b.)
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Striimpell, Ludwig. (1812-99.) Born

at Sclibppenstedt
;
studied at Kbnigsberg and

Leipzig. He taught at Dorpat, first in philo-

sophy, later in pedagogy also
;

in 1871 he was
called to Leipzig as Docent, and in 1872 was

made professor. He was a follower of Herbart.

His chief work was in the field of pedagogy.

Studies : see Insteuction.

Stupidity [Lat. stuinditas, dullness] :

Ger. (i) Stujpiditat, (2) acute Demenz\ Fr.

stufid'de-, Ital. stuiiditd. (i) Popularly,

dullness of perception or undei standing

;

either as a momentary condition of confusion

and lack of usual clearness of thought, or as

a temperamental deficiency, with sluggishness

of intellectual operations.

(2) Sometimes used (as the French stu-

pidite) as synon} mous with a state of Stupoe

(q. V.) or stupefaction. (J.J.)

Stupor [Lat. stupor, insensibility, dull-

ness] ; Ger. Stupor] Fr. stu^jeur-, Ital. stupore.

(
I ) In general, a suspension of psj’chical opera-

tions
;
a condition of intellectual insensibility

in which the faculties are deadened or dazed,

in which the attention is centred within and
not easily aroused, and in which all the mental

processes are more or less in abeyance.

General conditions of stupor of greater or

less degree may occur in idiocy, in dementia,

in the sequence of fluctuations in mania or

melancholia, and in circular insanity.

(2) Applied more specifically to two con-

ditions, the one called (a) anergic, the other

(6) delusional stupor, (a) The former, termed

hy Esquirol ‘ acute dementia,' occurs either

as a primary affection or more usually as an
intercurrent symptom of mania, epilepsy,

melancholia, general paralysis, or other in-

sanity. Such patients seem deprived of all

mental and motor energy, and often stand or

sit in the same position for hours. Some
will strongly resist any attempt to change

their positions or attitudes, while others

allow their limbs to be placed in and to

retain any given posture. Such patients

must be fed and cared for in every detail

;

they seem to have little perception or memory,
and on recovery may recall nothing of the

entire period of the attack.

(6) 'The second condition is a true melan-

cholia, and often termed melancholia cum
stupore. Here the restraint from action,

speech, and food is apt to be the result

of direct fear or of a systematized delusion.

The patient often remembers on recovery the

train of thought which prompted his inac-

tivity and obstinacy. The expression and

attitude are characteristic; the patient sits

motionless with clasped hands, fixed vacant

stare, the saliva flowing from his half-open

mouth, the expression one of vacancy or tei’i or.

The movements are torpid, and although

terrifying hallucinations may be pi-esent,

nothing betrays the emotions inspired by
the subjective world of terror in which he

lives.

It should be added that there is some ten-

dency to abandon the term stupor, except as

a symptom, and to refer cases of stupor to

Katatonia (q. V.), to the depressive states of

mania, to the transitory stages of epilepsy,

and the like.

Literature

:

Whitwell, A Studj^ of Stupor,

J.ofMent.Sci. (1889), XXXV. 360-73; Ziehen,
Psychiatrie (1894); Keaepelin, Psychiatrie

(1901).
_ ...

Stuttering [imitation of the sound, akin

to Ger. Stotter'^'. Ger. Stottern] Fr. hegaie-

ment
;

Ital. intoppare, incespicare. A diffi-

culty in speech marked by repeated and
uncontrollable spasmodic repetition of the

initial part of a syllable (usually an explosive

consonant—b, p, d, t).

In general usage, stuttering and stammer-
ing are employed almost interchangeably.

As a rule stammering is regarded as tbe

more general term, including all speech diffi-

culties of this type, and stuttering as the

particular difficulty above defined (cf.

Stammeeing). Kussmaul uses Stottern as

equivalent to stammering in the general

sense, and Stammeln to indicate the inability

to properly pronounce certain letters. Severe

Stammeln makes speech difficultto understand,

and becomes Lalling (q. v.). According to

Kussmaul, Stottern and Stammeln are thus

quite distinct : the stutterer has no difficulty

with special letters, but cannot voice explosive

sounds
;

the stammerer has no spasm or

cramp. Singing may affect stuttering, but
not stammering. Increased attention im-
proves the latter, but makes the former worse.

As indicated, this distinction is not usually

expressed by the same words in English.

Cf. Speech and its Defects.
Literature : Kussmaul, Stbrungen der

Spraclie, index ‘ Stammeln ’ and ‘ Stottern ’

;

WvLLiE, Disorders of Speech, chaps, i and
vi

;
Liebmann, Vorlesungen iiber Sprach-

stbrungen. Heft i and 2 (1898). (J.J.)

Style [Lat. stilus, a writing instrument]

:

Gitv. Stil] Fr. Ital. s^^7e. A distinctive

character or mode of artistic presentation

which controls all the detailed features.
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Used in various connections: (i) In gen-

eral, as good or bad style
;

idealistic or real-

istic style. (2) Historically, as classic,

Gotliic, romantic, Doric styles. (3) With
reference to the distinctive traits of tiie re-

spective arts, as picturesque, sculptm-esque,

musical, poetic style. (4) Of an individual,

as ‘ in the style of Eembrandt.’ (5) As an

attribute of value, as ‘this artist (or work)

has style.’

Literature: Volkelt, Aesth. Zeitfragen

(1895), chap, iv
;

Fechnek, Vorschule d.

Aesth. (1876), chap, xxvi
;
Guyau, L'Art au

point cle vue sociologique (1889), chap, x;
Eiegel, Die liildeiidcn Kiinste (4th ed., 1895),
chap, x; Suencee, The Philo.‘=opIiy of Style,

Essays, ii
;
see also the aesthetic publications

of ViscHEE, KOstt.in, Schaslee, Vkeon,
Euskix, and Cakeiebe. (j.h.t.)

Style (in sociology) : Custom (q. v.) of the

more tenqDorary and eplumeial sort con-

sidered as embodying models for imitation

;

equivalent to mode.
]\Iade an important factor in the imitation

theory of social propagation by Tarde (Aof.s

de Vimitation). (j.m.b.)

Suarez, Francisco. (1548-1617.) Born of

noble family in Grenada, he first studied law.

But he entered the Order of Jesus, and devoted

himself zealously to theology and philosophy.

He taught in Eome, Alcala, Salamanca, and
finally in the high school of Coimbra. He died

at Lisbon.

Subalternant : see Subaeteenation, and
Opposition (in logic).

Subalternate : see Subaeteenation, and
Opposition {in logic).

Subalternation
|

Lat. suh -f alter, other]

:

Gtv. Suhalternation
]
Yv. subalternation; Ital.

subalternazione. The relation of a particular

proposition to the universal pi’oposition having

the same subject, predicate, and quality, that

particular proposition (‘ Some S is—or is not—P,’ called the subalternate) being regarded

as following by immediate inference from that

universal (‘ Any or all is—or is not—P,’ called

the subalternant). Of. the diagram given under
Opposition (in logic). (c.s.p.)

Subconscious [Lat. suh, under, -f cum,
together, -f sciVe, to know] : Gcr. halbbewusst,

unterbewiisst

;

Fr. suhconscient

;

Ital. std>-

cosciente, svLronscio. (i) Not clearly recog-

nized in a ])resent state of consciousness, yet

entering into the development of subsequent

states of consciousness.

(2) Loosely, the Unconscious (q. v.).

(J.M.B., G.F.S.)

It is a least degree of consciousness, re-

quired by the law of continuity. We have
(a) the conscious process given in attention,

the ‘ focus ’ of consciousness
; (6) the conscious

process given in the state of inattention, or in

the rest of the ‘ field ’ of consciousness
;
and

^c) the subconscious process, which cannot

itself attract attention, or be made the object

of voluntary attention, until it has attained

to stage (6), i. e. until it has ceased to be
subconscious.

The facts which have led to the hypothesis

of a subconsciousness are (a) the existence of

blind conations, organic tendencies, &c., for

which no conscious antecedent can be dis-

covered
; (6) the mechanization of complicated

movements, such as piano-playing
;

(c) the

appearance in ‘ memory ’ of ideas which seem

to have cropped up of themselves, i. e. have

no assignable physical or mental condition
;

(cZ) the plienomena of ‘ secondary ’ Peeson-
ALITT (q. V.), &C. (E.B.T.)

These distinctions are those of ‘ degree ’ of

consciousness, as contrasted with that of

Geade (q. V.) of consciousness. It is impor-

tant that we separate carefully these functional

phases in consciousness of content, from the

genetic phases in the evolution of mind, what-

ever analogies may be discovered between

them. The diagram given under Paeaeeee-
ISM (psychophysical) illustrates the two series

—the horizontal dotted line at each part has

its differences of degree, the vertical dotted

line gives differences of grade. In other words,

at every grade of consciousness we find distinc-

tions of degree. The term ‘ stage ’ (Stufe) is

sometimes used for grade.

Dispositions (q. v.) generally are subcon-

scious. Particular experiences often strike

us, as when we are occupied with talking,

writing, &c., of which we become aware only

subsequently
;
at their occurrence they were

subconscious. The subsequent state shows

their working in the development of conscious-

ness.

The terms ‘subliminal’ and ‘marginal’ are

used to characterize the subconscious, both

figuratively. That is subliminal wliich is

below a theoretical Theeshoed (q. v.) of

consciousness
;

that marginal which is not

in the focus of the field (after analogy with

the field of vision ;
cf. LI. Morgan, Introd.

to Cotnpar. Psychol.). Cf. Unconscious, and
Peesonaeity {disordei s of).

To theories which accept ‘unconscious’

mind, the subconscious is a transition state

through which presentations pass in coming to
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the focus (attention). The Hei bai tian ‘meclia-

nism of presentations ’ (cf. Hkebaetianism)
did much to introduce the notions both of the

unconscious and of the subconscious.

The subconscious and ‘ unconscious ’ have

been hypostatized to do many marvellous

things; art has been made tlie product of the

subconscious, the genius has been endowed
with a wonder-working ‘ subconscious’; all of

which means that certain mystei ies of endow-
ment are not open to introspective analysis

—

certainly to those of us who have them not

—

and because they are not spread out on the

tablet of consciousness, the subconscious, it is

held, plays the greater part.

The terms ‘semi-’ and ‘half-conscious’ are

loosely used for sub- or vague consciousness.

(J.M.B.)

Literature'. Waed, art. Psychology,

Encyc. Brit. (9th ed.), xx. 47 f.
;
Baldwin',

Handb. of Psychol., i. (1890) 57 ;
Kulpe,

Outlines of Psjmhol., 190, 291; Titchenee,
Exper. Psychol., i. 194; Primer of Psychol.,

256. See also Unconscious, and Bibliog.

G, 2, C. (E.B.T.-J.M.B.)

Subcontrary [Lat. -f- contra, against] ;

Ger. suhcontrdr
;
Fr. suhnontraire

;
Ital. svb-

contrario. Two propositions having the same
subject and the same predicate, if so related

that they can both be true, but cannot both

be false, are said to be subcontraries
;
the rela-

tion is called ‘subcontrary’ Opposition (q.v.,

with diagram).

The ordinary doctrine is that ‘ Some <S'is P’
and ‘ Some S is not P’ are subcontraries. Thus,
‘ Some phoenixes rise from their ashes,’ and
‘ Some phoenixes do not rife from their ashes.’

But it is better to regard both as false when
their subjects are non-existent. (c.s.p.)

Subject (-ive) [Lat. suh, under, below, -)-

iacere, to throw] : Ger. SubjeJct, subjeJctiv; Fr.

et^'et, subjectif; Ital. sojgetto, soggettivo. (i)

The material or content of a thought or dis-

course, as distinct from that with which the

thought is concerned; or Object (q.v.), sub-

ject-matter.

(2) Hence, the substantive, the real.

(3) That which is the source and centre of

the process of thought, or, more widely, of all

psychical processes—the self, ego, mind. In

this latter connection subjective assumes two
meanings

: (a) that which is concerned with,

or arises from, mental operations, as distin-

guished from the objective as appertaining

to the external and material world; (6) that

which is merely mental; the illusory; that

which lacks validity
;

that which is not

universal, but confined to some one individual,

and to him because of something accidental

in his make-up.

In aesthetics, subjective and objective are

often opposed to one another as designating

two typ. s of criticism; the former, that into

which the personality of the author enters;

the latter, impersonal, impartial, and more or

less c Id,

'I’he term begins with a logical sense in

Aristotle, wh'ch, however, as is usual in Greek
thought, has an ontological meaning as well.

Logically, it is tlie subject of a proposition,

or of a di.‘ course, that of which something is

asserted, iVoKfi/aeroi/. But Plato had distin-

guished between ovoga as subject and gr\ga as

predicate, the ovoga being the noun or sub-

stantive, the constant as against the changing
verb, which thus connotes ovala, essence

[Theaet. 206, and Crat. 399). Aristotle even
more explicitly identifies the subject with
the substrate, the Substance (q.v.)— which,

indeed, is only the Latin translation of his

imcKfigcvov. This, as indeterminate subject,

is vtcq, matter; but as determinate, it is specific

individual being, genera being only secondai y
subjects. It can be subject only, never pre-

dicate (see Prantl, Gesch. d. Logik, i. 217 ff.
;

Ueberweg, Zoyic, 143-4; Trendelenburg, Hist.

Beitr.,i. 13-34, and 54-6). According to the

Stoics (Prantl, op. cit., i. 428-32 ;
Trendelen-

burg, op. cit., 2 21), the subject is one of the four

funclamental categories, and designates being

without quality, and, therefore, the ultimate

subject of all judgment; the unqualified—the

pure universal. As such it is the receptacle in

which the foi'mative or seminal reason works.

Here we have a complete fusion of the

logical and ontological senses. Apuleius and
Capella (Prantl, Gesch. d. Logik. i. 581, 676)
used the terms subdita and subjectiva as tech-

nical terms for tlie subject of a proposition

or judgment; while Boethius for the first

time (so Prantl, loc. cit., i. 696) makes use of

the terms subjectivum and inaedicatum. In

this form the term passed into scholastic

thought. As might be expected, we owe to

a nominalist, Occam, the first exposition of

the ambiguity of the term, and the distinction

of its real form and its logical sense (ad eodsten-

tiam, ad praedicationem, Prantl, loc. cit., iii.

368). It is to Scotus that we owe the distinc-

tion of subjective and objective in the sense

which persisted practically till the time of

Baumgarten and Kant.

Scotus identified the two terms with the

familiar distinction of Arabian thought of
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‘first and second intentions ’
;
subjective desig-

nating the first intention, concrete substan-

tiality, and objective the second intention, or

this thing as constituted through a mental

operation (Prantl, iii. 208 ; also the Index,

for otlier similar uses of the term objective).

Gerson anticipated the modern use of the

term, using the phrase ‘ obicctum vel substra-

tum,' and speaks of an objective reason, ‘ ratio

obiectalis,’ which mediates real being in know-

ledge, ‘having two aspects, as it were, an

external and an internal’ (Prantl, iv. 145).

Descartes is true to the scholastic use, objec-

tive with him meaning always present to

tiiought (existing idealiter in intellectu), and

subjective that which is really in the things

themselves {
formaliter in se ipsis] Medit., iii).

Eucken [The Fundamental Concepts ofModern
Philosojddc Thought) gives instances of the

use of the term in the i8th century prior

to Kant. The reversal of meanings in Kant
is not hard to understand. The proposition

‘I think’ has transcendental value: that is

to say, it is the function of the self-identity

of thought, which, lying at the basis of the

categories, is the fundamental a priori condi-

tion of all knowledge and experience. It

cannot be regarded, however, as a thing, as

substance, i. e. as soul. ‘By this I or he or

it, that is, the thing which thinks, nothing

is represented beyond a transcendental sub-

ject of thoughts = X, which is known only

through the thoughts that are its predicates’

{Critique of Pure Ileason, 301, Miiller’s trans.).

It is, then, just the absolute subject of all

judgments; a significancewhich clearly enough
connects the term with the Aristotelian and
logical meaning. But the activity of this

function, through the forms of sense and
categories of understanding, is necessary to

the constitution of objects in experience (of

the empirical as distinct from the transcen-

dent object or thing-in-itself)
;
thus, episte-

mologically considered, if not ontologically, the

pure ‘ I think ’ or sul)ject has positive signi-

ficance and value. Thus Kant says: ‘If we
drop our subject, or the subjective form of our

senses, all qualities, all relations of objects in

time and space, nay, space and time them-
selves, would vanish’ (ibid., 37). Thus, all

the part played by mental activity in consti-

tuting empirical objects is repeatedly termed
‘ sirbjective.’ A double sense is clearly con-

tained here: on one side, this subjective is

set over against the objective, when things-in-

themselves— reality in its intrinsic nature

—

are in inirrd; it is the source of thepheiromenal,

of that which has not uncoirditioued validity—

•

tending towards the sceptical and illusory

settse of the term. But, on the other hand,

it is constitutive of objects as experienced,

and therefore has complete (empirical) objec-

tivity
;

indeed, because of its universal and
necessai-y character, it is more ‘objective’ than
any law or object found in experietrce itself.

Kant’s successors, by abolishing the thing-

in-itself, endeavoured to do rrway with this

ambiguit}^ They endeavoured to give the

pure ‘ I think,’ or unity of thought, a com-
pletely objective sense

;
Kant himself having,

indeed, adrrritted the jrossibility of the tran-

scendental object beiirg at the same time the

subject of thinking (ibid., 31 1). The subject

thus becomes the activity which appears

equally in mental processe.s and in the world

of experienced objects. It differs from the

soul-substance against which Kant had made
his polemic, in being essentially activity

rather than substrate, and hence by being

considered in its functions in the structure

of the world of knowledge, morals, and art,

rather than in its isolated subsistence; and
as transcending the historical, or empirical,

individual mind. Such is its use in Fichte

;

and Hegel fixed the distinction in a classic

way in the introduction to his Phdnomeno-
logie {Werke, 14) by saying the truth, the

absolute, was to be apprehended as subject,

not ah substance. But this technical sense

easily passed over into a loose, popular one,

in which subject meant mind, soul, though

with more j)sychological implication and with

more reference (often very vague, however)

to the part played by mind in the process of

knowledge. Sir William Hamilton was chiefly

influential in making the Kantian distinction

of subjective and objective at home in English

speech. Cousin and the other followers of

German thought, in France. When members
of quite the op])osite schools, such as Spencer

and Comte, adopted the terms, they were

thoroughly naturalized, and are now in such

general use as practically to have displaced

the older senses.

Literature : Eucken,Fundamental Concepts

of Modern Philosophic Thought, chap, i

;

and Ge.sch. d. philos. Terminologie, 203-4

;

Franck’s Diet, des Sci. philos., iv. 468—71;
Hamilton, ed. of Reid, 97, 221, 806-9;
Discussions bn Philos., 5, 605 ;

Metaphysics,

i. 157-62. (j.D.)

Subject (in logic). (i) That of which

something is asserted in the form of a propo-

sition
;

its conventional symbol is S. (j.m.b.)
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(2) That part of a proposition whose function

it is to ‘indicate,’ or denote, what it is of

which the proposition is a Sign (q. v.), and

which it signifies, or indirectly images, in the

predicate.

[What follows presents a view of propo-

sitions, cl propos of ‘ subject,’ developed on the

basis of the theory of ‘ signs ’
;

it may be com-

pared with the more commonly received view

given under Pkoposition. (j.m.b.)]

Whether or not every proposition has a

principal subject, and, if so, whether it can

or cannot have more than one, will be con-

sidered below. A proposition may he defined

as a sign which separately indicates its object.

For example, a portrait with the proper name
of the original written below it is a proposi-

tion asserting that so that original looked.

If this broad definition of a proposition be

accepted, a proposition need not be a symbol.

Thus a weathercock ‘ tells ’ from which direc-

tion the wind blows by virtue of a real rela-

tion which it would still have to the wind,

even if it were never intended or understood

to indicate the wind. It separately indicates

the wind because its construction is such

that it must point to the quarter from which

the wind blows
;

and this construction is

distinct from its position at any particular

time. But what we usually mean by a propo-

sition or judgment is a symbolic proposition,

or symbol, separately indicating its object.

Every subject partakes of the nature of an
index, in that its function is the characteristic

function of an index, that of forcing the

attention upon its object. Yet the subject of

a symbolic proposition cannot strictly be an

index. When a baby points at a flower and

says, ‘ Pretty,’ that is a symbolic proposition
;

for the word ‘ pretty ’ being used, it represents

its object only by virtue of a relation to it

which it could not have if it were not intended

and understood as a sign. The pointing arm,

however, which is the subject of this proposi-

tion, usually indicates its object only by virtue

of a relation to this object, which would still

exist, though it were not intended or under-

stood as a sign. But when it enters into the

proposition as its subject, it indicates its object

in another way. For it cannot be the subject

of that symbolic proposition unless it is

intended and understood to be so. Its merely

being an index of the flower is not enough.

It only becomes the subject of the proposition,

because its being an index of the flower is

evidence that it was intended to be. In
like manner, all ordinary propositions refer to

u.

the real universe, and usually to the nearer
environment. Thus, if somebody rushes into

the room and says, ‘ There is a great fire !
’ we

know he is talking about the neighbourhood
and not about the world of the Arabian Nights’

Entertainments. It is the circumstances under
which the proposition is uttered or written

which indicate that environment as that which
is referred to. But they do so not simply as

index of the environment, but as evidence of

an intentional relation of the speech to its

object, which relation it could not have if it

wei’e not intended for a sign. The expressed
subject of an ordinary proposition approaches

most nearly to the nature of an index when it

is a proper name which, although its connec-

tion with its object is purely intentional, yet

has no reason (or, at least, none is thought
of in using it) except the mere desirability

of giving the familiar object a designation.

Among, or along with, proper names we may
put abstractions, which are the names of ficti-

tious individual things, or, more accurately, of

individuals whose being consists in the manner
of being of something else. A kind of abstrac-

tions are individual collections, such as the
‘ German people.’ "When the subject is not a

proper name, or other designation of an indi-

vidual within the experience (proximate or

remote) of both speaker and auditor, the place

of such designation is taken by a virtual

precept stating how the hearer is to proceed

in order to find an object to which the propo-

sition is intended to i-efer. If this process

does not involve a regular course of experi-

mentation, all cases may be reduced to two with
their complications. These are the two cases

:

first, that in which the auditor is to take any
object of a given description, and it is left to

him to take any one he likes
;
and, secondly,

the case in which it is stated that a suitable

object can be found within a certain range of

experience, or among the existent individu.als

of a certain class. The former gives the dis-

tributed subject of a universal proposition, as

‘ Any cockatrice lays eggs.’ It is not asserted

that any cockatrice exists, but only that, if the

hearer can find a cockatrice, to that it is

intended that the predicate shall be applicable.

The other case gives the undistributed subject

of a particular proposition, as ‘ Some negro

albino is handsome.’ This implies that there

is at least one negro albino. Among compli-

cations of these cases we may reckon such

subjects as that of the proposition, ‘ Every
fixed star but one is too distant to show a

true disk,’ and ‘ There are at least two points
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comiiioii to all tile circles osculating any given

curve.’ The subject of a universal proposition

may be taken to be ‘ Whatever object in the

universe be taken ’
;
thus the proposition about

tl;e cockatrice might be expressed: ‘Any
object in the universe having been taken, it

will either not be a cockatrice or it will lay

eggs.’ So understood, the subject is not

asserted to exist, but it is well known to

exist
;

for the universe must be under-

stood to be familiar to speaker and bearer,

or no communication about it would take

place between them
;

for the universe is

only known by experience. The particular

proposition may still more naturally be

expressed in this waj^, ‘ There is something in

tlie universe which is a negro albino that is

handsome.’ No doubt there are grammatical

diffeience.? between these ways of stating the

fact
;
l)ut formal logic does not undertake to

jnovide for more than one way of expressing

the same fact, unless a second way is requisite

(or the expression of inferences. The latter

mode is, on the whole, preferable. A propo-

sition may have several subjects. Thus the

universe of projective geometry being under-

stood, it is a true pi’oposition that ‘ Whatever
individuals A, B, C, and D may be, there are

individuals E and F, such that whatever indi-

vidual G may be, there is an individual H,
and an individual I, such that, \i A, B, C, and
D are all straight lines, then E and F are

straight lines, each intersecting A, B, C, and
JJ, and E and F ai-e not coincident

;
and if G

is a straight line, not coincident with. and
not coincident with F, and if G intersects A,

B, and C, it does not intersect D, unless H is

a one-sheeted hyperboloid of which A, B, C,

and D are generators, and is a set of genera-

tors of H, to which A, B, C, and Z> all

h’elong’; or, in our usual phraseology, any
four straight lines in space are intersected by
just two different straight lines, unless these

four straight lines belong to one set of genera-

tors of a one-sheeted hyperboloid. Such a

proposition is called a relative proposition.

The order in which the selection of indivi-

duals is made is material when the selections

are different in respect to distribution. The
proposition may relate to the frequency with
which, in the course of ordinary experience, a

generic event is of a certain species. De
Morgan wishes to erect this into the general

type of propositions. But this is to overlook

a vital distinction between probability and
that which a universal proposition asserts. To
Bay that the probability that a calf will not have

more than si.v legs is i, is to say that lu the

long run, taking calves as they present them-
selves in experience, the ratio of the number
of those with not more than six legs to the

total number is i. But this does not prevent
there being any finite number of calves with
more legs than six, provided that in the long

run, that is, in an endless course of experience,

their number remains finite, and does not

increase indefinitely. A universal proposition,

on the other hand, asserts, for example, that

any calf which may exist, without exception,

is a vertebrate animal. The universal pro-

position speaks of experience distributively

;

the pi obable, or statistical proposition, speaks

of experience collectively. (c.s.p.)

Subject (of experiment) : one upon whom
a psychological experiment is made.

Other terms in use are ‘ reagent ’ and ‘ re-

acter ’ (not recommended), though in a more
restricted sense. Of. also Sensitivk, and
Medium. (j.m.b.)

Subject-consciousness. That phase of

consciousness which has objects. See Sub-
ject (3), and Subject-self under Self.

(J.M.B.)

Subjective Selection [not in use in the

other languages] : see Selection (in jisycho-

logy). The function of selection by or

through consciousness, considered as aiding in

the survival of the creature which exercises it.

Used by James Ward {Encyc. Brit.,

9th ed., art. ‘ Psychology ’) as a function of

accommodation to and selection of the

creature’s living environment ;
and later

{Natwralism and Agnosticism) as a factor in

the evolution of the species. Ward cites

Organic Selection (q. v.) as invoking the

principle along similar lines (ibid.), but his

article in the Encyc. Brit, does not seem

to make use of subjective selection as a factor

of ‘ determination ’ in the theory of descent.

Cf. also ‘ conscious ’ Selection (in biology).

(J.M.B., G.F.S.)

Subjective Sensations : Ger. suhjektive

Empjindungen
;

Fr. sensations subjectives
;

Ital. sensazioni subiettive. Sensations of the

special senses arising independently of a

stimulus external to the organism.

The use of the term ‘ subjective ’ in this

connection is open to grave objection. The
‘ subject ’ referred to is not the psychological

subject or ‘ self,’ but the body as distinguished

from its environment. We speak of the

retina’s own light to denote those visual

sensations which arise independently as extra-

organic stimulus. Perhaps we might extend
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this usage and speak of the ear’s own sound,

and in general of the ‘ own ’ sensations of the

vaiious special senses. (g.p.s., j.m.b.)

As illustrating the German usage, cf. the
‘ subjektive Linien ’ of Schumann, Zeitsch. f.

Psychol., xxiii. 4. (k.g.)

Subjectivism [for deriv. see Subject] :

Ger. Subjehlivismus
;

Fr. suhjectivisme

;

Ital.

soggetlivismo. (i) The theory which denies

the possibility of objective knowledge, which

limits the mind to consciousness of its own
states

; as such, equivalent to subjective

idealism.

(2) Any theory which attaches great im-

portance to the part played by the subjective

factor in constituting experience
;

e. g. Kant-
ianism in its doctrine of the subjective origin

of the forms of perception (space and time)

and the categories of conception.

(3) The theory, in ethics, which conceives

the aim of moiality to he the attainment of

states of feeling, pleasure or happiness (Kiilpe,

Intr. to Philos., sects. 14, 30). Cf. Objec-
tivism.

Subjectivistic products of all sorts (no

less than the producers) are said to have
‘ subjectivity.’ (j.d.)

Subjectivity (the, in theology) : Ger.

Subjektivitdt •, Fr. suhjectivisme) Ital. sogget-

tivismo. (i) That tendency which seeks

the organ and criteria of religious truth in

the intimations of the inner consciousness

rather than in history and objective revela-

tions.

The subjective tendency dominates mysti-

cism as distinguished from scholasticism and
rationalism

;
also quietism and all forms of

religious profession in which the last appeal

is to the inner spirit. The schools of Schleier-

macher and Ritschl are subjective in their

appeal to Christian consciousness as the

immediate source of religious truth. But
they are saved from pure subjectivity

;

Schleiermacher, by his appeal to the historic

consciousness of a religious community, and
Ritschl, by his appeal to a historic Christ.

(A.T.O.)

(2) Any thought which explicitly adopts

or defends the subjective standpoint or method
has the character of subjectivity; see Sub-
jectivism. (J.M.B.)

Subject-self; see Sele.

Sublatiou [Lat. sub -f ferre, to bear] :

Ger. see below; Fr. enlevement, suppression)

Ital. soppressione. (i) Removal.

suggested. See Hegel’s Terminology,
Glossary, ‘ Aufheben.’ (c.s.p.)

Sublime [Lat. suUimis, lofty] : Ger.

erhaben
;

Fr. sublime
;

Ital. sublime. An
aesthetic value in which the primary factor

is the presence or suggestion of transcendent

vastness or greatness, as of power, heroism,

extent in space or time.

It differs from greatness or grandeur in

that these are as such capable of being com-

pletely grasped or measured; whereas the

sublime, while in one aspect apprehended and
grasped as a whole, is yet felt as transcending

our normal standards of measurement or

achievement. Hence two elements empha-
sized in varying degree by different writers,

and probably varying in different observers

:

(1) a certain baffling of our faculty with feeling

of limitation, akin to awe and veneration

;

(2) a stimulation of our powers and elevation

of the self in sympiathy with its object.

The element of magnitude in beauty was
noted by Aristotle, and given by him a promi-

nent place in tragedy
;
but the earliest extant

determination of the sublime as a distinct

conception is in the treatise irep'i vjrovs ascribed

to Longinus, but now supposed to be of earlier

date (ist century a.d.). In modern times

it was given especial prominence by Burke
{Essay on the Sublime and Beautiful, 1756)
and Home {Elements of Criticism, 1761), who
sought a psychological and physiological ex-

planation.

According to Burke it is caused by ‘a mode
of teiTor or pain,’ and is contrasted with
the beautiful—not a part of it. Kant also

distinguished it as a separate category from

beauty, making it apply properly only to the

mind, not to the object, and giving it a

peculiar moral effect in opposing ‘ the interests

of sense.’ He distinguished a ‘ mathematical ’

sublime of extension in space or time, and
a dynamical of power. Most subsequent

writers on aesthetics have tended to bring

the sublime within the beautiful in the

broader sense, i.e. have recognized its aesthetic

quality as closely related to beauty.

Literature-. Kant, Critique of Judgment,

§§ 23 ff.
;
Seidl, Gesch. d. Erhabenheitsbegriffs

seit Kant (1889); Fechnee, Aesth., xxxii;

G. Allen, Origin of the Sublime, Mind, iii.

324; Sully and Bain, Psychologies
;
Ribot,

Psychol, des Sentiments (1896), 339 ff. Nearly
all the works on aesthetics cited under
Aesthetics and Beauty treat the sub-

(2) A word proposed to translate Hegel’s
‘ Aufheben.’ ‘ Superseding ’ has also been

lime. (J.H.T.)

Subordination (or Inclusion, in logic)
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[Lilt. svh-\-ordo, order] : Ger. SuhonUnation
;

Fr. subordination ;
Ital. suhovdinazione. The

relation of a sniiiller or ‘ lower ’ to a larger

or ‘ higher ’ logical class, as of species to

Genus (q. v., in logic). Cf. Division, (j.m.b.)

Suhpotency : see Prepotency.

Subsidy [Lat. subsidium, a reserve] : Ger.

Subvention-, Fr. prime, subvention-, Ital.

sussidio. (i) Older use: a tax granted to

meet an emergency, not forming part of the

regular budget.

(2)

]\Ioderu use :
payment of public money

for a purpose of public importance; especially

in aid of shipiping or other transportation

enterprises.

A subsidy in Its modern sense differs from

a ‘bounty’ chiefly in the fact that the public

purpose is more distinctly emphasized. Sub-

sidies for shipiiing are generally accompanied

with the condition that the ships of the

subsidized lines may be used as transports in

case of war, or even armed as cruisers.

Subsidies take many different forms. In

England they are given in the shape of mail

contracts; and the example of England has

been followed by the United Stales, Ger-

many, and Italy. In France the subsidy is

in the form of a mileage allowance for running-

ships under the national flag, combined with

a premium for building the ships in home
yards. (A.t.h.)

Subsistence [Lat. subsistentia, trans. of

Gr. oifft'mo-is-] ; Ger. Subsistenz; Fr. subsis-

tance
;

Ital. sussistenza. (
i )

In scholastic

thought ; the sort of existence of substance

in relation to its accidents, the substance

being the substratum, the t6 woKfi/xtroi/ or
‘ bearer ’ (Trager) of the aceidents. See Latin
AND Scholastic Terminology (ii), and

cf. Eisler, Wih-terb. d. pltilos. Begrijfe, ‘ Sub-

sistenz.’

(2) Used loosely as equivalent to exis-

tence. (J.M.B.)

Substance [Lat. sub, under, -b stare, to

stand]: Ger. Suhstanz-, Fr. substance-, Ital.

sostanza. (i) Essence: the important charac-

teristic or constitutive elements in any sub-

ject.

(2) Any incividual real thing; an entity.

(3) The genei-alized reality wliich is mani-
fested in a variety of particular things.

(4) The reality which underlies the pro-

perties in any thing, whether mental or

material; unknown, while they are known;
substrate. The properties have an ambiguous
ref( rence : on the one hand, they are supposed
to inhere in tl e substance; on the other, they

are simply the impressions which the unknown
substance makes upon our senses

;
they stand,

therefore, with one leg in the object and
another in the subject.

Subject (q. v.) and Essence (q. v.) in the

early history of the term substance largely

divide its meaning between them. Aristotle

had used the term oinrla in ways which
certainly appear incompatible. On the one
hand, it is the concrete, individual thing

;

it is asserted that it is not possible for

it to be the universal—this when he is

opposing Platonism. On the other hand, he
declares that all science and knowledge are of

the universal. Again, it is the mixture, or

concrete, of matter and form, the universal

realized through being merged in the particular.

And again, the substrate or subject [yiroKei-

fievov) is sometimes defined as pure indeter-

minate matter. If it is too much to say that

the scholastics rolled these meanings into one,

they certainly confused substance as individual

thing with essence as the real being, or form,

found in particular things, and thus prepared

the way for the triple modern sense, (i,

above) As essence it is the universal and
determining real—Descartes and Spinoza

—

the substantial, as distinct from the attributive

or accidental. (4, above) As that which under-

lies particular things and qualities, it indeed

exists, but is unknown; it is simply that which
serves as a background and cause, utterly

inaccessible in its real nature—Locke and
the popular philosophy derived from him

—

akin to Kant’s thing-in-itself. (2, above)

Any individual thing or object, having its

highest philosophical expression in Leibnitz’s

monadism. Berkeley acutely sees that Locke’s'

substance is only an abstract idea, and as such,

according to his nominalism, meaningless, and
so abolishes the substance, matter. Hume
repeats the operation upon mind as substance.

Kant gives a new meaning to it—that which

persists in quantity through a series of tem-

poral changes. See Permanence. (j.d.)

History, (i) Tlie history begins with the

assumption of Thales that there is one per-

manent existent; and he and the other Pre-

Socratic philosojihers may certainly he said

to have conceived their npyai as substances,

although they never thought, to define ex-

pressly the relation in which these stood to

their changing forms, and had consequently

no name to express this relation. The con

ception of the ap^i] resembles that of substance,

not only in that it is permanent, but also in

its affinity to the conception of Cause (q.v..
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History), and in that it seems to have

been considered to exist more really than the

temporary : the latter perhaps is hardly con-

ceived as non-existent, but yet it is of the

apxh that you really predicate everything

which you seem to be predicating of a com-

plex thing
;
everything that exists is the apxi}.

Moreover, there already arises in this period

the question whether there is more than one

substance; some philosophers holding that

there are several, each differing from the

other in quality, but permanent and unable

to change into the other, whereas the atomists

have already reached the conception of a

plurality of substances, similar in quality but

distinguished by their spatial positions, Plato

may be said to have conceived his ‘ ideas ’ as

substances, since he conceives them as exist-

ing, as eternal, as immutable, as the only real

existents, and as the causes of all other things.

With Aristotle begins the history of the

notion ‘ substance ’ as an object of defini-

tion. The term viroKelpevov, of which the Latin

translations suppositum, substratum, and some-

times suhiectum, were used as equivalent to

substantia at the beginning of modern philo-

sophy, is used by him in two senses
:

(a)

vTTOKeipevr] v\rj, which denotes that which has

the properties possessed by the apxai of the

Pre-Socratic philosophers; {b) the subject of

a proposition. The logical subject he generally

conceives as something complex, constituted

by the union of that essence or form, to which

Plato had ascribed ultimate reality, with vAij

;

and it is to this complex that he ascribes

the independence {irpa-nj ox/ala) usually taken

to characterize substance. [The first state-

ment (a) holds of Aristotle’s conception of

material things; the statement as a whole

does not hold, e.g., of the ultimate ovcria, the

Deity, of Bk. A of the Met. See especially

the ovalai avev v\r]s of c. 6, 1^0 1 b lo, and cf.

C. 8, 1074 a 31 f. TO 5e Ti rjv €ivai ovK vXrjv

TO irpSiTov' ’EvreX^x^ia yap. See Zeller, Arist.,

362 fif. Moreover, nparr) ova-la is not Ari-

stotle’s terminus for ‘ ultimate reality,’ though
any oiala KaO' avTo would be an instance of

TTpdjTrj olala ', for KapnvXoTTjs= KapnvXoTrjTi eivai

is given as an illustration of ovaia npoyrr], in

Met. 7, 1037 b 2. Cf. Schwegler’s note, in

loc.—H.N.G.j

Aristotle thus conceived substance as the

essential qualities of a thing, distinguished

from their essence by the fact that they exist

—a fact which he identifies with their union
with iXr

] ;
and his theory thus falls between

two stools, since he partially holds the analytic

view of predication, in which the subject is

the whole complex thing, but on the other

hand rejects part of the attributes which con-

stitute the complete definition of an individual,

as mere accidents (a-vp^e^rjKora), without, how-
ever, carrying this process so far as to make
the permanent iikr) ultimate subject. He thus

makes it difficult to distinguish substance

from essence, and even seems sometimes to

speak himself as if, with Plato, he regarded

the essence as nparr) olala. This term is not,

however, one of the cardinal terms in his

philosophy. The exact Greek equivalent of

the Latin substantia {vnoaTacns) seems first to

occur as a regular technical term in the Neo-
Platonists, with whom it appears to denote

the complete definition of an individual, thus

cai'rying out to its logical conclusion the

Aristotelian conception of a complex ultimate

subject. Curiously enough, however, in the

doctrine of the Trinity, {moaraa-is is the Greek
equivalent of the Latin persona, whereas ovala

is rendered by substantia.

Thus the confusion between substance and
essence, which naturally results from the

Aristotelian doctrine of a complex subject,

seems to culminate in a complete change of

place between substance and essence. Accord-

ingly, from the beginnings of modern philo-

sophy, substantia, suppositum, and substratum

are all used as equivalents, and denote both

the ultimate logical subject and that which

is permanent through clninge. Descartes,

upon these lines, distinguishes two substances,

extension and thought, which he considei’s to

be marked out as such by their almost com-

plete causal independence of each other.

He cannot, however, consistently with theo-

logical orthodoxy, refuse to regard God also

as a substance, and the other two as dependent

upon him, but dependent in some different

way, which is not defined, but for which the

term is ‘ creation,’ from that in which a finite

effect depends upon its cause. His school

generally regarded mind and matter as com-

pletely independent of each other, and recog-

nized the anomalous position of God in their

definition of substance, defined as ‘ that which

needs the concurrence of God only for its

existence.’ Spinoza, more consistently, makes
God the only substance, defining subslauce

as ‘ causa sui ’ or as ‘ quod in se est et per

se concipitur.’ Thus extension and thought

are reduced by him to two among God’s in-

finite attributes, but it is not explained in

what way, if any, God differs from the sum
of Iris attiibutes: he even speaks of ‘ Deus
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Du:e omnia eius attiibuta.’ Leibnitz defines

substance as the ultimate logical subject, and

holds that there are an infinite jiumber of

substances, each independent of all the rest,

but all, neverthelesB, dependent upon God.

Locke, Berkeley, Hume tend to regard sub-

stance merely as a name for the form in

which sensible qualities are combined, and to

minimize the importance of the conception

;

Berkeley, however, allows that the soul is a

substance, but without defining what he means
thereby. Kant first clearly disengages the

notion of that which is permanent through

change as the only meaning of substance which

is applicable to the existents which we know.

He seems, however, to legard the conception

of the ultimate logical subject as different from

this, and as the proper definition of substance,

denying only that any existent conforming

to this is accessible to human knowledge.

In the philosophy of this century, which tends

to consider all the existents known to us as

largely, if not wholly, phenomenal, substance

has been generally regarded merely as the

unknowable real existent, upon which in some
sense they depend. (G.e.m.)

Substance (in theology) : Ger. Suhstanz

;

Fr. substance’, Ital. sostanza. That which is

one and immutable in being ; the ground of

properties and changes in things
;
the divine

nature in its essence as transcending per-

sonal distinctions. Cf. Substance.
The Greek term vvala is used to express

the subsistent element in things and the

immutable and unitary divine essence. In

his being, God is one and immutable, but in

his energizing the distinctions of personality

arise. In the thought of the Christian writers,

while peisonality is conceived to be less fun-

damental than the unitary nature of the

divine, yet on the other hand it is not re-

garded as a mere mode of manifestation.

Modalism is a heresy in Christian thought.

Cf. Homoousia. (a.t.o.)

Substautialism : see Substantiality
Theory.

Substantiality Theory or Substan-
tialism [for deriv. see Substance] : Ger.

Substantialitatstheorie, Suhstantialismua
; Fr.

Buhstantialisme', leal, sustanzialismo. (i) In

general, the theory that there are real sub-

stances, or distinct entities, underlying phe-
nomenal facts or events.

(2) Its more definite meanings depend upon,

and vary with, that which it is opposed to.

( i) As opposed to phenomenalism, it asserts

that substances ‘ mind ’ and ‘ matter ’ exist,

61

and are known to exist with as much certainty

as are particular physical and psychical facts.

Hamilton says :
‘ Philosophers, as they affirm

or deny the authority of consciousness in

guaranteeing a substratum or substance to

the manifestations of the Ego and Non-Ego,
are divided into Eealists or Substantialists and
into Nihilists or Nou-Substantialists ’ (Zert.

on Metayhys. i. 294). In a somewhat more
limited sense, the term is used to denote the

belief of those who hold to a separate self or

soul distinct from the phenomena of conscious-

ness, as over against that view which regards

the soul as simply the sum-total of conscious

activities or modes, the latter school being

called ‘ Actualists ’ (so Hibben, Problems of
Philos., jrp), and the theory ‘Actuality Theory ’

(cf. Eisler, Worterh. d.philos. Begriffe, ‘Actuali-

tatstheorie,’ for numerous citations).

(2) As opposed to the dynamic theory of

matter, substantialism holds that matter

cannot be resolved into ‘ centres of force,’ or

modes of energy, but that mass is a necessary

and irreduciljle concept, over and above that

of motion, in considering the physical consti-

tution of the universe. (j.d.)

Substantive and Transitive States (in

psychology) : Ger. and Fr. not in use
;

Ital.

stati mtntali sostantivi e transitivi (Ferrari).

Substantive states of mind are those which
represent sensible terms: nouns, verbs, ad-

jectives, &c.
;
transitive states are those which

represent relations : such things as are ex-

pressed by prepositions, conjunctions, &c.
‘ Eelational states ’ might be a better term for

the latter. (w.j.)

The terms were originally used by James,

Princ. of Psychol., i. 243 ff. (j.m.b.)

Substantive Law : see Adjective Law
Substitution (in logic) [Lat. substitution :

Ger. Substituirung ’, Fr. substitution', Ital.

sostituzione. (i) Most properly, the removal

of a term from a proposition (not necessaiily

the whole subject or predicate) and the in-

sertion of another term in its place.

The idea that reasoning consists essentially

in doing this is an old one, and Jevons main-

tained that inductive reasoning consists in

the substitution of similars. In fact, this

would describe presumption, or abduction,

in a general way. But there has been great

confusion of induction with abduction, and of

pure induction with induction affected by
other kinds of considerations; cf. Probable
Reasoning (3). The word in this sense is

in wide use among logicians to-day.

(2) Writers on the logic of Relatives
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(q V.) follow the mathematicians in the very

had use of this word to signify the operation

of changing the order of a finite series of

objects, and consequently define it in logic as

a totally unlimited dyadic relative of which

no individual is i elate to two correlates or

correlate to two relates
;
or as a djadic rela-

tive of which every individual is relate to just

one correlate and correlate to just one relate.

The mathematicians begin to show some

symptoms of dissatisfaction with this ill-

chosen word ;
so that logicians would do well

to change it at once to permutation. Cf.

Mathematics, and Number. (c.s.p.)

Substitution (in theology, Christian). That

feature of the scheme of redemption in which

Jesus Christ is represented as taking the

sinner’s place, and giving satisfaction for the

broken law and purchasing righteousness for

the sinner.

The doctrine of substitution presupposes

the necessity of propitiation either by the

sinner or his substitute. Jesus Christ be-

comes the expiatory sacrifice that satisfies the

requirements of divine justice and renders

the exercise of pardoning grace possible, while

the obedience of Christ constitutes a right-

eousness which may be imputed to the sinner

for his justification.

Literature : Edwards, Sermons on Justifi-

cation by Faith alone and Wisdom dis-

played in Salvation, iv (Worcester ed.); An-
selm, Cur Deus Homo 1 ;

Athanasius, Contra

Arianos
;
Augustine, De Pecc. Mun.

;
Oxen-

HAM, Doctrine of the Atonement (i88i);

Shedd, Hist, of Christ. Doctrine
;
the Con-

fessions of tlie Anglican, Lutheran, and Presby-

terian churches. Cf. Imputation, and Atone-
ment. (A.T.O.)

Substrate or Substratum : see Subsis-

tence, and cf. Substance (4), and Essence.

Subsumption [Lat. submm2)tio^ : Ger.

Suhsumtion
;
Fr. subsumption

;
Ital. suhsun-

zione. A proposition practically putting a case

under a rule ; as the minor premises of the

first figure of Syllogism (q. v.). (c.s.p.)

The ‘ subsumption theoxy ’ is the older

logical view that the subject of a proposition

is ‘ subsumed ’ under the predicate. (k.g.)

Succession and Duration [Lat. sub +
cedere, to yield

;
and Lat. durare, to last] :

Ger. (i) Aufeinanderfolge, (2) Dauer) Fr. (i)

succession. (2) duree; Ital. (i) successione, (2)

durata. Duration and succession are corre-

lated aspects of Change (q.v., 2) in that in

which individual Identity (q.v.) is pre-

supposed.

Theidentityis such as to include in the unity

of an object, recognized as the same or different,

determinations which cannot be pi’tsent to-

gether. These determinations are then said

to succeed each other, and the object which
they qualify is said to endure or to have

duration. See Time, Time Perception, and
Time Sense. (g.f.s.-j.m.b.)

The successive determinations of the iden-

tical object all form part of its being, irre-

spective of the question whether they have

taken place, are now taking place, or are

going to take place. So long as it has not

changed in those characters which give it

unity and continuity of interest for the sub-

ject attending to it, and so constitute it an
individual identity for this subject, all its

other tempoi’al vicissitudes are integral consti-

tuents of its total existence. When it has

once changed in those characters which con-

stitute its individual identity, it cannot change
any more, because it has ceased to exist. But
all other changes are part and parcel of its

individual unity, as ti’uly as legs, seat, and
back ai’e pai'ts of a chair. We must thei’efore

refuse to accept Kant’s dictum that ‘only

the unchanging changes.’ Kant appears to

have divided the changing object into two
parts, one remaining materially identical, i. e.

indistinguishably alike, and the other con-

sisting in a series of differences arising and
disappearing after one another. On this

view the difference cannot be said to change

;

they only succeed each other. Kant infei’s

that it is the materially identical element or

the ‘ unchanging ’ which changes. This is

not merely a paradox
;

it is a real absurditjq

which only disappears when we substitute

the conception of individual for that of

material identity.

A materially identical object may endure

although it does not change. But its duration

is always apprehended in relation to some
other object (or objects) which does change.

The changes necessary to the appiehension of

its duration may be merely the sequence of

moments of time in the abstract, or they may
be merely changes in the psychical state of the

subject which takes cognizance of it. (g.e.s.)

Succubns [ML. succuhus, from suh + cum-
bere, to lie]: Ger. Succuhus

;

Fr. succube

;

Ital.

succubo. An alleged nocturnal demon con-

sorting with human beings.

Witches wei’e tried and convicted of pro-

ducing offspring thi'ough such agency. Cf.

Witchcraft. (j.j.)

Suffering [Lat. sub +ferre, to bear] : Ger.
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Leiden; h'r. sot{if’ra7ice,
;
lti\\.doIore,patimento.

(i) Continued Rain (q. v.) or Unpleasant-
KEPS (q. V.).

(2) Sometimes used instead of passion as

a translation of rrnBe'iv (pati), one of the

Cateoories (q. V.) of Aristotle. (j.m.b.)

SufScient Condition and Indispen-

sable Condition (in logic). See Necessary
AND Sufficient Condition.

SujEcient Reason ; Ger. Satz vom zu-

reiclienden Grund
;

Fr. frincipe de raison

snffisante ;
Ital. legge della ragione snffieiente.

(i) This phrase was made a term of philosophy,

if not invented, hy Leihnitz. In the Principles

de la Xature et de la Grdce, he says (but this

is far from being the first time in which he

signalizes the principle) : ‘It is necessary to

lesort to metaphysics and to make use of a

great prhiciple, not much employed, to the

effect that nothing takes place without reason

{rien se fait sans raison sx'ffisante)

;

that is

to say, that nothing occurs forwhich one having

sufficient knowledge might not be able to give

a reason sufficient to determine why it is as

it is and not otherwise.’

It is impossible to understand what Leibnitz

means by this, without careful study of his

works. Tliere are two difficulties. In the first

place, Leibnitz confounded under this phrase

two entii ely different ideas which he failed to

discriminate. In the second place, in order

to understand Leibnitz’s position here, it is

necessary to take into account, on the one hand,

the thorough individualistic nominalism, with

which he began his philosophical life and never

consciously surrendered, and on the other hand
his recognition of intellectual relations in the

universeof wliichthat nominalistic metairhysics

involves the denial. His singular and com-
plicated metaphysics is the outcome of his

struggle to reconcile those two incompatible

positions.

His sufficient reason is not an efficient

cause, but a utility, or, in a broad sense, a final

cause. But a nominalist cannot admit that

an immediate final cause exists. Leihnitz,

however, makes it true. For a realist, the

real is nothing but the immediate object of

that which is true. But Leilmitz has another

notion of truth. Thus, in a letter to Arnauld
(quoted in Latta’s accurate and convenient

exposition, p. 61, note beginning p. 60), he

says ;
‘ Always in every true affirmative pro-

po'ition, whether necessary or contingent,

universal or singular, the notion of the pre-

dicate is in some way comprehended in that

of the subject, praedicatum inest suhiecto
;

otherwise I know not what truth is’; and in

other passages he shows that for him truth is

a relation between notions. Yet, as a nomi-
nalist, he could not hold that those notions

immediately correspond to anything real.

Consequently, he does not say that there

really is a sufficient reason, but that anybody
favourably situated would be able to render a

sufficient reason. There is nothing real that

corresponds to it immediately. Remotely, the

purpose of God may coriespond to it. Thus,

the world of reality and the world of truth

arc completely sundered; for the former,

Leibnitz is a pure individualistic nominalist

;

for the latter, on the contrary, he is an intel-

lectualist. AVhen he says, for example, that

that which has no sufficient reason is ‘neces-

sarily ’ non-existent, he uses the adverb of

logical not of metaphysical modality. He does

not hold that I’eal things are either emanations

or entelechies of anything corresponding to

a sufficient reason, but that is how the mind
is affected. But when he comes to the ulti-

mate sufficient reason of contingent truths,

which is God, he ceases to draw the distinc-

tion between the world of thought and the

world of being
;
and this exception introduces

difficulties into his system. But Leibnitz con-

founds two things under his word ‘reason.’

The idea which principally governs his doc-

trine is that a reason is an explanation of the

utility of that of which it is a reason ;
but he

includes under the same word any explanation

of the logical necessity of the object, the why
it follows from a general law. Hence, in

many cases, his sufficient reason fulfils the

function of an efficient cause. It would be

quite possible to quote passages from Leibnitz

which conflict with this account of his con-

ception. In oi’cler that the reader should

apprehend it as he did, it would be requisite

that his mind should be in the same unclear

condition, which is not possible after one has

once attained a supeiior grade of clearness.

We can account for his implicit contradictions,

but cannot reproduce his apprehension ofthem

when we once see them to be contradictions.

It is to be remarked that Renouvier and

Prat, in their rehabilitation of Lcibnifzianism,

reject the princijjle of sufficient reason (Za
Nouvelle Monadologie, 41, note 29).

The ju’inciple of sufficient reason may very

well be understood to express our natural

expectation or hope to find each unexpected

phenomenon to he subject to reason and so to

be intelligible. But to entertain this hope

for each is not necessarily to entertain it for
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all. At any rate, it is easy to see tliat,

however strong the tendency may he, it does

not amount to any such absolute and induct-

able necessity as attaches to the law of

contradiction, by the side of which Leibnitz

and many Germans have placed it. More-
over, however important this tendency of

thouglit and this truth about the universe

may be in reference to the development of

science, nevertheless, like the principle of the

uniformity of nature, its strictly logical

application to add force to arguments is very

limited indeed. The modus ponens and modus
tollens stand in no need of any such general

principle to be perfectly apodictic. It is

essential to no broad division of reasoning.

As a general rule, when we infer that a

particular phenomenon, or set of phenomena,
which seemed surprising at first, is to be

explained as a consequence of a fact or law
not directly observable, the argument is not

appreciably strengthened by a separate as-

sumption that the phenomenon has some
explanation

;
although there are special cases

in which it can be fortified by a similar, but

more definite, premise. (c.s.P.)

(2) In logic :
‘ Every act of thought re-

quires or presupposes another act of thought

upon which it is based ’ (Eisler). This is

made one of the fundamental laws of thought

by earlier German writers, but English winters

do not in general enumerate it as such.

It is more properly regarded as a prin-

ciple of psychology—the mind requires some

ground for its acceptance of any proposed pro-

position
;
but this has nothing to do with logic

as such. It is hardly a general principle, and

when it is active it is incomplete. The non-

thinking mind accepts propositions as given to

it, and asks for no reasons
;
if a mind is alert,

it seeks not only for the reasons but also

for the consequences of things. Every propo-

sition is a centre for backward and forward

streamers—the things which prove it and the

things which it proves, and one function is no

more fundamental and no more compelling

than the other. Some propositions are richer

in consequences, some excite us more to look

for their antecedents
;
our moral, spatial, and

logical intuitions have for us many conse-

quences but no antecedents. The final pro-

position in which we shall sum up all that it

is possible to know about the universe will

have very complex grounds for its validity,

but it will have no consequences. If the so-

called principle of sufficient reason needs to

be formulated at all, it should have standing

side by side with it the principle of invariable

consequence
;
here is exhibited, as everywhere

else, the fundamental quality of thinking, its

duality. Both axioms, in their objective

expression, might be expressed in one in

the sentence : Occurrences in the world are

linked together in series', or. Reasoning is

possible, (C.L.r.)

The principle has played a great idle in

philosophy, many great philosophers taking

a hand at giving it formulation. Perhaps the

most famous after Leibnitz is Schopenhauer (as

below), who develops a ‘fourfold root’ of the

principle, i. e. (1)
‘ law of reason for Becoming

’

(priucipium rationis sufficienter fiendi); (2)
‘ law of reason for Knowledge ’ (prin. rat. suff.

cognoscendi)
; (3)

‘ law of reason for Being
’

(essendi)
; (4)

‘ law of reason for Conduct
’

(agendi), or ‘ law of Motivation.’ These for-

mulations are also given (in detail), together

with many citations from other philosophers

and logicians, by Eislei', Worterb. d. pldlos.

Begriffe, ‘ Grand (Satz voin).’ (j.m.b.)

Literature'. Latta, Leilmiz (1898); Ukban,
Hist, of the Princ. of Suff. Reason, Princeton

Contrib. to Philos., i (1898); and Psychol.

Rev., iv. (1897) 361 ;
the Histories of

Philosophy, ‘Leibniz’; Schopbnhauee, Die
vierfache Wurzel d. zureichenden Grundes

;

systematic woi'ks on logic. (c.s.p., j.m.b.)

Sufiism [Arab. Tasawwuf, the becoming
or being a Sufi. The word is from suf,
‘ wool ’

;
the equivalent 2>(ishmma-push, ‘ clad

in wool,’ occurring commonly in Persian.

Attempts to connect it with aocpos in the

West, and with the Arabic root safd, ‘ puiity,’

in the East, must be regarded as purely fanci-

ful. Woollen clothing typifies adherence to

the primitive simplicity enjoined by IsUm,
and rejection of the pomps, vanities, and
luxuries of the world; a fact clearly brought

out by the historian al-Mas'udi in his account

of the ‘ orthodox caliphs,’ especially in what
he says of 'Umar]: Ger. Ssujlsmus; Fr.

Soujisme; Ital. Sujiamo. The more or less

pantheistic and idealistic system of mys-
ticism prevalent in Muhammadan countries,

especially in Persia.

According to their own view, the Sufis

are simply esoteric Muhammadans, holding

the essential, inner doctrine which lies at the

root oflsldm. The pantheistic idealism which,

more or less clearly, the extreme Sufis profess,

is based on certain verses of the Qur’dn, such

as ‘Thou didst not shoot when thou didst shoot,

but God shot ’ (alluding to the Muhammadan
archers at the Battle of Bedr)

;
and on cm tain
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traditions, such as ‘ God was, and there was

nothing beside Him/ and ‘ I was a Hidden
Treasure, and I desired to be known, so I

created the Universe that I might be known.’

Western writers have been disposed to refer

Sufiism to Indian influences (Buddhism,

Vedanta sdra) or to Christian influences (a

thesis maintained by Whinfield); but so far

as it was not an entirely independent growth

—

the natural reaction of an emotional piety

against the formalism of orthodox Islam—it

probably owes more to Neo-Platonism than

to any other previous system. This point

has been admirably worked out by B. A.

Nicholson in the Introduction to his Selected

Poems from the Llvdn-i- Shams - i- Tabriz.

Plotinus and the other Alexandrians were

well known to the Arabian philosophers of

the early 'Abbasid period, even if their

ideas were not introduced into Pei sia in the

6th century of our era by the Neo-Platonist

refugees at the court of Nuslurwdn, the Sas4-

nian king. Of course, as alieady hinted, no

such external influences are admitted by the

Sufis themselves, who consistently represent

themselves as the repositories of the esoteric

teaching of the Prophet and his Companions.
In its earlier form (2nd and 3rd centuries

after the Flight) the ascetic and ethical sides

of Sufiism were most prominent, and quietism,

non-resistance, and a passionate love of God
were its most conspicuous features

;
while the

metaphysical, speculative, and pantheistic

elements seem to have been superadded at a

rather later date under the influence of the

so-called Arabian philosophy. The original

character of the movement is still commemo-
rated by the vaiious orders of dervishes

(Pers. darvish = Arab./ng'ir, ‘ poor ’) or reli-

gious mendicants who abound in the Muham-
madan East, and of whom many (especially in

Sunnite countries, like Turkey) are pretty

orthodox, in contradistinction to the ‘ Wa/d’
(pi. of 'drif, ‘Gnostic’) of Persia, who, oiten

undistinguished by any particular garb or

distinctive token, are generally thorough-
going pantheists.

The geneial theory of the Sufis as to the

nature of Cod, the univei se, and man is as

follows. From the philosoijhical point of

view, God is puie Being, the Necessaiily-

Existent {Wdjibul-vnijud)

;

from the ethical.

Absolute Good {Khayr-i-muhz) , from the

ae;th(tic, the Eternal Beauty. Now, since

the essential nature of beauty is to desire

the revelation or maiiifestation of its attri-

butes and perfections, God caused his reflec-

tion to fall on the mirror of not-being

{'adam), and the reflection thus produced is

the phenomenal world or contingent being
(imkdn), which reveals the attributes of

God, but does not paitake of bis substance,

being, in fact, a mere phantasm. Of this

reflection man is, as it were, the eye. When
he loves wisdom, beauty, or goodness, he in

reality loves God, and when he recognizes

this, and realizes that God is the only reality,

he is able to overleap, as it were, his own
limitations, and attain the stage of annihi-

lation in Cod {fund Ji'lldh), which is the

goal of the Sufi adept or Gnostic. This stage

is only reached by a severe spiritualdiscipline

—

first an attentive observance of the Sacred

Law {Shariat), and then by a patient i’ollow-

ing of the mystic path [Tariqat), which ulti-

mately leads to a knowledge of the truth

{Haqiqat). Evil is regarded merely as the

negation of good, just as darkness is a mere
absence of light, not a separate entity. ‘ There

is no absolute evil in the univei’se,’ says the

great mystic Jalalu’d-Din Bumi; ‘Evil is

only relative : recognize this also.’

As with many other mystics, the erotic

character of many utterances ,of the Sufis,

especially their poems, is very pronounced,

so much so that it is often impossible to

separate the allegorical from the literal mean-
ing, especially in the case of lyric poets like

Hafiz, with whom Sufiism was rather a

literary fashion than a profound conviction.

The Sufis, moreover, can hardly be regarded

as a sect of Islam; their emotional, semi-

philosophic, pantheistic idealism is rather a

mental habit than a distinctive doctrine, and
the very nature of that habit is opposed to

any external organization or desire to pro-

selytize. ‘ The ways unto God,’ they say,

‘ are as the number of the souls (or “ breaths”)

of men’; and they commonly regard all

religions as embodiments, more or less clear,

of the same central truths. ‘All this turmoil

and trouble in the world,’ says Jami, ‘are

from love of him
;

it hath now become known
that the source of this strife is one.’ Latitu-

dinarianism and individualism are essential

features of the Siiff doctrine, which is there-

fore looked on with disfavour not only by

orthodox Muhammadans, but also by heterodox

sects like the Babfs.

Literature : Tholuck, Ssufismus sive Theo-

sophia Persarum Pantheistica (1821), and
Bliithensammlung aus der niorgenlandischeu

Mystik (1825); Gobineau, Bel.gions et

philosophies dans I’Asie Centrale, chap, iv
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(2nd ed., 1866; 3rd ed., 1900); A. von
Kkembe, Gesch. d. herrscliencien Ideen des

Islams (1868), Bk. I. chaps, v-viii, Bk. II.

chap, iv; Culturgeschichtliche Streifziige auf

dem Gebiete des Islams (1873);
les Soufis, in the Journal Asiatique for Feb.-

March, 1868, 271 ff.
;
Dugat, Philos, et Theo-

logiens musulmans (1878); R. A. Vaughan,
Half-hours with the Mystics, Bk. VII,
‘ Persian Mysticism in the Middle Age ’ (1856
and later editions); Sib Jambs Bbdhousb,
The MesnevI of Jelalu’d-Dln (1881), trans.

of the first hook into verse
;
E. H, Whinbibld,

The MasnavI-i-Ma'navi of Jalalu’d-Dln Buml,
trans. and abridged (2nd ed., 1898); ibid.,

The Gulshan-i-R4z, or Mystic Rose Garden,
of Sa'du’d-Din Mahmud Shabistarl, edited

with trans. and notes (1880); Vincbnz Edlem
VON Rosenzweig, Jami’s Yusuf wa Zulaykha,

Persian text and German metrical trans.

(1824); Garcin he Tassy, text and trans. of

Farldu’d-Din 'Attar’s Mantiqu’UTayr, or

‘Language of the Birds’ (1863); R. A.

Nicholson, Selected Poems from the Dlvan-

i-Shams-i-Tabrlz (1898); ai tides on Sufiism

in T. AV. Beale’s Oriental Biog. Diet. (1881),

Hughes’s Diet, of Islam (1885), and Religious

Systems of the World, by various authors, ed.

by Coupland (3i-d ed., 1895). (e.g.b.)

Suggestion (and -tibility) [Lat. sug-

gestio, from sub + gerere, to bear] ; Ger. Sugges-

tion-, Fr. suggestion-, Ital. suggestions, (i)

Association (q. v.) of ideas : a meaning now
generally abandoned.

(2) The coming into the mind from with-

out of a presentation, idea, or any sort of

intimation having meaning for consciousness,

which effects a lodgment and takes the place

it would have if internally aroused by asso-

ciation.

Tliis definition is the broadest possible,

making the differentia of suggestion the

source of its coming—from without—rather

than any peculiarity after it has come into

consciousness. This follows Janet (who, how-
ever, defines only ‘ verbal ’ suggestion) as

against AVundt, who defines suggestion by
its results, (A collection of definitions and
their critical examination by the writer will

be found in the work cited below.)

Among the more important facts connected

with suggestion are (i) the abruptness with
which the mental flow is disturbed by the

incoming presentation, and the prompt re-

accommodation of the mental ‘ mass ’ to the

new situation; (2) a certain ‘narrowing of

consciousness ’ (Engerung des Bewusstseins)

upon the suggested elements, so that direct

and restricted motor d.scharges with muscular
movement are more likely to follow; (3) this

impairs the normal system with its balance

and inhibition, and the higher faculties which
depend upon such a synthesis of materials are

crippled or held in abeyance; there is thus

lack of the ordinary coefiicients of belief,

lack of the synthesis of free attention, and.

loss of deliberation and the most capable

choice.

It is these effects of suggestion, so thorough
going in the mental life, which has made its

investigation important in recent psychology.

It was first worked out in connection with

Hypnosis (q. v.) and hypnotism (the ‘ sug-

gestion ’ theory of the Nancy school). Hyp-
nosis is a state of prolonged or fixed openness

to suggestion, called ‘ suggestibility.’ It is

through the possibility of keeping conscious-

ness ill this condition— itself effected by the

suggestion of it—that the nature and work-
ings of suggestion were made the subject of

prolonged and repeated experimentation. The
results have been gradually brought over into

the normal mental life, and suggestion found

to belong to the ‘ rib-structure ’—the real

skeleton—of mind.

Among the many distinguishable phases

of suggestion—apart from Hypnosis (under

which see ‘ auto-suggestion,’ ‘ deferred sug-

gestion,’ ‘criminal suggestion,’ and ‘ suggestive

therapeutics’), which illustrates them all

—

are (i) sensori-motor suggestion, movement
due to a suggested sensation; (2) ideo-motor

suggestion, movement due to a suggested

idea; (3) motor-suggestion as such, direct

suggestion of movement
; (4) sensory sugges-

tion, the suggestion of sensory experience

(e. g. that a red light is green)
; (5) ideal sug-

gestion, suggestion of thoughts, beliefs, &c.

;

(6) personality suggestion, the peculiar sug-

gestive influence of persons as such
; (7)

contrary suggestion, the production of effects

—actions notably—the contrary of those pro-

perly due to what is suggested
; (8) negative

suggestion or suggestive inhibition, the re-

moval of something from consciousness by
suggestion

;
organic suggestion, the suc-

cessful suggestion of organic effects; (10)
hysterical suggestion, the suggestive condi-

tions of Hysteria (q. v.); (ii) social sug-

gestion, the normal acceptance of ‘ hints
’

—and more than hints—from the social

milieu’, (12) imitative suggestion, suggesti-

bility to models and copies of all sorts for

imitation.
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The limits of suggestion in the direction of

the ‘ outside ’ stimulation w hich it involves

are found in the fact of ordinary truthful ex-

perience, which is, of course, just this hind of

stimulation : it is hard therefore to draw any

line between them. So while the term has

been used (by Brown) for association of ideas,

said to ‘ suggest ’ one another, it has also been

used for the incorporation of experience in the

system of the mental life (cf. Belativb Sug-

gestion). It shades off at both ends. And if

we demand some mark to distinguish sugges-

tion from ordinary experience, it is hard to

find it, except as supplied by objective tests.

Outside stimulation, if belonging to the

normal world of experiences and not produc-

ing illusion or mal-adjustments, is ‘ experi-

ence’; if not fulfilling these requirements,

it is ‘ suggestion.’ Hence the tendency to

confine the term to stimulations artificially

produced—by other persons—which bring

more or less disturbance of the normal flow

of ideas. But a claji of thunder does this

also ! Yet there is force enough in the oppos-

ing views to lead us to consider the definition

well.

Literature', that of Hypnosis (especially

Beenheim
;

cf. also Tkance, and Cataplexy);
ScHMiDKUNZ, Die Suggestion

;
Wundt, Hyp-

notismus u. Suggestion
; Janet, Autoinatisine

psychologique
;
Baldwin, Ment. Devel. in the

Child and the Race
;

Binet, La Suggesti-

bilite; Lipps, Suggestion u. Hypnose (1895).

See also Bibliog. G. 2,h. (j.m.b., g.els.')

Suicide [Lat. sui, of self, -t- caedere, to kill] :

Ger. Selbstmord; Fr. suicide', Ital. suicidio.

Intentional self-killing.

Suicide is of interest as having been made
the subject both of ethical and legal disqui-

sitions, involving questions of sanity and re-

sponsibility, and also of social and crimino-

logical study, as involving questions of con-

tagion, motive, and hereditary endowment.
Cf. Moeal Statistics.

Literature'. Mokselli, Suicide (Eng. trans.);

Duekheim, Le Suicide (1898). (j.m.b.)

Sui Generis [Lat.]. Of its own peculiar

kind, singular, unic|ue.

A phrase used to designate an Individual

which is the only re presentative or specimen
of its kind, and so identical with the genus,

so far as denotation is concerned. (j.d.)

Summation [L. Lat. summare, to add up] :

Ger. Summation', Fr. sommation (^addition

lulente is also used for (2)—l.m.); Ital. ad-
dizione (or somma) degli stimoli. A pheno-
menon of enhanced psychical stimulation,

including (i) the superposition of stimulus

effect upon stimulus effect (summation of

effects), and (2) the enhancement of effect by
repeated weak stimulation (summation of

stimuli).

A psychological illustration of (i) is found
in the grey which is seen when a disk of

black and white sectors is rotated
;
an illus-

tration of (2) in the experimental production

of Tickle Sens.^tion (q. v.). (e.b.t.)

In neurology, summation is a process by
which two or more stimuli are united in the

production of a single effect. The combina-

tion may take place in the path of the stimuli

or after their entrance into the central organ.

Summation may be clue to retarded conduc-

tivity or limited conveying capacity, so that

stimuli overtake one another. It is possible

that summation occurs pre-eminently in the

indirect paths of the spinal cord contained in

the grey matter (cf. Spinal Coed), and this

is in accord with the theory of Herrick that

pain is essentially a result of summation, and
Schiff’s theory that pain is transmitted via

the grey matter of the cord. Recent papers

by Head {Brain, 1893-4) bring additional

evidence of the connection of summation and
pain by showing that afferent visceral im-

pulses are limited, when they reach the cord,

to the same segments as are concerned with

heat and pain stimuli from the periphery.

It thus happens that visceral pain is referred

to the periphery, as it would not be if conti-

nuous tracts for pain passed to the brain, (h.h.)

Literature'. Wallee, Human Physiol., 331,

484; Wundt, Physiol. Psychol. (4th ed.), i.

255, &c.
;
James, Princ. of Psychol., i. 82,

563, &c.
;
Saneoed, Course in Exper. Psychol.,

expts. 17,31 ;
FEAN90isFEANCK,Lesfonctions

motrices du cerveau. On pain as a summation
phenomenon, see von Feey, Ber. d. k. sacks.

Gesell. d. Wiss. (1894), 294. (e.b.t.)

Summation Tone: Ger. Summationston
',

Fr. son addilionnel
',

Ital. suono addizionale.

The summation tone or Helmholtz’ combina-

tion tone is one of tlie combination tones

;

a tone whose vibration rate corresponds to

the sum of the vibration rates of the two

primaries. See Comiunation Tone.

It is re-enforced (i) by coincident over-

tones, (2) by a difference tone of the second

order. If n aiid are the vibration rates of

the two primaries, the summation tone is the

difference tone 2«.’— (rd— n). Cf. Dipfee-

BNCB Tone. (e.b.t.)

Summists [Lat. summa, collection, sum] :

Ger. Summisten; Fr. sonimistes; Ital. sortu
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misti. A name applied in Scholasticism

(q. V.) to the successors of Hugo. Their chief

aim was to systematize the writings of the

great teachers of the Church, and present

them as a consistent whole. They thus

commence, although only in a formal way,

the movement towards the presentation of

the content of faith in its unity with

reason.

Besides Hugo, Sully, Peter of Lomhard. and
Alanus are the chief representatives of the

school. The name is derived from tlie fact

that Hugo wrote a work entitled Summa
Sententiarum. See Erdmann, Hist, of Phihs.,

ii- 331-47 - (J-D-)

Sunimum Boimm [Lat.]. Highest Good
(q. V.)

;
see also Goon.

Summum Genus [Lat.]. A Genus (q. v.)

which is included under no higher genus.

The predicaments of Aristotle were re-

garded as summa genera. It is true that

being was predicated of all, but not in the

same sense. (c.s.p.)

Sunnites and Shiites [Arab. Ahlu’s-

Sunnat, ‘people of the Sunnat ’ or ‘tradi-

tional code’ (see Mohammedanism), Aidu’sh-

Shia, ‘people of the sect’ or ‘faction’

(of 'All)] : Ger. Sunniten und Sht'iten
;

Fr.

Sunnites et Shyyles (Chiites)
;

Ital. Sumniti e

Chiiti. Tlie names of the two great antago-

nistic sects of Islam.

As explained in the article Mohamme-
danism (q. V.) orthodox Islam is based on

(i) the Qur’an, or Word of God; (2) the

Hadith, or words of the Prophet; (3) the

Sunnat, ‘code’ or practice of the Prophet

and his immediate followers ; the two last

being a collected and critically edited body

of traditions, each vouched for by a chain of

veracious and trustworthy authorities {isndd)

reaching up to the time of the Prophet or

‘ Companions.’ Already in the Prophet’s life-

time the germs of dissent were latent, if not

patent, amongst his followers, and on his

death a serious dispute arose as to the choice

and functions of his successor. Abu Bekr
was finally elected caliph (Arab. Khalifa=
vice-gerent, vicar, lieutenant), and was in

turn succeeded by 'Umar, 'Uthman, and 'All,

these four being the ‘ orthodox caliphs ’ {al-

Klmlafd ar-rdshiduri) of the Sunnites. 'All

alone, the Prophet’s cousin and son-in-law,

was, however, regarded by a ceitain party as

entitled to exercise the functions of supreme
spiritual head of IsHm. Those who held

this view, according to which the first three

caliphs were usurpers, were known as the

Shia, or ‘ sect,’ of 'Ali. The difference be-

tween the Sunnites and Shi'ites, therefore,

appears at first sight to hinge merely on per-

sonal considerations
;

but if we look more
closely into the matter, we shall see that this

is not so, the former l epresenting the demo-
cratic and the latter the monarchical view of

government, as applied to the Church. Ac-
cording to the Sunnite view, the caliph was
a mere defender of the faith, possessing no

supernatural qualities or powers, and any
adult and sane Muslim of upright life and
sound doctrine was theoretically eligible for

the office. 'To those who, like the Persians,

were accustomed not merely to a monarchical

government, but to a belief in the divine

right of kings in the fullest sense—nay, who
were wont to regard their royal family (nota-

bly in the Sasanian period, A.D. 226-650) as

more or less divine beings, to whom alone

apjiertaiued the right of ruling— this view
could hardly commend itself, and it was
natural that in their eyes the descendants of

the Prophet alone should be entitled to the

spiritual supremacy. Now the Prophet left

no male issue, hut his daughter Fatima
married his cousin 'Ali, and to them were
born al-Hasan and al-Husayn, the second

and third of the Slu'ite imdms. The latter,

according to a tradition which, whether true

or not, is ancient (it is regarded as historical

by al-Ya'qubi, who wrote about A. d. 892),
married the daughter of Yezdigird III, the

last Sasanian king. Their descendants,

amongst whom are included all the remain-

ing imams, repx'esent, therefore, not merely

the Prophet’s house, but also the old royal

family of Persia, and this, as poiutrd out by
Gobineau, is doubtless one of the chief reasons

for the attachment of the Persians to the

Shi'ite cause.

The Shi'ite imdm, again, differs from the

Sunnite caliph in that he possesses super-

natural virtues and powers which enttle

him, and him only, to pronounce authoritative

decisions on spiritual matters. Moreover,

his non-acceptance by the Muslim community
in no wise impairs his right to the imamate,

which depends solely on his nomination by

his predecessor, or, in the case of the first

imam, 'Ali, by the Prophet. 'fhe imdm,
therefore, is, as it were, an infallible, divinely

appointed pope, while the caliph is a mere
detender of the faith.

Agreeing in these general principles, the

Shi'ites differ as to the number and sequence

of their imams. The two most important
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sects were those ‘ of the Seven ’ {sab'i) and
‘ of the Twelve' {ithna 'asharl), so called from

the number of the iimlms whom they recog-

nize. At the present day the latter are by
far tlie more numerous, but the interesting

and important Isma'ili sect (including the

Assassins of Persia and Syria) attained a

high degree of power in the loth, iith,

and 12th centuries of our era, when the

Fdtimid or Isma'ili caliphs ruled in North
Africa and Egypt, while the Carraathians

continually menaced Arabia and Mesopotamia,

and the Assassins terrorized Persia and Syria.

The Isina'ilis still exist in Syria, and are

represented by the Khojas of Bombay, the

Mulliis of Chitrdl, and other kindred sects in

India, Zanzibar, &c.

The Shi'ites may also be divided into

moderate and extreme. The latter (called

GJmldt) greatly exaggerate the powers of the

imams, whom they often regard as actual

emanations of the deity, and frequently hold

other doctrines foreign to Islam, such as

incarnation, metempsychosis, and the like.

The modern Persian sect of the Babis, or

followers of Mirza 'All Muhammad, the Bab or

‘Gate’ (put to death in 1850), were essen-

tially, in their primitive form, a variety of

tliese Ghuldt, developed out of the Shaykhi
sect founded by Shaykh Ahmad Ahsd’i (a. d.

1752-1826), but they have now to a great

extent lost this character, and become more
practical and ethical in their aims, and less

speculative. The Nusayn's and Druzes of

hiyi ia and the 'Ali-il4his of Persia also belong

to the Ghuldt.

The Shi'ites believe that the world can

never be devoid of an imdm, but that at

most he is hidden from man’s eyes, and will

emerge as the Mahdi in the fullness of time

to destroy injustice and misbelief, and restore

the true faith. Hence the Shi'ite Mahdi is

an essentially supernatural being, not, like the

Sunnite Mahdi (e.g. the Mahdi of the Soudan),

a mere divinely aided champion of Isldm. The
Sunnites, with i\mvsunnat, orbody of tradition,

have sometimes been compared to the Roman
Catholics, and the Shi'ites to the Protestants

;

])ut this comparison is quite misleading, since

the Shi'ites have an equally large, if not
larger, mass of traditions, while their theory

of the infallibility of the imdm (who is also

regarded as ‘ immaculate,’ mdsum) renders

them, of the two sects, more comparable to

the Romanists. The hostility between the

Sunnites and the Shi'ites is generally (but to

a less degree in India than elsewhere) deep

6

and ineradicable, and has greatly conduced
to the weakness of Islam.

Literature', besides the books mentioned
under Mohammedanism, especially Haae-
beuckbr’s trans. of Shaheistani', Gobineah,
Dozy, and von Keemer; Wilhelm Spitta,

Zur Gesch. Abu’l-Hasan al-Ash'ari’s (1876);
Goldzihee, Beitrage zur Literaturgeschichte

der Shi'a, Sitzber.Ak ad.Wiss.Wien (1874); and
Muhammedanische Stud. (1889-90); Queret,
Droit musulman (Shi'ite law, 1871-2); Van
Vloten, Recherches sur la Domination arabe,

le Chiitisme et les Croyances messianiques

sous le Khalifat des Omaj'^ades (1894); S. db
Sacy, Expos6 de la Religion des Druses

(1828); S. Guyaed, Fragments relatifs la

Doctrine des Isma61is (1874), and Un grand
Maitre des Assassins au Temps de Saladin

(1877); DE Goejb, Sur les Carmathes du
Bahrain (1862) ;

Salisbury, On the Nusayris,

J. Amer. Oriental Soc., iii; Dbfeemeey,
Hist, des IsmaMiens ou Bathiniens de la Perse,

plus connus sous le Nom dAssassins, J.

Asiatique, 1856; von Hammer, trans. by
Heller t and de la Nourais, Hist, de

I’Ordre des Assassins ( 1 833) ;
Mieza Kazbm-

Bbg, Bab et les Babis, J. Asi'atit;[ue, 1866;
E. G. Beowne, The Babis of Persia, J. Roy.

Asiatic Soc., 1889; A Traveller’s Narrative

written to illustrate the Episode of the Bab
(2 vols., containing text, trans., appendices,

and notes, including, at 173-2 1 1, a full bibliog.

up to the date of publication, . 1891); the

New Hist, of Mirz4 'Ali Muhammad the Bdb
(trans. from the Persian, 1893); Catalogue of

Twenty-seven Babi MSS. in the J. Roy. Asiatic

Soc., 1892; Some Notes on the . . . Hurufi

Sect, ibid., 1898; and several imjiortant

papers by Baron Victor Rosen, of St. Peters-

burg, and Lieutenant (now Captain) Tou-
MANSKY, including the text and translation

into Russian, with an excellent introduction

and notes, of the Kitab-i-Aqdas (‘ Most Holy
Book ’) by the latter (1899). (e.g.b.)

Super- : Lat. prefix equivalent to Gr.

Hypee- (q. V., 2).

Supererogation (works of, in theology)

[Lat. svpererogare, to pay out in addition]

:

Ger. Supererocjationswerlee, uherverdieustliche

Werke', Yv. surerogation; \Yd\. supererogazione.

Good works done in a state of grace in excess

of the strict requirements of the divine law,

and constituting a store of merit which may
be employed for the benefit of souls in purga-

tory or for other penitent persons.

The Roman Catholic doctrine of superero-

gation rests on a distinction between what is
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mandatory and what is merely advisory in

the divine law. With refeience to the latter,

man is free, and may lay up a store of merit

which under given circumstances may he

applied to the benefit of others. The doctrine

involves a point of radical difference between

the Eomish and the Eeformed Chnrches, the

latter denying the validity of the distinction

on which the doctrine of supei erogation

rests. (A.T.O.)

Superhuman [Lat. sufer+humanus, hu-

man] : Qer. iihermenschlich
\

Yt. surhumain]
Ital. soprwmano. That which transcends

human power or agency. Ordinarily applied

to agency or power analogous to that of man
iiud not to the forces or agents of nature.

Superhuman is to be distinguished from

supernatural as belonging possibly to the

1 ealm of the natural. (A.T.O.)

Supernatural [Lat. sujier -f- natura, na-

ture]: Ger. uhernaturlich
]

Fr. surnaturel]

Ital. aoprannaturale. That which in its being

or operation transcends the powers or opera-

tions of nature, the term nature including

the spheres of finite spiritual as well as

material forces. Cf. Nature, and Natura-
lism.

The distinction between natural and supei’-

natural must not be confounded with that

between natural and spiritual. The spiritual

realm is not all supernatural, but includes a

cross section of the natui’al. It is natural in

so far as it falls under the operation of ordi-

nary psychic laws. The supernatural is also

spiritual. It is the realm of the infinite

Ifpirit, and its operations, in so far as they

manifest themselves in the world-series, are

properly spealdng miraculous.

Literature : see Supernaturalism, Natu-
ralism (in theology), and Miracles, (a.t.o.)

Supernaturalism : Ger. Supernaturalis-

mus
;
Fr. surnaturalisme

;
Ital. trascendenta-

lismo. (i) The doctrine that the world, in-

cluding man, is to be referred, in the last

analysis, to a being who in his nature and
power transcends the world and cannot be

identified with its forces and operations.

(2) The doctrine that Christianity, and the

miracles by which it is attested, are of super-

natural origin, in the sense that they must be

referred to God as their author and cannot

be explained by means of natural agencies

alone.

The drift of modern thought has been

strongly in the direction of naturalism, not

in the sense of denying the divine agency in

the world, but rather in that of identifying

6

that agency with the immanent processes of

nature. This tendency shows itself, in the

realm of Christian theology and history, in

the attempt to bring all the facts of Christian

doctrine and history under the categories of

natural development
Literature: Bushnell, Nature and the

Supernatural; Wm. McClintock, Nat. Hist,

of Eeligion; Martineau, Seat of Authority
in Eeligion; Staudlin, Gesch. d. Eatioual-

ismus u. Supernaturalismus (1826); F. db
Eougemont, Les deux cites, tome ii (1874);
M. Pertt, Sichtbare u. unsichtbaie Welt
(1881); Anon., Supernatural Religion(i 87 6);

Lighteoot, Supernatural Eeligion (1889).

(A.T.O.)

Super-personal: see Hyper- (2).

Superstition [Lat. superstiiio, from super-

stare, to stand in amazement and awe] : Ger.

Aberglauhe] Fr. superstition] Ital. super-

stizione. Subjectively : the disposition or ten-

dency to ascribe phenomena which admit oi

natural explanation to occult or supernatural

causes
;

objectively : any system of religious

belief or practice which manifests such a
tendency.

The English usage of the term is very

loose. The German word Aberglauhe seems to

express its meaning more accurately. Super-

stition is excessive belief or credulity, and
arises from the encroachment of faith on the

rights of reason and knowledge. In popular

usage the term is applied to any system of

belief or worship that is conceived to be false

or morally degrading, and especially to various

forms of polytheism. (a.t.o.)

Supply and Demand (equation of) : Ger.

Angebot und Nachfrage] Fr. offreet demande]
Ital. offerta e domanda. An economic pro-

cess by which, through the agency of free

competition, price movements result in most
fully utilizing the available commodities in

market.

(1) As the price of an article increases, the

quantity demanded tends to diminish, and
the quantity offered tends to increase. There
will thus in ordinary cases be a certain price

which ‘ clears the market ’ and makes the two
equal.

(2) This price will, theoretically, be

reached by free competition. For, as long as

the supply is in excess of the demand, sellers

will be in danger of having unsold goods left

on their hands, and will compete to lorce

prices down
;
but if the demand is in excess

of the supply, buyers will be in danger of

having wants unsatisfied, and their competi-
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SUPPOSITION

tion will force prices up, thus producing au

equation of supply and demand.

(3) The prices thus fixed tend to be pro-

portionate to the expense of producing the

several articles in the market. For if the

market price of one article offers a higher

rate of profit than the market price of another,

investors will gradually abandon the produc-

tion of the less profitable goods, and put their

capital into the line wliicb promises the

higher rate, thus inci’easing the supply and
diminishing the price at which it can be sold.

(4) The equation of supply and demand is

thus a double process. First, a temporary
adjustment of the demand to the supply by
the commercial competition of merchants,

which lowers (or in the converse case raises)

the price until it corresponds to the Maeginal
Utility (q. v.); i.e. until it becomes just worth
while for consumers to take the whole supply

at the price in question. Then there is a

more permanent though less accurate and
universal adjustment of the supply to the

demand, by the industrial competition of

investors, which lowers, or raises, the price

until it becomes proportionate to the marginal

expense of production
;

i. e. until it becomes
just woith while for producers to meet the

whole demand at the price in question.

This is the theory of supply and demand
as developed by the English political econo-

mists from Smith to Cairnes. Far greater

precision was given by the adoption of the

mathematical form of expression, which we
owe, perhaps, most of all to Cournot (1838),
Jevons (1871), and Marshall (1890). Cour-

not’s curves, which are in some respects the

best, have the form given in the cut. From
an origin 0 lay off on an axis OF successive

prices 0p^, Op.^, Op^\ and from the extremity
of these abscissae lay off ordinates, on any
convenient scale, &c., to represent
the quantities demanded at these successive
prices. Similarly lay off on the same scale,

ordinates j9jSj,y)g a,, &c., to represent the quan-

tities supplied at these prices. The two
series of points thus determined will give

respectively curves of demand and of supply.

The intersection x of these two curves will

represent the equation of supply and demand

;

the price psx will be an equilibrium price,

towards which, under the action of free com-
petition, there will be a tendency to react

in the face of temporary disturbances.

Literature : Coxjenot, Recherches sur les

Principes mathematiques de la Theorie des

Richesses; Maeshall, Princ. of Economics.

For another form of the theory, develo}>ed

by Waleas and by Caienbs, see Recipeocal
Demakd. (a.t.h.)

Supposition [Lat. suppositio, from suh +
ponere, to place] : Ger. Voraussetzuug, Sup-
position; Fr. sup2>osition

;

Ital. supposizione,

presupposto. (i) See Hypothesis.

{2) One of the different regular ways in

which a name may, in general, be used, so as

to denote different objects.

The doctrine of su^ypositio is set forth in the

Summulae of Petrus Hispanus and in most of

the other similar mediaeval textbooks of logic.

There are said to be five passions of terms.

These are supponihility,ampliahility^restringi-

bility, ap2)ellability, and distribuibiliti/. The
definition of supposition is, ‘ Suppositio est

acceptio termini substantivi pro aliquo.’ The
term is called the supponent, the object the

suppositum. A supposition is either common
or discrete ; the former being that of a general

substantive term, the latter that of a proper

name, or of a common noun accompanied by

a demonstrative pronoun, as this man. A
common supposition is either natmral or acci-

dental. The natural supposition is the accep-

tion of a common term for all the objects ‘ pro

quibus aptum natum est participari,’ that is,

for everything which it is adapted to signify

;

thus, in ‘ Man is mortal,’ man stands for or

denotes everything past, present, or future,

which the word ‘ man ’ was invented to denote.

An accidental supposition is where the appli-

cation of a term is limited by its adjunct.

Thus, if the verb is in a future or past tense,

it will generally be only future or past indi-

viduals that are meant. Petrus Hispanus

then goes on to divide accidental suppositions

into simple and personal. Another way is to

divide suppositions in general into mixed and

unmixed. A supposition may be mixed in

two ways. One way is when a compound
term consists of words in apposition of which

the acceptions are of different kinds, as where

we say, ‘ The word man originally meant
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a thinker.’ Here the acception of ‘ word ’ and

that of ‘ man ’ are of different kinds, the former

denoting one of the objects which it was in-

vented to denote, the latter not denoting any-

thing but itself considered in its general

employment. The other kind of mixed sup-

position is that of a term compounded of

different nouns so that the denotation of the

whole is determined by that of its parts
;
as

where we speak of a horse^s shoe. But if we
say that a river makes a horse-shoe, the suppo-

sition is unmixed. Then unmixed supposition

is either material, simple, oxpersonal. Material

supposition is that of a term taken as standing

merely for all repetitions of itself, as man in

the above example. Material supposition is

either discrete or common) discrete when it

refers to a particular instance of the occur-

rence of the term, when it is referred to as

this or that
;
common when it does not refer

to the special occurrence of the term merely.

Common material supposition is either deter-

minate or confused. Of the determinate a

favourite example is ‘ Sortes est dictio dis-

syllaba,’ Sortes being the form which Socrates

takes in logic. Confused material supposition

is either merely confused {confusa tantum) or

confused and distributive. Of the former an

example is, ‘ Omne nonien est ly homo ’
;
of

the latter, ‘ Omne ly homo est nomen.’ Simple

supposition is that which occurs when we say

‘ homo est species ’ or ‘ homo convertitur cum
visibili.’ As Petrus says: ‘Suppositioaccidenta-

lis simplex est acceptio termini communis pro

re universali significata per ipsum terminum.’

It was also held that the predicate term of an

affirmative proposition has a simple supposi-

tion, because no descensus from it is admissible.

Indeed wherever a term was undistributed it

seems to have been held to have a simple sup-

position, except where the term was the sub-

ject of a particular proposition. Personal

supposition is the acception of a general terra

for its particulars. It is either determinate or

confused. Determinate personal supposition

is that of the subject of a particular proposi-

tion. Confused personal supposition is either

that of the subject of a universal proposition,

which is confused a necessitate signi, or that of

the predicate, which is confused a necessitate

rei. The reason is that if ‘ Every man is an

animal,’ every man has his own animality
;

and it is these animalities for which the pre-

dicate supposes (^;ro quihus supponit). In

that proposition, ‘ man ’ supposes distributive

et mobiliter, because descent from it is valid
;

but ‘ animal ’ immobiliter, because descent

from it is not valid. This brief summary
gives but a slight idea of the intricacy, weak-
ness, and confusion of the doctrine. (c.s.p.)

Supra. Lat. prefix signifying above or

upon. As in ‘ supraliminal,’ above the

Threshold (q. v.). (j.m.b.)

Snpralapsarianism [Lat. super -f lap-

sus, fall]: Ger. Supralapsarianismus) Fr.

supralapsarisme
;

Ital. soprcdapsarianismo.

That doctrine of the order of the decrees

which regards the decree of election as logi-

cally preceding those of the Creation and Fall,

and as having its sole ground in the sovereign

will and pleasure of God. See Infralapsa-
EiANiSM (also for literature). (a.t.o.)

Supraliminal: see Supra, and cf.

Threshold.
Supremacy (political): see Sovereignty.
Supreme Good: Highest Good (q. v.);

see also Good.
Surd : see Phonetics.

Surdity [Lat. surditas, deafness] : Ger.

Taublieit; Fr. surdite) Ital. sorditd. Deaf-

ness. See Deafness and the Deaf.
Surdi-mutism is a synonym for deaf-mu-

tism, and surditas verbalis is a synonym for

woid-deafness. (J.J.)

Surface [Lat. supra + facies, face, through

Fr.]: Ger. Oberjldche-, Fr. surface] ItsX.super-

ficie. (i) Of an object : the outside.

(2) In mathematics : a spacial continuum
of two dimensions. See Space, (j.m.b., h.b.f.)

Surplus Energy Theory : see Plat, and

cf. Art and Art Theories.

Surplus Value [Lat. super plus, more] :

(jov. Melirwerth) Fr. plus-value] Ital.

va.lenza, plus-valore. Excess of retuni above

labour cost.

According to Marx, the chief exponent of

this conception, a capitalist takes money,

buys labour, and sells the products of that

labour for more than he paid for the labour

itself. The labour time spent is (according

to Marx, who here follows Aristotle) the true

measure of the value of the product. Any
excess of price sold above price paid for

labour represents a surplus value, created by
the labour, but unjustly appropriated by the

capitalist. Modern capital he regaids as

built up out of such appropriation of what
really belongs to labour. See Value (eco-

nomic). (a.t.h.)

Survival of the Fittest: see Fittest

(
survival of), and Existence (struggle for).

Suso (or Seuse), Heinrich. (1295-1366.)
Studied at Constance and at Cologne

;
be-

came a Dominican, 1308. Greatly influenced

S s625II.
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Liy Elkhart, he lived a life of religious seclu-

siou, and of the severest ascetic habits, writ-

ing several works of mystical cbaracter.

Swallowing Reflex : Ger. Schluckrejlex
;

Fr. mouvement {pvrcjlexe) de deglutition] Ital.

deglutizione. The complicated series of semi-

volitional and reflex movements performed in

carrying moist, solid, or liquid substances

through the mouth, pharynx, and oesophagus

to the stomach.

!Magendie has given the classical account

of tho organs of deglutition, together with

the function of each in the act of swallowing

{These sur les usages du voile du, palais, 1808).

He divides the act into three stages: (i)

passage of the bolus through the isthmus

of the fauces
:

performed by movements
of the tongire, which may be voluntary

but are usirally reflex, the position of the

bolus acting as stimulus
] (2) passage of bolus

through the pharynx : a pure reflex, consisting

on the motor side of rapid and nicelj' co-

ordinated contractions of the pharyngeal

muscles, by which the bolus is shot across the

air-passages and into the oesophagus; (3)
passage of bolus through the oesophagus.

Tlie act is completed in about six seconds,

of which the peristaltic contraction of the

oesophagrrs takes 4-8 seconds. Kronecker and
iMeltzer (Du Bois-Ileymond's Arch f. Phy-
siol., 1883, Supjal. 3, 328) studied the act

of deglutition by modern methods, and found

that the bolus is put under great pressure in

the pharynx and literally shot down to the

cardiac opening of the stomach, sometimes
even forcing open the cardiac sphincter and
entering the stomach by initial impetus, the

passage through the pharynx and to the car-

diac opening taking about o-i second. The
pressure is largely produced by the simul-

taneous contraction of the mjmlo-hyoid and
hyoglossus muscles, which pull the larynx up-

ward and forward underneath the bolus and
at the same time draw the tongue backward
against it. (c.f.h.)

Swedenborg, Emanuel (and Sweden-
borgianism). (1688-1772.) He was born

at Stockholm, the son of the Lutheran bishop,

Jesper Swedberg. He was well educated,

graduating as I’h.D. at Upsala University.

He published in 1709 a little treatise made
up of extracts from Seneca and Publius
Syrus iliinus with his comments, but turned
immediately to a scientific life in the lines of

mathematics and mechanics,and so successfully

that, under the ennobled name of Swedenborg,
be became a member of the Commission of

Mines and of the House of Nobles. He spent

a year in England to gain a knowledge of ‘ the
progress made in the last one or two centuries,’

He was in touch there with astimnomers, but
was interested in the useful rather than in the

theoretical.

Seventy-seven works, of which twenty were
in Swedish, the rest in Latin, are classed as

scientific by his bibliographers. He introduced

the calculus into Sweden. He invented the

air-tight stove. He began the science of

crystallography. He reasoned out before

Franklin the identity of lightning and elec-

tricity. He anticipated Laplace in the dis-

covery that planets and planetary motion are

derived from the sun. He discovered the

animation of the brain. The law of the con-

servation of energy seems to have been antici-

pated in his doctrine of action and reaction

equal and necessary to life. Among these

works the following are of a philosophical

and psychological character : Comparison of

Wolf’s Ontology and Cosmology with the

A uthor’s Principia
; On the Brain

;
Economy of

tlie Soul's Kingdom] RationalPsychology] and
Kingdom of the Soul considered anatomically

and philosophically.

In the Principia, a work in folio with large

plates, he fully set forth the nebular theory in

1734. Kant’s pamphlet, Theorie des Himmels,
appeared in 1755, Laplace’s Exposition du
Systems du Monde in 1796. Kant’s indebted-

ness to Swedenborg, whom he ridiculed in his

Geisterseher after having read him extensively

and written of him with high praise, has been

a subject of investigation by impartial in-

vestigators such as Joseph Le Conte, E. S.

Holden, and Magnus Nyren, For a summary of

the Principia the following may suffice.

Part I treats of the origin and laws of

motion, their existence being traced from a

first natural point down to the formation of

a solar vortex, and then to the constitution

of the elements and of the three kingdoms of

nature. Motive effort tends to a spiral figure.

Part II applies the theory of vortical motion

to magnetism in order to test the truth of

the principles and to explain magnetic pheno-

mena thereby. Part III applies the principles

to cosmogony, the origin of the planets from

the sun, and their revolutions until they arrived

at their present orbits
;
also to the elements,

the motions of which are held to be vortical

;

also to the laws of the three kingdoms of

nature. ‘ Nature is always alike and cannot

be different in largest from what she is in

smallest.’
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In the works De Reqno Animali he analj’sed

the statements of anatomists, avoiding his

own observations lest they should be made to

favour his views, and dealing with the oi'gans

in an ascending series and as the servants of

the mind. This hn ught him to a perception

of the constant interaction of the mental and

the material or of the spii itual and the natural

in man, of which he treated in a small work
called The Hieroglyphic Key of natural and
spiritual Arcana, written in 1741.

In this progiess, aloof from theology and

pursued uninterrupted by self-seeking, he had

reached the point where he must stop or

enter the field of the soul’s relation to God.

He took up the studj' of the Hebrew Bible,

producing in the last thirty years of his life a

series of works of about the same number as in

the previous stage. These works dealt with

the interpretation ofScripture by means of the

relation ofearthly objects to spiritual realities,

the spiritual world as substantial and directly

known to him, and the teachings so derived

as forming a purified Christianity which will

realize the era of the New Jerusalem.

The philosophy of these works is especially

set foi th in those on The Love and lYisdom of

God, and on The Divine Providence. The
former is in five parts, treating of love as

the life of man and of God as Love itself.

His Wisdom is as the existere of his Love,

the esse. He is Infinite Man. These two
qualities in him are distinctly one and are

as substance and form. Love by Wisdom
creates eternally. Man, like all other crea-

tions, is a recipient of life, thus finited, and
represents in himself all creation. The In-

finite is in time and space, but not of them.

The first of creation is the sun of heaven,

which animates the spiritual world and fills

all degrees of life, which are not continuous

but discrete, so that the connection of a higher

with a lower degree is that of cause and effect

or of correspondence. Matter is the ultimate

of creation. Man is born in the lowest de-

gree with power to develop the higher degrees,

and this development or regeneration is the

history of the race repeated in the individual.

It is the first chapter of Genesis repeated in

its spiritual meaning. The mind is composed
of will and intellect, corresponding to the

Divine Love and Wisdom. Evil is man’s

perversion of love received. Man is. preserved

free. There is no Divine reprobation. Every
one who is in order fulfils his destiny, his own
use here and hereafter.

Death severs the correspondence of the

6

spiritual part 01 man with the material, .and

he is thenceforth in h.s spiritual body a

denizen of the spiritual world. Angels ait

the risen souls who confoim to the Divine

order; evil spirits are those who opj'ose that

order through self-love, and « ho therefore live

in less fieedom. Evil is permitted, but always

from a good purpose, and this permiss on is

a part of Providence, which has no other eiid

than the formation of heaven. Though con-

tinually led of this Providence miin must act

as of himself. In the other life, freed from
the trammels of space and time, man enjoys

the highest form of life of which he is capable,

in the best companionship and in the most
congenial service of all others. Sex is of liie

mind in the unecjual combination of will and
intellect in man and woman, so that an un-
selfish union of two minds forms the true unit

of humanity in both the natural and spiritual

worlds. Procreation is only of the natural

world. Life hereafter is in an environment

which perfectly correspond.^ with the spirit.

All the angels form a grand unit, a maxbnus
homo.

The religion of this system is similar.

There is one Divine Being. Men first dwelt

with him in childlike ignorance and innocence,

the Eden of the Bible, the golden age of tradi-

tion. As man developed in intelligence he

very gradually became wayward, and the loss

of his innocence led at length to an evil con-

dition called the Flood. Idolatry with gross

rites followed, and man was near losing his

humanity. Then the same Fatherliness which

had hitherto watched over him took on a

nature like his own by virgin maternity, and

withstood the rising evil tide, and redeemed
man by subduing with love all self-love in that

nature. In the order of man’s regeneration

the Son of Man was glorified, and in him
‘ dwells the fullness of the Godhead bodily.'

In the Divine as in man there is the Trinity,

not of persons in a crude sense, but of Love
the Father or substance, Wisdom the Son or

form, knd Creative Life the Holy Spirit or

useful activity.

The sacred Scripture is divinely inspired in

possessing within its homely exterior a spiri-

tual or prophetic sense fulfilled in the Re-

deemer (the ‘ Word made flesh ’) and in the

regenerated soul. The deeper meaning is

therefore the creative order or truth in the

universe embodied in words, as a soul is in its

body. A symbol cannot mean two things,

but denotes that which it has as its cause of

being, as the face denotes the mind.
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Cliarity, or the law of life, is conformity to

order. One’s special service is true chaiity

;

fiiith alone is of no avail. Man on account of

his past must he turned from controlling self-

love and thus horn anew. The two sacra-

ments ol' Baptism and tlie Eucharist are23erfect

correspondences, and therefore highly useful

as embodying the new life entered upon and

continued.

The materialistic misunderstandings of the

middle ages, when primitive Christianity was

corruj^ted by j^i'iestcraft and strife, supposed

a second personal Advent and a jdiysical end

of the world. A truer understanding perceives

rather the end of that [perverted or Babylonian

state of things, and a renewal of Christianity

by a revelation of the true meaning of the

Divine word by means of a well-prejDared

mind.

Swedenborg regarded himself as having

been led all the way towards the accomjilish-

ment of this unique service, and in the per-

formance of it he was j^lacid and modest. He
2)ublished books at his own expense. He put

no name on them until near the last. He
lived unmarried and frugally. To secure

liberty of the press he made several journeys

to Amsterdam and London, dying in the latter

place. He never attemj^ted to organize his

symi)athizers. He was still writing on longi-

tude in 1766 after most of his theological works
had been published. He said of himself that

he had been led over this jiathway from 1710
because ‘ it was necessary that spiritual things

should now be understood rationally
;
there-

fore I was first introduced into the natural

sciences and thus prejrared; the dogma that

the understanding is to be held under obedi-

ence to faith had closed the Church, and what
canopenit except anunderstandingeulightened

by the Lord 1
' He also declared that he had

received nothing from any one but the Loi'd

through study of the Scriptures.

Literature : of the biograjdiies of Sweden-
boi’g that of Benjamin AYorcestek (1883) is

the liest. His works have been issued in the

original Latin, in English, and many other

languages. The principal books not men-
tioned above are Heavenly Arcana, Ajroca-

lypse Eevealed, Heaven and Hell, Doctrines
of the New Jerusalem, Intercourse of Soul
and Body, Marriage Love, and True Christian

Religion. (t.f.w.)

Swoon [ME. 8voowe'ii\ : Ger. Olmmacht
;

Fr. evanovAssement, syncofe ;
Ital. srenimento.

A faint
;

loss of consciousness. See Syn-
- COPE. (j.j.)

6

Syllogism [Gr. o-uAXoyto-^oy] : Ger. Syllo-

gismus, Schhiss

;

Fr. syllogisme] Ital. sHlo-

gismo. (i) Syllogism consists in stating in

one proirositiou the truth involved in two
non-relative propositions after the elimination

of a common term, as

All a is 6;

(s) All c is a

;

All c is b.

The first of these propositions (which contains

the predicate of the conclusion) is called the

major premise
;

the second, which contains

the subject of the conclusion, the minor
premise. (c.l.f.)

(2) According to Aristotle and the great

body of logicians, a simple syllogism has two
premises and a conclusion, and three terms,

one of which, the ‘ middle,’ disappears from
the conclusion. In the writer’s opinion, the

limitation to non-relative premises is con-

trary to usage and to propriety. (C.S.P.)

(3) The sense laid down by Aristotle at the

opening of his Analytics, 24 b 18, and repeated

with verbal accuracy at the beginning of the

Topics and at the beginning of the Sophistici

Elenchi, and less formally in the logical part

of the Rhetoric (A ii. § 9), namely, ^vWoyL(Tjx6s

ecTTi \6yos (V o5 Ti6(VTiov Tiva>v erepov tl Keipi-

vuv avdysrjs (jvp^aivfi T<a raCra eirai,
‘ A syllo-

gism is a symbol (Xoyos) in which, some things

having been posited, something different from

the assumptions necessarily joins itself to

them, by being involved in the being of the

facts assumed.’

It will be seen that, in this definition (2), no

particular stress is placed ufjon the premises

being two in number; although Aiistotle is

afterwards emphatic in insisting that every

syllogism has two premises. The following

inference is, on this definition, syllogistic

:

‘ A stands to a lover of B in the relation of

benefitting everybody loved by him
;
hence A

benefits B.' The two essential characters are

that the inference shall be necessary, and that

the fact inferred shall be involved in the very

being of the facts premised, regardless of the

manner in which those premised facts may
have become known. The operation called

colligation by Whewell, which consists in

bringing the different premises together and

ajjplying them, the one to another, or to a

repetition of itself, in a particular way, where-

in lies all that calls for sagacity in deductive

reasoning, is then no part of the syllogism.

Aristotle seems to say (i Anal. Pr. xxxii) that

some necessary inferences are not syllogisms

;

but the passage is not clear. However, if
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colligation is to be excluded from syllogism,

then also such an inference as the following

will be non-syllogistic :
‘ Every man is an

animal
;
hence whatever is in a given relation

(as for example, ‘ other than ’) to every man
is in that relation to every animal.’

An argument consisting of a single syllo-

gism is a monosyllogism, one of more than

one a polysyllogism, called also monosyllo-

gistic and polysyllogistic proof.
Trendelenhurg, in his Elementa Logices

Aristoteleae, gives an account of the origin

of the word, remarking that (rvWoyt^eadai is

properly to conjoin in arithmetical computa-

tion or in reasoning. Thus, in the Philehus,

41 C, where Jowett translates ‘you may
infer,’ the word means to put together two
conclusions already reached and then deduce

a further result. In the Theaetetus, 186 D,

where it is said that fnuTTT)ixrj does not consist

ev Tols TTa6rjfia(n, hut iv tw TTfpi CKfivaiv (tvWo-

yia-ga, a-yXI^oyiafios is a synonym for what in

Phaedrus, 249 B, is called simply Xoyto-pds,

“ eK TroXXcoi' lov aiaOrjrrcwv elf ev Xoyto'pw ^vvaipov-

gevov." And Trendelenburg is of opinion that

there are in Aristotle traces of the broader

meaning, as when he speaks of 6 firnycoyris

(TvXXoytagos. Others, however, think that

Aristotle’s language shows that he drew a

distinction between inaycoyrj and the syllogism

from iirayuiyr), the latter being valid only in

case of a complete enumeration. Bonitz, how-
ever, gives other instances of Aristotle’s

using the word in a broad sense. The
chief of these is in Rhetoric, A xi. § 23,

where Cope’s note quoting a similar passage

in the Poetics is interesting. Lutoslawski

points out that one of Plato’s very earliest

dialogues, the Charmides, 161 A\ contains

a regular syllogism in Cesare introduced by
the word (rv\Xoyicrng(vos (160 E). He also

remarks that in the Philehus, the term giaov

is used in tlie same tfechnical sense as in

Aristotle, and adds: ‘If we take into con-

sideration that it would be entirely against

Plato’s view of literary composition to enume-
rate all possible figures of syllogism in a

dialogue, as is done in Aristotle’s treatise, it.

becomes quite possible and even probable that

Aristotle’s theory of syllogism was more than
prepared by Plato.’ Of course this can be no
more than a surmise, but it is a reasonable

* Written, as there is strong unpublished ground
for thinking, 394 B.C., while Aristotle only went to

Athens 368 or 367 B.c. (Grote thinks not till 362 B.c.)

All the other dialogues here mentioned are subse-
quent to Aristotle’s joining the school.

6 ;

one, since Plato’s mathematical mind would
naturally have looked at reasoning in a formal

light. At any rate it is almost incredible that

any man should have struck out all that is in

Aristotle’s Analytics if the ground had not

been prepared. Moreover, Aristotle every-

where exhibits a mind quite unmathematical,

so that one cannot but suspect that he re-

ceived some hints towards a general outline of

syllogistic from some source. Yet we cannot,

ibr an instant, douht Aristotle’s veracity in

the last chapter of the Soj/histici Elenchi,

where he says of syllogistic :
‘ Of this subject,

on the other hand, there has not been a part

cultivated and a part neglected, but nothing

whatsoever of it has hitherto existed. . . .

About syllogizing I am aware of absolutely

nothing having been previously said he

Tov <TvWnyi(eadai r,avTeX<i>s ovbev e’l^ogei/ TrpoTepop

nXXo Xtyeir] '.’ (C.S.P.)

[The two sections following are written

from the points of view of the two definitions

respectively, and refiect current differences of

view.— J.M.B.]

(i) Deductive reasoning in general is stat-

ing exphcitly (in a conclusion) something
which has already been implicitly stated

either in a single proposition, or in several

propositions put together (called the premise,

or the premises), thus—
If every point of the line x is equidistant

from A and B, and if every point of

(to) the line ?/ is equidistant from B and
G, it follows that what ai’e points

at once of x and of y are equidistant

from A, B, and G.

Drawing a conclusion from a single premise
is called ‘immediate inference’; the conclusion

may he equivalent with the premise (that is,

it may furnish sufficient ground for recovering

the premise)—in this case a mere transforma-

tion of the original premise has been per-

1 It has been argued that Aristotle may here, as
it is said he often does, employ the first person plural

to mean the students of Plato
;
and also that irpoTtpov

aWo would not exclude aid from contemporaries.
The present writer, without making any particular

pretension to philological learning, apprehends that

it is quite clear that Aristotle is speaking of himself
personally, and that he means to say that no doctrine

of the syllogism, in which he now takes the first steps

{ws €K ToiovToiv cipxljs vtrapxovTOiv ex'^iv 77 giOoSos),

had existed before his Analytics and Topics. Such
hints as he may have received from Plato cannot
(the writer believes) have been in Aristotle’s memory
when he penned those words. But a man does not
always know how he originally came by ideas which
occupied him at first little, but afterwards more and
more, up to almost complete absorption for many
long years.
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formed ; or it may state less tliaii the premise,

ill whicli case it may he called an Undek-
STATEJIKXT (q.v.). If the conclusion is drawn
from more than one piemise the reasoning is

called • mediate.'

In the example given above, all the terms
about which inlbrn.ation is given in the pre-

mises I'eappear in the conclusion
;
but in the

most useiul form of mediate reasoning, there

is involved the dropping of information, and
usually of information concerning a term
involved in each of the two ^iremises

;
this

may be referred to as the elimination of a

middle term. Thus in

A is in the same box with

(r) B is in the same box with X;
A and B aie in the same box with each

other,

the conclusion is irrespective of the middle

term X. If what is desired is information

about the relation of A and B to each other,

then dropping all information concerning X
is the removal of what was burdensome—is

a loss which is a gain. Eliminative reasoning

may be defined to be the throwing away of

information (partly contained in each of two
premises) concerning uninteresting terms and
saying what remains in one proposition. (If

the information which is dropped was con-

tained in one of the premises only, it is

simply a case of under-statement.) So we
come to the definition (i) of the syllogism : if

the relation between the terms involved in an
instance of eliminative reasoning is the simple

copulative connection expressed in is or im-

plies (in any of their forms

—

a is b, Some a

is not h, That a is b implies that c is d. See
Pkoposition) the reasoning is called ‘syllogism.’

The syllogism is frequently defined as a

group of three judgments, of which the last is

necessitated by the two preceding, but that

does not exclude such an argument as (wi),

which few persons would consider a syllogism.

It is also defined (Lotze) as the union of two
judgments to produce a valid third judgment
(not consisting in the simple summation of

the other two)
;
and by this definition the

argument (r) is not excluded. More success-

fully, the syllogism has been defined in

general terms to consist in the applying of

a general rule to a special case. The general

rule, or law, is the major premise, the sjDecial

case is the minor premise, and the application

is the conclusion :

Eule,

(<) Case,

Aj)plication.

(The word application, like conclusion and
judgment, is unfortunately ambiguous

;
we

sliould say the applying, the concluding, the

judging, lor the act, and leave the otlier words
for the product of the act. The tei'in Eesult
(q.v.) has also been used.) This definition of

course applies, like the dictum de omni, only

to the first figure.

It has been argued by many logicians that

all reasoning is syllogistic, and by' many others

that not all reasoning is syllogistic. The
solution to the difficulty is this: both conten-

tions are legitimate, but the different parties

to the discussion take a different view as to

what constitutes the reasoning in a given argu-

ment. Thus the argument (r) can be put in

the form : If two things are in the same box
with a third thing, they are in the same box
with each other

;
but A and B are in the same

box with X, and hence, &c., and this, it is

said, is surely syllogism. The question, now,*

is this : Did the reasoning in (r), as first

given, consist in the refeiring, implicitly, to

some authorizing principle, or is it character-

ized by the nature of the authorizing principle

referred to 1 On performing an oi dinary

syllogism, we have in mind the dictum de omni
as our legitimizing principle, and in referring

to it (instinctively) we are again going through
an instance of rule-case-application. Now
which constitutes this syllogism

—

thereferring,

or the principle referred to t It seems most
natural to say the latter, and to conclude,

therefore, that the argument {f) is not a

syllogism, but an argument corresponding to

it, for which the legitimizing principle is

a dictum concerning the copulative relation
‘ is in the same box with,’ and corx’esponding

in form, in this case, with the dictum of

Aristotle. There are countless relations of

this sort which are transitive (or, as it might
better be called, eliminative), and of which
the ‘ principle ’ is perfectly self-evident to us.

There are others, of couise, which offer no
ground for the elimination of a common
term

;
as, A is longer tlian X and B is

longer than X. Bradley is severe upon that

large body of logicians who maintain that all

mediate deductive reasoning is syllogistic.

[It would seem to be a matter of definition,

of the use of a term; there seems to be a

large majority in the ‘large body,’ and the

psychology of reasoning appears to lend support

to their view,

—

j.m.b., o.s.p.]

It has been sometimes said that the validity

of the syllogism can he made to depend upon
the laws of thought, hut the assei tion that the
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syllogistic axiom can be derived from anything

else whatever is a contradiction in terms—it

can be proved that the syllogism cannot be

proved. For proof consists in referring a

special case to a general i ule, under which it

is shown to fall, and that very act has its

justification only in the principle of the syllo-

gism. What princijjles shall be assumed
as the fundamental axioms of any branch of

knowledge is, to a certain extent, a matter

of convenience—frequently, of two, each will

entail the other, and it is sufficient to assume
either one. But this does not apply to the

syllogism
;
whatever else may be regarded or

not regarded as an indispensable assumption,

the axiom of the syllogism must always be
assumed the first thing of all, for without it

nothing can be derived from anything.

A^arious forms of expression in words have
been given to this axiom, as the dictum de

Omni—Whatever can be affirmed of the

whole can be affirmed of what has been shown
to be a part of the whole (as usually given,

this applies only to immediate inference, not

to the s} llogism)
;

or, in terms of pure inten-

tion, the nota notae—A mark of a mark is a

mark of the thing itself. For the syllogism

in the second and third figures (with the

middle term as predicate, or as subject, of

both premises) othei’ principles are needed

(Lambert), or those figures can by processes

of Reduction (q.v.) be brought to the first

figure. Wundt gives, as covering mediate

inference in general (?’), what he calls ‘ the

piinciple of relation,’ which amounts to this

—

Things which stand in a relation to a third

thing stand in a relation to each other. But
this is sim^ily incorrect

;
if A and B are

each X, they need not stand in any direct

relation whatever to each other ;
if A is

longer than X and B is longer than X,
nothing whatever can be affirmed about the

relation of A to B. Relations are too various

to permit of any general statement being

made about them—some are mediating and
some are not.

There is still another view of the principle

of the syllogism, which has been held by
various writers. It is that it is sufficiently

contained in the definition of the proposition

—that in saying Whatever is a is h, it has

already been said that anything that can be

shown to be a is 6. Thus the doctrine of the

syllogism, under the aspect of rules applied to

cases, becomes a tautology
;

it is simply—

A

general rule can be applied to any special case

that can be shown to fall under it. Mill’s

objection to the syllogism would here amount
to saying that there can be no fresh appli-

cation of a general rule to special cases
;
for

until after jou have tested it in all its special

cases, you are wrong to believe that the rule

is really genei’al.

From the time of Sextus Empiricus, it has

been maintained by different writers that the

syllogism is of little value, that is, leads to no
advance in thought, because the conclusion is

already contained in the premises. It is true

in a sense that there is no gain in material

knowledge in the syllogism, but the gain

through convenience of manipulation is great.

Thus if the axioms, postulates, and definitions

of geometry, accurately and fully stated, were
handed over to a master of symbolic logic,

he could deduce from them, with infallible

certainty, the latest proposition of Euclid

without stopping, to state any of the inter-

mediate propositions
;
but ordinary reasoners

find it vastly more convenient to proceed

from step to step, and in fact ordinary human
powers, unaided by a mechanical device, do

not suffice for any different procedure. What
the formal reasoner as such actually does is

to sit at his desk, and taking into his con-

sciousness statements of fact brought to him
from South Africa and China, from the meta-

physical assumptions of the speculative philo-

sopher and from the laboratory work of the

experimental psychologist, to piece them to-

gether, so far as they have anything in com-
mon, and to get out of them things not known
before they fell together. His intellectual

work consists (i) in the search for middle

terms, and (2) in the reduction of the propo-

sitions containing them to forms in which he

is capable of seeing what relations implicitly

contained in them he can make explicit, and

(3) in stating those conclusions in single

sentences. For example, the syllogism

No priests are martyrs;

(t?) All but priests are saints ;

.*. All martyrs are saints,

cannot be seen intuitionally by every one to

be either valid or invalid. (To get the real

force of the syllogistic formula, it is much
better to practise on propositions which are

not true.)

Another objection that has been brought
against the syllogism is that the conclusion is

not contained in the premises, that until the

conclusion has been separately tested, it is not

safe to say that the major premise is univer-

sally true. Bain has very justly said that the

contribution made to logic by Mill in connec-
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tion witli tliis qiiest’on is revolutionai y ;
it is,

liowever, proj)erly speaking, a contribution to

the theory of knowledge rather than to the

tlieory of the syllogism in itself. His thesis

is not so much that ‘real reasoning is from

paiticulais to particulars,’ as it is that ‘all

knowledge is in the last resort empirical.’

Aristotle himself, according to H. Maier (^Die

Syllogistik des Aristoteles, 1900), was not

ready to admit the validity of the syllogistic

form as such, in those cases in which the pre-

mises are insecure. Our vast structure of

knowledge is composed of elements of various

degrees of certainty. One piece or another,

from time to time, suffers shipwieck
;
hut

many pieces have had their validity so

thoroughly tested that relativehj they are

inexpugnable. The objection is perfectlj'^

well founded in instances where the general

rule is got as a direct abstraction from the

special cases, and also in the cases where, for

any other I’eason, our grounds for believing it

are relatively uncertain
;
hut under all such

circumstances we are perfectly aware of what
is the real value of the syllogism—that it is

in such cases this very function (the testing

of the major premise) for the sake of which

we perform it. The progress of science con-

sists in great part in guessing at general

rules, or in accepting them tempoi’arily as

furnished us by more or less uncertain induc-

tions, in applying them to special cases, and
then in returning to nature to see if the

result of the application holds good. If it

does, the rule is in so far confirmed
;

if it

does not, the rule must he revised—for the

moment it has become a humble particular,

which we hope to elevate again into the rank

of a universal by finding some appropriate

determinant of the subject, or alternation to

the predicate, to connect with it. Thus if

a 6 is found to have exceptions, our next

step is to discover the x or the y which will

give VlS ax or a -{ y. If, on the other

hand, there is a general rule in which we have
confidence, and observation has just furnished

us with a special case, if the application of

rule to case gives a result out of harmony
with well-known facts, it is the accuracy of

our observation of the special case that we
proceed to improve upon. There are always
some propositions which are so vastly superior

to others in respect of certainty that, unless

we are to renounce the task of living alto-

gether, we must feel ourselves authorized to

take them as safe premises.

Th£ Modern Treatment of the Syllogism.

Modern logic, which begins with De Morgan
and Bcole, has for one of its principal charac-

teristics the unrestricted admission of negative
terms

;
the older logicians were chary of intro-

ducing them as predicates even. They regarded
such a proposition as Some a is not b as be-

longing to a separate category from the uni-

versal and the particular proposition, and gave
it a distinctive name—the ‘infinitive or limi-

tative proposition.’ But this is unnecessaiy

;

it is perfectly safe to treat negative terms like

any other terms. And it is only this aversion

to dealing with negatives that has caused the

logicians to consider that

No a is b;

[n) No c is 6

;

No a is c,

is not a syllogism at all. The infelicity of

this has been pointed out, among others, hy
Bradley. It is not a syllogism in the restricted

traditional sense of the word, hut it is an
argument so exactly like it that the differ-

ence is entirely inessential
;

it is merely

necessary to let ‘ common term ’ include

‘common term though of different quality,’

for the common definition of syllogism to cover

cases like this. The ordinary rules for the

validity of syllogistic reasoning are applicable

only if the propositions are stated in some one

of the four traditional forms. When the eight

propositions of the Complete Scheme are taken

account of, the restrictions as to negatives

being done away with (see Peoposition), the

number of fruitful pairs of premises is vastly

increased. The ai’gument, e. g.,

Everything is either a or c

;

(p) Everything is either 6 or c;

Everything is either a or b,

would seem strange to the strict Aristotelian,

but with the enlarged m-=aning of common
term it falls sti’ictly within the definition of

syllogism. And as frequently happens in such

a case, the whole is found to be, as regards

difficulty, much less than the part
;
rules for

validity, as will appear immediately, are far

more simple than with the ordinary propo-

sitional scheme.

Two premises and a conclusion taken

together constitute a syllogism
;

the three

following propositions taken together

—

‘ None who are discontented are happy,’

*But some reformers are happy
and no reformers are contented,’

form an argument,—not, it is true, an argu-

ment in which there is a sequence, hut an

argument in which there is a rebuttal. (It is,

without doubt, the form in which, in primitive
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times, argument first arose
;
propositions are

accepted ‘ unthinkingly’ until after they liave

been uttered, and have aroused —the regular

effect of listening to speech—the instinct of

rejection on the part of the hearer'.) In this

argument the implication contained in the

word hut is that the statements made cannot

he all three .true together
;

if the last two are

true, the first is not so
;

if the first and either

of the others are true, the remaining one is not

true. In other words, the three pr opositions

taken together constitute an inconsistency, or

an incompatibility, or, as it may perhaps be

called, to distinguish it from the syllogism, an
antilogism. Expressed in letters for terms, it

affirms that no a is h, no c is non-6, and some

a is c cannot be all three true at once
;

if any
two of them are known to be true (it matters

not which two) the remaining one is known to

be false— that is as much as to say that its

contradictory is known to be true, and to be,

therefore, the conclusion of a valid syllogism of

which the other two are the premises.

If we write for the moment {ab\ for No a is

h and (act, for Some a is c {u is chosen as

standing for a part of the universe), we may
put this :

—

{ab\ {ch\ {ac\< o,

which is read That no a is h. no c is non-h, and
some a is c is imjyossihle. The simple test for

the validity of this form of argument is this :

(i) There are three ^propositions, two universal

and one particular, each two with one term in

common. (2) The term common to two like

propositions must appear with unlike signs;

the term common to two unlike propositions

must appear with like signs. The dictum in-

volved is simply the principle of Excluded
Middle : ac is not h (for no a is 6), and it is

not non-6 (for no c is non-6), and hence it

cannot exist at all.

The simple device, therefore, for testing the

validity of any of the thousands of syllogisms

such as (v) and (^;), which may present them-

selves to the actual reasoner, in addition to

the ordinary syllogisms of the logics (16 x 16

Xi6x 2, or 8,192 in all), is to tuin every

universal proposition into the form No a is h,

every particular into the form Some a is h, to

deny the conclusion, and then to apply the

rule just given. The source of the simplicity

of tbis rule is that symmetrical copulas are

used throughout, and that therefore it no
longer makes any difference whether a term
stands in the subject or in the predicate.

A consideration of these more general forms

covers, in simple terms to start with, all the

so-called hypothetical and alternative syllo-

gisms, and many more, of course, than are

usually treated in the textbooks. The exis-

tential syllogism is represented, in terms, by
All a is 6

;

a is existent

;

.’. h is existent,

which is the exact parallel to

Always, if a is 6, c is d;

That a is h occurs (here and now)

;

.•. That c is d occurs (here and now).

These last two forms differ from the ordinary

syllogism merely in the fact that one of the

Special Teems of logic (q. v.) occurs as a

predicate. They may be named existential

syllogisms. Modal propositions are most simply

treated by making the modal word a predicate,

instead of attaching it to the copula—that is,

by transforming a is possibly h to That a is h

ispossible. AVe have merely to remember, then,

that the negative of necessary is possibly not,

and that the negative of possible is necessarily

not. (C.L.E.)

(2) The syllogistic inference may be ana-

lysed into several distinct steps, each of which

shall consist either in inserting or in omitting

something. It does not evidently follow that

such a method must afford a simpler repre-

sentation of necessary inference than to take

the inference of the modus ponens as elemen-

taiy. But in point of fact it does so. The
passage from premise to conclusion may be

regarded as a permissible transformation, and
best, of a transformation of the nature of an
insertion

;
that is to say, the conclusion is

superadded to the premises
;

since the pre-

mises remain true.

Aristotle’s verb a-vgjBmvei in the definition of

the syllogism takes this view. The relation

between the protasis and apodosis of a hypo-

thetical proposition differs formally from the

relation between a premise and conclusion in

no essential respect, except that the protasis

is not positively asserted. To regard the

fact C as necessarily following from the

facts A is to hold that whenever facts analo-

gous to A are true, a conclusion related to

them as C is to .4 will always be true. In

the proposition, ‘ If .4 is true, C is true,’ we
may have regard only to the actual state

of things
;

in any case the proposition is

equivalent to ‘ Either A is not true, or G is

true.’ But more usually we refer to a range

of possibilities, and mean that whenever any

fact analogous to A is true, that which is re-

lated to it as G is to A is true. The same
relation subsists between the subject and
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]irtdicate of a uuiveival proposition : to say

tliat ‘ All men are mortal’ is to say that, tahing

any object A' whatsoever, if X is a man, X
is mortal. This agrees with the elefinition

of uuiveisal i)ieclieatiou given by Aristotle,

ami commonly known as the dictum de omni.

It will be remarked that this definition does

not make a universal proposition to assert

the existence of its subject.

Now, since in any possible system of logical

rej^resentation illative transformation must be

pertorined and be recognized as permissible,

it lollows that any representation of a uni-

versal inoposition winch treats any other

relation than that of the conclusion (with the

premises) to the premises alone as the prin-

cipal relation expressed by the proposition,

leaves the logical analysis incomplete.

Three figures (see Figure, syllogistic) of

syllogism were recognized by Aristotle, in

the first of wdiich the middle is subject of one

premise (the major premise) and piedicate ol

the other (the minor premise); in the second

the middle is the predicate of both premises
;

while in the third the middle is subject of

both premises. Aristotle recognizes bufifour

moods (see Mood, in logic) of syllogism in

the first figure. Some early Peripatetic,

Theophrastus it is said, added five indirect

moods : Barali2)ton, Celantes, Dabiiis, Fai^esmo,

Frisesomorum. It is rumoured that Galen first

constituted a fourth figure by transposing the

premises of these. About the i6th century

this figure began to be commonly admitted,

and is now almost universally so. With this,

the five moods have somewhat unnecessarily

changed their names. Tliose now most usual

are Bramanti]), Carnenes, Dimaris, Fesapo,

Fresison.

The logic of Relatives (q. v.
;

see also

Symbolic Logic) throws great light on

syllogism. It shows that the copulated pre-

mises are, as expressed in Peirce’s algebra of

dual relatives, in one of the three forms,

(xyy){tj-[z) {x\y)yz {xy)yz
These give respectively

xiz xz xT z

The last is a so-called spurious conclusion,

but such syllogisms are unscientifically ex-

cluded from consideration in almost all trea-

tises. There remain, therefore, but two kinds

of syllogism, the miiversal and the particular.

Beginning with Barbara, it can be mathemati-
cally proved that every possible necessary

inference fi om two premises, both having the

same form as the conclusion, must depend upon
a relation of inclusion (see Schroder, Alg. u.

Log. d. Relative, 337 ff., where the ‘ solution’

given of transitiveness is the most accurate

possible definition of inclusion, in that general

sense in which a thing need not necessar ily

include itself). Thus,

The *S s are included among the J/'s;

The M's are included among the P s
;

.*. The aS’s are included among the P’s.

So, for example, the pseudo-syllogism Sc^M,
M <CPj .'.S<ZF, depends par tly on the fact

that S<CF implies that the units requii-ed to

measure S are included among tho.se required

to ineasure F, and partly on the fact that

5< P iiu)rlies that the units requir ed to mea-
sure P are rrot included among those required

to measure S. Putting, therelbr e, s,p, and m
for the irnits required to measure iS, P, and
M, we have, on the one hand.

The s’s are included among the m’s
;

The m’s are included among the p’s;

.*. The s’s are included amorrg the p’s

;

and, on the other harrd.

The s's are included among the m’s

;

The p’s are not included amorrg the m’s

;

The p’s are not included among the s’s.

If, in order to study the differences between
the different moods of syllogism, we suppose

that in the universal proposition S and P are

modified by relatives, these must be the same
for both, in order that Barbara should be valid.

Calling this common relative h, the form of

the universal affirmative, A, can only be one

of the two following:

Any h of an s is an A of a p

;

Any h of every s is an h ot every p.

These differ merely as being the corrver-se of

one another. For' putting k for noir-/i, the

latter is equivalent to

Any ^ of a p is a A of an s.

We may, therefore, assume the first of the

two forms as th6 form of A. Then the validity

of Celarent requires only that the universal

negative E shall have for its subject, ‘ Any h
of an s ’ or ‘ Something not an h of an s’ The
validity of Darii requires otdy that the predi-

cate of the particular affirmative, I, shall be
‘ is an A. of a p.’ The validity of Ftrio requires

that the subject of the particular negative, O,

should agr ee with that of I (in a sense not

easy to explain without special notation),

while its predicate should be the same as that

of E, and further, that if either I or E expresses

existence, so should O. The validity of Baroko

and the moods of the second figure, generally,

requires that the predicate of O (and of E)
should be ‘ is not an h of ap.’ The validity

of Bokardo requires that the subject of 0 (and
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of I) should be either ‘ Some h of an s' or else

‘Anything but an h of an s' The result is

that there are three systems of propositions

which give all the traditional moods, except

Darajpti, Fda'pton, Baralipton, and Fapfismo,

which are invalid if universal propositions are

understood to be the exact denials of particular

propositions. These three systems are:

—

Fii;st System.

A. Any 7i of an aS is an A of a P
;

E. Any h of an S is not an A of a P

;

I. Some h of an /S' is an A of a P

;

0. Some A of an S is not an h of a P.
Second System.

A. Any A of an is an A of a P
;

E. Something not an A of an P is not an
A of a P

;

1. Whatever is not an A of an aS' is an A
of a P

;

0. Some A of an S is not an A of a P.
Third System.

A. Any A of an aS* is an A of a P

;

E. Any A of an aS is not an A of a P

;

1. Whatever is not an A of an aS' is an A

of a P

;

O. Whatever is not an A of an aS' is not

an A of a P.

The 0 of the third system might have been

taten as A, and the same forms would have

been reproduced in the same way with
changed A. In the ordinary syllogistic the

first system is used, and A is ‘ identical with.’

With a limited universe of marks, A will be

a ‘ character o£’

It will be observed that Celarent and
Darii introduce each an additional principle

in slight modification of Barbara, and Ferio

reunites those principles. The second and
third figures introduce marked additional

principles, which the so-called fourth figure,

i. e. the Theophrastean syllogism, reunites.

In the second figure there is a perceptible

difference between the mode of inference of

Camestres and Baroiko on the one hand,

Cesare and Festino on the other; although

in reasoning itself it is morally impossible to

distinguish Camestres from Cesare, Parallel

remarks apply to the third figure. Of the

Theophrastean moods, Frisesomorum alone is

peculiar, Celantes and Dabitis dej^ending

merely on the principles of the second and

third figures respectively.

The fact that the second and third figures

involve peculiar piinciples is shown by the

fact that the modes of reduction of any mood
of each involve some peculiar immediate
inference.

Thus, the reduction of the second figure

involves the conversion of E. Now this

conversion can be stated in syllogistic form

;

but it will be a syllogism in Cesare, which
is the typical mood of the second figure,

thus :

—

No iJf is W

;

Any A is iV;

.*. No N is M.
So the third figure involves the conversion

of I, and when this is put into syllogistic

form, the syllogism is in Datisi, the typical

mood of the third figure, thus :

—

Any A is A’’;

Some A is d/;

Some M is A.
It may be said that the conveidibility of

I depends, upon the equipai’ance of the rela-

tion which I expresses. But even in that

case, it must be noted that there is a cer-

tain difference between the individual and

definite convertibility commonly understood

by equiparance and the indefinite conversion,

properly understood, of I, which is alone

required in ordinary syllogistic. This will

appear below.

The second and third figures can be reduced

to the first apagogically, but the principles of

the reduction are different. That of the

second figure is that if the negative (not the

denial) of the result of a hypothetical assump-

tion under a known rule is found to be true,

then the negative of the subsumption is true.

Thus, referring to the usual syllogism, ‘AU
men are mortal

;
all patriarchs are men

;

hence, all patriarchs are mortal ’
;

if the rule

is correct, get all patriarchs are immortal, it

follows that all patriarchs are non-men. The
statement of this principle is simply a form
of the conversion of E. So the third figure

may be apagogically reduced by the principle

that if, a subsumption under a hypothetical

rule being admitted, a partial result is found
true, the partial truth of the rule follows.

Thus, admitting that all patriarchs are men,
if it be found that some patriarchs are mortal,

it follows that at least some men are mortal.

The second figure can always be reduced to

the first by the simple conversion of the

major premise, this being first made negative,

if necessary, by infinitation. Thus,

Any M is P=Any M is not not-P j

is reduced by the conversion of the major te
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‘No iiot-P is M So tlie tliiid figure is

reduced to Ihe first by tlie simple conversion

of tlie minor premise. But tliere is liere a

diliicully, owing to our not having in our

oidimiry lunguiiges a term to express the

reversal of the quantity of a proposition

;

that is to say, a single operation which shall

change Any to Some, and Some to Any.

The difference between a particular and a

universal proposition is that, in the former,

the selection of the individual of which the

predicate is asserted is transferred from the

hearer to a person competent and friendly to

the proposition. Let this transfer be re-

peated, and the choice goes back to the first

party. Using ‘some’ in the sense of pre-

scribing such transfer, ‘ Some-some-;S’ is P ’=
Any S is P. In that way Disamis and

Bokardo are reduced as follows. The moods
are

:

®«“"'^jisnot[’P‘
Any is d/ = Some-some-AS' is M ;

Some m[. ^\\p.
I
IS not I

Converting ‘ Sorae-some-/S' is M’ to ‘Some 31 is

Some-AS,’ we have the syllogism of the first

figure

—

AnySome-As{j/^"^JP;

Some M is Some-AS

;

Some 31 i P.
I IS not

)

Any syllogism of the second or third figure

can also be reduced by transposing the pre-

mises, and converting the two propositions

not converted in the method just described.

But still tlie same kind of conversion con-

tinues to be required in the case of each

figure, thus showing that the conversions of E
and I are logically allied to the second and
third figures respectively. Camestres and
Disamis are the easiest so to reduce

;

Festino and Ferison the most difficult.

Festino.

Some aS' is P = No Some-A? is not-P;
No J/ is P= Any 3f is not-P

;

Some S is not Af = No Some-A^ is 31.

The conversion of E gives from the first

premise ‘ No not-P is Some-AS.’ This with the

second premise gives ‘ No 3f is Some-AS'.’

Thence another conversion of E gives ‘ No
Some-AS' is 31,’ which is the conclusion.

Ferison.

Some 5 is Af= Any Some-A? is M
\

No aS is P = Some-some-AS' is not-P
;

Some 31 is not P = tSome M is not-P.

The conversion of I gives fi'om the second

premise ‘ Some not-P is Some-AS'.’ This with
the first premise gives ‘Some not-P is A/,’

w'hich by another conversion of I gives ‘ Some
31 is not-P,’ the conclusion.

The conversion of E depends on the fact

that otherness is an equiparance. If every-

body loves everybody who loves him, it follows

that if every man loves every woman, then

every woman loves every man
;
and on the

corresponding princi23le, if every H is other

than every P, then every P is other than every

8. The conversion of I, on the other hand, is

justified by the fact that the propositional

quantities of breadth and depth are insepar-

able. ‘ Some S is P ’ = There is an embodi-

ment of 8 conforming to the idea of P.
Now observe that we do not necessarily

infer that that same P is 8, but only that

there is somewhere a P that is 8. All that

is needed for this inference is that whenever

there is an embodiment of an idea conforming

to a second idea, there is also an embodiment
of the latter idea conforming to the idea first

embodied. It is the principle that there

cannot be a cork that fits a bottle unless there

be a bottle that is fitted by a cork.

When we pass to probability the figures of

syllogism become of an idea highly important.

Thus, take the following reasoning, the nature

of which we shall presently examine:

The probability of throwing doublets

with a pair of dice is ^ ;

Different throws of pairs of dice are

independent

;

The probability of throwing precisely

two doublets in six throws is just

half that of throwing precisely one

doublet in six throws.

In order to analyse this reasoning, it is

necessary to note what the premises and
conclusion mean. The precise meaning of the

first premise is that we should square our

actions on each single occasion to the fact that,

taking thi'ows of the dice as they occur in the

course of experience, the ratio of the number of

throws of doublets hitherto to the total number
of throws hitherto would, if the course of

experience were endless, become, after a time,

permanently remote from every other ratio

than I : 6, but would never become so from

this ratio. The meaning of the second pre-

mise is that this is so not only for all the

throws, but also for every endless portion of

that totality of throws whose selection is de-

termined by the ordinal relation of the throws

composing it to previous throws of any given
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kind
;

so that, where such principle of selec-

tion allows, the throws are taken as they

occur in the course of experience in endless

succession.

The necessary conclusion is that we should

square our action on any occasion to the

principle that taking an endless succession

and entir’ely different sets of six throws, just

as they occur in the course of experience, the

latio of the number of sets containing two
doublets to the number of sets containing one

doublet will at length permanently depart

from evei’y other ratio than i : 2, but will

not so depart from this ratio.

This inference is necessary
;

yet it is

merely probable in this sense, that we cannot

be sure that the number of sets of six throws

containing just one doublet would be twice

the number containing two doublets in a

hundred trials, or in a million, or in any
other fixed number. But what is certain is

that any other ratio would eventually prove

decidedly wrong, while i : 2 would not. This

is a probable syllogism of the first figure,

since it recognizes a case as coming under a

general rule, the result of which it accepts as

valid in that case. Of course the reader will

not fail to observe that the sense in which
the reasoning is said to be a syllogism is

strictly defined. It is not meant that the

above is a simple syllogism.

But if it were not known exactly how
often with a given set of dice doublets would

be thrown, since they may be similarly or

dissimilarly loaded, and if we simply threw the

dice and counted the whole number of throws

and the number of throws of doublets, and if,

finding that in twelve hundred throws there

were about two hundred doublets, we were
thence to conclude that in the long run about

one-sixth of the throws would be doublets,

this would be reasoning in the third figure.

This would be in no sense necessary, except

that if the experimentation were continued

endlessly, it must approximate to the true

ratio at last. This form of reasoning differs

from the probable syllogism of the first figure,

in that there the precise value of the long-

run ratio was stated in advance; while here

the concluded ratio is subject to modification

as experience is amplified.

It is inference in the third figure, since if the

rule were that any ratio far from one-sixth

would he satisfactory in the long run, the

same ratio would probably be tolerably

satisfactory in twelve hundred throws. Now,
no ratio far from one-sixth is satisfactory for

this set of twelve hundred throws. Hence,
the rule is probably false. Now, the inference

that a general rule is false because the result

to which it would lead in a special case is

not true is syllogism of the third figure.

Although this mode of inference is not neces-

sary, it is necessary that the method should

ultimately yield an approximately correct

conclusion.

A probable syllogism which appears, in

consequence of a want of sharp insistence

upon what is really the subject and what
the predicate of propositions, to be in the

second figure may be essentially of the same
nature as a probable syllogism in the third

figure; but it seems to be impossible that it

should really be so, since there can be no
strict objective probabilities of the kind
required. If, for instance, we knew that in

a considerable series of sets of six throws, one

doublet precisely had occurred in a set twice

as often as two doublets pi’ecisely, and we
were thence to conclude that the two dice

were probably normal, because, although

other constitutions of dice might produce the

same result, yet they are very unusual con-

stitutions, we have here a probability of

quite another kind; and instead of its being

certain, as in the third figure, that the method
of inference would in the long run lead to an
indefinite approximation to the truth, it is

here quite possible that the concluded con-

stitution of the dice will always be entirely

different from the true one. The three figures

are therefore quite distinct; and we see that

probability lends an importance to the three

figures which modern logicians have not been
willing to accord to them.

Aristotle pays no attention to hypothetical

syllogisms
;
but it is said that Theophrastus

studied them. We find them treated in con-

siderable detail by Boethius. During the

middle ages, purely formal syllogistic made
no progress worth mention. About the middle

of the 19th century some steps were taken.

Sir W. Hamilton proposed a syllogistic system

of no merit (see An Essay on the new Analytic

of Logical Forms, by T. S. Baynes, Edinburgh,

1850) based on the following system of pro-

positional forms, called the system of the

thoroughgoing quantification of the predicate.

All A is all B, meaning that the whole

collection of A’s is identical with
the whole collection of B’s.

AU A is some B, meaning that the whole

collection of zTs is identical with

part of the collection of B's.
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Some .-1 is all />', meaning that a part ot

the collection of ^I’s is identical

with the whole collection of 7i’s.

Some .1 is some B, meaning that a part

of the collection of .4 ’s is identical

with a part of the collection of B'%.

Any .1 is not any B, meaning that the

whole collection of A’s is excluded

fi'om the whole collection of ^’s.

Some A is not any B, meaning that a

part of the collection of M’s is

excluded fx'om tlie whole collection

of 7>'s.

Any A is not some B, meaning that the

whole collection of M’s is excluded

from a part of the collection of B’s.

Some M is not some B, meaning that

a pait of the collection of M’s is

excluded fr-om a part of the collec-

tion of B’s.

There is also a pi’etence at a second series of

meanings in depth, never clearly explained.

Such a system is glai ingly faulty
;
but it had

some vogue in its day. There were also some
other somewhat similar systems by Archbishop
Thomson, Spalding, &c.

De Morgan constructed various systems of

syllogistic of much greater merit, although,

after all, they only complicate the subject to

no purpose. His piiiicipal system, in which

he postulates that no tenn is without breadth

or is coextensive with the universe, is based

on the following propositional forms :

X))Y. All X's are some Y’s, i. e. Any X
is a Y.

X)-{Y. All X’s are not (all) Y’s, i.e. Any
X is non-Y.

X(')F. Everything is either some X or

some Y (or both), i. e. Any non-AT

is Y.

X{{Y. vSome X’s are aU Y’s, i.e. Any
non-AT is noit-Y.

X{-{Y. Some AT’s are not (all) Y’s, i.e.

Some AT is non- Y.

a:()y. Some AT’s are some Y’s, i.e. Some
AT is Y.

X)(Y. Some things are not either (all)

A'’s or (all) Y’s, i. e. Some non-X is

non- Y.

X).) Y. All X’s are not some Y, i. e.

Some non-X is non-Y.
These forms arose, as one might guess,

from the application of not to the subjects of

the old four
;
so that it might be called the

system of the thoroughgoing qualification of

the subject. Whether or not this qualifica-

tion of the subject can he said to be involved

in the structure of any syllogism is the ques-

tion upon the decision of which that of the

acceptance of De Morgan’s system must
depend.

hinder these conditions (figure of course

disappearing) De Moi gan gets eight universal

syllogisms,

)))) (•))) (((•) ((;( (•))•( )))•( )•(((

eight major-particular svllogisms,

((() )(() )))•) ))X )•((•( (((•( (•))(

and eight minor-particular syllogisms

())) )•))) )((•) )((( )•))•( ())•{ (•(((

(•(()•

De Morgan also takes account of com-
plex premises. Moreover, he developed the

syllogistic of I'elative terms, and especially

the highly important syllogism of transposed

quantity
;
and he, Boole, and others studied

numerically definite syllogisms.

The following teclinical phrases may be

defined

:

Arithmetical syllogism. Blundevile, in his

Arte of Logicke (1599), in illustration of his

position that ‘ God hath prescribed certaine

bounds of necessitie . . . which bounds are

Syllogismes rightly made,’ instances this

question :
‘ If one pound of waxe be worth

a groat, what is tenne pound of waxe worth 1

Marry tenne groates, which is prooved by a

Syllogisme in this manner : Every pound of

waxe is woi’th a groat
;
but here is ten pound

of waxe : Ergo, they are worth ten groats

:

and like as in these kinds of Sillogismes

Arithmetical!, the proportion which is to bee

judged by mans naturall knowledge, doth

shew the Consequent to bee infallible, even so

the Consequents in other Syllogismes are

shewed to be infallible, by such demonstra-

tions as are not farre fetched, or doubtfull,

but are manifest, plaine and evident.’

Categorical syllogism : a syllogism com-
posed of categorical propositions.

Common syllogism : a syllogism whose
middle is a general term.

Composite syllogism’, a syllogism having

more than two premises.

Compound syllogism : a hypothetical

syllogism, that is, a syllogism containing a

disjunctive (or conditional) or copulative

premise.

Conditional syllogism : a syllogism con-

taining a conditional premise, especially the

Modus Ponens and Modus Pollens, although

some logicians refuse to these arguments the

name of syllogism.
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Conjunctive, syllogism : according to

Hamilton {^Lect. on Logic, Appendix VllI), a

conditional syllogism (above).

Contentious syllogism: a fallacy, whose
author seeks only victory in argument.

Copulative syllogism: a syllogism with a

copulative conclusion.

Decurtate syllogism ; a syllogism with one

of the premises unexpressed {Cent. Diet).

Defective syllogism : a syllogism in the

statement of which one of the premises is

omitted.

Demonstrative syllogism : a syllogism which

generates science.

Dialectic syllogism : a syllogism which

generates opinion, being made of probable

and credible propositions. The phrase is as

old as Aristotle; but the use to which syllo-

gism is put does not alter its nature. It is

the argumentation or reasoning, not the logical

form, which is dialectical.

Didascalic syllogism: same as Demonstrative

syllogism (above).

Dilemmatic syllogism : a syllogism having

for its minor premise a dilemmatic proposi-

tion {Ctnt. Did.). See Dilemma.
Direct syllogism (friiXXoyta/ior Sciktikos) :

a syllogism proceeding from a rule, and the

subsumption of a case under that rule, to

the result of the rule in that case. One
of the four moods, Barbara, Celarent, Darii,

Ferio.

Disjunctive syllogism: a syllogism whose
cogency depends upon the relation between
the members of a disjunctive premise.

Expository syllogism

:

a syllogism whose
middle is an individual term.

Figured syllogism

:

a syllogism so stated

that it is in a definite figure.

Hyjmtheticcd syllogism : a syllogism either

conditional (or disjunctive) or copulative.

Often used for a syllogism conditional but

not disjunctive, although there is no material

difference between a conditional and a dis-

junctive proposition. A copulative proposi-

tion is the precise denial of a conditional or

disjunctive proposition
;
and every conditional

or disjunctive syllogism will by apagogical

transformation give a copulative syllogism.

But many logicians refuse to consider copula-

tive syllogisms to be syllogisms on the ground
that the conclusion contains nothing not

stated in the premises taken together; just

as the same logicians exclude other arguments
from the class of syllogisms because their

conclusions contain matter not contained in

the premises taken together.

Imperfect syllogism: a syllogism of which
one premise remains unstated.

Indirect syllogism

:

a syllogism which needs

to be proved to he valid by reduction to direct

syllogism.

Modal syllogism: a syllogism containing

modal pi’opositions.

Perfect syllogism: a syllogism of which no
part of the leading principle can be stated as

a premise and so eliminated from the leading

principle
;
since if this is attempted it is still

needed as leading principle.

Proper syllogism

:

the Kamist name for an
Expository syllogism.

Proportional syllogism : a species of relative

syllogism depending on proportions. The
following is a stock example

:

Ut se habent duo ad guattuor, ita se

habent tria ad sex ;

Sed duo se habent ad quattuor, ut
dimidium ad totum

:

Ergo, tria se habent ad sex, ut dimidium
ad totum.

Pure syllogism

:

a syllogism composed of

propositions de inesse.

Relative syllogism: a syllogism involving

relative terms. Such syllogisms have been

recognized as proper subjects of logic by all

logicians beginning with Aristotle.

Simple syllogism: a syllogism not capable

of dissection into two or more syllogisms.

But the indirect syllogisms which have always

been recognized as composed of direct syllo-

gisms and immediate inferences are always

classed as simple syllogisms, and that,

although Aristotle and others prove those

immediate inferences syllogistically.

Singular syllogism: s&q Expository syllogism.

Sophistic syllogism

:

a syllogism intended

to deceive, or -which it is pretended is in-

tended to deceive. See Sophism.

Tentative syllogism {a-vWoyiafxbs 7retpaarLK6s) :

seems to be much the same as a Dialectic

syllogism (above).

Valid syllogism

:

a syllogism whose pre-

mises assert facts whose being is partly

composed of the being of the fact asserted in

the conclusion.

Syllogism of transposed quantity : a syllo-

gism in which the whole cjuantity of one con-

cluding term, or its contrary, is applied in

a premise to the other concluding term, or

its contrary, by means of a relation of one-

io-N correspondence. As in the following:

Some X’s are not F’s; for every X there

is a F which is Z\ hence, some Z’s are not

(C.S.P.)Xb.
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Syllogistic (argumentation
;
aLo used as

a noun). Svi.i.ogism (q. v.).

Symbol [Gr. o-iz/j/SoXoi', a conventional

sign, from criv + /SdXXfir, to throw] : Ger.

Symbol •, Fr. symhole; Ital. simbolo, (i) A
SiGN(q.v.) wind) is constituted a sign merely

or mainly by the fact that it is used and
understood as such, whether the habit is

natural or conventional, and without regard

to the motives which originally governed its

selection.

^vfi^oXov is used in this sense by Aristotle

several times in the Peri liermeneias, in the

Sophistici ElencM, and elsewhere.

(2) An algebraic character. (c.s.P.)

Symbol (and Symbolic) [Gr. avv+ ^dWeiv,

to jmt together, compare] : Ger. {symholisch)

;

Fr. {symholique)

;

Ital. {simholica). (i) An
object which standsforsomeotherobject or idea;

the former is said to be ‘symbolic’ of the latter.

Cf. Sign, and Sign-making Function.

(2) In aesthetics, an object which, apart

from its own immediate and proper signifi-

cance, suggests also another, especially a more
ideal content which it cannot perfectly em-
body.

The symbol maybe either natural : as light

is a symbol of truth
;
or traditional and con-

ventional : as the cross is a symbol of sacrifice.

The conception of art as symbolic goes back

at least to Plotinus, but the term seems to

have come into general aesthetic currency

through Goethe and Schlegel—the latter

declaiing it to be (in sense i, above) the

essence of all art. Hegel made the symbolic

in sense (2) the principle of oriental as com-
pared with Greek art. Vischer laid special

stress on the symbolic (significant) character

of art, as against the Formalists. Kecently,

the psychology of symbolization has received

special treatment. Fechner explained it as

association. Others have considered it as an
investiture of the object with the observer’s

own idea and feeling in a more intimate

manner than is implied by the term association,

and have sought for terms expressing this, as
‘ mitfiihlen,’ feeling with (Lotze), ‘einfiihlen,’

feeling into (B. Vischer, Fr. Vischer), a lend-

ing or animating (Leihen, Beseelung; Fr.

Vischer), fusion (Verschmelzung; Volkelt).

According to Lotze we live over again in the
< bject the motion to produce it, &c. Groos
{Play of Man, Eng. trans., 31) makes eye-

movemeiits and other ‘ inner imitations
’

‘symljolic’ of the real movements of imita-

tion. See Sympathy (aesthetic).

Lilerulure (to 2): Hegel, Aesthetik, ii. Th.,

i. Abth.
;
Stern, Einfiihlung u. Association in

d. neu. Aesth. (1898); Fechner, Vorschule
d. Aesth., ii; Lotze, Gesch. d. Aesth., 74 ff.;

Fr. Vischer, Aesthetik; Krit. Gauge, v,

vi
;
and Das Sjmibol, Altes u. Neues (1889);

R. Vischer, Uber d. optische Formgefuhl

(1873); Volkelt, Her Symbolbegriff in d.

neucsten Aesth. (1876); Lipps, Eaumasthetik
u. geometrisch-optische Tauscliungen (1897)

;

Volkelt, Zeitsch. f. Philos., cxiii. 161-79 >

Stern, ibid., cxv. 193-203; Kulpb, Zeitfch.

f. wiss. Philos., xxiii. 145-83; Turnarkin,
Arch. f. Gesch. d. Philos., xii. 257-89;
Ferrbro, I simboli (1892). Cf. also Form,
Balance, Symmetry. (j.h.t.)

Symbolic Function: no foreign equiva-

lents in use. The function whereby a mental

result primarily referring to one set of objects

is transferred to another set of objects; the

first set is said to be symbolic of the second.

Symbol (q. v.) is frequently used in a very

wide sense as equivalent to any kind of sign.

But it seems desirable to limit its application

in psychology to cases in which the sign is

provisionally substituted for the thing sym-
bolized. Words are not substitute signs in

this sense; they are means by which we
attend to what Is signified, not themselves

objects of attention. Cf. Sign-making Func-
tion, and Sign (for a more special meaning
of symbol). (g.e.s.)

Symbolic Logic or Algebra of Logic :

Ger. Algebra der Logik\ Fr. logique symholique

ou algorithmique, algebre de la logique
;

Ital.

logica simholica. Symbolic logic is that form

of logic in which the coml)inations and rela-

tions of terms and of propositions are repre-

sented by symbols, in such a way that the rules

of a calculus may be substituted for actively

conscious reasoning.

An algebra of logic enables us to disengage

from any subject-matter the formal element

which gives its necessary (apodictic) force to

reasoning
;

it is therefore nothing but an
exact logic, that is to say, the complete

realization of the purpose of formal logic (cf.

Proposition). The ordinary formal logic has,

fi'om the earliest times, substituted symbols

(viz. the letters of the alphabet) for signifi-

cant terms, and his thus added much to the

facility with wliich the validity of arguments

can be tested; symbolic logic goes a step

further, and adds symbols to stand for com-
binations of terms, or functions of terms, and
statements of relations between terms. The
aid which is thus given to logic, not only in

the carrying out of complicated trains of
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reasoning, but also in the exact analysis of the

various steps involved, is very great.

Several systems of symbolic logic have been

proposed within the last half-century (see

literature). We shall here describe only one

—that of Boole, as reformed and developed

by Schroder, Peirce, and others. This system

is not based exclusively upon the considera-

tion of the extension (application) of terms

and of propositions, but covers all relations

of intension (Signification, q. v.) as well.

It is, however, more convenient, when formulae

are to be expressed in words, to use the

language of one or the otlier of these two
parallel interpretations exclusively

;
that of

the application-interpretation will be used in

what follows.

Throughout symbolic logic there is an

exact analogy between terms and propositions,

so that the same theorems (or formulae) apiply

to both ; it is not a case of two parallel systems

(a calculus of concepts and a calculus of pro-

positions), but of a single system susceptible of

a double interpretation. In what follows, the

letters of the alphabet stand for either con-

cepts or propositions h
The algebra of logic rests upon two relations

—that of inclusion (or subsumption, or suffi-

cient condition) and that of equality, of which

the first only is fundamental—and upon three

operations—aggregation (or logical addition),

composition (or logical multiplication, as it

has heen unfortunately named, upon a false

analogy), and negation. Of the three opera-

tions, negation together with either of the

other two would suffice for the algebra

(though facility of expression is greatly in-

creased by admitting all three of them);

hence one relation (or form of statement) and
one operation, together with negation (applied

not only to terms but also to the assumed
form of statement and to the assumed opera-

tion), are all that are absolutely essential to

the building up of tbe theory.

The relation of inclusion, which is written

a-^h, signifies that the class a constitutes a

part (or it may be the whole) of the class h,

or that the quality-complex a is indicative of

the quality-complex 6, or that the statement a
involves the statement h. Conceptual Inter-

pretation: The o’s are all 6’s; Propositional

Interpretation : If a is true h is true, or, a
entails h. The relation of equality, or identity,

which is written a — h, signifies, for one thing,

that the two classes a and h are identical

* Abbreviations : C. I. = conceptual interpretation
;

P. L = propositional interjiretation.

• II- 6.

(made up out of the same elements). It may
be defined as equivalent to the system of two
inverse inclusions

(a 6) (6 a)

;

C. I. : All a is 5 and all 6 is a
;
P. I. : a entails

h and h entails a. In the case of propositions,

logical equality is called equivalence. Multi-

plication and addition are thus defined in

terms of classes : the sum of two classes is

tbe class which contains all the elements of

each (without repetition)
;
the product is the

class which contains all the elements which
are common to both. Formally these opera-

tions may be defined as follows :

(a c) (6 c) = (a -f 6 c)

;

C. I. : If a is c and b is c, what is either

a or 6 is c, and conversely; P. I. ; If a implies

c and h implies c, whatever implies either a
or h implies c, and conversely.

(c< a) (c< 6) = (c< ah
)

;

C. I. : If c is a and c is 6, c is a and h, and
conversely

;
P. I. : If c implies a and c implies

6, c implies both a and h, and conversely. It

will be seen that the signs -f- and X (under-

stood in the form ah) correspond to a certain

extent to tbe conjunctions or and and, but
not completely; for instance, a+ h-^c must
be read ‘ a and h are c,[ but by throwing the

first member of this inclusion into a subor-

dinate predicate (which can always be done
without change of meaning) it may be read
‘ What is a or 6 is c.’ The inclusion ab-^e
can be read ‘ a which is b is c,’ or ‘ b which is

a is c,’ or ‘ What is a and b is c.’

It is necessary to define at once two special

terms which play an important role in symbolic

logic, the logical zero (o) and thelogical every-

thing (oo or i). They are defined formally as

follows

:

o a:, 05 I

,

where x stands for any term whatever, or for

any proposition whatever. In the conceptual

interpretation, i is everything which exists, or

the universe of discourse, and o is nothing, or

the non-existent', in the propositional inter-

pretation, I is the aggregate of those states of

things which occur, or are true, and o is the

false, or the non-occurrent. The special teims

may equally well be defiued as follows

:

x+ o^x, x^xx I

;

we should then say that o is that term which,

when added to any term, makes it no greater

than it was before, and that i is that term

which, when compounded with any term,

makes it no less than it was before. From
either of these pairs of definitions the other
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pair I 0H0WS at once; the following formulae

ai'e also evident

:

o<o, o<i, I<I,
(»<o) = (x=o), (i <a:) = (i = ®),

a;+o = a:, cc x t = cc.

The tliird operation of exact logic is nega-

tion. It is indicated by a horizontal line

])laced above the terra or the expression to he

denied
;
d signifies non-a ; a 6 is the denial

of All a is b. (In this last case the sign of

negation may he equally well placed upon the

copula; a-^h means Not all a is b.) Ne-
gation may he defined formally hy the two
following statements: ad-^o, i-^a + d,

which translate respectively the principles of

‘contradiction’ (or mutual exclusion) and of

‘excluded middle’ (or conjoint exhaustion

—

see LA-vys of Thought). C.I. : a which is

non-a is non-existent, Everything is a or

non-a; P. I. : The statements a and non-a

cannot both he true at once, What is possible

is that a is true or that non-a is true (i. e.

that a is false). It can he proved that the

negative as thus defined is unequivocal, i. e.

that the term non-a is unique.

The propositions of logic may all he deduced

from the definitions and a limited number of

principles, or axioms, which are independent

and irreducible
;
among them are the principle

of identity : a-^a (C. I. : All a is a
;
P. I. : If a

is true a is true), which has for a corollary

a = a; and the principle of the syllogism :

(a b) (^b c) {a c)

(C. I. : If a is 6 and if b is c, then a is c ;
P. I.

:

If a implies b and b implies c, then a implies

c). The operations of multiplication and ad-

dition are subject to the commutative law,

a 6 = &+ a, ab = ba,

the associative law,

(a-l-6) + c = a + (6 + c), (ab)c = a{bc),

and to the special law of tautology,

a + a = a, aa — a.

The law of absorption,

a-fa6 = a, a(a-f6) = a,

can be proved, but the law of distribution,

a{b + c) = ab + ac, a + bc = (a + b) (a + c),

it is not possible to demonstrate without the

assumption of an additional principle, or axiom,

namely a{l + c) ab + ac.

Tiie distributive law has for corollaries the

following formulae

:

ab + cd = (a -t- c) (6 •+ c) (a -|- cZ) (6 -f d),

(a + b){c + d) — ac + bc + ad+ bd.

These formulae, as well as all those already

given, show that there is a perfect correlation,

or duality, between addition and multiplica-

tion, which consists in the fact that the signs

-b and x may be interchanged upon the

condition of interchanging at the same time

the special terms o and i, and inverting the

sign of inclusion,

The following formulae may also be demon-
strated :

(a 6) (<J cZ) (^ac bd^

^ (a -f c 6 + cZ)

(a = 6) (c = cZ) (ac = bd)

(a -f- c = 6 -p <Z)

;

these enable us to combine (but not without

loss) several inclusions or equalities by either

adding or multiplying them member by
member (as in algebra). It is also possible

to add a common term to each member of an

inclusion or an equation (but not to take one

away) and to introduce a common term as

a factor (but not to remove one).

The operation of negation adds important

properties to the algebra, of which the prin-

cipals are : the law of double negation, a, = a

(0. 1. : Non-non-a is identical with a; P. I.

:

To deny the denial of a statement is the same

as to affirm it)
;

i\ieformulae of De Morgan,

ab = d + b, a + b — db,

which enable us to distribute the process of

denying upon the elements of a sum or of a

product (and which illustrates the duality

mentioned above), and the principle of contra-

position,

(a -^ &) = (6 a),

(a b) — b a)

(C.L: ‘All a is 6’ is the same thing as ‘All non-6

is non-a ’; ‘ Not all a is 6 ’ is the same thing as

‘ Not all non-6 is non-a ’
;
P. I. :

‘ If a is true 6

is true ’ has the same validity as ‘ If 6 is false a

is false’
;
that ‘ The truth of a does not entail

the truth of 6’ is equivalent to saying that

‘ The falsity of 6 does not entail the falsity

of a’). As a corollary to this we may add

(a = 6) = (a = 6).

The principle of contraposition is merely

a special case of the principle of Teansposi-

TiON (q. V.), that is, of

(ac -^b + d) = {ad -^b + c),

{ac 6 -f- d) = {fid b -]- c),

which may he stated thus: an element of a

sum in a predicate is the same thing as its

negative as a factor of the subject, both in

the universal and in the particular statement

in terms of this copula. (But the opposite

relation does not hold—an element of a sum
cannot be introduced in this way into a subject

nor a factor into a predicate.)
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The formulae for the addition and the

multiplication of o and i,

o+ aj = a!, i+»=i,
0X0! = O, 1X0! = 0!,

lead to the formulae of development, which
were given by Boole,

X = o!(a+ d) (6+ &) ...

= xah ... +0!a6 ... +a:d6 ... -\-xab...f

X = x-\- ad-\-hb-\- ...

= (aj + a + 6) (o!+ a + 6) (o!+ d+ J) ...,

0 = (a+ &) (a + 6) (d + 6) (d+ h),

1 = ah + ah-\-dh + db

= abc + abc + abc + ...

,

and so for any number of simple terms, a, b,

c, (The terms of the development of i are

called its constituents.)

To Boole is due also the formula for the

development of a function in terms of any

variable, or unknown quantity, x, which it

contains: F{x) = F(i)x-i- F{o)x, F{i) being

what F{x) becomes for a! = i, and F[o) being

what F{x) becomes for x= o. Hence one of

the normal forms for a logical statement (in

one unknown quantity) is

ax + bx o,

which may equally well he written (since

o F{x) is always true, no matter what F(x)

may be), ax+bx-= o,

or, dx+ bx = I.

In order to reduce the problems of logic to

inclusions or equations of this form, it is

necessary to apply to the premises (into which

the verbal data have been translated) the pre-

ceding formulae of transformation, and to bring

them thus into forms in which the second

inemher is either o or i
;
they are then to be

combined in accordance with the following for-

mulae
: (a _ o) (5 — o) = (a-p 6 = o),

(a = i) {b= i) = {ab = t),

until there is only a single equation to be re-

solved, of one or the otlier of the two forms,

ax + bx = o, {a + x) (b + x) = I.

We shall confine ourselves to the treatment

of the first of these two forms (the reader can

easily translate it, step bj^ step, into the treat-

ment for the second firm). The equation is

equivalent to this system of two inclusions,

ax o, bx^ o,

or, x^d, b^ X,

that is to say, to b-^x-^d, (S,)

whence b^d, or, ab-^o. (Sj)

Thus the solution is, in words, x contains b and
is contained in d, or, as it can be otherwise

expressed, x = dx + bx {
Poretsky),

X = du + bii (Schi oder).

(In the last expression w is a purely arbitrary

term.) The two extreme values of x for

w = I and M = o are x — h, x= d. But the

solution of the equation in terms of x is given

completely in (Sj), and (S2) contains all that

is involved in the premises independently of

X. that is, it is the resultant which remains
after the elimination of x. It is also the

condition for the resolvability of the original

expression.

[But the problem of eliminating x appears

in a still more interesting form if we equate

to o a sum and to i a product of functions of

X and X, if we write, that is, for the canonical

form of the equations to be resolved,

(a-px) (6 + x) = o, aa:-p6,r=i,

instead of those just given. The rule for the

elimination of the quantity to be discarded is

then exactly the same for both of these ex-

pressions; it is simply: eraxe it. (Of course,

if either a or 5 is zero in the left-hand form or

I in the right-hand form, x canuot be elimi-

nated. for we have then only one pi’emise

instead of two.) Moreover, this same rule

applies to the elimination of the unknown
quantity in the particular propositions,

ax + bxfz o, \ f=. (a, -p a:) (6 -P x) ;

they give, respectively, a + bf=-o, \
-f=.

ab.

The argument is here (i) If some a is a; or

else some b is non-a:. then in any case Some-
thing is either a orb] and (2) If not every-

thing is at once either a or a: and also h or

X, then, all the more, Not everything is at

once a and b. The first of these two forms is

probably more convincing intuitively than the

second.

—

c.l.f.J

The common syllogism, when universal, is

a particular case of the equations just dis-

cussed, if a and b are simple terms, instead of

expressions of any degree of complexity. These

formulae do not, of course, constitute a demon-
stration of the principle of the syllogism, for

they depend upon it.

The formulae of symbolic logic have usually

been developed in terms ofthenon-symmetrical

affirmative copula, a-^b, and its denial, a
;

this method is the best in point of naturalness,

but either of the universal symmetrical copulas

(see Peoposition, in loc.) combined with either

of the corresponding particular copulas gives

an algebia which has great advantage in point

of conciseness
;

a single formula takes the

place, throughout, of the dual pair of formulae

, of Schroder (see Studies in Logic, by members
of the Johns Hi pkius Univers.ty.)

Exact logic does not admit the deduction
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from tlie universal affirmative proposition,

a-^b, of ‘ Some 6 is a ’ nor of ‘ Some a is 6
’

;

for the proposition a<^b does not imply the

existence of a, since it is true (no matter what
maj be the meaning of b) for the value a — o,

while ‘ Some a is 5 ’ and ‘ Some 6 is a ’ (ab-^o)

do imply tlie existence of a, since

(a o) + {b o) (ab o'^.

But these two deductions are pei'missihle

whenever we are in possession of the additional

information that a exists, or that a o.

For we have {a-^b) = {ab o).

Now {ab o) {ab o) (a o).

Whence, hy the of transposition, we

have {ah o) (a c) {ab o).

It is by means of this principle of trans-

position that Mrs. Ladd-Franklin has reduced

the traditional fifteen valid moods of the

syllogism, or the 8,192 ( = 16x16x16x2)
valid syllogisms which are possible if the full

scheme of propositions—as Everything is a
or b, Not all but a is b, &c,—is taken account

of, to the single formula

{ab = o) (he = o) {ac ^ 6)-^o,
which may be called an Antilogism, and to

which corresponds either the universal or the

particular syllogism (in all its forms) according

as one or another of these three incompatible

})ropositions is transferred to the conclu-

sion,

{ah = o) (6c = o) (ac = o),

{ab = o) (ac o) (6c o).

(See Schroder, Algebra d. Logik, § 43, and

E. Miiller, Ueber d. Algebra d. Logik, ii.

19.) Cf. Pboposition.

The theorems given hitherto hold equally

for concepts and for propositions. But there

is a special set of theorems for such propo-

sitions as are either always true or always

false. These theorems follow from the two
following formulae, which constitute the

definition of propositions of this kind,

A=(i-^A'), Af = {A-^o)
(with capital letters it is convenient to write

a dash for the sign of negation), or, as they

may also be written,

A=(i = A), A,= {A = o).

These propositions, that is to say, have only

two values, o and i. Propositions of variable

value are such as contain one or several in-

determinate quantities {x,y,z, ...), for some
values of which the propositions are true, for

others false. They have an intermediate ex-

tension (Giiltigkeitsbereich) between o and i,

mensured mathematically by their probability.

The following formulae hold for propositions

of constant value

:

(l = 2l+i?) = (l=^)-b(l = .B),

(ii? = o) = M =o)-^(5 = o),

(it .S) = (.4

1

-f B).

In the last of these equations we permit

ourselves to write (following a peculiarity of

language) simply A^ +B instead of A B.

To take an example, the proposition ‘ m is i?

implies that x \b y’ becomes, upon transpo-

sition of the first member, ‘ What is possible

is that u is not v or else that x is y,’ a state-

ment which we are in the habit of using in

the apocopated form, ‘u is not v or a; is y’

This abbreviation amounts, in the algebra, to

the conveution that whatever expression, a,

shall be simply written upon our sheet of

paper shall be understood to have the force

of the statement i a
;
we might equally

well, if we had adopted the negative copula,

agiee that whatever, x, is written upon the

paper has the force of x-^o. Neither pro-

cedui'e would be permissible if particular pro-

positions, the denials of universal propositions,

were to be treated at the same time, but by
hypothesis we are here dealing only with state-

ments which have no other values than o and
I, that is, which are universal.

We have, again,

{A=B)z^ AB+ A^B^,

{A = Bf^ =: A B^ + A ^B,

and also, {AB G) = {A C) -\-{B^ C),

(G d -p A) = (G d) -p (f7 B"),

and the theorem due to Mi\ Peirce,

{AB G) = A -^{B Of\
= B {A G)J,

and finally the principle of hypothetical

reasoning, direct and inverse,

{A‘^B')A'^B, {A Bl) B^^A^,
For propositions of vaiiable value another

notation may be used. Let f{x) be a logical

function containing the variable x, which is

capable of taking the several values a,b,c,

and let

^xf{^) = /(«) +f(b) +f(c) -P ,

n^/(a;) =/(a)x/(6)x/(c)x ;

then the equations

2x/(*) = o. n„/(a:) = o,

signify, the first, that for every one of the

values of x the equation f{xi) = o is satisfied ;

the second, that for some one at least of its

values the equation is satisfied. The formula

for the solution of equations given above

becomes, in this notation,

{ax+ bx = o) = {ab = o)2„(a; = du+ bu),

which means that if the equation aa;-p6:r = o
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bolds, then on the one hand db = o, and on

the other hand for every one of the values

of u, X = du + bu satisfies the equation, and
reciprocally.

Symbolic logic, it will be seen, constitutes

a real algebra, which has its own laws; it

gives rise to a theory of equations and of in-

equalities which has not yet been fully worked
out. It also serves as an introduction to a

more general logic—the logic of Eelatives

(q. V.)—of which it is a particular case. This

latter was foreseen by Leibniz, prepared for by
De Morgan, founded by Peirce, and developed

by Schroder.

Besides the system of symbolic logic here

developed, to which the writings of- Johnson,

Whitehead, Poretsky, Mitchell, and Mrs. Ladd-

Franklin have contributed, the principal

systems that have been proposed are (i)

that of Jevons, which consists in forming

all possible combinations of positive and
negative factors (the constituents of Boole),

suppressing those which are annulled by the

given premises, and reuniting the remaining

combinations to form the solution of the

problem (an operation which may be facilitated

by diagrams and by a logical machine); (2)

that of Peirce, whose method consists in

separating the combined data up into the pro-

duct (instead of the sum) of a function of x
and of non-a;, and in eliminating x by means
of the formula

(oa: b) (ex d) (ac b + d)

;

(3) that of MacCoU, which consists in con-

sidering propositions alone as the elements

of reasoning, and in assigning to them three

distinct values : (o), 6 (neither i nor o)

—

this method is particularly adapted to ques-

tions of probability and to certain questions of

mathematics (the calculus of the limits of a

multiple integral), which in fact gave rise to

it; (4) that of Peano, the object of which is to

analyse and to verify the propositions of

mathematics, and which employs, besides the

logical symbols (necessarily different from the

preceding, but nearly equivalent to them),

symbols for mathematical notions and rela-

tions. (L.C.—C.L.E.)

If symbolic logic be defined as logic

—for the present only deductive logic

—

treated by means of a special system of

symbols, either devised for the purpose or

extended to logical from other uses, it will

be convenient not to confine the symbols used

to algebraic symbols, but to include some
graphical symbols as well.

[The reader will observe that the symbols

adopted for the dictionary are in some measure
departed from in what follows.

—

j.m.b.]

The first requisite to understanding this

matter is to recognize the purpose of a system
of logical symbols. That purpose and end is

simply and solely the investigation of the
theory of logic, and not at all the construction

of a calculus to aid the drawing of inferences.

These two purposes are incompatible, for the
reason that the system devised for the inves-

tigation of logic should be as analytical as

possible, breaking up inferences into the
greatest possible number of steps, and ex-

hibiting them under the most general cate-

gories possible
; while a calculus would aim,

on the contrary, to reduce the number of

processes as much as possible, and to specialize

the symbols so as to adapt them to special

kinds of inference. It should be recognized

as a defect of a system intended for logical

study that it has two ways of expressing the

same fact, or any superfluity of symbols,

although it would not be a serious fault for a

calculus to have two ways of expressing a fact.

There must be operations of transformation.

In that way alone can the symbol be shown
determining its interpretant. In order that

these operations should be as analytically re-

presented as possible, each elementary opera-

tion should be either an insertion or an
omission. Operations of commutation, like

x^ yx, may be dispensed with by not recog-

nizing any order of arrangement as signifi-

cant. Associative transformations, like (xy) z

.\x(j/z), which is a species of commutation,

will be dispensed with in the same way
;
that

is, by recognizing an equiparant as what it is,

a symbol of an unordered set.

It will be necessary to recognize two diffe-

rent operations, because of the difference

between the relation of a symbol to its object

and to its interpretant. Illative transforma-

tion (the only transformation relating solely

to truth that a system of symbols can undergo)
is the passage from a symbol to an inter-

pretant, generally a partial interpretant. But
it is necessary that the interpretant shall be
recognized without the actual transformation.

Otherwise the symbol is imperfect. There

must, therefore, be a sign to signify that an
illative ti'ansformation would be possible.

That is to say, we must not only be able to

express ‘A therefore B,' but ‘If A then B.’

The symbol must, besides, separately indicate

its objecL This object must be indicated by
a sign, and the relation of this to the signifi-

cant element of the symbol is that both are
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signs of the same object. This is an equi-

parant, or commutative relation. It is there-

fore necessary to have an operation combining

two symbols as referring to the same object.

This, like the other operation, must have its

actual and its potential state. The former

makes the symbol a proposition ‘.4 is .B,’that is,

‘ Something A stands for, B stands for.’ The
latter expresses that such a proposition might

be expressed, ‘ This stands for something

which A stands for and B stands for.’ These

relations might be expressed in roundabout

ways
;
but two operations would always be

necessary. In Jevons’s modification of Boole’s

algebra the two operations are aggregation

and composition. Then, using non-relative

terms, ‘ nothing ’ is defined as that term which
aggregated with any term gives that term,

while ‘what is’ is that term which com-
pounded with any term gives that term. But
here we are already using a third operation

;

that is, we are using the relation of equiva-

lence
;
and this is a composite relation. And

when we draw an inference, which we cannot

avoid, since it is the end and aim of logic,

we use still another. It is true that if our

jmrpose were to make a calculus, the two
operations, aggregation and composition, would
go admirably together. S.\mmetry in a cal-

culus is a great point, and always involves

supeifluity; as in homogeneous co-oidiuates

and in quaternions. Superfluities which
bring symmetryare immense economies in a

calculus. But for purposes of analysis they

are great evils.

A proposition de inesse relates to a single

state of the universe, like the present in-

stant. Such a proposition is altogether true

or altogether false. But it is a question

whether it is not better to suppose a general

universe, and to allow an ordinary proposition

to mean that it is sometimes or possibly true.

Writing down a proposition under certain

circumstances asserts it. Let these circum-

stances be represented in our system of

symbols by writing the proposition on a

certain sheet. If, then, we write two pro-

positions on this same sheet, we can hardly

resist understanding that both are asserted.

This, then, will be the mode of representing

that there is something which the one and the

other represent— not necessarily the same
quasi-instanfancous state of the universe, but
the same univer se. If writing A asserts that

A may be true, and wr iting B that B may be
trure, then writing both together will assert

By a rule of a system of symhnls is meant
a permission under certain circumstances to

make a certain transformation
;
and we are to

recognize no transformations as elementary

except writing down and erasing. From the

conventions just adopted, it follows, as Rule I,

that anything written down may he erased,

provided the erasure does not visibly affect

what else there may he which is written along

with it.

Let us suppose that two facts are so related

that asserting the one gives us the right to

asser t the other, because if the former is true,

the latter must be true. If A having been

written, we can add B, we may then, by our

first rule, erase A
;
and consequently A may

be transformed into B by two steps. We
shall need to express the fact that writing A
gives us a right, under all circumstances, to

add B. Since this is not a reciprocal r elation,

A and B must be written differently
]
and

since neither is positively asserted, neither

must be written so that the other could be

erased without affecting it. We need some
place on our sheet upon which we can write

a proposition without asserting it. The
preserrt writer’s habit is to cut it off from the

main sheet by enclosing it within an oval

line
;
but in order to facilitate the printing,

we will here enclose it in square brackets.

In order, then, to express that ‘ If A can

under any circumstances whatever be true,

B can under some circumstances be true,’ we
must certainly enclose A in square brackets.

But what are we to do with Bl, We are not

to assert positively that B can be true
;
yet it

is to be more than hypothetically set i'orth,

as A is. It must certainly, in some fashion,

be enclosed within the brackets
;

for were it

detached from the brackets, the brackets with

their enclosed A could, by Rule I, be ei ased
;

while in fact the dependence upon A cannot

be omitted without danger of falsity. It is

to be remarked that, in case we can assert that

‘ If A can be true, B can be true,’ then,

a fortiori, we can assert that ‘ If both A and

C can be true, B can be true,’ no matter what

proposition C may be. Consequently, we
have, as Rule II, that, within brackets al-

ready written, anything whatever can he in-

serted. But the fact that ‘ If A can be true,

B can be true ’ does not generally justify

the assertion ‘ If A can be true, both B and D
are true ’

;
yet our second rule would im2)ly

that, unless the B were cut off, in some way,

from the main field within the brackets. We
will therel'ore enclose B in parentheses, andthat A may he tiue and that B may be true.
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express the fact that ‘ If A can he true, £ can

he true ’ by
^

[A {£)] or [(-B).!] or &c.

The arrangement is without significance.

The fact that ‘ If A can be true, Loth B and

J) can be true,’ or [A [BD)], justifies the

assertion that ‘ If .4 is true B is true,’ or

[^A (.B)]. Hence the permission of Eule I may
be enlarged, and we may assei’t that anything

unenclosed or enclosed both in brackets and
parentheses can be erased if it is separate

from everything else. Let us now ask what

[4] means. Eule II gives it a meaning; for

by this rule [4] implies [4 (X)], whatever
proposition X may be. That is to say, that

[4] can be true implies that ‘ If 4 can under
any circumstances he true, then anything you
like, X, may be true.’ But we may like to

make X express an absurdity. This, then, is

a reductio ad absurdum of 4 ; so that [4]
implies, for one thing, that 4 cannot undei'

any circumstances be true. The question is.

Does it express anything further 1 According
to this, [4 (jB)] expresses that 4 (B) is im-
possible. But what is this i It is that 4
can be true while something expressed by (B)

can be true. Now, what can it be that

renders the fact that ‘ If 4 can ever be true,

B can sometimes be true ’ incompatible with
4’s being able to be true 1 Evidently the

falsity of B under all circumstances. Thus,

just as [4] implies that 4 can never be true,

so (B) implies that B can never be true. But
further, to say that [4 (E)], or ‘ If 4 is ever

true, B is sometimes true,’ is to say no more
than that it is impossible that 4 is ever true,

B being never true. Hence, the square

brackets and the parentheses precisely deny
what they enclose. A logical principle can

be deduced from this : namely, if [4] is

true [4 (X)] is true. That is, if 4 is never

true, then we have a rigid to assert that ‘ If

4 is ever true, X is sometimes true,’ no
matter what proposition X may be. Square
brackets and paientheses, then, have the

same meaning. Braces may be used for the

same purpose. Moreover, since two negatives

make an affirmative, we liave, as Eule III, that

anything can have double enclosures added or

taken away, provided there be nothing within

one enclosure but outside the other. Thus, if B
can be true, so that B is written, Eule III

permits us to write [(B)], and then Eule II

permits us to write [X(B)J. That is, if B is

sometimes true, then ‘If X is ever true, B
is sometimes true.’ Let us make the apodosis

of a conditional proposition itself a conditional

proposition. That is, in {C \D let us put
for D the proposition [4 (B)]. We thus have

(C {[4 (B)] f). But, by Eule III, this is the

same as (CA (B)).

All our transtormations are analysed into

insei tions and omissions. That is, if from 4
follows B, we can transform 4 into 4B and
then omit the B. Now, by Eule I, from 4B
follows 4. Treating this in the same way, we
first insert the conclusion and say that from

4B follows ABA, W-e thus get as Eule IV
that any detached portion of a proposition can
be iterated.

It is now time to reform Eule II so as to

state in general terms the effect of enclosures

upon permissions to transform. It is plain

that ifwe have written [4 (B)] C, we can write

[4 (BC')] G, although the latter gives us no
right to the former. In place, then, of Eule II

we have

:

Eule II (amended). Whatever transforma-

tion can be performed on a whole proposition

can be performed upon any detached part of it

under additional enclosures even in number,

and the reverse transformation can beperformed

under additional enclosures odd in number.

But this rule does not permit every trans-

formation which can be performed on a

detached part of a proposition to be performed

upon the same expression otherwise situated.

Eule lY permits, by virtue of Eule II

(amended), all iteration under additional en-

closures and erasure of a term inside enclosures

if it is iterated outside some of them.

We can now exhibit the modi tollens et

ponens. Suppose, for example, we have these

premises :
‘ If 4 is ever true, B is sometimes

true,’ and ‘ B is never time.’ Wx'iting them,

we have [4 (B)] (B). By Eule IV, from (B)

we might proceed to (B) (B). Hence, by
Eule II (amended), from [4 (B)] (B) we can

proceed to [4](B), and by Eule I to [4].

That is, ‘4 is never true.’ Suppose, on the

other hand, our premises are [4 (B)] and 4.

As before, we get [(B)] 4, and by jRule III,

BA, and by Eule I, B. That is, from the

premises of the modus ponens we get the con-

clusion. Let us take as premises ‘ If 4 is

ever true, B is sometimes true,’ and ‘ If B is

ever true, G is sometimes true.’ That is,

(4 ]B[)[B(C')]. Then, iterating [B((7)] within

two enclosures, we get (4 ]
B [B (G)J [B (C)],

or, by Eule I, {A\B\B (G)]}). But we have

just seen that B [B (C)] can be transformed to

G. Perfojming this under two enclosures, we
get (4 [

O'}), which is the conclusion, ‘ If 4 is
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ever true, C is sometimes true.’ Let us now
formally deduce the principle of contradiction

[.i(.l)]. Start from any premise X. By
Buie III we can insert [(-Y)], so that we
have A’’[(X)]. By insertion under odd en-

closures we have X \_A (X)]. By iteration

under additional enclosureswe get X[A (dX)],

by envsures under even enclosures [^A (.4)].

In complicated cases the multitude of

enclosures become unmanageable. But by
using ruled paper and drawing lines for the

enclosures, composed of vertical and hori-

zontal lines, always writing what is more
enclosed lower than what is less enclosed, and
what is evenly enclosed on the left-hand part

of the sheet, and what is oddly enclosed on

the I’ight-hand part, this difficulty is greatly

reduced. The following diagram illustrates

the general style of arrangement recom-
mended.

where unenclosed. —A will mean ‘ At some
quasi-instant A is true.’ It is equivalent to

A simply. But -{A) will differ ffiom (

—

A)
or (A) in merely asserting that at some quasi-

instant A is not true, instead of asserting

with the latter forms that at no quasi-instant

is A true. Our quasi-instants may be indi-

vidual things. In that case —A will mean
‘Something is A’; -(A), ‘Something is not

A’; [-(A)], ‘Everything is A’; (—A),
‘ Nothing is A.’ So A

—

B will express ‘ Some
A is B’-, (A

—

B), ‘No A is B’-, A-{B),

‘Some A is not B’\ [A-f

A

)], ‘Whatever A

there may be is B ’

;
(A

)
(A), ‘ There is some-

thing besides A and B’; [(A) (A)], ‘Every-
thing is either A or B! The rule of iteration

must now be amended as follows.

Bule IV (amended). Anything can he

iterated under the same enclosures or under

A

C D

G

P

R Q

N

B

E F

H

It is now time to make an addition to our
system of symbols. Namely, AB signifies that

A is at some quasi-instant true, and that B is

at some quasi-instant true. But we wish to

be able to assert that A and B are true at the

same quasi-instant. We should always study

to make our representations iconoidal
;
and

a very iconoidal way of representing that

there is one quasi-instant at which both A
and B are true will be to connect them with

a heavy line drawn in any shape, thus

:

A—

B

or pA
\-B

If this line be broken, thus A— —B, the
identity ceases to be asserted. We have
evidently

—

Bule V. A line of identity may he broken

additional ones, its identical connections re-

maining identical.

Thus, [A-(B)] can be transformed to

[A (A—B)]. By the same rule A— (

—

B), i.e.

‘ Something is A and nothing is B,’ by
iteration of the line of identity, can be trans-

formed to A* ( I —B), i. e. ‘ Some A is not

coexistent with anything that is B’ whence,

by Buies V and II (amended), it can be fur-

ther tx’ansformed to A (l-B), i. e. ‘ Some A
is not B.'

But it must be most carefully observed

that two unenclosed parts cannot be illa-

tively united by a line of identity. The
enclosure of such a line is that of its least

enclosed part. We can now exhibit any
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seen, we can write \M
\

{P)-

iteration, {iJ/ \_F (jP)]| P {F). Breaking

line under even enclosures, we

ordinary syllogism. Thus, the premises of

Baroko, ‘ Any J/ is P’ and ‘ Some S is not P,’

may be written {M[F ~\

}
(P). Then, as just

i I , i I

Tlien, hy

the

get

I [P (P)]il/j (P). But we have already

shown that [P (P)] can be written unen-

closed. Hence it can be struck out under

one enclosure; and the unenclosed (P) can be

erased. Thus we get (il/j S, or ‘Some S is

not M.’ The gi-eat number of steps into which

syllogism is thus analysed shows the perfec-

tion of the method for purposes of analysis.

In taking account of relations, it is neces-

sary to distinguish between the different sides

of the letters. Thus let I be taken in such

a sense that X—l—Y means ‘X loves Y.’

Then Y will mean
r

Y loves X.’ Then,
j

if m— means ‘ Something is a man,’ and —

w

means ‘ Something is a woman,’ m—I—

w

mean ‘Some man loves some woman’;

and inferences drawn. It is, therefore, neces-

sary to make a special study of the logical

relatives ‘ is a member of the collection

,’ and ‘ is in the relation to

The key to all that amounts to much

will mean ‘ Some man loves

m [(,L?jyT.tc] will mean ‘ Some man loves all

women ’

;
[(«i—zJ) w\ will mean ‘ Every

woman is loved by some man,’ &c.

Since enclosures signify negation, by en-

closing a part of the line of identity, the

relation of otherness is represented. Thus,

A
(

I

)
P will assert ‘ Some A is not some P.’

Given the premises ‘ Some A is P ’ and
‘ Some C is not P,’ they can be written

A—~BC{B). By Hule III, this can be

written A {[PJ} 0{B). By iteration, this

gives A
{
[P (P)]

}
G (P). The lines of identity

are to be conceived as passing through the

space between the braces outside of the

brackets. By breaking the lines under even

enclosures, we get [P (P)] 1} C (P). As

we have already seen, oddly enclosed [P (P)]

can be erased. This, with erasure of the

detached (P), gives A^j } C, Joining the

lines under odd enclosures, we get A {
|

}
G

,
or

‘ Some A is not some O'
For all considerable steps in ratiocination,

the reasoner has to treat qualities, or collec-

tions (they only differ grammatically), and
especially relations, or systems, as objects of

relation about which propositions are asserted

in symbolical logic lies in the symbolization

of these relations. But we cannot enter into

this extensive subject in this article.

The system of which the slightest possible

sketch has been given is not so icouoidal as

the so-called Euler’s diagrams; but it is by
far the best general system which has yet

been devised. The present writer has had
it under examination for five years with

continually increasing satisfaction. However,

it is proper to notice some other systems that

are now in use. Two systems which are

mex’ely extensions of Boole’s algebra of logic

may be mentioned. One of these is called by
no more proper designation than the ‘ general

algebra of logic.’ The other is called

‘ Peirce’s algebra of dyadic relatives.’ In the

former there are two operations—aggregation,

which Jevons (to whom its use in algelua is

due) signifies by a sign of division turned on its

side, thus (I prefer to join the two dots,

in order to avoid mistaking the single character

for three)
;

and composition, which is best

signified by a somewhat heavy dot, *.

Thus, if A and P are propositions, A •
|

P is

the propositionwhich is true ifA is true, is true

if P is true, but is such that if A is false and
P is false, it is false. A*P is the proposition

which is true if A is true and P is true, but is

false if A is false and false if P is false.

Considered from an algebraical point of view,

which is the point of view of this system,

these expressions A-|-P and A’B are mean
functions ;

for a mean function is defined as

such a symmetrical function of several vari-

ables, that when the variables have the same
value, it takes that same value. It is, there-

fore, wrong to consider them as addition and
multiplication, unless it be that truth and

falsity, the two possible states of a proposi-

tion, are considered as logarithmic infinity and
zero. It is therefore well to let o represent

a false proposition and oo (meaning logarithmic

infinity, so that -f oo and — cc are different)

a true proposition. A heavy line, called an
‘ obelus,’ over an expression negatives it.

The letters i,j, k. &c., writterr below the line

after letters signifying predicates, denote

individuals, or supposed individuals, of which

the predicates are true. Thus, Zjj may mean
that! loves y. To the left of the expression

a series ot letters n and 2 are written, each
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with a special one of the individuals j, k

attached to it in order to show in what order

these individuals are to be selected, and how.

will mean that i is to be a suitably chosen

individual, Hj that j is any individual, no

matter what. Thus,

rTj 1/ji

means that there is an individual i such that

every individual j loves i
;
and

Ib 2 Zji

will mean that taking any individual j, no

matter what, thei’e is some individual i, whom

j loves. This is the whole of this system,

which has considerable power. This use of

2 and n was probably first introduced by

0 . C. Mitchell in his epoch-making paper in

Studies in Logie, by members of the Johns
Hopkins University.

In Peirce’s algebra of dyadic relatives the

signs of aggregation and composition are used;

but it is not usual to attacli indices. In

place of them two relative operations are

used. Let I be ‘ lover of,’ s ‘ servant of.’

Then Is, called the relative product of s by I,

denotes ‘ lover of some servant of’; and Zfs,

called the relative sum of I to s, denotes ‘ lover

of whatever there may be besides servants of.’

In MS. the tail of the cross will naturally be

curved. The sign I is used to mean ‘ numeri-

cally identical with,’ and T to mean ‘ other

than.’ Schroder, who has written an admirable

treatise on this system (though his characters

are very objectionable, and should not be

used), has considerably increased its power by
various devices, and especially by writing, for

example, n before an expression containing

tt to signify that u may be any relative

whatever, or 2 to signify that it is a possible

relative. In this way he introduces an ab-

straction or term of second intention. (c.s.P.)

Peano has made considerable use of a

system of logical symbolization of his own.

Mrs. Ladd-Franklin advocates eight copula-

signs to begin with, in order to exhibit the

equal claim to consideration of the eight propo-

sitional forms. Of these she chooses ‘ No a is

h
’ and ‘ Some o is 6 ’ (a \/ 6 and a V 6) as most

desirable for the elements of an algorithmic

scheme
;

they are both symmetrical and
natural. She thinks that a symbolic logic

which takes ‘All a is h’ (Boole, Schroder) as

its basis is cumbrous; for every statement of

a theorem, lhei e is a corresponding stat' ment
necessary in tei ms of its contrapositive. This,

she says, is the source of the parallel columns
of theorems in Schioder’s Logik] a single set

of theorems is all-sutlicient if a symmetiical

pair of copulas is chosen. Some logicians

(as c.s.p.) think the objections to Mrs. Ladd-
Franklin’s system outweigh its advantages.

Other systems, as that of Wundt, show a
complete misunderstanding of the problem.
Cf. Syllogism (2). (c.s.p., c.l.f.)

Symbolic logic finds occasion to single out
two terms as of peculiar significance, and to

repiesent them by the special symbols o
(zero) and 00 (infinity); all other terms have
both application and signification, but the

first of these has no object of consciousness to

which it is apjilicable, and simply signifies the

non-existent, while the second has every object

of consciousness as its application, and has no
signification whatever. These properties aie

expressed in formal language by saying that

a oc, o a

are, no matter what a may be, propositions of

no content, though always true. But
oc a, d-^o

state, the first, that everything is a, and the

second, that a is non-existent. These last two
propositions are contrapositives one of the

other, and oc and o are a pair of contradictory

terms (i. e. each is the negative of the other).

Much confusion would be saved in discussions

in non-symbolic logic by the recognition of

these special terms. (c.l.f.)
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Venn, Symbolic Logic (Loudon, 2nd ed., 1894);
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Symbolical: Ger. symholisch-, Fr. sym-
holique

;

Ital. simholico. (i) Relating to

symbols in the general sense. See Symbol (i).

(2) Relating to symbols, novel or peculiar.

In this sense the treatment of logic by
means of peculiar characters or old characters

put to peculiar uses is by some writers called

Symbolic(al) Logic (q.v.).

(3) Relating to an algebraical method in

which operations are denoted by letters and

made the subject of operations. (c.s.p.)

Symbolism: Gtiv. Symholismus', Fi. sym-

holisme) \i&\. simbolismo. (i) In aesthetics :

(a) symbols considered abstractly
; (6) the

theory of the nature and use of the Symbol
(q.v. 2).

(2) In religion : the use of objects in a sym-

bolic sense; that is, as sensuous emblems of

spiritual acts and objects; as, for example,

ritual in worsliip and the sacraments in one

aspect of their significance.

Symbolism in this sense has a wide use in

religion, the objects of which are unseen and

intangible. Hence the need of helping the

imagination by means of sensuous objects

which may serve as fitting materializations of

the spiritual. Symbolism enters into every

phase of religion, including the architecture

of its churches and temples. The significance

of sacred architecture is never wholly that of

adaptation to certain functions, hut it is

determined also to a degree by the spiritual

6

import of those functions and by the influence

of reRgious ideas. (a.t.o.)

Literature : see Symbol
;

also G. Feeeeeo,
I simboli (1892); G. Maechesini, II sim-

bolismo (1901). (E.M.)

Symbols (and Symbolics) [Gr. avfifioXov,

a sign] : Ger. Symhole
\

Fr. symholes

;

Ital.

simboli. The authoritative doctrines or creeds

of the Christian Church. Symbolics : a de-

partment of ecclesiastical history which treats

of the origin, history, and contents of the

various creeds of Christendom.

The term symbol was first employed in

a theological sense by Cyprian in the year

250 A.D., and after the 4th century came
into general use. It was first applied to the

Apostles’ Creed as a military wa.chword, dis-

tinguishing Christians from Pagans. Luther

and Melanchthon first ajiplied the name to

Protestant confessions. Since Reformation

times the use has been general.

Literature'. Oehlbe, Lehrb. d. Symbolik

(1876); Wundt, Symbolik d. rdmisch-

katholischeu Kirche (1880); Lileiature in

the Creeds (1878); Schae'F, Creeds of Chris-

tendom. (A.T.O.)

Symmetry [
Gr. a-vv, with, q- fierpov,

measure]: Ger. Symmetrie: Fr. symHrie;

Ital. simmetria. The arrangement in reverse

order, on opposite sides of a perpendicular line

or plane, of like and equal parts of an object.

More loosely, the equable distribution of parts

in the Ibrmation of a balanced whole.

In the latter sense it is almost synonymous
with proportion, consistency, and congruity.

In the narrower sense applied most appro-

priately in architecture and sculpture; more
ambiguouslyin drawing and painting. Applied

rarely and somewhat metaphorically to canon

and fugue in music, referring to the temporal

repetition of musically similar passages, to

metrical relations, as in the asclepiadic verse,

and to the structure of the drama, as involving

‘exposition,’ ‘conflict,’ and ‘solution.’ For
closely connected meanings see Balance,
Haemony, and Peopoution.

The Greek term was probably first applied

to the commeiisurability of numbers, thence

to the parts of a statue, and finally to the

relati"ns of form in general. The aesthetic

value of the quality has been recognized by
practically all aestheliciaus from the earliest

Greek writers down to the present day. The
principle, with its connected categories, har-

mony and proportion, is, however, so funda-

mental to the Gieek conception of beauty,

that it plays lelatively a more important
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part ill tlieir aesthetic doctrines than in those

of modern aestheticiaiis. With the latter the

importance of these elements is relatively

lessened hy reason of the value attached to

the beautiful as significant, as mediating or

revealing the characteristic.

Literature: KOstlin, Aesthetik (1869);
Caeiueke, Aesthetik, i (1885); Santayana,
Sense of Beauty (1896). (j.e.a.)

Sympathy [Gr. <jvv + naOeiv, to suffer] :

Ger. Mitleid, Si/m2>ath{e; Fr. s^mpathie
;

Ital.

simpalia. The emotional disposition aroused

by the thought of experience on the part of

another, and on occasion issuing in emotion

cpialitatively the same as that which the other

is thought to have from the experience.

Symjiathy has played an important role in

jjsychology, ethics, and sociology. Its peculiar

iiujilicatiou of one’s own experience in another

individual’s serves to attract analysis from

the point of view of the social life. It has

been considered, on the one hand, a natural

altruistic iustiuct (impulse), and an original
‘ spring of action ’

;
and on the other hand, a

derived product of experience, reflecting the

fortunes of self as depicted ‘ in the shoes ’ of

another. The discussion has more recently

taken the form of the genetic question as to

the actual origin and function of sympathy,

and it has been connected with the phenomena
of Ejection (q. v.

;
see also Sympathy,

aesthetic), by which the self is ‘ read-in ’ to

‘ other ’ persons. This has the advantage of

overcoming the dualism of ‘ self and other
’

which has always embarrassed writers on sym-
pathy

;
for on the basis of this dualism it may

be asked, why should the fortunes of another

excite the emotions which attach to those of

myself? So soon as we entertain the view
that the thought of myself and that of the other-

self are really only thought of a self, variously

detei’mined, it follows that the emotions issuing

from self as such will be in general the same,

BO far as the determination of the particular

experience does not forbid it. In other words,

the problem becomes to account for the

differences of emotional and conative reaction

to differences of personality rather than to

account for the sameness of them
;
and this

is a problem of which the solution lies in

the actual accommodations, dispositions, and
habits due to experience. The problem be-

comes that of tracing the differentiation of

emol ional dispositions into ‘ private ’ on the

one hand, and ‘ sympathetic ’ on the other
hand

In sociology the point is essentially the

same : how can solidarity, social unity, based
on sympathy, arise if society is made up of a

struggling mass of individuals, each pursuing
his own interests under the principle of com-
petition ? Cf. Individualism, and Eivaley.
So, in answer to this question, we have
various ways of reconciling the dualism of

interest of ‘one’ person and ‘another’

—

‘ social contract,’ ‘ gregarious instinct,’ ‘ con-

straint,’ ‘fellow-feeling’ (which assumes sym-
pathy), &c. Of course, since sympathy is a

i'act, social theory may assume it, and rest the

case there, but an adequate social jisychology

giving an account of sympathy serves as

foundation for social philosophy. The view
which refutes individualism and makes sym-
pathy a normal reaction to the social environ-

ment as such—an evidence of an intrinsic

social bond and of a developing Socius (q.v.)

—siqiplies this first desideratum. Cf. Social
Oeganization.

It lias been maintained that there is a form

of Oeganic (q. V., in psychology) or sponta-

neous sym]iathy which in the child precedes

the more reflective form. It seems to be

associated with the mere thought of pain or

suffering, and to be associated with certain

organic expi essive movements. This is more
notably the case with other reactions to persons

(notably Bashfulness, q. v.), and is no doubt

due to natural selection. Other emotions, as

I’ear, anger, jealousy, seem also to show this

genetic distinction of modes. Cf. the genetic

analysis of Jones (as cited below).

(J.M.B., G.F.S., W.E.S.)

The significance of sympathy for ethical

theory is connected with the important

])ractical distinction between egoistic and

altruistic interests. When moral conduct is

identified with rational conduct, and the life

of reason is separated from the emotional

life (as by the Stoics and by Kant), this dis-

tinction between egoism and altruism is not

regarded as fundamental, and sympathy is

not held either to constitute or to lead to

morality. But wherever the distinction of

egoistic and altruistic conduct has become

prominent (as in the English successors and

opponents of Hobbes), the part played by
sympathy both in determining conduct and

in evaluating it has come to be looked upon

as of primary importance. The classical con-

tention for the ethical value of sympathy is

found in the Moral Sentiments of Adam Smith.

According to him the effort to sympathize

produces both the ‘amiable’ and the ‘noble’

virtues of character; and the sympathy of
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a ‘ well-informed and impartial spectator
’

gives the criterion of morality hi conduct.

The influence of this doctrine is apparent in

the accounts of tlie formation of the ‘ con-

scientious ’ or ‘ moral ’ feelings given by later

psychological moralists. The same influence

led both Comte and Schopenhauer to regard

sympathy as the primary moral phenomenon.

Comte sees in it an instinctive tendency to

the social life, and, as such, it becomes the

basis of his Alteuism (q. v.). Schopenhauer

calls symp athy the fundamental fact of ethics
;

but he entirely forsakes the psychological

method of Adam Smith in asserting that tlie

fact of sympathy proves the unity of all men,

and that individuality is an illusion. ('W.R S.)

Literature: that of Ethics, Social

Psychology, ami much of that of Sociology.

The classical book is Smith, Theory of

the Moral Sentiments. The psychologies of

Spencer, "Wundt, Jodl, Ladd, Baldwin,
have chapters on sympathy. Other recent

discussions are Sutherland, Origin and
Development of the Moral Instinct; Mezijs,

Princ. of Ethics; Jones, Sociality and Sym-
pathy, Psychol. Kev., Mon. Sujipl. (j.m.b.)

Sympatliy (aesthetic) : Ger. Miterlehen

(cf. Terminology, German, ‘ Einfilhlung
’),

aesthetische Symimihie (Lipps)
;
Fr. sym2)athie

esthetique (suggested, no exact term

—

Th.f.)
;

Ital. immedesimazione, simpatia estetica. The
feeling-in of a state or exjierience of one’s

own into an aesthetic object, together with

positive feeling or sympathy with the object.

Lipps says (analysing the aesthetic effect

produced by a Doric column) :
‘ I sympathize

with the column’s manner of holding itself, and
attribute to it qualities of life, because I

recognize in it proportions and other relations

agreeable to me. Thus all enjoyment of form,

and indeed all aesthetic enjoyment whatsoever,

resolves itself into an agreeable feeling of

sympathy ’ (as cited below, 5) ; to which

Groosadds (as cited below, Eng. trans., 326),

that the whole, to be aesthetic, must be
‘ lingered over only for the sake of its pleasure-

giving qualities, i. e. playfully/ The latter

author draws an analogy between the child's

dramatic (play) imitation and aesthetic sym-
pathy. Groos (ibid., 323) gives also the follow-

ing analysis of aesthetic sympathy :
‘ In this

very complicated process we can distinguish

these leading characteristics: ia. The mind
conceives of the experience of the other indi-

vidual as if it were its own. i b. We live

through the psychic states which a lifeless

object would experience if it possessed a mental

life like our own. ii a. We inwardly partici-

pate in the movements of an external object,

iib. We also conceive of the motions which a

body at rest might make if the powers which
we attribute to it were actual (the fluidity of

form), iii. We transfer the temper, which is

the result of our own inward sympathy, to the

object, and speak of the solemnity of the sub-

lime, the gaiety of beauty, &c. By including

all these under the rather inadequate name of

aesthetic sympathy, . . . &c.’ Cf. the analysis

made by Witasek (as cited below)
;
given also

by Urban, Psychol, liev., July, 1901.

Literature: Joueeroy, Cours d’esth^tique

(1845); Yolkelt, Der Symbolbegriff in d.

neuesten Aesthetik (1876); P. Stern, Einfiihl-

ung u. Association in d. neuern Aesthetik

(1898); Lipps, Raumasthetik u. geometr.-

optisehe Tauschungen (1897); L^rban, Logic
of the Emotions, Psychol. Rev., May, July,

1901; IYitasek, Zeitsch. f. Psychol., xxv

;

Ribot, Imagination cicatrice (1900); Grogs,
Die Spiele d. ilenschen (1899; Eng. trans.,

1901) ;
Lotze, Gesch. d. Aesthetik in Deutscli-

land (1868), 74-86. See also Symbol, and
Revival (affective). (j.m.b., j.h.t.)

Symptom [Gi’. o-u/iTiroj/iti, a chance, casualty]

:

Ger. Symptom] Fr. symptoms

:

Ital. sintomo.

The indications of a disorder
;
the departures

from normal appearance or function which

characterize a disease.

In medicine, the general description of

such signs, indications, or characteristics is

termed the symptomatology of a disease.

The distinction is at times drawn between
the physical signs or gross bodily indica-

tions and the physiological symptoms. An
important distinction is between objective

symptoms, which are observable (or by suitable

means can be rendered observable) to the

physician or student, and subjective ones,

which are derivable only from the reports of

the subject.

Psychologically, the most significant groups

of symptoms are the sensory, the motor, and the

mental ones. Sensory symptoms characteristic

of various diseases are the anaesthesias, hyper-

aesthesias, and paraesthesias, the limitations of

the fields of vision, partial deafness, disorders

of the muscle sense (as in ataxia), feelings of

vertigo, malaise, headaches, pains, and so on

;

motor symptoms include paralysis, paresis,

spasms, convulsions, contractures, and in speech,

stutteiing and the various dysphasias and
dyslalias

;
mental symptoms include illusions,

hallucinations, irregular and chaotic flow of

ideas, perversions of impulses, excessive joy
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or depression, moral insensibility, and an
indefinite series of deviations from normal
thought observable in speech and conduct.

[An interesting group is that characterized

by negation of many sorts—negativistic ideas,

and delusions (d61ire de negation)—very fre-

quent in the depressive psychoses.

—

e.m.]

The descriptions of a given abnormal state,

such as Mania, Melancholia, Paealtsis,
Paeanoia, Neubasthenia (see those terms),

include an account of its typical symptoms.
Such a group of symptoms likely to occur

together is termed, in German, a Symptomen-
complex—a useful term also current in Eng-
lish. See PsxcHOSis, and also what is said

of symptoms under Mania, and Melan-
cholia. (j.j.)

Syn- [Gr. criv] : Ger. S^n-

;

Fr. syn-

;

Ital.

sin-. A prefix indicating together with,

accompanying; as in Stneeqt (q.v.), and
Stnaesthesia (q. v.). (j.j.)

Synaesthesia [Gr. avv ala-Orjais, sensa-

tion, perception] : Ger. Synasthesie, Mit-

emipjindung (Stumpf)
;
Fr. synesthesie

;
Ital.

sinestesia. (i) A general term for the facts

of Concomitant Sensation (q.v.)
;

but, (2)
Usually restricted to concomitance of Dispa-

EATE (q. V.) sensations. Here belong the phe-

nomena of coloured hearing or pseudo-chrom-

aesthesia, the photisms of touch, &c. (e.b.t.)

Literally, an accompanying or secondary

sensation
;

the term seems best suited to

describe the general class of peculiar and
intimate associations between one sense-per-

ception and another, by means of which the

appearance or thought of the one brings with

it in a regular way the other also. A fre-

quent case is the association of colour with
sound, known as colour-hearing, or colour-

audition. When persons who have such syn-

aestbesias hear certain musical tones, they see

or visualize certain colours, often in definite

positions and spread out in space. The tone

of a fife may be blue, of a violin yellow
;
high

tones may have bright colours and low ones

dull colours
;

the sounds of words or letters

as spoken may vividly suggest colours
;
and in

extreme cases there exists an elaborate colour-

alphabet corresponding to the sounds of letters

or syllables. The reverse associations may also

occur by which groups of colours, when seen,

8 11 guest letters and their sounds. In a case

publit-hed by Galton, wall-paper patterns

cotild ne read as syllables and words; and
Galt oil’s own name was rendered in colours by
this subject in terms of his well-developed

sound- colour associations. The days, the

months, the seasons, proper names, even
smells and tastes may be associated with
colours by synaesthesia, so that the perception

of one of them induces more or less vividly

the visualization of the corresponding colour.

Colours seem more apt to be thus associated

than any other group of sensations, and these

have been termed pseudo-chromaesthesia (see

Krohn, as cited below). Flournoy uses the

term ‘synopsie’ to include all visual synaes-

thesias. The specific associated light or colour

is termed a ‘photism’; the realization of

a sound in connection with a given visual or

other perception is a ‘ phonism.’

Eecent investigation has proved the rather

wide distribution of such phenomena. They
are by no means rare, but well-developed

cases of systematic and extensive series of

synaesthesia are not the rule. The phenomena
exist as idiosyncrasies

;
one person sees num-

bers coloured; another letters; a third the

hour-marks on the clock; a fourth the days

of the week
;
a fifth the Christian names of

friends; a sixth hears tones of the piano in

a scale of colours
;

a seventh gives colours

to the voices of those addressing him
;
and so

on indefinitely. Nor do the various colour

schemes of those who have similar synaes-

thesias, e. g. coloured letters, at all agree.

The individual constancy for years of the

same colour associations in the same person

has been repeatedly verified; the same sound

assumes practically the same colour on all

occasions. Another interesting variation is

the ‘Number-form.’

A number-form is the realization ofthe serial

numbers in a definite geometrical position in

space. Here, again, there is an indefinite

variety, from a simple projection outwards,

the larger numbers receding in the distance,

to elaborate schemes of spirals and circles,

waves and crescents, in complex three-dimen-

sional positions. In each case the number-

form is constant for the individual, and often

serves as a fixation point in calculations.

Letters and numbers are liked or disliked,

are conceived as human and endowed with

sentimental characteristics, and so on. Syn-

aesthesias of all sorts cannot be regarded as

specifically abnormal, certainly not as morbid;

but they belong to the realm of the unusual

and the idiosyncratic, within which explana-

tion is difficult. Although subjective, they

are not hallucinations, and in some measure

they form, in the realm of sensation, the

counterpart of insistent ideas and motor

habits. Cf. Impeeativb Idea.
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Mrs. M. S—

.

(The Mother)

The second hundred repeats the first, and so on.

The numbers are not on a surface but out in space.

Bracket No. 7 inclines upward.

,, No.2 ,, first down and then upward.

,, No. 3 ,, upward.

,, No. 4 upward.

Plate I (Synaesthesia). Number-forms of four members of the S— family (mother and children).
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Mr. R. G. S— . Seen In horizontal plane in perspective the mountain tops : outline of each

ten reproduces l-IO : and first, second, and third, etc., tens in heights

follow scale of digits, as sketched in upper left-hand corner.

PL.ATE II (Synaesthe.sia). Number-form of the fiftli member of the S— family.
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The explanation of synaesthesia varies be-

tween the physiological one, which regards

a cortical association between different brain

centres as the basis of the associated pseudo-

sensations
;
and the psychological one, which

regards it as due to an aggi-essive and per-

sistent association, in part idiosyncratic and
dominated in some ca-ses by a community
or analogy of emotional tone. Many cases

seem to suggest and to support the latter

explanation, while little direct proof of the

physiological theory seems available, unless

the occasional simultaneous appearance of

similar synaesthesias in members of the same
family be so regarded. There exist, too, allied

groups of such unusual but intimate and spon-

taneous associations, notably in the number-
forms and the personification of inanimate

objects. (j.j.)

Cases of hereditary synaesthesia, including

number-forms, tell strongly in favour of a
‘ native ’ or ‘ constitutional ’ (called above the

‘physiological’) theory. The accompanying
Plates I and II, selected by the writer from

bis collection of unpublished cases, show the

number-forms of five members of the same
iamily (of nine, not all reported upon), the

mother and four children. To the writer

(who has another case of three in the same
family) this affords strong proof of the here-

ditary character of synaesthesia, notably in

cases in which—as in one of these cases

—

other peculiarities, such as coloured letters,

are also present (cf. a detailed report, with

coloured plate, of twenty-one cases of coloured

letters, by Colman, in the Lancet, January i,

1898).

The presence of well-defined synaesthesias

in young children, who have had neither

the sort nor the quantity of experience to

establish the requisite associations, is also of

weight as against the psychological or ‘ ex-

perience ’ view. (j.M.B.)

Literature’, a good account of cases with

literature is to be found in Keohn, Pseudo-

chromaesthesia, in Amer. J. of Psychol., v

;

see also Calkins, Synaesthesia, ibid., vii;

Philips, Number Forms, ibid., viii
;
AVhip-

PLB, ibid. xi. Valuable are Flouenot, Les
Ph6nombnes de Synopsie (1893): Blehlee
and Lehmann, Zwangsmassige Lichtemp-

findungen durch Schall (1881); Galton, In-

quiriesinto Human Faculty (1883) ;
Stumpf,

Tonpyschologie, i, ii; Moeselli, Semej.

malat. ment., ii (1895) ;
A. Lkmaitee, Aud

color^e et Phenom. connexes chez les Ecoliers

(1901). (J.J.-E.B.T.)

6
.

Syuaposematic : see Mimicby (in bio*

^ogyj.

Syucategorematic ; see Categoeematic.
Syncopy (or -pe) [Gr. (TvyKonf], a cutting

short] : Ger. Syneojpe
;

Fr. syncope
;

Ital.

sincope, deliquio. A more or less sudden loss

of consciousness.

It is owing usually to heart failure, and
consequent cerebral anaemia. It may be
occasioned by cardiac weakness, or loss of

blood
;
but is often due (especially in persons

of nervous diathesis) to emotional cau'ses, such

as fear, alarm, grief, joy. In a complete

syncopal attack there is first a sensation of

sinking or giddiness, upon which the patient

loses consciousness and falls to the ground.

In this state the pulse and respiration are

weak and the face pale. Gradually colour

returns, slight movements are made, and
recovery takes place. Cf. Shock, and Peo-
STEATION. (J.J.)

Syncretism [Gr. a-vv+ Kpriri^eiu, probably

to combine or unite]: Ger. Synkretismus

;

Fr. syncretisme; Ital. sineretismo. (i) The
attempt to select and combine vaiious ele-

ments from a number of philosophic systems

without much regard to the intrinsic value of

what is selected, or to the logical method of

the combination
;
about the same as eclecti-

cism, but used, upon the whole, in a some-

what more disparaging sense. (J.D.)

(2) In religion : The method of reconciling

conflicting principles or interests on the basis

of some common ground of interest or belief

;

abusively, the spiiut of indifference or com-
promise in religion.

In ecclesiastical history the term designates

the principles of a party in the Lutheran
Church in the 17th century, headed by
Calixtus, who laboured to bring about a union

of the various branches of the Protestant

Church. The attempt was rendered ineffec-

tive through persistent opposition, itsopponents

succeeding in fastening upon its advocates

the suspicion of heresy and indifferentism.

Literature : H. Schmid, Gesch. d. synkreti-

schen Streitigkeiten (1846); Gass, Gesch. d.

protest. Dogmatik, ii (1850) ;
Schaff-Herzog

Cyclopedia, art. Syncretism. (A.t.o.)

Syncryptic : see Mimicet (in biology).

Synderesis (frequently written Synte-
resis, also Sinteresis') [Gr. a-wTrjprjaiij

:

Ger.

Synderesis] Fr. synderese] Ital. si^eresi.

A technical term of the scholastic philosophy,

signifying the innate principle in the moral
consciousness of every man, which directs

him to good and restrains him from evil.
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In the account of the Stoic philosophy

given by Diogenes Laertius (VII. i. 85), t6

Ttjpe'iv eavTo, literally ‘taking care of oneself,’

or self-preservation, is said to be the funda-

mental impulse of living beings, which is

further described by Chrysippus as harmony
with oneself, and the consciousness (o-wfi'S/yo-ir)

of that harmony. But the use of a-vpT^prjo-is

as a technical term is first found in the

writings of St. Jerome (d. 420). It occurs

in one passage onl}' of these writings—the

explanation of the ‘ four living creatures ’ of

the vision of Ezekiel (i. 4-15). Most com-
mentators, he says, hold that the man, the

lion, and the ox of the vision represent the

rational, the irascible, and the appetitive (or

concupiscent) parts of the soul, according to

Plato’s division, while the fourth figure, that

of the eagle, represents a fourth part of the

soul, above and outside these three: ‘this the

Greeks call a-wr^prjais, which spark of con-

science (scintilla conscientiae) was not extin-

guished from the bieast of Adam when he

was driven from Paradise
;
through it, when

overcome by pleasures or by anger, or even,

as sometimes, deceived by a similitude of

reason, we feel that we sin
;

. . . and this,

in the Scriptures, is sometimes called spirit’

(Rom. viii. 26; i Cor. ii. ii
;

i Thess. v. 23).

‘And yet we perceive that the conscience

(conscientia) is itself also thrown aside and
driven fromits placehysomewhohave no shame
or modesty in their faults.’ In this passage

no distinction seems to be drawn between
crvvT^pT]cris and conscientia. It has even been
maintained (F. Nitzsch, in Jahrb. f. inotest.

Theol., iii. 492 flP.
; Zeitsch. Kircliengesch.,

XVII. i. 23 ff.) that the former word is a

copyist’s error for a-weiSrja-is, the usual Greek
equivalent of conscientia. For this supposi-

tion there is no sufficient evidence; still less

can Ziegler’s suggestion of rovdopiait [Gesch. d,

christl. Eth., 314) be accepted. The view of

Albertus Magnus that the word is derived

from (Tvv and alptats is absurd.

The use of synderesis as distinct from
conscientia among the scholastics, and to

a slight extent among early Protestant
moralists, is founded upon its description by
Jerome as scintilla conscientiae—the spark
(as the phrase would require to be interpreted)

from which the light of conscience arises.

'Thus Jeremy Taylor calls it ‘ the spark or fire

put into the heart of man,’ while avuei?) 7j(riSj

which is specifically called conscience of

the deed done, is the ‘bringing fuel to this

fire’ {Ductor Dvhituntiwn, L i. 1). As dis-

tinguished from synderesis, conscientia is

applied by these writers to the particular

attitude of a man to good or evil action, and
may accordingly be an unsafe guide.

Synderesis is thus a faculty or habit (it was
disputed which) both ofjudging and of willing

the right, in agreement with ‘ original right-

eousness,’ and persisting in the separate

powers of the soul in spite of the corruption

of man’s nature brought about by the Fall.

In the earlier descrq^tions it is spoken of as

volitional as well as intellectual. According

to Aquinas, however, it is distinctly practical

reason—certain principles belonging to the

practical side of reason which point out the

right direction for action, just as the theo-

retical axioms of the understanding do for

thinking
;
and both synderesis and conscientia

ai’e placed among the intellectual powers.

A different view is given by Bonaventura,

who makes the whole distinction between

conscientia and synderesis rest upon the dis-

tinction between judgment and will. God
(he says) has implanted a double rule of right

in man’s nature : one for judging rightly, and
this is the rectitude of conscience; another

for right volition, and this is the rectitude

of synderesis, whose function is to dissuade

from evil and stimulate to good, and which

may therefore be described as the original

moral tendency of the disposition.

This, however, does not seem to be either

the best or the most prevalent view of scholas-

ticism regarding synderesis (although Ziegler

is of a contrary opinion

—

Gesch. d. christl.

Eth., 312). The question is fully discussed

by Duns Scotus, who decided against Bona-

ventura that both synderesis and conscience

belong to (practical) reason, the former giving

the first principles or major premises of its

practical syllogisms, the latter corresponding

to their conclusions {In Sent. Reportationes,

Lib. II, dist. 39, Q. 1-2). Jeremy Taylor

(loc. cit.) also follows the Thomistic usage,

and niakes a-wTijprjaLs
‘ the general repository

of moral principles or measures.’ This is the

‘ rule of conscience,’ while conscience itself is

‘ a conjunction of the universal practical law

w'ith the particular moral action.’ It applies

the rule to the particular case, and is thus

both witness and judge of moral actions.

It may be noted that the term conscience,

when used (as by Kant) as equivalent to

practical reason regarded as infallible, corre-

sponds to the mediaeval synderesis and not to

the mediaeval conscientia.

Literature : Gass, Lehre vom Gewissen
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(1869), 216 ff.
j and Gesch. d. ctristl. Eth.,

§ 122 ;
Ziegler, Gesch. d. christl. Eth. (2nd

ed.),chap. v; Sidgwick, Hist.of Eth. (3rd ed.),

145 ; SiEBECK, in Arch. f. Gesch. d. Philos., x.

521 if. The derivation of the term is dis-

cussed iu the Athenaeum (London) for 1877,
i- 738, 798, iii. 16, 48. (w.E.s.)

Syuechism [Gr. awex^s, continuous, hold-

ing together, from aiv + ex^iv, to hold] : not in

use in the other languages. That tendency of

philosophical thought which insists upon the

idea of continuity as of prime importance
in philosophy, and in particular, upon the

necessity of hypotheses involving true con-

tinuity.

A true Continuum (q. v.) is sometldng
whose possibilities of determination no multi-

tude of individuals can exhaust. Thus, no
collection of points placed upon a truly con-

tinuous line can fill the line so as to leave no
room for others, although that collection had

a point for every value towards which numbers
endlessly continued into the decimal places

could approximate
;
nor if it contained a point

for every possible permutation of all such

values. It would be in the general spirit of

synechism to hold that time ought to be sup-

posed truly continuous in that sense. The
term was suggested and used by C. S. Peirce

in the Monist, ii. 534 (July, 1892). Cf.

Pragmatism, passim.

The general motive is to avoid the hypo-

thesis that this or that is inexplicable. For
the synechist maintains that the only possible

justification for so much as entertaining a

hypothesis, is that it affords an explanation

of the phenomena. Now, to suppose a thing

inexplicable is not only to fail to explain it,

and so to make an unjustifiable hypothesis,

but much worse—it is to set up a harrier

across the road of science, and to forbid all

attempt to understand the phenomenon.
To be sure, the synechist cannot deny

that there is an element of the inexplicable

and ultimate, because it is directly forced

upon him
;
nor does he abstain from genera-

lizing from this experience. True generality

is, in fact, nothing but a rudimentary form of

true continuity. Continuity is nothing but
perfect generaHty of a law of relationship.

It would, therefore, be most contrary to his

own principle for the synechist not to genera-

lize from that which experience forces upon
him, especially since it is onlj’^ so far as facts can
be generalized that they can be understood

;

and the very reality, in his way of looking at

the matter, is nothing else than the way in

u. 6f

which facts must ultimately come to he under-

stood. There would be a contradiction here, if

this ultimacy were looked upon as something to

he absolutely realized
;
but the synechist cannot

consistently so regard it. Synechism is not an
ultimate and absolute metaphysical doctrine;

it is a regulative principle of logic, prescribing

what sort ofhypotheses are fit to be entertained

and examined. The synechist, for example,

would never be satisfied with the hypothesis

that matter is composed of atoms, all spherical

and exactly alike. If this is the only hypo-

thesis that the mathematicians are as yet in

condition to handle, it may be supposed that

it may have features of resemblance with the

truth. But neither the eternity of the atoms
nor their precise resemblance is, in the syne-

chist’s view, an element of the hypothesis that

is even admissible hypothetically. For that

would he to attempt to explain the phenomena
by means of an absolute inexplicability. In
like manner, it is not a hypotliesis fit to be
entertained that any given law is absolutely

accurate. It is not, upon synechist principles,

a question to he asked, whether the three

angles of a triangle amount precisely to two
right angles, hut only whether the sum is

greater or less. So the synechist will not

believe that some things are conscious and some
unconscious, unless by consciousness be meant
a certain grade of feeling. He will rather

ask what are the circumstances which raise

this grade
;
nor will he consider that a chemi-

cal fonnula for protoplasm would be a sufficient

answer. In short, synechism amounts to the

principle that inexplicabilities are not to be

considered as possible explanations
;

that

whatever is supposed to be ultimate is sup-

posed to be inexplicable
;
that continuity is

the absence of ultimate parts in that which
is divisible

;
and that the form under which

alone anything can be understood is the form

of generality, which is the same thing as con-

tinuity. (c.s.p.)

Synergism (in theology) [Gr. aiv -p

epyov, work] : Ger. Synergismv,s

;

Fr. syner-

gismt
;

Ital. sin&rgismo. The theory which
has found many forms of expression in the

history of Christian doctrine, that in the

regeneration of man there is a co-operation

of the human will with the divine grace in

such a way as to secure man’s free initiative

and responsibility for his own salvation.

For a special sense see Monergism and the

controversy which it involves.

Literature : see Monergism, Pelagianism,
and Jansenism, (a.t.o.)
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Synergy: Ger. Synergic, Fr. synergic,

Ital. sinergia. The imioa of partial or lisser

motor processes or movements in a whole,

giving a larger process or movement.

The term is applied esiDecially to the motor

functions of the brain, which unite in innervat-

ing a gioup of muscle^
;
but it is also some-

times used for the muscles themselves, which

are thus correlated in a single function or

group of functions.

Tlie theory which holds that mental syn-

thesis and unity are due to the union of motor

processes has been called the synergy theory

(see James, Psychol. Rev., ii, March, 1895,

105 £f.). (J.M.B.)

Synkatathesis [Gr. a-wxanWeais, accep-

tance]. A Stoic term signifying the assent to

or endorsement of a presentation as true.

The theory was very near to the modern
view of judgment, which makes it an act of

accepting or endorsing a presentation. See

Eisler, Worterb. d. philos. Begriffe, ‘ Eeifall,’

‘ Sj'iikatathesis,’ for citations. (j.m.b.)

Synopsia; seeSvNAESTHBSiA (‘ Synopsie’).

Syntechnic ; see ISIimicet (in biology),

CoNVEEGENCE (in biology), and cf. Resem-
blance (table).

Synthesis [Gr. (rvv+ TidBai, to set]: Ger.

Synthese; Fr. synthese-, Ital. sintesi. The
method, process, and function of putting

things together, with the results; the opposite

of analysis. See the various topics Synthesis,

and Synthetic. (j.m.b.)

In education : synthesis applies to the

subject-matter itself, as in chemistry, or to

the logical processes involved, or more gener-

ally and vaguely to the chief direction of the

mental activity. Thus, in illustration of the

last, Ziller called the presentation of new
matter in a lesson a ‘synthetic’ step, since the

mind in apperceiving unites the new to the old;

it ‘synthesizes’ present and former experi-

ences. For similar reasons he called pre-

paration an ‘ analytic ’ step, since the contents

of the child’s mind are analysed so that the

ideas most needful for appreciating the new
lesson shall be in the foreground of con-

sciousness. See Analysis, Peepaeation,
Peesentation, Foemal Steps, and Method
(in education).

Literature : Bain, Educ. as a Science,

129—31 ;
Heebaet, Sci. of Educ. (trans. by

Felkin), 154-69; Rosenkeanz, Philos, of

Educ., 101-6. (c.De G.)

Synthesis (chemical) : see Chemical
Synthesis.

Synthesis (mental or psychic) : Ger. jgsy-

chisebe Synthese
;

Fr. synthese mentale (or

psy.:hique)

;

Ital. sintesi mentale (or 2>sichica).

(1) A mental combination in which the com-
posing elements are not separately distinguish-

able
;
opposed to Integeation (q.v., in psycho-

log.y, 1).

The idea of synthesis has assumed great

importance in view of the growing tendency

to substitute some such principle for the law of

association of ideas in many cases in which the

latter has proved inadequate. Synthesis views

take many forms, as in the theories of Appee-
CEPTiON, Assimilation, Syneegy, and mental
Activity (see those terms). (j.m.b., g.e.s.)

(2) That unification or combination of

the contents of presentation wlieieby they

become qualifications of the same objective

whole. Cf. Integeation (in psychology, 2).

Thus the correlation of the data of different

senses in the perception of a single material

thing is a synthesis (i). Similarly, the com-
parison of different colour sensations so as to

fonn a single qualitative series is a synthesis

(2) at a higher level. At a yet higher level,

we have the synthesis which Newton effected

by his discovery of the law of gravitation.

(G.E.S., J.M.B.)

Synthesis (of Apprehension, &c.,Kant)

:

see Appeehension, ad fin. Kant distinguishes

between ‘ mathematical ’ and ‘ dynamical ’ syn-

thesis {Critique of Pure Reason). (j.m.b.)

Synthetic (-al) : Ger. synthetisch] Fr. syn-

thetique
;

Ital. sintetico. Having or producing

the unity of a Synthesis (q. v.).

Synthetic {-al) argument, inference, reasoning,

^•c. An argument whose conclusion expresses

a fact the being of which is given in the being

of the premises, so that the conclusion could

not be false as long as the premise is true, is

analytical
;
any other mode of argument is

synthetical.

A synthetical argument may be a fallacy.

In that case, it may be so absurd as not to be

an argument in any other sense than that it

pi’ofesses to be so. But if it is an argument

(as commonly happens) the real argument is

either inductive or presumptive in its nature,

these being the two types of synthetic argu-

mentation.

Synthetic judgment : see Analytic and
Synthetic Judgment, Kant’s Teeminology
(Glossary, ‘ synthetische Urtheile’), Hegel’s
Teeminology (Dialectic, III, IV), Synthetic
Philosophy, and Synthesis (different topics).

Synthetic method (ih logic). Wljat is com-

monly, very confusedly, meant by a syntlutic

method is a progressive deductive method,
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more or less of the nature of reasoning in

Barbara.

The confusion between analysis and synthe-

sis is so great (cf. Analytic and Synthetic
Judgment), and the distinction is foui ded

upon such false views of logic, that it is per-

haps best to abandon the words altogether in

logic. (c.s.p.)

Synthetic Philosophy (the) : Ger. die

synthetische Philosophie
;

Fr, la philosophie

syrithetique
]

Ital. la filosofia sintetica. The
title of the series of treatises by Herbert

Spencer, in whicli his philosophical system is

built up as a ‘unification of knowledge’ drawn
from various sciences. See the topics cited

under Spenceeianism. (j.m.b.)

System [Gr. aw -p arrival, to be set up, to

stand up] : Ger. System
;

Fr. systems ; Ital.

sistema. The term system is employed to

designate a whole from the standpoint of the

methodic connection and arrangement of its

constituent members.
It differs from such terms as aggregate,

collection, and inventory, in expressly con-

noting the ordeidy inherent bonds which

bind together, from the standpoint of

rational apprehension and explanation, the

parts of the whole. It differs from such

terms as organism, totality, and whole, in

expressly connoting that it is from the stand-

point of thought, of mental method, that the

parts are interdependent. It differs, however,

from ‘classification ’in implying that the mental

method has been successfully applied to, and

as it were worked over into, the facts ;
it does

not remain outside of them as a merely mental

scheme. A system arises whenever a particu-

lar plan, a working hypothesis, or scientific

method has been so consistently, extensively,

and deductively applied to the interpreta-

tion and arrangement of a body of facts as

to give them internal intellectual coherence

and unity, and obvious external detachment

or distinction from other facts. This meaning

will be found to apply to such apparently

diverse uses as the solar system, the post-

office system, the system of Platonic philo-

sophy. the system of Shakespearian dramas.

The term ismore nearlyallied to ‘orgai iration’

than to any of its congeners, all of which agree

with it in connoting some kind of whole made
up of parts. Cf. Aggeegate, Classifica-

tion, Collective, Oeganism, Unit, and
Whole and Paets. (j.d.)

System (in education). A term used by
Herbart to designate the organization of

knowledge into a system
;
hence a stage in

method, namely, that of ‘ generalization.’ See

Foemal Steps, and Method (in education).

Literature : Heeeaet, Sci. of Educ. (Eng.

trans.), 126; Rein, Outline of Pedagogics

(Eng. trans.), 135. (C.De G.)

System (mental). The mental life con-

sidered as a progressive organization of parts

or elements in a System (q. v.). Cf. Synthesis
(mental). Selective Thinking, and Selec-
tion. (j.m.b.)

Systematic Determination (of thought):

see Selective Thinking, Relative Sugges-
tion, and Selection (in psychology).

Systematic TKeology : Ger. systema-

tische Theologie', Fr. theologie systematique
]

Ital. teologia sistematica. That dejiartment

of general Theology (q. v.) which treats of

the system of religious doctrine and its

organization into a logically coherent disci-

pline; more especially, the system of the

doctrines of the Christian religion.

The whole body of theology is ordinarily

treated in four divisions: exegetical, his-

torical, systematic, and practical. Systematic

theology is either dogmatic or speculative,

and includes such tojrics as the following:

(i) theology proper (doctrine of God); (2)

anthropology; (3) christology
; (4) pneumato-

logy; (5) soteriology; (6) ecclesiology
; (7)

eschatology.

Literature : see Theoloqt. (a.t.o.)
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Taljes [Lat. tahere, to waste away] : Ger.

Tabes
\
Yv. tabes] Ital. Usually equiva-

lent to tabes dorsalis, a disease of the spinal

cord, desci'ibed under Ataxia (locomotor),

which constitutes its characteristic symp-
tom. (j.j.)

Taboo [Polynesian tahu, marked thoroughly,
sacred]: Ger. Tabu; Fr. tabou; Ital. tabu.

A sacred or religious prohibition which was
best developed in Polynesia, but which in

various forms and stages may be traced else-

where.

The prohibitions of taboo refer both to

actions and words or names. The prohibition

may be general or applicable to all of a class

of articles, or particular as applicable to

special individuals alone. It may be per-

manent or temporary, affect both men and
women, or women alone. It may be created

by command of a king, or priest, or other

official, or it might receive its sanction from

tradition and custom. A few miscellaneous

illustrations may be cited. In Hawaii the

flesh of hogs, fowls, turtle, &c., in the Mar-
quesas Islands human flesh, was tabooed for

women. In these islands the liouses may be

tabooed from the use of water in them
;

a

path may be taliooed and no one walk in it

;

an island may be tabooed and no one visit it

;

all of which may last for a definite number
of days, or be permanent. If the name of a

king of Tahiti was the same as, or resembled,

a common word, a new name was substituted

;

while instances of words which it was un-
lawful to pronounce are most common. In
this way, liy modifying the use of names and
substituting one for the other, the taboo has

had a linguistic influence. As taboos affect-

ing special persons (termedtaboosof privilege).

may be cited the fact that if in Tahiti the

king or queen entered a house it became
taboo

;
the ground they trod on became taboo,

and they were frequently carried on men’s

shoulders to prevent this. Many taboos were
of natural rather than conventional origin;

thus the exclusion of persons who were ill, of

mothers after child-birth, of those who had
to do with the dead, or were engaged in war-
fare, had obvious utility and plausibility.

The punishment for violation of the taboo

was both civil and religious
;
the transgressor

might lose all his property, or he might be

entered by a spirit and succumb to disease.

There were elaborate ceremonies for removing

the taboo.

Examples of taboo in historical religions

may be found among the Jews, Greeks, Eo-
mans, and in superstitions of to-day. Among
the Jews, the vow of the Nazarite (Num. vi.

1-2 1), some of the observances of the Sabbath

(Exod. XXXV. 2, 3; xvi. 23, 29), the restric-

tions as to what was cleanly in man and
beast, the avoidance of the sacred name of

God; among the Greeks, the sacredness of

certain animals and persons; among the

Eomans, the flamen dialis, the sacred priest

who was forbidden to touch a horse, to look

at an army, to touch or name a goat or dog,

to walk under an ivy, &c.

The origin of the taboo is to be looked for

in the animistic conceptions of primitive

religion, while in its later develojments it

acquires a civil significance, and thereby aids

the conception ofproperty rights and marriage

ties. In its earliest stages it is a general

religious prohibition which develops into the

prohibition of the unclean on the one side,

and of the sacred on the other. On the
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taboo ' were grafted the golden fruits of law

and morality, while the parent stem dwindled

into the sour crabs and empty husks of

popular superstition’ (Frazer).

Literature: Feazee, art. Tahoo, in Encyc.

Brit. (9th ed.), from which the above illus-

trations are derived, and the fuller literature

there cited
;
Jevoes, Introd. to the Hist, of

Religion (1896). (j.j.)

Tabula rasa [Lat. tabula, tablet, rasa,

empty] : used also in the other languages.

The waxed tablet used by the Romans for

writing purposes
;

used metaphorically to

charactei ize the soul prior to sense-experience

;

employed to denote the theory of the empiri-

cists, according to which all knowledge is im-

printed hy objects on a passive blank mind.

Plato used the metaphor of a waxed tablet,

KTjpivov eKpayelov (Theaet., 191), in discussing

images of memory. Aristotle (De Anima,
iii. 4) used a metaphor of a piece of writing

paper to express the relation of potential to

actual reason. This was erroneously used

(as by Leibnitz) to make him the author of

the tabula rasa theory. This was really first

stated by the Stoics. Descartes used the

phrase, but only ironically and incidentally.

Leibnitz, in criticizing Locke’s Essay upon
Human Understanding, uses the phrase con-

tinually and technically, and from him it

gained general currency as a summary view

of the empirical theory {New Essays, Intro-

duction). Locke himself does not use the

phrase, though he speaks of the mind as a

piece of white paper (loc. cit., Bk. II. chap. i.

§ 2), and employs constantly the metaphor of

‘ imprinting ’ sensations upon the mind, (j.p.)

Tacbygenesis. See Regeessiokt.

Tactile Illusions : see Illttsioes oe Mo-
tion AND Movement, I.

Tactile or Tactual Sensation : see

Touch Sensation.

Taine, Hippolyte Adolphe. (1828-93.)
Born at Vouziers, Ardennes, France, he rvas

educated at the College Bourbon and the

Ecole Normale of Paris. Became a teacher,

but soon abandoned the profession, devoting

his attention to literature. In 1864 he be-

came professor of aesthetics at the School of

Fine Arts, Paris, and member of the Academy,
1878. He made contributions to empirical

psychology in his book L’Intelligence.

Talbot-Flateau Law: Ger. Talbot-Pla-

teau’sches Gesetz) Fr. loi de Talbot-Plateau',

Ital. legge di Talbot-Plateau. If the rate of

rotation of a disk bearing alternate sectors of

different brightness or colour be sufficiently

great to produce a uniform sensation, that

sensation is the same as what would be felt if

all the light reflected from tbe several sectois

were evenly distributed over the whole disk.

The departures from this law have always
been found to fall within the mean error of

observations, but when that error was from

5 per cent, to 8 per cent., the law could not

be said to have been absolutely confirmed.

Lummer and Brodhun have now, however,
reduced this mean error to 2 per cent., and
they find the departures to fall well within
that limit, hence the law may be considered

to be rigorously established. A disk with
alternate sectors cut out, if interposed in the

path of a beam of light, forms a means of

diminishing itsintensitybyameasuredamount;
it is the best means that we have, since

it is exact, it is easily combined with any
apparatus, can be introduced anywhere in

tbe course of the light-iays, does not change
the character of the light, so that it is not

necessarj" to attend to conditions of polariza-

tion nor of greater or less homogeneity (as in

changing the width of a slit), and diminishes

all light-rays equally and in accordance

with a simple law. For sectors of less than
25° in breadth, however, diffraction from
the edges interferes with correct results.

Lummer and Brodhun have devised a very
exact apparatus by which the size of the

sectors can be continuously varied during
rotation. This sectored disk (Episkotister) was
first used for photometric purposes hy Aubert.

The Talbot-Plateau law is probably a par-

ticular case of the general chemical law of the

action of light : if light of intensity a, acting

during the time t, produces a chemical action

of intensity i, then light of intensity —
,
acting

n
during the time nt, produces the same chemical

action i. (c.L.P.)

Talmud [Lat. Talmud, Chal. talmud, in-

struction, scholar]: Ger. Talmud', Fr. Tal-

mud
;
Ital. Talmud. The book which contains

the Jewish traditions as distinguished from

their original Scriptures. It embraces (i)

the original traditions ascribed to Moses, and

(2) the commentaries and glosses of the later

Jewish rabbins.

The Talmud is divided into two parts, the

Mishna and the Gemara
;
the former contain-

ing the original traditions, the latter commen-
taries and glosses on these. The Gemara,
to which the name Talmud is sometimes

exclusively applied, is divided into two parts,

the Jerusalemistic and the Babylonian, the
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latter of which is much larger and of greater

authority among the Jews than the former.

Literature: see articles in Schaff-Herzog’s

and ^IcCliutock and Strong’s Cj'clopedias

;

J. McCaol, Old Paths (1846); Lowe, The
Mishna, on which the Palestinian Talmud rests

(1882); Levy, "Wditerhuch (1875). (a.t.o.)

Tambour (of Marey) : see Laboeatoey
AND Appaeatus, II (general).

Taoism : see Oeiental Philosophy
(Cliina).

Tariff: see Peotection.

Taste : see Taste Sensations.

Taste (aesthetic) [Lat. taxare, to touch

sharpl} ] : Ger. GescJnnack

;

Fr. govit\ Ital.

gusto. The faculty of critical and appreciatory

discernnieut of, and judgment upon, objects

of aesthetic experience.

Often used as synonymous with ‘good

taste.’ Employed also in an objective way,

e.g. a building in good taste.

Taste has been generally recognized by
aestheticians as involving at least two dis-

tinguishable elements: (i) native sensibility

and delicacy of feeling—what may be called

aesthetic temperament; (2) culture of the

aesthetic judgment by actual exercise and

discipline. Such discipline leads to the

developed taste of the connoisseur. Taste

is in the aesthetic life essentially what
character is in the moral life. The question

whether there can be any universal standard

of taste has been much discussed. Writers

of the associationist school (e. g. Jeffi ey) have
generally denied any real universality for

such a standard, because of the multifold

nature of the sources of beauty. Hume falls

back on the consensus of cultivated opinion.

Grant Allen, under biological influences, admits

only such consensus as springs from similarity

of nervous organization. Writers under

idealistic influences have ordinarily defended

a contrary view, because of the asserted uni-

versality of beauty (e. g. Lotze).

Literature: Bueke, The Sublime and
Beautiful (2nd. ed. 1757); Begg, The Devel. of

Taste (1887); Fechnee, Vorschule d. Aesth.

(1876). (J.E.A.)

Taste (physiology of). Action of soluble

substances within the mouth, producing Taste
Sensations (q. v.).

The terminal organ for taste sensations is

the taste-bud, a gi oup of modified epithelial

cells among which ramify the end-biushes of

the taste-nej ves. These are, for the posterior

lliird of the t(mgue, the ixth or glo.ssopharyn-

g al, and for the anterior two-thirds of the

tongue, the lingual branch of the vth and, to

some extent, the chorda tympani. The evi-

dence indicates (Oehrwall) that each pri-

mary taste sensation is specific for a particular

nerve-fibre.

Literature: Tuckeeman, in Howell and
Kastle’s Studies from the Biol. Lab. of Johns
Hopkins Univ. (1887), iv. 13; Oehewall,
Skand. Arch. f. Physiol. (1890), ii. i. (c.e.h.)

Taste (or Gustatory) Sensations (or

simply tastes): Ger. Gesehmackseniffmduugen-,

Fr. sensations de godt (or gustaiives), saveurs
;

Ital. sensazioni gustative, sa.pori. The sensa-

tions aroused by stimulation of the end-

organs of taste. Cf. Taste (physiology of).

There are four gustatory qualiiies or fun-

damental tastes : sweet, bitter, acid, salt.

Phenomena of contrast, complementarism, and
mixture have recently been observed among
these qualities. Taste is hardly ever dis-

sociated, in actual life, from smell
;
and many

perceptions are consequently accredited to

taste which are in reality olfactory in compo-
sition. Tastes are reproduced in kind with

relative difficulty, and play but a small part

in the liigher mental life.

Literature

:

von Vintschgau, Hermann’s
Handb. d. Physiol, iii. 2 ;

Wundt, Physiol.

Psychol. (4th ed.), i. 438; Kiesow, Pliilos.

Stud., X, xii
;

Saneoed, Course in Exper.

Psychol., expts. 52-6; E. Gley, art. Gus-
tation, in Diet, encyc. des Sci. m6d. de De-
chambre; Titchenee, Lab. Manual (1901),
chap. iv. Modern literature may be said to

begin with Hoen, Ueber den Geschmackssinn

des Menschen (1825); Sulzee’s electrical

experiment (1752)—the application of two
difl'erent metals to the tongue

;
see Hist, de

I'Acad. des Sci. et Belles-Lettres de Berlin,

1754, 356—also deserves mention. See also

under Taste (physiology of). (e.b.t.)

Tatian. Lived in the 2nd century a.d.

An Assyrian or Syrian, he received a Greek
education. Wandered about the Koman
empire as a ‘ sophist,’ being dissatisfied

with all philosophies and religions; reached

Prome 150 A.D. Embraced Christianity, and
returned to Greece to teach and write on
religious themes. Came again to Rome and
became intimate with Justin, whom he greatly

revered. Justin’s death (166) left him alone,

and the numerous Gnostic elements in his

system exposed him to censure by the Roman
Church, which he left about 172 a.d. He
moved to Mesopotamia in the latter part of

his life. The jdace and date of his death are

unknown. See Pateistic Philosophy (4).
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Tauler, JoEaun. (cir. 1290-1361.) En-
tered the Dominican Monastery at Strassburg,

his birth-place, about 1318, where Meister

Eckhart was professor of theology. Studied

also in the Dominican College in Cologne, and

possibly in St. James’s College, Paris. Re-

turned to Strassburg, whence the town council

in 1339 banished the Dominicans, Went to

Basel, where he became intimate with the

‘Friends of God’ (a mystical fellowship).

Returned to Strassburg, probably 1346, and
remained at his post when the Black Death
visited that city.

Taurellus, Nicolaus. (1547-1606.) Born

in Wurtemberg, his real name being probably

Oechslein. Educated at Tubingen in theidogy,

he subsequently studied medicine and taught

on that subject at Basel. He was one of the

first philosophers to oppose the traditional

Aristotelian philosophy, aiming to bring philo-

sophy into accord with the theology of the

Reformation. See Smith, Kicolaus Taurellus

(i860 and 1864).

Tautology [Gr. ravro, the same, -f- Xoyos,

speech]: Ger. Tautologie; Fr. tautologie;

Ital. tautologia. A useless repetition
;
a dial-

lelon. A real diallelon destroys a definition,

but a merely verbal one does not. (c.s.p.)

Taxation [Lat. taxalio, from taxare, to

rate] : Ger. Besteuerung
;
Fi-. systeme climpots

;

Ital. tassazione. A system of fixed and com-
pulsory contribution levied to meet the

general expenses of the government, whether
national or local.

Taxes are distinguished from assessments

and fees in being a contribution for general

services instead of a more or less adequate

return for special services. They are dis-

tinguished from fines and confiscations in

being part of a regular system, publicly ar-

ranged as a means of meeting a deficit which
the government account or budget would
otherwise show.

There are two main theories of the equity

of taxation: (i) equality of sacrifice; (2)
minimum of aggregate sacrifice. If either

theory were carried out to ideal perfection,

the result would probably be very near the

other. But in practice, and with the limita-

tions of human character, the pursuit of the

first aim results in conspicuous failure to

reach either of the two; while the pursuit

of the second tends to secure a fair measure
of both results. (a.t.h.)

Taxonomic: see Variation (in biology),

passim.

Taxonomy [Gr. rd^n, orderly ariauge-

ment, 4- rd/ioy, a law]: Ger. Taxonomie

;

Fr.

taxonmnie
;

Ital. tassonomia. The laws and
principles of the classifying of natural objects;

that department of science which treats of

classification. See Classification (in

biology). (c.s.M.)

Tegmentum [Lat. tegmentum or tegu-

mentum, a cover]: Ger. (i) Haul, (2) Hau-
henfeld-, Fr. (i) tegument, (2) etage superieur

dugjMoncule Ital. (i) integumento
] {2)piano

superiore. (
i )
The outer covering of bodies

;
the

skin. See Cutaneous Sensation, passim.

(2) In neurology : the dorsal portion of the

cerebral peduncles or covering of the crura

cerebri. (c.f.h.)

Telegony [Gr. reXor, result, -f yeros, pro-

duction]: Gev. Telegonie] Yr.telegonie', Ital.

telegonia. The supposed effect, on the pro-

geny, of the previous crossing of tlie female

parent with another male, shown by the

transmission of certain characters of the first

male to the offspring of the second.

Telegony is popularly believed in, and
called ‘infection of the germ.’ No convinc-

ing evidence has yet been discovered in favour

of this alleged transmission. On the other

hand, it must be owned that the known cases

of Xenia (q.v.) in plants give some support

to the view that the body of the female

parent may be in some way affected by the

sperm of the male, and it is conceivable that

the development of the germ-cells might thus

be influenced. [Recent experiments of Ewart,
‘ President’s address,’ Sect. ZooL, Brit. Ass.,

Nature, Sept. 12, 1901, are entirely nega-

tion. J.M.B.]

Literature : Ch. Darwin, Animals and
Plants under Domestication; A. Weismann,
The Germ-Plasm (1893); J. C. Ewart,
The Penycuik Exper. (1899); and as cited

above. (e.s.G.)

Teleological Argument [Gr. rt'Xoy, an

end] : Ger. teleologischer Beweis

;

Fr. argument

teleologigue
;

Ital. argomcnto teleologico. That

theistic argument which proceeds on the

principle of finality and which reasons from

the rational constitution of the world to the

necessity that it should be grounded in a

purposive intelligence. It is also called the
‘ design argument.’ See Teleology, and cf.

Theism and (final) Cause.
The germ of teleology was involved in

Anaxagoras’ assertion that vovs or reason is

the prius of the world. 'I'he thought was
developed by Sociates in a somewhat empirical

fashion. It was more speculatively treated

by Plato under the idea 01 the good, while
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Ai'istotle’s practical identification of efficacy

and finality renders his reasoning both cosmo-

logical and teleological. In modern times the

English thinkers of the 17th and i8th cen-

turies develoj^ the argument on its empirical

side, Avhich calls forth the criticism of Hume
and Kant. The Kantian criticism marks an

epoch in the history of the argument, forcing it

to become speculatively more profound, -while

on the empirical side it has heeir influenced

by the doctrine of evolution, which has forced

it to enter on a new and, in many respects,

more fruitful phase.

Literature : see Theism
;
Hume, Dialogues

on Nat. Eeligion
;
Kant, Critique of Pure

Peason; Sterling, Philos, and Theol.; Flint,

Theism and Anti-Tlieistic Theories; Physicus,

Candid Exam, of Theism. (a.t.o.)

Teleology : Ger. Teleologie
;
Pr. teleologie

;

Ital. teleologia. The word teleology covers

the whole range of inquiry supposed to have

a bearing on the doctrine that things exist

1) cause they ought, or for some purpose.

Tims (a) the word properly denotes that

branch of philosophical study which deals

with ‘ ends ’ or ‘ final causes ’ as real principles

of explanation
; (6) it is perhaps more com-

monly used to denote the theory that every-

thing has a final cause
;

and (c) it is also

used to denote that property of things which

consists in their relation to final causes.

Further definition, then, must chiefly consist

in the definition of ‘end’ or ‘final cause.’

‘ End,’ in the sense in which it defines

teleology, must mean (i) something which

is good in itself, and not merely as a means.

"Where ‘end’ means nothing but this, it may
be conveniently distinguished by the name
‘ ethical end.’ Teleology, then, can only be

sjroken of where ethical ends are supposed to

be real principles of explanation. But by
this supposition is meant (2) the doctrine that

some things exist, because either they them-
selves or other things, to which they are

means, are good. If, therefore, a good thing

or ethical end is merely a cause in the

proper sense of the word (see Cause), it is

not said to be a final cause. For (3) the

production of thr effect is not then said to be
due to the goodness of the ethical end, but

to the prior existence of the good qualities

which it possesses. It is only where a thing

is supposed to produce an effect because it is

good that it is said to be the final cause of

that effect
;
and only so can the explanation

of the effect by reference to it be said to be

teleological. And further (4), where a good

thing is a cause merely in the ordinary sense,

its effects often neither resemble it themselves
nor are means to the existence of other effects

resembling it, even in respect of goodness.

But the effect of a final cause is always sup-

posed to be either some good thing resembling
it, or a means to the existence of some such
good thing. These four conditions, then,

namely, that the ‘ end ’ referred to must he
(i) an ethical end, (2) a cause of the existence

of something, (3) a cause in virtue of its good-
ness, (4) a cause of effects resembling it, con-

stitute the indispensable minimum of meaning
with which the word ‘ teleology ’ can properly

be used.

But since conditions (3) and (4) can most
easily be supposed to be fulfilled, where the

ethical end is the object of some existing

desire, we get a second notion, which is com-
monly included in the notion of teleology

—

the notion of what may be conveniently called

a ‘ psychological end.’ A ‘ psychological end ’

denotes any object which is desired, i.e. an
object of which an existent mind is in some
way aware, or of which the idea is present to

it, and causes desire. Such an object may he
something which already exists, but is not

necessarily so; and even where an existent

object is spoken of as an end in the psycho-

logical sense, it would generally be admitted on

reflection that this use of the term is improper,

and that the true ‘ end ’ is some effect of the

object in question on something else—an
effect which does not already exist. E.g.

though a fruit which actually hangs on the

tree may be a real object of desire, and may
be spoken of as a psychological end, it would
be generally admitted that the real end, in

this case, is some kind of possession of the

fruit—a possession which is not actual at the

moment of desire, and the existence of which

will commonly cause that particular desire

to cease. [This distinction is sometimes

characterized by the phrases ‘ world of fact
’

and ‘ world of desire.’—j.m.b.]

Teleology, then, commonly includes in its

notion of ‘ end,’ not only the ‘ ethical,’ hut

also the ‘ psychological ’ end. Its ‘ final cause
’

generally means a good thing, which does not

already exist hut is already desired. It is

only where an ethical end is thus also an

object of desire, that its goodness, and not

merely its good qualities or the end itself,

can be easily supposed to produce effects at

all, and that these effects can he supposed to

resemble it. We are indeed commonly said

sometimes to desire a thing ‘ because of its
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goodness/ and it is a partial analysis of this

popular conception which has led to the philo-

sophical doctrine of final causes—that the

goodness of things causes desire for them, and

hence also causes that realization of them,

which is effected by desire. The analysis is,

however, only partial, since it has two defects,

(i) It has always failed to distinguish between

the goodness of a thing and the thing itself,

or those qualities of it which are good. Thus,

whereas the thing itself is commonly called

the ‘ end ’ or ‘ final cause,’ it is yet supposed

that its effects are produced only because it

is good, i.e. that its goodness is the cause of

those effects.
( 2 )

It also fails to distinguish

the object of desire from the idea of that

object, which idea actually exists in the mind
at the moment of desire, and may be said either

to constitute a part of the complex fact called

‘a desire/ or to be a cause of that desire.

This idea is certainly part cause of the effects

which desire brings about, and it is chiefly

because it is not distinguished from its object

that a ‘ psychological end ’ was ever supposed

to be a cause at all, and the notion of ‘ final

cause ’ ever conceived. Thus the idea itself

is often spoken of as if it were the psycho-

logical end or final cause; and, even where

the object of the idea is meant, that object is

credited with the efficiency which belongs to

the idea—an ascription which could only

be defended on the ground of the philo-

sophical theory, now generally given up,

that the object of an idea is the cause of

that idea’s existence, and hence also of its

effects.

Thus, where the ‘ end,’ to which teleology

refers us as a cause of existence, is supposed

to be not only an ‘ ethical ’ but also a ‘ psycho-

logical ’ end, the word is commonly used as if

it combined by definition the characters which

belong (a) to a good object of desire, (6) to

the goodness of that object, (c) to the idea of it,

(d) to the idea of its goodness. Two further

meanings are added to these when, as is often

the case, the psychological end is held to be

a sufficient mark of the ‘ end ’ of teleology

;

for we then get (e) object of desire, (/) idea

of such object, as characteristics of a final cause

from which the other four may be inferred.

Since, however, it is difficult to maintain that

every object of desire is ipso facto a good

object, various methods are commonly adopted

for reconciling meanings (e) and (/) with the

first four. One common method is to say

that the object of desire is always something
which the person desiring it thinks to be good.

even if it is not really so. This method gives

us four more meanings of final cause, all of

which are often confused with one another

and with the first six; (y) what is thought

to be good, (7i) its supposed goodness, (i) the

idea of it, (y) the idea of its goodness. An-
other method of maintaining the identity of

psychological and ethical ends is to say that

all desire is directed to what is good, if not

actually, at least ‘fundamentally,’ or ‘really,’

or ‘by nature,’ or ‘in genei’al.’ This method
again gives four new meanings to the ‘ end ’ of

teleology, for each phrase used
;
and these

four are also commonly confounded both with
one another and with our first six. They are

[h) the object of a ‘fundamental’ desire, if)

the goodness of that object, (m) the idea of it,

(to) the idea of its goodness. We thus get

fourteen possible ways of defining the ‘end’

which teleology declares to be a cause, each

of which is emphasized by different philo-

sophers or by the same philosopher, at diffe-

rent times, according as each belongs obviously

to some object of which it is desired also to

assert any of the other meanings.

The ‘ teleological ’ explanation of a thing,

then, most usually denotes a discussion of it

in which any or all of the fourteen notions

above enumei’ated are confused with one

another, provided only that (o) and (6) are

among the number, and that the object, to

which any one of them is applied, is supposed

to he a cause of effects resembling itself. In
this way the four minimum conditions for

a proper application of the word ‘teleology’

are fulfilled, and at the same time a much
fuller meaning is given to the term.

Attempts might be made to eliminate some
of these sources of ambiguity and to give a

clear and consistent meaning to ‘ teleology
’

as follows:— \
(i) The supposition that, in order to pro-

duce its effects, an ‘ ethical end ’ must be also

a ‘ psychological end ’ might be rigorously

excluded. An ‘ethical end,’ as such, might
be arbitrarily assumed to be the cause of

everything resembling it; but, since it is

eternally what it is, it would have to be

supposed that it produced its effects at all

times equally, and hence it could not be used

in explanation of any differences between one

state of the world and another, and the

hypothesis might not admit the possibility

of progress. It would also have to be arbi-

trarily decided whether (a), the ethical end
itself, or (6), its goodness, was to be regarded

as final cause
;

and the former alternative
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would leave no reason for ascribing causal

powers to it rather than to what is had.

(2) Final cause might he defined as ‘good

jisycliological end,’ and the ‘idea’ of such an

end might he definitely e.xcluded from the

teim. This definition would suffer from the

same arbitrariness as the former, both in the

ascription of causal powers to such an entity

at all, and in the limitatiou of these powers

to good objects of desire. It would further

he impossible to regard such a final cause as

sole cause of its effects
;

since, being defined

as an object of desire, it could only be supposed

to acr. when it also happened to he desired,

i.e. the existence of a desire would he a

necessary condition for the existence of its

effects. It would only he this desire, aud not

the final cause itself, which could account for

jiiogress.

(3) The term ‘final cause’ might be defi-

nitely limited to the idea of good objects.

It would then become obvious that a final

cause denoted only one particular class of

things which are causes in the ordinary sense,

and not a different kind of cause. But, since

good and bad ideas act in the same maimer,

the adoption of a particular name for the

causation of the i’ormer only would he per-

fectly useless
;

whereas, on the other hand,

causation by ideas, whether good, bad, or in-

different, is a process sufficiently different

from other cases of efficient causation to he

usefully denoted by a special name. Hence

—

(4) The phrase ‘ teleological explanation
’

might be usefully employed, as modern psycho-

logy tends to employ it, to cover all cases

where desire is assigned as a cause. But it

would have then to be undeistood that ‘ final

cause ’ denoted only one class of objects which

are efficient causes
;
and that the historical

connection of the term with ‘ ethical ends
’

was utterly abandoned.

Since Kant, the word ‘ teleology ’ has been

frequently connected with a theory in which
the word ‘ end ’ seems to be used in an even

looser sense than any of the above. In all

the above senses ‘ ends ’ and ‘ means ’ were
distinguished, in that the ‘ means ’ denoted
anything which vvas an efficient cause of the

existence of something resembling or approxi-

mating to the end, and which was itself

supposed to be produced by the final causation

of the end
;
and thus the means might be

regarded as both cause and effect of the end.

In the modern theory, there is little attempt

to distinguish in what sense, if any, the end

is cause of the means, aud hence ‘ end ’ seems

mainly to denote any good effect, and ‘ means ’

the cause of that effect. At the same time,

however, it is maintained that an end has to

its means a closer relation than is constituted

by the mere fact that it is an effect of the

latter. This closer relation is said to be

observable in living bodies, where it is stated

that all the parts are both means and ends to

one another, and also all means to the whole.

And any whole of which the parts are sup-

posed to bear this relation to itself aud to one

another is called an ‘ organic ’ or ‘ teleological
’

unity. In what precisely this relation con-

sists is not exactly defined; but it may be

noted: (i) That, in order thus to regard two
parts of an organism as means to one another,

it is necessary to extend the meaning of the

word ‘ means,’ from a cause prior in time to

its effect, to anything of which the existence

is supposed to be a necessary condition of the

existence of something else, even though both

exist simultaneously. (2) That the relation,

over and above this ‘ mechanical ’ relation,

which ends and means are supposed to bear

to one another, seems to be conceived as one

which will entitle you to identify the means
with the end, saying that the existence of

the end is not only necessary to the existence

of the means, but that the latter would not

be what it is unless the end existed. Thus
a ‘teleological’ relation is supposed to be

a relation whicb alters the things it relates,

so that it is not they, but some two other

things which are related. And ‘ end ’ would

seem to be defined as denoting either that

one of two such things which (a) is not altered

by the relation, but gives the other a likeness

to itself, (6) is the better of the two; or the

whole formed by two things which have this

relation, which whole is generally supposed

to be better than either separately aud than

otlier things, owing to the mere fact that it is

constituted by such a relation. Those wlio

suppose the world to constitute such a whole,

often speak of tlie property thus belonging

to it as ‘the immanent teleology of nature,’

as opposed to the ‘ teleology of outward

design,’ wherein the means is merely an

efficient cause of the existence of the end. Cf.

Okigix versus Nature, passim.

liistory. The Greeks and Komans had no

word corresponding to teleology, though it is

from the Greek word rfKos, ‘end,’ that the name
is deiived. For a history of ‘final cause’ see

Cause. It is only necessary heie to add: (i)

that Aunx.igoias gave an impulse to Plato’s

teleology by his doctrine that the orderliness
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of the universe was caused by the purpose of

vovs to produce it
; (2) that Aristotle does

at different times ascribe to his reXos all the

fourteen different meanings above enumerated,

often using the term (pvais to denote the
‘ reality ’ as opposed to the mere existence of

a desire
;
and that his ultimate final cause

is regarded by him as something which exists

from the beginning and causes all change in

the universe by the desire of all things to

approximate to it. an approximation which

he perhaps thought was always ecpially realized.

In modern philosophy the terms ‘ end ’ and
‘ teleology ’ have generally superseded ‘ final

cause,’ and hence a fuller history is appro-

priate here than was given under Cause.
The form in which teleology first makes a

prominent appearance is in connection with

theology. The Christian doctrine that many,
if not all, events are caused by God’s will as

means to the future existence of perfection

had persisted through the Middle Ages, along

wdth the Aristotelian conception of final

causes
;
and the two were explicitly combined

by Leibnitz (see Cause). But the exclusive

prominence given to mechanical causation by
the scientific successes of the Eenaissance

exti'uded in general the Aristotelian concep-

tion, whereas it could be easily combined
with the Christian doctrine. Teleology, then,

was chiefly used to mean the doctrine that

God’s will set the machine of nature going,

for the sake of the good and beautiful things

which it produces, and especially for the pre-

sent benefit and ultimate perfection of man.
Kant was chiefly instrumental in dismissing

from philosophy this conception of teleology,

by maintaining that we could not argue from
the existence of good things to the fact that

they had been designed by any one. He held,

however, that there was in things an element

which could not be explained by mechanical

causes alone—an element which he called

‘ adaptation to ends ’ (Zweckmassigkeit). This

element he discovered in three chief instances :

(i) in the beautiful, (2) in living organisms,

(3) in the fact that the world is such that we
can know it. In these cases he seems to have
thought that certain things, whicli were
necessary conditions to one another's existence

and to the whole which they formed, might
also be said to exist (in some undefined sense)

for the sake of the harmonious result pioduced
by their coexistence; and that the whole, which
they composed, changed their nature, so that

their existence, as having that nature, might
be said to be caused by the existence of the

whole. He thus gave rise to the last sense

of teleology above defined. At the same time

it is to be noticed that in his Ethics he uses
‘ end ’ in all the Aristotelian senses, and that

he maintains a close connection between the

moral end and that of nature. ‘ Teleology
’

still continues to have the very wide and
vague significance thus given to it, as some-
thing higher than, or even contradictory to,

mechanism
;
but the connection of this con-

ception with that of psychological activity is

now more generally emphasized than it was
by Kant. The mai ked progress of biological

studies in this century has also tended to

revive the conceptions of Aristotle
; the word

‘ end ’ being used, even by writers who do not

speak of teleology, to denote a good or useful

effect of organic changes, and frequently with
an implication that the changes occur for the

sake of this effect. (g.e.m.)

A bi'oad view of history discloses certain

types of teleological theory
: (i) the teleology

of deism, the view that there is a mind out-

side of nature creating or directing nature

with a view to certain ends. On this view
nature, apart from such direction, is a mechan-
ical system. (2) The teleology of immanent
theism, which finds in nature itself, either in

part or whole, a strain of intelligence. Na-
ture realizes ends which are intelligent or

good over and above, or in opposition to, the

results in which a strictly mechanical S3’stem

would issue. (3) The view that the universe

can be understood only as itself being a form
of intelligence or reason, of which the me-
chanical is a partial exhibition, but of which
onl}^ its character as end-realizing is the com-
plete meaning. Of these three views we may
say ; to the first, intelligence interferes with
mechanism

;
to the second, it denies or tran-

scends mechanism
;

to the third, it interprets

and completes the system of which mechanism
is a partial expression. These three views

are illustrated in history, first, by the teleo-

logy of the design argument (Paley); second,

by that of the ontological arguments (Lotze)

;

and third, by that of the identity philosophy

(Schelling) and the various forms of absolute

idealism (Hegel).

The evolution of the conception, reflected

in the shades of meaning of the term, is

accordingly that of the philosophy of theism.

A progressive reinterpretation of nature has

taken place, in which the claims of monistic

idealism have made themselves felt. The
current definition of teleology is therefore that

of a world theory which does not exclude
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mechanism, but in some way includes and re-

interprets it.

Moreover differences emerge in constru-

ing the nature of the intelligence, reason, or

thought, which is found in nature: so we
liave Yoi.untakism (q. v.), Intellectualism

(q. V.), SniiiTUALiSM (q. v.), each maintaining

a form of teleology. The essential problem to

them all is that of showing how mechanical

principles as formulated by physical science

may yet be the vehicle of the realization of

ends. The sort of discussion which arises in

this field—about the principles of science

—

is illustrated in the remarks on natural selec-

tion and teleology under PIerbdity (q. v.).

A distinction is made under Autotelic

(q. V.) between that term and ‘ heterotelic.’

These terms may be used to characterize

the forms of teleology distinguished imme-
diately above : to the deist the world process

is heterotelic
;

to the immanent theist it vi-

brates between the two according to his

emphasis
;

to the thoroughgoing monistic

idealist it is autotelic. This gives to the

world process in an absolute sense a character

which is attributed in a relative sense to

va! ious functions and processes (e. g. art-

creation). The parts of such a whole as the

world whole, may be heterotelic when con-

sidered with reference to the whole
;
that is,

as contributing to an end implicit in a whole

itself perhaps autotelic. Or the reverse may
bold : functions themselves autotelic may
nevertheless, by realizing their ends, come into

relation to a whole which is capable only of

a heterotelic construction (as, for example,

acts of individual conation found, when taken

in large numbers, to illustrate the law of

probability). Of. Moral Statistics, and see

Heredity. (j.m.b.)

Literature : Kant, Krit. d, Urtheilskraft

;

SiGWART, Logik; the literature of Eeligion
(philosophy of, q. v.). Theism (q. v.), and
general works on metaphysics. See also

BihLIOG. B, 2, Ic. (G.E.M.-J.M.B.)

Telepathy [Gr. T^\c,at a distance, + naOdv,

to experience]: Ger. Tdepathie] Fr. tele-

pathie
;

Ital. telepatia. Communication be-

tween mind and mind otherwise than through
the known channels of the senses.

The tei-m—which was introduced byF.W.H.
Myers in 1882, and which is used in the

publications of the Society for Psychical Ee-
eearch and elsewhere—has sometimes been
limited to such communication between per-

sons at a considerable distance from one

another, the word thought-transference being

reserved for such communication between
persons in the same room; but in practice

this limitation is found to be inconvenient,

and telepathy is used to include both. The
word telaesthesia was suggested by Myers
at the same time to expiess perception other-

wise than through the senses, but without
reference to a second mind. The term meta-
psychosis has been suggested to designate

mental stata especially of the percipient (see

below) under telepathic conditions.

The existence of telepathy is not yet gen-

erally admitted by the scientific world, but it

has been one of the main functions of the

Society for Psychical Eesearch—in this article

hereafter called S.P.E.—to obtain and inves-

tigate evidence on the subject.

The evidence is of two kinds. There are,

firstly, experimental cases, where one person

—the ‘ agent ’—tries deliberately to convey

an idea or impression to another— the ‘per-

cipient ’— who may, or may not, be endeavour-

ing to receive a communication at the time

;

and secondly, spontaneous cases, where com-

munication occui s unexpectedly and unsought

by either of the persons concerned.

Spontaneous occurrences prima facie tele-

pathic have from time to time been noted

in all ages and countries; and, in connection

with hypnosis, experimental transference of

ideas and sensations apparently otherwise than

by the senses has been occasionally recorded

during more than a century by French, Ger-

man, and English observers. But it is only

recently that these phenomena have been

systematically investigated or their possible

importance as evidence of telepathy recog-

nized
;
and it is to W. F. Barrett that credit

is due for first di’avving public attention to

this in a paper read before the British Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science in 1876.

Experimental results in telepathy have, during

the last quarter of a century, been obtained

by a number of observers, and range from

the transference of sensations and ideas be-

tween persons in the same room, to the pro-

duction by the agent of apparitions of himself

to a percipient in another house.

The older observers in mesmerism had

observed in some cases ‘ community of sensa-

tion’ between the patient and his h}pnotizer,

the former appearing to taste what the latter

put into his mouth, or to feel pricks or

pinches inflicted on the latter. Malcolm

Guthrie, of Liverpool, succeeded in obtaining

the same results with percipients in a normal

state—unhypnotized—and the experiments
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Lave also been repeated, by Gurney, with

hypnotized percipients (see Froc. Soc. Fsych.

Res., ii. 3-5, 17-19. 205).

More numerous attempts have been made,

and by a greater number of experimenters,

to transfer visual images of colour or form

—

whether of numbers, of diagrams and simple

drawings, of playing-cards, or of ordinary

objects—looked at by the agents. Many ex-

amples will be found in the Froc. S.F.R. and

in the /’roc. Amer. S.F.R. We may specially

refer as specimens to experiments by Sidg-

wick and others, vi. 128-70; Guthrie and

others, ii. 24-42 ;
Lodge, ii. 189-200

;
Dessoir

iv. 111-26. And a considerable amount of

success has attended these attempts, both

with percipients in a hypnotic and those in

a normal state.

On the whole hypnosis seems to be a

favourable condition for percipience. Though
in these experiments the agent has often

adopted the plan of actually experiencing the

sensation—e.g. looking at a number—there

is little reason for supposing that this is im-

portant, or that it serves any purpose other

than fixing the agent’s attention. Indeed,

when the thing to be transferred is a visual

image, it often happens that the idea is cor-

rectly apprehended by the percipient with no

exact perception of the form. On the other

hand, nameless forms have been transferred,

and in some cases the form of an object or of

a drawing has been reproduced by the per-

cipient without any perception of its meaning.
Experiments have been made in the transfer-

ence of subjects mentally pictured by the

agent and developed as hallucinatory pictures

by the hypnotized percipient, which show in-

teresting variations in the way in which the

percipient’s mind works on the transmitted

idea (Proc. Soc. Fsych. Res., viii. 552-77).
Cf. similar experiments (not telepathic) with

verbally suggested ideas (Froc. Soc. Fsych.

Res., viii. 459-63)*
Another type of experiment is for the

agent mentally to suggest actions to the

percipient. With this may be classed cases

in which a transmitted idea emerges through
table-tilting orautomatic wilting. A valuable

series of experiments of this latter class was
carried out by P. H. and Mrs. Newnham
{Froc. Soc. Fsych. Res., iii. 6-23), in which
Mr. Newnhain wrote down questions unseen

by Mrs. Newnham, whose hand automatically

wrote relevant answers, the purport of which
she was unaware till she read them. For ex-

periments in telepathic impressions expressed

through table-tilting see especially a series

conducted by Charles Hidiet (Rev. Fhilos.,

Dec. 1884, and Froc. Soc. Fsych. Res., ii.

247 ff.). In these cases the telepathic inipact

appears to express itself in action before it

reaches the normal consciousness of the percipi-

ent. It may similarly sometimes be made
to reach his normal consciousness through

a visual or auditory hallucination, as in the

experiments above referred to.

A form of experiment of some theoretical

interest is the production telepathically of

local anaesthesia—themaking of, say, a selected

finger rigid and insensible by purely mental

suggestion. Here we have a mental sugges-

tion not only reaching the percipient subcon-

sciously, but producing an effect wbich it is

not within his power to produce by voluntary

effort. An experiment of this kind requires

of course a specially suggestible percipient,

and arrangements must be made to prevent

his receiving through his senses any hint as

to the special finger to be operated on (see

Froc, Soc. Fsych. Res., viii. 577 ff., and
i. 257, ii. 201, iii. 453, v. 14). Analogous to

this is the production of hypnotic sleep at a

distance, as recorded by Gibert and Pieiue

Janet and other French experimenters {Rev.

Fhilos., Feb. and Apr. 1886, Sept. 1888
;
Rev.

d. VHyynot., Feb. 1888; also Froc. Soc.

Psych. Res., iv. 133, v. 43).
Finally, under the head of experimental

telepathy must be mentioned a small number
of successful attempts by the experimenters

to cause apparitions of themselves to a frjend

in another house or room (see Phantasms of
the Living, i. 1 03-9, Ixxxi-iv

;
Froc. Soc.

Psych. Res., x. 270-7). These are of special

interest on account of their analogy with cases

of spontaneous telepathy to be mentioned
presently.

In experimenting in telepathy the sources

of error to be guarded against—apart, of

course, from wilful deception—are of three

kinds. First, the agent may unconsciously

give indications by word, look, gesture, varia-

tions of breathing or of muscular pressure,

&c., which may reach the percipient through
his senses and be unconsciously interpreted by
him. With hypnotized percipients especially,

it is, moreover, necessary to take account of

the possibility of hyperaesthesia or abnormal
acuteness of the senses. Variations of muscu-
lar pressure are so difficult to guard against

when agent and percipient are in contact,

as in the so-called willing game, that it is

seldom possible to attach importance to results
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oLtaii ed mider these circunistaiices. Apart

from contact, the
j
ossibilities of imlicatioTis

tliroush tlie senses in some kinds of experi-

ments are very subtle, and require constant

watchfulness and attention. Plansen and

Lehmann, of Copenhagen, for instance, found

that in experiments in transferring numbers

they were liable, unless they directed their

attention to avoiding it, to whisper the

number thought of, so that the sound could,

under suitable conditions, be heard by the

percipient, and this although the agent’s lips

were closed and not visibly moving [Philo-'i.

Stud., xi. 4). On this basis they criticized

the co)iclusions drawn from the series of ex-

periments in transferring numbers, published

in the Froc. Soc. Psych. lies., vi. 128 ff.

'I'heir results in guessing numbers intention-

ally whispered with closed lips were repeated

and confirmed by H. Sidgwick; but their

inference that this particular source of error

vitiated the experiments referred to was
shown to be ill founded {Proc. Soc. Psych.

Pes., xii. 298-315; see also Science, May,

1899).
Secondly, in estimating results care must be

taken to note how far habit or association or

external suggestion may^ at any given time

suggest the same idea independently to agent

and percipient. For instance, most persons,

when asked to name numhers at random, have

a tendency to name some more often than

others
;

so that, unless the agent avoids all

selection, by some such device as drawing

numbers out of a bag without seeing them,

there is a danger that a coincidence of ‘ num-
ber-habit ’ between him and the percipient

may produce a fictitious semblance of thought-

ti’ansference (see pajrer on the ‘ Number-
Habit ’ by C. S. Minot, Proc. Amer. S.P.E.,

86). The effect of ‘ diagram-liabit ’ has also

been investigated by Minot {Proc. Amer.
S.P.R., 302 £f.) and by G. Le M. Taylor {Proc.

S.P.R., vi. 398).

A third danger to be avoided is that of

overestimating the resemblance between the

impressions of the agent and of the percipient

(see Hansen and Lehmann, loc. cit.). This

cannot of course occur where the attempt is

made to transfer an idea so definite as a play-

ing-card or a number
;
but with less simple

ideas, or with nameless forms, resemblance

may be striking without being exact, and
care must be taken not to allow bias to

operate in estimating the degree of corre-

spondence. In these latter experiments, too,

the probability of success by chance in any

one experiment cannot usually be calculated

—

an important consideration, since in a series

of teleiralhic experiments it is seldom found

that even the majt rit}^ of the percipient’s

impressions are correct. Thus in the whole
series of 644 trials with numbers of two
digits to which reference has already been

made {Proc. Soc. Psych, lies., vi. 128), only

1
1 7 were completely successful. As, however,

the probability of a single guess being right

by chance was known to be i in 81, it can be

shown that the result obtained proves a causal

connection between the number drawn and
the percipient’s impression. Such arithmetical

proof is not possible in the case of diagrams

and simple drawings made at the moment

—

a form of exjieriment which, however, for

other reasons offers considerable advantage.

Turning now to spontaneous telepathy,

instances of what there is prima facie good

ground to regard as such may be found corre-

sponding to most of the forms of experimental

telepathy already mentioned. Trivial expe-

riences, however, such as those of which the

bulk of the ex]Derimental evidence consists,

can seldom afford strong evidence of telepathy

when occurring unsought
;
and therefore, as

regards spontaneous telepathy, the interest

centres in cases where a striking subjective

experience of an unusual kind—such as a

sensory hallucination— corresponds in a marked
way with some crisis in the life of the sup-

posed agent. Such an occuiTence is the seeing

of an apparition of a friend at the time of his

death. For a sensory, and especially a visual

hallucination, such as the apparition of a friend

in a part of space actually unoccupied by

anything resembling a human being, is not a

very common experience with persons in good

health
;
most persons go through life without

it, and with those who have an experience of

this kind it is often unique. If it occurs,

therefore, at the time of the death of that

friend, the presumption of a causal connection

between the two is prima facie strong
;
and

the analogy of experiment, and especially of

the occasional—though it must be admitted

rare—production of an apparition of the agent

as a result of an attempt to communicate

telepathically, suggests that that causal con-

nection is telepathic. It is convenient to

distinguish hallucinations thus causally con-

nected with an external event as ‘ veridical

'

or truth-telling. It must be remembered, how-

ever, that the great majority of hallucinations,

even of those experienced by sane persons, are

not veridical, so that the proof that appa-
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rently veridical ones coincide with the external

event otherwise than by accident depends on

the proportion of their number to the whole

number of apparitions being greater than

can reasonably be explained by chance.

A discussion of apparitions from the point

of view of telepathy, by Gurney, Myers,

and Podmore, was published, under the name
of Phantasms of the Living, in 1886. Further

discussion and evidence will be found in the

‘Pejiort of the Census of Hallucinations’ {Proc.

Soe. Psych. Res., x. 25 if.), the authors of which

conclude that the evidence strongly supports

a telepathic explanation of the coincidences

In discussing telepathy reference must be

made to the alleged instances of the detailed

perception of scenes, places, and events un-

known in any normal manner to the percipient,

but known to some human mind, though

there is no agent either trying to transfer

the impression or going through any special

crisis. The evidence for this faculty, some-

times called ‘ clairvoyance ’ or telaesthesia,

though inferior to that far more simple tele-

pathy, is still sufficient to call for recognition.

The percipients in these cases have usually

been in a hypnotic or similar trance state,

though sometimes such visions occur through

crystal vision or otherwise to persons fully

awake. The scene described is sometimes

within the knowledge of persons in the room,

and sometimes, if telepathically learnt, could

only be learnt from persons at a distance.

The percei)tion is sometimes of past scenes,

sometimes of things existing or happening at

the moment, and sometimes relates to inten-

tions rather than facts. (See Proc. S.P.R.

vii. 30-99, 199-220, 356-69, 370-3; viii.

405-11; also Andrew Lang, The Making of

Religion, chap, v.)

The reasons for supposing that such know-
ledge is acquired telepathically rather than

by direct perception of any kind unmediated

by another mind, are: (i) that in some cases

the mind of a person present is the most

obvious source of information, e. g, when a

scene is described in which a person present

* The conclusions of the report were controverted

by Edmund Parish in two brochures entitled Tiber

die Trugivahrnehmung and Ziir Kritik des tele-

pathischeu Beweismaterials (1894 and 1S97), which
were combined in an English translation published

in the Contemporary Science Series under the name
of Hallucinations and Illusions. A reply to Parish

appeared in the form of a review in Proc. Soo. Psych.
Res., xiii. 589. [This work by Parish is considered

one of the ablest negative criticisms of telepathy,

especially as bringing out the psychological factors in-

volved.

—

J.M.B.]

took part the day before; aud (2) that, if on
other grounds we admit telepathy as a vera

causa, we must obviously assume for it as

wide a scope as possible before attributing

other unknown powers to the human mind.

While briefly indicating some of the more
important lines on which evidence for tele-

pathy has been sought, little has so far been
said as to the nature of the process or the

conditions under which it may occur. As
a matter of fact, but little progress has been
made towards any theory or explanation. If

the telepathic faculty exists at all, we should

expect to find at least traces of it in most of

us, and experiment has to some extent con-

firmed this (see Richet in Rev. Philos, for

Dec., 1884, ‘La Suggestion mentale et le

Calcul des Probabilites ’
;

txlso Phantasms of
the Living, i. 33 ff.). But one thing that

seems certain is that some persons are more
capable than others of receiving or of trans-

mitting ideas telepathically. There is, more-
over, some reason for thinking that a good
percipient is likely to be also a good agent.

Even with the best agents and percipients

who have yet experimented, however, success

cannot be depended on. One day almost every

attempt to transmit an impression may suc-

ceed, and the next the percipients may either

have no impressions at all or wholly im orrect

ones. Even in consecutive periods of time

and with no discoverable change of conditions

success will vary. Under these circumstances

it is of course difficult to draw theoretical

conclusions of any value from failure under

conditions intentionally varied. It is not

surprising, therefore, that even so fundamental

a question as whether the process is a physical

or a purely mental one cannot be answered

with certainty.

The possibility that telepathic transmission

is effected by vibration in the ether has been

more than once suggested, and notably by
Sir William Crookes in his presidential address

to the British Association for the Advance-
ment of Science in 1898; and in support of

this hypothesis may be urged the fact that

in experiments, distance seems to increase the

difficulty of transmission. But, on the other

hand, the effect of distance has not been

observed to vary according to any law
;
and—

since part of the telepathic process is undoubt-

edly mental, and psychological causes, such

as preconceived ideas, influence the results

—

it is quite possible that the difficulty intro-

duced by distance may not be physical at

aU, but purely psychological. And we have
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an argument against a physical explanation

of telepathy in the spontaneous cases, since,

so far as tlie evidence enables us to judge, it

here operates independently of distance. An
apparition of a dying friend is apparently as

likely to occur when he is in the Antipodes

as wlien he is in the next room. But the

evidence is perhaps hardly sufficient to justify

even a tentative generalization. Light could

of course he thrown on the question if we
could ascertain whether time is occupied in

telepathic transmission, and, if so, measure it.

Even supposing, however, that the time

occupied were ai^preciahle, the difficulty of

measuring it would seem almost insuperable,

since we do not know how to ascertain which
is the moment of the effective action of the

agent, nor which is the moment of the tele-

pathic receipt of the message by the percipient.

The former may be indefinitely later than the

first inception of the idea, and the latter may
precede the emergence into consciousness, re-

maining latent for an unknown interval.

To sum up, there is a body of evidence of

various kinds for the existence of telepathy

which cannot be ignored
;

but, as yet, little

has been done towards discovering the nature

of the process or the conditions under which
it occurs, and there is urgent need for further

experiment and observation.

Literature : Proc. Soc. Psych. Res. (15 vols.,

1882-1901); Proc. Amer. Soc. Psych. Res.

(4 Nos., 1885-9); E. Gurney, E. W. H.
Myers, and E. Podmore, Phantasms of the

Living (1886); L. Marillier, Des Hallucina-

tions telepathiques, traduit et abreg6 des

Phantasms of the Living (1891); Erank
Podmore, Apparitions and Thought-trans-

ference (1894); E. C. C. Hansen and Ale.
Lehmann, Ueber unwillkiirliches Eliistern,

Philos. Stud., xi. 4 (1895); Edmund Parish,
Zur Krit. d. telepathischen Beweismaterials

(1897); and Hallucinations and Illusions

(1897); J. OcHOROWicz, La Suggestion men-
tale; R. Osgood Mason, Telepathy and the

Subliminal Self (1897); Morselli, I feno-

meni telepatici (1898); G. B. Ermacora,
La Telepatia (1898). (e.m.s.)

Telesius, Bernhardinus. (1508-88.)
Educated at Rome. After 1538 he lived in

Rome, devoting himself entirely to the study
of natural science until about 1565, when he
was called to Naples to teach. He is a fore-

runner of Bacon and the modern scientific era.

Temper : see Te.mperament, and Termino-
logy, German, ‘ Gemitths-.’

Temperament [Lat. temjieramentum, pro-

portion, from temjperare, to modify; trans. of

Gr. KpSffis]
,
Ger. Temperament) Er. tempera-

ment
;

Ital. temperamento. Characteristic dif-

ference in the congenital constitution of indi-

viduals, manifested, e. g., by differences in

their emotional suscejitibilities, in the rapidity

of their mental processes, in the fixity of

their conations, &c. See Individual Psycho-
logy, and cf. Variational Psychology.
‘ Temper ’ is used as equivalent to tempera-

ment, with especial stress upon emotional and
volitional character. (j.j.-j.m.b.)

The traditional classification of tempera-

ments is into the sanguine, melancholic,

choleric, and phlegmatic. The sanguine and

choleric are supposed to be subject to rapid

alternation of interest. With the choleric,

interest is intense while it lasts, whereas with

the sanguine it is relatively feeble. The
interest of the melancholic and of the phleg-

matic is persistent when once it is aroused,

though they are not easily excited. The
interest of the melancholic is intense, whereas

that of the phlegmatic is lacking in vivid-

ness.

Literature: Henle, Anthropol. Voi’trage,

Heft 1 ,
1 1 8 f.

;
Kant, Anthropol.

;
George,

Lehrb. d. Psychol., 136 ff.; Wundt, Phys.

Psychol. (4th ed.)
;
Ribot, Psychol, des Senti-

ments. Cf. Individual Psychology, (j.j.)

Temperance: Ger. Mdssigkeit; Er. tem-

perance
;

Ital. temperanza. Moderation and
self-control in anything, but especially in in-

dulgence in pleasures. (j.s.-j.m.b.)

Temperance, in the large sense of modera-

tion or self-control {aaxppoavvrj), was the

characteristic Greek virtue. The product

alike of political and religious conditions was
a deep sense of the duty of obedience to law

or observance of the limit, of the excellence of

modesty (alSoos), and of the evil of insolence

(vlBpis). The Greek regard for rational order

and for the grace of form is at the root of the

matter. Eor Plato temperance is one of the

four cardinal virtues, both in the state and

in the individual. He describes it as a har-

mony or agreement between the higher and the

lower parts—the governing and the governed

in the state, the rational and the appetitive

in the soul, resulting in the obedience of the

lower to the higher. While Aristotle’s spe-

cific virtue of temperance is still narrower in

its range than Plato’s, he may be said, in his

doctrine of the ‘mean,’ to reduce all virtue to

the habit of moderation or temperance in the

large sense. Christianity reaffirmed the im-

portance of this virtue, deepening and broad-
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ening the Greek conception of it. The new
emphasis given by Christianity to the negative

element in temperance, through its principle
‘ die to live,’ led to the exaggeration of tem-
perance into abstinence, which is, in Aristotle’s

eyes, an extreme—that of defect—no less

than excess. On the difference between
Christian and Greek ideas of temperance
cf. Green, Proleg. to Ethics, Bk. III. chap. v.

§§ 261-78. (j.s.)

Temperature Sensation ; Ger. Tempe-
raturempfindung ;

Fr. sensation de temperature

(or thermique)
;

Ital. sensazione termica (or

della temperatura). A sensation of heat or

cold.

It is obtained by stimulation of the skin or

certain parts of the mucous membrane that

takes the place of the skin. These sensations

present an analogy to the simple affective

qualities of pleasantness and unpleasantness,

in that they pass over into one another tlirough

a point of Indiffeebnce (q. v.). Whether
Weber’s law holds for temperature intensities

is still an open question.

Theories of the temperature sense are as

yet very incomplete. We have: (i) the assimi-

lation-dissimilation theory of Hering; (2) the

adaptation theory of Wundt; (3) the specific

energy theory of Goldscheider. It should be

noted that an attempt has recently been made
to distinguish between the qualities of ‘hot’

and ‘ warm.’ Cf. Tempekatuee Spot.

Literature’. Wendt, Physiol. Psychol. (4th

ed.), i. 385, 415 ;
Heeing, Hermann’s Handb.

d. Physiol., iii. 2 ; Sanfoed, Course in Exper.
Psychol., expts. 13-20, 25; Goldscheidee,
Du Bois-Reymond’s Arch. (1885), 340 £f.; and
Pfliiger’s Arch. (1886); Aleutz, in Mind,
N.S., vi, vii; Titchenbe, Lab. Manual (1901),
chap, iii

;
vON Feey, Ber. d. math.-phys. Cl.

d. k. Sachs. Gesell. d. Wiss. (March 4, 1895);
Blix, Upsala Lakarefdrehings Fbrhandlingar

(1883); Donaldson, Mind, O.S., x (1885);
Kiesow, Philos. Stud., xi (1885) ;

Ceawfoed,
Psychol. Rev., v. ( 1 898) 63 ff. Cf. Cutaneous
Sensation, and Haptics. (e.b.t.)

Temperature Spot : Ger. Temperatur-

funkt {Kdltepunkt, Wdrmepunkt)', Fr. point

de sensibilite thermique (point froid, point

chaud)
;

Ital. punto di sensibilitcl al freddo (al

caldo), punti termici. A spot of the skin,

areal rather than punctual, evincing a peculiar

sensibility to heat or cold. The Pain Spots

(q. V.) are, as a general rule, most thickly

distributed
;
pressure spots less thickly

;
cold

spots still less thickly; heat spots most
sjiarsely. The functional stability of the tem-

II. 6

perature spots has been questioned, [e.b.t.

prefers the terms ‘ warm-spot ’ and ‘ warmth,’

to ‘ heat-spot ’ and ‘ heat.’

—

j.m.b.] (e.b.t.)

Spatial discrimination is less acute by tem-

perature spots than by pressure spots, and
less by heat spots than by cold spots, (c.l.f.)

The use of ‘ spot ’ rather than ‘ point ’ would
seem to be justified in view of the questioning

of the theory of elementary nerve-elements

each acting alone for a single ‘ point,’ not only

in this case (Crawford as cited under Tem-
peeatuee Sensation), but also in the deter-

mination of Sensoet Ciecles (q. v., Tawney).

If jioiuts are finally determined within the

spots, both terms may remain in use. (j.m.b.)

Literatwre-. Wundt, Physiol. Psychol. (4th

ed.), i. 41 7 ff.
;
Singee, Psychol. Rev., iv. 256 ;

and the literature cited under Tempeeatuee
Sensation. (e.b.t.)

Temporal : see Time.

Temporal and Eternal [Lat. temporalis

et aeternodis\ :
Ger. zeitlieh und ewig] Fr.

temporel et Hernel] Ital. temporale ed eterno.

Terms employed to distinguish that which

belongs to the order of passing change from

that which is unchangeable and enduring, and
which is conceived to be more real than the

temporal.

The instinct of religion is to seek and rest

in the abiding and the immovable. The
changeable and temporal aspect of things is

a show-world, to use Royce’s phrase, which
has no reality. Eternal is a term which ap-

plies to that which transcends the whole

perishable aspect of things, and is therefore

applied to that ideal life which satisfies the

deepest religious aspirations. (a.t.o.)

Temporal Sign : Ger. Temporalzeichen

(Lipps); Fr. signe temporal’, Ital. segno tem-

porale. A term coined on the analogy of

Local Sign (q. v.) to indicate the process

or attributes of process which determine

the temporal relations of ideas, wliether to

one another or to the subject.

According to Wundt, ‘feelings of expecta-

tion are the qualitative, and sensations of move-

ment the intensive temporal signs of a tem-

poral idea. The idea itself must then be

looked upon as a fusion of the two kinds of

temporal signs with each other and with the

objective sensations arranged in temporal

form’ (Outlines of Psychol., Eng. trans. 1897,

156 f.). Cf. Lipps’ memory-image theory

(Grundtatsachen des Seelenlehens, 1883, chap,

xxvi) and Miinsterberg’s theory of muscular

strain sensations (Beitr. z. exper. Psychol., ii.

1889, 13). (E.B.T.)
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The tlieoi’y of temporal signs is connected

with that of ‘genetic nativism’ in the larger

problem of the cognition of Time (q. v.
;

cf.

Extension). The signs may not he temporal,

hut qualitative and intensive. The element of

nativismcomes in in the synthesis of these signs

in the form of time with the arrangement of

events in an order of succession. The pro-

hlein of time-cognition has been developed hy
AVard i^Encyc. Brit., 9th ed., art. Psychology)

under the iigui’e of a cross section of con-

sciousness represented hy a circle with data

of present and past experience (presentations

and ideas) distributed in it. The time line

passes through the centre at right angles to

tlie pilane of the circle. Assuming that the

circle is without thickness (that is, tliat it

cuts the line at a point), the problem of time-

cognition and of temporal signs may be stated

tiius : how are the items at present in the

circle distributed as before and after on the

line which is at right angles to it ? The theory

of genetic nativism answers : only by some
distinctive marks or signs attaching to these

items respectively upon which consciousness

proceeds in the construction of the time line:

these marks are the temporal signs. If, how-
ever, we bold that the circle is not without

thickness (in other words, that it is a segment
itself occupying a time-period), then there is

a time-datum, an attribute of ‘temporality,’

which takes the place of temporal signs, and
by successive piecing out, end on end, builds

up the time line. The essential of time cog-

nition (i. e. before- and after-ness) is then
given in this datum of temporality—what
James calls ‘the specious present.’

In either case past time is a construction

by abstraction from concrete ‘ pieces ’ of dura-

tion, and future time is a similar construc-

tion.

Different temporal signs have been desig-

nated by various writers: relative intensity

or vividness of presentation or idea (the most
intense being nearest to the present)

;
relative

grouping of the items in the present, which is

interpreted to reconstitute the order of ori-

ginal occurrence
; movements of attention

(valuations in the attention process being
signs of the temporal order of the items
as originally attended to).

Literature : that of Time (q. v., different

topics). (J.M.B., G.F.S.)

Temporality: no foreign equivalents in

use. Suggested to designate the original

temporal datum, or time-extent; analogous

to Extensity (q. v.) considered as a datum of

space-extent : such a datum being, however,
in each case in dispute, (j.m.b., g.e.s., c.l.e.)

Temptation [Lat. tentare, to try] : Ger.

Versuchung •, Fr. tentatiow, Ital. tentazione.

Appetence towards that to which a lower, or

away from that to which a higher, value is

consciously assigned; applied also to the

object of the lower appetence in either case.

(J.M.B.)

Tendency [Lat. tendere, to stretch] : Ger.

Terulenz] Ev. tendance', li&\. tendenza. The
existence of a tendency is constituted by that

state of a being which (i) will issue in a

certain process on the removal of inhibit-

ing or interfering conditions, positive or

negative
;

and (2) will maintain its own
positive nature in and through the new con-

ditions.

An acorn may be crushed into a shapeless

mass, or it may grow into an oak. But we
do not speak of it as having a tendency to be

crushed into a shapeless mass, whereas we do
naturally regard it as having a tendency to

grow into an oak. The reason is that we
consider it as maintaining its distinctive acorn

nature in becoming an oak, but not in being

crushed.

The mental fact which we call Conation

(q. v., also on variations in the German equi-

valents) is a clear instance of tendency in

the sense defined. In the process of attain-

ing its end, it is ‘realized’ or ‘fulfilled’

instead of being destroyed or suppressed,

and it always proceeds to the attainment of

its end if, and so far as, other conditions

permit. The term tendency may also be ap-

propriately applied to the conative disposition

or to dispositional Interest (q.v.); for these

tend of themselves to issue in actual conations,

and do so in the absence of interfering con-

ditions. Cf. the very closely related concept

Potentiality.

Literature: Lipps, Grundtatsachen des

Seelenlebens
;
the literature of Conation, and

Will. (g.e.s., j.m.b.)

Tendon. Sensation : Ger. Sehnenempfind-

ung
;
Fr. sensation des tendons ;

Ital. sensa-

zione tendinea. In the perceptions of resis-

tance, of lifted weight, &c., there is involved

a sensation of strain, qualitatively distinct

from the pressure sensations of skin, joint,

and muscle, and from pain. There is an ele-

ment in the sensation of strain which is

probably furnished by the terminal organs of

the sensory nerves which run to the tendons,

and which is therefore called tendon sensa-

tion. Cf. Strain Sensation.
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On its intensive side, the tendon sensation

has been found to obey Weber’s law, thus

resembling the sensation of pressure. Cf.

Haptics, and Okganic Sensation, (e.b.t.)

Literatv/re : Kulpb, Outlines of Psychol.,

142, 162; Goldschbideb, Du Bois-Rey-

mond’s Arch. (1889, 3 arts.); MIIxlek and

Schumann, Pfliiger’s Arch., xlv
;

Beaunis,

Les Sensations internes
;
CLAPABi)DE, Le sens

musculaire. (e.b.t.-j.m.b.)

Tenet : see Dogma.
Tennemanu,Wilhelm Gottlieh

.
(1761-

1819.) Born and educated at Erfurt, he

became Privat-docent in 1788 at Jena, and

lectured on the history of philosophy. He
became assistant professor at Jena in 1798.

From that time until 1819 he was engaged in

writing his history of philosophy in eleven

volumes. After 1804 he was professor of

philosophy in Marburg, where he died.

Tense: see Conjugation (in grammar),

and cf. Gbammae.
Tension (sensations of) : see Stbain Sen-

sation.

Tenure (of land) [Lat. tenere, to hold]

:

Ger. Art der LehnharJceit, (2) Lehm, Erhhesitz ;

Fr. tenure', Ital. possesso della terra, (i)

The right of holding property in land.

(2) The kind of right by which property

in land is held.

English tenures are based on the feudal

system, under which each proprietor (tenant)

held under a feudal superior to whom he

owed some feudal service, the ultimate superior

being the king. This has become so inter-

woven with their political constitution, that

although the many ancient feudal tenures are

now ])ractically reduced to one—that of free

and common socage—English courts still

treat the heritable qualities of land as not

subject to variation in favour of those claiming

under foreign adoptions, legitimations, or

marriages of a kind not permitted by English

law. See Dicey, Conflict of Laws, Introd., 32,

chap. xxii. Feudalism viewed all laud as the

fruit of conquest, and its owner as invested with

the rights of a conqueror, as to jurisdiction

as well as property. Roman law viewed it as

acquired by virtue of a civil act of the state

—a grant, passing property, but not any

sovereignty or jurisdiction. ‘At Rome, pro-

perty was derived from political rights, rather

than political rights from property ’ (Arnold,

nist. of Rome, i. 168). The English colonies

in America were generally settled under
charters specifying that the lands were to be

held of the king, as the lord, in free and

common socage, as of some specified English
manor. Military tenure required of the tenant

military aids and services, uncertain as to the

time of their performance, because dependent

on military necessities. Free socage tenv/re

required free, honourable, and certain aids or

services, not of a military character, or in

some cases fealty only; and free and common
socage tenure, of the king, was a tenure by
mere fealty. Colonial practice and legisla-

tion soon made land titles there, generally,

allodial, i.e. an absolute fee simple estate of

inheritance, not held of any superior (see

Kent, Commentaries on American Law, iii.

509). Allodial tenure preceded feudalism on
the continent of Europe, and was less abso-

lutely superseded by it there than in England.
The French Revolution turned France into

a country of small proprietors in fee (see

Code Civil, Liv. II. tit. ii). Freehold tenure :

an estate held under no sujjerior for a life or

some uncertain period.

Kinship is the first basis of civil society,

and when the nomad tribe settles down upon a
fixed territory, the land becomes the bond of

union, in place of the connection by blood.

Land tenures are at first common, then indi-

vidual. See Maine, Ancient Law (103), Vil-

lage Communities, and the Early Hist, of
Inst. (72, 188).

Literature : Blackstone, Commentaries,
ii. chaps, v, vi; Lobia, Analisi della pro-

priety capital! sti ca
;
Systems of Land Tenure

in Various Countries, edited for the Cobden
Club by J. W. Pbobyn

;
the works cited

above. (s.e.b.)

Teratology [Gr. rtpar, monster, + Xdyoy,

science] : Ger. Teratologie
;

Fr. teratologic

;

Ital. teratologia. The science which treats of

malformations or monsters.

Under this are included cases of particularly

abnormal formations, such as supernu-

merary members, absence or deficiency of

limbs, double monsters (Siamese twins), one
creature with two heads, hermaphrodites,

acephalic monsters, &c. On the mental side

these are of interest as indicating the cor-

relation of abnormal physical with abnormal
mental conditions, and as illustrative of the

effects of brain deficiency or peculiarity. They
fall under Vabiational Psychology (q. v.).

In anthropology, mythology, and folk-lore,

monsters have always been a subject of specu-

lation and myth. See Monsteb (also for

literature), and Spobt. (j.j.)

Term [Lat. terminus, trans. of Gr. opos,

literally a boundary
;
there is a Greek word
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T(pna, but it is not used in a logical sense] :

Ger. Terminus’, Fr. terms’, Ital. termine. (i)

One of the jjrincipal parts of a Proposition

(q. V.). If from the proposition ‘ Socrates

is mortal ' we strike out the separate indica-

tion of the subject we have ‘ is moi’tal ’

;

and this ought to be regarded as a term. It

is usually stated that ‘ mortal ’ is the term
;

but if there is any difference, it should rather

be ‘ is mortal.’

In most languages no separate word ‘ is
’

is required to assert that ‘ Socrates is mortal ’

;

and as long as Greek was the language of

logic, in which an is may be inserted or may
be omitted, little importance was attached to

the is. But the Latin logicians of the 1 2th

century began to regard this as essential,

and thus made a distinction between ‘ is mor-

tal ’ and ‘ mortal,’ which relates to the pecu-

liarities of a small class of languages. There-

after logicians, and especially nominalists,

began to regard terms no longer as parts of

pi’opositions, but as general names having an
existence and meaning irrespective of any
potential proposition. In most languages

there appear not to be any such nouns, or

very few. In Semitic languages, for example,

common nouns are thought as parts of verbs,

approaching the nature of participles, as most

of them in fact are. It is, therefore, scarcely

more true that they are mere names than

that our words ‘ seeing ’ and ‘ dying ’ or

‘moriturus’ are names. There is in connec-

tion with them the idea of their being frag-

ments of possible propositions
;
and so much

BO, that the mere adjunction of two of them
makes a proposition.

If, however, we are to take term as mean-
ing a word used as the sign of (to designate)

an independent individual object, then it is

proper to notice that there are many other

signs of that nature. We may therefore

generalize the meaning of ‘term,’ and define

it (in the general sense) as a sign which docs

not separately indicate its object, and there-

fore cannot separately determine its inter-

pretant.

The ordinary logics overlook relative terms.

‘Anything whatever is mother only of things

loved by itself’ is a proposition beyond dis-

])Ute, since it is true or false. Therefore it

must have a predicate : this is, ‘ is mother only

of things loved by’; or it may be taken to

be, ‘ is mothered only by lovers of’
;

or,

‘ loves everything mothered by’
;
or, ‘ is either

lover of or not mother of’; &c. Eelative

terms once admitted, it becomes evident

that every verb is a term, the difference

between ‘ loves ’ and ‘ lover ’ being merely
that the rules of grammar prescribe different

syntax for them. On the other hand, there

are various words used in propositions which
are not terms, because they cannot take the

place of proper names. ‘ Any ’ may be con-

sidered as meaning ‘ Whatever is,’ or ‘ The
individual which the reader selects,’ and so as

a term
;
and in like manner ‘ Some ’ may be

taken as meaning ‘ The object the wise friend

of the speaker selects,’ or something of the

sort. Eelative pranouns, however, together

with the letters A,B,C, &c., often used as

relative pronouns of an improved kind, if

symbols at all, are so extremely like indices

that they may for ordinary purposes he so

considered.

Abstract terms are matters of extreme im-
portance in all difficult reasoning. Thus, in

geometry, we define a ‘point as a completely

determinate place, an instant as a completely

determinate time, and & particle as that which
in any instant is at one point and not at any
other. But in a time not completely deter-

mined a particle moves. We express that by
introducing the abstract term line as the

place in which a particle may be in the

course of time. The advantage of doing this

is that it enables us to consider relations of

lines and their motions, which we could not

have done without the abstraction.

(2) A relation is said to have terms, which
are the objects thus related the one to another.

So we speak of the terms of a ratio or pro-

portion.

Absolute term : a term like a common sub-

stantive word which connotes nothing.

Ampliate and ampliative terms. An amplia-

tive term is a term which when in the predi-

cate causes its subject, the ampliate term, to

denote more than befoi’e. Among ampliative

terms are reckoned by Scotus (in I Priorum,

qu. xvi) verbs in future and past tenses, and
iuture and preterite participles

;
also such

verbs as potest, contingit and names derived

fi om them
;
also signijico, intelligo, promitto,

and the like, and in general every verb whose

object may be indifferently a present or future

thing.

Concrete term : a term not abstract, whether

it be a substantive or purely denotative term

(accoi ding to the mediaeval doctrine) or an
appellative or connotative term.

Connotative term

:

a term which, in addi-

tion to ‘ supponere pro,’ or directly denoting

somtthing, also connotes that that principally

o’j6
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denoted thing has some essential or accidental

aspect. Such is ‘ white/ which means ‘ having

whiteness.’

Denominative term : a Name (q. v.),

\Designate term (and designation) : a term
which is used to indicate merely a particular

object or class of objects; the application of

such a term is ‘ designation.’

—

j.m.b.]

Discrete term : a term which denotes one

sole individual, hut this may be an individual

collection, or system.

Exggonible term : a syncategorematic word
making a proposition exponihle, that is, ex-

ceptive, exclusive, reduplicative, inceptive,

comparative, &c. (c.s.p.)

Negative term: any portion of experience

(whether complicated or not) can be conceived

of as a single term ct; all of what is other

than it is then regarded as the negative of

that term, and is represented by non-a (or by

d). The negative has, therefore, two pro-

perties : (2) it fills up the whole of the rest

of the field of thouglit (whether that be abso-

lutely all that is conceivable or merely the

immediate subject of discussion), and (i) it

is in some essential respect distinct from its

positive, so that there can be no object which

is at once a and a; in other words, (i)

nothing is both, and (2) everything is one or

the other. If, following the grammatical de-

vice by which we say large round table for

a thing which is at once large and round and
a table, we write a b for things which are at

once a and b, and if we write a-\-b for things

which are a or 6 ;
if, moreover, we write o

and 00 for nothing and everything respectively,

and for is, or imjplies, we may express

these two elements of the definition of the

negative thus

:

(i) ad’^o, (2) oo-^a-t-5.

The second is commonly called the principle

of no tertium quid or of the excluded middle
;

the first, the principle of contradiction. But

a and a are called contradictory terms (and

in the case of propositions p and p are said

to exactly contradict each another)
;

it is a

pity, therefore, to give the name of principle

of contradiction to one only of the two con-

ditions which they must satisfy. It would be

much better to call (i) the property of exclu-

sion (or mutual exclusion), and (2) the property

of exhaustion (or conjoint exhaustion). These

two properties of being mutually exclusive

and conjointly exhaustive may be possessed

by any number of parts of a whole; thus

equal to, greater than, and less than exhaust

the relation of relative size and exclude each

other—they may be regarded as a contradic-

tory triplet. When we abstract from all

other properties of objects and think of them
simply under the aspect of quantity (that is,

in mathematics), we state these two properties

at once in the form of a so-called axiom;

(3) the whole is equal to the sum of its parts

;

that is, is not greater than (there is no
overlapping) and is not less than (there is no
falling short, no unoccupied space, no tertium

quid) its parts when put together. But as

thus stated, this axiom is tautologous
;
what

is the meaning of its parts, if not the two
properties restated in the axiom % It would
be better to substitute for this axiom a

postulate: things can be separated up into

parts which are distinct and constitutive, that

is, which do not overlap and which together

fully make up the whole, or which are exclu-

sive and exhaustive. And as thus stated the

postulate applies to the concepts or terms of

logic as well as to the quantities of mathe-
matics.

Every term has a negative unless it fills

up the whole universe, in which case its

negative is non-existent : 00 a is the same
thing as 0-^0. It can be proved that to

a given term there is only one negative

(Qrassmann; AVhitehouse. Universal Algebra,

i. 36). What is the negative of a term which
is itself a negative 1 It must be all of that

which is other than that negative, but this

takes us back to the original positive term,

or the relation of ‘ being a negative of ’ a

term is a reciprocal relation
;
that is, a = a.

This last is, therefore, not, as Sigwart thinks,

another axiom, or postulate, but a derived

proposition. (c.l.f.)

Termiuism and Terminists : see Occam-
ISTS.

Terminology. [The various sections of

this article are supplementary to the termino-

logical matter of the Dictionary. The sec-

tions are arranged by languages, and in each

the terms are in alphabetical order. Cross-

references from one of these lists to another,

always have the word ‘ above ’ or ‘ below ’ to

distinguish them from cross-references to the

main topics of the work. In cases in which
the recommendation supplements or modifies

that made under a leading topic, a cross-refer-

ence is made to that topic. The terms in-

cluded here are indexed in the general Indexes

to vol. ii, along with the matter of the

Dictionary generally, so that the entries in

those Indexes suffice for the whole text.

—

J.M.B.]
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I. Ekolish.

Affection and Affective : see telow,

German, GEMtJTHS-.

Affective Logic (or Emotional Logic).

The former of these two terms is preferred

—

since it is broader—as a designation for the

supposed process of abstraction, generalization,

and symbolization of affective states. Cf. Re-
vival. (J.M.B., W.M.Xr., E.B.T.)

Ameliorate : see Meliorism, ad fin. (with

foreign equivalents).

Animation: see Animism (meaning i). Ger.

Beseelung
;
Fr. animation

;
Ital. animazione.

Critic and Critique. Both of these terms

are used for Kant’s Kritih. See Logic, passim.

Emotional Logic ; see Affective Logic
(above).

Meaning. This word covers, besides the

definition given sub verbo, the terms Signifi-

cation, Intent, Opinion, and Significance
(or Worth)

;
see these topics for foreign

equivalents. For signification as connotation

there is in German Sinn, and also Bedeutung

;

but the latter covers significance (as in the

phrase ‘die Bedeutung dieses Ereignisses’) as

well, when the idea of value or Worth (q. v.)

is largely that of consequence (in fact or

logic). (J.M.B.)

Misoneism: see below, French, Miso-
NEISME.

Moment ; the specious Present (q. v.).

It is suggested that this term be devoted to

this exact meaning, with the following equiva-

lents : Ger. Augenhlick (h.m.)
;
Fr. instant,

present
;

Ital. attimo (e.m.). (j.m.b., h.m.)

Pain and Pleasure: see this topic (i)

and
(
2 ), and also Pleasantness. In view

of the great ambiguity of terms in this sub-

ject the following scheme of equivalents is

suggested

;

Pain and pleasure (in general) : Ger. Un-
lust und Lust', Fr. douleur et plaisir; Ital.

dolore e piacere.

Pain and pleasure (sensations) : Ger.

Scli7nerz- umd Lustemjjfindung ", Fr. sensation

de doidetvr et de jtlaisir
; Ital. sensazione di

dolore e di piacere.

Unpleasantnessand pleasantness: Ger. Affss-

fallen und Wohlypfalien
",

Fr. pehie et agre-

ment
;
Ital. dispiacere e {sentimento di) inacere.

(J.M.B., H.M., Th.F., G.V.)

Significance: see Meaning (above).

Synthetic Form. Proposed rendering of
the German Gestaltqualitiit, as better than
Form C2ualiti: (q. v ). The proposed French

and Italian equivalents are respectively form*
synthetique and forma sintetica.

(J.M.B., T*.P., B.M., G.V.)

Will. The following table gives the scheme
of terminology recommended, sub verbis, for

the various topics under this head (see also

the list of terms for conative processes given

under Conation).

Ger. Fr. Ital.

Will Wille volonti volontct

Volition Walien volition volizione

Intention Absicht intention intenzion*

Project Frojekt projet jyrogetto

End Zweck hut ^
fine

'

Purpose Vorsatz fin propodto

Plan Plan plan piano
Design Ziel dessein disegno

Means Mittel moyens mezzi

Decision Entschluss decision decision*

* See End for other equivalents.

A discussion of certain of these German
terms with reference to one another is to be

found in Hbfler, Psychologie, 5 1 7 f.
;
on certain

of them see also Eucken, Gesch. d. philos.

Terminal., Register, ‘ Deutsche Termini.’

(J.M.B., K.G., H.M.)

n. German.

Abscheu : strong aversion, abhorrence (see

Appetence). Abscheu is one of the contrasted

forms of conation which differ only as tending

respectively away irom or towards an object.

(J.M.B., G.F.S., E.B.T., H.M.)

Allgemein : see under Gesammt- (below).

Anlage: see Rudiment, and Anlage.
The recommendation of rudiment as rendering

of Anlage is supported by the following con-

siderations
:

(i) It has an adjective form,

rudimentary; this is not true of any of the

other terms in use (Proton, Anlage, Funda-

ment). (2) It answers as a general psycho-

logical term, as none of the others do; this

is important, as the psychologists are as much
concerned with the term as are the biologists

(cf. the citations of the German use of Anlage

by psychologists in Eisler, Worterh. d, pihilos.

Begriffe, ‘ Anlage ’). (3) It is used so widely

in French and Italian as to be recommended

by the consulting editors in both those lan-

guages, each quite independently of the other.

This makes it a convenient common teim

in English, French, and Italian. (4) It is

quite unambiguous, provided Vestige (q. v.)

be used for the meaning (2) given under

Rudiment. (5) Insuperable objections may
be uiged to the use of each of the other terms
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proposed : i. e. against using Anlage—besides

what is said under that term— (a) no adjec-

tive, (6) no English plural formation, (c) no

agreed French and Italian usage; against

Proton, the same objections
;
against Funda-

ment, the first and third objections, and more-

over, the adjective form is ambiguous
;
against

Primordium, the second and third.

The neurological authorities (h.h.) of this

work sent out a circular asking the opinion

of eminent writers as to the best equivalent of

Anlage. The following table is taken from an

article (J^. 0/ C'owpar. Aewro/., vii, Mar. 1898)
by C. L. and C. J. Herrick, discussing the

results of that inquiry. The American and
European preferences, given under each term,

are indicated by the letters Am. and re-

spectively

—

Term. Rejplies. Am. Eu,
Proton 13 7 6

Anlage ii 8 3
Rudiment 9 5 4
Fundiment 633

Other terms (scattering).

The writers add ;
‘ The term rudiment was

in several instances opposed to vestige, thus

removing any possible ambiguity. It is prob-

able that this is the consensus of opinion of

those who recommend this term.’ This con-

sideration—taken with the actual proportion

of votes for the term and the availability of

the French and Italian forms—seems to make
a conclusive case for it.

The biological authority (c.s.M.), however,

thinks the use of the German form Anlage

too deeply fixed to be counteracted. Yet it

may be noted that its use is mainly by
American embryologists. In psychology, va-

rious renderings of Anlage have more or less

currency: disposition, predisposition, capacity,

original endowment, &c. Titchener, who gives

disposition, writes {Amer. J. of Psychol., vii.

85): ‘None of the words proposed by the

morphologists . . . seems to fit the psychology

of Anlage. And disposition and predisposi-

tion are too vague to be really adequate.’

These statements are true, and the term
rudiment may accordingly have its place in

cases in which a specific mental tendency or

endowment is in question. For the functional

meaning the adjective ‘ rudimentary ’ is avail-

able, and also the terms Disposition and
Peedisposition as made exact in the defini-

tions given under those topics. For example,

we can say that the capacities which reveal

themselves in differences of mental type are

in their early stages mental rudiments, that

they are rudimentary in their character and
place in the mental life, and that in their

specific exhibitions (in reaction, in prefer-

ential function, &c.) they are predispositions

(inherited) or dispositions (either inherited

or acquired). In German ‘ Disposition ’ (see

Eisler, loc. cit.) and in French ‘ disposition
’

(see Barth, Philos, d. Gesch. als Social., i. 28,

quoting Comte) are used for mental Anlage.

(J.M.B., H.H., E.B.P., 6.F.S., B.B.T.)

Ansehauung : Intuition (q. v.). See also

Wahenehmung (below), and Intuition (Ger-

man, below). (J.M.B.)

Bahnung : see Facilitation, which is pre-

ferred (following Titchener) to other render-

ings—such as ‘ canalization ’ (Waller), ‘ path-

making’ (James)—as available in psychology

as well as in neurology, (j.m.b., e.b.t., h.h.)

Bedeutung : see Meaning (above).

Beseelung: see Animation (above), and
cf. Einfuhlung (below).

Darstellen : to present, by way of expres-

sion, exhibition, or phenomenal appearance;

a general, as contrasted with the special,

meaning of Peesentation (q.v.) in psycho-

logy. Leibnitz’s monads present or represent

(darstellen, representent) the universe at

the same time that they have presentations

of (vorstellen) the universe. (With the noun,

as in Selbstdarstellung, Self-exhibition,

q. V.) (J.M.B., K.G., E.B.T.)

Dressur and Eindrillung : training or

breaking-in of the type called ‘ drill,’ under

Habituation (q. v.). (k.g., j.m.b., e.b.t.)

Einfuhlung : see Sympathy (aesthetic)

(Lipps
;
who also, Zeitsch. f. Psychol., xxii.

415, uses the more general term Beseelung,

which, however, has its English equivalent in

Animation, q. v. above)
;
so also Volkelt, ‘ Zur

Psychol, d. aesthetischen Beseelung,’ Zeitsch.f
Philos., CXV. (1898) 16I. (J.M.B., W.M.U., E.B.T.)

Einfuhlung is not a happy term: (1) be-

cause it confuses two distinct things—(a)

aesthetic personification (as ‘The Gothic tower

has an upward impulse ’), and (6) inner sym-

pathy (as ‘ I am carried up with the Gothic

tower’)—and (2) because the term is too

narrow, since the process involved is not

confined to feeling. (k.g.)

Einstellung. It is recommended that

Einstellung be the equivalent of the acquired

Disposition (q. v.) only, not including the (in-

herited) Peedisposition (q.v.). If Anlage
(q. V. above) be rendered rudiment, then

the mental rudiment shows itself as a pre-

disposition, not as an acquired disposition.
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Eiustelluug lias the further meaning of a tem-

porary ‘ setting ’ or fixing, (j.m.b., k.g., h.m.)

Empfijadsam (and -keit) : Sentimental

(
and -ity), ad fin. (q. v.). (j.m.b., k.g.)

Qeist : see Seele (below).

Qemein- : see Gesammt- (below).

Gemiith : alfective-couative disposition or

function. See GemOths- (below). (j.m.b.)

Gemuths-: affective-conative (process, &c.).

See Affection, for the usage of Gemuths- as

equivalent to affective (see also under Emo-
tion). Titchener (/Imer. J. ofPsychol., vn.^i)

gives this rendering. Eisler
(
W'&rterh. d.philos.

Begriffe, ‘ Gemiith ’) gives the usage of various

German authors. The one thing that is

common in the various definitions seems to

be that cognition, reference to mental objects

as such, is excluded (so Waitz, Lehrh. d.

Psychol.). Tills means that anoetic conscious-

ness would still be Gemiith, whether conation

be finally eliminated from it or not. The
English word ‘temper’ comes nearest, possibly,

to an adequate rendering (denoting the inner

or psychic aspect covered by Gemiith, as

Tempeeament, q. v., sets forth the same as

psychological or objectively observed). See

the historical note in Eucken {Gesch. d. philos.

Terminal., 2 1 1 f.), from which we take the

following sentence of Volkmann :
‘ Die Seele

wil’d Geist genannt sofern sie vorstellt, Ge-
miith sofern sie fiihlt und begehrt.’ In seem-

ing agreement with this is Wundt’s declara-

tion (y;ac« his usage!): ‘. . . wurde haufig in

neuerer Zeit das Fiihlen und Begeliren in

Gemiith zusammengefasst und demnach die

gunze Seele in Geist und Gemiith gesondert’

{Physiol. Psychd., 2nd ed., ii).

(j.m.b., G.F.S., K.G., H.M., E.B.T.)

Gesammt- (in compounds): composite, com-

plex, resulting from the union of parts—as

Gesammtbild, composite image
;
Gesammt-

vorstelluug, composite (or resultant, Titchener)

idea; Gesammtwille, Geneeal (or Collec-
tive) Will (q. v., see also Tribal Self).

Cf. also Aggeegate (idea). It differs from

Gemein- and Allgemein- (in compounds) in

that it is composite, while they denote what is

composite. (j.m.b., e.b.t., g.f.s.)

Gesinnung : moral Disposition (q. v.) or

character as manifested in Intention (q. v.).

(J.M.B., K.G., H.M.)

InbegrifF: an inclusive concept; a con-

cept from the point of view of its logical

extension. Thus Eisler {Worterh. d. j)hilos.

Ptegrifj'e) gives the following definitiou : ‘Art:

der Inbegi iff abnlicher, innerlich verwandter,

Individueu.’ Often also simply ‘ sum total ’

:

e.g. ‘ the horopter is the Inhegriff of all points

seen single by the two eyes.’ (j.m.b., e.b.t.)

Intuition : covers Anschauung, but in the

way of overlapping. Anschauung is direct

apprehension as direct, and it includes

sense-perception
;

Intuition is direct appre-
hension as valid, rational, mystically true

(the intuitio intellectualis of the mystics),

and hence it is not generally used of sense-

perception. Yet it is used of ‘ inner ’ appre-
hension at the same level as sense-]ierception.

This is the distinction in general
;

it varies in

the usage of particular writers. Cf. Wahe-
NEHMUNG (below). Cases are given by Eisler,

Worterh. d. philos. Begriffe, sub verb.

(J.M.B., K.G.)

Perception : see Wahenehmung (below).

Seele and Geist. In general usage Seele

has come to mean mind as a whole in con-

trast with Geist, the intelligence, and
GemIIth (q. V., above), feeling and will

;
that

is, the phenomenal mind, as is seen in the

terms Seelenlebeu, Seelenvermdgen, &c. The
meaning ‘ soul ’ accordingly falls into the back-

ground, and is brought out by some such term as

Seelensubstanz. In adjective forms, however,

this difference is obscured, e.g. Geisteswissen-

schaften (mental science), Geistesstdrung

(mental disorder). Geist is sometimes used

when opposition or lack of connection between
mind—i.e. Spirit (q.v.)—and body is brought

out (Geist und Kdrper)
;

Seele, when the

relation between them is had in mind (Seele

und Leib). Originally, Seele meant the breath

and then the IHe principle (as the of the

Greek and the nephesch of the Hebrew)
;
and

the context often gives it still the descendant-

meaning soul, as in Seelenwanderung, Seelen-

errettung, Seelensitz, &c. Eisler, Worterh.

d. philos. Begriffe, gives citations; and dis-

cussion of the two terms is to be found in

Wundt, Physiol. Psychol., Einleitung, 2. Cf.

Ame and Esprit (below).

(j.m.b., k.g., h.m., e.b.t.)

In scientific usage, Geist is avoided alto-

gether, Seele is used for soul, and mind is

expressed by das Psychisclie, geistige Erschei-

nungen, &c. (h.m.)

Selbstzweck : see Autotelic. In English

there is no noun for this concept of the ‘ self-

end ’; but the adjective ‘ autotelic ’ may supply

the need, as in the phrase ‘ autotelic function
’

(a function having a Selbstzweck). (j.m.b.)

Sensibel: see Sinklich (below), and cf.

Wahenehmung (below).

Sensibilitat : sensibility in the teihnical

meaning given it by some (Kiilpe) when
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Empfindlichkeit is translated by Sensitivity

(q. V., especially remarks ad fin.). (j.m.b.)

Sinn: see Meaning (above).

Sinnlieh; see Sensuous. Often equivalent

to sensibel (‘sensible’ and ‘ sense- see Sense
Discrimination, ad fin.) and to walmiebmbar.

The noun Siiinlichkeit denotes the perceiving

function (or faculty), being thus broader than

Empfindlichkeit. (j.m.b.)

Sinnliehkeit : see Sinnlich (above).

Ueber- : equivalent to Lat. Hypeb,- (q. v.,

in philosophy) or Super-, which are used as

English prefixes: so Ueberindividuell (see

Oveeindividual), Uebermensch (Nietzsche).

(J.M.B.)

TJebung: see Practice. The recommen-

dations made in locis may be thrown together

here with the English and other equivalents.

TJebung, Practice, Pratique, Pratica.

I. Voriibnng, preparation, preparation, preparazione.

a. Einiibuiig, habituation, accoutu- assuefazione.

mance,

3. Ausiibung, exercise, exercice, esercizio.

The German terms are already in use

(notably in Groos. Spiele der Thiere and Sfiele

der Menschen)
;

hence the insertion of the

table under this head. (j.m.b., g.e.s.)

Umfangsempfindlichkeit : Range (q. v.)

of sensibility or sensation values (see Holler,

Psychologie, 92). (j.m.b., g.e.s., h.c.w.)

Vsrstandlieb : comprehensible (see Com-
prehension). Used also in compounds, as

selbstverstdndlich (self-evident), unverstdndlicli

(incomprehensible), &c. (j.m.b., k.g.)

Wahrnehmbar ; see SiNNLiCH (above).

Wahrnehmung: Perception (q. v.) ;
the

process of the apprehension (Auffassung) of

presentobjects. (Sinnes-)Anschauungis rather

‘sense-intuition,’ the recognition of present

objects as such, apprehended by little or no

subjective process, or even with denial of such

process (cf. Intuition, i). It belongs espe-

cially to sense-objects, but is often carried up
in its meaning

;
while the German term Per-

ception seems to belong mainly to objects in

general and to be carried down to sense-objects,

so as to overlap Wahrnehmung. (Wundt’s

use of Perception, for apprehension without

attention, is in line with Leibniz.) For cita-

tionsof the use of Perception seeEisler, Worterh.

d. philos. Begriffe, sub verb. (j.m.b., k.g.)

Willens- and Wlllktir- (in compounds) :

see Conation for a general scheme of German
equivalents for conative processes, where
through error these two terms are reversed.

Willens- should be given for Voluntary (q.v.),

and W illkiir- for volitional. This agrees with

Titchener’s rendering, if we assume that his

‘ selective action’—Willkiirhandlung—means
Volitional (q.v.) action. It is supported

by Hofler’s decision as to Willkiir- (‘ will-

kiirlich = das Gewollte,’ Psychologie, 512).

Hofler, however, rejects the term Willens-

(haiidlung) altogether as being too ambiguous
in current German usage (ibid. 535!.). Judd
(Eng. trails, of Wundt’s Outline of Psychol.,

‘Glossary’) gives volitional for Willens- and
voluntary for Willkiir-, but reveises the mean-
ings which we give for the English terms

(i.e. he makes volitional = the lower cona-

tive, and voluntary = the higher or ‘ willed
’

—that which involves an act of volition).

This means that he agrees with our recoin-

meiidatiun as to the meanings of the German
terms, but applies to them {nobis iudicibus)

the wrong English equivalents. (J.m.b., g.e.s.)

III. French.

The difficulty of acquainting oneself with
French and Italian usage is enormously en-

hanced by the lack of Indexes in the books.

It is their own fault if authors in these

languages continue to handicap the use and
appreciation of their books as works of refer-

ence, and even for topical reading, by this

extraordinary limitation. That they continue

to make this omission— or to allow their pub-
lishei’s to make it—is unaccountable to the

worker in English or German.
On French renderings for scholastic terms

see the Eev. JVeo-Scolastique, 1898-1902, for

a series of articles. (j.m.b.)

Ame and Esprit. In the usage of these

terms we find a development analogous to

that of the German Seele and Geist (q.v.,

above). Like Geist, esprit meant at first

breath {irveUga), then the life principle, and
finally spirit, considered as that which is

separable or separated from body
;
over against

this, ame is the soul in the body, the soul in

relation to its body. Then the predominant
function assigned to intelligence in the rational

or spiritual principle led to the transition by
which esprit came, like Geist, to mean the

intelligence, while ame in contrast meant
mind as a whole (cf. the aiticle ‘Esprit’ by
De Remusat in Fz’anck’s Diet, des Sci.

philos.). There is a similar shading of

meanings in popular English usage of the

words soul and mind. We say a man has little

soul, meaning that he has little sentiment,

feeling, ‘ heart ’
;

but when we say he has

little mind, we mean little intelligence.

(J.M.B., th.f.)
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Bsprit : see Ame and Esprit (above).

Forme synth6tique : see Synthetic FoBM
(above).

Mison^isme : Misoneism, or hatred of the

iievr (cf. Neophobia, under Neo-); used by

F^rc in a pathological sense, and by Lombroso

{Monist, Apr. 1891) for social conservatism.

(J.M.B.)

Mobile : see Affect. This term is already

in use in such expressions as ‘ premier mobile
’

(prime mover), ‘ garde mobile,’ &c.
;
and in

its common signification of ‘mover,’ ‘moving

power,’ &c., takes on readily the meaning

suggested. (j.m.b., g.f.s., e.b.t.)

Terbium quid [Lat. for third something],

A medium or third thing through which a

relation is established or maintained between

two other things. See Middle Teem, and

Peeception, ad fin. (j.m.b.)

Tertu]liau(Quintus Septimius Florens
Tertulliauus). (160-220 a.d.) Liberally

educated, he became a lawyer of first rank

and professor of rhetoric in his birth-place,

Carthage. Converted to Christianity, he ex-

perienced aprofound change of heart, becoming
rigidly devout where he had formerly been

indifferent. See Pateistic Philosophy (4).

Test (psychophysical) : Ger. Prohe, Priif-

ung (no adequate equivalent for ‘ test
’

— K.G.) ;
Fr. ‘test’ efreuve; Ital. ‘ test’, i)rova

(De Sanctis), saggio. A determination of the

normal character or marks of an organ or

process together with its functional efficiency.

Measurements and tests form the basis of

Antheopometey (q. v.), and are valuable in

the investigation of physical and mental

development, of the correlation of physical

\v»th mental traits, and of mental traits with

one another; of the effects of special training,

of fatigue, of the action of drugs, &c.
;
as also

in the elucidation of psychological methods,

in the determination of the range and nature

of individual variation and of class differences,

and in the study of many of the general

analytic problems of psychology. Those who
lay stress upon the analytic and explana-
tory functions of psychology prefer to speak
of the study of mental processes in respect to

their functional efficiency as mental anthropo-
metry

;
but the problems of mental anthropo-

metry must be liberally interpreted, and their

truly psychological as well as their practical

character must be fully recognized. It should
also be noted that results of mental tests

frequently possess a considerable statistical

value, even when their bearing upon individual

characteristics seems uncertain or accidental.

Indeed, many of the problems of mental an-

thropometry are in nature statistical
;
and the

application of the results to individual cases

is often impossible, or of minor significance

The results of tests upon groups of individuals

(pupils of vaiious ages, boys and girls, the

professional and labouring classes, the leisure

and the unfortunate classes, &c.) often possess

a maximum of interest and reliability.

Tests of bodily efficiency or capacity most
usually brought into relation with mental
tests are strength tests of various groups of

muscles and breathing capacity
;
bodily height

and weight, chest girth, size of head, height

sitting, length of arm, &c., are usually recorded,

as are also age, sex, nationality, occupation of

father, and other personal details. Determina-
tions of the speed, steadiness, accuracy, and
character of movements, and the physiological

efficiency of eye and ear—all involve some
psychological factors, and are usually included

in a psychological series.

What tests shall be excluded and what
included in any series naturally depends upon
the purposes of the investigation. When the

tests are made, not in the execution of a special

end or purpose, but with the general object of

securing data of individual and class value,

likely to yield significant, valid, and interesting

results, the tests have, in the main, been

composed of a selection from the following

representative list.

A. Tests of sensory capacity

:

(a) for the

eye, keenness and range of vision, correctness

of colour vision
; (6) for the ear, keenness of

hearing, range of pitch-hearing, accuracy of

discrimination of pitch; (c) for the skin, keen-

ness of touch, sensibility to pain. (To be

separately enumerated as involving both sen-

sory and motor factors is the keenness of the

muscle-sense combined with touch: see C, 4.)

B. I'ests of motor ca2)adty : (a) energy of

contraction, e.g. themaximum pressure exerted

upon a dynamometer by the right and left

hands; (6) speed of contraction, e.g. tapping

or trilling on a telegraph key at a maximum
rate for ten seconds

;
(c) quickness of move-

ment, e.g. the time needed to move the hand

over a given distance; (d) accuracy and

steadiness of movement, e.g. moving a point

in a narrow groove without touching the sides

of the groove, touching a given point with

the end of a rod, throwing an object at a

target (this group of tests as usually per-

formed involves the co-ordination of eye and

hand, and should properly be enumerated under

a separate heading).
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C. Tests ofperce]ptive capacity : usually the

accuracy of perception for small differences

:

(i) in sight, small differences of length, or

area, or form, or position, or colour, or com-
binations of these; (2) in hearing, small

differences of pitch or loudness of sounds;

(3) in touch, small differences of length, or

form, or texture (as roughness, softness)
; (4)

in muscle sense and movement, small differ-

ences of weight by lifting, of length or form

by moving the finger along contours
; (5)

in the time sense, small differences of time

intervals between audible taps or visible or

tangible signals.

D. Tests of mental alertness and quickness

:

() the time of response to a stimulus (simple

reaction) addressed to the eye, or ear, or skin
;

() time of discrimination, as in indicating all

the a’s in a printed page, finding all the reds

in an array of colours, or a given form amongst

a gi’oup of foims
;

(c) time of distinction and
choice, as in reacting by different and appro-

priate movements according to the object pre-

sented
;
as in sorting colours, fonns, or letters

into different boxes, or intouchinga designated

key according to which one of a number of

different stimuli is made to appear.

E. Tests of memory and of more complex

mental processes, (a) Memory: (i) range or

span of memory, e.g. the maximum number
of numerals or letters or nonsense-syllables

which can be repeated after a single hearing

or a single reading
; (2) the accuracy of

memory in reproducing or in recognizing

more extensive series of sense-impressions,

and the determination of the kinds and fre-

quency of errors; (3) the type of memory,

especially in regard to language, to what
extent in terms of ear, eye, or muscle im-

ages
; (4) duration of memory, the loss in

vividness and accuracy after varying intervals

of time.
(5) Association : the time of r esponse

to a sense-impression or word by an associated

impression, e.g. the time needed for a word
heard or seen to arouse a related word, the

time needed to answer a question depending

upon a simple memory-association, to trans-

late from one language to another, the time

of multiplication or addition, the time needed

to classify an object as belonging to a certain

class, &C. The nature of the associations (or

errors) may he suggestive, (c) Attention : con-

centration, as tested hy susceptibility to in-

tensity and kind of distraction, (d) Imagi-

nation : the vividness and nature of mental
imagery as determined by general queries,

(e) Inventiveness or logical alertness ; as tested

by the ability and quickness in solving simple

puzzles. [(/) Constructiveness

:

tested by the

ability and time required to fill in unfinished

sentences correctly or intelligibly.

—

j.m.b.]

F. Observation and judgment: e.g. the

correctness with which the number of steps in

a familiar fiight of stairs can be recalled
;
with

which the arrangement of the doors and
windows, or the size and proportions of the

fioor-plan, of a familiar building can be re-

produced
;
the accuracy with which the sizes

of familiar objects (current coins, stamps, or

notes) can be reproduced or estimated in

inches
; or with which impressions frequently

seen, but not consciously attended to (the

shape of the prints of a dog’s foot, the airai.ge-

ment of the seeds in an apple), may be sum-
moned to mind and reproduced.

G. The aesthetic judgment

:

this has occa-

sionally been tested by means of tabulating

preferences of coloursor of colour combinations,

or judgments of the proportions of the sides

of a rectangle, or the diameters of an ellipse,

which are most pleasing.

H. Interest

:

interest has been tested by
observing what details in a complex picture

are selected for description, and the order and
prominence of the points noticed

;
by asking

for definitions or descriptions of simple objects

and noting the character of the definitions,

whether in terms of use, logical classification,

external qualities, or other s.

The above enumeration aims to include the

more usual forms of mental tests
;
in several

groups other tests may be of almost ec[ual

importance. Under group A, tests of absolute

sensitiveness to light, or of the period of

formation or duration of after-images, or tests

of the delicacy of taste or smell, may be

introduced
;
under B, degree of righthanded-

ness, or of the effect of fatigue, or of the

susceptibility to unconscious movements, or

a general test of endurance
;

under C, the

accuracy in judging when lengths or angles

are divided in half, when lines form true

right angles, or of rhythm in movement

;

under D, the time required for an impression

(a letter, a colour, &c.) to act upon the retina

long enough to be recognized, and various

other forms of distinction and choice. The

complexity of group E offers a large variability

amongst the constituent factors of the pro-

cesses involved. Conditions of weather and

season, time of day, state of the subject’s

health, his preferences and distastes, his talents

and deficiencies, his estimated standing in

school studies, his ability to improve with
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moderate practice, &c., have been noted in

epccial researches and utilized in the deter-

mination of the correlation of these with

mental conditions and processes.

The determination of the method of con-

ducting a mental test is of co-ordinate im-

portance with the selection of the most

serviceable tests. The more general and im-

portant methods which are applicable to more

or less extended groups may be enumerated

as the methods of reproduction, of selection,

of identification or recognition, of arrangement

in order, and the recognized Psychophysical
Methods (q. v.). Cf. Memoey (experiments

on).

Certain of these may be illustrated by
the test of the capacity to distinguish be-

tween small differences in lengths of lines.

A single pair of lines may be repeatedly

shown, and the frequency of error in deter-

mining which of the two is longer may be

recorded {method of right and wrong cases)

;

various pairs of lines may be shown, and the

degree of difference between them, which dis-

poses the subject to venture a judgment as to

which is longer, may be recorded {method of

just noticeable difference)

;

a line (or lines)

may be shown and the subject he required

to repeatedly draw a line equal to it (or

them), and the average deviation of the repro-

ductions from the standard as well as the

variation of the several reproductions among
one another may be recorded {method of
average error). As described, the last method
also exemplifies the method of reproduction

;

if a line equal to the standard is to be selected

from a graded series of lines, it involves the

process of selection, the degree of error and
regularity of the process being still an item

of record
;

if the standard line occui s irregu-

larly among a large group of lines of various

lengths, and is to be identified or recognized

when it occurs, the method passes into that

of identification or recognition, the frequency

of correct recognition forming the main record,

and the degree of error becoming of secondary

importance (and in many cases not determin-

able). If a group of three, or five, or more
lines forming a suitable series be presented

in irregular order of length, and the subject

be required to arrange them in correct order,

the correctness of the arrangement (with re-

ference to the degree of difference between
neighbouring members of the series) and the

degree of deviation from a correct order are

recorded {method of arranging in order).

While the problem of methods has been pre-

sented mainly in regard to the perception of

small differences, it must also be considered

in more or less modified form in other connec-

tions. Thus, memory may be tested by re-

production, or by identifying the original

impression when and where it recurs
;

this

involves the two functions of memory as the

power of recollection and of recognition.

Tests described under D (6) illustrate the

method of recognition or identification
;
simi-

larly, in memory-tests a group of words,

forms, or colours may be shown a second time

with some modifications from its appearance

when fiist exhibited, and the number of the

points of difference which can be detected

and described becomes the record of the test.

The merits and demerits of these and of

other psychophysical methods cannot be

here considered; but the importance of the

criteria of practical, simple, and ready ap-

plicability, and again of easily computable

and unambiguous results, may be emphasized.

Apparatus. Along with tests and method,

the selection of apparatus and the details of

execution of the test should receive careful

consideration. Simplicity of construction and
of manipulation, quickness in reaching the

result, and appeal to natural interests, are

requisites for general tests, as is also a maxi-

mum amount of definiteness in regard to the

particular capacity which is tested. An enu-

meration of the more usual apparatus and
devices used in connection with some of the

above-mentioned tests may be appended.

A. (a) For keenness of vision the size of

letters or forms which the eye can see or read

at standard distances
;

these are measured

by diopters (see Vision, defects of); for

tests of colour-defect and colour-blindness

see CoLOUE-BLiNDNESS. (6) For hearing,

the maximum distance at which the tick of

a watch can be heard by each ear separately

;

audiometers, in which the intensity of the

sound is measured by the amount of resis-

tance introduced into the circuit, have been

successfully used. For the lowest audible

tones a steel blade adjustable in length, or

a set of wire forks (both made by Appunn),

give the needed vibrations of from 12 to 30
per second; while for the upper limit a

Galton’s whistle (recently much improved in

precision), or a set of steel bars of graded

pitch, is satisfactory; for pitch differences

a pair of adjustable tuning-forks, or an

extensive set of graded tuning-forks, or a

pair of variable tones produced, e.g., by a

Gilbert’s tone-tester, are necessary, (c) Keen-
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ness of toucli has been measured by the mini-

mum weight which will arouse a sensation of

contact, by the aesthesiometric test of the

minimum distance between two points whicli

can be felt as two; while sensibility to

pain is usually recorded by the lower limit

of a steady pressure at which pain is felt.

B. (a) The dynamometer in various forms

is used; and if a written record is desired,

an ergograpli will record the degree of muscular

effort exex’cised, and also the nature of the

contraction and the aggregate amount of work
performed by successive maximal contractions.

(6) A key connected with an electric counter,

or with a registering point on a kymograph,

or with a mechanical counting device (or

simply tapping rapidly with a pencil on a

strip of paper), will measure rapidity of con-

traction. (c) This requires some accurate

timing apparatus (see group D). {d) A
nari ow wedge-shaped slit in tin-foil cemented

on glass, the subject being required to guide

a needle point as far as possible towards

the point of the wedge until the point touches

the foil and closes an electric circuit; for the

wedge-shaped slit may be substituted a narrow

groove of more or less intricate design, the

number of contacts in guiding the point along

it being recorded
;
or the labyrinthine design

may be printed in double parallel lines in

colour, and a pencil guided between the lines.

A desci iption of a test for accuracy of aim is

given above.

C. (i) For sight, printed lines, squares,

circles, letters, &c., specially devised forms

(form- alphabet) and colours offer easily con-

structed objects for the perception of small

differences of length, area, shape, and colour.

(2) The tone-testers and tuning-forks de-

scribed above, A (6), are used. (3) For judg-

ment of lengths, sticks or bars, or the sides

of simple figui’es cut out of smooth cardboard,

are satisfactory
;
and graded sets of cloths of

variable mesh (bolting-cloths) or forms wound
with graded wires are used for testing sensi-

bility for relative roughness and smoothness.

(4) Weights to be lifted are generally enclosed

in uniform boxes of wood or hard rubber. (5)
Tests of the time-sense involve the use of a
metronome, tapping-key, recording tambour,

or electric pen and kymograph.
D. The apparatus for this group includes

a piece for measuring small intervals of time;

the Hipp or d’Aisonval chronometer, the Fitz

or Scripture pendulum, and the registering

tuning-forks represent different types of

this apparatus (see Beaction Time). The

accessory apparatus consists of single and
complex (five-finger) keys for reacting, of

a means of producing simple sounds, of an

exposure shutter for revealing letters, words,

colours, &c., of a speech-key for recording the

moment at which a sound is uttered, and of

the usual electric accessories. Of devices for

measuring single reactions by' simpler mechan-
ical apparatus, the principle of the differential

pendulum offers the best promise of success

and adaptability for general tests. If groups

of successive reactions are to be measured,

a stop-watch or an ordinary watch becomes
sufficiently accurate; and the process of sorting-

cards, with colours, words, jxictures, letters

mounte<l on them, or of selecting all of a

certain kind of impression from a large group

of miscellaneous impressions, becomes a conve-

nient form of experimentation.

E. For auditory memory articulated sounds

offer a sufficient variety of impressions
;

for

visual impressions a screen or shutter to

expose objects for brief or longer periods,

simultaneously or in uniform succession, is

needed. For the remaining groups the re-

quired apparatus and accessories will be readily

gathered from the descriptions given above.

Literature : Report of Committee on Tests,

Psychol. Rev., iv (1897), 132-8 ;
and Physical

and Mental Tests, ibid, v (1898), 172-9;
Catteel and Faeeand, Physical and Mental
Measurements of the Students of Columbia
University, ibid, iii (Nov., 1896); Cattell,
Mental Tests and Measurements, Mind (1890);
Jasteow, Official Catalogue of Exhibits, De-
partment M, World’s Columbian Exposition

(1893); and Amer. J. of Psychol., iv. 420;
Munsteebeeg, Centralbl. f. Nervenh. u.

Psychiat. (1891); Gilbert, Stud, from Yale

Psychol. Lab. (1895); and Psychol. Rev., iii

(1896); Keaepelix, Der psychol. Versuch in

d. Psychiatric, Psychol. Arb. (1895) ;
Oehen,

Studien zur Individualpsy'chologie, ibid. i.

(1896)92-152 ;
Bixet and Henei, La Psycho-

logic individuelle, Annee Psychol. (1896);
Galton, Inq. into Human Faculty (1883I;

Sanfoed, Course in Exper. Psychol.
;
ScEir-

TUEE, Gilbert, and others, Yale Studies, i. 93,
ii. 40, and elsewhere

;
Hedlicea, Anthropol.

Investigations of Children
;

S. E. Shaep,
Individual Psychology', Amer. J. of Psychol.

(April, 1899); Titchexbe, Laboratory Manual
of Ex[)cr. Psychol, (esp. Teacher’s Ed.). Wiss-
lee, Coi relation of Mental and Physical Tests

(1901), Psychol. Rev. Monograph Supp., No.
16. See also under Laboeatoet and Ap-
PAEATUS. (J.J.)



TEST TYPES — TESTIMONY

Test TyTpes : Ger. Buchstabmj>roben,

Sehjyroben; Fr. optotyjies, caracteres pour

Texamen de Vacuite visuelle

;

Ital. tipi di

prova ottica, scale di Snellen. Quadrangular

letters and numerals for the determination

of the range of distinct vision.

The ‘standard’ eye (Snellen) sees two
black objects on a white ground as discrete

when the space between them subtends a

visual angle of i'. The test types in regular

use are so chosen that the smallest can be

read, by the normal eye, at a distance of 6 m.

Acuity of vision is in this case expressed as

^ or I. If only the largest types on the

sheet can be read at 6 m., v= i.e. the

patient can read at 6 m. what he would, with

a normal eye, read at 6o m.
Literature'. Jageb, Schriftscalen (1857);

Snellen, Probebuchstaben z. Bestimmung
d. Sehschiirfe (1862; Eng. trans., 1873);
Helmholtz, Physiol. Optik (1896), 124;
W. H. R, Eivebs, Reports of Cambridge
Anthropol. Exped. to Torres Straits, ii. (1901)
12 £F. (E.B.T.)

Testament (in law) [Lat. testamentum\

:

Ger. Testament; ^r.testament; lie\. testamento.

A voluntary disposition of all or part of

a man’s property, or rights, to take effect

only upon his death
;
a will.

In the phrase ‘will and testament,' the

last two words are mere surplusage.

In early English law, the term testament

was specially appropriated to wills of personal

property, wliich came under the probate juris-

diction of the ecclesiastical courts; but for

centuries ‘ will ’ and ‘ testament ’ have been

synonyms (Bacon’s Abridgment, Wills, A).
‘ Testamentum est voluntatis nostrae iusta

sententia de eo quod quis post mortem suam
fieri velit ’ (Z^tgr, 28, i, Qui testamenta facere

possunt, &c., i). The soul of the Roman testa-

ment was the naming of a universal successor,

or‘haeres.’ See Will (in law). (s.e.b.)

Testament (The Old and The New) : Ger.

Testament; Fr. Testament; Ital. Testamento.

Names applied to the Hebrew and Christian

Scriptures.

The terms signalize their character as a
testament or will sealed in the blood of the

testator, symbolically in the sacrifices of the

Old Dispensation, really in the sacrifice of

Christ in the New Dispensation. (A.T.o.)

Testimony [Lat. testimonium, from testis,

a witness]: Ger. Zeugniss; Fr. temoignage-,

Ital. testimonianza. The statement of a wit-

ness used as evidence, whether depositional

or documentary.

Deposition is oral or written. All testimony
is either direct or circumstantial. Direct

testimony is a statement of the very fact

in question. Testimony is, further, either

intentional or casual. Intentional testimony is

a statement made for the pux'pose ofpersuading

those before whom it is laid of the truth of the

facts in question. Testimony is further either

original or second-hand. Oi'iginal testimony

is testimony to percepts, or perceptual judg-

ments, of the witness. Second-hand testimony
is testimony as to what the witness learned

by testimony (strictly by original testimony,

otherwise it would be third-hand, &c., testi-

mony, or rumour).

There is a general tendency to believe what
one is told; and, as in the case of other

such tendencies, it should at first be followed,

although cautiously and tentatively. Even
when experience is wanting, as for example

in examining a prisoner, although greater

caution is required, the proper course is to

begin with the presumption that the testimony

is true, for unless we make such a presump-

tion, no truth can ever be discovered. It is

true that the unlikelihood of the matter of the

testimony may cause immediate distrust, or

even disbelief of it, but no persons are so fre-

quently deceived as those who stop to weigh

likelihoods before accepting or rejecting testi-

mony, and who then form a confident opinion

pro or con. Testimony should almost always be

accepted as approximately correct, but always

strictly on probation, as a subject of examina-

tion. In our legal proceedings, witnesses are

subject to cross-examination. Everybody is

agreed that this is an essential step in the

inquiry, but in a historical inquiry no such

thing is possible. Still the testimony can be

tested in various ways; and this must be

done. But in any case, the rendering of the

testimony is a fact which needs to be accounted

for
;
and by whatever theory it be proposed

to account for it, that theory needs to be

checked and tested. Properly handled, false

testimony may often yield a great deal of

information.

An experimental test may be readily per-

formed by considering the least antecedently

likely but necessaiy or highly probable con-

sequence of the theory, which is susceptible of

being coni'ronted with observation direct or

indirect. If this consequence is found, not-

withstanding its unlikelihood, to be true,

there is then some reason for believing in

the theory proposed to account for the testi-

mony. (C.S.P.—J.M.B )
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Test of Truth : Ger. Kriterium (or

KennzeicJien) der WahrJieit, Test (little used);

Fr. criterium de la verite
;

Ital. criteria della

verita. The criteria, standards, or norms for

the ascertainment and recognition of truth

and the distinction of truth from error are

called ‘ tests of truth.’

In a broad sense, the means, of whatever

kind, for the detection of errors of sense and
for testing the accuracy of memory, the rules

of logic, laws of evidence, canons of investiga-

tion in the various departments of inquiry,

pi inciples of authority, standards of ojiinion,

&c., constitute such criteria or tests. More
i pecifically as well as more technically, philo-

sophical thinkers have distinguished between

formal criteria and material criteria, between

the tests of ultimate and derivative, rational

and experiential, a p^'iori and a fosteriori

truth. The formal criteria, as the name im-

plies, relate to the form rather than to the

content of propositions, and comprise the rules

and canons of logic, the fundamental laws of

thought
;

they have often been summarily
stated as freedom from contradiction and
consistency (Widerspruchslosigkeit and Folge-

richtigkeit or Konsequenz : cf. Krug, TForter-

huch, sub vei'bis). The material criteria or tests

of material truth have to do with the matter

or content of knowledge
;
and the debated

question arises whether it is possible to frame,

or even to conceive, any one criterion or sets

of criteria sufficient in all cases to distinguish

between material truth and falsity. In oppo-

sition to the endeavours to establish such

a test, many writers have urged, over and

above the specific criticism of their principles

suggested by different philosophers, that the

idea of a universal material criterion is self-

contradictory, since, as universal, it could not

be made applicable to the various material

contents in their particularity (cf. Kant,

Krit. d. reinen Vernunft, WerJce, Harteustein,

2nd ed., iii. 86-7). In general, the pre-

ponderant movement of opinion is in favour

of recognizing the plurality of criteria, formal

and material, in correspondence with the

various processes of thought and departments

of knowledge, and against the search for a

universal criterion, in spite of the classical

attempts to discover one which have been made
in modern times, e. g. the Cartesian advocacy of

clearness and distinctness (Descartes, Medita-

tiortes de Prima Philosophia, iii; Leibnitz,

Meditationes de Cognitive, Veritate, et Ideis :

see also Cleaeness and Distinctness), as

well as in antiquity (cf. E. Zeller, Stoics,

Epicureans, and Sceptics, ii. v. B, on the
criterion of the Stoics and its central position

in their theory of knowledge). The distinction

between first, intuitive, or a priori truths and
experiential or factual truths brings into pro-

minence the inquiry after criteria or tests

of principles of the former kind. These have
been variously formulated by different writers:

universality in the sense of universal accep-
tance, known also as universal consent or

catholicity (cf. Locke, Essay concerning
Human Understanding, I, esp. I. i. 2-24,
and Leibnitz, Nowoeawx Essais, I, esp. I. i.

2-4), or in the sense of being true without

exception (Kant, op. cit., 34-6), necessity, and
evidence or self-evidence have enjoyed the

greatest favour, while simplicity, incompre-
hensibility, independence, immediacy, irresisti-

bility, &c., have also been proposed (cf. Sir

W. Hamilton, Reid's Works, note A, iv, vi;

J. McCosh, First and Fundamental Truths,

16-18, 34-57)- Hei’bert Spencer defends the

inconceivability of the negation—called by
him the Univeesaij Postulate (q.v.)—as an
adequate test of primary truths, which he
holds to be a priori in the individual as the

result of inherited experience, although they

are a posteriori in the race {Princ. of
Psychol., §§ 420-37 ;

cf. J. S. Mill, Logic,

8th ed., ii. vii. 1-4, and see Intuitionalism).

Besides the criteria of truth at large and the

tests of theoretical principles, attention has

often been directed to the principles of morals

and of taste as canons of ethical and aesthetic

truth. In regard to such further questions

as the relative authority of thought and feeling,

reason and faith, reason and revelation, &c.,

see Authoeitt, Faith Philosophy, Ration-
alism, and Revelation. See also Scepti-

cism, Teuth, and Eeeoe. (A.c.A.jr.)

Tetanus [Gr. rtraros, rigid, from tcLvuv,

to stretch]: (jQr.Starrkrampf; Yr. {T)etatteta-

nique, tHanos) Ital. tetano. A state of con-

tinued contraction of a muscle due to rapid

stimulations from a nerve centre.

A common case is that popularly called

lockjaw. (j.M.B.)

Tetens, Nicolaus. (1736-1807.) Born
and educated in the Landschaft Eiclerstedt,

he became professor of physics in the Pada-

gogium at Butzow in 1763 ;
later, also

director. After 1776 he was professor of

philosophy at Kiel, and later of mathematics.

In 1789 he became assessor, then councillor, in

the college of finance at Copenhagen, whera
he died.

Text-blindness : see Woed-blindness.
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Thales, (cir. 640-cir. 550 B.c.) A native

of quietus who founded the school of Ionian

or Hylozoic philosophers, and who is called

‘ the father of philosophy.’ One of the Seven

Sages, s mathematician and an astronomer,

lie was also a man of affairs. No writings of

his remain. See Pbe-Soceatic Philosophy,

end Schools of Greece (Milesians).

Theanthropism : See Anthropomor-
phism.

Theism [Gr. 0eoy, God] : Ger. Tkeismus
;

Fr. theisme; Ital. ieismo. Theism is a term

that may be applied either to a form of reli-

gious belief or to a philosophical theory. In

the former sense, as a designation of religious

belief, it has a broader and a more restricted

meaning. Broadly, it may be applied to any

form of religious belief which regards the

object of its worship as supra-human, and in

this sense will include not only henotheism

and monotheism, but polytheism in its most
undeveloped forms, as fetichism and ghost-

worship. In the restricted sense the meaning
of the term is limited to monotheism, and
involves the belief in one Supi'eme Being who
is the author or ground and governor of the

world. Even as thus restricted theism will

include three species, pantheism, deism, and

what may be called theism in the specific

sense. Cf. the various topics (especially philo-

sophy and psychology of) Eeligion.

If we represent pantheism as a belief which
does not distinguish God from the world, and
tends to regard the deity as an impersonal

principle, and deism as one in which God is

not only distinguished from the world but
is conceived as bearing to it the relation of

a deus ex machina, theism may then be de-

fined as belief in a personal being transcending

the world in his nature, but not separated

firom it in his agency.^ Theism, in short, as

a well-defined species involves a belief in the

personality of the deity, as well as in his

transcendence, in a sense that is not incon-

sistent with the immanence of his presence

and agency in the world and in man.
I. Theism treated as a religious belief. The

elements involved in the above definition

are to be regarded as parts of a concrete, and,
therefore, as implications rather than as defi-

nitely conceived characteristics. Theism, like

pantheism, will exist as an attitude or disposi-

tion before it has taken the form of a conscious
theory. In this sense it is clear that the
history of theism, in the broad sense, will be
bound up with that of the origin and develop-
ment of religion in general, and will include

the lower species or forms, such as fetichism

andgbost-worship,aswellas the more developed
forms, polytheism, henotheism (uncritical

monotheism), hylotheism (the belief that the

material world is God), and monotheism.

But taking theism as defined above, it is

evident that it will be exclusive cf all plural-

istic (polytheistic) foims and will have mono-
theism as its pi’esupposition. The questions

of its origin and development will, therefore,

be bound up with the fortunes of monotheism.

Cf. Eeligion (evolution of).

Without entering into the disputed question

whether, historically, monotheism preceded

or followed polytheism, or whether both grew
out of an earlier form called henotheism, as

Max Muller contends, we may safely main-

tain that, logically, monotheism represents

the most developed form of religious belief.

From this point of view theism is to be

regarded as that form of monotheistic belief

which differentiates itself from pantheism, on

the one hand, in the emphasis it places on the

personality of God and his distinction from the

icorld ; and from deism, on the other hand, in

its insistence on the immanence of the divine in

man and the world. Of the three distinctively

monotheistic religions, Judaism, Christianity,

and Mohammedanism, it will be evident that

Christianity is the most developed in its

theistic conceptions. In Judaism, and espe-

cially in Mohammedanism, the tendency at

least is to assert the unity and transcendence

of God at the expense of personal altributes

and immanence. Christianity also insists on
unity and transcendence, but its doctrine of

the Trinity is evidence of the emphasis it

places on personality, while its whole doctrine

of the Holy Spirit is one of inwnanence.

II. Philosophical theism. This may be de-

fined as critical theism, or the theory that the

universe is grounded in one infinite and absolute

Being, whether the relation of this Being to the

world be conceived pantheistically, deislically,

or in a definitely theistic sense. If philo-

sophical theism be distinguished from the

religious belief called theism, which, of course,

it presupposes, it will be evident that here

the issue between polytheism and monotheism

will be transcended at the outset. Philo-

sophical theism could only arise out of an effort

of human thought to unify the world under

the concepts of religion, and a plurality of

deities would simply represent an irrational

situation that was to be overcome before any
real unification could be effected. Philo-

sophical theism thus presupposes monotheism.
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but must not be confounded with it. It

is possible for monotheism to become reflec-

tive even without reaching the ground of

philosophical theism. For examjjle, among
the early Greeks it is clear that Xenophanes
reached his monotheistic creed through a

process of reflection which led him to oppose

tlie polytheism and anthropomorphism of the

current religious beliefs. His position may
therefore be regarded as an advance towards

philosophical theism, but it is lacking in one

important essential of that theory. So far as

the records show it did not occur to Xeno-

phanes to translate his monotheism into a

principle of world-explanation. It was neces-

sary that the gulf between theology and

cosmology should be bridged over in the

thought of some thinker before philosophical

theism could be born. This great^step seems

to have been taken (with partial conscious-

ness at least) by Anaxagoras, who, in postu-

lating vovs (reason or intelligence) as the first

principle and unifying ground of things, laid

at the same time the foundations of a theistic

conception of the world.

It is possible here to note only the most

impoitant stages in the development of dis-

tinctively philosophical theism. Passing over

the thought of the Orient, which tended to

pantheistic conceptions in religion (see OniEif-

TAL Philosophy), and conflning our view to

that of the Western nations where the stages

of the evolution are clearest, it may he said

that the first great cycle of theistic develop-

ment was accomplished in the reflection of

Socrates and his immediate successors Plato

and Aristotle. Socrates made the first appli-

cation of the theistic principle in the sphere

of the adaptation of means to ends in organic

nature, and thus became the first exponent

of what has since been called natural theology.

Plato universalized the principle of Socrates,

and, conceiving it in an ontological sense,

identifies it with the idea of the Good, thus

originating what may be called the onto-teleo-

logical method of conceiving God in relation

to the world. Theism in Plato is mainly

a principle of transcendent design and pur-

pose, which is related to the world in a some-

what deistical sense. Aristotle translated

this principle into one of immanent cosmology
without sacrificing its teleological character.

This is the significance of his doctrine of tlie

‘ Prime Mover ’ (see ‘ Mover and moved ’ under
Motion, passim), whose self-activity is con-

ceived to be the prius and spring of the world-

movements.

The theism of Aristotle may therefore

be characterized as cosmo-teleological, em-

bodying as it does a synthesis between the

transcendent purpose of Plato and the imma-
nence of a cosmic principle. In the later

Greek movements we find the immanent
tendency dominating the thought of the Stoics

and translating their religious conceptions

into a species of cosmic pantheism, while in

the later developments the transcendent teleo-

logy of Plato again triumphs, and in the move-
ment called Neo-Platonism, which was also

tinged with oriental mysticism, the religious

conceptions take on the theosophic form, and
the notion of God as a cosmological principle

is largely lost in that of his transcendence

and unity. This accounts for the tendency
of this thought to renounce the phenomenal
world, and to regard it as pure negation and
evil. Of. SocEATic Philosophy, School op
Geeece, and Alexandeian School.

The initial movement of our era may
be briefly characterized as a struggle, more
or less successful, of the implicit theism of

Christianity, which we have seen to be syn-

thetic, to . overcome the one-sidedness of the

later Greek thought by emphasizing the per-

sonality or internal complexity of the divine

nature and the immanence of its relation to

the world through the agency of the Spirit.

In the scholastic period, which first Platonic

and, later, Aristotelian thought dominated, we
find the traditional religious conceptions of

these masters asserting themselves, modified

by the tendencies of Christianity, and giving

rise in the early period to the ontological

realism of Anselm, and in the later to the

theism of St. Thomas, which, while it is stiU

realistic, is dominated by the cosmological

conceptions of Aristotle. The whole theistic

development of the middle ages is marked
rather by an attempt to thoroughly digest

and organize given elements, than by any
decided advance in theistic conceptions. Of.

Pateistic Philosophy, and St. Thomas
(philosophy of).

Modern philosophy, beginning with Des-
cartes and setting out from the doctrine of

substance, developed, in its religious concep-

tions, in the direction of a pantheistic natur-

alism which culminated in the system of

Spinoza. This led to a reaction which, begin-

ning with the individualistic system of Leibnitz,

culminated in the deistic theology of the i8th

century, the term deistical theology being

used here to designate not simply the work
of the deists proper, but also that of the
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natural theologians and Christian apologists

of the time. The reaction from pantheism

led in general to an over-emphasis of God’s

distinction from the world, and to mechanical

conceptions of his relations to man and nature.

The deistical movement closed with the criti-

cism of Kant, which showed the necessity for

profounder conceptions, and led, on the one

hand, to the speculative theism of the Hegelian

school; on the other, to the negations of

agnosticism and the phenomenalism of the

school of Eitschl. Speculative theism is

frankly metaidiysical, and identifies God with

the absolute ground ofbeing
;
while the oppos-

ing school, following the letter of Kant, seeks

to divorce religious thought from all meta-

physical and transcendental presuppositions.

Cf. Deism, Idealism, and Ritschlianism.

The latest stage of the theistic develop-

ment is associated with the doctrine of

evolution, which seeks the whole causality

of the world in an immanent process, and

thus tends towards a species of naturalistic

pantheism in its religious conceptions. This

has been the dominating tendency, at least in

the last decades of the 19th century, though
there are not lacking at present signs of a

reaction towards a point of view in which
greater stress is placed on the divine tran-

scendence. It would seem that in this regard

there is no middle ground between conceiving

God as a being who is something in himself

apart from the world, and reducing his idea

to that of a mere abstraction from, or genera-

lization of, natural laws or processes.

In connection with the development of

theism the most impoitant problems have
been those of the existence of God and his

relation to the world. The former has led to

the development of the theistic proofs, a topic

that can be only very briefly handled here.

Kant has classified the proofs employed up
to his time under three heads : the ontological,

fmmded on the idea of God in the human
consciousness; the cosmological, which, as he

conceives it, is an inference from the con-

tingency of the finite to the existence of a

necessary non-finite being
;

and, lastly, the

'[jhysico-theological or teleological, which is an
iiii'erence from the order and adaptation in

nature to some final cause or pui-pose as its

ground. Kant himself was dissatisfied with
these proofs, and proposed the moral argument,
founded on the infinite demands of man’s
moral nature, as the only adequate ground of

belief in God. The history of the proofs may
be divided into two periods; (i) the pre-

Kantian, in which they were separately and
somewhat uncritically developed

; (2) the

post-Kantian, in which, as a result of the

trenchant criticism of Kant (anticipated also

by Hume), the necessity of profounder treat-

ment was recognized and religious thinkers

began an attempt to unify the various lines

of evidence, and to incorporate theism more
completely with general philosophical prin-

ciples of world-interpretation. The question

of God’s relation to the world has had a cor-

responding history. The somewhat shallow

deism of the pre-Kantian period has given

way to profounder views. It is no longer

possible to conceive the same relation either

mechanically or one-sidedly under the notion

of transcendence. Assuming the immanent
agency of God in the world, the alternatives

open to the contemporary thinker are either

pantheism, which frankly identifies God with

the world, or a theistic conception in which

a synthesis is aimed at between the notions

of an immanent world-principle and a being

that in its essential nature transcends the

world of manifestation.

Contempoi'ary theistic discussion presents

three phases which can be but very briefly

noticed : the psychological, the epistemological,

and the metaphysical. The central question

on the psychological side is that of the rise

and meaning of the idea of God in the human
consciousness. It is not overstating, I think,

here to say that the trend of present thought

is towards a view which may be stated in the

proposition that the idea of God is natural

to man, and that it takes its rise in social

soil
;

that, in short, it is man as a socius who
becomes a religious being. Cf. Religion
(psychology of).

The epistemological question is that of the

criticism of the idea of God as involved in the

processes of human knowledge. Agnosticism,

planting itself on the ground that the know-
ledge-process is finite and conditional, denies

the possibility of conceiving a being that is

infinite and absolute. It concludes either

that God is unknowable, or that he is to be

identified with tlie finite world of nature or

humanity. In opposition to this we find

a revival in contemporary thought of the old

Augustinian contention that the very existence

and possibility of truth and error in the finite

sphere of human knowledge is founded on the

necessary presupposition of an absolute ground

of truth
;
in short, that the possilfility of any

knowledge involves omniscience as its con-

dition. It is but another form of this conten-
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tion to maintain that an infinite and absolute

—that is, an ideally complete—experience is

the necessary presupposition of an experience

that is finite and fragmentar-y.

In the metaphysical field the principal

questions under debate are (i) that of the

relation of the concepts of religion to meta-

physical principles. On the one hand, the

phenomenalists or religious positivists, follow-

ing the letter of Kant and denying the possi-

bility of metaphysics, seek to construct a

theism that shall rest exclusively on the

evolution of humanity as a historic pheno-

menon. On the other hand, the sutficiency

of this is denied, and it is contended that for

an adequate basis of theism the notion of

humanity must be related to that of an infinite

and absolute ground
;

that otherwise the

whole structure of religious knowledge is not

secure against scepticism. (2) The second

problem arises in the sphere of speculative

theism, and concerns especially the relation

of God to the finite individual. Assuming
that God is the only absolutely real being,

the problem is to find in his relation to the

world an adequate ground of finite individu-

ality. The older form of speculative theism

attempted to conceive God’s relation to the

world under the categories of pure thought,

and as a consequence found it difficult to

vindicate any ground of reality for the indi-

vidual. This difficulty has led to a profound

modification of the position, by the incorpora-

tion of the categories of tdll and feeling into

the very constitution of the absolute. God
is thus brought not alone into conceptual, but

also into volitional and emotional relations

with his creatures. The world thus becomes
the object of the divine purpose and love, and,

inasmuch as these are selective, the individual

finds a ground of reality or real justification

in his relation to the absolute.

If now, going a step further, we represent

the objective activities of the absolute as

individuating in their very form and es-

sence, so that no other than an individual

result is to be expected, and if we con-

nect this with the notion of the absolute

stability and persistence of the divine activity,

it would seem that we were in sight of a

theistic conception in which it is possible to

effect a synthesis between. the notion of God
as absolute reality and that of a perdurable

finite individual possessing the reaUty of a

moral agent.

Of. Monotheism, Pantheism, and the

various topics Keligion.

Literature-. Augustine, Contra Acade-
micos

;
Anselm, Pros-Logium

;
Hume, Dia-

logues on Religion, and Natural Hist, of Re-
ligion

;
Kant, Rational Theology, in Critique

of Pure Reason; and Religion within the

Limits of Pure Reason
;
Hegel, Philos, of Re-

ligion
;
Lotze, Outlines of Philos, of Religion

(Eng. trans.); Beidgewatee Teeatises (q. v.)

on Nat. Theol.; Paley, Nat. TheoL; Ritschl,
Theol. u. Met.

;
O. Peleideeee, Religions-

philosophie (also Eng. trans.)
;
Gifford Lects.

;

and Devel. of Theol.
;
Max Mullee, Gifford

Lects.
;
and Chips from a German Workshop

;

Flint, Theism
;
and art. Theism, in Encyc.

Brit. (9th ed.)
;

J. Caieh, Philos, of Religion

;

Ed. Caied, The Evolution of Religion

;

Bowne, Philos, of Theism
;

J. Maetinbau,
A Study of Religion; Physicus, A Candid
Exam, of Theism

;
J. Fiske, Cosmic Theism,

in Cosmic Philos.
;
and The Idea of God

;
H.

Spencee, The Unknowable, in First Princ.

;

J. H. Steeling, Philos, and Theol.
;

R. M.
Wenlet, Contemp. Theol. and Theism

;

Feasee, Philos, of Theism, Gifford Lects.

;

F. L. Patton, Syllabus on Theism (printed,

not published); Uleici, Gott u. die Natur;
Rotce, The Conception of God; and The
World and the Individual, Gifford Lects.;

Leslie Stephen, English Thought in the

Eighteenth Century
;

Sacred Books of the

East, ed. by Max Muller; D’Eecole, II Teismo

(1884). See the topics Religion. (a.t.o.)

Thema [Gr. df/xa, a deposit, depot, stakes,

theme] ; Ger. Thema
;
Fr. theme

;
Ital. tema.

A word proposed in 1635 by Burgersdicius in

his Logic (I. ii. § i), for that ‘ quod intellectui

cognoscendum proponi potest ’
;
but what he

seems to mean is what Aristotle sometimes
vaguely expresses by Xo-yoy, the immediate
object of a thought, a meaning.

It is of the nature of a sign, and in par-

ticular of a sign which is rendered significant

by a character which lies in the fact that it

will be interpreted as a sign. Of course,

nothing is a sign unless it is interpreted as a

sign
;
but the character which causes it to be

interpreted as referring to its object may be
one which might belong to it irrespective of

its object and though that object had never
existed, or it may be in a relation to its ob-

ject which it would have just the. same whether
it were interpreted as a sign or not. But the

thema of Burgersdicius seems to be a sign

which, like a word, is connected with its ob-

ject by a convention that it shall be so under-
stood, or else by a natural instinct or intellec-

tual act which takes it as a representative
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of its ol)ject without any action necessarily

takin? place which should establish a factual

connection between sign and object. If this

was tlie meaning of Lurgersdiciiis, his tliema

is the same as the present writer’s ‘ symbol
’

(see Sign). (c.s.p.)

Theocracy [Gr. 0for, God, + Kparos, govern-

ment] ; Ger. Theolratie; Fr. theocratie; Ital.

teocrazia. Government by a god or gods.

The first known government, even when
patriarchal, was theocratic. The most highly

developed was perhaps the Jewish, The
Mohammedan governments and the govern-

ment (till lately) of the Papal States may he

taken as modern instances. Theocracy is not

involved in the mere recognition (as in classi-

cal Greece) of a divine power or powers over

and above the political heads of the nation.

In a theocracy the divine power, through his

reiwesentative (the in iests) or his word (e. g.

the Koran), takes part in the actual political

government. It is not enough for the ruler

(as in ancient Rome) to be sometimes also the

priest
;

in a theocracy it is the priest who is

the ruler. (J.B.)

Theocrasy [Gr. Oeos, God, -f- Kpaais, mix-

ing, a mingling with the divine] : Ger. innige

Yerhindung mit Gott
;
Fr. absorption en JHeu

;

Ital. teocrasia. That state of mystical blessed-

ness attained by the Neo-Platonic or Hindu
theosophist when by ascetic preparation and
contemplation he overcomes the barrier which

separates his individual consciousness from
the Absolute One and loses himself in the

divine essence.

The state here defined is not an exclusive

possession ofNeo-Platonistsand Hindu mystics

;

it is in some sense the ideal of all mysticism.

It is the tendency of the mystic to escape defini-

tion and distinction in the spheres of both
thought and feeling. This presupposes a

distinctionless unity as its goal, which, emo-
tionally contemplated, is the mystic’s ideal of

heaven. (A.T.O.)

Theodicy [Gr. Geo?, God, StVi?, justice] :

Ger. Theodicee', Fr. iheodicee', Ital. teodicea.

A department of theology or philosophy which
has for its aim the vindication of the goodness
and justice of God in view of the existence of

evil in the world
;

or, more technically, that

department of theology or philosophy of reli-

gion which treats of the nature and govern-
ment of God and the destiny of the soul.

Although many theodicies were developed
before Leibnitz, he was the first to employ
the name distinctively in Ids Essais de Theo-
drcee, which appeared in 1710, since which

the term has been in common use. The cen-

tral issue in theodicies is the problem of evil

in view of which the two opposing views of

optimism and pessimism have been reached;

the latter is the despair of its solution, and
has received its classical utterance in Scho-

penhauer. The easy optimism of Leibnitz is

no longer in vogue, and recent thought is

pretty well divided between pessimism and

the Kanto-Lotzian tendency to seek refuge in

the demands of the moral judgment.

Literature : Leibnitz, Essais de Th^odic4e

;

Weedeemann, Neuer Versuch zur Theodicee

(1848); Benedict, Theodicaea (1882); J.

Young, Evil and Good (1861); Schopen-
hauee and Lotzb, Philosojihies of Religion

;

Rotce, The Conception of God
;
and Studies

in Good and Evil. See also Religion (philo-

sophy of). (A.T.O.)

Theogony : see Mtthologt.
Theological Ethics : Ger. theologiseJie

Ethik; Fr. ethique tJieologique
]

Ital. etica

teologica. Ethics (Christian). Ethics treated

as a department of moral theology, and pro-

ceeding on the assumption of the absolute

authority of Scriptures.

Literature: see Ethics (Christian), and
Moeal Theology. (a.t.o.)

Theology [Gr. Geo'r, God, -f Xoyof, word or

science] : Ger. Theologie
;
Fr. tMologie

;

Ital.

teologia. That part of the philosophy of re-

ligion which treats systematically of the Deity,

his nature, attributes, and relations, and the

grounds and limits of our knowledge of him.

Biblical theology: the systematic treatment

of the doctrines of the Christian religion as

contained in the Bible and developed in the

history of the Church.

In the general sense, theology is a depart-

ment of general philosophy. Biblical theology

arises out of the application of principles

of rational construction to the content of

Christian revelation. Biblical theology is

ordinarily divided into four branches—exe-

getical, historical, systematical, and practical

or moral.

Literature

:

Bellaemine, Disputationes de

controversiis fidei
;

F. W. H. J. Gass, Gesch.

d. protestantischen Dogmatik; Church His-

tories in general; Hagenbach, Hist, of Doc-

trines (Eng. trans. by H. B. Smith); Herzog’s

Real-Encyc.
;

also Schaff-Herzog’s Encyclo-

pedia; Metzer and Welte’s Kirchenlexicon

;

McClintock and Strong’s Encyclopedia; syste-

matictheologies, by Hodge, Shedd,&c. (a.t.o.)

Theology (dogmatic) : Ger. dogmatische

Theologie', Fr. theologie dogmatiquej Ital.
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teologia dommatica. The system of theological

doctrine developed dogmatically
;
that is, by

a method whose ultimate appeal is not to

reason, but to authority, either that of Scrip-

ture or of Scripture and tradition combined.

The basis of dogmatics in the Eoman Catholic

Church is a union of Scripture and tradition,

while in the reformed churches, as a rule, the

authority of tradition is rejected, and the

dogma rests on the sole authority of Scrip-

tures.

Literature : see Theology. (a.t.o.)

Theophany [Gr. GeoT, God, -f- (f)alv€adat,

to appear] : Ger. Theophanie', Fr. tMophanie;

Ital. teofania. (i) General: the revelation

of himself which the Deity makes through

his woi’ks.

(2) Special : God’s revelation of himself in

Christophanic form : in the Old Testament,

in the Shechinah
;

in the New, in the incar-

nation, birth, baptism, and second coming of

Christ. See Cheistophahy.
In the general sense, the whole world may

be regarded as a theophany or manifestation of

the divine. In the special sense, God always

appears in the person of the Son. (a.t.o.)

Theophrastus of Eresus. (cir. 370-
288 B.c.) A Greek philosopher, pupil of

Aristotle, for thiity-five years head of the

Peripatetic School after the latter’s death. See

Peeipatetics.

Theorem [Gr. 6ei>pr)ita\x Ger. Theorem,

Lehrsatz

;

Fr. theoreme ; Ital. teorema. A
demonsti able theoretical proposition. (c.s.P.)

Theory (in science) [Gr. 6«>ipia, a con-

templation, speculation] : Ger. Theotie] Fr.

theorie', Ital. teoria. A general principle or

foimula propounded for the purpose of ex-

plaining phenomena, as the ‘ theory of gravi-

tation,’ or the Newtonian theory.

In modern nomenclature it is confined to

principles the truth of which has at least a

large measurement of plausibility, in contra-

distinction to a hypothesis, which is pro-

pounded as a tentative explanation, the truth

of which is to be verified or disproved by sub-

sequent research. (S.N.)

The whole aim of science is to find out

facts, and to work out a satisfactory theory

of them. Still, a theory does not necessarily

lose its utility by not being altogether true.

It must be intelligible and diagrammatical,

or it has no title to the name theory. The
facts to which it refers are not necessarily

facts of experience ; they may he relations of

pure mathematical forms. A theory is pro-

perly a result of ^stematic scientific con-

sideration, not of mere casual suggestions
;
and

thus the word bears a somewhat eulogistic

implication in contrast to ‘view.’ Theory is

opposed to fact
;
the latter meaning, in this

connection, that which is forced upon us by
perception; while theoiy is the part of science

which is contributed by the intellect and con-

firmed by experiment. Theory is also op-

posed to practice ;
because a theory is s

scientific product, and a pure, or theoretical,

theory has regard to science alone, and is often

in conflict with the practical theory, which
ought preferably to be the guide of immediate
action. But the latter is as truly a theory as

the former, and ought equally (when practi-

cable) to be a product of scientific examination.

That which science recommends for its own use

in a secular investigation may be different from

what it prescribes as a basis for instant action.

Every theory has its beginning in hypo-
thesis. For, except perhaps in pure mathe-
matics, the presumptive adoption of a hypo-

thesis is the only possible way of framing
a judgment concerning things beyond per-

ception; unless we consider instinctive judg-

ments as an exception. Neither is the situa-

tion essentially otherwise in pure mathematics.

A mathematical theory supposes a broad
conception of the forms to which it relates.

This is known to be time of them only by a

process of demonstration, which in many cases

has to wait for several years for its accom-
plishment, and in aU cases must be subsequent

to the first beginnings of the theory. It may
be that a quasi-induction has created a belief

in a mathematical theorem before it has been

demonstrated. But a valid and genuine

induction is not possible in pure mathematics,

for the reason that genuine induction essen-

tially relates to the ratio of frequency of a

specific phenomenon to a generic phenomenon
in the ordinary course of experience. Now in

pure mathematics, which deals with figments

of our own creation, there is nothing at all

to correspond accurately to a course of expe-

rience. Suppose we find, for example, that

in a complicated development there is a

certain regular relation among the first terms.

If there is no obscure demonstrative insight

which assures us that this must be, it is quite

possible that, as the series goes on, a state of

things may intervene which interferes with
that relation, and if so, the proportion of

terms that will accord with that formula will

presumably be very far from i ; i. There is,

therefore, no security of the nature which
belongs to induction, that as the instances
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are multiplied the observed ratio will indefi-

nitely approximate to tlie true ratio. This

sort of induction, therefore, has no other

validity than such as belongs to a hypotliesis

which suits the facts as far as we yet know
them. If it is to be called an induction, it

is a degenerate induction differing very little

from hypothesis. It may properly be said,

then, that even a pure inatliematical theory

is developed out of hypotheses.

No theory in the i)Ositive sciences can be

supposed to satisfy eveiy feature of the facts.

Although we know that the law of gravitation

is one of the most perfect of theories, yet still,

if bodies were to attract one another inversely

as a power of the distance whose exponent

were not 2, but 2-000001, the only observable

effect would be a veiy slow rotation of the

line of apsides of each planet. Now the lines

of apsides all do rotate in consequence of

perturbations, wlrich virtually do alter slightly

the suir’s attraction, and thus such an effect

would probably only produce slight discrepan-

cies in the values olrtained for the masses of

the planets. In very many cases, especially

in practical problems, we deliberately go upon

theories which we know are not exactly tiue,

but which have the advantage of a simplicity

which enables us to deduce their consequences.

This is true of almost every theory used by

engineers of all kinds. The most extraordi-

nary departure from the known facts occurs

when hydrodynamics is applied, where the

theory is in striking opposition to facts which
obtrude themselves upon every spectator of

moving water. Nevertheless, even in this

case, the theory is not useless.

In all the explanatory sciences theories far

more simple than the real facts are of the

utmost service in enabling us to analyse the

phenomena, and it may truly be said that

physics could not possibly deal even with its

relatively simple facts without such analytic

procedure. Thus, the kinetical theory of gases,

when first propounded, was obliged to assume
that all the molecules were elastic spheres,

which nobody could believe to be true. If

this is necessary even in physics, it is far

more indispensable in every other science, and
most of all in the moral sciences, such as

political economy. Here the sane method is

to begin by considering persons placed in

situations of extreme simplicity, in the utmost
contrast to those of all human society, and
animated by motives and by reasoning powers
equally unlike those of real men. Neverthe-

less, in this way alone can a base be obtained

from which to proceed to the consideration of

the effects of different complications. Owing
to the necessity of making theories far more
simple than the real facts, we are obliged to

be cautious in accepting any extreme conse-

quences of them, and to be also upon our
guard against apparent refutations of them
based upon such extreme consequences.

Whewell makes a great point of the rela-

tivity of the distinction between theory and
fact. This is an important point that ought

not to be overlooked. Every fact involves an
element suj>plied by the mind, which if not,

pioperly speaking, theory, is analogous to

theory. On the other hand, serious eriors of

logic will result from not taking account of

the difference between the intellectual ele-

ments already involved in the perceptual

facts and scientific theories. A theory is a

result subject to criticism, meaning by criti-

cism, not the consideration of whether or

how far an object is beautiful, useful, or the

like, but the passing of a judgment as to

whether the object ought to be as it is or as

it is proposed to make it. If this judgment
is adverse, the theory can and will be altered

;

and it will not be maintained by anybody
until it is put into a shape to withstand his

criticism. But it is perfectly idle, in this

sense of the word, for anybody to criticize

what he cannot help
;
and, like other idle and

unamiable practices, it is also highly perni-

cious. Now all the subconscious work of the

intellect in framing a percept and a pei cep-

tual judgment is beyond our control, and
therefore not subject to logical criticism. It

simply has to be accepted. Kant, perhaps,

did not sufficiently ap23reciate this when he

undertook to study the critic of such mental

forms as space, time, unity, reality, &c. ;
but,

after all, his deduction of the categories is

merely in outcome that knowledge cannot be

had on other terms
;

tliat is, that they are

inevitable. Perceptual judgments, therefore,

are, for the purposes of logical criticism, abso-

lute facts without any admixture of theory. If

a theory does not square with perceptual facts it

must be changed. But the impressions of sense

from which it is supposed that the percepts

have been constructed are matters of theory.

If the percepts were proved not to square with

the impressions of sense, it would not at all

be the percepts thatwould have to be reformed,

for they cannot be reformed
;

it would be, on

the contrary, that theory, that the percepts are

constructed out of impressions of sense, that

would have to be modified. (C-S.p., c.l.f.)
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Theory of Knowledge : see Epistemo-
logy, and cf. Gnosiologx, Philosophy, and

Metaphysics.

Theosophy [Gr. Oeocrotpia, divine wis-

dom] : Ger. Theosophie] Fr. theosophie; Ital.

teosojia. (i) A stage into which philosophic

leflection passes wlien its primary data are

God and an organ through which he is re-

vealed or mystically intuited.

(2) A form of Buddhistic thinking which

from the postulate of a divine pi’inciple de-

duces the fundamental law of things, a vibra-

tory movement of evolution and involution,

the application of which in the sphere of

psychic life leads to the process of perpetual

reincarnation.

In the first or general sense most oriental

thinking is theosophic. Modern thought first

became distinctively so in Neo-Platonism,

but the tendency has survived down to the

present, and has taken on various embodi-

ments.

The Buddhistic form is a direct impoi tation

from the East, and has Madame Blavatsky for

its great apostle. It has many votaries, and
seems to he a growing cult. Cf. Mysticism.

Literature -. Plotinus, Enneads; Pseudo-
Dionysius, Theologica mystica and De divinis

Nominibus; works of Jacob Bohme and
Swedenborg. For the special forms, see

Johnson’s Cyclopedia, aid. Theosophy; Wm.
Q. Judge, The Ocean of Theosophy (1893);
SiNNETT, Esoteric Buddhism (1883); Rama
Prasad, Nature’s Finer Forces (1890). (A.T.O.)

Therapeutics (mental) : see Psycho-
therapeutics, and Mind-curb.
Thesis [Gr. a placing or setting

;

also, in the modern sense, and apparently

sometimes to mean merely a universal propo-

sition] : Ger. These] Fr. these] Ital. tesi.

An assertion formally stated preparatory to a

regular defence of it by argumentation.

The Latin form position is less formal in its

implication. The denial of a thesis prepara-

tory to regular counter-argumentation is some-

times called the antithesis] but this is rarely

used except with reference to Kant’s anti-

nomies. In geometry, the abstract statement

of a theorem is called the enunciation, or

first enunciation; the statement with reference

to the diagram being called the second enun-
ciation, or statement. The latter is also

called the ecthesis, or exposition. For other

meanings of thesis, see The Century Dic-

tionary. (c.s.p.)

Thing(in law): Ger. Ding, Sache] Fr. chose]

Ital. cosa. The object of a Eight (q.v., in law).

It must be something capable of standing

in a relation to the human wdll
;

it may he
either material, or an object or group of ob-

jects only discernible by the mind (Holland,

Jurisprudence, chap. viii. 85). Simple thing’.

one that can be comprehended, externally, by
a single act of recognition, e. g. a horse. Com-
pound thing ; one to he comprehended only

on a view of its several acts or properties,

separately considered, e.g. a house. Intellec-

tual things : those not material, e. g. an obliga-

tion, a copyright. Divisible things’, things

divisible without destroying their essential

chaiacter or value. A house or horse cannot
be thus divided

; a pair of horses or block of

houses might he (see Pollock, Jurisprudence,

chap. vi). Thing in action, or chose in action ;

a thing not in the possession of the person
with reference to its relation to whom it is

considered. Not being in his possession, he,

if the owner, may be forced to bring an action

in Older to get it. Things fungible’, those

which can he replaced by others of the same
kind without loss to the owner, e. g. a barrel

of flour of a certain brand. See Ees. (s.e.b.)

Thiug-iu-itself : see Noumenon, Ding an
sicH, and Kant’s Terminology, Glossary,
‘ Ding an sich.’

Thinking : see Thought.
Thinking (in educational method). In

general, the exercise of the intellect, specific-

ally, in grasping the significance of facts pre-

sented in instruction.

Nearly all stages of school methods give

the pupil’s mind some exercise in thinking,

hut the phase of thinking deemed important

enough to be designated as a stage or ‘ step
’

in method is the formation of generalizations.

Dorpfeldt classifies the mental movements
formed in a complete act of learning as fol-

lows: (i) Observation, (2) Thinking, (3)
AppEcation. Other writers, like Ziller and
Eein, divide this second stage into Association

and Generalization. See Formal Steps, Re-
flection, andMethod (in education), (c.dcg.)

Thisness [jME. ibis'] ; Ger. Diesheit

(Wolff); Fr. eccHte] Ital. ecceitd. Trans, of

Lat. haecceitas. See Latin and Scholastic
Terminology, ii, and cf. Eisler, Wbrterh. d.

philos. Begriffe, ‘Haecceitas.’ (j.m.b.)

Thomas a Kempis. (1380-1471.) Born
at Kempen, near Cologne; was for seven

years novitiate; entered, about 1407, the

cloister of St. Agnes as regular canon, became
superior, and died there. He belonged to the

Brotherhood of tlie Common Life, founded by
Euysbroek and Geert de Groot.
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Thomas Aquinas : see Aqtjixas, Thojias.

TiiOMiSM, and St. Thomas (philosophy of).

Thomasius, Christian. (1655-1728.)
Education completed at Frankfort-on-the-

Oder; travelled in Holland; professor of law

at Leipzig, 1681 ;
one of the founders of the

University of Halle; professor of law there,

1698. Died at Halle. He was the first to

inti'odnce German as medium of university

instruction
;
supported Spener and Lis school

of pietists
;
was hostile to all pure speculation,

and made notable innovations as a jurist.

Thomism ; Ger. Lelire des Thomas von

Aquino', Fi-. le Thomisrm', Ital. il Tomismo.

The principles of St. Thomas Aquinas and

his folloM'ers, who combined with certain

doctrinal views belief in the ultimate harmony
cf reason and faith, and of the conclusions of

philosophy with those of theology.

The doctrinal views held were unconditional

predestination and efficacious grace, combined
with conditional freedom of the will

;
physical

as rvell as moral efficacy of the sacraments

;

and the denial of the Immaculate Conception.

See Schoolmen, and St. Thomas (philo-

sophy of).

In the Thomistic unification of faith and
reason, theology and philosophy, the ideal of

scholasticism is practically realized. Doc-
trinallj", St. Thomas is a mediating thinker,

and embodies a moderating intelligence, which
in general strikes the golden mean in Eoman
Catholic conviction and tendency. He is

consequently the canonized thinker of the

Church. (A.T.o.)

The Thomists were originally called Al-

bertists, after the teacher of St. Thomas,
Albeetus Magnus (q. v.). At first the Do-
minican Order took St. Thomas for their

official philosopher. It was opposed by the

Franciscan, which followed Alexander and
Bonaventura. As the Nominalists were op-

posed to Thomism, and as the former came
under the ban of the Church, there was a

growing tendency for Thomism to become
more and more the orthodox philosophy of

the Church. It has received a notable revival

in our own generation finm the peculiar

interest taken in it by Pope Leo XIII. (j.d.)

Literature : Migne, Patrology, Supplement

;

Thomas Harpee, The Metaphysics of the

School (1877); also Uebeeweg’s and Eed-
mann’s Histories of Philosophy. An excellent

history of Thomism is contained in the third

and concluding volume of K. Weenee, Der
heilige Thomas von Aquino. (A.T.o.)

Thonglit : Ger. (das) Denken
;
Fr. ^ensee

;

Ital. 2>^‘>si^'>'0 . (i) All cognition of objects

other tlian sense-perception.

(2) The word is sometimes used as equiva-

lent to conceptual process as such.

A train of thought consists of successive

thoughts referring to the same object and
determined by a single continuous interest

centring in this object.

The thought function, considered as con-

ceptual process, is usually treated as covering

Conception, Judgment, and Eeasoning, in

the textbooks (see those topics for more ex-

tended matter). (g.f.s., j.m.b.)

Thought Reading. Another word for

Muscle Heading (q. v.).

Thought Transference : Ger. Gedanken-
iihertragung

;
Yr. transmission de pensSe; Ital.

trasmissione delpensiero. See Telepathy, and
cf. Muscle Heading.
Threshold [AS. therscwaloC]

:
Ger.

(
Eeiz-,

Empjmdungs-) Schwelle; Fr. seuil; Ital.

soglia. Limen (q. v., also for foreign equiva-

lents). Cf. Limits (of sensation and stimulus).

The term ‘ threshold ’ is sometimes applied

to the stimulus, sometimes to the sensation.

It was first used by Herbart and was given

its present signification by Fechner. (j.mck.C.)

The conception of threshold has been used

in p.sychophysics (see Psychophysical Me-
thods). The experimental threshold has

been found to vary for various sorts of stimu-

lation
: (1) with the method of approach from

above or from below, (2) with the directiou

of attention (distraction), (3) with the degree

of fatigue
;
and to be influenced by conditions

of relative summation and inhibition.

The least noticeable Difeeeence (q. v.) in

sensation is called the threshold of discrimina-

tion or diffei-ence (Unterschiedsschwelle).

Literatv/re

:

that of Psychophysics (q. v.)

and Pain (q.v.). (j.m.b.)

Tic [Fr.] : Ger. Tic] Fr. tic; Ital. tic,

ticchio. A peculiarity or idiosyncrasy, par-

ticularly of motor form; applied specifically to

movements of twitching.

Peculiar mannerisms of hemming or hawing
in speech, of twitching a muscle, stroking the

chin, rubbing the hands, clinching the teeth,

tapping with the foot are as a rule quite

within the range of the normal, although they

are apt to be marked in neurotic individuals.

At times, however, these tics are so peculiar

and so removed fiom voluntary control as to

constitute an abnormality. Such a patient

may feel an irresistible impulse to interrupt

his speech with an animal-like noise, to inter-

ject obscene expressions (coprolalia), to imi-
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tate all that is heard (echolalia), or to mimic

the movements of others (echohinesis), and

so on. These impulses are closely allied to

the working of the Imperative Idea (q. v.).

The intelligence is not affected, and at times

intense effort may overcome the moi hid tic

;

hut it is often a chronic and incurable dis-

order.

Irresistible motor habits are termed con-

vulsive tics, and the others psychic tics
;
while

the more elaborate ones are termed co-ordi-

nated tics.

Tic douloureux is an acute Neuralgia

(q. V.) of the trigeminal or facial (fifth cranial)

nerve.

Literature ; Noie, 6tude sur les tics (1893).
(J.J.)

Tickle Sensation [ME. tihleri] : Ger.

Kitzel; Fr. chatouillement ]
Ital. solletico,

formicolio. A Touch Sensation (q. v.), whose

conditions are still obscure.

Tickling possibly includes a peculiar organic

quality derived from the unstriped muscles

tliat lie directly beneath the skin, and pos-

sibly a circulatory quality (tingling and itch-

ing : see Organic Sensation). Probably the

muscular movement is wholly reflex, and the

sense components in tickling are simply those

of light and intermittent touches and tem-

peratures, with which visual or other associa-

tions are conjoined. The muscular reaction

of laughter is intimately bound up with the

sensation.

Besides the well-localized tickle proper,

described above, there is a sensation-complex,

from rubbing and moulding the skin and
muscles, especially in certain regions (e.g. the

neck), which has very analogous, but more
massive, reflex effects. This is also called

‘tickling,’ and is made use of in the games of

children. It has never been analysed.

Literature: KAlpe, Outlines of Psychol.,

89, 147, 230; Sanford, Course in Exper.

Psychol., expt. 3 1 ;
Hall and Allin, The

Psychol, of Tickling, &c., Amer. J. of Psychol.,

ix. 1897, I. (E.B.T.-J.M.B.)

Tiedemanu, Dietrich. (1748-1803.)
Born at Bremervdrde and educated at Gottin-

gen. In 1776 he became a teacher of ancient

languages at the Collegium Carolinum in

Cassel, in 1786 professor of philosophy and the

Greek language at Marburg, where he died.

Tilt-board: see Laboratory and Ap-
paratus, III, B (c), (3).

Timbre :
[Lat. tympanum, a drum, through

Fr.]: Ger. Klangfarhe', Fr. timbre; Ital.

timhro. The complex of overtones and noise

that accompanies the Fundamental Tone

(q. V.) of a musical note.

It varies with the instrument, and thus

enables us to recognize the source of the

sound, as piano, haip, &c. It is sometimes
termed clang-tint or quality (Helmholtz, Eng.
trans., as below. Index, ‘ Quality ’) of a musical

tone. It would seem better, however, to

reserve the term quality for Pitch (q. v.).

Literature: Helmholtz, Sensations of Tone,

119; Sanford, Course in Exper. Psychol.,

expt. 90; Titchener, Exper. Psychol. (1901),
expt. 8. (E.B.T.-J.M.B.)

Time [Lat. temvus
;

Gr. ypdi/oy] : Ger.

Zeit; Fr. temps; Ital. tempo. The measur-

able form of continuity and externality of

parts in all real (empirical) process. Time is

constituted of the complex of relations of dura-

tion and succession in the experienced order

of events. See Succession and Duration,
and cf. Change.
Time may he variously conceived, accord-

ing to the point of view, as the order or

arrangement of existences in these relations,

as quantity or ‘ number ’ of changes relative

to order of succession, and, again, as the ideal

‘ place ’ or medium in which these relations

of duration and . succession are found. These

conceptions are general, applicable to an
indefinite number of instances. But all times

are commonly considered to be parts of one

unlimited time. This one single time, how-
ever, is neither an individual conception nor

an ‘intuition,’ but an object to which the

general conception of time is applicable in

a special way. There is no ‘ intuition,’ i. e.

perception, of ‘pure’ time, and the only

way of repi’esenting it which is at all clear is

by the imaginary synthesis of moving points

or lines in space.

All accounts of time agree in connecting

it with change. A changeless content, like

a mathematical relation or a Platonic idea

or, in general, valid meaning or truth, is

not in time. But though change is essen-

tial to time, time is not the mere qualitative

form of change. Nor is it mere succession or

the mere abstract relation of succession. For
succession to be temporal a relation of the

terms is required such as to form a continuous

and measurable series. The abstraction from

the content of the relation of before and after

in the continuity of a measurable process is

temporal succession. The abstraction from

the content of the total form of such a suc-

cessive, continuous, and measurable process

is time. Time is thus both continuous and
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discrete, continuous as quantity, discrete as

a measurable quantity divided into intervals

of days, months, years, &c. These intervals

designate and measure temporal duration.

Duration, thus considered, consists in imma-

nent measures and divisions of time. But

since time is continuous as well as discrete,

all time-inteiwals may be regai’ded as parts

of one infinite whole of duration. The relation

of time to duration may then be viewed in

another way : time may be regarded as the

process of the successive measuring of this

whole. Since, however, the parts of time are

only and always successive, a duration

supposed to precede the succession would not

he temporal. Time cannot be properly iden-

tified with a duration of this sort. The

j
opular identification of time and duration

merely implies, perhaps, a special emphasis

on one of time’s aspects.

Subjectively, each individual constructs his

own time-order Irom the standpoint of the
‘ specious ’ or felt present by means of images

in which past and future, not actually jire-

seut, are represented. It is only from this

standpoint that the terms past and future

have proper meaning. In this construction

are included not only the times of the indi-

vidual's private expeiiences, but all times

which may be dated from the present ‘ now.’

Abstracting from the subject and viewing

the constructed order objectively, we think

time as uniformly successive in its parts and
homogeneous throughout its entix’e length,

wherein every ‘ when ’ is a ‘ now,’ relative to

the general determinations of before and after.

This uniform and homogeneous order is further

thought as endless and infinitely divisible.

It is endless because every ‘ now ’ is relative

to a before and also to an after
;

it is infi-

nitely divisible as absti'act continuousquantity.

From the standpoint of actual experience,

time is probably finite in both respects.

We have no definite standard for the mea-
surement of time subjectively. We measure
time, whether regarded from the subjective

or the objective point of view, objectively on
the basis of a comparison of indepexident series

of rhythmic movements. No time-unit, accord-

ingly, would seem to have any absolute length.

If so, then one time is not separated from
another time by any absolute interval. Time,
as thus objectively measured, is time viewed
physically, the time of objective 2^hysical hap-
penings and of subjective jmocesses looked at

from the outside. But other orders of time
axe conceivable and, indeed, in a sense, actual.

Such, for example, is the time of dreams, of

works of imagination like an epic or a play
;

such, too, is absolute or mathematical time.

An indefinite number of independent tem^xoral

series may thus conceivably coexist. Our idea

of the time-order of thep>hysical world—indeed,

our S23ecific idea of time generally— de23eud6 on
the em2xirical fact of regularly recurring series

and on our peculiar way of appreciating such
series. It is doubtful, therefore, whether
other ideas of time might not have been

de\'elo2)ed, or may not, in other orders of in-

telligent existence. And even with the same
order of time considered abstractly there is

23eihaps no contradiction in thinking an entire

reversal in the order of the content.

The abstract conception of time is full of

difficulties and contradictions. Succession

and duration are both essential, yet each, for

itself considered, negates the other. In its

uninterrupted succession time has no standing,

but ‘ flows,’ yet all succession is conceived of

as being ‘ in ’ time as a sort of unity. But in

time itself no unity is discox erable; the mere
relation of before and after cannot constitute

such a unity, and in the parts of time there

is no least part which is not capable of being

resolved into relations of this sort endlessly.

The fleeting aspect of time early gave rise to

the question of its reality. The past, it was
said, is not, being past, and the future is not

yet; hence time is never actual in any of its

parts, for the momentary ‘now,’ taken strictly,

is no part of time, but a limit, the beginning

or end of a period. The successive, indivisible

‘ nows ’ afford a further difficulty. They can-

not be conceived of as all the same, for it is

essential to time that there should be an

earlier and a later ‘ now.’ But, on the other

hand, it is not easy to see how the dififeient

‘ nows ’ arise. Each, in vanishing, can neither

give place to another immediately contiguous,

for time is not like a sum or series of points,

nor to one more remote, for the intermediate

time is infinitely divisible
;
and it is still less

possible that it should give place to itself.

Ideally, in fact, there neither is nor can be

a ‘next’ moment of time. Aristotle already

notices most of the difficulties mentioned, and

similar criticisms have been repeated and

multiplied in all discussions of the subject

since. Hegel gives perhaps the most forcible

abstract expression of the inner contradictions

of time wlien, in his own peculiar terminology,

he desci'ibes it as ‘die fiir sich seiende Nega-
tivitat’ [Encyk., § 258).

The difficulties and contradictions in the
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idea of time viewed objectively, i. e. in ab-

Etraction from the subject, and the obvious

dependence of our actual time constructions

on subjective processes, eventually led to a

rehabilitation of the subject and to the pro-

duction in the total stream of speculation of a

steady and persistent current of opinion to

the effect that time and temporal order have

their sole being in and through such subjec-

tive constructions. Tliis opinion is strength-

ened by the reflection tliat the content of all

scientific, that is, true and complete, thinking

is essentially timeless. Time may then be

condemned as mere ‘ appearance ’ opposed to

‘reality.’ But the terms are ambiguous, and

it is better to consider everything as real

which is strictly taken for what it is and not

taken for what it is not. The essence of the

opinion above stated is that time depends on
and derives its continuity, unity, and succes-

sion from the activity of a subject changelessly

present in all its moments. But the subject

is ambiguous : it may mean (a) the individual

subject as opposed to the object, or (6) a prin-

ciple of the subject as constitutive of objects.

Either view is susceptible of modifications,

each of which has its own special difficulties.

Some of these will appear in the sketch of

the history of ojDinion which follows.

History. Plotinus {Enn., iii. 7. 7), in agree-

ment with Aristotle {Phys., iv. 10), says that

time was commonly defined among the Greeks
in three ways

: (1) as motion, either (a) all

motion, or {b) that of the celestial sphere

;

(2) as the moving sphere itself (an opinion

attributed to Pythagoras, Diels, Dox. gr.,

318) ; (3) as a determination of motion, more
particularly as (a) extent of motion (Stoics),

or (6) number of motion (Aristotle), or (c) an
accompaniment of motion generally (Epicu-

rus). The only one of these so-called defini-

tions that now interests us is that of Aristotle.

Plotinus complains that none of them tells

what time, in metaphysical reference, really

is. This he himself attempts to do, following

Plato. Aristotle’s discussion of time is from

the ‘ physical ’ point of view. The third

important contribution to the subject in an-

tiquity is made by St. Augustine, who formu-

lates the subjectivistic-psychologic view. The
development may be briefly traced in these

three stages.

Aristotle predicates of time—he can hardly

have meant the statement as a definition

—

that it is ‘ number of motion relative to before

and after ’ (dptd/n6s Kiur/aews Kara ro nporepov Ka't

varepov, Phys., iv. II. 219 b 2). ‘Number,’

he explains, means here not the subjective

number with which we count, but what is

numbered (b 7). Time, then, is sometliing

numbered, or containing internal distinctions

that can be counted and summed, which deter-

mines motion considered with reference to the

succession of its parts. Though Aristotle’s

term for motion {kIvijo-is) includes cjualitative

change as well as change of place, the ideas

on which his representation of time is moulded
are all suggested by the latter. The ‘ before

’

and ‘ after ’ of time rest primarily on the

analogous distinctions of position in space,

the ‘here’ and ‘there’ successively occupied

by a moving body (a 14). The continuity

of time is derived from the continuity of

motion, which, in turn, depends on the con-

tinuity of corporeal extension. Magnitude,

motion, and time all go together (a 8 f.). So
pervasive are these conce2)tions that Aristotle

does not hesitate to speak of time as the

number of the local movement {(f>opd) in which
the ‘ now ’ is, as it were, borne along, like a

moving point in space, as the generating unit

(noray rov dpiBpov, 2 20 a 3). Thus he holds

that the ‘ now ’ is in one sense always the

same, while in another, as occupying different

positions in the series, it is always different.

In the identity of the ‘now’ he finds the ground

of the self-identity of time taken as a whole,

though relatively to motion time is always

changing (219 b 10 f.). This purely objective,

analogical view of time is obviously no solu-

tion of the problem. The identity and differ-

ence of the time-moments are certainly not

given as objective facts. Nor are the contra-

dictions involved in the conception of a being

that never is, but is perpetually coming to be

and perpetually passing out of being, removed
by attaching time to motion. For Aristotle,

the reality of time is coincident with that of

motion
;

but motion is a conception which
involves similar contradictions. From the

purely objective point of view, these contra-

dictions are unavoidable. But Aristotle sug-

gests another point of view when he raises the

question at the close of his discussion whether

there would he any time if there were no sueh

thing as soul. His reply is cautious, hypo-

thetical. If, he says, nothing is capable of

numbering but soul, and, indeed, intellect,

then, if there were no soul, there would be

no time, unless, e. g., motion is possible with-

out soul (14. 223 a 16 f.). From the ordinary

point of view, such is, of course, the fact, and
in a ‘ physical ’ treatment of the subject Ari-

stotle does not feel called on to transcend that
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point of view. The problem finds its solution,

if at all, in the wider context of his meta-

physics, in which motion is brought into a

relation with a prime mover, which is also

Nous.

It is this metaphysical point of view which

is prominent in the school of Plato. Plato

himself treats of time 37 c—38 d) as a

creation of the demiurge, ‘ a moving image of

eternity ’ added to the world’s other perfec-

tions that it might resemble as much as pos-

sible the eternal nature of the gods. This

myth, though lacking in conceptual clearness,

has at least the merit of definitely connecting

time with an intelligent principle of existence

whose mode of being, as Plato says, is not

properly represented by diversity of sense.

The Neo-Platonists are more explicit. Time,

according to Plotinus {^Enn., iii. 7. ii)—and

a similar deduction is found in lamblichus

(see Zeller, Nacharistotel. Philos., 707)—is

generated by the I’estless energy of the soul

seeking to express in matter the infinite and

eternal fullness of being. As it cannot do

this at a stroke, it is forced to a successive

series of acts. Time is this life of the soul,

beheld and contained in it and subsisting

with it, as, on the other hand, eternity is the

life of intelligible being in its full, unbroken,

absolutely unchangeahle totality. In this

view, which reappears in various modifica-

tions in the history of dynamic idealism (see

e. g. Schelling, Syst. d. tr. Ideal., Werke, i. 3.

465 f.), time is objective only because the

object which it qualifies is subjectively deter-

mined; but subject and object are both em-
biaced in a comprehensive unity which is

timeless.

No one shows a keener appreciation of the

contradictions involved in the purely objective

view of time than St. Augustine {Conf., xi).

He believes, with Plato, that time is objective,

it having been created by God with the crea-

tion of the world (Giu. Bei, xi. 5); but as to

what it is, he confesses, ‘ si nemo a me quaerat,

scio, si quaerenti explicari velim, nescio.’

He is particularly disturbed by the fact that,

while no part of it is, we yet measure it.

The only solution of the paradox he can sug-

gest is that time is present in and measured
by the soul. There are not properly three

times, a past which is not and a future which
is not, with an intermediate present which is

a mere point of transition between these two
nonentities

;
but there is a i»resent of things

present, a present of things past, and a present

of things future, the fiist in attention, the

second in memory, and the third in expecta-

tion. Time, in itself considered, he concludes,

is nothing, and cannot be measured
;

it only

seems to be and to be measured in present

comparison and regard. The novelty of this

view consists in transferring the reference of

time from the world-soul to the human soul.

Yet Augustine cannot rest permanently satis-

fied with this view, for he still continues to

regard time as an objective, divinely created

fact. The two views are here manifestly at

strife, and Augustine contributes nothing

to their reconciliation. His distinction is

that he first definitely presents the subjectiv-

istic view of time as existing only in the pre-

sent regard of a comparing consciousness.

How this view is consistent with the recog-

nition of an objective temporal order of events,

he does not show.

Most, if not all, of the questions and the

points of view concerning time debated and de-

veloped in antiquity reappear in the middle

ages. Here, too, time is commonly regarded

as a relation or aspect of motion, the two,

according to some (Duns Scotus, Suarez),

being ‘ materially ’ identical and only ‘ for-

mally ’ distinct. Even the view that time is

‘ mobile quod movetur ’ is represented (Oc-

cam). In spite of numerous objections (for

which see Duns Scotus, Op., ed. Vives, iii.

1 41), the formula of Aristotle, or its equiva-

lent, is generally accepted as a definition.

As against the Averroists, the orthodox school-

men hold that time had a beginning, though

neither Aquinas nor Scotus find convincing

reasons for the doctrine apart fiom revelation

(see Stbckl, Philos, des Mittelalters, 556 f.,

836 f.). Characteristic are the discussions

of the differences between time, eternity,

and ‘ aevum,’ the last an attribute of the hea-

venly bodies and the angels, eternity being

predicated only of God. The best opinion

(Aquinas, Summa Theol., i. i o) was that eter-

nity is a ‘ res tota simul ’ without the begin-

ning, end, or succession essential to time and

capable of being conjoined with, though not

essential to, ‘aevum.’ A further distinction,

likewise of theological import, is made be-

tween the physical time which measures the

motions of the heavens and spiritual ‘dis-

crete ’ time, composed of the indivisible, suc-

cessive instants of change in the intellections

and volitions of tlie angels and measured by

the thought of the supreme Angel (Suarez,

Op., ed. Vives, xxvi. 961). The difficulty

with regard to the reality of time arising from

the view of the instant as a durationless limit
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di vi cliDg ii non-existent pastfrom a non-existent

future is commonly met, on the principle ‘ esse

successivorum est fieri,’ by simply declaring

the parts of time to be actually successive.

Suarez, however, though seemmg to regard

this as satisfactory, incidentally suggests a

profounder solution when he says that the

successive parts of an action, and hence their

real duration, may be conceived as a whole

in a foiin which is n on-successive (op. cit.,

958 b). He also considers the idea of time as

a sort of space flowing from eternity as purely

imaginary, and the location of a given dura-

tion in this space as a purely mental act.

There is no repugnancy, he contends, in sup-

posing the real duration of a given motion,

absolutely considered, as recurring (op. cit.,

954). But the radical conception of time as

a mental construction through and through,

which these utterances suggest, he does not

grasp. This conception, however, in the

general form that time depends for its exis-

tence on the soul, was also represented, nota-

bly in the case of one Aureolus, and was
regarded as sufficiently important to be con-

demned by the bishop and University of Paris

and to be discussed at considerable length by
the schoolmen. Among the arguments in its

favour, as reported by Albertus Magnus iOjp.,

ed. Vives, iii. 310), is the rather acute obser-

vation that if, as commonly supposed, time

were gerrerated by the motion of the celestial

sphere, all the parts of time would be together,

since the heaven moves in all its parts at once.

A not uncommon solution of the difficulty im-

plied in the accepted Aristotelian formula was
that while number, and hence time, could

only exist in the mind ‘ in actu,’ it existed

outside the mind ‘ secundum potentiam ’

;

Albertus adds, as a further ground for the

existence of time ‘ in se ipso,’ the ‘ habitualem

formam discretionis,’ which first makes the

numbering of things possible (op. cit., 339).
The conclusion that even for the objectively

thinking schoolmen time was really a pro-

duct of mental construction with an objective

basis of validity is obvious.

The schoolmen distinguished time, to which
succession was essential, and duration, to

which, as applied, for example, to God and the

angels, it was not. This distinction reappeai’s

in various forms in the early period of modern
philosophy in connection with a subjectivistic,

or at least idealistic, view of time, a view
which steadily gains ground and definition in

the course of modern speculation. For Des-
cartes time, derived, as he held, from a com-

parison of the durations of certain regular

motions, was simply a way of thinking of

duration in general (Pr. ])h., i. 57). How
little the close co-ordination of time and
^pace, unknown to the ancients and so familiar

to us, was yet established, appears in the

contrast in Cartesian philosophy between time

as subjective and independently existing ex-

tension. Spinoza defines time similarly {Cog.

met., i. 4) : it is an imaginary representation

wholly without ontological significance. Un-
like the schcolmen, he limits duration to finite

existence (Coy. ^ne^., ii. i); the eternity under

which we think the infinite existence of God
is, therefore, by no means to be regarded as

a kind of quantity {Eih., ii. 45). With Leib-

nitz the distinction between time and duration

is capital. Everything has its own duration,

but not its own time
;
the former is an attri-

bute of things which the latter, as something

outside things, serves to measure {Ex. de

Malehr., Erd., 692). Time is of the nature

of the ‘ eternal verities,’ applicable to the

possible as well as to the actual, therefore

not a mere abstraction from experience {Nouv.

Ess., ii. 14). It appears thus as a sort of

divine thought, an ideal rule or mode of con-

necting ‘inconsistent possibilities,’ indepen-

dent of things as number is independent of the

thing numbered {Philos. Ahh., Gerh., iv. 568).

But Leibnitz does not further expound or

explain this ideality of time, and elsewhere

often speaks of ‘ time or duration ’ as an attri-

bute of things themselves. This mode of

speech gave rise to the traditional interpreta-

tion, according to which time is an obscure

representation of a real attribute. It was
currently defined in the school as ‘ordo suc-

cessivorum in serie coutinua’ (Wolff, Ont.,

§ 572).
The classical expression of time’s indepen-

dent reality is found in Newton, who speaks

of ‘ absolute, true, and mathematical time ’ as

something which ‘ in itself and from its own
nature flows equally, without relation to any-

thing external,’ and with no liability to change

{Prim, of Philos., v. i). But the trend of

British philosophy is also subjectivistic. This

appears already in Hobbes’ definition of time

as ‘ phantasma motus quatenus in motu imagi-

namur prius et posterius, sive successionem
’

{De Corp., vii. 3). According to Locke, how-
ever {Essay, ii. 14), the idea of time does not

depend primarily on motion, but on succession

of ideas and observation of distance in the

parts of this succession. How succession of

ideas gives rise to ideas of succession, and how
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distance in its parts is observed, he does not

explain. Moreover, his I'sychological analysis

is hardly intended as a denial of the reality

of absolute time, but rather presupposes it,

limiting only our knoM’ledge of it to its sen-

sible measures. But in the context of an in-

tiuiry into the nature and limits of knowledge,

where the relation of idea and object avas

everywhere confused, it readily lent itself to

the more radical interpretation. Accordingly

we find Berkeley, ‘ embrangled,’ as he says, in

inextricable difficulties when trying to think

time in the abstract, declaring that time is

nothing but the succession of ideas (Pr. Kn.,

§ 98; Life, 177), and in this he is followed

by Hume (Pr., Pt. II. sec. iii). Both writers,

appealing to experience and I’efusing to recog-

nize the reality of mei’e abstractions, deny
that time is infinitely divisible, conceiving it

rather as made up of discrete moments, each

with the duration of a single idea h The
general criticism of this view is that it im-

plies the wholly fictitious representation of

experience as made up of trains of discrete

ideas. More particularly, successive impres-

sions cannot of themselves account for the

jierception of succession. Successive impres-

sions may be subjectively distinguished with-

out consciousness of time at all. Conversely,

a mental process without successively distin-

guished parts is found, when measured by
objective standards, to occupy a time-interval

of appreciable and theoretically divisible ex-

tent. It is true, there is a least amount of

time which can be sensibly experienced, and
the time of our empirical consciousness is so

far free from the perplexities involved in the

infinite divisibility of the time of our intellec-

tual construction. But this construction may
not simply be ignored. Finally, the character

of time itself is not rightly apprehended, and
cannot, therefore, be rightly accounted for

when permanence and continuity are sacri-

ficed to mere succession
;
and the latter, which

is not time at all, but at best only in time,

is made to do duty for the manifold of rela-

tions implied in the temporal order. On the

other hand, Newton’s conception of time is

full of obscurities and contradictions. An
absolute time wi+h an independent flow would
seem to require another time in which it

flowed and by which its rate of flow was

* Cf. Locke :
‘ a moment ... is the time of one idea

in our minds ’ (£’««., loc. cit., § 9). Albertus Magnus
{Fhys., iii. 3) cites Avicenna as objecting generally to
the view of time as wholly mental, that it makes
time consist of an aggregation of moments.

measured, and so in infinitum. And the

flowing of time, if literally taken, is quite

unintelligible. Does it flow as a whole, or

only in its parts'? There is absurdity in

either supposition. For if it flow as a whole,

then as the whole of time includes both past

and future, the latter must be always existent

simultaneously. And the same is true if only

the parts flow, for these are its parts. But
does it flow at all ? Why does it not rather
‘ stand ’ as the permanent medium for the

flowing sequence of events ? But this, too,

is also impossible, if the purely objective view
of time be taken

;
for the parts of time are

successive. And there is the further difficulty

about abstract time, that its parts are never

together, and that there is no final term (cf.

Lotze, Met., 268 tf.).

In the Kantian doctrine that time is an

a pnori form of the inner sense, an intuition

or form of intuition empirically real, i.e. valid,

but trauscendentally ideal, i. e. with no signi-

ficance for things-in-themselves {Diss., § 14,

Krit. d. reinen Vernunft, Tr. Aesth., ii), the

earlier view of time as a way of thinking is

developed and defined. The principal ob-

jection to Hume’s theory is here met by the

implied presence, to the succession of impres-

sions, of the unchanging synthetic unity of

consciousness. Here at last we find the unity

which Aristotle desiderates in the identity of

the moving ‘ now.’ Again, the difficulties in

the mathematical conception of Newton dis-

appear, or, at least, appear less formidable,

when it is seen that the continuity, homo-
geneity, endlessness, and infinite divisibility

it attributes to time belong, not to an inde-

pendent entity, but merely to the way we
represent the connection of process in the

objects of our actual or ideally possible per-

ception. And the doctrine has the further

positive advantage of plausibly explaining the

wide range of our universal and supposedly

ajpriori cognitions of time and of other cogni-

tions of like character in which the mathe-

matical conception of time is presupposed h

As in the case of space, Kant finds peculiar

confirmation of his theory in the antinomy

which results from taking the temporal order

of events to be something independent of the

subjective conditions of possible experience.

‘ Schopeuhauerenumerates 28 apriori praedicabilia

of time alone {W. a. W., ii. 55!.). Time, as such,

is not the basis of any mathematical science, though

Schopenhauer, and perhaps Kant, held it to be the

foundation of arithmetic ; but it is presupposed in the

laws of motion and mathematical mechanics.
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Kant, however, has made precise interpreta-

tion of his doctrine difficult, especially by his

failure to distinguish clearly the psychological

and the epistemological aspects of his inquiry

and by the characteristic defect of his method

in abstractly separating the process of percep-

tion from that of thought. Hence the oft-

repeated criticism that the idea of time can-

not be a priori because its development and

special character are alike empirically con-

ditioned; hence, too, on the other hand, the

popular exposition which likens the ‘intui-

tion ’ of time to coloured glass as something

independently given through which the per-

cipient soul sees its world. Eelying, how-

ever, on Kant’s own distinction between the

a priori and the innate, we are justified in

interpreting the real import of his doctrine

at this point as strictly epistemological, as

consistent with any theory of empirical con-

ditioning that admits the originality of the

function, as meaning, namely, that the idea

of time precedes logically and in principle

the perception of every particular time
;
and

this seems to reflection true. Again, since

the ‘time-intuition’ is only possible as a

function, and time in abstracto is only defi-

nitely representable by ideal constructions in

space we may reject as inadequate and mis-

leading the coloured-glass analogy, and inter-

pret Kant here as really meaning that time

is merely a form of perceptual experience, in-

deed, but that this form is a function in sense

of that constructive synthesis he elsewhere

attributes to thought. The essence of the

Kantian doctrine will then be that temporal

order is a product of the activity of the sub-

ject to which all experience is relative. The
further definition of time in Fichte, Schelling,

and Hegel depends on the way they severally

interpret the subjective principle and the

total constitution of the experience it deter-

mines. But even the realistic Herbart, while

postulating an ‘intelligible’ space, I'egards

time as a purely objective ‘ Schein,’ the ‘ num-
ber of change’ {Met., §§ 287 ff.). The most
precise elucidation, and perhaps the most
original development of the subjectivistic doc-

trine of time since Kant, may probably be

ascribed to Teichmiiller {Met., 192 ff.). Teich-

muller conceives time as entirely a perspective

order given to objects by a timeless, sub-

‘ ‘ Ohne Eaum wiirde Zeit selbst niciit als Grosse
vorgestellt wei den ’ {Lose Blatter, i. 54). ‘ Die
leine Anschauiing bedeutet bier nicht etwas, was
angeschaut wird, sondern die reine formale Bedingung,
die vor der Erscbeinung vorbergebt’ {Reflex., ii. 126).

stantial ego, and duration as a mere immanent
measuring of that order. According to this,

if we abstract from the perspective nature of

consciousness and the comparison, through
memory and expectation, of part of its ideal

content with other parts, all chronological

arrangement and temporal duration disappear.

The bare concept of time, he says, has in it

nothing of magnitude, just as the concept

‘mammal’ has in it nothing of the specific

nature of tiger, sheep, and elephant. Further,

the determination of magnitude in the realm

of time is purely relative. Hence the duration

of the world has no absolute magnitude, nor
has any given time-interval, a day or a second.

The objective time-order is a perspective

view, like every other. It is the product of

scientific thinking, based on comparison of

individual consciousnesses and aided by lan-

guage. It is the order of history, and this

order is true, but also, like every other con-

tent of scientific tnith, timeless. A real order

of actual activities corresponds to the per-

spective order, but this is to be ultimately

conceived as a technical system. As all deter-

mination of duration is relative, we cannot

say that the future is separated by any time-

interval actually given from the present or

the past. Indeed, taken absolutely, the whole

series of the world’s phenomena must be re-

garded as being all together at once. But
only an absolute consciousness could so in-

tuite it.

The standing objection to the doctrine thus

or similarly expressed is that it denies the

metaphysical reality of cliange. This objec-

tion is urged in various forms. It is said,

for example, that if time is merely a form of

intuition or a perspective ordering of pheno-

mena, then the world is really a changeless

unit}'', and consequently not only is all effort

on our part to determine in any degree the

course of things illusory, but past and future

are contemporaneous—Hero is still burning

Eome and the unborn babe now lives—which

is absurd. Again, it is urged, positively, that

change, and therefore time, which is the form

of change, is real. For at least, it is argued,

the succession of ideas is real, since it is only

as ideas that phenomena can properly be said

to exist at all. If, however, the succession

of ideas is held to be phenomenal, the reply

is that while this may be true if ‘ ideas
’

are taken as ‘ objects,’ yet it is not true of

the necessarily successive series of synthetic

acts whereby their succession is presented.

But not only, the argument continues, is
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change real in the subject, it is also real in

external things; for the specific changes and

the specific order of change appearing in

objects, as they are certainly not due to a

mere a ]mori form of the sulject, imply a real

succession in things themselves. Some wri-

ters appeal directly to the ‘ trans-subjective
’

nature of consciousness'. Much of this criti-

cism, however, loses its force when it is

pointed out that the form of change, as such,

is not time at all. Aristotle already distin-

guished between motion and time as number
of motion. Time is a certain arrangement and
measure of motion, a further determination of

the content. It would be quite possible, there-

fore, to hold to any amount of real change

and yet to regard the temporal view of such

change as subjective. But the conception of

a subject indifferently related to series of

changes which it arranges in temporal order

cannot, of course, be ultimate.

Literature : the citations made in the

article; B. P. Bowne, Metaphysics (1882),

217-41; Shadwobth Hodgson, Met. of

Experience, Bk. I. chap, iii ; Hans Klein-
PETEE, Baum- u. Zeitbegriff d. Mathematik
u. Mechanik, Arch. f. syst. Philos., iv. 32-43 ;

B. Tschitscheein, Baum und Zeit, Arch. f.

syst. Philos., v. 137-58, 253-85; discussion

by Bosanqdet, Sh. Hodgson, and Mooee,
in Mind, N.S., vi. 228-40 (April, 1897), I®
what Sense, if any, do Past and Future Time
exist 1 ;

E. H. Bhodes, The Measurement
of Time, Mind, x. (1885) 346-62; Teen-
DELENBUEG. Logische Untersuch., ii. 2i8ff.

;

Wundt, Logik, i. 428-37 ;
B.enouviee’s

criticism of Lotze, Grit, philos., xvii. (1880)

49 £f.
;

G. Wallenbeeg, Kant’s Zeitlehre

(1896); G. S. Fulleeton, The Doctrine of

Space and Time, five articles, Philos. Bev.,

1901, esp, art. iv
;
Beeteand Bussell,

Is Position in Time and Space Absolute or

Belative? Mind, July, 1901; H. MfrasTEE-
BEEG, Grundzuge d. Psychol., i. 231 ff. (1900);
J. Boyce, The World and the Individual,

ii. 109 ff. (1901). See also Bibliog. B, 2,j,

and G, 2, v. (h.n.g.)

Time (cognition of). Of the various

theories of the apprehension, cognition, or

awareness of Time (q. v.), the following types
may be distinguished. Cf. Fxtension.

(i) Intuitive and a priori theories, which

* Ees^ifles the references in Vaihinger, Komm. z.

Kant's Krit. d. reinen Vernnnft, ii. 403 ff., see es-

pecially Bromse, ‘Die Eealitat der Zeit,’ Zeitsch. f.
Philos, u. jihil. Kr., cxiv. 27-63. Cf. also Lotze, loc.

cit.
;
Ladd, Theory of Reality, 178 ff.

hold in some form that time, whether dura-

tion or succession, is a part of the individual’s
‘ mental furniture ’

: a time moment or tem-
poral character is contributed by the mind to

the structure of its experience as such. This

is called nativism, and may be either (a) ‘na-

tivism of product,’ illustrated by the theory

of ‘ innate ideas,’ and by that of ‘ a priori

mental forms.’ See Time (especially the view
of Kant). Or it may be (6)

‘ nativism of pro-

cess,’ called also ‘genetic nativism’—a class

of views which hold that the awareness of

time distinctions arises by some form of func-

tion or reaction of consciousness upon data of a

certain character (see Tempoeal Sign). The
function or wa}" of acting is native to the mind,

but it operates only on the stimulus of appro-

priate experiential conditions. Another
view (c), which may also be classed as nativism,

holds to an original temporal datum, a certain

time-extent-attribute, or what we may call

‘ tem23orality,’ attaching to experience as such.

This is analogous to the ‘ extensity ’ theory

of the cognition of Space (q. v.),

(2) Over against the nativism theories we
find the ‘ empirical ’ theories. These—again

under various forms—hold that time cognition

is a gradual growth under the conditions of

actual experiences of time. Bits of time are

perceived, cognized, or experienced simply

as such or as a property of events
;
and by

abstraction and generalization time is built

up as an indejiendent mental object. The
mind gets time out of its experience instead

of contributing time to its experience.

The foregoing illustrates the older form of

the discussion. The lines of opposition have

been much blurred, however, by newer views

of psychological function. These views treat

the dualism of mind and its experience as

largely a false dualism. Experience is a pro-

cess, not a doctrine or seiles of data, and mind
is also a process, and the two processes are

not two but one. Hence all knowledge is in

the same sense both native and empirical.

This may be illustrated by the theory of

temporality (and that of extensity in the

matter of space cognition), classed above as

nativism. It might just as well be classed

as empiricism
;

for all the other attributes of

experience which the empiricist recognizes

(quality, intensity, &c. of sensation) are just

as much ‘native’ as is this. Nothing but

a mind could have any of them
;
but nothing

but expei ience could beget any of them in a

mind. The Kantian question—how is know-

ledge possible ?— is put over again and an-
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sweved by denying the dualism of mind and
its object. Knowledge or experience ’is the

statement of the growth of a mind.

Psychologists generally hold the same type

of theory for the two cases of space and time

cognition, and the indications of individual

views given under Extension (q. v.) hold

largely also for time.

Literature : see Time
;

also the general

works on psychology, and Bibliog. G, 2, v.

(J.M.B., G.E.S.)

Time Measurement: see Measueement,
and Reaction Time.

Time Perception: see Time (cognition

Time Sense ; Ger. Zeitsmn, Zeithewusst-

sein] Fr. sens du temps’, Ital. senso del tempo.

A general term, analogous to ‘ space sense,’

covering all conditions, attiibutes, and rela-

tions of temporal perception and idea; used

more especially for investigations into the

comparison of short time-intervals (dura-

tions). Cf., however, the remarks made under
Sensation and Sense (2).

The psychology of time is not yet so far

advanced as to allow of the formulation of

general laws. We know that the temporal

sense discrimination is, under favourable cir-

cumstances, influenced or even deteimined by
Rhythm (q. v.). It seems that the apprehen-

sion of duration has at least three distinct

forms (for intervals up to 1-2 sec., from 1-2

sec. to 3 sec., and from 3 sec. upwards), and
that temporal ideas are peculiarly dependent

upon the degree and direction of attention.

Systematic investigation was begun by E.

Meumann. See Tempoeal Sign, and cf.

Time.

Literature’. James, Princ. of Psychol., chap.

XV
;
Wundt, Physiol. Psychol. (4th ed.), ii.

408 ;
J. N. CzEEMAK, Ideeu zu einer Lehre

vom Zeitsinn (1857) ;
A. Hoeing, Versuche ii.

d. Unterscheidungsvermbgen des Hdrsinnes f.

d. Zeitgrbssen (1864); E. Mach, Zeitsinn d.

Ohres (1866); K. Yieeoedt, Der Zeitsinn

(1868); J. Kolleet, Zeitsinn, Philos. Stud.,

i. (1882) 78; V. Estel, ibid., ii. (1884) 37,

475; M. Mehnee, ibid., ii (1884) 546;
R. Glass, ibid., iv. (1887) 423 ;

G. T. Fech-
NEE, ibid., iii. (1884) i

;
Abhandl. d. k. sachs.

Gesell. d. Wiss., xxii. (1884) 3; L. T. Stevens,
Mind, xi. (1886) 393 ;

M. Exnee, Der Zeitsinn

(1889); H. MtasTEEBEEG, Beitr. z. exper.

Psychol., ii. (1889); H. Nichols, Amer. J. of

Psychol., iii. (1891) 453, iv. (1892) 60; S.

Thoekelson, Unders. af Tidssansen (1885);
E. Meumann, Philos. Stud., viii. (1893) 431,

n. 7

ix. (1894) 264, xii. (1896) 127; F. Schumann,
Zeitsch. f. Psychol., iv. (1893) i, xvii. (1898)
106, xviii. (1898) I. (E.B.T.)

Timidity and Timidity Heactious : see

Shyness.

Tissue (in physiology) [Lat. texere, to

weave]: Ger. Gewebe] Lv.tissu-, Ital. tessuto.

Structure formed of similar elements, cells, or

cell-products.

The principal tissues are : epithelial, con-

nective, muscular, nervous, hony, cartilaginous,

and vascular. (c.f.h.)

Tissue (social) : see Social Tissue.

Tone [Lat. tonus, a sound] : Ger. Ton
;

Fr. son, ton] Ital. (i, 2) suono, (3) tono. (i)

The auditory sensation produced by a regular

vibration of air particles. This, the true tone,

is sometimes termed the ‘ simple ’ tone. See

Heaeing.

(2) The note of a musical instrument
; a

compound tone or ‘ simple clang.’

(3) A musical interval, the major second

(larger or smaller
; 8:9 or 9 : 10). Also called

a ‘ whole tone.’ Cf. Semitone.

(4) A general term, characterizing the

number and consonance of overtones (e.g.

‘ rich ' tone, ‘ pure ' tone, * harsh ’ tone,

&C.). (E.B.T.)

The term ‘ choi-d ’ is in use for a number
of compound tones sounded together

;
it

serves that purpose sufficiently well, as against
‘ compound Clang ’ (q. v.). (j.m.b.)

Tone (in compounds). See Coloue Tone,
Feeling, or Affective Hedonic Tone.

Tone-deafness : Ger. Tontavhheit
;

Fr.

surdite musicale] Ital. sorditd musicals (or

tonale). A diminished capacit}', or inability,

to distinguish tones in general, or certain

tones and their musical relations.

As a deficiency in musical discrimination

in perfectly normal individuals, it is probably

not uncommon
;
such persons fail to appreciate

musical effects, and may not be able to dis-

tinguish between tones as much as an octave

apart (see Grant Allen, Mind, April, 1878).

An unusual deficiency in the capacity to hear

very high or very low tones is spoken of as

a partial tone-deafness.

Tone-deafness as a symptom in cerebral

defect akin to aphasia relates to the specific

loss or partial failure, on the sensory or recep-

tive side, of the general musical faculty. It

is thus related to Amusia (q. v.), as word-
deafness to sensory aphasia. It is not an
auditory defect, for tones are heard as noises;

but the capacity to discriminate pitches and
musical relations is impaired. See also
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Oeaknkss (mental). For literature see

Amusia. (j.j.)

Tone Tint : Ger. Tonfarhe ;
Fr. not in

use (L.M.)
;

Ital. not in use. An attribute

of siinjile tones consisting in part of 'volume/

in part of intensity, and in part of pitch or

quality (which forms the basis of tone tint in

Stunipfs theory). See Stumpf, Tonpsycholoyie,

ii. 540. (E.B.T.)

Tonic: Ger. Tonica\ ~Ei\- tonique\ Ital.

tonica. ‘ Modern music effects a purely

musical internal connection among all the

tones of a composition by making their rela-

tionship to one tone as perceptible as possible

to the ear ’ (Helmholtz). This ‘ one tone ’ is the

tonic or keynote. See Helmholtz, Sensations

of Tone, 240; Wundt, Physiol. Psychol. (4th

ed.), ii. 80. (E.B.T.)

Tonic (in physiology): Ger. tonisch; Fr.

tonique; Ital. tonico. (i) Eelating to the

condition of relative responsiveness of the

nervous system
;

tone being a condition in

which muscular (and mental) efforts can be

continued without undue fatigue, and with

energy and a feeling of pleasure. Lack of

tone (atony) is the relative absence of such a

condition.

Tone is also used to indicate the general

functional status of the neuro-muscular appa-

ratus. For a normal healthy tone are required

the presence of nervous energy (i.e. a rested

condition), proper nourishment and oxygen,

a removal of waste products, and not too

excessive work. Pathological deficiency in

these respects is an important factor in Neue-
ASTHEXIA (q. V.).

(2) Various tonics are therapeutic agents

which impart more or less permanent strength

to the body or some of its organs. In

this sense, nux vomica, strychnine, arsenic,

iron are administered as tonics to the nervous

system. It is customary also to speak of

mental and moral tonics.

(3) Tonic, as opposed to clonic, is applied to

spasms, in which the muscles remain in a state

of continuous, rather than intermittent, con-

tractions. Cramps and contractures are tonic

spasms. See Spasm, and cf. Epilepsy, (j.j.)

Tort [Lat. torVxs, twisted, wrenched] : Ger.

Unrecht, Rechtsverletzung
;

Fr. tort, delit

{Code Civil, Liv. II, tit. 5, chap, ii); Ital.

torto. A wrongful act, other than a violation

of contract, injuring another and entitling

him to a civil action.

If the act causes no damage, it is not action-

able, and so not a legal tort
;

but nominal
damages are sufficient, and these the law may

imply in some cases. Tort-feasor: he who
commits a tort. Executor de son tort

:

one
who wrongfully acts as if he were an executor,

and who can therefore be held to some of the

obligations of an executoi’. The act which is

a tort may also be a crime. In so far as it

violates the rights of individuals considered

as individuals, it is a tort; in so far as it

violates the rights of the state (if at all), it is

a crime. In English and American law the

civil and criminal remedies must be pursued
separately, for to sustain the latter more
convincing evidence is necessary. In France
they can be joined {Code d’Instruction Cri-

minelle, Liv. I. chap. vi. 63 ;
see Dig., xlvii. i,

de privatis Delictis, 2).

‘ Generaliter iniuria dicitur omne quod non
iure fit’ {Inst, of Just., iv. 4, de iniuriis, i).

Literature : Holmes, on the Common Law,
chaps, iii, iv; Maekby, Elements of Law,
chap, xvi

;
Smith, Eight and Law, chap, viii

;

Pollock, Torts
;
Two Centuries’ Growth of

American Law, chap. v. (s.e.b.)

Totality: see Whole, and cf. Unity and
Plueality.

Totem (-ism) [a North American Indian

word]: Ger. Totem, Totemismus', Fr. totem,

totemisme] Ital. totem, totemismo. A class of

material objects (animals, plants, &c.) which

the members of a community regard with

superstitious respect, to which they hold

themselves to be peculiarly and intimately

related, and which becomes as well the social

bond of union between fellow clansmen. The
term was introduced by J. Long, 1791.
The totem is both religious and social.

Its origin cannot be traced, but its ex-

treme diffusion, both geographical and his-

torical, entitles it to be regarded as a highly

important factor in primitive mental life. It

may be psychologically related to fetichism,

but differs from the latter not only in its

social significance, but also in that the influ-

ence attached to the totem covers all objects

of a certain class, while the fetichistic powers

reside in a special individual object only.

The religious aspect of the totem is apt to

involve the belief, or the myth, that the clan

was by some mystery or miracle descended

from the totemic animal or object; such

animal or object thus becomes sacred, is

tabooed as food, or for use in dress, and the

proscription may extend even to the mention

or sight of the object. The totem is looked

to for protection from evil and the cure

of disease. It is worshipped and respected,

and a corresponding benefit is expected
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from the totemic influence, while violations

of its sacredness are severely punished. It

enters into the ceremonies which attend

birth, marriage, and death, and the assump-

tion of the totem may characterize the rites of

puberty.

Besides the clan totems there are also, but

far less frequentlj", totems for men and women
separately, and individual or private totems.

The last may be selected by divination at the

time of birth, or by dreaming of it at puberty,

or in any other way which would naturally

bring about a mystei’ious and hallowed con-

nection.

On the social side the totem gives rise to

a more or less elaborate system of clan and
family relationships which may properly be

spoken of as totemism. Indeed, the totemic

is frequently a stronger tie than the family

connection, and becomes a mark of cognizance

for each member of the clan. The custom of

exogamy or marriage outside the clan or

totem requires a sharp recognition of the

totem, and brings about a double totem, that

of father and mother. According to the rule

of descent, whether by father or mother (the

latter more usually), the paternal or maternal

totem passes to the child, thus ever widening

and complicating the clan relations and regula-

tions. The further recognition of special tribes

as suitable companions for marriage, and the

presence of sub-totems in special branches,

may develop a most elaborate and complicated

system of relationships. The totem becomes

an important symbol of kinship, and is thus

used in architecture (totem poles), in dress,

and in decoration. (J.J.)

Literature: Feazee, Totemism (1887);
and Encyc. Brit. (9th ed.), art. Totemism
(with references)

;
Moegan, Anct. Society

(1878); Ttloe, Early Hist, of Mankind

(1870); PiKLEE and SoMLO, Der Ursprung
d. Totemismus (1900); various authors in

Reports of the Bureau of Ethnology (Wash-
ington). (J.M.B.)

Touch (physiology of) : see Skiw.

Touch Sensation [ME. toucheri]

:

Ger.

Tastempjindnng Fr. sensation tactile (or de

tact)‘, Ital. sensazione tattile, senso del tatto.

(i) Sometimes made synonymous with Con-
tact Sensation (q. v.), thus including Cuta-

neous Sensation (q. v.), and also Peessuee
Sensation (q. v.).

This usage is seen in the term active touch,

the exploration of a surface by a portion of

the skin.

(2) More properly restricted to cutaneous

sensation proper. This is the usage of those

who distinguish between cutaneous sensation

and pressure sensation (e.g. Dessoir). Cf
Haptics. (j.m.b.)

Trace or Besiduum [Lat. trahere, to draw,

through Fr., and Lat. re- + sedere, to sit] : Ger.

Sjmr, Rest] Fr., trace, rhida', Ital. traccia,

residua. The supposed deposit or effect left

by a nervous or mental function whei’eby

later performances of the function are facili-

tated. Cf. Facilitation.

The terms carry a structural connotation,

an actual maiking or path-making being

supposed in the brain. The theory of the

Disposition (q. v.) is coming to give a more
functional interpretation to the facts, and that

term is displacing these. (j.m.b.-g.e.s.)

Tractarianism : Ger. die A nsichten der

Tractarianer Yv. Tractarinnisme-, lia\. Trac-

tarianismo. A system of High Churchism,
originating in the work of the Tractarians

(so called from the papers ‘ Tracts for the

Times’), a body of Oxford divines of the

Church of England, who united doctrinal

assertion of the historic organism and creeds

of the Church, the saving efficacy of sacraments,

baptismal regeneration, real presence in the

Eucharist, and the power of the keys, with
the practice of a more aesthetic ritual and
a severer ideal of asceticism for the clergy.

It is also called ‘ the Oxford Movement.’
The Oxford movement, originating in the

early part of the 19th century as a reaction

against the rationalistic and secularistic ten-

dencies of the Church, with such leaders as

Keble, Newman, and Pusey, promised a com-
prehensive reform. Soon, however, disinte-

grating tendencies began to prevail, and the

forces were drafted off on one side in the

direction of liberalism; on the other, into

a reaction towards the Catholic Church. The
movement gradually lost many of its purest

spirits, and Tractarianism became a synonym
for Puseyism, with its retrospective keenness

and prospective blindness of vision. The
principal fruitage of the movement has been
a development of ritual and a revival of clerical

asceticism.

Literature: NEmiAN, Apologia pro Vita

sua (1864-8), and Letters and Corresp.

(1890) ;
CoLEEiDGE, Memoir of the Rev. John

Keble (1869); Chuech, The Oxford Move-
ment (1891); WiLEEED Waed, W. J. Ward
and the Catholic Revival (1893). (a.t.o.)

Traction Sensation: see Full Sensa-
tion.

Tracy, Antoine Lonis Claude Destntt,

z z 2707
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Comte de (called Destutt de Tracy).
(i 754-1S36.) Educated for the army, he was a

member of the Slates-Geiieral in Franee, 1789.

Of (he revolutionary party, he served under

Lafayette, was arrested, and released only after

the death of Robespierre. Senator under the

em]iire, he voted to dejiose Napoleon and
against the reactionary restoration measures,

lie was a commander of the Legion of Honour,
and memher of the Academy. He was a pro-

minent personage among the French Ideo-

logists. Of. Ideology, and Sensationalism.

Trade [AS. trod, footsteji, track] : Ger.

Handel', Yv. coinmerce] Ital. commercio. The
business of exchanging goods, as distinct from

producing them. Of. Industey.

It is not always possible to draw a sharp

line of distinction between trade and industry,

because there is no such line between pro-

cesses of production and exchange. In fact,

production can bardly be said to be comjilete

until the goods are in the right hands. The
distinction of jirinciple is apparently this

:

the gains of industiy are those due to skilful

application of physical processes; the gains

of trade are those due to clear perception of

social Avants. (a.t.h.)

Trade Union: Ger. Gewerhverein', Fr.

syndicat d’ouvriers] Ital. societd, (or lega)

operaia. An association of labourers, engaged
in the same business, for mutual assistance.

This assistance may take either of two
main forms : mutual insurance, or the substi-

tution of collective bargaining for competition.

The latter is the more important, though by
no means the more universal object.

A trade union has much greater power than
an individual in dealing with a labour dispute,

because it can enforce its demands by a strike.

The greatness of this power creates a danger
of unwise use—not so much in increasing the

frequency of strikes as in trying to impose
restrictions on the labour supply, which are

disadvantageous to the public. The fear of

these results caused the legislation and judicial

decisions of the early part of the present
century to be adverse to trade unions

;
but it

is now generally believed that such legislation

serves to accentuate the very evils it was
intended to prevent. In fact, trade unions
to-day are often more powerful in the legisla-

ture than out of it
;
and a ‘ new unionism ’ is

growing up, especially in England, which
relies on social and political means of advanc-
ing the cause of labour far more than on
sti'ictly industrial ones.

unions
; but their conditions were so different

fiom those of labour organizations at the

present day that their inclusion under the

same term is really misleading. The Knights
of Labour, and other organizations of labourers

arranged with little reference to community of

ci aft, are not, properly speaking, trade unions

at all. (A.T.H.)

Tradition [Lat. traditio, delivery] : Ger.

Ueherlicferung, Tradition; Yr. tradition

;

Ital.

tradizione. The verbal or other social form
of handing down of historical material, as

ojiposed to its preservation in written records.

Cf. Histoet, the following topics, and Teans-
MISSION. (J.M.B.)

Tradition (in biology and sociology). The
handing down of knowledge, behaviour, modes
of lil'e, &c., from generation to generation

without physical heredity
;

applied also to

that which is thus handed down. Tradition

involves individual acquisition.

Bii’ds have a singing tradition, dogs a

barking tradition, &c., as is proved by the

fact that the young brought up in isolation

do not pei’form these functions perfectly or

‘true to kind.’ The process of acquisition by
the young, with their subsequent possession of

what is transmitted, has been called social

Heeedity (q. V., 2).

The facts of tradition have important bear-

ings upon theories of Instinct (q. v.). Evolu-
tion (q.v.

;
cf. Oeganic Selection), Com-

paeative Psychology (q. v.), and Social

Oeganization (q-v.). Cf. also Ortho-
PLASY.

Literature : Wallace, Darwinism
;
Lloyd

Moegan, Habit and Instinct; and Animal

Behaviour; titles by Romanes, Geoos, and

Baldwin cited under Evolution (mental).

See also (sociological) Baeth, Philos, d.

Gesch. als Socioh, i. 113!. (j.m.b., c.li.m.)

Tradition (in law) : Ger. Einhdndigung,

Ubergahe
;

Fr. tradition
;

Ital. tradizione.

Delivery of possession.

Tradition is a source of title to property

by the law of nature
;

‘ nihil enim tarn con-

veniensestnaturali aequitati,quam voluntatem

domini volentis rem suam in alium transferre,

ratam haberi’ {Dig., xli. i, de adquirendo

Rerum Dominio, 9, § 3).

Literature : Savigny, Recht des Besitzes.

(s.e.b.)

Tradition (in theology) : Ger. Tradition
;

Fr. tradition; Ital. tradizione. A mass of

writings, which have been obtained either

through alleged oral revelation or from unin-

spired writers, and which, together with theThe mediaeval gilds were in a sense trade
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written Scriptures, are accepted as authorita-

tive in matters of doctrine and practice.

The principal bodies of tradition, in the

theological sense, are the Jewish traditions,

which are embodied in the Talmnd, and the

traditions of the Roman Catholic Church,

which are composed of writings of the Non-
Apostolic Fathers. The recognition of tradi-

tion as a source of doctrinal and practical

principles is one of the features of Catholicism

which led to the Reformation movement.
(A.T.O.)

Tradncianism (in theology) [Lat. tradu-

cere, to train, propagate] : Ger. Traducia-

nismus; Fr. traducianismei Ital. traducia-

nismo. The doctrine, opposed to Cbbationism

(q. V.), which teaches that the soul as well as

the body is propagated in generation, and that

God’s work of creation ended on the sixth

day in the creation of man, which was a racial

and not an individual act.

Literature'. Shedd, Hist, of Christ. Doctrine,

ii. 13. (A.T.O.)

Tragedy ; see Tbagic {3).

Tragic [Gr. rpdyos, from rpaycpSla, tragedy,

lit. goat-song, perhaps from the goat-skin

costumes worn by early tragic singers in

imitation of satyrs] : Ger. tragisch
;
Fr. tra-

gique; Ital. tragico. (i) Relating to tragedy

(see below).

(2) Suited to tragedy, or having the charac-

teristics of events portrayed in tragedy. This

in looser usage is nearly equivalent to terrible

or calamitous.

(3) More definitely in aesthetics : that

quality of experience whereby, in and through

some sei’ious collision followed by fatal cata-

strophe or inner ruin, something valuable in

personality becomes manifest, eitlier as sub-

lime or admirable in the hero, or as triumph

of an idea. The situation itself or its por-

trayal is termed tragedy.

The characteristic subjective effect is that

of a complex of sti ongly painful and pleasur-

able elements existing simultaneously, both

of which may be regarded as arising from sym-
pathy—the painful elements from sympathy
with the sufferer in evil, present or future

(pity and fear); the pleasurable from sym-

pathy with the noble or heroic character

displayed, or with the triumph of some idea

(as in the case of guilt overtaken by cata-

strophe). Cf. Sublime. In the case of the

tragic in art, there is the additional element

of the aesthetically pleasing foim in which
the action, character, or situation is presented.

The tragic presupposes a greater magnitude

7

in its objects or events than is necessarily

involved in the pathetic (see Pathos), and
usually a more active collision. Formally, it

is a species of aesthetic Contbast (q. v.) 01

of disturbed Habmont (q. v.).

Plato pointed out the mixed character of

the feeling of the tragic. Aristotle noted the

serious quality and the element of magnitude
in tragedy, named pity and fear as the emo-
tions excited, and stated the result of tragedy
to be the effecting of a Cathaesis (q. v.) of

such passions. He suggested also that the

tragic catastrophe results from some I'ault or

error. This, as the theory of tragic guilt, has

been developed in various aspects by the

school of Schelling and Hegel, especially by
Vischer. Hegel regards it as the triumph of

the universal, the idea, and the destruction of

the individual. ‘Presumption’ or overstepping

of the due bounds of finiteness on the part

of the individual has been emphasized as

tragic motive by Vischer, Carriere, and Zeising.

The inevitable and inherently necessary char-

acter of the collision or catastrophe in many
cases enhances the tragic effect; this has

been interpreted (i) optimistically, by Hegel,

Vischer, Carriere, and Schiller, who in some
way make the loss of the individual exliibit the

triumph of the idea, or of the moral nature
;

(2) pessimistically, by Schopenhauer and
Bahnsen {Das Tragische als Weltgesetz, 1877).
Recent writers (Lipps, Volkelt) reject the

theory of guilt or poetic justice as applicable

to more than a portion of tragic situations.

Kbstlin and Hartmann emphasize the element

of contrast
;
according to Hartmann the tragic

contrast is one requiring a transcendent reso-

lution.

Literatwe : Lipps, Der Streit ti. die Tragb-

die (1891); Hartmann, Aesthetik (1886);
Baumgaet, Handb. d. Poetik (1887); Gun-
THEE, Gruudziige d. tragischen Kunst (1885);
Bbyeb, Deutsche Poetik (2nd ed., 1887), ii;

Feeytag, The Technique of the Drama (Eng.

trans.)
;

Kostlin, Aesthetik (1869); San-
tayana, Sense of Beauty

;
Klein, Gesch. d.

Dramas d. Griechen u. Rbmer, i (1865);
Volkelt, Die Aesth. des Tragischen (1897);
and Zeitsch. f. Philos., cxii. i ff.

;
Kulpe,

Preussische Jahrb. (1899), xcviii. 264 ff. Cf.

also Commentaries on Shakespeare by Ger-
vings, Uleici, and Moulton. (j.h.t.)

Training : see Education, and Instruc-
tion.

Tranee [Lat. transitus, passed over] : Ger.

VerzUckung, EntzUckurig
\
Fr. extase, sommeil,

‘ trance
’

i^tb.f.)
;

Ital. ‘ trance.’ A general
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term covering certain very varied conditions

of modified consciousness with their physical

accompaniments, e.g. Hysteria, Hypnosis,

Ecstasy, MBniUM(ship), &c. See these

terms.

Trances in general are frequently charac-

terized by a marked insensibility to ordinary

stimulation, and a relative unconsciousness or

altered consciousness of outward occurrences.

The thoughts of the entranced subject may be

sharply concentrated upon a narrow and
absorbing range of ideas, frequently of a
religious character; and he is usually unre-

sponsive to any attempt to intrude other and
more normal mental occupations. By attitude

and expression, and it may be by spoken
utterances, the individual indicates his or her
profound alteration of personality, and the

existence of an abnormal condition. Ordi-
narilj', the automatic functions go on with but
moderate interruption

;
but in extreme cases

respiration and circulation are affected, and
food is taken sparingly, or must be artificially

administered.

The term is used variously and often

vaguely. Many of the historical cases of

Ecstasy (q. v.) are described as trance. Le-
thargy is another term often used as a synonym
of trance

;
and cases of suspended animation

or of exceptionally protracted and deep sleep

are also called trance. The hypnotic condition

was by earlier writers sometimes described

as a trance state, and spiiitualistic mediums
and others who throw themselves into an
hypnotic or similar condition are termed
trance mediums. The altered conditions often

exhibiting persistent automatism due to alco-

holic excess have been described as alcoholic

trance. Likewise cases of altered personality,

such as that of Ansel Bourne (cited by Binet,

Alterations of Personality), in which an indi-

vidual takes up a new life with new surround-
ings and is totally ignorant of his own past,

may be described as life in a trance. It

thus appears that trance states present great
varieties, and may ensue as the result of some-
what different abnormalities in the nervous
system. As the nature of the physiological

alteration which '.nduces trance is unknown,
the state can be described only with reference
to the psychological symptoms which it pre-
sents. Of these a limited or altered sensibility

to the ordinary stimulation of the environment,
or a marked mental automatism of action, or
an exaggerated suggestibility, or a rapt
concentration, or a deep and almost coma-like
sleep and insensibility, may be the most strik-

ing feature. Cf. the literature cited under
the special terms referred to. (j.j.)

Transcendence (in theology) [Lat. <ra»-

scendere, to cross a boundary] : Ger. IVansscen-

denz; Fr. transcendance
\

Ital. traseendenza.

The doctrine that God, in his proper being

and essential nature, is prior to and above the

world ; or that he has reality in himself apart

from his works.

Transcendence contrasts and correlates with

Immanence (q.v.). It may be asserted in

such a sense as to isolate God from the world,

in which case it excludes immanence. It was
the character of Deism (q. v.) that it associated

with a one-sided notion of transcendence that

of an external and wholly mechanical relation

of the deity to the world. Extreme assertion

of immanence results in pantheism or natur-

alism. Extreme assertion of transcendence

leads to deism, or else thrusts God out of all

conceivable relation to the world. (a.t.o.)

Transcendent (-al) : Ger. transscendent

{-al)

;

Fr. transcendant (-al); Ital. trascendente

{-ale). (i)In scholastic thought, transcendent

and transcendental were equivalent, and were

applied to terms or notions higher than the

Categories (q. v.) of Aristotle, and compre-

hending the latter. (The conception of the

secondary character of the categories is due

to Neo-Platonism.) Such concepts are ens,

unum, verum, honum, and afterwards res and
aliquid.

(2) Kantdistinguishesbetweentranscendent

and transcendental (though he is not always

true to his formal definition). Transcendent

applies to whatever lies beyond the realm of

experience and of knowledge; the transcendent

use of concepts is the illegitimate extension

of concepts, valid within expei’ience, to what
is beyond experience—as the use of the con-

cept of causality with reference to God. Tliis

term accordingly has a bad sense. Tran-

scendental, on the contrary, is used in a good

sense. It is applied to the a irriori and

necessary factors in experience
;

it accordingly

does not go beyond experience, but beyond

the empirically given factors of experience.

(3) Transcendent is opposed to immanent.

See Transcendence (in theology). (This

is a connecting link with sense (2). Kant
opposes the immanent use of his tran-

scendental principles, remaining within the

limits of experience, to the transcendent which

goes beyond.) It is particularly used in

religious philosophy as defining the relation

of God to the world
;
the transcendent theory

(first clearly formulated by Aristotle) holding
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to the existence of God external to the uni-

verse, the immanent theory holding to the

presence of God in the world (cf. Pantheism).
Ste Eucken, Furidamental Concepts, 92-4

;

Vaihinger, Commentar zu Kant, i. 83-4,

467-76.
According to Prantl {Gesch. d. Logik, iii.

245), we owe to a pseudo-Thomas the term

transcendentia to express the four highest

concepts, and also the addition of the two
new ones (res and aliquid), probably under
Arabian influence. According to Prantl still

further, St. Thomas Aquinas was influenced

by the mystic De Causis, of Arabian origin,

which attempted a Neo-Platonic derivation of

the universals. St. Thomas avoided its pan-

theistic character, however, by giving them
a theological cast

—

ms belongs to essence as

such, unum to the Father, verum to the Son,

and honum to the Holy Spirit {Gesch. d.

Logik, iii. 8-9, 114). Before this time the

phrase ‘ transcendental terms ’ was used of

the letters in the syllogistic figures, as signi-

fying ‘ nothing and everything,’ and as being

‘without matter.’ (j.e.)

Transcendental Realism : see Realism

(2).

Transcendentalism : Ger. Transscenden-

talismus; Fr. transcendantalisme

;

Ital. tra-

scendentalismo. (i) The philosophy of the

Teanscendental (q.v., 2) in the Kantian

sense. An explanation of the possibility of an

a priori knowledge of objects, together with

a systematic inventory of the concepts which

may thus be applied, and of the principles

which result from their application under
proper conditions.

(2) Kant’s successors attempted (through

the elimination or transformation of the

Kantian thing-in-itself) to unify the ultimate

subject and object of knowledge, and thereby

to give complete and not merely phenomenal
value to the concepts of absolute or pure

thought. This did away with the Kantian
distinction of transcendent and transcen-

dental
;
and transcendentalism comes to mean

any theory asserting the dependence of the

world upon the activity of reason, provided

a systematic attempt is made (as in Fichte’s

Wissmschafislehre and Hegel’s Logik) to give

a methodic development of reason into the

particular categories that constitute the world

of experience.

(3) In a loose sense, any philosophy which
emphasizes the intuitive, spiritual, and super-

sensuous; any mode of thought which is

aggressively non-empirical or anti-empirical.

Thus we hear of the transcendentalism of

Emerson, &c.

Transcendentalism (in theology). The
doctrine that the source of religious truth is

an organ or process of super-ordinary appre-

hension called variously religious conscious-

ness, mystical insight, or intuition, through
which the truth is immediately realized. It

is a form of religious Mysticism (q. v.).

The typical form of this organ is the intel-

lectual intuition of Schelling, which gives

truth, to use a Hegelian phrase, as it were,

shot out of a pistol. Historically, the name is

used to characterize the religious movement
which arose in New England under the

leadership of Bronson Alcott, Emerson, and
others as a reaction against dogmatic rational-

ism, and was influenced by both Platonism

and German idealism.

Literature

:

Feothingham, Transcenden-

talism in New England; the literature of

Mysticism. (a.t.o.)

Trauseunt: see Immanent and Teans-
eunt Activity.

Transfigured Realism: see Realism (2).

Transformation ; see Mathematics.
Transformation (in biology) [Lat. trans -j-

forma, shape] : see Teansfoemism.
Transformation (in logic) : Ger. and Fr.

the same; Ital. trasformazione. The change

of any statement into an equivalent statement

in a different logical form. Such changes as

occur in a is always h = every a is h = a im-

plies b ^ a is-surely-followed-by b are changes

of expression only, and not of logical form.

Wundt includes under the term transfoima-

tion immediate inferences in which the new
proposition states less than the one from
which it is derived, but it is better to call

such by a different name, as Undee-State-
ment (q. V.). Transformation of propositions

is of two sorts
:
(i) transposition, in which

some element of the subject or predicate is

changed from one side to the other of the

copula, as Barking dogs do not bite = Dogs which
bite do not bark; Not all a is non-b = Not all b

is non-a; or (2) a change in the character

of the copula, as A is the father of B = B is

the son or daughter ofA; None butfools cannot

see this= All are capable of seeing this or are

fools; No a is b= All a is not-b. See Peo-
posiTiON. Equipollent is the scholastic name
for propositions which are logically equiva-

lent.

Obversion is the transformation of a pro-

position into an equivalent proposition, (i)

in which the subject remains the same and
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the predicate becomes the contradictory of

the original predicate, and (2) in which the

copula is changed from positive to negative

or the reverse, and also from symmetrical to

unsymmeti ical or the reverse. (c.l.f.)

Transformation (ofenergy) : see Consee-
VATiON OF Energy, and Energy.

Transformism(or theory of Transforma-
tion) [Lat. trans forma, shape] : Ger. Trans-

formation siheorie\ Er. theorie de la transfor-

mation, trunsformisme

;

Ital. teoria del tras-

forniismo. The theory of biological Descent

(q. V.), viewed as involving the transformation

of earlier into later forms. Cf. Evolution,
and Natural Selection (also for litera-

ture). (J.M.B.)

Transgression [Lat. transgressio, from

transgredi, to pass over] ; Ger. Verhrechen

;

Fr. transgression] Ital. trasgressione. In

theologj', transgression is identical with active

sin, and consists in violating, disregarding,

or ignoring the authoritative divine law as

expressed in conseience or the written word.

See Sin (also for literature). (a.t.o.)

Transient [Lat. trans -1- ire, to go] : Ger.

transgredient

;

Fr. (2) transitif; Ital. (2)
transeunte. (

i )
Transient, in its earlier use, is

the equivalent of the post-Kantian term Tran-
scendent (q. V.), as opfjosed to immanent.

(2) As applied to activity or causes, see

reference under Teanseunt.
Aristotle distinguished Trpdrrejv (doing) from

roielv (making), the former denoting an activity

expended upon itself, the latter upon bringing

into effect some modification of an extenial

existence. Conduct fell into the former sphere,

art into the latter. The scholastics regularly

distinguished between causa or actio transiens

and causa or actio immanens. Thus St.

Thomas Aquinas says actio is twofold; trans-

iens, which goes forth into external material

(to heat, to dry), and that which remains in

the agent, as thinking, feeling, willing. See
Eucken, Grundbegriffe der Gegenwart, 292
and note. (j.d.)

Transilient (variation and evolution)

:

Bee Natural Selection, passim, and cf.

Mutation, and Variation (in biology).

Translation [juat. trans -f- latum, part, of

/erre, to bear, can'}'] : Ger. Uebnrsetzung
]
Fr.

traductvm (transposition')] Ital. traduzione.
(i) In the literal sense, the rendering of one
language into another.

(2) The statement of one subject in terms
of another; the transference of a given line

of argument from one s])here to another; the
use of one set of facts to describe another

1

set, e. g. an essay in physics or physiology

may be experimentally ‘translated’ into

aestlietics or ethics, a statement of biological

into a statement of economic fact.

Mrs. Carnac” is the subject of one of the

best and most highly prized of the mezzotints

made under Sir Joshua’s eye; it is inteiesting

to learn that the pendant of this picture,

Gainsborough’s miraculous “ Mrs. Robinson,”

has just been translated in the same medium
by one of the most accomplished of the modern
revivers of the art, Mr. Gerald Robinson,

president of the Society of Mezzotint En-
gravers ’ {The Times, London, June 23, 1900).
‘ Lord Rosebery, as we have said, displays

in a marked degree what may he called a

theoretical knowledge of Imperial conditions.

If he feels within himself the capacity and
the energy to translate the knowledge into

a practical programme, the way is plain before

him’ {Times, Loudon, Nov. 19, 1900). Of.

SiGNIFICS. (v.w.)

Transmigration, of Souls : see Metem-
psychosis.

Transmission [Lat. trans + mittere, to

send] : Ger. (i) Ueherlieferung, (2) Fort-

pflanzung] Fr. transmission] Ital. trasmis-

sione (see also the equivalents for Heredity).
(i) Social : the handing down from one gene-

ration to another of the material of Tradition

(q. V., in biology and sociology).

(2) Biological; (a)physical Heredity (q.v.),

i. e. the inheritance of specific, or definite,

characters; (b) the passage from parent to

child by physical reproduction of the effects,

not themselves specific or definite, of those

conditions of life which modify the germ-cells

of one or both parents, e.g. the effects of alco-

holic poisoning upon subsequent generations.

For the distinction between (o) and (b)

under definition (2), see Heredity. It

is highly important in connection with the

theory of Laraai ckian inheritance. Only the

form of transmission (a) is true heredity.

In contrast with the transmission of general

effects it has been called ‘ definite ’ transmis-

sion (see Ewart, Pres. Address, Nature, Sept.

12, 1901). The other case {b)— the appear-

ance in the offspring of effects due to the

influence of the parents’ conditions of life

—

may well be called ‘indefinite’ transmission.

The former is the transmission of characters,

the latter the transmission of conditions or

effects.

The phenomena of social transmission have

long been recognized in the historical sciences.

The attempt in recent years to found socio-

12
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logy upon biology has raised the question of

the relation of the facts of transmission in

the two provinces respectively to each other.

It is now seen, however, that the transmission

of social material is hy psychological processes,

such as Imitation (q v.), &c., and that this

differs essentially from that of biological

heredity (cf. Galton’s Law, of ancestral

inheritance, and Regebssion).

Literature : Weismann, Germ-Plasm, and

Studies in Heredity
;

lecent expositions of

Evolution (q. v.). The literature of Okganic
Selection, e.g., Ll. Moegan, Habit and In-

stinct; Baldwin, Development and Evolution

(1902); in both of which the relation of the

two forms of transmission to each other is

discussed. (j.m.b., e.b.p., c.ll.m.)

Transmission (in neurology) : see Con-

duction under Neevb Stimulation and
Conduction.

Transmission (in theology and philology).

Handing down by oral Teadition (q. v.) as

contrasted with written records. (j.m.b.)

Transposition (in logic) [Lat. trans-\-

ponere, to place]: Ger. Hinilherschaffen; Fr.

transposition
;

Ital. trasposizione. Transposi-

tion consists in transferring a term from the

subject to the predicate, or the reverse, with

no change in the character of the connection

;

as, No artists who are hankers are clever, No
aHists are clever hankers, No hankers are clever

artists, None are at once artists and hankers

and clever
;
or as All hut a is h, All hut h is a.

Any proposition may he ‘ transformed ’ into

other exactly equivalent forms : e. g. the trans-

formation may consist in the change from one

sort of connection to another (change of copula,

in the extended meaning of that term), as—to

take a compound proposition as an example

—It never rains hut it pours = always either

it pours or it does not rain, but this is not

transposition.

Certain copulas permit transposition simply,

with no variation in the quality of the term
transposed (as in the instances just given)

;

hut with the non-symmetrical copulas (see

Peoposition) there must be a change from

positive to negative or the reverse (and, if

the proposition is complex, from the conjunc-

tive to the alternative combination and the

reverse), if the change can be made at all:

He who is an astronomer and un-devout is

mad= Any astronomer is mad or devout =
All are mad or devout or not astronomers.

When both the whole subject and the whole
predicate is transposed the change is commonly
called contraposition if the copula is non-

7

symmetrical All a is h= All non-h is n<m-a\

None hut a is h^None hut non-h is non- 01),

but simple conversion if it is symmetrical

{No a ish = No h is a. Some a is h=- Some b is

a). The usual discussion in the logics of the

doctrine of the equivalence of propositions is

greatly simplified by taking this more general

view of the subject (see Peoposition).

(C.L.F., C.S.P.)

Trans-subjective(the): Ger. {das) Trans-

suhjektive (Volkelt); Fr. {le) transsubjectif
;

Ital. {il) transuhhiettivo. The objective con-

sidered as having reality independent of its

apprehension by a subject.

It is used, however, in connection with

knowledge, which is said to have a trans-

subjective reference, or to demand a ‘realm

of the trans-subjective.’ As used by Volkelt

{Erfahrung u. Denken, 42), all is trans-sub-

jective ‘was ausserhalb meines eigenen Be-
wusstseins Vorgange geben mag’ (quoted

by Eisler). (j.m.b.)

Transubstantiation [Lat. transuhstan-

tialio, from transuhstantiare, to change into

another]: Ger. Transubstantiation', Fr. trans-

suhstantiation
;

Ital. transustanziazione. In

Catholic theology, the change of the elements

in the Sacrament of the Eucharist, through

the act of conseci ation, into the real body and
blood of Christ.

It is to be distinguished from consubstan-

tiation, the doctrine of the coexistence of

Christ’s body and blood with the elements

which remain unchanged
;
from the docti’ine

of impanation or subpanation, that the body
and blood are in or under the elements

;
also

from all theories of the spiritual presence

merely, i. e. as not involving the actual con-

version of the elements. The doctrine, first

broached by some of the Greek Fathers,

was a question of debate during the middle

ages, although held by the principal school-

men. It was formally confirmed by the

Lateran Council, 1225, the Council of Trent,

1551, and has since that time been the au-

thoritative belief of the Roman Catholic

Church.

Literature'. Wiseman, Lects. on the Holy
Eucharist. (a.t.o.)

Traumatism [Gr. rpavfia, a wound] : Ger.

Traumatismus
;

Fr. traumatisme
;

Ital. traur

matismo. A diseased condition produced by
a wound, or by external violence. (c.f.h.)

Traumatrope ; see Illusions of Motion
AND Movement (i).

Treason ; see High Teeason.

Tree of Porphyry ; Ger. Baum des Por-

3
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phyriut
;

Fr. arhrt de Porphyre ;
Ital. acala

ternaria di Porferio (E.M.). The name given

to the figure of a tree which appears in all

the ohl logics.

It is supposed to illustrate the second

chapter of the Isagoge of Porphyry, showing

the genera on the trunk of the tree, and the

specific differences on the branches, with sub-

stance at the top
;

cf, the figure for an outline.

It is also sometimes called and figured as

a ladder, itXt/xa|, ecalapraedicamentalis, Jaeobs-
leiter, &c. (O.S.P.)

'
‘ Sortes ’ is the name universally employed in

mediaeval logics as the example of an individual. It
grew, no doubt, from an abbreviated spelling ofSocrates.
But it was pronounced as well as spelled Sortes, and
had no connection, iu the minds of those who disputed
about logic, with the historical Socrates. Indeed,
for generations, during the time in which it was in
use, only the very learned knew anything about
Sot^tes. One gloss, attributed to the famous Scotus
Erigena, in explaining a statement that Socrates was
killed by hellebore, narrates, for the information of
those less erudite, that Socrates and Blellebore were
two Greek philosophers, who became so warm in a
logical dispute that the former fell a victim to the
fury of the latter.

Tree Structure : see Dendeite.
Tremor [Lat. tremor, a shaking] : Ger.

Tremor, Zittem', ¥r.tremhlement-, TinA.tremore,

A continuous spasm of limited range.

Tremor may be physiological, as in shivering

and chattering from cold, or the trembling

from fear, and hardly passes the bounds of

the normal in the ordinary tiemors accom-

panying old age. In tremor of mental origin

there seems to be a loss of the controlling

power of the motor centres
;
and many ab-

normal tremors regularly become more marked
under excitement, embarrassment, fear, and

other mental disturbances. Tiemors are

usually symptomatic of abnormal nervous con-

ditions; and as such the precise variety and
progress of the tremor become of considerable

diagnostic value. Tremors are characteristic

of the effects of poisons, such as alcohol,

mercury, lead, opium, &c. (see Alcoholism).
In paralysis agitans (see Paealysis) the

tremor is most significant, and its changes

mark the stages of the disease; in Choeea,
in general Paealysis, in Hysteria, &c., tre-

mors are also important diagnostic symptoms
(cf. these terms, and also Movement, disorders

of). (J.J.)

Trendelenburg, Friedrich Adolf.

(1802-72.) Born at Eutin, he studied

philology and philosophy at Kiel, Leipzig,

and Berlin. Private tutor in the family of

Postmaster-General von Nagler, 1826-33;
professor extraordinary at Berlin, 1833;
professor ordinary there, 1837; member
(1846) of the Berlin Academy and secretary

(1847-72) of the ‘ historico-philosophical

’

section. He was made Knight of the Order
of Merit on the day of his death.

Trephine [Gr. rpinavov, an auger, a borer]

:

Ger.kleiner Schddelhohrer’, ^v. trephine; Ital.

trapano. (1) A cylindrical hand-saw, gener-

ally provided with removable centre-pin, for

removing a circular disk or button from the

skull.

(2) Verb : to open the skull with a tre-

phine. (C.E.H.)

Triad [Gr. rpidy, the number three] : Ger.

Dreiklcmg; Fr. accord {de trots sons), accord

parfait (c, e, g) ;
Ital. trio. A chord of three

tones, simple or compound.

The major triad c-e-g (major third 4- minor

third) and the minor triad c-et7-g (minor

third -h major third) are the bases of all other

major and minor chords respectively.

Literature: Helmholtz, Sensations of Tone
(Eng. trans.), 212. (e.b.t.)

Tribal Self: Ger. Stammes-{Volks-)seele,
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Gesammtferscmlichkeit (Wundt); Fr. cvnscimce,

sociale, moi tribal

;

Ital. lo trihole (or soziale).

The psychological factors involved in the

organization of a social group (tribe), when
conceived, after analogy with the individual’s

mental organization, in the form of a personal

self.

The conception is often vague, and stands

upon much the same plane as that of Geneeal

(or Social) Will (q. v.). (j.m.b., f.h.g.)

Tribe [Lat. trihus, a third part] : Ger.

Stamm
\

Fr. tribu', Ital. trihil. (i) One of

the three divisions of the Roman people recog-

nized at the beginning of their recorded

history.

(2) An organized group or band of persons,

usually compound, the component groups
being allied hordes or related clans, and all

speaking a common language or dialect.

A tribe is essentially a military organization,

and usually has a military council and a chief.

It should not be confounded with a Clan
(q.v.), which is essentially a juridical organiza-

tion.

The word tribe has equivalents in all

languages except those of the lowest hordes,

and tribes have been loosely described in all

ancient and mediaeval literatures
;
but the

scientific description and definition (2) were
first made by Lewis H. Morgan, The League

of the Iroquois (1849), Systems of Consan-

guinity and Affinity (1871), and Ancient

Society (iSq'j). (e.h.g.)

Tribunal (legal) : see Couet.
Trichotomy (in theology) [Gr. rplxa, in

three, -f rapAv, to divide] : Cer. Dreitheilung

;

Fr. trichotomie
;

Ital. tricotomia. The three-

fold distinction of the nature of man into

body (soma), soul (psyche), and spirit (pneu-

ma).

This view has its germ in the New Testa-

ment, in such passages as i Thess. v. 23. It

was advocated by Origen and opposed by
Augustine and Tertullian, who held the dicho-

tomic view. The distinction has survived to

the present day, the trichotomie doctrine find-

ing its principal exponents among German
theologians, while its chief opponents are

found among English divines.

Literature : Delitzsch and Peck, Bib.

Psychol.
;

J. B. Heaed, The Tripartite Na-
ture of Man (1870); the literature of Psy-
chology (biblical). (A.T.O.)

Trilemma [Gr. rpits, three,+ 'krjppa, some-

thing taken]: Ger. Trilemma', Fr. trilemmc,

Ital. trilemma. A Syllogism (q. v.) with

three conditional propositions, the major pre-

mises of which are disjunctively affirmed in

the minor {Cent. Diet.). Of. Dilemma. (c.s.p.)

Triuitariauism [Lat. trinitas, from tri-

nus, threefold]: Ger. Dreieinigkeitslehre •,

Fr. trinitarisme ; Ital. trinitarianismo. That
doctrine of the divine nature which represents

the Godhead as combining trijDersonality with
unity of individual substance and being.

The Trinitarian conception, which received

its first authoritative statement in the Atha-
nasian Creed, has its germ in the New Testa-

ment, which ascribes divine functions to

Father, Son, and Spirit. The necessity arose

of reconciling this plurality with the essential

unity of the Godhead so as to avoid poly-

theism. The fierce controversy between
Aiians and Trinitarians ended in the triumph
of the latter and the adoption of the Trinity

as the central dogma of the Christian faith, a

position which it has historically maintained.

Literature ; Lideeee, Christl. Dogmatik

(1849); Bauee, Die christl. Lebre v. d.

Dreieinigkeit
;

Shedd, Defence of Nicene

Creed; Hodge, Hist, of Christ. Doctrine;

O. OsTBEZEE, Christ. Dogmatics (1841-3);
Doenee, Syst. of Christ. Belief. (a.t.o.)

Trinity : Ger. Dreieinigkeit
;
Fr. Trinite

;

Ital. Trinith. The Deity as represented in

Nicene theology, including three personalities.

Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, in one essen-

tially unitary substance. The doctrine is

often called that of ‘ tripersonality.’

For discussion and literature see Teini-

TAEiANiSM, Aeianism, and Athanasian
CeEED. (A.T.O.)

Tripersonality : see Teinity.

Tritbeism (in theolog)
)
[Gr. rpA%, three,

-f ©fdy, God] : Ger. Tritheismus', Fr. trithe-

isme] Ital. treteismo. A conception of the

Teinity (q. v.), which virtually lepresented

the Father, Son, and Spirit as three distinct

individuals, predicating distinction of sub-

stance as well as of personal manifestation.

This view arose as a polytheistic reaction

against extreme monotheistic tendencies. It

originated in Alexandria in the 6th century,

and was championed by Philoponeius, Conon
of Tarsus, Eugenius of Seleucia, and otheis.

Later the party appeared in Constantinople,

where a disputation was held between its

representatives and the Patriarch John. The
tendency has practically disappeared from

later Christian thought.

Literature-, see Teinitaeianism. (a.t.o.)

Triune God [Lat. tres, three, -p unus, one

:

three in one] : Ger. der dreitinige Gott
;

Fr.

le Dieu en trois qiersonnes', Ital. Dio uno
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e trino. An appellation of God employed in

Trinitarian theology, used to express the tri-

personality of the one divine substance. See

Tkinitakianism (also for literature). (A.T.o.)

Trivium [Lat. a cross-road, public square;

in scholastic Latin the three arts of grammar,

logic, rhetoric]. A term used throughout the

scholastic period (for example, by Dante) for

the three arts, grammar, logic, and rhetoric.

Cf. Philosopht, passim. (c.s.p.)

Trophism [Gr. Tpo(f)ri, nourishment] ; Ger.

tropMsche Funktion; Fr. influence tropMque
\

Ital. troflsmo. That power or control which

the nervous system exeroises over growth and

metabolism in various parts of the body. The
term trophic nerves was first used by Samuel.

Permanent changes are produced in the

structure of the body by changes in or sup-

pression of the nervous influence. Such are

atrophy, aplasy, hypertrophy, hyperplasy,

paraplasy, and various neuropathies. The
classical experiment is the section of the

ischiatic nerve, which not only produces

paralysis of the leg, but is followed by swelling,

inflammation, and spontaneous ulceration and
decubitus. At the same time an irritable

zone develops upon the neck, the mere touch

of which is sufficient to bring on an attack of

epilepsy (in rodents).

The effects of nervous weakness or excite-

ment upon the hair and skin, and a long

list of diseases of neui’otic origin, illustrate

the perversions of trophic action (erythema,

erysipelas, urticaria, herpes, prurigo, eczema,

pemphigus, pityriasis, acne, furunculi, &c.).

Even embryonic development seems to be

largely under nervous control, at least in

later stages. The power of self-repair is lost

upon the section of the nerve supplying a

muscle.

Gaule reports that he has been able to pro-

duce within five or ten minutes a localized

sore on the surface of the exposed biceps by
electrically irritating the corresponding spinal

ganglion. These and other facts discredit

the idea of special trophic nerves, but accrue
to the theory that all nerves are trophic in

their action upon the part which they in-

nervate. Cf. End-oegan'.
Literature'. Aendt, Uber trophische Ner-

ven. Arch. f. Anat. u. Physiol. (1891);
J. Gaule, Deutsch. med. Wochensch., xx
(1894); truns. of same, in Brain, xvii

(1894); and Congres Int. d. Sci. Med., Arch.
Ital. de Biol., xxii (1895); Schifp, Deutsch.
med. Wochensch. (1888); Viechow, Handb.
d. speciellen Pathol, u. Therapie (1854). (ii.h.)

Tropism [Gr. rpmeiv, to turn] : Ger. Tro-
2>ismus

;

Fr. tropisme

;

Ital. tropismo. The pro-

perty possessed by certain organisms (plants),

or their organs, of turning, in whole or part,

towards a source of stimulation in the environ-
ment, as towards thesun(heliotropism),towards
the earth (geotropism), &c.

It is often used in compounds. On certain

of the tropisras and the terminology of the

subject see Roux, Arch. f. EntwicJclungsmech.

d. Organismen, viii. 2 (1899), 355.
(J.M.B., E.B.P.)

Trust ; sec Faith, and Religion (psycho-

logy of, ‘dependence’).

Trust (corporate) [ME. trust and trist]:

Ger. Verland] Fr. syndicat, (3)
^ trust'

,

Ital.

sindacato. { i) A device by which stockholders

put their shares in the hands of trustees, to

secure permanence of management.

(2) The practice of putting shares of com-
panies which might compete into the hands
of the same trustees, so as to secure harmony
of action.

(3) Any device for the permanent restric-

tion of competition. This is the current sense

of the word to-day.

A trust differs from a pool chiefly in the

element of permanence. A pool is a contract,

and being in restraint of t/ade, has in America
little or no legal sanction. It is therefore

precarious. A trust agreement is in the nature

of things permanent until the trust itself is

dissolved. But the legislation against trusts

has in recent years so far endangered their

existence that it is difficult to find in America
any means of permanently restraining com-
petition, or even the abuses of competition,

short of actual consolidation. (a.t.h.)

Truth, and Falsity (i) and (2) Error
[AS. treowth, Lat. falsus, false, and error,

wandering]: Ger. (i) Wahrheitund Falschheit,

(2) Irrthwm; Fr. (i) verite et faussete, (2)

erreur', Ital. (i) mritd e falsitd, (2) errore.

‘ Truth ’ and ‘ falsehood ’ are used in two
main senses, according as (a) our bel ef in

some proposition, (6) the proposilion which

we believe, is said to be tiue or false. True

and false belief may be defined, respectively,

as belief in propositions which are true or

false: and error denotes false belief. Further,

true and false propositions may be called,

lespectively, truths and errors. Falsehood,

however, or falsity, and not error, is used to

denote that property of a false proposition in

virtue of possessing which it is called an
error.

‘ True ’ and ‘ false,’ as applied to proposi-
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tions, denote pi operties attaching to proposi-

tions which are related to one another in such

a way that every proposition must he either

true or false, and that to every true proposition

there corresponds a false one, and to every

false proposition a true one, differing from it

only as being its negation. There are, properly

speaking, no degrees of truth or falsehood,

but one error may be said to be truer or more
erroneous than another, according as a greater

or smaller number of the propositions it

implies are true.

The following proposed definitions call for

notice, both because of their wide accep-

tance, and because a notice of them will serve

to isolate the properties which the terms really

denote.

(i) It is commonly supposed that the truth

of a proposition consists in some relation

which it bears to reality
;
and falsehood in

the absence of this relation. The relation in

question is generally called a ‘correspon-

dence’ or ‘agreement,’ and it seems to be

generally conceived as one of partial similarity;

but it is to be noted that only propositions

can be said to be true in virtue of their

partial similarity to something else, and hence

that it is essential to the theory that a truth

should differ in some specific way from the

reality, in relation to which its truth is to

consist, in every case except that in which
the reality is itself a proposition. It is the

impossibility of finding any such difference

between a truth and the reality to which it

is supposed to correspond which refutes the

theory. For:

—

() It is now generally agreed that the

difference does not consist in the fact that

the proposition is a mere grammatical sen-

tence or collection of words
;

but that the

popular sense, in which a statement may be

said to be true or false, is merely derived

from that in which what it signifies may
be so.

() It is, however, generally held that the

difference consists in the fact that the pro-

position is a mental copy of the reality, or an
‘ idea.’ This view seems to be solely due to

the almost universal error, whereby the object

of a belief or idea is regarded as the attribute

or content of such belief or idea; an error

which is refuted by the fact that it denies

the existence of that unique relation which
we mean by knowing, and is therefore never

consistently held : e.g. those who hold this

view must, in consistency, deny any difference

between those senses of truth in which it is

applied to a belief and to the ol ject (.f such

belief—a difference which in practice they

cannot fail to recognize
;

for no one ever

consistently held that when two persons are

said to know the same truth, all that can

be meant is that their states of mind are

similar.

(c) No other diffei ence has ever been pro-

posed
;

and, indeed, once it is definitely

recognized that the proposition is to denote,

not a belief or form of words, but an object

of belief, it seems plain that a truth differs

in no respect from the reality to which it

was supposed merely to correspond: e.g. the

truth that I exist diffeis in no respect from
the corresjionding reality—my existence. So
far, indeed, from tiuth being defined by
refei'ence to reality, I'eality can only be de-

fined by reference to truth : for truth denotes

exactly that property of the complex formed

by two entities and their relation, in virtue

of which, if the entity predicated be existence,

we call the complex real— the propeit}’,

namely, expressed by saying that the relation

in question does truly or really hold between
the entities. [Cf. the section Psychological,

below, which states somewhat similar leasons

for rejecting the ‘correspondence’ view. In
the following, 'Logical,’ section, however, the

‘correspondence’ view is presented.

—

j.m.b.]

(
2
)

It seems to be frequently implied that

the truth of a proposition may consist in its

relation to other propositions—in the fact

that it ‘fits into a system.’ This view, how-
ever, simply neglects the admitted fact that

any logical relations which hold between a

set of true propositions will also hold between
a set of false ones

;
i. e. that the only kind of

system into which a true ^proposition will fit,

and a false one will not, is a system of true

propositions. The view derives its plausibility

merely from the fact that the systems of

propositions considered are ones to which we
are so thoroughly accustomed that we are apt

to regard their contradictories as not merely

false but self-contradictory.

The Greek and Latin equivalents for ‘ true
’

and ‘ false ’ are respectively dXydi^f, verus
;

falsus. Error has the eqirivalents

afiapria or afxapTtjfxa, and error

;

but ‘ falsehood
’

as distinguished from ‘error,’ i.e. as denoting

the property of a false proposition, has no

corresponding abstract noun in Greek nor in

classical Latin. There is, properly speaking,

no history of the terms, since they have always

been used in philosophy and always in very

much the same senses. That truth consists
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in some relation of words to wliat they

signify, or even to one another, has indeed

been seriously held at various times; and

tlie fact tliat it seems scarcely necessary

any longer to discuss that view, perhaps

marks some progress in the conception of the

terms. The view that truth consists in rela-

tion to a system owes its vogue to Kant’s

theory of experience, which appeal’s to make
the objectivity of a judgment consist in the

fact that its subject is related to other subjects,

and does not clearly distinguish objectivity

from truth. It should, perhaps, be noted

that error or false belief has been frequently

held to consist, not in consciousness of some-

thing different from the truth, but merely in

absence of consciousness of the truth or of

the whole truth—a view which naturally

follows as one of the alternative inferences

from the premise that false = not-true, and
from the premise that consciousness of the

truth = true consciousness. (g.e.m.)

Logical, (i) Truth is a character which
attaches to an abstract proposition, such as a

person might utter. It essentially depends
upon that proposition’s not professing to be

exactly true. But we hope that in the progress

of science its error will indefinitely diminish,

just as the error of 3- 14159, the value given

for 7T, will indefinitely diminish as the calcu-

lation is carried to more and more places of

decimals. What we call n is an ideal limit

to which no numerical expression can he per-

fectly true. If our hope is vain
;

if in respect

to some question—say that of the freedom

of the will—no matter how long the dis-

cussion goes on, no matter how scientific our
methods may become, there never will be
a time when we can fully satisfy ourselves

either that the question has no meaning, or

that one answer or the other explains the
facts, then in regard to that question there

certainly is no truth. But whether or not
there would be perhaps any reality is a ques-
tion for the metaphysician, not the logician.

Even if the metaphysician decides that where
there is no truth there is no reality, still the
distinction between the character of truth and
tlie character of ri^ality is plain and definable.

Truth is that concordance of an abstract
statement with the ideal limit towards which
endless investigation would tend to bring
scientific belief, which concordance the ab-
stract statement may possess by virtue of the
confession of its inaccuracy and one-sidedness,
and this confession is an essential ingredient
of truth. A further explanation of what this

concordance consists in will be given below.

'

Reality is that mode of being by virtue of

which the real thing is as it is irrespectively

of what any mind or any definite collection of

minds may represent it to be. [ The truth of

the pi’opositioii that Caesar crossed the Rubi-
con consists in the fact that the further we
push our archaeological and other studies, the

more strongly will that conclusion force itself

on our minds for ever—or would do so, if study

were to go on for ever.' An idealist meta-
physician may hold that therein also lies the

whole reality behind the proposition; for

though men may for a time persuade them-
selves that Caesar did not cross the Rubicon,

and may contrive to render this belief uni-

versal for any number of generations, yet

ultimately research—if it be persisted in

—

must bring back the contrary belief. But in

holding that doctrine, the idealist necessarily

draws the distinction between truth and
reality. [Cf., however, the section Psycho-

logical, below.

—

J.M.B.]

In the above we have considered positive

scientific truth. But the same definitions

equally hold in the normative sciences. If a

moralist describes an ideal as the summum
honum, in the first place, the perfect truth of

his statement requires that it should involve

the confession that the perfect doctrine can

neither be stated nor conceived. If, with

that allowance, the future development of

man’s moral nature will only lead to a firmer

satisfaction with the described ideal, the doc-

trine is true. A metaphysician may hold

that the fact that the ideal thus forces itself

upon the mind, so that minds in their develop-

ment cannot fail to come to accept it, argues

that the ideal is real : he may even hold that

that fact (if it be one) constitutes a reality.

But the two ideas, truth and reality, are dis-

tinguished here by the same characters given

in the above definitions.

These characters equally apply to pure

mathematics. Projective geometry is not

pure mathematics, unleSfe it be recognized that

whatever is said of rays holds good of every

family of curves of which there is one and

one only through any two points, and any

two of which have a point in common. But

even then it is not pure mathematics until

for points we put any complete determinations

of any two-dimensional continuum. Nor will

that be enough. A proposition is not a state-

ment of peifectly pure mathematics until it

is devoid of all definite meaning, and comes

to this—that a property of a certain icon is
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pointed out and is declared to belong to any-

thing like it, of which instances are given.

The perfect truth cannot be stated, except in

the sense that it confesses its imperfection.

The pure mathematician deals exclusively

with hypotheses. Whether or not there is

any corresponding real thing, he does not care.

His hypotheses are creatures of his own ima-

gination
;
but he discovers in them relations

which surprise him sometimes. A metaphy-

sician may hold that this very forcing upon
the mathematician’s acceptance of proposi-

tions for which he was not prepared, proves,

or even constitutes, a mode of being inde-

pendent of the mathematician’s thought, and

so a reality. But whether there is any reality

or not, the truth of the pure mathematical

proposition is constituted by the impossibility

of ever finding a case in which it fails. This,

however, is only possible if we confess the

impossibility of precisely defining it.

The same definitions hold for the propo-

sitions of practical life. A man buys a bay
horse, under a warranty that he is sound and

free from vice. He brings him home and

finds he is dyed, his real colour being undesir-

able. He complains of false representations

;

but the seller replies, ‘ I never pretended to

state every fact about the horse
;
what I said

was true, so far as it professed to be true.’

In ordinary life all our statements, it is well

understood, are, in the main, rough approxi-

mations to what we mean to convey. A tone

or gesture is often the most definite part of

what is said. Even with regard to percep-

tual facts, or the immediate judgments we
make concerning our single percepts, the same
distinction is plain. The percept is the

reality. It is not in propositional form.

But the most immediate judgment concern-

ing it is abstract. It is therefore essentially

unlike the reality, although it must be ac-

cepted as true to that reality. Its truth con-

sists in the fact that it is impossible to cor-

rect it, and in the fact that it only professes

to consider one aspect of the percept.

But even if it were impossible to distinguish

between truth and reality, that would not in

the least prevent our defining what it is that

truth consists in. Truth and falsity are

characters confined to propositions. A propo-

sition is a sign which separately indicates its

object. Thus, a portrait with the name of

the original below it is a proposition. It

asserts that if anybody looks at it, he can

form a reasonably correct idea of how the

original looked. A sign is only a sign in

actu by virtue of its receiving an interpre-

tation, that is, by virtue of its determining

another sign of the same object. This is as

true of mental judgments as it is of externa]

signs. To say that a proposition is true is ^
to say that every interpretation of it is true.

Two propositions are equivalent when either

might have been an interpretant of the other.

This equivalence, like others, is by an act of

abstraction (in the sense in which forming
an abstract noun is abstraction) conceived

as identity. And we speak of believing in a
proposition, having in mind an entire collec-

tion of equivalent propositions with their

partial interpretants. Thus, two persons are

said to have the same proposition in mind.
The interpretant of a proposition is itself a

proposition. Any necessary inference from
a proposition is an interpretant of it. When
we speak of truth and falsity, we refer to the

possibility of the proposition being refuted

;

and this refutation (roughly speaking) takes

place in but one way. Namely, an inter-

pretant of the proposition would, if believed,

produce the expectation of a certain descrip-

tion of percept on a certain occasion. The
occasion arrives : the percept forced upon us

is different. This constitutes the falsity of

every proposition of which the disappointing

prediction was the interpretant.

Thus, a false proposition is a proposition

of which some interpretant represents that,

on an occasion which it indicates, a percept

will have a certain character, while the im-

mediate perceptual judgment on that occa-

sion is that the percept has not that character.

A true proposition is a proposition belief in

which would never lead to such disappoint-

ment so long as the proposition is not under-

stood otherwise than it was intended.

All the above relates to complex truth, or

the truth of propositions. This is divided

into many varieties, among which may be

mentioned ethical truth, or the conformity of

an assertion to the speaker’s or writer’s belief,

otherwise called veracity, and logical truth,

that is, the concordance of a proposition with
reality, in such way as is above defined.

(2) The word truth has also had great im-
portance in philosophy in- widely different

senses, in which it is distinguished as simple

truth, which is that truth which inheres in

other subjects than propositions. ^
Plato in the Cratylus (385 b) maintains

that words have truth
;

and some of the

scholastics admitted that an incomplex sign,

such as a picture, may have truth.
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Rut truth is also used in senses in wliieli it

is not an afl'ection of a sign, but of things as

thiiu'S. Sutli truth is called iranscendmldL

truth. The scholastic maxim was hns est

unum, veruin, bonttm. Among the senses

in which transcendental truth was spoken of

was that in which it was said that all science

has for its object the investigation of truth,

that is to say, of the real characters of things.

It was, in other senses, regai'ded as a subject

of metaphysics exclusively. It is sometimes

defined so as to be indistinguishable from

reality, or real existence. Another common
definition is that truth is the conformity, or

conformabilitj^ of things to reason. Another

definition is that truth is the conformity of

things to their essential principles.

(3) Truth is also used in logic in a sense

in which it inheres only in subjects more
coinjfiex than jiropositious. Such is formal
truth, which belongs to an argumentation

which conforms to logical laws. (c.s.p.)

Psychological. The psychological criticism

of the notion of reality seems to be reducing

it to that of truth, and in so lar to be making
it difficult to put the ‘ correspondence ’ theory

of truth in any tenable form. If in its essen-

tial, no less than in its genetic, meaning
reality is that which consciousness some-

where and somehow finds it possible to believe

or accept as true, then it is a vicious circle to

define truth as that which corresponds to or

that which approximates to reality. The
reality-coefficient, it seems safe to say, can he
attached to this or that mental content only

through the acceptance of the latter by con-

sciousness for practical or other purposes; and
when we come to ask for something which
can be considered the irreducible character

of truth, we find it to be, so far as the con-
scious recognition of it is concerned, also

its acceptance for practical or other purposes.
The fundamental difficulty with a ‘ correspon-
dence theory ’ is this : it assumes a reality

with which that which claims to be true may
be compared, in order to find out whether it

really be true or not. This is to say that we
have a system of realities which have not
been derived through the processes of selection
in which alone just those tests arise which
constitute them truths. Genetic analysis
shows that by our active accommodations to
whatever there is to accommodate to we select
out bits of workable expeiience, hypostatize
them under the name of reality, and thus,
through gradual accretion to the store— both
the individual and the racial store—we en-

7

large the range of truth with the reflection of

it ipari passu which constitutes reality. It

would then be necessary to say, as the pi esent

writer {Psychol. Rev., Jan., 1898, i ff.) has

said in common with a German writer (Simmel,

Arch. f. syst. Philos., i. 34ft'.): ‘truth is not

selected because it is true (to reality) : it is

true because it has been selected.’ And it

might be said with equal justification : reality

is not that to which truth must correspond;

truth, on the contrary, is that to which reality

must correspond.

The genetic reasons for the common-sense
view—and also for the logical view (see above.

Logical)—that goes by the term ‘correspon-

dence ’ appear to be plain. By the historical

growth of tradition, authority, science, &c.,

and by the reflection of great standjird formu-

lations in the congenital equipment of indi-

viduals, a system of realities is recognized

into which all are educated and to which all

minor statements and beliefs are made to con-

form. This body^a^f established truths has

certain characters—permanency, consistency,

compelling quality, &c.—which in our hypos-

tatizing of reality come to be criteria of truth.

According as new formulations, items, reported

facts staird tests by these criteria, they are

brought into correspondence with the reality

of which such tests aie functions
;
so that they

are said to be, and they are able to remain,

true. In so far, therefore, the correspondence

view has grounds to rest upon, and in this

sense it applies to a very wide series of cases.

But it still i-emains that, if these considera-

tions be true to psychology, for purposes of

definition, truth is the ultimate and reality

the derived term.

Literature-, that of Epistemologt, and

Logic
;
Bibliog. B, i, rf, and C, 2, gr

;
citations

under Selective Thimking. (j.m.b., c.l.p.)

Truth (in theology): Ger. Wahrheit', Fr.

vh'ite
;

Ital. verita {di Dio, &c.

—

e.m.). Truth

as a divine attribute is to be understood

as the exact correspondence between the

divine thought and reality
;

or the exact

correspondence between the divine promise

and its fulfilment. Of. Atteibute (of God).

The former constitutes God’s thought the

ultimate ground and criterion of truth, while

the latter constitutes his word the ultimate

standard of faithfulness. (A.T.O.)

Tschirnhauseu, Graf von, Walther
Ehrenfried, Herr von Eisslingswalde
und Stolzenherg. (1651-1708.) Studied at

Leyden, chiefly mathematics. Volunteer in

Holland, where he met Huyghens and became
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familiar with Cartesianism. Became ac-

quainted, later, with Spinoza. Journeyed to

England, to Italy, to Vienna, and for a second

time to Fiance, where he became member of

the Academy. After 1695 he lived at his

castle, ground lenses, made chemical experi-

ments, and died deeply regretted by Leibnitz.

Tucker, Abraham. (1705-74.) Born
in London, and educated at Merton College,

Oxford. He entered the Inner Temple, but

retired to private life at Betchworth, where
he died.

Twofold Truth (doctiine of the) : see

Scholasticism, II (i).

Tychism [Gr. rvxrj, chance] : not in use

in the other languages. A term introduced

by C. S. Peirce to denote the theories which
give to chance an objective existence in the

universe, instead of regarding it as due to

our lack of knowledge
;
a theory which gives

both chance and necessity share in the pro-

cess of evolution.
‘ The mere proposition that absolute chance

... is operative in the cosmos may receive

the name of Tychism.' Evolution by fortui-

tous vaiiation he calls tychasm, and the

theory that regards this as of principal

importance tychasticism (llonist, iii. 188).

The term appears to be first used (ibid. ii.

533) as follows :
‘ I endeavoured to show what

ideas ought to form the warp of a system of

philosophy, and particularly emphasized that

of absolute chance. In the number for April,

1892, I argued further in favour of that way
of thinking, which it will be convenient to

christen tychism (from Tv ŷ ,
chance).’ (J.D.)

Type (in biology) [Gr. tvttos, a print, im-

pression] : Ger. Tyims; Fr. tyye; Ital. tipo.

(i) The central fcim about which the Vaeia-
TIONS (q. V.) centre.

(2) In systematic botany and zoology : the

individual specimen upon which the first

description of a species is based.

The modem idea of type is essentially

statistical. It was first established by Quetelet

{Anthropometrie) and has been greatly de-

veloped by Francis Galton. For a discussion

of the statistical type as applied to species see

C. B. Davenport, in Science, vii. 685, and xiv.

315 ;
also Statistical Methods (1900). (c.s.m.)

The older philosophical conception of type,

which meaning (i) above puts into mathe-

matical form, is that of a perfect or universal

example or Ibea, to which particular instances

more or less fully approximate. This existed

either as a pattern in the creator’s mind or

as an immanentteleological principle. Agassiz,

n. 7

among naturalists, made the type a ‘ divine

thought.’ Cf. Archetype (with citations).

Literature'. Plato, Rep., 379, 380 c, 388 b;

Aristotle, De An., II. i. 413 a 9. (j.m.b.)

Type and T3rpical (in aesthetics). A
concrete embodiment or exemplification of a

characteristic quality.

Usually, the embodiment of a quality con-

ceived to be characteristic of a species or

group
;

hence, the ideal representative of a

species or group. So the Greek gods as repre-

sented in sculpture were types of the various

qualities characteristic of the Greek ideal

world of intelligence and order.

Tlie formation of a type by an artist (or

people) may take any one of three methods

:

(i) the accidental may be neglected and only

the central emphasized; or (2) this may be
pushed further and the complex reduced to

the simple, as a character in literatui’e may
be simply avarice personified

;
or (3) a certain

average or normal example may be sought, as

if to portray what nature seems to be aiming

at in the species in question. See Ideal, and
Idealization.

Literature'. Volkelt, Aesth. Zeitfragen

(1895), 134 ff.; Brown, Fine Arts (1891),

54-70 ;
Santayana, Sense of Beauty (1896),

112-63; Herckenrath, Problemes d’Eethe-

tique et de Morale (1898), 1-66. (j.h.t.)

Tsipe (and Typology) (in theology). An
object in the Old Testament dispensation

which symbolized or prefigured something

in the Christian dispensation
;

the former is

called also the ‘ prototype ’ of the latter.

Typology is the system of such symbols

and prefigurations as are found in the Old
Testament. The Paschal Lamb, for example,

symbolizes the sacrifice of Christ in the new
dispensation, and more specifically the Sacra-

ment of the Eucharist, which has taken its

place.

Literature : Hillbe, Neues Syst. alter Vor-

bilder (1858); Hofmann, Wahrsagung und
Erfahrung (1841); Ed. BOhmee, Die Offen-

barung (1855). (a.t.o.I

Types (mental): Ger.((?«mM<As-,&c.) Typen,

geistige Eigenarten'i Yx. types mentaux Ital.

tipi mentali. A term employed in Varia-

tional Psychology (q. v.) to designate cer-

tain well-marked differences of mental con-

stitution, or certain modes of mental function-

ing, which characterize groups of individuals.

The characters are thus ‘ typical ’ rather than
‘ individual.’ (e.b.t.—j.m.b.)

Thus we speak of the adolescent type, the

criminal type, the South German type, &c.
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Since, however, ‘ individuality ’ or ‘ character
’

or ‘ personality ' forms a whole of great com-

plexity, it is better to narrow the use of the

word ‘ type ’ to a single department of the

mental life. We then have ‘ memory types/
‘ types of volition,’ ‘ emotional types,’ &c.

As an instance of the use of ‘ type ’ in a

broad sense, we may cite Stern’s classification

of the observer's in the psychological laboratory

as ‘ objective ’ (yielding themselves to the

stimulus) and ‘ subjective ’ (expectant, sugges-

tible)
;
Zeitsch. f. Psychol., xxii. (1899) 13;

cf. Bolton, Amer. J. of Psychol., vi. (1893) 208.

Stern distinguishes, in the narrower sense,

t}^es of sensitivity, of ‘thought’ [Anschauung",

the ordinary ‘ memory type ’), of memory, of

association, of apprehension, of attention, of

power of combination, ofjudgment, of reaction,

of feeling, of mental Umyto, and of mental

energy. See his work, JJeher Psychol, d.

individuellen Differenzen (1900, with a biblio-

graphy of 190 titles)
; Titchener, Exper.

PsycJwl., i. Pt. II. XXV. ff., 387 fif. (E.B.T.)

The theory of mental types owes much of

its development to the work of the patho-

logists, notably the French investigators of

Speech and its Disoedees (q. v.). They
have found differences in the brain mechanism
of speech and its localization according to the

type of preferred function of the individual

(see the literature of Aphasia and of Intee-
NAii Speech). Various tests have also been

devised for determining an individual’s type

(see Tests, psychophysical). Attempts have

been made to base methods of instruction

upon the type differences of children (see e.g.

the writer’s Storyof the Mind, chap. viii). Cf.

Tempeeament, and Reaction Time, (j.m.b.)

Type-theory (of reaction) : see Reaction
Time, passim.
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Ubication [Lat. uhicatio, from uhi, where]

:

Ger. and Fr. the same; Ital. uhicazione.

A term of scholastic philosophy to express

the placing of an entity.

It includes minds in its reference as well

as bodies; in the former sense it signifies

the point where mind is regarded as acting

on body. See Harper, The Metaphysics of
the School, 413-4. (j.D.)

Ubiquity [Lat. uhique, evei’ywhere, from
vhi, where, through Fr.] : Ger. Allgegenwart

(omnipresence); Fr. ubiquity •, Ital. uhiquith.

(i) Presence in an indefinite number of places

at the same time.

(2) Omnipeesence (q. V.). (j.m.b.)

Ugly [Icel. uggligr, fearful, dreadful]

:

Ger. hdsslich
;
Fr. laid

;
Ital. laido. Applied

to that which is aesthetically repellent or

offensive. (j.E.A.—j.m.b.)

The relation of the ugly to beauty and its

right to a place in aesthetic experience

have been questions of constantly increasing

interest to aestheticians. Aristotle admitted

the ugly in painting, as did Plutarch
;

the

latter because of the admiration aroused for

the skiU of the artist, the former because of

the interest and pleasure felt by the spectator

in the recognition of the object represented.

Plotinus, regarding beauty as the intrinsically

rational, excluded the ugly as the irrational,

leaving open the question whether in reality

anything is absolutely irrational and so really

ugly. Augustine admits the ugly as enhanc-

ing by its apparent contrast the richness and
harmony of beauty. Modern writers in

aesthetics have accorded the ugly relatively

much more attention than did the ancients.

The general tendency has been away from
the doctrine of the purely ugly as a mere

foil and counterpart of beauty or an incidental

element in aesthetic experience, towards a

recognition of it as a feature without which
art could not be true to life in its larger

meaning, and could not adequately present

the intrinsic rationality of a world like ours,

in which so much of irrationality inheres.

(Thus Eosenkranz, writing under the influence

of Kant and Hegel
;

also from an antithetic

standpoint, Hartmann.) In its character as

disagreeable, the ugly is generally recognized

as entering legitimately into the conflicts

involved in the tragic and the comic, occur-

ring also in the plastic forms closely related

to the comic, e. g. the grotesque and fantastic.

Literature : Bosanqubt, Hist, of Aesthetic

(1892); Hartmann, Aesthetik, i (i88b), ii

(i88'7); Eosenkeanz, Aesthetik d. Hasslichen

(1853). (J.E.A.)

Ulrici, Hermann. (1806-84.) Born at

Pfdrten,in Brandenburg, Germany, he was edu-

cated in law at Halle and Berlin. After 1829
he studied philosophy, and (1834) became pro-

fessor of philosophy at Halle, where he died.

He was for many years editor of the Zeitsch.

f. Philos, u. philos. Krilih.

Ultimate [Lat. ultimus, furthest] : Ger.

allerletzt, End-{glied, &c.)
;

Fr. dernier, vltime,

final', Ital. ultimo, (i) La’st in a series;

especially, in a sei’ies of purposes each, except

the last, subsidiary to an ulterior one follow-

ing it in the arrangement considered, or of

actions each of which, except the last, leads

to the performance of another.

Thus, the phrase ultimate signification im-

plies that a sign determines another sign of

the same object, and this another
;
and so on

until something is reached which is a sign

only for itself. Ultimate fact implies that
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there is a series of facts each explicable by

the one following it, until a fact is reached

utterly inexplicable. (C£ Hamilton’s Reid,

Note A, § 5, II vi. et seq.).

(2) Applied also to the limiting state of

an endless series of states which approach in-

definitely near to the limiting state, and on the

u hole nearer and nearer, without necessarily

ever reaching it
;
although the word ultimate

does not imply a denial of actual attainment.

Thus, it has been held that a real object is

(hat which will be represented in the ultimate

oj^inion about it. This implies that a series

of opinions succeed one another, and that it is

hoped that they may ultimately tend more
and more towards some limiting opinion, even

if they do not reach and rest in a last opinion.

Cf. Truth ahd Eeeoe, Logical. (c.s.p.)

Ultra- [Lat. ultra, beyond]. Extreme;
used in compounds, as ultra-sensational, ultra-

idealism, &C. (J.M.B.)

Ultramoutanism [Lat. ultramontanus,

beyond the mountain] : Ger. Vltramonta-

nismus; Yr.ultramontanisme; Tis\.ultramon~

tanismo. In the Roman Catholic Church,
the principles and tendencies of those who
aim to increase and consolidate the power of

the pope, and especially to maintain his

temporal power intact.

Ultramontanism is opposed to Galuican-
ISM (q. V.) and constitutes a centializing

tendency in the Church. The dogma of the

infallibility of the pope was regarded as a

triumph of the Ultramontane influence. In

recent years Ultramontanism and Gallican-

ism have lost a laige measure of their

party significance and have come to stand

for opposing tendencies witldn the Catholic

Church. (A.T.o.)

Unbelief (religious) : Ger. Unglauhe

;

Fr. incredulite
;

Ital. miseredenza. That
attitude of mind towards religion which is

not simply negative but involves positive dis-

belief of some of the doctrines or practices of

religion.

Unbelief presupposes the positive rejection

of the claims of* religion, and in the minds of

most religious persons is associated with a
degree of moral obliquity. In the popular
mind it is ideijtified with infidelity. Cf. Belief
(especially in theology and religion), (a.t.o.)

Unconditional : see Absolute, and Con-
ditioned.

Unconscious : Ger. unhevmsst
; Fr. incon-

scienf, Ital. inconscio, incosciente. (i) In
general, not conscious, non -mental; not
possessed of mind or consciousness.

The word is thus used, in psychology, of

bodily states in or during which conscious-

ness lapses. So James speaks of ‘ sleep, coma,

fainting, epilepsy, and other unconscious con-

ditions ’ [Frinc. of Psychol,, i. 199).

(2) The word is sometimes used, in experi-

mental psychology, to cover psychophysical

(i.e. presumably cortical) processes which,

for various reasons, lack their normal con-

scious correlates.

This use is not well defined ; the following

instances will, however, illustrate it fairly

well, (a) A lecturer goes on the platform

with a severe neuralgia. He ‘forgets’ the

pain in the excitement of his topic; hut the

neuralgia ‘returns’ at the conclusion of his

address (W. B. Carpenter, Princ. of Mental

Physiol., 1888, 6th ed., 138 f.). (6) ‘All the

separately imperceptible overtones of a clang

contribute something ... to the perception of

the whole; and the sum of these contribu-

tions constitutes what we call clang-tint.’

This ‘co-operation of unnoticed components

in the total effect of a connection of conscious

processes ’ is characteristic of fusion and of

attention (0 . Kiilpe, Outlines of Psychol.,

Eng. trans., 1895, 290 f.). (c) Fechner’s ex-

periment. Hold a tuning-fork to the ear,

until the tonal sensation has entirely ceased.

Remove the fork : the silence is deeper than

before. Bring the fork to the ear again;

a faint tone may he heard.

(3) Specifically, a postulate of the Herbar-

tian psychology. ‘ Unconscious mental excita-

tions (seelische Erregungen), of whose nature

we are ignorant, are interposed between our

conscious ideas; every conscious idea arises

out of, and dies away into, such an uncon-

scious excitation
'
(T. Lipps, Grundthatsachen

des Seelenlebens, 1883, 125 ff.; cf. Ber. ii. d.

3. int. Cong.f. Psychol., 1897, 146 ff.).

Historically important are (a) the doctrine

of unconscious cerebration (Hamilton, Car-

penter, J. S. Mill
;

see Carpenter’s Mental

Physiol., 515 ff.), and (6) the more specific

HeJmholtzian doctrine of unconscious infer-

ence {Physiol. Oftih, 2nd ed., 602, 962).

For a general discussion of the ‘unconscious’

in psychology see Baldwin, Senses and Intel-

lect, 1890, 45-58, 68; Hdfler, Psychologic,

§43, 27 off. (E.B.T.)

Unconscious (the, philosophy of) : Ger.

Philosophic des Unhewussten; Fv. 2>hilosophie

de I’inconscient', iXaX. Jilosofia dell' Inconscio.

The metaphysical system of E. v. Hartmann,
by whom the absolute principle is called ‘ the

Unconscious.’
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‘According to v. Hartmann {Philos, d.

JJnbewussten, 3) the unconscious is the absolute

principle, active in all things, the force which

is operative in the inorganic, organic, and
mental alike, j^et not revealed in conscious-

ness (ibid., 365). It is the unity of uncon-

scious presentation and will (ibid., 380) of

the logical (idea) and the alogical (will).

The unconscious exists independently of space,

time, and individual existence, timeless before

the being of the world (ibid., 376). For us

it is unconscious, in itself it is superconscious

(iLberbewusst)’ (cf. Eisler, Worterb. d. jph'dos.

Begrifl^e, ‘Unbewusst ’). (j.m.b.)

XTuconscions Mental States. Supposed

factors of experience which are not discover-

able as states of consciousness. Cf. Uncon-
scious, Subconscious, and Unconscious
(the, philosophy of).

Literature : see Unconscious
;
also Hamil-

ton, Lects. on Met.
;

Taine, Intelligence

;

Eabiee, Lemons de Psychol. (j.m.b.)

Unconscious Selection: see Selection

(in biology), and Aetificial Selection.

Unconscious State (in pathology) : Ger.

unhewusster Zustand
;

Fi'. etat inconscient

;

Ital. incoscienza, state incosciente (or in-

conscio), inconsapevolezza (e.m.). A condition

of little or no consciousness.

Abnormal deviations from oi’dinary con-

ditions of consciousness are of various kinds,

degree, and import. They may be rougbly

distinguished according as there is an absence

or abeyance of consciousness, a subnormal

degree of consciousness, or a marked modifi-

cation of consciousness; but such distinction

cannot be consistently maintained, as many
conditions present variations from the normal

in more than one of these respects. In

general, sleep or drowsiness, the action of a

hypnotic, a faint, illustrate the kind of change

refeiTed to in the first; hypnotic suggestion,

reverie, ecstasy, that of the second
;

and

changes of personality, hysteria, mania, delu-

sions, that of the third group. (For descrip-

tions of these see especially Sleep, Deeams,
Hypnosis, Teance, Peesonality (alterations

of), and Hallucinations.) In a strict sense

unconsciousness refers to the absence of con-

sciousness, but the actual use includes all

subconscious states, or those in which there

is a limited sensitiveness to ordinary impres-

sions. Normal states of subconsciousness may
thus be found in a condition of abstraction,

reverie, ‘ absent-mindedness,’ the transition

from sleep to wakefulness, while profound

sleep represents normal unconsciousness. As

more or less abnormal instances of subcon-
scious states may be cited somnambulism, cer-

tain forms of trance, the condition resulting

from slight doses of certain drugs (see Psy-
chic Eeeect oe Deugs), while unconscious-

ness appears in deep narcosis, stupor, faint,

coma, &c. Cf. Subconscious, and Uncon-
scious.

In true insanity unconscious states appear
in the profound self-absorption of melancholia,

while in the mental" condition of idiocy or

dementia there is an insensibility to outer

impressions of different origin but like ap-

pearance. (j.j.)

Understanding and Reason : Ger. Ver-

stand und Vernunft; Fr. entendement et rai-

son
;
Ital. intendimento e rag'ione. This pair of

correlative terms is used to distinguish two
forms of knowledge, one of which, Undee-
standing (q.v.), is discui'sive, and hence based

on premises and hypotheses tlieniselves not

subjected to reflection, while the other, Eea-
SON (q. V.), appi’ehends in one immediate act

the whole system, both premise and inference,

and thus has complete or unconditioned

validity.

Accordingly, to those who hold to this dis-

tinction, the understanding is the inttrument
of scientific knowledge, the reason the instru-

ment of philosoj)hic. The need of the dis-

tinction was felt as early as Plato. He defines

the comprehensive and self-sufficing know-
ledge as vorjaLs (see Nous) ; the conditional

as duivoia—reflective, ‘ knowing through ’

another, and hence mediate {eTTia-n'ifjLtj is used
differently, sometimes as including both

;

sometimes as reflective or mediate
;
sometimes

as original and intuitive). Aristotle uses the

term v6i)<tls in the same sense, with a more
technical consideration of the axiomatic or

self-evident. For mediate knowledge which
yet arrives at certainty (as distinct from that

of mere probability, fid^a. Opinion, q. v.), he

uses the term rix^n (this is empirical know-
ledge, plus a knowledge of its reason or

ground. As pointed out by Erdmann, Hist, of
Philos., i. 134, the use of this term meaning
also ‘ art,’ as against the dlavoia of Plato, is

due to the fact that mathematics is its type

to Plato, while to Aristotle it is trained skill,

like that of the pliysician. It is experience

rationalized).

The Neo-Platonic thinkers, here as else-

where, multiply distinctions
;

but, in essence,

they are true to Plato. Scholasticism keeps

the ideas, and derives its terms from Boethius

(Eucken, Philos. Terminol., 59). Intellectus
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is synonymous witli noesis, and ra</o with

reflective knowledge. (Hence tlie ambiguity

of ‘reason’ in English: meaning often

reasomng, or reflective tlumglit, and less

often intuitive and certain knowledge
;
raison

in French is so tilled with the concept of

logical piocess that it is hardly lit at all to

translate the German Vernunlt.) But the

significance of the modern distinction is due

to Kant. The understanding is thought

working according to the schematized cate-

gories, and so having validity in relation to

experience
;
reason is thought working with-

out reference to the application of concepts

to the material of sense, hence soaring into

the supersensuous, and so, while giving us

certain ideals of a regulative value, sharing no
positive (or constitutive) worth. Coleridge

made much of the distinction in English, but
without any regard to Kant’s careful and
critical limitations. Hegel developed the

ideas so that reason should express a know-
ledge which is immediate in certainty and
grasp, hut the result of the develojiment of

the understanding to its full implications

{Lesser Logic, chajr. vi). See Speculation. He
seems to follow Nicholas of Cusa, who defines

understanding as distinguishing and name-
giving, separating opposites according to the

principle of contradiction, and reason as that

which recognizes the compatibility of oppo-

sites. (J.D.)

TJuder-statemeut : Ger. Unteraussage •,

Ev.jugement subordonnJe,proposition suhalterne
;

Ital. subalterna (or suhordinata) proposizione.

A proposition derived from another as an
immediate inference, but not equivalent to it

;

the proposition q, if imjflies q, but q does

not imply p.

Thus No a is both b and c is an under-

statement to Ao a is b; it states only half as

much, for No a is b affirms that No a is be

and also that No a is be. From Whoever
breaks, piays, we can infer Some who break {if

there are any who break) pay, but not con-

versely, (C.L.P.)

Undertaker ; see Enteepeeneue.
Undulation ; see Vibeation.
Unfitness: Ger. Unangemessenheit Fr.

disconvenance (most general and most philo-

sophical term in use

—

Th.e.)
;

Ital. incapacith.

See FiT, and Fitness (various topics).

Unicellular Organisms: Ger. einzellige

Organimnen', Fr. organismes ‘unicellvdaires

)

Ital. orrjanisrni unicellulari. Living creatures
of a single cell.

They comprise the unicellular animals (the

Peotozoa, q. V.), unicellular (Protophytic)

plants, and the undeveloped ovules of the
(multicellular) Metazoa (q. v.). Cf. Amoeba
for certain details. Interesting work has been
done in investigating the behaviour of uni-

cellular organisms under various experimental
conditions, for which see the literature.

Literature-. Davenpoet, Compar. MorphoL;
Jennings, series of papers, i-vii, in the

Amer. J. of Physiol., 1899 Calkins, ’I'he

Protozoa (1901). (j.m.b., e.b.p.)

Unification of Knowledge: not in use

in other languages. A phrase used by Herbert
Spencer to define philosophy. He distin-

guishes three stages of knowledge. The first

is ordinary unscientific knowledge, in which
each fact stands detached and unconnected.

It is ununified. Science generalizes related

truths of various departments, hut does not

attempt to bring these generalizations into

a single whole. It is partially unified know-
ledge. ‘ The truth of philosophy hears the

same relation to the highest scientific truths

that each of these bears to lower scientific

truths. ... It is completely unified knowledge.’

That is, it takes the generalizations of, say,

physics, psychology, and sociology, and reduces

them to special cases of a still more general

law. In Spencer’s theory this highest genera-

lization, through which knowledge is com-
pletely unified, is that of evolution and
dissolution considered as the formula of the

redistribution of matter and motion, and
derived from the persistence of force {First

Princ., Pt. II. chap, i
;
see also Guthrie, On

Sj^encers Unification of Knowledge). (J.D.)

Uniformitarianism : Ger. {Theorie der)

Stetigkeit der Naturentwickelung
;
Fr. natura-

lisme unitaire (not exact

—

Th.f.)
;

Ital. {dot-

trina di) uniformitd di Natura (e.m.). The
theory that the world as a whole, including the

mental and moral, is (i) the outcome of a

single system of forces, or (2) the realization

of a single principle or law operative without

breaks and without interference from without.

Cf. Unifoemity (2), (3), (4), and Continuity.

This view is often hit off by the motto

Natura non facit saltvm. The term has come
into wider use since the rise of the doctrine

of evolution, on the one hand, and the philo-

sophy of Hegel, on the other hand. It is a

point of view common to naturalism, idealism,

and monism
;
but it is opposed to occasional-

ism, supernaturalism, and dualism (in meta-

physics). (J.M.B., G.P.S.)

Uniformity [Lat. wnus, one, + forma,
shape] : Ger. Ein- (or Gleich-) fbrmigkeit

;
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Yv. uniformite’, H&\. uniformitSh. (i) A fact

consisting in this : that, of a certain genus of

facts, a proportion approaching unity (the

whole) belong, in the course of experience, to

a certain species; so that, though of itself

the knowledge of this uniformity gives no
information concerning a certain thing or

character, yet it will strengthen any inductive

conclusion of a certain kind.

It is, therefore, a high objective probability

concerning an objective probability. There

are, in particular, four classes of uniformities,

the knowledge of any of which, or of its falsity,

may deductively sti’engthen or weaken an
inductive conclusion. These four kinds of

uniformity are as follows:

—

i. The members of a class may present an

extraordinary resemblance to one another in

regard to a certain line of characters. Thus,

the Icelanders are said to resemble one another

most strikingly in their opinions about general

subjects. Knowing this, we should not need

to question many Icelanders, if we found that

the first few whom we met all shared a

common superstition, in order to conclude

with considerable confidence that nearly all

Icelanders were of the same way of thinking.

Philodemus insists strongly upon this kind of

uniformity as a support of induction.

ii. A character may be such that, in what-
ever genus it occurs at all, it almost always

belongs to all the species of that genus
;
or

this uniformity may be lacking. Thus, when
only white swans were known, it would have
been hazardous to assert that all swans were
white, because whiteness is not usually a

generic character. It is considerably more
safe to assert that all crows are black, because

blackness is oftener a generic character. This

kind of uniformity is especially emphasized

by J. S.' Mill as important in inductive in-

quiries.

iii. A certain set of characters may be
intimately connected so as to be usually all

present or all absent fiom certain kinds of

objects. Thus, the different chemical reactions

of gold are so inseparable that a chemist

need only to succeed in getting, say, the

purple of Cassius, to be confident that the

body under examination will show every

reaction of gold.

iv. Of a certain object it may be known
that its characteristic is that when it possesses

one of a set of characters within a certain

group of such sets, it possesses the rest.

Thus, it may be known of a certain man that

to whatever party he belongs, he is apt to

embrace without reserve the entire creed ot

that party. We shall not, then, need to kno\i

many of his opinions, say in regard to politics,

in order to infer with great confidence his

position upon other political questions.

(2) The word ‘uniformity' plays such a
singular and prominent role in the logic of

J. S. Mill that it is pi’oper to note it. He
was apt to be greatly influenced by Ockham’s
razor in forming theories which he defended

with great logical acumen; but he differed

from other men of that way of thinking in

that his natural candour led to his making
many admissions without perceiving how fatal

they were to his negative theories. In addi-

tion to that, perhaps more than other philo-

sophers, in endeavouring to embrace several

ideas under a common term, he often leaves

us at a loss to find any other character com-

mon and peculiar to those notions except that

of their having received from him that common
designation. In one passage of his System of
Logic (1842), he declares, in reference to the

difierence in strength between two inductive

conclusions, that whoever shall discover the

cause of that difference will have discovered

the secret of inductive reasoning. When,
therefore, he shortly afterwards points out

that the distinction between those two induc-

tions is that one of them is supported by
a uniformity of the second of the above four

classes, while the other is met by a distinct

diversity of the same kind, and when he him-
self gives to that uniformity this designation

when he afterwards declares that the validity

of induction depends upon uniformity, his

reader naturally supposes he means uniformity

in that sense. But we find that he employs
the word for quite another purpose. Namely,
he does not like the word law, as applied

to an inductive generalization of natural facts

—such as the ‘law’ of gravitation—because
it implies an element in nature, the reality of

a general, which no nominalist can admit.

He, therefore, desires to call the reality to

which a true universal proposition about

natural phenomena corresponds, a ‘ uniformity.’

The implication of the word, thus used, is

that the facts are, in themselves, entirely

disconnected, and that it is the mind alone

which unites them. One stone dropping to

the earth has no real connection with another

stone dropping to the earth. It is, surely,

not difficult to see that this theory of uniformi-

ties, far from helping to establish the validity

of induction, would lie, if consistently admitted,

an insuperable objection to such validity.
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Fi.r if two facts, A and B, are entirely

indepeiuleut in tlieir real nature, then the

truth of B cannot follow, either necessarily or

piohably, from the truth of A. If I have

tried the experiment with a million stones

and have found that every one of them fell

when allowed to drop, it may he very natural

for me to believe that almost any stone will

act in the same way. But if it can he proved

that there is no real connection between the

behaviour of different stones, then there is

nothing for it hut to say that it was a chance

coincidence that those million stones all be-

haved in the same way; for if there was any

reason for it, and they really dropped, there

was a real reason, that is, a real general.

Now, if it is mere chance that they all

dropped, that affords no more reason for

supposing that the next will drop, than my
throwing three double-sixes successively with

a pair of dice is a reason for thinking that

the next throw will be double-sixes.

(3) But now we find that Mill’s good sense

and candour will not allow him to take the

course which a Hobbes would have taken,

and utterly deny the validity of induction

;

and this leads to a new use of the word
'uniformity, in which he speaks of the ‘ uni-

formity of nature.’ Before asking exactly

what this phrase means, it may be noted that,

whatever it means, the assertion of it is an
assent to scholastic realism, except for a dif-

ference of emphasis. For to say that through-

out the whole course of experience, events

always, or even only usually, happen alike

under the same conditions (what is usually

called the ‘ invariability ’ of nature), is to

assert an agreement (complete or partial)

which could not be ascribed to chance without

self-contradiction. For chance is merely the

possible discrepancy between the character

of the limited experience to which it belongs

and the whole course of experience. Hence,
to say that of the re<B,, objective facts some
cjeneral character can be predicated, is to

assert the reality of a general. It only differs

from scholastic realism in that Mill and his

followers treat this aspect of the matter
lightly—that is to say, the objective reality

of the general—while the Scholastics regarded
it as a great and vital feature of the universe.

Instead of ‘uniformity’ now importing that

what others call ‘ laws ’ are fabrications of the

human mind, this ‘uniformity of nature’ is

erected by Mill into the greatest of laws and
absolutely objective and real.

Let us now inc^uire what the ‘uniformity

of nature,’ with its synonymous expressions

that ‘ the future resembles the past,’ and so

forth, can mean. Mill says that it means
that if all the circumstances attending two
phenomena are the same, they will be alike.

But taken strictly this means absolutely

nothing, since no two phenomena ever can

happen in circumstances precisely alike, nor
are two phenomena precisely alike. It is,

therefore, necessary to modify the statement

in order to give it any meaning at all
;
and

it will be found that, however it may be so

modified, the moment it begins to carry a

definite meaning, one of three things resulls;

it becomes either, first, grossly false, or,

second, an assertion which there is really no
good reason to believe even approximately

true, or thirdly, it becomes a quasi-subjective

truth, not lending any colour of validity to

induction proper. If, for example, we were
to say that under any given species of circum-

stances presenting any similarity, phenomena
of any given genus would be found to have

a specific general resemblance in contrast

with the specific character of phenomena of the

same genus occurring under a different species

of circumstances of the same genus, this would
be monstrously false, whether intended as an
absolutely universal proposition or merely as

one approximately true. Let, for example,

the genus of phenomena be the values of the

throws of a pair of dice in a given series of

successive throws indefinitely continued. Let

the first species of circumstances be that the

ordinal number of a throw in the series is

'prime. It is pretty certain that there would

be no general character in the corresponding

values of throws to distinguish them from

those which would result when the ordinal

number is divisible by 2, or by 3, or by any

other prime. It thus appears that when we
take any genus of circumstances, the law

turns out false. Suppose, then, that we
modify it by saying that, taking any genus

of phenomena and separating this into two

species, there will be found in the dis-

coverable cii’cumstances some general resem-

blance for all those attending phenomena of

the same species in contrast to those attending

phenomena of the other species. This is a

pi’oposition which there is not the slightest

reason to believe. Take, for exami>le, as the

genus of phenomena, the many thousands of

Latin descriptions of American species of

jfiants by Asa Gray and his scholars. Now
consider the species of this genus of pheno-

mena which agree in this respect, that the
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two first words of the description have their

first vowels the same. There is no reason to

suppose that tliere was any general respect in

which the circumstances of that species of

the genus of phenomena agi ee with one another

and differ from others, either univeisally or

usually. It is a mere chance result. It is

true that some persons will not he inclined

to assent to this judgment
;
hut they cannot

prove it otherwise. It can afford no adequate

basis for induction. We see, then, that when
we consider all phenomena, there is no way
of making the statement sufficiently definite

and certain. Suppose, then, that we attempt

still another modification of the law, that, of

interesting resemblances and differences be-

tween phenomena, some considerable propor-

tion are accompanied by corresponding resem-

blances and differences between those of the

circumstances which appear to us to be

pertinent. The proposition is now rather

psychological than metaphysical. It would

be impossible, with any evidentiary basis, to

strengthen the expression ‘ some considerable

proportion and in other respects the state-

ment is vague enough. Still, there is suffi-

cient truth in it, perhaps, to warrant the

presumptive adoption of hypotheses, provided

this adoption meiely means that they are

taken as sufficiently reasonable to justify some

expense in experimentation to test their truth

by induction
;
but it gives no warrant at all

to induction itself. For, in the first place,

induction needs no such dubious support,

since it is mathematically certain that the

general character of a limited experience will,

as that experience is prolonged, approximate

to the character of what will be true in the

long run, if anything is true in the long run.

Now all that induction infers is what would

be found true in the usual course of experi-

ence, if it were indefinitely prolonged. Since

the method of induction must generally ap-

proximate to that truth, that is a sufficient

justification for the use of that method,

although no definite probability attaches to

the inductive conclusion. In the second place,

the law, as now formulated, neither helps

nor hinders the validity of induction proper;

for induction proper consists in judging of

the relative frequency of a character among
all the individuals of a class by the relative

frequency of that character among the indi-

viduals of a random sample of that class.

Now the law, as thus formulated, may tend to

make our hypothesis approximately true
;
but

that advantage has been gained before the

operation of induction, which merely tests the
hypotliesis, begins. This inductive operation

is just as valid when the hypothesis is bad as

when it is good, when the character dealt

with is trivial as when it is interesting. The
ratio which induction ascertains may be nearer

J, and more remote from l or o, when the

characters are uninteresting
;
and in that case

a larger number of instances will usually be
requisite for obtaining the ratio with any
given degree of precision (for if the ratio is

really i or o, it will be almost a miracle if in

the sample it is far from that ratio, although
this will not be impossible, if the whole class

is infinite), but the essential validity of the

process of induction remains unaffected by
that circumstance.

What is usually meant by the uniformity

of nature probably is that in proportion as

the circumstances are alike or unlike, so are

any phenomena connected with them alike

or unlike. It may be asked to what degree

nature is uniform in that sense. The only

tenable answer is that it is as little uniform

as it possibly could be imagined to be; for

were any considerable proportion of existing

uniformities, or laws, of nature destroyed,

others would necessarily thereby result.

In fact, the great characteristic of nature

is its diversity. For every uniformity known,
there would be no difficulty in pointing out

thousands of non-uniformities
;
but the diver-

sities are usually of small use to us, and
attract the attention of poets mainly, while

the uniformities are the very staff of life.

Hence, the higher and wider are our desires,

the greater will be the general impression of

uniformity produced upon us by the contem-

plation of nature as it interests us.

(4) There are senses in which nature may
not irrationally be held to be uniform

;
but

opinions differ very widely as to the extent

and nature of this uniformity. The chief of

these are as follows :

—

(a) The majority of physicists, at least of

the older generation, hold, with regard to the

physical universe, that its elements are masses,

their positions, and the variations of these

positions with time. It is believed that every

motion exactly obeys certain laws of attrac-

tion and repulsion; and there is no other

kind of law, except that each atom or cor-

puscle is a centre of energy arranged in equi-

potential surfaces about it, which follow a

regular law
;
and that this is a permanency

But the equations of motion are differential

equations of the second order, involving,
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therefore, two arbitrary constants for eacli

moving atom or corpuscle, and there is no

uniformity connected with these constants.

At least, no such uniformity is, with the

least probability, discoverable. As for the

distribution of imtential about an atom or

corpuscle, it is regular
;
but there is no ulterior

reason for that regularity, or, at least, none

is probably discoverable. What is absolutely

beyond discovery, whether direct and specific

or indirect and general, may be considered to

be non-existent.

From this usual and in some sense standard

opinion there are many divergences in both

directions. First, in the direction of greater

uniformity.

(h) Some hold that there is some exact

uniformity in the arbitrary constants of the

motion of the atoms, so that, for example,

perhaps at some initial instant they all had
some symmetrical or regular arrangement,

like a pack of cards unshuffled
;
and that the

velocities at that instant were regular also.

But this regularity being of a purely aesthetic

or formal kind, and the laws of motion equally

formal and unrelated to any purpose, it

follows that all kinds of arrangements will be

produced, ungoverned by any uniformity, but

mere effects of chance. Three stars may, for

example, at some instant form an equilateral

triangle
;
but there would be no particular

reason for this : it would be merely a casual

coincidence.

(c) Others go further and maintain that

the constants of position and velocity are sub-

ject to a law not merely formal, but are

governed by final causes in such a way that

there is no arrangement or coincidence what-

ever which was not specially intended by the

Creator. To this theory, such words as pro-

vidence and /ore-knowledge are ill adapted;

because the two constants which each atom or

corpuscle has, remain constant throughout all

time, and ought not to be considered as having

been fixed at any particular epoch. The very
idea is that the arrangement is determined

by what would be the result of different

arrangements at each period of time. If, for

example, a given prayer effects rain, it must
be supposed that in view of that prayer, and
as its consequence, the different atoms had
the aj)propriate constants

; but that these

were not given to the atoms at any particula)-

epoch, being permanent values. Any inten-

tional action on the part of a free agent is to

be explained in the same way. If an agent
is to be supposed really free, it is difficult to

see what other physical explanation is com-
patible with the exactitude of law. This
seems to he substantially the notion of most
of those who have supported free-will.

On the other hand, many philosophers

suppose a less degree of uniformity in nature

than is supposed in opinion (a). Of these

the following liave come to the present writer’s

notice as being actually defended.

(d) Some su]ipose that while law is absolute,

yet there are constantly arising cases analo-

gous to unstable equilibrium in which, owing
to a passage of a velocity through infinity or

otherwise, the law does not determine what
the motion shall be. Thus if one Boscovichian
point attracts another inversely as the square

of the distance, and they move in one straight

line, then when they come together they may
move through one another, or move backwards
on the same line, or may separate along any
other line, without violating the differential

equation. Such ‘ singularities,’ as the mathe-

maticians say, are theoretically possible
;
and

may be supposed to occur very often. But to

suppose that free action becomes possible in

such a way is very illogical. In the first

place, it supposes a direct interaction between
‘ mind ’ and matter

;
infinitesimal, no doubt,

but none the less real. Why not better

suppose a slight but finite action of this

kind, and so avoid the following objections 1

Namely, in the second place, this is to put

faith, not scientific credence, in the inductive

laws of matter infinitely beyond what induc-

tion can ever warrant. We know very well

that mind, in some sense, acts on matter, and
matter on mind : the question is how. It is

not in speculations of this fanciful kind that

the true answer is likely to be found. In the

third place, although tliis speculation wanders

so far beyond all present knowledge, it never-

theless comes into conflict with a legitimate

induction, namely, the supposition of any

real ‘ singularity ’ or breach of continuity in

nature is in as distinct conflict with all our

knowledge as is a miracle.

(e) Sundry far less tenable hypotheses of

lacunae between inviolable laws have often

been proposed. One opinion frequently met
with is that the law of energy does not pre-

scribe the direction of velocity, but only its

amount
;

so that the mind may cause atoms

to ‘ swerve,’ in regular Lucretian fashion.

This singular notion has even been embraced

by mathematicians, who are thinking of a

projectile shot into a curved tube, or other

case of an equation of condition. Of course.
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if mind can construct absolute const) aints,

it can much easier exert force that is finite.

Other writers suppose lacunae, without tell-

ing us of what particular description they

are
;
they seem to think law is absolute as

far as it goes, but that its jurisdiction is

limited.

(f) Much more philosophical and less logic-

,ally objectionable is the notion of St. Augustine

and others (it is near to the opinion of

Aristotle) that the only fundamental kind

of causation is the action of final causes,

and that efficient causation is, in all cases,

secondary. Accordingly, when a miracle

occurs there is no violation of the real cursus

natwrae, but only of the appai ent course of

things.

(g) The hypothesis suggested by the present

writer is that all laws are results of evolution
;

that underlying all other laws is the only

tendency which can grow by its own virtue,

the tendency of all things to take habits.

Now since this same tendency is the one sole

fundamental law of mind, it follows tliat the

physical evolution works towards ends in the

same way that mental action works towards

ends, and thus in one aspect of the matter it

would be perfectly true to say that final

causation is alone primary. Yet, on tlie other

band, the law of habit is a simple formal law,

a law of efficient causation
;

so that either

way of regarding the matter is equally true,

although the former is more fully intelligent.

Meantime, if law is a result of evolution,

which is a process lasting through all time,

it follows that no law is absolute. That is,

we must suppose that the phenomena them-
selves involve departures fiom law analogous

to errors of observation. But the writer has

not supposed that this phenomenon had any
connection with free-will. In so far as evolu-

tion follows a law, the law of habit, instead

of being a movement from homogeneity to

heterogeneity, is growth from diftbrmity to

uniformity. But the chance divergences from
law are perpetually acting to increase the

variety of the world, and are checked by
a sort of natural selection and otherwise (for

the writer does not think the selective prin-

ciple sufficient), so that the general result

maybe described as ‘organized heterogeneity,’

or better rationalized variety. In view of

the principle of continuity, the supreme guide
in framing philosophical hypotheses, we must,
under this theory, regard matter as mind
whose habits have become fixed so as to lose

the powers of forming them and losing them,

\rhile mind is to be regarded as a chemical

genus of extreme complexity and instability.

It has acquired in a remarkable degree a

habit of taking and laying aside habits. The
fundamental divergences from law must here

be most extraordinarily high, although prob-

ably very far indeed from attaining any
directly observable magnitude. But their

effect is to cause the laws of mind to be

themselves of so fluid a character as to simu-

late divergences from law. All this, accord-

ing to the writer, constitutes a hypothesis

capable of being tested by experiment.

Literature ; besides most treati.ses on Logic

(q. V., especially inductive) see Rbnouviee
and Prat, La nouvelle Monadologie (1899).

(C.s.p.)

Uniformity (notion of). The objective

regularity and orderliness presupposed in

the possibility of representing the real world

by an ideal construction. ‘ Whenever any
two or more attributes are repeatedly to be

connected together, closely or remotely in

time or in space, there we have a uniformity.

And tlie general expression, the uniformity ol'

nature, is intended to cover all such partial

connections, and to imply that their existence

may be detected or reasonably inferred

througbout all phenomena whatever’ (Venn,

Empirical Logic, 93).
All contrivance of means towards ends,

and indeed all adjustment of action in accord-

ance with previous experience, presupposes as

the condition of effectiveness more or less

uniformity of coexistence and sequence in

natural phenomena. Practical needs lead us

to seek for uniformities, and the world is so

constituted that we find them. With the

develojiment of experience these uniformities

assume the form of a system, and a theoretical

interest arises in the extension of this system.

Finally, the conception of natural process as

determined, everywhere and in every minutest

detail, by fixed laws comes into being.

(G.P.S., J.M.B., C.L.F.)

Uniformity of ITatiire : see Unifokmitt

(S> 4)-

Unison [Lat. unus, one, + sonus, sound] :

Ger. Einklang] Fr. unisson] Ital. unisono.

The most perfect chord, in which both tones

have the same pitch. See Helmholtz, Sensa-

tions of Tone (Eng. trans.), 187. (e.b.t.)

Unit (of physical measurement) [Lat.

unitas~\: Qer, Einheit
;
Yx. unite', ItaX. unitdL.

A portion of any magnitude or quantity

employed to express the value of any other

portion P of the same magnitude or quantity
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by stating the ratio of P to the unit. Cf.

Mfasurement.
If P contains the unit an integral number

of times, the ratio is that number. If P and

the unit are commensurable, the ratio may
be expressed by subdividing the unit into a

number n of such parts that P shall contain

a part an exact number of times. If m is

this number, the ratio is then expressed by the

fraction — . If P and the unit are incom-
n

mensurable, a fraction can still be found which

shall express the ratio with an error as small

as we choose to make it, by increasing the

number of parts, because the error will always

be less than one-half a part.

The ratios which thus fix the values of

quantities are ordinarily expressed by alge-

braic literal symbols, a, h, c, See. In order

that they may have any meaning, the unit

must be of the same kind as the quantity to

be expressed. There can be no ratio between
quantities of unlike kinds, as a day and a

mile.

Apart from this condition, the magnitude
of a unit is arbiti’ary. But the choice may
be so made as to simplify investigation

;

indeed, an important factor in the advance

of physics has been the definition of a clear

and simple system of units. In this system

a limited number of quantities, generally

three, have arbitrary units assigned them,

and the units of all other quantities are

defined in terms of these in such ways as to

simplily the expression of results to be

obtained. These are called derived units.

In physics there are three arbitrary units

called fundamental

:

() That of length, represented by the sym-
bol A;

() That of time, represented by the sym-

bol P;
(c) That of mass, represented by the sym-

bol M.
In constructing the metric system an at-

tempt was made to make the unit of mass a

derived one by defining it as the mass of a cubic

decimetre of water at maximum density. But it

would be objectionable to use as absolute a unit

which depends on the result of an experiment,

because its value would never be definitive,

and would require constant correction as

more exact determinations are made. Hence
the practical kilogram is simply a certain

mass of metal, which the founders of the
metric system made as near as possible to

that of a cubic decimetre of water.

In recent times a system of units in which,
for

Length, L — \ centimetre,

Time, T = \ second.

Mass, M = 1 gramme,

has come into extensive use, and is known as

the 0. G. S. system, from the initial letters of

the three units. Some of these units have
received special names, which we shall give

in connection with the definitions, but others

have not.

The derived units of the more common
physical quantities are defined as follows ;

—

The unit of velocity is that velocity which,

if uniform, will carry a body over unit length

in unit time (C. G. S., i centimetre per

second).

The unit of acceleratim (of velocity) is that

acceleration which will increase the velocity

by a unit in unit of time.

The unit of force is that force which, acting

on a body of unit mass, free to move, will

impress upon it unit velocity in unit of time

(called the dyne in the C. G. S. system).

The unit of surface or area is a square

whose sides are of unit length (C. G. S., a

square centimetre).

The unit of volume is a cube whose edges

are each of unit length (C. G. S., a cubic

centimetre).

The unit of work is the work done by unit

of force acting on a body in the direction of

its motion as it moves through unit length

(C. G. S., the erg').

The unit of kinetic energy is the energy of

a mass of two units moving with unit velocity

(when m— 2 and i; = i we have ^ mv^ = i )•

This unit is, in the C. G. S. system, also called

the erg.

The unit of heat is that amount of heat

which will raise the temperature of unit

mass of water i° C. As the amount of

heat necessary to produce this effect varies

with the temperature of the water, there is

a small range of uncei'tainty in this definition,

on the best way of avoiding which there is,

as yet, no general consensus among physicists.

The theoretically best unit of heat would be

that generated by the transformation of a

unit of kinetic energy or of work into heat

;

for example, the heat generated by the friction

of dragging a weight by a force of one unit

through a unit of length. This unit would be

an erg, but would not be of ready practical

use. The most common practical unit of heat

is the calorie, being tlie amount of heat re-

quired to raise tire temperature of i kilo-
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gram of water i°C. In the C. G. S. system

the mass of water supposed in tlie defini-

tion should he i gramme. The C. G. S.

unit of heat is therefore ^ calorie,

hut it has not received any special- name.

Electrical units. In electricity two systems

of measuring quantities of electricity are used.

In the electrostatic system the unit of elec-

tricity is that quantity which will repel an

equal quantity at unit distance with unit

force. In the electromagnetic system the

measure depends on the magnetic effect pro-

duced hy an electric cun’ent. The latter

system best serves ordinary purposes, and is

therefore generally used. It is adopted in

the following statements and definitions, in

which we begin with those relating to mag-
netism.

A magnetic pole of unit strength is that

pole which repels an equal pole at unit dis-

tance with unit force.

The unit of intensity of a magnetic field is

the intensity of that field in which a unit

pole is acted on by unit force.

The electric current of unit strength is,

in the 0 . G. S. system, that current which,

moving along a circular arc of radius and
length both unity, will produce at the centre

of the circle a field of unit intensity. It

follows that if a current of strength C moves
around a coil of i adius r, each turn of the coil

will produce, at its centre, a field intensity of

2 7T (7

r
The unit of quantity of electricity is the

quantity conveyed hy unit current in unit

time.

A conductor has unit capacity when a charge

of unit electricity produces unit of potential

on its surface.

The difference of potential between any
two points is the work required to move unit

quantity of electricity from one point to the

other, the algebraic sign being so taken that

positive electricity tends to move from points

of greater to points of smaller potential. The
potential produced hy positive electricity is

therefore positive, and that produced hy an

infinitesimal quantity dq of electricity at a

distance r is algebraically expressed by dq / r.

Its unit may therefore he defined as the po-

tential produced by unit of electricity at unit

distance.

The electromotive force between two ad-

jacent points is the difference of potential

between those points, and has therefore the

same unit as potential.

A conducting wire has unit of resistance

when, with unit difference of potential be-

tween its ends, a current of unit strength

passes through it.

Ohm’s law is that between the electro-

motive force E, the strength G of a current,

and the resistance .ffi of a conductor subsists

the relation

E-GR.
Some of the preceding units are either too

small or too large for convenient general use.

Others are therefore introduced in practice,

named and defined as follows :

—

The practical unit of resistance called the

ohm is theoretically defined as

the C. G. S. unit x lo*,

and practically defined as the resistance of

a column of mercury of uniform cross section,

of mass I4-452I grams, and 1,063 milli-

metres in length, at temperature 0° C. The
cross section of this column is one square

millimetre.

The practical unit of electromotive force,

called the volt, is

the C. G. S. unit of potential X 10®.

The practical unit of current, called the

amqph'e, is

the C. G. S. unit -r- 10.

The practical unit of quantity of electricity,

called the coulomb, is

the 0 . G. S. unit -4-10.

The practical units of capacity, called the

farad and the microfarad, are :

—

Farad = C. G. S. unit -r- 10®,

Microfarad = C. G. S. unit -4- io‘®,

= Farad -4- 10®.

The practical unit of work, called joule,

is 10’^ ergs.

The practical unit of power, called the

watt, is the power which does one joule of

work per second.

The horse-jpower is about 746 watts.

The kilowatt is 1000 watts.

The C. G. S. electrical units to be used in

the preceding definitions are electro-magnetic.

They are equal to the corresponding electro-

static units multiplied or divided by num-
bers approximately equal to 3 x 10^®, or its

powers, as follows :

—

Unit of Eesistance, -4- 3^-10®®,

„ Pttential, -4-3-10’®,

„ Current, x 3-10’®,

„ Quantity, x

„ Capacity, x
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The uumber 3-io’® is so near to the velocity

of light in the C. G. S. sj’stem that it is sup-

posed to be identical with it.

Literature: Evebett, Units and Physical

Constants. (S.N.)

Unit (social) : see Social Unit.

Unitarianisu [Lat, unus, one] : Qer.

Unitarianisinus ;
Fi’. unitarianisme

;
Ital.

unitarianismo. (i) A term used % Sir

^Villiam Hamilton alone {Lects. on Met.,

i. 295) as equivalent to monism. One who
denies dualism in favour of either mind or

matter as the sole reality is a Unitarian, (j.n.)

(2) The doctrine of a Christian sect which

denies the Trinity and the divinity of

Christ, thus emphasizing the oneness of

God.
Unitarianism in this sense is widespread

in England and the United States. (j.m.b.)

Unities (the dramatic) : see Unity And
Plukality, passim.

Unity (and Plurality) [Lat. unitas,

oneness] : Ger. Einheit (and Mehrheit)
;

Fr.

unite (and fluralile)
;

Ital. unith (and jplwra-

lita). Fonnally, unity means whatever exists,

or is considered, as a single, indivisible reality,

and by whose repetition composite beings,

or through whose agency derived beings,

exist. (J.D.)

(1) A universally accepted understanding

as to the formation of Latin words would
require wnity to mean that which is essential

to the number one.

If we consider the number one, irrespective

of the possibility of two, three, &c., it involves

no idea of number (and tlierefore not of

totality or collection), nor even any idea of

relation. The idea would, therefore, be found

in a pure state only in an immediate con-

sciousness which should make no distinction

of any kind, whether between subject and
object, or of the parts of the object. But the

term is never used in this sense, unless with
an accompanying explanation.

(2) The oneness element of experience which
involves a positive assignment of the number
one, and which must be originally one, and
not a total.

Much may be said for the opinion that

we are thus brought to the event of acting

and being acted upon
;

for that must be one,

and is the only element of experience whose
essential peculiarity is entirely lost in any
generalization of it. The negative oneness of

immediate consciousness—as, for example, it

appears in the idea of any particular colour

—

does not resist generalization, the idea of

7 ,

redness in general having the same sort of

unity as that of the scarlet of mercuric iodide

or the colour of aniline red (magenta). But
the moment I pass from the idea of a par-

ticular item of my experience, such as see-

ing a boat with a couple of men going over

Niagara, to the slightest generalization of

it, such as that of the memory of seeing

the event, or the general conception of going

over Niagara, the positive oneness entirely

disappears.

Nevertheless, the word unity is seldom

applied to this sort of oneness, which goes

by the name of individuality. There is

no individuality in a quality of immediate
consciousness such as magenta or solferino,

because there is no setting of object over

against subject, which is requisite before one-

ness can be positively assigned to an idea

(positive oneness thus involving duality)

;

but neither is there any generality in the

immediate consciousness, as long as it remains

nothing more than what it first was. The
purest oneness does not involve the least

reference to plurality, and is therefore not

positively opposed to generalization, and is

not destroyed when generalization takes place.

But positive and insistent oneness necessarily

involves, or rather springs out of, the idea of

duality, and distinctly denies it
;

so that

generalization destroys it
;

it is the otherness

of otherness, the negation of negation.

(3) The idea which the word unity is

usually employed in philosophy to express is

that of a general (in the most general sense)

in its relation to particulars, which would be

much more accurately called ‘ totality.’

Unity is thus used, not to express pure

oneness, nor yet positive oneness, but to ex-

press the negation of multitude in the object

to which it is attributed. Thus it involves

a distinct reference to the possibility, not of

duality merely, as positive unity does, but of

plurality (in the sense of more than two).

The first unity might be named simplicity or

firstness •, the second is very appropriately

termed individuality, the third, which is

nearly what Kant terms synthetical unity,

ought to have some better designation than

totality or universality.

Unity in certain old books (as in the

Institutiones Metaphysicae of Burgersdicius,

1647) is divided into singular and universal

unity, the former belonging to singulars, the

latter to universals. Singular unity is either

material (or numerical) or formed. Material

unity is defined as that which belongs to the
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singulars in so far as they are considered as

units with individualizing differences; which

is an awkward attempt to define individuality.

Formal unity is ‘ the unity which belongs to

singulars abstractedly from their individu-

alizing differences.’ These definitions depend

upon a particular theory of individuation.

Universal unity is distinguislied from com-

municahility, which is the reference to the

plurality of singulars
;
and these two elements

together make up universality. Numerical

unity implies repugnance to multiplication;

formal unity, indifference to multiplication;

universal unity, non-repugnance to multipli-

cation. The nature of the fundamentum uni-

versalitatis distinguishes the mediaeval realist

from the nominalist. The nominalists generally

do not admit that there is any simdarity in

things apart from the mind; but they may
admit that this exists, provided they deny

that it constitutes any unity among the things

apart from the mind. They cannot admit

the latter and remain consistent nominalists.

Thus, a nominalist may admit that there is

in the events themselves an agreement con-

sisting in the uniformity with which all stones

dropped from the hand fall to the ground

;

hut if he admits that there is anything at all,

except the mere fact that they happen to do

so, that should in any sense determine the

different stones to fall every time they are

dropped, he ceases to he a good nominalist

and becomes a mediaeval realist. Unity is

further divided (by Burgersdicius, whom we
continue to follow) into unity of simplicity

and unity of composition. Simplicity is said

to be unity devoid of all multitude
;

com-

position is the union of a plurality of things.

This definition of simplicity is confessedly

defective in representing this mode of unity

as having a reference to multitude. Compo-
sition is divided into real, rational, and

modal. Real composition is the union of dis-

tinct entities in the real thing itself. It is

eniher actual ov potential. Actual composition

is either per compositionem, as when water

and alcohol are mixed, or per aggregationem

(as in an army). Potential composition is

when one thing is united in potentia to

another. It is either per informationem or

per inhaerentiam
;
a distinction peculiar to a

certain kind of Aristotelianism. Rational

cmnposition is either of things which differ

by reason alone, or of things brought together

in one concept; it includes, firstly, genera,

species, &c. ;
secondly, equality, similitude,

&c.
;

thirdly, agreement in effects, external

causes, &c. Modal composition is composition

from a thing and a mode. Most of the above
distinctions go back to Scotus, and a few are

still earlier.

Unity is divided by Kant into analytical

and synthetical. He never defines or explains

these terms
;
but if we remember that, in his

use of words, multiplicity of elements is

essential to unity, it is easy to see that what
he means by analytical unity is the unity

of that which is given in its combined state

and is analysed by ordinary reflection. Thus
we perceive a fact

;
and in order to express

or think it, we analyse it, and the relation

of the percept to the elements resulting from
this analysis is very inappropriately called

analytical unity. But when in the formation

of the percept different sense impressions are

put together, so that ordinary thought cannot
proceed from whole to parts, but an operation

more or less subconscious is supposed to manu-
facture the whole out of the parts, the rela-

tion of the whole to the parts is called syn-

thetical unity. Three kinds of transcendental

synthesis are recognized in the first edition

of the Krit. d. reinen Vernunft, each resulting

in a synthetical unity : they are the synthesis of

apprehension in the intuition, which produces

one representation
;
the synthesis of reproduc-

tion in the imagination
;
and the synthesis of

recognition in the concept, which gives the

unity of the rule. The transcendental unity of
apperception is the unity which belongs to all

my cognitions arising from a correlative unity

of consciousness. It is transcendental, objec-

tive, and original. Besides these modes of

transcendental unity, Kant recognizes other

kinds of synthetical unity, some of which are

empirical and contingent. There are also

different modes of rational unity, some specu-

lative, others moral.

That which the Scholastics meant by trran-

scendental unity was unity in the sense in

which it is said Quodlihet ens est unum, that

is, is self-consistent.

We must not forget the three dramatic

unities of time, place, and action, requiring

the events represented to be included in one

day, in one scene, and all to relate to one

plot. Unity of action is set forth by Aristotle

[Poetics, chaps, viii, ix, xviii). Unity of

time is mentioned by him. That is, the

action of a tragedy should, when convenient,

be compressed into one day [Poetics, chap. v).

The unity of place was remarked by French

critics to have been observed by the Greek
tragedians.
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A unity in luatheniatics is a quantity

wliicli multiplied by any other gives that

other. There can thus he but one unity in

an algebra, although there may be many
units. (c.s.p.)

Aesthetic unity: singleness or congruous-

ness of effect immediately produced through

sensuous presentation.

Formal and material unity: scholastic

terms, dei'ived from Aristotle. Material

unity is that which pertains to an individual

as such, and which cannot be abstracted

even in thought from the individual
;

the

material unity of Socrates is just that

which constitutes him Socrates. Formal
unity is that which pertains to an individual

in such a way as to be distinguishable from

his individuality; the humanity of Socrates

can be conceived apart from Socrates, and as

such constitutes a fonnal unity. Cf. Iden-
tity (formal, and material).

Functional unity : a unity which consists

not in the composition of elements or parts of

structure as such, but in the conspiring or

working together of these various parts—

a

unity of value effected—also teimed teleo-

logical unity. The term ideal unity properly

has the same meaning.

Logical unity : that which is constituted

by the mutual support given to one another

hy the various terms and propositions of

j easoning in the process of establishing ,a con-

clusion.

Metaphysical unity ; that whose identity

is inherent, having within itself a principle

of being or action which makes it essentially

distinct from all other beings.

Moral unity : that which is produced by
a va) iety of factors co-operating intentionally,

and under the control of some consciously

regulating principle, to bring about a parti-

cular result
;
in this sense the state, as well

as the person, may be a moral unity.

Numerical unity : that the identity of

which is external, rather than intrinsic; what-
ever is sufficiently marked off or separate from
other things to be counted as one

;
also

termed physical or mechanical unity. Cf.

Numeee (different topics).

Organic unity : a unity which is consti-

tuted in and through diversity, since it re-

quires a manifold of parts or members which
are mutually dependent upon one another;
opposed to a mechanical unity or unity of an
aggregate in which every part is so homo-
geneous with the other parts and with the
whole as to be cajiable of being itself a unity.

which in quality (though not in quantity) is

regarded as the same as the original unit.

Cf. Oeganism.
The Kantian philosophy also supplies a

number of technical distinctions (see Kant-
ian Teeminology,— especially the synthetic

or transcendental unity of apperception—and
above).

We owe most of the main distinctions to

Aristotle, who differentiated absolute and
relative unity; the former being continuous

and indivisible within itself, the latter com-
plex and diversified, as of an orchestra.

Unity proper he subdivided into four forms:

first, that of continuity, not due to contact;

second, natural unity of form and figure

—

that is, original, not due to violence or external

force; third, individual, that which is nu-

merically distinct; fourth, unity of the uni-

versal, that constituted by thought as present

in a variety of objects—practically equivalent

to the formal unity of the Scholastics.

But the philosophic interest of the idea of

unity cannot be gathered from any cluster of

formal definitions or distinctions. It attaches

to the contort of the idea. All philosophy

is a search for unity, oi’, if this cannot be

found, for unities
;

aird it is the nature and
quality ascribed to unity or unities, together

with the reasons given for selecting it as

such, that constitute the true philosophic

history of the term. See Monism, Monads,
Pluealism, One and Many.

Moreover’, unum was with the Scholastics

one of the three ultimate predicates of being,

and it was an axiom of philosophy that every

real being is unity, and every true (not arti-

ficial) unity is being. Hence the starrdard and
definition of unity and substance are the

same. See Substance, and Teanscendent.
The whole question of the philosophic ground

of mathematics (on the side of arithmetic and

algebra) is connected with the question of

unity. (J.D.)

Unity in Variety: Ger. Einheit in der

Manni^altigkeit', Fr. unitS dans la variete;

Ital. unitd nella varietet. An agreement in

certain respects of several objects or parts of

one object, wlriclr differ in other respects, thus

capable of being grasped as a whole, while

at the same time they are distirrguished.

This is the objective coi’relate of the law

of all intelligence which is a synthetic process

of discrimination and iderrtification or rela-

tiorr. The urrity may be that of a spatial or

temporal whole, that of identity of quality,

that of conformity to some idea or law, or
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that of co-operation to a single end. It relates

to both form and content of the aesthetic

object. While absolute unity becomes empti-

ness or monotony, and absolute variety would

be chaos, the varying degrees in which unity

or variety is prominent give rise to a range

of aesthetic values. In addition to the formal

element of adjustment or adaptation, and the

connected free play of mental powers in

apprehending objects where unity in variety

is conspicuous, there seems to he involved to

some extent in ‘ unity ’ the value attaching

to the maintenance and recognition of one’s

own identity, while variety tends to enlarge-

ment and freedom.

The principle was enunciated by Plato and

Aristotle in reference to literary composition,

and has been given recognition as at least

an important condition of formal beauty by
nearly all aestheticians.

Literature : see titles under Aesthetics,

Aet, and Beauty
;

see especially Fechnee,
Vorschule d. Aesth. (1876), chap, vi; Kostlin,

Aesthetik (1869); Donkin, Mind, 1897,

51 iff. (J.H.T.)

Unity of God (in theology) : Ger. Gottes-

einheit; Fr. unite de Dieu] Ital. unitd di

Dio. The doctrine that in the last analysis

God is one and not many, and that the dis-

tinctions in the divine nature presuppose its

substantial oneness.

Unity is the principle of monotheism. The
Christian doctrine of tripersonality made it

necessary to emphasize the unitary side of

the divine nature. Unity may be asserted

in such a way as to be inconsistent with

personal distinctions. This gives abstract

monotheism. Judaism rests on the monotheistic

conception of Jahveh or Jehovah, which is con-

sistent with internal distinction if not with
a plurality of persons.

Literature', see Monotheism, Jehovah,
Teinitaeianism, and Unitaeianism. (a.t.o.)

Universal (and Universality) [Lat. uni-

versalis, pertaining to all] : Ger. allgemein
;

l^T.universel] Ital. universale, (i) This word
was used in the middle ages where we should

now use the word Geneeal (q. v.). Another
synonym was praedicabile :

‘ Praedicabile est

quod aptum natum est praedicari de pluribus,’

says Petrus Hispanus. Albertus Magnus says,

‘ Universale est quod cum sit in uno aptum
natum est esse in pluribus.’ Burgersdicius,

literally translating from Aristotle, says, ‘Uni-

versale (to Kaff oKov) appello, quod de pluribus

suapte natura praedicari aptum est,’ i.e. 6 cttI

7rXu6va>v 7re(f)UKe KaTrjyopeladai When the

Scholastics talk of universals, they merely
mean general terms (which are said to be
simple universals), with the exception here
following.

(2) The five terms of second intention, or
more accurately the five classes of predicates,

genus, species, difference, property, accident,

were in the middle ages (as they still are)

called ‘ the predicables.’ But since predicable

also means fit to be a predicate, in which
sense it is almost an exact synonym of

universal in the first sense, the five predi-

cables came to be often referred to as ‘ the

universals.’

(3) Predicated, or asserted, in a proposition

de Omni’, said to be true, without exception,

whatever there may be of which the subject

term is predicable. See Quantity (in logic).

Thus ‘ any phoenix rises from its ashes ’ is

a universal jiroposition. This is called the

complex sense of universal. The subject must
be taken in the distributive sense and not in

the collective sense. Thus, ‘ All man is all

redeemed,’ which is Hamilton’s ‘toti-total

proposition,’ is not a universal proposition,

or assertion de omni, in the sense defined by
Aristotle in the dictum de omni

;
for it

means that the collection of men is identical

with the collection of the redeemed, and not

that each man without exception is aU re-

deemed. Leibnitz rightly insists that a uni-

versal proposition does not assert, or imply,

the existence of its subject. The first reason

for this is that it accords with the definition

;

that is, the dictum de omni, which is that

that is asserted universally of a subject which
is said to be predicable of whatever that sub-

ject may be predicable. For this may be

done without asserting that the subject is

predicable of anything in the universe. The
second reason is that the term universal pro-

position is a term of foi mal logic. Now the

principal, or at least the most essential,

business of formal logic is so to formulate

direct syllogism as not to represent it as

requiring more or less than it really does.

Now the major premise of a direct syllogism

must be universal, but need not imply the

existence of anything of which the subject

should be predicable. Hence a form of uni-

versal proposition not asserting the existence

of the subject is indispensable. Now that

no second kind of universal proposition is

needed will pi'esently appear. The third

reason is that it is necessary that formal logic

should be provided with a form of proposition

precisely denying every proposition coming
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uiuler lac'ii of i(s simple forms. Now, if a

universal propositiou asserting the existence

of its subject is regarded as a simide form of

jn oposition—as, for example, ‘ There are in-

liabitants of iMars and every one of them

without exception has red hair’— its j^recise

denial evoidd be a particular proposition not

asserting the existence of the subject, which

evoidd be a most singular form, hardly ever

wanted, and manifestly complex, such as,

‘Either there is no inhabitant of Mars, or if

there be, there is one at least who has not

red hair.’ It is obviously far better to make
the simple particular proposition assert the

existence of its subject, ‘ There is an inhabi-

tant of Mars who has red hair,’ when the

universal form will not make the same asser-

tion, or imply it :
‘ Whatever inhabitant of

klars there may be must, without exception,

have red hair.’ If every particular proposi-

tion asseiis the existence of its subject, then

an affirmative particular proposition implies

the existence of its predicate also. It would

be a contradiction in terms to say that a

proposition asserted the existence of its pre-

dicate, since that of which a proposition asserts

anything is its subject, not its predicate.

But perhaps it is not quite accurate to say

that the particular proposition asserts the

existence of its subject. At any rate, this

must not be understood as if, in such asser-

tion, existence were a predicate not implied

in a proposition which does not make this

assertion (see Kant, Krit. d. reinen Vernunft,

ist ed., 599).
Every proposition refers to some index

:

universal propositions to the universe, through

the environment common to speaker and

auditor, which is an index of what the speaker

is talking about. But the particular pro-

position asserts that, with sufficient means,

in that universe would be found an object to

which the subject term would be applicable,

and to which further examination would prove
that the image calle'd up by the predicate was
also applicable. That having been ascertained,

it is an immediate inference, though not
exactly asserted in the proposition, that there

is some indicahle object (that is, something
existent) to which the predicate itself applies

;

so that the predicate also may be considered

as l eferi'ing to an index. Of course, it is per-

fectly legitimate, and in some aspects prefer-

able, to formulate the particular proposition

thus: ‘Something is, at once, an inhabitant

of Mars and is red haired,’ and the univeisal

proposition thus: ‘ Everything that exists in

the universe is, if an inhabitant of Mars, iheu
also red haired.’ In this case, the universal

proposition asserts nothing about existence

;

since it must already be well understood
between speaker and auditor that the uni-

verse is there. The particular proposition in

the new form asserts the existence of a vague
something to which it pronounces ‘ inhabitant

of Mars ’ and ‘ red haired ’ to be applicable.

See the remarks on ‘existence’ under Peo-
POSITION.

The universal proposition must be under-
stood as strictly excluding any single excep-

tion. It is thus distinguished from the

proposition ‘ The ratio of the number of A’s

to that of the A’s that are .8 is as i : i,’ not

merely in being distributive in form instead

of collective, but also in asserting much more.

Thus the ratio of the multitude of all real

numbers to those of them that are incommen-
surable is as 1:1; yet that does not prevent

the commensurable numbers from existing,

nor from being infinite in multitude. Were
it proved that the ratio of frequency of all

events to such of them as were due to natural

causatioir was 1:1, that would be no argu-

ment whatever against the existence of

miracles
;

although it might (or might not,

according to circumstances) be an argument
against explaining any given event as miracu-

lous, if such a hypothesis can be called an
explanation. Now induction may conclude

that the ratio of frequency of a specific to

a generic event is i : i, in the same approxi-

mate sense in which all inductive conclusions

are to be accejrted. Indeed, the ratios i : i

and o : l may be inductively concluded with

stronger confidence in their accui'acy than

any other ratio can be so concluded. But
under no circumstances whatsoever can in-

duction establish the accuracy or approximate

accuracy of a strictly universal pi’oposition, or

that any given series of phenomenal events

is, properly speaking, general (and therefore

represents a possibly infinite class), or is even

approximately general. Such propositions,

outside of mathematics (taking this word so

as to include all definitions and deductions

from them), must either be entirely un-

warranted, or must derive their warrant from

some other source than observation and ex-

periment. It raiglit conceivably be established

by testimony, as, for example, by a promise

by a possibly immortal being to act in a

certain way upon every occasion of a certain

description
;
and thus it would not need to

be an a priori judgment. (c.s.p.)
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(4) The logical use (3) passes easily into

the metaphysical. Provided the common
attribute is regarded as important or essential,

provided it is regarded as constituting a

‘ natural ’ genus or class, it expresses the

essence of the thing under consideration— its

permanent and abiding reality as distinct

from transitory accidents. But since this

essence is also what is common to a number of

individuals, the class itself taken as an objec-

tive whole is regarded as a universal. When
a predicate of this sort is applied to a subject,

it expresses not merely an empirical, but a

necessary, application to the whole of the

subject-matter
;
the relationship ceases to be

simply a quantitative one, and becomes quali-

tative or essential
;
e.g. ‘ All swans are white’

would be a quantitative universal judgment,

and so empirical. But ‘ all events must have

a cause ’ is a qualitative universal—it is the

‘ essence ’ of an event to be caused. Now
mediaeval thought was thus led to identify

the universalia or generic notions with

essences and with classes. Thus arose the

discussion regarding the relation of universals

to individual things (see Realism, i). Cf.

Absteact Ideas.

(5) Aristotle had illustrated the common
as the basis of a ‘ natural ’ class, by the com-

mon strain in various members of a family

—

those of common descent. This aspect of the

term tends to identify the universal not merely

with the static qualities or essence, but with

the productive force—the generic is the gene-

rative—by which numerically distinct indi-

viduals are really connected with one another.

This meaning presents a picture of what is

meant by the objective reality of a universal.

With modern science and the growth of the

conception of force, causation,and the tendency

to define (as in geometry) by reference to

mode of production, this dynamic sense got

the upper hand of the static. It is used in

this sense in the school of Hegel to mean
the general which, as function or activity,

exists only in the specific differences to which

it determines itseK. (J.D.)

(6) Kant, in sundry places (as in Logik by
Jasche, § 21), draws a ratlier insignificant

distinction between ‘generate’ or ‘gemeine’

Satze and ‘ universale ’ or ‘ allgemeine ’ Satze.

The former are what are ordinarily called

universal propositions. The latter are some-

thing more, apparently relating to any object

whatsoever.

(7) Descartes, Leibnitz, Kant, and others

appeal to the universality of certain truths

as proving that they are not derived from

observation, either directly or by legitimate

probable inference. There is only one such

passage in Descartes
;

and even Leibnitz,

though he frequently alleges the necessity of

certain truths (that is, their being propositions

of necessary mode) against Locke’s opinion,

yet in only one place (the ‘ Avant-Propos
’

of the Nouveaux Essais) distinctly adds the

criterion of universality. Descartes, Leibnitz,

and Kant more or less explicitly state that

that which they say cannot be derived from
observation, or legitimate probable inference

from observation, is a universal proposition in

sense (3), that is, an assertion concerning every

member of a general class without exception.

Descartes {Letter xeix) argues that no legiti-

mate inference can be made from external

phenomena to the proposition that ‘ Things
equal to the same are equal to each other,’

since that would be to infer a ‘universal’

from a ‘ particular.’ Leibnitz uses almost the

same language :
‘ D’ou il nait une autre ques-

tion, savoir, si toutes les verites dependent de
I’expericnce, e’est-a-dire de I’induction et des

exemples, ou s’il y a un autre fondemeirt. . . .

Or, tous les exemples qui confirnient une veritd

generate, de quelque nombre qu’ils soient, ne
suffisent pas pour etablir la necessite univei’-

selle de cette meme verite : car il ne suit pas

que ce qui est arrive arrivera toujours de
meme.’ Kant expresses himself still more
unmistakably {Krit. d. reinen Vemunft, 2nd
ed., Einleitung, ii) :

‘ Erfahrung giebt niemals

ihren Urtheilen wahre und strenge, sondern
nur angenommene undcomparative Allgemein-
heit (durch Induction), so dass es eigentlich

heissen muss : so viel wir bisher wahrgenom-
men haben, findet sich von dieser oder jener

Regel keine Ausnahme. Wird also eiu Ur-
theil in stronger Allgemeinheit gedacht, d. i.

so, dass gar keine Ausnahme als moglich
verstattet wird, so ist es nicht von der
Erfahrung abgeleitet, sondern schlechterdings

a priori giiltig. Die empirische Allgemein-
heit ist also nur eine willkiihrliche Steige-

rung der Gultigkeit, von der, welche in den
meisten Fallen, zu der, die in alien gilt, wie
z. B. in dem Satze : alle Kdrper sind schwer

;

wo dagegen strenge Allgemeinheit zu einem
Urtheile wesentlich gehdrt, da zeigt diese auf

einem besondereu Erkenntnissquell derselhen,

namlich ein Vermdgen des Erkenntnisses
a priori. Nothwendigkeit und strenge Allge-

meinheit sind also sichere Kennzeichen einer

Krkenntniss a priori^ und gehdren auch un-
zertrennlich zu einander.’ But notwithstand-
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ing the fact that the whole logic of all these

wi'iters, especially Kant, requires the word
universal to be understood in that sense, yet

there are, in the works of all of them, some

passages which lend a certain colour of excuse

to the stujDid blunder of some interpreters

who teach that by necessity they mean the

irresistible psychical force with which the

proposition demands our assent, and that by

universality they mean catholicity, i.e. the

catholic acceptance of it semper, uhique, et

ah omnibus. Descartes in particular, and
Leibnitz in some measure, perhaps even Kant
(though it would be very illogical for him to

do so), did more or less attach weight to the

irresistible ap[)arent evidence, and to some

degree to the catholic acceptance, of proposi-

tions as tending to persuade us of their truth

;

but not as criteria of their origin. It is,

however, to be noticed that false interpreters

of Kant have used the word universal in the

sense of being accepted by all men—the sense

of Koivos in the phrase Komil ewoiai.

The words universal and universality enter

into various technical phrases :

—

Aesthetic universality : a term of Kant for

a universality not formally stated but illus-

trated by examples.

Complex universality : see above.

Natural universal

:

a natural sign predi-

cable of a plurality of things, as smoke is a

sign of fire. The nominahst’c doctrine is

that nothing out of the mind is universal in

that sense. See Ockham, Logica, I. xiv.

adJin.

Objective universality

:

the universality of

a concept or rule
;
a Kantian phrase.

Posterionstic dictum de omni and Poste-

rioristic universal: universal predication as

defined by Aristotle in the fourth chapter of

the fii'st book of the Posterior Analytics, where
it is defined as the negative of the particular

;

Kara Trarroy yev ovv tovto X(yo> o ai> rj fxrj ini tivos

fifv Titos de yrj fnjde nore fiev nore be fxtj
—

‘ I call

that universally predicated [de omni) which is

not in something, in something not, nor now
is, now is not.’

Prioristic dictum de omni and Prioristic

universal

:

universal pi'edication as defined

by Aristotle at the end of the first chapter

of the first book of the Prior Analytics

:

Xeyo-

yev TO Kara navros KaTTfyopeia6ai orav yrjdeu
fj

Xalieiv Tan/ tov vnoKeiyevov KaO’ ov duTepov ov

Aex&haeTai—‘We say that anything, P, is pre-

dicated universally {dictum de omni) when
nothing can be subsumed under the subject

of which P is not intended to be predicated.’

Sitnjde universality
; the generality of a

general term. See (i) above.

Universal cause: a cause which with one
and the same efficiency concurs with others

in producing different effects. The idea is

that ‘ particular causes,’ that is, finite beings,

generate only their own kind. But God and
heaven produce all sorts of results natural

and moral in one and tlie same manner.
Universal consent

:

catholicity (see above).

Universal conversion: the conversion of a
proposition into a universal jJroposition. See

Hamilton, Lect. on Logic, Appendix V, iii.

footnote 14.

Universal grammar: grammar so far as

it applies to every possible language. The
ordinai-y doctrine of the middle ages was that

in its main features, and even in great detail,

one grammar was common to all languages.

See Thurot, in Notices et Extraits, xxii.

125 £f.

Universal logic: the unusual division of

logic into a universal and a particular part

is due to Avicenna, who makes the former to

consist of the matter of the Predicaments,

Peri liermeneias,2a\di Prior Analytics,'N\i\\e. the

latter, treating of special kinds of reasoning,

demonstrative, probable, and sophistical, em-
braces the matter of the Posterior Analytics,

Topics, and Sophistici Elenchi. Kant uses

precisely the same division in the introduc-

tion to the transcendental logic {Krit. d. reinen

Vernunft, ist ed., 53).

Universal moods of syllogism: those in

which both premises and the conclusion are

universal.

Universal parts and whole: the parts and
whole of the logical breadth of a term, pro-

position, or argument.

Universal unity is that sort of unity which

belongs to generalness. Burgersdicius {Instil.

Metap/h., I. xiii. § i) explains it in these

words :
‘ Unitas universalis est quae convenit

rebus quatenns indivisae sunt in plures res

eiusdem noininis et essentiae, et apta in eas

dividatur. Universalitas enim haec duo pos-

tulat, unitatem sive indivisionem, et com-

munitatem sive aptitudinem ad divisionem et

multitudinem. Sic animal, ut est universale,

in se unum est, una enim definitione potest

explicari, et aptum est dividi in hominem et

bestiam.’

Universal validity: according to some logi-

cians is the validity of such reasonings as

are ‘ calculated to operate conviction on all

reasonable minds ’ (Hamilton, Lect. on Logic,

xxvi). If he had omitted the word reason-
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able, and said ‘ calculated to work conviction

on all minds,’ this would not have proved

they had any validity at all
;

for the validity

of a reasoning depends upon whether it really

will lead to the truth, and not upon whether
it be believed that it will. Thus the word
reasonable is the only pertinent word in the

definition. But in fact there is no division

of logical validity into universal and pax’-

ticular.

Universal ante rem : Albertus Magnus, in

his commentary on the Organum, which is

valuable on account of being largely drawn
from Algazeli, Alfarabius, and Avicenna {Liber

de Praedicabilibus, chapter beginning, ‘ Quam-
vis autem haec determinata sint supra vires

logicae’), says after an explanation too long

to quote :
‘ Et hoc est quod dixerunt antiqui,

triplices esse formas, ante rem, scilicet, quae
sunt formae secundum se acceptae principia

rerum existentes, et in re, sive cum re ijxsa,

quae sunt formae existentes in ipsis dautes

eis nomen et rationem per id quod sunt aptae

esse in multis et universales (non tamen
secundum quod sunt in illis; secundum enim
quod sunt in illis parti cularizatae et indi-

viduitatae et ad singularitatem ductae sunt).

Sunt etiam formae post rem quae sunt formae

per abstractionem intellectus ab individuan-

tibus separatae, et in quibus intellectus agit

universalitatem. Et primae quidem substan-

tialia rerum principia sunt. Secundae autem
reruin substantiae. Tertiae autem accidentia

et qualitates, quae notae rerum in anima
acceptae vocantur et dispositiones vel habitus.’

There is much more. They are also called

ante multa, in multis, and post multa.

Universal in causando: same as Universal

cause (above).

Universale in essendo: according to the

Conimbi’icenses are common natures existing

in many inferiors. Burgersdicius and others

identify them with universals atife rem, other-

wise called the metaphysical universals, or

Platonic ideas.

Universals in praedicando, otherwise called

logical universals'. the universals concerning

which the principal dispute between the sects

in the 12th century took place. Tataretus,

whose tendencies are Scotistic, says :
‘ Univer-

sale in praedicando potest capi dupliciter,

uno modo prime-intentionalitei*, alio modo
secunde-intentionaliter seu pro per se signi-

ficato. Unde universale prime-intentiona-

liter captum non est aliud quam aliquid

cognitum ut unum in multis et de multis

cui ex natura rei non repugnat sic esse, cuius

modi sunt significata adaequata terminorum
communium. Sed universale secunde-inten-

tionaliter captum non est aliud quam quidam
respectus rationis causatus per actum com-

parativum intellectus comparantis aliquid in

ordine ad sua inferiora, ut unum in multis et

de multis.’

Universal in signijicando a sign which
signifies a number of things. The Conimbri-

censes instance a comet, which presages that

many persons are to be seized with maladies,

also general words, whether spoken, written,

or thought.

Universal per voluntariam instituiionem ;

a term of Ockham’s, opposed to natural uni-

versal. A conventional sign having a general

signification.

Universal sdmpliciter and secundum quid

:

a proposition is said to be universal simqMciter

which asserts itself of any individual object

of the subject term
;

that is, an ordinary

universal proposition. -A proposition is uni-

versal secundum quid if it is asseited not of

every object individually, but of some repre-

sentative (in some definite sense) of each in-

dividual, as Omnia animalia fuerunt in area

Noachi. (c.s.n., c.n.p.j

Universal Consent or Catholicity (in

philosophy) : see Univeesal, and Tests of
Teuth.
Universal Happiness ; Ger. allgemeine

GlucJcseligheit', Fr. felicite universdle] Ital.

felicitd, universale. The ‘happiness of the

greatest number.’ See Happiness, Geeatest
Happiness, and Ethical Theoeies (Hedon-

ism). (J.M.B.)

Universal Postulate: no foreign equi-

valents in use. The term is used as a

technical one by Spencer, to denote the ‘ in-

conceivableness of the negative ’ of any propo-

sition as the supreme test of the necessary

coexistence of a given subject and predicate.

It has psychological necessity—the necessity

of thinking the proposition in such and such

a way
;

and also logical—the reason for

holding it valid. This criterion is in effect

nothing but the criterion of Rationalism

(q. V.) as stated by Leibnitz—the impossibility

of the opposite. As such, it was shown by
Kant to be applicable only to ‘ analytic

judgments.’ Of. Tests of Teuth. (j.d.)

Uuiversalism : Ger. Lehre der Universa-

listew, Pv.universalisme', lisl. universalismo.

The doctrine of the final salvation of all men,

founded by its advocates on the following pos-

tulates. (i) God’s essential goodness and love
;

(2) the unlimited scope of Christ’s redemption;
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(3) the extension of probation beyond death;

(^) the perfectibility of human nature.

rniversalism was held by some of the early

Church Fathers, and found advocates among
the reformed thinkers in Germany, France,

and England. Its great American apostle was

J(5hn Murray, who crossed from England in

1770. The creed took institutional form for

the first time on American soil, being organized

into a church in 1803 at Winchestei’, New
Hampshire, by the adoption of a confession

and the acquisition of legal status. It is at

present a large and flourishing sect.

Literature : The Universalist Eegister, Bos-

ton
;
Hosea Biglow, The Ancient Hist, of

Universalism; THATEB,Theol.of Universalism

(1873) ;
Dodge, The Purpose of God {1894)

;

O. Cone, Gospel Criticism and Historical

Christianity (1891). (a.t.o.)

Universalistic Hedonism : Ger. univer-

salistischer Uedonismus
;
Fr. liMonisme uni-

versaliste; Ital. edonismo universalista. The
doctrine that the moral end is ‘ the great-

est happiness of the greatest number.’ See

Ethical Theories (Hedonism), and Utili-

TAEIA.NISM. (J.M.B.)

Universality; Ger. AllgemeivguUigkeit\

Fr. universulite
;

Ital. universalitci. See

Universal, and Tests oe Truth; and cf.

Abstract Idea.

Universe [Lat. unus, one, -f vertere, to

turn]: Ger. Weltall, All; Fr. univers; Ital.

universe. The term is often used as synony-

mous with World (q. v.), but is distinguished

from it by the idea of completeness, all-in-

clusiveness.

So the German Weltall is distinguished

from Welt. It, rather than world, is the

equivalent of the Latin Mundus (q. v.). It is

sometimes restricted to the entire created

system, but is also used, like the Greek one-

and-all (tv koI to nap), to include God as well.

In this last sense it is equivalent to nature

as used by Spinoza. It is also used in logic

to denote the subject or topic taken as a whole
—the Universe (q. v.) of discourse. (j.d.)

Universe (the) [Lat. universvm, combined,
from unus, one, -f vertere, to turn] : Ger.
{das) Weltall; F”. {V)univers; Ital. (i’) uni-

verso. (i) The collection of all material

things, TO nap; the word universvm occurs in

this sense in Cicero.
‘ Par I’espace,’ says Pascal {Fens%es, i. 6),

‘ 1 univers me comprend et m’engloutit comme
un point. Par la pensee, je le comprends.’ It

is us( d by some writers to include the spiritual

woi Id
;
by others to include God.

(2) Universe (in logic) of discourse, of a
‘proposition, &c. In every proposition the cir-

cumstances of its enunciation show that it

refers to some collection of individuals or of

possibilities, which cannot be adequately

described, but can only be indicated as some-

thing familiar to both speaker and auditor.

At one time it may be the physical universe

of sense (i), at another it may be the imagi-

nary ‘ world ’ of some play or novel, at another

a range of possibilities.

The term was introduced by De Morgan
in 1846 {Cambr. Philos. Trans., viii. 380),

but De Morgan never showed that he fully

comprehended it. It does not seem to be

absolutely necessary in all cases that there

should be an index proper outside the sym-
bolic terms of the proposition to show what
it is that is referred to

;
but in general there

is such an index in the environment common
to speaker and auditoi*. This De Morgan
has not remarked

;
but what he has remarked

has likewise its importance, namely, that for

the purposes of logic it makes no difference

whether the universe be wide or narrow.

The idea of a limited logical universe was
adopted by Boole and has been employed by
all subsequent exact logicians. There is be-

sides a universe of marks or characters, when-

ever marks are considered substantively, that

is, as abstractions, as they commonly are in

ordinary speech, even though the forms of

language do not show it. Thus only, there

comes to be a material difference between an

affirmative and a negative proposition
;
and

a meaning can thus alone be attached to

Kant’s limitative form of proposition. For

it will then alone be one thing to say that

an object wants some character common to

all men, and another to say that it possesses

every character common to all non-men.

Only instead of this giving three qualities it

gives four, for the assertion may be that an

object wants some character common to all

non-men
;
a point made by ancient writers.

In 1882 O. C. Mitchell extended the theoiy

of the logical universe by the introduction of

the idea of ‘dimension’ (see Logic, exact,

ad fin.). (O.S.P., C.L.F.)

Unknowable (the) [Lat. inA-gnoscere,io

know]: Ger. da« Unerkennhare; Yv.Vincon-

naissahle, ce qu’on ne pent con/nattre; Ital.

V inconoscihUe. That which is not and cannot

be known; that whose nature is such as to

transcend or defy apprehension by any of

the processes by which mind apprehends its

objects. (J.D.—J.M.B.)
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Of cognate terms ‘ inconceivable ’ is nar-

rower, being rather equivalent to Unthink-
able (q. V.)

;
that is, not to be apprehended

by the cognitive or the conceptual processes.

‘ Incomprehensible ’ is still narrower, i. e.

not to be apprehended mediately or by the

discui’sive processes. (j.m.b.)

The existence of something unknowable

is postulated from two different standpoints,

one of which (roughly speaking) is that of

ancient, the other that of modern thought.

In the ancient view it is the essential

nature and dignity of being which renders

it unknowable; mind and knowledge are

derivatives from the absolute reality which

accordingly remains inetfably above them.

Indeed, this absolute reality is the source of

being which it also transcends. It is above

distinctions of being and non-being as well as

of knowledge and ignorance. This is the

attitude of the Neo-Platonists. In modern
thought the assumption of the existence of

the unknowable is a consequence of the limita-

tions of the faculty of knowledge. Kant,

with his thing-in-itself contrasted with the

phenomenon
;
Spencer, with liis absolute con-

trasted with the related; and v. Hartmann,
with his identification of the absolute with

the unconscious, are the typical representa-

tives of modern conceptions of the unknow-
able. Such theories differ from those of the

agnostics and positivists in that the asser-

tion of the absolute reality as unknowable
is an integral part of the system, while in

agnosticism and positivism it is a matter of

pure indifference whether there be such

hyper-phenomenal existences or not. They
differ from phenomenalism in that the latter

positively deny any such unknowable entity

behind the knowable congeries of facts and

series of events. (j.d.)

XTnprodnctive Consumption: Ger. un-

produhtive Consumption', Er. consommaiion

improductive] Ital. consume non produttivo.

A cost which is not adequately compensated
by the Retuen (q. v.).

This definition may be applied either from
the private or from the public standpoint

;

but the latter method is much more common
and more useful. If a man spends his income
for Necessaeies (q. v.), as defined in this

work, his consumption is productive
;

i. e.

the efficiency outweighs the waste. If he
spends it for luxuries (see Luxuet), the case

is reversed.

Many of the English economists attempted

to confine the term productive to the produc-

tion of material objects
; but this limitation

is now regarded as impracticable.

The distinction between productive and
unproductive consumption is more important
than the distinction between productive and
unproductive labour, because the amount con-

sumed furnishes a standard of comparison to

determine whether the production is or is

not adequate. (A.T.H.)

Unpsycliological Ethics : see Ideo-
PSYCHOLOGICAL EtHICS.

Unreal [wn-f Real (q.v.)] : Ger. unwirk-
lich; Fr. sans realite, irreel; Ital. irreale.

Lacking in those marks wliich to our appre-

hension or thought constitute Reality (q. v.).

Cf. Real and Reality.
If the possession of such marks consti-

tutes the reality of an object, their lack con-

stitutes its unreality. It is sometimes held,

however, that unreality has its own posi-

tive marks and is not merely the absence of

reality. (j.m.b., G.E.S.)

Unreality : see Uneeal.
Unreality Feeling : see Reality Feel-

ing.

Unstable Equilibrinm (in economics)

;

Ger. unhestdndiges Gleicligewicht

;

F r. iquilibre

instable
;

Ital. equilibrio instabile. A balance

of economic motives of such a character that

any disturbance of the equilibrium, instead

of producing a reaction that tends to drive

matters back to the old adjustment, may tend

to perpetuate and intensify itself.

The ]>rice of an article represents a stable

equilibrium when a fall in price forms a
motive for contracting the supply. If the

conditions of production are such that the

competitors must continue to produce at

prices much lower than the old point of

adjustment (Oveepeoduction, q.v.), the price

equilibrium is an unstable one, and the value

of the commodity is subject to violent fluctua-

tions. (A.T.H.)

Unthinkable (the) [for derivation see

Thought]: Ger. (cfas) Undenkbare; Fr.{V)in-

concevable, {l’)impensable; Ital. (Z’) impensabile.

As a technical term the word grows out of

Sir William Hamilton’s philosophy of the

conditioned, especially as developed by Mansel,

and borrowed by Herbert Spencer. According

to his theory to tliink is to relate, or to condi-

tion. Hence anything which is absolute, or

infinite, or unconditioned is, of necessity,

unthinkable. It is inconceivable, and hence

can be neither affirmed nor denied (Hamilton,

Discussions, 13—6). (J.D.)

Unwritten Law: Ger. ungeschriebenes
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Jifc/it, O'eiueinrechf
;
Vr. droit non ecrit; Ital.

diritto consuetudinario. (i) All law uot made

by or under legislative authority.

(2) In English and American law, the

common law.
‘ In legislation both the contents of the

nile are devised, and legal i'orce is given to it,

by simultaneous acts of the sovereign power,

which produce “ written law.” All the other

law sources produce what is called “ unwritten

law,’’ to which tlie sovereign autliority gives

its whole legal force, but not its contents,

which are derived from popular tendency,

professional discussion, judicial ingenuity,

or otherwise, as the case may be ’ (Holland,

Jurisprudence, chap. v. 65). Law as formu-

lated by judicial decision, although contained

in the official law reports, is unwritten law
;

it is ex20ository, and not in the nature of an

original eommand by an authorized law-maker

(Pollock. Jurisprudence, chap. i. 219).

The Eoman law, differing from the English,

classed as written law all that was received

as law and contained in authentic written

form, although it might not be derived from

legislative authority
(
7ns«. of Just., i. 2, Be

iure naturali, gentium, et civili, 3, 9).

In France, before the Kevolution, the

Roman law was described as the Droit ecrit,

because it was originally the only form of

written law there, and those provinces where

it remained in force as common law were
termed pays de droit ecrit (Merlin, Repertoire

de Jurisprudence, Droit).

Literature : Bxackstone, Commentaries,

Introd., § 3. (s.E.B.)

Upham, Thomas Cogswell. (1799-
1872.) Edueated at Dartmouth College and
Andover Theological Seminary. Became assis-

tant in Hebrew in the seminar}", 182 1; ordained

as pastor of the Congregational Church at

Rochester, N. H., 1823
;

professor of mental
and moral philosophy in Bowdoin College,

1825.

Uprightness [Eng. up ->r right] : Ger. Axif-

richtigkeit, Rechtschaffinheit , Fr. droiture',

Ital. dirittura. The dispiosition which issues

in the habitual practice of virtue
;
the ethical

Disposition (q. v.) as such.

It is opposeil to goodness as an emotion
which may be capiicious, and to legality as

observance which may not be ethical, (j.m.b.)

Use[Lat. wms]: Ger. {i)Zweck, {2)Nutzen,

(3; Gehrauch.-, Fr. (i) empiloi, (2) utilite, (3)
usage; Ital. uso. (i) The end for which a
tiling is the appropriate means; as ‘the use
this is put to, or good for.'

(2) Utility (q. v., various topics).

(3) Actual employment or operation. Cf.

Use and Disuse. (j.m.b.)

Use and Disuse: Ger. Gehrauch und
Richt-Gebrauch

;
Fr. usage et desuetude (De-

lage); Ital. uso e disuso. The actual em-
ployment or non-employment of a chai’acter

or function more or less liabitually in daily

life.

Employed to indicate the part a function

or character plays in the life and develop-

ment of an individual creature and also as

possibly affecting the next generation (cf.

Use-inheeitance). (j.m.b., e.b.p.)

Use - inheritance : Ger. Gehrauchsver-

erhung, Erhiihung (k.g.); Fr. heredite par
Vusage (Delage); Hal. ereditarietd dall' uso.

Suggested by Ball for the Lamarckian theory

(cf. Lamaeckism) which holds that the effects

of Use and Disuse (q. v.) of organs, or indi-

vidually acquired Modieications (q. v.) gener-

ally, are inherited. See Ball, Are the Effects

of Use and Disuse inherited 1

It is important to distinguish what is called
‘ definite ’ inheritance of particular effects, or

true heredity, from the transmission of ‘general

effeets ’ (on the distinction see Ewart, Pres.

Address, Nature, Sept. 12, 1901). The latter

all admit
;
but not the former. See Acquired

AND Congenital Characters, and Here-
dity. Cojie proposed {Prim. Factors of Or-

ganic Evolution, 192) the terms ‘ Genesiology
’

for the science of heredity, ‘ Ctetology ’ for

that of accjuired characters, and ‘ Kineto-

genesis’ (development by motion) for use-

inheritance
;
but none of them is in common

use. (J.M.B., C.Lt.M.)

Usucaption: see Prescription.

Usufruct [Lat. usufructus]

:

Get. Niess-

brauch; Fr. usufruit; Ital. usufrulto. A
right during a certain time to the fruits of

property belonging to another; a personal

servitude, extending to the use and enjoy-

ment of property for a certain term, without

otherwise diminishing its substantial value.

A usufruct in land gave rights much like

those of a tenant by lease in Anglo-American

law.
‘ Usufructus est ius alienis rebus utendi,

fruendi, salva rerum substantia’ {Dig., vii. i,

De usvfructu, i). Being a personal servitude,

it died with the person, nor could he during

his life transfer it to another.

It may be created by private grant, or by
law as an incident of status, e. g. that of

a parent {Code Civil fran^ais. Art. 384,

578 ff.). (s.E.B.)
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Usury [Lat. tvsura, a charge for use] : Ger.

Wucher
;

Fr. usure
;

Ital. usura. An exor-

bitant rate of interest.

In mediaeval times the name usury was
applied to all payments for loans in excess

of the return of the principal
;
while Interest

(q. V.) was a phrase to justify certain specially

excusable forms of usury. To-day, interest

has become the general term, and the name
usury is applied only to the specially unjusti-

fiable cases of interest taking. (a.t.h.)

Uti possidetis (in international law) [Lat.].

The principle that the party in possession

should be protected.

The term is generally used to describe

a provision in a treaty, after a war, that

conquered territory shall remain in the hands

of the conqueror, either provisionally or per-

manently (see Calvo, Le Droit international,

§3150).
Uti possidetis (‘as you possess’) was the

name given to one of the interdicts, or legal

processes, of Roman law. It ran in favour of

a possessor of land, to protect him against

forcible dispossession by one claiming under

an adverse title {Dig., xliii. 17, Uti g’ossi-

detis). (s.E.B.)

Utilitarianism ; Ger. Utilitarismus
;
Fr.

ntiUtarisme
;

Ital. utilitarismo. The ethical

theory which regards adaptation to an end as

the criterion of moral worth, the end being

interpreted as the general happiness. Those

who uphold this theory are called utilitarians.

‘By the principle of utility,’ says Bentham,
‘is meant that principle which approves or

disapproves of every action whatsoever, accord-

ing to the tendency which it appears to have

to augment or diminish the happiness of the

party whose interest is in question.’ ‘To
this denomination has of late been added or

substituted the greatest happiness or greatest

felicity principle.’ ‘The word utility does

not so clearly point to the ideas of pleasure

and pain as the words happiness and felicity

do; nor does it lead us to the consideration

of the number of the interests affected. . . .

This want of a sufficiently manifest connec-

tion between the ideas of happiness and plea-

sure on the one hand and the idea of utility

on the other, I have every now and then

found operating, and with but too much
efficiency, as a bar to the acceptance that might
otherwise have been given to this principle

’

[Princ. of Mor. and Legist.
,

chap. i). Mill

says he ‘has reason for believing himself to

be the first person who brought the word
utilitarian into use. He did not invent it, but

\

adopted it from a passing expression in Mr.

Galt’s Annals of the Parish.’ The term is

suggested by Bentham in a letter to Dumont,
June 28, 1802 (see Works, x. 390). ‘ The creed

which accepts as the foundation of morals
utility, orthegrea test happiness principle, holds

that actions are right in proportion as they tend

to promote happiness, wrong as they tend to

produce the reverse of happiness’ (Mill, Utili-

tarianism cbaji.ii). Sidgwick restricts the term
utilitarianism to ‘ Universal istic Hedonism,
as taught by Bentham and his successors,’

and as distinguished from the Egoistic Hedon-
ism or ‘ Egoism ’ of earlier thinkers. ‘ I have

made as marked a separation as possible

between Epicureanism or Egoistic Hedonism,
and tbeUniversalisticorBenthamite Hedonism,
to which I propose to restrict the term
Utilitarianism’ [Meth. of Eth., 5th ed., 83 f.).

‘ By Utilitarianism is here meant the ethical

theory that the conduct which, under any
given circumstances, is objectively right, is

that which will produce the gieatest amount
of hai^piness on the whole; that is, taking

into account all whose happiness is affected

by the conduct’ {Meth. of Eth., 41 1, 5th ed.).

Cf. Ethical Theories (with literature).

[Sidgwick called himself a ‘modified utili-

tarian.’ The school of English utilitarians

—

Bentham, James Mill, John Stuart Mill

—

has found its special historian and expositor

in Leslie Stephen, The English Utilitarians

(1900). J.M.B.] (j.s.)

Utilitarians: Ger. Utilitarier] Er.uliJi-

taires; Ital. utilitaristi. Upholders of the

theory of Utilitarianism (q. v.).

Utility (in aesthetics) : Ger. Niltzlichkeit
]

Fr. utilite\ Ital. utilild. Value belonging

to an object because it subserves some ex-

ternal end, as opposed to intrinsic or imme-
diate value.

As an aesthetic principle it is used to

explain aesthetic value (beauty) by showing

that the beautiful object serves some desirable

end (as a column to support a burden), and
that its aesthetic value is due to this, wholly

or in part. It has been admitted as aesthetic

principle chiefly in architecture and the lesser

arts—the ‘ de2iendent arts.’

Utility has been recognized as contributing

to aesthetic value by Socrates, Plato, Home,
Fechner, Guyau, and in special relatmn to

natural selection in forming types by Hart-

mann and Santayana. It was rejected by
Kant. See IfiTNESS (in aesthetics).

Literature-. Kant, Critique of Judgment,

§§ 2 ff.
;
Fechnek, Aesthetik (1876), chajp.

to
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XV
;
Santayana, Seuse of Beauty (1896),

155 fif.
;

Haktmann, Aesthetik, ii (Ausg.

AVerke, 4), 133-86, 594 ff-, 599 ff-; Bbown,

Fine Arts (1891), §§ 127 ff.; Guyau, Les Pro-

blames de I'Estlietique coutemporaine (4th

ed., 1897), chap. ii. (j.h.t.)

Utility (in biology) : value or advantage

accruing to an organism from the possession

of a character
;
the character is said to have

utility, while the organism, by reason of the

utility, is said to be ‘ fit ' to survive. Cf. Fit-

test (survival of). Existence (struggle for),

and Natubae Selection.

Cases in which an organism, organ, or

function survives because of its fitness from

the point of view of utility are covered by the

term utility selection. Natueal Selection,

Oeganic Selection, Functional Selec-

tion, Geeminal Selection, Sexual Selec-

tion (see those terms) are all cases of utility

selection. Degrees of utility, giving degrees

of fitness to the organism, have given lise

to the theory of Selection (q. v., in biology)

value. (J.M.B., E.B.P.)

Utility (in economics), (i) The power of

satisfying human desire.

(2) The measure of such power.

The old term, now obsolete, was ‘ value-in-

nse.’

It has been a long-established understanding

that ‘useful’ in economics does not mean

‘ beneficial.’ The most precise way of stating

this, and one which implies more than appears

upon its face, is, that the measure of utility

is to be sought in intensity of motive, and not

in quantity of happiness.

A clear understanding of the form in which
utility measurement could be expressed was
first attained by Jevons (see Final Utility).

The writers of the Austrian school of political

economy have carried this kind of analysis

even further than Jevons. (a.t.h.)

Utility (in ethics) : see Utilitaeian-
ISM.

Utility Selection : see Utility (in bio-

logy), and Selection (in biology, ad fin.).

Utopia [Gr. ov, not, -J-roTroy, place]: Ger.

Utoine\ Fr. JJtoi>ie', Ital. Uto^na. A place

or state of complete perfection or happiness

;

an imaginary island described by Sir Thomas
]\Tore in his romance Utopia (1516).

This island was perfectly governed and
enjoyed perfect liberty and happiness. The
term has come to be applied to any similar

creations of the imagination, such as Plato’s

Repuhlic and the modern pictures, by George

{Progress and Poverty) and Bellamy {Looking

Backward), of ideal social condition. The term
carries an insinuation as indicating fanciful

rather than logical thought, and thus as apply-

ing to the visionary and unpractical. Cf
Socialism, passim. (j.m.b.)
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VACHEROT — VACUUM

Vacherot, Etienne. (1809-97.) Born
at Longres, France, he studied at Paris and

became professor of philosophy at the Sor-

bonne in 1839. Attacked by the clerical

party for his views, he was for political rea-

sons deprived of his office in 1852, and im-

prisoned for tliree months in 1859. In 1871

he was elected member of the National As-

sembly for the Department of the Seine.

Vacunm [Lat. vacuus, empty] : Ger. {das)

Leere ;
Fr. (Ze) vide

;
Ital. (i7

)
vacuo, {il) vuoto.

The condition of empty space
;
space unfilled

by matter. Cf. Plenum, and Space.

The concepts of the full (plenum) and the

empty (vacuum or void) originated very early

in the cosmology of Pre-Socratic Philosophy.

The Pythagoreans had asserted the existence

of empty space beyond the confines of the

world (Zeller, Pre-Socratic Philos., i. 408-69,
Eng. trans.). This was necessary in order that

there might be movement, since to make room
for bodies in motion something would have

to be pushed outside the world
;

it was also

necessary to account for the possibility of

condensation and rarefaction; also to divide

things (even numbers) from one another (i. e.

if everything was a plenum there would be of

necessity complete homogeneity and no distinc-

tion). At the same time, in accordance with
the highly realistic character of Pre-Socratic

philosophy, empty space was identified with
air. Parmenides easily recognizes that air is,

I

and, since it is Being, cannot be regarded as

(Non-being (q. v.), which the void would be.

Hence everything is full, and accordingly one
and homogeneous and at rest—thus admitting
that the Pythagorean asseition of the void as

necessary for motion and for distinction and
plurality is valid (Zeller, op.cit., i. 506, 633-6).

The Atomists accordingly take up the opposite

pole of the argument, and in asserting the

multiplicity of distinct and moving atoms,

assert also the existence of an empty space

(to Kevov) which sepal ates them and in wliich

they can move about (Zeller, op. cit., ii. 210—

20). Empedocles, on the conti'ary, denied

the existence of a vacuum, but supposed

that the qualitatively different elements

had pores in them, so that the elements are

able to mix with one another indefinitely and

thus produce the appearance of change and
of indefinite variety. Anaxagoras attempts

by a more thoroughgoing qualitative mixture

of beings to deny the void and yet uphold

change and distinction. Plato arrives at the

abstract generalization of pure or empty
space, which is Non-being, and as the void,

the all-receptive {navbexis) background of the

creative energy, which, through being first

distinguished into geometrical figures, be-

comes the framework of the physical world

(Zeller, Plato, 305—7, Eng. trans.). In the

existent physical world there is no void, for

the spherical limit of the universe, being

continuous, holds all within pressed together

{Tiraaeus, 58-60), so that as to nature Plato !

agrees with Empedocles and Anaxagoras,

while returning to the Pythagoreans to get a

metaphysical empty space. (This conception

of it as correlative to geometry, and thus the

mean term between the physical and mathe-

matical, was largely influential in displacing

the physico-metaphysical conception of the

vacuum by the mathematico-metaphysical

conception of pure Space, q. v.) Atistotle

undertakes an explicit and extensive refuta-

tion of the atomic theory of the vacuum

:

according to him space is the limit of the
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iucliuliiig body witli reference to the included
;

iind hence, of course, where there is no body

there can be no space. Specially ingenious

is his statement (against the Atomists) that

not the plenum but the void is incompatible

with motion. The void would be absolutely

homogeneous in all directions, without dis-

tinctions of place, and there would be in it,

therefore, nothing which could give a body

any definite movement (which implies place)

and nothing to bring a body ever to rest

(Zeller, Gesch. d. griecli. Philos., ii. 399-401).
Strato agreed with Aiistotle in his polemic

against the Atomists, but still asserted the

void as necessary to account for certain pheno-

mena of light and heat. Outside the world,

however, there is no empty space. The
Stoics reversed this position. Space within

the world is simpl}’- the limits of bodies,

or the distance between the limits of a body

;

but beyond the world there exists an absolutely

empty and infinite space. After this time,

the conception is best treated in connection

with that of space, save to remark that

Descartes, by identifying matter with ex-

tension, reduced the conception of the vacuum
to a self-contradictory absurdity. In general,

it may be remarked that the conflict regarding

plenum and void is part of the larger conflict

between a mathematical-logical construction

of nature which tends to identify sjjace with

the ultimate basis of the material (as Plato

and Descartes), and a mechanico-physical one,

like Atomism
;

or, logically, it has to do with
the relation of the discrete and continuous

;

metaphysically, with the question of the finite

and infinite. (j.d.)

Vagne (in logic) [Lat. vagus, rambling,

indefinite]: Ger. unhestimmt', Fr. vague;
Ital. vago. Indeterminate in intention.

A proposition is vague when there are

possible states of things concerning which it

is intrinsically uncertain whetlier, had they

been contemplated by the speaker, he would
have regarded them as excluded or allowed

by the proposition. By intrinsically un-
certain we mean not uncertain in con-

sequence of any ignorance of the inter-

preter, hut because the speaker’s habits

of language were indetenninate
;

so that

one day he would regard the proposition

as excluding, another as admitting, those
states of things. Yet this must be under-
stood to have reference to what might be
deduced from a perfect knowledge of his

state of mind
;

for it is precisely because
these questions never did, or did not fre-

quently, present themselves that his habit

remained indeterminate. (C.S.P.)

Vai9eshika Philosophy: see Obientaii
Philosophy (India).

Valentinus. Supposed to be an Egyptian,

who lived in Alexandria and Cyprus. Taught
in Rome, 140-60 A. d. He was founder of

the Gnostic sect of Valentinians. He taught,

among many others, Ptolemaeus, Axionicus,

Heracleon, and Secundus.

Validity [^Lat. validus, strong] : Ger.

Giiltigkeit
;

Yi\ validite
;

lta\. validitd. The
possession by an argumentation or inference

of that sort of efficiency in leading to the

truth, which it professes to have; it is also

said to be valid.

Every argument or inference professes to

conform to a general method or type of rea-

soning, which method, it is held, has one kind
of virtue or another in producing truth. In

order to be valid tlie argument or inference

must really pursue the method it professes to

pursue, and furthermore, that method must
have the kind of truth-producing virtue which

it is supposed to have. For example, an in-

duction may conform to the formula of induc-

tion; but it may be conceived, and often is

conceived, that induction lends a probability

to its conclusion. Now that is not the way
in which induction leads to the truth. It

lends no definite probability to its conclusion.

It is nonsense to talk of the probability of a

law, as if we could pick universes out of a

grab-bag and find in what proportion of them
the law held good. Therefore, such an induc-

tion is not valid
;
for it does not do what it

professes to do, namely, to make its conclusion

probable. But yet if it had only professed

to do what induction does (namely, to com-

mence a proceeding which must in the long

run ajiproximate to the truth), which is in-

finitely more to the purpose than what it

professes, it would have been valid. Validity

must not be confounded with strength. For

an argument may be perfectly valid and yet

excessively weak. I wish to know whether

a given coin is so accurately made that it will

turn up heads and tails in approximately

equal proportions. I therefore pitch it five

times and note the results, say three heads

and two tails
;
and from thi§ I conclude that

the coin is approximately correct in its form.

Now this is a valid induction
;
but it is con-

temptibly weak. All simple arguments about

matters of fact are weak. The strength of

an argument might be theoretically defined

as the number of indegpendent equal standard
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unit arguments upon the other side which

would balance it. But since it is next to

impossible to imagine independent arguments

upon any question, or to compare them with

accuracy, and since moreover the ‘ other side
’

is a vague expression, this definition only

serves to convey a rough idea of what is

meant by the strength of an argument. It is

doubtful whether the idea of strength can be

made less vague. But we may say that an

induction from more instances is, other things

being equal, stronger than an induction from

fewer instances. Of probable deductions the

more probable conclusion is the stronger. In

the case of hypotheses adopted presumptively

on probation, one of the very elements of

their strength lies in the absence of any other

hypotliesis; so that the above definition of

strength cannot be applied, even in imagina-

tion, without imagining the strength of the

presumption to be considei’ably reduced.

Perhaps we might conceive the strength, or

urgency, of a hypothesis as measured by the

amount of wealth, in time, thought, money,

&c., that we ought to have at our disposal

before it would be woith while to take up
that hypothesis for examination. In that

case it would be a quantity dependent upon

many factors. Thus a strong instinctive

inclination towards it must be allowed to be

a favouring circumstance, and a disinclination

an unfavourable one. Yet the fact that it

would throw a great light upon many things,

if it were established, would be in its favour
;

and the more surprising and unexpected it

would be to find it true, the more light it

would generally throw. The expense which

the examination of it would involve must be

one of the main factors of its urgency.

Keturning to the matter of validity, an

argument professing to be necessary is valid

in case the premises could not under any

hypothesis, not involving contradiction, be

true, without the conclusion being also true.

If this is so in fact, while the argument fails

to make it evident, it is a bad argument
rhetorically, and yet is valid

;
for it absolutely

leads to the truth if the premises are true.

It is thus possible for an argument to be

valid and yet bad. Yet an argument ought
not to be called bad because it does not eluci-

date steps with which readers may be assumed
to be familiar. A probable deductive argu-

ment is valid, if the conclusions of precisely

such arguments (from true premises) would
be true, in the long run, in a proportion of

times equal to the probability which this

argument assigns to its conclusion; for that

is all that is pretended. Thus, an argument
that out of a certain set of sixty throws of a

pair of dice about to be thrown, about ten will

probably be doublets, is rendered valid by
the fact that if a great number of just such

arguments were made, the immense majority

of the conclusions would he true, and indeed

ten would be indefinitely near the actual

average number in the long run. The validity

of induction is entirely different
;

for it is

by no means certain tliat tlie conclusion ac-

tually drawn in any given case would turn

out true in the majority of cases where pre-

cisely such a method was followed
;
but what

is certain is that, in the majority of cases, the

method would lead to some conclusion that

was true, and that in the individual case in

hand, if there is any error in the conclusion,

that error will get corrected by simply per-

sisting in the employment of the same me-
thod. The validity of an inductive argument
consists, then, in tlie fact that it pursues a

method which, if duly persisted in, must, in

the very natui’e of things, lead to a result

indefinitely apjproximating to the truth in

the long run. The validity of a presumptive

adoption of a hyjDothesis for examination con-

sists in this, that the hypothesis being such

that its consequences are capable of being

tested by experimentation, and being such

that the observed facts would follow from it

as necessary conclusions, that hypothesis is

selected according to a method which must
ultimately lead to the discovery of the truth,

so far as the truth is capable of being dis-

covered, with an indefinite approximation to

accuracy. (C.S.P., c.l.p.)

Value: see Worth.
Value (economic) [OF. value, from Lat.

to be worth] : Ger. Ifieri/i
;
^iwaleur]

Ital. valore. An estimate of what a price

ought to be.

The word value is used in a number of

different meanings, but this idea of a permanent
standard or cause of price, as distinguished

from a temporary or accidental phenomenon,
lies at the basis of them all. Sometimes
value is used in the sense of utility; for

instance, when we say that an article has

a value to the owner out of all propor-

tion to the amount for which he can sell it.

This sense of the term was characterized

by Smith as ‘value-in-use.’ Modern writers

avoid this term of Smith’s, and say ‘ degree

of utility’ (Jevons) or Ophelimity (q-v,

Pareto). The marginal degree of utility, or
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Talue-in-use, is by many called ‘ subjective

value.’

Sometimes value means purchasing power in

the abstract as distinct from concrete measures

of that power
;

for instance, we may say that

an article has value, though we do not know
Avhat its price may be. Sometimes it means
purchasing power measured in commodities

instead of in money (Fawcett). Sometimes

it means average probable price. When we
say that a certain article is selling at present

below its real value, we may thereby mean that

in the long run it will generally command a

higher price than at present. But in the

commonest sense of the term (which is present

in the minds of many reasoners who think

they are using other definitions) the word
value means a proper and legitimate price as

distinct from an unfair or extortionate one.

Value thus becomes an ethical term—as

distinct from price, which is a purely economic

one. A price is a fact
; a value, a judgment.

A theory of prices puts us in a position to

explain the transactions of commercial life
;
a

theory of value undertakes to determine their

advisability or morality. Cf. Woeth.
We may thus have as many different

theories of value as there are theories of

business ethics. But these views fall under
two main heads : the commercial theoiy, which
bases value upon what the buyer is willing

and able to offer for an article; and the

socialistic theory, which bases its estimate of

value upon what the article has cost the

seller in toil and sacrifice. Down to the time

of Jevons the advocates of the socialistic

theory had the advantage of offering a clear

standard instead of a confused one. There
must be, said Aristotle and all the Aristo-

telians, some common element in the different

things whose value is measured one against

another; and the only discoverable common
element is labour. This, said they, is the real

standard. This view was brought out with
great emphasis by Karl Marx. But Jevons
and his successors, by giving precision to the

conception of marginal utility, showed that

there was anothev standard or common element,

just as good from a metaphysical standpoint
and far more consonant with the facts of

commercial life. This so-called Austrian
theory of value is nothing more than the

commercial theory carried out to its logical

conclusion. It holds that the value of an
article is the price which it will command
under a system of free and intelligent com-
petition. Under tliese circumstances the

market price represents the temporary value
of the article, and the ‘ normal price ’ its per-
manent value.

Literature : Hadlbt, Economics, chap, iii

;

Maex, Das Kapital, i. (1867); Wiesbe, Der
naturliche Werth (1889). (a.t.h.)

Value (ethical) : see Woeth (ethical).

Value (in physical science). A number or

symbol which expresses the amount or measure
of a mathematical quantity

;
especially a

quantity represented by an algebraic symbol

;

that which answers the question how great is

a magnitude or how much is a quantity.

It is distinguished from the word quantity
in that the latter is used for the concept in

general, as time, space, or weight
;

while

value designates the number or symbol which
specifies some definite amount of the quantity.

Thus, if t represents a time, we should say

that 7 seconds, or n seconds, was the value of

i in a special case. Cf. Quantity. (s.n.)

Vanity : see Peide.

Variable Error : see Eeeoes op Ob-
SBEVATION.

Variable (and Constant) Quantity [Lat.

variahilis, apt to change] : Ger. variahel
;
Fr.

variable
;

Ital. variabile. A magnitude or

quantity which is conceived to be indetermi-

nate or capable of assuming an indefinite

number of values, while some other quantities

remain constant (called invariables). (s.n.)

If X may have any one of a specified set of

values, it is called an irideterminate. If, on
the other hand, it is supposed to take these

values successively in any specified ordei’, it is

called a variable.

The assemblage of the values which an
indeterminate or variable is free to take is

sometimes called its domain.

Thus if X is free to take any of the values

I, 2, 3, and tliese only, it is an indeterminate,

and the assemblage i, 2, 3 is its domain; it

becomes a variable if we think of it as taking

successively the value i, the value 2, the

value 3, the value i, &c.

We are free at any time to assign to an

indeterminate or variable any particular value

which belongs to its domain
;

but it then

ceases to be an indeterminate or a. variable

and becomes a constcmt.

It should be added that the distinction

between indetermiiiates and variables is not

always regarded. Both are commonly called

variables, and are covered by the definition

given above. (h.b.f.)

Variation [Lat. variua, different] : Ger.

Variation
;

Fr, variation
;

Ital. variazione.
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VARIATION

(i) Change (q. v.)
; (2) Difference (q. v.).

See the other topics Variation, also Modi-
fication AND Variation (mental), and
Variational Psychology. (j.m.b.)

Variation (in biology). Diversity or dis-

similarity between organs or qualities that are

homologous.

The importance of variation in biology de-

pends on the fact that difPerentiatidn of or-

ganisms, which is the essence of evolution,

must originate in individual dissimilarities.

Out of one species several can arise just be-

cause every species varies in several directions.

Some authors use the term variation in a

slightly different sense. Starting with the

assumption of a stable specific centre or type,

variation is, for them, deviation from that

type. It is better to adopt the term devia-

tion for this idea of departure from the type,

and to reserve the term variation for the

broader conception of unlikeness. Variation

is sometimes contrasted with Mutation (q. v.),

mutation being employed for such variation

as is of phylogenetic importance. But this

distinction is a theoretical one which cannot

be utilized in ordinary discussions
;
for we

do not always know what variations are and
what are not of phylogenetic importance.

Variation as an abstract term is not com-
monly used in the plural. It is, however,

common to speak of one variation or more,

by which is meant one differing condition or

more : we shall let the word variant stand

in this meaning. The term ‘a variation’

(variant) is sometimes confounded with a

variety. While a variant is a particular con-

dition, a variety is a community or an inci-

pient species all the members of which deviate

in the same direction from the typical species.

Thus, the woodland bison is a variety of the

American bison.

The variants of organisms are of a number
of types, and may be classified in several ways.

Perhaps the most significant classification is

into trivial variants and sport variants.

Trivial variants are the slight differences that

distinguish man from man, or one leaf of a

tree from another leaf. Sport variants are

those great differences that occasionally crop

out and impress themselves strongly upon the

progeny of the sport. As examples may be

cited hornless cattle, hairless mice, and long-

tailed horses. The sport variant may be either

‘normal’ or ‘abnormal’; but there is no sharp

distinction to be drawn between these words,

as we shall see later, for what is abnormal for

one species is often normal for another species.

A second method of classifying variants is

into meristic and substantive. Meristic va-

riants have to do with the number of parts

and their symmetry
;

whereas substantive

variants relate to the actual constitution or

substance of the .parts themselves. This
classification is that of Bateson. It is, how-
ever, not altogether satisfactory, because

variation in number is frequently correlated

with variation in quality. Thus, variation

in number of the teeth of mammals is also a

variation in quality, and the number of verte-

brae in a fish is correlated with the size of

the fish. A third method of classifying va-

riants is into integral and graduated. Integral

charactersare suchascanbecounted; graduated

variants are such as are expressed by measure-
ment

;
e. g. the spines on the back of a prawn,

the grooves on a scallop-shell, the rows of

scales on a fish, are integral variants. The
stature or weight of man, the colour of the

eye, the strength of the arm, are graduated
variants. Finally, variation may be either

individual or partial. Individual variation

deals with the differences between the charac-

ters of individuals. Partial variation deals

with the differences between the multiple

organs of a single individual. For example,

the stature of man is a case of individual

variation
;

the diameter of the scales of an

individual fish is a case of partial variation.

The method of studying trivial variation

is, in general, the method of measurement or

of counting, and the statistical treatment of

the data so obtained. See Variation (sta-

tistical treatment of). The method of study-

ing sport variation is rather that of descrip-

tion and comparison. The facts of extra ver-

tebrae and ribs, of supernumerary fingers and
toes in man, of extra digits on the horse’s

leg, first become significant when we compare
the abnormal with the normal conditions in

other species. For nothing is more striking

than the fact that what is abnormal for one

species is often normal for some other. The
human abnormality of thirteen ribs is a normal
condition in the chimpanzee. The hairless

house-mouse finds its counterpart in Hetero-

cephalus, a hairless rodent of South Africa.

The two classes of variation, trivial and
sportive, have distinct meanings for evolution.

Trivial variation is universal, and that very

universality makes it a priori probable that

it has a significance for evolution. The
modern selectionist believes that it affords

sufficient material to permit, in time and
under careful ' selection, of all those differences
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among animals aud plants with which we ai-e

acipiainted. In favour of the theory that

evolution tahes place by the selection of the

ordinary fluctuations about the type, we have

(o) the experience of breeders of domesticated

animals and plants, [b) the facts of specific or

racial difference among some animals in na-

ture, and (c) certain facts of paleontology,

(a) The experience of breeders demonstrates

that extremely careful selection of minute

differences can bring about considerable

changes. We see in America the process of

selection taking place at fanciers’ shows, where

each animal is scrutinized with great care, its

‘ defects ’ or deviations from an ideal type

marked against it on a score card, and then

the individual having fewest defects given

a prize, as a result of which the price it can

command for hieeding pui-poses is greatly

increased. Within a few geneiations any
ideal, within limits, provided it remains con-

stant, can be reached. As a result of selec-

tion, the proportion of sugar in the sugar

beet has been raised unit by unit, from ten

per cent, to eighteen per cent, and over. But
the process has been a slow one. (6) The
fact that the variation of certain animals is

correlated with their distribution in nature

supports the view of the importance of trivial

variation in evolution. As we pass from the

east coast to the north-central States of

America we find the individuals of various

species of birds, mammals, and insects chang-
ing gradually from section to section. This

has been shown for the fox squirrel, for cer-

tain mice, for wasps, and various other in-

sects. There is little question but that cli-

matic conditions have caused the variation in

these cases. The qualities of colour are as

graduated as the climate is. (c) Many paleon-

tologists are able to construct seiies of fossils

showing almost infinitesimal gradations from
one species to others; and some piominent
paleontologists have been led by the facts

of their science to conclude that evolution

proceeds by the selection of trivial variants.

In view of all this evidence we can hardly
deny the importance that such selection has
for evolution.

Yet these trivial variants are not the only
ones that play a role in evolution. De Vries

(1901) has gone to the extreme of denying that
trivial variations have any part to play in

the origin of species. The improvement of
the sugar beet has not made a new species of
it. The moment selection, by which the im-
proved condition is maintained, is abandoned

the form reverts to the primitive condition.

The improvement of races of poultry or

pigeons does not even carry us outside the

race with which we started. Although the

evidence is historically deficient, it is highly

probable that the most stinking characters of

our domestic fowl have aiiseii suddenly as

sports, which have been preserved by selection.

Thus the Dorking fovd is poh dactyl, the

Polish fowl has a cerebral hernia, the Bantam
breed is a dwarf, the rumpless fowl has a

monstrous tail, the frizzled fowls have feathers

that curl backwards, the sooty fowls are me-
lanic. Darwin himself suggests the origin of

these races from sports. He says [Variation

of Animals and Plants under Domestication,

i. 242), ‘Fanciers ... do not sufficiently re-

gard the probability of the occasional birth,

during the course of centuries, of birds with

abnormal and hereditary peculiarities,’ &c.

But we have more direct evidence in the

known origin of varieties of plants from sports

or ‘ bud variations.’ Thus the nectarine arose

suddenly from the peach; likewise the willow-

leaved English cherry arose as a sport. In-

deed, such a practical as well as theoretical

horticulturist as Bailey (as below, 118) says,

‘ The person who is wishing for new varieties

should look critically to all perennial plants

. . . for bud variations or sports.’ Bateson

(as below) has laid great stress on sports as of

phylogenetic importance among animals. He
finds tliat in many cases the measurement of

an organ fluctuates not about one mode
merely, but about two, intergrades being few

in number. Thus variation is often discon-

tinuous, andthis discontinuity is thebeginning

of that discontinuity which is ty])ically found

between two ‘ good ’ species. For example,

Bateson finds that the length of the forceps

in a lot of earwigs gathered in one restricted

locality (Fame Islands) fluctuates about two

centres or ‘modes’ at 3-5 mm. and 7 mm.
respectively. I was interested to see whether

naturalists have actually found distinct species

of earwigs which differed chiefly in the length

of the forceps. The recent synopsis of the

Forficulidae by Bormans and Krauss (1900)
afforded the opportunity. I find repeated

cases where closely related species, inhabiting

neighbouring but not coincident districts, are

distinguished chiefly by the circumstance

that the male in the one case has long foiceps

and in the other case short ones. Thus the

potentiality of two species displayed by the

earwigs of the Fame Islands has become

realized in other species. Likewise, there is
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in plants a tendency towards discontinuity

in variation : for Ludwig has shown that the

ray-flowers of the Compositae tend to group

themselves around certain centres. That pale-

ontological evidence cannot he called in to

support the view of saltatory evolution is due,

not to the fact that great breaks do not occur

between fossil species (for such breaks are

indeed the prevailing thing), but rather be-

cause it cannot he denied that intergrades

may have existed.

[For the opposed view that ‘ sports ’ have

little place in evolution, see Mutation, and

cf. Nathkal Selection.—j.m.b.]

Laws of Variation. These have been for-

mulated by Darwin, and some have been

added more recently by Bateson.

(1) No part varies alone, hut always in

correlation with some other part. This law of

correlation in variation is of the greatest im-

portance. It was early recognized by the

French anatomists, and was the basis of their

laws of compensatif>n and balancing of growth,

and was the justification of Cuvier’s attempt

to reconstruct the skeleton of an entire ani-

mal from a few bones. That Cuvier met with

so little success was due rather to his lack of

knowledge than to any difficulty in the law

of correlation. Recently a method of measur-

ing correlation exactly has been worked out

by Galton and improved by Pearson. See

Variation (statistical treatment of). We can

now express precisely the degree of correlation

and its sense, whether direct or inverse, be-

tween any two measured organs. And so far

it appeals that theie is correlation between

almost all organs of the body, even those that

are morphologically remote. The index of

correlation is an index of morphological kin-

ship or of physiological interdependence.

(2) Multiple,rudimentary, and lowly organ-

ized structures are especially variable. Bate-

son has added the law that the organs that

stand at the end of a series are more variable

than those that occupy a middle position

;

for example, the back molar teeth of man are

the most variable of the molars, also the last

of the gill-slits of vertebrates, and the ex-

tremes in the series of ocellar markings of

butterflies.

(3) A part developed in any species in an
extraordinary degree or manner, in comparison

with the same part in allied species, tends to

be highly variable. This law has been tested

quantitatively by W. L. W. Field (1898), in

the case of the corrugated margin—an
extraordinary character—of the hawk-moth,
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Thyreus Abbotti. The corrugated margin was
found to be the most variable ilimension of

the wing.

(4) SjKciJtc characters are more variable

than generic ones. This has been tested quan-
titatively by E. T. Brewster, who has found
that it holds in a large series of cases of human
dimensions, as well as those of the lower
animals.

(5) The species of large genera and those

species that have a wide range are especially

variable.

(6) Secondary sexual characters are highly

variable. Darwin refers especially to the

greater variability in the plumage of male
gallinaceous birds, which exhibits marked
sexual characters,—the females of the'O

birds being without marked sexual plumage.

(7) The variations of one species are often

in the direction of a second species or of an
ancestral species. The latter phenomenon is

very commonly seen when breeding domesti-

cated animals, and is called I’eversion.

(8) Abnormal outgrowths of bilaterally sym-
metrical animals tend to be symmetrical and
often double. Bateson has shown this to be

true for the appendages of Crustacea and
insects and for mammalian bones.

Tlie foregoing laws are still empirical.

The work of the future is not merely to mul-
tiply such laws,hut to simplify their expression.

The causes of Variation. Under this head
Bateson in his great work on variation has

only the remark :
‘ Inquiry into the causes of

variation is as yet, in my judgment, prema-
ture.’ We can, in the opinion of the jrresent

writer, state certain causes of variation with
the express reservation that they are not

universal causes, but only partial ones.

() The size of organs increases with use

and diminishes with disuse. This is a well-

known fact, but the degree of dependence in

any case has not been exactly determined, and
it is an unsettled question whether the fact

has any phylogenetic significance [i.e. by
Heredity (q. v.) or otherwise : cf. Organic
Selection.—j.m.b.].

() External factors, especially climate,

modify the individual, particularly its super-

ficial colour. Cases have been already cited

illustrating this law. The effect of poor nu-

trition is especially marked in the case of

plants.

(c) Crossing and hybridizing bring about

new combinations and are thus causes of varia-

tion. Often the combinations are not strictly

intermediate between the parents, but are
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in accordance with the law of reversion and

other less well-recognized laws.

(d) The very comi^lexiiy of the (levelo^rmental

processes viakes it impossible that the course of

develojment should ever he twice exactly alike.

This is sufficient to account for trivial varia-

tion, which follows the law of probability.

Some individuals fall short of the specific

mode, others develop beyond it. Thus tlie

variants may be merely different ontogenetic

stages (Eimer).

All causes of variation fall, indeed, into

three general categories
;
namely, causes in-

herent in the germ-plasm; causes dependent

upon the complexity of the developmental

processes ;
and external causes. The external

causes act either directly—that is, chemically

or phj'sically—or indirectly as stimuli to

which the protoplasm responds by more or

less adaptive modifications. We cannot deny,

in fact there is some reason for thinking,

that all three of these categories take part

in evolution
;

but the first and third are

doubtless the more effective. (c.e.d.)

In the treatment of variation, confusion

arises from failure to distinguish the following

forms :
(a) ‘ indefinite,’ ‘ fortuitous,’ or ‘ ataxic

’

(subject to ‘chance’ or following the law of

probability); lf>) ‘definite’ or ‘determinate’ (in

some respect not following the law of proba-

bility as respects distribution). The latter may
well be again divided into (i) ‘autotaxic’

(determinate variation due to intrinsic vital

tendencies to development, as held by all

forms of vitalism), and (2) ‘taxonomic’ (de-

terminate variation caused by external causes

of any sort). (j.m.b.)
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Variation (statistical treatment of). Cf.

Vaetation (in biology).

The characters hy which a species of

animals is defined are chosen by zoologists in

one of two ways. In describing a species, of

which many individuals can be examined,

some attempt is made to formulate a plan of

structure, common to all individuals of the

species, and differing from that found among
individuals of other species. In the case of rare

species, the description is often a mere state-

ment of the chief characters which distinguish

a single individual from individuals of other

species. The result in either case is the estab-

lishment of a mental diagram or ‘ type,’ which

can be compared with other mental diagrams

of the same kind (cf. Huxley, The Crayfish,

1880, chaps. V, vi). For purposes of classi-

fication, and for most of the purposes of com-
parative morphology, these mental ‘ types ’ of

species are necessary and sufficient
;

for other

purposes they are altogether inadequate.

In a large series of individuals belonging to

the same race or species, probably every one

presents a general resemblance to the ‘ type,’

but no single individual is exactly like it,

each one differing from the type and from its

fellows by larger or smaller peculiarities.

Such individual peculiarities are called varia-

tions. The production of variations is a per-
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fectly normal process, so that a race or species

is characterized not only hy the occurrence of

a prevalent structural type, hut hy the extent

and frequency of deviations from that type.

In many cases it is possible to find a formula
which expresses with considerable accuracy
both the type and the variability of a species

under given conditions of life. Such a formula
will probably he found for all cases of varia-

tion
;
and it forms the proper basis for the

study of selection, inheritance, and other fac-

tors of the process of evolution. The state-

ment of the typical character of a species

should also be based upon it.

Determination of the type. The ‘ t}^pical
’

condition of a character in a species may
he determined in various ways, which may
he illustrated by an example. The prawn
{Palaemonetas varians) occurs abundantly in

fresh and brackish water throughout Europe.
Examination of 1,434 specimens (male and
female) from a small estuary near Plymouth
(England) showed the following result

:

3 individuals had 7 dorsal teeth.

89 „ 6 „
681 „ 5 •>

533 »> 4 >»

^03 ft 3 »>

*3 ft 3 »»

^ ft ^ ft

For many descriptive purposes it is useful

to take as the type the condition which occurs

most frequently, or the mode (Pearson), which
is in this case about five teeth. For other

purposes it is convenient to take the mea?i or

average. In the 1,434 prawns recorded, there

were altogether 6,449 dorsal teeth; the sum
of all the dorsal teeth, divided by the number
of prawns, gives the mean number of teeth, or

the number which each prawn would have if

the whole number of teeth in the group were
equally divided among the individuals. In
this case = 4-497 ;

and since any pro-

jection from the rostrum is called a tooth,

this is an example of the very numerous cases

in which individuals exactly like an average

or mean type cannot occur. Another way of

determining the type, which is useful in many
cases, is to arrange all the individuals in order

according to the condition of some character,

and to determine the condition of that char-

acter in the individual at the middle of the

series. The median value, obtained in this

way, is intermediate between the mean and
the modal values, except in special cases.

(For examples of the use of median values

see especially Francis Gallon, Natural In^

heritance, 1889, and various papers by the
same writer in Pr^c. Hoy, Soc.)

The difference between the mean and the
modal type is sometimes grentoi- than in the

case just mentioned. The clover (Trifol'um
repens) gives rise oceasionally to floweis in

which one or more florets are raised above tlie

rest, by a prolongation of the axis of the
flower. In a series examined by De Vries

:

325 flowers had o florets raised above tlie rest.

83
66

51

36

36
18

7
6
I

I

7
8

9
10

99

» 99

9> 99

99 99

i9

99

J*

99

The modal number of raised florets is nenrlv

o
;

but the mean number is 1-454 ;
and in

this case a description, in which the mean is

taken as the ‘ type,’ conveys a totally different

impression from a description of the modal
type. The median type lies, of course, between
these extremes.

When the variations from the type are dis-

tributed with sensible symmetry, the values

of the mean, median, and modal types sensibly

coincide. Examples of this condition are fre-

quent in human characters (cf. Galton, loc. cit.;

Quetelet, Lettres sur la Theorie de Prohabilite,

1846, and others). J. H. Baxter has given

measurements of the height of 25,878 recruits

in the United States army
;
and in these

men the mean, modal, and median heights are

all sensibly 66-7 inches. (The table is too

long for insertion. Cf. Medical Statistics of
the Provost-Marshal-General’s Bureau, i, 1875,
and for a discussion cf. Pearson, Philos. Trans.,

1895, A, 385.)
The majority of races agree with the ex-

amples cited, in the fact that there is only one

modal type (at least for each sex). In some
animals and plants, however, there are two or

more conditions of ‘ maximal ’ frequency in

every race ;
examples are the long- a nd short-

styled foi’ms of many species of Primula, the

two forms of male in many arthro]iods, the

three forms of flower in the loosestrife

{Lyihrum salicaria), and many others. In
some plants especially there seems to be a

tendency to the production of a great num-
ber of ‘ modes.’ As an example may be quoted

the number of flowers with a given number
of ray florets in 17,000 specimens of Chrys-
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anthemum inodorum, counted by Ludwig
{Botanisehes Cenfralbl., Ixlv, No. I, I 895)-

E*y Florets. Frequency. Hay Florets. Frequency.

43 2 24 ... 812

42 3 23 1147

4> 0 22 1790

40 14 21 3650

39 16 20 1568

38 j6 19 856

37 28 18 625

36 24 17 • •• 525

35 186 16 479
34 346 15 • •• 455
33 307 H 383
33 187 13 427
31 183 13 148

30 196 II 65
29 294 10 36
28 377 9 13

37 .375 8 9
26 614 7 • •• a

35 602

These cases of multimodal variability can-

not at present be described by any statistical

formula, and they will therefore be neglected

in what follows. It is important to remember
that they exist, and that a statistical theory

which fails to include them is incomplete.

Deviations from the type. In attempting

to find a measure of the frequency and extent

of deviations from the type, it is convenient

to take the mean value of the character as

type, rather than the modal or median value,

Avhen the three do not coincide. The methods
adopted may be best illustrated by an imagi-

nary example, chosen for simplicity of com-
putation. Consider, therefore, three bundles

of sticks. A, B, and C, each containing fifty

sticks; and let sticks of vaiious lengths occur

in each bundle with the frequencies given in

the table

:

Length. No. of sticks of given lengt

A B G
16 inches I 6 -

„ 6 2 7
14 » 10 3 II

L3 „ 16 28 14
12 „ 10 3 II
II » 6 a 7
10 „ z 6

The distribut'on is in every case symme-
trical, so that the mean, the mode^ and the
median are alike 13 inches in each case

;
but

the extent and frequency of deviations from
the type is not the same in any two groups.
The frcf|uency of deviations from the type in

these groups may he compared by Galton’s
method of ([uartiles (see below), by the mean
deviation, or by the moment coefficients. The
mean deviation is the worst of these measures.

It is found by taking all the deviations trom

the mean which occur {counting deviations as

always 2)Ositive), and dividing the sum of the

deviations by the whole number of observa-

tions. Thus in column A, the mean being 13

inches, a deviation of 5 inches occurs twice, a

deviation of 2 inches occurs twelve times, and

a deviation of i inch twenty times. The mean
deviation is therefore

(3X2)d-(2X12)-b(lX20) _ ^

60

Treating the other groups in the same way.

it will be found that the mean deviation of B
and G is also = i inch. The groups were

chosen to illustrate the small value of the

mean deviation, for purposes of comparison.

The ist, 2nd,...TCth moment of a series

of observations about its mean is found by
taking the ist, 2nd, ...wth power of every

deviation which occurs, having regard to sign,

and adding all the quantities so obtained to-

gether. The magnitude of the sum obtained

depends partly on the range and relative fre-

quency of variations, partly on the number of

observations. The moment coefficient, found

by dividing the moment by the number of

observations, depends only on the range and

frequency of variation. Moment coefficients

are conveniently denoted by the letter g,, with

a suffix indicating the moment referred to

:

thus means the 2nd, g^ the 3rd moment
coefficient, and so on. From the definition

of the mean, ju, = o in all cases
;
the frequency

and extent of deviations from the mtan are

rougbl}' indicated by the magnitude of /x,

,

while the symmetry of their distribution is

indicated by g^. Thus in the series A of sticks,

(9 X 2)-|-(4 X i2)-|-(i X 20) 86
g — = —

;
m

50 50

B, g„ = ; in C, g„ = —. It will be seen
* 50 50

that these numbers are a better indication of

the differences between tlie three groups than

that given by the ‘ mean deviation.’ In each

of these gi oups, since a positive deviation is

always balanced by a negative deviation of

equal extent, g^ is clearly = o; and this is

the pioper test of symmetrical distribution.

As examples of the way in which g^ approxi-

mates to the value o in biological statistics,

we may take Baxter’s data for human stature,

already cited, as an example of nearly sym-
metrical distribution : in these measurements,

g„= — 1-3 ;
in most observed cases it is much

lai'ger.
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The direct calculation of moments about
the mean becomes very laborious when the

mean is not a whole number; for simple in-

direct methods of doing this, see Pearson,

Philos. Trans. (1895), A, 345-51, or a sum-
mary of Pearson’s formulae in Davenport,
Statistical Methods, with Sjiecial Reference to

Biological Variation, 1899.
A knowledge of the mean, the mode, and

the first three moment coefficients about the

mean, give some knowledge of ‘ typical ’ char-

acter, and of the way in which deviations

from it occur : for many purposes, however, as

in all questions of heredity, selection, &c., it

is necessary to form a complete picture of the

relative frequency with which all deviations

from the type occur. A mere table of figures

cannot be remembered, and few persons can

grasp the significance of such a table, even
when it is before them. It is easier, therefore,

to represent the frequency of variations by
means of a geometrical figure. As an ex-

ample we may take the variations in the

number of Muller’s glands found by Daven-
port in the right fore-leg of 2,000 female pigs,

observed in Chicago. Among these :

15 pigs had o Miiller’s gland on the r. fore-leg.

» 1 >1 »> >>

365 » 2 „ ,, ,,

4^2 » 3 » » n
414 » 4 »> »» »»

277 >» 5 l> M }>

134 ij ® »» » »
72 » 7 ff »» »>

») 8 „ „ „
8 » 9 » i> »»

a M 10 ff *>

In order to represent these results graphic-

ally, we proceed as follows ; in a straight line

AB (Fig. i) we choose a fixed point A, and

divide the line to the right of A into eleven

equal parts, of convenient length, which we
number from o to 10. Now, whenever we find

a pig with no Mullerian glands, we construct

a rectangle, of base equal to the length of one

division of our scale, and of some convenient

height. We place this rectangle with the

middle of its base at the point o of our scale.

If we find a second pig with no Mullerian

gland, we erect a similar rectangle on the top

of the first. If we find a pig with ten Mullerian

glands, we erect a similar rectangle with the

middle of its base over the number 10 on our

scale, and so on in every case. The result is

a series of rectangular columns, such that the

area of every column represents a certain

number of pigs, and theposition of tbe column
shows the number of MiiUer’s glands possessed

by these pigs. The record of pigs with no
Muller’s gland, and of those with one, is given
in Fig. I, and a record of the whole series, on
a smaller scale, by the continuous line in
Fig. 2.

The only essential characters of the diagram
foimed by the continuous line in Fig. 2 are
these : its whole area contains as many units

of area as there are pigs in the observations

recorded
;
and the horizontal distance of each

unit of area from the point A, chosen as origin

of measurements, indicates the number of

Mullerian glands possessed by the pig which

the unit of area records
;
the rate at which the

number of pigs changes in passing from the

class with one number of Muller’s glands to

the class with another number may be

estimated by the slope of the line joining the

middle of the top of one column to the middle

of the top of the next ;
that is, by the angle

between AB and such a line as CD (Fig. i).

Now, by methods described in works on the

Integral Calculus, it is possible to construct
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a cui'veil figure, such that its moment co-

efficients about its mean ordinate have fixed

values, while the tangent to the curve at any

])oint has a hnown inclination to the base

line. The curve, whose equation is

, a: ® N14-201

= (-.W ’

wliere x is measured from the modal value,

has its first four inoment.coefficients about its

mean identical with those of the observations,

and its mean is iu the same position
;
further,

the tangent to this curve at any point makes
an angle with the base-line very nearly e<iual

to that made by a line joining the tops of the

two appropriate rectangles. If this curve be

divided into vertical strips, along the lines

which separate the rectangles of Fig. 2, the

area of a strip of the curve rvill be found

to be very nearly equal to that of the coire-

spondiug rectangle. The curve is drawn as

a dotted line in Fig. 2, but the scale of the

diagram is too small to give a fair picture of

the agreement between the two.

In terms of such a diagram as this, values

of the mean, median, and mode, which cannot

occur in actual animals, have a definite mean-
ing. Thus the median number of Miiller’s

glands is given by the abscissa of the ordinate

which bisects the area of the curve
;
the modal

number is the abscissa of the maximum or-

dinate of the curve
;
the mean number is the

abscissa of that ordinate of the curve about

which the first moment = o
;
and the quartile

deviations are given by the abscissae of the

ordinates which bisect the two halves of the

curve on each side of the median ordinate.

The advantage of replacing the system of

rectangles, or the table of numbers, by a

simple formula which depends upon only

a few constants is clear. Such a formula

is a means of economizing mental effort, and
should be judged only as a means of express-

ing simply the facts of variation. There is,

however, a relation between all those formulae
which have hitherto been found to express

the facts of organic variation. The cliaracters

of individual animals, belonging to any race

or species, depenu upon a complex series of

circumstances, which we cannot know accu-

rately in any given case, although we can learn

with a determinable degi'ee of accuracy how
often any particular character will occur in a
large series of animals. Phenomena of this

degree of complexity are the subject-matter of

the theory of chance
;
and for reasons developed

iu tieatises on chance, the formulae ex-

pressing the frequency with which all magni-
tudes of a particular character occur among
animals, in all cases which have yet been
expressed in a simple way, are expressions for

curves, such as that we have just discussed,

the areas of successive vertical strips of the
curve representing the successive values of

the terms of the series

pn{pn — i'){'pn — 2)...{pn — r + l)\^
_

qn

n{ii— 1) {n— 2]...{n— r + 1) I 'pn — r + l

1.2 (j>n — r+l){pH — r+2) 1.2.3

.
qn (gn-i)(gro-2) 1

{pn— r+i){pn — r+2)i^ii— r + z) 'i’

where %>r, andp-f-g=:i.

The well-known binomial expression for

certain kinds of chance is clearly a special

case of this series
;

for when n= co

,

the

series becomes {p + qY- When p = q, the

terms of (ji + qY are given by the areas of

successive strips of the simple symmetrical

curve, so much used by physicists and others

in talmlating errors of observation, whose
equation is

I _ ^1,

y
— = 6 c'^

C . v/jT

where c = -\/ 2 pqr.

The more complicated expressions for cases

in which p and q are not equal were first

formulated by Karl Pearson (loc. cit.).

The theory of chance was first seriously

applied to the formulation of human char-

acters by Quetelet. Later, Francis Galton

greatly extended Quetelet’s work, and applied

the theory of Coeeelation (q.v.) to the study

of Heebdity (q.v.). The treatment of inheri-

tance, introduced by Galton, gave the first

possibility of numerically estimating one of

the most important factors in any, theory of

evolution : his work dealt at first only with

those cases which could be formulated by the

simple symmetrical ‘ law of er ror ’ just referred

to. The more general expressiorrs given by

Pearson {Philos. Trans., 1895, 1896, 1897;
Pi'Oc.Roy.Soc., 1 898, and elsewhere) have made
it possible to apply Galton’s methods more
gerrerally, and to formulate in a faiidy simple

way a large number of fiicts concerning

variatiorr.

The formulae expressing the correlatiorr

between two or more organs in one body, or

between an individual and two or more ances-

tors, cannot be discussed here. For these the

reader should consult Galton’s Natural In-

heritance, in which the foimdation of the
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whole method is laid down, and Pearson’s

Grammar of Science (2nd ed., 1900), which

contains an admirable account, in very simple

form, of all numerical problems connected

with the theory of evolution.

Literaiure : besides the indications given,

see Vaeiatiost (in biology). (w.p.e.w.)

VariationalPsychology: Ger. Variations-

lisycliohgie) Fr. iisyclMlogie variationnelle.

•psycliologie des variations] Ital. psicoJogia

variazvmale. That department of Psychology

(q. V.) wliich treats of mental vaiiations.

It is recommended that this term he used

to cover the smaller fields of Individual and

Folk Psychology (see those terms), in which

variations are respectively individual and
racial or tribal, and also that of specific or

typical differences. See Type (mental).

Among the greater general problems are

(i)the correlation of variations, as illustrated

in the work in Ceiminal (q. v.) psychology

and anthropology and the investigations of

the Genius (q. v.); (2) the statistical treat-

ment of mental variations in close connection

with the corresponding work in biology and
sociology; (3) investigation of the origin of

mental vaiiations and modifications through

heredity, education, social environment, &c.

;

( 4) the extent, origin, and tests of mental types.

These classes of problems justify the use of a

broader name
;

tliey have had little treatment,

but considering the objective and quantitative

methods which may be applied to variations,

they offer, as do the analogous problems in

biology, most important results. See Vaeia-
TiON (different topics). (j.m.b., g.f.s.)

Variety (in biology) [Lat. varietas, differ-

ence] : Ger. Yarietdt
;

Fr. vari'ete
;

Ital.

varieth. A variety or race is a subdivision

of a speejes, marked by cei’tain recognizable

characteristics, which are constant, so that

the variety is more or less permanent. "When
the variety occurs in certain localities, and
not in the whole temtory inhabited by its

species, it is called a ‘ geogi aphical variety.’

Literature : Ch. Daewin. Origin of Species;

and Animals and Plants under Domestication

;

Daveneoet, Statistical Methods in Biology

(1900); the literature of Species (in bio-

logy). (C.S.M.)

Varietyin Unity: see Unity oeVaeiety.
Varro, Marcus Terentius. Lived be-

tween 1 15 and 25 B.c. The learned friend

of Cicero, and representative of philosophical

eclecticism with Stoicism especially promi-
nent. He wrote forty-one books called
* Antiquitates.’

Vaso-constrictor : see Yaso - motoe
Neeves.

Vaso-dilator : see Vaso-motoe Neeves.
Vaso-motor Centre : Gei-. Gefdsscenirum,

vasomotorischesCentrum ;
F v.centre rasomoteur]

Ital. Centro vasomotore (or vasemotorio). An
ill-defined region of tlie mednlla oblongata,

laterally of the fourth ventricle, wliich is cen-

cerned in maintaining the arterial tone of the

body.

It seems not to be concerned with vaso-

dilator impulses, and must not be regarded

as exclusively responsible for vaso-constrictor

impulses, for this function is in part per-

formed by the spinal cord at large. It is

rather an initiatory and co-ordinating centre

for all vaso-motor processes. Cf. Vaso-jiotoe

Neeves. (h.h.)

Vaso-motor Nerves: Gev. Gefdssnerven.

vasomotorische Herven
;
Fr. nerfs vasomoteurs ;

Ital. nervi vasomotori. Nerves which are

concerned with the regulation of the calibre

of the arteries, by innervating the muscular

coats of the blood-vessels, and hence with the

distribution of the blood. (h.h.-c.f.h.)

We distinguish two kinds, vaso-dilator and
vaso-constrictor fibres. The latter send im-

pulses to the muscular coats of the arteries

(especially the minute vessels) and normally

keep them in a state of tonic contraction.

They originate in the lateral cornu of the

spinal cord, and pass out through the ventral

roots to the sympathic ganglia, from which

they distribute to the arteries via the sym-
pathic nerves or along recurrent branches to

the spinal nerves. See Neevous Sysiem
(sympathetic). Stimulation of these fibres

produces pallor; their inhibition produces

flushing. These vaso-constrictor impulses

are more or less under the control of the

Vaso-motoe Centee (q. V.) of the medulla.

The vaso-dilator fibres are not so thoroughly

integrated into a single system as the vaso-

constrictor, nor do they have so important

a part to play in controlling the circulation.

They arise in various parts of the central

nervous system and are distributed by way of

the ventral roots.

Closely related to the general vaso-motor

system are the nerves regulating the rate and
strength of the heart-beat. Three classes

here deserve mention.

The inhibitory nerves of the heart arise in

the medulla, pass out through the vagal por-

tion of the spinal accessory nerve, and then

into the vagus. Their action is to suppress

the action of the heart. They resemble the
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vaso-coiistrictor nerves of tlie general vaso-

motor system.

The accelerator or augmentor nerves to tlie

heart arise in the spinal cord and pass out

to the sympathic ganglia and thence to the

heart. Tliey seem to correspond to the general

vaso-dilator system.

The depressor nerves diminish blood-pres-

sure by reflex action on the vaso-niotor

centres. More sj^ecifically, an afferent nerve

passing from the heart to the vaso-motor centre

of the medulla via the vagus. Its function

is to inliibit the vaso-constrictor nerves of the

body, thus lowering the blood-pressure and
relieving tlie heart. (h.h.)

Vaso-motor System : Ger. Gefdsssystem;

Fr. systime vasomoteur] Ital. sistema vaso-

motore. The entire vaso-motor system con-

sists of the following parts (cf. the preced-

ing topics)

:

(1) Chief vaso-constrictor centres (and
probaldy vaso-dilator centres) situated in the

medulla, about the level of the seventh nerve

(rabbit).

(2) Medullated nerve-fibres passing from
this centre out via motor roots of nerves

(white rami communicantes) to the ganglia of

sympathetic sj'^stem.

(3) Similar subordinate centres in the spinal

cord.

(4) Vaso-motor nerves proper, which arise

as neurites of syunpathetic cells and pass as

non-medullated fibres to be distributed to the

blood-vessels.

It has thus far been impossible to demon-
strate (physiologically) vaso-motor nerves in

the brain or spinal cord,

Vaso-constrictor nerves were first discovered

by Claude Bernard (1851) and Brown-Se-
quard (1852). Vaso-dilator nerves were first

demonstrated (1855) by Schiff; and the whole
subject relating to influence of nervous system
over the cii-culation was most thoroughly
studied by Ludwig. (c.f.h.)

Vedanta Philosophy: see Oriental
Philosophy (India).

Vedic Religion [fi'ansk. veda, knowledge] :

Ger. lleliyion der Vedas] Fi'. religion vedique]
Ital. religione vedica. The ancient religion

of the Hindus, of which Brahmajiisra was the
matured form, consisting in the worship of

deities who were personifications of the foi ecs

or aspects of nature.

Lilerai.ure: see Brahmanism, and Oriental
Philosophy (India). (a.t.o.)

Vegetable: see Plant; and cf Animal.
Velleity [Lat. velle, to be willing] : Ger.

Velleitut; Fr. velleite; Ital. vel’eitct. The
conative aspect of a mental process or content.

See Conation.
A term not in general use. (j.m.b., a.r.s.)

Velocity [Lat. velocitas, from velox, swift] :

Ger. Schnelligkeit
]
Fr. vitesse, velocity

]
Ital.

velocity. Rate of movement of a body in

space.

For the unit of measurement of velocity,

and the unit of acceleration of velocity, see

Unit (of physical measurement, velocity).

(j.m.b.)

Vengeance : Ger. Rache
;

Fr. vengeance
;

Ital. vendetta. The act or other circumstances

in which Revenge (q. v.) issues.

One may feel revenge but stop short of

vengeance, which always terminates, or is

intended to terminate, on the appropriate

object. (j.m.b.)

Ventricle [Lat. ventriculus\ : Ger. Yen-
trikel, Hohlraum

;
Fr. ventricule

;
Ital. ven-

tricolo. One of the cavities or coelia within

the brain derived from persistent portions of

the original embryonic medullary cavity.

Cf. the figures given under Brain.
In combination coele is preferable, as in

diacoele (= third ventricle). There are the

two paracoeles (lateial ventricles), the diacoele

(third ventricle), the mesocoele (in mammals,
&c., forming the aqueduct of Sylvius, or iter),

the metacoele (fourth ventricle). The so-

called pseudocoele (fifth ventricle) is not a

true ventricle, but a cleft left by the partial

concrescence of the two plates of the lamina

terminalis.

In comparing the nervous elements of the

brain with those of a peripheral sensory epi-

thelium it is necessary to remember that the

ventricular cavity, and hence the endymal
surface, is morphologically an invaginated part

of the original exteinal epithelium. The
apparent outer surface of the brain is thus

morphologically internal and the ventricular

aspect is external. (h.h.)

Ventriloquism [Lat. venter, he\\j,+ loqni,

to speak]: Qev. Bauchreden] Yr.ventriloquie]

Ital. ventriloquio. The production of sounds,

mainly by a modification of the respiration,

by which the voice appears to come not from

the person speaking, but from a distance, or

from an opposite direction.

It is of interest as an illusion of the direc-

tion and quality of sound, and has probably

been impoitant in the history of magic, and
the pronouncements of oracles. An assumed

form of speech of similar character occurs as

an occasional symptnm in delusional insanity.
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and seems connected with systematized delu-

sions. (j.j.)

Veracity [Lat.t^ema:, truthful] : Grev.Wahr-

Ihaftiykeit
]

Fr. veracite\ Ital. 'cevacith. The
disposition not to deceive another by positive

misrepresentation
;
that is, not to Lib (q. v.).

The appreciation of veracity, especially as

regards speech, has varied much in ancient

and modern ethics. The Greeks did not

include it in the cardinal virtues, or regard

it as absolutely and invariably obligatory.

Plato gives expression to their estimate of it

in the RejpvMic (ii. 382), where he distin-

guishes between the ‘ true lie ’ or the ‘ lie in

the soul,’ which is hated by both gods and
men, and the ‘ lie in words,’ which is, in cer-

tain cases, useful and not hurtful, as in deal-

ing with enemies or with friends in a fit of

madness or illusion, and in mythology, where
we do not know the truth. He also justifies

the ‘ noble ’ or ‘ royal lie ’ (yewalov ;

the rulers are privileged to lie for the public

good (iii. 389, 414). The modern juridical

conception of morality as obedience to law
has led to a more rigorous enforcement of the
duty of veracity. Kant, e. g. in his Uher ein

vermeintes Eecht, aus Menschenliebe zu liigen

(Abbott’s trans., 361-5), maintains the abso-

lute obligatoriness of veracity, since lying,

if universalized, contradicts the presupposi-

tions of human intercourse. ‘ To be truthful

in all declarations is therefore a sacred uncon-
ditional command of reason, and not to be
limited by any expediency.’ A single excep-

tion would destroy that universality which is

essential to a moral principle. On the Jesui-

tical depreciation of the virtue on the ground
that the end justifies the means, see Eqbivo-
CATioK. Of. also Casuistet. (j.s.)

The principles involved in the discussion,

besides the psychological and logical ones

indicated by the word positive in the definition

(explained under Lie) and in the article Equi-
TOCATiOB, would seem to be, or at least to

involve, the following: (i) the fact of ethical

conflict, the possible dilemma of choosing the

lesser of two violations of nominal duties, one
of which is unavoidable. This raises the wliole

question of the relativity of ethical formula-

tions. (2) The possible distinction between
duties as social or not, the former springing

from social relationships, and in so far getting

their entire sanction from social utilities. This

distinction would possibly open a door for

a ‘ certain discrimination of higlier and
lowei',’ even to those who hold that there are

absolute ethical principles. (j.m.b.)

Verbal (in logic) [Lat. verhum, a word]

:

Ger. verbal’, Fr. verbal’, Ital. verbale. Turning
upon the use or meaning of words, as ‘ verbal

argument.’

Applied mainly to arguments, definitions,

&c., which involve distinctions of words merely,

and are with reference to fact or truth falla-

cious or meaningless. (j.m.b.)

Veridical Hallucinations: see Tele-
pathy, passim.

Verification [Lat. verus, irae, +facere, to

make] : Ger. Bewdhrung, Bestdtigung
\

Fr.

vh’ijication Ital. verijlcuzione. It is desir-

able to understand by a verifiable hypothesis

one which presents an abundance of necessary

consequences open to experimental tests, and
which involves no more than is necessary to

furnish a source of those consequences. The
verification will not consist in searching the

facts in order to find features that accord or

disagree with the hypothesis. That is to no
purpose whatsoever. The verification, on the

contrary, must consist in basing upon the

hypothesis predictions as to the results of

experiments, especially those of such predic-

tions as appear to be otherwise least likely

to be true, and in instituting experiments in

order to ascertain whether they will be true

or not.

These experiments need not be experiments

in the narrow and technical sense, involving

considerable preparation. That preparation

may be as simple as it may. The essential

thing is that it shall not be known before-

hand, otherwise than through conviction of /
the truth of the hypothesis, how these experi-

ments will turn out. It does not need any
long series of experiments, so long as every

feature of the hypothesis is covered, to render

it worthy of positive scientific credence.

What is of much greater importance is that

the experiments should be independent, that

is, such that from the results of some,

the result of no other should be capable

of reasonable surmise, except through the

hypotliesis. But throughout the process of

verification the exigencies of the economy
of research should be carefully studied from

the point of view of its abstract theory.

W'^hen, in 1839, Auguste Comte laid down
the rule that no hypothesis ought to be enter-

tained which was not capable of verification,

it was far from receiving general acceptance.

But this was chiefly because Comte did not

make it clear, nor did he apparently under-

stand, what verification consisted in. He
seemed to think, and it was generally under-
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st'M't’, tliat what was meant was that the

liyp thesis shoiiUl contain no facts of a kind

j.ot open to direct observation. That position

would leave the memory of the past as some-

thing not so mucli as to be entertained as

plausible. (c.s.p.)

Vertebrate [Lat. vertebra, a joint] : Ger.

Wirhelthicr Fr. vertebre
;

Ital. vertebrato.

Strictly, an animal having vertebrae, but used

to designate all members of tbe sub-kingdom

to which animals with vertebrae belong. Cf.

IXVEETEBHATE.
The lowest fishes(myxInoidsand ampbioxns,

a fish-like animal) present no trace of verte-

brae, the axial skeleton comprising only the

notochord. (C.S.M.)

The Vertebrata, sometimes called Cl ordata,

all possess a dorsal skeletal uotod ord at some
time in their development.

Literature'. Gegenbaue, Compar. Anat.

;

"WlEDEESHEiM, Vergleichende Anat.; Paekee
and Haswei.l, Zoology

; C. Claus, Textbook
of Zoology (Eng. trans., 1890). (c.s.m.-e.s.g.)

Vertex [Lat., from vertere, to turn] : Ger.

Scheitel; Fr. sommet, vertex', Ital. vertice,

bregma. The top or crowning point of the

head
;
the highest point of the human skull

when the body is in a perfectly erect position.

It is usually just behind the bregma (Bg, in

figure given under Ceaniologt, q. v.). (j.j.)

Veirtigo [Lat. vertigo, a turning] : Ger.

Schivindel
;
Yr. vertige

;
ltn\. vertigine. Diz-

ziness, with fear of falling, a confused sensa-

tion as of swimming of the head, and appa-

rent motion of outward objects.

Vei’tigo as a sensation may vary in degree

from a slight sense of confusion or instability

up to violent reeling and actual falling in an
attempt to correct the subjective sensations

of apparent motion of surrounding objects.

The mechanism, the disturbance of which
produces vertigo, is a very complicated one.

The special organs of Equilibeium (q. v.)

are concerned, probably, the semicircular

canals, and the brain centre for such co-

ordinations of equilibrium, situated in the

cerebellum. The sensations obtained from
this source are co-ordinated with visual in-

ferences of position and movement. Vertigo
may be produced in most persons by unusual
or violent locomotion, as oscillation in a
swing, turning rapidly around on one’s heels,

ascent or descent in an elevator, the irregular
movements of a ship, balloon, or train. Vertigo
as the result of drug action is marked in the
case of alcohol.

As a symptom of disease, vertigo is of

various significance. It has been associated

witli pressure upon the brain, concussion or

injury of the brain (as by tumours, disturb-

ances of circulation, blows, &c.), particularly

in diseases of the cerebellum; with anaemia
of the brain from general anaemia or artero-

sclerosis; its frequency in multiple sclerosis

has been noted
;

it is often a characteristic

factor in the epileptic seizure, and in some
cases takes the place of such a seizure

;
it is

particularly significairt in aural, especially

labyrinthine, difficulties, in one form of which
(Meniere’s disease) the vertigo forms the chief

symptom
;

it is frequent in neurasthenia and
related conditions

;
and it is connected with

ocular as well as visceral disturbances.

Ocular vertigo is an unusual disorder, due
generally to weakness or paralysis of an

ocular muscle, and a consequent false orienta-

tion of the body with reference to seen

objects. The ocular sensation (as of moving
objects) is an important one in all forms of

vertigo. Aural vertigo arises from disease in

the internal ear, and includes Meniere’sdisease

as one of its severer forms. This dhorder,

which is often preceded by earache, slight

deafness,ringing in the ears, is of a paroxysmal

nature. The patient is more or less suddenly

seized with intense vertigo, may reel about

or fall to the ground
;
objects seem to move

about, and even slight loss of consciousness

may occur. Some j^atients feel impelled to

go through circular or backward movements,

others are hurled to the ground as by an un-

seen force. In repeated attacks the same
forms of movement are experienced, indicating

in some cases a local affection of one canal or

group of canals. In most cases there is a

succeeding dazed period, often accompanied

by pallor, vomiting, and severe physical de-

pression.

The vertigo that is characteristic of neur-

asthenia is largely of a subjective character,

a feeling of swimming and confusion, rarely

amounting to reeling or the apparent moving
of outward objects. It is generally relieveil

by assuming a horizontal position, and is

associated with states of fatigue. Vertigo of

gastric origin is probably not a frequent dis-

order, altliough an attack of indigestion, sea-

sickness, and the like, is the occasion or pre-

disposition to vertigo in those liable to these

disorders.

Literature : Gowbe, Diseases of the Nerv.

Syst.
;
Hitzig, Der Schwindel, in NothnageTs

Spez. Ther., xvii. 2 (2nd ed., 1898). (J.J.)

Vested Rights : see Eights.
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Vestige [Lat. vestigium, a footprint]

;

Ger. ;
Yt. vestige] Ital. vestigio. See

Vestigial Oegaks and Chaeacteks.
Vestigial Organs and Characters. Re-

duced and often useless organs or characters

which, on the theory of evolution, represent

the fully functional and useful organs or

characters of ancestral animals : a single such

organ or character is called a vestige.

(C.Ll.M.-J.M.B.)

This phrase has largely replaced the earlier

phrases rudimentary organs and rudiment.

It thus distinguishes organs in process of De-
GENEEATiON (q. V., in biology) from organs in

process of evolution (cf. Rudiment). Darwin
discussed the value of such organs as evi-

dence of the transmutation of species. Cf.

also Ateopht.
Since the theory of evolution has become

widely accepted, the method of suppression

has been discussed. On the Lamarckian
hypothesis disuse is itself sufficient to effect

reduction of size and complexity, since the

effects of disuse are on this Iiypothesis in-

herited. Those who reject this hypothesis

account for the facts by reversed selection,

assuming that tlie possession of the organ con-

stitutes a disadvantage,by cessation ofselection

with Panmixia (q. v.), and by the principle

of economy of growth with Inteaselection

(q. V.). Weismann has added the hypothesis

of Geeminal Selection (q. v.) or a competi-

tion for nutriment in the waxing and waning
determinants or structural units in the ger-

minal substance, by which the stronger

increase while the weaker diminish.

Literature

:

C. Daewin, Origin of Species

;

J. G. Romanes, Darwin and after Darwin,
ii

;
Weismann, The Germ-Plasm

;
and Ger-

minal Selection. (c.Ll.m.)

Veto : see Fiat, and Nolition.

Vibration [Lat. vihrare, to shake] ; Ger.

Vibration ; Fr. vibration

;

Ital. vibrazione.

The rapid rhythmical movement of a body
or parts of a body back and forth in a linear

path or closed curve. In the latter case the

vibration is called circular, elliptic, &c.,

according to the form of the path.

Movement in one direction is sometimes
called a single, and that in hoth directions

a complete vibration. Such a vibratory move-
ment when propagated through a homoge-
neous medium is called an undulation or wave.

Cf. Ethee. (s.n.)

Vicarions Atonement [Lat. vicarius,

taking another’s place] : Ger. stellvertreten-

de» Siilmopfer
j
Fr. expiation mcariale

;
Ital.

espiazione vicaria. That theory of the Atone-
ment which represents it as a substitutionary

sacrifice for sin on the part of the Redeemer,
by virtue of which the sinner’s debt to the

divine law is satisfied and the merit of

Christ’s obedience is imputed to him as the

ground of his justification.

The vicarious theory is opposed to the

moral theory and presupposes the necessity

of expiation. It rests on the notion of sub-

stitution, and is the work which was accom-
plished by Christ in the stead of the sinner.

Literature : see Atonement. (a.t.o.)

Vice [Lat. vitium\ : Ger. Laster
;
Fr. vice

;

Ital. vizio. Gross, and more or less habitual,

departure from Vietue (q. v.).

Like virtue, vice extends to character, dis-

position, and habit of life. It is contrasted

in degree with moral defect and Fault (q.v.).

See also Sin. (j.m.b.)

Vico, Giovanni Battista. (1668-1744.)
Born at Naples, and educated by the Jesuits.

Private tutor for several years in the house of

the bishop of Ischia
;
professor of rhetoric in

Naples, 1697; royal historiographer, 1735.
‘ The bold and profound creator of the philo-

sophy of history ’ (Falckenberg). See Can-
ton i, G. B. Vico.

Victorinns, Marius ; see Scholasti-
cism, I.

Virtual [Lat. virtue, strength, from vir, a

man]; Ger. virtuell
\

Fr. (i) virtuel] Ital.

(i) virtuale. (i) A virtual X (where X is

a common noun) is something, not an X,
which has the efficiency ivirtus) of an X.

This is the proper meaning of the word
;

hut (2) it has been seriously confounded with
‘ potential,’ which is almost its contrary.

For the potential X is of the nature of X,
but is without actual efficiency. A virtual

velocity is something not a velocity, but a
displacement

;
but equivalent to a velocity in

the formula, ‘ what is gained in velocity is

lost in power.’

So virtual representation was the non-repre-

sentation of the American colonies in the

British Parliament, which was supposed to

be replaced by something. So Milton asks

whether the angels have virtual or immediate
touch. So, too, the sun was said to be vir-

tualiter on earth, that is, in its efficiency.

(3) Virtual is sometimes used to mean
pertaining to virtue in the sense of an ethical

habit.

Virtual knowledge : a term of Scotus defined

by him {Opus Oxon., Pt. I. iii. 3) as follows:

‘ Quantum ad notitiam habitualem sive virtu-
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aleni, primo expono quid intelligo per terminos.

HahitiuiJem notitiam voco, quaiido obiectuin

sic est prneseiis iiitellectui [i.e. to the thought]

in ratione intelligihilis actu ut intellectus

statiin possit habere actum elicitum circa

illud obiectum. V^oco virtualem, quando ali-

quid iiitelligitur in aliquo, ut pars intellecti

j>riini, iiou autem ut priiuum intellectnm sire

ut totale terminaus iutellectionem
;
sicut cum

iiitelligitur homo iiitelligitur auinial iiiiiomiue,

ut pars intellecti, uou ut intellectuni primum,
sive totale terminaus iutellectionem. Hoc
satis propi’ie vocatur intellectnm virtualiter,

quia est satis proxinium intellecto in actu.

Non enim posset esse actualius intellectum,

nisi esset propria intellectione intellectum,

quae esse ijisius primi, ut termini totalis.’

Virtual difference : a term of the doctrine

of formalitates set forth by Scotus, Opus
Oxon., Ft. I. ii. 7. (c.s.p.)

Virtue [Lat.'riVte,manliness, equivalent to

Gr.npfTj;, excellence] : Ger. Tugend
;
Fr. vertu

;

Ital.riViw. Excellence of character,disposition,

and habit of life, with reference to generally

accepted moral standards. (j.s.-j.m.b.)

The nature of virtue and the classification

of the virtues engaged the attention of both the

ancient and the mediaeval moralists. Socrates

made the moving spring of virtue adequate
knowledge of the good, that of vice ignorance

of it
;

and from this view of the nature of

virtue he deduced the unity of the virtues,

which were simjily the different applications

of the knowledge of the good. Plato distin-

guished four cardinal virtues, wisdom (o-o^ia),

courage (nt'Spfia), temperance (o-co^poCTvi/i;), and
righteousness {fiiKaimjvvr)). Aristotle, investi-

gating more carefully the psychological nature
of virtue, defined it as a habit (e^is), as distin-

guished fiom a mere activity (eV/pyetn). This

habit implies deliberate choice or preference,

and is in accordance with right reason. Its

object or content is the mean {neadTTjs) between
the two extremes of excess and defect. The
application of this doctrine to the details of

the moral life gives Aristotle his list of virtues,

which includes, besides courage and temper-
ance, liberality^ munificence, high-minded-
ness, gentleness, agi’eeableness, truthfulness,

wittiness, and modesty. In addition to

these virtues of the individual life, Aristotle

recognizes justice and friendship, as the
virtues called for by the social relations in

which the individual stands to the state and
to other individuals. So far, however, account
has been taken only of moral or practical

virtue, which consists in an established or

habitual control of irrational impulse by
reason. Intellectual virtue is the excellent

or rational exercise of the rational soul itself.

The chief intellectual virtues are speculative

wisdom [crocpla), whieli deals with the absolute

nature of things, and prudence or practical

wisdom {tppovrjais), which deals with the rela-

tive and changingconditionsof human conduct.

Aristotle insists upon the intellectual nature

of moral vii’tue, since the latter, in all its

forms, presupposes rational insight ((^povi/o-tr).

The mediaeval moralists followed Aristotle

in his division of virtues into intellectual and
moral. To the cardinal virtues of Plato they

added the ‘ theological ' virtues. The former

they regarded as ‘ natural,’ or ‘ acquii'ed by
human acts ’

;
the latter as ‘ supernatural,’ or

‘ infused by God.’ The cardinal virtues lead

only to natural or human happiness
;

the

theological lead to supernatural or divine

happiness. ‘ Habituation,’ says Thomas Aqui-

nas, ‘ contributes to both, but in different ways.

It causes acquired virtue; it disposes to infused

virtue; and where infused virtue exists, it

preserves it and advances it ’ i^Summa Theol.,

i-ii. q. 92, art. i, § i
;

cf. i-ii. q. 65, art. 2 ;

i-ii. q. 62). The theological virtues are faith,

hope, and charity. Faith has special refer-

ence to the intellect, hope and charity to the

will. The Christian Church further added

to the classical list of virtues such additional

phases of character as patience and humility.

The question of the fundamental nature

and value of virtue was investigated by the

Stoics and Epicureans, the former regarding

it as an end-in-itself, the latter as the most

important means to happiness. The early

British moralists were also more concerned

with this problem than with that of the good,

raising the further questions of the ‘ sanc-

tions ’ of virtue, and of its egoistic or altru-

istic content. Butler’s contribution to this

discussion is most important. In his view

virtue is a following of human nature as

a systematic whole, or acting in accordance

with the guidance of the higher (rational or

reflective) principles— conscience, self-love,

and benevolence. Its obligation is intrinsic :

man, as a rational being, is a law unto him-

self.

Literature’, that of Ethics; see also

Bibliog. F, 2, e. (J-s.)

Virtue (in theology) : Ger. Krdfte (plural),

Tugend’, Yv.vertu’, \i&\. virtit. Thoseelements

of character are virtues which are distinctive of

the Christian ideal, as faith, hope, love, sub-

mission to the divine will, &c., and which
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presuppose, subjectively, the regenerate nature,

and objectively, a hingdom of grace in which

they are supreme ends.

In mediaeval thought a distinction was

made between natural and theological or

supernatural virtue, the latter being regarded

as a function of divine grace. The Reforma-

tion resulted in the abolition of this distinc-

tion, and two lines of ethical thinhing origi-

nated: (i) philosuphical ethics, a development

of morality on an extra-dogmatic basis; (2)

Christian ethics, which sought to develop the

science of duty or virtue as a branch of

Christian dogmatics. Christian ethics aims

at a reconstruction of the whole scheme of

duty on a basis of divine grace. All viitues,

according to it, are functions of the regenerate

nature. See Ethics (Christian, also for

literature). (A.T.o.)

Vision* [Lat. to see]: Ger. Gesicht,

Sehen\ Fr. vision, vue) Ital. visions. The
sense whose organ is the eye, Avhose stimulus is

light, and whose nerve is the opticus, (j.m.b.)

I. General. In the production of visual

sensation, several distinct processes in the

Euman organism are involved. In the retina

the ether vibrations (which we know to be

still ether vibrations when they reach this

surface) are transformed into some other form

of energy which can be conveyed along the

nerves—we know not what form, but at

least it must be something very different

from light, because vibiations of that degree

of rapidity would cause the destruction of

delicate nervous tissues. In the occipital

lobes of the cortex there takes place, under

the influence of this conveyed excitation,

some process which is the immediate con-

dition of the visual sensation. Before reach-

ing the cortex, the optic fibres pass through

intermediate ganglionic stations (quadri-

geminal bodies, optic thalamus), but it is not

known that these have any essential part to

play in the sensation that enters conscious-

ness—they may have no other function than

to effect reflexly the motions of pupil, ciliary

muscle (accommodation), convergence, &c.,

which are essential to effective vision (Fig. i).

When the cortical centres have been destroyed,

no visual sensation is possible, but the same
thing is not true concerning the retina : the

* In this article, points that are of special interest

to the psychologist will be discussed at some length.

For the ordinary details in regard to the working of

the eye as an optical instrument, see the textbooks
of physiology, as Bowditch in Howell’s Amer. Text-
hook of Physiol. (2nd ed., 1900).

basal ganglia and the retina may both be
thrown out of action by disease, and sensation

may never theless persist
;

as a preceding

symptom of JIigeaine (q. v.), which seems to

be due to a spasm in the cerebral, or more
rarely the retinal, circulation, and of epilepsy,

there are very commonly experienced sub-

jective visual sensations, which are sonutimes
in the form of rings and balls, like the

pressure-phosphenes, or zigzags in incoin-

pltted cui'ves (foitification-figures, scintil-

lating scotomata), but which sometimes have

the appearance of natural objects or of human
figures. These frequently enter the field of

vision at one side, and the patient instinctively'

turns the head and the eyes to follow them :

0 0

Fig. I. Hypothetical scheme foi- the optii al con-

ducting paths. 00 , cortical centre ; MM, mid-brain

;

Ch, chiasm
;
R K, retinal terminations

;
'j' , centri-

petal paths
; ^ ,

centrifugal paths
; -», lateral

connecting paths.

this shows that the cortical process cairies

with it what is essential to spatial localiza-

tion without the participation of the retina.

But it also shows, as was plainly affirmed by
Gowers before the recent work of Flechsig on

the subject, that there are secondary cortical

centres (association centres, or, as they may
perhaps be designated, perception centies)

where the immediate data of visual sensation

are worked up into more complicated forms.

As still more conclusive proof of the possible

coitical origin of visual sensation may be

mentioned a remarkable case in which a man
stricken blind in both eyes saw a sudden
flash of fire just before the on-coming of un-

consciousness, and in wdiich dissection showed
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de"i-neration of the optic!\l cortex, with every-

tliiiiir helow tlie cortex in a perfectly healtliy

coiulitii'ii {Suhj. Lichtempf. bei totalem Ver-

h'sti' des Sehvermogens, m. Zerstorung d.

h'iitde heider llinterhauptslappen, Diss., JNlar-

biirjjr. 1S95, P. Schirmer). This proves to

jicrfectiou that chemical changes in the cortex,

although not brought about by excitation

Coining in from below, suffice to affect con-

sciousness (and with spatial attriliute as well

as simple sensation quality). On the other

hand, tliere are cases on record of most dis-

tmliing visual sensations (rings and balls of

colour) due to irritation of the cortex caused

bv a diseased retina which was entirel}' blind

to light—as was proved by the fact that these

disturbances ceased when the eye in question

was enucleated. (It is therefore impossible

to say that what is usually called Ieio-eetinaI/

Light (q. v.), or the self-light of the retina,

is or is not in reality cerebral light
;

most

probably it is of both cerebral and retinal

origin, since it is beyond question that

internal irritations from either source do,

upon occasion, enter consciousness.)

There are, then, aside from the conducting

fibres, four separate stations, in general, in

the affection of consciousness by external

light—the retina, which is, indeed, not only

a neuro-epithelial surface, but also a tiue

nervous centre shifted to the periphery

(cephalopods, which have, taken together, all

the different nervous layers of the human eye,

have some of them in the brain and not in the

l etiiia)’; the basal ganglia
;
the primary visual

centres in the occipital lobe; and the final

association -centres. Each of these may
appai'piitly be excited to its characteristic

activity by internal sources of activity, in the

absence of incoming stimulation from below.

In the lower animals the visual process is

certainly of much less complexity than in the

human visual organ; all that is essential to

such a process is that there should be some
form of reaction to the transverse vibrations

of the ether. Any animal in which a portion

of the ectoderm is so differentiated as to be

a receptive organ for this form of excitation

may be said to possess an eye, whether the

reaction to the excitation is conscious or

unconscious
;
in certain of the lower forms of

animal life the whole surface of the body is

obscurely sensitive to light. Sensations of

colour (as well as of form), as they exist in

‘ The optic nerve ia not a nerve, properly apeaking,
but a portion of cerebral white matter pushed
forward (Greef, Arch. f. Ophlhal., xxix. 85, 1900).

the pei'fected eye, are modalities of the funda-

mental luminous sensations, which are without
question of rather recent phylogenetic develop-

ment. Wherever there is an eye with two
distinct forms of visual elementb, rods and
coi.es, it is probable that there is a sense of

colour. Below that, there is no evidence

of this aspect of the luminous sensation

:

many observers have declared that the lower

animals have a colour sense, and that they
have strong colour- preferences (Gi’aber); hut
this conclusion is not warranted, for a pre-

ference for one region of the spectrum over

another may perfectly well be a preference

for a particular degree of brightness. Since

we liave found out that the relative brightness

of the different spectral regions is, for our-

selves, totally different according as the illu-

mination is faint or bright (the Pukkinjb
Phenomenon, q. v.),- there is no reason to infer

that animals have any sense for actual colour

i'rom the fact that they go from one coloured

apartment into another, even though these

have been made equally blight for the normal

human eye. It has lately been found, in fact,

that even bees are attracted by odours rather

than by any sense for colour : flowers when
covered by paper are visited by tjiem just as

frequently as if they were exposed to view.

The eye is considered to be the most highly

developed of the sense organs, not only be-

cause of its comparative perfection as an optical

apparatus (the lens is a piece of living matter

which approaches the regularity of a solid with

mechanically perfected curved surfaces), but

also because of the number of different forms

in which it effects sensible discrimination.

The pressure sense, the heat sense, the cold

sense are senses with good local discrimina-

tion, but witl) variation within a single ter-

minal organ for intensity only, without dis-

crimination of quality—we cannot tell whether

a given amount of heat comes to us from the

infra-red or the red or the yellow rays of the

spectrum. In the ear we have discrimination for

different objective vibration-rates (the sound-

waves) in the foi'm of the different subjective

quality attached to notes of different pitch,

and to this discrimination is given up the

jihysiological space-discrimination in the

auditory organ—namely, the succession of

fibres of the basilar membrane
;
there is left

no means of acute local discrimination, and,

in fact, in the auditory sense we have no

space-discrimination other than by the greater

loudness of a sound heard by one ear than by

the other, or by a rough difference in quality
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I, n. III. IV. V. VI.

j. 2.— Cones from the different retinal zones (Greef). I. close to the ora serrata
; II, 3 mm. from the

.'ra serrata ;
III, halfway between the ora serrata and the papilla

;
IV, periphery of the macula lutea ;

\'. macula lutea ;
VI, fovea centralis.
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according as one or another element of a tone

is reinforced by the reflecting walls of the

meatus auditorius(Angell, Psychol. Rev., 1901).

In the eye we have a far more keen and
dominating sense for space than in any other

sense organ—so much so that the quality

which stands pre-eminently in consciousness

for space itself is the retinal spatial quality.

In this organ, the distribution of rods and

cones within the sense organ is the primary

physiological intermediary between physical

and subjective space; consequently there' is

left no very exact means for quality-dis-

crimination within the sense, and, in fact,

our subjective reactions to differences of

vibration-period in light-waves are very in-

adequate. The whole gamut of light-waves

is responded to by us subjectively with only

four different sensation qualities—red, yellow,

green, and blue. These are the sensations

which are produced in their purity by, about,

the wave-lengths 576 /z/r, 505 470 /z/z, and
a colour a little less yellow than the red end

of the spectrum. For all intermediate wave-
lengths we have nothing in sensation except

combinations of these hues, or colour-hlends,

as reddish-yellow, blue-gTeen, greenish-yellow,

&c., but with this very singular peculiarity,

that non-adjacent colour-pairs do not give

colour-blends (red and green reproduce

yellow, and blue and yellow give white, or

grey); were it not for this latter circumstance,

the confusion in the response to ether-radiation

distinctions would be far greater than it is now.
Hence we have no means of determining

whether the sensation which we get from
wave-length 486 say, is due to light of

that wave-length as an objective cause or to

a physical mixtui’e of light of wave-lengths

492 ixfi and 470 /z/z; in other words, our

visual organ, as a means of giving us know-
ledge regarding the radiations reflected from

or emitted by objects, is exceedingly inade-

quate. It follows from this that we can

never have, in the play of colours, intricate

aesthetic combinations and involutions corre-

sponding to musical compositions in tones. The
sensation elements are far too simple for that

;

they are like what we should get from a primi-

tive musical instrument with only fourstrings.

Provision for vibration-period quality being

so inadequate as this, and spatial distribution

upon the retina being correlated with the

highly developed spatial consciousness of the

visual sense, what is the physiological

mechanism by which four distinct sources of

colour-sense are communicated from retina

to brain 1 Scattered sparsely among the rods

(the primitive organ for a non-differentiated

luminous sensation) are the cones, which
alone, it is probable, provide for the sensa-

tion of colour
;

is a single cone the seat of

all four colour-processes, and are all four

sets of excitation conveyed fiom one cone

along one optic nerve-fibre to the brain ?

The physiologists are strongly of the opinion

at present that all nerve-filzres convey one
and the same sort of excitation, and that con-

scious distinctions of quality are brought
about by different reactions in the cortical

cells in which they debouch. But, (i) they

have chiefly in mind the simpler structures,

where there is nothing against such a sup-

position (muscle, pi’essure, auditory sensa-

tions)—it is only in the sense for colour that

occasion arises for making a different assump-
tion, and hence analogy from other cases is

entirely without force
; (2) it has been too

much the custom to think of a nerve-fibre as

if it were a simple structure: the recent work
of Apathy has fastened attention upon the

fact, apparently forgotten by the physio-

logical theorists, that each nerve-fibre is

composed of a number of fibrillae
;

hence

there is nothing against the doctrine 01

specific energy, if that be applied to fibrillae

instead of to fibres, in supposing that a

single cone is a laboratory for, and a single

fibre a conductor for, several different sorts

of excitation; (3) the only anatomical

difference that exists between the rods and

the cones (for the long, fine, closely pressed

together cones of the fovea are not cone-

shaped) is exactly this—that communication

with the continuous bi-polar cell is on the one

hand by a simple knob, 011 the other by a group

ofdistinct processes (Figs. 2,YI)
;
this suggests

that the difference between a black-white

series, on the one hand ’, and sensations in

* Black may well be the sensation attached to the

resting-stage of the cortical visual process. A state

of non-excitation, from the external world does not,

in the case of the other senses, need to enter con-

sciousness; but in the visual sense the spatial attribute

is of extreme consequence, and if we were unconscious

of objects which send to us no light there would be

lacunae in the retinal spatial field which would be

most disturbing. This state of things actually occurs

in the case of localized lesions in the cortical visual

field
;
the ophthalmologists distinguish between nega-

tive and positive scotomata—in the latter ( disease of

retina or optic fibres) a black spot is seen in place

of a portion of the external field
;

in the former,

nothing is seen. This fact alone goes far to prove

that black is purely a cortic.al excitation, which enters

consciousness as a mark of the absence of retinal

excitation.
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four different tones, on the other hand, has its

physiologico-anatomical basis in the provision

for disjunct communication between cone and

bipolar cell, which is had by means of the

several different fibrillae groups of the cone-

base. If it were the case that one fibre

could convey one form of excitation only,

then the four simple colour-tones would have

to be mediated by four different contiguous

cones (tliree, in the original Young-Helmholtz

theory, which was based solely upon physical,

not at all upon psychological considerations).

Helmholtz himself, in the last (second)

edition of the Pliysiologisclie 0])tik, has given

up this view, and regards the several photo-

chemical processes which underlie colour as

taking place all in a single cone. If one cone

mediates one colour only, then a point of

purple light, so small that its image falls

upon a single cone, should look, as the image

passes over the retina, now red and now blue

according as it strikes one or another of the

visual elements that are fitted to respond

to it. This and similar phenomena were

announced by Holmgren to occur, and were

taken by him as being complete confirmation

of the Young-Helmholtz theory, so far as

this point is concerned; but later experiments

from the laboratories of Hering and of Konig
show that such loss of true colour does not take

place. Schoute {Zeitsch.f. Psychol., xix. 251)
gives good reasons for believing that, in such

experiments, the image formed is actually as

small as calculation from the constants of the

eye would imply. It is true that Graefe (who
lias examined two perfectly fresh human eyes

with tlie aid of the most modern methods of

staining, &c.) finds that the cross section of

a fovea! cone is 2 /x; it has usually been given

as 4 fi, and hence it is possible that the

images formed were not small enough to

affect individual cones in the fovea. But, on
the other hand, images so small as this cannot
fall upon more than one cone at a time in the

extra-macular region, and here, too, the phe-
nomenon of incomplete response does not take
place. The chief consideration by which the
physiologists uphold the similar character of

all nerve-fibre cransmissions is the fact that
only one set of electrical reactions occurs, no
matter what nerve is involved

;
but it would

be as safe to infer that any two chemical
reactions were the same in kind because they
were attended by the same production or
fib.draction of heat (Hering). The question
is of fundamental consequence, and it is

hardly worth while to devise colour theories

until after it has been settled
;

nevertheless,

the physiologists proper and the physiologists

for the eye rest content, seemingly, each in

his own belief, with very little counter-discus-

sion. It cannot be too much insisted upo^,

meantime, that the question as it regards the

eye must be settled upon its own merits, and
not from analogy with other sorts of nerve-

fibre, where the assumption of such complexity

is not demanded by the facts.

Literature (to I) : v. Helmholtz, Handb.
d. physiol. Optik (2nd ed., 1896); see also

under Optics. (c.l.e., b.b.t.)

II. Light [ME. light, liht, AS. leoht] : Ger.

Lichl
;
Fr. lumiere

;
Ital. lume. The sensa-

tion produced by the action upon the retina

of a radiation in the ether consisting of trains

of transverse waves called light. The sensa-

tion is not produced except by waves within

a certain range of velocity.

The periods and wave-lengths of these

waves may be measured by interference and
diffraction methods. The velocity of the

waves has been measured by various observers.

It has been found that in order to produce

the sensation light these waves in the ether

must have periods lying between 13 X io“'*

and 25x10"^® of a second. Expressed in

different words, the wave-lengths of these

waves which affect the retina in the method
described must lie between 750 and 390 mil-

lionths of a millimetre; for the velocity of

the waves is nearly 3 x 10’® centimetres per

second. A source which emits waves of such

periods as to produce light is called a ‘ source

of light ’
;
for instance, a candle, the sun, an

electric lamp, a glow-worm. The radiation

itself is often, but incorrectly, called ‘light.’

If this radiation is examined by a spectroscope,

it is noticed that the eye perceives different

colours in different portions of the spectrum.

Consequently, waves of different periods pro-

duce different colour-sensations. Four abso-

lutely distinct colours (together with their

intermediate colour-blends) are discernible in

the spectrum
;
these are, in the order of de-

creasing wave-lengths, red, yellow, green, and

blue.

In the radiation from any source of light

there are also present waves whose periods do

not lie within the limits necessary for the

production of the sensation light. Some of

these trains of waves have periods longer than

those of ‘ light-waves ’
;
others, shorter. The

former are called infra-red radiations, and
may in general be detected by the rise in

temperature of such bodies as absorb them;
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the latter are called ultra-violet radiations,

and must in general be studied by some
photograpliic process.

These waves in the ether all advance

with the same velocity independent of their

period or wave-length, provided there is not

associated with the ether any form of ordi-

nary matter, using this word in an everyday

sense. This therefore is the case in inter-

planetary space. But if, on the other hand,

matter is associated with the ether—for in-

stance, if the waves are passing through any

ordinary transparent substance such as glass

or water—the velocity is not the same as for

the pure ether, being less
;
and further, waves

of different periods have different velocities,

the shorter waves having in general the less

velocity. This accounts for refraction and

dispersion.

Waves in the ether are carrying energy

;

and, when they reach the retina and are

absorbed, their energy is used in producing

certain (probably chemical) changes which

stimulate the nerve-ends. If the waves are

emitted by a small source, their intensity at

any point varies inversely as the square of

the distance of the point from the source.

It should be noted further that the radia-

tion from a source of light will produce

definite physical and chemical effects in

material bodies if it is absorbed by certain

substances or instruments. Illustrations of

this are afforded by photographic action or

chemical action in general, phosphorescence

and fluorescence, rise in temperature and
other heat-effects, and so on.

In order to produce a source of light it is

in general necessary to have a high tempera-

ture, as is shown by a flame, an incandescent

or arc electric light, the sun, and so on.

There are cases, however, where bodies may
be rendered luminous in other ways than this.

Illustrations are given by the Welsbach
burners, glow-worms, and in general by phos-

phorescent and fluorescent substances. Other
illustrations are given by the production of

light by electrical discharges.

In distinction from trains of waves in the

ether it is possible to have irregular transverse

disturbances which may also affect the sense

of sight. There is no doubt but that the

Bontgen rays are illustrations of this kind of

disturbance, and that they may under certain

conditions affect the eye.

Literature (to II) : Peeston, The Theory
of Light; Tait, Light; Eatleigh, Encyc.

Brit., art. ‘ Light.’ (J.S.A.-C.L.E.)

II.

in. The Ete [AS. eye] : Qtv.Auge',

Fr. ceil] Ital. occhio. The end-organ of

vision
;
the mechanism by which vibrations

of the luminiferous ether are transformed

into the physiological stimulus of visual

sensation. (c f.h.-j m.b.)

Two important pieces of apparatus for

studying the eye are the ophthalmometer (for

making various measurements—ophthalmo-

metry—including the curvature of the cornea)

and the ophthalmoscope (for viewing the

interior of the eye, especially the retina

—

ophthalmoscopy). (j.m.b.)

A knowleclge of both the anatomy and
physiology of the eye may be best attained

by studying its development in the animal
series and in the vertebrate embryo.

Eye -spots in the Protozoa and lowest

Metazoa are collections of pigment granules,

commonly brownish or reddish, situated in

the ectosarc, or (in the Metazoa) in con-

junction usually with the cerebral ganglia, or

in groups of epithelial cells on the surface of

the body. These cells may occur on a level with

the general surface, as in some coelenterates,

be raised into pigmented papillae, as in the

fringes about the mantles and siphons of

bivalve molluscs, or drawn below the surface

as pigmented sacs or pits, as found in echino-

derms, many worms, and in the tips of the

tentacles and papillae of numerous molluscs.

It is often stated to be doubtful whether
these simple eye-spots give rise to definite

sensations of light
;

the sensations which

accompany their reactions to the rays of the

spectrum may, for aught we know, be sensa-

tions of heat, though thei’e are no known
instances among the higher animals (where

we can more reasonably infer by analogy

their sensations from our own) of a special

provision for the absorption of heat-producing

rays. Moreover, the experiments of Eomanes
seem to indicate that certain jelly-fishes and
echinoderms are sensitive to light and net

to heat. It should also be borne in mind
that dark pigment is rather an accessory

than an essential to vision, as is proved by
its absence in albinos as well as in many of

the lower animals that are still sensitive to

light.

The fonnation of the eye as a pit lined by
epithelial cells lends itself to the develop-

ment of the accessory structures, lens and
other refractive media, iris and cornea, which

render visual images possible. Even a simple

pit with pin-hole aperture is capable of

forming images on the principle of the simple
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camera obscuia. The secretion of refractive

media by the cells fonning the pit or sac,

and the clearing up of the superficial cells to

form a transparent cornea, and their convex

thickening to make a corneal lens, are steps

which are very easy and which are rapidly

taken in the invertebrate series.

In the eyes of invertebrates generally,

tlie cells of the retina, being specialized

epithelial cells, retain their oiiginal position,

i. e. the poles for receiving sensory stimuli

point to the exterior, and the basal, or dis-

cliarging, poles send fibres directly to the

brain. In a few cases, notably those of Pecten

(Patten) and of Onchidium (Carrifere’s Fig.

17), the retinal cells are inverted and the

optic nerve-fibres spring from their super-

ficial poles and reach the brain by breaking

through the bottom of the optic cup (On-

chidium and vertebrates), or flow over its

rim and thus around to the brain (Pecten).

These eyes are probably explained by a

collapse of the primitive optic vesicle, such

as occurs in vertebrates, to ibrm a secondary

optic vesicle with double wall. The cells of

the external layer would thus be inverted

;

lens, cornea, and all accessory structures are

then formed, as in vertebrates, by cells of the

surrounding and overlying tissues.

Position of eyes in the body depends rather

upon the animal’s needs than on any fixed

laws of structural organization. Ability to

see food and natural enemies being a most
important factor in fitness to survive, eyes

are commonly developed in close association

with the principal nerve ganglia. Thus eyes

may be scattered over the entire back (On-
chidium), where the chief enemies approach

from above, or arranged along the mantle-

edge or about the siphons of bivalve molluscs,

in which retraction and closure of the shell

are the important reactions. In the free-

swimming embi’yos of bivalves eyes are

present in the head, but atrophy as the shell

closes over them. This is generally true of

all the higher animals that live in total dark-

ness, in the deej) sea, in caves, in burrows
and holes in rocks, showing that they are

descended from seeing forms and have been
crowded into the darkness. AVith animals
that possess a head and move actively about,

eyes are situated uniformly in fiont, paired,

or otherwise grouped (insects and arachnids)

about the brain. Their positions in the

worms are especially instructive as pointing

to the relations obtaining in the vertebrates.

In the leeches, for example, the eye-spots occur

one pair in each of several of the anterior-

segments.

Morphologically the vertebrate retina is

a specialized portion of the original wall of

the primitive fore-brain vesicle. Since the

neural tube in vertebrates is a strip of super-

ficial epithelium folded in and covered over,

its cavity represents the external world.

The primary optic vesicles arise very early

as paired outgrowths on either side of the

first cerebral vesicle, can-ying its cavity with

them. As they reach the skin, the front

wall caves inward, or is possibly pushed in-

ward by the thickening of the epidermis to

form the lens, and the secondary optic

vesicle results with double wall and the

cavity of the primary vesicle is obliterated.

The location of this cavity is indicated by
the sm-face of juncture of the two walls of the

secondary optic vesicle, and it must be re-

membered that this surface between the rods

and cones and the pigment epithelium repre-

sents the external world to the cells of the

retina. See Plate A(Beain), Figs. 7, 8. The
outer wall now thickens by growth and
division of its cells to form the distinctively

nervous layers, while the inner wall remains

one cell thick and constitutes the pigment

layer of the retina, classed with the choroid

by earlier writers. The choroid coat then

forms over the convex surface of the retinal

cup, homologous with the pia, and is con-

tinued in front with the pigment layer of the

retina, as the iris (Fig. 3). The epithelial cells

immediately over the mouth of the optic vesicle

elongate, and sinking below the surface, first

as a pit and then as a hollow vesicle separated

from the skin, give rise to the fibres of the

crystalline lens. This takes its position in

the optic cup, nearly filling it in the early

embryonic stages. Below, the optic vesicle

remains open for a time, a funow in the

stalk which attaches it to the brain con-

tinuing outward to the rim of the vesicle as

the choroidal fissure. Through this the meso-

blastic tissue which is to form the vitreous

humour flows in behind the lens, and the

fissure growing together completes the cup.

From the surrounding mesoblast the sclerotic

forms, enclosing the whole in a thick tough

coat homologous with the dura of the brain

and spinal cord. In front the sclerotic is

continued as tlie cornea, a modified form of

connective tissue, transparent and free from

blood-vessels. The eyelids, when present, are

termed by folds of the integument from above

and below the cornea meeting along the
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median horizontal line. These grow together

early in the third month and open (man)
shortly before birth.

The skin thus turns inward at the edge

of each eyelid as the conjunctiva, which after

following the lid back, palpebral conjunctiva,

is reflected over the eyeball as the con-

junctiva bulbi and over the cornea as the

corneal epithelium. By everting, or by lifting

flow the lids in the form of tears. Ordinarily

this is prevented by the oily secretion of the

Meibomian glands situated within the lids,

which is poured out along their edges.

The lachrymal gland is developed in animals

above the fishes. The lids are stiffened by
dense plates of connective tissue, tarsi, and
are supplied with muscles for closing, the

orbicularis, and opening the levator palpe-

Fig. 3. Diagram of a horizontal section of the left eye, drawn to scale. (Norris and Oliver.)

the lid away from the eyeball, the limits of

the conjunctival sac may be seen. Into the

upper temporal portion of this sac the

lachrymal glands discharge their secretion,

which, by the act of winking, keeps the front

of the eyeball uniformly moist, and from the
nasal angle the lachrymal duct carries off

excess of moisture, except such as may over-

brae, which is a slender muscle attached at

the back of the orbit and inserted by a thin

flat tendon along the tarsus of the upper lid.

Some animals have a similar muscle for the

lower lid. A third eyelid, I’udimentary in

man, as the plica semilunaris, especially de-

veloped in birds, the nictitating membrane,
consists of a reduplication of the conjunctiva,
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situated in tlie anterior angle. By a special

musculature it can be carried quickly back

and forth over the exposed portion of the

eyeball.

Movements of the eyes are effected in man
by six muscles for each eye : four straight

muscles, the superior, inferior, external and

internal lecti
;
and two oblique, the superior

and inferior oblique. See Fig. 4. Tbe eye-

ball rests on a soft cushion of fat, which fills

the orbit, but is separated from it posteriorly

by a lymph-sac, the tunica va<jinalis oculi, or

In the normally formed eye at rest these

media suffice to bring parallel rays, or those

coming from objects more than two metres
distant, to a focus on the retina. As an
object approaches the eye, increased convexity

of some refracting medium must be attained

to bring the more and more divergent rays to

the required retinal focus. This is accom-
plished by the act of Accommodation (q. v.),

which affects chiefly the form of the lens,

and is brought about by contraction of the

ciliary muscle. This muscle consists of radial

Fig. 4. The muscles of the eye. A, axis of the eye; n, optic nerve; 0, foremen
opticum ; tn, chiasma nervorum opticorum. Beyond the chiasm the optic nerves become
the optic tracts, i, a, s, the internal, external, superior recti muscles

;
t, superior oblique

muscle; tt, trochlea. DD, axis of rotation of the superior and inferior recti muscles;
BB, that of the oblique muscles

;
these make angles respectively of 70° and 35° with the

axis of the eye. The external and internal recti move the eye about a vertical axis.

(Helmholtz.)

capsule of Tenon, in which it rotates on
practically a surface of lymph.

Tlie human eyeball is formed of segments
of two spheres : the larger, about one inch in

diameter(24 mm.), the posterior opaque sphere,

corresponds to the area of the sclerotic, the
smaller anterior sphere (16 mm. diameter) to
that of the cornea. Beginning in front with
the cornea, the refractive media are; the
aqueous humour (practically lymph, the
anterior chamber being thus a lymph space),

the crystalline lens, and the vitreous humour.

and circular fibres, the latter acting as a
sphincter for the suspensory ligament of the

lens. The radial fibres are attached about

the corneo-sclerotic junction and are inserted

along the ciliary body of the choroid coat.

The action of both parts of the ciliary muscle

is thus to slacken the strain on the lens of

the suspensory ligament, according to the

theory of accommodation advanced by Helm-
holtz, and the lens, by its own elasticity, tends

to assume a more spherical form. The front

of the lens especially becomes more convex.
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its radius of curvature changing from lo mm.
to 6 mm., while the back surface changes only

from 6 mm. to 5-5 mm. More recently Schoen

has advanced a quite different theory as to

the operation of the mechanism of accommo-
dation (Schoen, ‘Der Accommodationsmecha-
nismus,’ Arch. f. d. ges. Physiol., lix. 427).
See Fig. 5, a and h.

a. b.

Fig. 5. The actual mechanism (6) ofaccommodation,

illustrated by the mechanical action of hand-pressure

on a baU of flexible material (a). (Schoen.)

For the normally foi med eye (see Emme-
teopism) the power of accommodation makes it

possible to focus upon the retina rays of any

degree of divergence from parallel to those

coming from an object from 10 to 13 cm.

from the eye. Nearer than this distance,

which is known as the ‘near point,’ accom-

modation is unable to bring the rays to a

focus. Not infrequently eyeballs are longer

in the axis of vision. Myopic, or shorter,

Hypeemeteopic, than normal
;

in which

cases parallel rays tend to focus, with the

eye at rest, either in front of the retina,

Myopia (q.v.), or beyond the retina, Hypeeme-
TEOPiA (q.v.). Hypermetropic eyes are able to

focus par allel rays on the retina by an effort of

accommodation, which often causes headaches

and other nervous symptoms ; but since there

is no mechanism by which the lens can be

rendered less convex, the myopic eye must he

provided with concave glasses, to render the

rays more divergent, in order to obtain clear

images of distant objects. Practically all

eyes are hypermetropic at birth, and generally

grow emmetropic. Too great strain upon

the mechanism of accommodation in early

years is probably one of the most serious

causes in the development of myopia
; here-

dity is another important factor.

Another important defect is due to irregu-

larities in the cornea, or other refractive

media. The corneal surface is the one com-
monly involved, and if it is not spherical, but

ellipsoidal, i. e. flatter in one meridian than

another, regular Astigmatism (q. v.), rays

penetrating it will not be brought with exact-

ness to a focus, but will be united in two
focal lines at right angles to each other and
at different distances from the cornea. All

except certain sectors of the visual field must
therefore be represented, with a given accom-

modation, by indistinct images on the retina.

Regular astigmatism may readily be corrected

by cylindrically ground glasses. Irregular

astigmatism exists when meridians of refract-

ing surfaces are irregularly curved, i. e. are

arcs of neither circles nor ellipses, or when the

media themselves are not homogeneous. It

is impossible to correct such astigmatism by
optical means.

Fig. 5 c. Binocular diagram to illustrate astigma-

tism. By fixating a point a few inches in front of

these figures and halfway between them, they can

be made to fuse into a single tridimensional figure

showing two focal lines at right angles to each other.

(Bowditch.)

Spherical Abeeeation (q. v.) is a diffi-

culty encountered in the construction of all

optical instruments, arising from the fact that
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rays penetrating a lens near its margin are

brtmglit to focus sooner than those penetrating

near the centre. This is adjusted for in the

eye by the iris, which cuts off the marginal

rays, and by the structure of the lens itself,

winch becomes softer, i. e. less strongly re-

fractive, as we pass from the centre towards

the margin.

Chromatic aberration, due to the refrangi-

bility of the rays of short wave-length (violet)

of the spectrum being greater than that of

those of long wave-length (red), is also

a defect of the eye as an optical instrument.

It may be readily demonstrated by covering

one-half of the pupil, when a coloured fringe

will appear along a dark line through a

bright field, a window-bar against the sky,

bluish on one side and reddish on the other.

It is compensated for by the fact that, when
the eye is accommodated for the middle rays

of the spectrum, the violet rays (which will

have crossed one another at a focus in front of

the retina) will be overlapped by the red rays

(which have not yet been brought to a focus),

and hence the dispersion circle around the

focus of medium rays will be approximately

grey in colour, and so overlooked. But if

the upper half of the pupil is cut off, only the

violet rays from below and the red rays fiom

above reach the retina, and hence coloui’ed

fringes are seen.

The retina, the innermost coat, extends

over the posterior portion of the eyeball and

forward almost to the ciliary body. Here the

visual portion ends in a serrated mai’gin, the

ora serrata. The pigment layer of the retina

extends over the ciliary body, and is continued

over the back of the iris as the uvea. The
colour of the retina in life is light pink, or

purplish red, if kept in the dark, owing to the

visual purple (Boll), or rhodopsin (Kiihne), of

the rods.

According to recent descriptions the human
retina, and that of vertebrates generally, con-

sists of eight distinct layers: (i) layer of

pigment cells, next the choroid coat; (2)
layer of rods and cones

; (3) external nuclear

layer; (4) external plexiform (a term proposed
by Cajal and preferable to the term ‘ mole-
cular ’ of earlier writers) layer

; (5) internal

nuclear layer
; (6) internal plexiform layer

;

(7) ganglion-cell layer; (8) layer of nerve-
fibres. The so-called internal and external
limiting membranes which appear in sections

between the nerve-fibre layer and the vitreous

humour, and between the outer nuclear and
rod and cone layers respectively, are merely the

planes of termination of the supporting cells,

fibres of Muller, of the retina
;

see Plate I

(Vision), Fig. 6 B. The blood-vessels, a central

artery and vein, enter and leave by the optic

nerve. They are distributed to all layers except

the outer nuclear and rod and cone layers;

and since the shadows of the retinal capillaries

are plainly visible, the actual mechanism for

the transformation of light-vibrations into

something which gives rise in the brain to

visual sensations must lie within these layers.

Structurally, the rods and cones are peripheral

portions, receiving poles, comparable to sen-

sory hairs or coalesced pencils of sensory

cilia, of the originally superficial cells, whose
nuclei are those of the external nuclear layer,

and whose central, discharging, poles are fibres

which break up into terminal brushes in the

external plexiform layer. The rods and cones

are thus, with little doubt, the real trans-

formers of visual stimuli, the specialized

receiving organs for all sensations of light

and colour.

From the above description it is clear that

light must penetrate six layers of the retina

before reaching the rods and cones. This is

not of great consequence, since, when alive,

the retina is nearly transparent, but in

animals generally a certain part of the retina

is thickened either along a baud correspond-

ing to the image of the horizon line, as in

some of the herbivora, or in a round or oval

area near the axis of vision, where the retina

is most used, the central area or macula
lutea in man and primates. In man,

primates, most birds, and a very few reptiles,

amphibians, and fishes, a pit forms in the

centre of the thickened area, in which the

otlier intervening layers of the retina and

all blood-vessels draw aside and leave the

cones directly exposed to the light. The
thickened portion is generally known as

the macula lutea, from its yellow colour, and
the pit or depression as the fovea or fovea

centralis. While the rods greatly outnumber

the cones in the peripheral portions of the

retina, the cones grow proportionately more
and more numerous as we approach the

eentre, and in the fovea itself only cones are

present. A number of birds, notably among
the raptores and swallows, have two foveas,

a temporal fovea for binocular vision and
a nasal or median fovea for monocular vision.

It is now well established that moving objects

are more quickly perceived by the portions

of retina rich in rods, and in animals, like the

frog, which apparently only see objects in
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motion, the rods greatly predominate even in

the central portions of the retina. On the

other hand, minute vision of stationary objects

is only possible in the fovea.

Sommerring {Sm. Th., v. 1798) discovered

the fovea and considered it a foramen. Buzzi

(1796) thought the fovea to be a thin trans-

parent part of the retina.

The optic nerve-fibres gain their medullary

sheaths as they pass through the lamina

cribrosa of the sclerotic coat. At this point,

the poms opticus (optic disk, papiUa), all the

layers of the retina are forced aside to admit

the passage of the nerve, and as vision is

consequently also interrupted here, the spot

is known as the ‘ blind spot ’ (Mariotte’s spot,

1668).

Some (Quain) still describe the optic

nerve as spreading out within the eyeball

as the innermost layer of the retina. This

is true (His, Cajal) of but a very few of its

fibres, which have been proved to grow from

the centres to the retina as possibly motor or

associational fibres. Since the researches of

His, Martin, and Mall (1890-3) have demon-
strated that the optic nerve-fibres, in common
with sensory nerves generally, arise as axones of

the large ganglion cells and grow centiipetally

to the optic centres, it would seem advisable

to reverse the older descriptions and consider

the optic fibres as gathering from all points

of the retina, uniting in the optic nerve, and
distributing themselves to the optic centres

in the brain. In line with this we should

also reverse the numbering of the layers of

the retina, as is done above.

The optic fibres from the right-hand half

of each retina proceed to the right cortex,

from the left-hand half to the left cortex, but

a small portion of the retina, about coincident

with the yellow spot, is doubly provided for,

and may preserve its function when either

half of the cortex is destroyed (Fig. 7).

The principal axis of the eye is a line

joining the centres of curvature of its re-

fractive media. The axis of vision is a line

drawn from the fovea to the point looked

at. For the eyes at rest or while look-

ing at a distant object the axes of

vision of the two eyes are nearly parallel;

as the object approaches they converge,

the sensations of strain from the oculo-motor

muscles furnishing important data in judg-

ments of distance. Additional advantages of

binocular vision are increased size of visual

field, perception of the depth of points not

fixated upon by means of double images, and

correction of errors of one eye by the other.

If for the primary position we imagine that

the retinal cups be exactly superimposed

so that one fovea lies over the other, each

point in the superimposed retina corresponds

nearly with the point directly beneath it in

the other. These are known as ‘ identical ’ or

corresponding points. All images falling

upon identical points of the two retinae are

projected into space as single points. The
line or plane passing through all such points

is called the Hokoptee (q. v.). All points

out of the horopter, while we commonly dis-

regard them, form images which are projected,

or seen, as double. Standing erect and look-

ing towards the horizon, according to Helm-
holtz, the horopter stretches out as a line

coinciding with the plane of the ground
upon which we stand. With each position

Fig. 7- Scheme of the crossing of the optic nerve
in the chiasm of man. The visual nerves witli their

retinal expansions are seen from above
;

the optic

tract of the right side is shaded, that of the left is

white.

of the eyes the form of the horopter changes.

With the eyes converged, the horopter is a

circle passing through the fixation point and
the nodal points of the two eyes. This is

known as the ‘ circle of il tiller.’

Literature (to III) : Caeeiekb, Sehorgane d.

Thiere (1885)—best general treatment of the

subject from standpoint of comparative mor-
phology

;
Quadt, Anatomy, iii. Pt. Ill, Organs

of the Senses ; G. Schwalbe, Lehrb. d. Anat.

d. Sinnesorgane (1887); S. Eamon y Cajal,
Retina d. Wirbelthiere( 1 894); J. H. Chievit,

Arch. f. Anat. u. Entwickelungsgesch. (1891),

322; and Ueber die Entwickelung der Area
und Fovea Centralis retinae, ibid. (1890),

232-366 ;
J. S. Slonakee, Comparative Study

of the Area of Acute Vision in Vertebrates, J.

of MorphoL, xiii. 445-502 (1897) ;
W. Patten,

Eyes of Molluscs and Arthropods, Mitteil. d.
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zool. Stat. zu Neapel, ii (1886); S. Watase,

Morphology of the Compound Eyes of Ar-

thropods, Quart. J. Microsc. Sci., June, 1890 ;

H. V. Helmholtz, Handb. d. pliysiol. Optik

(1896); Cohn, Lehrb. d. Hy^gieue des Auges

(1892); SCHOEN, Pfliiger’s Arch., lix. 427.

(C.F.H., C.L.E.)

IV. The Eye as an Optical Instrument.

For details in regard to the deflection of ether

radiations out of a straight course by means

of lenses, see the various textbooks. The

eye is essentially a combination of lenses

adapted to throwing an image of an external

the coriesponding point of a small inverted

image. That the image is invei ted is of no
consequence in our perception of objects. If

an arrangement of pins in the shape of an
arrow be pressed upon the arm, we can tell

whether the head of the arrow be pointed up
or down, because we have always seen the

surface of the arm, and felt it with the other

hand, and hence we know it as an object, as

well as by its subjective local signatui e. But
we know nothing about the back surface of

the eye, nor about the images that fall upon
it. We do, however, know about its front

Fig. 8 a. Camera obscura of a photographic apparatus. A B, object ; D, diaphragm
for shutting off too divergent rays ; L, lens for refracting the rays so that they will form
the image ah upon the sensitive plate i?. (After Norris and Oliver.)

Fig. 8 b. Tlie eye as a camera. A B, object
; C, cornea, where the rays undergo a first

refraction; B, tlie iris, which acts as a diaphragm for shutting off too divergent rays;
L, lens, where the rays are again refracted; B, retina, upon which the image ah is

projected
;
a' V represents the surface of a hypermetropic eye, and shows that the rays

are not completely focussed, and that the image is consequently bluiTed and indistinct

;

a''h" represents the surface of a myopic eye, and shows a similar condition. (After Norris
and Olive.-.)

object upon a delicate expansion of the
optic nerve, the retina (Figs. 8 a and 1).

It i.s in effect a dark chamber, or camera
obscura, like that of a photographic appa-
ratus, in which the light from any object
within its field is thrown by refracting media
upon a background so placed that the rays
diverging from any given point converge to

7

surface, from the eyes of others, and from our

own as seen in a mirror, and the only apparent

want of harmony that could exist would be if

our eye had to turn downwards in its socket to

see an object which we have to reach the arm up
to. Consciousness does not descend (like a

person !) into the eyeball along the optic tract

and nerve, and view the image upon the
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retina. If she saw anything as an object, it

would be, probably, the image which is trans-

ferred from the retiiia to the occipital lobe;

in that, howevei', a re-inversion takes place

(Henschen), and she can there, if she likes,

gaze contentedly at a (chemical) image which
is right side up. But there is no more reason

that she should feel the inversion of the images

upon the retina than that she should be

aware of the coming to a point of all the

direction-lines within the crystalline lens, or

of the semi-decussation of the visual currents

in the optic chiasm.

By computing the effects of each of the

lenses in turn, the total effect of the several

plane passes from the first to the second

principal plane in a direction parallel to the

axis, and thence proceeds in a direction

parallel to the line which joins the starting-

point to the first nodal point. The refracting

surfaces of the eye may be still further

simplified, and a ‘ reduced eye ’ constructed,

which is sufficient for practical purposes.

This is regarded as consisting of a single

refracting surface of these constants

:

Index of refraction . . i-33

Radius of curvature . . 5-017 mm.
Distance from front surface

of cornea to principal

point (regarded as one) . a-i48mm.

refracting surfaces of the eye might be

separately calculated, but it has been shown
that for any system of centred spherical sur-

faces there exist six points, known as cardinal

points (first and second focal, first and

second principal, first and second nodal

points), such that if the position of these has

been detei mined, the direction of all rays of

light through the system may be readily

traced. The optical axis is the common
perpendicular to the several refracting sur-

faces, and the focal and principal planes are

planes perpendicular to this axis through the

corresponding points. The rule for the con-

struction of images is then this : any ]-ay

emanating from a point on the first focal

Distani e from posterior sur-

face of lens (forward) to

nodal point . . . -04 mm.
Distance from first pi incipal

focus to anterior surface

of cornea . . . 28-918 mm.
Dii-tance from anterior sur-

face of cornea to second

principal focus . . 22-231 mm.
The ojjtical power of the eye is equal to 50 8

dioptries. The optical power of any lens is

the reciprocal of its focal length
;
the dioptry,

or unit of optical power, is the power of

a lens with a focal length of i metre.

The principal lines and points of the eye

are given in Fig. 8 c. The point of regard is
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the fixation point of the eye at any moment

;

it is, under normal circumstances, the same
for both eyes, and hence it is also the point

of convergence. The rotation point is that

point in the eye which remains fixed as the

eye moves about in the socket. It is 1 1 mm.
behind the plane through the edge of the

cornea, or 13-5 mm. behind its vertex, and
10 mm. in front of the back surface of the

sclerotic coat. Its position is fixed by the

shape of the back half of the eyeball, which
is Hatter than the front half—it is, in fact,

the centre of this half-ellipsoid. The eye can

rotate, with effort, 50° to each side, and 45°

up and doAvn
;
the field of regard (the sum of

the points which can be made fixation points)

is therefore, in extent, a right angle in the

vertical direction, and a little more than

that in the horizontal direition. The field of

sight is the extent of space that can be seen

with the eye at rest. The line of regard is

the line from the point of regard to the centre

of rotation. The movement of tlie eye may be

resolved into rotations about three axes— the

sagittal, which coincides with the primary

position of the line of regard (its position

when, with the body erect and the head held

symmetrically, we look at the middle point of

the distant horizon), the transverse and the

vertical (which are at right angles to it and
to each other). A line of direction is the

unbi'oken ray of liglit through any point of an
object looked at and through the nodal point

of the eye, to the corresponding point of the

image on the retina. The principal line of

direction, that through the fixation point, is

called the line of sight; it makes an angle of

5° with the optical axis (the eye is an optical

instrument which is not well centred—the

point of acute vision, the fovea, is not at the

meeting- point of the optical axis with the

retina). The line of regard is inside the line

of sight, as the rotation point is presumably
in the optical axis, and hence medianwards
from that line. The plane of regard is the
plane through the lines of regard of the two
eyes. Cf. Eye-movements.

The centre of the blind spot is about 15°

nasalwards from the fovea. Its cross section

is from 3° to 9°, on the average 6°, in the
eye of Helmholtz 7°, or from 1-4 to 1-7 mm.
on the surface of the retina, that is, about the
size of a man’s face at the distance of two
metres. For the determination of the size

upon the i ( tina x of the image of an object
X which is at a distance p, in mm., from the
anterior surface of the retina, we have, from

the consideration of the similar triangles

involved (since the distance from the nodal

point to the retina is approximately 16 mm.,
and from the nodal point to the anterior

surface of the cornea 7 mm.), the formula

—

x = X •

P + 1

All optical instruments for the formation

of images must have power of adjustment,

for objects at different distances, sending rays

of light through a fixed system of lenses, form
images at different distances. This adjust-

ment may he secured by moving the receiving

surface further back, as is done in the camera
ohscura of the photographic apparatus, or

by increasing the index of refraction of one

or more of the media, or by a diminution of

the radius of curvature of one or more of the

surfaces. The first of these means was for-

merly the one supposed to be made use of

in the eye, the eyeball being assumed to be
elongated for viewing near objects. But it is

now supposed that the change takes place in

the shape of the crystalline lens, brought about

by means of the ciliary muscles
;
from a teleo-

logical point of view the lens would be super-

fluous were it not for its performing this

function, for the amount of refraction that

takes place at its surface could be produced

by a slightly greater curvature in the cornea.

The far-point for the normal emmetropic eye

(the furthest point at which objects can be

distinctly seen) is at an infinite distance; the

near-point vai ies with age, and in early adult

life is from 10 to 13 centimetres from the

eye. No accommodation is necessary for

objects more than two metres distant.

Literature (to IV) : see Optics
;

also the

textbooks of physiological psychology; Bow-
ditch, in Howell’s Textbook of Physiology

(1900).
V. Action oe Light on the Eetina.

That the retina of certain animals was some-

times red had been remarked before, but it was
discovered by Boll (1876) that this red colour

is bleached out by light, and that it becomes

restored if the animal is kept in the dark.

The green rays of light are those which are

most effective in bleaching out its colour,

corresponding to the fact that green light is

most absorbed by a substance whose colour is

a purplish red. In the human eye an inter-

mediate stage in the bleaching out of this

substance occurs in which it is yellow; and the

presence in the retina of varying amounts of

the visual purple and the visual yellow gives
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rise to a succession of colours—purplish red,

pure red, brick-red, orange, chamois, yellow.

The regenerating purple does not go through

the yellow stage. Eegeneration takes place

through the agency of the pigment epithelium;

it goes on in the dark, even in the extirpated

retina, so long as its outer surface is in con-

tact with the pigment epithelium, and even if

it has been removed and then laid on again.

If a sharp image be thrown upon an eye in

a state of darkness-adaptation, the eye being

held immovable if the animal is alive, the

light reflected from the bright portions of the

object will cause its visual purple to fade out;

images thus formed may be fixed and
examined at leisure. They were called opto-

grams by KiLhiie, who first prepared them.

The visual puiple cannot be seen in the

ordinary eye, on account of tlie red colour of

the background against which it is thrown

;

but there are a few fishes which have a white

retinal tapetum, by means of the reflected

light from which it is easy to see the colouring

matter of the rods in its various different

conditions (Abelsdorff). On looking into the

eye of such an animal after it has been kept

in the dark, the retina is seen to be first of

a rose-red colour and then to change by
gradual stages into a brilliant white. The
relative absorption by the visual purple of the

different radiations of the spectrum has been

determined with great exactness by Professor

Konig
; he finds it to coincide with the

subjective relative brightness-values of the

totally coloui’-blind, and also with the rela-

tive brightness-values of the normal eye in a

faint light. The coincidence of the curves

representing these last two brightness-

spectra had already been shown by Hering
and Hillebrand {Sitzber. Akad. Wzss. Wien,

1889).

Other changes produced in the retina by
light are the descent of the small black

crystalline granules of the pigment epithelium

into the spaces between the visual elements,

and also variations in the resting electrical

current between the surface of the retina and
that of the optic nerve.

Literature (to V) : Fe. Holmgeen, Methode
um die Wirkung von Lichteindrticken auf die

Eetina objectiv kenntlich zu machen, Upsala
Lakaref Fbrh. i. (1870), 177; Dewae and
McKendeick, On the Physiological Action of

Light (1874); F. Boll, Zur Anat. u. Physiol,

der Retina, Sitzber. Akad. Wiss. Berlin,

23. Nov. 1876 ;
W. Kuhne, Untersuch. a. d.

physiol. Inst. d. Univ. Heidelberg (1877-

81) ;
Paeinaud, L’h^meralopie et les fonctions

du pourpre visuel, C. E. Acad. d. Sci. 95 (5),

286 (1887); Abelsdoefe, Die ophthal. Er-
kennbarkeit d. Sehpurpurs, Zeitsch. f. Psychol.,

xiv. 77 (1897); KOnig, Ueber den mensch-
lichen Sehpurpur u. seine Bedeutung fiir das

Sehen, Sitzber. Akad. Wiss. Berlin, 21. Juni

1894; Heeing and Hillebeand, Ueber d.

specifische Helligkeit d. Faiben, Sitzber.

Akad. Wiss. Wien (1889). (c.l.f.-e.b.t.)

VI. Coloue-Theoet ; Histoeical. Ger.

Farhenlehre, Theorie der Walirnehmung der

Farhen
; Fr. theorie de la perception des

couleurs; Ital. teoria della percezione dei

colori. The ancients were struck by the fact

that coloured surfaces reflect less light than
white ones, and hence they regarded the

colours as made up by mixing black and
white together (Aristotle). This was the

prevailing theory up to rather recent times,

and it was even defended by Goethe. The solu-

tion of the problem of colour in the physical

sense is due to Newton
;

he proved that

white light may be separated into light of

different colours, that homogeneous spectral

light does not have its colour further changed

by a second reflection or absorption, that rays

have different refrangibility, and that the

colours of natural objects are due to the dif-

ferent ways in which they absorb and reflect

different sorts of radiations. But Newton
also was the first to lay down the fundamental

principle of sensation in general, that it is of

purely subjective character and has no neces-

sary connection in kind with the physical

cause that brings it forth. Newton says, ‘The
rays, to speak properly, are not coloured. In
them is nothing else than a certain power or

disposition to stir up a sensation of this or

that colour. ... So colours in the object are

nothing but a disposition to reflect this or

that sort of rays more copiously than the rest.’

He supposed that the rays of light, ‘ by im-

pinging on stiff refracting superficies, excite

vibrations . . . of various bigness
;

. . . and
therefore the ends of the caj^illamenta of the

optic nerve, which pave or face the retina,

being such refracting superficies, when the

rays impinge upon them, they must then excite

these vibrations, which vibrations . . . will

run along the aqueous pores or crystalline

pith of the capillamenta through the optic

nerve into the sensorium.’ It is difficult to

imagine that there can he a sufficient number
of optic filaments to respond in tlieir vibration

to all the different sorts of light (especially as

difference in position upon the retina must be
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the pli\ siologiciil correspondent of difference

in spatial quality)
;

this difficulty was met

by Thomas Young with the hypothesis that

all the colours may be simjdy combinations

in various proportions of a certain number
of elements— ‘ each sensitive filament of the

nerve may consist of three portions, one for

each principal colour.’ It was thus again a

pliysicist and not a physiologist who added

to our knowledge this important conception,

that in the one-to-one correspondence between

external nature and internal sensation (and

even between external nature and physio-

logical process) a series of continuous differ-

ences on the one hand can be pictured on the

other by the union in a constantly varying

)iroportion of a smaller number of constituents.

But it was the physiological difficulty of

imagining a sufficient number of tuned retinal

fibres for all the rays of light, and not the

deliverance of consciousness in regard to the

unitary character of certain principal colours,

that gave foimdation for the constituent theory

of light and colour. This accounts for the

fact that three colours instead of four were
considered to be a sufficient number of con-

stituents (yellow was regarded as a mixture

of red and green, although it is in no sense

a reddish green or a greenish red), and no
separate physiological process was assigned

to the production of the totally difi'erent

achromatic sensation, white or grey.

The physical facts of colour-mixture were
of course known from the earliest times, and
were brought into special prominence by the

painters. Pliny states that the early Greek
painters, who used only four pigments, suc-

ceeded in getting better effects with them
than the painters of his time, who made use
of a larger number. Nevertheless, the hypo-
thesis of Young fell on unappreciative ears,

but it was levived by Helmholtz in i860,
and has been the favourite view of the physi-

cists ever since. The failure to recognize the
fact, first made plain by Helmholtz, that
mixtures of pigments are not the same thing
as mixtures of colour (the former are a pheno-
menon of subtraction and not of addition)
was the cause of much confusion and error.

In his first experiments with spectral lights,

Helmholtz could make grey only out of yellow
and blue

;
this led Grassmann to a restatement

of the fundamental princijiles of colour-mixture
and of their graphical representation. A later
series of experiments of Helmholtz by a better
method removed the apparent contradictions.
The principles of Newton’s law of colour-

mixtures were also proved experimentally by
Maxwell in 1857.

The theory of Young, in so far as it posits

a small number of colour-constituents, is still

the accejited theory, but in so far as it takes

no account of the fact that yellow and white
are simple sensations and not a psychological

blending of two or more constituents, it has

never made any appeal to the psychologist;

we have in the purples an example of a sensa-

tion which must be a blend of several sensa-

tions, for there is no physical cause for their

production except the combination of the

causes of blue and of red ; we therefore know
the character of a colour-blend, and we know
that white and yellow are sensations wholly

destitute of this character.

Endless confusion has arisen on account of

the extreme ambiguity that prevails in the

terms used in connection with vision. Light,

to begin with, is used indiscriminately ' for

the light-sensation and for the photogenic

radiations which are given off by bodies whose
molecules are in a state of rapid vibration: it

is impossible at present wholly to avoid this

difficulty, but it would be desirable to use

the terms light-sensation (Lichtempfindung)

and photogenic radiations where the context

renders the meaning at all obscure. So
colov/r should be used in its subjective sense,

and xanthogenic, kyanogenic, chlorogenio, and

erylhrogenic radiations should be substituted

for the physical cause of colour.

But perhaps the worst confusion has oc-

curred in speaking of the facts of what is

called colour-mixture, when it is intended to

designate the mixingof different rays orregions

of the spectrum. For instance, ‘orange’ is

sometimes a mixture of erythrogenic and

chlorogenic radiations; it is not, however,

psychologically, a mixture of red and green,

but of red and yellow. Just as important,

on the other hand, is the fact that perfectly

homogenous photogenic rays of wave-length

X 492 are, psychologically, a bluish green or

a greenish blue. Again, a certain physical

mixture of orange and olive radiations will

give a pure (but whitish) green, which as

a colour sensation is not at all a mixture.

To escape from this ambiguity it is absolutely

necessary to employ distinctive terms. Mix-
ture should be used for the physical procedure

only. The various different psychological

effects of light-ray mixtures may then be

referred to as
:

(i) colour-hlends, when the

elements of the mixture are still perceptible

in the result, ag blue and green in the blue-
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greens, or peacocks; (2) colour-fusions (or

colour-extinctions), when the elements of the

colour have disappeared in the process of

mixing, as red and green in making yellow,

and yellow and blue in making widte. This

is not the sense in which Ktilpe uses the term

fusion for sensations in general, but it is

indispensable to have the word for the results

of colour-mixture. We should then say that

the spectral yellow-gieen, when produced by

homogeneous light, is not a colour-fusion,

but a colour-blend, and that yellow when
produced by red and green light is not a

colour-blend, but a colour-fusion. (C.L.F.)

VII. Visual Sensation, and Light-
Sensation (with Colour-Theory) ; Ger.

Gesichtsempjindung, Licld- (imd Farben-)

enijyfindung ;
Fr. sensation visuelle, sensation

de la lumiere
;

Ital. sensazione visiva, sen-

sazione di lume. The term light-sensation

is to be preferred, since it is better that the

term ‘visual sensation’ should include the

spatial element. For the foreign equivalents

of Colour-Theory see above, VI. Visual sen-

sations are of two very diffeieut kinds as

regards quality—chromatic (the colours red,

purple, yellow, &c.) and achromatic (the series

white-grey-black). It is hard to find a good

word for the latter series: (i) by an ex-

tension of its meaning (such an extension

as is very natural to the mathematician) grey

may be made to include the end members of

the series black and white
;
in fact, Kirsch-

mann has shown that when looked at thi'ough

a tube, so that there is no opportunity for

comparison with surrounding objects, there is

no such thing as black and white
;
every achro-

matic surface is thought to be of some shade

of grey
; (2) Tick has called the sense which

mediates colour the specific light-sense, and
the other the absolute light-sense or plainly

the light-sense—this latter term is in agree-

ment with the universal usage of the ophthal-

mologists, and the phraseology is to be

commended
; (3) by lleiing and his school

the members of the achromatic series are

spoken of as ‘brightnesses.’ Muller has shown
that any given grey represents at once a

definite quality (this is what was formerly

not recognized) and a definite intensity, or

stimulus energy. It is perfectly legitimate

to speak of a given grey as a ‘brightness’

when regard is had to the voluminousness of

the sensation, that is, to the subjective aspect

of the stimulus energy
;
but to speak of its

quality as a brightness is to introduce confu-

sion, for it is impossible to give up the use of

the terms bright, dull, brightness, darkness,

in the other sense, and in fact no effort ia

made to do so by writers who make use of this

language. By the brightness of the most
saturated yellow-green that we can produce,

viz. that got by throwing yellow-green spectral

light upon a portion of the retina which is

already carrying a yellow-green after-image

(even when Hering believed in the specific

brightening and darkening powers of green

and of yellow respectively he must have

granted that there was a certain stage of the

mixture where neither took place), Heiing
means the amount of the black-white con-

stituent. But there is no reason for believ-

ing, in this case, that there is anj' black-

white constituent present at all. It is,

however, quite impossible for one who does

not accept the theory of Hering to under-

stand the meaning which he attaches to

‘brightness*.’ (c.l.e.)

Visual sensations are of two kinds : colours

and brightnesses. The ‘colours’ are red,

green, yellow, &c.
;

the ‘ brightnesses ’ are

white, grey, black : the qualities of both series

are equally simple.

(1) The brightness qualities fall between
the limits of iutensest white and deepest

black. They form a one-dimensional mani-

fold, and lie upon the axis of the tridimen-

sional figure which represents the sum-total

of visual sensations (colour sphere, double

cone, double pyramid, &c.). They are pro-

bably the earliest type of visual sensation.

(2) Colours fall natui’ally into four series

:

red to yellow, yellow to green, green to blue,

and blue to red. The four terminal colouis

of this series are named principal colours;

the intermediaries, mixed coloui s.

An impi’ession of ‘ colour ’ is fully charac-

terized by the statement of (a) its colour

tone or hue, (6) its biightness, and (c) its

saturation. Colour tone is colour quality in

the narrower sense—redness, bli.euess, &c.

Saturation is the name given to the degi ee

of distinctness with which a colour tone

stands out from its attendant brightness

quality
;

it expresses the ‘ distance ’ that

separates the given colour from any quality

of the brightness scale. Saturation is pi’iu-

cipally a function of the purity (homogeneity)

‘ The term ‘ brightness ’ is used in Hering’s sense

by E.B.T. It should be noted that the writers of

this article, KB.T. and C.L.F., are upholders of

different theories of colour-vision, and their opinions

are of necessity in some degree reflected in their

respective contributions.— J.M.B.
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of light
;

it is secondarily dependent upon
intensity and wave-length. Colour bright-

ness is the grey equivalent of the colour im-

pression, the brightness quality which the

impression would show were colour tone

abstracted without alteration of stimulus

energy. For any given wave-length and state

of adaptation of the retina, it is dependent

upon liglit intensity. Kbnig has com-

pared the subjective distribution of bright-

ness in the spectrum with the objective dis-

tribution of energy (Langley)
;
he finds that

a given amount of energy of ether-vibration

is by far the most effective for the light-sense

saturation. Distance from the black-white

axis indicates degree of saturation.

The number of discriminable brightness

qualities is estimated by Kbnig at 660, by
Kiilpe at 800

;
that of discriminable spectral

qualities (conventional ‘ colour tones
')

by
Kbnig at 160, by Kiilpe at 150. The esti-

mation of ‘mixed’ colours varies, in recent

books, from 40,000 to ‘ several hundred
thousand.’

(i) We have spoken of the brightness of

a visual sensation as a ‘ quality.’ It is a
peculiar characteristic of these sensations

that change of stimulus intensity is corre-

Fig. 9. The relative brightness of the different parts of the spectrum for various

different illuminations : from H, a strong light, to A, a very feeble light.

in the green, the maximum being at X 505
(Helmholtz, Festijruss, 1891, 365). In Fig. 9
is shown the subjective distribution of bright-
ness in the spectrum at various different

illuminations : for a strong light the brightest

l>art of the spectrum is in the yellow; when
the light is so faint that colours are no longer
discernible, it is in the green.

Colour tones may be represented upon the
planes of longitude of the colour-sphere,

cone, or pyr amid
;
the purest tones are around

the equator or base, the principal colours
at the four corners in the case of the pyramid.
The planes of latitude give surfaces of equal
brightness, but of varying colour tone and

lated always with change of brightness

quality
;

so that the quality and intensity

of a visual sensation are not independent

variables. Visual sensations possess intensity

;

only, this must be termed ‘ intensity,’ and
not brightness (‘ intensity ’ of sensation being

understood as that attribute of sensation

whose continuous variation leads either to

the point of complete disappearance—zero

point—of the sensation, or in a direction

precisely opposed to this, i. e. ‘ decrease ’ and
‘ increase ’ of intensity).

(2) The phrase ‘primary colours* or

‘fundamental colours’ is of frequent occur-

rence. These colours differ, according as
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they are fundamental for colour-mixture, for

the art of painting, or for a particular theory

of colour-vision. The psychological primaries

—those which appeal to introspection as of

cardinal importance—are the four ‘ principal
’

colours mentioned above.

There are two chief theories of visual

sensation (cf. section VI of this article), (i)

The first is the Helmholtz theory, based on

the theory of Young. Every light stimulus

sets up three distinct and elementary pro-

cesses of retinal excitation, which in isolation

correspond to the ‘ primary ’ sensations of

red, green, and violet (or blue). The quality

of a given impression depends upon the pro-

portion of these partial excitations in the

total excitation
;
the nearer the balance, the

less saturated the colour—so that at equality

we see simply grey light. This theory ex-

})lains the facts of colour-mixture, which
originally led to its formulation; it breaks

down in face of the other facts of colour-

vision. (a) So far from brightness sensations

being dependent on colour, they persist after

loss of colour: in indirect vision, in total

colour-blindness, in extremes of illuminative

intensity and duration. (6) Complementari-
ness and its expression in partial colour-

blindness can be explained on this theory

only by the auxiliary (and highly improbable)

hypothesis of a shift of the elementary ex-

citabilities. (e) After-images cannot be ex-

plained as due to fatigue and recuperation;

there is neither opportunity for recuperation,

nor in daily life sign of fatigue. Visual

fatigue must, therefore, carry its own cor-

rective with it.

(2) The second theory is that of Hering.

There are three visual substances, each liable

to assimilative and dissimilative excitation.

'I'hese substances furnish the six fundamental

sensations: green and red, blue and yellow,

black and white. The black-white substance

is more easily excitable and more plentifully

represented than the other two. Light of

dillerent wave-length affects the different

substances differently (valence of stimulus).

All light dissimilates the black-white sub-

stance; its assimilation comes from within.

Dissimilation and assimilation in the same
substance neutralize each other (‘antagonistic’

processes).

These assumptions explain the distribution

of brightness in the spectrum, the facts of

colour-mixture, complementariness, indirect

vision, after-images, &c. Contrast and
Adaptation (q. v.) offer no difficulty; they

are explained by reference to the excitability

of the visual substances and the indirect effect

of retinal stimulation. There is, however,

a serious difficulty in the fact that we have

a black-white sensation (grey), but no red-

green or blue-yellow sensation. ‘Antagonism’

has two different meanings in the two contexts.

The difficulty is removed by G. E. Muller’s

hypothesis that black and white are retinally

antagonistic, and grey a cortical sensation.

Muller has given the Hering theory a stricter

and more elaborate formulation in other

respects : e. g., as regards assimilation and
dissimilation, the mechanism of retinal adapta-

tion, &c.

Other notable contributions to visual theory

are: (i) the molecular dissociation theory of

Mrs. Ladd-Franklin
; (2) the visual purple

theory of Ebbinghaus; (3) the hypotheses

added to the Young-Helmholtz theory by
Kbnig; (4) the reconstitution of the Helm-
holtz theory by von Kries

; (5) the periodicity

or gradation theory of Wundt; (6) the hypo-

theses of Goller, Bonders, &c. (b.b.t.)

The first demand to be made upon a colour-

theory is that it should posit some (otherwise

known) physical or physiological process to

account for the most extraordinary fact of

colour-vision, that on mixing physically certain

colour pairs in certain proportions, the colours

disappear, and a grey sensation takes their

place
;

if this is not done, a theory is hardly

deserving of the name. In the theories of

Wundt and of Ebbinghaus there is no ex-

planation given of this cardinal fact—com-
plementary colour-processes are merely said

to have ‘ something antagonistic ’ about them.

The theoryof Wundt,moreover, takes no acouut

of the fundamental psychological fact of colour-

vision, that we can distinguish between the

intermediate elements of a colour-series which

is constantly changing in the same direction

—

green, the blue-greens, the green-blues, blue—
and the end members of such a series. The
theory of Ebbinghaus is based upon views in

regard to the nature of the pigment of the

rods (the visual purple and the visual blue)

which were rendered impossible by our know-
ledge of the function of that pigment as made
out immediately after the theory was proposed.

The theory of Kbnig is very different from

the others. He believes that the cones have

nothing to do directly with the luminous

sensation, but that they are catoptric instru-

ments for the purpose of condensing light

upon the cells of the pigment epithelium,

where the photo-chemical processes take place
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vliieh are tlie sources of the sensations of red,

\illo\v, and green. The blue sensation is

f.iniished exclusively by the visual yellow of

the rods, and the sensation of a faint light

(and that of the totally colour-blind) is also

blue in quality, and is due to the visual

purple
;

hence the fovea, where there is no

visual purple, is blind to blue (‘ Ueber den

menschlichen Sehpurpur und seine Bedeutung

tiir das Sehen,’ Sitzber. Akad. TFiss. Berlin,

1894). The blue-blindness ofthe fovea has not

been confirmed by other observers; it is diffi-

cult to think that the cones can be condensing-

glasses, aud at the same time contain fibres

of the optic nerve, but that they would have

to do in order that the effect of photo-chemical

processes taking place in the pigment epi-

thelium might be communicated to the brain

;

rods and cones are so absolutely alike in

structure (except for their basilar termina-

tions, Plate I, Fig. 6) that it is unnatural to

assign to them such unlike functions.

V. Kries is apparently in the anomalous

position of believing that grey, when furnished

by the cones, is a mental reconstitution out

of the even red-greeu-blue sensations, but

that, when furnished by the rods, it has its

source in some distinctive physiological

process.

Bonders has a double theory—three-colour

(with three different cones, to save the

doctrine of specific energy) in the retina, and
four-colour, with partial dissociation-processes,

in the cortex. In his theory (as in Bering’s)

red and green are coinplementaiy colours,

which is contrary to fact
:
green has for its

complementary purple, and the complementary
of red is peacock, or blue-green

;
red aud

green mixed together make, not white, but
yellow. The followers of Bering are able to

think of red and green as complementaries

only by choosing a very bluish red (purple)

or a very bluish green (a full blue-green in

fact) as the elementary colours
;
but this is

to give up at once the beautiful reliance upon
our power to distinguish, by immediate intro-

spection, between a ‘ mixed ’ and a ‘ non-
mixed’ colour, which it is Bering’s great

service to have brought about.

The theory of Goller is one of great in-

terest on account of the fact that in it a con-

ception has been devised by means of which
the process which underlies colour may be
regarded as an epiphenomenon, so to speak,

i. e. as something superimposed upon an
achromatic light-process

;
the theory makes

use of the known highly refractive quality

of the end member of a visual element, and
of the existence of a peculiar transparent

thin plate just in front of it, to account for

light becoming circularly polaiized within

the cones
; the amount of disturbance corre-

sjjonds then to degree of luminosity, and the

plane of polarization to the colour. It is an
impossible theory, because it requires us to

suppose that molecular disturbances polarized

in different planes can be jn-opagated as such
along the nerve-fibres

; but the conception of

colour as an aspect of a non-specific light

sensation is not bad. It is, in fact, just wluit

is needed by Bering to enable him to regard

all the brightness of a colour as due to its

black-white constituent, and as wholly un-

influenced by the presence of the colour-

character (his idea of the specific brightening

power of the colours was introduced to ac-

count for the Purkiuje phenomenon, and is no
longer necessary since that is known to be
merely incidental to the oncoming of adapta-

tion to a faint light: Tschermak); his own view,

however, that chemical changes are going on
in colour-substances which are of an exactly

similar nature to those which take place in

the black-white substance, and that they

nevertheless contribute nothing to the total

volume of the sensation, is very improbable.

The main objection to the theory of Thomas
Young, an objection which is insuperable,

and which lies upon the threshold, is that it

takes no account of the fact, patent to the most

cursory observation, that, while a mixture of

the causes of red, green, aud blue is sufficient

to occasion the sensation grey, grey is never-

theless not a red-green-blue sensation. The
theory is good, inasmuch as it reduces the

innumerable physiological colour - processes

supposed to exist in the visual organ by

Newton to a small number: it accounts

admirably, for instance, for the fact that all

the successive homogeneous light-rays between

X 505 and X 470 furnish no new sense-quality,

but only a series of blue-greens gradually

varying in the relative amount of each con-

stituent sensation: this is just the sort of

theory that the psychologist demands—the

physiological conception offered mirrors cor-

rectly the deliverances of consciousness. And
the same thing holds for the bluish-reds and

the reddish-blues. But when we are asked

to admit that in the third side of the colour-

triangle the case is still the same, that what
we call gieenish-yellows and reddish-yellows

are in reality, in this same sense, greenish-

reds or reddish-greens, consciousness rebels

;
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and still more wlien we are required to think

that, under whatever circumstances we sense

grey, and even when we can get no colour-

sense at all (e. g. in the wholly achromatic

sensation of a faint light, and that of the

totally colour-blind), we are really sensing red

and green and blue without knowing it, and
making, for no assignable reason, a totally

different mental concept out of the congeries

of colours felt together, the idea is so bizarre

that it would seem as if to mention it were
enough to show its inadequacy. The theory

is a purely physical theory
;

so long as

observers fastened their attention solely upon
the physics of colour-mixing, it could play the

role of a coloux’-sensation theory. For the

physicist, the series, cold, less cold, indifferent,

warm, hot, is also a continuous series, pic-

tured in the gradual ascent of mercury in

a thermometi ic tube
;

and so much did

physics impose, until quite recently, upon
psychology, that it required a distinct effoit

of discovery to establish the fact that heat is

a sensation-gx^aZe wholly distinct from cold

(and, by way of sure confirmation of the fact,

found to be communicated to the cortex by
a distinct conduction-path).

What is meant by those who insist upon it

that there are four (not three) unitary colour-

sensations, and that all other hues besides

those four are of the nature of colour-blends,

is well set forth by G. E. Muller {Zeitsch. f.

Psychol., X and xiv) in a discussion of the

different sorts of quality-series. It is evident

that we are capable of distinguishing whether
a sensation which goes through a series of

changes before our eyes is changing in a
constant direction or not. Thus if we look at

a red revolving disk, and an assistant (without

stopping the wheel) puts in constantly a

greater and greater proportion of blue, the

series of sensations which we get is a very

different thing from what it is if he suddenly

begins to add yellow—in the first case the

series is varying in a constant sense or direc-

tion, in the other there is a sudden change in

sense or direction. Now if we look through the

whole circular gamut of colour-hues (the spec-

tral colours completed by thelacking tones from
red to blue) we find that it is not composed
of a single series of this sort, but of several,

interrupted by sharply marked points of break-

ing. As we approach the wave-length X 505
on one side, the sensation is getting less and
less yellow in chai acter and more and more
green (this is a variation of a constant sort),

but the moment we pass that point there is a

distinct change in the character of the series

—

its successive elements get to look less and less

like green, and more and more like something
quite new, namely, blue. The colour-gamut,

which is physically, like the tone-gamut, recti-

linear (that is, consisting of a series of

elements which differ one from another always
in the same way, viz. by a constantly accele-

rating velocity of vibration), is, for sensation,

not at all a rectilinear series (as is the series

of subjective tones), but a series made up of

several different stretches, with distinct in-

flections between them. This is not so well seen

in the spectrum, where one of the stretches is

partly wanting (the purples), and where differ-

ences in brightness are excessive
;
but if one

takes a complete series of colour-hues in paper

or in gelatine sheets (all equally bright and
equally saturated), and arranges them upon
the circumference of a circle, it will be im-

possible not to see that the series does not

Fig. 10. Tlie psychological coloni-- square.

vary in the same way throughout the scale

(as two tones have the same sort of difference

between each other, viz. that of higher or

lower pitch, no matter from what part of

the scale they are taken), but that there are

distinct breaks in the series. If such a series

were to be represented in a diagram, that

could not be fittingly done by a circle— a curve

of constant curvature
;
we should have to use

a figure with sharp angles in it, and, since

the number of constituent stretches as well

as the number of breaks is four, the proper

figure is a square (Fig. 10). On one line of

the colour-square, adjacent colours differ in

respect to their relative blueness and redness
;

on another, with respect to their relative

yellowness and greenness
;

it is as if, in one

part of the tone-scale, two adjacent notes

differed in respect of pitch, and in another

part in respect of some other quality not the

same as pitch. This is the way the colour-

scale represented itself to the ancients, to

Leonardo da Vinci, and to Goethe, and it was
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only alter Newton’s discovery of the phenomena

of colour-mixture that this fundamental 2^ro-

])eity of the colour-series became completely

lost sight of. The psychologists (those who
study the exact deliverances of consciousness)

owe a great debt of gratitude to Hering for

having restored to introspection its proper

importance ;
since his discussion of this ques-

tion, it has been impossible for anyone except

a person who attends solely to the physics of

light to accept a three-colour theory, or one

in which white is regarded as a mental con-

struetion out of any number of colours.

It was j^ointed out distinctly by Leonardo

da Vinci that tlie colours red, green, yellow,

and blue differ in kind from such colours as

orange, violet, &c. Their imj^ortant character

is evidenced by tlie antiquity of their names;
these are so old, in many languages, as to

have lost their original signification, while

the intermediate hues, violet, orange, are

still called by the plain names of the flower

and the fruit which stand for them
;

and,

strange to say, we have hardly got any (com-

monly accepted) names for the other inter-

mediate colour-hues, blue-green and yellow-

green. (They might appiojmiately be called

peacock and olive
;
the latter in its ordinary

sense is rather too dark and too greenish for

the midway colour between green and yellow,

but there is no harm in changing its signifi-

cation a little for scientific jmrposes.)

The theory of Hering was accordingly a
splendid advance upon tlie theory of Young

;

it formed a good resting-place in the history

of colour-theory.

But, on the other hand, the theory of Hering
fails to take sufficient account of the facts

regarding the mixing of colour, in their

present complexity '. These facts are repre-

sented diagram matically not only in the colour-

curves, but also in the colour-triangle (Figs.

II, 14). The latter is a surface, and not, like

the musical scale, a line (even a broken line

is not sufficient), because it represents two
modes of variation, hue and saturation (in-

tensity may be represented also by extending
the triangle into a solid body), and it is tri-

angular because the assumption of three

elements of mixture (or independent variables)

is sufficient to produce all the colour-tones in

nearly spectral purity. This is all that the
colour-triangle represented in its original

arbitrary form
;

the hypothetical colour-

* For a good account of the physiological objections
to the Hering theory, see Thomson in Norris and
Oliver’s Syitern 0/ Diseaeea of the Eye, i (1900).

elements could be placed at the vertices of

the least enclosing triangle (Fig. 1
1 ), or at

any other points that were, for any reason,

desirable. Some writers even suppose,

apparently, that nothing is represented in the

colour-triangle except the complementariness
of the colours at the opposite ends of a line.

Much more than this is represented by the

colour-triangle of Kbnig at the present time.

For the mixing of colours, no method is of

any scientific value in which there is not pro-

vision for the extremely accurate measuring
of the wave-length and the intensity of several

homogeneous constituents. By far the best

method is that made use of in the (very ex-

pensive) colour-mixing apparatus of Helm-
holtz (made by Hansch and Schmidt, Berlin

:

for description see the Physiol. Optik, p. 335).
This is, in effect, a double spectroscope

;

Fig. II. The physical colour-triangle, with indica-

tion of the primary character of yellow and blue.

there are two collimator-tubes which throw
light, after it has passed through a prism,

into the two halves of a single telescope.

The eye-piece of the telescope has been

removed, and a plate carrying a narrow slit

put in its place
;
the effect of this is that an

eye looking through the telescope sees, not

a narrow image of the collimator-slit, but the

whole surface of the prism lighted up by
homogeneous light. Each collimator-tube

carries a double refracting prism of calcspar,

so corrected by a prism of glass that each ray

is undeviated in its course, and therefore still

parallel with the axis of the tube. The two

rays are the same as if they came from two

images of the collimator-slit separated from

each other by an amount depending upon the

distance from it of the prism-pair
;

as that

is changed, any ray of the spectrum can be

brought into coincidence with any other, and

since the rays are polarized in directions at

right angles to each other, either ray can, by

means of a Nicol prism also inserted in the
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tube, be modified in intensity at pleasure.

The telescope faces symmetrically one edge

of the main prism, and hence there is ex-

hibited to the eye a field of view of conveni-

ently large size, lighted up in the left-hand

half by the combination of any two colours

taken from the spectrum furnished by the

right-hand collimator-tube, each present in

any desired intensity, and in the right-hand

half the same thing from the other collimator-

tube, or, at pleasure, a single spectral colour,

or white light. It will be seen at once that

this apparatus offers facilities for making
colour-mixtures with which no other method
can be compared. (It is only from the labo-

ratories of Kbnig and ofv. Kries that investi-

gations made with the aid of this apparatus

have as yet issued b)

If one-half of the field of view of this

apparatus is filled with a combination of two
different lights, and the other half with a
homogeneous light, or a different light mix-
ture, or white light, and if the proportions

and the character of the several constituents

are varied until the two half-fields are indis-

tinguishable, we are said to have before us

a colour-equation. The colour-triangle is the

diagrammatic record of the results of a vast

number of such coloru-equations. But it was
only after the incorporation into it of the

results of equations made by the colour-blind

that it acquired its present importance.

It readily suggested itself that the different

qualities of the sensation of light, being two-

dimensional continua (abstraction being made
of intensity), may be represented by the

points of a plane. For the simpler forms of

vision a smaller number of dimensions is suffi-

cient. The totally colour-blind person has

one sensation only (grey) in different degrees

of brightness
; a single point is sufficient for

the representation of his sensation-scale. The
partially colour-blind see two colours only,

yellow and blue
;
these are for them the colours

of the two halves of the solar spectrum
;
they

are seen in full saturation up to wave-length

630 nfi in the yellow, and beyond wave-length

475/iifi in the blue. All spectrum effects

^ For the production of somewhat nearly homo-
geneous light by means of gelatine plates, see

Kirschmann, Philos. Stud., vii. 543, and Hellpach,
Philos. Stud., XV. 527 (1900) ;

for the liquids to be
used for the same purpose, Nagel, ‘ Uber farbige

Strahlenfilter,’ Biol. Centralhl., 1899. Yellow cannot
be got with gelatine plates, and for them must be sub-
stituted some fluid filter, e. g. one composed of a cell

ofpotassium dichromate together with one of uranium
sulphate.

between these two points exliibit a constant

variation in saturation up to white itself, and
all such spectral effects can be matched by
proper mixtures of the saturated end colours,

yellow and blue. For these defecti\ es, colour-

mixture produces no new hue, but merely
changes in saturation; their sensation-scale can

be represented upon a straight line (Fig. iia),

X
• i

T W B
Fig. 11 a. (See the text.)

in which the co-ordinates of any point x will

be 9:1 if the (unsaturated) colour which it

represents can be got by mixing yellow and
blue in the proportion one to nine, or white
and blue in the proportion one to four, and
this will seiwe to fix the position of the

spectral colour which this mixture matches.

(The wave-length which corresponds to the

colourless sensation, IF, is different for the

two sorts of colour-defectives, proteranopes

and deuteranopes
;
and it is also a little

irregular on account of different amounts of

absorbing matter in the yellow spot of the

eye, if central vision is made use of.) There
is another way of representing colour-quality

diagrammatically, which runs parallel to this

one, and in which the amounts of blue and
yellow to be mixed are represented by the

ordinates of two curves, the abscissae being

the wave-lengths. The curves marked TFj

and IFg in Fig. 126 show the relative amounts
of the two end-constituents which must be
mixed together in order to match the con-

tinuous spectrum for each of these two classes

of colour-defectives.

"We come now to cases of normal vision.

For such individuals it is not possible to

match the whole series of spectral colours by
means of the two end colours only. The ends

of the spectrum are here, as before, for some
distance, of unvarying hue, and differ in in-

tensity only—the warm end up to 655 /j/j. and
the cold end beyond 430 Outside of

these regions the spectral colours cannot be
matched by the end colours, either alone or

together, but it is necessary to take in a third

constituent. This third constituent is in the

first place chosen somewhat at hazard. (No
single third constituent will give the spectral

colours in full saturation, and hence a some-

what more saturated green than any in the

spectrum is hypothetically taken as the third

element of the sensation area.) With these

arbitrarily chosen independent varialiles the
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colour-curves are laid down (Fig. 120): it is

found that they do not coincide exactly with

the curves of the two sorts of dichromates, the

so-called red-blind and green-blind (Fig. 12 b).

But would they have coincided if different

independent variables had been chosen 1 The

question is easily put to the test : it is a

simple matter of mathematics (merely a

Fig. 12 a. Tiie proportions of the three trial ele-

mentary colours required to match all the colours of

the spectrum, for normal individuals.

K
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Fig. 12 h. TF,, K, curves of sensation for two

green-blind
; W^, K, those for two red-blind indi-

viduals
;
H, curve showing the intensity of the grey

sensation for the totally colour-blind. (Kbiiig.)

change in the triangle of reference) to find

out if there are independent variables, that

is, unit quantities of lights of particular wave-
lengths, such that the entire spectrum as seen

by the three different classes of individuals

can be built up out of like amounts of two
or three of the several constituents. In fact,

it was only necessary to substitute for the

colours first chosen others mixed out of them
in this way,

R— o-i$G+ 0’i B
’

6 = 5:2=^,
125

V = B,

to find that, with these new constituents, the
warm-end curve of one sort of defective co-

incided with the red curve, and that of

the other sort of defective with the green

curve of the normal individual. In Fig. 12 a
are represented the trial curves for Kdnig
and Dieterici; in Fig. 13 the curves of co-

incidence for normal and semi-defective indi-

viduals. (In the dotted line of Fig. 12 a is

given the green curve of a very small class of

individuals, first noticed by Lord Eayleigh

and by Bonders, who differ markedly from
the normal

;
they require, to make a given

yellow out of red and green, four times as

much red to a given amount of green as the

normal individual does.) Expressed in other

words, this is the same as saying that all

colour-matches formed by normal individuals

1

675 505492 470

Fig. 13. When X 470 (bine), X 505 (green), and a

red a I'ttle less yellowish than the red of the spec-

trum are taken as the elementary oolours, the colour-

mixture curves of the normal individual become cc-

incident re.spectively with those of the two sorts of

partially coloui'-hlind.

are recognized to he such by both soi’ts of di-

chroinates \ hut that colour-matches formed

by the proteranope need to he distinctly

changed before they are such for the deutcra-

nope. This means that the colour-syslems of

both sorts of dichromates are icduH ion-

systems— all their sensations are accounted

for by supposing that one certain element (net

the same for both) is absent in their case.

This is a very important result. It has quite

lately been fully confirmed by v. Kiies (‘ Ueher
Farbensysteme,’ Psychol. 1897).

The theory of Hering fails to take accoui;t in

any adequate way of the fact that the di-

chromates are of two different sorts, and that

nevertheless their colour-systems are hotli

simply reduction-systems of normal colour-

vision. On the other hand, the Young-Helm-
holtz theory offers no explanation, of any

degree of reasonableness, of the fact that the

two classes of semi-defectives, instead of see-

ing red and blue, and green and blue, respec-

* The converse of this proposition is, of course, not

true : countless things which look alike to the semi-

defective are of different colour to the normal eye.
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lively (if they had done this matters would
have been very simple), see, as matter of fact,

in both cases, yellow and blue. This is proved

beyond question by the cases of uniocular

partial colour-blindness known since i88i

;

it

was also perfectly well established, in 1874,

by William Pole (the well-known authority

on whist), by means of very acute observations

upon himself, a semi-defective. Sir John

Herschel, unconvinced by Pole, said, ‘What
the sensations of the colour-blind really are,

we shall never know,’ quite overlooking the

possibility of cases arising in which the defect

should be in one eye only. The theory of

Helmholtz has imposed itself upon writers on
this subject to such an extent that even now
it is hard to convince them that these defec-

ti\es are not ‘ green-blind ’ or ‘ red-blind
’

G

Fig. 14, (For description see text.)

alone (they always neglect to mention what
becomes of yellow). The report of the British

Association Committee on colour-vision, so

late as 1892, contains coloured spectrum
plates showing the spectrum in green and
blue and in red and blue, as it is supposed to

be seen by these defectives, and Abney pre-

fixes the same plate to his Tyndall Lectures

on colour’-vision published in 1894.
In its present form the colour-triangle con-

stitutes a vade mecum for holding together for

the eye a number of the facts of vision. (See

Fig. 14.)

(a) Complementary colours are to be found

at opposite ends of lines through the central

point, W.
[b) The degree of whiteness of any non-

spectral colour corresponds to its nearness to

the point W.
(c) Any non- spectral colour may be made

up out of spectral lights situated at the ends

of any line drawn through the point which
represents it, mixed in the inverse proportion

of the corresjiondiug segments of the line, as

indicated by the several lines drawn through

2> in tlie figure.

{d) The proportion of the ‘ elementary
’

constituents in any colour, spectral or not,

may be got by dropping perpendiculars from
its position upon the sides of the triangle

;

the perpendicular upon BG will give the

amount of red, &c. (This is merely saying

that we have here a representation of con-

tinuous quantities in terms of trilinear co-

ordinates.)

(e) All the colours which for the normal
individual lie on a straight line through B,

as Rr, look exactly alike to the ‘ red-blind,’

and are represented for him by the point in

which that line cuts the line By. The reason

for this is that the perpendiculars from any
point of such a line Er upon the two sides of

the triangle, EB and EG, are in a constant

ratio to each other; that is, points of such a

line represent colours which contain the blue

and the green elements in a constant propor-

tion, and as they also contain no red, they are

indistinguishable from each other. In par-

ticular, the point in which the line Er cuts

the cm-ve of the spectral colours will give

the wave-length which is represented at the

point r. The same holds for the ‘ green-blind
’

and lines through G.

(/) It is commonly said in the textbooks

that in the mixing of coloured lights ‘the

nearer the homogeneous lights are to one
another the more vivid or more saturated is

the intermediate colour ’ (Kiilpe)
;

this was a

good first approximation to the true state of

the case, and the colour surface was propeidy

represented at first by a circle. But it is far

from being correct. All spectral lights on
either of the two nearly straight portions of

the colour-curve can be matched, with no loss

of saturation, by the lights at the ends of

these stretches, although they are far apart.

(This has lately been expressly reafiSrmed by
V. Kries.) On the other hand, colours taken
from different stretches, when mixed, show
rapid falling off in saturation. All this is

plainly represented in the shape of the

triangle : it is composed of two rectilinear

stretches (X 760 to X 576 and X 492 to X 470)
connected by a portion of rapid curvature.
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The theory of Heriug (which was first

sketched out by ]\Iach in 1865) is so vastly

supei ior to the Youiig-Helmholtz theory, tliat

until it has fully displaced that it is hardly

desirable to discuss its demerits. Nothing is

gained for the theory by saying that opposite

colour-processes are due to assimilation and

dissimilation of photochemical substances

;

the theoiy would be just as good (and less

open to objection) if the nature of the

antagonism in the chemical j^i’ocesses were
left obscure—if they were said to have ‘ etwas

antagonistisches ’ about them. There would
then be no occasion for saying that the black

and white processes have anything antago-

nistic about them
;
the sensations do not, as

matter of fact, extinguish each other, like

blue and yellow—they form a quality-blend,

like blue and green
;
that is to say, the dis-

tinctive sensation-^MflZe of each does not dis-

appear, they both remain in the constantly

var3^ing series of the greys.

Hering has done a great sei’vice in showing

that a large number of the phenomena of

vision are physiological, and not of the nature

of mental erroi's, but it is too much the

custom of his school to consider that a phe-

nomenon has been explained by the theory

when it has merely been translated into the

terms of the theory. Thus when a patch of

colour falls upon a bit of the retina, the

sensation which it gives is accompanied by
a sensation of the opposite colour-character

furnished by the immediatelyadjoining portion

of the retina. This Hering explains by saying

that, if the original colour is caused by an
assimilation process, the effect of this is to

start up a dissimilation process in the adjoin-

ing region of the retina, and if it is a dissimi-

lation process, it arouses an assimilation

process there
;
but tliis is nothing more than

to say (once it is admitted that the simul-

taneously induced colour is retinal) that one

process of a colour pair has a tendency, in the

interest of a restoration of retinal balance, to

start up all around it the opposite process

;

nothing whatever is added to the intelligi-

bility of the reaction by assuming that it is

alternately assimilation and dissimilation.

'I'hat is to say, there is no special reasonahle-

ness. derived from our knowledge of the nature
of these processes elsewhere, in a patch of

growth of a chemical substance in the retina

becoming immediately surrounded by a region
of decay, or in a patch of decay enclosing
itself in a region of growth. It is none the
less a matter of great importance that Hering

has shown by a large number of simple and
ingenious experiments that the phenomena of

the after-image and simultaneous light and
colour induction are physiological in their

character, and not of the nature of illusions

ot judgment. To take an instance : if, while
a constant fixation-point is maintained, a
number of different coloured objects be intro-

duced at different times upon a common grey
background, each will be seen to go thi ough
with its own series of after-effects and border-

effects exactly as if the others wei e not present.

So complicated a series of disjunct but simul-

taneous acts of judgment as would he involved

in carrying out all these changes, different

in period as well as in chai-acter, is quite

inconceivable. There is no doubt that

Helmholtz was wrong in attributing these

colour and brightness effects to errors of judg-

ment to the extent that he did
;

but it is

also a great mistake to suppose that there

is anything in an assimilation-dissimilation

theory that is peculiarly fitted to explain

them.

The objection to the Hering theory, that

black and white are attached to antagonistic

processes, is one that he could easily remove
if he saw occasion for it

;
he would merely

need to assume that those sensations are

attached to photochemical processes in dif-

ferent substances, or that, for instance, white

is retinal and black a mark of the resting-

stage in tbe cortical portion of the total light-

process. But the fact that it must regard

red and green as a colour pair which, when
combined, result in white, is fatal to his

theory; it is the most elementary fact of colour-

mixing that real red and green make yel-

low. Bed and green are made a vanishing

colour pair in this theoiy only by choosing

as fundamental colours (Gnindfarben) tones

which are in fact distinctly blue-green and
blue-red.

The two rival theoiies, therefore, are able

both to continue to exist only by means of the

fact that each is content to totally ignore the

central facts of nature upon which the other

is built up. The Helmholtz theory has no

word to say to the fact that yellow, made up
of red and green, is yellow, and not reddish-

green, and that white is white, and not a

reddish-greenish-blue. The Hering theory

exists in complete oblivion of all the facts

of colour-mixture— the facts which, in the

laboratory of the physicist, are almost exclu-

sively the ones that come within his ken.

It is small wonder that the same dividing
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line separates the adherents of the two theories

and the adherents of tlie physical and of the

physiologico-psycliological sciences.

Again, neither of the two reigning theories

pays any attention to the fact that the lumi-

nous function has probably undergone, like

other functions of the body, progressive de-

velopment h But the structure of the retina

points already strongly to this view. It has

lately been put beyond question (Ramon y
Cajal) that the rods and cones represent not

simply accidental variations in the shape of

elements that are in realityof similar character,

hut that they are fundamentally different, and
in fact that the cones (which, in an early stage

of development, are exactly like the rods) are

differentiated out of the rods in the direction

of a higher structui-al development. It is

not the cone shape that is their distinguishing

mark, however—the closely pressed together

cones of the fovea do not differ in shape fi’om

rods. In internal structure of their outer

members (the falling apart into plates or

disks), in their highly refractive character,

in the possession of a fine covering-substance,

in the presence of a thin plate between outer

and inner member, the rods and the cones are

exactly alike
;
hut they differ markedly in the

endings of the cell-fibre (see Fig. 6). The rods

terminate in a minute expansion, or end-knob,

which is grasped by the arborizations of the

contiguous bipolar cells
;
the cones end in a

more complicated structure—an expansion of

finger-like processes which enter severally

into connection with different bipolar processes.

This distinctive structure appeal’s late in the

development of each cone, and is hence

certainly late in phylogenetic development.

It points to a provision for a less simple sort

of excitation conduction than that of the rods.

(It appears from this that the rods and cones

have not been named from their most distin-

guishing characteristic—they should rather

be thought of respectively as the Icnoh-end

zxidfinger-end retinal elements.) The structure

alone, therefore, of the visual organ is enough

(since the brilliant anatomical researches of

Ramon y Cajal have been accessible) to make
it plain that we have in the visual sense an

instance of progressive development.

But our knowledge of visual function leads

conclusively to the same view. The visual

process is not everywhere so complete as it

* In the ear we have an organ for perceiving

the sense-quality attached to difference of vibration-

periods (pitch), and persisting side by side with it an
organ for noise only.

seems to us to be in everyday life, when we
make use chiefly of tlie portion of the retina

near the centre, and take peripheral stimula-

tions merely as affording us a hint of what we
are to look at next. If central vision is cut

off, and we look at coloured surfaces with the

extreme periphery of the eye, we perceive

that their colour is no longer distinguishable

—that all objects appear only in various

shades of grey As images fall upon retinal

regions somewhat nearer the centre, yellows

and blues begin to be perceived, but reds and
greens are still seen only as greys, in as far

as they are of purely fundamental tone
;

if

they contain admixtures of blue or yellow

light, this latter light is seen, but without

any reddish or greenish tone. This zone of

exclusive yellow-blue vision may be called the

mid-periphery. (Its existence is affirmed by
Hess, V. Kries, and others, and denied by
Kirschmann.) Within this is the region of

complete colour-vision, where all colours

appear in their normal value. The bounda-
ries of these regions would he somewhat
differently laid down according to the size

and the brightness of the test objects chosen,

and to the time of their exposure

These several capabilities of vision, accord-

ing to the portion of the retina which mediates

it, can only be regarded as different degrees

of development of the sense of sight. Exactly
corresponding to these retinal regions of the

normal eje are the most frequent cases of

‘ Hellpach claims to have shown (Philos. Stud,,

1900) that in the ultra-extreme periphery, colour-

vision is possible—that it is not there overlaid by
the excessive white-contribution of the rods as it is

just within. This would be, however, confirmation
of the theory, for in that region there are cones in

the I’etina, and no rods (Greef).
* The space-sense of the retina is also incomplete

in this external region: a circle half white and half

black on a grey background, if brought into the

extreme edge of the field of view, can be seen to be
composed of black and white when the relative

position of the two half-circles cannot be at all distin-

guished. Also, a certain duration of exposure is

essential to correct space-perception ; if that is not
sufficient, very different space-relations will be given
from the actual ones (the physiological diffusion-

circle : Exner, PJlugers Arch., 1898 ; Cattell, Psychol.

Rev., July, 1900). This is not strange, because it is

a law of photochemistry that the amount of effect

produced is proportioned not only to the intensity

of the light, but also to its duration, and that

intensity and duration can exactly replace each other

(Ostwald). It is natural, therefore, that a stimulus
which produces an insufficient amount of retinal e.xci-

tation (whether from too short duration, too smoll

extent, or too weak intensity) should fail to give

sufficient material to the space-perceiving centres to

enable them to work correctly.
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defective colour-visiou. Ordinary partial

colour-blindness consists of vision for yellow

and blue only (xantliokyanopia) and total lack

of sensation for red and green. (It is still

persistently said that these defectives ‘fail to

distinguish’ red and green
;
they fail to dis-

iiiKjuit-h them because they are totally blind

to both; they see in their stead various

more or less whitish yellows—see Norris and

Oliver, Si/stein of Diseases of the Eye, Plate

facing title-page. And though they are

comparatively rare, the cases are perfectly

well marked, and have now been thoroughly

well examined, of those individuals who see no

colour whatever—to whom the world is like

a j^icture in various tones of grey.)

The molecular dissociation theory (theory

of the differentiated chemical substances)*

was devised with the intention of hitting upon

a conception which should render inteliigilde

hoth the facts of colour-mixture and all the

psychological phenomena which the Hering

school has done such good service in bringing

to the fore, and which should at the same time

take account of the probability which is now
thrust upon us, that colour is phylogenetically

a late acquisition— that the primitive sense

was for the achromatic luminous quality only.

If the retinal basis of the light-sense is a

photochemical process (as is suggested by the

known presence in the rods of a substance

extremely sensitive to light), then this would

mean that the eye which furnishes the colour-

sense contains more complicated chemical

substances than do the retinae which are de-

fective—or, if the cones only furnish colour-

sensations, that the cones contain more com-

plicated chemical substances than the rods

;

at the same time the total effect of comple-

mentary colour pairs in the cones must be the

same as in the rods, for we see whites in the

fovea (where there are cones only) which are

indistinguishable from the whites of the rods.

It would be a difference of an adequate sort,

therefore, if there were a chemical substance

which in the cones underwent partial disso-

ciation under the influence of light, and
differently for the different regions of the

spectrum, but which in the rods became com-
pletely dissociated at once, and alike for all

sorts of light. It happens that there is imme-
diate analogy for this conception of a photo-

chemical substance V'hich is, in primitive

condition, dissociated at once, but, in more
highly developed animals, dissociated in

* Zeitsch.f. Psychol; iv. 211 (1892).

successive stages : the rod-pigment, which
exists first in the form of the visual purple,

is turned at once into the visual white in

animals below man; in man alone it passes

through an intermediate stage, the visual

yellow (Kbttgen and Abelsdorff). A change
of this sort, from a substance which is decom-
posed all at once (in the rods) to a substance

which is decomposed in successive stages (in

the cones), is just what it is sufficient to assume
to account for the fact that from the rods we
have colourless vision only, and from the cones

distinction of colour, but such that there

results, in the end, the same achromatic

sensation in both '.

Corresponding, therefore, to the suc-

cessively developed powers of the retina for

light - discriminations, this theory assumes

a chemical substance which is, in the first

instance, completely dissociated by light of

all kinds (achromatic vision)
;
then (owing to

different synchronous intramolecular vibra-

tions—in no other way can selective disso-

ciation by light be conceived to take place :

Ostwald) differently dissociated by the two
halves of the spectrum (yellow-blue vision)

;

and, finally, susceptible of partial dissociation

in three different ways, but with the pecu-

liarity that out of the products of the red and

the green dissociation there is reconstituted

at once the excitant of the sensation of yellow

light The actual molecule of such a photo-

* The existence of this analogy in the rods for a

change in the character of a photochemical substance

in the cones was not, however, known at the time

this theory was proposed. The fact (for such it seems

to be, although it has not been explained yet how
other observers failed to notice it) was announced in

1895.
^ The essential elements of this theory have been

stated as follows by Dr. Bowditch :
‘ A colour-

theory which is in some respects more in harmony
with recent observations in the physiology of vision

has been proposed by C. Ladd-Franklin. In this

theory it is supposed that in its earlier periods of

development, the eye is sensitive only to luminosity

and not to colour—that is, it possesses only a white-

black or (to use a single word) grey-perceiving

substance, which is affected by all visible light-rays,

but most powerfully by those lying near the midille

of the spectrum. The sensation of grey is supposed

to be dependent upon the chemical stimulation of the

optic nerve terminations by some product of decom-

position of this substance. In the course of develop-

ment a portion of this grey visual substance becomes

difl'erentiated into three different substances, each of

which is affected by rays of light corresponding to one

of the three fundamental colours of the spectrum,

viz. red, green, and blue. When a ray of light inter-

mediate between two of the fundamental colours falls

upon the retina, the visual substances corresponding

to these two colours will be affected to a degree pro-
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chemical substance is certainly extremely

complicated, but a molecule of complexity

sufficient for the purposes of the theory is

represented in the diagram (Fig. 15), which
should be compared with Fig. 1 1 a.
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VIII. Acheomatic Vision. Under several
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portionate to the proximity of these two colours to

that of the incident ray. Since this effect is exactly

the same as that which is produced when the retina

is acted upon simultaneously by light of two funda-

mental colours, we are incapable of distinguishing in

sensation between an intermediate wave-length and
a mixture in proper amount of two fundamental
wave-lengths. When the retina is affected by two
or more rays of such wave-lengths that all three of

the colour visual substances are equally affected, the

resulting decomposition will be the same as that

produced by the stimulation of the grey visual sub-

stance out of which the colour visual substances were
differentiated, and the corresponding visual sensation

will therefore be that of grey or white. . . . The
theory of Mrs. Franklin accounts for these phenomena
[colour-blindness] in a still more satisfactory way

;

for, by supposing that the differentiation of the primary
grey visual substance has first led to the formation

of a blue and a yellow visual substance, and that

the yellow substance has become in turn differentiated

into a red and a green substance, colour-blindness is

readily explained by supposing that this second dif-

ferentiation has either not occurred at all or has

taken place in an incomplete manner. It will be
noticed that the important feature of this theory is

that it provides for the independent existence of the

grey visual substance, while at the same time the

stimulation of this substance is made a necessary

result of the mixture of certain colour sensations’

(Bowditch, in Howell’s Textbook of Fhysiol., ist ed.,

1894, 784).

different circumstances, vision exists only for

shades of grey—the field of view is like an
engraving (but in three dimensions) in black -

and white
; these cases are : that of total

colour-blindness (congenital or from disease)

;

that of the normal eye in the exti erne peri-

phery
;
and that of the normal eye when the

illumination is very faint (night-vision).

The adherents of the Young-Helmholtz
theory ignore the existence of white as any-
thing except a product of the reconstructing

mind, and hence, in spite of plenty of evidence

to the contrary, the sensations of those indi-

viduals whom they named ‘ monochromatic
’

(in distinction from ordinary vision, which is

tetrachromatic, but which was called, under
the dominance of the colour-triangle, trichro-

matic) were dogmatically affirmed to be vision

under the form of red or blue or green, it was
uncertain which

;
and the colourless sensa-

tions of the periphery and of a faint light,

although they are patent to observation, were
wholly overlooked. Even so late as 1894
Konig affirmed that the vision of the faint-light

‘moEochromates’wasin quality blue, in the face

of the popular knowledge, ‘ im Dunkeln sind

alle Katzen grau.’ But as early as 1880 it had
been put beyond question by Becker’s case of

monocular congenital total colour-blindness \
that the sensation that remains is that of grey

;

* Arch.f. Ophthal.,xx.y. (2), 205.
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if the patient’s vision is normal witli one eye

it is impossible to douht that he can describe

correctly what he sees M’itli the other. iMore-

over, the numerous cases of acquired total

colour-blindneirS, which there is no reason for

putting wholly out of court, and especially

those in wliich the defect comes on in one eye

only, or in a cireumscript region of tlie retina

(for instance, in tobacco and alcjhol scotomata),

had shown conclusively the same thing.

’I'he quality of the sensation-series in all

these cases is therefore giey—the different

regions of the spectrum differ iu luminosity

only. Is the relative luminosity of the

spectral regions the same as for central vision

with the normal eye? In the case of the

normal eye, estimations of brightness are diffi-

cult on account of the disturbing colour-

differences, but by tbe method of the so-called

flicker-photometry (see Photometet, hetero-

chrome) they can be made with great accu-

racy. In 1884 Donders, and in 1889 Kbnig
and Dieteiici, determined the distribu-

tion of brightness along the spectium (what

may be called tbe luminosity-spectrum, just

as by absoi’ption-spectrum is meant the rela-

tive amount of absorption in different spectral

regions) for tbe totally colour-blind
;

it was
found to be quite different from that for the

normal eye, the maximum brightness being

in the green instead of in the yellow.

A most important advance in this subject

was made in 1889, when it was found by
Hering and Hillebiand that the luminosity-

spectrum * of the normal eye after the Purkinje

phenomenon has set in (night-vision, dark-

ness-adaptation) is exactly the same as that

for the totally colour-blind at all illumina-

tions and at the same time, of course, very

different from that of the normal eye in ordi-

narj’ light. This is exhibited in Fig. 9 (where

the scale on which the several curves are drawn
is so chosen that green, X 535, is taken as alike

in all)
;
there is a gradual falling off in the

superior brightness of yellow until, at a cer-

tain low total luminosity, the maximum is in

the green, and at this stage there is complete
coincidence betvveen the spectrum of the

normal eye and that of the totally colour-

blind. This made it look as if Bering’s

black-white ‘ valences ’ had indeed a separate

' It is desirable to use, for the time, the word
luminosity in place of brightness, in order to avoid
confusion with the meaning which Hering attaches
to the latter word.

“ ‘ Ueber d. specifische Helligkeit d. Farben,’
Silzber, Akad. Wiss. Wien, 1889.

existence, and it spoke strongly against the

theory of Helmholtz b It required Hering,
however, whereas he had formerly maintained
that colour has no effect upon brightness, to

set up the theory of the ‘specific brightening

and darkening powers of the colours ’ (since

given up ; vide Tscherinak). But the subject

was soon afterwards put upon a very different

footing by Konig
;
he showed that the (objec-

tive) absorption-spectrum of the visual purple

(that is, the relative amounts of the light of

different wave-lengths absorbed by it when
it is extracted by gallic acid from a freshly

enucleated human eye, and examined imme-
diately, in a dark room, by means of a spectro-

photometer’) is also coincident with the

(subjective) luminosity-spectrum of the totally

colour-blind and with that of the normal eye

in a faint light (which had been shown, as

has just been said, by Hering to be coincident

with each other). This forced upon one the

conclusion that it was the visual purple that

was involved in both of these two sorts of

vision, and that that acted proportionately to

tbe amount of light of any given kind that it

absorbed. (This is not always the case in

instances of photochemical dissociation by
heat and light : Ostwald.) It was not shown
by this that the visual purple was the photo-

chemical substance of the rods—it might

equally well act simply as an absorbent of an

additional amount of light, which would
otherwise go through the rods and be lost in

the pigment epithelium and in the choroid.

The fact that it is of a slightly different

colour in fishes (and in fishes only), whose

darkness is the darkness of ocean depths

(and hence of a different colour from that of

the depth of the forest), points to absorption

as its essential function. Still less was it

shown that the rods function in the darkness

only, as v. Kries supposes
;
on the contrary,

the change in the visual purple (regenera-

tion in a faint light) is just what is needed

to account for the changed values of night-

vision. Again, it has been shown by v. Kries

^ Konig admits that this coincidence made him, at

first, ‘ ungemein betroff'en,’ but he goes on to say:
‘ aber zur Zeit der Epicyklen-Theorie hat man ja

auch Sonnen- und Mondfinsternisse richtig im voraus

berechnet ’ {Helmhollz-FenfschriJt, 354). This is a

very acute remark. The ardent adherents of Hering
are too much in the habit of protesting that every

little coincidence furnishes a complete proof of the

whole theory (Muller, Zeitsch. f. Psychol., xiv).

This particular one is not a little one, but what it

proves is that white (grey) is a definite thing, alike

under various circumstances —not that the Hering
theory is true.
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that the peripheral achromatic vision has a

different distribution of brightness in the

spectrum—the same, in fact, as that of the

(heterochrome) brightness of the centre of the

retina; this points to the fact, not that the

cones alone function in the periphery (they

are too few for that), but that the rod-vision,

when it is not reinforced hy the visual purple,

is the same sort of thing, as regaids its

brightness-values, as vision with the cones.

It had been shown meantime (1892) that

Newton’s law of colour-mixtures (see X, below)

did not hold at low intensities; its per-

sistence under all circumstances had been

affirmed by Maxwell, by Aubert, by v. Kries,

and most vigorously by Hering. This fact

had an important bearing upon the dis-

cussion.

In the remarkable case of congenital total

colour - blindness of Naehlmann {Arch. f.

Augenh., ii, 1899), the distribution of bright-

ness in the spectrum is quite unlike any other

that has hitherto been observed : there was
an extreme darkening in the part that is

normally yellow, and blue was proportionally

brighter than for the non-defective indi-

vidual. But the abnormality in this case is

clearly of cerebral origin, as is shown by the

fact that foveal vision was retained.

IX. The Sbfakatb Function op thb Eods
AND THE Cones. Interest in the phenomena
of visual sensation has centred of late years in

the question of the discrimination of function

of rods and cones, and in questions intimately

connected with it. It wmuld be singular if

organs of such very distinctive structure

(knob-like or finger-like connections with

the bipolar cells. Fig. 6), and of such very

different chemical contents (presence or ab-

sence of the rod-pigment), should not play

a different role in the visual economy.

Neither of these objective differences was
known at the time when Max Schultze first

made the suggestion that the rods constitute

an organ for black and white vision only, and
that colour is mediated only by the cones

(1866); but there was already sufficient

ground for his view in the fact that in the

retina of many night-animals rods are found

exclusively, or nearly so. This view seems

to have been very generally overlooked

(though it has been better kept in mind by
the anatomists : Kamon y Cajal), until Pari-

naud revived it (1881), being led thereto by
the study of hemeralopia (daylight vision

—

night-blindness), a disease in which the

power of seeing things in a very faint light.

which the normal person acquires after re-

maining for twenty minutes or so in darkness

(a power which may, correspondingly, be

referred to as niyht-visiori), is wholly wanting,

and in which there is also degeneration of

the pigment epithelium, which is known tc

be the source of the visual purple (rod-pig-

meut). As he pointed out, animals which

lack the rod-pigment altogether (doves,

chickens) are also night-blind— ‘ se couchent

avec les poules.’ But this night-vision, which

would seem thus to be rod-pigment vision, is

a form of achromatic vision—in an extremely

faint light all colour disappears, and objects

are seen only in shades of grey. Hence it

seemed probable that the rods (at least, when
they contain the visual purple) are organs

for colourless vision only. (Parinaud re-

garded—and still regards—the vision of

a faint light as due to the fluorescence of the

visual purple; but that is impossible, for it

is most fluorescent when it is in its com-
pletely bleached-out condition—the visual

white.)

Other arguments were added by Parinaud.

In the vision of approaching darkness-

adaptation, differently coloured surfaces, be-

fore they wholly lose their colour, suffer a

change of relative brightness (blues shine

out brilliantly in a semi-darkness : the Pur-

kinje phenomenon)
;

but this change does

not take place if the colours are looked at

with the fovea only, and hence (since the

fovea is lacking in nothing but rods) it must
be a phenomenon dependent upon the rods,

and in fact upon the regeneration of their

visual purple *.

^ This fact—the absence of the change in bright-

ness-values in the fovea (in other words, the failure

of the Purkinje phenomenon)—has been warmly con-

tested by several different observers, but the latest

work of V. Kries on the subject (ZeiUch. f. Psychol.,

.\xiii. 183, 1900) puts it quite beyond question. He
finds the unchanging region to be, for the dichromatic

person tested (such individuals are far better adapted

to tests of this kind than are others, because many
combinations of objectively different spectral lights

can be found which look alike to them in colour), for

the horizontal direction l°47' in one eye and i°23'

in the other, and for the vertical direction l°2l' in

both eyes. These dimensions are a little less than

what Koster finds to be the diameter of the rodless

region—2°. But (l) there are, no doubt (as appears

from these two eyes of a single person), great in-

dividual differences, and (2) a few scattered cones

may well exist further in than Koster detected them.

The amount of change was very slight until a definite

remoter region was reached, and here it suddenly

became much greater
;
this was, no doubt, about the

place where the arrangement of one cone surrounded

by a circle of rods is established.
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It is still Pariuaiid who first pointed out

that it is only the achromatic constituent of

the sensation that is affected by this change.

In proportion as the blues become relatively

brighter, they become also less saturated,

and, still more, the greens, as they become

bright, become finally wholly uncoloured.

The reinforcement occurs, that is to say, not

for colour in itself, but only by way of mixing

in more white or grey. (This is sufficient,

doubtless, to account for the fact that in

a very faint spectrum blue is not seen at all;

the spectrum looks simply red or green, and

this in spite of the fact that the Purkinje

jihenomenon is usually considered to consist

exactly in the brightening of this colour.

The blue becomes, in fact, so much overlaid

with the white constituent furnished by the

rods that it is no longer visible as blue.)

Again, this fading out into an achromatic

sensation before becoming wholly extinguished

—which is what the Purkinje effect really

consists in, the change in brightness being an

attendant phenomenon—does not occur in

the fovea. If a spot of coloured light is so

minute as to throw its image upon the fovea

only, then, how'ever faint it is, if it is seen

at all, it is seen in its true colour, not first

by means of its colourless constituent. This

has been doubted in the case of blue, but it

has been confirmed by Konig and v. Kries,

and recently again by Pick. (The case is less

clear for yellow.)

The argument in favour of a difference in

function of rods and cones was thus already

in the hands of Parinaud exceedingly strong.

It happened, however, that it remained com-
pletely overlooked, and the several facts

noticed by him were rediscovered by other

observers—the fact that colours seen with the

fovea lack the preliminary achromatic stage

of rod-vision by Konig in 1894 (‘Ueber den
menschlichen Sehpurpur, See.,’ Sitzh&r. Akad.
Mm. Berlin vom 21. Juui 1894); Konig
did not, however, uphold the theory here in

question—he regarded the cones as catoptrie

instruments, viz. as condensers for throwing
light iqion the cells of the pigment epi-

thelium, where he supposed all colour pro-

cesses except that for blue to take place)

;

the normal night-blindness of the fovea—that
is, the fact that the extremely faint lights

which the rod-adaptation exists for the sake
of enabling us to see are wholly invisible in

the fovea—and also the total blindness in

the fovea of some of the congenitally totally

colour-blind, a little earlier by Ladd-Franklin

(ibid., 589, and Broc. Amer. Psychol. Assoc.,

1894); the absence in the fovea of any
change in the relative brightness-values of

different spectral lights, fijst made certain by
V. Kries in 1900, by means of colour equa-
tions, in which each member is made alike in

colour, although different in light-ray con-

stitution {Zeitsch. f. Psychol., xxiii). This
theory of the probable difference in function

of the rods and cones had already been made
(1892) the ground-work of the molecular dis-

sociation colour-theory (or theory of the

developed photochemical substances: Zeitsch.

f. Psychol., iv, 1892); it is so strongly suggested

by the fact that night-animals—owls, rats,

moles—have retinae almost wholly deficient in

cones, but containing rods which are exceed-

ingly rich in the visual purple, that it would
have been simply accepted ever since its first

proposal by Max Schultze had it not been that

it was wholly contradictory to the reigning

Youiig-Helmholtz colour-theory, v. Kries,

who is a warm defender of the theory (but

in the form that the rods are altogether a
‘ darkness-apparatus,’ and that, although they

outnumber the cones twenty to one, they are

wholly functionless in an ordinary illumina-

tion), apparently holds now to the belief that

there are two sorts of wlute—one physio-

logical and brought about by a photochemical

dissociation in the rods, the other psychical

and due to a mental reconstitution of an
even red-green-blue sensation into a sensation

of indistinguishable quality from the first.

From the laboratory of v. Kries have issued

a number of important investigations which

have had for their object the establishment

of the disjunction of function of the rods and

the cones
; to refer to the theory as the

V. Kries theory is, however, a mistake h

If the rods furnish colourless vision only,

is it not possible that the vision of the

totally colour-blind is vision solely by the

rods 1 If that were the case, these defectives

should be totally blind in the fovea, where

there are only cones. That was found to be

the case in the first instance of the defect

which was tested in this regard (Sitzber.

Akad. Wiss. Berlin vom 21. Juni 1894, 593).

A number of cases which have been examined

since (Hess, Hering, Pfliiger) seem not to

have had this defect
;
but the case of Uhthoff,

which was first announced by him to be

‘ And still more so to call it (Abelsdorflf) the

Schultze-Konig theory. Aside from the question of

priority, the theory of Konig is not even the same as

that of Schultze, either for the cones or for the rods.
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without it, has since been found, by more

careful methods, to be actually an in-

stance of total foveal blindness. But mean-

time there has been added to our knowledge

of this subject the fact that a patient of

Euehlmann’s {Zeitsch. f. Augenh., ii, 1899)

had, with total colour-blindness, perfect visual

acuity, which would not be possible without

the functioning of the minute visual elements

of the fovea. This case shows, doubtless,

what was well known before from cases in

which the defect is due to disease, that total

colour-blindness may be caused by lesions or

malformations in the higher visual centres

(though it is still not impossible that, in the

instance of Frau Professor E., rods may have

taken the place of cones in the fovea with no

diminution of acuteness of sight). At all

events, the fact that there are well-marked

instances of foveal blindness in conjunction

with total colour-blindness is conclusive of

the non-existence of normally functioning

cones in those cases in which it occurs.

The luminosity-spectrum of individuals

affected with either of the two forms of red-

green blindness has been obtained with much
exactness by Ferry by the method of flicker-

photometry. He finds that the persistence of

a colour-impression varies inversely with

the luminosity, and is independent of the

character of the colour. See Fig. 16.

Literature (to VIII and IX); Paeinatjd,

La Vision (Paris, 1898); v. Keies, Abhandl.

z. Physiol, d. Gesichtsempfindungen (Leipzig,

1897); Ueber die Fai’benblindheit d. Netz-

hantperipherie, Zeitsch. f. Psychol., xv. 247

(1897); Ueber Farbensysteme, ibid. xiii. 241

(1897) ;
Krit. Bemerk. zur Farbentheorie,

ibid. xix. 175 (1898); ibid. xv. 327 (1898);

V. Keies and Nagel, ibid, xxiii. 161 (1900)

;

PoLiMANTi, Ueber die sogenannte Flickex’-

photometrie, Zeitsch. f. Psychol., xix. 263

(1899) ;
M. Sachs, Fine Methode d. object.

Priifung des Farbensinnes, Arch. f. Ophthal.,

xxxix. 108 (1893); and Ueber den Einfluss

fiirbiger Lid iter auf die "Weite der Pupille,

Pfliiger’s Arch., lii. 79 (1892); E. Beucke,

Ueber einige Consequenzen der Young-Helm-
holtz'schen Theorie, Sitzber. Akad. Wiss.

AVien, Ixxx (3), 3. Juli, 1879.

X. Newton’s Law of Coloue-mixtuees.

This law states that if there are two pairs of

indistinguishable light-mixtures, the double

mixtures formed by uniting them two and two

will also be indistinguishable ; as a particular

case, one pair of light-mixtures may be the

same as the other pair, and hence the law covers

the supposed constant equivalence of two like-

appearing light-mixtui’es (whether coloured

or colourless) under all variations of objec-

tive intensity of illumination. The case

which is of especial interest on account of the

bearing which it has had upon the theory of

Bering is that in which a white (grey) is

made, on the one hand, out of red and blue-

green, and on the other out of blue and

yellow, and the intensity of one or the other

combination is diminished until the two are

equally bright
;

if, now, the illumination for

both mixtures be much reduced, do tliey con-

tinue to be of equal brightness? For an account

of the history of this question see Tschermak,
‘ Ueber d. Bedeutung d. Lichtstarke u. d. Zu-

standes des Sehorgans fvir farblose optische

Gleichungen,’ PJtiigers Arch., 70, 297. Tlie

law in its general form was tested experi-

mentally and affirmed to be correct by Maxwell
and by Aubert by means of the colour-wheel.

V. Kries and Brauneck (1885) tested it by
spectral lights, and again declared it to be
valid. At the same time Hering published

the results of his own investigation of the

question, both by coloured papers and by a

colour-mixing apparatus, and declared the
‘ complete constancy ’ of colourless and of
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coloured equations under changing illumina-

tion. The next year, in his paper ‘ Ueber

Newton’s Gesetz der Farbeninischungen,’ he

reaffirmed this result in the strongest terms,

and declared that any departure from New-
ton’s law would be wholly inconsistent with

the nature of things; he maintained in par-

ticular that such equations were not affected

by the local condition of the retina, by fatigue,

nor, in fact, by anything that could affect the

temjiorary excitability of the eye. v. Kries

also announced, in two papers of 1878 and

1882, that equations of all kinds persisted, no

matter u hat the condition of the eye. Never-

theless, the law is now known not to hold

:

two whites of different light-ray constitution

(red and blue-green as compared with yellow

and blue) differ greatly in relative brightness,

according as they are seen at a bright or a

faint illumination (Ladd-Franklin, Proc. Int.

Cong, of Psychol., 1892; Ebbinghaus,

/. Psychol., 1893).
The phenomenon is readily explained as

a result of the regeneration of the visual

purple, the connection of which with the sup-

plementary vision of a faint light was af-

firmed in 1892, and put beyond question by
Konig in 1894 ;

this pigment is most effective

for green light, and hence that member of the

equation which contains green as one element

of the mixture shines out bi illiantly when the

illumination is very much reduced. The
exhibition of this phenomenon is now a com-
mon laboratory experiment. This worked
strongly against the Hering theory as held at

that time, but Kering has now admitted the

fact of the departures from Newton’s law,

and also of their being due to the regenera-

tion of the visual purple.

Literature (to X) : Tonn, Ueber die Giil-

tigkeit V. Newton’s Farbenmischungsgesetz,
Zeitsch. f. Psychol., vii. 279 (1894); Tschek-
MAK, Ueber die Bedeutung d. Lichtstarke u.

d. Zustandes des Sehorgans fiir farblose opt.

Gleichungen, Pfliiger’s Arch.,lxx. 297 (1898);
Ladd-Feanklin, Psychol. Piev., v. 309 (1898).

XI. The Aetee-imagb. The phenomena
of positive after-images (persistent retinal or
nervous excitation) have been, of late years,

very obscure, but tlie subject has been
much cleared up by Munk (see PiECUEEent
Vision). One thing that is plain is that the
acli romatic and the colour constituent of the
image (whether positive or negative) run a
diffi rent course, and even that the red-green
and the blue-yellow portions of a mixed sen-
sation do not alternate synchronously (Walther,

PJliiger’s Arch., 1898). Another thing that is

quite certain is that the Helmholtz explana-

tion of the negative after-image is wholly
inadequate. It was first shown by Maria
Tiokowa {Zeitsch. f. rat. Med., 3, xvii. 161,

1863) that the wearing of coloured glasses,

if side-lights are wholly shut off, will

bring about temporary colour - blindness.

Coloured objects, if gazed at with absolutely

constant fixation, become colourless
;
hut they

do more than that. There is one simple

experiment, devised by Hering, which is

alone enough to disprove at once the assump-
tion of Helmholtz that the negative after-

image is caused by a residual fraction of the

self-light of the retina. If one stands in

front of a window, in a bright light, and
fixates for a while a patch of colour, say red,

it is then only necessary to draw down a
shade, or to go to a darker part of the room,

to find that the patch, the eyes being still

open and gazing at the red, has turned to a
brilliant blue-green. This is quite incompre-

hensible on the view of Helmholtz
;
he would

have us believe that although the eyes are

open and gazing at red paper in light as

intense as that of the ordinary room, never-

theless the self-light of the retina pushes

itself so to the fore as to counterbalance,

even in its semi-reduced condition (fatigue for

red), an excitation which should normally be

red. That, if the eye should look at white,

fatigue for red would cause it to see only

green is conceivable
;
but how can there be

any sufficient cause for the production of

green when the eye is looking at the most

saturated attainable red 1—for red, on the

Helmholtz theory itself {Physiol. Ojdik,

370), contains no admixture of white. That

the self-light of the retina is wholly inade-

quate to the production of after-images has

been shown in detail, with spectral lights,

by Hess, but this simple experiment is suffi-

cient to prove it to any unprejudiced observer.

There are only two ways in which this

intense green-vision during the looking at red

can be accounted for: (i) to suppose that after

excessive chemical action of one kind nature

quickly goes to work to perform the opposite

process in amount proper to restore the

balance (the opposite process theory), or else

(2) that a chemical substance having been

partially dissociated by red light, the unstable

residuum becomes in turn destroyed, in the

interest of the restoration of the retina to a

tabula rasa for the reception of fresh impres-

sions (the molecular dissociation theory).
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LiUratwre (to XI) : Bidwell, On the Re-

current Images following Visual Impressions,

Proc. Roy. Soc., Ivi. 132 (1894); Bosscha,

Prim., sec. u. tert. Netzhautbilder nach mo-
ment. Lichteindriicken, v. Graefe’s Arch., xl.

22 (1894); Hess, Studien iiher Nachbilder,

ibid. xl. (2), 259; Hess and Peetoei, ibid,

xl. I (1894); Hess, ibid. li. 225 (1900);
Paeinatjd, Ann. d’oculiste, cxii. 225; Rev.

Scient., 4® ser., iii. 709, iv. 134 (1894); Ha-
MAKEE, Ueber Nachbilder nach momentaner
Helligkeit, Zeitsch. f. Psychol., xxi. i (1899) ;

Munk, Die Erscheinungen hei kurzer Reiz-

ung des Sehorgans, Zeitsch. f. Psychol., xxiii.

60 (1900). (C.L.E.-E.B.T.-J.M®K.C.)

Vision (defects of): Ger. GesichtsstSrungen]

Fr. troubles de la vision
;

Ital. disturhi della

vista (or visions'). Vision may be defective

as to any one of its three fundamental func-

tions : as concerned with (i) light, (2) colour,

(3) form, shape, distance (acuity), &c. As
vision is possible in a considerable portion of

the retina, any marked variation in the dis-

tribution of retinal sensibility would give rise

to (4) defects of the visual field. A further

characteristic of human vision is the co-

ordination of the two eyes, which if defective

gives rise to (5) a defect of binocular vision.

Anatomically and physiologically, defects of

vision would be classified according to the

part of the eye or the nervous mechanism of

vision that is affected. The class of defects

thus outlined will also he noted.

(1) Defects of light-perception are present

in all severe cases of Blindness (q. v.)
;
but

so long as any power of vision remains some

power to distinguish light from darkness is

retained. Abnormalities in light-perception

consist in a divergence from the normal con-

ditions of illumination yielding clear vision.

Night-blindness (q. v.) and Day-blindness

(q. V.) are of this type. Variations in different

individuals have been noticed as to the smallest

visible light under given conditions, and as to

the smallest distinguishable difi’erence between

illuminations
;
and these undoubtedly exceed

in some cases what might he regarded as

normal variations. As specific defects, how-
ever, they have not been described. Varia-

tions in the distribution of light-sensibility

over different parts of the area, and the exis-

tence of the Blind Spot (q. v.), are also perti-

nent in this connection. On the general

conditions of light-stimulation, see Vision
I-V. See also Beightness, and cf. Optics.

(2) Defects in colour-vision may be regarded

as (a) CoLOUE-BLiNDNESS (q* V.
;

see also

Vision, VI ff.), and (6) subnormal and im-
perfect colour-vision.

(6) A diminished sensibility to colour-dis-

tinction is very common, and may be confused

with colour-blindness. Moreover those slightly

colour-blind (for the degree of colour-blindness

varies greatly) may also have diminished

facility in colour-distinction. This latter

power is subject to education. The nature

of the confusions concerned are not those

characteristic of true colour-blindness, but
appear as confusions of tints and shades, and
of colours near together in the spectrum, or

of mixed colours with similar components.
The hesitation and slowness in matching
colours in the tests for Colohe-blindness
(cited under that term) often reveal a poor
colour-sense, although in the end the match-
ings are correctly made.

(3)

If the inability to adjust the refractive

mechanism of the eye is such that (for certain

distances) the image is focussed at a point in

front of the retina. Myopia (q. v.) occurs
;

if

behind it, Hypeemetropia (q. v.). If there

is a subnormal range of Accommodation
(q. V.)—a condition incident to the growing-

inelasticity of the lens with age—there is

Presbyopia (q. v.). If the defect is such that

vertical lines are not clearly seen at the same

time with horizontal lines, there is Astig-

matism (q. V.). Such a defect may be due to

irregularities in the cornea, in the shape of

the eyeball, in the lens or in the muscles of

accommodation. Total absence of the lens is

termed Aphakia (q. v.), and produces an ex-

cessive hypermetropia. The common method
of expressing the acuity of vision is by means

of the formula F = ^, in which V expresses

the acuteness of vision, d the distance at

wliich the test-object is distinguished, D
the normal distance at which such an object

should be visible (the distance accepted is

that at which it subtends an angle of five

minutes at the fovea). Letters and various

forms (the forms being preferred as less

familiar and thus less apt to he guessed rather

than read) are used of standard sizes and held

at certain distances
;

the test with large

letters at long distances yielding somewhat
ditferent results than small ones at short

distances. If the numerator d is used to

express in metres the distance at which the

object is seen, and the denominator D the

number of type on the test-board, then

the fraction (e. g. j^) tells not only that the

subject has half the normal acuteness of
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vision, but indicates how the test was arranged.

There may be supernormal as well as sub-

normal visual acuteness. The two eyes may
differ in their refractive powers, such difference

being termed (when serious enough to be

a dei'ect) Anisometropia (q. v.) ;
in such cases

there is a strong tendency to use the more

nearly normal eye in preference to both eyes.

Another form of defect consists in an inability

to maintain accommodation for a considerable

period without excessive strain and fatigue

;

such a condition is termed Asthenopia (q. v.).

Defects in the perception of size, shape, and

distance have not been specifically noted,

apart from refractive errois and errors in

binocular adjustment, except that in cases of

slight detachment of the retina (when vision

may be retained) the rods and cones preserve,

at least for a time, their old local function,

and objects looked at suffer corresponding

distortions (Metamoephopsia, q.v.)
;
Wundt,

among others, has had, and has recovered

from, this defect. It is of importance in con-

nection with theories of Space (perception

of, q. V.). In tests of tlie normal capacity

in this respect, such as are customary in the

psychological laboratory, considerable varia-

tions are found. Abnormal variations are

usually dependent upon a general imper-

fection of vision or upon the defects just

noted.

(4) The normal field of vision by the

retina and the chai'acters of vision in different

parts of it are determined by the Peeimetee

(q. V.). (See Indirect Vision.) Variations

from the noimal may occur in almost endless

ways. Such restrictions of the retinal field

are of great importance not only in practical

diagnosis, but in the study of the nervous

and cerebral substrata of vision. Of special

interest is the condition termed Hemianopia
or Hemianopsia (q. v.), in which a lateral

half of each letina is affected. This usually

points to a central nervous affection.

(5) Defects of binocular vision consist in

a relative inability to command single vision

with tlie two eyes
;
the double vision resulting

from this defect is termed Diplopia (q. v.).

There may also be erroneous projection in the
field of vision. The most frequent causes of

binocular defect are over-strong action of

certain of the ocular muscles, usually the
internal rectus, or paralysis or weakness
of one or other of the muscles in one eye.

This condition, which is termed Strabismus

(q. V.), varies considerably according to the
particular muscles affected. A marked in-

equality between the two eyes in other

respects is also likely to interfere with com-
plete binocular vision, and to produce a greater
dependence upon the perception of the normal
eye. A binocular defect may also consist in
an inability to maintain Convergence (q. v.)

for a considerable time without excessive

strain and fatigue; such a condition would
be a form of asthenopia.

From the point of view of the location of

the visual defect, abnormalities in the refrac-

tive parts of the eye have been sufficiently

noted. The interest here pertinent in defects

in the extra-ocular parts may centre in the

muscles, which have also been considered

;

or in the fact that these muscles are repre-

sented both subcortically and cortically, lesions

in the centres giving rise to paralysis and
spasms of definite types (for the forms of

muscular defect and their anatomical relations

to the nervous centres see below, Norris and
Oliver, op. cit., and Gowers, op. cit.). Defects

in the nervous mechanism may be in the

retina, in the optic nerves, and in the lower

or higher (subcoitical and cortical) cerebral

centres. Local diseases of the retina and
optic nerve are mainly of ophthalmological

interest (see the literature cited below).

Affections of the optic tract, subcortical

centres, cortical centres, and the connections

between these have been studied with reference

to the manner of connection of the retinal

fields with the fibres and cells in this system.

Although consensus as to detail is lacking in

regard to the precise location of these centres,

the subcortical centre is usually assigned to

the corpora quadrig. anter., the corpora gernic.

later., and the thalamus opt., and the cortical

to the occipital lobe. Injury to these pro-

duces blindness in certain portions of the

retinae according to the particular areas or

fibres affected. The fact that each retina is

connected with each hemisphere brings it

about that injury to the centre (or tract) of

one side produces half-blindness (hemianopsia)

of each eye (see Fig. 7 under Vision). The
varieties of hemianopsia, and particularly the

retention or loss of vision in the central

portion, the association of blindness in the

upper and lower, nasal and temporal, halves

of the two eyes indicate an extiemely com-

plicated scheme of connection. Injury to the

occipital cortex may also produce mental

blindness (see Blindness, mental; cf. refer-

ences given also under Hemianopsia). Finally

functional affections of vision of various types

occur. Amaurosis (q.v.) and Amblyopia
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(q. V.), occurring without recognizable ophthal-

moscopic changes, are usually considered to be

of this class. General anaemia, neuralgia, or

neurasthenia, severe headaches, &c., may bring

on temporary fogginess of sight, localized an-

aesthesia (as hemianopsia), diminished colour-

perception, subjective ocular appearances,

and the like; while in Hysteeia (q. v.)

peculiar varieties of functional blindness occur.

Subjective visual sensations are probably more
frequent than those of any other sense, and
appear as hallucinations in dreams, insanity,

and other unusual nervous conditions (trance,

hypnosis, &c.). See Hallucinations, and

Illusions.

This article treats only of such defects and
abnormalities of the processes concerned in

vision as are instructive for the comprehension

of normal vision. Diseases of the eye as such

are not specifically included.

Literature : Noeeis and Olivee’s System of

Diseases of the Eye (1897 and later)
;
Noyes,

Diseases of the Eye (1897) ;
Swanzy, Diseases

of the Eye (6th ed., 1897). See also the

literature cited under the special topics re-

ferred to, notably Vision. (j.j.)

Vis maior [Lat.] ; see Act (in law).

Visual Area (measurement of) : Ger.

Augenrnass \ Yr. estimation avued’ceil) Ital.

misurazione ad occhio. The name given to the

comparison of distances in the plane field of

vision by the unaided eye. Of. Eye Move-
ments.

The relative sense-discrimination is constant

(i. e. Weber’s law holds) over a certain range

of moderate distances, in the estimation of

which the eye has had constant practice in

everyday life. The threshold is approxi-

mately gV-
Literature', the experimental investigations,

of which there are a large number, begin

with Webee in Wagner’s Handworterb. d.

Physiol., iii. 2 (1846), 558, and Ber. d. sachs.

Soc. (1852), 85 ;
Hegelmayee in Vierordt’s

Arch., xi. (1859), 844; Fechnee, Elem. d.

Psychophysik, i. 211, and Hauptpunkte d.

Psychophysik, 338 ;
Volkmann, Physiol.

Enters, im Gebiete d. Optik (1863), i. 117;
Chobin in Arch. f. Ophthal. (1877), xxiii. i.

92. See also Wundt, Physiol. Psychol.

(4th ed.), ii. 131 ;
Helmholtz, Physiol. Optik

(2nd ed.), 740; von Keies, Helmholtz’

Festschrift (1891); Munsteebeeg, Beitr. z.

exper. Psychol., ii, 125 ;
Higiee, Philos. Stud.

(1892), vii. 232. (e.b.t.)

Visual Axis : Ger. Gesichtslinie
;
Fr. ligne

visuelle; Ital. asse visuale, A synonym

II. 8<

for the Line of Vision (q. v.) or line of

sight.

It is not to be confused with the ojitical

axis of the eye. (e.b.t.)

Visual Sensation : see Vision.

Visualization: Ger. (no single term); Fr.

visualisation
;
Ital. visions interna, endovisione

(suggested

—

e.m.) Mental imaging so far as

it involves reproduction of visual expeiiences.

The most interesting point for the psycho-

logist is the diversity of visualizing power in

different individuals. Some are capable of

calling up mental pictures scarcely, if at all,

infei’iorin detailed distinctness of form, colour,

and graduation brightness to the objects as

actually seen by the bodily eye. On the

other hand, there are some few who have
scarcely a rudiment of visualizing power.

Between these extremes a great number of

intermediate stages are found. Cf. Type
(mental).

Literature : Galton, Inq. into Human
Faculty

;
the literature of Type (mental).

(G.E.S., J.M.B.)

Vis viva [Lat.] : Ger. Vis viva, lebendige

Kraft (not to be confused with Lebenslcraft)

Vy. vis viva, force vive] Hal. forza viva. Living

force
;
the quantity represented by the product

of the mass of a body into the square of its

velocity.

It has nearly disappeared from current use

as a physical quantity, being replaced by the

term energy, which is one-half the vis viva.

The term arose from the fact that some
effects of the power of a moving body were
proportional to the simple velocity, and (rthers

to the square of the velocity. Thus arose

the conception of momentum, proportional to

the velocity, and living force, or vis viva,

proportional to its square. (S.N.)

Vital Properties ; see Living Mattee.
Vital Sensation. : see Oeganic Sensa-

tion.

Vitalism : see Life, and cf. Living
Mattee.

Vitality [Lat. vita, life] ; Ger. (i) Vita-

litdt, (2) Lehenskraft
;
Fr. (i) vie, (2) vitalite]

Ital. (i) vita, (2) vitcdith. (i) That which

belongs to living organisms as constituting

their Life (q. v.). Cf. Vitalism, and Living
Mattee.

(2) Relative efficiency in the vital processes,

(a) in degree with reierence to a normal con-

dition (as in the phrase ‘ impairment of

vitality’), or (6) in endowment as compared
with other individuals or species (as ‘ the

vitality of an oak seed ’). (j.m.b.)
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Vitascope: see Illusions of Motion
AND Movement, I, Visual.

Vividness [Lat. vivere, to live] : Ger.

Lehhafliykeit ;
Fr. vivucile, intensite

;
Ital.

vivezza, vivacitct. (i) Strength or intensive

degree of an experience of any sort.

(2) By some considered a third original

property of images additional to quality and

inlensity.

As a technical terra the word has been

employed to indicate a distinction between

sensation with perception on the one liand, and

idea on the other, the former being distin-

guished from the latter by greater vividness

(Hume’s distinction between ‘ impression ’ and

‘idea,’ Treatise, i. sect, i, and iii. sect. 7).

Thus the vividness attaching to direct experi-

ence of the external world becomes the test or

sign of reality (Leibnitz), and so a criterion

of belief (Volkmann). It is sometimes argued

(Rabier) that relative vividness or intensity is

the onty distinction between perception and

representation, and that artificial vividness

attaching to memory or imagination may be

the sufficient cause of illusion.

MTiile undoubtedly true that vividness is

primarily a property of sensory or direct

experience, yet the psychophysical nature of

it—described by the words strength, vivacity,

vigour, liveliness, all used by Hume—is still

obscure. Some hold that—like all intensity,

or more certainly so—it is a qualitative dis-

tinction
;

others (recently Miinsterberg) find

in it an original property as in definition (2).

Literature: Hume, as cited; Volkmann,
Lehrb. d. Psychol., ii (with literary citations);

Rabier, Lemons d. Psychol.
;
Munsteebekg,

Grundziige d. Psychol., i; the textbooks of

j)sychology generally. (j.m.b., g.f.s.)

Vivisection [Lat. virus, alive, -f- sectio, a

cutting]: Ger. Vivisection,] Fr. vivisection]

Ital. vivisezione. Experimentation upon living

organs or organisms in which vital processes

form an essential element in the experiment.

The woid has lost all trace (except in the

minds of anti-vivisectionists) of its derivative

meaning, dissecting alive, and is commonly
used to designate all experiments, physio-

logical, pathological, or anatomical, in which
life, or vital process, of the animal or organ
forms an essential part. (c.p.h.)

Vocal Cords(Ligaments or Bands) [Lat.
vocalis, sounding]: Ger. Stimmhander

]

Fr.

cordes vocales
]

lta,l. corde vocali. Membranes
of the larynx concerned with voice production.
Bee Vocal Organs. (c.f.h.)

Vocal Organs: Ger. Stimm-{Laut-]or-

ijane] Vr. oryanes vocaux
]

lta\. oryani vocali.

The appiiratus for the production of sounds

by the voice.

Nearly all air-breathing animals are pro-

vided with some sort of a vocal apparatus

for recognition calls, warning cries, &c., and
throughout the mammalian phylum the general

plan of this mechanism is very similar in spite

of great diversity in the chaiacterof the voice

produced. The requirements of articulate

speech in human beings have involved no
important change in this general plan, but

for the most part an increase merely in the

range and delicacy of movement of the parts.

This apparatus consists essentially of a pair

of membranes or cushions (the so-called vocal

cords) stretched across the trachea and sup-

ported by cartilages, to which are joined

muscles connecting the cartilages to each

other and to surrounding parts of the skeleton,

so arranged as to vary the length, tension,

and mass of the membranes and the position

of the organ as a whole. Variations in the

size and shape of the air columns above and
below the vocal cords are also important

factors in vocalization.

The lower Amphibia have only feebly de-

veloped laryngeal cartilages; but the frogs

and other Anura have a well-developed voice

box with vocal cords and the necessary

muscles, so that these are the lowest animals

which can properly be said to possess a voice.

They illustrate also the important jiart played

by the form of the air column set into vibra-

tion, for during vocalization a single or paired

air-sac in the floor of the mouth is distended

to form a powerful resonator. In birds there

are two voice boxes, an upper and a lower.

The upper corresponds to the larynx of other

animals, but does not participate in vocaliza-

tion. The lower voice box, or syrinx, lies at

or near the union of the trachea and the

bronchial tubes, where the cartilaginous rings

of the trachea or bronchi are modified to form

a resonance chamber within which are vibra-

tile membranes which act like the vocal cords,

and whose tension may be altei'ed by appro-

priate muscles. The long trachea of birds

serves as a resonator whose efficiency is in

some cases greatly strengthened by further

elongation produced by coiling the trachea

upon or even within the sternum. In reptiles

the larynx has moved upwards and, as in

mammals, comes into relation with the hyoid

bone. Some of the laryngeal cartilages

have probably been derived phylogenetically

from branchial, or visceral, arches of the
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gill-bearing vertebrates, as the hyoid bone is

known to have been.

The human vocal organs have to produce

changes iu the loudness, pitch, and quality of

tones. The first is accomplished by variations

in the strength of the air-blast forced through

the larynx, the second chiefly by changes in the

length and tension of the vocal coids, and

the tliird mainly by changes in the form of the

resonance chamber between the vocal cords

and the lips. The larynx, with its intrinsic

and extrinsic muscles, and the entire cavity

of the mouth, pharynx, and nose, with their

contained organs, are therefore necessary

parts of the organs of voice.

The larynx, or voice box, consists of nine

cartilages bound together by movable articu-

lations, enclosing the upper end of the trachea,

which is here contracted to a narrow opening,

the glottis, bounded by membranous folds, the

vocal cords. Of these cartilages, six are in

pairs and thi-ee are unpaired, viz. the thyroid,

cricoid, and epiglottis. The cricoid forms the

base of the larynx and completely encircles

the upper end of the trachea. It has been com-

pared to a signet ring with the seal on the

dorsal side (see Fig. i). The thyroid cartilage

covers the ventral or front side of the larynx

with two broad plates, or alae, extending

dorsally and enclosing its sides. Each of

those alae articulates with the cricoid at the

side (Fig. i), thus permitting a rocking

motion between these cartilages on a trans-

verse axis. The epiglottis is a leaf-like plate

of cartilage attached by a slender stalk to the

inner face of the thyroid cartilage in front, at

the point of union of the alae. It is other-

wise free and overhangs the upper opening of

the larynx. Of the paired cartilages, the

arytenoids are the most important. These

are three-sided pyi’amids with their bases

resting on the dorsal and highest part of the

cricoid and their apexes apjrroaching each

other in the middle line dorsally of the open-

ing of the glottis. The vocal cords extend

from the arytenoids forwards to the inner

face of the thyroid cartilage near the middle

line (Fig. 2). The cornicula laryngis are

aiticulated with the summits of the arytenoids,

and the cuneiform cartilages are embedded in

the mucous membranes just above the corni-

cula. They are frequently absent.

These cartilages are movably articulated

with each other, and the intrinsic laryngeal

muscles (seven on each side and one unpaired

extending between the arytenoid cartilages)

are so related to them as to cause a variety of

complex movements of rotation of the carti-

lages upon each other. By means of the

intricate lever movements thus produced the

positions of the vocal cords are varied in two
ways, viz. (i) the width of the opening of the

glottis between them may be changed, and

(2) the length, thickness, and tension of the

cords themselves may be changed. These two
movements may take place independently of

each other. The arrangement of the principal

muscles involved may be gathered from
Figs. I, 2. The extrinsic laryngeal muscles

may approximate the larynx and hyoid bone
(thyro-liyoid muscle), or they may elevate the

whole hyoideo-laryngeal apparatus (mm. genio-

hyoideus, inylo-hyoideus, digastricus, stylo-

hyoideus, hyoglossus), or they may depress

the whole apparatus (mm. steruo-hyoideus,

sterno-thyroideus, omo-hyoideus). They play

an important part in varying the length of

the air column in the production of tones of

different pitch. The shape of this resonance

chamher is also modified by all the other

muscles of the pharynx and mouth.
Returning now to the larynx, it consists, as

we have seen, essentially of the vocal cords,

cartilaginous supports for these, and the

muscles necessary for their regulation. The
cavity of the larynx opens widely below into

the windpipe
;

it is constricted in the middle

by the vocal cords (Fig. 3), and again, higher

up, by the ventricular bands or false vocal

coi’ds. Between these two pairs of membra-
nous folds is a capacious dilation on each side,

the ventricles of Morgagni, and above the

ventricular bairds the cavity again becomes

very wide. This latter cavity communicates

directly with the pharynx. It is overarched

by the epiglottis, and this organ may he

pressed down like a valve to shut off the

cavity of the larynx from the pharynx. This

is said to occur in the act of swallowing,

though the sphincter muscles surrounding the

superior laryngeal aperture are sufficient to

effect the closure of this aperture without the

aid of the epiglottis. The epiglottis probably

has an important function in modifying the

quality of the voice.

Much ingenuity has been expended to dis-

cover the true functions of the ventricular

hands and the ventricles of Morgagni. The
bands are well provided with mucous and

serous glands, and the ventircles doubtless

serve to contain this secretion and distribute

it to the vocal cords. The bands, besides

serving to protect the vocal cords from

above, have also a valvular action, serving by
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Fig. I. The larynx and its muscles as seen from
the side, the riglit ala of the thyroid cartilage having
been removed. From Gray’s Anatomy.

Fig. 3. Vertical transverse section of the larynx.

(After Testut, from the American Texthooh of
Physioloijy.) i, posterior face of epiglottis

; l', its

cushion
; 2, aryteno-ejdglottic fold

; 3, ventricular

band, or false vocal cord
; 4, true vocal cord; 5, cen-

tral fossa of Merkel : 6, ventiicle of larynx
;

6', its

ascending pouch; 7, anterior portion of cricoid; 8,

section of cricoid
; 9, cut surface of thyroid

; 10,

thyro-hyoid membrane
; 1 1, thyro-hyoid muscle ; 12,

aryteno-epiglottic muscle
; 1 3,thyro-arytenoid muscle;

13', its inner division contained in the vocal cord ; 1 4,

crico-thyroid muscle
; 1 5, subglottic portion of larynx

;

16, cavity of the trachea.

Fig. 4. Larynx of the chim-
panzee. (After Wit dershejm.) Cr.,
cricoid cartilage

;
Ct„ thyroid car-

tilage ; IJ, body of hyoid bone ; h
and h'

,

its small and large cornua

;

ht., ligamentum crico-thyroideum;
Mth., ligamentum thyreo-hyoide-
nm

; Tr., trachea
; l, a, 3, the

three resonance cavities.
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their apposition to close the air passage to

outgoing currents, though they offer no
obstruction to the inwai’d current. As a

matter of fact, the chief significance of the

ventricles and ventricular bands is probably

vestigial. In some apes the ventricles are

enormously enlarged to form the ‘ vocal sacs,’

\\ hich, when distended with air, may extend

far down the neck and serve as powerful reso-

nators (see Fig. 4).

In attempting to explain the practical

working of the vocal organs in the pro-

duction of speaking and singing tones ob-

servers have naturally turned to the various

types of musical instruments for suggestive

analogies. But it would appear that there is

no single artificial instrument with which the

vocal organs can be directly compared, and
indeed the conclusions reached by those who
have most exhaustively studied the vocal

mechanism are so inharmonious that it cannot

be asserted positively in what class or classes

of instruments these organs should be placed.

The larynx is commonly described as a reed

pipe with a membranous tongue. Helmholtz,

in comparing the vocal cords with membranous
reeds, says, ‘ They have the advantage over

all artificially constructed tongues of allowing

the width of their slit, their tension, and even
their form to be altered at pleasure with

extraordinary rapidity and certainty, at the

same time that the resonant tube formed by
the opening of the mouth admits of much
variety of form, so that many more qualities

of tone can be thus produced than on any

instrument of artificial production.’ The
vocal cords, like membranous reeds in general,

produce the sound, not by directly beating

the air by the vibrating tongue, but by emit-

ting the air from a narrow orifice in successive

puffs like a siren. The vibratory pulses thus

emitted ai’e very complex, Helmholtz having

demonstrated overtones up to the i6th

partial, when one of the brighter vowels is

sung by a deep bass voice.

According to the conception of Helmholtz,

the quality of the voice is determined mainly
in two ways

:
(i) by the form and tension of

the vocal cords and their method of appo-

sition, which will determine the number of

upper partials in the tone as voiced in the

larynx
;
and (2) by the form of the resonance

chamber above the larynx, which will deter-

mine which one of these numerous partials

will be reinforced. The quality of all musical

sounds is dependent upon the relative force of

the upper partials to the fundamental pitch

and Helmholtz asserts that vowel qualities of
tone are essentially distinguished from the
tones of most other musical instruments by
the fact that the loudness of their partial tones
does not depend solely upon their numerical
order as compared with their fundamentals,
hut preponderantly upon the absolute pitch
of those partials.

The consonants are combinations of noises
which have no definite pitch, and hence cannot
readily be expressed in terms of musical
notation. The physiology of their production
is, however, more easily studied than is that
of vowel sounds, and indeed lies at the basis
of the conventional classifications of sj)oken
sounds into labials,

dentals, &c. For the

details of the musical

composition of the

several vowels and the

physiologicalmovements
necessai’y to produce
them and the conso-

nants, the reader must
be referred to special

works. It is obvious

from what precedes that

the act of vocalization is

the most complicated

and delicate of all the

special muscular me-
chanisms.

The above is the

classic explanation of

vocalization asdeveloped

by Helmholtz. Very re-

cently attention has

been called to the fact

that the vocal cords do

not vibrate as elastic

membranes,but as elastic

cushions
; i. e. they do

not vibrate in the direc-

tion of the axis of the

larynx, but at right angles to that direc-

tion. This conception, like that of the mem-
branous tongue, considers that the air is

liberated through the glottis in a succession

of explosive puffs; but, unlike the former

theory, does not regard the cushion itself, i. e.

the lips of the glottis, as the source of the

vibrations of the air column above. In accord

with this. Scripture moreover decides, from a

study of speech curves taken from a gramo-

phone, that the movement of the air in the

mouth cavity both in song and in speech is

a free vibration and not a forced one, and

Fig. 5. Two dia-

gi’ams of the vocal

cords. (After Muse-
hold.) Theupperfigure
shows how the cords in

strong chest tones are

brought together in

firm contact and flat-

tened forcibly against

each other. The lower
figure illustrates the

way in which the air

pressure in the trachea

presses the cords apart.
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tliat the characteristic moutli tones of vowels

are generally inharmonic to the larynx tone,

i. e. to the fundamental vibration of the vocal

cords. In this he follows out the theory of

vowel formation stated by Willis in 1830,

rather tlian that of Wheatstone (1837), as

modified by Helmholtz. The whole subject

is one of extreme intricacy, and in view

of the technical difficulties in the way of its

study, it is not surprising that observers do

not reach absolute agreement.
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Voice [Lat. vox, a voice]: Ger. Stimme;
Fr. voix', Ital. voce. Sound uttered from the
mouth

;
generally restricted to human sounds,

while those uttered Ijy animals are spoken
of as cries. See Vocal Organs, and cf.

Speech. (c.e.h.)

Void : see Vacuum.
Volition: Ger. Wollen, Volition', Fr.

volition
;

Ital. atto di volontd, volizione. The

settlement by the self of a psychic issue;

the adoption of an End (q. v.). See also

Nolition.

Special cases are designated by the terms
Choice, Decision, Resolution, Fiat, Veto
(see those topics, also Will). Volition is an
End-state, in the more restricted sense apply-

ing to a conation
;
or a Terminus, when that

again is restricted to the cognized object or

End (see those terras).

The adjective volitional applies strictly to

volition, and should replace the adjective

voluntary, which is wider, a^iplying to all acts

or dispositions of will. See Action.

(J.M.B., G.E.S.)

Volitional (action, act, process, &c.) [Lat.

volitio, act of willing, from voluntas, will]

:

Ger. Willkiir{-handlung, -vorgang, &c.
;

cf.

Terminology, German, ‘ Willens ’); Fr. [acte,

&c.) de volition, volitionnel (cf. Voluntary)
;

Ital. {atto, &c.) volitivo, or di volizione (cf.

Voluntary). Involving or issuing in a Vo-
lition (q. V.), Cf. Action.

Volitional acts are always voluntary and
so always conative

;
but they constitute a

species narrower than either of these.

(J.M.B., G.E.S.)

Volkmann, Wilhelm Fridolin, Ritter
vonVolkmar. (1821-77.) Born and educated

at Prague, where he became Privat docent, and,

later, professor of philosophy. A prominent

Herbartian. See Herbartianism.
Voltaire, Fran9ois Marie Arouet de.

(1694—1778.) Born at Paris and educated at

the Jesuit college, Louis-le-Grand. Banished

from Paris (1716) for some verses on the

regent, he remained at Sully-sur-Loire until

(1717) he was confined in the Bastille for a

satire which he, by mistake, was thought to

have written. Set free on condition that he

went to England to live (1726). Returned in

1729; wandered about, writing industriously,

until 1732, when he took up his abode with

Mme du Chatelet at Cirey. After her death

(1749) he went (1750) to the court of

Frederick II of Prussia
;

but, exasperated

and angry, fled 1753. After a few years

of wandering, he purchased an estate near

Geneva, which remained his home for some

time and the resort of the literati of Europe.

He was buried in the Pantheon, receiving

absolution and a Christian burial by the

Church. He was one of the Encyclopedists

(q. V.).

Voluminousness. This word is employed

by James as a synonym for Extbnsity (q. v.)

or extensiveness.
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James’ use of it {Princ. of Psychol^ is

probably connected with the doctrine that

extensity is ‘ three-dimensional.’ This is

suggested by the term voluminousness and
not by ‘extensity’ or extensiveness.

(G.P.S., J.M.B.)

Voluntarism (in metaphysics) [Lat. vo-

luntas, will] : Ger. Voluntarismus
;
Fr. volon-

tarisme

;

Ital. volontarismo. The theory that

the ultimate nature of reality is to be con-

ceived as some form of will (or conation);

contrasted with Intellectualism (q. v.).

The Greek mind was pre-eminently rational,

and gave to experience an intellectual analysis

and interpretation. The Komans and Hebrews
both attached gi’eater significance to personal

will. Augustine gave expression to this in

those parts of his system in which the will

is made primary both in the individual and
in the deity—‘ omnes nihil aliud quam volun-

tates sunt.’ Consciousness itself as an act of

attention is under the guidance and control

of will, and God, as creator and saviour,

shows his free will and ‘ grace.’

Mediaeval thought, which was influenced

on the one hand by Greek rationalism and on

the other by those motives in the Greek

church which were drawn from both Hebrew
and Eoman sources, displayed intellectualism

and voluntarism in clearly defined opposition.

On the one hand, intellectualism was cham-
pioned by Averroes, Thomas Aquinas, and
the mystic Eckhart

;
on the other hand, volun-

tarism was defended by Avicebron, Duns
Scotus, and William of Occam. The opposing

theories were applied to the psychology of

the individual, to the conception of the nature

of the deity, to the field of ethics, and to the

ideal of future blessedness. According to

intellectuaEsm, the choice of the will falls

upon that which is recognized by the intellect

as the good ;
according to voluntarism, it is

the choice of the will which determines the

object to be good. Each theory in this respect,

therefore, was stating one side of what present

psychology recognizes as the nature of value,

i.e. as ultimately relative to personal choice,

and not existing as such independently of such

a personal choice (cf. Woeth). On the other

hand, the intellectualist was seeking to main-
tain that, for the rational individual, value is

not a matter to be decided by impulse or

blind wiU, but is rather to be determined

or, as intellectualism naturally states it, to

be recognized by the reason.

On the question of the freedom of the

will, intellectualism stood for determinism.

and voluntarism stood for indeterminism, and
in reference to this opposition the remarks
just made as to the relative truth of intel-

lectualism and voluntarism will apply, with
a slight change of phrase.

In the respective ideals of future blessed-

ness, intellectualism, following the example
of Aristotle, regards the state of final blessed-

ness as a state of contemplation (Becopia).

Voluntarism maintains, on the other hand,

that blessedness must be regarded as an
activity, and finds this blessed activity in

love, appealing to the text, ‘ The greatest of

these is love.’ Finally, t hese opposing theories

lead to opposing views as to the nature of

theology. According to intellectualism, theo-

logy should be an essentially speculative

science
;
according to voluntarism, a practical

science, controlling life, but not necessarily

aiming to comprehend philosophic truth.

This opposition, therefore, passes over readily

into that between faith and reason.

In modern philosophy the great activity of

scientific thought in the time of the Eenais-

sance tended to emphasize the intellectualist

categories for the interpretation of the in-

dividual and of ultimate reality. Descartes

has an interesting blending of the two prin-

ciples of intellectualism and voluntarism in

his ‘ doctrine of error.’ The intellect, if acting

only under its own laws, attains truth, but

when the will asserts itself prematurely by
pronouncing a judgment, in cases where the

intellect has not achieved complete clearness

and distinctness, it gives rise to error and
falsity.

In Spinoza the intellectualistic principle

asserts itself as modifying and transforming

the individualism which expresses itself so

strongly in certain aspects of his thought.

Desire is for Spinoza an indication of imper-

fection, and passions are a source of human
bondage. When all things are seen purely in

rational relations, desire is stilled, the mind
is freed from the passions and experiences that
‘ intellectual love of God,’ which is for Spinoza

the ideal of blessedness.

Leibnitz conceived that Spinoza’s interpre-

tation of the world in rational and logical

categories left no place for the individual,

or for the conception of ends or purposes as

a determining factor in reality. In his own
conception of the universe, Leibnitz attempted

to adjust the claims of intellectualism and
voluntarism

; e. g. in the theory of knowledge

he distinguished between the vSrites eternelles,

which conform to the laws of rational or
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logical necesslt}^, ami the vh'ites des fails,

which conform to the principle of sufficient

reason, and this is defined more particularly

as a ‘ choice of the best ’ on the part of the

deity. In the metaphysics of his system

volunlarism again asserts it^elf in las views

of the monads, or individual units of which

all reality is composed, for the laws of these

monads are conceived to he the laws of the

conscious realization of ends, while the means

emi'loyed for the attainment of these ideal

ends must conform to the laws of rational

necessity.

More recent voluntarism owes its origin

to Kant, and particularly to his doctrine

of the ‘ primacy of the practical over the

pure reason.’ Intellectually, man is incapable

of knowing ultimate reality, hut this need not

and must not interfere with the duty of

acting as though the spiritual character of

this reality were certain. Freedom cannot

be demonstrated speculatively, hut whenever

man acts under a motive supplied by reason,

he is thereby exhibiting the practical effi-

ciency of reason, and thus showing its reality

in a practical sense.

Following Kant, two distinct lines of volun-

tarism have proceeded, which have had in-

creasing influence during the past (19th)

century. These may be called respectively

rational and irrational voluntarism, whose
originator’s were respectively Fichte and
Schopenhauer. Fichte starts more directly

from the Kantian position, but draws the

issue more sliaiply. Not only does Fichte
make the ethical piimary in the sphere of

conduct, it is for him primary even in the

sphere of knowledge. Tlie whole nature of

consciousness can be undei stood only from
the p(jint of view of ends which are set irp

by the self. The actual world, with all the

activity that it has, is only to be understood
as material for the activity of the practical

reason, as the means through which the will

achieves complete freedom and complete moral
realization. The writers who have developed
voluntarism, with greater or less reference

to Fichte’s principles, are Beneke, Fortlage,
M undt, Maine de Biran, Eenouvier, and
William .James.

b'cliopenlrauer’s voluntarism asseits a more
radical f'pposilion Ijetweeu the will and in-

ti'llect than that repiesentod by the Ficlitean

line. For him, the will is by its very nature
ii rational. It manifests itself in various
stages ill the world of nature as physical,
cliemical, magnetic, and vital foice, pre-emi-

nently, however, in the animal kingdom in the

form of ‘ the will to live,’ which means the

tendency to assert itself in the struggle for

means of existence and for reproduction of

the species. This activity is all of it blind,

so far as the individual agent is concerned,

although the power and existence of the will

are thereby asserted continually. Schopen-
hauer attaches his system to that of Kant
by the claim that the world, as conceived

under the ‘forms’ of space and time and the

‘categories’ of the understanding (which Scho-

penhauer reduces to one, viz. cause and effect),

is merely a world of presentation (Vorstellung)

—it may even be called a world of illusion

(Maya). The true nature of reality, on the

other hand, or what Kant spoke of as the
‘ Thing-in-itself,’ is not to be reached through

the intellect, but through the immediate con-

sciousness of the will. The world is, as it

were, experienced from the inside, under the

form of will, whereas through our intellectual

interpretation we apprehend it merely from
the outside. Intellect and will are frequently

at cross purposes, but in comparison with the

will, which is the real driving force or ultimate

principle, the intellect is to be regarded as

merely an excrescence which the will has

assumed in man. The theory of voluntarism

is in Schopenhauer combined with pessimism

(q. V. under Optimism and Pessimism), which

declares the activity of the will to be essen-

tially a painful activity, since desire, the

typical assertion of the will, always pre-

supposes want. Eelease from this ever un-

satisfied ci’aving of the will may, according

to Schopenhauer, be found in two ways. A
temporary release is found in the aesthetic con-

templation of the work of art. Here desire

is stilled (cf. Plato’s view of Beauty, q. v.).

Complete release is found only in a denial of

the will to live, and this, Schopenhauer

maintains, is the fundamental principle of

Buddhism and Chiistianity. v. Hartmann
has developed Schopenhauer’s principles in his

philosophy of theUNCONSCious (q.v.). Certain

sides of the jrhilosophy of Nietzsche represent

the princi[)le cf voluntarism in its irrational

form. In general, it may be said that volun-

tai ism has been a growing ter.deucy in recent

tlioiight.
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of Reality (1899, index, ‘Will’); Wundt,
Syst. d. Philos. (1889), 373 ff.; Jamus, The
Will to Believe (1897) ;

Munsteebeeg, Philos,

and Life. (j.h.t.)

Voluntary (action, act, process, &c.)

voluntas, Ger. Wlllens{-handlung,

-vorgang, &c. ;
cf. Tekminology, German,

‘ Widens ’); Fr. volontaire-, Ital. volontario.

Conative, i.e. involving Conation (q.v.).

Voluntary processes may or may not he

Volitional (q.v.) processes (cf. the scheme

of terminology given under Action). They
therefore include both those acts which we
actively will (volitions), and those with refer-

ence to which we are merely ‘ willing.’ Un-
restrained impulses are voluntary even when
acted upon sjiontaneously.

Voluntary processes are contrasted with

non-voluntary (aconative) on the one hand,

and involuntary (contra-conative) on the

other. (J.M.B., G.F.s.)

Voodoo [Creole Fr. vaudoux, a negro

sorcerer
;
possibly a form of Vaudois, a Wal-

densian, these as heretics having been accused

of sorcery] : Ger. Voodoo
;
Fr. vaudoux; Ital.

vudh. Voodoo is a special form of sym-

pathetic magic, jiartially of African origin,

and cuiTent mainly among the negroes and
creoles of the southern parts of the United
States.

The nature of the process is generally the

same as that of magic elsewhere, and takes

the form of malicious and noxious charms

and rites, healing and soothsaying formulas,

witchcraft and omens. See Magic.
There is some tendency to use the word in

a general sense for evil influence or ill

fortune supposed to be effected by mysterious

means. (j.j.)

Vulgate [Lat. vulgata, from vulgare, to

make common]; Ger. Vulgata; Fr. Vulgate;

Ital. Vulgata. The name of Latin trans-

lations of the Bible, applied first to cer-

tain African versions made from the LXX,
during the 2nd century, and more especially

to the Latin version of St. Jerome made at

Rome at the close of the 4th century by
coni2iarison with the original Hebrew and
Greek.

St. Jerome undertook the work of revision

at the request of Pope Damasius, and lu'ought

to his work a knowledge of Greek and of

Hebrew, which he studied for the purpose.

His work received the ofiicial sanction of the

Roman Church. At the invention of printing,

the Vulgate was the first book produced from

movable types. It is the basis of the Wick-
liffe translation into English, and through it

has exercised an important influence on the

development of the English language.

Literature-. WESTCOTT,TheVulgate; Smith’s

Diet, of the Bible
;
Hoene, Introd. to the

Scriptures; Caedinal Wiseman, Essays, i

(1853); S. Beegee, Hist, de la Vulgate

(1893); Johnson’s Univl. Encyc., art. Vul-

gate. (A.T.O.)
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Wage-fand Theory: Ger. Lohnfonds-

theorie; Fr. (no recognized equivalent)
;

Ital.

teoria del fondo-salario. The doctrine that

wages depend on a ratio between population

and capital.

The popular theory of wages is that they

depend on demand for commodities
;

that the

expenditure of the rich is a source of pro-

B|.erity to the labourer. The English econo-

mists, from Ricardo to Mill, showed the error

of this view, and proved that it is not the

wealth which the capitalist consumes that

really goes to the support of the labourer, but

the wealth which he does not consume. These

economists made the savings of the capitalists

the source of demand for labour, and said

that these accumulated savings or capital

constituted a wage-fund, which determined
the amount of real wages. Long, Thornton,

Walker, and others demonstrated the practical

error of this view by showing that wages often

were high when the wage-fund theory would
have them low, and vice versa

;
but the theo-

retical fallacy was first pointed out by New-
comb, who showed that a quantity of capital

divided by a number of people cannot possibly

give a rate of wages. In other words, wages
are a flow, and not a fund.

Literature: Walker, The Wages Question;
Taussig, Wages and Capital. (a.t.h.)

Wages [AS. vadis, a pledge] : Gev. Arbeits-

lohn; Fr. salaire-, Ital. salario. (i) The
remuneration of labour as distinct from that
of other factors in production.

(2) The sums paid by property owners or
their representatives to labourers for work
done under the direction of the property owners.

If the degree of education required be such
that the labourers must be in large measure
self-directing, these payments are known as

\

salaries or fees ;
the former corresponding to

time wages, the latter to piece wages.

If we treat problems of wealth and distri-

bution from the public standpoint, the first

of these definitions is the logical one. If we
treat them from the private standpoint, the

second definition is much to be preferred.

In fact, the first definition is a dangerous

one, owing to the extreme difficulty of sepa-

rating wages as thus defined from any other

class of income whatsoever.

Literature: Cannan, Hist, of Theories of

Production and Distribution. (a.t.h.)

Wagner, Rudolf. (1805-64.) Edu-
cated at Erlangen, Wurzburg (in comparative

anatomy under Cuvier), and Paris. Professor

of zoology at Erlangen, 1833; in Gottingen

1840, where he died. His works were influen-

tial in the sphere of physiological psychology.

Waltz, Theodor. (1821-84.) Born at

Gotha, he studied at Leipzig and Jena,

and travelled in France and Italy. Pro-

fessor of philosophy at Marburg after 1864,

and devoted during his later life to anthropo-

logical psychology. See Heebaetianism.

Wakefulness : see Insomnia.

Wallace, William. (1843-97.) Born at

Cupar in Fife, Scotland ;
educated at St. An-

drews and Balliol. He was fellow and tutor

of Merton College, and succeeded T. H. Green

as Whyte’s Profe?sor of Moral Philosophy at

Oxford, 1882. He delivered the Gifibrd Lec-

tures in 1894-5. A leader of the English

Hegelian school. He translated and com-

mented on certain of Hegel’s works.

Waller’s Law : Ger. Waller sches Gesetz
;

Fr. loi de Waller (more commonly, methode,

ou dsyenerescence, Wallerienne— v.D.); Ital.

legge di Waller, or legge Walleriana. The em-

pirical rule that after section or injury to
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a peripheral nerve the degenerative changes

pursue a direction similar to that normally

followed by the stimuli.

In 1850 it was observed that after section

of a peripheral nerve the portion beyond the

injury degenerates. The axis-cylinder and
medullary sheath decompose, and the nuclei

at first proliferate and then, in event of failure

to re-effect central connection, disappear.

Waller explained these facts by assuming

that the central system exerts a trophic in-

fluence which is abolished by section. In

1868 Vulpian published the results of a study

of the spinal cord of persons who had suffered

amputations. He found the cord reduced in

size in the half corresponding to the limb

amputated, but the changes were regarded as

atrophic. Fiicdlander and Krause showed

that these changes are limited to the centri-

petal system (dorsal and lateral columns,

Clarke’s columns, &c.), while the ventral root

is unaltered (see Spinal Coed). Although

many subsequent observers report changes in

the ventral roots and cells of ventral cornua,

they are now known to obey a different law

from the degenerations of sensory fibres.

They originate in the cell and follow the

same course as that normal to the stimulus

(Bregmann). The applicability of Waller’s

law is not discredited by degenerations of

disease in motor roots, for, as already noted,

they too follow the direction of the stimulus

and suggest a trophic influence on the part

of the cell. See Degeneration. (h.h.)

Want : see Need.
Wants [Icel. vant, wanting]: Ger. Bediirf-

nisst\ Fr. besoins; Ital. bisogni. (1) Those

desires which give rise to a demand for wealth.

(2) The direction taken by such demand.

Want, in the second sense, differs from de-

mand in not being a quantitative expression.

We may say that the quantity of a want
which a man will satisfy under given con-

ditions represents his demand under those

conditions. (a.t.h.)

War [O.H.G. werra]: Ger. Krieg; Fr.

guerre’, Ital. guerra. A state of hostility,

looking to or being a conflict of arms between

nations, or (civil war) between a nation and
a considerable part of its citizens.

Within the meaning of the provision against

treason in the United States Constitution,

war is levied ‘ if a body of men be actually

assembled for the purpose of effecting by
force a treasonable purpose ’ {Ex parte Boll-

man, 4 Crench’s U. S. Law Reports, 75).

War may exist, in fact, before it has been

8

formally declared. It makes all commercial
intercourse between subjects of the belligerent

powers unlawful, and suspends the right of

action on their prior contracts until after

the close of the war (Woolsey, Interna-

tional Law, § 1 1 7). Articles of war: the

rules adopted in any state for the regulation

of the army. Those of the United States are

in the U. S. Revised Statutes, sec. 1342.
See Belligeeenct, and Neutrality.

The law of war was largely put in form by
Grotius, in his De lure Belli ac Pads, (s.e.b.)

Warm Spot : see Temperature Spot,
and Temperature Sensation.
Warning Colours : Ger. Schutzfarben

(protective colouring)
;
Fr. couleursprotectrices

(pr otective colouring)
;

Ital. colori ammonitori
(suggested—e.m.). The conspicuous colours

of certain organisms, especially insects, asso-

ciated with noxious or nauseous qualities,

or perhaps in some cases with excessive

hardness or toughness, of which they give
‘ warning ’ to other creatures, (c.ll.m.-j.m.b.)

The origin and value of warning colours

have been considered by biologists in close

connection with biological Mimicry (q. v.).

On the selection hypothesis they have been

evolved in close association with noxious

or nauseous qualities in organisms, and are

due to conscious but not purposive selection

(see Selection). Only in virtue of what in

psychological analysis is termed association

can they possess any value. If, as recent

observations seem to show, the young animal

learns by experience what is to be avoided

for the future, warning colours serve as a

means to render this learning more rapid

and certain. In Poulton’s classification of

animal colours they are termed aposematic.

When, in accordance with Fritz Muller’s

suggestion, different distasteful species have

common warning colours, the term synapo-

sematic is applied by Poulton. See Mimicry
(in biology).

Literature : A. R. Wallace, Proc. Ento-

mol. Soc., ser. 3, v. p. Ixxx (1867) ;
and Dar-

winism
;
J. Jennbe Weir, Trans. Entomol.

Soc., 1869; A. G. Butler, Trans. Entomol.

Soc., 1869; A. Weismann, Studies in the

Theory of Descent (Eng. trans., 1882); E. B.

Poulton, Proc. Zool. Soc., 1887, 191, Pt. II.

336-40 ;
and literature cited under Mimicry

(in biology). (c.Ll.m., e.b.p.)

Wealth [AS. wela, plenty] : Ger. Wohl-

stand; Fr. richesse; Ital. ricchezza. (i) An
aggregate of commodities.

(2) The value of such an aggregate, measured

I
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by tbe quantity of money, or some other com-

modity, for whicli it can be exchanged.

The mercantilists laid stress on money

values, the physiocrats on food values. Sinitli

nowhere delines wealth; McCulloch defines

it ;
‘ Tliose articles which possess exchange-

aide value, and are either necessary, useful,

or agreeable.’ Malthus is the first prominent

writer to leave the feature of valuation on

one side :
‘ The material objects, necessary,

useful, or agreeable to man, which have re-

quired some portion of human exertion to

appropriate or produce them.’ Mill, after

some hesitation, goes back substantially to

McCulloch’s definition.

ilodern writers have gradually recognized

a necessary ambiguity or series of ambiguities

in the term wealth, (a) It may be expressed

either as an inventory or as a valuation

—

the distinction made in the definitions above

given. (6) It may be either public or private

(see National Wealth). In the former case

it consists of things, in the latter case of titles,

(c) It may be understood, or not understood,

as including personal qualities. (cZ) It may
be measured as a flow (income) or as a fund

(Capital, q. v.). If we measure it as capital,

it consists only of material things
;

if we
measure it as income, it should include ser-

vices also. (A.T.H.)

Weariness: see Fatigue.

Weber, Ernst Heinrich.
Born at Wittenberg, Germany; educated at

Leipzig in medicine
;
professor of comparative

anatomy at Leipzig, i8i8; of physiology,

1840. In addition to his contributions to

anatomy and physiology, he had an important

influence in the founding of the science of

experimental or physiological psychology. See

AVebePv’s Law, and Sensory Circles.

Weber, Joseph. (1753-1831.) Born at

Rain in Bavaria. After holding various offices

in the Roman Catholic Church, he became
professor of philosophy and physics at Dillin-

gen in 1790. After the victory of the Jesuit

jjarty, he was professor of physics, 1816-21.
He died as vicar-general at Augsburg.

Weber’s Law: Ger. Weber'sches Gesetz;

Fr. loi de IFeber; Ital. let/gfe di Weber. A
generalization made by Weber to the effect

that the least added difference of stimulus

that can be noticed is a constant proportional

part of the original stimulus.

Thus, if one pound when lifted can just

be discriminated from one pound and one
ounce, ten pounds cannot be discriminated

from ten pounds and one ounce, but the

8

difference needs to be ten ounces. The law
is thought by Fechner, Wundt, and others to

hold approximately for stimuli, except those

very small or very large. In a general way,
the least noticeable difference is for simulta-

neous lights yijj-, for successive lights jV, for

sounds 1^, for pressures for lifted weights

and for length of lines Cf. Fechner’s
Law, and Psychological Methods.

Literature: that of experimental Psycho-
logy (q. V.); see also Bibliog. G, i, d, and
the Psychol. Index, i ff. in loc. (J.M'^K.C.)

Weight Sensation [ME. weght, wight,

from AS. geiviht] : Ger. Empfindung der

Schwere; Fx\ sensation de poids; Ital. sensa-

zione di peso (or barica). Sensation from the

active supporting or lifting of weights.

This usage is recommended. The sensation

is probably a compound of Tendon Sensa-
tion (q. V.), Muscle Sensation (q-v.), and

Pressure Sensation (q. v.).

Literature : Bastian, Brain as Organ of

Mind, 695

;

James, Princ. of Psychol., ii.

189 ff., 486 ff'.
;
Muller and Schumann, Pflii-

ger’s Arch., xlv. 37 ff.
;
Fullerton and Cat-

TBLL, Perception of Small Differences (1892)

;

Sanford, Course inExper. Psychol., expts. 33,

34, with bibliog.
; see Haptics. (j.m.b.)

Weismannism : Ger. Weismannismus
;

Fr. Weismannisme
;
Ital. Weismannismo. The

distinctive biological theories of August
Weismann.

The following biological conceptions are

generally associated with Weismann’s name:

(i) That there is continuity of the germ-

plasm in a series of organic generations. (2)

That modifications of organs and tissues ac-

quired in the course of individual life are not

inherited. (3) That the germ-plasm contains

the ‘ determinants,’ or structural germs, fiom

which all the organs and tissues are developed,

being appropriately distributed in the course

of cell multiplication. (4) That natural

selection is the all-sufficient cause of organic

diversity. This list could easily be increased

by introducing refei’ence to Weismann’s views

as to Panmixia, Germinal Selection, &c.

(see those terms).

The diagram given herewith illustrates

Weismann’s views.

2
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Literatu/re •. A. Weismann, Essays, i, ii;

The Germ-Plasm ;
Romanes Lecture, ‘ On the

Effect of Externalinfluences on Development’

;

and ‘ Germinal Selection.’ Consult recent

expository works on organic Evolution (q. v.).

Criticisms of Weismannism are Romanes,
Weismannism; 0 . Heetwio, Zeitsch. uud
Streitfrageu d. Biol.

;
Cope, Primary Factors

of Organic Evolution. (c Ll.m.)

Weiss, Christian. (1774-1853.) Born

near Leipzig and educated in lhat city. After

1791 he studied there philology, philosophy,

natural science, and theology. Doctor of

philosophy in 1795, he became Privatdocent

in 1796; assistant professor in philosophjg

1801; director of the Lyceum at Fulda in

1805; and councillor to the government and

schools at Merseburg in 1816. He died at

Merseburg.

Well-Being and Welfare : Ger. Wohlsein,

Wohlfahrt] Fr. hien-etre] Ital.

henessere. The attainment of that which con-

stitutes the Highest Good (q. v.) in this or

that situation.

This leaves the question of the highest

good open to determination
;
it also leaves open

the question as to its absolute or relative de-

termination in this or that situation, (j.m.b.)

Aristotle holds that well-being (faSai/rori'n)

is, by universal acknowledgment, the good.

It is in their interpretation of well-being that

men differ, some holding that it is pleasure,

others that it is wealth, honour, &c. Ari-

stotle’s own view is that it is activity of the

soul in accordance with its own proper virtue

or excellence, i. e. rationality. The object of

politics, according to Aristotle, is well-being

{ev as distinguished from mere life

(see Politics, Bk. III. chap. ix). J. S. Mill

distinguishes similarly between the interests

of being or security and those of well-being

;

it is with the former that justice is concerned,

hence its paramount importance (Mill, Utili-

tarianism, chap. v). The evolutionary school

have made welfare a central conception of

their ethics. Darwin makes the general wel-

fare the ultimate ethical conception (see

Descent of Man, chap. iv). Spencer inter-

prets welfare as pleasant or happy life (see

Princ. of Eth., Pt. I. chap. iii). Contem-
porary German moralists also give promi-

nence to the idea of welfare
;

for example,

Paulsen :
‘ The term welfare (Wohlfabrt)

may also be employed to designate tins goal

[the perfect life], which would suggest the

subjective element involved in it, or the fact

that such a life yields satisfaction (Wohl-

geftihl) ’ (Syst. of Eth., Eng. trails., Introd

,

§ 3). ‘The word welfare, tinally, seems
suited to designate the highest good in its

twofold aspect : it shows, first, that the

highest good is an objective content of life,

consisting in the perfect exercise of all human
psychical poweis; then it also suggests that

such a life is accompanied with pleasure, and
hence that pleasure is not excluded from the

perfect life, but included iu it’ (ibid., Bk. II.

chap. i. § 1). (J-S.)

Werewolf [AS. wer, man, -f wulf wolf] :

Ger. Werwolf; Fr. loiq^garou; Ital. lupo-

mannaro. A conception belonging to the

superstition that human beings can be turned
into wolves, while retaining human intelli-

gence.

Lycanthropy was the term applied to this

iu ancient times, and became equivalent to

the transformation of human into animal

forms. The werewolf supeistition has as-

sumed vai’ious forms in different times and
countries. It was believed in as an animal

that ap2)eared in various shapes (sometimes

invisible), prowled about, and devoured chil-

dren. The term was also applied to a morbid
assumption or simulation of animal habits

and instincts, and in this sense was a form

of insanity with a tendency to become epi-

demic. (J.J.)

Westminster Confession: Ger. West-

minster sches Glauhenshehenntniss

;

Fr. Con-

fession de Westminster

;

Ital. Confessione di

Westminster. The doctrinal system formu-

lated and adopted by the Westminster Assem-
bly of Divines (1644-7) and embodying the

form of Calvinistic theology which consti-

tutes the distinctive creed of Presbyterianism.

The Westminster Confession is the last of

the great Calvinistic creeds. It embodies

all tbe distinctive features of Calvinism in

a statement notable alike for its clear and

comprehensive conceptions, its accurate defi-

nitions, and the fitting language in which it

is expressed. Its principal feature is the

supreme emphasis it places on God’s sove-

reignty and man’s absolute dependence on

divine grace for salvation, as the groundwork

of all the other features of the system. The

Confession still preserves substantially the

form given to it by its authors.

Literature : P. Schapf, Creeds of Christen-

dom (4th ed., 1884) ;
A. Hodge, Commentary

on the Westminster Confession (1869);
John McPherson, The Westminster Con-

fession (1881); B. B. Warfield, Presh. and

Reformed Rev., April, 1901. (a.t.o.)
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Wliewell,William. (1794-1866.) Studied,

graduated, and became a fellow at Trinity

College, Cambridge; took orders in the

Church of England
;
professor of mineralogy

at Trinity, 1828-32, of moral theology or

casuistry, 1 838-55 ;
master of Trinity College

after 1841; Vice-Chancellor of Cambridge

Ltniversity after 1855.

Whole (and Parts) [AS. hal, healthy
;
Gr.

oAof, entire]: Ger. das Ganze
;
Fr. le tout ; Ital.

iltutto. The old definition is :
‘ Totum est quod

constat plurium rerum unione.’ Psychologi-

cally, whatever is treated as a single object

though capable of treatment as two or more

objects (parts of the whole): by ‘treated’

meaning ‘ thought of,’ ‘ attended to,’ or other-

wise ‘ acted upon.’ (c.s.p.-j.m.b., g.f.s.)

We may say that a whole is an ens rationis

whose being consists in the copulate being of

certain other things, either not entia rationis

or not so much so as the whole
;

so that

a whole is analogous to a collection, which is,

in fact, a special kind of whole. There can

be no doul)t that the word whole always

brings before the mind the image of a collec-

tion, and that we interpret the word whole

by analogy with collection. The idea of a

ci)llection is itself, however, by no means an

easy one to analyse. It is an ens rationis,

abstraction, or fictitious subject (but the

adjective must be understood in a broad sense,

to be considered below), which is individual,

and by means of which we are enabled to

transform universal propositions into singular

propositions. Thus, the proposition ‘all men
are mortal,’ with a new subject and new
predicate, appears as ‘ The collection of men
is a collection of mortals’; just as, for other

purposes, and by means of other abstractions,

we transform the same proposition into ‘ The
character of mortality is possessed by every

man’; and the members of the collection are

regarded as less fictitious than the collection.

It very often happens that an object given in

direct perception as an individual is, on closer

scrutiny, seen to be identifiable with a collec-

tion of parts. But it does not seem to be
strictly accurate to say that the larger object

of perception is identical with that abstrac-

tion, the collection of the smaller objects.

It is rather something perceived which agrees
in its relations with the abstraction so well

that, for convenience, it is regarded as the

same thing. No doubt the parts of a per-
ceived object are virtually objects of conscious-

ness in the first precept
;
but it is useless to

try to extend logical relations to the sort of

8

thought which antecedes the completion of

the percept. By the time we conceive an
object as a collection, we conceive that the

first reality belongs to the members of the

collection and that the collection itself is a

mere intellectual aspect, or way of regarding

these members, justified, in ordinary cases,

by certain facts. We may, therefore, define

a collection as a fictitious (thought) individual,

whose being consists in the being of certain

less fictitious individuals.

Many adjectives are used to distinguish

different kinds of wholes. Certain of the

phrases may be defined.

Actual whole : any whole which cannot

exist without the existence of its parts.

Usually identified with the Constitute whole.

Monboddo’s definition {Ancient Met., i. 479)
is not quite accurate.

Collective whole, or aggregate whole : defined

by Chaiivin as ‘ that which has material parts

separate and accidentally thrown together

into one, as an army,’ &c. But the example

shows that organization does not disqualify

a whole from being called collective, although

the term totum ‘per aggregationem will no
longer be applied to it, in that case. In so

far as a whole is collective, any other relation

between its parts is put out of view.

Composite whole : a term of Burgersdicius,

who {Inst. Met., I. xxii. § 7) defines it as

‘quod ex duabus partibus constat quarum
una est in potentia ad alteram et altera

vice versa actus est alterius.’ It includes

the whole by information and the whole by
inherence.

Comprehensive whole', a whole of logical

comprehension.

Constituent whole

:

a whole which is essen-

tial to its parts. See Universal.
Constitute whole

:

a whole whose parts are

essential to it. See Actual whole (above).

Continuous whole: a continuum regarded

as a whole. In order to define it, it would

first be necessary to define Continuity (q. v.).

Now we have, perhaps, not yet succeeded in

analysing the conception of continuity
;

for

what the mathematicians call by that name,

such as the relations of all real quantities

capable of being designated to an indefinite

degree of approximation by means of a whole

number and a decimal, does not answer the

requisites of the problem.

Copulative whole

:

a whole consisting of a

sign which is essentially applicable to what-

ever certain signs, called its parts, are all

applicable, but is essentially inapplicable to

14
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anything to which any one of these signs is

inapplicable.

Bejinile whole: a whole constituted by
genus and difference.

Bejinitive whole : see Definite whole (above).

Discrete whole: the same as a Collective

whole (above).

Disjunctive whole: a whole consisting of

a sign which is essentially applicable to what-

ever any one of certain signs, called its parts,

is applicable, but is essentially inapplicable

to anything to which none of these parts is

applicable.

Dissimilar whole

:

same as Heterogeneous

ivhole (below).

Essential whole: great confusion exists in

the use of this very common expression.

Aquinas {Summa Theol., Pt. I. Ixxvi. 8
)
uses

it in a broad sense which would make it

about equivalent to Burgersdicius’ composite

whole, or perhaps broader. On the other

hand, it is sometimes restricted to the whole

fer informationem, and this is perhaps the

best settled use. But others make it include

the physical and the metaphysical whole as

its two species.

Extensive whole : a whole of logical exten-

sion, usually called a subjective or logical whole.

Formal whole

:

a comprehensive whole,

especially of essential comprehension. See

Actual whole (above).

Heterogeneous whole : a term of Aquinas
;

a whole whose parts are dissimilar from the

whole.

Homogeneous whole

:

a term of Aquinas

;

a whole whose parts are similar to the whole,

as the parts of a whole of water are.

Integral whole (a term in common use

since Abelard’s time): Blundevile (1599)
says, ‘ W’hole integral is that which consisteth

jf integral parts, which though they cleave

together, yet they are distinct and severall

ill number, as man’s body, consisting of head,

brest, belly, legs, &c.’ The usual definition

is ‘ quod habet partem extra partem,’ which

restricts it to space. Burgersdicius, however,

says that parts which differ in their ordinal

places axQ partes extra partes.

Integrate whole : a pedantic variant of In-

tegral whole (above).

Logical whole: same as Universal whole

(below).

Mathematical whole

:

same as Integral whole

(above).

Metaphysical whole : a whole in that respect

in which a species is the whole of its genus

and difference. See Formal whole (above).

8

Fatural whole

:

a term proposed by Hamil-
ton to replace Comprehensive or Metaphysical

whole
;
as ifthat were not sufficiently provided

with aliases under which to hide itself.

Negative whole

:

a unit regarded as a whole,

as in the phrases ‘ deus totus est ubique,’ and
‘ anima est tota in toto corpore.’

[Objective whole

:

a mental object appre-

hended as a single real thing.

—

j.m.b.]

Physical whole : a whole compoirnded of sub-

stance and accident
;
but some say of matter

and form
;
and some that both come to the

same thing. In the peripatetic view, however,
substance is form, not matter.

Positive whole

:

a whole consisting of parts.

See Negative whole (above).

Potential whole : same as Universal whole

(below)
;

so called because the genus does not

actually, but only potentially, contain the

species, &c.

Potestative whole

:

a term of Aquinas
; equi-

valent to Potential whole (above).

Predicative whole : a whole of logical depth.

Quantitative whole : same as Integral whole

(above).

Similar whole : see Homogeneous whole

(above).

Subject whole

:

same as Subjective whole

(below).

Subjective whole: a very venerable name
for Universal whole (below).

Substantial whole

:

a whole of logical

breadth.

Universal whole

:

see Univbesal.
Whole by accident : such a whole as neither

essentially belongs to the parts nor the parts

to it.

Whole by aggregation or aggregative whole :

same as Collective whole (above) in an exclu-

sive sense.

Whole by information

:

a compound of act

and power in the same kind, such as man,
according to the Aristotelian theory of the

soul.

Whole by inherence

:

same as Physical whole

(above).

Whole by itself or per se : a whole which

essentially belongs to its parts or its parts

to it. (c.s.p.)

WUd 'in biology) [AS. wild, wilful] : Ger.

wild] Fr. sauvage] Ital. selvatico. Untamed;
used of animals living in their native habi-

tat, as opposed to Domesticated Animals

(q. V.). (J.M.B.)

Will [AS. wille]

:

Ger. Wille

;

Fr. volonte

;

Ital. volontd (see also Terminology, English,
‘ Win ’). (i

)
Conation (q. v.).
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(•') That coiiative organization of which

Voi.iTiox (q. V.) is the terminus or end-state.

(3) Volition (q. v.).

The use of the term ‘will’ is so varied that

it is impossible to get from the historj^ any

exclusive meaning. Three usages liold their

own for the reason that they are associated

with the different points of view from which

the subject is appi cached. If we tabe a

pliilosophy which approaches the type called

VOLUNTAHISM (q. V.), we have definition (i);

and so broad may its view of conation be-

come that its essential meaning as a mental

function seems largely to disappear; this is

illustrated in Schopenhauer’s usage as refiected

in the title of his work The World as Will

and Idea. If we come to will from the other

extreme—that of the determination of a cona-

tion, in its distinctness from other mental

determinations, in a state of consciousness in

which this element is dominant—we have defi-

nition (3), for which volition only is will—i.e.

the case in which mental organization takes on

for the first time the character and complexity

to which a new name can be given.

Between these two views lies another, that

given under (2) above. This commends itself

not only because it is a via media, but also

for intrinsic reasons. The term conation is

Justified mainly because it can be used for

the active tendency in the abstract, apart

from any concrete determination. It is thus

an element in the structure of mind, and it is

also that which the concrete active processes

have in common. It is what the Germans
call the Inbegriff of the various phenomena
of action. The word conation, therefore, fills

the requirement of the j)hilosophical definition

given under (r). On the other hand, volition

is the term for the concrete determination of

conation at the level in which the highly

conscious form of organization called delibera-

tion and cboice issues in its terminus. This
suffices for (3). But the stretch of the mental
life, with all its forms of active determination,
impulse, tendency, disposition, non-volitional-

yet-voluntary action, all this remains. These
are conation in the concrete, but they may not

be conation determined in an actual terminus
by volition. Volition considered as the limit-

ing case of determination is included, since

it is, like the earlier determinations, also one
of conation.

Tlicse reasons lead us to recommend the
second definition of will. It is the general
notion of which all concrete conative determi-
nations are concrete instances. It includes the

entire active life, and allows a genetic theory

of will from its earliest stages. It refuses, how-
ever, to call by this name the elementary and
hypothetical abstraction called conation, and
hjqiostatized in various ways as ‘ conatus,’
‘ will to live,’ ‘ unconscious will,’ &c. Such
an extension is a direct subversion of the

distinction between the Psychic and the
Psychological (see that topic)

;
only the

concrete forms of action are psychic and im-
mediate to the mental subject

;
and the going

over to the objective or psychological point of

view is such a transition in meaning that no
single term can be used in both the senses.

It is believed that this recommendation is

in accord with the views of the greater

number of competent modern psychologists.

Cf. also Action.

Literature : for historical citations in great

number see Eislee, Wbrterh. d. philos. Be-

griffe, ‘ Wille.’ See also the systematic psy-

chologies, Bibliog. G, 2, w, and the topics

cited. (J.M.B., G.r.s.)

Will (disorders of): Ger. Willensstdrungen,

Willensdefekte] Fr. troubles de la volonte,

ahoulie) Ital. disturbi della volontd, dishulie

(B.M.). Impairment of normal volition.

Disorders of the will, like those of other

functions, seem divisible into those of excess

and defect; but the former term requires a

special interpretation. An excessively vigor-

ous will is not a disorder; but the term hyper-

boulia, which is literally equivalent to this,

indicates an abnormal tendency to action.

The tendency of an impulse, under the sugges-

tion of a thought or motive, to engendei- execu-

tion, is excessive or abnormal. But this in

turn may properly be regarded as a deficiency

in inhibition, i.e. of the restraining power of

a higher over a lower will-mechanism. The

term dysboulia, which naturally indicates a

difficulty in the exercise of the will, may also

be considered as a form of aboulia, winch

indeed has come to be regarded as a general

term embracing all the typical forms of mor-

bid disorders of the will, but referring more

specifically to its deficiency or extinction.

Aboulia may be defined as loss, lack, or

impairment of the power to will or to execute

what is in mind. In this condition there is

no paralysis or disorder of the muscular

system, and frequently there is no lack of

desire or of realization of the end sought
;
but

the transition from motive and desire to

execution becomes abnormally difficult or im-

possible. The patient, as a rule, realizes his

own condition, may believe that his will
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power has been usurped by another person or

agency, exerts himself violently to perform

some simple act, and frequently succeeds in

overcoming the barrier that stands between

thought and action. The cases cited by
Kibot of an aboulic patient keeping a servant

standing half an hour before he succeeded in

taking from the servant’s tray a glass of

water, or of another writing a legal document,

but struggling a hundred times to put the

flourish to his signature, are salient instances

of this condition. In less extreme cases the

aboulia appears as a form of persistent irreso-

lution, of which De Quincey’s Confessions—in

his case the condition was due to and aggra-

vated by opium-poisoning—furnish a sugges-

tive instance. In the most extreme cases (in

certain foims of melancholia) there is prac-

tically a total extinction of the will, the

patient, if left to himself, sitting listless, im-

potent, and passive. Somewhat different, yet

allied, is the extinction of the will found in

extreme cases of psychic concentration, as

in religious ecstasy and hypnotic trance. See

Tbance, and Hypnotism.
The more precise analysis of this aboulic

state is difficult. Eibot distinguishes between
aboulia from lack of impulse and from ex-

cess of impulse
;
the cases above cited belong

to the former group, while those in which
excessive and irrational fear or argumentation
paralyzes the springs of action evidence the

latter. Such fears as that of open places

(Agoeaphobia, q. V.), or excessive balancing

of motives and quibbling with pros and cons,

interfere with execution quite as much as

weakness of will without fear or indecision.

Eibot further holds that both forms involve

an impairment of emotional sensibility, an
absence or bluntness of the emotions which
normally incite to action. To this it may
be objected that frequently there is no apathy,

but an intense sensitiveness regarding the

inability to carry out what is desired. Some
authors distinguish three causes of aboulia

—

weakness of motives, doubt or fear as to the

nature or outcome of the action proposed,

and an embarrassment or excessive number of

ideas which offset one another and prevent

definite action. If we regard a normal action

of the will as involving a motive sufficient

and perceived, and an uninterrupted passage-

way towards a definite action, the three forms

of interference with the normal sequence of

this process would be (i) an insensibility to

the motives—lack of action by reason of lack

of effective impulse
; (2) a damming of the

n.

stream of action by reason of irresolution
; (3)

excessive hesitation as to the direction which
tlie action is to take. It is further to be

noted that the automatic and habitual func-

tions may be readily performed while those

involving consciousness are interfered with.

Aboulia may also appear as a failure to

inhibit or check semi-automatic actions, and
then becomes allied to excess of impulse (hyper-

boulia) and general weakness of will, or diffi-

culty in its exercise (dysbouHa). Closely

allied to and forming a part of the symptoms
of aboulia in many cases is a difficulty in

maintaining voluntary attention. Cf. Atten-
tion (defects of)

;
Hugonin, Troubles de la

Volonte (1892); Eichet’s Diet, de Physiol., sub

verbo; Janet, as cited below. Impairment
of will in various forms is especially prominent

in Neueasthenia (q. v.), and foims a most
characteristic symptom of it. Aboulia (c**

dysboulia) is also a frequent symptom in many
forms of nervous weakness which involve no
impairment of the intelligence. In cases of

insanity it ‘ is most commonly found in simple

melancholia or in the early stages of mania or

of general paralysis ’ (Hyslop). (J.J.)

Literature

:

Eibot, Liseases of the Will

(Eng. trails.); Hyslop, Ment. Physiol. (1895),

448 ff.
;
Janet, Automatisme psycho!., and

Nevroses et des Iclees fixes; Baldwin, Ment.

Devel. in the Child and the Eace, chap, xiii,

§ 4 ;
the textbooks of mental diseases. See

also Movement (control of). (j.j.-l.m.)

Will (free) : see Feee and Feebdom, De-
TEEMiNiSM, Indeteeminism

;
and cf. Mind

AND Body, Paeallelism (psychophysical),

and Unifoemity (4), {d, e).

Will (in law) : Ger. Testament, letzter Wille',

Fr. testament
;

Ital. testamento, xdtima volontct.

A voluntary disposition of all or part of a

man’s property or rights to take effect only

upon his death.

Nuncupative will

:

an unwritten will.

Olographic (or holographic') will: one wholly in

the handwriting of the testator. Undutiful

will

:

one disinheriting, in whole or part, kin-

dred in the natural line of succession, contrary

to the rules of law {^Inst. of Just., ii. 18, de

inofficioso testamento).

A man has no natural right to dispose of

his property after his own death by an act

which is to take effect only after that event

(United States v. Perkins, 163 U. S. Law
Eeports, 625, 627).

If his will survives him, it must be by force

of some positive law (Heineccius, Elementa

lurisNaturae el Gentium, Lib. i. 287). Grotius
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regards tliis law as simply clotliiiig a natural

right in solemn form {^De lure Belli et Pads,

Lib. II. chap. vi. 14) ; so Puffendorf {De Offido

Henninis et Civis, Johnson’s ed., Lib. I. 12,

note).

Laws taxing testamentary successions rest

upon this ground, that the capacity of taking

under a will is a privilege granted by the

state (as is also that of succession by inheri-

tance, in case of intestacy).

Primarily, the design of a will is to dispose

of property, but it may be confined to dis-

posing of rights not in the nature of property,

e.g. by its doing no more than to exercise the

right of naming an executor, or a guardian

for an infant child. (s.e.b.)

Will-Philosoph.y : see Voluntarism:.

Will to Believe : Ger. Wille zum Glau-

hen\ Fr. volonte de croire', Ital. volontdt di

credere. The exercise of will in matters of

belief; involving a normal conative factor

over and above the intellectual processes in-

volved in the determination of the belief.

Given currency by James in the title

essay of his volume The Will to Believe. What
James means is ' the state of mind of a man
who finds an imjmlse in him towards a believ-

ing attitude, and who resolves not to quench
it simply because doubts of its truth are

possible. Its ojjposite would be the maxim

:

Believe in nothing which you can possibly

doubt.’ (J.M.B.)

Its negative would be: Regulate your degree

of belief in exact accordance with the degree

of evidence that is accessible to you. (c.l.f.)

Literature-. James, as cited
;
Miller, Int.

J. of Ethics, ix. (1898) 169; discussion in

Psychol. Rev., iv. (1899) 150. (j.m.b )

William of Champeaux : see Cham-
PEAUX, and Realism (1).

Wisdom [AS. wis, wise] : Ger. Wdshdt
;

Fr. sayesse; Ital. sajAenza. The more direct

and intuitive forms of a2iprehension or insight

as contrasted with the more reasoned or dis-

cuisive. (J.M.B.)

Wisdom (ffoi^iri) to Plato is one of the

caidinal virtues, both of the state and of

the individual It is the attribute of the

highest part in either case
;
of the legislators

iu the state, of the rational faculty in the

individual. Through the wisdom of this, its

highest part, the whole is, in either case,

wise. Aristotle distinguishes two kinds of

wisdom—tlie speculative {aotpia) and the
practical {yhjmvqcTii). The former has to do
with the unalterable and the superhuman, or

with the absolute nature of things
;

it is
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synoii3'mous with science, in the largest sense

of the term, intuitive and demonstrative.

The latter has to do with the contingent and
particular relations of human experience,

with the details of life and conduct; itself an
intellectual virtue, it is the presupposition of

all moral virtue, whether in the individual or

in the state. (J.s.)

Wisdom (divine). The wisdom of God em-
braces both rational and volitional elements,

and is that union of knowledge and goodness

to which the creation of the world is ascribed.

In Greek thought the term vovs stood for

abstract intelligence or reason, while Logos
represented reason manifesting itself. Chris-

tian thought further emphasizes the practical

side of the Logos, which becomes in Christ

the divine thought or reason energizing as

the Creator and Redeemer of the world.

Christ is sometimes called the divine wisdom.
If wisdom be distinguished from realizing

energy, it embodies itself in the ideal, planned
or purposed, world which is presupposed in

the actual. Of. Attributes (of God), and
Logos. (a.t.o.)

Wise Men (the seven) : Ger. die Sieben

Weisen, die Gnomiker-, Fr. les Sept Sages {de

la Greed)-, Ital. i sette Savii. Thales, Solon,

Chilon, Pittacus, Bias, Cleobulus, Periander,

Anacharsis (eight for seven).

For the sententious sayings for which they

are res]iectively famous see Eisler, Worterh.

d. 2>hilos. Begriffe, ‘ Gnomiker.’ (j.m.b.)

Wish. Used for Desire (q.v.). (j.m.b.)

Wit [AS. vdtt, knowledge] : Ger. Witz
;

Fr. esprit
;

Ital. spirito. The Comic (q. v.) so

far as it turns upon more formal or intellectual

relationships and does not excite real interests

and emotions.

The wit quality, like that of beauty, in-

cludes disinterestedness. Wit, therefore, is

more purely Aesthetic (q. v.), humour less.

The intellectual quality is seen in the use of

the term for intelligence and mental alert-

ness. (J.M.B.)

Witchcraft [AS. wicce, witch, -}- creeft,

strength]; Qtcv. Zauherei-, Yr. sorcellerie-, Ital.

stregoneria. Magical effects of various kinds

due to jiossession, the person possessed being

known as a witch. See Magic. (j.m.b.)

Of the many aspects of witchcraft—histo-

rical, legal, religious, anthropological, psycho-

logical, and pathological—only those will be

here considered that contribute to an apprecia-

tion of its psychological status. In this aspect

it presents a widespread belief with many
anthropological varieties; it illustrates the
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growth of mental epidemics
; it illuminates

significant stages in the history of culture

;

and it offers forexaminationgroups ofabnormal
mental phenomena in which science traces

analogies and relations to recognized forms of

nervous and mental diseases.

As a practice witchcraft falls under the

general head of Magic (q. v.), the unusual

effects being referred to the actions of charms
and potent drugs, of mystical formulae and
occult incantations

;
to strange influences,

such as the possession of the evil eye, or to

connivance with the supernatural; and in

later superstitions to the power gained by
compact with the devil and the attendance

of imps and familiar spirits. Anthropologic-

ally, it finds a widespread representation

among primitive peoplesintheirinterpretations

of the origin of disease, of the failure of crops,

and of every sort of ill fortune that may
befall themselves and their belongings. Dis-

ease is quite generally regarded as due to

the secret machinations of an enemy or to the

possession by a spirit, who must be appeased

or exorcized. If the crops fail, if the cattle

die, if the children fall sick, some one is

inflicting these calamities by secret charms
or witchcraft. The native Australians do not

recognize a natural death, such a calamity

being explicable only by bewitchment.
Travellers in the Pacific Islands describe a

special set of professional disease-makers, who
introduce the disease by incantations and
spells exercised upon a lock of the desired

victim’s hair, or a bit of his clothing, or his

efSgy, or some object which represents him,

or even his name. The tortures and maledic-

tions visited upon these are then transferred

by a sympathetic magic to the real victim.

Hence the dread prevalent among these people

of allowing bits of hair, or clothing, or nail-

parings to pass into the possession of others.

Amongst historical people, from Chaldeans

to Anglo-Saxons, beliefs and practices of

witchcraft are readily traced in various forms,

particularly as influenced by theological con-

ceptions; and these beliefs survive in more
or less transparent disguises in current and
declining superstitions.

The most important epidemic of witchcraft

was that which spread irregularly over Europe
mainly in the i6th century. First in Italy

and France, then in Germany and England,
thousands upon thousands of persons were
accused of witchcraft, were tried by bigoted
tribunals, were tortured to elicit confessions,

and met a horrible death at the stake. The

later outbreak of the mania in New England
towards the close of the 1 7th centuiy, though
far less extensive, is equally Eigniticant. Such
suspects were accused of causing sickness ai.d

death, and of producing all manner of evils.

‘Your grace’s subjects pine away even into

death
;
their colour fadeth, their flesh rolteth,

their speech is benumbed, their senses are

bereft,’ says a preacher to Queen Elizabeth.

These things were assumed to be possible only

by the doings of witches, whom it was a duty
to find and destroy. Under this dominant
predisposition to see in all things evidences

of witchcraft, an elaborate system of beliefs

regarding witches grew uj)
;
many of the

wisest in their lands ignored justice as well

as judgment, regarded nothing as too improb-
able to be admitted as evidence of compact
with the evil one, and gave themselves up to

a passion for witch-finding, hardly less fervid

in its intensity nor less awful in its methods
and results than the most bitter religious

persecutions. Indeed, both were similarly

motived, and are recorded in equally dismal

pages of human history. The witches were
supposed to have sold their souls to the devil,

receiving in return the power to work spells

and create diseases
;
they could change them-

selves or others into animal forms, and gathered

rare herbs and uncouth trifles to prepare

magic potions
;
they were sujjposed to assemble

at night on the witches’ sabbath, and tlien in

a mock religious ceremony receive instructions

from Satan himself
;

they were believed to

suck the blood of innocent babes, and to

indulge in unspeakable forms of sacrilegious

and obscene orgies; they could make use of

their diabolic powers by flying to these meet-

ings mounted on brooms; their behests were

carried out by imps and familiars. So, too,

in the tests for witchcraft, the marks of the

devil were sought for : the floating test was
the most usual. If the witch could float, it

was evidence of her witchcraft
;

if she sank,

she died innocent. Pin-pricks located the

spots on the body which were insensible to

pain, and showed where the touch of the devil

had been given. Other more human beliefs

utilized as tests consisted in observing whether
the witch could repeat the Lord’s Prayer,

whether it was true that she could weep only

three tears, or out of the left eye only, or

whether she could prove herself heavier than

the Bible. In certain cases, when the hunting

of witches was in its decline, the satisfaction

of these tests made possible a vindication of

the charge. But an equally important, if
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not more important, factor in the charges

\vhi. li liunight victims to the stake and the

scalVold was the imagination and far-fetched

accusal ions of terror-stricken and irresponsible

witnei-ses. Again and again children gave

testiim ny against nncanny old women and

were tin own into convulsions in their pre-

sence ;
the most trivial as well as the most

outrageous charges were sufficient for condem-

nation. In Gei man villages one and another

testitied to having seen the accused in curious

garb dance on the green with imps or with

thedtvil transformed in some human guise.

The accused was put under torture, and to

escape further agony, and half-crazed with

fear and pain, confessed to the deeds imputed

to her, and often implicated others; and so

the flames were kept burning. A list of those

beheaded and then burnt, or burnt alive, as

witches in the town of Wiirzburg from 1627-9
records twenty-nine such occasions, and con-

tains the names of one hundred and fifty-one

persons. Of these as many were men as

women, and thirty were children
;

all stations

of life were represented, though the victims

were mostly of the lower classes. The decline

of the mania, the gradual assertion of the

sanei’ minds in the community, the enlistment

of those in high places to supjrress the perse-

cutions, the vigorous attacks, usually based on
theological argument, upon witch-hunting,

the havoc caused Ijy the insecurity of lile

amongst high and low—these and many other-

factors contributed to the establishment of

more human and enlightened views. Witch-
craft declined because of the gradual develop-

ment of a mode of thought in which the belief

found a slighter foothold.

Modern science recognizesin the phenomena
of witchcraft many illustrations of neiwous
and mental symptoms. Quite a large number
of the witches accused themselves of imaginary
Climes, a common symptom of a tyjre of

melancholia, and often coirnected with religious

ah.^sorption and a morbid conscientiousness.

The readiness with which suggestion acts

upon young minds, and induces them to accept
as real ideas and actions which they exjieri-

ence only in imagination, is a common prin-

ciple of modern psychiatry. The contagion
ol jucli hallucinatory beliefs is abundantly
illu.'trated in other fields than witchcraft.
lh:it many so-called witches gave evidence of
‘ possession,’ and presented the uncontrollable
actions and utterings characteristic of hysteria,
cannot be doubted. The anaesthetic spots

are a frequent hy-sterical symptom, as is also

the extreme suggestibility of the patient.

That fear and torture often brought on con-
ditions of irresponsibility and insanity, in

which the wildest charges were acknowledged,

is also evident. Add to this the ordinary
motives of hate and spite and envy and
unpopularity, the benighted condition of the

masses of the jDeople, the misguided religious

fervour, and a considerable portion of the data

necessary to a psychological interpretation of

the phenomena is at hand.

Literature, general and historical: Lecky,
Hist, of Rationalism in Europe, i. chap, i

;

and art. AVitchcraft, in Encyc. Brit. (9th ed.)
;

AVhite, Hist, of AVarfare of Sci. with Theol.,

chaps, xii, xv, xvi; Soldan, Gescli. d. Hexen-
processe (1843; revised by Heppe, 1880);
Maury, Hist, de la Magie (i860); Baldi,

Hexcnprocesse in Deutschland (1874) ;
Jans-

sen, Hexenwesen uud Hexenverfolgung, in

Gesch. des deutschen Volkes, viii (1892);
Haas, Die Hexenprocesse (1865). Anthropo-

logical : Tyloe, Early Hist, of Mankind.

Sjiecially psychological : Snell, Hexeiipro-

zesse und Geistesstbrung (1891); ^Beaed,

Psychol, of Salem AVitchcraft (1882). (j.j.)

Wolf (or Wolff), Christian. (1679-

1754.) Attended school at his birthplace,

Breslau, Germany, and the universities at

Jena and Leipzig. Studied theology, mathe-

matics, and philosophy. Lectured at Leipzig

on mathematics and philosophy, professor of

mathematics at Halle, 1707 ;
he later lectured

in physics and philo.sophy. He was very

successful, but was accused of heresy and

ordered by a cabinet to leave Prussia. Lec-

tured for several years at Marburg in Hesse-

Cassel
;

recalled to Halle, 1740; made
chancellor of the university, 1743. Died at

Halle. See Dogmatism.

Wonder [AS. vmndor, surprise] : Ger.

Verwundermig ,
Staunen] Yv.etonnement\ Ital.

meraviglia. That mingled feeling of surp;ise

and awe which arises in view of phenomena

that surpass our power and knowledge and

which we ascribe to a supernatural or super-

human origin.

Wonder as a religious emotion is largely

subjective and passive. It is called forth by

the great and mysterious. Greatness alone

without mystery would not call it forth.

On the other hand, the mysterious alone

excites curiosity, but not wonder. Nor would

the absolutely mysterious call it forth. It

would be simply a bluff to our intelhgence.

AVonder is the feeling which arises in view

of sonu thing great about which we have
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some knowledge, but whose inner nature we
caiin(jt penetrate. Cf. Religion (psychology

of, also for literature). (a.t.o.)

Woolston, Thomas. ( 1669-1 733 -) Eng-
lish divine, born at Northampton

;
educated

at Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge
;

later

a fellow there. Died in prison, into which
he was thrown on account of his book on The

Miracles of our Saviour.

Word [Goth, waurd; Teuton. word\ Lat.

verbum, woid or name]: Ger. Wort; Fi-.

'parole

;

Ital. parola. In Christian theology :

used (i) as an equivalent of the Greek temi

Logos (q. v.); and (2) as a designation of

the Old and New Testament Scriptures as

the revealed wisdom of God. See also Sceip-

TUEES. and Bible. (a.t.o.)

Word-blindness : see Alexia, and Blind-

ness (mental), and cf. Speech and its De-
fects, passim.

Word-deafness : see Aphasia (sensory),

and Deafness (mental).

Word Method: Ger. Wort-Meihode; Fr.

(not in use)
;

Ital. metodo di parola. An ana-

lytic method of learning to read, wherein the

word is first taught as a whole, being after-

wards analysed into its component letters.

Cf. Alphabet Method. (c.De g.)

Work [AS. ivorc, were]

:

Ger. Arbeit
;
Fr.

travail; Ital. lavoro. The measure of the

energy expended in moving a body or system

against the action of a force tending to retard

or impede the motion.

If a particle he made to move tlirough a

distance p in the direction opposed to a foi'ce

of intensity/, the work done on the j^aiticle

is the product pf. In the case of a system,

the total work done is the sum of these pro-

ducts formed for each individual particle.

The force /may be that of friction, generated

whenmachinery turns, orwhenaloadis dragged

over a level fioor. In this case the energy

expended in doing the work is transformed

into the heat produced by the friction. The
force may also be that of attraction, as when
water is pumped to a higher level. To pump
a weight W of water to a height h requires

the work Wh. The energy expended in doing

the work is then transfoimed into energy

of position, one form of iiotential energy. If

the force / does not act in the direction

of the motion, its component in that direction

must be used for / The work is then

pf cos a, a being the angle which the direc-

tion of the force makes with that of the

motion.

It will be seen that work is not a special

form of energjq but only an expression for

a quantity of energy transformed.

hiternal work is the measure, in terms of

energy, of a change in tlie molecular constitu-

tion of a body, produced by the expenditure of

energy, generally in the form of heat. (s.N.)

Work (in ecouomiis) : see Laboue.
Work (mental), (i) The peiformance of

mental functions for the sake of the results

attained, as contrasted with Play (q. v.).

(2) Tlie effects of mental functions as

measured in relative Fatigue (q. v., also for

literature). (J.M.B.)

Works (good, &c., in theology) ; Ger.

Werke; Fr. oeuvres; Ital. opere. The actions

performed after conversion in obedience to

the law or will of God, and either giving the

doer mei'it before God or constituting evidence

that he is in a state of grace.

The great opj)osing tendencies in the sphere

of doctrine are embulied in Augustinianism
and Pvlagianism and their various modifica-

tions
;
the former denying all merit to works

except as evidences of grace, the other

ascribing merit to works in the procurement
of salvation. This latter view rests at the

basis of the Roman Catholic doctrines of

penance and supei erogation. The Augustinian

view has dominated Protestant Christianity.

Literature : see Penance, Pelagianism,
Augustinianism, and Justification, (a.t.o.)

World [AS. wer, man, -p eald, akin to old,

the age of a man, geuerationj : Ger. Wdt;
Fr. monde; Ital. mondo. Any sphere or

domain of existence, or even of subjective

experience, regarded as a relatively self-in-

cluded whole.

When used without qualification it generally

means the physical realm, nature, especially

that part which is nearest man— the earth or

globe. It is extended, however, to include

the whole universe taken as an object; and,

when used with qualifying terms, to mean
any object or system of objects as material

of inquiry, discussion, or reflection
;

as the

world of nature and man, world of ai’t, of

spirit : a realm or sphere, whether physical

or intellectual, constituting, for the purpose

in hand, a single unified content. See Cosmos,

Mundus, Natuee, and Univeese (2). (j.d.)

World (in theology), (i) The sphere of

actuality conceived to be objective to God
and including both material and spiritual

phenomena.

(2) In the trinity of world, flesh, and devil,

the term is applied to the sphere of secular

and unspiritual motives.
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For the origin of the world see Ckea-
Tiox, and Ceeationism. The world in its

nature is variously conceived. But in every

coneej)tion of it, it is the sphere of finite

existence. The distinction of temporal and

sjjiritual lies within the finite, the spiritual

wiU'ld as well as the temporal being a sidiere

of manifested and therefore finite reality.

In the expi ession external world we have tlie

analogy of the world as manifested applied to

that which in reality ti’anscends it. (a.t.o.)

World-ground; Ger. Weltgvund\ Fr.

fondement (or du monde

;

Ital. fo7i-

dammto dell’ universo. The basis or under-

lying reality of the world.

The conception is framed with more or less

reference to tlie following motives or demands
of thought. («) The world as it presents

itself to our immediate perception does not

disclose the unity, the permanence, or the

purjDose which the mind requires for an in-

telligible account of experience; (&) the mind
therefore frames a conception of some sub-

stance, activity, or principle which it regards

as self-existent and ultimate; (c) this self-

existent, ultimate princii>le must further he

capable of explaining, or affording a Suffi-

cient Eeason (q. V.) for, the world as it

appears and all its processes and events.

Such a ground was sought by Democritus in

the atoms
;
by Plato in the oiaia and especially

in the idea of the Good
;
by Spinoza in Sub-

stance
;
by Leibnitz in the system of monads

;

by Hegel in the Idea; by Schopenhauer in

the Will. As compared with ‘ cause of the

woild ’ the term woikl-ground (a) does not

ordinarily involve such a separation as is

usually implied by cause
;
and (b) positively

implies not merely the external or mechanical

relation of efficient cause, but also the more
intimate, logical relation of reason.

Literature-. Sigwaet, Logic; Lotze, Logic;

and Metaphysic; Hegel, Logic (trans. by
Wallace), §121. (j.h.t.)

World-Soul; Ger. TVeltseele; Fr. dme du
monde

;
Ital. anima del mondo. A soul of the

world; an intelligent, moving force, or direct-

ing and organiz'ng principle, sustaining the

same relation to the cosmos as the Soul (q. v.)

or Psyche (q. v.) sustains to the rest of the

individual
;
the anima mundi.

The conception of such an animating and
directing agent, of which the individual soul

is a part, is found in early Greek philosophers,

especially Heraclitus and Anaxagoras (see

Logos, and Nous). It was explicitly desig-

nated as soul by Plato {Timaeus, 34-7), who

8

attempted to embody in it the opposite prin-

ciples of unity and plurality, of timeless being
and changing process, which he usually con-
trasted so sharply (see Soceatic Philosophy).
It was thus a mediating conception. With
the Stoics, similai'ly, it expressed both the

I'ational and the material character of the

universe (see also Pneuma). It was retained

by various scholastics. Abelard rejected the

usual interpretation and identified it with the

Holy Ghost as the source of spiritual life to

individual souls. In more recent times the

conception has been emploj^ed by Maimon
{Ueher die Weltseele') and Schelling. The
latter means by it ‘ an organizing principle

which makes the world a system.’

Literature

:

Zellee, Plato and the Older

Academy, 341 ff. (contains bibliog. of the

Platonic doctrine)
;
Deutsch, Abelard (1883),

28411.; Fischer, Schelling. (j.h.t.)

World-view ; suggested rendering of the

Ger. Weltanschauung (not in use in Fr. and
Ital.). The general way of regarding the

world, more or less philosophically, personal

to this or that individual; thus Emerson’s

world-view was mystical. (j.m.b.)

Worship [AS. weorthshi'p
;

ME. worth-

shipe, worthiness, dignity] : Ger. Gottesvereh-

rung-, Fr. adoration, culte] Ital. culto, adora-

zione. (i) That prostration which arises in

presence of a superior being on whom we
are absolutely dependent and whom we fear

or reverence.

(2) Acts of worship are those thi ough which

the feeling is given expression.

Tlie feeling and act of worship involves

primarily submission and fealty. It is the

attitude of the weak to the strong on whom
they are absolutely dependent. The lower

forms of worship are therefore largely motived

by abject fear and a desire to propitiate a

power which may otherwise be malevolent.

It is only in the higher foi'ms of worship that

more spiritual and worthy elements enter,

such as love, reverence, devotion, gratitude,

&c. The form of the ritual indicates as a

rule the dominating sentiment of the wor-

ship. (A.T.O.)

Worth [AS. weordK\ : Ger. Werih) Fr. va-

leur-, lidl. valore. (i) A determination which

involves any sort of subjective appreciation;

equivalent to value.

It will appear from this definition that

worth is, in all its forms—hedonic, utilitarian,

economic, aesthetic, ethical, social—(a) a

function of conation : there is no worth but

satisfies or stimulates, or embodies some
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impulse; and (6) relative to some sort of

subject.

(2) Used more generally for fitness or ade-

quacy of any kind : as logical, i. e. evidential

or argumentative, worth
;
practical worth, i. e.

utility, as of means to an end; symbolic

worth, i. e. in terms of meaning, signification,

or significance in a whole. (j.m.b.)

The expressions worth and value and their

negatives are, in their broadest usage, applied

to those contents of consciousness which are

selected or rejected on the basis of volitional

and affective dispositions rather than because

of fulfilment of logical demands or norms.

Thus the distinction between ‘judgments of

value or worth’ and ‘judgments of matter

of fact,’ between categories of ‘ appreciation
’

and of ‘ description.’

Historically, the distinction attained its

present importance through the Kantian

dualism between the theoretical and practical

reason, according to which judgments of value

spring from a •priori volitional norms distinct

from the norms of pure reason. With the

exception of the theory of value developed by
Hegelian idealism, this distinction has had
a relatively constant place in post-Kantian

thought. Herbart and Lotze especially em-
phasized it by the development of the theory

that emotional congruity rather than logical

consistency is the determining element in

judgments of value.

Popular usage would suggest that this dis-

tinction is not ultimate, but rather one which

has meaning merely for philosophical methodo-

logy. Thus the expression value is used to

describe all purposive relations of thought,

whether in the most abstract realm of mathe-

matics or in the sphere of practical utilities.

Recent important contributions to philosophy

have sought to point out the I’elativity of

this distinction. Ormond (Foundations of
Kno'wledge) devotes a chapter to the relations

of ‘judgments of truth and value,’ and Royce
(The World and the Individual) has developed

fully the importance of this relative distinc-

tion within a monistic idealism. Cf. Oeigin
versus Nattjeb.

This philosophical distinction has proved

fruitful in developing a distinctively scientific

study of values. Out of the investigations

of the psychological basis of economic values

by the subjective school of economists (see

Economic Science) had arisen the need for

a more general analysis of values. To the

origination of this new field of study, Brentano

{Psychologic vom empirischen Standpunkte)

largely contributed by a doctrine of psycho-

logical dualism which reduced all judgments
of value to a fundamental faculty of love and
hate. From these sources have developed the

psychological theories of value of Meinong
and Ehrenfels. This school has definitely

formulated the problems of a science of values

and made some important contributions to-

wards their solution.

The nature of worth and value. Worths,
as constituting a problem for empirical analy-

sis, are to be deduced neither from external

utilities nor from nativistically conceived

needs or instincts of the subject (Nietzsche).

Worth defines an attribute neither of subject

nor of object, but rather a functional relation

between the two. All values are therefore

descriptive of such actual or possible relations

(Meinong, as cited below, 29 ;
Ehi’eufels, as

cited below, 65). As to the psychological

nature of this relation there is some difference

of opinion. Is the process of valuation iden-

tical with desire (Ehrenfels), or is the sense

of value given in feelings of worth (Werth-
gefuhle), following upon judgmental processes

involving the recognition of the existence or

non-existence of objects (Meinong) % If of

the former character, then the sense of value

is measured in terms of the strength of desire,

and the strength of desire is determined by
the relative increase of pleasure involved. If

of the latter nature, then the sense of value

is given in modifications of feeling, deter-

mined by the existence or non-existence of

objects for conative tendencies, or for judg-

ment. It is probable that, while worth is a

function of the relation of desire to its object,

all immediate sense of value is given in

affective states resultant upon the affirma-

tion or inhibition of conative tendencies, for

the intensity of desire cannot be measured
directly.

Since value is a function of desire or judg-

ment, expressing a relation between subject

and object, desire or judgment presuppose

dispositional tendencies. If, as according to

Ehrenfels, value is a function of desire, and
desire is determined by the relative increase

of pleasure that results, then affective dispo-

sitions are presupposed. If, however, the

sense of value is given in modifications of

feelings, determined by volitional, judgmental

reactions, then volitional dispositions are as-

sumed.

The dispositional concept. In either case

the dispositional concept is of great impor-

tance in modern theoiies of value. For, in
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ti.c r,i>t 1 1; CO, Viilue lieiiig a fiiiictioii of tlie

ii'latii'U ol thcs-e disiiositioiis to objects, these

ilisiiosiiions, the product alihe of individual

and sot ial causal pi t cesses, are the determi-

nai.ti of the sense of value. All tliese analysts

of the sense of value agree that it cannot

he reduced to conscious calculation of plea-

sures and pains. In tlie second place, upon
the iiioditications of these dispositions, affec-

tive or volitional, depend the mutations of

value, and fiom the laws of their modification

siu'ing the empirical laws governing muta-

tions of value in the individual and social

consciousness.

In connection with this dispositional con-

cei>t arises a psychological question of impor-

tai.ce (see Disposition). Does it represent

a psychological realityq or is it only a way
of expressing possibilities and probabilities of

Wurth reactions 1 Is it of purely physiological

significance! IMeinong (as cited below, 173)
and Ehrenfels (as cited below, 117) conceive it

rather in this fashion, denying a corresponding

psychological reality. It is, however, woith
while noting in this connection that ceitain

other theories of value (Guyau, Krueger) seem

to jnesuppose a development of conscious affec-

tive dispositions in the direction of a generali-

zation of affective states, and that such a

theory of generalization would make of the

dispositional concept a term much more capable

of exidaining the subjective phenomena of

valuation. The relation of desiie and cona-

tion in general to affective states and the

nature of affective or conative dispositions

are then among the most important psycho-

logical problems of a theory of value. Eliren-

lels, indeed, insists at length, and jn’obably

with justification, that the question whether
value s^jrings from affective or conative dis-

jiositions has little influence upon the deter-

mination of the empirical laws of value which
reflect the modifications and mutations of

these dispositions. In fact, he points out
ill detail the slight changes necessary to make
these laws harmonize with either theory.

The impoitant problem is rather whether all

values and their modifications may be reduced
to modifications of these dispositions, whether
all values are dispositional values in this

monistic sense, and whether the laws govern-
ing the mutations of value hold for all values,

(ipposed to this is the dualistic conception of

Schwartz that there are two classes of values

—

values of ‘condition,’ deteimined by desire

and feeling, and higher values of the person
and the race, determined by a friori functions

of the will—a dualism which soems to leat

upon a defective analysis of the consciousness

of value. It is probable that the highest

ethical values are dispositional, refined and
specified by the growth of intelligence, by
the specification and abstraction of the social

consciousness.

Ethical values. Within the general theory

of value, based upon the facts of psychological

analysis, may be distinguished the special

provinces of economic and ethical values.

The former develops the laws governing the

material instrumental values, the latter the

instrumental values (Wirkungswerthe), of

human dispositions, in the sense defined, fur

society.

Intrinsic and instrumental values. Em-
pirical analysis, however, discloses the fact

that dispositions are valued both as intiinsic

and instiumentalvalues (Eigen- andWirkungs-
werthe). What is the genetic relation of

these two classes! Are the intrinsic values

original, underived dispositions, valued inde-

pendently of their instrumental value, of

their effects, or are they genetically related

to instrumental values ! The moiristic theories

lecognize this genetic relation. While it is

certain that disi>ositions are valued as intrin-

sic without reference to their effects, never-

theless psychological analysis discloses laws

according to which instrumental values are

constantly jisssing over into intrinsic and
intrinsic into instrumental. This process is

called value movement (Werthbewegung).

Laws of value movement. It is Ehrenfels’

special service (Meinong, as cited below, 72)
to have formulated the laws of this movement.

There is, in the first place, a mutation of values

due to the modification of these dispositions

by well-known laws of individual and social

psychology, such as habit, association, trans-

ference of feeling, and suggestion. In the

second place, there is a progressive derivation

and subordination of values, growing out of

the development of the intelligence and powers

of abstraction. The tracing out of teleological

and causal dependencies of values leads to

the valuation of dispositions as intrinsic in-

stead of instrumental values, and reversely, as

instrumental instead of intrinsic. There is

likewise a movement from the valuing of

external acts to inner dispositions, these

dispositions becoming bonds of retention

(Erhaltungs-Glieder) for adaptive reactions.

These laws of value movement and the lapsing

from consciousness of intermediate values are

also studied by Schwartz and Siinmel.
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The question arises, whether a fundamental

class of intrinsic values can he distinguished.

It is clear that only psychical dispositions

are intrinsic values, and, in view of the fact

of the mutation of values, only the most
general classification is possible. A threefold

classification into values of ‘ condition,’ ‘ per-

sonal ’ and ‘ over-individual ’ values has been

made, but Schwartz’s attempt to make this

distinction absolute is probably unwarranted.

Intrinsic as well as instrumental values

suffer mutation (Meinong, as cited below, 72 ;

Ehrenfels, as cited below, 112).

The empirical laws governing the muta-

tions of value are laws both of the individual

and social consciousness. Values may thus

be individually or successively, ontogenetically

or phylogenetically, developed. The struggle

for existence among dispositions, which are

at once the objects of ethical valuation and

the source of value reactions, springs out of

the nervous conditions of these dispositions.

While there dwells in each the tendency to

utmost activity under the given conditions,

yet, since the valuing subject is master of

only a limited energy of valuation, i. e. nerv-

ous energy, the increase of value of any
given disposition must necessarily cause

others to decrease. In any case increase of

value is always relative.

The measurement of value. Consequently

both Meinong and Ehrenfels conceive that

the law of marginal utility, which has been

developed for economic values, holds also

for ethical instrumental values. It is a funda-

mental law of all valuation. In its applica-

tion to the ethical spheie it has been called

the law of Grenzfroinmen. And, since there

are no absolutely underived values, but all

are either individually or successively, onto-

geiietically or phylogenetically, derived and
have become the ‘ bond of retention ’ for ex-

trinsic values, it follows that the law is con-

ceived to govern intrinsic values also. The
working of this law in the sphere of social

ethical worths gives I'ise to a constant value

movement which manifests itself in the crea-

tion of three grades of value al\\ays distin-

guishable at any empirical stage of the n.ove-

ment. These are described as aspiring, nor-

mal, and outlived (aufstrebende, normale, and
entfrommte), and correspond to the charges

in dispositions. This is called the ethical

value movement.
Distinction hetv>een ethical and moral

values. Both of these writers give to the

moral values a sort of central position in the

entire sphere of ethical human values. Moral
values are those dispositions which, in the

social ethical value movement, have been
segregated as relatively permanent intrinsic

values. Thus Ehrenfels conceives, arising

partly out of the ethical value movement
described above, a second moral value move-
ment, which may be defined as a ten-

dency to the valuation of activities as such,

which have their ‘ bond of retention ’ in their

utility for the general welfare. This segre-

gation of a central sphere of relatively per-

manent good and bad activities is the product

of growing powers of abstraction and of the

impersonal participation of the individual in

tlie social value consciousness. In view of

this distinction between ethical and moral
values it becomes clear how a relative per-

manence of moral concepts is consistent with
mutations iw ethical values. Dispositions

change more rapidly than the social valuation

of abstract activities. The moral movement
is an integrating movement within a wider
ethical development.

Absolute values. In this connection arises

the question of the existence of absolute

values and of a single dispositional value

corresponding to a single immanental end of

the ethical movement. The logical conse-

quence of the methodological principles de-

scribed is a negative answer, entirely in line

with the critical conclusions of such writers

as Simmel and Miinsterberg. Since all

values are dispositionalvalues, and dispositions

are subject to the empirical laws of mutation,

it follows that neither in the individual nor in

the social consciousness can a value be in any
sense absolute. It follows also that a single

affective disposition, corresponding to a single

ethical end, is psychologically inconceivable.

Such monistic formulations of the ethical end

as the ‘general welfare,’ ‘self-realization,’

‘ highest possible energy of valuation,’ can

only be understood as regulative concepts

brought in from an external philosophical

speculation.

The more philosophical piobh ms of a theory

of value arise when the attempt is made to

connect the empirical laws of value, deter-

mined by psychological analysis, with the

more general conceptions of science and philo-

sophy. The psychological analysis of value

ruabes an artificial abstr’action of the affective,

volitional aspects of consciousness. A mere
gerreral theory of value seeks to correlate

anew these abstracted processes, scier.tifically,

with the biological processes (Ehremels),
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pliilosopbically with the rational processes of

the self.

In connection with the latter arise such

questions as (a) the relation of the individual

to the social value series; (6) the significance

of the woi'th postulates of the self and their

relation to tlie causal mutations of values
;
and

(c) the harmonization of the idealistic mea-

sure of value, in ‘ extension and intension

'

(Bradley, Guyau, Krueger), with the empirical

measure, developed above. Since value ex-

presses a relation between subject and object

in the last analysis, it becomes a problem for

epistemology and metaphysics.

Literature-. Meinong, Psychologisch-ethi-

sche Untersuch. zur Werththeorie (1894);
Ehhenfels, Syst. d. Werththeorie (1897);
and Werththeorie und Etliik, Vtljscb. f.

wiss. Philos. (1893); critical study of these

writers, Mackenzie, Mind, Oct., 1899 ;

ScHWAETz, Psychol, des "Willens, and Zur

Grundlegung d. Ethik (1900); Kkueger,
Der Begriff des Absolut-Wertbvollen als

Grundbegriff d. l\Ioialpbilos.
;
Simmel, Ein-

leitung in die Moralwiss.
;

Munsteebeeg,
Der Ui sprung d. Sittlichkeit

;
Patten, Eco-

nomic Causes of Moral Progress, in Ann. Amer.
Acad. Pol. and Soc. Sci.; Nietzsche, Zur

Genealogie d. Moral; Guyau, Esquisse d’une

Morale sans Obligation ni Sanction
;
Beadlet,

Ethical Studies; Mackenzie, Introd. to Social

Philos.
;
Taede, La Logique sociale

;
Ueban,

The Problem of a Logic of the Emotions and

Affective Memory, Psychol. Eev., 1901; The
Consciousness of Value, Psychol. Rev., Monog.
Sujiph, 1902; and The Relation of the Indi-

vidual to the Social Value Series, Philos.

Rev., 1902; Hoflee, Psychologie (^1897).

(W.M.U.)

Wrath [AS. wradK\

:

Ger. Zorn
;

Fr.

courroux
;

Ital. cruccio. Moral Angee (q. v.),

which is in some degree justified, and which
is entertained by one of superior or exalted

nature or station
;
called also ire (as in the

case of God), and righteous anger (as in the

case of the Hebrew prophets), (j.m.b., g.f.s.)

Wright, Chauncey. (1830-75.) AnAmeri-
can writer on science and philosophy, born at

Nortbam])ton, Mass. His writing was mainly
in the foi m of papers in current jouinals

—

collected in certain of them are his Philo-

sojLical Papers (ed. by Norton). He held

no academic post, but lectured in 1875 on

psychology at Harvard University. He died

at Cambridge, Mass., where much of his

life was spent.

Writer’s Cramp : Ger. Schreihlcramjyf-,

Fr. crampe des ecrivains
;

Ital. granchio degli

scrivani, mogigrafia (e.m.). A characteristic

professional or occupation neurosis affecting

those who have overstrained the neuro-

muscular mechanism of writing.

As a rule no other co-ordinations are affected

than those involved in writing, the patient

being able to use a razor or needle, to perform
on a musical instrument, and the like. Every
attempt to write, however, brings on a cramp

;

and although the attempt is made to hold

the pen in a new position, and other devices

are I’esorted to, the desired movements fail

to be executed. In severe cases other delicate

movements are also involved, and slight tre-

mors, neuralgic pains, and much mental

distress form accompanying symptoms. Ana-
logous professional neuroses are piano-player’s,

violinist’s, telegraphist’s, auctioneer’s cramp,

&c. See Bernhardt, ‘ Die Erkrankuug der

peripherischen Nerven,’ in NothnageVs Si>ec.

Pathol, u. 2'herapie 160 ff. (j.j.)

Writing ; see Handwriting.
Wrong [AS. torang^: Ger. Unrecht; Fr.

mal

;

Ital. torto. The violation of that which
constitutes right, or a right, constitutes wrong,

or a wrong. See Right (various topics). (j.m.b.)

Wrong (in law); Ger. Verletzung, Unrechf,

Fr. injustice, delit
;

Ital. ingiusto, ingiu-

stizia. An invasion of another’s right, caus-

ing him damage or breaking the peace of the

state.

The term is broader than Tort (q. v.). It

covers violations of contract and public

wrongs (those breaking the peace of the

state), i.e. crimes (see Holland, Jurisprudence,

chap. xiii. 281). It involves the notion of

culpability. He is blameworthy who fails

to fulfil his contract obligations
;
and he also

who acts in such a way as naturally, though

undesignedly, to damage another, when a

person of ordinary intelligence ought to fore-

see the consequence (Holmes, The Common
Law, 108). A narrower meaning has been

assigned to ‘ injury ’ (Puffendorf, De Officio

Ilominis et Givis, Lib. I. chap. ii. 15). Courts

are for the redress of wrongs, and only act in

excepitional cases for their prevention, as by
an injumtion against a threatened wrong
(Markby, Elements of Law, chap. xx. § 852).

(S.E.B.)
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Xenia [Gr. ^evia, gifts to a guest from his

host]: Ger. Xenien', Fr. xenies', Ital. xenia.

The influence of pollen of one species upon
the maternal tissues of another species after

hybrid fertilization. Cf. Telegont.
The term was introduced by W. O. Focke,

i88i. Cf. Delage, L’ HerMite, 233. (c.s.M.)

Xenocrates. (396-314 b. c.) Born at

Chalcedon
; a pupil of Plato, whom he accom-

panied to Syracuse. After the master’s death

he went with Aristotle to Asia Minor.
Pietui ned to Athens and succeeded Speusippua
as head of the Academy.
Xenophanes of Colophon. Lived in the

6th century b.c. He is distinguished as the
first Greek monotheist and founder of the
Eleatic School, named after Elea, in Lower
Italy, where the ifliilosopher finally settled.

See Pke-Soceatic Philosophy (Eleatics).

YOGA PHILOSOPHY — YOUTH

Toga Philosophy ; see Oeiehtal Philo
SOPHY (India).

Youth : see Aholeschhcb.

z
ZEISING’S PRINCIPLE — ZENO

Zeising’s Principle: see Golden Sec-

tion.

Zend-Avesta : Ger. Zend-Avesta
;

Fr.

Zend-Avesta

;

Ital. Zend-A vesta. The ancient

Bible of the Zoroastrians, composed of a frag-

ment of the works accredited to Zoroaster

and constituting, in connection with the

Pahlavi books, the sacied literature of the

Parsees.

The surviving fragment of the Avesta forms

about one-thii'd of the original ascribed to

Zoroaster, which is said to have been burned

at the time of the Alexandrian conquest.

The surviving part is about one-tenth the

size of the Christian Bible. See Zoeoas-

TEIANISM.

Literature : Geldnee, Text of the Avesta

(1884); Daemestetee and Mills, Zend-

Avesta (Eng. ti’ans., 1880-7); Oriental Reli-

gious Series, iv, xxiii, xxxi. (a.t.o.)

Zeno of Elea. (Early in the 5th century

B.c.) Son of Teleutagoras, he became the

pupil and friend of Parmenides. He is called

by Aristotle the inventor of dialectic. See
Pee-Soceatic Philosophy (Eleatics), and
cf. Sophism.

Zeno is the author of the sophism called

the ‘ Achilles argument,’ to prove that motion
is impossible

;
i.e. Achilles, the fastest possible

runner, could never overtake the tortoise, tlie

slowest possible goer, if the latter had evtr

so short a start
;

for the distance between
them consists of an infinite series of parts,

and when Achilles, by traversing one of these

parts, comes to whei’e the tortoise was, the

latter will always have gone further. Cf.

Space (passim).

Zeno the Stoic, (h. cir. 340 b.c.) A
merchant until his thirtieth year, he was led,

as a result of shipwreck, to visit Athens.
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la';ul <lte works of Xenophon and Plato;

admired Socrates
;
became a disciple of Crates

the cynic, tlien of Stilpo of the school ol

Mecara, and of Xenocrates and Polemon in

the Academy. About 310 B. c. he founded

a sell! ol in the Sroii noiKiXrj (hence ‘Stoic’),

and after fifty-eight years of teaching com-

mitted suicide.

Zone [Gr. a girdle] : Ger. Zone', Fr.

zone; Ital. zona. An area or region; e. g.

the motor zone or area of the brain; the

language zone or general area within which

anatomical injury leads to disorders of speech.

The retina may be divided into zones, and in

disorders of vision sight may be defective

in certain limited zones.

In hysteria there are characteristic hystero-

genic zones, pressure upon which produces not

only pain but a convulsive attack (see Hys-
teeia). Zones as well as spots of anaesthesia

and of hyperaesthesia are found in hysteria

and other nervous disorders. (J.J.)

Zones of His : Ger. Ldngszonen von His
;

Fr. zones de His
;

Ital. zone di His. The four

longitudinal thickenings of the central nervous

system.

The two dorsal zones are especially asso-

ciated with the entering sensory nerves. The
two ventral zones contain all the nerve-cells

whose axons form vential or lateral nerve-

roots.

W. His was the first to recognize the

morphological significance of these zones,

which dominate the structure of the nervous

system. He termed the ventral zones Grund-
platten, the dorsal zones Fliigelplatten. The
present term was introduced by Minot,

Human Emhryol. (c.s.M.)

Zoology : see Biological Sciences.

Zootheism [Gr. fwor, animal, -f ^edr, God]

:

Gei’. Zootheismus; Yv. zootlieisme

;

Ital. zoo-

teismo. The representation and worship of

deity under the form of an animal, the animal
being regarded not as the symbol of the deity,

but as actually inhabited by him.
The later stages of zootheism are seen in

the Egyptian reverence for animals, in which,

however, the animal has become largely

symbolic. The crude form of zootheism is

supposed to represent the lowest and most
primitive form of religious belief.

Literature-. Andeew Lang, art. Eeligion,

in Encyc. Brit. (9th ed.). (A.T.o.)

Zoroaster. One of the great teachers of

the East, the prophet of Iran, whose teachings
are contained in the Avesta. The dates of

his life are unknown; the ancient authorities

difl'er as widely as 5,000 years as to his

hirth. He probably taught in Eastern Iran,

especially in Bactria. Probably he began
teaching at thirty, and -was slain in battle at

seventy years of age. He is regarded as one
of the Magi, and the author of a new creed.

Zoroastrianism was the national religion of

ancient Persia until Alexander the Great
invaded the country, and again until the rise

of Mohammedanism. See Zoroastrianism,
and Oriental Philosophy (Persia).

Zoroastrianism [Pers. Zorothustrâ : Ger.

Lehre von Zoroaster
;

Yr. Zoroastrisme; Ital.

Zoroastrismo. The religious system of the

Persians, founded by Zoroaster and involving

a dualistic struggle between the powers of

light and darkness personified in the good
and evil deities Ormuzd and Ahriman ami

their attendant devs or spirits. See Oriental
Philosophy (Persia).

Zoroastrianism is mistakenly called fire-

worship, inasmuch as fire is used only as a

symbol of the good spirit. The dualism,

though personified in two opposing deities, is

not absolute, for the evil deity, while coeval

with Ormuzd, will be finally destroyed. Man
was created with free will, and his struggle

may end in final triumph over evil. The
power of Zoroastrianism was broken by the

Alexandrian invasion and was further shat-

tered by the rise of Mohammedanism. It is

now the religion of about 90,000 Parsees.

Literature

:

see references under Zend-
Avesta; also A. Hovelacqhe, Le Avesta,

Zoroastre, &c. (1880); W. Geiger, Ostira-

nische Kultur im Alterthum (1882). (A.T.O.)

Zwiugli, Ulrich or Huldereich. (1484-

1531.) Studied at Wesen, Vienna, and Basel.

Ordained priest, and elected jjastor of Glarus,

1506 ;
called in 1516 to St. Mary’s at Einsie-

deln
;

also in 1518 to the cathedral at

Zurich, where he remained until his death

;

introduced the Eeformation movement into

Zurich, 1524; led the movement in other

Swiss cantons; took part in the conference

at Berne, 1528, where the mass was abolished.

Killed in a battle between the Eoman Catholic

and Protestant cantons while stooping to

minister to a wounded soldier. One of the

most influential leaders of the Eeformation

(q. V.).
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I. INDEX OF GREEK TERMS

[This Index and that of Latin terms were prepared by Professor W. M. TJrban.I

The reference numbers are printed in four different kinds of type : those in black type (123)
are terms which occur as main topics in the work; those in modern face type (123) are the
formally recommended equivalents

;
those in italic (123^ are terms of which some exposition

or discussion is given; and those in old style (123) are those which have passing mention only,
but which are mentioned in a way judged of sufficient importance to require citation.

Under each kind of type the citations from vol. ii follow those from vol. i, and are preceded
by the Roman numeral ii (which is not repeated)

;
all other citations are from vol. i.

With the page number the column of the page is given in a small figure
;
where the small

figure is omitted the reference is to both columns.

q8t)S, 436^, 465^.

a8ia<J>opa, 427I, 533I,
ii. 475k

dSidtjjopov, ii. 480^.

al8(is, ii. 672k
at(T0T]o-is, ii. i3i\ 205k
alo-G-qrov, ii. 185k
amov, 164®, 165^.

dKpacria, 575k
d\t|9ei.a, 430^, 429^, ii. 205^, 717k
dpiapTfa. 434k ii. 717k
dp.€(ra, 430^.

dvayKaio raTT) iroXis, ii. 596k
dvd^KT), 430^, 298^, 429k 500^, ii.

_
45k 144k

dvaXoyta. 41, ii. 639k
dvaXuTiKos, 427k
dv8p€ia, 3932, ii. 764k
d^£cop,a, 97^.

dopto-TTi, ii. 147^.

diraYcoyf]) ii- 427k 434'*-

dircipov, 57 ^, 430^, 423', 429.
diToSocris (apodosis), ii. i8ik
diropia, 554k
diTOppoai, ii. 278k
ttpfTt], 335k 35°k ii- 279k 549k
dpxfi. 66k 165, ii. 50k 425k
612k

dTop,ov, 537I.

aviTo, 93^.

auTO dyaOov, 417k
odTOKpaTcep, 93^.

avPTop,aTov, 50^, 94^, 298^.

d<j>a£pecns, 5k

r«vva, 465^.

yivecns, 409^, 302k 173k
yevvatov v[/eu8os, ii. 761^.

yevos, 430^, 424^, 425k ii- 325k
y£yvea-0ai, 173^.

yiYvopcva, ii. 421^, 446^, 602^.

•yvyvcbo-Keiv, 430^, 428^.

•yviocTis, 414^, 19k ii- 269^
; 369k

ii. 269'^, 301^.

YuvT|, 406*.

8iip,iovp-y6s, ii. 551k

8id0ecris, ii. 329^
;

430^, 425k
552^.

SiaipetcrGai, 430^.

SiaKptv€o-0ai, 24’.

SvaXeKTiKos, 430'^, 427*.

StdXXaJis, 424I.

SidXXrjXov, ii. 663^.

Sidvoia, ii. 185^, 205^, 425^,

725k
8idp0po)o-is, ii. 218k
8id<j)Opa, ii. 325^.

8iKaiocrijvT], 764I.

8iKi), ii. 196k 335k
8o^a, ii. 204‘k 205k 725k
8uvapi.s, 300^, 430”, 12'^, 425^, ii.

131k 313k 317k 319k 402k
421’^.

€0OS, 346k 347k
€i86vai., 602^.

€i8os, 165, 430^, 424k 425^, ii.

281'k 325k 342k 407'k 421k
440k 441k

e’lScoXov, 312^, li. 221k 278’.

eiKao-ia, ii. 205'.

eivai, 430^, 428^.

€K0€cris, ii. 695k
€Ko-Tacris, ii. 374k
IXsyxos, 313'^, ii. i8ik
IpTreipia, ii. 132’.

ev€p-y€ia, 324^, 18, 430^. 350^,

425k ii- 196k 317k 401k 421k
764k

tv Kal -n-dv, 326^, ii. 742k
evTcXIxeia, 327k ii- 375^, ii 313^,

319k 421k 446k 613k
I|ls, 430'^, ii. 140^, 329k 764^.

t-ira-yco-y-fi, 539-.

€irea irTepdtvTa, ii. 449k
ImGupia, ii. 196^.

tmcr-rfip.it), ii. 131^, 185^, 204®,

321k 425^. 725k
€ir6p«vov, 165^.

€irox-fi, ii. 405k
epo)S, 340^.
Irepoovo-Ca, 67*, 484k

829

eu8aip.ov£a, 350k 334k 350k 322^,

^44ik ii. 196k 813k
tv ^f|V, ii. 813^.

euo-XTlp-ocnjvT), 391k
€X«iv, ii. 315^.

fdiov, ii. 140'^, 218k

q8ovfi, 350^.

-fi0iKT], ii. 594^.

•qOos, 346k 349k ii. 268k

0cp.a (thema), ii. 691k
0eoti pCav, 12^.

Gecopta, ii. 568'^, 807^.

GLyctv, 63^.

0up.6s, 430^, ii. 196k 375k 474k

181a, ii. 721^.

1810V, ii. 325k
icro8vvap,ujv, 338^.

Ka0’ aviTov, 595k 281k
KaGapcTLs, 161^, 70k ii- 709k
Ka0T|KOv, ii. 196k
KaXcKayaGia, 104k 485k
Kavoov, 152k 92^, 116^, 41k
Ka-n]-y6pT]p.a, 159^, ii. 325k
KaTop0(op.a, ii. 196^^.

Kar’ ouo-iav, 173k
k€v6v, ii. 561k
Ktv<op.a, ii. 305k
Kcvucris, 599^.

kCvt]o-is, 601k ii- 85k 315k
699k

KXlp.a|, ii. 714^.

Koivai evvoiai, ii. 740k
Koivov, ii. 316'.

Koivdv alo-0T]TT)pi-ov, 430^.

Koivcovia, ii. 263^.

Kocrpios, 105^.

Koo-pos, 173^, 238^, 105k
Kocrp.os voTjTos, ii. 179k

X-^ppa, ii. 3k
XoY«rpds, ii. 132', 560k
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\6yos, ii. 30-
;
67’, 578’. ii. 498’,

5U’. 375^ 821’, 822’; 430 -,

32-. 165’. 3022, ^08’, 427I,

593*, ii- 59% ’3’*, ’40% 7’*,

196', 257’. 335’. 336=, 425,585*,
691-, 628-, 818-.

\6yos o-iTtp^Aa-nKos, ii. 514*.

(it'SeJiS, 263^.

p(\os, ii. 218".

p.f’pos. ii. 218’.

ptcrov, ii. 56-.

pccr6-nr)S, ii. 764’.

p€Ta(3o\if]. 171'^, 173*.

pigis, 424’.

v6t)o-is, ii. 551*. 725*.

VOTjTOV, ii. 185’.

vopos, ii. 196'.

voupcvov, ii. 184", 7’, 289’, 514’;

69S*. 594-, 595*. 596’, 598’.

vovs» ii. 185^
;
430^, ii, 179^, 139^,

140-2, 2ZQ\ 3752, 6572, 685\
7252,822’

; 57^, 106’, 428®, 593’,
ii. 1842, 2oi2, 257’, 822, 1442,

4252, 6632, 667’, 689’, 8i82,

voOs iroiTjTiKos (iraGijTiKos), ii.

1 86’.

opoiopf'peiai, 4832.
opoiovcria, 4832, ii. 4842.

opoovo-Ja. 4842, ii. 614’
; 67’,

^
483^ 484".

ovopa, ii. 6072.

ovTo, ii. 289’, 421’.

0^6;, 1052.

opyavov, ii. 219’, ii. 266*, 325’.

opegis, 43q2.

ovaLa, 430 '^, 422^, ii. 2032, 375’,

421*, 55’*, 6072, 6ia2, 613’,

614’, 639’, 822’.

ira0€tv, ii. 6 t6’.

Trd0T], 22’, 572, ii. 267’.

TTa0os, ii. 208’.

-irav8cx«s, ii. 7472.
Trapd, ii. 258’.

-rrapdSciYpa, 412.

irapdTTTupa, 434*.
Trapa<j)'uds, 501’.

irapowCa, ii. 2632,
irdo-xov, 166’.

uepiTTaTOS, ii. 280’.

TTtpi ti,|,ous, ii. 6ii2.

irCo-Tis (pistis), 3692, 414®, ii.

2692, 3012.

irvfvpa, ii. 3072, 308’, 3752,

498’, 5572, 585’; 4302, 116’,

593*, 427*, ii. 34*, 822,715’.
T70l€lV, 132, ii. 2932, 4072.
TToXlTlKT), ii. 594’.

irpd|is, ii. 321’.

’TTpoX-rjil'is, ii. 359’, 66’.

irp6cr0€O’is, 6’.

irpocrtpSia, 7’.

irpoTao-is, ii. 371’, 181’

TTpOTCpOV, 4302,

irpioTT) vXifj, 501’.

irOp, 4302.

irvp del foidv, 4232,

^fjpa (rhema), ii. 146®, 447*, 531®,
6072.

^t)t6s, ii. 415’.

<rdp|, 124’.

o-o(j)Ca, ii. 764’, 818’,

(TTCpTjTLKo's, ii. 34s2.
cTTod (stoa), ii. 6032.

o-vXXoYi?eo-0ai, ii. 629’,

(TuXXoYtcrpos. ii. 6392.

crvpPaivov, 165’.

trvpPtP-rjKos, 90’, 501’, iL 3®5*,

6132.

C7VpPoXov, ii. 640’.

o'uppCcrY«a'0cu, 424’,

<ruv (syn-), ii. 654’.
o-vveiS-rjo-ts, ii. 656’.

cri,vKaTd0ccris (synkatathesis), ii.

658’.

CTvvTTipTja-is (synteresis), ii.

6552.
(TvcTTitjpa, ii. 2x82.

cXTipara (schema, schemata),
ii. 4902, ii. 49q2.

crupa (soma), ii. 554*
; 412*, ii.

I39^ 7’5*-

o-iopa4/uX”^°''(’’’''*’’i’-’’TiK6v), 124’.

<Tco4>pocrvivTj, ii. 6722, 764’.

Td aKpa, ii. 37’.

Ta Ka0’ €Ka<TTa, 537^.
Tdprapos, 4652.

TtXos, 165’, 322*, iL 666*,

T€pveiv, 4302
, 4242.

T«xvil, 4’^ii. 1852, 321’, 725*.

Tfj <j>VCT€l. ffiv, ii. 196’.

TO 8^ yiVEo-Oai. Kai diroXXvo^oi,
424’.

TO 8ecv, 301*.

TO Sovaxov, 4302
,

TO ev8«xdp6vov, 43Q2
,
429*,

TO dvdyKT)?, 501’.

TO iiyepoviKov, ii. 34*,

TO Ka0TiKov, 301’.

TO KaXov, 1042.

TO Kcvov, ii. 747*.
TO pVj OV, 501’.

TO oXov, 4’.

TO ou (vexa, 501’.

TO o{) oux dvet,, 501’.

TO TTclV, 332.

TO irepas, 43Q2.

Toiros, ii. 592, 561*.

TOTTOS VOT]t6s, ii. 179’.

TO TTOIOV, 43Q2, 4272.

TO TTpOS Tt ITWS exov, 430*,

TO TTOJS ex*”', ^30\
TO TtXclOV, 4’.

TO {iTTOKeCpevov, 43Q2
,
427*.

T’JX’I, 7^ 171®, 298*, ii. 144*.

vXil, 489’, 165’, 2982, ii. 50®,

342’, 343*, 42’*, 552*, 607*,

613’.

VITO, 491’.

VTToSoXTl, ii. 560’.

vTTOKSipevov, ii. 607*, 612’.

vTxdcTTao-is (hypostasis), 491*, iL

6I32, ii. 439’
;
639’.

ijCTSpOV TTpOTEpOV, 497*^ 373*>

<|)aiv6pevov, ii. 289’
; 61’, 36Q2, iL

1852, 5141 . 2,1^ 5^42,

<l)avTac7ia, 4302, ^20’, 517’, ii. 385’.

<j)0opd, 173’.

<j)ptv«s, 4352.

tj)p6vT)o-is, ii. 2052, 765’, 818’.

<()vo-ik6s, 43Q2, 425’, ii. 300’.

<})d(ns, 4302, ^24’,
429I,

ii. 139*,

300’, 336’, 375’, 667’.

i|;£v8ifis, ii. 717*.

i|;oxtt, ii. 3742, 3351, 498’, 649®,

6502, 5572
^
5852 . 116

^
ii. i,jo9

55f,
715*.
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[The Greek eqmvalents, given in the Greek Index, may supply apparent omissions from this list.]

The reference numbers are printed in four different kinds of type : those in black type (123)
are terms which occur as main topics in the work

;
those in modern face type (123) are the

formally recommended equivalents
;

those in italic (123) are terms of which some exposition
or discussion is given; and those in old style (123) are terms which have passing mention only,

but which are mentioned in a way judged of suflScient importance to require citation.

Under each kind of type the citations from vol. ii follow those from vol. i, and are preceded
by the Roman numeral ii (which is not repeated)

;
all other citations are from vol. i.

With the page number the column of the page is given in a small figure
;
where the small

figure is omitted the reference is to both columns.

abacus, 1^, ii. 29\
absolutus, 639^.

accentus, 7 ^.

aceidens, per acoidens, 639*.

Aero, 11 *.

actio, 561*, ii. 293®.

actio ad distans, 12*, 13*, 421®.

actio immanens, transiens,

ii. 712*.

actiones arbitrariae, 65*.

actor, 352*.

actor sequitur forum rei, 394*.

actualitas, 639*.

actus, 14 ^, 639*, ii. 590*.

actus dei, 12*.

actus purus, 13^, ii. 401*.

ad esse, ad bene esse, ii. 145*.

adiaphora, 16 *.

Adrastus, 19*.

aequivocum, ii. 590*.

aesthetica, 584*.

aevum, ii. 700^.

affeetiones, 22*.

affectus, 22*.

aflB.rmatio, 639*.

a fortiori, 23 ^, ii. 22*.

alter, 35*, 35 '*, ii. 548*, 508*.

analogon rationis, 40*.

analogum, ii. 590*.

a necessitate rei, signi, ii.

625*.

anima, 47*, 116*, ii. 82*.

anima mundi, 47*, ii. 822*.

antithesis, 57*.

a parte ante, 57 *.

a posteriori, 60*, 64
, 539*, ii.

275*.

appellatio relativa, ii. 528*.

a priori, 64*, 60 *, ii. 129*
;
20*,

56, 40*, 44*, 334*, 335*, 362*,

588*, 595^, 630*, ii. 54*, 130*,

143*, 271*, 275*, 738'*, 313I,

320*, 401*, 442*, 564*, 608*,

687*, 702*.

arcana, 65 *.

argumentatio, 67*.

argumentum ad baeulum, ad
hominem, ad populum, ad
verecundiam, 373*.

aseitas, 75*.

axiomata, 97*.

axiomata media, 348*.

Barbara, 101*, 554*, ii. 88*,

402*, 449*.

Baroeo, lOl*.
bellum, 1 13*.

bene esse, ii. 373*.

Booardo, 123*, 554*.

bona fl.des, 124*, 381*.

bonum, 125*, 75*, iL 590*,
710*.

Bramantip, 143*.

cabala, 149*.

cacodemonia, 149*.

calculus, 150*, 558*, ii. 42*.

camera obscura, ii. 778*.

camestres, 643*.

canthus, 153*.

categoricus, ii. 329*.

causa efficieus, 27*, 90*.

causa finalis, 27*.

causa immanens, transiens, ii.

712*.

causa proxima, 163*.

causa sui, 163*, ii. 508*.

celarent, 168*, ii. 88*, 402*.

Cesare, 171 *, 643*.

cireulus in demonstrando, 373*.

eireulus in probando, 183*,

373^-

cogito ergo sum, 192*.

cognitio pura, ii. 401*.

cognitio sensitiva, 584*.

cqincidentia oppositorum, ii.

562*.

communes notiones, ii. 498*.

communicatio idiomatum,
200*.

compos mentis, 204*, ii. 181 *.

conatus, 207 *, ii. 511*, 816*.

conceptus, 639*.

conditio sine qua non, ii. 143*.

conscientia, ii. 656*.

consensus gentium, 217 *.

consequentia, ii. 531*.

contingens, ii. 89*.
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continuum, 225 *, ii. 657*
; 531*,

ii. 7*.

contradictio, 639*.

copula, 234*, ii. 26.

corpus, 236*.

corpus Aristotelicum, 350*.

corpus mystieum, ii. 218*.

culpa, 247 *, ii. 149*.

cultus, 248*.

curator, 542*.

cursus naturae, ii. 731*.

damnum absque iniuria, 252*.

Darapti, 253*, 554*.

Darii, 253*.

Datisi, 253*.

datum, 253*, 368*, 414*, 456*.

descensus, ii. 625*.

dedalium, 513*.

deductio, 258*.

de facto, 253*.

definitio, 639*.

definitio nominis, ii. 179*.

de generibus et speciebus, 159*.

de homine libero exhibendo,

435*-

de inesse, ii. 402*.

de iure, 253*.

de modis significandi, ii. 529*.

de more geometrico, ii. 416*.

de motu, 517*.

de primo ad ultimum, 270*.

de rerum natura, ii. 140*.

determinatio, ii. 147*.

determinatio est negatio, ii.

257^-

deus ex machine, 274*.

dicta probantia, 279*.

dictio, ii. 625*.

dictum, 279 *, (Aristot.) 68*, ii.

22*, 88*, 630*.

dictum de omni et nullo, 279*,

68*, 526*, ii. 145*, 183*, 412*,

63o^ 737^, 740’-

differentia, 639', ii. 411*.

dignitas, 105*.

dignitas dignitatum, 643*.

disamis, 284*.

disciplina, 65*.
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disparatum, C39'.

dolus. 293 '.

donum superadditum, 295'.

dura mater, ssa''.

effectus, 164“.

effluvium, 311 ®, ii. 278'.

ego. 312 , 35 ', ii. 181 ', 508'
; 299',

ii. 310®, 401®.

elementa, 639'.

emineuter, 316 ®.

ens, 327 ®, 639', ii. 710®.

ens actuale, possibile, ii. 590'.

ens creat existentias, ii. 203®.

ens est unum verum bonum,
ii. 720'.

ens per essentiam, ab alio, ii.

59 ''-

ens rationis, ii. 448', 449®, 590',
814'.

ens realissimum, ii. 202®.

entitas. 639'.

esse, 639 ', 503', ii. 590', 626®.

essentia, 639', 422®, 630®, 631'.

ex aequo et bono, 338®.

ex cathedra, 541®, ii. 309®.

exclusi tertii principium, 356®.

excommunicatio maior, minor,

357 ^-

ex hypothesi, ii. 145®.

existentia, 639', ii. 590'.

experimentum crucis,
'

362 ®,

362 ®.

explicite, 363'.

ex post facto, 355', lao'.

facta, 334®.

factor, 368'.

fallacia consequentis, ii. 181'.

falsus, ii. 717®.

Tapesmo, Paresmo, 374*.

Pelapton, 378®.

felicitas, 350®.

Perio, Perison, 379'.

Pesapo, Pestino, 380'.

flexibilitas cerea, 158
, 599'.

fiat. 381 ', 12®,ii.l79®, 763'
; 573®.

fides, 381 ®.

filioque, 383'.

finis, 561'.

finis ultimuB, ii. 487*
focus, 81®.

folium, 387'.

fons vitae, 30®.

forma, 639’, ii. 52, 53.
forma, formalis, formaliter,
392', 6.39’.

forma prima radicalis et astra-
lis, ii. 52'.

formalitates, ii. 764'.

formaliter, 639', iL 55', 28a',
608'.

fortitude, 393®.
forum, 393 ®.

forum delicti (commissi), 394'.
forum domicilii, 394'.
forum rei sitae, 394'.
Presison, 396®.

fundamentum, 398'.

fundamentum divisionis, 290®,
398'.

fundamentum relationis, 398',

ii. 448®, 440®.

fundamentum universalitatis,

ii- 735 '-

generalis, ii. 141'.

genius, 410'.

genus, 411 ®, ii. 621', 639'; 424®,

600®, ii. 329', 411'.

gutta serena, 36'.

gyrus, 434®, 123®.

habeas corpus, 435'.

habere, ii. 315®.

haecceitas, 437', 639', 535®, ii.

423'-

hemi, 467 '.

honestum, 484®.

hyper, 489', ii. 622 ®.

idealiter, ii. 608'.

identicum. ii. 590'.

idola, 373®, 511'.

ignava ratio, ii. 556®.

ignorantia facti, legis, 511*.

ignoratio elenchi, 51
, 373’,

575 ®, ii. 44®.

imago, 519'.

imperia in imperio, ii. 593®.

implicite, 363 '.

impossibile, ii. 89®.

in actu, 3', ii. 701'.

in adieeto, 525®.

in causando, in essendo, in
praecando, ii. 145®.

inclinatio, 639', 535®.

index, 531 .

in dictione, 372®.

individuatio, 639'.

individuum, 639', 537®.

inductio per enumerationem
simplicem, 537®.

inertia, 541 '.

in esse, 528', ii. 466'
; 528', ii.

421'.

infima species, 290®, 411®.

infinitatio, ii. 199'.

influxus physicus, 546', ii. 82®,

199®.

in intellectu, 528', 528', 544',

ii. 421'.

in loco parentis, 307®.

innotus, ii. 131®.

in personam, la', 17', 301®.

in posse, 528', ii. 421'.

in potentia, ii. 558', 735'.

in re, in rem, 528', 12', 17',

301®, ii. 421', 466'.

in se, 544'.

insolubilia, 54'.

in suo genere, ii. 373®.

intellectus, ii. 294®.

intellectus agens, passivus, ii.

59°^-

intellectus ptirus, ii. 401®.

intelligibilis, 639', 559®.

intentio, 639'.

intentio intentionalis, 561'.

intentio, prima et secunda,
561'.

inter se, ii. 36®.

832

irrefragibilis, 30®.

index. 65'.

ius, 641'.

ius civile, ii. 478®.

ius fetiale, 564®.

ius honorari-im, ii. 478®.

ius naturale, ii. 196®, 512'.

ius respondendi, 565'.

iustitia, 585®.

lex, 641'.

lex fori, 394'.

limen, ii. 6®.

loci classioi, 120®.

logia, 418'.

logioa doceiis, utens, ii. 21'.

logica vetus et novi, ii. 206®.

lumen gratiae, naturale, ii.

32'.

lux mundi, 93'.

magister officiorura, 124'.

Magna Charta, 175'.

maiestatis crimen, ii. 3®.

maior, ii. 37 ', ii. 86'.

malopterurus, 313'.

malum, ii. 38®.

mandator, 25'.

mare clausum, mare liberum,
ii. 41®.

materia, 639', 630®, ii. 51®, 714'.

materialis, 639'.

materialiter, 639', ii. 55'.

maxima, ii. 55®.

maximus homo, ii. 627®.

medium, ii. 60®
;
82'.

medius, ii. 176'.

mens, ii. 82®, 229®.

meridialis, 42’.

minimum, ii. 86'.

minimum divisibile, ii. 86'.

minor, ii. 86', ii. 86'.

modi praedicandi, ii. 325'.

modulus, ii. 94', 340®.

modus ponens, ii. 94®
; 493', ii.

617', 633®, 647®.

modus tollens, ii. 94®
; 493', ii.

617', 647®.

morbus comitialis, 331'.

morbus divus, 331'.

morbus sacer, 331'.

motus, ii. 315®.

motus animi, 22'.

mundus, ii. 118'
;
306', 559®, ii.

742', 821 ®.

mundus intelligibilis, ii. 184®.

muscae volitantes, 327*.

mutatio, 171®.

natura, 639', ii. 140®, 141'.

natura naturans, natura natu-

rata, ii. 133'
;
3®.

natura non facit saltmn, ii.

133', ii. 726®.

neoessarium, ii. 89®.

ne fiat divisio per saltum, 291'.

negatio, 639', 381'.

neglegentia, ii. 149®.

Uemesius, ii. 149®.

Neo, ii. 149 ®.

neutrum, 507'.
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nexus, ii. 176^.

nihil est in intellectu, ii. IV?*.
nihil ex nihilo, ii. 177 ^.

nisus, ii. 178^.

nomen connotans, ii. 528*.

nomina, ii. 422^.

non actio, sed status, 113®.

non eausa pro causa, 575^*, ii.

442.

non compos mentis, ii. 181^.

non-ego, ii. 181\
non sequitur, ii. 181^, ii. 44^“.

noscere, 602^.

nota, ii. 43^.

nota notae, ii. 183^, ii. 631*.

notio, 639^

obiectum, 639^.

obiter dictum, 166*.

obligatio, ii. 194^.

omne vivum e vivo, 117®.

omnis cellula e cellula, 169^.

onomatopoesis, 507^.

opposita, ii. 315^.

pars opercularis, ii. 19I.

partes extra partes, ii. 815^.

partieularis, ii. 141^.

particulariter, ii. 276^.

particulatio, ii. s66\
parva logicalia, ii. 266^

;
363^.

passiones, 22^.

passiones entis, ii. 267^.

patria potestas, 373^.
penumbra, 3^.

per aecidens, 7®, ii. 89^, 281®,

328^.

per aggregationem, ii. 735^.
per aliud, ii. 282^
per compositionem, ii. 705*.
per enumerationem simplieem,
357% ii. 53E.

per impossibile, ii. 435%
per saltum, 541^.

per se, ii. 329% ii. 281% 408^.

per se prime mode, secundo
mode, ii. 282^

perseitas, ii. 494^, 504*.

perseitas boni, ii. 281^.

persona, 639 ^^, 491*, ii. 613*,

perturbationes, 22^.

petitio principii, ii. 287 *
;
109*,

497 *, ii. 290^
; 372% ii. 44*.

phylum, 553*.

pia mater, 552*.

pithecanthropus ereetus, ii,

302^.

plenum, ii. 305*, ii. 747% ii. 45*.

pleroma, ii. 305*.

plexus, ii. 305*
;
405^.

pluralitas, ii. 306*.

pons asinorum, ii. 309%
posit, ii. 181%
positio, 639%
possibilis, 639', ii. 89®.

post hoc, ergo propter hoo, ii.

315 *, ii. 181*.

posterius, ii. 342*.

potentia, 639', ii. 319% 590%
potentia pura, ii. 402%
prMoisio, iL 323*.

n.

praedicamenta, ii. 315*, 410*.

praedicatio, ii. 325*, 328'.

praedicatio in quale (in quid),

ii. 329%
praedicatum, ii. 607*.

praescriptio, ii. 332*.

praesumptio iuris et de iure, ii.

337%
praetensio, ii. 371%
prima, 443*.

primum cognitum, ii. 341 '

;

643%
primum mobile, ii. 341%
primum movens, 3*.

primus in orbe deos fecit timer,
376*.

principalis eflBciens, ii. 307*.

principium identitatis, 534%
643%

principium individuationis,
639', 643*, ii. 494*.

principium rationis, ii. 617*.

prior, ii. 315*.

prius, 500*, ii. 315*, 342*.

prius natuia, dignitate, causa-
litate, ii. 343'.

privilegium, ii. 343*.
probandum, 372'.

prodromata, ii. 357',

prognosis, ii. 358'.

proportio, 639*.

proslogium, ii. 202%
pulchritude, 105*.

quadrivium, ii. 492%
quale, ii. 406*.

qualia, ii. 406*, 407*, 444®, 445*.
qualitas, 639*, ii. 407*.

quantitas, 639*.

quicunque, ii. 412 *.

quidditas, ii. 412 *
;
639*.

quinque voces, ii. 412 *
;
639*,

ii. 325%
quod est, 639*.

quod quid est, 639*.

ratio, ii. 415'; 639®, ii, 294*,

726®.

ratio essendi, cognosoendi, ii.

425%
ratio obieetalis, ii. 608%
ratio seminalis, ii. 514%
realitas, 639*.

reductio ad absurdum, ii. 434®

;

67 *, 643*.

res, ii. 466%
res adiudicata, ii. 466®.

res aliquid, ii. 710*.

res, ante res, post res, in rebus,
ii. 421*.

res cogitans, 298*, ii. 93'.

res corporales, incorporales,
ii. 360®.

res de re praedicare non potest,

ii. 466*.

res divini iuris, ii. 466®.

res extensa, 298*, 503', ii. 93'.

res extra commercium, ii. 466*.

res gestae, ii. 466'.

res Integra, ii. 466*.

res mancipi, ii. 466*.

833

res nullius, ii. 466'.

res publicae, ii. 466*.

res tota simul, ii. 700*.

residuum, ii. 468'
;
23®.

resplendentia formae, 106'.

respondeat superior, ii. 149*.

reus, 12', 352'.

saltus, ii. 484*.

saltus in concludendo, ii. 484*,

scala predicimentalis, ii. 714'.

scintilla conscientiae, ii. 656'.

scire, 602*.

secunda intentio, ii. 589*.

secundum potentiam, ii. 701%
secundum quid, ii. 504*, iL

145% 281*.

secundum rationem, fldem, ii.

425%
semper, ubique, et ab omnibus,

ii. 740'.

sensibilis, 639®.

sensilla, ii. 518*.

sensus communis, 345', 592*.

sensus compositus, ii. 145*.

sensus divisus, ii. 145*.

sensus usualis, ii. 92*.

sententiarum libri tres, 575*.

sermo, ii. 423'.

signifioatum, ii. 529'.

similia similibus pereipiuntur
ii. 530*, ii. 278'.

simpliciter, 159*.

simul, ii. 315*.

sine qua non, ii. 533% ii. 539'.

singularia, 537*.

societas leonina, ii. 543*.

socius, ii. 548*
;
341', ii. 508'.

sophismata aurea, 554*.

sophistic! elenchi, 554*.

sorites, ii. 557'
;
171% ii. 448%

sortes, ii. 625'.

species, ii. 566*
;

173% 601 ',

639*, 4242, 425*.

species intentionalis, sensi-

bilis, ii. 590*.

spiritus, 116^, ii. 82*, 585%
status, ii. 601*; 25', 113*, 585%

ii. 744*.

subdita, ii. 607*.

subiectivum, ii. 607*.

subiectum, 639*, ii. 613',

subsistentia, 639 *.

subsistere, 639*.

substantia, 639', 422*, ii. 26'

613% 714%
substratum, ii. 615'

; 427% ii-

613%
succubus, ii. 615®.

suggestio falsi, ii. 4®.

sui generis, ii. 620'
; 54^.

summa, 174'.

summa Pisana, Artisana, An-
gelica, Rosella, Pacifica, 157 *.

summa totius logices, 554*.

summum bonum, ii. 621 '; 417',

75% 343% 344% ii- 2°5% 487%
718*.

summum genus, ii. 621'
; 290®,

411% ii. 93%
super, ii. 622 *.
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Buppositio, ii. 531". 6242. tubularia mesembryantlie- uuum, ii. 590', 710 .

suppositum, ii. 613', 624''^. mum, 476*. unum transcei'.dentaliter, 594®.
suppressio veri, ii. 4*. tutor, 542^ ut nunc, ii. 26*.

supra, li. 625 *. uti possidetis, ii. 745*.

ubi ius, ibi remsdium, ii. utile, 484'*.

tabula rasa, ii. 666*, ii. 616*

;

4^-

549'- ubicatio, ii. 723*. vacuum, ii. 747*, ii. 305®.

terminus, 13^, 323 ^, 324^, ii. ultra, ii. 724*. venustas, 105®.
191 *, ii. 199*. unica substantia, 298*. Veritas propositionis, 639®.

tertium quid, ii. 682 *, ii. GO'*. unio caritatis, 23*. Veritas transcendentalis, 594®.
theologia naturalis, ii. 137^. unio mystica, 492*. verum, ii. 590*, 710®, 717V"

'

tinnitus, 452^*. universale, ii. 737*, 741*. veto, ii. 763 *
;
381*.

totum per aggregationem, ii. universalia, 639 ‘*. virtualiter, ii. 764*.
814-. universalis, 639^. vis activa, ii. 319*.

traditor, 294**. universaliter primum, ii. 145®. vis maior, 112*.

transcendentia, ii. 711*. universum, ii, 74a*. vis viva, ii. 801 *.

trivium, iL 716*, ii. 49a*. univooum, ii. 590*. voces, ii. 42a®.
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III. INDEX OF GERIMAN TERMS

[Prepared by P. H. Fog el, M.A., and J. W. L. Jones, Ph.D.]

The reference numbers are printed in four diiferent kinds of type : those in black type (123)
are terms -which occur as main topics in the -work

;
those in modern face type (123) are the

formally recommended equivalents
;

those in italic
{133) are terms of -which some exposition

or discussion is given
;
and those in old style (123) are those which have passing mention only,

but which are mentioned in a way judged of sufficient importance to require citation.

Under each kind of type the citations from vol. ii follow those from vol. i, and are preceded
by the Roman numeral ii (,which is not repeated)

;
all other citations are from vol. i.

With the page number the column of the page is given in a small figure
;
where the small

figure is omitted the reference is to both columns.

a priori, 696®, 594®-

a priori Grundsatze, 694®.

Abanderung (individuell er-

worbene), ii. 94*.

Abbildung, 518*.

Abendmahl, 349*.

Aberglaube, ii. 623*.

Aberration, 1®.

abgezogen, 5*.

Abgotterei, 611*.

Abkommen, 273*.

Abkiirzung, ii. 626®.

Ablass (vollkommener), ii. 805*.

Ablaut, 2*.

Ablenkung, 276*.

Ablenkung der Aufinerfcsam-
keit, 288®.

abnehmender Ge-winn, 281®.

Abneigung, 67*, 97*.

abnorm, 2®.

Abnormitat, 60*.

Abscheu, ii. 678®.

Absicht, 561*, ii. 678*.

absolut, 3*.

Absolute (das), 3*.

Absolution, 4*.

Absolutismus, 4®.

Absonderung, ii. 604*.

Absorptionsgesetz, ii. 25*.

abstrakt, 5*, 459®, 459*.

abstrakte Allgemeinheit, 464*.

abstrakte Vorstellung, 6*.

Abstraktion, 6 *.

Abstossung, 89®.

Abtragung, 366*.

Abulie, 2®.

Accent, 7*.

Acceptationstheorie, 86*.

Accidsnz, 7®.

Accommodation, 7®, 8*.

Accord, 176®.

Achromatopsie, 9*.

Achtel, 181*.

Achtung, ii. 468®, 472*.

Act, 321®.

Acte, 11®.

Action, 12*, 13®.

Action und Beaction, 12*.

Actionsstrom, ii. 149*.

Actionsvermogen, 12®.

Activitat, 13*.

Actualitat, 14®.

acute Demenz, ii. 605*.

Adaptation, 16®.

adaquat, 16*.

adiaphoristischer Streit, 16*.

Admiralitatsgerichtbarkeit, 7*.

Adoptionismus, 18®.

Advent, 19*.

Advokat, 19*.

Aehnlichkeit, ii. 6*.

Aequipollenz, 338*.

Aequivalent, 699®.

Aequivalent (meohaniaches),
ii. 59*.

aesthesiodisch, 19®.

aesthesiogen, 19®.

Aesthetik, 20*, 33*, 694*.

aesthetisch, 20*.

aesthetische Sympathie, ii.

653*.

aesthetischer Absolutismus, 4®.

aesthetischer Massstab, 21*.

aesthetischer Schein, i08*.

Aestiologie, 21®.

Aether, 342®.

Aeusserlichkeit, ii. 91®.

affectiver Bewegungsreiz, 21*.

Affokt, 316®, ii. 267*; 22*.

Affen, 61*.

Agent, 25*.

Agentschaft, 24*.

Agentur. 24®.

Agglutination, 25*.

Aggrega+, 25®, 26*.

Agnosie, 26*.

Agnosticismus, 26*,

Agraphie, 27®.

Ahnencult, 46*.

ahnlich, ii. 530®.

Akademie, 6®.

Akatamathesie, 6*

Akataphasie, 6®.

Akumetrie, 9®.

Akusma, 9®.

Akustik, 9®.

akut, 182*.

Alalie, 28®.

Alexandrinische Schule, 30®.

Alexie, 32*.

Algebra der Logik, ii. 640®.

algedonische Aesthetik, 33*.

Alkoholismus, 29*.

all, 33®, ii. 742*.

Allaesthesie, 33®.

Allbeseelung, ii. 256*.

allerletzt, ii. 723®.

Allgegenwart, ii. 200®, 723*.

allgemein, ii. 737*, ii. 678®.

Allgemeinbegriff, 208*, 406*.

Allgemeine (das), 456*.

allgemeine Gliickseligkeit, iL
741®.

allgemeine Satze, ii. 789*.

allgemeiner Terminus, 407*.

allgemeines Wohl, 407*.

Allgemeingiiltigkeit, ii. 742*.

Allgemeinheit, 464®.

Allgemeinheit f^abstrakte), 464*.

Allgemeinheit (concrete), 464*.

Allgemeinheit (empirische), ii.

739®.

Allheit, 161*.

Allmacht, ii. 200®.

AUochirie, 34*.

Allwissenheit, ii. 201*.

Alogie, 34*.

Alpdrucken, ii. 177*.

Alphabet, 34*.

Altklugheit, ii. 324*.

Altruismus, 36®.

Amaurose, 36*.

Ambidextrie, 36*.

Amblyopie, 36®.

Ametropie, 36*.

Amimie, 36®.

Amitose, 37*.

Amixie, 37*.

Amnesie, 37*.

Amoebe, 37®.

Amortisation, 37*.

Amphibolie, 38*.

Amphimixie, 38*.

Amulet, 38*.

Amusie, 38®.

an etwas, 460*.

an ihm, 460*, 459*.
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nn ihm selbst. 459'.

an sich. 39', 52S', 459-, 460*,

695'-, 459', 461*.

an sich Oder I'iir uns, 464*. 459'.

an und fiir sich, 39', 52S', iOS',

467', 459'.

An-und-fiirsichsein, 467', 462*.

Anabaptisten. 39'.

Anabolismus, 39'.

Aualgesie. 40*.

Analgie. 40*.

.•>nalog3 Organe, 40*.

Analogie, 41'.

Analogie der Erfahrung, 40*,

42*.

Analogie des Glaubens, 42*.

Analyse, 42*, 43.

Analytik, 694*, 597'.

analytische Methode, 45'.

analytisches und synthetisches
TJrteil, 43*.

Anamie, 39*.

Anamnese, ii. 463',

Anaphase, 45'.

Anaphie, 45'.

Anarchismus, 45'.

Anarthrie, 46'.

iinasthcsie, 39*.

Anbetung, 18*.

andere (das), 312', ii. 4S5'.

andere (der), 35'.

Andere (das) (und (das)

Gleiche), ii. 484*.

Anderes (.ein), 462'.

Anerkennen (-ung), 7*, 770*.

Anfall, 884*.

Anfang, 548*.

anfangend, ii. 128'.

angeborene (Ideen), 548*.

Angebot und ITachfrage, ii.

623*.

Angelologie, 46*.

Angemessenheit, 385', ii. 359*.

Angst, 57'.

Animismus, 48*

Anisometropie, 49*.

Anklage, 532*.

Anklageacte, 77*.

Ankiindigung, in 331'.

Anlage, 49*, ii. 678*, ii. 329*,
481'.

Anlagen, ii. 70*, 393'.
Anmuth, 418*.

Anoia, 60'.

Anorthropie, 60*.

Anosmia, 60*.

Anosmie, 60*.

anpassend, 15*.

Anpassung, 7*, 14*, 190', ii. 217'.
Anschauung, 50*, ii. 679*; 654',

668', 63*, 654', 668', 694', ii.

276*, 722'.

Anschauungsunterrioht, iL
192'.

Ansichsein, 459'.
Ansichten der Tractarianor

(die), ii. 707*.

Anstand, ii. 369*.

anstandig, ii. 369*.

Anstrengung, 311*, 206*.

Antagonismus, 60*.

Antagonisten, 60*.

antagonislisches(etwas),ii.79o'.

antecedens, 61'.

Anthropologie, 62*.

Anthropometric, 64*.

Anthropomorphismus, 65'.

Antichrist, 65*.

Anticip.ationen der Wahmeh-
mung, 50'.

Antinomic, 66*.

Antinomien, 697*, 594*.
Antinomismus, 50'.

Antipathic, 57'.

Antithese, 57'.

Antrieb, 207', 206*.

Anziehung und Abstossung,
89*.

Apathie, 67*.

Aphakie, 68'.

Aphasie, 58'.

Aphemie, 58*.

Aphonie, 58*.

Aphrasie, 58*.

Aphthongie, 69'.

Aplasie, 59'.

apodictisch, 59'.

Apogamie, 69'.

Apokalypse, 69'.

Apokatastase, 59*.

apolare Zelle, 69*.

Apollinarismus, 69*.

Tlpologetik, 60'.

Apoplexie, 60'.

Apotheose, 00*.

Apparate, 605'.

Apperception, 61', 693*, 592*,

594-
Apperception (Einheit der),

693*.

Apperceptionsmasse, 67'.

Apperceptionssystem, 67'.

Apprehension, 62*.

Apraxie, 64'.

Aprosexie, 64*.

Aquino (Lehre des Thomas
von), ii. 696'.

Arbeit, 616', ii. 821'.

Arbeitslohn, ii. 810'.

Arbeitstag (-stunden), 486*.

Arbeitstheilung, 291'.

Arbitrage, 05'.

Arcana, 65*.

Archaologie, 66*.

Archetyp, 66*.

Argument (Argumentiren, Ar-
gumentation), 67'.

Argument (ontologisches), ii.

202 *.

Argumentation, 67'.

Argumentiren, 67'.

Arianismus, 67'.

Arier, 74*.

Aristocratic, 67*.

Arithmomanie, 68*.

Armengesetzgebung, iL 809*.

Arminianismus, 68*.

Armuth, ii. 318*.

Art, 600', ii. 566*.

Art der Eehubarkeit, ii. 675'.

Arten (Ursprung der), ii. 243*.

Arterie, 73*.
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Artikulirung, 73*.

Arzneimittel (psychische 'Wir-

kungen der), ii. 376'.

Asceticismus, 74*.

Asemie, 76'.

Aspiration, 76*.

Assimilation, 76*.

Association, 78', 79'.

Associationspsychologie, 80'.

Asthenie, 81'*.

Asthenopia, 81*.

asthetisches Gefiihl, ii. 621*.

Astigmatismus, 81*.

Asymbolie, 82'.

Asymmetrie, 82'.

Asynergie, 82*.

Atavismus, 83'.

Ataxie, 83', 529*.

Athanasianisches Glaubensbe-
kenntniss, 84'.

Tltheismus, 84'.

Athemmesser, ii. 687'.

Atiologie, 349'.

Atomen (psychischen, Theorie
der), ii. 85*.

Atrophie, 85*.

Attribut, 90'.

Attrition, 90*.

Aufbau, ii. 604*.

Aufbewahrung, ii. 470*.

Aufeinanderfolge, ii. 615'.

Auferstehung, ii. 470'.

Auffassung, 62*, ii. 687'.

Aufheben, ii. 611'.

aufheben, 457', 459', 455'.
Aufklarung, 91', 326*, 371'.
Auflosung, 288'.

Aufmerksamkeit, 86*, 288*, 387'.

Aufregungszustand, 355'.

Aufriohtigkeit, ii. 532'*, 744'.

aufstrebende Werthe, ii. 825'.

Auge, ii. 769*.

Augenaxe, ii. 206'.

Augenbewegung, 295'.

Augenbewegungen, 366'.

Augenbewegungen (Listing’-

sches Gesetz), ii. 8*.

Augenblick, ii. 678'.

Augengrau, 610'.

Augenmass, 366', ii. 801'.

Augenschwarz, 510'.

Augenwinkel, 153*.

AugsburgischcKonfession,91'.
Augustinianismus, 91'.

Aura, 92'.

aus reiner'Vernunft, 591', 594*.
Ausbreitung, 287'.

Ausdehnung, 363', 365'.

Ausdruck, 363'.

ausdriicklich, 626®.

Ausdrucksbewegungen, 317*.

Ausgaben, 360*.

Ausgleichungs-E.eebnung,340'.
auslandisch, 389*.

Auslese, ii. 604*.

Auslese (natiirliche), ii. 134'.

Auslese (pbysiologische),ii. 300*.

Auslese (sexuelle), iL 625'.

auslesendeDenken(das),iL607*.
Ausschalten, 313*.

Aussage, ii. 326'.
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Aussensein, ii. 251 '^.

Aussenwelt, 365^.

ausser Gebrauch treten, 273^.

ausseres Keimblatt, 310^.

ausserlich, 566^.

aussernatiirlieh, ii. 338^.

Ausstrahlung, 314^. 574*.

Ausiiben (-ung), 357*.

Ausiibung, ii. 681^.

Auswahl, 74^, ii. 504*.

Auswahl und TJnterdriickuiig
(soziale), ii. 540^.

Authenticitat, 92*.

Autokinese, 93*.

automatisch, 93*.

automatisch.es Sehreiben, 94*.

Automatismus, 93*, 95*.

Autonomie, 95*.

Autoritat, 92*.

Autosuggestion, 96*.

Averroismus, 96*.

Aversion, 97*.

AxencyUnder, 98*.

Axiom, 97*.

Baer’sches Gesetz, 100*.

Bahnung, ii. 679*
;
367*.

Baptisten, 101*.

Barok, 101*.

Baseler Konfession, 102*.

Bastard- (hybridisch), 488*.

Bau, ii. 604*.

Bauchreden, iL 760*.

Baukunst, 67*.

Baum des Porphyrius, ii. 714*.

Beangstigung, 57*.

Bedauern, ii. 438*.

Bedeutung, ii. 679*
; 526*, ii.

528*, ii. 67S*.

Bedeutungslehre, ii. 529*.

Bedingung (hinreichende). ii.

143*.

Bedingung (nothwendige), ii.

143*.

Bediirfniss, ii. 146*, 811*.

Befriedigung, ii. 487*.

Beftuchtung, 379*.

Begabung, 64*.

Begehren, 62*.

Begehren (Begehrung, Begeh-
rungsvermogen), 206*.

BegehrungsvermSgen (das),

691*.

Begierde, 62*, 206*.

Begleiterscheinung, 333*.

Begreifen, 206*.

begrenzt, 383*.

BegrifF, ii. 184*
; 208*, ii. 91*,

183*; 457*, 463, 464*, ii. 91*,

1S4*
; 25*, 536*, 591*, 594*, ii.

142*.

Begriff (subjektiver und ob-
jektiver), 463*.

Begriff der CausaUtat, 163*.

Begriffen (reine Vernunfter-
kentniss aus), 591*.

^egrifflich, 208*.

begriffliehe Satze, 44*.

Begriffsbildung, 208*.

begrundet, ii. 93*.

BeharrUchkeit, ii. 282*.

Beharrungsvermogen, 541*.

Behauptung, 23*.

Beiprodukt, 333*.

Beisichsein, 461*.

Bejahung, 76*.

Bekanntheitsqualitat, 191*.

Belgisehe Konfession, 109*.

Belohnung, ii. 472*.

Benedictiner, 113*.

Beobachtung, ii. 198*.

Beobaohtung (innerliche), ii.

198*.

Beobaohtung (Selbst-), ii. 198*.

Beobaohtungsrechnung,ii.l98*.
Beraubung, ii. 343*.

Berausehung, 565*.

Berufung, 311*.

Beschaffenheit, 460*, 459*.
Beschaflfenheit (psycbische), ii.

68*.

Bescheidenheit, ii. 93*.

Besehranktheit, 377*.

BeschwQrung, 359*.

Beseelung, ii. 679*, ii. 678*, ii.

640*.

Besessenheit, ii. 198*, 313*.

Besinnung, ii 436*.

Besonderheit, 464*.

bestandige Bewegung, ii. 280*.

Bestandigkeit, ii. 280*.

Bestatigung, ii. 761*.

Besteuerung, ii 663*.

Bestimmen, 460*.

bestimmt, 273*, 459*, 462*.

bestimmt geriohtet, 273*.

Bestimmtheit, 460*, 462*.

Bestimmung, 273*, 460*, 459*,

461*, 464I.

Bestimmung des Mensehen,
460*.

Bestrafung, ii. 397*, 401*.

Betaubung, ii. 128*.

Betaubungsmittel, 40*.

Betonung, 7*.

Betrug, 395*.

Betrunkenheit, 297*.

Beugmuskel, 386*.

Beiorteilung, 65*.

Beurtheilung, 5S0*.

Bevolkerung, ii. 309*.

Bewahrung, ii. 761*.

Beweg^und, 323*, 21*.

BewegUchkeit, ii. 89*.

Bewegung, ii. Ill*, 113*, 116*.

Bewegung (bestandige), ii. 280*.

Bewegung und Euhe, ii. 112*.

Bewegung (wurmfOrmige), ii.

280*.

Bewegungs-(werkzeug, &c.), ii.

20 *.

Bewegungsempflndung, 600*.

Bewegungslosigkeit, 28*.

Bewegungsmenge, ii. 98*.

Bewegungsreiz, 21*.

Bewegungsstereotypie, 599*.
Bewegungstauschungen, 512*.

Bewegungsvorstellung, 599*.

Beweis, 67*.

Beweis (teleologischer), ii. 663*.

Beweis-Fehler, 372*.

Beweismittel, 351*.
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Bewerthung, 62*.

Bewilligung, 76*.

Bewunderung, 17*.

bewusste Selbsttauschung, ii.

513*.

bewusster Reflex, ii. 436*.

bewusster Sehein, ii. 37*.

Bewusstsein, 177*, 381*, 592*.

Bewusstsein (religioses), ii.462*.

Bewusstsein (soziales), ii. 534*.

Bewusstsein uberhaupt, 520*.

Bewusstseins (Einheit des>, ii.

68*.

Bewusstseins (Engei'ung des),
ii. 6Z9*.

Bewusstseinselement, 313*.

Bewusstseinsmonismus, 520*.

Bewusstseinszustand, ii. 598*.

bezaubern, 174*.

Beziehung, ii. 439*.

Beziehungsgesetz, ii. 450*.

Beziehungsgrund, 398*.

Beziehungslehre (logisehe), ii.

447*.

Beziehungs-IJrteil, 44*.

Beziehungswahn, ii. 262*.

Bibel, 115*.

Bibelkritik, 115*.

biblisehe Psychologie, 116*.

biblische Theologie, 116*.

Bild, 516*, 599*, 5iS*.

Bild (bildlich), 382*.

bildend, 1S6*.

Bilder (Purkinje’sche), ii. 403*.

Bilder t^Sanson’sche), ii. 403*.

Bilderdienst. 516*.

Bildung, 392*.

Billigkeit, 338*.

BilUgung, 63*.

binaurales Horen, 117*.

binoculare Parbenmischung,
197*.

binoculares Sehon, 117*.

biogenetisch, 118*.

biogenetiseher Grundsatz, 118*.

Biologie, 119*.

biologische Continuitat, 117*.

Bionomie, 120*.

bionomische Krafte, 119*.

bionomisoheVerhaltnisse,328*.
Biophoren, 120*.

Blastoderm, 121*.

Blastula, 121*.

Blatt, 387*.

blau, ii. 570*.

Blaublindheit, 279*.

BUck, 47*, 353*.

Blickfeld, 381*.

Blicklinie, ii. 8*.

BUekpunkt, 386*.

blinder Fleck, 121*.

Blindheit, 122*.

Blodsinn, 50*.

Blut, 123*.

Blutarmuth, 39*.

Boden-Werth, 618*.

bSser BUck, 353*.

Bosheit, ii. 37*, 38*.

BoswilUgkeit, ii. 37*.

Brechung, ii. 437*.

Brodherr, 321*.
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Bruderlichkeit, 894^.

Bruderschaft, 894^.

Brutto-Einnahme, 481®.

Bucher (_die Sibyllinisohen)| iL

527'.

Buchstabenproben, ii. 686'.

Buddha, 147'.

Bulbus, 147®.

Bundesacte, 11*.

Bundesstaat, 877'.

Burger, 184'.

burgerlich, 184*.

burgerliohe Gesellsohaft, iL
597'.

biirgerliohes Eeoht, 184'.

Burgerschaft, ii. 693®.

Busse, ii. 276'.

Byzantin, 148'.

Calvinismus, 160®.

Cameral-Wissenschaft, SSS*.

Cardinalzahl, ii. 117'.

Carmeliter, 155®.

Causalitat, 163, 16lK
cellulifugal, 169®.

Census, 563'.

central, 169®.

Centralnervensystem, iL 171'.

centrifugal, 311'.

Centrifugalkraft, 170'.

Centripctalkraft, 170'.

Centrosoma, 170®.

Centrum, 169®.

Centrum (vasomotorisches), ii.

759®.

Characteristik, 173®.

Charakter, 173®.

Charakterologie, 348®.

Charitas, 174'.

chemische Synthese, 176'.

Chiliasmus, 175®.

Chiromantik, 176', ii. 256'.

Chorda, ii. 184®.

Christenthum, 177®.

christliches Bewusstsein, 177®.

Chi'istologie, 178'.

Christophania, 180®,

Christus, 176®, 487®.

chromatische Aberration, 1®.

chromatische Tonlehre, 181®.

Chromatopsoudopsis, 181®.

Chromatopsie, 181®.

Chromoaesthosie, 181*.

chronisch, 182'.

circular, 183*.

circulares Irresein, 35*.

Cirkelbeweis, 183®,

Cisterzienser, 183*.

Civilklage, 12*.

Civilrocht, 184'.

Coelomaten, 192*.

Cdlibat, 168'.

Collateralen, 193®,

Colligation, 194'.

Col iga iousbegriff, 794*.

Combinationston, 198*.

Commissur, 199*.

Complementarfarbe, 203®.

Complication, 204'.

complicirt, 203®.

complicirte Anpassung, 190*.

Compositionstheorie, 205®.

Compromiss, 206*.

Conatus, ii. 51 1®.

Conoret, 469®, 459'.

concrete Allgemeinheit, 464'.

Conourrenz, 77*.

congenitale Eigensohaften, 10*.

Consistenz, 27®.

oonstanten Orientirang (Geaetz
der), ii. 242®.

Consumption (unproduktive),
ii. 743'.

continuirliche Haumerfullung,
ii. 305®.

Continuitat, 117®.

Contract (sozialer), ii. 634®.

corticale liokalisation, iL 16*.

Critik, ii. 21®.

Dankbarkeit, 421*.

Darmbewegung, ii, 280*.

darstellen, ii. 679®.

Darstellung, ii. 333*.

Dasein, ii. 421'
;
462', 455', 456',

461®, 462®, ii. 421', 485'.

Dauer, 300®, ii. 615'.

Dauer der Schwangerschaft,
413'.

Demenz (acute), ii. 605'.

Demuth, 487®.

denke (Ich), 593®, 594®, ii. 68®.

Denken, ii. 426'; 463, 591®, 456®,

460®, 464', 465', 594 1.

Denken (das), ii. 696'.

Denken (dasauslesende),ii.607®.

Denkgesetze, 641'.

Denkvermogen, 313*.

Dependenz, 161'.

Desintegration, 285®.

Determinanten, 273'.

Determination, 273®.

Determinismus, 274*.

Deuteranopie, 274®.

deutlich, 189'.

Deutlichkeit, ii. 287'.

Deviation, 276'.

Diagnose, 278'.

Diagonalkraft, ii. 470*.

Diakustik, 278'.

Dialektik, 278', 697',

Dianoelik, 278®.

dianoetisch, 278®.

Diathese, 279'.

Dichromatismus, 279®,

Dichtigkeit, ii. 667®.

Diehtungen (orphisclie), ii. 260*.

Dienstbarkeit, ii. 623*.

(Dienst-)Leistungen, ii. 622*.

Diesheit, ii. 695®.

Differential-Eechnung, 160*.

Differenz, 280®.

Diiferenzierung, 281*.

Differenzton, 281*.

Dilemma, 281®.

Dimorphismus, 282*.

Ding, ii. 695'
; 456'.

Ding an sich, 282', 628', 39',

694®, 696®, 596, 633*.

Dinge der Aussenwelt, 366',

Dioptrik, 282*.

Dipsomanie, 283®.
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Disciplin, 284*.

Disconto, 284*.

disoret, 284®.

discursiv, 286*.

Disharmonie, 285*»

disjunctiv, 286',

disparat, 286®.

Dispensation, 287*.

Disposition, 287®, ii. 679*,

dispositionsfahig, 204®.

dispositionsfahig (nicht)| !L
181'.

Dispositionsunfahigkeit, 628*.

Dissonanz, 284', 283®,

Dissoziation, 288'.

Distinction, 284®.

Distribution, 289*.

Dogma, 291®.

Dogmatik, 292®.

dogmatisehe Theologie, ii.692®.

Dogmatismus, 292®.

Dogmen der katholischen
Kirche, ii. 478®.

Doketismus, 291'.

dolichocephal, 293*.

Dolus, 293'.

Dominikaner, 294*.

Domizil, 294'.

Donatisten, 294®.

Donders’sches Gesetz (der

Augenbewegungen), 295*.

Doppelbilder, 296'.

Doppelsehen, 283',

Dotterhohle, 121'.

Drehpunkt (des Auges), 170*.

Drehschwihdel, 291'.

Drehungsempfindung, ii. 480'.

dreieinige Gott (der), ii. 716®.

Dreieinigkeit, ii. 716®.

Dreieinigkeitslehre, ii. 716®.

Dreiklang, ii. 714®.

Dreitheilung, ii. 715*.

Dressur, ii. 679®.
Druckempfiudung, ii. 337*.

Druckpunkt, ii. 337*.

Driise, 414®.

Dummheit, 300'.

Dur, ii. 37*.

Durchmesser, 278®.

Durchschnitt, ii. 66*.

Dynamik, 302'.

Dynamik (soziale), ii. 634®.

dynamische Oekonomik, SOI*.

Dynamogenesis, 302*.

Dyophysiten, 302®.

Dyotheletismus, 303*.

Dys-, 303®.

Ebioniten, 304*.

Eccentricitat, 306',

Eclampsie, 305®,

Echolalie, 306*.

Echosprache, 306*.

Echtheit, 92 .

Edelsinn, 409'.

Egoismus, 312®.

Ehe, ii. 43®.

Ehelosigkeit, 168*.

Ehre, 484®.

Ehrlichkeit, 484*,

Ei, ii. 262®.
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Eifersucht, 678*.

Eigenarten (geistige), ii. 721®.

Eigenlicht der Eetzhaut, 610*.

Eigenliebe, ii. 610^.

Eigeunutz, ii. 610*.

Eiganscliaft, 10*, 90*, ii. 869®

;

456*.

Eigentmn, ii. 360.

EigentTimsrecht, ii. 360*.

Eigenwertlie, ii. 82i\
ein Anderes, 462*.

Einbildungskraft, 617*, 693*,

694*, 592®, 594I, 597*.
eindeutige Zuordnung, 618\
EindriUung, ii. 679*.
Eindruck, 526*, 365*.

Eine (das), ii. 201*.

einfach, ii. 631*.

Einfachlieit, ii. 632*.

Einduss, 646*.

Einformigkeit, ii. 726*.

Einfublen, ii. 640*.

Einfiililung, 312*, ii. 679*, ii.

268*, 621*.

eingeboren, 648*.

Eingebung, 655*, ii. 35*.

Eingebung (vollkommene), ii.

305*.

eingeschaltete iKTearonen, ii.

412*.

Eingeweidewfirmer, 327*.

Einhandigung, ii. 708*.

Einheit,492*,ii.731*,734*; 161*,

456*, 464*.

Einheit (methodische), ii. 76*.

Einheit (negative), 459*.

Einheit (soziale), ii. 541*.

Einheit der Apperception, 593*.

Einheit der moglichen Erfah-
rung, 594*.

Einheit des Bewusstseins, ii.

68*.

Einheit in der Maunigfaltig-
keit, ii. 736*.

einige, ii. 555*.

Einklang, ii. 731*.

einleuchtend, 351*.

Eins und Viele, ii. 201*.

eins (vfesentlich), 695*.

Einsicht, 554*.

Einstellung, ii. 679*
; 88*, 23?*.

Einstiilpung, 570*.

Einteilung, 205*.

Eintheilung, 189*, 290*.

Eintheilungsgrund, 398*.

Eintheilungsprinzip, 398*.

Einiiben (-ung), 357*.

Einubung, 436*, ii. 681*
;
287*.

Einwand, see Einwendung.
Einwendung (Einwand), ii.

192*.

Einwirkung und Gegenwir-
kung, 12*.

Einzelheit, 639*.

einzellige Organismen, ii. 726*.

einzelliges Tier, ii. 373*.

einzeln, ii. 633*.

einzeln (Wesen, &c.), 634*.

Einzelnheit, 464*.

Eitelkeit, ii 338*.

Ejekt, 312*.

Eklekticismus, 305*.

Ekstase, 309*.

Ektoplasma, 310*.

elektrische Organe, 313*.

Elektrobiologie, 313*.

Element, 313*.

elementares Gefuhl, 21*.

Elementarlehre (transcenden-
tale), ii. 21*.

Elemente, ii. 117*.

Elemente ^motorische), ii. 620*.

Elemente (sensorische), ii. 520*.

Elimination, 313*.

Emanation, 314*.

Emancipation, 314*.

Embryo, 314*.

Embryologie, 316*.

Emmetropismus, 316*.

Empfanglichkeit, ii. 429*.

Empfangniss, 520*.

Empfindlichkeit, 19*, iL 617*,

619*, ii. 681\
Empfindlichkeit (StOnmgen

der), ii. 617*.

empfindsam, ii. 680*.

Empfindsamkeit, ii. 680*, ii.

617*.

Empfindung, 600*, ii. 616*
;
378*.

Empfindung (negative), ii. 149*.

Empfindung (statische), ii. 600*.

Empfindung der Schwere, ii.

812*.

Empfindung des Gleichge-
wichts, 338*.

Empfindungen (subjektive), ii.

610*.

Empfindungskreis, ii. 619*.

Empfindungs-Sehwelle,ii.696*.
Empiriokriticismus, 321*.

empirisch, 66*.

empirische Ailgemeinheit, ii.

739*.

empirische Anschauung, 669*.

empirische Logik, 318*.

empirische Psychologie, ii.

389*.

Empirismus, 321*.

Encyclopadie, 322*.

Encyclopadisten, 322*.

End-(glied, &c. ), ii. 723*.

Endbaumehen, 65*.

Ende, 323*.

endlich, 383*.

Endomusie, 664*.

Endophasie, 664*.

Endorgan, 324*.

Endothel, 324*.

Endplatte, 324*.

Endzustand. 824*.

Energie, 325*.

Energie der Eervon (speci-

fische), ii. 667*.

Energismus, 324*.

Engel, 46*.

Engel’sches Gesetz, 326*.

Engerung des Bewusstseins, ii.

619*; 207*.

Entdeckung, 284*. 572*.

entfrommte Werthe, ii. 825*.

Entgegensetzen, ii. 181*.

Enthusiasten, 327*.
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Enthymem, 327*.

entoptische Erscheinungen (or

Phanomene), 327*.

Entsagung, ii. 468*.

Entschadigung, 530*.

Entscheidung, 65*, 97*, ii. 468*.
Entschluss, iL 678*.

Entwicklung, 274*, 353*.

Entwicklung (ontogenetische),
ii. 202*.

Entwicklung (seelisehe), ii. 67*.

Entwicklung (soziale), ii. 635*.

Entwicklung (sprunghafte), ii.

484*.

Entwicklungsgeschichte, 316*.

Entwicklungsmechanik, 276*.

Entwicklungspsychosen, 276*.

Entziickung, ii. 709*.

Entziindung, 545*.

Epagoga, 329*.

Ependym, 324*.

Ependymium. 324*.

Epicherem, 329*.

Epicurismus, 329*.

Epicyklen-Theorie, iL 794*.
Epidemia, 330*.

Epigenese, 330*.

Epilepsie, 330*, 577*.

Epiphania, 333*.

Episyllogismus, 337*.

Epithel, 337*.

Erastianismus, 339*.

Erbbesitz, ii. 675*.

Erbschaft, 546*.

Erbsiinde, ii. 250*.

Erbtheil, 546*.

Erbubung, ii. 744*.

Erdgeist, 96*.

Erdichtung, 670*.

Ereigniss, 351*.

Ereignisse der Aussenwelt,
365*.

Erfahrung, 40*, 360*, 694*, 697*.

Erfahrung (Einheit der mOg-
lichen), 594*.

Erfahrung (reine), ii. 402*.

Erfindung, 570*.

erganzend, 557*.

Ergebniss, ii. 470*.

erhaben, ii. 611*.

Erhaltung, ii. 511*.

Erhaltungs-Glieder, ii. 824*.

erhebende Erklarung, 40*.

Erhebungswinkel (des Eliekes),
47*.

Erholung, ii. 433*.

Erinnerung, 386*, ii. 63*.

Erkenntniss, 602*, 56*, ii. 204*.

Erkenntniss (Kelativitat der),

ii. 450*.

Erkenntniss (transcendentale),
695*.

Erkenntniss (-Vermogen), 192*.

Erkenntniss der individuel-
len Identitat, 504*.

Erkenntniss der inhaltlichen
Identita*^, 505*.

Erkenntniss einer Aussenwelt,
365*.

Erkenntnissart, 595*.

Etkenntnisslehre, 414*.
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Erkenntnisstlieorie, 333-, ii.

21", ii. 259».

Erkenntnissverm6gen, 69i^,

59a', 593-.

Erkenutnissvermfigen (intel-

lectuelles), 591".

Erkenntnissverin6gen (oberes),

591K
Erkennungsmittel, ii. 420*.

Erkennungszeichen, ii. 432*.

Erklarung, 40*, 362*, 664*.

Erlangung. 62*.

Erlassung, 2S7*.

Erloser, ii. 434*.

Erlosung, ii. 434*, 484*.

Erlosungslebre, ii. 657*.

Ermudung, 374*.

Emiihrung, ii. 190*.

Erneuerung, 570*.

Erniedrigung Christi, 487*.

Erotomanie, 340*.

Erregbarkeit, ii. 519*.

Erregung, 356'.

Erreguugen (seelische), ii. 724*.

Erregungszustand, 339*.

Errotben, 123*.

Erscheinung, 327*, ii. 289*.

Erscheinung (Schein und), ii.

614'.

Erscheinung Christi, 333*.

Erseheinungen, 59-4*. 596*, 595*.
Erscheinungen (geistige), ii.

680*.

Erschopfung, ii. 370*.

Ersitzung, ii. 332*

erst, ii. 340*. 341*.

Ertrag, ii. 471*.

Erwartung, 56*, 359*.

Erweiterungsurteil, 38*.

Erwerb, 304*.

erworben, 9*.

erworbene Eigenschaften, 10*.

erziehonder Unterricht, 310*.

Erziehung, 284*. 310*.

Es existirt, 461*.

Es ist, 461*.

Es ist an ihm, 460*

Es ist nichts daran, 460*.

Es ist wirklich. 461*.

Eschatologie, 341*.

esoterisch, 341*.

Essener, 341*.

Ethik, 346*, 510*, 569*.

Ethik (Methoden der), ii. 76*.

Ethik (sozialej, ii. 5.3.5*.

Ethik (theologische), ii. 692*.

ethische Billigung, 63*.

ethische Theorien, 343*.

Ethnographic, 34P'.

Ethnologie, 348*.

Ethologie, 348*.

Ethos, 349*.

Etwas, 460*, 462*, 596*, ii. 485*.

Etwasantagonistisches, ii.790*.

Etwas hat an ihm, 460*.

Etymolcgie, 349*.

Eucharistie, 349*.

Eudamonismus, 350*.

Eusebianer, 351*.

Eutychianismus, 351*.

Evangelium, 417*.

evident, 361*.

Evidenz, 351*, 362*.

Evocation, 353*.

Evolution, 353*, 368*.

ewig (zeitlioh und), ii. 673*.

ewige Schopfung, 342*.

Ewigkeit, 342*.

Ewigkeit Gottes, 342*.

exakte Logik, ii. 23*.

exakte Wissenschaft, ii. 299*,
499*.

Exaltation, 355*.

excentrische Projection, 304*.

Excommuuikation, 357*.

Executiv, 357*.

Exegese, 357*.

Existential-Satz, 359*.

Existenz, 462, 461*, 46a, 464*,
ii. 91*.

existirt (Es), 461*.

Exogamie, 359*.

Exorcismus, 359*.

exoterisch, 341*.

Experiment, 362*.

experimentelle Psyehologie,
ii. 389*.

Experimentiren, 362*.

explicit, 525*.

Extirpation, 366*

Factor, 368*.

Pactoren der Evolution, 368*.

Factoren der Produktion, 368*.

Fahigkeit, 2*, 153*.

Fahigkeit (moralische), ii. 104*.

Fahrlassigkeit, ii. 149*.

Fallacie, 372*.

fallende Produktivitat, 281*.

Fallsucht, 330*.

falsch, 373*.

falsch-, ii. 374*.

Falschheit, 873*.

Falschheit (Wahrheit und), ii.

716*.

Familie, 373*.

Fanatismus, 374*.

Farbe, 194*, 746*.

Farben (Theorie der Wahrneh-
niung der), ii. 779*.

Farbenblindheit, 195*.

Farbeudreieck, 197*.

Farbenempfindung, 197*, ii.

781*.

Farbenkreis, 196*.

Farbenlehre, 181*, ii. 779*.

Farbenmischung, 196*, 197*.

Farbentafel, 196*.

Farbenton, 197*.

farbiges Horen, 91*.

Fechner’sche Gesetz (das), 376*.

Fegsfeuer, ii. 402*.

Fehdepflicht, 33*.

Fehler, 372*, 375*.

Feminismus, 311*.

Fensterversuch (seitlicher), ii.

527*.

Ferrier’scher Versuch, 379*.

Fetisch, 380*.

Fetischismus, 380*.

Feueranbetung (-cult), 383*.

Figur, 382*.

Figur (logische), ii. 28*.

Finanz. 383*.

Fissur, '384*.

Fixationspunkt, 386*.

fixe Idee, 386*.

Fixiren der Erinnorungen,
386*.

Plackern, 386*.

Plattern, 386*.

Fleck, 121*.

fleischlich, ii. 620*.

fleischlich (geistlich und), ii.

687*.

Fleischwerdung, 528*.

fiiegende Miicken, ii. 118*.

Fliehkraft, 170*.

Flimmern, 386*.

fliissiges Kapital, 183*.

Folgerichtigkeit, ii. 6S9*.

Forderuug, ii. 315*.

Form, 390*.

Formaldisciplinen, 391*.

formale Bildung, 392*.

formale Logik, 392*.

formale Stufen, 393*.

Formalismus, 390*.

Fortpflanzung, 24*, 404*.

Fortpflanzung (geschlecht-
liche), ii. 625*.

fortschreitend, ii. 358*.

Fortschritt, ii. 368*.

Fortschritt (sittlieher), ii. 105*.

Fortschritt (sozialer), ii. 535*.

Fourier’sches Gesetz, 394*.

Franziskaner, 394*.

Fraunhofer’sche Linien, 895*.

frei, 395.

Freibrief, 175*.

Freidenken, 396*.

Freidenker, 396*.

Freiheit, 394*, 395*, ii. 4*.

Freiheitsgefiihl, 396*.

Freilassung, 314*.

Freude, 680*.

Freundschaft, 396*.

Friede, ii. 274*.

Frohlichkeit, 488*.

Pruchtbarkeit, 379*.

Friihreife, ii. 324*.

Fuhlhorn, 61*.

Fundament, ii. 481*, 678*.

fundirte Inhalt (der), 397*.

Fundirung, 398*.

Fiinklein, ii. 124*.

Funktion, 397*, 626*.

Funktion (tropliische), ii. 716*.

fur sich, 467*, 459*.

fur sich (an und), 467*, 459*.

Fiirsichsein, 467*, 459*, 462*.

fur uns (an sich Oder), 467*,

459‘-

Fiirbitte, 662*.

Furche, 384*.

Furcht, 375*.

Furchungshdhle, 121*.

Furchungskugel, 121*.

Fiir-wahr-halten, no*.

Gallikanismus, 400*.

Ganglienplexus, 405*.

Ganglienzelle, 405*.
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Ganglioblast, 404^.

Ganglion, 405’.

ganglioses Geflecht, 405^.

ganz, 657^.

Ganze (das), ii. 814’.

Ganzschluss, 149^.

Gastrulatheorie, 405^.

Gattung, 600’.

Gattungswesen, 201’.

Gattungswille, 201’.

Gebardensprache, 413’.

Gebet, ii. 823’.

Gebilde, 205^.

Gebrauch, 273’, ii. 744’.

Gebrauoh und Nicht-Ge-
braucb, ii. 744.

Gebrauchsvererbung, ii. 744^.

Gedachtniss, ii. 63’.

Geditchtniss (organisches), ii.

2132.

Gedachtnisskunst, ii. 89’.

Gedanke, ii. 183^, 46-3’, 464’.

Gedankenlesen, ii. 120’.

Gedankeniibertragung, ii. 696^.

Geeignetheit, 385’.

Gefasscentrum, ii. 759^.

Gefassnerven, ii. 759^.

Gefasssystem, ii. 760’.

Geflecht, 405’.

Gefiihl. 212, 3171^ 3771^ 5921,

S7S’.

Gefiihl (astlietisches), ii. 6212.

Gefiihl (geschlechtliches'), ii.

625’.

Gefuhl (lioheres), ii. 521’.

Gefiihl (sittliclies), ii. 106’.

Gefiihl der Lust und IJnlust
(das), S9P.

Gefiihl der Uebereinstimmung,
3842.

Gefuhlsaesthetik, 33’.

Gefuhlsdisposition, 3172, 3771.

GefiihL^lage, 22’.

gefiihlsregend, 192.

Gefiihlston, 23’, SP, i53\
Gegebene (das), 414’.

Gegebensein, ii. 1172.

Gegenfarbe, 61’.

Gegenforderung, 2C22.

gegenseitige Anpassung, 190’.

gegenseitige Tlachfrage.ii. 4292.

Gegenseitigkeit, ii. 124’.

Gegenstand, ii. 191’.

Gegenstand (transcendentaler),
6962

,

Gegenstande des Denkens,637’.
Gegenstande des Lebensbe-

darfs, ii. 143’.

gegenstand) ieh, ii. 191’.

Gegenwirkung, 122, 1622,

2052.

geheim, ii. 343’.

Gehirn, 126’.

Gehor, 443’.

gehorig (zur Sache), ii. 287’.

Gehorsam, ii. 191’.

Gehorsempfindung, 451’.

Gehorsempfindungen (Lokali-
sation der), ii. 20’.

Geist, ii. 680
;

4822, gja,

6842, ii. Sl2, ii. 822
,
68i2.

Geist (und K6rper), ii. 822.

Geistes-(wissenschaften, &c.),

ii. 320’.

Geisteserscheinung, 61’.

Geistesstorung, 2’, 33’, ii. 68O2.

Geisteswissenschaften, ii. IO52,

ii. 6802.

geistige Abnormitat, 50’.

geistige Eigenarten, ii. 7212.

geistige Entwioklung, 3542.

geistige Epidemie, 330’.

geistige Erscheinungen, ii.68o2.

geistige Evolution, 3542.

geistiger Sinn, ii. 517’.

geistiges Leben, ii. 6’.

geistlich und fleischlich, ii.

587’.

Geistlichkeit, ii. 687’.

Geld, ii. 992.

Geldumlauf, 1832.

Gelegenheitsursache (Tlieorie

der), ii. 199’.

Gelenkempfindung, 73®, 5722.

Gelust, ii. 322.

Gemein, ii. 680’, 1992.

Gemeinbild, 408®.

Gemeinde, 200®.

Gemeinempfindung, 192®, 199®.

gemeine Satze, ii. 739’.

Gemeinheit, 200
'.

Gemeinrecht, ii. 744’.

gemeinsame Kosten, 679®.

Gemeinschaft, 200®, 201’, 407®.

Gemeinsinn, 200’.

Gemeinwesen, ii. 396’.

Gemiith, ii. 68O’
;
317’, 592®.

Gemiiths-, ii. 68O’ ; 206®, ii. 678’.

(Gemiiths-, &e.) Typen, ii. 721®.

Gemiithsbewegung, 22’, 317’.

Gemiithserregung, 356’, 317’.

Gemiithslage, 22’.

Gemiithszustand, 22’, 317’.

Genehmigung, 321®.

generale Satze, ii. 739’.

Generationswechsel, 35’.

generisch, 408®.

Genese, 409®.

genetisch, 409®.

genetische Methode, 409®.

genetische Psychologie, 410’.

genetische Selektion, ii. 465®.

Genie, 410’.

Genius, 410’.

Genoss, ii. 548®.

Geometrie, 412’.

Gerausch, ii. 179’.

Gerechtigkeit, 338®, 685’, ii.

474®.

Gericht, 583® f.

gerichtlioh, 390’, 584’.

gerichtliche Zuerkennung, 16®.

Gerichtsstand, 393®.

Germinalselektion, 412’.

Geruch, ii. 489’.

Geruchsempfindungen, ii.200®.

Gesammt-, ii. 680’.

Gesammtbild, ii. 680’.

Gesammtpersonlichkeit, ii.

715’.

Gesammtstreben, 407®.

Gesammttrieb, 407®.

841

Gesammtvorstellung, 25®, ii,

184®, 660’.

Gesamnatwille, 407’, ii. 680’.

Geschaftsfiihrer, 25’.

Geschichte(Philosophie der), iL
595’.

Geschlecht, 405®, ii. 523®.

geschlechtliche Fortpflanzung,
404®, ii. 525’.

geschlechtliche Zuchtwahl, ii.

525’.

geschlechtliches Gefuhl, ii.

525’.

Geschleehtscharactere, ii. 524’.

Geschlechtsreife, ii. 396’.

Goschmaek, ii. 662’.

Geschmacksempfindungen, ii.

662®.

Gesell, ii. 548®.

Geselligkeit, ii. 543’.

Gesellschaft, 79’, 201’, ii. 643®
;

407®.

Gesellschaft (biirgerliche), ii.

597’.

Gesellschaftlichkeit, ii. 543’.

Gesetz, 100’, 295’, 306’, 326®,

376®, 394’, 431’, 639® f., ii.

601®.

Gesetz (Malthus’sclies), ii. 38®.

Gesetz (Talbot-Plateau’sches),
ii. 661’.

Gesetz (Waller’sches), ii. 810®.

Gesetz (Weber’sches), ii. 812’.

Gesetz der constanten Orienti-
rung, ii. 242®.

Gesetz der Relativitat, ii. 450®.

Gesetz des menschhchen Ver-
kehrs, 306’.

Gesetzbuch, 190®.

Gesetzentwurf, 117’.

Gesetzerlassung, 321®.

Gesetzeslehre, ii. 180’.

Gesetzgebung, ii. 2®.

gesetzlich, ii. 2’.

(gesetzliche) Moralitat, ii. 111’,

gesetzmassig, ii. 2®.

Gesetzsammlung, 190®.

gesetzt, ii. 310®
;
461’, 459’, 461®.

Gesetztes, 461’.

Gesetztsein, 461’.

Gesetzvorschlag, 117’.

Gesicht, ii. 765’.

Gesichtsempfindung, ii. 781’.

Gesichtsfeld (Gesiehtskreis),
382’.

Gesichtslinie, ii. 8’, 801’.

Gesichtsstorungen, ii. 799’.

Gesichtswinkel, 367’.

Gesindel, ii. 89’.

Gesinnung. ii. 6SO’
;
561'.

Gespenst, 61’, 413®, ii. 568’.

Gestaltsqualitat, 391®, ii. 678’.

gesund, ii. 487®.

Gesundheit, ii. 487®.

Gewebe, ii. 705®.

Gewebe (soziales), ii. 641’.

Gewerbe, 540®.

gewerbthatig, 540®.

Gewerkverein, ii. 708’.

Gewicht (specifisches), ii. 567®,

Gewinn, 281®.
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Gewissen, ii. 456'.

Gewissensbiss, ii. 463*.

Gewissheit, 170-, 171*.

Gewohnheit, 435*.

GewOhnung, 436*.

Gewollte (d.is), ii. 681\
Glanz, ii. 32®.

Gliitte, ii. 480*.

Glattempflndung, ii. 480*.

Glaube, 42®, 110®, 112®, 369®, ii.

456*.

Glauben (Wille zum), ii. 818*.

Glaubensbekermtniss, 84*.

Glaubensgericht, 549®.

Glaubenslehre, ii. 301®.

Glaubensphilpsophie, 370®.

Glaubensverordnung, ii. 482*.

gleichartig, ii. 530®
;

286®.

Gleiche (das)und (das)Andere,
ii. 484®.

Gleichformigkeit, ii. 726®.

Gleichgewiolit, 100*, 337®, 338*.

Gleichgewicht (unbestaudiges),
ii. 743®.

Gleichgiiltigkeit, 532®.

Gleichheit, 27®, 337*, ii. 263®.

Gleichung(peiv6nliche),ii.283*.
Gliick. 378®, 422*, 441*.

gliickbringend, 378®.

Gliickseligkeit, 350®.

Gliickseligkeit i^allgeuieine), ii.

741®.

Gliickspiel. 403*.

Gnade, 419', ii. 69*.

Gnomiker (die), ii. 818®.

Gnosiologie, 414®.

Gnos s, 414®.

Gno.sficismus, 414®.

gnostisch, 414®.

goldene Kegel, 416*.

goldecer Schnitt, 416*.

Goldpvippe, 182*.

Gott, 342®, 415*.

Gott (der dreieinige), ii. 715®.

Gott (iiniige Vei-bindung mit),
ii. 692*.

Gottes Untunschranktheit, ii.

558®.

Gotteseinheit, ii. 737*.

GotteslasteruDg, 120®.

Gottessohn, ii. 556*.

Gottesverehrung, ii. 822®.

Gottheit, 415®.

gbttliche Eigenschaften, 90*.

gottliche Kegierung, 418®.

gottlicber Typus, 290*.

gottliches Recht, 290*.

Grammatik, 419®.

graphisehe Methode, 420*.

Graphologie, 420®
grau, ii. 793®.

Gravitation, 421®.

Greisenhaftigkeit, ii. 614®.

Grenzbegrifif, ii. 7*.

Grenze, ii. 7*.

Grenzfrommen, ii. 825*.

Grenznutzen, 383*.

Grenzwerthe, ii. 7®.

Gresham’sches Gesetz, 431*.

Griechen (Pliilosopbenachulen
der;, ii. 495®.

GrOsse, 559®, ii. 36®.

GrOssenwahn, 420*.

grotesk, 431®.

Griibelsucht, 296®.

Grunblindheit, 279®.

Grund, 432*, ii. 425®, ii. 92®;

462*.

Grund (Satzvom zureichenden),
ii. 616*.

Grundfarbe, 195*.

Grundfarben, ii. 790®.

Grundgesetz, 302*.

Grundsatz, 97®, 118*, ii. 65®

;

597*.

Grundsatz des ausgeschlos-
senen Dritten (or Mitte), 356®.

Grundsatz des reinen Denkens,
56^-

Grundsatze (a priori), 594®.

Grundton, 397-, ii. 341*.

Grundwahrheit, 397®.

Gruppe, 432*.

Gruppenauslese, 433*.

Gruppenselektion, 433*.

Giiltigkeit, ii. 748®.

Gultigkeitsbereich, ii. 644*.

Gut, 199', 416®.

Gute (das), 417*.

Giiter, 417*.

Habitus, 435®.

Habsucht, 11*.

Haftbarkeit, ii. 3®.

halbbewusst, ii. 606*.

balber Ton, 181*.

Hal jpaehtsystem, ii. 74*.

Halbschlaf-(Zustand), 489®.

Halbsehluss, 149®.

•Halbton, 181*.

Hallucination, 437®.

Haltung, 88®.

Handdeuterei, ii. 266*.

Handel, ii. 708*.

handeln, 101*.

Handelsbilanz, 100®.

Handlung, 11®, 285®, 576*.

Handlung wider besseres Wis-
sen, 675*.

Handlungsbegrundung,ii.486®.
Handschrift, 440®.

Handschriftenkunde, 420®.

Hang, ii. 359®.

Haptik, 441*.

Harmonie, 441®.

Harmonie (prastabilirte), ii.

329®.

harmonische ObertOne, 441*.

Hass, 442®.

hasslicb, ii. 723*.

Haubenfeld, ii. 663®.

Haufen, 26*.

Haupt-(in compounds, asHaupt-
ergebniss\ ii. 341®.

Hauptschuldner, ii. 341®.

Hauptverbrecber, ii. 341®.

Haus- Industrie), 293®.

Hausthiere, 293®.

Haut, ii. 663®.

Hautempfindung, 11. 533*.

Hazard piel, 403*.

Hedonismus, 454*.

842

Hedonismus (universalisti-

scher), ii. 742*.

Heide, 453*.

Heiland, ii. 488®.

heilige Schrift, ii. 603®.

heilige Sohriften, ii. 484*.

Heiligenlegenden, 437*.

heiliger Geist, 482®

heiliges Abendmahl, 349*.

Heiligkeit (Gottos), 482®.

Heiligspreohung, 153®.

Heiligung, ii. 485*.

heimisoh, 293®.

Heiligkeit, 146®.

Helligkeitsunterschiede, 146®.

Hellsehkunst, 184*.

Hellsiohtigkeit, 184*, ii. 31®.

Hemmung, 546 f.

Herdeninstinkt, 430®.

Herrscher-Philosoph, ii. 290*.

Herz, 453*.

Heterochronie, 7*.

Heterogen itat, 483®.

Himmel, 453®.

Himmelfahrt, 81*.

Hindeutung, ii. 565*.

hinreichende Bedingang, il.

143*.

Him, 126*.

Hirnblasehen, 170®.

Hirnhaut, ii. 67*.

Hirnhautentzundung, iL 67*.

His (Langszonen von), ii. 828®.

hochstes Gliick, 422*.

Hocbverrat, ii. 3*.

Hoffnung, 485®.

Hoffnung auf den Messias, iL
71*.

HofUchkeit, 199*.

Hbhonfurcht, 11*.

Hohonmaoht, 12*.

hohere Gefiihle, 317*.

hbheres Gefiihl, ii. 521*.

Hohlraum, ii. 760®.

holoblastisch, 482®.

Homogamie, 483®.

Homogenitat, 483®.

bomolekithal, 484*.

homologe Organe, 484*.

homonym, 484*.

Homoousia, 484®.

Homotaxie, 484®.

Horde, 486*.

Hordefekte, 452*.

H6r;n, 91*, 117®.

Hornblatt, 329*.

Horopter, 486*.

Hiilfssatz, ii. 3*.

Humanismus, 486®.

Hum or, 488*.

Hundswuth, ii. 413*.

Hydrocephalus, 488®.

Hylozoismus, 489*.

Hypertrophie, 489®.

hypnagogisch, 489®.

hypnogen, 490*.

Hypnose, 490*.

Hypnotismus, 490®.

Hypochondrie, 491*.

Hypometropie, 489®.

Hypothese, 492*
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hypothetisoh, 492®.

Hysteric, 494\
Hyatero-Epilepsie, 496*.

loh denke, 69S*, 694*, ii. 68*.

ideal, 499^.

Zdealisierung, 604^.

Idealismufi, 600*.

Idealitat, 604^
Ideal-Eealismus, ii. 421*.

Idee,781, 386i, 498*, 548*, ii. 464*

Idee (die), 463^, 46S\ 4S6\ 463*.
Idee Gottes, 416i.

identische Punkte, 6041.

Identitat, 504* f.

Identitat (personliche), ii. 283*.

Identitatsphilosophie, 606*.

Ideogramm, 50?i.

Ideologie, 507*.

ideomotorisch, 507*.

ideomotorisches Grundgesetz,
3021.

Ideoplasie, 507*.

ideoplastiscli, 507*.

idiopathisch, 510i.

Idioplasma, 510i.

idiopsychologische Ethik, 5101.

Idiosynkrasie, 510*.

Idiotic, 507*.

Idol, 610*.

ihm (an), 460i, 459I.

Illusion, 611*.

im Sinne haben, 66OI.

Imbecillitat, 519i.

immanente Ausdehnimg, S65i.

immanente Philosophie, 620*.

Immanenz, 620*.

Immateriaiismus, 520®.

Immoralitat, 286i.

Imperatio, I6OI.

implicit, 525*.

Implikation, 625*.

Impressionismus, 6261.

impulsleitend, 601*.

Inbegriff, ii. 68OI, ii.
816I.

Incoharenz, 529’.

Indemnitat, 530i.

Indeterminismus, 630*.

Index, 6311.

Indexzahl, 532*.

Indifferenzpunkt, 6331.

indirekte Selektion, ii. 213*.

indirektes Seben, 533*.

Individualismus, 538*.

individualistisch, 539’.

Individualitat, 539’.

Individualpsychologie, 638*.

individuell, 504*, 534i,
ii.

533i.

individuell erworbene Aban-
derung, ii. 94i.

Individuum, 534i.

Induction, 5391.

Industrialismus, 640*.

Industrie, 293*, 540*.

Industrie (lokalisirte), iL 20*.

industriell, 540*.

Industriesystem, 540*.

infinitesimal, 545i.

Inflation, 546’,

Inflexion, 546i.

Infralapsarianismus, 646i.

Inhalt, 2061, ggjK
inhaltlich, 505*.

Inharenz, 546*.

Inhibition, 647*.

Initiative, 548*.

inner, 6641.

innere Wahrnehmung, 567*.

innerer Sinn, 692*.

innerer Worth, 666I.

inneres Keimblatt, 324i, 4911.

inneres Singen, 564i.

inneres Spreohen, 6641.

innerlich, 666I.

innerlicheBeobachtung,ii.l98i.
Innervationsempfindung, 649i.

innige Verbindung mit Gott,
ii. 6921.

Inquisition, 649*.

Insekten, 653*.

Instinkt, 655*.

instinktive Moralitat, 6561.

Institut fiir experimentelle
Psychologie, 6O51.

Institution, 656*.

Instruments, 6O51.

Integral-Kechnung, 150’.

Intellectualismus, 659i.

intellectuelles Erkenntniss-
vermogen, 591*.

Intensitat, 559*.

Intensitat der Eichtempfln-
dung, 146*.

intensive Grdsse, 669*.

Interesse, 662i.

Interessen-Harmonien, 306*.

Interferenz, 563i.

Intermittenzton, 563*.

Interpretation, 564*.

intersubjektiv. 565i.

Interval!, 565’.

Intraselection, 565*.

Introjection, 566’.

Intuition, ii. 680*
;

668I.

Intuitionismus, 570i.

Intuitious-Ethik, 569*.

Involution, 574i.

Ironie, 574*.

Irradiation, 574*.

Irrenarzt, 33’.

Irresein, 35’.

Irresein (periodisohes), ii. 279*.

Irrsinn, 2’, ii. 32*.

Irrsinn (moralischer), iL IO41.

Irrthum, ii. 716*.

Islam (Mahomedanismus), ii.

951.

Isolirung, 676i.

ist (Es), 461*.

Jackson’sche Epilepsie, 677i.

Jackson’sche Wiederentwick-
lung, 677’.

Jansenismus. 677*.

Jesuitismus, 5791.

Judenthum, 580i.

Junglingsalter, 17*.

jungstes Gericht, 6841.

Jurisdiction, 393*, 584*.

Jurisprudenz, 584*.

Jurist, 5851.

juristisch, 584’.

843

Eabbala, 149’.

Kakodamonie, 149*.

kaltblutige Thiere, 1931.

Kaltepunkt, 193i,
ii. 673’.

Kampf der Theile, ii. 604*

;

665*.

Kampf urns Dasein, 358i.

Kanon, 152*.

Kanonisation, 153*.

kanonisches Eecht, 153i.

Kantianismus, 588i.

Kapazitat, 153*.

Kapital, 154’, 183’, 386*.

Kapitalanlage, 573*.

Kardinalpunkt u. -werth, 155’.

Kardinaltugenden, 1551.

Karikatur, 155*.

Karyokinesis, 598*.

Kaste, 156*.

Kasuistik, 157*.

Katabolismus, 598*.

Katalepsie, 158’.

Kataphasie, 158*.

Kataplexie, 159’.

Katatonie, 598*.

kategorematisoh, 159*.

Kategorie, 160’.

Kategorienlehre, SSdL
kategorisch, 159*.

kategoriseher Imperativ, 160’.

Katharsis, 161*.

Katheder-Sozialisten, ii. 642’.

Katholicismus, 163’.

katholische Gegenwirkung,
162*.

katholische Kirche, 162’.

katholischen Kirche (Dog-
men der), ii. 478*.

Kehldeckel, 330*.

Keim, 412’, ii. 588’.

(Keim-)Erucht, 314*.

Keimblaschen, 412*.

Keimblatt, 310’, 324’, 829’,

491’.

Keimblatt (mittleres), iL 70’.

keimen, 412*.

Keimhaut, 121’.

Keimplasma, 412*.

Keimspore, ii. 588’.

kennen, 602*.

Kennzeichen der Wahrheit, ii.

687’.

Kenosis, 699’.

Kenotismus, 699’.

Kern, ii. 186*.

Kettenschluss, 171’, ii. 6571.

Keuschheit, 175’.

kinaesthetische Empfindung,
600’.

kinaesthetisches Aequivalent,
5992.

kinaesthetisches Bild, 599*.

Kindergarten, 601’.

Kindes (Psychologic des), 176i.

Kindheit, 542’.

kinesodisch, 601*.

Kinetik, 601*.

kinetisch, 601*.

Kirche, 162’, 182’.

Kirche i^Dogmen der katho*

lischen), ii. 478*.
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Kirohe und Staat, 1S2-.

Kitzel, ii.

Kitzelempfindung, 57C^.

Klage, 12 '.

Klang, 17C-, ISi^, 205^, ii. 122’,

1S3=.

Klangfarbe, 195’, ii. 697*

Klangfiirbung, 195’.

klar und deutlicli, 189'.

Klarheit, 189*.

Klasse. 185'.

Klassifieation, 185'.

kleiner Schadelbohrer, ii. 714”.

kleinstJ Dauer, 300'.

klonisch, 190'.

Klugbeit, ii. 374'.

Knie, 411”.

Kniepbanomen. 602*.

Knospcben, 405”.

Koefficient, 191”.

Koexistenz, 192”.

Koincidenz, 192”.

koincidirende Variationen,
193'.

Kollaps, 193”.

Kollektivismus, 193”.

Kolonie, 194'.

komiscb, 198”.

Kommunismus, 200 ”.

Kompensation, 202 ”.

Konfession, 91', 102', 109”,

Konkurrenz, 202 ”.

Konsequenz, ii. 6S7'.

Konzentration, 207”.

Kopfdruck, ii. 170'.

Koran, 603”.

Korper, 124', ii. 68o”.

Korper und Geist, ii. 82”.

Korpsgeist, 341'.

Kosten, 289”, 679”.

Kraft, 119”, 205', 325', 388”, ii.

318”, 604”.

Kraft (lebendige), ii. 801”.

Kraft (mittlere), ii. 470'.

Kraft (soziale), ii. 637'.

Kraftbewusstsein, ii. 319”.

Krafte, ii. 764”.

Krafte (Parallelogram der), ii.

259’.

Kraftempfindung, 311”.

Kraftmoment, ii. 98'.

krankbaft, ii. 111 ”.

Krankbeit, 285'.

Kreis (Muller’scher), ii. 116”.

kreisfbrmig, 183'.

Krieg, ii. 811”.

Kriegszustand, 113”.

Kriminalklage, 18'.

Kriterium der Wahrbeit, ii.

687'.

Kritik, ii. 21”.

Krummung, 386”.

Kulturgrenze, ii. 41”.

Kulturstufe der Ackerbauer,
28'.

Kummer, 431'.

Kunst, 69”.

kunstlicbe Auswahl (or Selek-
tion), 74'.

Kunsttbeorien, 69”.

Kunsttrieb, 73”.

kurz-, 125”.

kurzdauerndem Eeize (Nach-
bild nach), ii. 433'.

Kurzsicbtigkeit, ii. 124', 142”.

Lage-empfindung, ii. 311*.

Lagereflex, 159 '.

Lallen, 616”.

Lalo-, 616”.

Lamarck’scbe Lebre, 617'.

Land, 618'.

Land-Wertb, 618'.

Langeweile, 327'.

langkopiig, 293'.

Laugszonen von His, ii. 828”.

Larve, 628'.

Laster, ii. 763”.

latente Warme, 628'.

Latenz, 628'.

Latenzdauer, 628”.

Latitudinarianismus, 639”.

Lauue, 488'.

Lautgesetze, ii. 296”.

Lautorgane, ii. 802'.

Leben, ii. 4”.

Leben (geistiges), ii. 6'.

lebendige Kraft, ii. 801”.

lebendiger Stoff, ii. 8 ”.

Lebens (Ursprung des), ii. 243'.

Lebensbedarfs (Gegenstiinde
des), ii. 143'.

Lebensinbalt, 325'.

Lebenskraft, ii. 801”.

Lebensverbaltnisse, 328”.

Lebewesen, ii. 4”.

Lebbaftigkeit, ii. 802'.

Leere (das), ii. 747'.

Legende, ii. 2'.

legislative Genebmigungeiner
Acte, 321”.

legitim, ii. 2 ”.

Legitimation, ii. 2”.

Leben, ii. 675'.

Lebnbarkeit (Art der), iL 675'.

Lebnsatz, ii. 3'.

Lebre, 617'.

Lebre (neupythagoreiscbe), ii.

150'.

Lebre der bionomiscben Ver-
baltnisse, 120 '.

Lebre der gottlicben Eigen-
scbaften, 90'.

Lebre der Puritaner, ii. 403'.

Lebre der Sadducaer, ii. 484'.

Lebre der Sebolastiker, ii. 495”.

Lebre der strengen Sabbaths-
Beobacbter, ii. 483’.

Lebre der IJniversalisten, ii.

741”.

Lebre des Tbomas von Aquino,
ii. 696'.

Lebre von dem tausendjabri-
gen Reicb, ii. 79'.

Lebre von Eitscbl, iL 476”.

Lebre von Zoroaster, iL 829'.

Lebrerseminar, ii. 183'.

Lebrlingswesen, 63”.

Lebrsatz, ii. 693'.

Lebrsatz der unbedeckten
Empfangniss, 620'.

Leib, ii. 680”.

844

Leibesboble, 192'.

Leiden, ii. 616'.

leidend, ii. 266”.

Leidenscbaft, ii. 267', ii. a68*.

Leiben, ii. 640'.

leitendes Prinzip, ii. 1'.

Lsitungsapbasie, ii. 577'.

Lernfabigkeit, 11'.

letzter Wille, ii. 817”.

Liberalismus, ii. 4'.

Liobt, ii. 768”.

Liebt (natiirliches), ii. 6'.

Licbtempfindung, 146”, ii. 6',

781', ii. 7S0”.

Liebe, ii. 31’.

Limitation, 16l\
limitativ (Urtheil), ii. 6*.

linderndes Mittel, 60'.

Linio, 395'.

Linien (subjektive), ii. 611 ’.

Listing’scbes Gesetz der Au-
genbewegungen, ii. 8”.

lobenswertb, ii. 323'

Locomotion, ii. 20”.

Logik, 318”, 392', ii. 20”.

Logik (Algebra der), ii. 640”.

Logik (exacte), ii. 23”.

Logik (materielle), ii. 44”.

Logik (soziale), ii. 637'.

Logik der Matbematik, ii. 47'.

logiscb, ii. 27”.

logiscbe Analyse, 42”.

logiscbe Beziebungslebre, ii.

447”.

logiscbe Pigur, ii. 28'.

logiscbe Macbina, ii. 28”.

Logo-, ii. 30'.

Logomacbie, ii. 30”.

Logos, ii. 30”.

Lobnfondstbeorie, ii. 810'.

Lokalisation (corticale), ii. 16”.

Lokalisation der Gebdrsemp-
findungen, ii. 20'.

lokalisirte Industrie, iL 20”.

Lokalzeicben, ii. 15'.

Lossprecbung, 4'.

Ldsung, ii. 554”.

Luciditat, ii. 31”.

Liige, ii. 4”.

Lust, ii. 304”,

Lust (Schmerz und), ii. 253'.

Lust und tTnlust, 453”, ii. 678'.

Lust und IJnlust (das Gefuhl
der), 591”.

lustbetont, 62'.

Lustbringend, 463”.

Lustempfindung (Schmerz-
und), ii. 678'.

Lustlebre, 453”.

Lutbertbum, ii. 33'.

Luxus, ii. 33”.

Lympbe, ii. 33”.

Macbina (logiscbe), ii. 28”.

Macbt, ii. 318”.

Macbtigkeit, ii. 117', ii. 127”.

Magie, ii. 35', 657'.

Magnetismus, ii. 36”.

Mabomedanismus (Islam), ii.

951.

Majestatsbeleidigung, ii. 3'.
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Makrokosmus, ii. 34^.

raalend, 440^.

malerisch, ii. 301^, ii. SOP.
Malthus’sches Gesetz, ii. 38^.

Manichaismus, ii. 40^.

Manie, ii. 34^, 39^.

Mannbarkeit, ii. 396^.

Mannigf’altiges, ii. 117I.

Mannigfaltigkeit, ii. 116^.

Mannigfaltigkeit (Einheit in
der), ii. 736^.

mannlich, ii. 37*.

marginal, ii. 42K
Markt, ii. 43^.

Maroniten, 297®.

Masse, ii. 44\
Massenmittelpunkt, 169®.

massgebende (Bedingungen),
ii.

113I.

Massgesetz, 376®.

Massigkeit, ii. 672®.

Massmethoden (psychophysi-
sche), ii. 892^.

Massstab, 21®.

Materialismus, ii. 45^.

Materie, ii. 49^.

Materie (Stoff) und Form, ii.

601.

materielle Logik, ii. 44®.

Mathematik, ii. 47®.

Matkematik (Logik), ii. 47'.

Mathematisehe Oekonomifc, ii.

471.

Matriarehat, ii. 48®.

Mattigkeit, 628i.

Maxime, ii. SSL
Mechanik, ii. 69i.

Mechanik der Vorstellungen,
ii. 69®.

meohaniseli, ii. 68®.

mechanisch.es Aequivalent, ii.

591.

Mechanismus, ii. 69®.

Medium, ii. 6Q1.

medizinische Psychologie, ii.

601.

Megalomanie, 420i,
ii. 60®.

mehrdeutig, 338®.

mehrdeutige Zuordnung, 618®.

Mehrheit, ii. 306®, 734i.

Mehrheit der XJrsachen, ii.

306®.

Mehr-werth, ii. 625®.

Meinen, 66O1, ii. 204®, ii. 184®.

Meinung, ii. 67i, 204®, ii. 184®,

ii. 204®.

Melancholie, ii. 6II.

Meliorismus, ii. 62®.

Menge, ii. 117®.

Menseh, ii.
39i.

Msnsehen (Bestimmung des),
460®.

Menschenaffen, 6II.

mensehenahnliche Affen, 6II.

Menschenliebe, 174i.

Menschheit, ii.
41i.

Menschheitsreligion, ii. 462i,

Mensch-werdung, 628®.

Mercantil-system, ii. 68*.

Meridian, 276®.

Merken, 284*.

Merkmal, 191®, ii. 43^.

Mesenchyma, ii. 69®.

Mesoderm, ii.
70i.

Mesothel, ii. 70®.

Messe, ii. 44i.

Messias, ii. 70®.

Messias (Hoffnung auf den), ii.

711
.

Messung, ii.
57i.

Metabolismus, ii.
71i.

Metagenese, ii. 71®.

Metamer, ii. 71®.

Metamorphose, ii. 72L
Metamorphopsie, ii. 71®.

Metaphysik, ii. 72®
;
69P.

metaphysischeWahrheit (noth-
wendige), 695i.

Metawirthschaft, ii. 74i.

Metazoon, ii. 74®.

metempirisch, ii. 74®.

Metempsychose, ii. 74®.

Methode, 45i, 306®, 409®, 420i,

ii. 751.

Methode (Sokratische), ii. 548®.

Methode ('vvissenschaftliche), ii.

600®.

Methode der Differenz, 280®.

Methode der eben merklichen
IJnterschiede, 281®.

Methode der Exclusion, 356®.

Methode der inneren Wahr-
nehmung (or Selbstbeobacht-
ung), 667®.

Methode der kleinsten Qua-
drate, 3401.

Methode der TTebereinstim-
mung, 27®.

Methoden der Ethik, ii.
76i.

Methodenlehre, ii.
75i, ii. 75®.

methodische Einheit, ii. 76®.

metronymisch, ii. 76®.

Meyer’scher Versuch, ii. 77L
Migrane, ii. 77®.

mikrocephal, ii. 7?i.

Mikrokosmus, ii. 341.

Mikroorganismus, ii. 77®.

Millennium, ii.
79i.

Mimicry, ii. 79®.

Mimik, ii. 79®, 81®.

Minderwertigkeit (psycho-
pathische), ii. 262I.

Mischung, ii. 87®.

Misfallen, ii. 304®.

Misologie, ii. 87®.

Missbilligung, ii. 467®.

Missethat, ii. 38®.

Missfallen und Wohlgefallen,
ii. 678®.

Missgeburt, ii. IO31.

Missklang, 284®.

miteinbegrifFen, 625®.

Miterleben, ii. 653®.

mitfuhlen, ii. 640®.

Mitleid, ii. 302®, 662®.

Mitose, ii. 87®.

Mitte, ii. 66®
;
464®.

Mitte (rechte), ii. 66®.

Mittel, 60®, ii. 67®, 678*.

Mittel-, ii. 70®.

Mittelbegrifif, ii. 77®.

mittlere Kraft, ii. 470®.

84.5

mittleres Keimblatt, ii. 70®.

Mnemonik, ii. 89®.

Modalismus, ii. 89®.

Modalitat, ii. 89®.

Modell, ii. 93®.

moderne Psychologie (die), ii.

391®.

Modul, ii. 94®.

Modus, ii. 93®.

moglich, ii. 313®, ii. 91®.

mogliohen Erfahrung (Einheit
der), 594®.

Mdglichkeit, ii. 313®
;
594®.

Moll, ii. 86®.

Moment, ii. 98®
;

36'6®.

Monade, ii. 98®.

Mondsucht, ii. 32®.

Monergismus, ii. 99®.

Monismus, ii. 99®.

Mono-, ii. 101®.

Monoideismus, ii. 101®,

Monomanie, ii. 101®.

Monophysiten, ii. 102®.

Monopol, ii. 102®.

Monotheismus, ii. 102®.

Monothelitismus, ii. 102®.

Monstrum, 103®.

Montanismus, ii. 103®.

moralisohe Fahigkeit, ii. 104®.

moralische Statistik, ii. 106®.

moralische Theologie, ii. 110®.

moralischeVerdorbenheit,286®.
moralischer Irrsinn, ii. 104®.

Moralitat, 656®.

Moralitat (gesetzliche), ii. 111®.

Morphologic, ii. 111®,

mosaische Theorie(desSehens),
ii. 111®.

Motiv, 307®, ii. 113®
;

2i*.

motorisch, ii. 113®.

motorische Aphasie, 68®.

motorische Elemente (sensori-

sche und), ii. 520®.

Miieken (fliegende), ii. 118®.

Mildigkeit, 628®, 374®.

Miiller’scher Kreis, ii. 116®.

Miinzplatte, ii. 302®.

Musik, ii. 121®.

Muskel, ii. 119®.

Muskelempfindung, ii. 121®.

Muskellesen, ii. 120®.

Mutation, ii. 122®.

Mutismus, ii. 123®.

Mutterreeht, ii. 48®, ii. 49®.

Myelitis, ii. 124®.

Mysterien, ii. 124®.

Mysticismus, ii. 124®.

Mystik, ii. 124®.

Mythe, ii. 126®.

Mythentheorie, ii. 126®.

Mythologie, ii. 126®.

naoh Merkmalen, no®.
Nachaffung, ii. 79®.

nachahmend, ii. 79®.

Nachahmung, 519®, ii. 79®.

Kachahmung (plastische), ii.

302®.

Kachbild, 23®.

Kachbild nach kurzdaueru-
dem Eeize., ii. 433®.
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nachdenken, 192", ii. 60*.

Naohempfindung, 24*.

Nachfrage (Angebot und), ii.

623’.

Nachfrage (gegenseitige), ii.

429 '^

Naohlassigkeit, ii. 149*.

Nachtblindheit, ii. 177*.

Nachtwandeln, ii. 178*.

Nachtwandler, ii. 177*.

Nahrungsdotter, 274*.

naiv, ii. 127*.

Name, ii. 127*.

Narkose, ii. 128*.

Narkotika, ii. 128*.

Narr, 388*.

Nationalitat, ii. 128*.

National-Oekonomik, 307*.

Nationalvermogen, iL 128*.

Nativismus, ii. 129*.

Nativilat, ii. 132*.

Natur, ii. 138*.

Natur (sittliche), ii. 141*.

Natviralismus, ii. 137*.

Naturalobligation, ii. 111*.

Naturaltausch, 101*.

Naturalwirtschaft, 101*.

Naturentwickelung (Theorie

der Stetigkeit der), ii. 726*.

Naturgeschichte, ii. 133*.

Naturgesetz, ii. 133*.

Naturismus, ii. 142*.

natiirlioh, ii. 133*.

naturliehe Auslese, ii. 134*.

natiirliche Keligion, ii. 134*.

natiirliohe Theologie, ii. 137*.

naturliehe Zuchtung, ii. 134*.

natiirlicher Kealismus, ii. 134*.

naturliches Licht, ii. 6*.

Naturphilosophie, iL 142*, ii.

141*, 142*.

Naturreoht, ii. 133*, ii. 694*, ii.

*33'^-

Naiurreohte, ii. 134*.

Naturverehrung, ii. 142*.

Naturwissenschaft, ii. 133*,

499*.

Naturzustand, ii. 699*.

Nazariten, ii. 142*.

Nebular-Hypothese, ii. 142*.

Necessitarianismus, ii 143*.

Negation, ii. 149*
;

162*.

negative Einheit, 469*.

negative Empflndung, ii. 149*.

negative Schwankung, ii. 149*.

negativen Werth (Reaction
vom), 56*.

Negativitat, ii. 149*
;
468*, 46S*,

464*, 463*, 464*.

Negativitat (reine), 459*.

Negativitat (aich auf sich bezie-
hende), 459*.

Neid, 678*.

Neigung, 22*, 64*, 629*, ii.

359*.

Nemesis, ii. 149*.

Neo-, ii 149*.

Neo-Kantianismua, ii. 149*.

Neo-Kriticismus, ii. 149*.

Nerven (.specifische Energie
der), ii. 567*.

Nerven(vasomotorische),ii.759*.
Nervenbeschwerde, ii. 175*.

Nervenentziindung, ii. 171*.

Nervenfilz, ii. 175*.

Nervenhiigel, 324*.

Nervenlehre, ii. 172*.

Nervenleiden, ii. 175*.

Nervennetz, ii. 306*.

Nervensegmenten, ii. 176*.

Nervensystem, ii. 153*.

Nervositat, ii. 166*.

Nestorianer, ii. 167*.

Netto, ii. 167*.

Netzhaut, 610*, ii. 470*.

Netzhauterregung (osoilli-

rende), ii. 470*.

Netzhautgrube, 394*.

Neubildung, ii. 437*.

Neuerungsvertrag, ii. 186*.

Neuhegelismus, ii. 149*.

Nouplatonismus, ii. 160*.

neupythagoreische Xiehre, ii.

150*.

Neuralgie, ii. 168*.

Neurasthenie, ii. 168*.

Neuraxon, ii. 171*.

Neurit, ii. 171*.

Neuroblast, ii. 171*.

Neurologie, ii. 172*.

Neuron, ii. 171*, 175*.

Neuronen (eingeschaltene), ii.

414*.

Neuropathie, ii. 175*.

Neuropilem, ii. 175*.

Neuroporus, ii. 176*.

Neurose, ii. 175*.

neutrale Farbe, 246*.

Neutralitat, ii. 176*.

Nexus, ii. 176*.

nicht dispositionsf&hlg, iL
181*.

Nicht-Gebrauch (Qebrauch
und), ii. 744*.

Niebt-ich, ii. 181*.

Nichts, ii. 183* ;
I09*, 462*.

Nichts (Nicht-sein), ii. 180*.

Nichtseiendes, ii. 180*.

Nicht-sein (Nichts), ii. 180*.

nichtsterblich, ii. 7*.

nicht-strebend, ii. 181*.

Nichtwissen, ii. 167*.

Niedergeschlagenheit, 123*.

Niessbrauch, ii. 744*.

Nihilismus, ii. 177*.

Nirvana, ii. 178*.

noetisch, ii. 178*.

nominal, ii. 179*.

Nominalismus, ii. 180*.

Nomologie, ii. 180*.

Noologie, ii. 181*.

Norm, ii. 182*, 481*.

normal, ii. 182*, 183*.

normale Werthe, ii. 82S\
Normalitat, ii. 182*.

Normalreiz, ii. 183*.

normativ (normgebend),
182*.

normgebend, see normativ.
Note, ii. 183*.

Notenblindheit, ii. 183*.

Noth, ii. U3‘^.
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nothwendig, ii. 143*, ii. 92*.

nothwendige Bedingung, ii.

143*.

nothwendige metaphysische
Wahrheit, 695*.

Nothwendigkeit, ii. 143*
;
262*.

Nothwendigkoitsglaubiger, iL
143*.

noumenal, ii. 184*.

Noumenon, ii. 184*
; 596*, ii. 7*

;

594’, 595'-^-

Novation, ii. 186*.

Nuance, 197*.

Nullibristen, ii. 186*.

Nullpunkt, 533*.

Nullvarsuch, ii. 404*, ii. 404*.
Nus, ii. 185*.

Nutzen, ii. 744*.

Niitzlichkeit, 360*, ii. 745*.

Ober-(Begriff, &c.), ii. 37*.

oberes ErkenntnissvermOgen,
692*.

Oberflache, ii. 625*.

Oberhoheitiiberdas Staatsgut,
316*.

Oberton, 441*, ii. 252*.

Objekt, ii. 191*, 192*.

objektif, ii. 191*.

Objektiv, ii. 192*.

objektiver Begriff (subjektiver

und), 463*.

objektives Eecht, ii. 193*, ii.

474*.

Objectivismus, ii. 194*.

Objektivitiit, 462*, 457*, 461*,

463*, 464*.

Obligation, ii. 194*.

Obscurantismus, ii. 198*.

Occamismus, ii. 199*.

Occasionalismus, ii. 199*.

Oekologie, ii. 200*.

Oekonomio, 307*

Oekonomie (statische), ii. 600*.

Oekonomieprincip, 309*.

Oekonomik, 301*.

Oekonomik (mathematische),
ii. 47*.

Offenbarung, ii. 41*, 471*.

offentlich, ii. 396*.

Ohnmaoht, 369*, ii. 628*.

Ohr, 443*.

Ohrenkunde, ii. 251*.

Okonomische Methode, 306*.

dkonomisches Gesetz, 306*.

fikonomisches Motiv, 307*.

Oneirologie, ii. 201*.

Ontogenesis, ii. 202*.

ontogenetische Entwicklung,
ii. 202*.

Ontologie, ii. 203*.

ontologisches Argument, iL

202*.

Ontologdsm*is» ii- 203*.

Opfer, ii. 484*.

Ophslimitat, ii. 204*.

Ophthalmie, ii. 204*.

Opposition, ii. 205*.

Opposition (soziale), iL 637*.

Optik, ii. 210*.

Optimismus, ii. 210*.
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optische Taaschungen, ii. 206^.

Orakel, ii. 212^.

Ordnung, ii. 212^.

Ordnung (sittliohe'), ii.
212i.

Organ, 40^, 313^, 484^, ii. 212^.

Organ e, 40^.

Organempfindung, ii. 218^.

Organisation, ii. 219^.

Organisation (soziale), ii. 637®.

organisch, ii. 6^, 213^.

organische Selektion, ii. 213®.

organisohes Gedachtniss, ii.

213®.

Organismen(einzellige), ii.726^.

Organismus, ii. 218i.

Organismus (sozialer), ii. 637®.

Orientirung, ii. 242^.

Orientirung (Gesetz der con-
stanten), ii. 242®.

Orientirungstauschiing, ii.

242®. -

origineil, ii. 260^.

orphische DioMungen, ii. 260^.

Orthodoxie, ii. 260®.

Orthogenesis, ii. 260®.

Orthoplasie, ii. 251'^.

oscillirendeUetzhauterregung,
ii. 470®.

Oxy-, ii. 262®.

Padagogik, ii. 275^
padagogische Psychologie, ii.

274®.

Paganismus, ii.
263i.

Palaeontologie, ii. 264®.

Palingenese, ii. 264®.

Panentheismus, ii. 265K
Pangenesis, ii. 256i.

Panlogismus, ii. 266®.

Panmixie, ii. 266®.

Panpneumatismus, ii. 256^

Panpsychismus, ii. 266^.

Pantheismus, ii. 266®.

Panthelismus, ii. 257*.

Papst, ii. 309®.

para-, ii.
258i,

paradox, ii. 258^.

Parallelismus, 295\
ParalleUsmus (psychophysi-

scher), ii. 258^.

Parallelogranun der Erafte, ii.

259®.

Paralogismus, ii. 269^.

Paralyse, ii. 259^
Paranoia, ii. 261^
Parasit, ii. 262*.

Parasiten, 328®.

Parese, ii. 263^.

Paroxysmus, ii. 263*.

Partei, ii. 266®.

Parthenogenese, ii. 264*.

Partialtone, ii. 266®.

partiell, iL 265®.

Parusie, iL 263®.

passend, ii. 369®.

Passendsten (Ueberleben der),

385®.

Passion, 12\
passiv, iL 266®.

Passivitat, iL 266*.

Pastoraltheologie, 60*.

Patellarreflex, 602i.

pathetisoh, ii. 268’, ii. 268*.

Pathologie (des Geistes), ii.

267®.

pathologische Psychologie, 2®.

Pathos, ii. 268*, ii. 268*.

Patriarehat, ii. 268®.

Patristik, ii. 274*.

patristische Philosophie, iL
268®.

patronymisch, ii. 274®.

Pelagianismus, ii. 275®.

Pelagianismus (Semi-), ii. 614®.

Pentateuch, ii. 276*.

Perception, ii. 680®.
Perfektibilitat, ii. 278®.

Perfektibilitatslehre, ii. 278®.

Perfektionismus, ii. 278®.

Periodicitat, ii. 279®.

periodisches (Irresein), ii. 279®.

Peripatetiker, ii. 280*.

periphere Ganglienzelle, 405*.

Permanenz, ii. 280®.

Perseitat, ii. 281*.

Person, ii. 282®.

Personalilat, ii. 282®.

Personalselektion, 538*.

Personification, ii. 286*.

personlich, ii. 283*.

persbnliche Einheit, 492*.

personliche Gleichung, iL
283*.

personliche Identitat, ii. 283®.

Personli jhkeit, ii. 282®.

Personlichkeitsstbrungen, ii.

284®.

Perspicuitat, ii. 286®.

Perversion, ii. 287*.

Pessimismus, ii. 210*.

Pflanze, ii. 302®.

Pflanzenthiere, 192*.

Pflicht, 301*.

Phanomen, 327®, ii. 289*.

Phanomen (Purkinje’sehes), ii.

403®.

Phanomenalismus, ii. 288®.

Phiinomenologie, ii. 288®.

Phantasie, 374*, 617*.

Phantasma, ii. 288*.

phantastisoh, 374®.

Pharisaertum, ii. 288*.

Phase, ii. 288®.

Philanthropie, iL 289®.

Philologie, ii. 289®.

Philosoph auf dem Throne, iL
290*.

Philosophem, ii. 290*.

Philosophenschulen der Grie-
chen, ii. 495®.

Philosophie, 520®, ii. 290®.

Philosophie (die synthetische),

ii. 669*.

Philosophie (patristische), iL
268®.

Philosophie (scholastische), iL
491®.

Philosophie (die Schopen-
hauer’sche), ii. 499*.

Philosophie (Sokratische), iL
649*.

Philosophie (soziale), iL 638®.
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Philosophie (vorsokratische), ii.

3341.

Philosophie der Geschichte, ii.

695*.

Philosophie des IJnbewussten,
ii. 724®.

-phobie, ii. 296*.

Phonetik, ii. 296®.

Phoronomie, ii. 297®

Photometrie, ii. 297®.

Phrenologie, ii. 298®.

Phylogenie, ii. 299®.

Phylum, ii. 299®.
Physik, ii. 299®.

Physiognomie, ii. 300*.

Physiognomik, ii. 300*.

Physiokratsn, ii. 300*.

Physiologic, ii. 300®.

physiologische Auslese, ii. 300®.

physiologisohe Psychologie, ii.

390*.

physiologische Selektion, ii.

300®.

physiologische Zerstreuungs*
kreise, ii. 300®.

Pietismus, ii. 301®.

pittoresk, ii. 301*.

Plagalsehluss, 149®.

Plan, ii. 678®, ii. 404*.

Plasma, ii. 302®.

Plasticitat, ii. 302®.

plastische Wachahmung, ii.

302®.

Platzangst, 27*.

Platzfurcht, 27*.

Pleroma, ii. 305®.

Plexus, ii. 305®.

Pluralismus, ii. 306*.

Pneumatologie, ii. 308*.

Pbbel, ii. 89*.

Polemik, ii. 308®.

Politik, ii. 309*.

poly-, ii. 309*.

Porphyrius (Baum des), ii. 714*.

Position, ii. 310®, ii. 31 1*.

positiv, ii. 311®.

positive Theologie, ii. 312®.

positives Kecht, ii. 312*.

Positivismus, ii. 312®.

Postpradicament, ii. 316*.

Postulat, ii. 315®, 338*.

Potential, ii. 316®.

Potentialfunktion, ii. 316®.

Potentialitat, ii. 317*.

potentiell, ii. 316®.

Potenz, ii. 317®, 318®.

potenzierender Stil und That-
sachenstil, ii. 434*.

pracis, li. 323*.

Pracision, ii. 323®.

Pradestination, ii. 326*.

Pradetermination, ii. 325*.

Pradieabilien, ii. 325*.

Pradikation, ii. 326*.

Pradisposition, ii. 329*.

Praedicament, ii. 325®,

Praexistenz, ii. 330*.

Praformation, ii. 330*.

Praformist, 48*.

pragmatisch, ii. 321®.

Pragmatismus, ii. 321®,
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rrtihistorisch, 65-.

praklisch, ii. 320'.

praktische Religion, ii. 821'.

praktische Theologie, ii. 321'.

praktische Vernuiift, ii. 320-.

praktis.'hes Urtheil, ii. 320'.

Framie. 125'.

Pramisse, ii. 330-.

Praperoeptiou. ii. 831®.

Prapotenz, ii. 331®.

Priisans, ii. 333’.

Friisenszeit, ii. 333'.

Priisentationismus, ii. 333®.

pritstabilirte Harmonie, ii. 329®.

prasumiren, ii. 337®.

Praxis, ii. 321’.

Prehension, ii. 330®.

Preis, ii. 338®.

preiswiirdig, ii. 323'.

Presbyopie, ii. 332’.

Priester, ii. 340'.

Priesterwesen, ii. 483®.

Primarstellur g, ii. 340®.

Primat, ii. 340'.

Primaten, ii. 340®.

primitiv, ii. 340'.

Primitivband, 98'.

Primordium, ii. 481'.

Princip, ii. 341®.

Princip (leitencles), ii. 1'.

Princip der constantsn Orien-
tirung, ii. 242®.

Princip des kleinen Kraft-
masses, 309'.

Principal, 321®.

Principal- (in compounds, as

Principalcooi’dination), ii.

341®.

Principien des Schliessens
(die), 643'.

priori (a), 594®, 595®.

Prioritat, ii. 342®.

privat, ii. 343'.

Privatreoht, ii. 343*.

Privilegium, ii. 343®.

Probabilismus, ii. 344'.

Probe, ii. 359', 682'.

Problem, ii. 355.

problematisch, ii. 365®.

Prodrome, ii. 357'.

Produciren, ii. 357'.

Produktion, 368®, ii. 357*.

produktiv, 594'.

Produktivitat, 281®, 311', 629®.

Prognathie, ii. 357®.

progressiv, ii. 358'.

Projekt, ii. 358®, 678®.

Projektion, 304®, ii. 358®.

Proliferation, ii. 359'.

Prophezeiung, i’, 329', 361'.

Proportion, ii. 361'.

Prosodie, ii. 370®.

Prostration, ii. 370®.

Prosyllogismus, ii. 370®.

Protanopie, ii. 370®.

Protestai.tismus, ii. 372®.

Protist, ii. 372®.

Proton, ii. 481', 678®.

Protoplasma, ii. 372*.

Protozoon, ii. 373'.

Prozess, 12', ii. 356'.

Prozess (sozialer), ii. 638®.

Prozessrecht, 156'.

Priifung, ii. 356®, 682'.

Pseudasthesie, ii. 374®.

pseudo-, ii. 374®.

Psyche, ii. 374®.

Psychia'rie, 33’, ii. 376®.

psychisch und psychologiseh,
ii. 376'.

Psychische (d.as), ii. 680®.

psychisehe Activitat, 13®.

psychische Analyse, 43', 43®.

psychische Beschaffenheit, ii.

68 ®.

psychische Punktion, 397®.

psychi-che Punktion der
Spra^'he, 626'.

psychische Hemmung, 646®.

psychische Qualitat, ii. 409'.

psychische Stummheit, 300'.

psychische Synthese, ii. 658®.

psychische Wirkungen der
Arzneimittel, ii. 376'.

psychischen Atomen (Theorie
der)

,
ii. 85®.

psychischen Stoffes (Theorie
des)

,
ii. 86'.

psychischer Automatismus,95'.
psychisohes Wachsen (Wachs-
thum), 433'.

Psycho-, ii. 382'.

Psychogenesis, ii. 382'.

psychogenetisch, ii. 382®.

Psychologenfehler, ii. 382®.

Psychologie, 2®, 116', 410', 605',

ii. 382®.

Psychologie der Geistesstor-
ungen, 2®.

Psychologie des Kindes, 175'.

Psychologie (die moderne), ii.

391'.

Psychologie (empirische), ii.

889'.

Psychologie (experimentelle),
ii. 389'.

Psychologie (medizinische), ii.

60'.

Psychologie (padagogische), ii.

274®.

Psychologie (physiologische),

ii. 390’.

Psychologie (rationale), ii. 389'.

Psychologie (soziale), ii. 638®.

psychologiseh (psychisch und),
ii. 376'.

psychologisches Institut, 605'.

Psychologismus, ii. 382®.

Psychometrie, ii. 391', ii. 391®.

psychomotorisch, ii. 391®.

Psychonomik, ii. 391®.

psychopathische Minderwer-
tigkeit, ii. 262'.

Psychopathologie, ii. 267®,
391®.

Psychophysik, ii. 392®.

psychophysisohe Massmetho-
den, ii. 392'.

psychophysischer Parallelis-
mus, 296', ii. 258'.

Psychose, ii. 392®.

Psychotherapie, ii. 82', 394®.
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Ptolemaisches Weltsystem, ii.

396'.

Pubertat, ii. 396'.

Publicum, ii. 396'.

Puls, ii. 397'.

Pulsschlage, ii. 397'.

Punkt, 504’.

Punkt (Punktdistanz), ii. 308'.

Punktdistanz, ii. 308'.

Puppe, 182', ii. 401®.

Puritaner )Lelire der), ii. 402’.

Purkinje-Nachbild, ii. 433'.

Purkinje’sehe Bilder, ii. 403®.

Purkinje’sehes Phanomen, ii.

403®.

Pyrrhonismus, ii. 404®.

Quadrat, 340'.

Qualitat, 191®, ii. 406', 463®.

Qualitat (psychische), ii. 409’.

Quantitat, ii. 409®.

Quidditat, ii. 412®.

Quietismus, ii. 412®.

Rabbinismus, ii. 413'.

Rache, ii. 471®, 760®.

Rang, 419®.

Rapport, ii. 416'.

Raserei, 396®.

Rasse, ii. 413®.

Rassenanlage, ii. 603®.

Rassenpsychologie, ii. 414'.

Rast, ii. 469®.

rational, ii. 416'.

rationale Psychologie, ii. 389'.

Rationalismus, ii. 416®.

Rauhempfindung, ii. 480®.

Rauhigkeit, 442®, ii. 480'.

Raum, ii. 669'
;
S65'.

raumahnliches Moment, 365'.

Raumerfullung (continuir-

liche), ii. 305®.

raumliches Moment, 366'.

Raumlokalisation, ii. 666'.

Raumwahrnehmung, ii. 666'.

Reagens, ii. 420'.

Reaktion, 12®, 66', ii. 417'.

Reaktionsprincip, 12®.

Reaktion szeit, ii. 417'.

real, ii. 420'.

Realen, ii. 424®.

Realen (Selbsterhaltung der),

ii. 611®.

Real-Idealismus, ii. 421®.

Realismus, ii. 421®.

Realismus (natiirlicher), ii.

134'.

Realitat, ii. 420®; 261', 462',

461®.

Realitatsgefiihl, ii. 424®.

Real-Urteil, 44®.

Receptivitat, ii. 429®, ii. 429®.

Rechentisch, 1'.

Rechnung, 160'.

Recht, 76®, 153', 184', 290', ii.

474'; 16®.

Recht (objektives), ii. 193®, ii.

474®.

Recht (positives), ii. 312'.

Recht (romisches), ii. 478'.

Recht (subjektives), ii. 474®.
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Eeeht- (iind Iiink-)handigteit,
2771.

Kecht (ungeschriebenes), ii.

7432.

rechte Mitte, ii. 66^.

Eechtfertigung, 687*.

rechtlich, 684^.

Eeohtlichkeit, ii. 433*, 474*.

Eeclitsehaffenlieit, ii. 744*.

Eechtsfall, 163*.

Eeohtsfiction, ii. 2*.

Eechtsgang, ii. 356*.

Eechtsgelehrter, 585*.

EeohLtsgeschaft, 11*.

Eech.tshand.el, 12*.

Eeohtshandigkeit, ii. 476*.

Eechtslehre, ii. 594*, ii. 594*.

Eechtsphilosophie, ii. 694*, ii.

474*.

Eechtspreehung, 684*.

Eechtsregel, ii. 65*.

Eschtsverhandlung, ii. 356*.

Eechtsverletzung, ii. 706*.

Eechtswissenschaft, 201*.

Eechtszweck des Staats, 305*.

reoidivirend, ii. 433*.

Eedekunst, ii. 473*.

redend, 186^.

Eeduktionstheilung, ii. 435*.

Eeflection, 456*.

Eeflex (bewusster), ii. 436*.

Eeflexbewegung, ii. 436*.

Eeflexion, ii. 435*.

reflexiv, ii. 436*.

Eeflexthatigkeit, 72*.

Eeformation, ii. 437*.

Eefraktion, ii. 437*.

Eefraktionsstorung, 36*.

Eegel, 416*, ii. 481.

regehnassig, ii. 438*.

Eegeln, 594*.

regelrecht, ii. 183*.

Eegeneration, ii. 437*.

Eegierung, 418*.

regular, ii. 439*.

Eeich (Lehre von dem tausend-
jahrigen), ii. 79*.

rein, ii. 401*, ii. 407*.

reine Erfahrung, ii. 402*.

reine oder sich auf sieh bezie-
hende Eegativitat, 459*.

reine TTninittelbarkeit, 459*.

reineVernunfterkenntniss aus
Begriffen, 597*.

reiner Vernunft (aus), 591*,

594®-

reines Denken, 56*,

reines Sein, 462*.

Eeinheit, ii. 403*.

Eeiz, 675*, 603*.

Eeizbarkeit, 356*, 575*, ii. 519*.

Eeize (Nachbild nach kurz-
dauerndem), ii. 433*.

Eeizhohe, ii. 7*.

reizleitend, 19*.

Eeizmittel, 675*, ii. 603*.

Eeiz-Sehwelle, ii. 696*.

Eeizumfang, ii. 414*.

Eeizung, ii. 603*.

Eeizwert, 155*.

Eelationsfarbung, 397*.

II.

relativ, ii. 443*.

Eelativismus, ii. 450*.

Eelativitat, ii. 450*.

Eelativitat (Gesetz der), ii.

450*.

Eelativitat der Erkenntniss, iL
450*.

Eeligion, ii. 452*.

Eeligion (naturliche), ii. 134*.

Eeligion (praktische), ii. 321*.

Eeligion der Vedas, ii. 760*.

Eeligionsfreiheit, ii. 4*.

Eeligionsinstinkt, ii. 462*.

Eeligionspartei, ii. 604*.

Eeligionsphilosophie, ii. 454*.

Eeligionsverachtung, 575*.

Eeligionswissenschaft, 201*.

religioses Bewusstsein, ii. 462*.

Eemonstranten, ii. 463*.

Eonaissance, ii. 463*.

Eente, ii. 463*.

Eeprasentation, ii. 464*, ii. 464*.

Eeprasentationisnms, ii. 464*.

reprasentiren, ii. 464*.

reproducirte Vorstellung, ii.

464*.

Eoproduktion, ii. 465*.

Eeproduktion(willkurliche), ii.

432*.

Eeproduktionstreue, 381*.

Eepugnanz, ii. 465*.

Eespekt, ii. 468*.

Best, ii. 707*.

Eestmethode, ii. 467*.

Eesultante, ii. 470*.

Eesultat, ii. 470*.

resultirender Ton, ii. 470*.

Eeue, ii. 276*, 464*.

Eeverie, ii. 472*.

Eeversion, ii. 472*.

Ehetorik, ii. 473*.

Ehythmus, ii. 473*.

Eichtung, 283*.

Eiehtungslinie (-atrabl), ii. 8*.

Eichtungsstrahl, ii. 417*.

Eigorismus, ii. 475*.

Eigoristen, ii. 475*.

Eitschl (Lehre von), ii. 475*.

Eitual, ii. 476*.

romantisch, ii. 479*.

Eomisches Eeoht, 184*, ii.

478*.

Eothblindheit, 279*.

Eiickenmark, ii. 581*.

Eiickenmarksentzundung, ii.

124*.

Eiiekensaite, ii. 184*.

Eiickkehr, ii. 438*.

Eiickschlag, ii. 472*.

Eiiekschritt (sozialer), ii. 538*.

Eudiment, ii. 481*, ii. 678*.

Euhe, ii. 464*, 469*.

Euhe (Bewegung und), ii. 112*.

riihrend, 1S6*, ii. 268*.

Sabbaths -Beobaohter (Lehre
der strengen), ii. 483*.

SabelEanismus, ii. 483*.

Saohe, ii. 695*. ii. 91*.

Sacrament, ii. 483*.

Sadducaer Lehre der), li. 484*.
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Sagen-Wollen, 660*.

Samen, ii. 580*.

Samenbildung, ii. 680*.

Sammel-, 193*.

sanguinisch, ii. 487*.

Sanktion, ii. 485*.

Sanson’sche Bilder, iL 403*.

Satan, ii. 487*.

Sattigung, ii. 488*.

Satz, ii. 361*.

Satz vom zureichenden Grand,
ii. 616*.

Satze, 44*.

Satze (allgemeine), ii. 739*.

Satze (gemeine), ii. 739*.

Satze (generale), ii. 739*.

Satze (universale), ii. 739*.

Satzungsreoht, ii. 312*.

Saugethier, ii. 38*.

Saule, 197*.

Schadelbohrer (kleiner),ii.714*.

Schadelkapazitat, 153*.

Schadenfreude, 198*.

Schall, 449*.

Scham, ii. 525*.

Sohamanismus, ii. 525*.

Sehamhaftigkeit, ii. 526*.

Sehauen, ii. 568*.

Schein, ii. 513*
;

70S*, ii. 38*

;

596*, ii.
289I,

565*, 703*.

Schein (bewusster), ii. 37*.

Schein und Erscheinung, ii.

674*.

scheinbare verticale Meridians
der Sehfelder, 276*.

Scheiner’soher Versuch, iL
490*.

Scheirgefecht, ii. 564*.

Scheinthatigkeit, ii. 513*.

Scheitel, ii. 762*.

Schema, ii. 490*.

Schemata, 594*, ii. 97*.

Sohematismus, ii. 490*.

Schenkel, ii. 275*.

Schenkung, 294*.

Schiedspruch, 97*.

schiedsrichterliche Beurtei-
lung und Entscheidung,
65*.

Schielen, ii. 604*.

Sohisma, ii. 491*.

Sehlaf, ii. 533*.

sehlafbrirgend, 490*.

Sohlaffheit, 627*.

Schlaflosigkeit, 554*, ii. 634*.

Schlafwandeln, ii. 555*.

Schlafwandler, ii. 177*.

Schlag, 60*.

Schlagader, 73*.

Sehlaganfall, ii. 604*.

Schleifen, 181*.

Sehliessen, 542*, ii. 426*.

Schluckrefiex, ii. 626*.

Schluss, 149*, 642*, iL 628*;

456*, 464*.

Schluss-Fehler, 372*.

Sohlussfigur, 382*.

Schlusskette, 171*.

Sohlussmodus, ii. 103*.

Sehmerz, 293*, ii. 254*.

Sjhmerz und Lust, ii. 253*.
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Schmerz- und Lustempfln-
dung, ii. 67s'.

Schmerzempfiudlichkeit, 83'.

Sohmerzlosigkeit, 40-.

Schmerzpunkte, ii. 254-.

schmerzstillendes Mittel, 60'.

Schnelligkoit, ii. 760''.

Schnitt, 416'.

Sohock, ii. 526'.

Sohoiastik, ii. 491".

Scholastiker, ii. 495".

soholastisehe PhilosopMo, ii.

491".

Schftne (das\ 104'.

Scli6nlieit, 104'.

SchSnheitslinie, ii. S'.

Schopenhauer’sche Philoso-
phie, ii. 499'.

schftpferisch, 694'.

schSpferische Begriff (der),

425®-

SchOpfung, 342', ii. 357'.

Schreiben, 94".

Schreibkrampf, ii. 826".

Sohrift (heilige), ii. 503".

Schriften (heilige), ii. 484'.

Schuchternheit, 102".

Schuld, 375", 434'.

SchuldverpflichtuDg, ii. 194'.

Schule, 30".

Schutz, ii. 371'.

Sohutz- (fiirbung, &c.), ii. 871".

Schutzfarben, ii. 811".

Sohutzzoll, ii. 371'.

Schwachegefiahl, 369'.

Sohwachsichtigkf'it, 36*.

Schwaehsinn, 519'.

Schwachsinnigkeit, 377'.

Schwangerschalt, 413'.

Sohwankung (negative), ii.

1491.

Schwankungen der Aufmerk-
samkeit, 387'.

Sohwarz-weiss-Reihe, 146".

Schwebungen, 103".

Schwere (Empfindung der), ii.

812".

Schwere (specifische), ii. 667".

Schwerkraft, 421'.

Schwerpunkt, 169".

Schwindel, ii. 762'.

Schwindelgefiihl, 291*.

Scotismus, ii. 503".

Seele, ii. 68O", ii. 82', 657"

;

592", ii. 680', 681".

Seele der Welt (die), 45S".

Seelenblindheit, 12.3', ii. 192'.

Seelenerrettung, ii. 680".

Seelenleben, ii. 680".

Seelensitz, ii. 680".

Seel?nsub.stanz, ii. 680".

Seelensubstanz (Theorie der),
ii. .557".

Seelej.verindgen, 369', ii. 680".

Seelenwanderung, ii. 74", iL
680".

Seelenzellen (Theorie der), ii.

86 '.

seelische Entwickelung, ii. 67'.

seelische Erregung'='ii, ii. 724".

Segmentation, ii. 604".

Sehen, 117", 533", ii. 765'.

Sehen (stereoskopisohes), ii.

602'.

Sehens (mosaische Theorie des),

ii. 111".

Sehfeld, 276", 382'.

Sehfelder (Wettstreit der), ii.

470".

Sahnenempflndung, ii. 674".

Sehproben, ii. 686'.

Sein, 109", 342', 461", 455', 456,
461", 462', 463, 464', ii.

91".

Sein (reines), 462'.

Seitenwendungswinkel (des

Blickes), 47'.

seitlicher Eensterversuch, ii.

627'.

Sekte, ii. 604'.

Selbst, ii. 607".

Selbst (an ihm\ 459'.
Selbst (das), 312'.

Selbstbeherrschung, ii. 609*.

Selbstbeobaohtung, 667", ii.

198*.

Selbstbestimmung, ii. 609*.

Selbstbewusstein, ii. 609'.

Selbstbezwingung, ii. 469".

Selbstdarstellung, ii. 610', ii.

679".

Selbsterhaltung der Rcalen, ii.

511".

Selbsterhaltungstrieb, ii. 611".

Selbsterkenntniss, ii. 610".

Selbstgefuhl, ii. 608".

Selbstgerechtigkeit, ii. 612".

Selbstherrsohaft, 93'.

Selbstkosten, 360".

Selbstliobe, ii. 510".

Selbstmord, ii. 620*.

Selbstsucht, ii. 610'.

Selbsttauschung (bewusste), ii.

513".

Selbstthatigkeit, ii. 608".

Selbstvergessenheit, ii. 509".

Selbstverleugnung, ii. 609'.

selbstverstandlich, ii. 682'.

selbstverstandliche Voraus-
setznng, 596'.

Solbstverwirklichung, ii. 612*.

Selbstzweck, ii. 68O"
;

96*.

Selektion, 74', ii. 664".

Selektion (genetische), ii. 465".

Selektion (indirekte), ii. 213".

Selektion (organische), ii. 213".

Selek ion (physiologische), ii.

300".

Selektion (sexuelle), ii. 625*.

Semantik, ii. 513'.

Ssmi-Pelagianismus, ii. 614".

Senescenz, ii. 614".

sensibe', ii. 68O".
Sensibilita

,
ii. 68O".

sensorimotorisch, ii. 519*.

sensorisoh, ii. 619".

sonsorische Aphasie, 68*.

sensorische und motorischo
Elemente, ii. 620'.

Sensorium, ii. 619".

Sensualismus, ii. 615", 620*.

Septuaginta, ii. 521".
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Serie, ii. 5‘"".

Setzet', ii. 310". ii. 311'.

Selzung, ii. 311'.

Sexualempfii, dung, ii. 625*.

sexuelle Auslese, ii. 525'.

sexuelle Selektion, ii. 625'.

SM'iten (Sunniten und), ii.

621'.

Sibyllinischen Bucher (die), iL
627'.

sich (an), 459", 595", 459', 461".

sich (an und fiiri, 461', 459'.

sich (Ding an), 594", 595",

596.

sich anpassend, 15".

sich auf sich beziehende Uega-
tivitat, 459'.

Sich-Bestimmung, 464'.

sich erinnern an, ii. 463'.

sich (fiir), 462', 459'.

Sieben Weisen (die), ii. 818".

Simulation, ii. 532'.

Singen, 564'.

Singularismus, ii. 533*.

Sinken, ii. 59".

Sinn, ii. 681*, ii. 67', 616", ii.

678'.

Sinn (geistiger), ii. 617*.

Sinn (innerer), 592".

(Sinnes-)Anschauung, ii. 682*.

Sinnesenergie (specifische), ii.

667".

Sinnesorgane, ii. 617".

Sinnestauschung, ii. 517".

sinnlich, ii. 681'
;
86', ii. 620".

sinnliches Begehren, 62'.

Sinnlichkeit, iL 681'
; 691",

694'.

sinnlos, 6".

Sippe, 184".

Sittengesetz, 641*.

Sittenlehre, 346'.

sittliche Intuition, 668*.

sittliche Natur, ii. 141".

sittliche Ordnung, ii. 212'.

sittliche Verpflichtung, ii. 194'.

sittlicher Portschritt, ii. 105".

sittliches Gefiihl, ii. 106*.

sittliches Ilrtheil, ii. 105*

Sittlichkeit, ii. 111*.

Skepticismus, ii. 489*.

Sklaverei, ii. 622*.

Sklerosc, ii. 603'.

Skrupel, ii. 603".

Sooinianer, ii. 544'.

Sokra'ische Methods, ii. 648".

Sokratische Philosophlo, ii.

649'.

Solidaritat, ii. 653'.

Solipsismus, ii. 653'.

sollen, 502'.

Sollen (das), ii. 251".

Soma, ii. 654".

Somatologie, ii. 555'.

Somatopleura, ii. 655*.

Somnambulismus, ii. 666*.

Sophisma, ii. 656'.

Sophisten, ii. 556".

Sophistik, ii. 566".

Souveranitat, ii. 658*.

sozial, 185*.
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soziale Auswahl und Unter-
driiekung, ii. 540^.

soziale Dynamik, ii. 534^.

soziale Einheit, ii. 54P.
soziale Entwieklung und so-

zialer Fortschritt, ii. 535*.

soziale Ethik, ii. 535^.

soziale Kraft, ii. 537\
soziale Eogik, ii. 537^.

soziale Opposition, ii. 537*.

soziale Organisation, ii. 537*.

soziale Philosophie, ii. 538*.

soziale Psychologie, ii. 538*.

soziale Statik, ii. 540*.

sozialeWissenschaften,ii. 539*.

sozialer Contract, ii. 534*.

sozialer Fortschritt, ii. 535*.

sozialer Organismus, ii. 537*.

sozialer Prozess, ii. 638*.

sozialer Ehckschritt, ii. 638*.

sozialer Streit, ii. 637*.

sozialer Verfall, ii. 538*.

sozialer Wille, 407*, 20i*.

soziales Bewusstsein, ii. 634*.

soziales Gewebe, ii. 541*.

Sozialisierung, ii. 543*.

Sozialismus, ii. 541*.

Soziologie, ii. 644*.

Sozionomik, ii. 548*.

Sozius, ii. 648*.

Spannungsempfindung, 311*,

ii. 604*.

Spannungsirrsinn, 698*.

Sparsamkeit, ii. 264*.

Spasmus, ii. 566*.

spastischer Krampf, ii. 666*.

Specification, ii. 567*.

specifische Energie der Wer-
ven, ii. 667*.

specifische Schwere, ii. 567*.

specifische Sinnesenergie, ii.

667*.

specifisches Gewicht, ii. 667*.

Spectrum, ii. 568*.

Spekulation, ii. 568*.

Spermzelle, ii. 580*.

Spiegelschrift, ii. 86*.

Spiel, ii. 303*.

Spieltrieb, ii. 304*.

Spinozismus, ii. 684*.

Spiritismus, ii. 585*.

Splanchnopleura, ii. 687*.

Spongioblast, ii. 687*.

Spontaneitat, ii. 687*, ii. 429*.

Spore, ii. 688*.

Sprache, 618*, 626*.

Spraehe (die verbale), ii. 669*.

Sprachwissenschaft (vergleich-

ende), ii. 290*.

Sprechen, 564*.

Sprung, ii. 484*.

sprunghafte Entwickelung, ii.

484*.

Spur, ii. 481*, 707*, 763*.

Staat, 305*, ii. 693*.

Staatenbund, 377*.

Staatsgewalt, 357*.

Staa sgut, 316*.

Staatsklugheit, ii. 308*.

Staatskunat, ii. 309*.

Staatsrecht, ii. 396*.

Staatsvertrag, ii. 534*.

Staatswissenschaft, ii. 694*.

Stabilitat, ii. 592*.

Stadt, 182*.

Stamm, ii. 603*, 715*
;
1S4*, ii.

4S0*.

Stammeln, 616*, ii. 593*, ii.

605*.

Stammesgeschichte, ii. 299*.

Stammesseele, ii. 714*.

Starke, 509*, ii. 604*.

Starrheit, ii. 475*.

Starrkrampf, ii. 687*.

Statik, ii. 601*.

Statik (soziale), ii. 640*.

statisehe Empfindaing, ii. 600*.

statische Oekonomie, ii. 600*.

Statistik, li. 601*.

Statistik (moralische), ii. 106*.

Statut, ii. 601*.

Staunen, ii. 820*.

stehendes Kapital, 386*.

Stehlsucht, 189*.

Steigen, ii. 59*.

steigende Produktivitat, 629*.

steigende Vorstellung, ii. 128*.

Stellvertretung, 24*.

stellvertretendes Suhnopfer,ii.
763*.

stereoskopisches Sehen, ii. 602*.

Stetigkeit der Katurentwieke-
lung (Theorie der), ii. 726*.

sthenisch, ii. 603*.

Stigma, ii. 603*.

Stil, ii. 605*.

Stil (Thatsachenstil und poten-
zierender), ii. 424*.

Stimmbander, ii. 802*.

Stimme, ii. 806*.

Stimmlosigkeit, 58*.

Stimmorgane, ii. 802*.

Stimmung, 488*, ii. 103*.

Stoff (lebendiger), ii. 8*.

Stoff (Materie) und Form, ii.

50*.

Stoffes (Theorie des psychi-

schen), ii. 86*.

Stoffwechsel, ii. 71*.

Stoicismus, ii. 604*.

Stolz, ii. 339*.

Storungen der Empfindlich-
keit, ii. 517*.

Stosston, 104*.

Stottern, ii. 605*.

Strabismus, ii. 604*.

Strafe, ii. 397*, 401*.

Strafenlehre, ii. 276*.

Strafrecht, 586*.

Strahlung, ii. 414*.

Strang, 197*.

Streben, 206*, 207*, ii. 179*.

Streben (nach Erlangung eines

lustbetonten Zustandes), 62*.

Streckmuskel, 386*.

Streit, 16*, ii. 205*.

Streit (sozialer), ii. 637*.

Streitpunkt, 576*.

strengen Sabbaths-Beobachter
(Lehre der), ii. 483*.

Struktur, ii. 604*.

Stufe, ii. 606*.
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Stufen, 392*.

Stummheit, 300*.

Siumpfsinnigkpit, 300*.

Stupidi at, ii. 605*.

Stupor, ii. 605*.

Subalternatior.
,

ii. 606*.

subcontrar, ii. 607*.

Subj = kt, 607*.

subjektiv, ii. 607*.

subjektive Empfindungen, ii.

610*.

subjektive Kosten, 289*.

subjektive Linien, ii. 61 1*.

subjektiver und objektiver Be-
griff, 463*.

subjektives Eeeht, ii. 474*.

Subjektivismus, ii. 611*.

Subjektivitat, ii. 611*
; 457*,

Subordination, ii. 612*.

Subsistenz, ii. 612*.

Substantialismus, ii. 614*.

Substantialitat, 76J*, 462*, 461*.

Substantialitatstheorie, ii. 614*.

Substanz, ii. 612*, 614*
;
463*.

Substituirung, ii. 614*.

Subsumtion, ii. 615*.

Subvention, ii. 612*.

Suceubus, ii. 615*.

Suggestion, ii. 619*.

Siihnopfer (^stellvertretendes),

ii. 763*.

Summation, ii. 620*.

Summationston, ii. 620*.

Summisten, ii. 620*.

Siinde, 434*, ii. 532*.

Siinden (Vergebuug der), ii.

463*.

Siindenfall, 371*.

Siindhaftigkeit, ii. 274*.

Sunniten und Shi'iten, ii. 621*.

Supererogationswerke, ii. 622*.

Supernaturalismus, ii. 623*.

Supposition, ii. 624*.

Supralapsarianismus, ii. 623*.

Syllogismus, ii. 628*.

Symbol, ii. 640*.

Symbole, ii. 651*.

symbclisch, ii. 640*, 651*.

Symbolismus, ii. 651*.

Symmetrie, ii. 651*.

Sympathie, ii. 652*.

Sympathie (aesthetische), ii.

653*.

Symptom, ii. 653*.

Symptomencomplex, ii. 654*.

Syn-, ii. 654*.

Synasthesie, ii. 654*.

Syncope, ii. 655*.

Synderesis, ii. 655*.

Synergic, ii. 658*.

Synergismus, ii. 657*.

Synkretismus, ii. 655*.

Synthese, 175*, ii. 658*.

Synthese (psychische), ii. 658*.

synthetisch, ii. 658*.

synthetische Philosophie (die),

ii. 659*.

synthetisches Urteil, 43*.

System, ii. 699*.

systematische Theologie, ii

659*.
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Tabas, ii.

Tabu, ii. CtlO'.

Talbot-Plateau’sohes Gesetz,
ii. OGl'.

Talmud, ii. 66D.
Tapferkeit, 393%
Tastempfindung, ii. 707^.

Tastfeld, 3S2'.

Taubheit, ii. C25^.

Taufe, 100".

Taufer, 101*.

Tausohung, 611*.

Tauschungen (optische), ii.

206*.

tauseudjahrigen Reich (Lehre
von dem), ii. 79*.

Tautologie, ii. 663*.

Taxonomie, 185*, ii. 663*.

Teleogonie, ii. 663*.

Teleologie, ii. 664*.

teleologischer Beweis, ii.

663*.

Telepathie, ii. 668*.

Temperament, ii. 672*.

T Jmperaturempfindung, ii.

673*.

Temperaturpunkt, ii. 673*.

Temporalzeichen, ii. 673*.

Tendenz, ii. 674'-’
;
207*.

Teiatologi?, ii. 675*.

Terminus, 407*, ii. 676*.

Testament, ii. 686*, 817*.

Taufel, 276*.

That, 11*.

Thathandlur g, 501®.

Thatigkeit, 12*, 13*, 504*, 673*,

ii. 91*.

Thatigkeitsgefiihl, 74*, 67*.

Thatsache, 367*.

Thatsaehenstil (potenzierender
Stil und), ii. 424*.

Theil, 565*.

Theilbarkeit, 290*.

Theile (Kampf der), ii. 604*.
Theilung, 384*.

Theismus, ii. 688*.

Thema, ii. 691*.

Theodicee, ii. 692*.

Theokratie, ii. 692*.

Theologie, ii. 692*.

Theologie (dogmatische), ii.

692*.

Theologie (moralische), ii. 110*.

Theologie (natiirliche), ii.

137*.

Theologie (positive), ii. 312*.

Theologie (praktische), ii. 321*.

Theologie (systematische), ii.

659*.

theologiseho Ethik, ii. 692*.

Theophanie, ii. 693*.

Theorem, ii. 693*.

Theorie, 343*, ii. 693*.

Theo: io der Geleganheitsur-
f.ache, ii. 199*.

Theorie der psychischen Ato-
men, ii. 85*.

Theorie der Seelensubstanz,
ii. 557/.

Theorie der Seelenzellen, ii.

86*.

Theorie der Wahrnehmung
der Farben, ii. 779*.

Theorie der 'Wechselwirkung,
168*.

Theorie derWeltverbesserung,
ii. 62*.

Theorie des psychischen
Stoffes, ii. 86*.

Theorie des Sehens (mosai-
sche), ii. 111*.

Theosophie, ii. 695*.

These, ii. 695*.

Thier, 47*, 48*, 193*.

Thier (einzelliges), ii. 373*.

Thierchen, 48*.

thierische 'Warme, 47*.

Thierpsychologie, 48*.

Thomas von Tlquino (Lehre
des), ii. 696*.

Throne (Philosoph auf dem),
ii. 290*.

Tic, ii. 696*.

ToUer, ii. 34*.

Ton, 181*, ii. 122*, 705*.

Ton (resultirender), ii. 470*.

Tonfarbe, ii. 706*.

Tongrosse, 365*.

Tonhohe, ii. 302*.

Tonica, ii. 706*.

tonisch, ii. 706*.

Tonlehre, 181*.

Tonstosse, 103*.

Tontaubheit, ii. 706*.

Tonzeichen, ii. 183*.

Totalitiit, 462*.

Totem, ii. '706*.

Totemismus, ii. 706*.

Totenstarre, ii. 475*.

Traotarianr (die Ansichten
der), ii. 707*.

Tradition, ii. 708*.

Traducianismus, ii. 709*.

Trager, ii. 672*.

Tragheit, 541*.

tragisch, ii, 709*.

Tragzeit, 413*.

transcendent, ii. 710*.

transcendental, ii. 710*
;
694*,

695 .

transcendentale Elementar-
lehre, ii. 27*.

transcendentale Erkenntniss,
695*.

transcendentaler Gegenstand,
596*, 596*.

Transcendentalismus, ii. 711*.

Transcendentalphilosophie,
697*.

Transcendenz, ii. 710*.

Transformation, ii. 711*.

Transformationstheorie, ii.

712*.

transgredient, ii. 712*.

Transsubjektive (das), ii. 713*.

Transsubstantiation, ii. 713*.

Trauer, ii. 657*.

Traum, 297*.

Traumatismus, ii. 713*.

Traumerei, ii. 472*.

Tremor, ii. 714*.

Trieb, 527*, 206*, 407*, ii. 511*.
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Triebfeder, 21*.

Trilemma, ii. 716*.

Tritheismus, ii. 716*.

trophische Funktion, ii. 716*.

Tropismus, ii. 716*.

Trugschluss, ii. 656*.

Trunkenheit, 640*.

Tugend, ii. 764.

typisierender Stil*, ii. 424*.
Typus, 290*, ii. 721*.

I&bel, 362*.

tibelthat, ii. 88*.

Tiber, 489*.

iiberbe-wusst, ii. 726*.

ubereinstimmende Variatio-
nen, 193*.

firbergabe, ii. 708®.

iiberindividuell, ii. 261*,ii.68i*.

iibermenschlich, ii. 623*.

iibernaturlich, ii. 623*.

tibertragung eines Eechtes,
76*.

XTbertretung, ii. 200*.

uberverdienstliche 'Werke, ii.

622*.

tiberweisung, 76*.

TJbication, ii. 723*.

Uebelverhalten, ii. 87*.

Ueber-, ii. 681*.

ITebereinstimmung, 27*, 384*.

Bebergang, 456*.

TJebergehung, ii. 338*.

Ueberleben der Passendsten,
385*.

XTeberlieferung, ii. 708*, 712*.

tTebermass, 646*.

TTebermensch, ii. 681*.

TJeberproduktion, ii. 252*

IJeberschuss, 355*.

Uebersoele, ii. 252*.

TTebersetzung, ii. 712*.

Uebung, ii. 681*, ii. 321*, ii.

33 *^-

TJhrsaehen (Mehrheit der), ii.

306*.

Bltramontanismus, ii. 724*.

TJmfang, 364*, ii. 414*, 603*,

ii. 603*.

tfmfang des Bewusstseins,
381*.

TJmfangsempfindlichkeit, ii.

681*.

UmgebTing, 328*.

Umschaffung. ii. 186*.

tTmwelt, 328*.

IJnabhangigkeit, 530*.

XTnangemessenheit, ii. 726*.

unanwendbar, 675*.

IJnaufmerksamkeit, 528*.

unbestandiges Gleichgewicht,
ii. 743*.

ITnbestandigkeit, 655*.

unbestimmt, ii. 748*.

unbewusst, ii. 724*.

TTnbewussten (Philosophiedes),

ii. 724*.

unbewusster Zustand, ii. 725*.

Undenkbare (das), ii. 743*.

undeutige Zuordnung, 628*.

TJndurchdringlichkeit, 624*.
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uneigenniitzige Handlung,
2852 .

TJnempfindlichkeit, 392.

unendlich, 644’.

unendliches XTrtheil, ii. 62.

TTnendlichkeit, 5452.

TTnerkennbare (das), ii. 7422.

Uiifahigkeit, 2’.

tJi,feh.lbarkeit, 6412.

Ui fruchtbarkeit, ii. 6022.

TJngehorsim, ii. 191’.

ungeschlschtliche Fortpflan-
zung, 24’.

ungescbriebenes Eecht, ii.

7432.

tTnglaube, 544’, 6752, ii. 724’.

IJnitarianismus, ii. 734’.

universale Satze, ii. 739’.

TJniversalisten (Lehre der), ii.

7412.

universalistischer Hedonis-
mus, ii. 742’.

Unkoordiniertheit, 6292.

TJnlust, ii. 3042.

Unlust (das Gefiihl der Lust
und), 5912.

XTnlust und Lust, ii. 678’.

unlustbringend, 4632.

Unlustlehre, 4532.

unmerklicb, 525’.

unmittelbar, 521’, 457^, 458^,

4592, 460’, 464’.

IJnmittelbare (das), 460’.

Unmittelbarkeit, 6212, 45$^^

459^-
Unmittelbarkeit (reine), 4592.

XTnmoglichkeit, ii. 313’.

Unmundiger, 5422.

unproduktive Consumption, ii.

743’.

IJnrecht, ii. 706’, 826*.

unregelmassig, 22
.

TJnsterblichkeit, 623*.

unter-, 491’.

ITnter- (Begrifif, &c.), 37*.

unterbewusst, ii. 606’.

TJnterbrecbungston, 563*.

Unterdriickung (soziale Aus-
wahl und), ii. 640’.

Unternehmer, 328’.

TTnternehmergewinn, ii. 357*.

trnternehmungsform, ii. 219’.

TTnterricht, 310’, 6662.

TTntersatz, ii. 726’.

TJnterscheidung, 2842.

TJnterschied, 280’.

TJnterschiedsempfindliclikeit,
280’, ii. 617’.

Unterschiedssch'welle, ii. 696*.

TJntertliancnpfl.iclit, 332.

TTnumschranktheit (Gottes), ii.

558*.

TTnunterschiedbaren, 634’.

tTnveranderlichkeit, 624’.

Unvereinbarheit, 529’.

unverniinftig, ii. 426’.

unvernunftige Handlung, 676’.

unverstandlich, ii. 6'Si’.

unwillkurliclie Thatigkeit,
5732.

vinwirklich, ii. 743*.

TTnwissenheit, 511’.

TTnzulanglicbkeit, 528’.

Ur- (in compounds, as Ursache),
ii. 341’.

TJrbewoliner, 22 .

TTrbild, 662.

TJ'revangeliumshypotliese,2912.
Urheberrecht, ii. 480*.

IJrmund, 121 ’.

Ursache und Wirkung, 164’.

Ursamenzellen, ii. 580*.

Ursprung, 4092.

Ursprung der Arten, ii. 243*.

Ursprung des Lebens, ii. 243’.

urspriinglich, ii. 260’, 340’.

Urtheil, 43*, 5802, 442
^
4 ,551

^
4542 ^

Urtheil (limitatives), ii. 62.

Urtheil (praktisches), ii. 320’.

Urtheil (sittliches), ii. 105’.

urtheilen (VermSgen zu), 591-.

Urtheilskraft, 580*, 684’, 692’,

591 '^-

Urzeugung, ii. 587*.

Utilitarier, ii. 7452.

Utilitarismus, ii. 745’.

Utopie, ii. 746’.

variabel, ii. 7502.

Variation, 193’, ii. 7502.

Variationspsychologie, ii. 759’.

Varietat, ii. 759’.

vasomotorische Herven, ii.

7592.

vasomotorisches Centrum, ii.

7592.

Vaterherrschaft, ii. 2682.

Vedas (Religion der), ii. 760’.

Veitstanz, 1762.

Velleitat, ii. 760*.

Ventrikel, ii. 7602.

Verallgemeinerung, 408’.

Veranderung, 171*, ii. 485’.

verantwortlich, 9’.

Verantwortlichkeit, ii. 4682.

verbal, ii. 7612.

Verband, ii. 7162.

verbessern, ii. 63’.

Verbesserung, ii. 63’.

Verbindlichkeit, 3012.

Verbindung, 198’, ii. 4392 . gj2
_

Verbindung disparater Vor-
stellungsinhalte, 204’.

Verbindung mit Gott (innige),

ii. 692’.

Verbindung und Hinteilung,
205’.

verborgen, ii. 199*.

Verbrechen, ii. 200’.

Verbreiterung des Hindrucks,
366’.

Verbreitung, 287’, 289’.

Verdammniss, ii. 278’.

Verdammung, ii. 465’.

Verdienst, ii. 69’.

Verdorbenheit, 286’.

Verdrehung, ii. 3382.

Verdruss, ii. 467*.

Verehrung der Thiere, 48’.

Verein, 79’.

Vereinigung, 197*.

Vereinigung der Erafte, 205’.
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Verfahren, ii. 356’.

Verfall, ii. 481’.

Verfall (sozialer), ii. 6382.

Verfolgungsvorstellungen, ii.

281’.

Verfolgungswahnsinn, ii. 281’.

Verfiigung, 3212.

vergangenen Zeit (Bewusstsein
der), ii. 2672.

Vergebung, ii. 2622.

Vergebung (der Siinden), ii.

463’.

Vergehen, ii. 87’, 200’.

Vergeltung, ii. 471’, 4722.

Vergesslichkeit, 3902.

vergleichende Psyehologie,
2012.

vergleichende Eechtswissen-
schaft, 2012.

vergleichende Religionswis-
senschaft, 2012 .

vergleichende Sprachwissen-
schaft, ii. 290’.

Vergleichung, 202’.

Vergdtterung, 6O2
.

Verhaltniss, 120’, ii. 415’, 4392,
5931 .

Verjahrungsrecht, ii. 332’.

Verjiingung, ii. 4392.

Verkehr, 306’.

Verkniipfung, 558’, ii. 439*

;

5532.

Verkiindigung, 50’.

Verlangen, 62’.

Verletzung, ii. 8262.

vermischt, ii. 872.

vermitteln, 5212, 4551
^
459’, 461-,

464’.

vermittelnd, ii. 59*.

vermittelt, 5212.

Vermittelung, ii. 59*
;
458^.

Vermogen, ii. 3182
;
5932.

Vermbgen zu urtheilen, 69P.
Vermuthung, ii. 3372.

verneinend, ii. 148’.

Verneinung, ii. 146’.

Vernichtung, 492.

Vernunft, ii. 4242 . 5942
^

699’,

ii. 459’; 593’, 594^ 597^
9’S 459^ 726’.

Vernunft (aus reiner), 591 ’,

594^-

Vernunft (praktische), ii. 3202.

Vernunfterkenntniss (reine)

aus Begriffen, 594’.

vernunftig, ii. 415’, 426’.

Verniinftige (alles) ist wirk-
lich, und alles Wirkliche ist

vernunftig, 464’.

Vernunftsvermbgen, 6S8’.

Verordnung, 3212, 2122, 6OI 2
.

Verpflichtung, 301*.

Verpflichtung (sittliche), ii.

194’.

Verriioktheit, 387’, 660’, ii.

264.

Verschamtheit, ii. 626*.

verschiedenartig, 286*.

Versehmelzung, 121*, 868’, ii.

640'.

Versetzung, ii. 713’.
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Versicherung, 557*.

VersOhnung. So’, ii.

Verstand. 55S-, ii. 42^^*
;
bOP,

C92*, ii. 459*
; 592, 593,

594. 596 , 597S ii- 9*S
459'-

ferstand \ind Vernunft, ii.

725=.

Verstandesbegriffe, 593*.

Verstaiideswelt, ii.

verstiindlich, ii. 681*.

Versuch. 08-, 362*.

Versuch (Meyer’scher), ii. 77*.

Versuch (Scheiner’seller), ii.

490*.

Versuchung, ii. 674^.

Vertheilung, 289.

Vertiefung, P, ii. 509’*.

Verwaltungsrecht, 17*.

Verwandtschaft. 601^.

Verwerfung, ii. 405*.

Verwirrtheit, 529*. ii. 287*.

Verwunderung, ii. 820^.

Verzuckung, ii. 709-.

Verzweiflung, 485^.

Vexirversuch, ii. 404*, ii. 404**.

Vibration, ii. 763*.

viel, ii. 309*.

Viele (Eins und), ii. 201*.

Vielheit, ii. 116^, 300’*; 161*.

virtuell, ii. 703^.

Vis viva, ii. 801’*.

Visirlinie, ii. 527*.

Vitalitat, ii. 801’*.

viva (Vis), ii. 801’*.

Vivisection, ii. 802*.

Volition, ii. 806*.

Vdlkerkunde, 348*.

Volkerpsychologie, 887*, ii.

3S6’*.

Vdlkerrecht, 664*.

Volksseele, ii. 714*.

Volksthum, ii. 128*.

vollkommene Eingebung, ii.

305*.

vollkommener Ablass, ii. 305*.

Vollkommenheit, ii. 278*.

VoUmachtgeber, ii. 341*.

Voluntarismus, ii. 807*.

Voodoo, ii. 809*.

vor und an sich, 103*.

Voraussetzung, 81*, ii. 316*,

337*, 338*, 624*, ii. 311*.

Voraussetzung (selbstverstand-
liche), 596*.

Voraussicht, 389*.

Vorbegriff, ii. 324*.

Vorbestimmung, ii. 331*.

Vordersatz, ii. 330*, 371*.

Vorherbestinunung, 890*.

vorhergehend, 61*.

Vorherwissen, 389*.

Vorlaufer, ii. 331*.

vorlauflg, ii. 373*.

Vorrecht, iL 343*.

Vorsatz, ii. 404*, 678*, iL 404*.
Vorschluss, ii. 370*.

Vorschrift, ii. 93*, 212*.

Vorsehung, ii. 373*.

vorsokratische Fhilosophle, iL
334*.

vorstellen, ii. 429*, 679*.

vorstellend, 499*.

vorstellende Thatigkeit, 604*.

Vorstellung, 5*, 408*, 464*, 498*,

ii. 333*; 596*, 6S7*, ii. 464*,

SOS*.

Vorstellung (reproducirte), ii.

464*.

Vorstellung (steigende), ii.

128*.

Vorstellungen, ii. 424*.

Vorstellungen (Mechanik der),

ii. 59*.

Vorstellungsconcurrenz, 563*.

vorlausehen, ii. 37*.

Vortrefflichkeit, 355*.

Voriibung, ii. 331*, 681*.

Vorwurf, ii. 192*.

Vorzeichen, 181*.

vorzeitige Reaetionen, 56*.

Vulgata, ii. 809*.

Wachsen (^Vaclisthum), 433*.

wachsend (steigende Vorstel-
lung), ii. 128*.

Wahl, 176*, 206*.

Wahlvorgang, ii. 606*.

Wahnsinn, 387*, 650*, ii.

261.

Wahrhaftigkeit, ii. 761*.

Wahrheit, ii. 720*, 463*.

Wahrheit (Keiinzeiclien der),

ii. 687*.

Wahrheit (Kriterium der), ii.

687*.

Wahrheit (nothwendige meta-
pliysische), 595*.

Wahrheit und Falschheit, ii.

716*.

Wahrnehmung, ii. 681*
; 66*,

667* ii. 276*, ii. 277*.

Wahrnehmung der Farben
(Theorie der), ii. 779*.

Wahrscheinlichkeit, ii. 344*.

Wahrscheinlichkeitsschluss,ii.
3532.

Waller’sches Gesetz, ii. 810*.

Warme, 47*, 628*.

Warmepunkt, 453*, ii. 673*.

Wasserkopf, 488*.

Weber’sehes Gesetz, ii. 812*.

Wechsel, 117*, 356*.

Wechselwirkung, 168*, 661*, ii.

429*
;
161\

Weh, 431*.

weibisches Wesen, 311*.

weibliches Wesen, 378*.

Weisen (die Sieben), ii. 818*.

Weisheit, ii. 818*.

Weismannismus, ii. 812*.

weitherzig, 595*.
Welt, ii. 118*, 821*, ii. 742*.

Welt (die Seele der), 45S*.

Weltall (das), ii. 742*.

Weltanschauung, ii. 822*, ii.

73^-

Weltgrund, ii. 822*.

Weltordnung, ii. 212*.

Weltseele, ii. 822*.

Weltsystem (Ptolemaisches), ii.

396*.

Weltverbesserung (Theorie
der), ii. 62*.

Weltweisheit, ii. 295*.

Weltwirtschaft, ii. 20*.

Werden, 109*.

Werke, ii. 821*.

Werke (iiberverdienstliche), ii.

622*.

Worth, 66*, 155*, 566*, ii. 749*,
822*.

Werthbewegung, ii. S24*.

Werthgefiihle, ii. 823*.

Werwolf, ii. 813*.

Wesen, 25*, 311*, 341*, 378*,

462*, 463*,
464I,

ii. 91*,

Wesen des Eschts, 16*.

wesentlich, 566'.

wesentlich eins, 595*.

Wesenwille, 407*.

Westminster’sehes Glaubens-
bekenntniss, ii. 813*.

Wetteifer, 321*.

Wettstreit, ii. 476*.

Wettstreit der Sehfelder, ii.

470*.

Widerlegung, ii. 437*.

Widerspiel, ii. 429*.

Widerspruchslosigkeit, ii. 687*.

Widerstand, ii. 468*.

Widerstandsempfindungen, ii.

468*.

V/iderstandsfahigkeit, ii. 468*.

Widerstandsgefuhl, ii. 468*
;

III*.

Widerstreben, 206*, ii. 179*.

widerstrebend, 573*.

Wider-Willkiirhandlung, ii.

179*.

Wiederaufleben(in der Erinne-
rung), ii. 472*.

Wicderentwicklung, 577*.

Wiodererinnerung. ii. 463*

Wiedererkennen, ii. 430*.

Wiedererkennung, ii. 430*.

Wiedergenesung, ii. 433*.

Wiederholungsgesetz, ii. 428*.

Wiedsrtaufer, 39*.

wild, ii. 815*.

Wilde (der), ii. 488*.

Wille,407*, ii. 678*, 816*; 206*,

201*, 206*, 207*.

Wille (letzter), ii. 817*.

Wille zum Glauben, iL
818*.

Willenlosigkeit (-schwache),
2*.

Willens-, ii. 681*
;
206*.

Willensdefekte, ii. 816*.

Willensentschluss, 381*.

Willenshandlung, ii. 809*, ii.

179*, ii. 681*.

Willensstdrungen, ii. 816*.

Willensvorgang, ii. 809*.

Willensziel, ii. 358*.

Willkur-, ii. 681*
;
206*.

Willkurhandlung, ii. 179*,

806*
;
407*, ii. 6S1*.

willkurliche Beproduktion, iL
432*.

Willkiirvorgang, ii. 806*.

Windung, 434*.
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wirbellos, 573^.

Wirbelsaite, ii. 184^.

Wirbelthier, ii. 762^.

wirkendes Wesen, 26'.

wirklich, ii. 420^
;
462', ii. 91^

;

461 '.

wirklich (Es ist), 461^.

Wirkliche (alles) ist verniinf-
tig, und alles Vernunftige
ist wirklich, 46i'.

Wirklichkeit, 14', 161', 462',

ii. 28', 9i'
; 455', 461 '.

wirksame Berufung, 311'.

Wirkung, 164'.

Wirkungswerthe, ii. 824'.

wirtschaftliches Gut, 199'.

wissen, 602'.

Wissenschaft, ii. 499'.

Wissenschaft (exakte), ii. 299',

4991.

Wissenschaften (soziale), ii.

539'.

wissenschaftliche Methode, ii.

500'.

Witz, ii. 818'.

Wohl, 407'.

Wohlfahrt, ii. 813'.

Wohlgefallen, ii. 304'.

Wohlgefallen (Missfallon und),
ii. 678'.

wohlgefallig, ii. 304*.

Wohlgefiihl, ii. 813'.

Wohlsein, ii. 813'.

Wohlstand, ii. 811*.

Wohlthatigkeit, 114'.

Wohnsitz, 294', 436'.

Wollen, ii. 678', 806'
;
206*.

Wollust, ii. 32'.

Wort, ii. 821'.

Wort-Methode, ii. 821'.

Wortstreitigkeit, iL 30*.

Wucher, ii. 745'.

Wunder, ii. 86'.

Wurdigung, 62'.

wurmformige Bewegung, ii.

280'.

Wurzel, ii. 414', 479', ii. 480'.

Wuthanfall, 398'.

Wuthausbruch, 398'.

Zahl, ii. 186'.

Zahl-, ii. 190'.

Zahlbegriff, ii. 189'.

Zahldifferenz, ii. igo'.

Zauber, 174'.

Zauberei, ii. 35', 818'.

Zeichen, ii. 627'.

Zeit, ii. 697'.

Zeit (Bewusstsein der vergan-
genen), ii. 267'.

Zeifcbewusstsein, ii. 705'.

zeitlich und ewig, ii. 673'.

Zeitlosigkeit, 342'.

Zeitsinn, ii. 705'.

Zelle, 59', 168'.

Zellenlehre, 169'.

Zellkern, ii. 186'.

Zellkernsubstanz, 698*.

Zellvermehrung, ii. 359'.

Zend-Avesta, ii. 828'.

Zersetzungsmittel, ii. 420'.

Zerstreutheit, 3', 288'.

Zerstreuungskreise (physiolo-

gische), ii. 300'.

Zeugniss, 92', ii, 686'.

Zeugung, 408'.

Zeugungsfahigkeit, 379*.

Ziel, 28', 323', ii. 678'
;
661\

Ziflferform, ii. 190'.

Zins, 663'.

Zirbeldriise, 333'.

Zirbelpolster, 741', 138'.

zittern, ii. 714'.

Zone, ii. 828'.

Zootheismus, ii. 829'.

Zorn, 46', ii. 826'.

Zoroaster (Lehre von), ii. 829'.

Zuchtung (naturliche), ii. 134'.

Zuch‘w ihl (geschlechtliche), iL
525'.

Zuckknmpf (klonischer), 190'.

Zueignung, 64'.

Zuerk^nnung, 16'.

Zufall, 171'.

zufallig, 7', 157', ii. 91'.

Zugempfindung, ii. 397'.

Zukunftsgeruhl, 399'.

zum Bechtsverfahren gehSrig,
16'.

Zunahme, 630'.

zunehmender Gewinn, 281'.

Zuordnung, 518'.

zur Sache gehorig, ii. 287'.

Zurechnung, 527'.

zureichenden Grund (Satz
vona), ii. 616'.

Zuriickfuhrung, ii. 434'.

zuriickliegend, ii. 463'.

zusammen, 25', 203'.

zusammenbestehend, 202 '.

zusammen ge.setzt, 204'.

zusammengesetzte (Idee), 204*.

Zusammenklang, 176'.

Zustand, 62', ii. 693', 601'.

Zustand (unbewusster), ii. 725'.

Zuversicht, 81'.

Zwang, ii. 469'.

Zwangsempfindung, 625'.

Zwangsgefiihl, iii'.

Zwangsvorstellung, 624'.

Zweck, 323', ii. 678', 744'
; 561'.

Zweckmassigkeit, 384', 385'.

zweideutig, 338'.

Zweideutigkeit, 36', 339'.

Zweifel, 296'.

Zweifelsucht, 296'.

zweihausig, 282'.

Zweitheilung, 279'.

Zweiwillenlehre, 303',

Zwerg, 301'.

Zwischenzeit, 665'.

Zwischenzustand, 563'.
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IV. INDEX OF FRENCH TERMS

[Prepared by W. J. Shaw, M.A.]

The reference numbers are printed in four different kinds of type : those in black type
(123)

are terms wliich occur as main topics in the work
;

those in modern face type (123) are the
formally recommended equivalents

;
those in italic {123) are terms of which some exposition

or discussion is given
; and those in old style ( 123 ) are those which have passing mention only,

but which are mentioned in a way judged of sufficient importance to require citation.

Under each kind of type the citations from vol. ii follow those from vol. i, and are preceded
by the Eoman numeral ii (which is not repeated)

;
all other citations are from vol. i.

With the page number the column of the page is given in a small figure
; where the small

figure is omitted the reference is to both columns.

abaque, Ih
abattement. 263^.

aberration chromatique, 1®

aberration mentale, 2\
aborigenes, 2^.

aboulie, 2^, ii. 816*.

absence, 3^.

absolu (_!’), 3'.

absolution, 4'.

absolutisms, 4*.

absolutisms esthltique, 4*.

absorption, 4*.

absorption en Dieu, ii. 692^.

abstraction, 6h
abstrait, 6'.

abstraite (id4e), 6^.

absurde, 6 *.

academic, 6*.

acataphasie, 5S*, 16S*.

acceleration (loi d’) de ddve-
loppement, 7h

accent, 7h
accentuation, 7*.

accident(-el), 7*, 157’.

accommodation, 7*, 8 .

accord, 176*.

accord (de trois sons), ii. 714*.

accord (sentiment d’), 384*.

accord parfait, ii. 714*.

acooutumance, 436’, ii. 681’.

accumuiees (valeurs), 154*.

accusation, 632*.

achromatique (sensation), 146*.

achromatopsie, 9’, 181*, 195’.

achropsie, 195’.

acoumetrie. 9*.

acoustique, 9*.

acquis, 9*.

acquis (caracteres), 10’.

acquisition (faculte d’), 1

1

’.

aero-, 11 ’.

acte, 11 *.

acte de volition, ii. 806*.

acte juridique, 11 *.

action, 12 '.

action (chose in), 12’, ii. 695*.

action de passer une loi, 321*.

action desinteressee, 285*.

action et reaction, 12 *.

action involontaire, 673*.

action irrationnelle, 575’.

action morale, 211 ’.

action retlexe, ii. 436*.

actives (facultes), 12*.

activite, 13’.

activite (propre), ii. 508*.

activite mentale, 13*.

actualite, 14*.

actuel, ii. 420*.

acuite visuelle (caractSres pour
I’examen de 1’), ii. 686’.

acumetrie, 9*.

adaptation, 7*, 14*, 15*.

adaptif, 15*.

addition latente, ii. 620’.

additionnel (son), ii. 620*.

adequat, 16’.

adiaphoristique (controverse),
16’.

administratif (droit), 17*.

admiration, 17*.

adolescence, 17*.

adoptionisme, 18*.

adoration, 18*, ii. 822*.

affeotif, 21 *.

affectif (element), 23’, 454’.

affeotif (motif), 21 *.

affection, 21 *, 22*.

affection nerveuse, ii. 176*.

affirmation, 23*.

affirmer, ii. 310*.

agamogenese, 24’.

agence, 24*.

agent, 25'.

agglutination, 25’.

agnosticisme, 26’.

agoraphobic, 27’.

agr phie, 27*.

agreable, 378*.

agreable ou penible, 453*.

agregat, 25* 26’.

agrdgation, 26’, 79*.

agrement, ii. 304*.

agrement (et peine), ii. 678’.

agricole (etat), 28’.

aigu, 182’.

aigue (manie), 396*.

alxlie, 28*.

alcoolisme, 29’.

Alexandrie (ecole d’), 30*.

alexie, 32*.

algebre de la logique, ii. 640*.

algedonique (esthetique), 33’.

algesie, 33’.

algorithmique (logique), ii.

640*.

alienation, 2’, 33’.

alienation mentale, 387’.

alieniste, 33’.

allegeance, 33*.

allesthesie, 33*.

alliances (doctrine des), 240’.

allochirie, 34’.

alogie, 34’.

alphabet, 34’.

alter (et ego), 312’.

alterations de la personnalite,
ii. 284*.

alternance de generations, 35’.

altrui, 35’, 35 *.

altrui (vivre pour), 36’.

altruisms, 35*.

amaurose, 36’.

ambiance, 328*.

ambiantes (conditions), 828*.

ambidextre, 36*.

ambiguite, 36*.

amblyopie, 36*.

S.me, ii. 657*, ii. 687®, ii. 8a*.

Ame and Esprit, ii. 681 *.

ftme du monde, ii. 822’.

amelioration, ii. 63’.

ameiiorer, ii. 63’.

ametropie, 36*.

amibe, 37*.

amimie, 36*.

amiraute (la competence de la

cour de 1'), 17’.

amitie, 396*.

amitose, 37’.

amixie, 37’.

amnesie, 37*.

amortissement, 37®.

amour, ii. 31’.

amour (V) de soi, ii. 610®.

amphibologie, 38’.

amphimixie, 38’.
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ampliatif, 38\
amulette, 88^
amusie, 38^.

Anabaptistes, 39*.

anabolisme, 39*.

anagogique (interpretation),
40*.

analg^sie, 40®.

analogie, 41*.

analogie (de la foi), 42®.

analogues (organes), 40®.

analyse, 42^
analyse logique, 42®.

analyse mentale, 43*.

analyse psychologique, 43®.

analytique (jugement), 43®.

analytique (methode), 45*.

anaphase, 45*.

anaphie, 45*.

anarchisme, 46*.

anarthrie, 46*.

ancetres (culte des), 46*.
andmie, 39®.

andrythropsie, 279®.

anesthdsie, 89®.

anesthesio tactile, 45*.

anesth6siques, 40*.

ange, 46®.

angelologie, 46®.

angle ascensionnel du regard
et angle de depiacement
lateral (de Toeil), 47*.

angle de I’osil, 153®.

angle facial, 367*.

animal, 47*.

animalcule, 48*.

animalculiste, 48®.

animale (chaleur), 47*.

animale (psychologie), 48*.

animation, ii. 678*.

animaux (culte des), 48*.

animaux 4 sang froid, 193*.

animaux k tempdrature vari-
able, 193*.

animaux domestiques, 293®.

animisme, 48®.

anisometrie, 49®.

annihilation, 49*.

annonciation, 60*.

anodin, 60*.

anomalie mentale, 60*.

anonyme (socidte), 235®.

anormal, 2®.

anormale (sensation) de oou-
leur, 181®.

anormaux (psychologie des), 2 ®.

anosmie, 50®.

antagonisme (musculaire et

nerveux), 60®.

antagonisme des champs
visuels, ii. 470®.

antagonistes (poisons), 60®.

antagonistique (couleur), 61*.

antecedent, 61*.

antechrist, 55®.

antenne, 51*.

anthropoides, 61*.

anthropologie, 62®.

anthropologie generate, 65*.

anthropometrie, 64®.

anthropomorphisme, 66*.

anticipation, 66*.

anticipee (reaction), 66*.

antinomic, 56®.

antinomisme, 66*.

antipathic, 57*.

antithcse, 67*.

antivivisectionuistes (folie des),

ii. 262 *.

anxiete, 57*.

anxieux (delire), 67*.

apathie, 57®.

aphacie, 58*.

aphasie, 68*.

aphasie de Broca, 68*.

aphasie motrice, 58*.

aphasie sensorielle, 68*.

aphemie, 58®.

aphonie, 58®.

aphrasie, 68®.

Apocalypse, 59*.

apodictique, 59*.

apogamie, 59*.

apolaire (cellule), 69*.

Apollinarisme, 59®.

apologetique, 60*.

apoplexie, 60*.

apotheose, 60®.

appareils, 605*.

apparents(meridiensverticanx),
276®.

apparition, 61*.

apperception, 61*.

appetit, 62*.

appetition, 62*.

appreciation, 62®.

apprehension, 62®.

apprehension de I’identite

materielle, 605®.

apprentissage, 63®.

approbation morale, 63®.

appropriation, 64*.

appropriation (instinct d’), 11 *.

apraxie, 64*.

aprosexie, 6®, 64*.

apte (survivance du plus), 385®.

aptitude, 64®.

arbitrage, 65*.

arbitral (jugement), 97*.

arborisation, 65®.

arbre de Porphyre, ii. 714*.

archeologie (prehistorique),

65®.

archetype, 66 ®.

architecture, 67*.

argent, ii. 99®.

argument, 67*.

argument ontologiquo, ii. 202 ®.

argument teieologique, ii. 663®.

arguments de oasuiste, 157*.

Arianisme, 67*.

aristocratic, 67®.

Aristote (experience d’), 68 *.

arithmomanie, 68®.

Arminianisme, 68®.

arret, 16®, 547®.

art, 69®.

art (theories de 1’), 69*.

art decoratif, 258*.

artere, 73®.

articulaixe (sensation), 78®,

580*.

articulation, 74*.

artificielle (selection), 74*.

Aryen, 74®.

ascensionnel (angle) du regard,
47*.

ascetisme, 74*.

asemie, 76*.

asexude (generation), 24*.

aspiration, 76®.

assentiment, 76®.

assertion, 76®.

assimilation, 76®.

assistance publique (systSme
d’), ii. 309*.

association, 79*, 79®.

association (d’idees), 78*.

association par contiguite
(loi d’), 224*.

association par contrasts (loi

d’), 228®.

associitionisme, 80*.

associee (sensation), 209*.

associes (mouvements), 217®.

assomption, 81*.

assurance, 81*, 557*.

asthenic, 81®.

asthenopie, 81®.

astigmatisme, 81®,

asymbolie, 82*.

asymetrie, 82*.

asynergic, 82®.

atavisme, 83*.

ataxie, 83*, 529®.

Athanase (symbols d’), 84*.

atheisms, 84*.

atomes mentaux (theorie des),

ii. 85®.

atrophie, 85®.

attaque, 384®, ii. 604®.

attente, 359®.

attention, 85®.

attention (distraction de 1’),

288®.

attention (oscillations de 1’),

387*.

attitude, 88®.

attraction et repulsion, 89®.

attractive (sphere), 170®.

attrape, ii. 404*.

attribut, 90*, ii. 43*, 325®.

attribution, ii. 326*.

attributs de Dieu, 90*.

attrition, 90®.

auditifs (defauts), 452*.

audition, 443*.

audition binauriculaire, 117®.

audition coloree, 91*, 181.

auditive (illusion ou hallucina-

tion), 9®.

auditive (sensation), 451*.

auditives (localisation des sen-

sations), ii. 20*.

Augustinianisme, 91*.

aura, 92*.

auteur, ii. 341®.

authenticite, 92*.

autocratie, 93*.

auto-determination, ii. 217*.

automatique, 93®.

automatique (ecriture), 94®.

automatisms, 93®.
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nuloua'isme psychologigue,
;>5'.

autonomasie, 68^.

autonomie, 95^.

auto-r6gulation, ii. Sl?\

autoritative (rJ'gle e3tli6ti<iue),

21-.

autorit6
,
92-.

auto-suggestion, 96'.

autre (1’) (et le moi), 312'.

avdnement, 19'.

avenir (sentiment de 1’), 899*.

avent, 19'.

Averrhoisme, 96*.

aversion, 97'.

ftvertissement, ii. 331',

aveugle (tache), 121 *.

avis, ii. 204*.

avooat, 19'.

avulsion, 366'.

axe cerebrospinal, ii. 171'.

axe de I’oeil, ii. 206'.

axiome, 97*.

Baer (loi de), 100'.

balance du commerce, 100*.

nalbutiement, 616*.

Bale (Confession de), 102'.

bapteme, 100*.

Baptistes, 101',

baquet, 245*.

baroque, 101 *.

barreau (du), 390',

basse vuo, ii. 142*.

batonnet, 181*.

battements, 103*.

beau (le), 104'.

beau (science du), 20'.

beaute, 104'.

beaute (ligne de), ii. 8'.

becarre (signe de), 181'.

begaiement, ii. 593', 605*.

beige (Confession), 109*.

bemol (signe de). 181'.

Benedictins, 113*.

benefice, ii. 357*.

benefice diminuant (et crois-

sant), 281*.

besoin, ii. 146'.

besoin physique, 62'.

besoins, ii. 811'.

Bible, 115*.

biblique (critique\ 115*.

biblique (psychologie), 116'.

biblique (tlieologie;, 116*.

bien, 199', 416 '.

bien (souverain), 477'.

bien-etre, ii. 813'.

bienfaisance, 114'.

bien general, 407'.

biens, 417', ii. 360*.

binauriculaire (audition), 117*.

binoculaire (contraste), 228'.

binoculaire (melange) des cou-
leurs, 197'.

binoculaire (vision), 117*.

biogene ie, 117*.

biogenetique, 118'
;

(loi),

118'.

biologie. 119*.

biologique (continuite), 117*.

biome hanique, 276'.

bionomie, 120'.

bionomiques (forces), 119*,

biophores, 120'.

blaspheme, 120*.

blastocele, 121 *.

blastoderme, 121'.

blastomere, 121 '.

blastophore, 121'.

blastosphere, 121'.

blastula, 121 *.

bon, 416*.

bonheur, 350*, 378*, 441'.

bonheur (qui donne le), 378*.

bonheur (visant au), 3'78*.

bonheur supreme, 422'.

bonne humour, 488'.

bonte, 417'.

Bouddha, 147'.

brachy-, 125*.

Broca (aphasie de), 68'.

bruit, 179'.

brut (produit), 431*.

bulbe, 147*.

but, 28, 323*, ii. 678*.

Byzantin, 148'.

cabale, 149'.

cadence, 149*.

calcul (infinitesimal), 150'.

calcul des observations, ii. 198*.

Calvinisme, 150*.

canaille, ii. 89'.

canon, 152*.

canon (droit), 153'.

canonisation, 153*.

canthus (grand), 153*.

canthus (petit), 153*.

capacite, 2', 153*.

capacite cranienne, 163*.

capital, 154'.

capitaux circulants, 183'.

capitaux fixes, 386'.

caractere, 173*.

caracteres acquis et innes, 10'.

caracteres pour I’examen de
I’acuite visuelle, ii. 686'.

caracteres sexuols (primaires
et secondaires), ii. 524'.

caracteristique, 173*.

cardinales (vertus), 155'.

cardinaux (valeur et point), 165'.

careme, 79'.

caricature, 155*.

cariociceso, 598*.

carioplasme, 598*.

Carmelites, 155*.

carres (methode des moindres),
340'.

caste, 156*.

casuiste (arguments de), 157'.

casuistique, 157'.

catabolisme, 598*.

catalepsie, 158'.

cataphasie, 158*.

cataplexie, 159'.

catatonie, 598*, 599'.

categorematique, 159*.

categorie, 160', ii. 325*.

categorique, 159*.

categorique (impdratif), 160'.

8r^8

catharsis, 161*.

catholicite, 1^63'.

catholique (Eglise), 162'.

catholique (reaction), ^162*.

catholique romaine (Eglise), ii.

478*.

cauchemar, ii. 177*.

causalite, 163'.

cause, 163', 219'.

cause (notion de), 163*.

cause et effet, 164*.

causes (droit des), 156'.

causes (pluialite des), ii. 306*.

causes occasionnelles (hypo-
the.se des), ii. 199'.

cavite du corps, 192'.

cdcite, 122'.

cdcite mentals (or psychique),
1231.

cdcite musicals (or notale), ii.

183*.

edcite psychique, ii. 192'.

ceiibat, 168'.

cellulaire (thdorie), 169'.

cellule, 168*.

cellule apolaire, 59*.

cellule ganglionnaire, 405'.

cellule spermatique, ii. 580*.

cellulifuge, 169*.

cene (sainte), 349*.

cenesthesie, 192*.

central, 169*.

centre, 169*.

centre de masse, de gravite,
169*.

centre de rotation (de I’oeil),

170'.

centre vasomoteur, ii. 759*.

centrifuge et centripete (force),

170'.

centripdte (force centrifuge et),

170'.

centrosome, 170*.

ce qui doit etre, ii. 251*.

ce qu’on ne peut connaitre, ii.

742*.

cercle ehromatique, 196*.

cercle do Muller, ii. 116*.

cercle de sensation, ii. 519*.

cercle vicieux, 183*.

cdrebrales (localisations), ii. 15*.

cdrebrales (vesicules), 170*.

cerebrospinal (axe), ii. 171'.

certitude, 170*, 171'.

cerveau encdphale, 126'.

cession, 76*.

chagrin, 431'.

chaire (Social istes en), ii. 542'.

chaleur animate, 47*.

chaleur latente, 628*.

chamanisme, ii. 525*.

champ de la conscience, 381*.

champ de regard, 381*.

champ tactile, 382'.

champ visual, 382'.

champs visuels (antagonisme
des), ii. 470*.

chance, 171*.

change (une lettre de), 117'.

changeraent, 171*.

chant intdrieur, 564'.
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charity, 174^.

charme. 174^.

charmer, 174^.

charnel (et spirituel), ii. 587^
charte, 175^
chastete, 175R
chatiment, ii. 397^.

chatouillement, ii. 697^.

chaud ^ point), 453', ii. 673'.

chaude (fi5vre). 396^.

Chutes (et Sunnites), ii. 621'.

chiliasme, 175^.

chimigue (synthase), 175'.

chiromaneie, 176', ii. 255'.

choc, ii. 526'.

choix, 176'.

choree, 176^.

choree saltatoire, 252^.

chose, ii. 695'.

chose en soi, 282'.

chose in action, 12', ii. 695'^.

choses (lefons de), ii. 192'.

choses in action, 76^.

choses premises (les), ii. 330^.

chretienne (conscience), 177^.

Christ, 176^.

Christ (humiliation de), 487®.

Christian isme, 177®.

Christologie, 178'.

Christophanie, 180®.

chromatique, 181®.

chromatique (aberration), 1®.

ehromatique (cerele), 196®.

chromesthesie, 181'.

chromosome, 181®.

chronique, 182'.

chrysalide. 182',

chute, 371®.

ciel, 453®.

cieux, 453®.

cinematique, 601®,

cinetique, 601®.

circonvolution, 434*.

circulaire, 183'.

circulaire (d51iie), ii. 279®.

circulaire ^folie'', 35', 387'.

circulants (capitaux), 183'.

circulation, 183®.

Cistercien, 183®.

citoyen, 184'.

civil, 184'.

Civil (Code), 791'.

civil (droit), 184'.

civil international (droit), 211®.

civilisation, 247®.

clair et distinct, 189'.

clairvoyance, 184'.

clan, 184®.

clarte, 189'.

classe, 185'.

classe (conscience de), 217'.

classe (sociale), 185'.

classification, 185®.

cleptomanie, 189®.

clonique (convulsion), 190'.

clonus du pied, 49®.

coadaptations, 190'.

coadaptives (variations), 190'.

coalition, 197®.

code, 190®.

Code Civil, 191'.

Code Napoleon. 191', 226'.

Code Penal. 191®.

coefficient. 191®.

coelentdies. 192'.

ccelomata, 192®.

coelome, 192'.

coeur, 453'.

coexistence. 192®.

coin de I’oeil. 153®.

coin idence, 192®.

coincidentes (variations), 193'.

colere, 46®.

collapsus, 193®.

collaterales. 193®.

collectif, 193®.

collectivisme. 193®, 193®.

collectivite, 193®.

colligation. 194'.

colonie, 194'.

colonne, 197®.

colore (ton), 197'.

color^e (audition), 91', 181'.

combinaison, 198'.

combinaison tton de), 198'.

comique, 198®.

commerce, ii. 708'.

commerce (balance du), 100®.

commissure, 199'.

commun, 199®.

commun .droit), 199®.

commun (sens), 200'.

communautd, 200®, 235®.

communisms. 200®.

compagnie, 79', 201', 201'.

compagnon, ii. 548®.

comparaison, 202'.

compares (jurisprudence), 201®.

compares (psychologie), 201®.

comparees (religions) (science

des), 201®.

compatibility, 27®.

compatible, 202®.

compensation, 202®.

compytence (la) de la cour de
I’amirauty, 17'.

eompiymentaire (couleur), 203®.

complexe, 203®, 204'.

complication, 204'.

composy, 204', ii. 87®.

composy (mental), 205*.

eomposye (idye), 204®.

composye (image), 408®.

composition del’esprit (thyorie

de la), 205®.

composition des forces, 205'.

composition et division, 205'.

compryhension, 206'.

compryhension (la), ii. 411',

compromis, 206', 65'.

comptable, 9'.

concentration, 207®.

concept, 208'.

concept de nombre, ii. 189*.

conception, 208'.

conception immacuiye (dogme
de), 520'.

conception universelle, 208'.

coneeptuel, 208®.

conclusion, 209'.

concomitance, 209'.

concordance (methods de), 27®.
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coneret, 209®.

concupiscence, 209®.

concurrence, 77', 202®.

ccncurrence vitale, 358'.

condenration de I’ontogenyse,
ii. 526®.

condition, 210', ii. 593'.

condition necessaire, ii. 143'

condition suffisante, ii. 143'.

conditionny, 210'.

conditionnelle (immortality),
210®.

conditions ambiantes, 328®.

confession. 211', 24-3'.

Confession beige, 109®.

Confession d’Augsbourg, 91'.

Confession de Bale, 102'.

Confession de Westminster, ii.

813®.

confirmation, 211®.

conformateur, 615®.

conformity. 385'.

confusion, 212'.

confusion mentals, 212*.

congynital, 212®.

congestion, 212®.

congruence, 213'.

congruence (sentiment de la),

384®.

conjugaison, 213'.

connaissance, 192®, 602®.

connaissance (relativity de lal,

ii. 450®.

connaissance de soi, ii. 510®.

connaissance (hi) des affaires

relatives a la marine, 17'.

connaissance du monde exty-
rieur, 365®.

connaissance du temps passy,
ii. 267®.

connaissance profonde, 554’.

connaltre (ce qu’on ne peut), ih
742®.

conne, 214®.

connexion, 214®.

connotation, 214®.

consanguinity, 601®.

conscience, 215', 216®, 215*.

conscience (champ de la), 381®.

conscience (ylyment de la), 313®.

conscience (ytat de), ii. 598®.

conscience (morale), 215'.

conscience (unite de la), ii. 68'.

conscience chretienne, 177®.

conscience de classe, 217'.

conscience de similitude, 217'.

conscience de soi-meme, ii.

509'.

conscience religieuse, ii. 462®.

conscience sociale, ii. 534', 715'.

conscient (rdflexe), ii. 436'.

consdcutive (image), 23®.

consycutive (sensation), 24'.

consentement, 217®.

consyquence, 218'.

consyquent, 218®.

conservation, 218®, ii. 470®.

conservation des forces (de
rynergie), 218®.

conservation personnells, iL
611®.
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conserva'isme, 219*.

consistanoe, 219*.

consolidation. o9S*.

consommateur, 221’.

consommation, 222*.

consommation improductive,
ii. 713*.

consonance, 219-.

constants (erreur), 219%
constaute (loi d’orientation),

ii. 2122.

constitution, 219*, 220*.

constitutionnelle (loi), 2202.

constructive (fonction). 2212.

consubstantiation, 209*.

contact (sensation de), 2222.

contagion (sociale et mentale),
2222.

contemplation, 2232.

contenu, 2232.

contiguity (loi d’association

par), 221*.

contingent, 224*.

continuile, 221*.

continuity blologique, 1172.

contractility, 2262.

contraction, 2262.

contradiction (principe de),
2262 .

contrainte, 221*, ii. 4692.

contraposition, 227*.

contraste, 227*.

contraste (_loi d’association par),
2282.

contraste binoculaire, 228*.

contrasts simultand des cou-
leurs, 228*.

contraste spacial optique, 229*.

contraste successif des cou-
leurs, 2282.

contrat, 2252.

contrat social, ii. 5342.

contravention, ii. 87*. 200*.

contre-irritation, 239*.

Centre-nature, ii. 338*.

contre-stimulus, 239*.

contre-volontaire, 6732.

controls, 229*.

controls (experience de), 230*,

ii. 404*.

controverse adiaphoristique,
16*.

convalescence, ii. 433*.

convenable, ii. 3592.

convenance, 272, 3342^ 385*.

convenance (droit de), 199*.

convenances, ii. 3592.

convention, 2-302.

convergence, 2302.

conversion, 2322 398*, ii. 199*.

conviction, 233*.

convoitise, ii. 322„

convulsif (tic), ii. 5662.
convulsion, 233*.

convulsion clonique, 190*.

Convulsionnaires, 268*.

coopyrition, 2092, 233*, 234*.

coordination, 234*.

Copernic (thyorie de), 2342.

oopie, 235*.

copie (droit de), ii. 480*.

coprolalie, 234*.

copule, 2342.

coquetterie, 240*.

Coran, 603*.

corde dorsals, ii. 184*.

cordes vocales, ii. 802*.

cordon, 197*.

corns, 235*.

corollaire, 235*.

corporation, 235*.

corps, 124*, 2362.

corps 1 cavity du), 192*.

corps (esprit de), 341*.

corps (sens du), 1992.

corps (le) et I’esprit, ii. 82*.

corpuscule, 236*.

corryiation, 236*.

correspondants (points), 23?2.

cesmogonie, 237*.

couleur, 194*, 197*.

couleur (sensation anormalede),
1812.

couleur (sensation de), 197*.

couleur antagonistique, 61*.

couleur compiymentaire, 2032.

couleur du son, 195*.

couleur fondamentale, 195*.

oouleurs (contraste simultand
des), 228*.

couleurs (contraste successif

des), 2282.

couleurs (mylange binoculaire
des), 197*.

couleurs (melange des), 1962.

couleurs (sensations des), 446*.

couleurs (table des), 1962.

couleurs (thyorie de la percep-
tion des), ii. 7792.

couleurs (triangle des), 197*.

couleurs protectricea, ii. 811*.

coulpe, 247*.

couple, 239*.

com:, 240*.

cour (la) de I’amirautd (la com-
pytence de), 17*.

courage, 239*, 393*.

courbe, 249*.

courbes (mythode des), 420*.

courbure, 386*.

couronne rayonnante, ii. 414*.

courroux, ii. 826*.

coutume, 250*.

coutumier (droit), 199*.

crainte, 3752.

crampe des dcrivains, ii. 826*.

cranienne (capacity), 163*.

craniologie, 240*.

craniemetrie, 240*.

creation, 241*.

cryation ^thyorie de la), 242*.

cryationisme, 242*.

cryative (fonction), 221*.

crydit, 242*.

crydulity, 2422.

crytinisme, 243*.

crime, 243*, ii. 200*.

criminel, 244*.

criminologie, 246*.

crise, 245*.

crises (salle des), 246*.

cristal (vision au), 247*.
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cristalloscopie, 247*.

crityrium, 245*.

crityrium de la vyritd, ii. 687*.

crityrium esthytique, 245*.

critioisme, 246*.

critique biblique, 116*.

croche, 181*.

croire (volonty de), ii. 818*.

croissance de sociability, ii.

5431.

crjissance psychique, 433*.

croissant et diminuant (byny-
lice), 281*.

croyable, 242*.

croyance, 110*.

culpability, 247*, 434.
culte, 248*, ii. 822*.

culte du feu, 383*.

culte de la nature, ii. 142*.

culte des ancetres, 46*.

culte des animaux, 48*.

culte des hdros, 476*.

culte des images, 616*.

culture, 247*.

culture (ypoques de), 248*.

culture (loi de la), 281*.

culture (marge de), ii. 41*.

curiosity, 249*.

cutanye (sensation), 260*, 271*,

ii. 533*.

cuticule, 251*.

cyclopyen (coil), 261*.

cyclose, 251*.

cylindre-axe, 98*, ii. 171*.

cytologie, 251*.

cytoplasme, 251*.

Daltonisme, 262*.

danse de Saint-Guy, 176*.

Darwinisme, 263*.

dybiteur principal, ii. 341*.

dybouchys (loi des), 529*.

ddcadence, 256‘*.

dycadence sociale, ii. 638*.

dycalogue, 256*.

ddeision, 257*, ii. 678*.

ddeision volontaire, 381*.

dydinaison, 267*.

ddeoratif (art), 268*.

ddeouverte, 284*.

ddeussation. 258*.

ddduction, 258*.

ddfauts de I’ouie (or auditifs),

452*.

ddfeetuosity (mentale), 268*.

ddfinition, 259*.

ddformation, 260*.

dygyndrys (folie des), 260*.

dygdudrescence, 260*.

ddgyndrescence Wallerienne,
ii. 810*.

ddglutition (mouvement, or

reflexe, de), ii. 626*.

degrd, 263*.

degrd et genre, 601*.

degrds forme Is, 393*.

ddisme, 263*.

ddlamination, 263*.

ddlibdration, 263*.

ddlirantes (iddes) de persdeu-

tion, ii. 281*.
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d^lire, 264*.

delire anxieux, 57^.

delire circulaire, ii. 279^.

ddlire de negation, ii. 6i^, 654^.
delire de possession, ii. 31 3^.

delire des grandeurs, 420\
delire emotif, 57^.

d^lit, 2432, ii. 871, 2001, 7061,
8262.

demande, 2651.

demande (oflre et), ii. 623^.

demande r^oiproque, ii. 429^.

demence, 2652, 5501,

demerite, 266i.

demi-ton, I8II.

democratie, 2661,

ddmographie, 266^, 266\
d5mon, 267i.

demonolatrie, 267i.

demonologie, 2672.

ddmonomanie, 1492, 2681.

demonstration, 2682.

demoralisation, 2691.

dendrite, 269i.

dendrites (Bans'!, I6I.

denomination. 2692.

denotation, 2692.

densite, 27Q1.

ddontologie, 2701.

dependance, 270i, 530*.

depense, 3602.

deplaeement lateral (angle de),

471.

depreciation, 2701.

depression, 1232, 270*.

depression (neurasthenique,
&c.), 2532.

deraisonnable, ii. 4261.

derangement d’esprit, 2711.

derivation, 27 li.

dernier, ii. 7232.

dernier (jugement), 6841,

des, ii. 5552.

desagregation, 288i.

desagrement, ii. 304*.

descendance (theorie de la),

2712.

description, 271*.

desespoir (esperance et), 4852.

desharmonie, 2852.

desintegration, 285*.

desinteressee (action), 285*.

desir, 2721.

desobeissance, ii. 1911.

ddsordre moral, 286i.

despotisme, 2722..

dessein, 272\ 561i,
ii.

404i, 678*.

desuetude, 2731.

desuetude (usage et), ii. 744*.

determinants, 273i.

determination, 273*, ii. 326i.

determination par soi-meme,
ii. 6O92.

determine, 2731.

determinisme, 2741.

deutoplasme, 274*.

developpement, 274*.

developpement (loi d’acceiera-

tion de), 71.

developpement (psychoses du),
2751.

developpement mental, 354*,

ii. 671.

developpementpsychique, 4331.
devenir, 109i.

deviation, 2761.

deviation des mdridiens verti-
caux apparents. 276*.

devoir, 301, ii. 2512.

devoirs (theorie des), 270i.

dextralite. 277i,
ii.

475i.

diable, 267i, 2762.

diaeousticLue, 278i.

diagnostic, 278i.

diagramme logique, ii. 28i.

diagramme numerique, ii. lOOh
dialectique, 2781.

diametre, 2782.

dianoetique, 278*.

diapason, ii. 3021.

diathese, 279h
dichotomie, 2791.

dichromatopsie, 279*.

didactique, 279*.

diSse (signe de), 1811.

Dieu (absorption en), ii. 6921.

Dieu (attributs de), 90i.

Dieu (eternite de), 342*.

Dieu (Fils de), ii.
556i.

Dieu (idee de), 415h
Dieu (saintete de), 482*.

Dieu (souverainete de), ii. 6591.

Dieu (unite de), ii. 7371.

Dieu (le) en trois personnes,
ii. 7152.

difference, 2801.

difference (sentiment de), 28Q1.

differences (methods des), 2802.

differences (sensibilite aux), ii.

6I71.

differences a peine perceptibles
(methods des), 280*.

differenciation, 2811.

different (le meme et le), ii.

4842.

cifferentiel (son), 2811.

difformite, 260h
dilemme, 281*.

diminuant et croissant (bene-

fice), 281*.

dimorphisms, 2821.

dioique, 282i.

dioptrique, 2822.

diplogenese, 283i.

diplopie, 2831, 2961.

dipsomanie, 2832.

directeur (principe), ii. Ih
direction, 283*.

direction (ligne de), ii.
8I.

direction (rayon de), ii. 4171.

discernement, 2841.

discipline, 284i.

discontinuite, ii. 484*.

disconvenanee, ii. 726^
discret, 284*.

discrimination, 284*, ii. 5171.

discursive (pensee), 285i.

disjonctif, 2861.

disparate, 286*.

dispensation, 287h
dispense, 287i.

disposition, 287*, ii. 679*.
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disposition emotionnelle, 317*.

dissemination, 287i.

dissociation, 288b
dissonance, 284i, 288*.

distance (perception visuelle de
la), 270*.

distance ponctuelle, ii. 3081.

distinct (clair et), 1891.

distinction, 284*.

distraction, 31, 288*.

distraction de I’attention, 288*.

distribution, 289.

distribution geographique,289i.
divin (droit), 290b
divin (gouvernement), 418*.

divin (type), 290b
divination, ii. 35b
divine (Ibse-majeste), iL Sb
divinite, 415*.

divisibilite, 290*.

division, 290*.

division (composition et), 205b
division (principe de), 398b
division du travail, 291b
division rdductionnelle, ii.435*.

docdtisme, 291b
doctrine do la foi, ii. 301*.

doctrine de I’influx (physique),
or de Finfluence naturelle,

168b
doctrine de Eitschl, ii. 475*.

doctrine des alliances, 240b
dogmatique, 292*.

dogmatique (thdologie), ii. 692*.

dogmatisme, 292*.

dogme, 291*.

dogme de conception imma-
culde, 520b

dol, 2931.

dolichocdphale, 293b
domaine, 266b
domaine dmicent, 3161.

domestique, 293*.

domestiques (animaux), 293*.

domicile, 294b
Dominicains, 294b
donation, 294*.

Donatistes. 294*.

Donders (loi de), 295b
donnee (la), 414i.

dorsale (corde), ii. 184*.

doubles (images), 296b
doulour, 293b
douleur (points de), ii. 264*.

douleur (sensation de), ii. 254’,

678b
douleur et plaisir, ii. 253’, 678’.

doute, 296’.

doute (folie du), 296*, 3S7’, ii.

adab
droit, 640’, ii. 474*, ii. 474*.

droit (maxime de), ii. 65*.

droit (philosophie sociale du),

ii. 694b
droit administratif, 17b
droit canon, 153b
droit civil, 184’.

droit civil international, 211*.

droit commun, 199*.

droit coutumier, 199*. .

droit de eonvenance, 199b
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droit de copie, ii. 4S0-.

droit des causes, 16C\
droit divii), 2 S>0 '.

droit 6jrit, ii. 744*.

droit international, 6G4*.

droit international priv^, 211 ®.

droit I on 6crit. ii. 744*.

droit object! f. ii. 193®.

droit positif, ii. 312*.

droit priv6
,

ii. 343®.

droit public, 220®, ii. 896*.

droit roinain, ii. 478*.

droitier, 277*.

droits naturels, ii. 1S4».

droiture, ii. 744*.

Druses, 297®.

dualisme, 298*.

dur6e, ii. 615*.

duree de travail, 486*.

dur5e miniinale, 300®.

dynamique, 302*.

dynamique (^conomie), 301*.

dynamique soeiale, ii. 634®.

dyuamog5nie, 302*.

dynamog6nique, 302*.

Dyophysites, 302®.

dyoth^lisme, 303*.

dys-, 303®.

dyschromatopsie, 195*.

5bauche, ii. 480*.

fibionites, 304*.

ecceit6
,

ii. 695®.

echange, 356*.

echange mutuel, ii. 124*, 429®.

^changes nutritifs, ii. 71*.

echolalie, 305*.

6clairage (intensity d’), 146*.

5olaircissement, 305*.

^clampsie, 305®.

^clectisme, 305®.

6cole d’Alexandrie, 30*.

6cole normale, ii. 183*.

eeoles philosophiques de la
Greee, ii. 495®.

53onomie (principe d’), 309*.

5:onomie dynamique, 301®.

econcmiemath5matique, ii. 47*.

5conomie politique, 307*.

5conomis statiqu?, ii. GOO*.

5oonomiquo (libert5\ 305®.

5oonomiqu0 (loi), 306*.

6conomique (m4thode), 306*.

economique (motif), 307*.

5concmiques (harmonies), 306*.

4conomiques (services), ii. 522*.
6crit (droit), ii. 744*.

dcrit (droit non), ii. 744*.

5criture, 440®.

6oriture automatlque, 94*.

5criture en miroir, ii. 86®.

fioritures, ii. 503®.

5crivains (crampe des), iL 826®.
ectoderme, 310*.

ectopla.sme, 310*.

Education, 310*.

Education formelle, 892*.
efferent, 311*.

effet et cause, 1G4®.

effets psychiques des poisons,
iL 376'.

effort mental (sentiment de 1’),

311®.

effort moteur (sentiment de 1’),

311®.

6gal (sensation d’), ii. 480*.

6galit6
,
337*.

6 glisa, 182*.

figlise catholique, 162*.

£glise catholique romaine, ii.

478®.

5glise (!’) et l’5tat, 182®.

ego et alter, 312*.

6goisme, 312®, ii. 510.

dgotiste (sentiment), ii. 608®,

5ject, 312®.

Elaboration, 313*.

Electriques (organes), 813*.

Electrobiologie, 313®.

ElEment, 313®.

ElEment affectif, 23*, 464*.

ElEment de la conscience, 313®.

ElEment hEdonique, 453®.

ElEmentaire (marginal), ii. 42*.

ElEments sensoriels et moteurs,
ii. 620*.

Elimination, 313*.

EloignE, ii. 463®.

Emanation, 314*.

Emancipation, 314®.

Emancipation intellectuelle,
326®.

embryologie, 315®.

embryon, 314®.

Eminent (domaine), 316*,

emmEtropie, 316®.

Emotif (dElire', 57 ®.

Emotion, 316®, 347*.

Emotionnel (ton), 23*.

Emotionnelle (disposition), 317®.

Emotionnelle (expression), 317®.

empiriocritioisme, 321*.

empirique (logique), 318®.

empirique (psychologie),ii. 389*.

ompirisme, 321*.

emploi, ii. 744*.

employeur, 321®.

Emulation, 321®.

encEphale (cerveau), 126*,

encyolopEdie, 322*.

EncyclopEdistes, 322*.

endoderme, 324*, 491*.

endolhElium, 324®.

Energie, 325*.

Energie (conservation de 1’),

218®.

Energie spEcifique des nerfs, ii.

667®.

Energisme, 324*.

enfance, 642*.

enfant (psychologie de 1’), 176*.

enfants (jardin de petits), 601*.

enfer, 465®.

Engel (loi d’), 326®.

enivrement, 665®.

enlevement, ii. 611*.

ennui, 327*.
enseignement intuitif, ii. 192®.

entendement et raison, ii. 725®.

entErozoaires, 327*.

enthousiastes, 327*.

enthymeme, 327®.
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entoptiques (phEnomEnes),327®.
entozoaires, 328®.

entrepreneur, 328 ®, 328®.

envie, 578*.

Epag'ogique (syllogisme), 329*.

Ependyme, 324®.

Epiblaste, 329*.

EpichEreme, 329*.

fipicurisme, 329*.

Epidemie mentale, 330*.

EpidEmique (folie), 387*.

EpigenEse, 330*.

Epiglotte, 330®.

Epilepsie, 330®.

Epilepsie Jacksonienne, 677*.

Epilepsie larvEe, 334®.

Epileptique (folie), 387®.

EpiniEre (moelle), ii. 681*,

fipiphanie, 333*.

EpiphEnomEne, 333*,

Epiphyse, 333®.

EpistEmologie, 333®,

Episyllogisme, 337*,

EpithElium, 337*.

Epoques de culture, 248*,

Epreuve, ii. 365®, 682*.

Equation personnelle, ii. 283*,

Equilibre, 100*, 337®, 338*.

Equilibre (sens de 1’), 338*.

Equilibre (sensation d’), 338*.

Equilibre instable, iL 743*.

Equipollence, 338*.

EquitE, 338®.

Equivalent kinesthEsique, 699®.

Equivalent mEcanique, ii. 69*.

Equivoque, 338®, 339*.

firastianisme, 339*,

ErEthisme, 339®.

Erotomanie, 340*,

erreur, ii. 716®.

erreur constaute, 219®.

erreurs (thEorie des), 340*.

Gschatologie, 341*.

escompte, 284*.

EsotErique, 341*.

espace, ii. 559*.

espace (perception de 1*), ii.

666 *.

espEce, ii. 566®.

espEces (origine des), ii. 243®.

espErance et dEsespoir, 485®.

espErance messianique, ii. 71*.

esprit, ii. 81®, 82*, 584®, 818®, ii.

684®. ^
Esprit (Ame and), ii. 681 ®.

esprit (derangement d’), 271*.

esprit (thEorie de la composi*
tion de 1’), 205®.

esprit de corps, 341 *, 217*, 247*.

esprit ( 1 ') et le corps, ii. 82*.

essence, 341®.

EssEniens, 341®.

esthEsiogEne, 19®.

esthEsiogEnique, 19®.

esthEtique (1’), 20*.

esthEtique (absolutisme), 4®.

esthEtique (critErium), 246®.

esthEtique (instinct), 73®.

esthEtique (sentiment), ii. 621.

esthEtique (sympathie), ii. 653*.

esthEtique algEdonique, 33*.
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esthStique autoritative (rfegle),

212.

estimation k vne d’ceil, ii.

8011 .

6tage supdrieur du p^doneule,
ii. 6632.

6talage de soi, ii.
610i.

^tat, ii. 593, 6012.

etat (1’) (et I'eglise), 1822.

§tat (philosophic sociale de 1’),

ii. 5941.

dtat agricole, 28i.

dtat de conscience, ii. 5982.

etat de guerre, II32.

etat de nature, ii.
599i.

etat federal, 377i.

dtat final, 3242.

dtat hypnotique, 4901.

etat inconscient, ii. 7251.

etat intermediaire, 5632.

etat tdtanique, ii. 6872.

dtendue, ii. ?2,
503i,

ii. 411I.

etendue de I’excitation, ii.

4151.

dternel (temporel et), ii. 6732.

dternelle (generation), 342i.

dternelles (v6rit6s), ii. 8O72,

dternite, 342i.

eternite de Dieu, 3422,

ether, 3422.

dthique, 3461.

4thique intuitive, 669*.

ethique theologique, ii. 6922,

ethnographic, 348i.

ethnologic, 348i,

ethologie, 3482.

dtiologie, 2D, 349i.

dtonnement, ii. 820*.

dtranger, 3892.

etre (!’), IO92, ii. 420*.

etre (raison d’), ii. 414*.

etres (les), ii. 4242.

etudes formelles, 391*.

dtymologie, 349i.

eucharistie, 3492.

euddmonisme, 35Q1,

Eusebiens, 351i.

Eutychianisme, 3511,

dvangile, 417i.

dvangile primitif (hypothfese de
1’), 2912.

dvanouissement, ii,
628i,

dvdnement, 351i,

dvidence, 3512.

dvident, 3512.

dvocation, 353i.

dvolution, 353i.

dvolution (facteurs de 1*), 3681.

dvolution mentale, 354*.

dvolution sociale, ii. 535*.

exacte (logique), ii. 23*.

exaltation, 355i.

excellence, 355*.

excentricitd, 305i.

exces, 3552.

excds d3 I’offre (or de produc-
tion), ii. 2521.

excitabilitd, 356i.

excitant, ii. 6O32.

excitant normal, ii. 1831.

excitation, 356i,
ii. 603*.

excitation (dtendue de 1’), ii,

4151.

excitation latente (pdriode d’),

6282.

exclus (tiers, milieu ou moyen),
prinoipe du, 356*.

exclusion (methode d”), 356*.

excommur icat.on, 3571.

exdcutif, 3571.

exdges3, 3572.

exempla re. 235i.

exercice, 3572, 6811,

existence, ii. 421i.

existence (jugement d’), 3501.

exogamie, 359i.

exorcisme, 3592.

exotdrique, 341i.

expectation, 3502.

expdrience, 360*, 3621.

expdrience d’Aristote, 68*.

expdrience de controle, 230i,

ii. 4041.

expdrience de Ferrier, 3701.

expdrience de Soheiner, ii.
490i.

expdrience intime de lalibertd,
3961.

expdrimentale (psychologie),
ii. 3801, ii. 3S92.

expdrimentation, 362*.

expiation, 85i.

expiation vicariale, ii. 7631.

explication. 362*.

explicite, 5252.

expression, 363i,

expression dmotionnelle, 317*.

extase, 309i,
ii. 7002.

extenseur (muscle^, 386*.

extension, 3632, 3542^

extension do (papier-)monnaie,
5461.

extdrieur (monde), connais-
sance du, 3652.

extdrieurs (objets), 365i.

extdriorisation des sensations,
3042.

externalitd, ii. 251*,

extirpation, 366i.

extrinseque, 566i.

faces (theorie de I’unitd h deux),
2951.

facial (angle), 3671.

facilitation, 367*.

facteur, 368i.

facteurs de I’dvolution, 368i.

facteurs de la production, 368*.

facultd, 3601.

facultd d’acquisition, ll*,

facultd morale, ii. IO41.

facultes actives, 122.

faiblesse, 3601.

faib’esse mentale, 3771.

fait, 367*.

fait (vdritds de', 36Si.

faits (vdritds des), ii. 808\
famille, 3732.

fanatisme, 3741.

fantaisie, 374i.

fantastique, 374*.

fantome, 413*, ii. 2881.

fatigue, 3742.
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fausse (idde), 2642.

faussetd, 373*.

faussetd (vdrite et), ii. 7162.

faute, 2471, 3752, ii. 149i.

faux, 3732.

faux semblant, ii.
37i.

Fechner (loi de', 3762,

fdcondation, 3792.

fdeonditd, 3702.

fdddral (etat), 3771.

feints, ii. 37i.

fdlicitd, 3782.

fd'icitd (supreme\ 4221.

fdlicitd umverselle, ii. 7412.

femelle, 3782.

fdminisme, 31 li.

Ferrier (experience de), 3791,

fertilitd, 3702.

fdtiche, 3801.

fdtichisme, 3801.

feu (culte de), 383*.

feuillet moyen, ii. 70*.

fiction Idgale. ii.
2i.

fiddisme, 3702.

fiddlite ds reproduction, 3812,

fiertd, ii.
330i.

fievre chaude, 3962.

figure, 3821.

figurd, 3821.

figure du syllogisme, 3822.

Fils de Dieu, ii.
556i.

fin, 28', 3232, ii. 6781.

final, ii. 7232.

final (etat), 324*.

fiualitd, 3342.

finances. 383*.

fini, 3832.

fixation (point de), 386i.

fixation des souvenirs, 386i.

fixe (idde), 2642, 8S6I.

fixes (capitaux), 386'.

fldchissenr (muscle), 3862.

foi, 1122, 3692_

foi (analogie de la), 422.

foi (doctrine de la), ii. 301*.

foi (gudrison par la), ii.
85i.

foi (rdgle de), ii. 4821.

foi, 3881.

foUs, 3871, 5501, ii. 322 342.

folis a deux, 223^, 3S7\

folie a double forme, 351,

folis eirculaire, 35i, 387\

folie des antiviv.sectionnistes,
ii.

262I.

folie des ddgdndrds, 260*.

folie des grandeurs, 387*.

fo'ie des ivrognes, 387*.

folie du doute, 296*, 3S?i, ii. adai.

folie dpiddmique, 3S7i.

folie dpileptique, 387*.

folie morale, ii. IO41.

folie panlytique, ii. 259*.

folie pdriodique, ii. 279*.

folie simulde, 387*.

fonoti .n, 3972.

fonction constructive ou crda-

tive, 221®.

fonction du langage, 6261.

fonction mentale, 3972.

fondamental (son), 397*, ii.

3411.
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I'ondamentale (couleur), 195\

fondamentale (v^rite), 397^.

fondemeut, 432*.

fondement de relation, 398*.

fondement du monde, ii. 822*.

force, 388^, ii. 604^.

force centrifuge et centripdte,
170*.

force sociale, ii. 637*.

force vive, ii. 801*.

forces, ii. 604*.

forces (composition des)
,
205*.

forces (conservation des), 218*.

forces (parall41ogramme des), ii.

259*.

forces bionomiques, 119*.

formalisme, 390*.

forme, 390*.

forme (la mati^re et la), ii. 50*.

forme syntbdtique, ii. 682*,

ii. 678*.

formelle (4dueation), 392*.

formelle (logique), 392*.

formelles (4tudes), 391*.

formels (degres), 393*.

fortuit, 157*.

fortune morale, 393*, ii. 706*,

320*, ii. 105*.

fortune physique, 393*, ii.

706*.

fou, 241*, 388*, ii. 34*.

foule, 246*, ii. 89*.

Fourier (loi de), 394*.

fovea centralis, 394*.

frais de production, 238®.

frais non rdpartis, 679*.

franchise, 394*.

Franciscains, 394*.

fraternitd, 394*.

fraude, 395*.

Fraunhofer (raies de), 395*.

frein. ii. 469*.

froid (point), 193*, ii. 673*.

fureur, 398*.

fusion, 121*, 398*.

gain, 304*.

gale (sensation de), 676*.

Gallicanisme, 400*.

gamogenese, 404®.

ganglion, 405*.

ganglionnaire (cellule), 405*.

ganglionnaire (plexus), 405*.

garde mobile, ii. 682*.

gastreea-th^orie, 405*.

gaucher, 277*.

gemmule, 405*.

g4n4rale (notion), 406*.

g4n4rale (sensation), 199*.

g4n4ral (terme), 407*.

g4n4ral (Inen), 407*.

g4n4rale (v4rit6), ii. 739®.

gdndrale (volontd), 407*.

generalisation, 408*.

generation, 408*.

generation asexuee, 24*.

generation eternelle, 342*.

generation spontanee, ii. 687*.

generations (alternance de),
35*.

gendrique, 408*.

gendrosite, 409*.

gendse, 409*, 409*.

gdnetique, 409*.

gdnetique (methods), 409*.

genetique (psychologie), 410*.

genetique (selection), ii. 465*.

genial, 470*.

genie, 410*.

genou, 411*.

genre, 405*, 411*, 600*.

genre et degrd, 601*.

geographique (distribution),

289*.

gdometrie, 412*.

gerant, 25*.

germe, 412*.

germinale (selection), 412*.

germinatif (plasma), 412*.

germination, 412*.

germinative (vesicule), 412*.

gestation, 413*.

gestes (langage de), 413*.

glande, 414*.

glande pindale, 333*.

gnose, 414*.

gnosiologie, 414*.

gnosticisms, 414*.

gnostique, 414*.

goht, ii. 662*.

goftt (sensations de), ii. 662*.

gouvernement divin, 418*.

grace, 418*, 419*, ii. 69*.

grace suffisante, 311*.

grade, 419*.

grammaire, 419*.

grand canthus, 153*.

grand mal, 337*.

grand hypnotisms, 496*.

grande hystdrie, 496*.

grandeur, ii. 36*.

grandeur intensive, 659*.

grandeurs (delire des), 420*.

grandeurs (folie des), 387*.

graphique (methods), 420*.

graphologie, 420*.

gratitude, 421*.

gravitation, 421*.

gravite (centre de), 169*.

gravite specifique, ii. 667*.

Grece (ecoles philosophiques
de la), ii. 495*.

Grece (les Sept Sages de la), ii.

818*.

gregaire (instinct), 430*.

Gresham (loi de), 430*.

grotesque. 431*.

groups, 432*.

groupes (selection des), 433*.

guerison par la foi, ii. 85*.

guerre, ii. 811*.

guerre (I’etat de), 113*.

gustatives (sensations), ii. 662*.

habitat, 436*.

habitude, 435*.

hagiolog e, 437*.

haine, 442*.

hallu:ination, 437*.

hallucination auditive, 9*.

haptique, 441*.

harmonie, 441*.
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harmonie preetablie, ii. 329*.

harmonies economiques, 306*.

harmonique, ii. 252*.

harmoniques, 441*.

hasard, 171*.

hasard (jeii de), 403*.

haut mal, 330*, 332*.

hauteur du son, ii. 302*.

hedonique (element), 453*.

hedonisms, 454*.

hedonisms universaliste, ii.

742*.

helienistique, 466*.

hemdralopie, 467*, ii. 177*.

herai-, 467*.

hemianopsie, 467*.

hemorragie, 468*.

henotheisme, 468*.

Herbartianisme, 468*.

herddite, 471*.

herddite par I’usage, ii. 744*.

heresie, 474*.

heritage, 546*.

hermaphrodite, 475*.

hermeneutique, 475*.

hdros (culte des), 475*.

heterogamie, 476*.

heterogendite, 483*.

heterogenes (sensations ou
notions), 286*.

heteroiecithe, 476*.

hetdromorphose, 476*.

heteronomie, 476*.

hetdro-psychologique (morale),
476*.

heures de travail, 486*.

heuristique (methode), 476*.

hibernal (sommeil), 476*.

His (zones de), ii. 828*.

histoire, 477*.

histoire (philosophie (science)

de 1’), 4772.

histoire (philosophie sociale de
1’), ii. 594*.

histoire de la philosophie, 480*.

histoire naturelle, ii. 133*.

holoblastique, 482*.

homme, ii. 39*, 41*.

homogamie, 483*.

homogendite, 483*.

homolecithe, 484*.

homologues (organes), 484*.

homonyms, 484*.

homoousie, 484*

homotaxie, 484*.

honnctete, 484*.

honneur, 484*.

honte, ii. 525*.

horde, 486*.

horoptdre, 486*.

humaine (Ifese-majeste), ii. 3*.

humanisme, 486*.

humanite, ii. 41*.

humanite (religion de 1’), ii.

462*.

humeur, 488*, ii. 103*.

humeur (bonne), 488*.

humiliation de Christ, 487*.

humilitd, 487*.

hybrids, 488*.

hydrocdphalie, 488*.
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hylozoisme, 489\
hyper-, 489^

hypergenese, 489®.

hyperm^tropie, 489®.

hyperplasie, 489®, 4S9®.

hypertrophie, 489®, 489*.

hypnagogique, 489®.

hypnogene, 490'.

hypnose, 490'.

hypnotique
(
6tat), 490'.

hypnotisme, 490®.

hypnotisme (grand), 496®.

hypo-, 491'.

hypoblaste, 491'.

hypocondrie, 491'.

hypostatique (union), 492'.

hypothese, 492'.

hypothdse de I’dvangile pri-
mitif, 291®.

hypothese de la ndbuleuse pri-
mitive, ii. 142®.

hypothetique, 492®.

hyst6rie, 494'.

hysterie (grande), 496®.

hysterique (mutism e), 58®, 300'.

hyst^ro-dpilepsie, 496®.

ictus, 60', ii. 604®.

idant, 498'.

ideal, 499'.

idealisation, 504'.

idealisme, 600®.

id^alite, 504'.

ideal realisme, ii. 421*
ideation, 504'.

idde, 498'.

idde abstraite, 5'.

idde compoide, 204®.

idee de Dieu, 415'.

idee fausse ou fixe, 264*.

id^e fixe, 386'.

id6e-force, 499'.

idees (association d’), 78'.

id^esdelirantes depersecution,
ii. 281'.

idees innees, 648®.

identiques (points) dos rdtines,
504'.

identity (philosophie de 1’),

506®.

identity individuelle (percep-
tion de 1’), 604®.

identity materielle (apprehen-
sion de 1’), 505®.

identity person nelle, ii. 283®.

iddogramme, 507'.

ideologie, 507®.

ideo-moteur, 607®.

ideoplasie, 507®.

ideoplastique, 507®.

idiopathique, 510',

idioplasme, 510'.

idio-psychologique (morale),
510'.

idiosyncrasie, 610®.

idiotic, 60', 507®.

idoiatrie, 511'.

idole, 510®.

ignorance, 611'.

illusion, 264®, 511®.

illusion auditive, 9®.

II.

illusion des sens, ii. 517®.

illusion volontaire, ii. 513®.

illusions d’optique, ii. 206'.

illusions du mouvement, 512®.

illusions visuelles, ii. 206'.

image, 616'.

image composde, 408®.

image consdeutive, 23®.

image de recouvrement, 213'.

image kinesthdsique, 599®.

image motrice, 599®.

image rdcurrente positive, ii.

433'.

images (culte des), 616®.

images de Purkinje, ii. 403®.

images doubles, 296'.

imagination (constructive),
517'.

imago, 519 '.

imbecillite, 50', 519'.

imitation, 519'.

imitation plastique, ii. 302®.

immaculde (dogme de concep-
tion), 520'.

immanence, 520®.

immanence (philosophie de 1’),

520®.

immaterialisme, 521'.

immddiat, 521®.

immortalite, 523®.

immortalite conditionnelle,
210®.

immutabilitd, 524'.

imparfaites (obligations), ii.

111 '.

impdndtrabilitd, 524'.

impensable (1’), ii. 743®.

imperatif categorique, 160'.

imperceptible, 525'.

implication, 525®.

implicite, 525®.

impossibilitd, ii. 313'.

impots (systbme d’), ii. 663'.

impression, 526'.

impressionisme, 526®.

improductive (consommation),
ii. 743'.

impulsion, 527'.

impulsions intsllectuelles,624®.
impuretd, ii. 32®.

imputation, 527®.

inapplicable, 575'.

inattention, 528®.

incapable, ii. 181'.

incapaeite, 2', 628.

incarnation, 628*.

inclination, 529'.

incohdrence, 629'.

incolorde (sensation), 146®.

incompatibilitd, ii. 466'.

inooneevable (1’). ii. 743®.

inconnaissable (1’), ii. 742*.

inconscient, ii. 724'.

inconscient (dtat), ii. 725'.

inconscient (philosophic de 1’),

ii. 724®.

inconsistance, 529'.

incoordination. 529®.

incredulitd, 242®, ii. 724'.

inordment, 530'.

incroyable, 242®.
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indemnitd, 530'.

inddpendance, 630®.

inddterminisme, 630®.

indice, 531'.

indifference, 337®.

indiffdrence (point d’), 533'.

indifference (sentiment d'),532®.

indirecte (sdlection), ii. 213®.

indireete (vision), 533®
indiscernables, 534'.

individu, 534'.

individualisme, 638®, J93®.

individualiste, 539'.

individualitd, 539'.

individuel, 534', ii. 533'.

individuelle (perception de 1
’

identitd), 504®.

individuelle (psychologie), 638®.

individuelle (selection), 538®.

individus (sdlection entre),538®.

induction, 539'.

indulgence pldniere, ii. 305'.

industrialisme, 540®, 640®.

industrie, 540®.

industrie locale (spdcialisation

d’), ii. 20 ®.

industrie], 540®.

industriel 1 systdme), 640®.

industrieile (organisation), ih
219'.

indbridtd, 640®.

indgale (sensation), ii. 480',

inertie, 541.

infaillibilite, 541®.

inference, 542®.

inference probable, ii. 353®.

infidelite, 644'.

infir i, 544'.

infinitd, 545®.

infinitdsimal, 545'.

infinitesimal (caleul), 150'.

inflammation, 545®.

inflexion, 546'.

influence, 546'.

influence naturelle (doctrine
de 1’), 168'.

influence trophique, ii. 716'.

influx physique (doctrine de 1’),

168'.

infralapsarisme, 546'.

inherence, 546®.

inhibition, 547®.

inhibition mentale, 546*.

initiation, 548®.

injustice, ii. 826®.

innd, 214®, 548®.

inndes (iddes), 548®.

innervation (sensation d’), 549*.

innds (oaracteres), 10'.

inquietude, 57'.

Inquisition. 549®.

inseotes, 553®.

insomnie, 554®, ii. 534'.

inspiration, 555'.

inspiration pldniere, ii. 305'.

i slabilite, 555'.

irstable (eqiiilibre), ii. 743®.

instant, ii. 678'.

instinct, 555'.

instinct d'appropriation, 11'.

instinct de jeu, ii. 304'.
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IV. INDEX OF FRKNCH TEEMS

instiu t eslh^t que, “o'*,

instinct gregdre, 430-.

instinct religieux, ii, 462*^.

instinctive i^moralit(5), oSG^.

instinctive (timidite), 102 *^.

in:titution, 55(>**.

instruction, 656**.

instruments. 605*,

integral, 557".

integration. 558*.

intellect, 558**.

intellectualisme, 659*.

intellectuel (milieu), ii. 78®.

intellectuelle (emancipation),
326®.

intelle jtuelles (impulsions),
524*.

intelligence, 658®, ii. 185®.

intelligible, ii. 178®.

intensite, 659®, ii. 802*.

intensite d’^clairage (or lumi-
neuse), 146®.

intensive (grandeurl, 669®.

intention, 660*, ii. 678®.

interaction, 661®.

intercession, 562*.

intdret, 662*, 563*.

interet personnel, ii. 610*.

interference, 663*.

interisure (parole) (et chant),
564*.

intermediaira (etat), 663®.

intermittence (son d’), 563®.

international (di'oit), 564®.

international (droit civil), 211 ®.

international (droit)prive,211 ®.

interne, 664*.

interne (observation), 667®.

interne (selection), 565®.

interne (sensation
,

ii. 218*.

interpretation, 564®.

interpretation anagogique, 40*.

intersubjectif, 565*.

intervalle, 565*.

intrinseque, 566*.

intrinseque (valeur), 566*.

introjection, 566*.

introspeLtion, 667®.

introspective (methode), 567®.

intuitif (enseignement), ii. 192*.

intuition, 668 .

intuition morale, 668®.

intuitionnisme, 670*.

intuitionniste (morale ou
ethique), 669®.

intuitive (morale ou ethique),
569®,

invagination, 670®.

invention, 670®.

invertebre, 573*.

involontaire (action), 573®.

involontairea (mouvements),

involution, 674*.

ironie, 674®.

irradiation, 674®.

irrationnelle (action), 676*.
irreiigion, 676®.

irritabiUte, 676®.

irritant, 676®.

lalam, ii. 95*.

issue, 576®.

ivresse, 297®.

ivTognes (folie des), 387 ®.

Jacksonienne (dpilepsie^ 677*.

Jaoksonienne (reevolution)
677*.

jalousie, 578*.

Jansdnisme, 677*.

jardin de petits enfants, 601*.

Jaweh, 578*.

Jehovah, 678*.

jesuitisme, 679*.

jesus, 679*.

jeu, ii. 303®.

jeu de hasard, 403*.

jeu (instinct de), ii. 304®.

joie, 680*.

Judaisme, 680*.

judiciaire, 684*.

jugement, 16®, 632®, 580®, 683®.

jugement (mettre quelqu’un
en), 632®.

jugement analytique et synth6 -

tique, 43®.

jugement arbitral, 97®.

jugement d’existence, 359*.

jugement dernier, 584*.

jugement moral, ii. 105*.

jugement pratique, ii. 320*.

jugement subordonne, ii. 726*.

juridiction, 393®, 584®.

juridique, 684®.

juridique (acte), 11 ®.

jurisprudence, 684®.

jurisprudence comparee, 201 ®.

jurisprudence des tribunaux,
16®.

juriste, 585*.

juste milieu, ii. 66®, ii. 57*.

justice, 685*, ii. 474®, 476*.

justice (propre), ii. 612®,

justification, 687*.

Kantianisme, 688*.

k6nose, 699*.

kin6sodique, 601*.

kinesth6sique(dquivalent),699®.
kinesthdsique (image), 699®.

kinesth6sique (sensation), 600*.

laboratoire da psychologle,
605*.

laid, in 723*.

laissez-faire, 616®, 306*, ii.

438^.

lalo-, 616®.

Lamarckisme, 617*.

lamella, 387®.

langage, 618*.

langage (fonction de), 626*.

langage de gestes, 413*.

langueirr, 627®.

larve, 628*.

larvee (dpilepsie), SSI®,

lassitude, 628*.

latence, 628*.

la ente (addition), ii. 620*.

latente (chaleur), 628®.

latente (pOiiode d’excitation),
628®.

latitudi.-.iri.me, 639®.

Idcithe, 274®.

le9ons de choses, ii. 192*.

lecture de la pensde, ii. 120*.

16ga', ii. 2*.

Idgale (fiction\ ii. 2*.

legale (moralite), ii. 111*.

16gende, ii. 2*.

legislation, ii. 2 ®.

legitimation, ii. 2®.

legitime, ii. 2 ®.

lemme, ii. 3*.

lenteur, 300*.

lese-majeste, 476®, ii. 3*.

lese-majeste divine, ii. 3*.

lese-majeste humaine, ii. 3*.

lettre de change (une), 117*.

lettres patentes, 175*.

libsralisme, ii. 4*.

liberte, 395*, ii. 4*.

liberte (sentiment or experience
intime de la), 396*.

liberte economique, 305®.

liberte religieuse, ii. 4*.

libre, 395.

libre pensee, 326®, 396*.

libres penseurs, 896®,

lien, ii. 176®,

iigne de beaute, ii. 8*.

ligne de direction, ii. 8*.

Iigne de regard, ii. 8*.

ligne de visee, ii. 627*.

ligne visuelle, ii. 801*.

Umitatif, ii. 6 ®.

limite, ii. 7*.

lisse (sensation de), ii. 480*.

Listing (loide)pour les mouve-
ments de I’oeil, ii. 8®.

litterature orphique, ii. 260*

livres saints, ii. 484*.

livres sibyllins (les), ii. 627*.

locale (specialisation d’indus-

trie), ii. 20 ®.

localisation des sensations ad-
ditives, ii. 20*.

localisations cerebrales, ii, 16®.

locaux (signes), ii. 15*.

looomoteur, ii. 20 ®.

locomotion, ii. 20®.

logique, ii. 20®, 27®.

logique (algfebre de la), 640*.

logique (analyse), 42®.

logique (diagramme), ii. 28*.

logique (machine), ii. 28®.

logique des mathematiques, ii.

47*.

logique des relations, ii. 447®.

logique empirique, 318®.

logique exacte, ii. 23®.

logique formelle, 392*.

logique matericlle, ii. 44*.

logique sociale, ii. 537*.

logique symbolique ou algo-
rithmique, ii. 640®.

logo-, ii. 30*.

logomachie, ii. 30*.

Logos, ii. 30®.

loi, 11®, 321*, 639*, 640*, ii.

601®.

loi (action de passer une), 321*.

loi (projet de), 117*.
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IV. INDEX OF FRENCH TERMS

loi biog6n6tique, 118^
loi constitutionnelle, 220*.

loid’assoeiation pax contigiiitfi,

2241.

loi d’association par coutraste,
228*.

loi de Baer, 100*.

loi de Donders, 205*.

loi d’Engel, 326*.

loi de Peehner, 376*.

loi de Pciirier, 394*.

loi de Gresham, 430*.

loi de la culture, 281*.

loi d’orientation constante, ii.

243*.

loi de recapitulation, ii. 428*.

loi de relativite, ii. 450*.

loi de Talbot- Plateau, ii. 661*.

loi ds Waller, ii. 810*.'

loi de Weber, ii. 812*.

loi des debouches, 529*.

loi des mouvements des yeux,
295*.

loi economique, 306*.

loi morale, 641*.

loi naturelle, ii. 133*.

loi organique, 220*.

loi phylogenetique, 118*.

lois de la pensee, 641*.

lois phonetiques, ii. 296*.

loup-garou, ii. 813*.

lucidite, 184*, ii. 31*.

lumidre, ii. 768*.

lumiere (sensation de la), 146*,

ii. 781*.

lumiere naturelle, ii. 6*.

lumiere propre de la rdtine,

510*.

lumineuse, 146*.

lumineuse (sensation), 146*, ii.

6*.

lustre, ii. 32*.

Lutheranisme, ii. 33*.

lutte des champs visuels, ii.

470*.

lutte pour la vie, 358*.

luxe, ii. 33*.

lymphe, ii. 33*.

lypemanie, ii. 61*.

machine logique, ii. 28*.

macrocosms, ii. 34*.

magie, ii. 35*, 557*.

magnetisme, ii. 36*.

Mahometisine, ii. 95*.

mailrise de soi-meme, ii. 509*.

majeur, ii. 37*

mal, 352*, ii. 826*.

mal (grand), 331*.

mal (haut), 330*, 332*.

mil (petit), 330*, 331*, 332*.

maladie, 285*.

maladie n^rveuse, ii. 176*.

male, ii. 37*.

malice, ii. 37*, 38*.

Malthus (loi de), ii. 38*.

mammifere, ii. 38*.

mandant, ii. 341*.

mandataire, 25*.

Manicheisme, ii. 40*.

manie, iL 39*.

manie aigue, 396*.

manie de la persecution, ii.

281*.

manifestation, ii. 41*.

marehander, 101 *.

marche, ii. 43*.

marge de culture, ii. 41*.

marginal (el6mentaire), ii. 42*.

mariage, ii. 43*.

marine (la connaissance des
affaires relatives a la), 17*.

marque, ii. 43*.

masse, ii. 44*.

masse .centre de), 169*.

materialisme, ii. 45*.

materielle (.identite), 505*.

materielle (logique), ii. 44*.

mathematique ^iSconomie), ii.

47*.

mathematiques, ii. 47*.

mathematiques (logique des),

ii. 47*.

matiere, 223*, 390*, ii. 49*.

matiere (la) et la forme, ii.

60*.

matiere mantale (theorie de la),

ii. 86*.

matriarcat, ii. 48*.

mauvais ceil, 353*.

maxime, ii. 55*.

maxime de droit, ii. 65*.

mdcanique, ii. 58*, 59*.

meoanique (Equivalent), ii. 69*.

mdcanisme, ii. 59*.

mdchancete, ii. 37*, 38*.

mEdiat, 621*, ii. 69*.

mediation, ii. 69*.

mEdicale (psycliologie), ii. 60*.

meditation, 192*, ii. 60*.

mEditer, 192*.

medium, ii. 60*.

mEfait, ii. 38*.

mEgalomanie, 420*, ii. 60*.

mElancolie, ii. 61*.

melange, ii. 87*.

melange binoculaire des oou-
leurs, 197*.

melange des couleurs, 196*.

mEliorisme, ii. 62*.

meme (le) et le different, ii.

484*.

mEmoire, ii. 63*.

mEmoire organique, ii. 213*.

MEniere (vertige de), 291*.

mEninge, ii. 67*.

mEningite, ii. 67*.

mensonge, ii. 4*.

mental, ii. 376*.

mental '.compose), 205*.

mental (developpement), ii. 67*.

mental (sentiment de I’effort),

311*.

mental (processus), ii. 356*.

mentale (aberration), 2 *.

mentale (activitE), 13*.

mentale (alienation), 387*.

mentale (analyse). 43*.

mentale (anomalie), 60*.

mentale (cEcite), 123*.

mentale (confusion), 212*.

mentale (contagion), 222 *.
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mentale (dEfcctuositE), 258*.

mentale (EpidEmie), 330*.

mentale (Evolution or dEve-
loppement), 354*.

mentale (faiblesse), 377*.

mentale (fonction), 397*.

menta*e (inhibition), 546*.

mentale (pathologie), ii. 267*.

mentale (qualitE), ii. 409*.

mentale (restriction), 339*.

men ale (surditE), 255*.

mentale (synthEse), ii. 668*.

mentale (thEorie de la matiEre),

ii. 86 *.

mentalite, ii. 68*.

mentaux (types), ii. 721*.

mercantile (systEme), ii. 68*.

mEridiens verticaux apparent*
(dEviation des), 276*.

mErite, 271*, ii. 69*.

mEritoire, ii. 323*.

mEsenchyme, ii. 69*.

mesmErisme, 490*.

meso-, ii. 70*.

mEsoblaste, ii. 70*.

mEsoderme, ii. 70*.

mEsothElium, ii. 70*.

messe, ii. 44*.

messianique (espErance), ii. 71*»

Messie, ii. 70*.

mesure, ii. 57*.

mEtabolisme, ii. 71*.

mEtagenese, ii. 71*.

mEtamere, ii. 71*.

mEtameriques (renflements) d*
la moslle, ii. 175*.

mEtamorphopsie, ii. 71*.

mEtamorphose, ii. 72*.

mEtaphysique, ii. 72*.

mEtayage, ii. 74*.

mEtazoaire, ii. 74*.

metempirique, ii. 74*.

mEtempsycose, ii. 74*.

mEthode, ii. 75*.

mEthode (theorie de la), ii. 76*.

mEthode analytique, 45*.

mEthode de concordance, 27*.

mEthode d’exclusion, 356*.

mEthode des courbes, 420*.

mEthode des differences, 280*.

mEthode des diffErences apeine
perceptibles, 280*.

mEthode des modifications
minima, 280*.

mEthode des moindxes carrEs,

340*.

mEthode das rEsidus, ii. 467*.

mEthode Economique, 306*.

mEthode gEnEtique, 409*.

mEthode graphique, 420*.

mEthode heuristique, 476*.

mEthode introspective, 667*.

mEthode scientifique, ii. 500*.

mEthode socratique, ii. 548*.

mEthode Wallerienn?, ii. 810*.

mEthodes de morale, ii. 76*.

mEthodes psychophysiques, ii.

392*.

mEthodique (sElection), 74*.

mEthodologie, ii. 75*.

mEtis, 488*.
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IV. INDEX OF FEENCH TERMS

m^tronymique, ii. 76*.

niettrequelqu’un enjugement,
632*.

Meyer i experience de), ii. 77*.

miorocdphale, ii. 77*.

luiorooosme, ii. 34*.

niicro-organisme, ii. 77*.

migraine, ii. 77*.

milieu, ii. 78*
;
328*, S2S*.

milieu exclus (priucipe du),

35G*.

milieu intellectuel, ii. 7S*.

milldnaire (rfegne), ii. 79*.

miUdnium, 176*.

milieuium (doctrine du), ii.

79*.

mimetisme,ii. 79.

mimique, ii. 81*.

mineur, 642*. ii. 37*, 86*.

minima (methode des modi-
fications), 280*.

minimale (duree), 300*.

miracle, ii. 86*.

miroir (dcriture en), ii. 86*.

misologie, ii. 87*.

mison6isme, ii. 682*.

mitose, ii. 87*.

mndmotechnie, ii. 89*.

mobile, ii. 682*
; 21*, ii. 113*.

mobile (garde), ii. 682 *.

mobile (premier), ii. 68a*.

mobility, ii. 89*.

modalisme, ii. 89*.

modalite, ii. 89*.

mode, ii. 93*, 103*.

module, ii. 93*.

modestie, ii. 93*.

modification, ii. 94*.

modifications minima (md-
thode des), 280*.

moelle (renflements mdta-
mdriques de la), ii. 175*.

moelle dpiniore, ii. 681*.

mceurs, 349* 435*.

moi (le), ii. 507*.

moi (sentiment du), ii. 608*.

moi (unite du), ii. 68 *.

moi (le) et I’autre, 312*.

moi primitif ou organique
(sentiment du), 218*.

moi tribal, ii. 715*.

moindres carrds (methode des),
340*.

moment, ii. 98*.

monade, ii. 98*.

monde, ii. 118*, 821*.

monde (ame du), ii. 822*.

monde (fondement du), ii. 822*.

monde (principe du), ii. 822*.

monde extdrieur (connaissance
du), 305*.

monergisme, ii. 99*.

monisme, ii. 99*.

monnaie, 249*, ii. 92*.

monnaie (extension de), 646*.

mono-, ii. 101 *.

monoiddisme, ii. 101 *.

monomanie, ii. 101 *.

monomanie du vol, 189*.

monomanie raisonnante, ii.

lOI*.

monophysites, ii. 102*.

monopole, ii. 102 *.

monothdisme, ii. 102 *.

monothdlisme, ii, 102*.

monothdlitisme, ii. 102*.

monstre, ii. 103*.

Montanisme, ii. 103*.

moral, ii. 320*.

moral (ddsordre), 286*.

moral (jugement), ii. 105*.

moral (ordre), ii. 212 *.

moral (progrds), ii. 105*.

moral (sens), ii. 106*.

morale, 346*.

morale (action), 211 *.

morale (approbation), 63*.

morale (conscience), 215*.

morale (facultd), ii. 104*.

morale (folie), 104*.

morale (fortune), 393*, ii. 706*,

320*, ii. 105 *.

morale (intuition), 668 *.

morale (loi), 641*.

morale (methodes de), ii. 76*.

morale (nature), ii. 141*.

morale (obligation), ii. 194*.

morale (statistique), ii 106*.

morale (thdologie), ii. 110*.

morale (thdories de), 343*.

morale hdtdro-psychologique,
476*.

morale idio - psychologique,
610*.

morale intuitive (or intuition-

niste), 569*.

morale sociale, ii. 535*.

morales (sciences), ii. 106*.

moralitd, ii. 111 *,

moralitd instinctive, 656*.

moralitd Idgale, ii. 111 *,

morbide, ii. 111 *,

morphologie, ii. 111*,

mort, 256*.

mort spirituelle, 256*.

mosaique (tlidorie) de la vue,
ii. 111 *.

moteur, ii. 113*.

moteur (sentiment de I’effort),

311*.

moteurs et sensoriels (dld-

ments), ii. 620*.

motif, ii. 113*.

motif affeotif, 21 *.

motif dconomique, 307*.

motrice (apliasie), 58*.

motrice (image), 599*.

motrice (plaque), 324*.

motrice (sensation), 600*.

mouches volantes, ii. 118*.

mouvement, ii. Ill*, 113*, 116*.

mouvement (illusions du), 612*.

mouvement (quantitd de), ii.

98*.

mouvement (sensation de),

600*.

mouvement de ddglutition, ii.

626*.

mouvement et repos, ii. 112*.

mouvement pdristaltique, ii.

280*.

mouvement perpdtuel, ii. 280*.

8C8

mouvements associds, 217*.

mouvements de I’oeil, 366*.

mouvements de I’oeil (loi de
Listing pour les), ii. 8*.

mouvements des yeux (loi des),

295*.

mouvemerts spontands or in-
volontaires, 93*.

moyen (feuillet), ii. 70*.

moyen (terme), ii. 77*.

moyen exclus (principe du),
356*.

moyenne, ii. 66*.

moyens, ii. 67*, 678*.

Muller (cercle de), ii. 116*.

multiple (I’un et le), ii. 201 *.

multiplicitd, ii. 116*, 306*.

muscle, ii. 119*.

muscle (temps perdu du), 628*.

muscle extenseur, 386*.

muscle fldchisseur, 386*.

musculaire (sensation), ii. 121 *.

musculaire (tension), sensation
de, ii. 604 •

musicale (cdcitd), ii. 183*.

musicale (surditd), ii. 705*.

musique, ii. 121 *.

mutation, ii. 122 *.

mutisme, ii. 123*.

mutisme hystdrique, 58*, 300*.

mutisme psyehique, 300*.

mutitd (surdi-), 254*.

mutualitd, ii. 124*.

mutuel (echange), ii. 124*, 429*.

mydlite, ii. 124*.

myo-, ii. 124*.

myopie, ii. 124*, 142*.

mysteres, 66*, ii. 124*.

mysticisme, ii. 124*.

mystique, ii. 124*.

mythe, ii. 126*.

mythique (thcorie), ii. 126*.

mythologie, ii. 126*.

naif, ii. 127*.

nain, 301*.

naissant, ii. 128*.

naive, ii. 127*.

Napoldon (Code), 191*, 226*.

naroose, ii. 128*.

narcotiques, ii. 128*.

nationalitd, ii. 128*.

nah'ons (riehesse des), ii. 128*.

nativisme, ii. 129*.

nativitd, ii. 132*.

naturalisme, ii. 137*.

naturalismo unitaire, ii. 726*.

nature, ii. 138*.

nature (centre), ii. 338*.

nature (culte de la), ii. 142*.

nature (dtat de), ii. 699*.

nature (philosophie de la), ii.

142*.

nature morale, ii. 141*.

nature sensitive, ii. 619*.

natural, ii. 133*.

natural (rdalisme), ii. 134*.

naturelle (histoire), ii. 133*.

naturalle (doctrine de I’influ-

ence), 168*.

naturelle (loi), ii. 133*.
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naturelle (lumifere), ii. 6^.

naturelle (obligation), ii. 111’,

naturelle (religion), ii. 134’.

naturelle (seEction), ii. 134’.

naturelle (th^ologie), ii. 137^.

naturelles (obligations), ii.

ili’.

naturels (droits), ii. 134’.

naturisme, ii. 142'’.

Ifazareens, ii. 142'’.

n^ant, ii. 180’.

nebuleuse primitive (hypothfese

de la), ii. 1422.

n^eessaire, ii. 143^.

n^oessaire (le), ii. 143’.

necessaire (condition), ii. 143’.

n^eessitarisme, ii. 143^.

necessite, ii. 143^.

n^cess.te (universelle), ii. 7S9'’.

negatif, ii. 148’.

negation, ii. 146’.

negation (d61ire de), ii. 6i^,

654^-

negative (selection), SIS^.

negative (sensation), ii. 149’.

negative (valuation), ii. 149’.

negligence, ii. 149’.

Nem^jis, ii. 1492.

n€o-, ii. 1492.

n6ocriticisme, ii. 1492.

Ifdo-H^g^lianisme, ii. 1492.

Neo-Kantisme, ii. 150’.

N^o-Pitagor^isme, ii. 150’.

TT6o-Platonisme, ii. 150’.

nerfs (6nergie sp6cifique des),

ii. 5672.

nerfs vasomoteurs, ii. 7592.

nerveuse (affection ou maladie),
ii. 1752.

nerveux (systbme), ii. ISS*.

nerveuxp5ripli5riq.ue (organe),
324’.

nervosisme, ii. 1662.

nervosity, ii. 1662.

nescience, ii. 1672.

ITestoriens, ii. 167*.

net, ii. I672.

neurasth5nie, ii. 168*.

neurasth5nique (depression),
2532.

neuroblaste, ii. 171*.

neuroglia, ii. 172’.

neurologie, ii. 172’.

neurone, ii, 1712, 1751,

neutrality, ii. 176’.

n^vralgie, ii. 168’.

ny-vraxe, ii. 171’.

nyvrite, ii. 171’.

nyvroblaste, 404*.

nyvropathie, ii. 175*.

nyvropore, ii. 175*.

nyvrose, ii. 175*.

nexus, ii. 176*.

nidus, ii. 177’.

nihilisme, ii. 177*.

nirvana, ii. 178’.

nisus, ii. 178*.

noctambulisme, ii. 178*.

nolition, ii. 179’.

nom, ii. 127’.

nombre, ii. 186*.

nombre (concept (or idee) de),

ii. 189’.

nominal, ii. 179*.

nominalisme, ii. 180’.

nomologie, ii. 180’.

non compos sui, ii. 181*.

non-etre, ii. 180’.

non-moi, ii. 181’.

non-volontaire, ii. 181*.

noologie, ii. 181*.

normal, ii. 182*, 183’.

normal (excitant), ii. 183’.

normals (ycole), ii. 183’.

normality, ii. 182’.

normatif, ii. 182’.

norme, ii. 182’, 481*.

notale (cycity), ii. 183*.

note, ii. 183*.

notion, ii. 184’.

notion de cause, 163*.

notion gynyrale, 406’.

notion-limite, ii. 7’.

notocorde, ii. 184*.

noumyne (-al), ii. 184*.

nouvelle (la psychologio), ii.

391’.

novation, ii. 186’.

noyau, ii. 186*.

numyriciue, ii. 190’.

numyrique (schbrne or dia-

gramme), ii. 190’.

nutritifs (ychanges), ii. 71’.

nutrition, ii. 190*.

nyctalopie, 253*.

nymphomanie, ii. 190*.

obyissance, ii. 191’.

objectif, ii. 191’, 192*.

objectif (droit), ii. 193*.

objection, ii. 192*.

objectivisms, ii. 194’.

objet, ii. 191’, 192’.

objets extyrieurs, 365’.

obligation, 301*, ii. 194’.

obligation morale, ii. 194’.

obligation naturelle, ii. 111’,

obligations imparfaites, ii. 111’,

obligations naturelles, ii. 111’,

obsoruantlsme, ii. 198’.

observation, u. 198’.

observation de soi, ii. 198’.

observation interne, 567*.

observations (calcul des), ii.

198*.

obsession, 386’, ii. 198*.

obsessions, 524*.

Occam (doctrine d’), ii. 199’.

ocoasionalisme, ii. 199’.

occasiounelles (hypothSse des
causes), ii. 199’.

oceulte, ii. 199*.

odeur, ii. 489’.

odorat, ii. 200*.

cecologie, ii. 200’.

ceil, ii. 769*.

ceil (axe de 1’), ii. 206’.

ceil (coin de 1’), 153*.

ceil (estimation k vue d’), iL
801’.

ceil (mauvais'l, 353’.

ceil (mouvements de 1’), 366’.

869

ceil (centre de rotation de T).
170’.

ceil cyclopyen, 251’.

ceil parietal, ii. 263*.

oeuf, ii. 252*.

ceuvres, ii. 821*.

offre (exebs de 1”). ii. 252’.

offre et domar de, ii 623*.

olfactives i,sensati' ns), ii. 200*.

omnipotence, ii. 200’.

omnipresence, ii. 200*.

omniscience, ii. 201’.

oniro’ogie, ii. 201*.

oniromancie, ii. 201*.

ontogenese, ii. 202’, ii. 202’.

ontogenese (condensation de 1’),

ii. 526*.

ontogenie, ii. 202’.

ontologic, ii. 203*.

ontologique (argument), ii.

202*.

ontologisme, ii. 203’.

opliyiimity, 383’, ii. 204*.

ophthalmie, ii. 204*.

opinion, ii. 204*.

opposition, ii. 205*.

opposition social?, ii. 537*.

optimisme et pessimisme, ii.

210*.

optique, ii. 210’.

optique (contraste special), 229’.

optique (illusions d’), ii. 206’.

optotypes, ii. 686’.

or (rbgle d’), 416’.

or (section d’\ 416’.

oracle, ii. 212’.

ordonnanoe, ii. 212*.

ordre, ii. 212’.

ordre moral, ii. 212*.

Oreille, 443’.

organe, ii. 212*.

organe nerveux pyriph yrique,

324’.

organe pariytal, ii. 263’.

organes analogues, 40*.

organes des sens, ii. 517*.

organes yieotriques, 313’.

organes homologues, 484’.

organes vocaux, ii. 802*.

organique, ii. 5’, 213*.

organique (loi), 220*.

organique (mymoire), ii. 213*.

organique (sylection), ii. 213*,

ii. S17\
organique (sentiment du moi),

218’.

organisation, ii. 219’.

organisation industrielle, ii.

219’.

organisation sociale, ii. 637*.

organisme, ii. 218’.

organisme social, ii. 637*.

organismes unicellulaires, ii.

726’.

organon, ii. 219’.

orgueil, ii. 339’.

orientation, ii. 242’.

orientation (renversement de

r
',

ii. 242*.

orientation oonstante (loi d’),

ii. 242*.
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orient^e (variation), 278^.

origire, 409*, 409*.

origine de la vie, iL 248*.

origiue des esp^ces, ii. 248*.

originel, ii. 260*.

originel (p6ch^), ii. 260*.

orphique (litt4rature), iL 260*.

orthodoxie, ii. 260*.

orthogenSse, ii. 260*.

orthoplasie, iL 261*.

oscillations de I’attentlon,

387*.

oscillatoire (rdaotion) de la ra-

tine, ii. 470*.

otologie, ii. 261*.

oubli, 390*.

oule, 443*.

ouie (d6fauts de 1’), 462*.

ouvriers (syndicat d’), iL 708*.

ovule, ii. 262*.

ovum, ii. 262*.

oxy-, ii. 262*.

paganisme, iL 263*.

paien, 453*.

paix, ii. 274*.

pal 6ontologie, ii. 264*.

palingendse, ii. 264*.

panenthdisme, ii. 255*.

pangenese, ii. 255*.

panlogisme, ii. 255*.

par.mixie, ii. 255*.

panpneumatisme, ii. 256*.

panpsychisme, ii. 256*.

panthdisme, ii. 256*.

panthdli!.me, ii. 257*.

Pape, ii. 309*.

papier-monnaie (extension de),
646*.

papillotement, 386*.

para-, ii. 258*.

parade, ii. 510*.

paradoxe, ii. 258*.

paralldlisme psychophysique,
ii. 258*.

paralldlogramme des forces, ii.

259*.

paralogisme, ii. 259*.

paralysie, 28*, ii. 269*.

paralytique (folie), ii. 269*.

paranoia, ii. 261*.

paraphasie, 6*.

parasite, ii. 262*.

parcimonie, ii. 264*.

pardon, ii. 262*.

parentd, 601*.

pardsie, 28* ii. 263*.

paresthdsie, 45*.

parfait (accord), ii. 714*.

paridtal, organe (cu ceil), il
263*.

paritd, ii. 263*.

parole (la'i, ii. 669*, 821*.

parole intdrieure, 664*.

parousie, ii. 263*.

paroxysme, ii. 263*.

parthdnogendse, ii. 264*.

particulier, ii. 343*.

par lie, ii. 266*.

parlie), ii. 265*.

parliels (ton.s), ii. 265*.

passd (temps), connaissanoe du,
ii. 267*.

passer une loi (action de), 821*.

passif, ii. 266*.

passion, ii. 266*, 267*.

pastorale (thdologie), 60*.

patellaire (rdflexe), 602*.

patentes (lettres), 175*.

pathdtique, ii. 2(58*, ii. 268*.

pathologie mentale, ii. 267*.

pathologique (psychologie), 2*.

pathos, ii. 268*, ii. 268*.

patriarcat, ii. 268*.

patristique, ii. 274*.

patristique (philosophic), ii.

268*.

patron, 321*.

patronymique, ii. 274*.

pauvretd, ii. 318*.

pays de droit dcrit, ii. 744*.

peau (sensation de la), 260*, 271*,

ii. 633*.

peccabilitd, ii. 274*.

pdchd, ii. 632*.

pdohd originel, ii. 250*.

pdchds (rdmission des), ii. 468*.

pddagogie, ii. 275*.

pddagogique (psychologic), ii.

275*.

pddoncule, ii. 275*.

pddoncule (dtage supdrieur du),

ii. 663*.

peine, 431*, ii. 304*, 397*, 401*.

peine et agrdment, ii. 678*.

peine et plaisir, 453*.

peine (a) peroeplible, 280*.

peines (thdorie des), ii. 276*.

Pdlagianisme, ii. 275*.

Pdnal (Code), 191 *.

penchant, 529*.

pdnible (et agrdable), 463*.

pdnitence, ii. 276*.

pensde, ii. 696*.

pensde (lecture de la), ii. 120*.

pensde (libre), 396*.

pensde (lois de la), 641*.

pensde (transmission de), ii.

696*.

pensde discursive, 285*.

pensde sdlective (la), ii. 507*.

penseurs (libres), 396*.

Pentateuque, ii. 276*.

perceptibles (diffdrences &
peine), 280*.

perception, ii. 276*.

perception de I’espace, ii. 666*.

perception des couleurs (thdo-

rie de la), ii. 779*.

perception visuelle de la pro-
fondeur (du relief, de la dis-

tance), 270*.

perdition, ii. 278*.

perfectibilitd, ii. 278*.

perfection, ii. 278*.

perfECtionnisme, ii. 278*.

pdriode d’exoitation latente,
628*.

pdriodicitd, ii. 279*.

pdriodique (folie), ii. 279*.

pdri.dique (vision), ii. 438*.

rfefipatdticiens, ii. 280*.

870

pdriphdrique (organe nerveux),
324*.

pdristaltique (mouvement), iL
280*.

permanence, iL 280*.

perpdtuel (mouvement), ii. 280*.

persdcution (iddes ddlirantes

de), ii. 281*.

persdcution (manie de la), ii.

281*.

persditd, ii. 281*.

persdvdrance, ii. 282*.

personnalitd, ii. 282*.

personnalitd (altdrations de la),

ii. 284*.

personnalitd (troubles de la), iL
284*.

personne, ii. 282*.

personnel, ii. 283*.

personnel (interet), ii. 610*.

personnel (sentiment), ii. 608*.

personnelle (conservation), ii.

611*.

personnelle (dquation), ii. 283*.

personnelle (identitd), ii. 283*.

personnelle (sdlection), 638*.

personnes (le Dieu en trois), ii.

715*.

personniflcation, ii. 286*.

psrspicuitd, ii. 287*.

perte d’utilitd, 289*.

pertinent, ii. 287*.

perturbation, ii. 287*.

perversion, ii. 287*.

pessimisme (optimisms and), ii.

210 *.

petit canthus, 163*.

petit mal, 330*, 332*, 332*.

peuples (psychologic des), 387*.

peur, 376*.

pharisaisme, ii. 288*.

phase, ii. 288*.

phdnomene, ii. 289*.

phdnomene de Purkinje, ii.

403*.

phdnomdnes entoptiques, 327*.

phdnomdnisme, ii. 288*.

phdnomdnologie, ii. 288*.

philanthropie, ii. 289*. ,

philologie, ii. 289*.

philosopheme, ii. 290*.

philosophie, ii. 290*.

philosophie (histoire de la),

480*.

philosophie de I’hlstoire, 477*.

philosophie de I’identitd, 606*.

philosophie de I’immanence,
620*.

philosophie de I’inconsoient,

ii. 724*.

philosophie de la nature, ii.

142*.

philosophie de la religion, ii.

464*.

philosophie patristique, ii. 268*.

philosophie prdsociatique, ii.

334*.

philosophie scolastique, ii 491*.

philosophie sociale, ii. 638*.

philosophie sociale (du droit,

de I’histoire), ii. 694*.
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philosophie sociale de
ii. 5941.

philosophie socratique, ii. 549'.

philosophie synth5tique (la),

ii. 659'.

philoscphiques (4coles) de la

Grdoe, ii. 495^.

-phobie, ii. 296'.

phon^tiqu’, ii. 296^.

phoo5tiques (lois), ii. 296^.

phoronomie, ii. 297®.

photom6trie, ii 297®.

phr5no'ogie, ii. 298®.

phylog6n5tique (loi), 118'.

phylog6nie, ii. 299®.

physioerates, ii. 300'.

physiognomonie, ii. 300'.

physiologie, ii. 300®.

physiologique (psychologie), ii.

390'.

physiol ;gique (selection), ii.

300®.

physionomie, ii. 300'.

physique (besoin), 62'.

physique (fortune), 393*, u.

m\
physique (doctrine de I’influx),

168'.

physique (science), ii. 300'.

pied (clonus du), 49®.

pi^tisme, ii. 301®.

pineal, ii. 263'.

pin5ale (glande), 333*.

pitid, ii. 302'.

piltoresqL’e, ii. 301',

placement, 573®,

plaisir, ii. 304®.

plaisir (sensation de), ii. 678'.

plaisir et douleur, ii. 253', 678'.

plaisir et peine, 453®.

plan, ii. 678®.

planohette, ii. 302®; 612®,

plante, ii . 302®.

plaque motrice, 324®.

plasme, ii. 302®.

plasme germinatif, 412*.

plastieitd, ii. 302®.

plastiqu? (imitation), ii. 302*.

plein (le), ii. 305®.

pldnidre (indulgence), ii. 305'.

pldnidre (inspiration), ii. 305'.

pldrome, ii. 305®.

plexus, ii 305®, 306'.

plexus ganglionnaire, 405'.

pluralisme, ii. 306'.

plurality, ii. 306®.

plura'iid (unitd and), ii. 734'.

pluralitd des causes, ii. 306®.

plus-value, ii. 625®.

pneumatologie, ii. 308'.

poids (sensation de), ii. 812*.

poids spdcifique, ii. 667*.

point, u. 308'.

point cardinal, 155'.

point chaud, 453', ii. 673'.

point do fixation (or de regard),
386'.

point d’indiffdrence, 533'.

point de pression, ii. 337'.

point de sensibility thermique,
u. 673'.

point froid, 193', ii. 673'.

points correspond vnts, 237®.

points de douleur, ii. 254®.

points de recouvrement, 213'.

points identiques des rd.ines,
504'.

poisons (effets psychiques des),
ii. 376'.

poisons antagooistes, 50®.

poldmique, ii 308®.

politique, ii. 308®, 309'.

politique (dconomie), 307'.

politique (science), ii. 309'.

poly-, ii. 309'.

ponctuelle (distance), ii. 308'.

populace, ii. 89'.

popu'ation, ii. 309®.

Porphyre (arbre de), ii. 714'.

portde, 526', ii. 503'.

poser, ii. 310®.

positif, ii. 311®.

positif (droit), ii. 312'.

position du corps (sensation de
la), ii. 311'.

position primaire, ii. 340®.

positive (image recurrente), ii.

433'.

positive (thyologie), ii. 312®.

positivisme, ii. 312®.

possession (delire de), ii. 313'.

possibility, ii. 313'.

possible, ii. 313'.

postprydicament, ii. 315*.

postulat, ii. 316'.

potentiality, ii. 317'.

potentiel, ii. 316®.

pouls, ii. 397'.

pouvo.'r, ii. 318®.

pouvoir (sens de), ii. 319®.

pragmitique, ii. 321®.

pragmatisms, ii. 321®.

pratique, ii. 320', 321'.

pratique (jugement), ii. 320'.

pratique (raison), ii. 320®.

pratique (religion), ii. 321'.

pratique (theologie), ii. 321'.

prycis, ii. 323'.

prycision, ii. 323®.

prycocity, ii. 324'.

pryconception, ii. 324'.

prydestination, 390', ii. 325'.

prydytermination, ii. 325', 331®.

prydicable, ii. 325'.

prydiction, ii. 329'.

prydisposition, ii. 329*.

pryytablie (harmonie), ii. 829®.

pryexistenee, ii. 330'.

pryformation, ii. 330'.

pryhension, ii. 330®.

pryhistorique (archyologie), 66*.

premier, ii. 341'.

premier mobile, in 68a'.

prymise, ii. 330®.

prymises (les choses), ii. 330*.

prymisse, ii. 330®, ii. 330®.

prymonition, ii. 331'.

pryordination, ii. 331®.

pi-yparation, ii. 331®, 681'.

pryperception, ii. 331®.

piypondyrance, ii. 331*.

presbyopia, u. 332'.

presbytie, ii. 332'.

prescience, 889®.

prescription, ii. 332'.

prysent, ii. 333', 678'.

prysent (temps), ii. 333'.

prysentation, ii. 333'.

pryssntationisme, ii. 333®.

prysocratique (philosoph'cV ii.

334'.

prysomption, ii. 337®.

pressentiment, ii. 331'.

pression (point de), ii. 837'.

pression (sensation de), ii. 337'.

prysupposition, ii. 338'.

prytyrition, ii. 338'.

pretre, ii. 340'.

preuve, ii. 359'.

preuve (interne et externe),
352'.

piyvarieation, ii. 338*.

priere, ii. 323'.

primaire, ii. 340'.

primaire (position), ii. 340®.

primaires et secondaires (carac-

tbres sexuels), ii. 524'.

primates, ii. 340®.

prime, 125', ii. 341', 612'.

primitif, ii. 340'.

primitif (bypothbse de I’yvan-
gile), 291®.

primitif (sentiment du moi),
218'.

primordial, ii. 340'.

principal, ii. 341®.

principal (dybiteur), ii. 341*.

piiccipe, ii. 341®.

principe de contradiction, 226®.

prinoipe de division, 398'.

principe d’yconomie, 309'.

principe de raison sufflsante,

ii. 616'.

prinoipe directeur, ii. 1 '.

prii cipe du monde, ii. 822'.

principe du tiers (milieu ou
moyen) exclus, 356®.

priority, ii. 342'.

privation, ii. 343*.

privy, ii. 343'.

privy (droit), ii. 343*.

privy (droit international), 211*.

privilege, ii. 343®.

prix, ii. 338®.

prix de revient, 360®.

probabilisme, ii. 344'.

probability, ii. 344'.

probable (inf4rence), ii. 353*.

probiymatique, ii. 355®.

probiyme, ii. 355®.

procydure, ii. 356'.

prooddure (loi de), 16®.

prods, 12', 163', ii. 356'.

processus, ii. 356'.

processus psychique (or men-
tal), ii. 356'.

processus social, ii. 638®.

procuration, 24®.

prodromes, ii. 357'.

production, ii. 357'.

production (excbs de), ii. 252'.

production (facteurs de la),

368®.
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production (frais de), 238''.

productivity, 311'.

produit, iL 471'.

produit brut, 431'.

profonde (connaissance), 664'.

profondeur (perception visuelle

de la), 270X
prognathisme, ii. 357*.

progrda, ii. 368'.

progr^s moral, ii. 105*.

progres social, ii. 635*.

progressif, ii. 358'.

projection, ii. 358*.

proj;t, ii. 358*, 078*.

proj?t de loi, 117'.

prolifdration, ii. 359'.

propension, ii. 359*.

prophytie, ii. 361'.

propitiation, ii. 361'.

proportion, ii. 361'.

proposition, ii. 361*.

proposition subalterne, ii. 726'.

propre activity, ii. 508*.

propre ju tice, ii. 512*.

propre ryalisation, ii. 512*.

propriyty, 191*, ii. 359*, 360'
;

46‘.

prosodie, ii. 370*.

prostration, ii. 370*.

prosyllogisme, ii. 370*.

protanopie, ii. 370*.

protase, ii. 371'.

protectionnisme, ii. 371'.

protectrice (ressemblance), ii.

371*.

protectrices (couleurs), ii. 811*.

Protestantisme, ii. 372*.

protiste, ii. 372*.

protoplasme, ii. 372*.

protozoaire, ii. 373'.

providence, ii. 373'.

provisoire, ii. 373'.

prudence, ii. 374'.

pseudesthyde, ii. 374*.

pseudo-, ii. 374*.

psychy, ii. 374*.

psychia'rie, 33', ii. 375*.

psychique, ii. 376'.

piychique (cyeity), 12.3', ii.

192'.

psychique (croissance, dyve-
loppement), 433'.

psychique (mutisme), 300'.

psychique (processus), ii. 356'.

psychique (surdity), 255*.

psych que (syntlifese), ii. 658*.

psychiques (ettets) des poisons,
ii. 376'.

psycho-, ii. 382'.

psychogene e, ii. 382'.

psychogynique, ii. .382*.

psychol gie, ii. 382*.

p-ychologie (laboratoire de),
605'.

psychologie animale, 48'.

p ychol g'e biblique. 116'.

psych logie con parye, 201 *.

psychol gie' de 1’enfar.t, 175'.

p.ycho’ogie des anormaux, 2 *.

psychologis des peuples, 387*.

psychologie des races, ii. 414'.

psychologie empirique, ration-
nelle, ii. 389'.

psychologie expyrinaentale, ii.

389', ii. 3S9*.

psychologie gynytique, 410'.

psychologie ir dividuelle, 538*.

psychologie mydicale, ii. 60'.

psychologie nouvelle (la), ii.

391'.

psychologie pathologique, 2*.

psychologie pydagogique, ii.

275'.

psychologie physiologique, ii.

390'.

psychologie sociale, ii. 638*.

psychologie variationnelle, ii.

759'.

psychologique, ii. 376*.

psychologique (analyse), 43*.

psychologique (automatisms),
95'.

psychologisme, ii. 382*.

psychologues (sophisme des), ii.

382*.

psychomytrie, ii. 391'.

psychomoteur, ii. 391*.

psychonomique, ii. 391*.

psychopathologie, ii. 391*.

psychophysique, ii. 392*.

psyohophysique (paraliyiisme),

ii. 258'.

psychophysiques (mythodes),
ii. 392'.

psychose, ii. 392*.

psychoses du dyveloppement,
275'.

psychothyrapie, ii. 394*.

Ptoiyraye (systbme de), ii. 396'.

puberty, ii. 396'.

public, ii. 396'.

public (droit), 220* ii. 396*.

publique (systbme d’assistance),

ii. 309*.

pudeur, ii. 625*.

puissance, ii. 117', 318*, ii. 319'.

punition, ii. 397', 401'.

pupe, ii. 401*.

pur, ii. 401*.

purety, ii. 403'.

purgatoire, ii. 402*.

Puritan isme, ii. 403'.

Purkinje (images de), ii. 403*.

Purkicje (phynombne de), ii.

403*.

Pyrrhonisme, ii. 404*.

quality, ii. 406'.

quality mentale, ii. 409'.

quantity, ii 409*.

quant. ty de mouvement, ii. 98'.

quelque chose surajoutye, 333'.

quelques, ii. 555*.

qui donne le bonheur, 378*.

quiddity, ii. 412*.

quiytisme, ii. 412*.

rabbinisme, ii. 413'.

race, ii. 413*.

races (psychologie des), ii. 414'.

racine ii. 414*, 479*.

radiations, ii. 414*.
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rage, ii. 413'.

raies de Fraunhofer, 395'.

raison, 432', ii. 424*, 425*, ii.

726\
raison (entendement et), ii.

725*.

raison d’etre, ii. 414*
; 500*.

raison pratique, ii. 320*.

raison sufiQsante, ii. 676'.

raison suffisante (principo de),

ii. 616'.

raisonnable, ii. 426'.

raisonnante (monomanie), ii.

loi*.

raisonnement, ii. 426'.

raisonnement (vdi itys de), 368'.

rajeunissement, ii. 439*.

rang, 419*.

rappel, ii. 472*.

rappeler (se), ii. 463'.

rapport, ii. 415', ii. 439* ; 490*.

rapport a (sans), 573'.

rationalisms, ii. 416*.

rationnel, ii. 415'.

rationnelle (psychologie), ii.

389'.

rayon de direction, ii. 417'.

rayon visuol, ii. 8'.

rayonnante (couronne), ii. 414*.

rdactif, ii. 420'.

rdaction, ii. 417'.

rdaction (action et), 12*.

ryaotion (temps de), ii. 417'.

ryaction anticipye, 56'.

ryaction catholique, 162*.

ryaction oscillatoire de la rS-

tine, ii. 470*.

ryal-idyalisme, ii. 421*.

ryalisation (propre), ii. 512*.

realisme, ii. 421*.

ryalisme naturel, ii. 134'.

ryality, ii. 420*.

ryality (sans), ii. 743*.

ryality (sentiment de), ii. 424*.

rycapitulation (loi de), ii. 428*.

rdseptivity, ii. 429*.

ryciprocity, ii. 429*.

rdciproque (demande), ii. 429*.

rycognitifs (signes), ii. 432*.

ryoognition, ii. 430'.

rycompense, ii. 472*.

reconnaissance, 421', ii. 430'.

recouvrement, ii. 433'.

recouvrement (image de ;
points

de), 213'.

rectitude, ii. 433'.

rycorrent, ii. 433'.

ryeurrente positive (image), ii.

433'.

Rydempteur, ii. 434'.

ryduction, ii. 434*.

ryductionnelle (division), ii.

435*.

rdel, ii. 420'.

rdels, ii. 424*.

ryyvolution Jacksonienne,
577'.

ryflychi, ii. 436'.

rytlectiX ii. 436'.

rytlexe (action), ii. 436*.

ryflexe conscient, ii. 436'.



IV. INDEX OF FEENCH TERMS

r^fleie de deglutition, ii. 626^
reflexe patellaire, 602\
reflexion, ii. 435^, 436\
Keformation, ii 437*.

refraction, ii. 437*.

refutaticn, ii. 437*.

regard (angle ascensionnel du),
471.

regard (champ de), 381*.

regard (ligne de), ii. 8h
regard (point de), 386^.

regeneration, ii. 437*.

regie, ii. 481h
regie de foi, ii. 482^.

regie d’or, 416h
regie esthetique autoritative,

21*.

regne milienaire, ii. 79^
regret, ii. 438*.

regulier, ii. 439*.

relatif, ii. 443*.

relatior, ii. 439*.

relation (fondement de), 398*.

relations (logique des), ii. 447*.

relativite, ii. 450*.

relativite (loi de), 450*.

relativite de la connaissanee,
ii. 450*.

relief (perception visuelle du),
270*.

religieuse (conscience), ii. 462*.

religieuse (liberte), ii. 4*.

religieux (instinct), ii. 462*.

religion, ii. 452*.

religion (philosophie do la), ii.

454*.

religion de I’humanife, ii. 462*.

religion naturelle, ii. 134*.

religion pratique, ii. 321*.

religion vedique, ii. 760*.

religions comparees (science
des), 201*.

reminiscence, ii. 463*.

remission (dos pdches), ii. 463*.

Eemontrants, ii. 463*.

remords, ii. 463*.

Renaissance, ii. 463*.

renflements metameriques de
la moelle, ii. 175*.

rente, ii. 463*.

renversement de I’orientation,
ii. 242*.

repartis (frais non), 579*.

repentance, ii. 464*.

repos, ii. 464*, 469*.

repos (mouvement et), ii. 112*.

representation, 518*, ii. 464*.

representationisme, ii. 464*.

representent, ii. 679*.
representer, ii. 464*.

reprobation, ii. 465*.

reproduction, ii. 465*.

reproduction (fidelite de), 381*.

reproduction sexuelle, 404*, ii.

525*.

reproduction volontaire, ii.

432*.

repugnance, ii. 466*.

repulsion (attraction et), 89*.

reseau, ii. 306*.

residu, ii. 707*.

residus (methode des), ii. 467*.

re.signation, ii. 468*.

resistance, ii. 468*.

resistance (sensation de), ii.

468*.

resolution, ii. 468*.

respect, ii. 468*, 472*.

responsabilite, ii. 3*, 468*.

responsable, 9*.

ressemblance, ii. 6*.

ressemblance protectrice, ii.

371*.

ressentiment, ii. 467*.

ressort, 393*.

restriction mentale, 339’.

resultant (son), 104*, ii. 470*.

resultante, ii. 470*.

resultat, ii. 470*.

resurrection, ii. 470*.

retablissement universel, 69*.

retention, ii. 470*.

re ine, ii. 470*.

retine (lumiere propre de laj,

610*.

retine (reaction oscillatoire de
la), ii. 470*.

retines (points identiques des),

604*.

retour au typo, ii. 438*.

retribution, ii. 471*, 472*.

retrogression sociale, ii. 638*.

reve, 297*.

reveil, ii. 472*.

revelation, ii. 471*.

reverence, ii. 472*.

reverie, ii. 472*.

reversion, ii. 472*.

revient (prix de), 360*.

rhetorique, ii. 473*.

rhythme, ii. 473*.

richesse, ii. 811*.

richesse des nations, ii. 128*.

‘ rien n’est beau que le vrai,’

70*, i06*.

rien ne se fait sans raison
suffisante, ii. 616*.

rigidite, ii. 475*.

rigoristes (-i-me), ii. 475*.

Ritschl (doctrine de), ii. 475*.

Ritschlianisme, ii. 475*.

rituel, ii. 476*.

rivalite, ii. 476*.

roi-philosophe, ii. 290*.

remain (droit), ii. 478*.

romaine (Eglise catholique), ii.

478*.

Romanisme, ii. 478*.

romantique, ii. 479*.

rotation de I’oeil (centre de),

170*.

rotation (sensation de), ii. 480*.

rotulien, 602*.

roug'ur, 123*.

rude (sensation), ii 480*.

rudesse du son, 442*.

rudiment, 49*, ii. 481*.

rugueux (sensation de), ii. 480*.

ruine, ii. 481*.

sabbatisme, ii. 483*.

Sabellianisme, ii. 483*.
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saccade, ii. 484*.

sacerdotalisme, ii. 483*.

sacrement, ii. 483*.

sacrifice, ii. 484*.

sacrifice de soi-meme, ii. 609*.

saduceisme, ii. 484*.

Sages de la Grece (les Sept),
ii. 818*.

sagesse, ii. 818*.

sain, ii. 487*.

sainte cene, 349*.

Saint-Esprit, 482*.

Saint-Guy (danse de), 176*.

saintetd (de Dieu), 482*.

salaire, 304*, ii. 810*.

salle des crises, 245*.

saltatoire (chorSe), 252*.

salut, ii. 484*.

sanctification, ii. 485*.

sanction, ii. 485*.

sang, 123*.

sang froid (animaux h), 193*.

sanguin, ii. 487*.

sans rapport a, 576*.

sans reality, ii. 743*.

sant6, ii. 487*.

Satan, ii. 487*.

satisfaction, ii. 487*.

saturation, ii. 488*.

saut, ii. 484*.

sauvago, ii. 488*, 815*.

Sauveur, ii. 488*.

saveuxs, ii. 662*.

savoir, 206*.

seepticisme. ii. 489*.

Scheiner (experience de), ii.

490*.

sch5matisme, ii. 490*.

scheme, ii. 490*.

scheme num^rique, ii. 190*.

schisme, ii. 491*.

Schopenhauerisme, ii. 499*.

science, ii. 499*.

science de I’histoire, 477*.

science des religions com*
parses, 201*.

science physique, ii. 300*.

science politique, ii. 309*.

science sociale, ii. 595*.

sciences morales, ii. 106*.

sciences sociales, ii. 539*.

scientifique (mdthodi^, ii. 600*.

scissiparit5, 384*.

scissure, 384*.

sclerose, ii. 503*.

scolastique, ii. 491*.

scolastique (philosophie), ii.

491*.

scolastique (th4ologie), ii. 495*.

Scotisme, ii. 503*.

scrupule, ii. 503*.

secondaires (caract5res sexuels
primaires et), ii. 524*.

siordtion, ii. 504*.

secte, ii. 504*.

section d’or, 416*.

segmentation, 189*, ii. 604*.

segregation, 576*.

selection, ii. 504*, 506*.

selection artificielle (or metho*
dique), 74*.



IV. INDEX OF FKENCH TERMS

selection des groupes, 433^.

selection entre individus, 638*.

s61ecticn et suppressioa so-

ciales, ii. 540\
s6Lection g6n6tique, ii. 465*.

selection germiuale, 412i.

selection individuelle, 538*.

selection interne, 665*.

selection naturelle, ii. 134*.

s6l;ction negative, 313*.

selection organique, ii. 217*.

selection orgauique or indi-

recte, ii. 213*.

selection personnelle, 538*.

selection physiologique, ii. 300*.

i^lection sexuelle, ii. 525*.

selective (la pens6e), ii. 607*.

s6niantique, ii. 613*.

semblable, ii. 630*.

seniblant, ii. 513*.

semblant (faux), ii. 37*.

semi-p61agianisme, ii. 514*.

senescence, ii. 514*.

sens, ii. 67*, 615*.

sens (illusion des), ii. 617*.

sens (organes des), ii. 517*.

sens commun, 200*.

sens de I’^quilibre, 338*.

sens de pouvoir, ii. 319*.

sens du corps, 199*.

sens du temps, ii. 705*.

sens moral, ii. 106*.

sens spirituel, ii. 517*.

sensation, ii. 515*.

sensation (cercle de), ii. 619*.

sensation anormale de eouleur,
181*.

sensation articulaire, 73*, 680*.

sensation associde, 209*.

sensation auditive, 451*.

sensation consecutive, 24*.

sensation cutande, 250*, 271*,

ii. 533*.

sensation de contact, 222*.

sensation de eouleur, 197*.

sensation de douleur, ii. 264*.

sensation de douleur et de
plaisir, ii. 678*.

sensation d’equilibre, 338*.
sensation de galo, 676*.

sensation d’innervation, 649*.

sensation de la lumidre, 146®,
ii. 781*.

sensation de la peau, 250*, 271*,
ii. 633*.

sensation de la position du
corps, ii. 311*.

sensation de lisse, ii. 480*.

sensation de mouvement, 600*.
sensation de poids, ii. 812*.

sensation de pression, ii. 337 *.

sensation de resistance, ii. 468*.

sensation de rotation, ii. 480*.

sensation de rude, in^gal and
egal, ii. 480*.

sensation do ruguoux, ii. 480*.
sensation de temperature, iL

673*.

sensation de tension muscu-
laire, ii. 604*.

sensation de traction, ii. 897*.

sensation des tendons, ii. 604*.

sensation generate, 199*.

sensation interne, ii. 218*.

sensation kinesthesique (or

mot rice), 600*.

sensation lumineuse, ii. 6*.

sensation lumineuse (incoloree

or achromatique), 146*.

sensation musculaire, ii. 121 *.

sensation negative, ii. 149*.

sensation sexuelle, ii. 525*.

sensation statique, ii. 600*.

sensation tactile (or de tact), ii.

707*.

sensation thermique, ii. 673*.

sensation unie, ii. 480*.

sensation visuelte, ii. 781*.

sensationisme, ii 515*.

sensations (ext6riorisationdes),
304*.

sensations de goflt, ii. 662*.

sensations des couleurs, 146*.

sensations des tendons, ii.

674*.

sensations gustatives, ii. 662*.

sensations olfactives, ii. 200 *.

sens tions ou notions hetero-
genes, 286*.

sensations subjectives, ii. 610*.

sensibilite, 19*, 21*, ii. 617*,

619*.

sensibilite (theorie de la),

453*.

sensibilite (troubles de la), ii.

617*.

sensibilite aux differences, ii.

517*.

sensibilite thermique (point
de), ii. 673*.

sensitive (nature), i. 619*.

sensorielle (aphasie), 68*.

sensoriels et moteurs (ele-

ments), ii. 620*.

sensori-moteur, ii. 619®,

sensorium, ii. 519*.

sensualisme, ii. 616*, 620*.

sensual, ii. 620*.

sentiment, 377*.

sentiment de difference, 280*.

sentiment d’indifference, 632*.

sentiment de I’avenir, 399*.

sentiment de la congptuence
(or d’accord), 384®.

sentiment de I’effort mental,
811*.

sentiment de I’effort moteur,
311*.

sentiment de la Uberte, 396*.

sentiment de realite, ii. 424*.

sentiment du moi, ii. 608*.

sentiment du moi primitif ou
organique, 218*.

sentiment dgotiste ou person-
nel, ii. 608*.

sentiment esthdtique, ii. 621.
sentiment sexuel, ii. 625*.

Sept Sages (de la Grbce), les,

ii. 818*.

Septante (version des), ii. 621*.

s6rie, ii. 621*.

services dconomiques, ii. 522*.
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servitude, ii. 622*, 523*.

seuil, ii. 696*.

sexe, ii. 623*.

sexuel (sentiment), ii. 626*.

sexuelle (reproduction), 404*,

ii. 625*.

sexuelle (selection), ii. 525*.

sexuelle (sensation), ii. 525*.

sexuels (caraetbres) primaires
et secondaires, ii. 524*.

shock, ii. 626*.

Shyytes (Sunnites et), ii. 621*.

sibyllins (les livres), ii. 627*.

signe, ii. 627*.

signe de di6se (de bdmol
;
de

bScarre), 181*.

signe temporal, ii. 673*.

signes locaux, ii. 15*.

signes rdoognitifs, ii. 432*.

signification, 526*, ii. 528*.

significations (theorie des), ii.

629*.

similitude, 27*.

similitude (conscience de), 217*.

simple, ii. 531*.

simplicity, ii. 632t

simulation, ii. 632*.

simulde (folie), 387 *.

simultane (contraste) des eou-
leurs, 228*.

sinedrity, ii. 532*.

singularisme, ii. 633*.

singulier, ii. 633*.

sociability, ii. 643*.

sociability fcroissanee de), ii.

643*.

social (contrat), ii. 634*.

social (organisme), ii. 537*.

social (processus), ii. 638*.

social (progrbs), ii. 635*.

social (tissu), ii. 641*.

sociale (classe), 185*.

sociale (conscience), ii. 634*,

716*.

sociale (contagion), 222 *.

sociale (decadence), ii. 638*.

sociale (dynamique), ii. 634*.

sociale (evolution), ii. 635*.

sociale (force), ii. 637*.

sociale (logique), ii. 637*.

sociale (morale), ii. 635*.

sociale (opposition), ii. 637®.

sociale (organisation), ii. 637*.

sociale (philosophie), ii. 638*.

sociale (philosophie) de I’ytat,

du droit, de I’histoire, ii.

694*.

sociale (psychologic), ii. 638®.

sociale (retrogression), ii. 638®.

sociale (science), ii. 595*.

sociale (statique), ii. 540*.

sociale (unite), ii. 641*.

sociales (sciences), ii. 639*.

sociales (selection et suppres-
sion), ii. 640*.

socialisation, ii. 643*.

socialisme, ii. 641*.

Socialistes en chaire, ii. 6i2\
society, ii. 643*

;
201\

society anonyme, 236*.

Sociniens, ih 644*.
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sociologie, ii. 644^, 544\
socionomique, ii. 548^.

socius, ii. 648*.

socratique (m^thode), ii. 648*.

socratique (philosophie),ii. 649*.

eoi (I’amour de), ii. 510*.

soi (connaissance de), ii. 610®,

soi (6talage de), ii. 610*.

soi (observation de), ii. 198*.

soi-meme, ii. 607*.

soi-m§jne (conscience de), ii.

509*.

soi-mSme (ddterminaiion par),

ii. 609*.

soi-meme (maitrise de)
,
ii. 609*.

soi-meme (sacrifice de), ii. 609*.

solidarity, ii. 553*.

solipsisms, ii. 653*.

solution, ii. 554*.

soma, ii. 654*.

somatologie, ii. 555*.

somatopleure, ii. 655*.

sommation, ii. 620*.

sommeil, ii. 533*, 709*.

sommeil hibernal, 476*.

sommet, ii. 762*.

Bommistes, ii. 620*.

somnambule, ii. 177*.

sonmambulisme, ii. 655*.

son, 184*, 205*, 449*, ii. 122*,

183*, 706*.

son (couleur du), 196*.

son (hauteur du), ii. 302*.

son (rudesse du), 442*.

son additionnel, ii. 620*.

son (ton) d’intermittence, 663*.

son diftyrentiel, 281*.

son fondamental, 397*, ii. 341*.

son r5sultant, 104*, ii. 470*.

sons (accord de trois), ii. 714*.

sophisme, 372*, ii. 666*.

sophisms des psychologues, ii.

882*.

Sophistes, ii. 666®.

sophistique, ii. 566*.

sorcellerie, ii. 657*, 818®.

sorite, 171*, ii. 557*.

sotiriologie, ii. 657*.

soutfrance, ii. 616*.

Souflsme, ii. 617*.

sound (un), 264*.

souvenir (se) de, ii. 463*.

souvenirs (fixation des), 886*.

souverain bien, 477*.

souverainety, ii. 558*.

souverainety de Dieu, ii. 668*.

spacial (contraste) optique,
229*.

spacialisation, ii. 666*.

spasms, 190*, ii. 656*.

spycialisation (,d’industrie)

locale, ii. 20*.

spyciflcation, ii. 667*.

spycifique (gravity), ii. 667®.

spyciflque (poids), ii. 667*.

spycifique (ynergie) des nerfs,
ii. 667*.

spectre, 413*, ii. 668*.

spyculation, ii. 668*.

spermatique (cellule), ii. 680®.

spermatiste, 48*.
|

spermatogendse, ii. 680*.
sperms, ii. 580*.

sphere attractive, 170*.

Spinozisme, ii. 584*.

spiritisms, ii. 585*.

spiritualists (thyorie), ii. 667*.
spirituality, ii. 587*.

spirituel (sens), ii. 617*.

spirituel et charnel, ii. 687*.
spirituelle (la vie), ii. 6*.

spirituelle (mort), 256®.

spirometre, ii. 687*.

splanchnopleure, ii. 687*.

spongioblasts, ii. 587*.

spontanye (gyneration), ii. 687*.

spontanye (timidity), 102®.

spontanyity, ii. 587*.

spontanys (mouvements), 93*.

spore, ii. 588*.

stability, ii. 592®.

statique, ii. 601*.

statique (yconomie), ii. 600*.

statique (sensation), ii. 600®.

statique socials, ii. 640*.

statistique, ii. 601*.

statistique morale, ii. 106®.

statut, ii. 601*.

styryosoopique (vision), 602*.

styrility, ii. 602*.

sthynique, ii. 603*.

stigmate, ii. 603*.

stimulant, 575*, ii. 603*.

stimulus, ii. 603*.

stirp, ii. 603*.

stoicisms, ii. 604*.

strabisme, 50*, ii. 604*.

structure, ii. 604*.

stupeur, ii. 605*.

stupidity, 300*, ii. 605*, ii. 606*.

style, iL 605*.

subalteination, ii. 606*.

subalterns (proposition),ii.726*.

subconscient, ii. 606*.

subcontraire, ii. 607*.

subjectif, ii. 607*.

subjeetives (sensations), ii. 610*.

subjectivisms, ii. 611*.

sublime, ii. 611*.

subordination, ii. 612*.

subordonny (jugement), ii. 726*.

subsistance, ii. 612*.

substance, ii. 612*, 614*.

substance vivante, ii. 8®.

substantialisme, ii. 614*.

substitution, ii. 614*.

subsumption, ii. 615*.

subvention, ii. 612*.

successif (contraste) des cou-
leurs, 228*.

succession, ii. 616*.

succube, ii. 615*.

suffisante (condition), ii. 143*.

suffisante (grace or vocation),

311*.

suffisante (raison), prinoipe de,

ii. 616*.

suffisante (raison), rien ne se
fait sans, ii. 616*.

suggestion, ii. 619*.

suicide, ii. 620*.

I
sujet, ii. 607*.
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Sunnites et Shyytes (Chiites),
ii. 621*.

supyrieur (ton), iL 252*.

supyrieur (ytage) du pydoncule,
ii. 663*.

superstition, ii. 623*.

supposition, iL 624*.

suppression, ii. 611*.

suppression (et sylectiohi) so*
ciales, ii. 540*.

.supra’ apsarifme, ii. 625*.

suprymatie, ii. 331*.

supreme (bonheur), 422*.

supreme fylicit y, 422*.

surajouty (quelque chose), 333*.

surdi-mutity, 254*.

surdity, 254*, ii. 625*.

surdity mentale {or psychique),
255*.

surdity musicale, ii. 705*.

suxyrogation, ii. 622*.

surface, ii. 625*.

surhiunain, ii. 623*.

surnaturalisme, ii. 623*.

surnaturel, ii. 338*, 623*.

survivance du plus apte, 385*.

syllogisme, ii. 628*.

syllogisms (figure du), 382*.

syllogisme ypagogique, 329*.

symbols, 243*, ii. 640*.

symbols d’Athanase, 84*.

symboles, ii. 651*.

symbolique, ii. 640*, 651*.

symbolique (logique), ii. 640*.

symbolisme, ii. 651*.

symytrie, ii. 651*.

sympathio, ii. 652*.

sympathie esthytique, ii. 653*.

symptoms, ii. 653*
syn-, ii. 654*.

syncinysie, 217®.

syncope, ii. 628*, 666*.

syncrytisrre, ii. 655®.

syndyryse, ii. 655*.

syndicat, ii. 716*.

syndicat d’ouvriers, ii. 708*.

synergie, ii. 658*.

synergisme, ii. 657*.

synesthysie, ii. 654*.

synopsis, ii. 654*.

synthese, ii. 658*.

synthbse chimique, 176*.

synthese mentale (or psy-
chique), ii. 658*.

synthytique, ii. 658*.

synthetique (forme), ii. 682 *,

ii. 678*.

synthytique (jugement), 43*.

synthytique (pbilosophie), la, ii.

659*.

systymatique (thyologie), ii.

659*.

systyme, ii. 659*.

systyme d’assistance publique
ii. 309*.

systyme d’impots, ii. 663*.

systyme de Ptoiymye, ii. 396*.

systyme industriel, 540*.

systyme mercantile, ii. 68*.

systyme nerveux, ii. 153*.

systems vasomoteur, ii. 760*.
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tabes, S3’, ii. 6C0’.

table des coul;urs, 196*.

tabou, ii. 660’.

taohe aveugle, 121*.

tachygenese, 7’.

tact (sensation de), ii. 707*.

tactile (anestli6sie), 45’.

tactile (elianip), 382’.

tactile (sensation), it. 707’.

Talbot-Plateau (loi de), ii.

661’.

Talmud, ii. 661*.

tiutologie, ii. 663’.

taxonomie, 185*, ii. 663*.

tegument, ii. 663*.

teinte, 197’.

t616gonie, ii. 663*.

t616ologia, ii. 664’.

t615ologiciue (argument), ii.

663*.

t615pathie, ii. 668 ’.

t^moignage, ii. 686’.

temperament, ii. 672*.

temperance, ii. 672*.

temperature (sensation de), ii.

673’.

temperature variable (animaux
k), 193’.

temporal (signe), ii. 673*.

temporel et eternel, ii. 673*.

temps, ii. 697*.

temps (sens du), ii. 706’.

temps de reaction, ii. 417*.

temps pass6 (connaissance du),

iL 267*.

temps perdu dU muscle, 628*.

temps present, ii. 333’.

tendance, 207’, ii. 674*.

tendons (sensation des), ii. 604’,

674*.

tension musoulaixe (sensation
de), ii. 604’.

tentation, ii. 674*.

tenure, iL 675’.

teratologie, ii. 675*.

terme, ii. 676’.

terme general, 407’.

terme moyen, ii. 77*.

terre, 618’.

terre (valeur de la), 618’.

test, ii. 682’.

Testament, ii. 686 ’.

testament, ii. 686’, 817*.

tetanique (I’etat), ii. 687*.

tetanos, ii. 687*.

theisme, ii. 688 ‘.

theme, ii. 691*.

theocratie, ii. 692’.

theodicee, ii. 692’.

theologie, ii. 692*.

theologie biblique, 116*.

theologie dogmatique, iL
692*.

theologie morale, ii. 110 *.

theologpo naturelle, ii. 137*.

theologie pastorale, 60*.

theologie positive, ii. 312*.

theologie pratique, ii. 321’.

theologie Boolastique, iL 495*.
theologie systematique, ii.

059*.

theologique (ethique), ii. 692*.

theophanie, ii. 693’.

theoreme, ii. 693’.

theorie, ii. 693’.

theorie cellulaire, 169’.

theorie de Copernic, 234*.

theorie de la composition de
I’esprit, 205*.

theorie de la creation, 242’.

theorie de la descendance,
271*.

theorie de la perception des
couleurs, ii. 779*.

theorie de la sensibilite, 453*.

theorie de la transformation,
ii. 712’.

theorie de I’unite k deux faces,

295’.

theoiie des devoirs, 270’.

theorie des erreurs, 340’.

theorie des peines, ii. 276’.

theorie des significations, ii.

629’.

theorie mosaique, ii. 111 *,

theorie spiritualiste, ii. 657®.

theories de morale, 343’.

theosophie, ii. 695’.

thermique (sensation), ii. 673’.

thermique (sensibilite), point
de, ii. 673’.

thdse, ii. 695’.

Thomisme (le), ii. 696’.

tic, ii. 696*.

tic convulsif, ii, 566 *.

tiers exclus (principe du), 866*.

timbre, 195’, ii. 697’.

timidite, ii. 626*.

timidite spontande (or instinc-

tive), 102*.

tissu, ii. 705*.

tissu social, ii. 641’.

ton, ii. 705*.

ton colore, 197’.

ton de combinaison, 198’.

ton d’intermittence, 563*.

ton emotionnel, 23’.

ton superieur, ii. 252*.

tonique, ii. 706’.

tons partiels, ii. 266*.

topophobie, 27’.

tort, ii. 706’.

totem, ii. 706*.

totemisme, ii. 706*.

tout, 33*, ii. 814’.

trace, ii. 707*.

Tractarianisme, ii. 707*.

traction (sensation de), ii. 397’.

tradition, ii. 708*.

Traducianisme, ii. 709’.

traduction, ii. 712’.

tragique, ii. 709’.

trance, ii. 709*.

transcendance, ii. 710*.

transcendant(al), ii. 710*.

transcendantalisme, ii. 711’.

transformation, ii. 711*.

transformation (theorie de la),

ii. 712’.

transformisme, ii. 712’.

transgression, ii. 712’.

transitif, iL 712’.
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transmission, ii. 712*.

transmission de pensee. ii.

696*.

transport, 76*.

transposition, ii. 712’, 713’.

transsubjectif (le), ii. 713’.

transsubstantiation, ii. 713*.

traurnatisme, ii. 713*.

travail, 616’, ii. 821’.

travail (division du), 291’.

travail (duree or heures de),
486*.

tremblement, ii. 714*.

trephine, ii. 714*.

triangle des couleurs, 197*.

tribal (moi), ii. 715’.

tribu, ii. 715’.

tribunaux (jurisprudence des),

16*.

triohotomie, ii. 716’.

trilcmme, ii. 716’.

trir itarisme, ii. 715*.

Trinite, ii. 716*.

tristesse, ii. 657’.

tritheisme, ii. 715*.

troc, 101 *.

tromperie, 396’.

trophique (influence), ii. 716’.

tropisme, ii. 716*.

trouble, ii. 287’.

troubles de la personnalite, ii.

284*.

troubles de la sensibilite, ii.

617*.

troubles de la vision, ii. 799’.

troubles de la volonte, ii.

816*.

trust, ii. 716*.

type, ii. 721’.

type (retour au), ii. 438’.

type divin, 290’.

types mentaux, ii. 721*.

ubication. ii. 723’.

ubiquite, ii. 723’.

ultime, ii. 723*.

ultramontanisme, ii. 724’.

un
(
1’) et le multiple, ii. 201 ’.

uni (sensation d’), ii. 480’.

unicellulaires (organismes), iL
726’.

uniformite, ii. 727’.

union hypostatique, 492’.

unisson, ii. 731*.

unitaire (naturalisme), ii. 726*.

unitarianisme, ii. 734’.

unite, ii. 731*.

unite {and pluralite), ii. 734’.

unite k deux faces (theorie de
r), 295’.

unite dans la variete, ii. 736*.

unite de Dieu, ii. 737’.

unite de la conscience, ii. 68’.

unite du moi, ii. 68’.

unite sociale, ii. 641’.

univers (1*), ii. 742’, ii. 742’.

universalisme, ii. 741*.

universaliste (hedonisme), ii.

742’.

universalite, ii. 742’.

universel, ii. 737’.
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universel (r^tablissement), 69^.

universelle (conception), 208i.

universelle (f6licit6), ii. 741®.

universelle (n^cessit6), ii. 739®.

usage, 250\ ii. 744K
usage (h^r^dit^ par T), ii.

744®.

Tisage et ddsu^tude, ii. 744*.

usufruit, ii. 744®.

usure, ii. 745^
utilitaires, ii. 745®.

utilitaris.Tie, ii. 746*.

utility, 860*, 744*, 745®.

utility (perte d’), 289®.

tJtopie, ii. 746®.

vague, ii. 748*.

valeui, ii. 749®, 822®.

valeur cardinals, 165*.

valeur de la terre, 618*.

valeur intrinseque, 666*.

valeirrs accumuldes, 154®.

validity, ii. 748®.

vanitd, ii. 339*.

variable, ii. 760®.

variation, ii. 750®.

variation negative, ii. 149*.

variation orientde, 273*.

variationelle (psychologie), ii.

759*.

variations coadaptives, 190*.

variations coincidentes, 193*.

varidtd, ii. 759*.

varidtd (unitd dans la), ii. 736®.

vasomoteur (centre), ii. 769®.

vasomoteur (systfeine), ii. 760*.

vasomoteurs (nerfs), ii. 769®.

vaudoux, ii, 809*.

vddique (religion), ii. 760*.

vellditd, ii. 760®.

vdlocitd, ii. 760®.

vengeance, ii. 471®, 760*.

ventricule, ii. 760®.

ventriloquie, ii. 760®.

vdracitd, ii. 761*.

verbal, ii. 761®.

verification, ii. 761®.

vdrite, ii. 720®.

vdrite (critdrium de la), ii.

687*.

v6rite et faussetd, ii. 716®.

vdrite fondamentale, 397®.

vdrite gdndrale, ii. 739®.

vdritds de fait, S6S*.

veritds de raisonnement, 368*.

vdritds des faits, ii. SOS*,

vdritds dternelles, ii. SOT®,

version des Septante, ii. 621®.

vertdbrd, ii. 762*.

vertex, ii. 762*.

verticaux apparents (devia-
tion des naeridiens), 276®.

vertige, 291* ii. 762*.

vertige de Wrdnidre, 291*.

vertu, ii. 764*, ®.

vertus cardinales, 165*.

vdsieule germinative, 412®.

vdsicules cerdbra’es, 170®.

vestige, ii. 763*.

vibration, ii. 763*.

vicariale (expiation), ii. 763*.

vice, ii. 763®.

vieieux (cercle), 183®.

vide (le), ii. 747*.

vie, ii. 6*. 801®.

vie (lutte pour la), 368*.

vie (origins de la), ii. 243*.

vie spirituelle (la), ii. 6*.

virtualite, ii. 317*.

virtuel, ii. 763®.

vis viva, ii. 801®.

visant au bonheur, 378®.

visde (ligne de), ii. 527®.

vision, ii. 765*.

vision (troubles de la), ii. 799*.

vision au cristal, 247*.

vision binoculaire, 117®.

vision indirecte, 633®.

vision pdriodique, ii. 433*.

vision sterdoscopique, ii. 602*.

visualisation, ii. 801®.

visuel (champ), 382*.

visuel (rayon), ii. 8*.

visuelle (ligne), ii. 801*.

visuelle (sensation), ii. 781*.

visuelle (acuitd), earacteres

pour I’examen de 1’, ii. 686*.

visuelle (perception) de la pro-
fondeur, 270®.

visuelles (illusions), ii. 206*.

visuels (champs), antagonisms
(or lutte) des, ii. 470®.

Vitale (concurrence), 358*.

vitalitd; ii. 801®.

Vitesse, ii. 760®.

viva (vis), ii. 801®.

vivacitd, ii. 802*.

vivante (substance), iL 8®.

vive (force), ii. 801®.

vivisection, ii. 802*.

vivre pour autrui, 36*.

vocales (cordes), ii. 802*.

vocation suf&sante, 311*.

voeaux (organes), ii. 802*.
voix, ii. 806*.

vol (monomanie du), 189®.

volantes (mouches), ii. 118®.

volition, ii. 678®, 806*.

volition (acts de), ii. 806*.
volitionnel, ii. 806®.

volontaire, ii 809*.

volontaire (decision), 381*.

volontaire (illusion), ii. 513®.
volontaire (reproduction), ii.

432®.

voloni arisme, ii. 807*.

volonte, 206®, ii. 678®, 815®.

volontd (troubles de la), ii. 816®.

volonte de croire, ii. 818*.

volonte gendrale, 407*.

vue, ii. 765*.

vue basse, ii. 142®.

vue d’oeil (estimation k), ii.

801*.

Vulgate, ii. 809®.

"Waller (loi de), ii. 810®.

Wallerienne (degOnerescence),
ii. 810®.

Wallerienne (methods), ii.

810®.

Weber (loi de), ii. 812*.

Weismannisme, ii. 812 \

Westminster (Confession de),

ii. 813®.

xenies, ii. 827*.

yeux (loi des mouvements des),

295*.

Zend-Avesta, ii. 828*.

zone, ii. 828®.

zones de His, ii. 828®.

zoothdisme, ii. 829’.

Zoroastrisme, ii. 829*.
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V. INDEX OF ITALIAN TERMS

[Prepared by Helen Gkeen Baldwin.]

The reference numbers are printed in four different kinds of type : those in black type (123)
are terms which occur as main topics in the work; those in modern face type (123) are the
formally recommended equivalents

;
those in italic {123) are terms of which some exposition

or discussion is given
;
and those in old style

(123 ) are those which have passing mention only,

but which are mentioned in a way judged of sufficient importance to require citation.

Under each kind of type the citations from vol. ii follow those from vol. i, and are preceded
by the Roman numeral ii (which is not repeated)

;
all other citations are from vol. i.

With the page number the column of the page is given in a small figure
;
where the small

figure Is omitted the reference is to both columns.

nbbozzo, ii. 481*.

abbreviamento (ontogenico), ii.

52G2.

abb.xco, 1 *.

aberraz'one (cromatica), 1* ;

(mentale), 2*.

abilita, 2 *.

abitato, 436*.

abito, 435*.

abituarsi, 436*.

abitudine, 435*.

abnegazione, ii. 609*.

aborigeni, 2*.

abulia, 2*.

acatafasia, 6®.

acatamatesi, 6*.

accademia, 6^.

aoceleramento (ontogenetico),
7*.

accento, 7*.

accentuazione, 7*.

accidents (-tale), 7*.

accomodamento, 8*.

accomodazione, 8*
;

(visiva),

accordi (consonant!), 219*.

accordo, 27*, 176*.

accusa, 632*.

acinesi, 28*.

acquisito, 9*.

aero-, 11 *.

acromatopsia, 9*.

aeumetria, 9*.

acusma, 9*.

acustica, 9*.

aouto. 182*.

adattxbile, 16*.

adattamento, 7*, 14*.

addizionale (suono), ii. 620*.

adeguato, 16*.

adendritico. 16*.

adesione, 76*.

adoles.enza, 17*.

adorazione, 18*, ii. 822*.

adottazionismo, 18*.

afachia, 68*.

afasia, 68*
;
(motriee), 68*

;
(del

tipo Broca), 68 '

;
(sensoriale),

68*
;
(del tipo Wernicke), 68*.

afemia, 68 *.

affermaro, ii. 310*.

affermazione, 23*, ii. 326*.

affettivo, 21 *.

affetto, 22*.

affltto, ii 463*.

afonia, 68 *.

afrasia, 58*.

aftongia, 69*.

agamogenesi, 24*.

agents, 25*.

agevolezza, 367*.

aggiudicazione, 16*.

agglutinazione, 26*.

aggradevole, ii. 304*.

aggregate, 25*.

aggregazione, 26*; (istinto d’),

430*.

agiologia, 437*.

agnosticismo, 26*.

agorafobia, 27*.

Agostinianismo, 91*«

agrafl.a, 27*.

alalia, 28*.

alcoolismo, 29*.

alcoolofl.lia, 283*.

alcuno, ii. 655*.

alessia, 32*.

alfabeto, 34*.

algesia, 33*.

algesici (punti), iL 264*.

alienazione mentale, 33*.

alienista, 33*.

allestesia, 33*.

allochiria, 34*.

allucinazione, 437*.

alogia, 34*.

alto tradimento, 476*.

altro, 35*; (T), ii. 484*.

altruismo, 35*.

amaurosi, 36*.

ambidestro, 36*.

ambiente, 328*.

ambiguita, 36*.

ambliopia, 36*.

ameba, 37*.

ametropia, 36*.

amicizia, 396*.

amimia, 36*.

amissia, 37*.

amitosi, 37*.

ammirazione, 17*.

amnesia, 37*.

amor (di sb), ii. 610*; (proprio),

ii. 610*.

amore, ii. 31*.

amortizzamento, 37*. ^
ampiezza della sensazione, ii.

415*.

ampliativo, 38*.

amuleto, 38*.

amusia, 38*.

anabattisti, 39*.

anabolismo, 39*.

anafasi, 45*.

anafesia, 66*.

analgesia, 40*.

analgia, 40*.

analisi, 42*
;

(logica), 42*

;

(mentale), 43*
;
(psicologica),

43*.

analogia, 41*
;
(di fade), 42*.

anarchismo, 45*.

anartria, 46*.

anemia, 39*.

anestesia, 39*.

anesietici, 40*.

anflbologia, 38*.

anfimissi, 38*.

angelo, 46*.

angelologia, 46*.

angoli di spostamento visuale,
47*.

angolo dell* oechio, 153*

;

(facciale), 367*.

anima, 413*, ii. 657*
;
(del mon-

do), ii. 822*.

animalculista. 48*.

animalcule, 48*.

animale, 47*
;
(a sangue freddo),

193*.

animaletto, 48*.

animali (domestici\ 293*.

animazione, ii, 678*.

animismo, 48*.

anisometropia, 49*.

annientamento, 49*.

annunziazione, 50*.
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anodino, 60^.

anoia, 50^
anomalia (mentale), 60*.

anormale, 2*.

anortopia, 60*.

acosmia, 60*.

ansieta, 57^.

antagonismo, 60*
;

(dei campi
visivi), ii. 470*.

antagonistico, 573*.

anteoedecte, 61^
antenna, 51*.

antieipazione, 56*.

Anticristo, 65*.

antinomia, 66*.

antinomismo, 66*.

antipatia, 57*.

antitesi, 67*.

antropoidi, 61*.

antropologia, 62*.

antropometria, 64*.

antropomorflsmo, 65*.

apatia, 67*.

aplasia, 69*.

apocalisse, 69*.

apoeatastasi, 69*.

apodittico, 59*.

apogamia, 69*.

ApoUinarismo, 69*.

apologetica, 60*.

apoplessia, 60*.

apoteosi, 60*.

apparecchi, 605*.

apparizione, 61*
;

(di Cristo),
180*.

appercezione, 61*.

appetenza, 62*.

appetite, 62*
;
(basso), ii. 82*.

apprendimento, 62*.

apprezzamento, 62*.

appropriativita, 11*.

appropriaziono, 64*.

approvazione (morale), 63*.

aprassia, 64*.

aprosessia, 64*.

aptica, 441*.

arbitraggio, 65*.

arbitrate, 65*.

arbitrie, 97*.

arborisazione, 65*.

arcani, 65*.

archeolegia (preistorica), 66*.

archetipe, 66*.

architettura, 67*.

argomente, 67*
;

(ontologico),

ii. 202*
;
(_teleologico), ii. 663*.

Arianismo, 67*.

Ariane, 74*.

aristocrazia, 67®.

aritmomania, 68*.

Axminianisme, 68*.

armenia, 441*
; (prestabilita),

iL 329*.

armonica, ii. 262*.

armeniche, 441*.

armonie (economiche), 806*.

arte (teorie dell’), 69*; (decora-
tiva), 258*.

arteria, 73*.

articelaziene, 74*.

ascetisme, 74*.

asemia, 76*.

asimbo'ia, 82*.

asimmetria, 82*.

asinergia, 82*.

aspettizione.3o9*;(me.ssianiea),
ii. 71*.

aspirazione, 76*.

asprezza (del suono), 442*.

asse (oculare), ii. 206*; (visuale),
ii. 801*.

asserzione, 76*.

assicurazione, 557*.

as.similazione, 76*.

assooiata (sensazione), 209*.

assooiazione, 78*, 79*.

assclutismo, 4*
;

(estetico),
4*.

assoluto, 3*.

assoluzione, 4*.

assorbimento, 4*.

assunzione, 81*.

assurdo, 6*.

astenia, 81*.

astenopia, 81*.

astigmatismo, 81*.

astratto, 5*.

astrazione, 6*.

atassia, 83*.

atavismo, 83*.

ateismo, 84*.

atomismo (psichieo), ii. 86*.

atrofia, 85*.

attacco (di male), 384*.

attenziore, 85*; (distrazione
dell’), 288*

;
(oseillazioni

dell’), 387*.

attesa, 359*.

atlimo, ii, 678*.

attitudine, 64*, 88*.

attivita, 13*
;

(mentale), 13*

;

(rappresentatrice),504*; (pro-

pria), ii. 508*.

atto, 11*
;

(legislativol, 321*

;

(del parlamento), iL 601*
; (di

volonta), ii. 806*.

attrazione, 89*.

attribute, 90*
;
(divino), 90*.

attrizione, 90*.

attuale, 14*, ii, 420*.

attualitii, 14*.

aumento, 530*.

aura, 92*.

aurea (sezione), 416*.

autenticita, 92*.

autocinesi, 93*.

autocrazia, 93*.

automatico, 93*.

automatismo,93*; (psicologico),
95*.

autenomia, 95*.

autorita, 92*.

autesuggestione, 96*.

Averreismo, 96*.

avuto, 620’.

avvenimento, 361*.

awente, 19*.

avversiene, 97*.

awooate, 19*.

aziene, 12*
;

(giudiziaria), 12*
;

(e reazione), 12*
;

(morale),
211*

;
(disinteressata), 285*

;
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(involontaria), 573*
;

(irra-

zionale), 675*.

azzarde (giuoco d’'i, 403*.

balbettamento, 616*.

balbuzie, 616*, li. 593*.

baratto, 101*.

barioa (sensazione), ii. 337
812*.

baroceo, 101*.

battssimo, 100*.

battimenti. 103*.

Battisti, 101*.

bellezza, 104*
;

(linea di), iL
8*.

belligeranza, 113*.

bello, 104*.

bemolle, 1S1\
bene, 416*; (generale), 407*;

(supremo), 477*.

Benedettini, 113*.

benessere, ii. 813*.

benevelenza, 114*.

bestemmia, 120*.

Bibbia, 115*.

bilaneio, 100*, 100*.

bisogne, ii. 146*, 811*

bio-corologia, 289*

biofori, 120*.

biogenesi, 117*.

biogenetico, 118*.

biologia, 119*.

bionomia, 120*.

biotassi, 185*.

Bizantino, 148*.

bizzarria, 305*.

blastocele, 121*.

blastoderma, 121*.

blastomero, 121*.

blastopore, 121*.

bla.stosfera 121*.

blastula, 121*.

bonta, 417*.

borghese, 184*.

brachi-, 125*.

bregma, ii. 762*.

Budda, 147*.

bulbo, 147*.

cabala, 149*.

eacodemonia, 149®.

cadenza, 149*.

caduta, 371*.

calcolo, 160*.

calore (animale), 47®; (pnnto
di), 453*

;
(latente), 628*.

Calvinismo, 150*.

cambiamente, 171®.

campo (della coscienza), 381®;

(di sguardo), 881*
;

(tattile),

382*
;
(visivo), 382*.

canone, 162*, 246*.

oanonizzaziene, 163®.

canto interno, 664*.

capacity,, 153*.

capitale, 164*
;

(fisso), 386*

;

(circolante), 183*.

carattere, 173*
;
(nazionale), iL

128*.

caratteri (acquisiti, &e.), 10*;

(sessuali), ii. 524*.
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c ir:itterist!ca, 173*.

caricatura. 165*.

cariociuesi, 5i)8*.

carioplasiua, 69S*.

carilii, 174\
Carmelitani, 155*.

carua'e, ii. 587*.

Ciisis.ioa, 157^
caso i^accideiite), 171*.

casta, 15C*.

cas’.iti, 176*.

casuale, 167*.

catabolismo, 698*.

cat.fasia, 158*.

catalessi, 158*.

ca'aplessia, 159*.

catarsi, 161*.

catatonia, 698*.

catatonismo, 599*.

categorematico. 169*.

categoria, 160*. ii. 325*.

categorico, 169*.

categorie (postume), ii. 316*.

cattiveria, ii. 37*.

cattolicit^, 163*.

causa, 163*
;
(ed efifetto), 164*.

causality, 163*.

cause (plurality delle), ii. 306*.

cecita, 122*
;

^diuma), 253*

;

(psichica), 123*
;

(dei colori),

195*; (parziale pei colori),

279*
;

(musicale), ii. 183*
;

(psichica degli oggetti), ii.

192*.

celenterati, 192*.

celibato, 168*.

cella (apolare), 69*.

cellula, 168*
;

(spermatica), ii.

580*.

cellulifugo, 169*.

celomate, celomarii, 192*.

oelomati, 192*.

cenestesi, 192*.

centrale, 169*.

Centro, 169*
;
(di gravitk), 169*

;

(di rotazione\ ii. 769*.

centrosoma, 170*.

certezza, 81*. 170*, 171*.

cervello, 126*.

cessione, 76*.

ceto (medio'). 185*.

chenosi, 599*.

chenotismo, 699*.

chiarezza, 146*, 189*.

chiaro e distinto, 189*.

chiaroveggenza, 184*.

Chiesa, 182*
;

rcattolica), 162*;
(e Stato), 182i.

Chiiti, ii. 621*.

chiliasmo, 175*.

chircmanzia, 176*, ii. 266*.

cielo, 453*.

cilindrasse, 98*, ii. 171*.

cines’, 601*.

c'nesica (irnm.agine or sensa-
zione,, .599*, 600*.

cir.esiod co, 601*.

cin0 .3tet.ca (sensazione), 600*.

cinesteti:;o (equivalente), 599*.

cinetica or cincmatica (teoria
della), 601*.

oinetico, 601*.

circolare, 183*.

ctroolazione, 183*, 249*, 261*.

oircolo (vizioso), 183*
;
(croma-

tico), 196*
;

(del Muller), ii.

116*; (sensitive), ii. 619*.

ciroonvoluzione, 434*.

Cistercensi, 183*.

citologia, 251*.

citoplasma, 251*.

cittadino, 184*.

civetteria, 240*.

civile, 184*.

civilta, 247*
;

(epoche della),

248*.

clan, 184*.

classe (sociale), 185*.

classificazione, 185*.

cleptomania, 189*.

clono, 190*
;
(del piede), 49*.

coaMzione, 197*.

codics, 190*.

coefflciente, 191*.

coeroizione, 221*.

coesistenza, 192*.

cogitazione, 192*.

eognizione, 192*.

eomcidei za, 193*; (variazioni

di), 193*.

collasso, 193*.

oollaterali, 193*.

collegazione, 194*.

collera, 46*.

collottiva (volonth,), 407*.

eollettivismo, 193*.

collettivo, 193*.

colonia, 194*.

colonna, 197*.

colore, 194*, 197*
;
(complemen-

tare), 203*
;

(antagonistico),

61*; (del suoiio), 195*; (fon-

damentale), 195*.

colori (ammonitori), ii. 811*

;

(mescolanza dei), 196*
;
(per-

cezione da), ii. 779*.

colpa, 247*, 434*
;

(stato di),

434*.

colpevolezza, 247*.

colpo, 60*, ii. 526*, 604*.

combinazione, 197*, 198*.

comico, 198*.

commercio, ii. 708*.

commessura, 199*.

compagnia, 201*.

comparazione, 202*.

compatibile, 202*.

compenso, 202*. ii. 472*.

complesso, 203*, 204*.

complicazione, 204*.

composita (immagine), 408*.

composizione (e divisions),

205*; (delle forze), 205*;
(mentals), 205*.

comp:sta (idea), 204*.

compo.sto, 204*
;

(mentals),
205*; (suono), 205*.

comprensione, 206*.

compromesso, 206*.

comunanza, 200*.

comune, 199*, 200*.

comunismo, 200*.

880

comunitk, 200*.

conato, 206*.

concatenazione, 207*.

concentrazione, 207*.

ccncetto, 208*
;

(universale),
208*

;
(generhle), 406*

;

(limits), ii. 7*
;

(di numero),
ii. 189*.

concettuale, 208*.

concezione, 208*; (immacolata),
520*.

conclusions, 209*.

concomitante (sensazione),
209*.

conccmitanza, 209*.

concordanza, 27*
;
(metodo di),

27*.

concorrenza, 77*, 202*, 209*.

concrete, 209*.

concupiscenza, 209*, ii. 32*.

condizione, 210*, ii. 693*
;

(ne-
cessaria and sufficients), ii.

143*.

eondizioni (mesologiche), 328*.

oondotta, 211*, ii. 321*.

confessions, 211*
;
(di Augusta),

91*
;
(di Basilea), 102*

;
(bel-

gica), 109*
;
(di Westminster),

ii. 813*.

conflitto (di leggi), 211*.

confoimita, 385*.

confusione, 212*
;

(mentals),
212*.

confutaziono, ii. 437*.

congenito, 212*.

congestione, 212*.

congruenza, 213*, 219*.

conjugazione, 213*.

connate, 214*.

connessione, 214*.

connotazione, 214*.

conoscenza, 602*
;

(della dot-

trina), 333*
;
(di s5), ii. 610*

;

(relativita della), ii. 450*.

copia, 235*.

coppia, 239*.

coprolalia, 234*.

copula, 234*.

consanguineita, 601*.

consoguente, 218*.

conseguenza, 218*.

consenso, 217*.

conservatismo, 219*.

eonservazione (dei ricordi),

218*
;

(delle forze), 218*
;

(propria or individuals), ii.

611*.

considerazione, 219*.

consumatcre, 221*.

consume, 222*, ii. 743*.

contagio (sociale e psichico),

222*.

contemplazione, 223*.

eontenuto, 223*.

conte a (di parole), ii. 30*.

contingente, 224*.

continuita, 224*.

contraposizione, 227*.

c ntrassegno, ii. 43*.

contrasto. 227*
;

(binoculare),

228*; (dei colori), 228*
;
(suo
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cessivo dei colori\ 228^
;

(vi-

sivo spaziale), 229^
contrattilita, 226^.

contratto, 225^; (sociale), ii.534*.

eontravvenzione, ii. 87\
contrazione, 226^.

controllo, 229^
;

(esperimento
di), 23Q1.

contro-stimolo, 239^.

controversia adiaforistica, 16^.

controvolontario, 573^.

convenevole, ii. 287^.

eonveniente, ii. 359^.

convenienza, 384^,385^ ii. 359A
convenzione, 230^.

convergenza, 230^.

conversione, 232^
;

(di debito),

398b
eonvinzione, 233b
convivenza, 201b
convulsione, 233^

;
(clonica),

190b
cooperazione, 233^, 234b
coordinazione, 234b
coraggio, 239b
Corano, 603b
corde vocali, ii. 802b
cordon°, 197b
eorea, 176b
coreomania, 252b
corno, 235b
corollario, 235b
corpo, 124\ 236*

;
(e spirito), iL

82*.

corporazione, 235*.

corpviscolo, 236*.

eorrelazione,' 236*
;

(d’ adatta-

mento), 190b
corrente 'del pensiero), ii. 604*.

correo (principale), ii. 341*.

corte, 240'.

cortesia, 199b
cosa, ii. 695'

;
(in s5), 282b

coscienza, 215', 216*
;

(cris-

tiana), 177*
;
(dielasse), 217'

;

(della similitudine), 217'

;

(campo della), 381*
; (riflessa

in se), 567*
;

(religiosa), ii.

462*
;
(di sh), ii. 509'

;
(sociale),

ii. 534'
;
(state di), ii. 598*.

cosmogonia, 237*.

costituzione, 219*, 220b
costo, 238*.

costrizione (morale), ii. 469*.

costruzione (faculta di), 221*.

costume (morale), 349'.

eostumi, 250'.

craniologia, 240*.

craniometria, 240*.

creazione, 241*
; (dottrina

della), 242b
ereazionismo, 242'.

credenza, 110', 112*.

credibile, 242*.

credito, 242*.

credo, 243'.

credulity,, 242*.

crescente (prodotto), 529*.

cresima, 211*.

cretinismo, 243b
criminale, 244'.

n.

criminologia, 245'.

erisalide, 182', ii. 401*.

crisi, 245*.

cristalloscopia, 247'.

Cristianesimo, 177*.

Cristo, 176*
;
(umiliazione di),

487*.

Cristologia, 178b
criterio, 245*

;
(della verita), ii.

687b
eritica (biblica), 115*.

eriticismo, 246'.

croma, 181'.

cromatica, 181*.

cromatopseudopsia, 181*.

cromatopsia, 181*.

cromestesia, 181'.

cromosomi, 181*.

cronieo, 182'.

cniccio, ii. 826'.

culto, 248*
;

(degli antenati),

46'; (degli animali), 48'
;
(del

fuoco), 383*; (degli eroi), 475*
;

(della natura), ii. 142*, 822*.

cultura, 247*.

ouore, 453b
Cura (i)sichica or morale), ii. 85'.

curiosita. 249'.

curva, 249*.

cutanea (sensazione), ii. 533'.

cuticola, 251'.

Daltonismo, 252'.

Darwinismo, 253'.

dato (il), 414'.

debitore (principale), ii. 341*.

deeadenza, 256*
;

(sociale), ii.

538*.

Decalogo, 256*.

decisione, 257', 381', ii. 678*.

declinazione, 257*.

decretare una legge, 321*.

deduzione, 258*.

deficienza (mentale), 258*.

definizione, 259'.

deformazione, 260'.

deformita, 260'.

degenerazione, 260'.

deglutizione, ii. 626'.

deismo, 263*.

delaminazione, 263*.

deliberazione, 263*.

delinquente (uomo), 244'.

deliquio, ii. 655*.

delirio, 264
;

(di grandezza),
420'

;
(di persecuzione), ii.

281b
delitto, 243*, ii. 200'.

demenza, 265*.

demerito, 266'.

democrazia, 266*.

demografia, 266*.

demonio, 267'.

demonolatria, 267',

demonole gia, 267*.

demonomania, 268'.

demopsicologia, 387*.

demoralizzazione, 269'.

dendrito, 269'.

denominazione, 269*.

densita, 270'.

c eontologia, 270'.

depressione, 270*.

deprezzamento, 270'.

derivazione, 271'.

de;crizione, 271*.

cesiderio, 62', 272'.

despotismo, 272*.

destrismo, 277', ii. 476'.

determinanti, 273'.

determinato, 273'.

determinazione, 273*
;

(per s5

or interna), ii. 509*.

determinismo, 274'.

deutoplasma, 274*.

deviazione, 276'; (dei meri-
diani), 276*.

diacustica, 278'.

diagnosi, 278'.

diagramma (logico), ii. 28'.

dialettica {aclj. dialettico), 278'.

diametro, 278*.

dianoetioo, 278*.

diapason, ii. 302'.

diatesi, 279'.

diavo’o, 267', 276*.

dicotomia, 2'79'.

didattica, 279*.

diesis, ISl'.

difetti (deir udito), 452b
differenza, 280'

;
(sense di), 280'

;

(suono di), 281'
;
(sensibilita

di), ii. 517b
differenze (metodo delle), 280*.

differenziamento, 281b
dilemma, 281*.

dimorflsmo, 282'.

dimostrazione, 268*.

dinamica, 302'; (sociale), ii.634*.

dinamogenesi, 302'.

Dio (idea di),415'
;
(uno e trino),

ii. 715*.

Dioflsiti, 302*.

dioico, 282'.

diotelismo, 303'.

diottrica, 282*.

diplogenesi, 283'.

diplopia, 283', 296b
dipsomania, 283*.

direzione, 283*
;
(linea di), ii. 8'

,

(raggio di), ii. 417b
diritti (naturali), ii. 134'.

diritto, 640'
;
(amministrativo),

17'
;
(processuale), 16*

;
(posi-

tive), 16*
;

(canonico), 153'

;

(civile), 184'
;

(di consuetu-
dine), 199*

;
(comparato), 201*;

(costituzionale), 220*
;

(usu-

ale), 250'; (divine), 290';

(internazionale), 564*, ii. 474

;

(obbiettivo), ii. 193*; (posi-

tive), ii. 3 12'; (consuetudi-
nario), ii. 744'

;
(private), ii.

343*
;

(pubblico), ii. 396*
;

(romano), ii. 478'
;

(filosofia

del), ii. 594b
dirittura, ii. 744*.

dis-, 303*.

disaggradevole, ii. 304*.

disaimonia, 285*.

disattenzione, 528*.

diseendenza (teoria della), 271b

3 L88r
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discemimento, 2S4'.

disoiplina, 284\
disco (di Newton), 196*,

disoorsiva (facoltk), 285*.

disoreto, 284*.

disoriminazione, 284*.

disoromatopsia, 196*.

disegno, 272', ii. 678*.

disfasia, 68'.

disgivmtivo, 286'.

disgregazione, 288'.

disintegrrazione, 286*.

disordine, 271'
;
(morale), 286'.

disparate, 286*.

dispensa, 287'.

disperazione, 486®.

dlspiacere, li. 304*.

disposizione, 287*; (all’ emo-
zione), 317*.

dissemia, 76'.

disseminazione, 287'.

dissociazione. 288'.

dissonanza, 284', 283*.

distanza (percezionedella),270*.

cistinzione, 284*.

distrazione, 3', 288*
;

(dell’ at-

tenzione), 288*.

distribuzione, 289.

disubbidienza, ii. 191'.

disuso, 273', ii. 744*.

divenire. 109'.

divinazione, ii. 35'.

divinitti, 415*.

divino (tipo), 290'.

divisibilita, 290*.

dlvisione, 290*
;

(del lavoro),
290'

;
(riduttiva), ii. 436*.

Dooetismo, 291'.

documentaria (ipotesi), 291*.

dogma, 291*.

dogmatica, 292*.

dogmatismo, 292*.

dolicocefalo, 293'.

dole, 293'.

dolore, 293', ii. 616'
; (morale),

431'
;
(sensazione di), ii. 264'

;

(e piacere), ii. 253'
;

(punti
di), ii. 254*.

domanda, 205', iu 623*
;

(reci-

proca), ii. 429*.

Domenicani, 294'.

domestico, 293*.

domicilio, 294'.

dominio, 266'
;
(eminente), 816'

;

(di s6), ii. 609'.

Donatisti, 294*.

donazione, 294*.

dottrina (animistica), 48*
;
(psi-

cologica deir associazione),
80'

;
(della creaz'one), 242'

;

(dei doveri), 270'
;
(della cono-

scenza), 333*
;
(di Occam), ii.

199'; (dei millenarii),ii. 79';
(della fede), ii. 301*; (di

Ritsclil), ii. 475*.

d vere, 301, ii. 261*.

dritto, ii. 474'.

Drusi, 297*.

duviismo, 298'.

f ubbio, 290'; '^follia del or

monomania), 290*.

durata (minima), 300*, ii. 616'.

ebbrezza, 540*.

Ebioniti, 304'.

ecceit^, ii. 695*.

eccellenza, 365*.

eccentricatprojezioneor localiz*

zazione), 304*.

ecoentricitii, 306'.

eccesso (di produzione), ii. 262'.

eccitabilit&i, ii. 619'.

eccitamento, 366', ii. 603*.

eccitazione, 366'.

eclampsia, 305*.

eclettismo, 305*.

ecolalia, 305'.

eoologia, ii. 200'.

economia (dinamica), 801*

;

(politica), 307'
;

(principio
dell’), 309'

; (matematica), ii,

47'
;
(statica), ii. 600'.

economica, 305*
;
(legge), 306'.

economiche (armonie), 306'.

eeonomico (metodo), 306*
;
(mo-

tive), 307'
;

(eqtiilibrio), 337'.

ectoderma, 310'.

ectoplasma, 310'.

edorico, 453*.

edonismo, 454'
;
(universalista),

ii. 742'.

edonistico (elemento), 453*.

edonologia, 453*.

educazione, 310'
;

(formale),
392'.

effeminatezza, 811'.

efiferente, 311'.

egoismo, 812*, ii. 51(^.

eguaglianza, 837'.

ejettivo, 312*.

elaborazione, 818'.

element! (sensoriaU e motori),
ii. 620'.

elemento, 313*
;
(affettivo), 23'

;

(della coscienza), 813*; (edo-
nistico), 463*.

elettrici (organi), 313'.

elettrobiologia, 313*.

eliminazione, 313*
; (sociale),

ii. 640'.

Ellenismo, 466'.

ellenizzante, 466'.

emanazione, 314'.

emancipazione, 314*.

embriolcgia, 315*.

embrione, 314*.

emeralopia, 253*, 467'.

emi-, 467'.

omianopsia, 467'.

emicrania, ii. 77*.

emmetropismo, 316*.

emorragia, 468'.

emotiva (espressione), 317*.

emotivitii, 317*.

emozione, 316*
;

(disposizione

all’), 317*.

empirica (logica), 318*.

empiriocriticismo, 321'.

empirismo, 321'.

emulazione, 321*.

encefalo, 126'.

enciclopedia, 322'.

Enciclonedisti, 322'.

endoderraa, 324'.

endofasia, 564*.

882

endotelio, 324*.

endottici (fenomeni), 327*.

endovisione, ii. 801*.

energia, 325*
;

(conservazione
dell’), 218*; (specifica),ii.667*.

energismo, 324*.

Engel (legge di), 326*.

enoteismo, 468'.

ente, 109*.

onterozoi, 327'.

entimema, 327*.

entoderma, 324'.

entozoi, 328*.

entusiasti, 327'.

ependima, 324*.

epiblasto, 329'.

epicherema, 329'.

epicureismo, 329'.

epidemia (psichica), 830'«

Epifania, 333*.

epifenomeno, 333'.

epifisi, 333*.

epigenesi, 330'.

epiglottide, 330*.

epilessia, 330*
;

(Jacksoniana
or corticale), 577'.

episillc gismo, 337'.

epitelio, 337'.

epoche (della eiviltk), 248*.

equazione (personale), ii. 283'.

equilibrio, 100', 338'
;
(eeono-

mico), 337*
;

(senso dell’),

838'; (instabile), iL 743*.

eqnipollenza, 338'.

equitii, 338*.

equivalente (meccanico), ii, 69'.

equivoco, 338*, 339'.

Erastianismo, 339'.

ereditii, 471', 546*.

eresia, 474'.

eretismo, 339*.

ermafrodito, 475'.

ermeneutica, 476'.

eroi (culto degli), 475*.

erotomania, 340*.

errore (costante), 219*, ii. 716*.

errori (teoria degli), 340'.

esaltazione, 356*.

esclusione (metodo di), 366*.

esecutivo (potere), 36'7'.

esegesi, 357*.

esercizio, 357*.

esistenza, ii. 421'
;
(lotta per 1’),

358'
;
(giudizio di), 369'.

esogamia, 359'.

esorcismo, 369*.

esoterico, 341'.

espansione (dell’ emissione),
646'.

esperienza, 360*
;
(del Meyer), ii.

77'
;
(dello Scheiner), iL 490'.

esperimento. 362*
;

(di con-

trollo), 230*
;
(di Fender), 379';

(dubbio or nullo), ii. 404'.

espiazione, 85*, ii. 763*.

esplicazione, 362*.

Esseni, 341*.

essenza, 341*.

essere, 109*.

estasi, 309*.

estensione, 363*, 364*, ii. 603*

;

(della sensazione), ii. 415*.
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estensivitJi, 365^
estensore (muscolo), 386*.

esterioritk, ii. 251®.

esterni (oggetti),

estesia, 19®.

estesiodico, 20^.

estesiogeno, 19®.

estetica, 20^ 33^
;
(misura), 21®.

estetico, 20^
estiipazione, 366®.

estrinseeo, 566®.

etere, 342®.

eterestesia, 33®.

eternita,, 342®
;
(di Dio), 842*.

eterno, ii. 673®.

eterogamia, 476®.

eterogeneita, 483*.

eterolecito, 476®.

eteromorfosi, 476®.

eteronomia, 476®.

eteropsicologica (morale), 476*.

etica, 346®
;

(intuitiva), 569®

;

(sociale), ii, 535®
;
(teologica),

iL 692®.

etimologia, 349®.

etiologia, 21®, 349®.

etnografia, 348®.

etnologia, 348®.

etnopsicologia, ii. 414*.

etologia, 348®.

Eucaristia, 349®.

eudemonismo, 350®.

Etisebiani, 351®.

Eutichianismo, 351®.

euristico (metodo), 476*.

evangelo, 417®.

evento, 351®.

evidente, 351®.

ovidenza, 351®, 352®, 432®.

evocazione, 353®.

evoluzione, 353®; (mentale),

354®; (fattori dell’), 368®;

(teoria dell’), 271®
;
(aaltuaria

or a salti), ii. 484®
;

(e pro-

gresso sociali), ii. 535®.

experimento d’Aristotile, 68®.

explicito, 525®.

facoiale (angolo), 367®.

facilitazione, 367®.

faeolta, 369®
;

(attive), 12®
;

(co-

nativa), 206®; (di costruzione),

221®
;
(di generalizzare), 408’

;

(morale), ii. 104®.

fallo, 375®.

falsita, 373®, ii. 716*.

falso, 373®.

famiglia, 373®.

fanatismo, 374®.

fantasia, 374®.

fantasma, ii. 288®.

fantastico, 374®.

fariseismo, ii. 288®.

fascino, 353®.

fase, ii. 288®.

fatica, 374®.

fatto, 367®,

fattore, 368®
;
(dell’ evoluzione),

368®
;

(della produzione),
368®.

fecondazione, 379®.

fecondit^, 379®.

fade, 112®, 369®
;
(filosofia della),

370®.

fedelt^, 33®; (di riproduzione),
881®,

federazione (con-), 377®.

feUcita, 350®, 378®, 441®; (su-

prema), 422®
;
(massima), 422®

;

(universale), ii. 741®.

felicitafe, 378®.

femmina, 378®.

fenomenismo, ii. 288®.

fenomeno (endottico), 327®, ii
289®

;
(di Purkinje), ii 403®.

fenomenologia, ii. 289®.

fertilita, 379®.

feticcio, 380®.

fotieismo, 380®,

fideismo, 370®.

Piglio ;,di Dio), ii. 656®,

figura, 382®.

figurative, 382®.

figure (del sillogismo), 882®.

filantropia, ii. 289®.

filogenesi, ii. 299®.

filogenia, ii. 299®.

filologia, ii. 290®.

filosofema, ii. 290®.

filosofia (della fede), 370®; (dell’

identita), 606®
;
(della storia),

477®
;

(storia della), 480®

;

(deir immanenza), 620®, ii.

290®
;
(Socratica),ii. 549®

;
(pre-

socratica), ii. 334®
;
(sociale), ii.

638®; (sintetica),ii.659®; (della

natura), ii 142®
;
(patristica),

ii. 268®.

finale, 324®.

finanza, 383®.

fine, 28®, 323®, ii 678®.

finestra laterale (esperimento
della), ii. 627®.

finite (il), 383®.

finzione, ii. 37®
;
(legale), ii. 2®.

fisica (scienza), ii. 300®.

fisiocrati, ii. 300®.

fisiolcgia, ii. 300®.

fisiologica (selezione), ii 300®.

fisonomia, ii. 300®,

fissarsi (del ricordi), 386®.

fissazione, 386’, ii. 198®.

fiessione, 386®.

fiessore (muscolo), 386®,

-fobia, ii. 296®.

foglietta, 387®, ii. 70®.

folia, 246®.

folle, 241®.

follia, 387®
;
(del dubbio), 296®,

650®.

fondamentale (suono), 397®

;

(verita), 397®, ii. 341®.

fondamento, 398®; (dell’ uni-
verso), ii. 822®.

fondo-salario, ii. 810®.

foneticbe (leggi), ii. 296*.

fonologia, ii. 296®.

forense, 390®.

forma, 390®.

formale (educazione), 392®
;

(lo-

gica), 392®.

formal! (studii), 391®,

formalismo, 390®.

formicolio, ii. 697®.
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foro, 393®.

foronomia, ii. 297®.

fortezza (d’ animo), 393®.

forza (centrifuga e centripeta),

170’, ii. 604®; (viva), ii. 801®;

(sociale), ii. 537®.

forze (bionomiche), 119®; (con-

servazione delle), 218®, 388®

;

(parallelogramma delle), ii.

259®.

fossa centrale, 394®.

fotometria, ii. 297®.

fovea centralis, 394®,

Prancescani, 394®.

francbigia, 394®.

frangia, 397®.

fraternita, 394®.

frenesia, 396®.

frenologia, ii. 298®.

frode, 395®.

funzione, 397®
; (costruttrice),

221®
;
(mentale), 397®.

fuoco (cxilto del), 383®,

furore, 398®.

fusione, 121®, 398®.

future (sentimento del),

Gallicanismo, 400®.

gangliare (plesso), 405®.

gangUo, 405®.

ganglioblasto, 404®.

ganglioceto, 405®.

gastrea (teoria della), 405®.

gelosia, 578®.

gemmula, 405®.

generate (termine), 407®; (con.

cetto or nozione), 406®
;
(bene),

407®.

generalizzare (faeolta di), 408®.

generazione 408®
;
(alternante),

35®
;

(eterna), 342®
;

(spon-

tanea), ii. 687®.

genere, 405®, 411®, 600®
;
(uma-

no), ii. 41®.

generic©, 408®.

generosita, 409®.

genesi, 409®.

genctica tpsicologia), 410®; (se-

lezione), ii. 465®.

genetico, 409®
;
(metodo), 409®.

genio, 410®.

geometria, 412®.

germe, 412®.

germinale (seiezione), 412®.

germinativa (vescicola), 412®.

germinazione, 412®.

germiplasma, 412®.

gestazione, 413®.

Gesii, 579®.

Gesuit smo, 579®.

ghiardola (pineale), 333®.

G'ansenismo, 577®.

giardino d’ infanzia, 601®.

ginocchio, 411®.

gioja, 580®.

Giudaismo, 580®.

giudicato, 583®.

giudiziar o. 584®,

giudizio, 580®
;

analitico e sin-

tetico), 43®
;
(finale, &c.), 584®

;

(di esistenza), 359®
;
(morale),

ii. 105®
;
(pratico), ii. 320®.
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giunture (sensibilitkdelle), 680'.

giuoco, li. 803-
;
(impulse al),

ii. SOi’
;
(d’ azzjirdo), 403'.

giuridico, 6S4-.

giurisdizione, 893'’, 684*
;
(nia-

rittinia), 17'.

giurisprudenza, 166', 684*.

giurista, 685'.

giustificazione, 687', ii. 476'

;

,di s6), ii. 612*.

giustizia, 685*. ii. 474*.

glandula, 414'-*.

gnoseologia, 333*, 414*.

gnosi, 414*.

gnosticismo, 414*.

gnostico, 414*.

governo (di s6), 229'; (divine),

418*.

grade, 263*.

grafleo (metode), 420'.

grafologia, 420*.

grammatica, 419*.

granchio, ii. 826*.

grandezza (delirio di), 420', ii.

36*.

gratitudine, 421'.

gravidanza, 413'.

gravita (.specifica), ii. 667*.

gravitazione, 421*.

grazia, 418*, 419'
;

(sufiSciente),

311'.

graziositii, 418*.

Greci (scuele filosefiche dei), ii.

495*.

grottesco, 432*.

gruppo.432'; (selezione di),433'.

gruadagni, 304'.

guadagno (lordo), 431*.

guerra, ii. 81 1'.

gustativo (sensazieni), ii. 662*.

gusto, ii. 662'.

Herbartianismo, 468*.

ibernazione, 476*.

ibrido, 488*.

ioocolatria, 516*.

ictus, ii. 604*.

idea, 498'
;
(.nstratta), 6'

; (cem-
pest.a), 204*

;
(fissa), 386'

;
(di

Die), 415'.

ideale, 409'.

idealismo, 600*
;

(spiritualis-

tico), 621'.

idealistico (realisme)) ii. 421*.

idealitii, 504'.

ideazione, 504’.

idee (ceatte), 524*
;

(innate),
548*

;
(merbese), ii. 281'.

identic! (punti), .504'.

identifleazione, 50.5*.

identitJi ''individuale), 604*

;

(materiale), 505*
;

(file.sefia

dell’), 606*: (persenale or deir
io), ii. 283*.

ideogramma, 507'.

ideologia. 507*.

ideomotore, 507*.

ideoplasia, 507*.

ideoplast CO, 507*.

idiopatico, 510'.

idioplasma, 510'.

idiopsicologica (morale), 510'.

idiosincrasia, 610'*.

idiotismo, 607*.

idiozia, 60', 507*.

idolatria, 611'.

idolo, 510*.

idrocefalia, 488*.

ignoranza, 611'.

illazione, 642*
;
(probabile), ii.

353*.

illusione, 611*
;
(psichica),264*

;

(deir orientazione), ii 242*
;

(dei sen.si), ii. 617*.

illusioui (di movimento), 612*
;

i^visive or ottiche), ii. 206'.

ilozoismo, 489'.

imbeeillita, 619'.

imitazione, 619'
;
(plastiea), ii.

302*.

imraacolata (concezione), 620'.

immaginazione, 617'.

immagine, 616'
;

(persistente),

23*
;

(consecutiva), 23*
;

(da

congruenza), 213'; (compo-
sita), 408*.

immagini (culto delle), 516*
;
(di

Purkinje, di Sanson), ii. 403*.

immanenza, 620*
;

(filosofia

dein, 620*.

immaterialismo, 621'.

immedesimazione, ii. 653'.

immediate, 521*.

immortalita, 623*
;

(condi-

zionale), 210*.

immutabilita, 624'.

impenetrabilitii, 524'.

impensabile, ii. 743'*.

imperative (categorico), 160'.

impercettibile, 525'.

implicito, 525*.

impertanza, 526'.

irapossibilita, ii. 313'.

impresario, 328*.

impressions, 526'.

impressionismo, 526*.

impulse, 527'
;
(al giuoco), 304*

;

(artistico),73*
;
(al furto),189*.

imputaziene, 527*.

inabilita, 2', 528'.

incantare, 174*.

incanto, 174*.

incapacita, 528*.

incarnazione, 528*.

incespicare, ii. 605*.

inclinaziene, 529'.

inceerenza, 529'.

incempatibilitii. 529'.

incenescibile, ii. 742*.

incensapevelezza, ii. 725'.

incens.ie, ii. 724.

inceordinatiene, 529*.

incesciente, ii. 724'
;

(state),

ii. 725'.

incoscienza, ii. 725'.

incredibile, 242*.

incredulita, 242*.

incre rente, 530'
;
(marginals),

ii. 42'.

increciamente, 258'.

incube, ii. 177*; (della veglia),
253*.

indemeniamente, ii. 313'.

884

indennitk, 530'.

indeterminisme, 630*.

indice, 631'
;
(numero-), 632*.

indifferenza, 632*
; (punto d’),

633'.

indipendenza, 630*.

indiretta (visions), 633*.

indiscernibili, 634'.

individuale, 634'
;
(psicologia),

638*
;
(identitk), 604*

;
(sele-

zione), 638*.

individualismo, 638*.

individualistice, 639'.

individuality, 639'.

individuo, 634'
;

(socials), ii.

648*.

indulgenza (plenaria), ii. 306'.

industria, 540*
;
(locale specia-

lizzata), ii. 20*.

induslriale, 540*.

industrialisme, 540*.

induziene, 329', 539'.

inerenza, 546*.

inerzia, 641.

infallibilita, 641*.

infanzia, 642'.

infecondity, ii, 602*.

infedelty, 644'.

infermita (di mente), 204*

;

(mentals), 650'.

inferno, 465'.

infiammazione, 645*.

infinity, 646*.

infinitesimals, 645*.

infinite, 644'.

infiessione. 546'.

influenza, 546'.

infralapsarianismo, 646'.

ingenito, 548*.

ingenue, ii. 127'.

ingiustizia, ii. 826*.

ingiusto, ii. 826*.

inibizione (mentals), 646*
;

(nervosa), 547*.

iniziazione, 548*.

innate, 214*, 548*
;

(idee in-

nate), 648*.

innervaziene (sense di), 649'.

inquisiziece, 549*.

insetti, 553*.

insennia, ii. 534'.

insennio, 554*.

inspirazione (plenaria), ii. 306'.

instability, 555'.

instituzione, 556*.

integrals, 567*.

integraziene, 558'.

integrity, 204*.

integuments, ii. 663*.

intelleetualisme, 559'.

intellette, 558*.

intelligenza, 658*.

intendimento, ii. 725*.

intensity, 659*; (luminosa),146*.

intente, 560'.

intenzione, 561', ii. 678*.

interazione, 561*.

intercessiene, 562'.

interesse, 662', 563'
;

(proprio),

ii. 610'.

interferenza, 663*.

interne, 664'.
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interpretazione, 564*
;
(anago-

giea), 40^
intersuggettivo, 665^.

intervallo, 565^.

intoppare, ii. 605*.

intossicazione, 565*.

intraprenditore, 328*.

intrinseco, 566’.

introjezione, 566’.

introspezione, 567*, ii. 198’.

intuito, 568.

intuizione, 544’, 568
;
(morale),

568*.

intuizionismo, 570’.

inutil.ta, 289*.

invaginazione, 570*.

invenzione, 570*.

inveitebrato, 573’.

investimento, 573*.

invidia, 578’.

involontario, 573*.

invo'uzione, 574’.

io (!’), 507*
;

(soziale, tribole),

ii. 715’.

iper-, 489’.

ipermetropia, 489*.

ipertrofia, 489*.

ipnagogieo, 489*.

ipnogeno, 490’.

ipnosi, 490’.

ipnotismo, 490*.

ipo-, 491’.

ipoblasto, 491’.

ipoeondria, 491’.

ipostatica (unione), 492’.

ipotesi, 492’
;

(documentaria),
291*

;
(della nebulosa), ii. 1 42*.

ipotetico, 492*.

ironia, 574*.

irradiazione, 674®.

irragionevole, ii. 426’.

irreale, ii. 743*.

irreligione, 675*.

irrilevante, 575’.

irritabilita, 575*, 356’,

irritante, 575*.

Islamismo, ii. 95’.

isolamento, 576’.

ispirazione, 555’.

isterismo, 494’.

istero-epilessia, 496*.

istintiva fmoralita), 556’.

istinto, 652*
;

(di appropria-
zione), 11’

;
(artistico), 73*

;

(d’ aggregazione), 430*
;

(re-

ligiose), iL 462*.

jettatura, 353’.

Jeova, 578’.

Kantianismo, 688’.

Kantismo, 588’.

lab oratorio, 605’.

laido, ii. 723’.

lalo-, 616*.

lalomimesi, 305’.

lama terminale, 324®.

Lamarekis r o, 617’.

lamella, 387*.

languore, 369’, 627*.

larva, 628’.

lasciar fare, 616*.

lasciar pas'sre, 616*.

latent a. 628’.

lavoro, 616’, ii. 821
;
(divisione

del), 291’
;
(ore di), 486*.

lega oper'ia, ii. 708’.

legale, 390’, ii. 2’.

legge, 639*, 640’
;

di Baer\ 100’;

(biontogenetica), 118’
;
(dell’

associazione di contiguita),

224’
;

(di coiitraddizione),

226*
;

(deir associazione di

contrasto', 228*; (di Don-
ders), 295’; (economica),306’

;

(di Engeb, 826*
;

(.di Fech-
ner), 376*

;
(di Fourier), 394’

;

(di Gresham', 430*
;
(morale),

641’
;

(di Listing), ii. 8*
;
(di

Malthus), ii. 38*
;

(naturale),

ii 133*
;

(di Waller), ii. 810’
;

(di Weber), ii. 812’
;

(di as-

sistenza pubblica), ii. 309*
;
(di

orientazione costante), ii. 242*;

(scritta), ii. 601*
;

(di Talbot-

Plateau),ii. 661’.

leggenda, ii. 2’.

leggi (del pensiero), 641’
;

(fonetiche), ii. 296*.

legislazione, ii. 2*.

legittirrazione, li. 2*.

legittimo, ii. 2*.

lemma, ii. 3’.

lesa maesta, 476*, ii. 3’.

letteratura orfira, ii. 250’.

lettura del pensiero, ii. 120’.

lezione obbiettiva, ii. 192’.

liberalismo, ii. 4’.

liberi pensatori, 396*.

ibero, 395 ; pensiero, 396*.

liberta, 805*, 395’, ii. 4’
;
(sen-

timento della), 396’
;

(reli-

giosa), ii. 4’.

limine, ii. 7*.

limitative, ii. 6*.

limite, ii. 7’
;
(concetto), ii. 7’

;

(di coltivazione), ii. 41*.

linea (di bellezza), ii. 8’
;

(di

direzione), ii. 8’
;
(di mira), ii.

8’
;
(visuale), ii. 8’

;
(di sguar-

do), ii. 527*.

linee di Fraunhofer, 395’.

linfa, ii. 33*.

linguaggio, 618’
;

(mimico),
413’

;
(interne), 564’

;
(fun-

zione del), 626’.

lisi, 245*.

locali (segni), ii. 15’.

localizzazione (eccentrica),

304*
;

(spaziale delle sensa-
zioni uditive), ii. 20’.

localizzazioni funzionali del
cervello, ii. 15*.

locomotore, ii. 20*.

loeomozione, ii. 20*.

lodevole, ii. 323’.

logica (empirica), 318*
;

(for-

male), 392’
;

(esatta), ii. 20*,

23*
;
(materiale), ii. 44*

;
(della

matematica'), ii. 47’
;
(simbo-

lica), iL 640*
;
(sociale), ii. 537’.

logico, ii. 27*.

logistiche (macchine), ii. 28*.
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logo-, ii. 30’.

lotta per 1’ esistenza, 358’.

iuc% (acromatica, sensazione di),

146*
;

(propria della retina),

510’.

lucidila, ii. 31*.

lume, ii. 768*
;
(naturale), ii. 6’.

luminosa (sensazione), ii. 6’.

lunatieo, ii. 32*.

lupo-mannaro, ii. 813*.

lusso, ii. 33*.

lustro, ii. 32*.

Luteranismo, ii. 33’.

macchine (logistiche), ii. 28*.

maerocosmo, ii. 34’.

maggiore, ii. 37’.

magia, ii. 35’, ii. 557’.

magnetismo, ii. 36*.

mal(occhio),353’; (caduco),330*.

malaltia. 285’
;

(della persona-

lita), ii. 284*.

male, 352*.

malevolenza, ii. 37*.

malinconia, ii. 61’.

malizia, ii. 38’.

mammifero, ii. 38*.

mancamento (senso di), 369’.

maneinismo, 277’.

mandante, ii. 341*.

mania, ii. 39*
;
(saltatoria), 252*.

Manicheismo, ii. 40*.

manifestazione, ii. 41’.

Maomettismo. ii. 95’.

marmaglia, ii. 89’,

maschio, ii. 37*.

massa, ii. 44’.

massima,ii.55’;(giuridica),ii.65®.

matematica, ii 47*.

materia, ii. 49’
;

(vivente), ii.

8*
;
(e forma), ii. 50’.

materialismo, ii. 45’.

matriarcato, ii. 48*.

matrimonio, ii. 43*.

matronimico, ii. 76*.

matto, 241*, ii. 34’.

me (il), ii. 507*.

meccaniea, ii. 59’.

meccanico, ii. 58*.

meecanismo, ii. 59*.

medesimo (il), ii. 484*.

media (quantita), ii. 56’.

mediano (valore), ii. 56’.

mediate, 521*, ii. 59*.

mediazione, ii. 69*.

medieamenti(azionedei),ii.376’.

medio, ii. 60’.

meditazione, ii. 60’.

medium, ii. 60’.

megalomania, 420’, ii. 60*.

memoria, ii. 63’
;
(organica), iL

213*.

meninge, ii. 67’.

meningite, ii. 67’.

mentalita, ii. 68*.

mente, ii. 82’
;

(m.-sostanza,

teoria della), ii. 86’.

menzogna, ii. 4*.

meraviglia, ii. 820*.

mereanzia, 199’.

mercato, ii. 43*.

merci, 417’,

31-3
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mcrito, 271-, ii. GO’,

mescolanza (dei colori), 196*
;

^^binoculare), 197’, li. 87*.

mesenchima, ii. 09*.

raeso-, ii. 70’.

luesoblasto (or mesoderma), ii.

70’.

mesoderma, ii. 70’.

mesotelio, ii. 70*.

messa, ii. 44’.

Messia, ii. 70*.

mestizia, 203*.

metabolismo, ii. 71’,

metacinesi, 001’.

metaflsica, ii. 72*.

metagenesi, ii. 71*.

metamero, ii. 71*.

metamorfopsia, ii. 71*,

metamorfosi, ii. 72’.

metazoario, li. 74:’.

metazoo, ii. 74’.

metempirico, ii. 74*.

metempsicosi, ii. 74*.

metodi (dell’ etica), ii. 76’

;

(psicofisiclii), ii. 392’; (teoria

dei), ii. 75’.

metodo (introspettivo), 667*

;

(gonetico), 409*
;

(analitico),

45'
;
(econoniico), 306*

;
(delle

dififerenze), 280*
;
(delle varia-

zioni minime), 280*
;

(di es-

clusione),356*
;
(grafieo), 420’;

(euristico), 476*; (socratico),

ii. 548*
;
(scientifico), ii. 500*

;

(di parola), ii. 821’; (dei re-

sidui), ii. 467*.

metodologia, ii. 76.

mezzadria, ii. 74’.

mezzi, ii. 678*
;

(al fine), ii. 67’.

mezzo, 328*, ii. 66*
;
(termine),

ii. 77*.

microcefalo, ii. 77’.

microcosmo, ii. 34’.

microrganismo, ii. 77*.

midolla (spinale), ii. 681’.

mielite, ii. 124’.

miglioramento, ii. 63’.

migliorare, ii. 63’.

migliorismo, ii. 62*.

millennio (il), iL 79’,

mimesi, ii. 79.

mimetismo, ii. 79.

mimlca, ii. 81*.

mimico (linguaggio), 418’.

minore, 642*, ii. 37’, 86’.

minorenne, 642*.

miopia, 124’.

mira (punto di), 886’: (Unea
di), ii. 8’.

miracolo. ii. 86*.

miacela, ii. 87*.

miscredenza, ii. 724*.

misericordia, ii. 69’,

misfatto, ii. 38’.

misologia, ii. 87’.

miateri, ii. 124*.

misticismo, ii. 124*.

misto, ii. 87*.

misurazione, ii. 67*.

rr.ito, ii. 126'.

mitologia, ii. 126*.

mitologlca (teoria), ii. 126*.

mitosi, il. 87’.

mnen.onica, ii. 89’.

mnemotecnioa, ii. 89’,

mobility, ii. 89’.

modalismo, ii. 89’.

modality ii. 89*.

modestia, ii. 93*.

modiflcazione, ii. 94’.

modo, ii. 103*.

modulo, ii. 94’.

mogigraphia, ii. 826*.

molteplice (il), ii. 201’,

moltiplicita, ii. 116*.

moltitudine, ii. 117’.

momento, ii. 98’
;
(della forza),

ii. 98’.

monade, ii. 98’.

mondo, ii. 118’, 821*
;
(esterno,

percezione del), 365*
;
(anima

del), ii. 822'.

raonergi-m', ii. 99*.

moneta, ii. 99*.

monismo, ii. 99*.

mono-, ii. 101’.

mo. oidei mo, ii. 101’.

Monofisiti, ii. 102’.

monomania del dubbio, 296*,

ii. 101*.

monopolio, ii. 102’.

monoteismo, ii. 102’.

monotelitismo, ii. 102*.

Montanismo, ii. 103*.

morale (teorie di), 343’
;
(etero-

psicologica), 476*
;
(idio-psico-

logica), 510’, ii. 320’
;

(fa-

colta', ii. 104’; (pazzia), ii.

104’
;
(giudizio), ii. 105'

;
(pro-

gresso), ii. 105*
;

(senso), ii.

100’; (statistica),ii.l06*; (teo-

logia), ii. 110*.

moral! (teorie), 343’
;
(scienze),

ii. 106’.

moralita, ii. Ill’; (istintiva),

556’
;
(legale), ii. 111’,

morboso, ii. 111*,

morfologia, ii. 111*,

morte, 256’
;
(spirituale), 266*.

mosohe volanti, ii. 118*.

mostra di s6, ii. 610’.

mostro, ii. 103’.

moti peristaltic!, ii. 280*.

motive (affettivo), 21*
;
(econo-

mico), 307’, ii. 113’.

moto, ii. Ill*
;

(e riposo), ii.

112*
;
(perpetuo), ii. 280*.

motore, ii. 113*.

movimenti (consentanei), 217*

;

(deir occhio), 366’.

movimento (illusioni di), 612*
;

ii. 113*, 116’.

musoolo, ii. 119’.

musica, ii. 121*.

mutazione, 171*, ii. 122’.

mutismo,ii.l23*; (psichico),800’.

mutuazione, ii. 124’.

nano, 301*.

narcosi, ii. 128’.

narcotioi, ii, 128’.

nascente, ii, 128’.

nativismo, ii. 129’,

nativita. ii. 132*.
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naturale, ii. 133’.

naturalismo, ii. 137*.

natura, ii. 138*; (morale), ii.

141*
;

(sensitiva'i, ii. 619’

;

(state di), ii. 699’.

naturismo, ii. 142*.

TTazareiti, ii. 142*.

nazionale (ricchezza), ii. 128*
;

(carattere), ii. 128*.

neceasario, ii. 143 '; (il),ii. 148’.

neoessita, ii. 143*.

negative, ii, 148’.

negazione, ii. 146’.

negligenza, ii. 149’.

nemesi, ii. 149*.

neo-, ii. 149*; (criticismo), ii.

149*; (Hegelianismo),ii.l49*;
(Kantianismo), ii. 160’; (Pla-

tonismo), ii. 150’; (Pitagore-

ismo ', ii. 150’.

nervi vasomotori, ii. 759*.

nervosismo, ii. 166*.

nescienza, ii. 167*.

nesso, ii. 176*.

Nestoriani, ii. 167*.

netto, ii. 167*.

neuralgia, ii. 168’.

neurasse, ii. 171’.

neurastenia, ii. 168*.

neurite, ii. 171’.

neuroblasto, ii. 171*.

neurologia, ii. 172’.

neuromeri, ii. 175’.

neurone, ii. 171*, 176’,

neuropatia, ii. 175*.

neuropilema, ii. 175*.

neuroporo. ii. 175*.

neurosi, 175*.

neurosismo, ii. 166*.

neurotomi, ii. 175’.

neutralita, ii. 176’.

niohilismo, ii. 177*.

ninfa, 182’.

ninfo mania, ii. 190*.

nirvana, ii. 178’.

nittalopia, ii. 177’,

noetico, ii. 178*.

noia, 327'.

nolizione, ii. 179’.

nome, ii. 127’.

nominale, ii. 179*.

nominalismo, ii. 180’.

nomologia, ii. 180’.

non compos sui, ii. 181’*

non-essere, ii. 180’.

non-io, ii. 181’.

noologia, ii. 181*, 183*.

norma, ii. 182’, 481*
;
(di fede),

ii. 482’.

normals, ii. 182*, 183’.

normalita, ii. 182’,

normative, ii. 182’.

nota, ii. 43’, 183*.

notazione, 269*.

notocorda, ii. 184*.

nottambulismo, ii. 178*.

nottambulo, ii. 177*.

nous, ii. 185*.

novazione, ii. 186’.

noviziato, 63*.

nozione, ii. 184’
;

(di cau»a),

163*; (generale), 406*.
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nucleo, ii. 186^.

nullo (esperimento di), ii. 404^
numeno, ii. 184^.

numerale, ii.
190i

;
(schema), ii.

1901 .

numerico, ii.
190i.

numero (-indice), 532^, ii. 186^
;

(concetto di), ii.
189i.

nutrizione, ii. 190'^.

obbiettivo, ii.
191i, 192^.

obbietto, ii.
191i, 192'.

obbligazione, ii.
194i; (morale),

ii. 1941.

obbligo, ii.
194i, llli.

obiezione, ii. 192^1.

oblio, 390^.

occasionalismo, ii. 199^.

oechio (ciclopico), 251i
;
(movi-

menti dell’), 366i
;

ii. 769^
;

(misurazione ad), ii. 8OII; (pi-

neale), ii. 263i
;

(terzo), ii.

2631.

ocoulto, 65^, ii. 199*.

>. dio, 442^
odore, ii.

489i.

cfelioiita, ii. 204*.

offerta, ii. 623*.

oftalirda, ii. 204*.

oggettl esterni, 3661.

oggettivisrro, ii. 1941,

Dggetto, ii. 1911.

oloblasto, 482*.

ombra, 413*.

omogamia, 483*.

omogeneita, 483*.

omolecito, 4841.

omologhi (organi), 484*.

omonimo, 484i.

omotassi, 484*.

omousia, 484*.

onesta, 484*

onirologia, ii. 201*.

onnipotenza, ii. 200*.

onnipresenza, iL 200*.

onniscienza, ii. 2011.

onore, 484*.

ontogenesi, ii.
202i.

ontogenia, ii.
202i.

ontologia, ii. 203*.

ontologico (argomento), ii. 202*.

ontologismo, ii.
203i.

operazione di generalizzare,
4081.

opere, ii. 821*.

opinione, ii. 204*.

opposizione, ii. 205*
; (sociale),

537*.

oracolo, ii. 212*.

orda, 4861.

ordinamento industriale, ii.

2191.

ordinanza, ii. 212*.

ordine, 419*, ii. 212*
;
(morale),

ii. 2121.

ore di lavoro, 486*.

oreochio, 443'.

orflca (letteratura), ii.
260i.

organi (analoghi), 40*
;

(elet-

trifi), 3131
;
(omologhi), 484i,

ii. 212
' ;

(voeali), ii. 802*
;

( dei

sensi), ii. 517*.

organiea (selezionei, ii. 213*

;

(sensazione), ii.
218i.

organico, ii. 5',
213i.

orginismo, ii.
218i

;
(sociale),

537*
;
(unieellulare), 726i.

organizzazione, ii.
219i

j
(so-

ciale), ii. 537*.

orgoglio, ii. 3391.

orientazione, ii. 242'
;
(costante,

legge di), ii. 242*; (illusione

dell’), ii. 242*.

originale, ii.
250i

;
(peccato),

ii. 2501.

originario, ii.
250i.

crigine (della vita), ii. 2431

;

(delie specie), ii. 243*.

oroptero, 486i.

ortodoisia, ii. 250*.

or ogenesi, ii. 250*.

ortoplasia, ii. 251 1.

oscillazioni dell’ attenzione,
.387 ^

oscurantismo, ii.
198i.

osservazione, ii.
198i

;
(interna),

ii. 1981
;
(ordinamento dei ri-

sultati d’), ii. 198*.

ossessione, 524*, ii. 198*.

ossi-, ii. 252*.

otologia, ii. 251*.

ottica, ii.
210i.

ottimismo, ii. 210*.

ovo, ii. 252*.

oxi-, ii. 252*.

pace, ii. 274*.

padrone, 321*.

paganesimo, ii. 253*.

pagano, 453i.

paleontologia, ii. 264*.

palingenesi, ii. 254*.

panenteismo, ii. 2551.

pangenesi, ii.
255i.

panlogismo, ii. 255*.

panmissia, ii. 255*.

panpneumatismo, ii. 2661.

panpsichismo, ii.
256i.

panteismo, ii. 266*.

pantelismo, ii. 257*.

Papa, ii. 309*.

para-, ii.
258i.

paradosso, ii. 2581.

paralisi, ii. 259i.

parallelismo psicofisico, in 2681.

parallelogramma delle forze,
ii. 2591.

paralogismo, ii. 269i.

parassito, ii. 262*.

paresi, ii 263i.

parita, ii. 263*.

parola interna, 664*, ii.
669i,

8211.

parossismo, ii. 263*.

parsimonia, ii. 264i.

partenogenesi, ii. 2641.

partito, ii. 266*.

pamsia, ii. 263*.

parziale, ii. 265*.

parziali (suoni), ii. 265*.

passione, ii. 267i.

passivita, ii. 266*.

passive, ii. 266*.

patente, 175i.
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patetico, ii.
268i.

patimento, ii. 6I61.

patologia mentale, ii. 267*.

patos, ii. 2681.

patriarcato, ii. 268*.

patristioa (fihisofia^, ii. 268*;
(dottrina', ii.

274i.

patronimico, ii. 274*.

patteggiare, lOli.

paura, 375*.

pazzia, 387i,
ii. 32*, 34*

;
(cireo-

lare), 35i, 550i
;
(morale), ii.

1041.

peccabilita, ii. 274*.

peccato, ii. 532*
;
(originale), ii.

2501.

pedagogia, ii. 2751.

pedagogica (psicologia), ii.

2751.

peduncolo, ii.
275i.

Pelagian ismo, ii. 275*.

pena, 431i,
ii.

397i
;

(teoria

della), ii. 276i.

penale, 244'.

penitenza, ii. 2761.

penologia, ii. 2761.

pensiero, ii.
696i

;
(lettura del),

ii. 1201
. (^selettivo), ii. 607*

;

(corrente del), ii. 604*
;
(tras-

missione del), ii. 696*.

Pentateuco, ii.
276i.

pontimento, ii.
464i.

percezione (della profondita),
270*

;
(del mondo esterno),

365*, ii. 276*
;

(di posizione
del corpo),ii. 3111

;
(dispazio),

ii. 6661.

perdizione, ii.
278i.

perdono, ii. 262*.

perfettibilita, ii. 278*.

perfezione, ii. 278*.

perfeziom.smo, ii. 2791,

periodicitti, ii. 279*.

periodo (dei lumi), 326*; (la-

tente), 628*.

Peripatetici, ii.
280i.

peristaltici (moti), ii. 280*.

permanenza, ii. 280*.

perpetuo (moto), ii. 280*.

perseita, ii.
281i.

perseveranza, ii.
282i.

persistenza della sensazione,
241.

persona, ii. 282*.

personale, ii.
283i

;
(equazione),

ii. 2831.

personalita, ii. 282*
; (malattie

della), ii. 284*.

personificazione, ii.
286i,

perspicuity,, ii. 287h
perturbazione, ii. 2871.

perversione, ii. 287h
pervertimento, ii. 2871.

peso (sensazione di), ii. 812*.

pessimismo, ii. 210*.

piacere, ii.
253i, 304*.

piano, ii. 678*; (superiore), ii
663*.

pi nta, ii. 302*.

pieno (il), ii. 305*.

pieta, ii. 69', 302*.

pietismo, ii. 301*.
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pine lie i;lii iiilola , o33-

;

i^occhio', ii. ;2li3'.

Pirronismo, ii. 404-.

pitioresco, ii. 301*.

plasma, ii. 303-
;
^gerininativo),

41

3

-.

plastica (imitazione), ii. 302^
plasticitii, ii. 303-.

plebaglia. ii. 30*.

pleuaria iiululgenza'), ii. 305*
;

i^iu»i'irazione'), ii. 305*.

pleroma. ii. 30.5-.

plesso (gangliarei, 405*, ii. 305^*;

^nervoso), ii. 306*.

pluralismo, ii. 300*.

pluralita, ii. 734*
;
(delle cause),

ii. 30G'^.

plus-valenza (-va’ore), ii. 625^.

pueumatologia, ii. 30S*.

polemica, ii. 308^.

poli-, ii. 309*

politica, ii. 309*
;

(economia),
307*

;
(filosofia), ii. 694*.

polizia, ii. 308^.

polso, ii. 397*.

pompeggiarsi. ii. 510*.

popolazione, ii. 309^.

positiva (teologial, ii. 312*.

positivismo, ii. 312*.

positive, ii. 311*
;

(diritto), ii.

312*.

posizione (del corpo, perce-

zione di), ii. 311*
;

(primi-

tiva', 340*.

possessione, ii. 313*.

possesso della terra, ii. 676*.

possibile, ii. 313*.

possibilita, ii. 313*.

postulate, ii. 316*.

postume (categorie), ii. 316*.

petenza, ii. 317*, 318*.

petenziale, ii. 316*.

petere, ii. 318*
;
(coscienza di),

li. 319*.

peverta, ii. 318*.

prammatice, ii. 321*.

prammatisme, ii. 321*.

pratica, ii. 321*
;

(ragione), ii.

320*
;

(religione), ii. 321*
;

(teologia), ii. 321*.

pratico, ii. 320*
;
(giudizio), ii.

320*.

praxis, ii. 321*.

precisiene, ii. 323*.

precise, ii. 323*.

prececita, ii. 324'.

predestinazior.e, .390', ii. 325*.

predeterminaziene, ii. 325*.

predicabile, ii. 325*.

predicate, ii. 325*.

predi-spesiziene, ii. 329*.

predizione, ii. 329*.

preesistenza, ii. 330*.

prefermaziene, ii. 330*.

preghiera, ii. 323*.

pregiudizie, ii. 324*.

premessa, ii. 330*.

premie, 125'.

premeniziene, ii. 331*.

prendere (il), ii. 330*.

preordinaziene, ii. .331*.

preparazione, ii. 331*.

preperce ione, ii. 331*.

prependeranz i, ii. 331*.

preregativa reale, ii. 480*.

presa, ii. 330*.

presbiopia, ii. 332*.

prescienza, 389*.

prescriziene, ii. 332*.

presentaziene, ii. 333*.

presentazienisme, ii. 333*.

presente,ii.333*; (^tempo),ii.333*.

preseiitimeute, ii. 331*.

presecrati;a (filosofia), ii. 334*.

pressieno (sensazione dil, ii.

337*
;
(punto di), ii. 337*.

prestabilita (armonia), ii. 329*.

presunziene, ii. 337*.

presuppeste, ii. 338*, 624*.

prete, ii. 340*.

preteriziene, ii. 338*.

preternaturale, ii. 338*.

prevaricaziene, ii. 338*.

prezze, ii. 338*.

primarie, ii. 340*.

pdmati, ii. 340*.

primitiva (posizione), ii. 340*.

primitive, ii. 340*.

prime, ii. 341*.

primerdiale, ii. 340*.

principale, ii. 341*.

principle (deir economia'), 309*;

(del terzo escluso). 356*, ii.

341*; (fondamentale), ii. 1*.

prieritii, ii. 342*.

private, ii. 343*; (diritto), ii.343*.

privaziene, ii. 343*.

privilegio, 394*, ii. 343*.

prebabile (illazione), ii. 363*.

prebabilisme, li. 344*.

prebabilita, ii. 344*.

preblema, ii. 355*.

problematico, ii. 366*.

procedura, ii. 356*.

precesso, ii. 356*
;

(psichico or

mentale), ii. 356*; (sociale), ii.

638*.

precura, 24*.

prodetto, ii. 471*
;
(crescente),

629*.

prodromi, ii. 367*.

produttivita, 311*
;

(decre-

scente), 281*.

pred-.zione, ii. 367*; (eccesso

di), ii. 262'.

prefezia, ii. 361*.

profitte, ii. 367*
;
(decrescente),

281*.

prefenditfi, (percezione della),

270*.

progette di legge, 117*, ii.

358*, 678*.

prognatia, ii. 367*.

pregnat isme, ii. 357*.

pregressive, ii. 358*.

pregresse, ii. 358*
;

(morale),
ii. 105*

;
(sociale), ii. 636*.

projezione (eccentrica), 304*,

ii. 358*.

proliferazione, ii. 369*.

propensione, ii. 369*.

propiziazione, ii. 361*.

proporziene, ii. 361*.

proposito, ii. 404*, 678*.
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pr„pos.zi..u3, ii. oCl*
;

al-

terna or subordinata), ii. 726*.

propria (luce) della retina, 610*.

proprieta, ii. 359*, 360*
;
(dii-itto

di), ii. 360*.

proprio (interes.se), ii. 610*.

prosillogismo, ii. 370*.

prosodia, ii. 370*.

prosperita, ii. 813*.

prostrazione, ii. 370*.

protanopia, ii. 370*.

protasi, ii. 371*.

protestantismo, ii. 372*.

protettiva (rassoiniglianza), ii.

371*.

protezCone, ii. 371*.

protezionismo, ii. 371*.

proti ta, ii. 372*.

pretc plasma, ii. 372*.

protozoo, ii. 373*.

prova, 351*, ii. 359', 682*

;

(tempo di), ii. 355*.

provvidenza, ii. 373*.

provvisionale, ii. 373*.

prudenza, ii. 374*.

pseudestesia, ii. 374*.

pseudo-, ii. 374*.

psiche, ii. 374*.

psichiatria, 331*, ii. 375*.

psichico (sviluppo), 433*, ii.376*.

psico-, ii. 382'.

psicoflsica, ii. 392*.

psicoflsichi (metodi), ii. 892*.

psicofisico (parallelismo)
,
ii. 258*.

psicofisiologia, ii. 390*.

psicogenesi, ii. 382*.

psicogenia, 410*.

psicogenico, ii. 382*.

psicologia, ii. 382
;

(morbosa
or patologica), 2*

;
(ani-

male), 48*
;

(biblica), 116*
;

(della faneiullezza, del bam-
bino), 175*; (comparata),
201*

;
(etnica), 387*

;
(gene-

tica), 410*
;

(individuale),

638*
;

(medica), ii. 60*

;

(variazionale), ii. 769*; (pe-

dagogica), ii. 276*
;

(empiri-

ca, razionale), ii. 389*
;
(speri-

mentale, ii. 389*
;
(fisiologica),

ii. 390*
; (la nuova), ii. 391*

;

(delle razze), ii. 414*
;

(so-

ciale), ii. 638*.

psicolo ice, ii. 376*
;
(sofisma),

11. 382*.

psicologismo, ii. 382*.

psicometria, ii. 391*.

psicomotore (
torio), ii. 391*.

psiconomia, ii. 391*.

psicopatologia, ii. 391*, 267*.

psicosi delle sviluppo, 275',

ii. 392*.

psiooterapeutica, ii. 394*.

pubblico, ii. 396*
;

(diritto),

ii. 396*.

puberta (psicosi della), 275', ii.

896*.

punizione, ii. 397*, 401*.

punti (corrispondenti), 237*
;

(identic!), 604*
;
(termici), ii.

673*
;

(barici), ii. 337*
;

(di

dolore or algesiei), ii. 264*.
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punto, ii. 308^
;

(cieco), 121*
;

(cardinale), 155^
;
(difreddo),

193^
;

(di mira), 386^
;

(ter-

mieo di calore), 453^
;

(d’in

differenza), 633^
;

(di pres-

sione), ii. 337^
;

(di sensibilita

al freddo e al caldo), ii. 673^.

purezza, ii. 403^.

purgatorio, ii. 402*.

purita, ii. 403^.

Puritanismo, ii. 403*.

Purkinje (immagini di), ii.

403*
;
(fenomeno di), ii. 403*.

puro, ii. 401*.

qualche, ii. 655*.

qualita, ii. 359*, 406*
;
(men-

tale), ii. 409*.

quantity,, ii. 409*
;
(intensiya),

559*.

questione, 676*.

quiddita, ii. 412*.

quietismo, ii. 412*.

rabbia, ii. 413*.

Eabbinismo, ii. 413*.

radiazione, ii. 414*.

radice, ii. 414*, 479*.

raffrenamento, ii. 469*.

raggio di direzione, ii. 417*.

ragionamento, ii. 426*.

ragione, 432*, ii. 424*, 425*
;

(pratica), ii. 820*
;
(sufficiente,

legge della), iL 616*
;
(inten-

dimento e), ii. 725*.

ragionevole, ii. 426*.

rammarico, ii. 438*.

rapporto, ii. 416*, 439* ; (magne-
tico), ii. 415*.

rappresentare, ii. 464*.

rappresentazione, 498*, 618*,

ii. 464*.

rappresentazionismo, ii. 464*.

rassegnazloBe, ii. 468*.

rassomiglianza, ii. 6*
;
(protet-

tiva), ii. 371*.

razionale, ii. 416*.

razionalismo, ii. 416®.

razza, ii. 413*.

razze (psicologia delle), ii. 414*.

reale, ii. 420*
;

(prerogativa),

ii. 480*.

reali, ii. 424*.

realismo, ii. 421*
;

(naturale),

ii. 134*
;
(idealistico), ii. 421*.

realta(sentimento della), ii.424*.

reattivo, ii. 420*.

reazione (anticipata), 56*
;

(cat-

tolica), 162*, ii. 417*
;

(tem-

po di), ii. 417*.

recettibilita, ii. 429*.

reoiproca (domanda), ii. 429*.

reciprocita, ii. 429*.

Eedentore, ii. 434*.

redenzione, ii. 434*.

re-filosofo, ii. 290*.

regola, ii. 481 ; (d’oro), 416*
;

(di fede), ii. 482*.

regolare, ii. 439*.

regressione, ii. 438*.

regress© (e deeadenza) so-

ciale, ii. 638*

reintegrazione di Jackson,
677*

;
ii. 434*.

relativi (termini), ii. 447®.

relativita, ii. 450*
;
(della cono-

scenza), ii. 450*
;

(legge di),

ii. 450*.

relative, ii. 443*.

relazione, ii. 439*
;

(legge di),

ii. 450*.

religione, ii. 452*
;
(naturale), ii.

134*; (pratica), ii. 321*
;
(filoso-

fia della), ii. 454*
;
(dell' uma-

nita), ii.462*; (vedica), ii. 760*.

religiosa (coscienza), ii. 462*.

religiose (istinto), ii. 462*.

reminiscenza, ii. 463*.

remissione dei peccati, ii. 463*.

residui (metodo dei), ii. 467*.

residue, ii. 707*.

resi&tenza, ii. 468*
;

(sensa-
zione di), ii. 468*.

responsabile, 9*.

responsabilit&,, ii. 468*.

retaggio, 546*.

retina, ii. 470*
;
(reazione oscil-

latoria della), ii. 470*.

retribuzione, ii. 471*.

rettitudine, ii. 433*.

rettorica, ii. 473*.

reverie, ii. 472*.

reversione, ii. 472*.

reviviscenza, ii. 472*.

rieapitolazione(leggidi),ii.428*.

ricehezza, ii. 811*
;
(nazionale),

ii. 128*.

ricognizione, ii. 430*
;

(segni
di), ii. 432*.

ricompensa, ii. 472*.

riconoscenza, 421*.

riconoscimento, ii. 430*.

ricordanza, ii. 430*.

ricordarsi, ii. 463*.

rieordi (fissarsi dei), 386*.

rioorrente, ii. 433*
;

(visione),

ii. 433*.

ricuperamento, ii. 433*.

riduttiva (divisione), ii. 435*.

riduzione, ii. 434*.

riflessione, ii. 435*, 436*.

riflessivo, ii. 436*.

riflesso (patellare), 602*
;
(rotu-

leo\602*
;
(cosciente), ii.436*;

(atto), ii. 436*.

Bitbrma, ii. 437*.

rifrazione, ii. 437*.

rigenerazione, ii. 437*.

rigidita, ii. 475*.

Eigoristi (-ismo), ii. 475*.

rimorso, ii. 463*.

Eimostranti, ii. 463*.

rimoto, ii. 463*.

rinascimento, ii. 463*.

ringiovanimento, ii. 439®.

riposo, ii. 464*, 469*.

riproduzione, ii. 465*
;
(agami-

ca), 24*
;

(fedelta di), 381*
;

(sessuale), 404*, ii. 525*.

riprovazione, ii. 465*.

ripugnanza, ii. 466*.

ripulsione, 89*.

risentimento, ii. 467®.

risoluzione, ii. 468*.
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rispetto, ii. 468*.

risponsabilita, ii. 3*.

risultante, ii. 470*
;

(suono),
ii. 470*.

risultato, ii. 470*, 471*.

risurrezione, ii. 470*.

ritenere (il), ii. 470*.

ritenzione, ii. 470*.

ritmo, ii. 473*.

rituale, ii. 476*.

rivalita, ii. 476*.

rivelazione, ii. 471*.

riverenza, ii. 472*.

Ecmano (diritto\ ii. 478*.

romantico, ii. 479*.

rossore, 123*.

rotazione (sensazione or perce«

zione di), ii. 480*.

rudiment©, 49*, ii. 481*.

ruina, ii. 481*.

rumore, ii. 179*.

sabatismo, ii. 483*.

Sabellianismo, ii. 483*.

sacerdotalism©, ii. 483*.

Sacramento, ii. 483*.

sacre scritture, ii. 484*, 503*.

sacrificio, ii. 484*
;

(di sb),

ii. 509*.

Sadduceismo, ii. 484*.

saggio, ii. 682*.

salario, ii. 810*.

salto, ii. 484*.

salute (deir anima), ii. 484*

;

(della mente), il. 487*.

Salvatore, ii. 488*.

salvazione, ii. 484*.

sangue, 123*.

sanguigno, ii. 487*.

sanita, ii. 487*.

santificazione, ii. 485*.

santita di Dio, 482*.

sanzione, ii. 485*.

sapienza, ii. 818*.

sapori, ii. 662*.

Satana, ii. 487* .

saturazione, ii. 488*.

Savii (i sette), ii. 818*.

scala ternaria di Porferio, ii.

714*.

scale di Snellen, ii. 686*.

soambio, 356*
;
(mutuo), ii. 429*.

scelta, 176*, ii. 504*.

scemo, 388*.

soetticismo, ii. 489*.

schema, ii. 490*
;

(numerale),
ii. 190*.

schematismo, ii. 490*.

schiavitii, ii. 522*.

Schopenhauerismo, ii. 499*.

sciamanismo, ii. 525*.

scientifleo (metodo), ii. 500*.

scienza (oomparata delle reli-

gioni), 201*, ii. 499*
;

(fisica),

ii. 300*.

scienze (morali), ii. 106*
;

(so-

cial!), ii. 539*.

scimunito, 388*.

scintillamento, 386®.

scintillio, 386*.

scisma, ii. 491*.

scissiparita, 384*.
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scissura, SS4®.

sclerosi, ii. 603*.

scolastioa (,1a), iL 491*.

Soolastici (teologia degli), ii.

495®.

scomiinica, 867*.

sconto, 284*.

sooperta, 284*.

scopo, 28*, 323*.

Scotismo, ii. 503*.

Borittura, 440®
;

(automatica),

94*
;
(a specchio), iL 86®, 603*.

scritture (sacre), ii. 484*.

sorupolo, ii. 603*.

Bcuola (Alessandrina), 80*

;

(normalo), ii. 183*.

SGuole (filosofiche dei Greci), ii.

495*.

b6 (sentimento di), ii. 608® ;
(co-

scienza di), ii.609*
;
(conosoen-

za di), ii. 610®
;
(sacrificio di),

ii. 609*
;
(amor di), ii. 610*

;

(giustificazione di), ii. 612*

;

(mostra di), ii. 610*.

se-oggetto, 312*.

se-sogg 2tto, 312*.

secolo dei lumi, 326*.

secrezione, ii. 504*.

Begmentazioue, 189*, ii. 604*.

segni (locali), ii. 16*
;
(premo-

nitori), ii. 331*
;

(di recono-

scimento), ii. 432®.

segno, 627®, iL 43*
;
(temporale),

ii. 673*.

eegregazione, 676*.

eelettivo (il pensiero), ii. 607*.

Belezione, ii. 604®, 606*
;

(artifi-

ciale), 74*
;

(metodica), 74*
;

(germinale),412*
;
(di gruppo),

433*
;
i,individuale), 538®

;
(in-

terna), 565®
;

(naturale), ii.

134*
;
(organica or indiretta),

ii. 213®
;
(fisiologica), ii. 300®

;

(genetica), ii. 465*
;
(sessuale),

ii. 625*
;
(sociale), iL 640*.

eelvaggio, ii. 488*.

selvatico, ii. 488*, 816*.

semantica, ii. 513*.

sembianza, ii. 513*.

eemi-pelagianismo, ii. 614*.

semituono, 181*.

Bemplice, ii. 127*, 531*.

semplicitii di spirito, 377*, ii.

632*.

Benescenza, ii. 614®.

senilita, ii. 614*.

sensaziono (delle giunture),
73®

; (di luce (or luminosa) a-

cromatica), 146®
;
(di colore),

197*
; (organica, gjnerale),

199®
;

(concomitante, asso-

ciata), 209*
;

(di contatto),
222®

;
(cutanea), 250*, 271*

;

(di Bforzo or di tensione),

311®; (uditiva), 451*
;

(della
rogna), 576®

;
(luminosa), ii.

6*
;
(negativa), ii. 149*

;
(orga-

nica or diffusa), ii. 218*
;
(mus-

colare), ii. 121*
;

(tattile, del
tatto), ii. 707*

;
(di dolore), ii.

254*
;
(di pressione), ii. 337*

;

(barica), ii. 337* ; (di stira-

mento), ii. 397*
;

(ampiezza
della), ii. 416*; (di resistenza),

ii.468* ;
(di rotazione), ii. 480*;

(di ruviditk or liscio), ii. 480*
;

(sessuale), ii. 625®
;
(di peso),

ii. 812*
;

(cutanea), ii. 633*

;

(statica), ii.600®; (muscolare
di tensione), ii. 604*; (tendi-

nea), ii. 674*
;

(termica or

della temperatura), ii. 673*.

sensazioni (olfattive), ii. 200*
;

(gustative), ii. 662*
;

(subiet-

tive), ii. 610*.

sensi (illusione dei), ii. 617*

;

(organ! dei), ii. 617®.

sensibility, 19®, ii. 617*, 619*

;

(articolare or delle giunture),

680*
;
(disturb! della), ii. 617*

;

(di differenza or distintiva), ii.

617*.

sensismo, ii. 516*.

sensitivity, ii. 619*.

sensitive (circolo), ii. 619*.

senso, ii. 515*
;
(comune), 200*;

(di differenza), 280*; (dell’ equi-

librio), 338*, ii. 57*
;
(morale),

ii. 106*
;

(spirituale), ii. 517*.

senso-motorio, ii. 619*.

sensoriale, ii. 519*.

sensorio, ii. 619*
;

(comune),
ii. 619*.

sensuale, ii. 620*.

sensualismo, ii. 620*.

sentimentality, 21*, ii. 621*.

sentimento, 377*
;
(di sforzo or

di tensione), 311*
;

(dello

sforzo mentale), 31 1*
;
(di con-

gruita), 384*
;
(della liberty),

396*
;

(del future), 399*

;

(fondamentale dell’ io orga-

nico), 218*
;
(di sb), ii. 608*

;

(estetico), ii. 621*
;

(ses-

sualel, ii. 626*
;
(della realty),

ii. 424*.

serie, ii. 521*.

servigi, ii. 622*.

servitii, ii. 523*.

sesso, ii. 623*.

sessuale (riproduzione), 404*,

ii. 525*
;
(selezione), ii. 626*

;

(sentimento), ii. 625*.

sessuali (caratteri), ii. 624*.

setta, ii. 604*.

Settanta (versione dei), ii. 621*.

sezione aurea, 416*.

sforzo (sensazione di', 311*.

sguardo (campo di), 381*
;
(linea

di), ii. 627*.

sibillini (i libri), ii. 527*.

signifleato, 526*, ii. 528*.

significazioni (teoria delle), ii.

629*.

sillogismo, ii. 628*.

simboli, ii. 651*.

simbolica, ii. 640*
;

(logica),

ii. 640®.

simbolico, ii. 651*.

simbolismo ii. 651*.

simbolo, ii. 640* ;
(di Atanasio),

84*.

Bimilare, ii. 630*.

simmetria, ii. 651*.
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simpatia, ii. 652*
;
(est.etica), ii.

653*.

simulazione, ii. 532*.

sin-, ii. 654*.

sincerity, ii. 532*.

sincope, ii. 655*.

sincreti^mo, ii. 655*.

sinderesi, ii. 655*.

sinergia, ii. 658*.

sinergismo, ii. 657*.

sinestesia, ii. 654*.

singolare, ii. 533*.

singolarismo, ii. 633*.

singolo, ii. 633*.

sintesi, ii. 658*
;

(chimica),
175*

;
(mentale), ii. 658*.

sintetica (filosofia), iL 659*.

sintetico, ii. 658*.

sintomo, ii. 653®.

sistema, ii. 659*
;
fnervoso), ii.

153*
;

(mercantile), ii. 68*

;

(vasomotore), ii. 760*.

sistematioa (teologia), ii. 669*.

sociability, ii. 643*.

sociale (volonty), 407*; (co-

scienza\ ii. 634*
;
(contratto),

ii. 534*
;
(dinamica), ii. 634*

;

(etica),ii. 636*
;
(forza),ii.537*

;

(logica),ii.537*
;
(opposizione),

iL 637*
;
(organismo), ii. 637*

;

(organizzazione), ii.637*
;
(filo-

sofia), ii. 638*
;
(processo), ii.

638*; (psicologia), ii. 638*; (re-

gresso e decadenza), ii. 638*
;

(statica), ii. 640*
;
(tessuto), ii.

641*
;
(unity), ii. 641*

;
(indi-

viduo), ii. 648*.

sooiali (evoluzione e pro-

gresso), ii. 535*
;

(scienze),

ii. 639*
;

(selezione ed elimi-

nazione), ii. 640*.

socialismo, ii. 641*.

sociality, ii. 643*
;

(sviluppo

della), ii. 643*.

society, ii. 643*
;

(operaia), ii.

708*.

Sociniani, ii. 544*.

sociologia, ii. 544*.

socionomia, ii. 548*.

Socratica (filosofia), ii. 649*.

Socratico (metodo), ii. 548*.

soddisfazione, ii. 487*.

sofisma, 372®, ii. 656*
;
(psico-

logico), ii. 382*.

Sofisti, ii. 656*.

soflstica, ii. 656*.

soggettivismo, ii. 611*,

soggettivo, ii. 607*.

soggetto, ii. 607*.

soglia, ii. 696*.

sogno, 297*.

solidarieta, ii. 653*.

solipsismo, ii. 653*.

sollet CO, ii. 697*.

soluzione, ii. 654*.

somatologia, ii. 555*.

somatopleura, ii. 655*.

somiglianza, ii. 6*.

somma degli stimoli, iL 620*.

Somm sti, ii. 620*.

sonnambulismo, ii. 655*.

sonno, ii. 533*.
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soppressione, ii. 611'.

sopralapsarianismo, ii. 626*.

soprannaturale, ii. 623'.

sopraproduzione, 355*.

soprawivenza, ii. 472'
;

(del

piu adatto}, 385*.

soprumano, ii. 623'.

sordita, 254*
;
(mentale or psi-

chica), 255*, iL 625*
;
(nmsi-

cale), iL 705*.

s:rdo, 254*.

sordomutismo, 254'.

sorite, 171*j ii. 557'.

sostanza, ii. 612', 614'
;

(vi-

vente), ii. 8*.

sostituzione, ii. 614*.

soteriologi a, ii. 557'.

sovTanita,ii.558'; (diDio),ii.569'.

spasmo, ii. 566*.

spazializzazione, ii. 566'.

spazio, ii. 559'
;
(percezione di),

ii. 666'.

specie, 600', ii. 666*
;

(origine
delle), ii. 243*.

speciflca (.energia), ii. 667®

;

(gravita), ii. 567*.

specifieazione, ii. 567*.

speculazione, ii. 568*.

speranza, 485*.

sperimentare (lo', 362*.

sperma, ii. 580*.

spermatiea (eellula), iL 680®.

spermatogenesi, ii. 680*.

apesa, 360*.

spese non ripartite, 679®.

spettro, ii. 568'.

Spinozismo, ii. 584®.

spiritismo, ii. 685*.

spirito (di corpo), 217', 841'

;

(santo), 482*, ii. 81*, 684*,818*.

spirituale, ii. 687'; (sense), iL
517'.

spiritualismo (teoria deUo), ii.

657*.

spirituality, iL 687'.

spirometro, li. 687'.

splanenopleura, ii. 687'.

spongioblasto, ii. 687®.

spontanea(generazione),iL687*.
spontaneity, ii. 687®,

spora, ii. 688'.

spurio, ii. 374*.

stability, ii. 692®.

stanchezza, 628'.

stati mentali, ii. 614*.

statica, ii. 601'
;

(sociale), ii.

640'
;

(economia), ii. 600'

;

(sensazione), ii. 600*.

statistica, ii. 601'
;

(morale),
ii. 106*.

state, ii. 593*; (agricolo), 28'
;
(di

guerra), 113*; (finale), 324*;
(ipnotico), 490'; (intermedio),
663*. ii. 693', 601*

;
(di cosci-

enza), ii. 698*
;

(di natura),
iL 699'

;
(incosciente or incon-

scio), ii. 725'.

statute, ii. 601*.,

stenieo, ii. 603'.

stere.;scopica (visione), ii. 602'.

sterility, ii. 602*.

stile, ii. 605*.

stimate, ii. 603'.

stimolante, ii. 603'.

stimoli (addizione or somma
degli), ii. 620'.

stimolo, 575*
;

(normale), ii.

183', 603*.

stiramento (sensazione di), ii.

897'.

stirpe, ii. 603*.

stoicismo, ii. 604'.

storia, 477'
;

(filosofia della),

477*
;

(della filo.sofia), 480'
;

(naturale), ii. 133*.

strabismo, ii. 604'.

straniarsi (lo), ii. 609®.

straniero, 389*.

strapazzo, 374*.

stregoneria, ii. 557', 818*.

strumenti, 605'.

struttura, ii. 604*.

studii forjnali, 391.
stupidity, ii. 605'.

stupore, ii. 605'.

sub-, 491'.

subalternaproposizione,ii.726'.
subalteinazione, ii. 606'.

subeonscio, ii. 606'.

subeontrario, ii. 607'.

subcosciente, ii. 606'.

subiettive (sensazioni), iL 610®.

sublime, ii. 611*.

subordinazione, ii. 612'.

subsunzione, ii. 615'.

suceessione, ii. 615'.

succubo, ii. 615*.

sudditanza, 33*.

sufficients (ragione), legge
della, ii. 616'.

Silfismo, ii. 617*.

suggestions, ii. 619'.

suicidio, ii. 620'.

Sumniti, ii. 621'.

suoni parziali, ii. 265®.

suono, 184*, 449*, ii. 183*, 705®
;

(di battimento), 104'
;
(dicom-

binazione), 198'
;
(composto),

205*
;

(di differenza), 281'
;

(fondamentale), 397*, ii. 341';
(asprezza del), 442*

;
(risul-

tante), ii. 470'
;
(addizionale),

ii. 620*
;

(d’ intermittenza),
663*

;
(musicale), ii. 122'.

supererogazione, iL 622®.

superficie, ii. 625*.

superstizione, ii. 623®.

supposizione, ii. 624*.

suprema (felicity), 422', ii. 707'.
sussidio, ii. 612'.

sussistenza, ii. 612'.

sustanzialismo, ii. 614'.

svenimento, ii. 628'.

sviluppo, 274*
;
(legge di Baer

dello), 100'
;
(mentals), 354®

;

(psichico or mentale), 433', ii.

67'
;
(della sociality), ii. 543'.

svo’gimento della propria per-
sonality, iL 512®.

tabs, ii. 660'.

tabu, ii. 660'.

Talmud, ii. 661*.

Tartini (fenomeno del), 281'.
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tassazione, ii. 663'.

tassonomia, ii. 663*.

tattile (campo), 382'; (sensa-
zione), ii. 707'.

tatto (teoria del), 441',

tautologia, ii. 663'.

tavoletta, ii. 302*.

teismo, ii. 688'.

tslegonia, ii. 663*.

teleologia, ii. 664'.

teleologico (argomento), ii.

663*.

telepatia, ii. 668'.

tema, ii. 691*.

temperaments, ii. 672*.

temperanza, ii. 672*.

temperatura (sensazione della),

ii. 673'.

tempo, ii. 697*
;

(presente),

ii. 333'
;

(di prova), ii, 355*
;

(di reazione), ii. 417'; (sense
del), ii. 705'.

tempo passato (coscienza del),

ii. 267*.

temporals, ii. 673*
;
(segno), ii.

673*.

tender za, 207', 529', ii. 674®.

tendinea (sensazione), ii. 674*.

tensions (sensazione di), 311*,

ii. 604'.

tentazione, ii. 674®.

teocrasia, ii. 692'.

teodicea, ii. 692'.

teofania, ii. 693'.

teologia (pastorale), 60*
;

(bi-

blica),116*, ii.692*; (naturale),

ii. 137*
;

(morale), ii. 110*
;

(positiva), ii. 312*
;

(pratica),

ii. 321'
;
(degli scolastici), ii.

495*
;
(sistematica), ii. 659*

;

(dommatica), ii. 693'.

teorema, ii. 693'.

teoria,ii. 693'; (dell’interazione),

168'; (cellulare), 169'
;
(di Co-

pernico),234*; (dell’alleanza),

240'
;

(della discendenza),
271*

;
(del doppio aspetto),

295'
;

(degli errori), 340'

;

(della gastrea), 405*
;

(del

tatto), 441'
;

(degl’ element!
psichici), ii. 85*

;
(della ma-

teria psichica), ii. 86'
;

(dei

metodi), ii. 75'
;
(mosaicistica

della visione), iL 111*
;
(delle

significazioni), ii. 529'
;
(dello

spiritualismo), ii. 557*
;
(mito-

logica), ii. 126*
;
(Tolemaica),

ii. 396'.

teorie morali or di morale, 343'.

teosofia, ii. 695'.

teratologia, ii. 675*.

termica (sensazione), ii. 673'.

termici (punti), ii. 673'.

terminazione neiv^sa, 324'.

termine (generals), 407'
;
(me-

dio), ii. 77*
;
676'.

termini relativi, ii. 447*.

terra, 618'
;
(valore della), 618'

;

(possesso della), ii. 675'.

terzo occhlo, ii. 263'.

terzo escluso (principio del),

356*.
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tesi. ii. 005’.

tessuto, ii. 706*
;

(sociale),

641*.

testamento, ii. 817*, 686*.

testimonianza. ii. 686*.

tetano, ii. 687*.

ticchio, ii. 006*.

timbro, 105*, ii. 607*.

timiditii, li. 626*
;

(istintiva),

102*.

timore, 375*.

tinta, i07*.

tipi (di prova ottica), ii. 686*
;

(inentali), ii. 721*.

tip divino, 290*, ii. 721*.

Tolemaica (teoria), ii. 396*.

tollerantismo, 639*.

Tomismo (il), ii. 006*.

tonale (sorditil), ii. 705*.

tonica, ii. 700*
;
397*.

tonico, ii. 700*.

tono sentimentale, 23*
;

(di

battimento^, 104*
;

(d’ inter-

mittenza), 663*
;

(musicale),

ii. 122*
;

(armonico), ii.

252*.

torpore, 300*.

torto, ii. 700*, 826*.

totem (-ismo"), ii. 706*.

traocia, ii. 707*.

tradimento (alto), 476*.

tradizione, ii. 708*.

traduoianismo, ii. 709*.

traduzione, ii. 712*.

tragico, ii. 709*.

•trance,’ ii. 709*.

transeunte, ii. 712*.

transraigrazione, ii. 74*.

transubbiettivo, ii. 713*.

transustanziazione, ii. 713*.

tripano, ii. 714*.

trascendentalismo, ii. 623*,

711*.

trasoendente, ii. 710*.

trascendenza, ii. 710*.

tra.sformazione, ii. 711*.

trasformismo, ii. 712*.

trasgnressione, ii. 712*.

trasmissione, ii. 713*
;
(del pen-

siero), ii. 696*.

trasposizione, ii. 713*.

Trattarianismo, ii. 707*.

traumatismo, ii. 713*.

tremore, ii. 714*.

treteismo, iL 715*.

triangolo dei colori, 197*.

tribil, ii. 716*.

tricotomia, ii. 716*.

trilemma, ii. 715*.

TrinitJi, ii. 715*.

trinitariar.ismo, ii. 716*.

tristezza, 203*, ii. 657*.
trofl.mo, ii. 716*.

tropismo, ii. 716*.

tutto, 33*, ii. 714*.

ubbidienza, ii. 191*.

ubbriachezza, 297*, 640*.

ubiquita, ii. 723*.

uditiva (sensazionel, 461*.

udito, 443*
;
(difetti dell’), 462*.

udizione (colorata), 91*
;
(bin-

aiiricolare), 117*.

ultimo, ii. 723*.

ultramontanisrao, ii. 724*.

umanesimo, 486*.

umanismo, 486*.

timanita, ii. 41*
;
(religione dell’),

ii. 462*.

umiliazi ne di Cristo, 487*.

umilta, 487*.

umor nero, 123*.

umore, ii. 103*
;
(buon), 488*.

umorismo, 488*.

uniformita, ii. 127*
;
(di natura),

ii. 726*.

unione ipostatica, 492*.

unisono, ii. 731*.

unita (sociale), 641*, ii. 731®,

734*, 736*
;
(della coscienza),

li. 68*
; (^ Dio), ii. 737*

;

(metodica), ii. 76*.

unitarianismo, ii. 734*.

universale, ii. 738*.

universalismo, ii. 741*.

universalitS,, ii. 742*.

universe, ii. 742*
;
(fondamento

dell’), ii. 822*.

uno (1’), ii. 201*.

uomo, iL 39*.

uovo, ii. 262*.

uso, 250*, ii. 744 ;
(ereditarietii

dall’), ii. 744*.

usufrutto, ii. 744*.

usura, ii. 745*.

utilita, 360*
;

(finale), 883*, ii.

745*.

utilitarismo (-isti), iL 745.

Utopia, ii. 745*.

vacuo, ii. 747*.

vago, ii. 748*.

validita, ii. 748*.

valore (card inale), 165*
;

(in-

trinseco), 566*, ii. 747*, 822*.

vangelo, 417*.

vanita, ii. 339*.

varlabile, ii. 760*.

variazionale (psicologia), iL

759*.

variazione negativa, ii. 149*.

variazioni (di coincidenza),
193*

;
(minime, metodo delle),

280*, ii. 750*.

varieta, ii. 736*, 769*.

vasomotore (centro), ii. 769*

;

(nervo), ii. 769*
;
(sistemo), ii.

760*.

vedica (religione), ii. 760*

velocity, ii. 760*.

vendetta, ii. 471*, 760*.

ventricolo, ii, 760*.

ventriloquio, ii. 760*.

veracita, ii. 761*.

verbale, ii. 761*.

Verbo (II), ii. 30*.

vergogna, ii. 625*.

verifloazione, ii. 761*.

verita, ii, 716*; (foiidamentale),
397*

;
(criterio della), ii. 687*

;

(di Dio), ii. 720*.

vertebrate, ii. 762*.

vertice, ii. 762*.

vertigine, 291*, ii. 762*.

vescicola germinativa, 412*.

vescicole cerebrali, 170*.

vestigio, ii. 763*.

vibrazione, ii. 763*.

virtii cardinali, 165*, in 764.

virtuale, ii. 763*.

virtualita, ii. 317*.

visione (indiretta), 633*, ii.

765*
;

(ricorrente), ii. 433*

;

(stereoscopica), ii. 602*
;
(in-

terna), ii. 801*.

visivo (campo), 382*.

vist r(binoculare), 1 1 7*
;
(doppia),

296’
;
(corta), ii. 142*.

visuale (linea), ii. 8*.

vita (lotta per la), 358*
;

(spiri-

tuale),ii.5*, 6*; (origine della),

ii. 243*, 801*.

vitality, ii. 801*.

vivacita, ii. 802*.

vivezza, ii. 802*.

vizio, ii. 763*.

voce, ii. 806*.

volitivo, ii. 806*.

volizione, ii. 806, ii. 678*.

volonta, ii. 678*
;
(sociale or col-

lettiva), 407*
;
(disturbi di),

ii. 816*
;
(di credere), ii. 806’,

808*, 816*.

volontario, ii. 809*.

volontarismo, ii. 807*.

vudU, ii. 809*.

Vulgata, ii. 809*.

vuoto, ii. 747*.

Weismannismo, ii. 812®.

Westminster (Confesaione di),

ii. 813*.

xenia, ii. 827*.

Zend-Avesta, ii. 827*.

zona, ii. 828*.

zooteismo, ii. 828*.

Zoroastrismo, in 828*.

Printed in the United States of America.
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